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A LADY'S LIFE ON A RANCHE.

LIVING as we do about twenty
miles from anywhere on a ranche

in the North-West of Canada, we

get our magazines rather late, and
with more or less irregularity.
But we read them attentively,
and of course we read anything
about ourselves with that absorb-

ing interest which the subject

naturally arouses. I was sur-

prised to find myself rather a

prominent person in the maga-
zines of last year, and still more

surprised to learn that I was a

woman set apart, and an object of

pity. I learned that "an English

lad} on a ranche" is a self-devoted

being, a household drudge, to be

regarded with respectful admira-
tion and compassion. I learned
that I had married a failure, for

the young Englishman in the
Colonies was set down as hopelessly

inccmpetent, with the best of in-

tentions indeed, but the worst of

methods. This part of the history
VOL. CLXIII. NO. DCCCCLXXXVII.

I particularly resented, for it is

so weak to marry a failure. Then
I learned what our future lives

were to be. He was to struggle

hard, and perhaps, if he were very

good indeed, to win a bare sub-

sistence. I was to struggle even

harder, in a virtuous and heavy-
hearted manner

;
and virtue would

be its own reward perhaps. We
were to have no time for read-

ing or amusement, no congenial

society, and apparently no sport.
We were to linger out an un-

enviable existence in the bare-

handed struggle to make existence

self-supporting, and that was all.

Now I cannot answer for all

the English wives on all the

ranches in Canada. I can only
answer for one ranche which is

flourishing, and for one small

Irishwoman happily situated on

it. There is perhaps a good deal

of sympathy between Ireland and
the North-West. In the old
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country we are accustomed to dis-

regard appearances, to make all

kinds of shifts and laugh at them,
to neglect superfluities, mind our

manners, follow after sport, and
love horses. All that is good

training for the North - West.
But on coming here one finds

everybody engaged in making
money, or trying to; and that

is a new and bracing atmosphere
to an Irish constitution. No one
is rich here. On the other hand,

hardly any one is distressingly

poor, of those at least who lire

on their ranches like ourselves,
and make their money by horses

and cattle. As to whether they
make or lose most, and* how they
make or why they lose it, I

know just enough to be silent on
the subject for fear of making
some " bad break." The "Western

tongue is expressive. This, how-

ever, I know, that it is a very
novel and pleasant experience to

belong to a community of which
all the members are more or less

equal in fortune
; and also that it

is the most refreshing thing in

life never to look at or handle

money from month's end to
month's end. Wages and bills

are paid by cheques. There is no

expenditure of small sums when
one lives twenty-four miles from a

shop ;
and the diminution of wear

and tear to the brain-tissue when
one never has to do the sum of

fifteen times sevenpence-halfpenny
is considerable. After living here
for eighteen months, I realised one

day that I did not know the cur-

rency of the country by sight.
Who ever enjoyed such a blessed

ignorance in England for a week 1

As to the want of congenial
society, that complaint may be

preferred from many a corner of
the British Isles with as much
reason as from North - Western
Canada. But one observes that

those who are always complaining
of the society round them are not,

as a rule, its most useful or bril-

liant members. Here, besides our

Canadian neighbours, who are un-

failing in kindness and hospitality
to new-comers, there live a fair

number of Englishmen, ranchers

and others
;
and some of the more

adventurous have wives. What
should hinder us from enjoying
each other's society? It is true

that we do not scatter cards upon
each other or make many after-

noon calls, for reasons connected
with time and space and other

large considerations. We do not

give each other dinner-parties
either; but we give each other

dinner, generally at 1 P.M., and
beds for the night. People usually
come when they have some reason
for passing this way; and in a

ranching country, houses are so

few and far between that hospit-

ality of necessity becomes a matter
of course. As a matter of course

also, people do not expect to be
amused. We have no means of

formally entertaining each other,
and it is not thought amusing to
talk from morning till night. A
visitor prefers to smoke his pipe
in peace, to find his way out and
wander round the corrals, inspect

any bit of building that may be

going on, or cast a critical eye on
the stock. After which he saddles
his cayuse for himself, and departs
on his own affairs.

We are all a good deal taken up
here with attending to our own
business ; consequently we do not
see so much of each other as people
do at home. Will that be thought
unfavourable to friendliness ? Per-

sonally I incline to the advice given
in the Book of Proverbs :

"Withdraw thy foot from thy
neighbour's house; lest he
be weary of thee, and so
hate thee."
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But when people who have like

aiim; and occupations do happen
to meet, the converse is particularly

interesting, at least to themselves.

Of course they talk shop. Nearly
all i;he conversation worth listen-

ing to is shop of one kind or an-

other. Prairie shop has a fascina-

tion of its own cattle, hay and

horses, timber, grass and calves,

weadier, Indians and wolves, fenc-

ing, freights and the English beef-

market. Wherever Englishmen
abound and this is emphatically
a Land of the Younger Son there

the talk is on out-of-door subjects,
and there is sympathy with all

that is doing in all the ends of the

earth.

E ut to come home again, let us

give heed to the household ques-

tion, that question which is with
us all, and always with us. I

have seen women in England
nearly worn out with their servant-

worries, their kitchen-ranges, and
their complicated household ar-

rangements. I would not change
plac es with them for any considera-

tior, even to have dinner in six

courses every evening. Here we
enjoy the luxury of one servant

in the house, an able-bodied

cook, and I never heard him com-

plain that his cooking - stove had

"gene back on him"; nor if he

did, should I lie awake at night
thii iking about it. I made the
usuil mistake of bringing out a

maid from home; but when in

cou -se .of time the mistake recti-

fied itself, and she went the way
of ill womankind in the West, I

tool; to the broom and duster, and
was surprised to find what a calm-
ness descended on my spirit with
release from the task of super-
vision. An average of two hours'

housework a-day, and the trouble
of nending one's own clothes, is

not much to pay for all the joys
of liberty. I keep up a conscien-

tious endeavour to find some sub-

stitute for the vanished maid
; and

still every failure to secure one

brings a secret relief, a sense that

the days of liberty are lengthened.
I own to have been tempted once,
when the fascinations of a certain

elderly dame very nearly overcame
me. She was of striking appear-
ance, thin, and high-stepping, with
short grey hair confined by a band
of cherry- coloured velveteen, and
she wore a profusion of blue bead-

work. She told me that she was

capable of doing all I could pos-

sibly require. Only one thing was

beyond her, and that was a par-
ticular " kind of a hotel cake, one
of these regular slap-up cakes, with

icing." She took credit for this

voluntary confession of her limita-

tions, being, as she said, quite
above deception ; and then she ex-

plained that all she required of

me was a candour equal to her

own. She "liked that, and she

liked her boss to come right
in to the kitchen too, and pass a

joke with her, and not be stiff."

Nothing came of the interview,

though I was well inclined to pro-

long our relations and do my best

about the jokes, while the lady
of the beads was sure that we
should value each other. But it

was not to be.

No doubt there is a certain diffi-

culty about household service on a

ranche. But then housekeeping
is of a very simple kind. There
are no elaborate meals, no super-
fluous furniture or plate to be

cleaned; there is no attendance

beyond what is necessary : in

short, everything that may cause

extra trouble is avoided. There

is plenty of comfort on a ranche,
but very little luxury ;

and every
one must be ready to help him-

self, and to help others too,

when the occasion arises. In case

of sudden defection on the part
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of the cook, it is well to know
how to prepare some simple things ;

though indeed almost any Western
man can fill up the vacancy, so

far as baking bread and cooking
beef go. Then, in case of being
weather - bound or otherwise cut

off from a laundress, it is well to

know a little of the gentle art of

washing. No art is more useful,

and none is easier to acquire, in a

country like this, where "wash-

boards,"
"
wringers," and all kinds

of conveniences minimise the la-

bour.

When I first came here I did

nothing at all, and enjoyed it very
much. But now that I have a

little a very little daily occu-

pation, I enjoy it a great deal

more. The fact is, that in a com-

munity where every one else is at

work one does not feel quite at

home in complete idleness in rid-

ing over the prairie, gathering
flowers, writing letters, and read-

ing poetry-books all day long and

every day. Abstraction is very
pleasant ;

but it is pleasanter still

to have a share in the general life,

and by a very light experience of

work, to gain some sympathy with
those whose experience is of little

else but work.
The winning of new sympathies

is the chief interest of life. Here
you may learn sympathy with lines
of life so long and varied that

they extend from the Patriarchs
to Dick Swiveller's little Mar-
chioness. One might go even far-

ther back namely, to Jabal, who
was

" the father of such as dwell in

tents, and of such as have
cattle"

There is nothing like life in the
North-West to give one an insight
into patriarchal history. How
plainly it makes one understand
the strife that arose between the

herdmen of Abram and the herd-

men of Lot, when their cattle

had increased

"so that they could not dwell

together."

I suppose there is not a cow-hand
in the West who could not furnish

one with some instructive partic-
ulars of that strife, or who could not

exactly appreciate Abram's gener-

osity in allowing to Lot the first

choice of a range, and Lot's very
natural mistake in choosing the

plain of Jordan because

"it was well watered everywhere"

though far too thickly settled for

a cattle-range.
Of course, when there was no

central government that could

"reserve springs" in the inter-

ests of stock-growers, one is not

surprised to find that every water-

ing-place was a source of strife

between the herdmen of respective
owners. The cowboy is not even

yet the most peaceable of man-
kind, and to see his herd perishing
of thirst would naturally exasper-
ate him. Besides, to fill up the
wells that other people had dug
was "

playing it very low down "

as the herdmen of Isaac seem to
have thought at the time of the
trouble with the men in Gerar.

Among all the worthies of the
Old Testament, Jacob is that one
who enjoys least popularity at
home. His trickiness is invariably
objected to, his trials go unpitied,
and his talents are disparaged.
Now here, having enjoyed the ad-

vantage of hearing an experienced
cowboy explain the career of our
father Israel, I see what injustice
has been done to his memory.
Jacob was, in fact, a herdman, or

cowboy, "from away back," an

undeniably smart hand. His guid-
ing principle in life was to forego
no advantage; and this is the
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essence of smartness. To outwit

his simple brother was an easy
matte r to him in his youth ;

in

later Hfe his wily old uncle Laban
was n3 match for him, though for

twenty years the underhand strug-

gle went on between the two.

It is easy for the superficial to

say that Jacob lacked a conscience.

Nothing of the kind. Like a born

herdman as he was, he put so

much conscience into his herding
that there was none left over for

the Ifss important affairs of life.

The anxieties and hardships of a

Western herdsman to-day were
Jacob's too at the date B.C. dr.

1745

" Thus I was ; in the day the

drought consumed me
y
and the

frost by night ; and my sleep

departed from mine eyes."

He was no ordinary hand who
could say to Laban,

"It was little which thou hadst

before I came, and it is now
increased unto a multitude."

It may be observed, too, that

Jacob made good all losses to his

employer, even loss from wild

animals ; and this was pointed
out with admiring reprobation by
the Eian who imparted to me the

true r;ense of the narrative. How,
he asked, did Jacob make out to

replace all losses from the herd of

Laban at a time when he had no
herd of his own, and was not worth
a cen b anyhow 1 The inference is

plain There were other herds on
that range, and Jacob must have
"rusiled" what he wanted from
them You bet your life ! our
father Israel was a "rustler."

Nothing is wanting to constitute

him our patron saint of the West.
This excursion into the eigh-

teenth century B.C. is no digression,
of course. I have only been show-

ing tl iatwe like to connect ourselves

with the dignity of history. But
I am glad the connection does not
extend to living in tents. A
Canadian winter under canvas
would probably bring the history
to an early close; and even in

summer, except for the idea of the

thing, a house has many advan-

tages. English ladies are much
pitied, I see, for the sad, rough
houses they have to live in on
these sad, rough ranches, "so dif-

ferent from their refined English
homes." As to refinement, of

course that is neither here nor
there. It belongs to the person,
and not to the house the person
inhabits, or at least only by com-
munication to the house. But

why should there be all this sad-

ness and roughness and pity at all ?

Of course, a house on a Western
ranche is as different from a house
at home as it can well be. Still,

you cannot judge of the merits of

anything by pronouncing it dif-

ferent from something else. A
log or lumber house on a site

determined by the existence of a

spring and moderate shelter, is

built in two or three months, then

simply furnished, and that is all.

It seems a little superfluous to

draw the contrast between this

and an English home. But on the

other hand, why should one not

enjoy all reasonable comfort in a

lumber-house ? If well built it is

very warm and tight in winter-

time, of course with the addition

of double windows
;
and if warm

in winter, it will be cool in summer.

Besides, one can have a verandah

on the eastern side, where the little

flower-garden will be ;
and as soon

as the sun is overhead, the verandah

makes the pleasantest sitting-place
with the scent of mignonette and

the cucumber-vine about it. If

the house is well finished inside, it

can be made very pretty in a simple

way. A friend once described our
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house as "ceiled with cedar and

painted with vermilion." Having
lived for some time now within

cedar-panelled walls, I have come

to the conclusion that no other

walls are half so pretty. The

warm brown-and-gold tints of the

wood make a perfect background
for water-colours, china, books, and

anything else that may be con-

veniently disposed of upon them.

Then at home ceilings are usually
a trial to the eyes, but cedar-

panelled ceilings add a joy of their

own to life. I cannot think that

the look of one's rooms is unim-

portant, for in winter one spends
so many hours indoors; and the

unbroken whiteness of snow with-

out makes every feature of form
and colour within more insistent.

For nearly half the year, how-

ever, we can lead a regular out-of-

door life here, and that is what
makes the real charm of the coun-

try. That is what gives the health

and brightness and hardiness to a
life that acts with a kind of slow
fascination on us all. Englishmen
who have lived here will abuse the

country sometimes, go home for

good, bidding a joyful last fare-

well to the prairie and come back
within the year. They profess not
to know what has drawn them
back to these world-forsaken wilds,
and they abuse the country again.
But they can't keep away from it.

The logic of such proceedings is

quite beyond my grasp ; but speak-
ing as a mere illogical female, I
like the country so well myself
that I think it is good to be here.
I like the simplicity, the infor-

mality of the life, the long hours
in the open air. I like the endless

riding over the endless prairie, the
winds sweeping the grass, the

great silent sunshine, the vast

skies, and the splendid line of the

Rockies, guarding the west. I
like the herds of cattle feeding

among the foothills, moving slowly
from water to water; and the

bands of horses travelling their

own way, free of the prairie. I

like the clear rivers that come

pouring out of the mountains, with

their great rocky pools and the

shining reaches of swift water

where we fish in the summer-time
;

and the little lakes among the hills

where the wild duck drop down to

rest on their flight to the north in

spring. When the grouse-shooting

begins in the autumn, or, as

we say here, "when the chicken-

shooting begins in the fall," I

like to ride with the guns to watch
the sport, and mark down the birds

in the long grass. I like both the
work and the play here, the time
out of doors and the time for

coming home. I like the summer
and the winter, the monotony and
the change. Besides, I like a
flannel shirt, and liberty.

I certainly never heard of any
onewho could not enjoysome partof
the summer here

; but most people
are glad to get away in the winter.

There seems to be a fixed idea that
winter is nothing but snow and

monotony and weariness of spirit.

Well, I do not deny the snow,
but there is even more sunshine
than snow; nor the monotony
but then I adore monotony. For
the weariness of spirit, that is an-
other matter altogether ;

and I

really think it must be the people
who never spend their winters
here that find a Western winter
so trying. In some ways it is

quite as pleasant as the summer;
and when one can get coyote-
hunting, summer is not to be
named in the same breath with
it. The fun we had coyote-hunt-
ing with our friends last Christmas-
time passed all. But even when
one can get no hunting, there is

riding and sleighing; and always
there is the lovely aspect of the
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hills inder snow, white against
the radiant blue, softened as a

face is softened by a smile, every

dimple and delicate depression of

the ground marked by a transpar-
ent shadow on the snow, its sunlit

whiteness set off by the dark of

leafless willows that trace the

windiags of the frozen creek.
" Fair as the snow of one night,"
was an old saying in Ireland : it

often comes into my mind when
I look out on a sunny morning
here riter a snowy night. Every-

thing seems to be new-made, white

and shining, and everywhere the

wonderful blue shadows are rest-

ing or drifting over the stainless

valleys. The sky is a clear forget-
me-not blue. The far-off line of

the plains is sea-blue against it.

Each hollow is pure cobalt blue,

and each cloud passing above

sends a blue shadow gliding over

the earth. Under the log walls

of the sheds at the foot of the

hill, the shadow thrown on the

snow might be painted in ultra-

marine. Perhaps among the mys-
terious effects of colour, blue on
white has the special property of

making glad ! for all through the

short, sunny winter day there is

a light sparkle and exhilaration

in the air which acts on the

spirits like a charm. Then when
the time of winter sunset comes,
there is a half -hour of strange,
delicate brilliancy, a blush of

colour across the snow like the

flush on the leaves of the latest

monthly rose, a dazzling whiteness

alon^ the ridges that catch the

level rays of light, deepening into

a hundred tones of blue and violet

between dark stretches of the leaf-

less villow and cottdnwood trees,

with here and there a gleam like

the .jreen light of an opal coming
from the ice that spreads upon
the overflow round the mouth of

a frozen water -
spring. In the

beauty of these winter sunsets
there is something curiously un-

earthly partly by reason of the
frozen stillness in the air, but
even more, I think, because of

the mystical purity of those col-

ours shining on the snow. One
can compare them only with the

light of gems like the opal and
the sapphire, or the bands of pure
colour in the rainbow. Are there
fountains of these colours spring-

ing in Paradise, that they always
seem to give our eyes hints of a

fairer life?

Such are the still days ; but
then we have wild weather here
in winter, and enough of it too !

days when the north wind blows
and the snow flies before it as

nothing but snow before the wind
can fly, in a blind white fury. All

the months of winter are months
of conflict between the north and
the west winds. We watch the

powers of the air fighting over us,
and feel as if we lived in the heart

of a myth of the winds. The north
wind is the destroyer ;

when

" He casteth forth his ice like morsels :

Who is able to abide his frost ?
"

While the north wind blows,

every breathing thing shrinks and
cowers. The mere holding on to

life is a struggle for poor unshel-

tered animals, and the longer it

lasts the harder is the struggle,
and the less their strength for it.

But there comes a change in the

air. Some night on looking out

we see that the clouds have rolled

upwards, as if a curtain were lifted

in the west, leaving a well-defined

arch of clear sky with stars shining
in it. That arch means that the

west wind, the preserver, is on

his way; and sometimes we hear

his voice beforehand in a long,

distant roar among the mountains.

When next morning breaks, the

north wind has fled, overcome.
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You may go to the house door in

a dressing-gown to look out on the

snowy prairie, and the chinook

blowing over you feels like a

warm bath. It seems miraculous.

All living things are revived and

gladdened. Horses and cattle

move slowly towards the sunny

slopes, leaving long shining furrows

behind them in the smooth snow,
and there they stand or lie down,

basking in the soft air. It is a

kind of brief summer. Even
those spiritless things the hens

will come out of their house under

the bank, where they have been

sitting like so many motionless

humps of feathers, and scratch

about for a while in the sun, as

though life had still something to

offer in place of the toes they lost

in the last frost. The snow-bunt-

ings will whir past your face in a

cloud, with a flashing of little white

wings. I am told that snow-bunt-

ings, if you get enough of them,
are excellent in a pie ;

but I think

they are more excellent in the sun-

light. This may be a still chinook
that has come, a soft warmth in

which the snow melts away with

extraordinary rapidity, while the

sky wears all kinds of transparent
lovely hues like an Irish sky ; and
if you take a ten-minutes' ride to

the top of the nearest hill, you
may see to the west a whole range
of the Rockies, magnificent, ex-

ultant based on earth and piled

against the sky like mountain
altars, the snow-smoke rising from
their dazzling slopes and melting
away in the blue, as if the reek of
some mighty sacrifice purer than
human were ascending on high.
But sometimes the chinook is

far from still
;
it blows with soft,

steady force, and then the snow,
instead of melting, blows away.A most curious sight it is when
first the wind sets it moving; it

flies along the ground as fast

as flowing water, with a kind

of rippling motion, breaking into

sudden eddies and puffs of white,
the sunshine sifting through it

and powdering the whole with

sparks of light. Where all this

snow blows to is a mystery to me
still. I never see it blow up from
the earth

;
I suppose it can hardly

blow out, like the flame of a candle :

all I know is, it blows away. And
then the prairie lies bare, brown
and tawny in colour, with stretches

of pale sunlit gold ;
and all life is

safe and warm and comforted till

the north wind gets his turn

again.
It is very reviving to have the

tyranny of winter broken through
every now and again by the

chinook. But it is better still

when spring comes not the fleet-

ing but the abiding spring. Some

day you see duck flying up the

creek, or you hear the weird cry
of geese float down from very high
overhead. Perhaps some one re-

marks that the creeks are run-

ning, and very soon not only the

creeks are full of rushing dark-

brown water, but every hill -top
is a watershed sending streams
of melted snow down into the

valleys. Snow-birds vanish, and
instead you may see " the hawk
spread her wings to the south,"

whistling over the bare bluffs

where by-and -bye a hawk's nest
will be. Gophers wake up under-

ground, and stick their smooth
heads out of their holes again,
with last year's familiar piping ;

and down by the water-side, where
willows are covered with their

silver-grey buds, you can watch
little blue- tits feeding on them,
generally upside down in their
own fascinating manner. As soon
as frosts cease to bind the earth
at night, the longed-for grass
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begins to push up and grow ;
but

before the first green blade has

sprung, we are sure to have wel-

comod the earliest comer of all,

the Pasque-flower, which is "merry
spring-time's harbinger" in the

North -West. They call it the
" crocus

"
here, and Anemone pul-

satilla is its name among the

learned, I have heard
;
but some-

how I cannot regard flowers as

belonging to the Latin races, and
this one is such a perfect herald

of Easter that the Easter name
seems to fit it best. Some time

in March out of the cold, cold

earth it comes up into the light,

and you find its buds standing on
the prairie, each wrapped up in a

furry grey coat against the north

blast. Perhaps for a week the

shining fur coats are all that can

be seen, tightly buttoned up ;
but

one ,mnny day the furs open wide,
and out slip the nestling flowers.

Oh, how glad we are to see them !

Hans Andersen would have made
a protty fairy tale about the open-

ing of the Pasque-flowers. Their

colours are beautiful and delicate

ali. the peculiar cloudy blues of

the anemone, deepening almost to

violet, and veined with lilac and

grey. Leafless and unattended,

they come in crowds, in millions ;

and gleaming all over the prairie

among the withered, tangled grass,

they show the fresh young .year
bore out of the old one. Many
richer flowers follow in their time,
some lovelier; but I think none
meet with quite the same welcome
as the Pasque-flowers, which an-

swer to more than the pleasure of

the oyes.
One of the great charms of the

prairie is, that the flowers grow in

such masses and myriads over it.

Until I came here I never knew
wha^ it was to see as many flowers

as I could wish all at once. But

here, say it is the month of May ;

May with the fleecy blue and
white skies, the light

- hearted

breezes blowing, the sad - voiced

plovers calling, when for a short

while pools of clear water shine

here and there over the prairie,
" as if," some one said,

" the land

had opened its eyes to look at the

sky." Beautiful duck are resting
on these pools very often, mallard,

teal, pintail, and others
;
or cattle

have come for a drink, and stand

in groups that call for a Rosa

Bonheur, making bright reflections

of themselves on the water. This

is the time when violets blow;
blue and grey and golden, they
come up by thousands in the short

grass, and at the same time the
"
shooting-stars

" make long flushes

of crimson where they stand in

their regiments, nodding side by
side. Sometimes a pure white

one bends like a bride among
the rest. They are little winged
flowers, reminding one of cycla-

mens, but " American cowslip
"

is

their misleading name.

About the last week in May or

the first in June it is worth taking
a long ride to find the forget-me-
nots which grow in certain high

spots. One calls forget-me-nots
blue at home, but the bluest would

look as pale as skim-milk beside

these. Enamel or the deepest tur-

quoise would be dulled by them.

They shine from the ground like

gems, and you may see them quite

a long way off, though they have

none of the glisten and transpar-

ency of red and white flowers:

they shine only from their pure,

opaque intensity of blue. The

place where we always go to find

the first forget-me-nots is called

" the Ridge," as though there were

no other elevation of its kind in

all this mountain country. It is

a stony ridge, its top half covered
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with dwarf poplars and a little

creeping plant with tasteless red

berries, the leaves of which Indians

smoke for tobacco and call kinni-

kinnick. As you ride up and top
this ridge, there bursts upon you

quite suddenly the widest and

most glorious view that can pos-

sibly be imagined. The ground at

your feet falls away to a great

distance, on your left by a steep

slope covered with dark willows;
there is a long, wide valley with

stretches of willow and a gleam of

water, then the ground rises and

falls for miles in a succession of

high, curving ridges, for all the

world as if the earth had broken

into billows like the sea. Some
of these land-billows have exactly
the curve and poise of a sea-wave

before it breaks on the shore, but
the cliffs they break against are

the feet of the Rocky Mountains.

Nothing could be more splendid
than the immense chain of the

Rockies seen from here. They
rise and rise against the west, and
from their very roots upwards to

their shining crowns, you can
follow the magnificent lines of

their building, their vast bases,

against which the billowing foot-

bills dwindle to far-seen ripples,
their towering heights and depths,
the clefts and ledges piled with
mountainous weights of snow, the

jutting cliffs that catch at passing
clouds, the great hollows that one

guesses at from clear-cut shadows
on the snow, and then the final

glory of their sun-lit crests. So
high and shining they are, they
seem like some rampart to the
world. If you look for a long
while from here, you are seized
with a fancy that all the earth is

rolling towards the west, and there
is nothing beyond the Rockies;
they end the world and meet the

sky. You lose this idea when you

are actually between the moun-

tains, for then you can only see

two or three at a time ;
but looking

at them from this distance on " the

Ridge," it possesses you for a

while. Yet, great as they are, I

do not think their size is nearly
so amazing as their beauty. Some
of these mighty heights are built

on such mysterious laws of beauty
that they compel the eye to follow

and cling to their lines, just as the

ear follows and strains after sweet

sounds, with a kind of yearning.
As to their colouring, it is seldom

two days alike. I think it is more

joyous than any other mountain

colouring I have seen. Though
the Rockies have their seasons of

rage, tempest, and fury, they never

seem to mourn or brood over the

things between earth and sky, as

some mountains will. Perhaps
they are too far away, too near

the sun. In full sunlight, when
their great fields of pure snow are

dazzling the air, shot with silver-

gleams and crossed by those trans-

parent blue shadows of the slow-

sailing clouds, what a stainless

splendour is on them ! I have
seen them scarcely less beautiful

on a hot afternoon in midsummer,
far, far withdrawn into a silvery

haze, baseless, unsubstantial moun-

tains, hanging like a picture in

the sky, just made visible by the

gleaming of their snows. Another
wonderful aspect they wear in

thundery weather, when the high-

piled, motionless clouds seem rest-

ing in heavy, gold-rimmed curves

against the very edges of the

mountains, which grow every hour
more deeply, mysteriously blue;
and there is yet another effect,
when mountains and sky grow
faint and pale together in the

noonday heat, till the sky is al-

most colourless, and the moun-
tains are mere outlines of shining
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lilac and snow. But on the whole,
I think the commonest aspect of

the Rockies is also the most
beautiful that is, under fresh

fallen snow and in full sunlight.
It is no wonder that even living
out of sight of them, as we do

among the foothills here, we seem

to be always conscious of the great
mountains so close at hand; and
the constant sight of them on
one's ordinary rides and business

lends a kind of splendour to our

days. In the sightless hours, too,

ono sometimes wakes aware of

them in their far-off places

"Oh, struggling with the darkness all

the night,
And visited all night by troops of

stars."

But now it is time to ride down
from " the Ridge

"
: we were sup-

posed to have ridden up there only
to look for forget-me-nots in June.

So many other lovely flowers follow

the forget-me-nots that the chief

difficulty is to name them; and
that is no trifling task when you
are without botanical knowledge
of your own, and without books of

reference. I think the flowers are

especially puzzling here, because

many of them are so very like

some that we know in the old

country, and yet not exactly the

same. There is one like a white

violet, but it grows half a foot

high ; and one with the smell of a

betm-flower, but it seems to be a

yellow lupin ; and one that behaves

like the little pimpernel, but it is

as large as a buttercup, and pure
coral colour. We call it the
" coral-flower

"
for want of better

knowledge. The " soldier -
lily

"

was also christened at home an

upright lily of a splendid scarlet

that flames through the long grass
in June. Here, as everywhere, the

month of June is the rose-month.

Then, while prairie larks are piping
their short, sweet tunes, the prairie
roses blow in their myriads, white
and pink, shell pink, blush rose,
and deep carmine. The bushes
are low and thick they have no

long sprays like the hedge roses at

home; but these low rose-thickets

spread and run wild over the

prairie, and along the edges of the
trail you may be driving on, till

the horses' feet scatter scented
rose - leaves as they pass. The
scent is the most perfect thing
in the world, very buoyant, very
sweet, and just perceptibly aro-

matic. One little bowl of prairie
roses will scent a whole room, and
remain sweet after every leaf is

withered. So the month of June
is very sweet in the house. With

July there generally arrives a flood

of blue and gold. Lupins in every
shade of blue stand thick up the

sides of the coulees. Blue asters,

short and daisy-like, cover the bare

and half -grassed places. Golden

gaillardias, dark-centred, with bril-

liant fringes, shine like miniature

suns right and left, high and low,

everywhere. Tortoiseshell and sul-

phur-coloured butterflies, and black

and little tiny blue ones, flitter

about. Then come the " harebells

dim." Instead of being shy and

solitary, as they often are at home,

they come in their thousands in

their millions rather : acres of

harebells and the delicate blue

flax wave together in the faintest

breeze, and when the low sun

strikes over them, if you happen
to be riding with your face to the

west, you see them like countless

drops of light transparently twink-

ling in the long grass. August
withers the faint blue flowers, but

brings instead the fireweed glow-

ing on every hill and hollow, and

slender sunflowers clustering in

the loops of the creek. These
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dark -

eyed single sunflowers are

among the most uncertain of

autumn's daughters. One year

they are everywhere, the next year

hardly to be seen. Then sooner

or later comes the inevitable Sep-
tember snowstorm, and after that

you may say good-bye to the wild-

flowers till next year, and turn

your attention to shooting prairie
chicken.

August and September are the

best months for camping out, first

to fish, then to shoot. We like to

go up into the mountains then.

But camping is such a varied de-

light, or else such a serious busi-

ness, that it hardly fits into the

space of this article. I mention it

because it is one of the chief pleas-
ures of our life here.

" What a primitive life !

" some
one will say ;

" all animals, flowers,
and open air. No society, no

luxury, and no art. It must be

stagnation."
Or else

"What an admirable life!"

some one will say ;

" work without

hardship ; exercise, and leisure, a
civilised yet unconventional life.

It must be ideal."

There will always be some

people who think that life can be
made ideal by its circumstances,
and some who think that it can be

interesting only by its excitements.
De gustibus "the proverb is some-

thing musty." However, I am not
concerned to prove that there is no
life more enviable than this which
we lead. I may think so, or I

may not. But I am concerned to
show that the common belief about
a lady's life on a ranche that it

consists necessarily and entirely of
self-sacrifice and manual labour
is a delusion. That it does consist
of these in hundreds of cases is

unfortunately true
; and the reason

why is not far to seek. Many

people who would think it mad-
ness to allow a son or daughter of

their own to marry in England
without means sufficient to keep
a single house - servant, are yet

easily persuaded to allow it in the

Colonies, because they are told it

"doesn't really matter out there."

Once convinced that there will be
no loss of caste, they are satisfied.

They are too inexperienced in the

meaning of work, or else too un-

imaginative to realise that they are

sending a son and daughter to live

a life of much harder toil than
a common labourer and his wife
would lead in England, with none
of the labourers' alleviations of

familiarity and congenial sur-

roundings, but probably under
circumstances which cause them
to think with envy of the labour-

ers' lot at home, and perhaps in a
climate which makes existence a

struggle for six months out of the

twelve. Every one who has visited

an English colony has seen people
of gentle birth in this position, and
has wondered, more or less super-

ficially, if their life were worth

living. I cannot pretend to decide
that question, Only those who
have had the courage to try the
life for themselves can say whether
it is a natural and justifiable one
or not. There is an obvious dif-

ficulty in putting the question to

them. But suppose that sur-

mounted, I imagine that their

answers would vary in accordance
with their conviction of the endur-
ance of love and the dignity of

mutual service. Some are but

imperfectly convinced. And surely
it requires no great exercise of

common-sense to realise that life

cannot be made easy for people
without money anywhere on this

globe ; also, that however difficult
it may appear for a lady to keep
house without any servant in
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Er gland, it must be ten times

harder in a country where she

cannot call in a charwoman to

scrub the kitchen -
floor, or get

water by turning a tap.
But I want to make it plain

that I am speaking of a lady's life

on a ranche, without reference to

those cases in which a pair of

young people enter into matrimony
with their bare hands and the

labour thereof for sole support.
Are there not plenty of people
with small incomes, living busy
lives and not desiring to live idle

ones, yet released from drudgery
or pressing anxiety, with health

arid leisure and capacity for enjoy-
ment 1 These are the people who

ought to be able to find happiness
or a ranche in a good country ;

ar d if they cannot, they must be

ei her strangely stupid or strangely
unfortunate. I must be allowed

to take it for granted that the

ranche -owner is neither a duffer

nor a "
tender-foot," for the ques-

tion of his methods and manage-
ment does not enter into this

article; yet a certain moderate
aiaount of prosperity is necessary
tc happiness. Granted this, what
is there to prevent a lady from

enjoying her life on a ranche? In

England, on a narrow income there

is no such thing as freedom. You
cannot go where you please, or live

where you please, or have what

you please; you cannot join in

amusements that are really amus-

irg, because every form of sport
is expensive; you cannot accept

pleasant invitations, because you
cannot return them. And I think

there would always be a wrangle
with the cook, a railway journey,
or a dinner-party lying heavy on

your mind. But with the same
ircome in a country like this, you
cun live on equal terms with your
neighbours, and all your surround-

ings will be entirely in your favour;
you have only to make the most
of them. Shooting, fishing, and

hunting, just the things which
would bring you to the verge of

bankruptcy at home, you can en-

joy here practically for nothing.
You can have all the horses you
want to ride or drive. Your
harness may show a certain dingi-
ness for lack of the cleaning which
no one has time to bestow on it

;

and the panels of your
" democrat "

will not be adorned with your
worshipful crest and motto. But
then solacing thought ! neither

will anybody else's be. Here all

our appointments are the very
simplest that will suffice. We are

too utilitarian and labour-saving
to accumulate more of the extras

of life than we can help. It is not
because we are all devoted to a

high-thinking and low-living ideal ;

I never found, indeed, that our

thoughts soared much higher than
other people's, though we live so

largely on stewed apples. It is

because we lack "minions to do
our bidding

" a much more
credible reason. This is the coun-

try in which to find out exactly
how deep one's own personal re-

finement goes, how many dainty
habits and tastes will survive

when all the trouble of them has

devolved upon oneself. At home

they are a form of unconscious

self-indulgence ; here they involve

a principle, and an active one.

It may be thought that I am
not describing a life that could

possibly prove attractive to a

woman. I can imagine some one

saying
"It's all very well for a man,

riding and sport and waiting on

himself that kind of thing. But
a woman can't live without some
sort of social amusement, and maids

to harry."
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Can't she? Well, I suppose
women are of different kinds, and

in Ireland we like sport. I never

went in for maiming rabbits and

missing fish myself, but all the

same I like an eight-hours' day in

the open air; and whether it's

afoot on the springy heather of an

Antrim grouse-moor, or riding over

the slippery long grass of the

prairie, still I must be glad when I

see the sun glinting off the barrels

of a pretty brown gun, or see the

point of a fishing-rod dip to the

water in that supple
-
quivering

bow which means a lively trout at

the end of the line. I think even

a woman with no instinctive love

of sport might come to care for it

if she lived in the West ; but, of

course, it is not in the least

necessary that she should. Be
she the most domestic creature

that ever covered up her ears
" when the gun went off," she would
have here the finest field she could

desire for the exercise of her

special gifts. Nowhere else, I

venture to say, do the domestic
virtues shine with such peculiar
lustre as on a ranche.

Of course the scrupulous house-

wife must look to receive some

pretty severe shocks at the out-

set. She may chance to find, as I
have done, her best salad-bowl set

down in the fowl-house with re-

freshment for the hens, or a white
tablecloth flapping on a barbed-
wire fence to dry. Breakfast may
be late one morning because the
Chinaman has taken a knife to
one of the "

boys," and the boy is

holding him down on a chair in
the kitchen. But this sort of

thing only happens during the
first week or month: after you
have attained a strength of mind
to disregard such trifles, they
cease to occur. Then the notable
woman begins her reign, and it is

a glorious one. Praise and sub-

mission surround her; soap and

water scour her path. Rich jams
and many-coloured cakes own her

hand, and the long
-
neglected

socks her needle. Alas that that

woman and I are twain !

Still, besides the idle wife in a

riding-skirt, and the busy wife

measuring out things in cups,
there are other sorts. Some wo-

men are studious. If they can

indulge their turn of mind at

home, well for them ;
but perhaps

it is lucky they do not know how
much better they could indulge it

here. Not only that the hours

are longer and more free from

interruption, while the solitude

favours abstraction, but that there

are so few competing interests, so

few and simple duties, and no ne-

cessity at all for that daily divi-

sion and subdivision of time which
the making and breaking and re-

arranging of engagements entails

on the members of society. It is

not want of time so much as dis-

traction which hinders half the

would-be students
;
and distrac-

tion is far from the North-West !

Last winter I thought how easy
it would be to take up a new

language here, or a course of

moral science, or the study of

whist. I meant, how easy to

some one else, for I am too hope-

lessly devoted to old joys and
favourite authors. I have not yet
half exhausted the curious plea-
sures of listening to the old

harmonies under the new skies.

I read "Romeo and Juliet" with

quite a fresh wonder beside a

flowery creek where the king-
birds fluttered. I read Burns's

greatest Elegy by the late light
of a winter afternoon, while the

snowflakes blew against the win-

dow-pane; and the verses seemed
to glow, each a coal of fire from
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the poet's heart. The {

Essays of

Elia
' were sent me last spring in

two dainty green volumes by the

kind editor who prepared them
for issue among the "

Temple
Classics." I would have him to

kmrv that never did the tender-

hearted fun, the gleaming, ex-

quisite irony of Elia so play and

light-en in my dull wits before. I

am Kure the long, idle evenings by
the lamp, and the indoor atmos-

phere, helped in the happy effect.

Charles Lamb should never be
read save by lamplight and in

winter. We have so many
summer authors. When the

weather was very hot last August,
and the haymakers hard at work,
I u:;ed to find great refreshment
in the shady side of a big hay-
stack, and Bacon's '

History of

the Reign of Henry VII.' That

cold-hearted, able monarch and
his wiles, as described in easy,
modulated English by the cold-

hearted, able historian, had an

agreebly frigid effect that would
havo been simply wasted in winter.

Nicol6 Machiavelli describes, some-

thing in the same cool way, the riots

of Ids hot and foolish Florentines,
in words that hit their mark like

pebbles delicately aimed. He too

is a summer author. But I may
not transgress into the mazy paths
of literature. I only mean to say
this much, that for reading of

books and pleasures of the mind
in general, a ranche is the choicest

place imaginable.

Sdll, to every woman there is

somsthing more attractive than
the gratifying of her special tastes,

sporting, literary, or domestic.
Eve ry woman seeks her vocation,
and

; consciously or not, desires a

sphore in which to reign and serve,
a place that no one else could fill,

her own niche among "the polished
con era of the Temple." Now the

greatest attraction of the West is

that it offers such scope to the
woman who really knows her
metier de femme.

It is hard to say how far social

and physical conditions can extend
their sway against claims of in-

stinct
;
but we all know that the

present state of things in England
is somewhat out of joint. Socially

speaking, women are a drug on the

market, simply from their exceed-

ing numbers. They feel it too,
and try by all kinds of curious

means to create to themselves new
standards of value, of importance.
All this is unnatural and unpleas-
ant, and it makes the change to a

country where a woman is, socially

speaking, a thing of value simply
as a woman, a very welcome change
indeed. Of course it may be slightly

demoralising too, if the woman's

vanity should mislead her into

setting down all the warmth of

her welcome and the interest she

arouses to the credit of her own
charms, instead of to the scarcity
of her species. But I think the

most tough-skinned vanity would
not secure her long from feeling
the prick of an all -

surrounding
criticism which addresses itself to

take note of her work and ways
from very unexpected quarters and
from unfamiliar points of view,
but with a keenness of interest

really less indulgent than the pass-

ing comment of indifference which
is all we have to expect at home.

I sometimes amuse myself by
imagining certain women I have

known set down for a time to

live and learn in the North-West.

Especially I should like to trans-

plant here one of those firm be-

lievers in the natural depravity of

man and the born superiority of

woman. She would arrive the

woman I mean with a high pur-

pose, and very, very kind inten-
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tions towards her countrymen
exiled in these wilds. She would
be all for touching and softening
and civilising them, poor fellows !

hardened and roughened as they
must be by years of hard work

among wild horny cattle and buck-

ing horses. Well, that woman
would have a good deal to learn

;

and the first of her lessons would

be, respect for the primitive virtues.

She has probably held them very
light or taken them almost for

granted hitherto; courage, honesty,
and sobriety she has supposed to

belong to every man of her own
class by nature, or at least to cost

him nothing in their exercise.

Give her the object
- lesson of

young men in this country with
all the desires and tastes of youth,
and with recent memories of a life

of ease, working with a daily self-

denial, working hard and living
hard, cheerfully, patiently, and

courageously, yet without the least

notion that they are in any way
admirable beings, and possibly it

may occur to that superior woman
to ask herself if her own life can
show anything as worthy of honour
as this daily courage, industry, and
self-denial? if it might not actu-

ally profit by the example of the

poor creature man ? How delight-
ful it would be to see that woman
in the end touched and softened

herself, and with a dawning colour
of modesty about her moral pre-
tensions ! In time she might even
come to revise some pretty theories
about the nature and habits of
men which she has taken on trust
from Mrs Sarah Grand and her

like, to compare them with living
examples, and let experience teach
her more wholesome views. That
were "a consummation devoutly
to be wished."

MOIRA O'NEILL.
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JOHN SPLENDID: 1

TH 3 TALE OF A POOR GENTLEMAN, AND THE LITTLE WARS OF LORN.

CHAPTER IX. INVASION.

EIGHT hours after the beacon

kindled on Dunchuach, the enemy
was feeling at the heart of Argile.

It came out years after, that one

Angus Macalain, a Glencoe man, a

branded robber off a respectable

Wator-of-Duglas family, had guided
the main body of the invaders

through the mountains of the Ur-

chy and into our territory. They
came on in three bands, Alasdair

MacDonald and the Captain of

Clanranald (as they called John

MaaOonald, the beast a scurvy
knave

!), separating at Accurach at

the forking of the two glens, and

entering both, Montrose himself

coming on the rear as a support.
As if to favour the people of the

Glens, a thaw came that day with
rain and mist that cloaked them

largely from view as they ran for

the Mils to shelter in the sheiling
bothies. The ice, as I rode up the

water-side, home to Glen Shira to

gather some men and dispose my
fathc-r safely, was breaking on the

surface of the loch and roaring up
on the shore in the incoming tide.

It came piling in layers in the

bays a most wonderful spectacle !

I could not hear my horse's hooves
for the cracking and crushing and
cannonade of it as it flowed in on
a south wind to the front of the

Geairan, giving the long curve of

the land an appearance new and

terrible, filled as it was far over

high
- water mark with monstrous

blocks, answering with groans and
cries to every push of the tide.

I found the glen wrapped in

mist, the Gearran hamlet empty
of people, Maam, Kilblaan, Stuch-

goy, and Ben Bhuidhe presenting
every aspect of desolation. A weep-
ing rain was making sodden all

about my father's house when I

galloped to the door, to find him
and the sgdlag the only ones left.

The old man was bitter on the

business.

"Little I thought," said he, "to
see the day when Glen Shira would
turn tail on an enemy."

"Where are they?" I asked,

speaking of our absent followers;
but indeed I might have saved the

question, for I knew before he told

me they were up in the corries be-

tween the mounts, and in the caves

of Glen Finne.

He was sitting at a fire that was
down to its grey ash, a mournful

figure my heart was vexed to see.

J$Tow and then he would look about

him, at the memorials ofmy mother,
her chair and her Irish Bible (the
first in the parish), and a posy of

withered flowers that lay on a bowl
on a shelf where she had placed

them, new cut and fresh, the day
she took to her deathbed. Her

wheel, too, stood in the corner,

with the thread snapped short in

the heck a hint, I many times

thought, at the sundered interests

of life.

"I suppose we must be going
with the rest," I ventured ;

" there's

small sense in biding here to be

butchered."

He fell in a rain of tears, fearing
nor death nor hardship I knew, but

1
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wae at the abandonment of his

home. I had difficulty in
^getting

him to consent to come with me,

but at last I gave the prospect of

safety in the town and the com-

pany of friends there so attractive

a hue that he consented. So we
hid a few things under a bruach or

overhanging brae beside the burn

behind the house, and having shut

all the doors a comical precaution

against an army, it struck me at the

time we rode down to Inneraora,

to the town house of our relative

Craignure.
It was a most piteous commun-

ity, crowded in every lane and

pend with men, women, and chil-

dren dreadful of the worst. All

day the people had been trooping
in from the landward parts, flying

before the rumour of the Athole

advance down Cladich. For a time

there was the hope that the in-

vaders would but follow the old

Athole custom and plunder as they

went, sparing unarmed men and

women; but this hope we surren-

dered when a lad came from Carnus
with a tale of two old men, who
were weavers there, and a woman,
nailed into their huts and burned
to death.

Had Inneraora been a walled

town, impregnable, say, as a simple
Swabian village with a few sconces

and redoubts, and a few pieces of

cannon, we old stagers would have
counselled the holding of it against
all comers; but it was innocently
open to the world, its back windows

looking into the fields, its through-
going wynds and closes leading
frankly to the open beallach or

pass.
A high and sounding wind had

risen from the south, the sea got
in a tumult, the ice-blocks ran like

sheep before it to the Gearran bay
and the loch-head. I thought after-

wards it must be God's providence
that opened up for us so suddenly a

way of flight from this lamentable

trap, by the open water now free

from shore to shore in front of the

town. Generalling the community
as if he was a marshal of brigade,

John Splendid showed me the first

of his manly quality in his prepara-
tion for the removal of the women
and children. He bade the men
run out the fishing smacks, the

wherries and skiffs, at the Cadger's

Quay, and moving about that fran-

tic people, he disposed them in

their several places on the crafts

that were to carry them over the

three-mile ferry to Cowal. A man
born to enterprise and guidance,
certes ! I never saw his equal. He
had the happy word for all, the

magic hint of hope, a sober merri-

ment when needed, sometimes a

little raillery and laughing, some-

times (with the old) a farewell in

the ear. Even the better gentry,
Sir Donald and the rest, took a

second place in the management,
beholding in this poor gentleman
the human heart that at a pinch is

better than authority in a gold-
braided coat.

By noon we had every bairn and
woman (but for one woman I'll

mention) on their way from the

shore, poor dears ! tossing on the

turbulent sea, the women weeping
bitterly for the husbands and sons

they left, for of men there went
with them but the oldsters, able to

guide a boat, but poorly equipped
for battling with Irish banditty.
And my father was among them,
in the kind hands of his sgalag and

kinswomen, but in a vague indiffer-

ence of grief.

A curious accident, that in the

grace of God made the greatest dif-

ference on my after-life, left among
them that found no place in the

boats the daughter of Provost
Brown. She had made every pre-

paration to go with her father and

mother, and had her foot on the
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beam of the boat, when the old

woman set up a cry for an oe that

had been forgot in the confusion,
and was now, likely, crying in the

solitude of the backlands. It was
the love-bairn of a dead mother,

brought up in the kindly Highland
fashion, free of every girnel and

kail-pot. Away skirted Betty up
the causeway of the Cadger's Quay,
and in among the lanes, for the

little one, and (I learned again) she

found her playing well content

amon? puddled snow, chattering
to herself in the loneliness of yon
war-menaced town. And she had
but snatched her up to seek safety
with her in the boats when the

full tide of Colkitto's robbers came

peltir g in under the Arches. They
cut ter off from all access to the

boats by that way, so she turned

and made for the other end of the

town, hoping to hail in her father's

skiff when he had put far enough
off shore to see round the point and
into the second bay.
We had but time to shout her

apparent project to her father, when
we found ourselves fighting hand-
to-hand against the Irish gentry in

trews. This was no market-day
brawl, but a stark assault-at-arms.

All iii the sound of a high wind,
broken now and then with a rain

blattering even-down, and soaking

through tartan and do dubh, we at

it for dear life. Of us Clan Camp-
bell people, gentrice and common-

ers, a ad so many of the Lowland
mechanics of the place as were left

behind, there would be something
less than two hundred, for the men
who had come up the loch-side to

the su mrnon of the beacons returned
the w,iy they came when they found
MacCulein gone, and hurried to

the sa ving of wife and bairn. We
were -ill well armed with fusil and
sword, and in that we had some

advantage of the caterans bearing
down on us ; for they had, for the

main part, but rusty matchlocks,

pikes, billhooks even bows and
arrows, antique enough contrivance

for a time of civilised war! But

they had hunger and hate for their

backers, good guidance in their own
savage fashion from MacDonald,
and we were fighting on a half

heart, a body never trained to-

gether, and stupid to the word of

command.
From the first, John took the

head of our poor defence. He was
duine-uasail enough, and he had,

notoriously, the skill that earned

him the honour, even over myself

(in some degree), and certainly over

Sir Donald.

The town-head fronted the upper
bay, and between it and the grind-

ing ice on the shore lay a broad

track of what might be called es-

planade, presenting ample space for

our rencontre.
"
Gentlemen," cried John, pick-

ing off a man with the first shot

from a silver-butted tag he pulled
out of his waist-belt at the onset,
" and with your leave, Sir Donald

(trusting you to put pluck in these

Low Country shopkeepers), it's

Inneraora or Ifrinn for us this time.

Give them cold steel, and never an

inch of arm-room for their bills !

"

Forgotten were the boats, behind

lay all our loves and fortunes was

ever Highland heart but swelled

on such a time ? Sturdy black and

hairy scamps the Irish never Ger-

man boor so inelegant but veno-

mous in their courage. Score upon
score of them ran in on us through
the Arches. Our lads had but one

shot from the muskets, then into

them with the dirk and sword.
" Montrose ! Montrose !

"
cried

the enemy, even when the blood

glucked at the thrapple, and they
twisted to the pain of the knife.

" A papist dog !

"
cried Splendid,

hard at it on my right, for once a

zealous Protestant, and he was
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whisking around him his broad-

sword like a hazel wand, facing

half-a-dozen Lochaber-axes. " Crua-

chan, Cruachan !

" he sang. And
we cried the old slogan but once,

for time pressed and wind was

dear.

Sitting cosy in a tavern with a

friend nowadays, listening to a man

singing in the cheery way of tav-

erns, the ditty that the Leckan

bard made upon this little spulzie,

I could weep and laugh in turns

at minding of yon winter's day.
In the hot stress of it I felt but the

ardour that's under all menwho wear

tartan less a hatred of the men I

thrust and slashed at with Sir Clay-
more than a zest in the busy traffic,

and something of a pride (God help
me

!)
in the pretty way my blade

dirled on the harn-pans of the ras-

cals. There was one trick of the

sword I had learned off an old ser-

geant of pikes in Mackay's Scots,
in a leisure afternoon in camp, that

I knew was alien to every man who
used the targe in home battles, and
it served me like a Mull wife's

charm. They might be sturdy,
the dogs, valorous too, for there's

no denying the truth, and they
were gleg, gleg with the target in

fending, but, man, I found them

mighty simple to the feint and

lunge of Alasdair Mor !

Listening, as I say, to a song
in a tavern, I'm sad for the stout

fellows of our tartan who fell that

day, and still I could laugh gaily
at the amaze of the ragged corps
who found gentlemen before them.

They pricked at us, for all their

natural ferocity, with something

like apology for marring our fine

clothes, and when the end came,
and we were driven back, they left

the gentlemen of our band to re-

treat by the pends to the beech-

wood, and gave their attention to

the main body of our common
townsmen.
We had edged, Splendid and

Sir Donald and I, into a bit of

green behind the church, and we
held a council of war on our next

move.
Three weary men, the rain smir-

ring on our sweating faces, there

we were. I noticed that a trickle

of blood was running down my
wrist, and I felt at the same time

a beat at the shoulder that gave
the explanation, and had mind that

a fellow in the Athole corps had
fired a pistolet point-blank at me,
missing me, as I had thought, by
the thickness of my doublet-sleeve.

"You've got a cut," said Sir

Donald. "You have a face like

the clay."
"A bit of the skin off," said I,

unwilling to vex good company.
"We must take to Eas-a-chosain

for it," said Splendid, his eyes flash-

ing wild upon the scene, the gristle
of his red neck throbbing.
Smoke was among the haze of the

rain
; from the thatch of the town-

head houses the wind brought on
us the smell of burning heather and
brake and fir-joist.

"Here's the lamentable end of

town Inneraora !

"
said John, in a

doleful key.
And we ran, the three of us, up

the Fisherland burn -side to the

wood of Creag Dubh.

CHAPTER X. THE FLIGHT TO THE FOREST.

We made good speed up the Highlands. I speak of Creag Dubh,
burn-side through the

fields, and great land of majestic trees, home
into the finest forest that was (or is of the red-deer, rich with glades
to this day, perhaps) in all the wide carpeted with the juiciest grass, and
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endowed with a cave or two where
we knew we were safe of a sanctu-

ary if it came to the worst, and the

Athole men ran at our heels. It

welcomed us from the rumour of

batt.e with a most salving peace.
Under the high fir and oak we
walked in a still and scented air,

aisles lay about and deep recesses,

the wind sang in the tops and in

the vistas of the trees, so that it

minded one of Catholic kirks fre-

quented otherwhere. We sped up
by the quarries and through Eas-a-

chosain (that little glen so full of

foncest memorials for all that have
loved and wandered), and found our

first resting-place in a cunning little

hole, on an eminence looking down
on the road that ran from the town
to Ooillebhraid mines. Below us

the hillside dipped three or four

hundred feet in a sharp slant bushed
over with young darach wood ; be-

hind us hung a tremendous rock

that few standing upon would think
had a hollow heart. Here was our

refuge, and the dry and stoury alleys
of the fir-wood we had traversed

gave no clue of our track to them
that, might hunt us.

We made a fire whose smoke
curled out at the back of tEe cave

into a linn at the bottom of a fall

the Eisherland burn has here, and
had there been any to see the reek

they would have thought it but the

finer spray of the thawed water ris-

ing among the melting ice-lances.

We made, too, couches of fir-

bra:! iches the springiest and most
wholesome of beds in lieu of heather

or *all, and laid down our weari-

nes,; as a soldier would relinquish
his knapsack, after John Splendid
had bandaged my wounded shoulder.

la the cave of Eas-a-chosain we
lay for more days than I kept count

of, I immovable,, fevered with my
woi.nd, Sir Donald my nurse, and
John Splendid my provider. They
kept keen scrutiny on the road be-

low, where sometimes they could
see the invaders passing in bands
in their search for scattered town-

ships or crofts.

On the second night John ven-
tured into the edge of the town to

see how fared Inneraora and to seek

provand. He found the place like

a fiery cross burned to char at the

ends, and only the mid of it the
solid Tolbooth and the gentle houses

left to hint its ancient pregnancy.
A corps of Irish had it in charge
while their comrades scoured the

rest of the country, and in the

dusk John had an easy task to find

brandy in the cellars of Craignure

(the invaders never thought of seek-

ing a cellar for anything more

warming than peats), a boll of meal
in handfuls here and there among
the meal-girnels of the commoner
houses that lay open to the night,

smelling of stale hearth-fires, and
harried.

To get fresh meat was a matter

even easier, though our guns we
dare not be using, for there were
blue hares to snare, and they who
have not taken fingers to a roasted

haunch of badger harried out of his

hiding with a club have fine feeding

yet to try. The good Gaelic soldier

will eat, sweetly, crowdy made in

his brogue how much better off

were we with the stout and well-

fired oaten cakes that this Highland
gentleman made on the flagstone in

front of our cave-fire !

Never had a wounded warrior a

more rapid healing than I.
" Rui-

gidh an ro-ghiullach air an ro-

ghalar" good nursing will over-

come the worst disease, as our an-

tique proverb says ; and I had the

best of nursing and but a baggage-
master's wound after all. By the

second week I was hale and hearty.

We were not uncomfortable in our

forest sanctuary ; we were well

warmed by the perfumed roots of

the candle -fir; John Splendid's
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foraging was richer than we had

on many a campaign, and a pack
of cards lent some solace to the

heaviest of our hours. To our im-

prisonment we brought even a touch

of scholarship. Sir Donald was a

student of Edinburgh College
a Master of Arts learned in the

moral philosophies, and he and I

discoursed most gravely of many
things that had small harmony with

our situation in that savage foe-

haunted countryside.
To these, our learned discourses,

John Splendid would list with an

impatient tolerance, finding in the

most shrewd saying of the old

scholars we dealt with but a para-

phrase of some Gaelic proverb or

the roundabout expression of his

own views on life and mankind.
" Tuts ! tuts !

" he would cry,
" I

think the dissensions of you two are

but one more proof of the folly of

book-learning. Your minds are not

your own, but the patches of other

people's bookish duds. A keen eye,
a custom of puzzling everything to

its cause, a trick of balancing the

different motives of the human heart,

get John M'lver as close on the
bone when it comes to the bit.

Every one of the scholars you are

talking of had but my own chance

(maybe less, for who sees more than
a Cavalier of fortune

?)
of witnessing

the real true facts of life. Did they
live to-day poor and hardy, biting
short at an oaten bannock to make
it go the farther, to-morrow gorging
on fat venison and red rich wine 1

Did they parley with cunning law-

yers, cajole the boor, act the valor-
ous on a misgiving heart, guess at
the thought of man or woman
oftener than we do ? Did ever you
find two of them agree on the finer

points of their science ? Never the
bit!"

We forgave him his heresies for
the sake of their wit, that I but
poorly chronicle, and he sang us

wonderful Gaelic songs that had all

of that same wisdom he bragged of

no worse, I'll allow, than the wis-

dom of print; not all love-songs,

laments, or such naughty ditties as

you will hear
to-day,

but the poetry
of the more cunning bards. Our

cavern, in its inner recesses, filled

with the low rich chiming of his

voice ;
his face, and hands, and

whole body took part in the music.

In those hours his character bor-

rowed just that touch of sincerity
it was in want of at ordinary times,

for he was one of those who need

trial and trouble to bring out their

better parts.
We might have been happy, we

might have been content, living
thus in our cave the old hunter's

life ; walking out at early mornings
in the adjacent parts of the wood
for the wherewithal to breakfast;

rounding in the day with longer

journeys in the moonlight, when
the shadows were crowded with the

sounds of night bird and beast ; we

might have been happy, I say, but
for the thinking of our country's
tribulation. Where were our friends

and neighbours ? Who were yet

among the living ? How fared our

kin abroad in Cowal or fled farther

south to the Rock of Dunbarton?
These restless thoughts came oftener

to me than to my companions, and

many's the hour I spent in woeful

pondering in the alleys of the wood.
At last it seemed the Irish who

held the town were in a sure way
to discover our hiding ifwe remained

any longer there. Their provender
was running low, though they had
driven hundreds of head of cattle

before them down the Glens; the
weather hardened to frost again,
and they were pushing deeper into

the wood to seek for bestial. It

was full of animals we dare not

shoot, but which they found easy
to the bullet

; red-deer with horns
even at three years old stunted
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to knobs by a constant life in the

shade and sequestration of the trees

they threaded their lives through, or

dun -bellied fallow-deer unable to

face the blasts of the exposed hills,

ligh 3-coloured yeld hinds and horn-

less "heaviers" (or winterers) the

size of oxen. A flock or two of wild

goat, even, lingered on the upper
slopes towards Ben Bhrec, and they
wero down now browsing in the

ditches beside the Marriage Tree.

We could see little companies of

the enemy come closer and closer

on Dur retreat each day attracted

up bhe side of the hill from the

roaci by birds and beast that found
cover under the young oaks.

" We'll have to be moving before

long," said Sir Donald, ruefully

looking at them one day so close

at hand that we unwittingly had
our fingers round the dirk-hilts.

He had said the true word.

It was the very next day that an

Irishman, bending under a bush to

lift a hedgehog that lay sleeping its

winter sleep tightly rolled up in

grans and bracken, caught sight of

the narrow entrance to our cave.

Our eyes were on him at the time,
and when he came closer we fell

back into the rear of our dark retreat,

thinking he might not push his

inquiry further.

For once John Splendid's cunning
forsook him in the most ludicrous

way.
" I could have stabbed him

where he stood," he said afterwards,
" for I was in the shadow at his

elbow j

" but he forgot that the fire

whose embers glowed red within

the cave would betray its occupa-
tion quite as well as the sight of its

occupants, and that we were dis-

covered only struck him when the

man, after but one glance in, went
boi inding down the hill to seek for

aid in harrying this nest of ours.

It was " Bundle and Go " on the

bagpipes. We hurried to the top
of bhe hill and along the ridge just

inside the edge of the pines in the
direction of the Aora, apprehensive
that at every step we should fall

upon bands of the enemy; and if

we did not come upon themselves,
we came upon numerous enough
signs of their employment. Little

farms lay in the heart of the forest

of Creag Dubh, or rather more on
the upper edge of it, their fields

scalloped into the wood, their hills

a part of the mountains that divide

Loch Finne from Lochow. To-day
their roof-trees lay humbled on the

hearth, the gable-walls stood black

and eerie, with the wind piping
between the stones, the cabars or

joists held charred ends to heaven,
like poor martyrs seeking mercy.

Nothing in or about these once

happy homesteads, and the perti-
nents and pendicles near them, had
been spared by the robbers.

But we had no time for weeping
over such things as we sped on
our way along the hillside for

Dunchuach, the fort we knew im-

pregnable and sure to have safety
for us if we could get through
the cordon that was bound to be

round it.

It was a dull damp afternoon, an

interlude in the frost, chilly and
raw in the air, the forest filled

with the odours of decaying leaves

and moss. A greater part of our

way lay below beechwood neither

thick nor massive, giving no pro-
tection from the rain to the soil

below it, so that we walked noisily
and uncomfortably in a mash of

rotten vegetation. We were the

length of the Cherry Park, moving
warily, before our first check came.

Here, if possible, it were better we
should leave the wood and cut

across the mouth of the Glen to Dun-
chuach on the other side. But there

was no cover to speak of in that case.

The river Aora, plopping and cry-

ing on its hurried way down, had to

be crossed, if at all, by a wooden
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bridge, cut at the parapets in the

most humorous and useless way in

embrasures, everyembrasure flanked

byport-holes for musketry a laugh-
able pretence about an edifice in it-

self no stronger against powder than

a child's toy.

On the very lowest edges of the

wood, in the shade of a thick

plump of beech, strewed generously
about the foot by old bushes of

whin and bramble, we lay at last

studying the open country before

us, and wondering how we should

win across it to the friendly shelter

of Dunchuach. Smoke was rising

from every chimney in the castle,

which, with its moat and guns, and
its secret underground passage to

the seashore, was safe against sur-

prises or attacks through all this

disastrous Antrim occupation. But
an entrance to the castle was be-

yond us
; there was nothing for it

but Dunchuach, and it cheered us

wonderfully too, that from the fort

there floated a little stream of do-

mestic reek, white-blue against the

leaden grey of the unsettled sky.
" Here we are, dears, and yonder

would we be," said John, digging
herb -roots with his knife and

chewing them in an abstraction of

hunger, for we had been disturbed
at a meal just begun to.

I could see a man here and there
between us and the lime-kiln we
must pass on our way up Dun-
chuach. I confessed myself in as

black a quandary as ever man ex-

perienced. As for Sir Donald
good old soul ! he was now, as

always, unable to come to any
conclusion except such as John
Splendid helped him to.

We lay, as I say, in the plump,
each of us under his bush, and the
whole of us overhung a foot or two
by a brow of land bound together
by the spreading beech-roots. To
any one standing on the bruach we
were invisible, but a step or two

would bring him round to the foot

of our retreat and disclose the three

of us.

The hours passed, with us en-

sconced there every hour the

length of a day to our impatience
and hunger ;

but still the way be-

fore was barred, for the coming
and going of people in the valley
was unceasing. We had talked at

first eagerly in whispers, but at last

grew tired of such unnatural dis-

course, and began to sleep in

snatches for sheer lack of anything
else to do. It seemed we were

prisoned there till nightfall at

least, if the Athole man who found
our cave did not track us to our

hiding,
I lay on the right of my two

friends, a little more awake, per-

haps, than they, and so I was the

first to perceive a little shaking of

the soil, and knew that some one
was coming down upon our hiding.
We lay tense, our breathing caught
at the chest, imposing on ourselves

a stillness that swelled the noises

of nature round about us the wind,
the river, the distant call of the

crows to a most clamorous and

appalling degree.
We could hear our visitor breath-

ing as he moved about cautiously
on the stunted grass above us, and
so certain seemed discovery that we
had our little black knives lying
naked along our wrists.

The suspense parched me at the

throat till I thought the rasping of

my tongue on the roof of my palate
seemed like the scraping of a heath-

brush in a wooden churn. Unseen
we were, we knew ; but it was

patent that the man above us would
be round in front of us at any
moment, and there we were to his

plain eyesight! He was within
three yards of a steel death, even
had he been Fin MacCoul \

but the

bank he was standing on or lying
on, as we learned again crumbled
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at the edge and threw him among
us in a different fashion from that

we h;id looked for.

My fingers were on his throat

before I saw that we had for our

visitor none other than young Mac-
Lach.an.

He had his sgian dubh almost at

my s jomach before our mutual rec-

ognition saved the situation.

"You're a great stranger," said

John Splendid, with a fine pretence
at more coolness than he felt, "and

yet I thought Cowal side would be

more to your fancy than real Argile
in this vexatious time."

"
I wish to God I was on Cowal

side now !

"
said the lad, ruefully.

" At this minute I wouldn't give a

finge:;-length of the Loch Eck road

for the whole of this rich strath."
" 1 don't suppose you were forced

over here," I commented.
"As well here in one way as

another," he said. "I suppose you
are unaware that Montrose and
MacDonald have overrun the whole

country. They have sacked and
burned the greater part of Cowal ;

they have gone down as far as

Knapdale. I could have been in

safety with my own people (and
the "bulk of your Inneraora people

too) by going to Bute or Dumbarton,
but [ could hardly do that with

my kinsfolk still hereabouts in

difficulties."
"
Where, where ?

"
I cried ;

" and
who do you mean ?

"

Hi coughed in a sort of confu-

sion, I could see, and said he spoke
of th e Provost and his family.

" ;3ut the Provost's gone, man !

"

said I,
" and his family too."

"
VEy cousin Betty is not gone

among them," said he;
"
she's either

in tt e castle yonder and I hope to

God she is or a prisoner to the

Mac Donalds, or
"

j "The Worst Curse on their

tribe !

"
cried John Splendid, in a

fervour.

Betty, it seemed, from a narrative

that gave me a stound of anguish,
had never managed to join her

father in the boats going over to

Cowal the day the MacDonalds
attacked the town. Terror had

seemingly sent her, carrying the

child, away behind the town; for

though her father and others had

put ashore again at the south bay,

they could not see her, and she

was still unfound when the triumph
of the invader made flight needful

again.
"Her father would have bided

too," said MacLachlan,
" but that

he had reason to believe she found

the safety of the castle. Lying off

the quay when the fight was on,

some of the people in the other

boats saw a woman with a bundle

run up the riverside to the back of

the castle garden, and there was
still time to get over the draw-brig
then."

MacLachlan himself had come
round by the head of the loch, and

by going through the Barrabhreac

wood and over the shoulder of Dun-

torval, had taken Inneraora on the

rear flank. He had lived several

days in a bothy above the Beannan
on High Balantyre, and, like our-

selves, depended on his foraging

upon the night and the luck of the

woods.

We lay among the whins and

bramble undisturbed till the dusk

came on. The rain had stopped, a

few stars sedately decked the sky.

Bursts of laughing, the cries of

comrades, bits of song, came on the

air from the town where the Irish

caroused. At last between us and

Dunchuach there seemed to be

nothing to prevent us venturing on

if the bridge was clear.

"If not," said Sir Donald, "here's

a doomed old man, for I know no

swimming."
" There's Edinburgh for you,

and a gentleman's education !" said
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John Splendid, with a dry laugh ;

and he added, "But I daresay I

could do the swimming for the

both of us, Sir Donald. I have

carried my accoutrements dry over a

German river ere now, and I think

I could convey you safe over yon
bit burn even if it were not so shal-

low above the bridge as I expect
it is after these long frosts."

" I would sooner force the bridge
if ten men held it," said MacLachlan.
"
I have a Highland hatred of the

running stream, and small notion

to sleep a night in wet tartan."

John looked at the young fel-

low with a struggle for tolerance.

"Well, well," he said; "we have
all a touch of the fop in our youth."
"True enough, you're not so

young as you were once," put in

MacLachlan, with a sly laugh.
" I'm twenty at the heart," cried

John, "at the heart, man, and
do my looks make me more than
twice that age ? I can sing you, or
run you, or dance you. What I

thought was that at your age I was
dandified too about my clothing.
I'll give you the benefit of believ-

ing that it's not the small discom-
fort of a journey in wet tartan you
vex yourself over. Have we not
we old campaigners of Lumsden's
soaked our plaids in the running
rivers of Low Germanie, and rolled
them round us at night to make
our hides the warmer, our sleep the

snugger? Oh, the old days ! Oh,
the stout days ! God's name, but
I ken one man who wearies of these
tame and comfortable times !

"

"Whether or not," said Sir

Donald, anxious to be on,
" I wish

the top of Dunchuach was under
our brogues."

"Allans, mes amis, then," said

John, and out we set.

Out we went, and we sped swiftlydown to the bridge, feeling a sense

of safety in the dark and the sound
of the water that mourned in a

hollow way under the wooden
cabars. There was no sentinel,

and we crossed dry and safely. On
the other side, the fields, broken
here and there by dry-stone dykes,
a ditch or two, and one long thicket

of shrubs, rose in a gentle ascent to

the lime-kiln. We knew every foot

of the way as 'twere in our own
pockets, and had small difficulty in

pushing on in the dark. The night,

beyond the kiln and its foreign

trees, was clamorous with the call

of white-horned owls, sounding so

human sometimes that it sent the
heart vaulting and brought us to

pause in a flurried cluster on the

path that we followed closely as it

twisted up the hill.

However, we were in luck's way
for once. Never a creature chal-

lenged our progress until we landed
at the north wall of the fort, and

crouching in the rotten brake, cried,
"
Gate, oh !

"
to the occupants.

A stir got up within ; a torch

flared on the wall, and a voice asked
our tartan and business.

. "Is that you, Para Mor?" cried

John Splendid.
"

It's a time for

short ceremony. Here are three

or four of your closest friends ter-

ribly keen to see the inside of a

wall."

"Barbreck, is't?" cried Para

Mor, holding the flambeau over

his head that he might look down
on us.

"Who's that with the red tartan?"

he asked, speaking of MacLachlan,
whose garments shone garish in

the light beside our dull Campbell
country war-cloth.

" Condemn your parley, Para

Mor," cried Sir Donald; "it's young
MacLachlan, open your doors !

"

And the gate in a little swung
on its hinges to pass us in.
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CHAPTER XI. ON BENS OF WAR.

This mount of Dunchuach, on
whic i we now found ourselves

ensconced, rises in a cone shape to

a height of about eight hundred

feet, its bottom being but a matter

of a quarter -mile from the castle

door. It is wooded to the very
nose, almost, except for the precip-
itous sgornach or scaur, that, seen

from a distance, looks like a red

woui.d on the face of it. The

fort, a square tower of extraordin-

arily stout masonry, with an emin-

ent joof, had a sconce with escarp-
ment round it, placed on the very

edge of the summit. Immediately
behind Dunchuach is Duntorvil,
its twin peak, that, at less distance

than a shout will carry, lifts a

hundred feet higher on the north.

The two hills make, indeed, but

one, in a manner of talking, except
for this hundred feet of a hollow
worn by a burn lost midway in

long sour grasses. It had always
been a surprise to me that Argile's

grandfather, when he set the fort

on the hill, chose the lower of the

two eminences, contrary to all good
guidance of war. But if he had
not 3 ull domination on Dunchuach,
he had, at any rate, a fine prospect.
I think, in all my time, I have
never witnessed a more pleasing
seen) than ever presents itself in

clear weather from the brow of this

peak. Loch Finne less, as the

whim of the fancy might have it,

a looh than a noble river runs

souta in a placid band; the Cowal
hills rise high on the left, bare but
of hi ather and gall ; in front Argile,

gree i with the forest of Creag Dubh,
whe '0 the stag bays in the gloam-

ing. For miles behind the town
and castle lies a plain, flat and

rich, growing the most lush crops.
The town itself, that one could

almost throw a stone down on,

looks like a child's toy. And away
to the north and west the abundant

hills, rising higher and higher

sprinkled here and there with spots
of moor loch.

The fort this night was held by
a hundred men of the body called

the Marquis his Halberdiers, a

corps of antique heroes whose

weapon for ordinary was the Loch-
aber tuagh or axe, a pretty instru-

ment on a parade of state, but
small use, even at close quar-

ters, with an enemy. They had
skill of artillery, however, and few
of them but had a Highlander's

training in the use of the broad-

sword. Besides two culverins

mounted on the less precipitous
side of the hill which was the

way we came they had smaller

firearms in galore on the sconce,
and many kegs of powder disposed
in a recess or magazine at the base

of the tower. To the east of the

tower itself, and within the wall of

the fort (where now is but an old

haw-tree), was a governor's house

perched on the sheer lip of the hill,

so that, looking out at its win-

dow, one could spit farther than

a musket-ball would carry on the

level.

We were no sooner in than Mac-

Lachlan was scenting round and
into this little house. He came

out crestfallen, and went over to

the group of halberdiers, who were

noisily telling their story to myself
and Splendid.

"Are no people here but men?"
he asked Para Mor, who was ser-

geant of the company, and to all

appearance in charge of the place.

He caught me looking at him in

some wonder, and felt bound, seem-

ingly, to explain himself.
" I had half the hope," said he,

" that my cousin had come here
;
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but she'll be in the castle after all,

as her father thought."
John Splendid gave me the

pucker of an eye and a line of

irony about the edge of his lips,

that set my blood boiling. I was

a foolish and ungoverned creature

in those days of no-grace. I cried

in my English,
" One would think

you had a goodman's interest in

this bit girl."

MacLachlan leered at me with a

most devilish light in his black

eyes, and said,
"
Well, well, I

might have even more. Marriage,

they say, makes the sweetest woman
wersh. But I hope you'll not

grudge me, my dear Elrigmore,
some anxiety about my own rela-

tives."

The fellow was right enough
(that was the worst of

it),
for a

cousin's a cousin in the friendly
North

;
but I found myself for the

second time since I came home

grudging him the kinship to the

Provost of Inneraora's daughter.
That little tirravee passed, and

we were soon heartily employed
on a supper that had to do duty
for two meals. We took it at a

rough table in the tower, lighted

by a flambeau, that sent sparks
flying like pigeons, into the sombre

height of the building, which tap-
ered high overhead as a lime-kiln

upside down. From this retreat

we could see the proof of knavery
in the villages below. Far down
on Knapdale, and back in the re-

cesses of Lochow, were burning
homes, to judge from the blotched

sky.
Dunchuach had never yet been

attacked, but that was an experi-
ence expected at any hour, and its

holders were ready for it. They
had disposed their guns round the
wall in such a way as to command
the whole gut between the hills,
and consequently the path up from
the glens. The town side of the

fort wall, and the east side, being
on the sheer face (almost) of the

rock, called for no artillery.

It was on the morning of the

second day there that our defence

was put to the test by a regiment
of combined Irish and Athole men.

The day was misty, with the frost

in a hesitancy, a raw gowsty air

sweeping over the hills. Para Mor,

standing on the little north bas-

tion or ravelin, as his post of ser-

geant always demanded, had been

crooning a ditty and carving a

scroll with his hunting-knife on a

crook he would maybe use when
he got back to the tack where his

home was in ashes and his cattlewere

far to seek, when he heard a crackle

of bushes at the edge of the wood
that almost reached the hill-top, but

falls short for lack of shelter from
the sinister wind. In a second a

couple of scouts in dirty red and

green tartans, with fealdags or pleat-
less kilts on them instead of the

better class philabeg, crept cannily
out into the open, unsuspicious
that their position could be seen

from the fort.

Para Mor stopped his song, pro-

jected his firelock over the wall as

he ducked his body behind it

all but an eye and shoulder and,
with a hairy cheek against the

stock, took aim at the foremost.

The crack of the musket sounded
odd and moist in the mist, failing

away in a dismal slam that carried

but a short distance, but it was

enough to rouse Dunchuach.
We took the wall as we stood,

myself, I remember me, in my kilt,

with no jacket, and my shirt-sleeves

rolled up to the shoulder
j
for I had

been putting the stone, a pleasant

Highland pastime, with John

Splendid, who was similarly dis-

accoutred.

"All the better for business,"
said he, though the raw wind, as we
lined the wall, cut like sharp steel.
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Paia Mor's unfortunate gentleman
was the only living person to see

when we looked into the gut, and

he w;is too little that way to say
much ahout. Para had fired for

the head, but struck lower, so that

the S3out writhed to his end with

a red-hot coal among his last morn-

ing's viands.

Long after, it would come back

to me, the oddity of that spectacle
in the hollow a man in a red feal-

dag, with his hide-covered buckler

grotesquely flailing the grass, he,

in the Gaelic custom, making a great
moan about his end, and a pair of

bickering rooks cawing away heart-

ily as if it was no more than a sheep
in the throes of braxy.

Alter a little the moan of the

Mac])onaid stopped, the crows

slanted down to the loch -side,

stillness came over the place. We
talked in whispers, sped about the

walls on the tiptoes of our brogues,
and peered wonderingly down to

the edge of the wood. Long we
waited and wearily, and by-and-by
who came out high on the shoulder

of Duntorvil but a band of the

enemy, marching in good order

for the summit of that paramount
peak?

" I hope to God they have no

largo pieces with them yonder," said

John
;

"for they'll have a coign
there to give us trouble if once

they get mother of muskets in

train."

But, fortunately for us, no artil-

lery ever came to Duntorvil.

Fully two hundred of the enemy
massed on the hill, commanded by
a squat officer in breeks and wear-

ing a peruke Anglick, that went

oddly with his tartan plaid. He
was the Master of Clanranald, we
learned anon, a cunning person,
whose aim was to avail himself of

the impetuousness of the kilts he
had in his corps. Gaels on the

attack, as he knew, are omnipotent

as God's thunderbolts : give them a

running start at a foe, with no
waiting, and they might carry the

gates of hell against the Worst
One and all his clan

; on a stand-

ing defence where coolness and dis-

cipline are wanted they have less

splendid virtues. Clanranald was
well aware that to take his regiment
all into the hollow where his scout
was stiffening was not only to expose
them to the fire of the fort without

giving them any chance of quick
reply, but to begin the siege off

anything but the bounding shoe-
sole the Highlander has the natural

genius for. What he devised was
to try musketry at long range (and,
to shorten my tale, that failed), then

charge down the one summit, over
the rushy gut, and up the side of

Dunchuach, disconcerting our aim
and bringing his men in on their

courageous heat.

We ran back our pieces through
the gorge of the bastions, wheeled
them in on the terre-plein back
from the wall, and cocked them

higher on their trunnions to get
them in train for the opposite peak.

" Boom !

" went the first gun, and
a bit of brown earth spat up to the

left of the enemy, low by a dozen

paces.
A silly patter of poor musketry

made answer, but their bullets

might as well have been aimed at

snipe for all the difference it made
to us : they came short or spattered

against our wall. We could hear

the shouts of the foe, and saw
their confusion as our third gun
sent its message into the very heart

of them.

Then they charged Dunchuach.
Our artillery lost its value, and

we met them with fusil and caliver.

They came on in a sort of echelon

of four companies, close ordered,
and not as a more skilly commander
would make them, and the leading

company took the right. The rushy
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grass met them with a swish as

they bounded over it like roebucks,

so fast that our few score of muskets

made no impression on them until

they were climbing up the steep

brae that led to our walls.

Over a man in a minority, wait-

ing, no matter how well ensconced,

the onslaught of numbers carried

on the wings of hate, there comes a

strange feeling I'll never deny it

a sort of qualm at the pit of the

stomach, a notion to cry
" 'Cavi !

"

and turn atail disgraceful. I felt it

but for a second, and then I took

to my old practice of making a per-

sonal foe of one particular man in

front of me. This time I chose a

lieutenant or sergeant of the Mac-

Donalds (by his tartan), a tall lean

rascal, clean shaved, in trews and
a tight -fitting cota gearr or short

coat, with an otter-skin cap on his

head, the otter -tail still attached

and dangling behind like a Low-
lander's queue. He was striding

along zealfully, brandishing his

sword, and disdaining even to take

off his back the bull -hide targe,

though all his neighbours kept
theirs in front of them on the left

arm.

"You have wrecked honest

homes !

"
I argued with him in

my mind. " You put the torch to

the widow's thatch, you have driven

the cattle from Elrigmore, and what
of a girl with dark eyes like the

sloe? Fancy man, man of my
fancy ! Oh ! here's the end of your
journey !

"

Our assailants, after their usual

custom, dropped their pieces, such
as had them, when they had fired

the first shot, and risked all on the

push of the target and the slash of

the broad brand, confident even
that our six or seven feet of escarp-
ment would never stay their onset

any time to speak of. An abattis

or a fosse would have made this

step futile
;

but as things were, it

was not altogether impossible that

they might surmount our low wall.

Our advantage was that the terre-

plein on which we stood was three

or four feet higher than they were

at the outer side of the wall, apart
from the fact that they were poised

precariously on a steep brae. We
leaned calmly over the wall and

spat at them with pistols now and
then as they ran up the hill, with

Clanranald and some captains cry-

ing them on at the flank or middle.

In the plain they left a piper who
had naturally not enough wind to

keep his instrument going and face

the hill at the same time. He
strode up and down in the deadliest

part of the valley where a well-

sent musket-ball would never lose

him, and played a tune they call

"The Galley of the Waves," a

Stewart rant with a hint of the zest

of the sea in it. Nobody thought
of firing at him, though his work
was an encouragement to our foes,

and anon the hill -
tops rang with

a duel of pibrochs between him and
a lad of our garrison, who got round
on the top of the wall near the

governor's house and strutted high-

shoulderedly up and down, blasting
at the good braggart air of "Baile
Inneraora."

Those snorting, wailing, warring

pipes mingled oddly with the shout

of the fighting men, who had ways
of battle new to me in practice

though they were in a sense my
own countrymen. Gaelic slogans
and maledictions they shouted, and
when one of them fell in the mob,
his immediate comrades never failed

to stop short in their charge and

coolly rob him of a silver button off

his coat, or a weapon if it seemed
worth while.

In a little they were soon

clamouring against our wall. We
laughed and progged them off with
the long -handed axes to get free

play with the fusils, and one after
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another of them fell off, wounded
or deai.

" This is the greatest folly ever

I saw," said Sir Donald, wiping his

brow with a bloody hand.
" I ^vish I was sure there was no

trick in it," said John. He was

looking around him and taking a

tug at his belt, that braced him by
a couple of holes. Then he spat,

for luck, on a ball he dropped into

his fiu-il, said a Glassary charm on
it as Ke rammed home the charge
and bi ought the butt to his cheek,

aiming; at a white-faced Irisher with

a leathern waistcoat, who fell back-

ward into a dub of mud and stirred

no more.
" Four !

"
said John ;

" I could

scarcely do better with my own
French fusil Mairi Og."

The enemy drew off at a com-
mand of their captain, and into the

edge of the wood that came up on
the left near our summit. We lost

our interest in them for a time,

watching a man running up the

little valley from the right, above

Kilmalieu. He came on, waving
his anas wildly and pointing ahead ;

but tiiough he was plain to our

view, he was out of sight of the

enemj' on the left.

A long black coat hampered his

movements, and he looked gawky
enough, stumbling through the

rusheF.
"K I didn't think the inside of

Castl<- Inneraora was too snug to

quit for a deadly hillside," said

John, "I could believe yon was
our friend the English minister."

"The English minister sure

enough," said half-a-dozen beside

us.

"Here's ill-luck for us then!"
cried John, with irony. "He'll

preacl t us to death : the fellow's

deadlier than the Clanranald

banditty."
Some one ran to the post beside

the governor's house, and let the

gentleman in when he reached it.

He was panting like a winded
hound, the sweat standing in beads
on his shaven jowl, and for a
minute or two he could say noth-

ing, only pointing at the back of
our fort in the direction of the
town.
"A parish visit, is it, sir?"

asked John, still in his irony.
The minister sat him down on

a log of wood and clutched his

side, still pointing eagerly to the
south of our fort. No one could
understand him, but at last he
found a choked and roupy voice.

"A band behind there," he said
;

"your front attack is but a

feint/'

As he spoke, half-a-dozen men
in a north-country tartan got on
the top of our low rear wall that

we thought impregnable on the lip
of the hill, and came on us with
a most ferocious uproar. "Bade-
noch !

"
they cried in a fashion to

rend the hills, and the signal (for
such it was more than slogan)

brought on our other side the

Clanranald gentry.
What followed in that hearth-

stone fight so hot and brisk took

so short a space of time, and

happened in so confused and ter-

rible a moment, that all but my
personal feeling escape me. My
every sense stirred with something
horrible

;
the numb sound of a

musket-butt on a head, the squeal
of men wounded at the vitals, and
the deeper roar of hate ; a smell of

blood as I felt it when a boy hold-

ing the candle at night to our

shepherds slaughtering sheep in

the barn at home
;
before the eyes

a red blur cleared at intervals when
I rubbed the stinging sweat from

my face.

Half a hundred of those back-

gait assailants were over our low

wall with their axe -hooks and

ladders before we could charge and
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prime, engaging us hand to hand

in the cobbled square of our fort,

at the tower foot. The harassment

on this new side gave the first band

of the enemy the chance to sur-

mount our front wall, and they
were not slow to take it.

Luckily our halberdiers stood

firm in a mass that faced both

ways, and as luckily, we had in

Master John M'lver a general 01

strategy and experience.
"Stand fast, Campbell Halber-

diers!" he cried. "It's bloody

death, whether we take it like

cravens or Gaelic gentlemen !

" He
laid about him with a good pur-

pose, and whether they tried us in

front or rear, the scamps found the

levelled pikes and the ready swords.

Some dropped beside, but more

dropped before us, for the tod in a

hole will face twenty times what
he will flee from in the open wood ;

but never a man of all our striving

company fought sturdier than our

minister, with a weapon snatched

from an Athole man he had levelled

at a first blow from an oaken rung.
" The sword of the Lord and of

Gideon!" he would cry; "for all

the kings of the Amorites that

dwell in the mountains are gathered

together against us." A slim elder

man he was, ordinarily with a wan
sharp face ; now it was flushed and
hoved in anger, and he hissed his

texts through his teeth as he faced

the dogs. Some of youth's school-

ing was there, a Lowland youth's

training with the broadsword; for

he handled it like no novice,
and even M'lver gave him " Bravo.
suast!"

That we held our ground was no

great virtue we could scarcely do

less; but we did more, for soon

we had our enemy driven back on
the walls. They fought there's

no denying it with a frenzy that

made them ill to beat; but when
a couple of score of our lads lined

the upper wall again and kept back

the leak from that airt by the com-
mand of John Splendid, it left us

the chance of sweeping our un-

welcome tenants back again on the

lower wall. They stayed stub-

bornly, but we had weight against
them and the advantage of the

little brae, and by-and-by we
pinned them, like foumarts, against
the stones. Most of them put
back against the wall, and fought,
even with the pike at their vitals,

slashing empty air with sword or

dirk ; some got on the wall again
and threw themselves over the
other side, risking the chance of

an uglier death on the rocks

below.

In less than an hour after the
shot of Para Mor (himself a stricken

corpse now) rang over Dunchuach,
our piper, with a gash on his face,
was playing some vaunting air on
the walls again, and the fort was
free of the enemy, of whom the
bulk had fallen back into the

wood, and seemingly set out for

Inneraora.

Then we gathered and stroked
our dead twenty -and -three; we
put our wounded in the governor's
house, and gave them the rough
leech-craft of the fighting field;
the dead of the assailants we threw
over the rock, and among them was
a clean-shaven man in trews and a

tight-fitting cota gearr, who left

two halves of an otter -skin cap
behind him.

(To be continued.)
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CAMBRIDGE: BY AN OXONIAN.

CAMBRIDGE, like Rome and

Jerusalem, is one of those places
about which it is better not to

form an opinion hastily or by the

vague impressions of a single visit,

especially if that first visit occurs

on a dark and damp afternoon in

November. Nothing can then be
more dreary than the place and
its surroundings. The stranger

alights on the single platform
of what is probably the coldest,

noisiest, and most crowded station

in England, amidst a wilderness

of luggage, milk -cans, and be-

wildered passengers, where Babel
seenu, to be loudly contending
with Chaos. Then, after fighting
his way through the crowd and

rescuing his portmanteau, he is

drivei along the dingy thorough-
fare which begins with the Hills

Road, and ends heaven knows

where, and is by many degrees

longer and more unlovely than

Wimpole Street itself. Possibly
he muy be bound for the Newnham
Backs, in which case the driver

will 1-ake a short cut, and he will

decid3, as some one else did, that
" the whole place looks as if it had
been dancing to Amphion's music
and be had left off in the middle
of a very complicated figure." As
his aansom plunges through a

labyr Jith of tortuous streets, he
here and there gets glimpses of

grey turrets and mediaeval arch-

ways. These clearly are the Col-

leges, which, "as if to show their

conte npt for the town, retire from
the s:reet altogether, showing to

the jassers-by only their ugliest
wall :md smallest shabbiest gate."
Or pc ssibly he may be lunching at

King s, when from his host's win-
dows he probably gets his first >

view of the far-famed "Backs."
VOL. CLXIII. NO. DCCCCLXXXVII.

They would doubtless be charming
enough under more cheerful cir-

cumstances, but, seen through the

fog on this dull autumn day, the

landscape is blurred, smeared, and

indistinct, like " a bad drawing
in charcoal which some one has
rubbed with his sleeve" a vista

of dripping trees . and decaying
vegetation, bordering a stream
dark and forbidding as Cocytus
itself. A few melancholy figures
are seen wandering along the bank,
like ghosts on the wrong side of

the Styx

"The lank -eared phantoms of black-

weeded pools."

Not even an excellent lunch or the

charming conversation of the most
debonnair of Senior Fellows can

altogether dispel the gloom and

depression caused by the dismal

weather
;
and it is not surprising

that, as our visitor is escorted

from one college to another, he

indulges in sarcastic and depreci-

ating comments on all he sees.

The great quadrangle at Trinity,
which his guide complacently' in-

forms him is the largest enclosed

court in Europe, reminds him of a

barrack square with a drinking-
fountain in the middle. The grand
chapel at King's only accentuates

the portentous ugliness of the Fel-

lows' Buildings, and the tawdry
cupola of the debased Gothic

screen opposite. The interior of

the Senate-house is (he thinks) a

miserable contrast to the glories
of the Sheldonian Theatre. The

Debating Hall at the Union bears

a strong resemblance to a Mormon

tabernacle, and he considers the

lavatories the only really good

thing in the building. The streets

are like by-lanes in Shoreditch or

c
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Whitechapel, and the shops gen-

erally are inferior to those of a

second-rate London suburb.

Outside, however, in spite of

the gloomy weather, there is no

want of life and movement in

King's Parade, for it is the "paulo-

post-prandial
"

hour, and all the

world is abroad;
" In the sad and silent street,

To and fro

Flit the fever-stricken feet

Of the Freshers, as they meet,
Come and go."

But besides the " freshers
"
there

are plenty of other people about,

and the stranger, if as should be

the case he has nourished his

youth sublime on the fairy tales of

fiction, recognises at a glance all

the old familiar types depicted

by novelists from Thackeray to

Mr Benson. There is Arthur

Pendennis, for instance, very spick
and span tall collar, cigarette,
and so forth who has just been

lunching at Trinity ;
and there

is his chum, Mr Harry Foker,

beaming with good-humour, with
a horsy coat and doggier leggings,
on his way to pick up a friend at

Magdalene or a terrier at Callaby's.
And there is 'Mr Hugby,' the

tutor, prim and precise, who has

just taken off his hat with a beam-

ing smile to a portly dame arrayed
like the Queen of Sheba, the wife
of the Master or rather, the
Mistress of X. There is 'Sem-

pronius Viridis,' with a new gown
and a vacuous grin. There is

'Horace from Athens,' gay and
gallant as ever, who has just
nodded to 'Lydia' in the pastry-
cook's shop. There are the strong
men, Gyas and Cloanthes, on their

way to the boats "looking the
whole world in the face," like the

Village Blacksmith, whom indeed

they much resemble. '

Ooryton
'

lounges past, faultlessly dressed,
but taciturn and preoccupied. He

has evidently dropped money on

the Cambridgeshire. Close by is

' Professor Ambi- Dexter,' whose

seraphic smile would remind you
of a mediaeval saint, if it did not

also remind you of "Charley's
Aunt." Next comes 'the Babe,'
arm-in-arm with 'Reggie,' talking

gaily, and closely followed by a

cross-eyed bull-terrier.

As we said at starting, a visitor,

especially if he is an Oxonian,
should beware of trusting to his

first impressions, for they will

assuredly be wrong ones, and he
will be doing a vast injustice to

the place if he imagines that in

the course of a casual walk or

saunter he can get even the faint-

est idea of all the fair sights and

interesting associations of this city
of trees and gardens. In the case

of Oxford it is love at first sight.
You are touched, as it were, by a

magician's wand and are entranced
for ever. That incomparable city,
"so venerable, so lovely, . . .

steeped in sentiment and whisper
ing from her towers the last en-

chantments of the middle ages,"
steals our hearts at once with her

ineffable charm a charm that only
grows stronger as years go on. For

Cambridge when we get to know
it as it deserves to be known
there grows upon us, almost in

spite of ourselves, a quieter, a
more gradual, yet not less endur-

ing affection; for it takes many
months to discover all her beauties,

the nooks and corners of quiet

loveliness, such as the little garden
at the back of Christ's, or another
little garden belonging to Merton

Hall, or the cloisters and oriels

in the Lodge at Queens'. We all

know the "backs" of Colleges,
"the long walk of limes," the

stately elm -trees, and the gar-
dens by the water-side, as well as

the lovely views of King's College
Chapel, the front of Clare, and the
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Library of Trinity. Except per-

haps the garden-front at John's,
and the Walks at Magdalen, Ox-
ford has nothing that can rival

these. Again, while it is true

that at Oxford there are some

charging points of view in the

neighbourhood the hill above

Hinksey, Shotover, and Godstowe
it unfortunately happens that

to reach these points you have to

thread the dingy purlieus of St

Clement's, or the slums below St

Alds.te's, or the no less offensive

by-lanes of "
Mesopotamia." But

at Cambridge you start at once

among the trees, and may walk
in the summer-time for miles along

leafy avenues past the Botanical

Gardens by Trumpington, with
its memories of Chaucer and the

famous Mill, through Granchester
with its old-fashioned red -tiled

cottages and snug gardens, and
back along the footway through
the meadows by the upper river,

fringed with reeds, pollarded wil-

lows., and white poplars, to Newn-
ham and the King's Mill. Or

again, striking out in another

direction, you may follow the foot-

steps of Mr Pepys, who, after a

glass of ale at the Buttery of

Magdalene

"Thence giving the fellow some-

thing, away we walked to Chesterton
to seo our old walk, and then into the
Churoh, the bells ringing, and saw
the

|
lace I used to sit in, and so to

the J^erry and ferried over to the
other side, and walked with great
pleasure, the river being mighty high
by B irnwell Abbey ;

and so by Jesus

College to the town, and so to our

quarlers and to supper."

Jesus College, which has just
been mentioned, is an illustration

of the manner in which some of

the finest and most interesting

buildings in the University are

hiddon away in a back street;
for certainly strangers ignorant

of the locality would never guess
that beyond the commonplace
houses of Jesus Lane approached
by a narrow passage between high
walls there is a large college,

perfect and complete in all its

surroundings, with a fine gate-
tower of red brick, picturesque ivy-
clad buildings in the first court,
a cloister, and a new building,
well in keeping with the rest,
which for once justifies Water-
house's claims to be a practical
architect. si sic omnia ! And
lastly, there is the grand chapel

judiciously restored the ancient

church of St Bhadegund's nun-

nery. This college, so secluded, so

isolated, yet so perfect in itself, with
its Close, its Grove, its gardens
opening on to the broad stretch

of Midsummer Common, impresses
and strikes us partly because it

comes as a surprise in this out-

of-the-way corner, and partly be-

cause its very solitude and seclu-

sion give it an additional charm
as a home of ancient peace. It

does credit to James I.'s taste,

that while he would have pre-
ferred to pray at King's and dine

at Trinity (and small blame to

him), it was at Jesus where he
would have chosen to study and

sleep.
Jesus has been the home of

many famous men Cranmer the

Bishop, Harvey the great phy-
sician, and Coleridge the meta-

physical poet ;
but assuredly its

greatest man in these latter days
was the Dean of Deans u

Morgan
Bufus," as he was popularly called.

Of course, there have been deans

of many types and varieties just
deans and unjust deans, senior

deans and junior deans, and so

forth
;

but to compare any one

of them with the Dean of Jesus

would be a worse solecism than

comparing Alexander the copper-
smith with Alexander the Great.
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Morgan's aggressive personality,his

wrftt f or&t demeanour, his plus

qttam Olympian air of superiority,
would hare appeared insufferably
ridiculous in any ordinary mortal.

But in his case it was not so at all

His manners were the natural
man asserting himself in fact,

the style teas the man a veritable

nineteenth century /icyoAofvxos if

there ever was one. And he never

derogated from this lofty concep-
tion of his own worth. Who, for

instance, can forget the lordly
manner in which he pointed to

the new buildings of his college!
"That, sir, was MY creation:

Waterhouse simply carried out
MY ideas." Or his aryumenlum
ad komi&fm addressed to a ner-

vous freshman :
" Tour first duty,

air, when you come to Jesus, is to

obey your dean and tutor : / am
your dean and tutor." Or again,
in his evidence before the Uni-

versity Commission: "WE [tie,

ego ft umenita* mea] give the
JMt JpMHlltl JHifllni !! Iliillill^
to our young men," Ac. The fact

that the Dean's contribution to
the "intellectual training" con-
sisted of one or two lectures on

of Euclid, affected

his argument nor his posi-

Though the Dean was what
Mr Yellowplush calls a " harbi

teary gent "liked his own way,
and always got it he was by no
means unpopular. The Jesus men
were very proud of their Dean, and
showed him off on every oppor-
tunity, and the Dean in his turn
was equally proud of his college.We believe he was rather flattered
than otherwise by his cartoon in
(

Vanity Fair,
7 which could hardly

be called a caricature.

Cambridge, like the sister-uni-

versity, has been the reflex of our
life in all its moods and

; but, unlike Oxford, it
most certainly cannot be called

"the home of lost causes, of for-

saken beliefs and impossible loyal-
ties." It has, in fact* usually

changed its religion and its poli-
tics with the commendable prud-
ence and promptitude of the Ticar
of Bray. Xo city in England
gave a more cordial welcome to
Erasmus and the Protestant re-

formers ; but not many years later

the Market Hill witnessed one of
the most strange and monstrous
scenes in our history. The bodies
of two eminent German divines
Bncer and Fagius were torn
from their graves, carried in pro-
cession before a large crowd chant-

ing the hymn "Salve Festa Dies,"
and then burnt at the stake. By
way of comment, the text of the

University sermon preached by the
Vice-Chancellor on the previous
Sunday was, "Behold how good
and pleasant a thing it is for

brethren to dwell together in

unity"! In the same reign (Queen
Mary's) Cardinal Pole and Bishop
Gardiner rAfcraied the Mass of
the Holy Ghost at Trinity, while
a few years later the c Aulularia'
of Plautus was acted in King's
Ooflege Chapel before Queen EHim-
beth. Her successor, James L,
visited Cambridge, and liked it

better than Oxford. The colleges
sent their plate, it is true, to
Charles L* who just before the
war had been entertained at a

'travelling' banquet in St John's,
and no fewer than sixty -three
Fellows were "ejected" for re-

fusing the Covenant; yet in 1650
we find the bells of St Mary's
rung to celebrate the anniversary
of the king's death, and the col-

leges paying homage to the Lord
Protector. The Restoration was
celebrated by bonfires and salvoes
of musketry, and Charles IL dined
in the Long Gallery at St John's;
but when the Stuart cause was
hopelessly lost, the University at
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once sent a deputation to con-

gratulate William III. on his

coronation. Queen Anne visited

Trinity and knighted Sir Isaac

Newton ;
and when George I. in

his turn came over from Hanover,

Cambridge sent up a loyal address,
to which his Majesty responded

by a handsome present of books
;

but in Oxford, with a devotion

worthy of a better cause, the health

of the "
King over the water " was

still drunk in the Common Rooms

long after the succession of the

house of Hanover had become an

accomplished fact.

It is not, however, our purpose
to dwell upon the history or archi-

tecture of the University, still less

upon the intricate question of the

Schools and the Tripos. Those
who wish to study these subjects
in detail have only to refer to the

excellent account in Murray's
handbook

;
to Cooper's

' Annals '

;

to Mr J, W. Clark's capital little

volume on 'Cambridge'; to the

monumental history of Messrs
Wilkins and Clark; or to Mr
Atkinson's beautifully illustrated

resume of all that is best worth

reading in previous histories.

Nothing is attempted in these

pag< s beyond giving a few general

impressions of the University in

its 1 :

ghter aspects ;
but even these

fugitive notes, these obiter dicta

of a stranger within the gates, are

necessarily vague and superficial ;

and there is even a risk of their

being thought trivial, if not flip-

pant, by the more serious student

of university history. However,
a "

little judicious levity
" some-

time s serves to lighten a grave
and almost solemn subject, and
we may begin by an impertinent

inquiry into the origin of certain

cabalistic phrases which usually
bewilder the ingenuous stranger.
Thai ingenious foreigner, Count

Smo-ltork, wrote in his notebook

that " the word Poltics surprises

by himself "
;
but the word " Tri-

pos
"
surprises us a good deal more.

Messrs Mullinger, Wordsworth,
and other painstaking but tedious

antiquaries, explain that it was

originally the three-legged stool on
which the candidate for honours
sat and spouted bad Latin to all

comers and abused the Proctors.

And either because he had sat

there so long or because the

authorities got slightly
"
mixed,"

they confused the man with his

tripod, and called him "Tripos"
as if one was to call Mr Speaker
"Chair," or the Lord Chancel-

lor "Woolsack." And what is

Wrangler 1 Of course it is a man
who wrangles, and the Senior

Wrangler was (and is sometimes

still) the schoolman who had the

loudest tongue and the greatest
command of bad language in the

University ; indeed, for anything
to the contrary we can gather from
the name itself, it might have been
a mediaeval Betsy Prigg. The
"
Prevaricator," again (another

archaism), seems to have been the

Wrangler's first cousin, and ac-

cording to Mr Wordsworth was
so called for having crooked legs.

But how did his legs become

crooked, or what connection had

they with the Tripos? Possibly
the other wranglers had been play-

ing Rugby football with them, or

he may have suffered anchylosis
of the joints by sitting too long
on the three-legged stool. Then
one might ask, Why do they call

the place where the Dons drink

wine after hall a "Combination-
room "

1 Men usually "combine "

for some illicit or nefarious pur-

pose, such as hatching a plot,

blowing up a Czar, or wrecking
some valuable industry ;

but they
do not " combine "

to drink port
unless they mean to drink three

bottles apiece and then decamp
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without paying for it.
"
Gyp

"

alone strikes us as satisfactory

and appropriate. It is the Greek

for "
vulture," and a vulture was

nearly related to the Harpies, who

are, of course, "the Bedmakers."

The real history of a nation,

according to Lord Macaulay and

other more (or less) veracious his-

torians, is written not so much
in old chronicles or Acts of Parlia-

ment as in ballads and ephemeral
literature : so, if you want to

know your Cambridge, you must

study its life and manners as de-

picted in the novels and maga-
zines of the period. Fortunately
for all concerned, the lady novelist

(so far as we know) has left Cam-

bridge severely alone. Possibly
she felt that the critical eyes of

Newnham or Girton would be

upon her; or possibly, knowing
nothing of either university, Mag-
dalen and Christ Church seemed
more appropriate scenes for her

romance than King's or Trinity.
The fact remains, that for one
novel written about Cambridge
there are some twenty which deal

with Oxford. We may dismiss at

once Mr Alan St Aubyn's highly
coloured fictions. Even if they
are not an elaborate joke, they can

hardly be intended to be taken

seriously by the reader. Scholars

of Trinity do not, as a rule, pass
their evenings in a private gamb-
ling-house at Chesterton, or act as

accomplices in disposing of the
dead body of a fellow-guest who
has been poisoned by their charm-

ing hostess
; and we doubt if they

often effect a moonlight entrance
into college by cutting away the
window-bars. Nor, again, do Jun-
ior Deans (or Senior Deans, if it

comes to that) fall victims to the

misplaced affections of some at-

tractive lady, on or off the stage,
whom they have met at a fashion-
able watering-place. Still less is

it their fate to be burnt in effigy

by the indignant champions of

female virtue
(i.e.,

the under-

graduates), and only rescued from

a series of misfortunes, as distress-

ing as they were undeserved, by
being made Colonial Bishops !

'A Green Bay Tree' professes
to describe Cambridge life up to

date, but it describes only the

seamy side of it. It is undoubtedly
a clever, but as undoubtedly a

most disagreeable, book. There

always has been, and always will

be, a "fast set" such as that in

which Lord Pimlico and Messrs

Coryton, Tyrconnell, and Gave-

rigan were the shining ornaments
;

but it is a little unfair on Magda-
lene to fix the scene of their orgies
in "the pleasant little college by
the river, whose tutelary deities

were Bacchus and Diana." The
hero (or villain rather, for "heroic"

he certainly was not) is a perverted
and unscrupulous Coningsby as

false as Tartuffe and as great a

liar as Barere. It is a mistake,

merely from an artistic point of

view, to give such a picture of un-

redeemed hypocrisy, or to make the

leading character a young man who
with deliberate and cold-blooded

cruelty wrecks the happiness of

his best friend
;
and it is a libel,

if not an outrage, on Cambridge,
to represent a liar and a cheat as

the hero of its society, the chosen

mouthpiece of the rising genera-
tion of Tories, and the pet orator

of the Union. Happily, however,
the ways of Coryton and his friends

are not the ways of thy children,
O city of the Cam, where truth

and honour have not altogether
lost their proper sense and value,
and where in all essential points
an undergraduate is at least a

gentleman. He may doubtless

have his own code of morals, and
will now and then give some ficti-

tious reason for going to London
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or Is ewmarket ;
or if he misses the

last train back, he may tell the

Dean a rigmarole story which does

credit to his powers of invention.

But such excuses are mere famous
de parler ; they are offered (and

usually accepted) rather in the

spirit in which Mr Stevenson's

young man offered his cream tarts
" in the spirit of mockery

"

than as serious statements of fact.

But as to deliberate falsehood,

duplicity, and betrayal of one's

familiar friend well, if we may
resort to slang, an undergraduate
"is not built that way." His
faults such as they are are

rather those of that charming pro-

digal, Charles Surface, than of his

brother the smooth-faced villain

Joseph. He would be as likely as

not to sell the family portraits, if

he had any and wanted cash, and
be rather pleased than otherwise

to get rid of their "d d dis-

inheriting countenances," but he
would be equally ready to share

the proceeds with a friend or send
a hundred guineas (as Charles did)
to some unknown poor relation.

In 'The Babe, B.A.,' Mr Benson
has given us a clever and amusing
sketch of modern Cambridge life.

The characters are healthy and

wholesome, but are far too clever

to I e met with in real life. There
are lads of talent and men of in-

tellect, no doubt, at King's and

Trinity, where good talk as well

as epigrams and repartees are not

unknown; but not even a Person
or t. Shilleto or the most brilliant

taller in London society could

keep up a running fire of wit and
iror y, chaff and badinage, as do
"tie Babe" and his friend "Mr
Ste vart," who may or may not
be ;i portrait from life. The fact

is, \ hat Mr Benson has condensed
in a few chapters all the bon mots
and clever sayings that he heard
in his four years' residence. The

average undergraduate does not
trouble himself about abstractions,
whether in art or politics, still less

does he deal in epigrams ; his con-

versation is purely personal and

topical, chiefly about himself, his

friends and their feats of strength,
the Boat or the Association Cup,
the Dean or the "Proggins." In-

deed the following extract, which
we have taken almost haphazard
from a back number of the 'Granta,'

very fairly represents it :

"
1st Average Undergraduate. Who

was that you nodded to just now,
Dicky ?

"2nd A. U. Oh, that was Gilson.

He's captain of our Rugby team
; an

extraordinary chap. Nothing seems
to tire him. Why, yesterday, after

playing footer like a black, he thought
he hadn't had enough exercise, so

just for amusement he ran fifteen

times round Fenner's, and had half

an hour with the Indian clubs in his

rooms, to give himself an appetite fdr

dinner, so he said. He dined at the
Caledonian afterwards, drank about
two bottles of fizz without turning a

hair, and then carried old Doughface
Tomkins and Flapper Barrington to

bed. No wonder he's popular.
"
1st A. U. No, by Jove !

" 3rd Average Undergraduate, refus-

ing a pressing invitation to walk to

Newmarket. Not if I know it. I've

got to see the Dean at six, and I'm

going to keep myself quite fresh for

that entertainment, I can tell you.
He's so deuced sly : looks at you so

meekly over his gig-lamps, and if you
aren't precious sharp, he just turns

you inside out in a brace of shakes.

Why, last term, when I missed the

last train from London after our Old

Boys' match, he hauled me as soon

as I got to Cambridge. 'Ah, good
morning, Mr Wormald,' he began ;

* I suppose you had a difficulty with

your cab-horse last night.'
"Almost before I knew what I

was up to, I'd told him my cab-horse

fell down dead on our way to the

station.
' Curious epidemic of death

amongst cab -horses,' he said, as if

talking to himself. 'Mr Barker's
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cab-horse died yesterday ;
Mr Phib-

son's died the day before that
;
and

last week Mr Dodsworth's cabman
fell off his box in an apoplectic fit.

Good morning, Mr Wormald good
morning ;

do try and get a warranty
with your cab-horse next time ;

' and
the brute chuckled like a hen over

a new egg. I call it bally rot for a

parson to be so 'cute. But I'm going
to be even with him. I'm keeping
all his hauling notices, and as soon as

I've got fifty-two, I'm going to have
them made into a pack of cards. ' Mr
Wormald, irregular in his attendance
at Chapels, is requested to call on
the Dean, signed O. P. Vincent,' will

look well on the back of a full hand
at poker. What do you think ?

11
1st and 2nd A. U. Kipping."

1

Every resident in Cambridge
must be struck with the excellent

manners and quiet deportment of

the undergraduates in the streets,
at all events. In college their

exuberance of vitality sometimes
finds vent in an unusually noisy
"rag," or a bonfire, or an im-

promptu concert with key -bugles
and fireirons under the Dean's
windows. But outside the walls
their behaviour is as irreproach-
able as their dress, which is quiet
and in excellent taste. The gaudy
scarves and check suits, with

squares large enough to play chess

upon, the ulsters on which the

pattern "was so loud that you
could not hear yourself speak

"

so familiar in Leech's pictures
half a century ago have long
since disappeared; and the type
of youth described by Mr Benson
is also growing happily rare :

" This latter type went to the stalls
in the theatre, dressed in Norfolk
jackets, where it talked together with
dark allusiveness of music-hall artistes.
It might also*be seen in the streets
in a very short and ragged gown, a
broken - backed cap with the card-

board showing at the edges not the
result of age, but of fell and evil

design smoking short pipes. It gave
the world to understand that it was
the very devil of a type ; but the

world, with a charity that is rare,
considered that, though odious, it was
not morally so black as its self-

depreciation led it to paint itself."^

The type is indeed odious
;
but

it is only fair to say that these

young fanfarons des vices these

braggarts of imaginary crimes
as often as not turn out remark-

ably well in after-life, and sober
down into staid rectors, plodding
lawyers, or even ponderous M.P.'s

;

and in their maturer years they are
the first to recognise and laugh at

the vagaries of their youth. The
average undergraduate loathes ec-

centricity as much as he loathes

affectation
; he is thoroughly heal-

thy both in mind and body, and

"perfectly normal." He reads just
as much or just as little as is

necessary to get him through the

schools; prefers talking to work-

ing; smokes perhaps rather more
than is good for him

;
has a splen-

did appetite, but drinks very little

wine except on rare occasions
;

plays "footer" with immense en-

ergy ; bikes, practises at Fenner's,
or takes a spin on the upper river

;

plays a little billiards, and per-

haps runs over to Newmarket now
and then; belongs to the Athen-
aeum or the Pitt, where he pays a

guinea a term for the privilege of

spoiling six - pennyworth of note-

paper ; and goes occasionally to the
New Theatre to see Niobe or the

Geisha, or perhaps appears him-
self as an Argive elder or as one
of the Chorus in the '

Wasps.' Or,

again, he may patronise with good-
humoured tolerance and contempt
the meetings got up by faddists

1
Granta, March 15, 1889.
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and reformers ; though he is some-

times a little hazy as to the ante-

cedents of some of these fin de

siecle apostles and prophets, and
has bien known to be under the

impression that Mrs Ormiston
Chant founded Newnham, that Mr
Ben Tillett was once a famous

pugilist, and that General Booth
either kept a public-house in his

youth ,
or if not that was a cele-

brated actor. On the whole, in

spite of Deans, Proctors, College

by-laT/s, and November fogs, an

undergraduate's life is wholesome
and healthy like himself, and he

enjoyr, himself amazingly. His

rooms, whether in college or in

lodgirgs, would scarcely come up
to the ideal of the lady novelist.

Unless he has aesthetic tastes

which is fortunately of rare occur-

rence and money as well, which
is sti 1 rarer, he does not go in

for Chippendale chairs, Japanese
wall -

papers, Smyrna carpets, or

bowls of pot
-
pourri. You see,

instead, precisely the same style
of furniture and ornaments in

nineteen rooms out of twenty :

a few dilapidated chairs; a sofa

which has evidently been the vic-

tim of a Rugby "scrim.," and has
usual' y a castor off or is minus a

leg; a bookcase with some school

prizes and yellow-backed novels;
two fcin coats of arms

; some
framed photographs of boating
groups "men with bare legs and
a fixe I expression

"
; and, if he is

musical, there is probably a hired

piano with harsh and discordant

keys, ind a pile of Sullivan's music.
The < himneypiece is littered with

pipes, ash-trays, a few tradesmen's

bills, i polite request
" to call upon

tlie Dean at six," and some photos
of college friends or celebrities.

In the last case, it is as well to

have the names written on them
;

for is is recorded that a short-

sighted and nervous Don, once

calling on a freshman, and seeing
two photos of Mr Gladstone and
Miss Ellen Terry side by side on
the mantelpiece, blandly inquired,
"Your parents, I presume, Mr
Smith?"

As at Oxford, it is before all

things necessary that the under-

graduate should have a journal
where he may air his political

views, ventilate his many and
manifold grievances, and, if it so

please him, soar upon the wings
of poetry. The two best-known
and longest

- lived University
magazines are the ' Granta ' and the

'Cambridge Review.' There have
been others, but they have lasted

only for a few terms, or at the most
a few years, and in two instances

at least their career has been pre-

maturely cut short. The 'Cam-

bridge Tatler,' of which we believe

Mr Anstey was the editor, had
the effrontery to describe a garden-

party at Jesus at which the Dean
was represented as keeping a

roulette-table for the benefit of the

gyps and dancing a coranto on the

lawn with the oldest bedmaker.
Such ill-timed pleasantry vexed the

righteous soul of '

Morgan Rufus,'
and led to the prompt suppression
of the journal. The 'Gadfly'
had an even shorter existence.

Its life was literally ephemeral;
"The day of its birth was also

the day of its decease, and the

completion of its obsequies was

generally attributed to the Senior

Proctor." Even the 'Granta,' in

its young and unregenerate days,
was somewhat too personal in its

character-sketches and occasional

verses. The Master of Trinity
could hardly have be^n flattered

at being told that his* "manners
were more polished than those of

any man in England, except a pro-
fessional gamester

"
;
and he was
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probably the reverse of being

pleased with the verses dedicated

to his son and heir in 1889 :

" A kind of tiny scholiast who'll startle

his relations

With his luminous suggestions and his

subtle emendations."

Those hard-worked, long-suffer-

ing, and thoroughly respectable

persons, the Dons, come in for a

good deal of sharp criticism
;
but

they have probably long before

this recognised the fact that they
were created for the amusement as

well as the instruction of their

pupils. According to one contrib-

utor, "a Don is an abridgment
of all that's unpleasant in man

;

and a Dean is only another way of

spelling 'Don,' and a much cusseder

one." Another writer cheerfully
tells us : "I never see my tutor

unless I dine with his charming
wife, but I believe him to be a

good man." A third young gen-
tleman gives the following advice,
which may or may not be meant

ironically : "If you want to avoid

being gated, you must give up
attending chapels and halls alto-

gether. Send your tutor a brace
of pheasants and your Dean four

partridges." A fourth sums up
the case :

" In spite of a gown, a

pronounced tendency to a beard,
and a general want of distinction
in dress, Dons are our fellow-

creatures after all." These stric-

tures must not be taken too seri-

ously; nor, as a matter of fact,
do they at all represent the general
feeling in the University, where
the best possible relations exist,
as a rule, between the young men
and their tutors. Every one knows
and likes the genial Registrary, the

ever-green "O.B.," and the excel-
lent Professor of Astronomy ; but
a score of other names might be

quoted of Dons who have been the

best of friends to the youths who
come up in ever-increasing numbers
each October term

"
Huge barbarian pupils, expanding in

infinite series.
"

The old type of Don, cut and

dry, formal and pedantic, wooden
as the form he sat upon in hall,

and crusty as the port he drank
in the Combination-Room after-

wards, is happily extinct. He
looked upon the undergraduate
as a disagreeable intruder on his

domestic comfort
;
he saw nothing

of his pupils outside the lecture-

room, and while supposed to stand

to them in loco parenlis, scarcely
knew them even by name. " One
of the tutors of a large college de-

sired his servant to go and invite

a pupil whom he had not seen for

some time, to take wine with him
after hall. ' Mr So-and-so, sir !

he died three terms ago.'
* You

ought to tell me when my pupils

die,' replied the Don." *
Shilleto,

who ranks second to Person alone

among Cambridge scholars, and
who for thirty years occupied the

same position as a classical coach

which Mr Routh occupied among
the Wranglers, wrote an admirable

parody from the 'Wasps' on the

"useless don" abolished by the

last Commission :

" But alas ! we've drones among us, sit-

ing each in easy-chair,

Stingless as their lore is pointless, who
devour our hard-earned fare,

Lolling idlers, without learning, without

labour, without care."

Of course, as a college tutor has

necessarily to deal with all sorts

and conditions of men, it must
now and then happen that some
turbulent young spirit takes of-

fence at being
" fined

"
or "

gated,"

1

Cambridge, by J. W. Clark, p. 308.
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and h's life generally embittered,
for knocking in late or going to

Newmarket when he should have
been ;it lecture; and nothing is

easier or more soothing to his

vanitj than to write some crushing
satire on the Dons who have thus

outraged his feelings ;
and this he

sends to the editor of ' Granta '

or some other journal from his

lodgings in Green Street, which
for general dinginess may well

compere with Grub Street itself.

Probably his attempts to be smart,
or (what is worse) to be funny, do
not v( ry greatly injure or distress

the objects of his attack. The
tutors have long ago recognised
that simong the other drawbacks
and discomforts of this mortal life

it is their painful duty "to suffer

fools gladly
"

:

" The dunce, the drone, the freshman,
or the fool,

'Tis tleirs to counsel, teach, o'erawe,
a] id rule;

Their only meed, some execrating
word

To blight the hour when first their

voice was heard !

"

"
Execrating word "

is a good
synorym for the "

big, big D."
Poor old Robert Montgomery ! so

hopelessly moral and so insuffer-

ably tedious, whose hard lot it

was to be gibbeted by Macaulay,
by way of set-off to the intolerable

boredom of the Clapham Sundays
endured by the historian in his

childhood.

So far from the young Don of

the present day being out of touch
with the rising generation, he

pride* himself on his sympathy
and s.ctive share in their pursuits,
whether it be coaching his college
boat, directing the chorus in the
Greek play, or assisting the Union
Comnittee to frame new bylaws.
He is very much a man of the

worlc, if not a man of fashion.

He patronises Lord's and Henley

in the season
;
he is seen walking

in the Row in the morning, and

very likely having supper on the
terrace at the Savoy at midnight.
He knows all about Ibsen and
Max Nordau, and can talk glibly
on most subjects from bacteria to

'Parsifal.' He has long ago
eschewed " the dull and deep
potations" of his predecessors,
but appreciates

" '68 Roederer"
when he gets it and is critical

on the subject of cailles bardees or

supreme de volaille. In term-time
he works hard enough to satisfy
the most exacting reformer of col-

lege incomes : his lectures and his

pupils occupy him from morn till

dewy eve. But in the Long Vaca-
tion he travels far afield some-
times posing as c a wandering
scholar in the Levant,' sometimes

discovering a fresh peak among
the glaciers of the Jura, or even

bivouacking (as Mr Bryce did) on
the summit of Mount Ararat. Or,
if athletically given, he paddles
down the Danube from Buda-Pesth
to Galatz, or plays golf at Machri-
hanish on the far shores of the

Atlantic. In short, he is a highly
educated microcosm of many-sided
energy ; and, if we may imitate

the style of Jehu Junior, while

omniscience is undoubtedly his

forte if he has a foible, it is

probably a sneaking tenderness

for the banjo.

Reverting for a moment to the
c

Granta,' it is of course inevitable

that there should be a good deal

of poetry in its pages ;
and it may

be noted here that ' Punch ' owes
some of its best contributors to

undergraduates whose poetic talent

first found an outlet in one or an-

other of the University magazines :

Thackeray wrote aparody onTenny-
son's prize poem of " Timbuctoo "

in a short-lived paper called the
1 Snob '

;
Tom Taylor described the

stirring episodes of the "Fight
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in the Crescent" while he was

still at Cambridge ;
Mr Burnand,

the founder and biographer of the

A.D.C., was another contributor;

and more recently Mr Anstey and

Mr Owen Seaman, both of whom
have largely figured in Cambridge

journals, have joined the round

table in Bouverie Street. Many
of their fugitive pieces have been

collected and published separately
in {

College Bays,'
' Horace at

Cambridge,' and ' Paulo - Post-

Prandials'; but there are many
others which still blush unseen in

the earlier volumes of * Granta.'

But by far the cleverest writer

of parodies and vers de societe at

Cambridge in the present century

(though he lived before the days
of 'Granta') was Charles Stuart

Calverley a Fellow of Christ's

a most brilliant and highly gifted

scholar, known to fame by his

translation of Lycidas, by his
* Carmen Sseculare,' and, above

all, by his rendering of "John
Anderson, my Jo "

in Anacreontic
Greek 'AvS^ptSa, <f>OC avSp&v, &c.

His career at Balliol was a series

of brilliant tours de force, or we
might say de farce, and no man
more sorely tried the temper and

patience of his college tutors.

Above all, he took a special delight
in mystifying the excellent but

pompous master, DrJenkins. Dogs
were, of course, even less than now
allowed within the college walls.
" Dr Jenkins met him one day on
the way to his rooms, with a tawny
nondescript treasure trotting at
his heels. What, another dog, Mr
Blayds I

11
Indeed, Master,' was

the wily response,
*

they do tell me
that some people think it is a

squirrel.'" This was surely the
model of a diplomatic answer, for

while it suggested volumes, it as-

serted nothing. It was clear that

Calverley's boyish escapades would

shortly bring matters to a crisis,

and Calverley thought so too, for

when he gained the Chancellor's

Latin Yerse prize in 1851 he

signed himself "Charles Stuart

Blayds, E Coll. Ball, prope ejec-

tus" In the following year he
was actually "ejected" left Ox-
ford for good, and was admitted

at Christ's. His Cambridge career

was a series of triumphs. He won
the Camden medal, the Greek ode,
the Craven Scholarship

" the blue

ribbon of undergraduate distinc-

tions" and was second in the

Classical Tripos. Above all, he kept
on excellent terms with the college
authorities

;
while his wit, his high

spirits, and unflagging good-humour
endeared to him a host of friends,

amongst whom were Professor

Seeley, the author of ' Ecce Homo,'
Sir Walter Sendall (his biograph-

er), John Peile (a Senior Classic),
Mr James Payn, and Sir Walter
Besant. His feats of activity

especially in the jumping line

were long remembered by his con-

temporaries, one of whom declares

that he saw Calverley once jump
over a horse that was standing in

the shafts of a cart in Green Street,

"with his cap and gown on, and
his hands in his pockets !

"

During Calverley's residence at

Christ's, a stirring episode took

place in which he must have been

strongly tempted to take a share.

It was when Denman was stand-

ing for the University on the Lib-

eral side. He was immensely
popular, and the undergraduates
in the galleries made such an up-
roar that the Vice - Chancellor

(Whewell) closed the doors of the

Senate-house against them. They
retaliated by makicg a bonfire

of the hustings in front of the

Schools, whereupon Whewell di-

It was not till 1852 that Calverley resumed his proper family name a very
ancient one. At Harrow and Oxford he was always known as Blayds.
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rected bhat the gates of every col-

lege should be closed at an early

hour, and no undergraduate al-

lowed to issue forth. The results

were exactly what might have

been anticipated.

"The effect of this sweeping and
somewhat ill-advised measure was,
that when the appointed hour arrived

almost :he entire undergraduate pop-
ulation was found to be in the streets.

Forming themselves into a compact
body, four or five abreast, they
marched from college to college, de-

manding that the gates should be
thrown open. In not a few instances

the demand, through the undisguised
sympatay of the garrison with the

cause of the besiegers, was at once

complied with. Service was proceed-

ing within the college chapel when
the wave of rebellion reached the
massive; oaken gates of Christ's, and
thunde 'ed for admission. The sudden

appearance of the college porter, pale
and trembling, apprised the congre-

gation, consisting of the fellows and
a few scholars, of what was taking
place. The Master stopped the ser-

vice, ai:d, putting himself at the head
of his forces, marched in an imposing
procession of some ten or twelve

surpliced figures to the scene of

action. Arrived at the inner side

of the barred and bolted gate, the

Master, having obtained a brief sil-

ence, proceeded to remonstrate with
the insurgents, desiring, in tones of

authority, to be informed whether

they knew ' who he was '

! This

display of vigour elicited a storm
of unc Dmplimentary replies, for, to

speak truth, the late Dr Cartmell,

though in every way a most admir-
able M aster of his college, was not so

generally popular in the University as

he no doubt deserved to be. Mean-
while an unexpected diversion was
being iffected by the enemy. Flank-

ing on 3 side of the college buildings
was Cl rist's Lane, a private road be-

longing to the Society, into which is

a side door opening from the college
kitchens. Once in the year this road
is closed to the public by means of a

strong oaken bar, which at other
times is hinged back and padlocked

to a post. While the main body were

parleying at the gates, a strong force,

guided by members of the college,
hastened round to the lane, unshipped
the bar, and employed it as a batter-

ing ram against the kitchen door.

News of this second attack was

speedily conveyed to the Master.
Taken thus in the rear, Dr Cartmell
wheeled gallantly round, passed
rapidly across the quadrangle, and,

traversing the kitchens between grin-

ning rows of scouts and cooks, arrived

at the precise moment when, its panels
battered in, the door flew violently

open, the victorious mob rushed by,

bearing back Master, fellows, scholars,
and cooks in one undistinguishable
mass, swept irresistibly through the

court, and, overwhelming the be-

wildered porter, opened the gates,
and vanished from the citadel, al-

most before its discomfited defenders

had time to realise what had hap-
pened."

l

This emeute, of course, brought
matters to a climax. But the

storm subsided almost as quickly
as it had arisen, and the under-

graduates, having vindicated the

liberty of the subject, became

orderly and law -abiding citizens

as before, while the authorities

showed (as they have shown

since) singularly good sense and
forbearance. They repaired dam-

ages, made no inquiries, and ex-

acted no punishments. One is

obliged to confess that they cer-

tainly manage these things better

at Cambridge than at the sister-

university. They do not bring
down a body of London consta-

bles, whose crass stupidity is only

equalled by the unblushing effron-

tery of their subsequent evidence

before the magistrates as on the

occasion of the Prince of Wales'

last visit to Oxford
;
nor do they

rusticate some thirty or forty young
men on an entirely unproved

charge of rowdy behaviour, as

happened at Christ Church a year
or two ago. We wonder how

1
Literary Remains of Charles Stuart Calverley. Walter J. Sendall. P. 47.
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the Oxford Heads and Proc-

tors would have acted on the

famous "Ladies' Degree" day at

Cambridge last May term. No
one who saw it will ever forget
the bombardment of the Senate-

house the shouts and yells, the

pitiless fire of squibs, crackers, and

Roman candles poured upon the

unfortunate and helpless M.A.'s

huddled together in a dense throng
on the wrong side of the railings

in King's Parade, while the effigy

of the girl graduate of the future,

riding a bike and adorned with

what used to be termed a chignon,
but is now less classically called
" a bun," waved gracefully in the

breeze from the windows of an

adjoining college; or, again, the

pandemonium in the Market-

place on the same evening, when
for hours the sky was ablaze with

fireworks, rockets flying incessant-

ly through the windows, whether

open or closed,
" cheers and laugh-

ter," shouting and triumphant
choruses, while town and gown
joined forces and used planks,

scaffolding, shutters, notice-boards,
and even a wheelbarrow, to feed the

flames of the bonfire. "The best

rag we ever had " was the universal

verdict. But there was no malice
about the proceedings. Every one
was in the highest spirits and good-
humour, and all went as merrily
as a marriage-bell. The proctors
were wisely conspicuous by their

absence, from Market Hill at all

events
;
the police looked blandly

on
; Dons were seen at the out-

skirts of the crowd, half amused
and half scandalised; the Cam-
bridge tradesmen, with their wives
and daughters, evidently thought
they had a remarkably fine show
for nothing, and were absolutely
proud of the spirit and versatile

energy of their young customers
and patrons. But the next morn-
ing all was quiet again, and no
one was a penny the worse for the

uproar of the preceding night, ex-

cept some of the more enthusiastic

revellers, who had scratched hands

and faces and whose caps had per-
ished in the flames of the bonfire.

A subscription was promptly raised

to pay for the broken windows
and cremated shutters; and the

local papers congratulated both

the town and University (as well

they might) on the excellent tem-

per and splendid public spirit dis-

played all round. Assuredly (as
we have said before) they manage
these things better at Cambridge.
One other scene in the Senate-

house if it was not an ingenious
fiction on the part of a writer in

'Granta' deserves to be recorded,

for, if it ever took place, it was

surely the most extraordinary per-
formance ever witnessed in those

august precincts. It was when
the Greek vote was negatived by
a large majority in 1891 ; and we
have really never been able to

decide whether the story as told

was pure romance an audacious

flight of fancy on the writer's part
or whether there was any residu-

um of truth in it. It is stated that

a large number of voters were im-

ported from London and arrayed
in the orthodox cap and M.A.

gown supers from Savoy Lane

disguised as country parsons, odd
hands from the Lyceum posing
as Eton masters, quick - change
artistes from the music-halls, brick-

layers on strike, real East-Enders
from Toynbee Hall, and " a scholar

of Balliol who volunteered [shade
of Jowett

!]
to bring six dependable

liars" to vote with what proved
to be the majority. This motley
assemblage, who swamped the ap-

proaches to the Senate-house, was
headed by a bishop,

" who walked
a little unsteadily and seemed to

be wearing what is technically
known as a 'bald wig.'" Some of

his satellites "wanted a gargle,"
as they expressed it, and the
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bishop interviewed his employer
the wire-puller in the committee-

room above.

" His Gracewas whispering hoarsely
from the street, 'Time we 'ad more

drinks, Guv'nor ; the men's throats

is gettin' rusty.'
"My friend the wire-puller leaned

out caul iously. 'Hold on till three,'
he said ;

' then you shall have beer,

gallons of beer in big cans, all frothy
on the top. March your gang up.'
"The bishop slouched away, and

my friend sighed,
' I think he'll prove

a good investment.'

"'But,' I objected, 'he walks as

if he v rere screwed. I hope his

Grace '

"'Bless you,' said the wire-puller,
'

they'll think it's gout. All bishops
have gout. And if anybody speaks
about it, we've taught him to say,
"The old complaint tardapodagra"
Only he will say,

" Tartar potanger."
Ah, the doors are open.'
"At this moment there came round

the corner a compact body of non-

descript men in black clothes, with
the bishop at their head. They all

wore white paper ties, and draggled
gowns, and top-hats a size too large.

Many had bald wigs or white beards,
and so'ne wore spectacles. They
walked with an uneven step, to the
number of four or five and twenty,
and I noticed that every fifth man
walked lame.
"The wire-puller surveyed this

little army with real pride. 'Supers
from Drury Lane,' he whispered,
*

every man -jack of 'em. Nathan
supplied the costumes, barring the

gowns, which are lent by 'Varsity
tailors. Bill,' he called, and the

bishop halted
;

'

pull that short
man's left whisker straight. That's

right. Forward !

'

" The procession of country parsons
wobbled up the steps, disappeared
into th } Senate-house, and the wire-

puller v/iped his brow."

We may pass on to another

subject and a more important
one in the eyes of the majority
"the Boats." No river has had
more bad things said about it than
the Cam, which has been compared
in turn to most of the streams in

the infernal regions. Styx, Ache-

ron, and Cocytus ;

" the big drain
at the backs," "a black and un-

savoury canal," "the river of ten
thousand stinks," such are a few
of thy epithets, O long-suffering
Camus, sacred to the muse of

Lycidas ! Certainly from a pic-

turesque point of view it bears no

comparison with the Isis
;
and its

surroundings of dingy boat-houses,

brickyards, dust-heaps, and drain-

age-works are in lamentable con-

trast to the line of gaily painted

barges with the background of

ancestral elms and the spires and
towers of Oxford. The Cam was

clearly meant for business and not
for pleasure; and in the summer
term (except during the May
races) you hardly see a boat upon
the water, unless it is a practising

eight. Those who want to pass an
idle afternoon, take a skiff or canoe
on the upper river and make their

way along the narrow and winding
Granta to Byron's Pool or Gran-
chester Mill. But in the October
term the lower river the Cam
itself is alive with boats from
Foster's to Baitbite Lock : fresh-

men are being coached, two and

two, in tub pairs ;
men in skiffs are

practising for the "Colquhoun";
clinker fours go merrily along ;

and
the embryoTorpids are being licked

into shape by the captains of their

boat clubs. If there is a race on,
the towing-path is crowded with

men in " blazers
"

of every hue,
scarlet predominating; Iris her-

self seems to have descended from
heaven for the occasion, and

" Mille trahit varies adverse sole

colores."

There you may see the famous
dark blue and white of "Third

Trinity
"

(confined to Eton and
Westminster oarsmen) ;

the black

and white of "the Hall," where
Eton also largely preponderates;
and the scarlet of "the Lady
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Margaret
"
crew, for the St John's

men still perpetuate the memory
of their saintly foundress in the

name of their college boat. And
there from some vantage-point be-

low the railway bridge you may
watch eight after eight sweep past,

if not with quite the swing and

precision of practised oarsmen, yet

showing much potential excellence

in the way of crude strength and

undeveloped talent. For this is

the raw material the vin brut of

the vintage and will require many
weeks of arduous practice, much
labour and much bad language,
before it approaches anything like

style and form. From afar you
hear " the thunder of the cap-
tains and the shouting" of the

coxswains, as each boat passes
attended by its

' coach
' on a

bike or on horseback, vociferating
hoarse instructions to the panting
crew

;
and you may pick up a

good deal of boating slang by a

careful study of the coach's re-

marks. " Don't '

sugar,' four
;

"

"Don't 'bucket,' five;" "You're

pulling out of the boat, six," and
so on

;
but neither in noise nor

in picturesque expletives can the

vocabulary of our latter - day
coaches approach that of those

Oxford professors of Billingsgate,
Messrs Morrison and Woodgate
both of whom, by the way, have
coached the Cambridge boat at

one time or another. A word of

caution, however, is necessary to
the vacuus (or vacuous

T) viator on
the towing-path, and that is, before
he looks after the boats, to look
after his own shins, or he may
be run into by a bike, or ridden
over by a horseman, or general-
ly knocked into a cocked-hat by
some young man in a hurry. It

happened to the present writer
that one afternoon, while tran-

quilly regarding the prospect be-
low Ditton corner, he was sud-

denly and violently charged in

the rear by a man on a bike, who
was towing another man on roller

skates, who was in his turn drag-

ging a fox-terrier by a chain. The

consequences were sudden and
disastrous. It was much as when

Rudolph Rassendyll charged the

three conspirators with his famous
tea-table all went down together

" a swearing struggling mass "
;

in fact, three men in a heap, to

say nothing of the dog.
It would be impertinent for an

outsider to discuss the reason why
Cambridge should have been so

unfortunate in the boat race of

recent years. The raw material

is all there, and it is excellent

perhaps even too abundant. Hun-
dreds of freshmen come up in the

October term, who, as regards sin-

ew and muscle, are young sons of

Anak
;
and many of them, especi-

ally those who join "Third Trin-

ity" or "the Hall," are the pick
of Eton oarsmen. The writer can

testify to the energy and exertion

of the various captains, and to the

incessant practice of the crews in

the autumn
;

and early in the

spring it surely should not be

difficult to pick eight oars out of

eight hundred. The river itself,

no doubt, is a serious drawback.
.Narrow and tortuous for the first

three-quarters of a mile, there

must necessarily be perpetual
checks and easies, especially when
the stream is at all crowded in

fact, a boat has no chance of get-

ting into proper swing before the

railway bridge ;
whereas at Oxford

it starts clear and free from one
of the rafts alongside of the col-

lege barges, with an uninterrupted
course to Iffley lasher. The lock

is soon passed, and then comes
the long course a series of glori-
ous reaches only broken by Sand-
ford lock, and stretching from

Iffley to Nuneham, or even Abing-
don. There is something, too, in

rowing your race on the same
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river you have been practising on

daily for years. The Thames knows
its o^n children, and the same
water that passes the barges at

Oxford passes eventually between

Putney and Mortlake. The Cam
is too sluggish and landlocked to

be mich affected by wind or

weathor ;
the Ouse, where the trial

eights are rowed, is equally dead

and lif eless
;
but we have seen the

Isis (near the Gut) covered with
" whits horses," and for a racing-
boat to make its way against
strearr through these miniature

breakers involves as hard work
as rowing on a rough day round
the bend by Hammersmith. Cer-

tainly for some reason or other

the fact remains, that there is

far more uniformity and steadiness

in the Oxford crew before it leaves

the Isis than there is in the Cam-

bridge boat, whose improvement
in style and swing takes place after

they have left their own water.
In these somewhat discursive

notes we have wandered from one

topic to another from grave to

gay, from the serious to the

frivolous, picking out a few frag-
ments from the almost inexhaust-

ible store of materials that lie

ready ;
but we cannot conclude

without a reference to the famous
men who at one time or another
have been members of the Uni-
versity indeed, as we look at the
countess portraits of illustrious

characters in the college halls

or the Masters' Lodges, it would
almos : seem as if Cambridge had

monopolised the genius of England
in every sphere of life from the

days of the founder of '

King's
Hall'-

" Great Edward with the lilies on his

brow,
From haughty Gallia torn."

They are all there : statesmen in

numbers, from Cardinal Beaufort
VOL. CLXIII. NO. DCCCCLXXXVII.

and Lord Burleigh to William
Pitt and Lord Grey of the first

Reform Bill
;
men of science, from

Francis Bacon to Sir Isaac Newton
and Sir Humphry Davy; famous

judges, from Chief-Justice Coke to

Lord Thurlow; scholars and men of

letters, from Erasmus and Ascham
to Person and Macaulay ;

and as

for bishops there have been fifty
on the boards of Trinity alone.

Above all, Cambridge has been

always the home of poets a nest

or nursery of singing-birds. It has

been said perhaps with a little

exaggeration that Cambridge pro-
duced the martyrs, while Oxford
burnt them

;
and so it might be

said that Cambridge has cherished

her poets, while Oxford usually

expelled them. Clough and Mat-
thew Arnold are happy excep-
tions

;
but Shelley was sent down

from University for airing his

atheistical opinions, and the Jaco-

bin Landor had to leave Trinity
for firing a gun across the quad-

rangle at the windows of his

opposite neighbour, who happened
to be a Tory. But, as a matter
of fact, nearly every English poet

worthy of the name, who was at a

university at all, was for a time
at least a member of one or an-

other of the colleges on the Cam.
Chaucer's connection with Clare

(his "Solere Hall") must, we
fear, be consigned to the region
of romance

;
but Milton was un-

doubtedly at Christ's, and his

mulberry-tree is still the object
of attraction in that charming
little garden the loveliest thing
in its way in all Cambridge. St

John's can claim Herrick, the

most artistic of poets and the

most impecunious of undergradu-
ates

;
Matthew Prior, scholar, dip-

lomatist, and a poet merely as an

afterthought, was a Fellow of the

college; and William Wordsworth
resided there four years, though
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he apparently left without taking
his degree. He seems to have

been mooning about the Backs,

and writing ponderous common-

places about the elms in the

wilderness or reading
' Clarissa

Harlowe,' instead of getting up
his subjects for the Tripos.
At Pembroke, the Fellows still

point with pride to "
Spenser's

tree
"
at the back of their charm-

ing garden; and they also show

you a more prosaic, yet more au-

thentic, relic in the shape of Gray's

commonplace-book in three huge
folio volumes. Trinity that an-

cient and royal foundation, if there

ever was one can boast of four

poets of the first rank : Cowley,
who has recorded his undying af-

fection for his college in some ex-

quisite Latin verses
; Dryden, who

was " discommoned for a fort-

night," according to Malone, for

some offence against discipline;
Lord Byron, who passed a few

years of his "tumultuous youth"
in some rooms on the south side

of Neville's Court, where, accord-

ing to his own account, he enter-

tained " a large assortment of

jockeys, gamblers, boxers, authors,

parsons, and poets," but where
he did not keep his "new friend,"
the bear,

" who was going to sit

for a fellowship."
l

Byron's statue

by Thorwaldsen is the finest object
in the noble library, designed by
Wren and adorned with carvings
by Gibbons and busts by Roubiliac.

Lastly, the late Poet-Laureate has
immortalised his own connection
with Trinity in his " In Memoriam,"
has idealised Neville's Court in his

"Princess," and described in some
sonorous lines the "

long melodious
thunder" of the mighty organ in

the chapel. Trinity can boast of

many clusters of distinguished

men, but surely no more strik-

ing group was ever collected to-

gether than the figures of Tenny-
son's friends and contemporaries.

Amongst them were Spedding,
Milnes (afterwards Lord Hough-
ton), Trench (the future arch-

bishop), Alford (Dean of Canter-

bury), Merivale (the historian),

Blakesley (Dean of Lincoln),
Charles Buller (Carlyle's favourite

pupil), and more brilliant and fas-

cinating than all Arthur Hallam.
Most of this set belonged to the
"
Apostles

"
that famous club

formed by Sterling and discussed

the deepest and most solemn ques-
tions in religion and philosophy.
Of his own prize poem of "Tim-
buctoo" Tennyson himself speaks
in no 'very flattering terms. It

was really an old poem on the
" Battle of Armageddon

" which
he had furbished up, much against
the grain and "in a sovereign
vein of poetic scorn." But, to

show that he had his lighter

moods, and that this ardent and
serious company of future deans

and historians was not always

discussing the deeper problems of

humanity, we may quote the fol-

lowing lines, also by Tennyson's
hand :

"Sweet Kitty Sandilands,

Daughter of the doctor ;

We dressed her in the Proctor's bands,
And passed her for the Proctor.

All the men ran from her

That would have hastened to her;
All the men ran from her

That would have run to woo her."

Sweet Kitty Sandilands indeed !

We should like to have met her

as she was escorted up Castle

1 The bear was kept in a stable at the Ram's Inn, and it was possibly a
remembrance of this fact that prompted an undergraduate of Trinity not so

very long ago to ask leave from the Master to be allowed to keep a badger in
his (the Master's) stable.
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Street by her cavaliers ;
and so, we

fancp, would the Proctor! There

was another story characteristic of

the time and place which, accord-

ing to his biographer, Lord Tenny-
son was fond of telling in his later

years :

" At twelve o'clock one night horns

and trumpets and bugles and drums

bega i to play from all the windows
round Trinity New Court, and a man,
who had been expelled that day,
strummed on a piano which had been

set in the middle of the lawn
;
and

there was the fiend's own row. Pre-

sently Whewell, who lived in Neville's

Court, next to the New Court, was
heard thundering at his door, which
had 1 een tied with a

rope.
1 ' Thrice he

charged with all his might,' and at the

third charge he broke through, rushed

out, found all the windows closed,

lights extinguished, dead silence

everywhere, only the expelled man
stanoing immovable by the piano
under a cold round moon. Whewell
strode to the piano ;

the expelled man
ran for his life round and round the

colonnades of Neville's Court : thrice

he ra n round, Whewell pursuing. At
last Whewell caught him. ' Do you
know who I am, sir 1

'

said Whewell,

panting. 'Yes,' was the answer;
* Old Whistle, who made that mistake
in h is Dynamics.

'

ThereuponWhewell,
seeing that he was the man who had
been expelled, took him by the scruff

of the neck, carried him to the great

gate, and shot him out like bad rub-

bish.
'

Alas that it should be so ! but

"Billy Whistle" was the sobri-

quet by which that distinguished

scholar, William Whewell, Master
of Trinity, was popularly known.
His learning in almost every
bran3h of science was immense

omniscient, in fact
;
his voice was

sometimes gruff, sometimes shrill,

but always dictatorial ;
and as for

his manners, it was said that,

while two other famous scholars

and Heads of Houses (Gaisford
and Liddell, both Deans of Christ

Church) were sometimes rude,

Whewell, even in his best mo-

ments, was never even decently
civil. This little failing is com-
memorated in some verses, written

at the time when the late Mr
Beresford Hope generously con-

tributed 1000 to the restoration

of the Master's Lodge :

" These are the Seniors greedy and

gruff,
Who toady the Master rude and rough,
That lives in the house that Hope

built."

And it is probably by these dog-

gerel lines, even more than by
Woolner's statue in the Ante-

chapel, that one of Trinity's most
illustrious sons is chiefly remem-
bered.

We wonder what part "the

Apostles
" took in the fracas de-

scribed above. Probably theymade

more noise than any one else
;
and

it is consolatory to lower intellects

to find that history so far repeats
itself that in this society of pre-
cocious talent and deep thinkers

there survived (as in the case of

Stevenson's grandfather, the Cal-

vinist divine)
" some aboriginal

frisking of the blood that was not

theirs," some "tree -top tenden-

cies" derived from their remote

ancestor,
"
probably arboreal,"

that found vent occasionally in

some wild scene of uproar; and
that they too, in the heyday of

their youth, did as their fathers

did before them, and their sons

probably did after them

"Vexed the souls of deans,
And caught the blossom of the flying

terms."

1 This was a most inartistic and ineffectual method of procedure. At Oxford

the jractice (dating from the reign of Henry VIII.) has always prevailed of

"sen wing up" the oak by means of long nails or gimlets.
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TWO GOOD BOOKS ON SPORT.

MANY years ago I have private

reasons for declining to calculate

how many it was my lot to hunt

for some weeks with the Linlith-

gow and Stirlingshire hounds, and

one day a happy concatenation of

circumstances caused our fox to

lead us over a better line than

it is easy to find in that country
'

of coalpits and park walls. I

observed what our dear journalists

call a "votary of Diana" (just

as they persist in writing about

anglers as "disciples of Old

Izaak") I observed, I say, a

sportsman riding in a very for-

ward place, jumping into every
field with the hounds, and storm-

ing through the deep ground like

steam, the tails of his red coat

flying about his ears.
" There goes one of the cut-me-

down - and - hang - me - up - to - dry
school," thinks I to myself, and
took occasion of a slight check

to ask his name. Imagine my
surprise on learning that it was
a man of letters, 'Maga' in the

flesh, no less the autocratic

"We" whose predecessor's aus-

tere countenance (as, in common
with most of its readers, I firmly
believed at that time) adorns the

cover of each number of this

venerable periodical. Papce ! here

was a revelation
;
the first inkling

in my untutored brain that editors

were of a reasonable soul and
human flesh consisting, and that

the same creature whose proper
function was understood to be

carving the copy of his contrib-

utors, was capable also of cut-

ting out the work across a very
difficult bit of country. Since
that far-off day many of us have
arrived at that stage when we
must be content to

"Lean on the walls and bask before

the sun,

Chiefs who no more in bloody fights

engage ;

But, wise through time and narrative

with age,
In summer days like grasshoppers re-

joice."

Be it from weight of years or

avoirdupois, distance, vocation, or

unromantic economy, that we no

longer follow the chase, we never
can be indifferent to the fortunes

of the field, and are ever grateful
to those who will talk to us or

write about them.
There is no lack of writers. The

literature of sport flows on without

flagging ;
even this Jubilee year,

which, it is said, has been a bad
one for the book trade, has wit-

nessed no shrinkage ;
but any one

whose office it is to test the quality
of the flood can bear witness to its

general insipidity. Chronicles of

destruction of fast-vanishing
"
big

game," handbooks about the most
fashionable and finished form of

conducting drives and battues, in-

structions to enable the highest
intellect among mammals to out-

wit cold-blooded vertebrates ten

inches long all useful, no doubt,
and very well written by com-

petent authorities, but hardly to

be classed as literature.

It has come to pass, however,
that the year 1897 has produced
three works on field-sports worthy
to take their place among such
classics as Apperley, Scrope, Lloyd,
St John, Surtees, and Whyte-Mel-
ville. The merits of one of

these Prince Ranjitsinbji's (I

hope this is rightly spelt) book
on cricket must be dealt with

by other hands than mine. My
"
average

" on those occasions
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when I have filled a gap in the

House of Commons' eleven at

short notice has not been such

as to confer much authority on

any opinion I might offer about

the wonderful performance of an
Asiatic in treating of the latest

phases of an exclusively British

ganc e. But of the pleasure derived

froEi perusing the other two books

it may be lawful to speak in this

place.
"Fox -hunting," as Beckford

observes at the beginning of the

fourteenth of his famous letters,
1

"however lively and animating it

ma}' be in the field, is but a dull

dry subject to write on"; yet

nobody ever provided a more com-

plete refutation of this sentiment

than he who penned it. But
neither he nor the later and more
voluble " Nimrod " 2 made the

hunting of the carted stag their

theme. It has been reserved for

Lord Ribblesdale to write a book 3

about that branch of sport which
is equally worthy of the attention

of chose fox-hunters who despise
it because they fancy it tame, and
of ^hose who conscientiously and

honestly object to it because they
believe it to be cruel; to write

thi& book, moreover, in a manner
which confers on it very high

literary rank. We are never

weary of discussing and fussing
about style how to recognise
and how to acquire it. There is

one recipe for it which the latest

authority on the subject, Mr
Walter Ralegh, seems to have
overlooked. It is surprising how
readily English acquires an Addi-
son an polish when employed by a

cultivated gentleman to explain

sonething he thoroughly under-

stands. Lord Ribblesdale is no

special pleader : he explains how,
when he accepted the Mastership
of the Buckhounds in 1892, he
had no prepossession in favour of

stag-hunting, which may be taken
to mean that he regarded it in the

light natural to a Yorkshire fox-

hunter; but, in effect, he has

supplied the best defence against
the attacks so frequently made
upon the Royal hounds, and, at

the same time, shown how much
enjoyment even a fastidious

sportsman may derive from hunt-

ing with them.

Wicked Tories cannot but
chuckle mildly over Mr Glad-

stone's dilemma when, in forming
his last Administration, he had to

choose a Master of the Buck-
hounds. "Hunting has always
been more or less associated with

Tory principles and machinations;"
Radical papers were never weary
of explaining how the Queen's
Hounds were maintained at the

public expense for the exclusive

amusement of a dissolute aristoc-

racy ;
humanitarians drew no dis-

tinction but that of degree between

hunting a stag from a cart and

shooting a pigeon from a trap :

surely the question was not who
was to be Master of the Buck-

hounds, the Buckhounds them-

selves were out of the question.
In truth, it was very nearly settled

in this way ; but, in the end, the

appointment was offered to Lord
Ribblesdale on the distinct under-

standing that he was to prepare
himself and those under him for eu-

thanasia. Luckily these depress-

ing conditions did not deter him.

The Buckhounds outlived the

Administration, and, freed from

1
Thoughts upon Hare and Fox Hunting, in a series of Letters to a Friend.

2 C. J. Apperley.
3 The Queen's Hounds and Stag-hunting Recollections. By Lord Ribblesdale.

Longmans, Green, & Co.
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the shackles of office, their Master,

by a happy inspiration, set himself

to preparing one of the most

charming contributions ever made
to the literature of the chase. It

is easy to imagine how dull such

a book might become in less

accomplished hands. An ex-Mas-
ter of the Buckhounds, pen in

hand, might be very apt to fulfil

Private Mulvaney's description of

the Commander - in - Chief "a
ramblin' incoherent sort av a devil,
wid one eye on the Quane an' the

Court, and the other on his blessed

silf." But we are quite safe under
this author's leadership. There
is plenty, indeed, about the Court,
but chiefly in the form of inimit-

able sketches of that of the

Georges. As for "his blessed
silf "the only feature Lord Rib-
blesdale claims as distinguishing
his Mastership is, that he caused
the scarlet-and -gold coats of the
hunt servants to be cut with

longer waists and more ample
skirts. And almost the only two
incidents in the field in which he

gives himself a prominent part
are such as tell to his own disad-

vantage :

" The first time I ever saw Lord
Granville out hunting was with the

Pytchley. I remember the incident
most distinctly, and it fully bears out
the reputation he left behind him in
the Queen's country for resolute rid-

ing. It was a starving cold day.
Lord Granville was looking ill and
suffering from gout, and he told me
he had come out against his doctor's
orders. He had on thick white duffel

breeches, and the boots known, I

think, as Napoleons, like those in
which Mr Herring's first-flight gentry
lead the way. He and I had man-
aged, with several others, to get
thrown out, and we found ourselves
with no visible means of getting to

hounds, which were dragging along a
ee fields away.

cold line two or three
.

There was neither gate nor gap to

help us, and a really high stake-and-

bound fence, of the type which John
Leech drew so well, before us. A
March day was just treating us to an
interval of hail. I was riding a most

ungenerous horse, who made no allow-
ance for one's mistakes, and took a
serious view of jumping without
hounds. 'I am afraid,' said Lord
Granville with a pale smile,

* we shall

have to go. Will you try, or shall

I ?
'

I felt that for once I should not
be justified in following my leader.

So I crammed Marsala at it, with a
show of decision which did not take
him in for a moment. Bound he

came, and our small party exchanged
glances of discouragement. Lord
Granville was riding an uncoupled,
rather Cleveland -bay -looking horse.

He turned him suavely round at it,

and over he went, and piloted his

convoy to the haven where we would
be ; Marsala, who luckily did not like

being left alone, at last climbing over
somehow."

The other story comes from the

Woodland Pytchley, when Lord
Lonsdale carried the horn. The
author is explaining the qualities

necessary in a good forest horse-

man, and he tells how a fox

jumped up in Boughton woods
;

the hounds got away at his brush,
and Lord Ribblesdale and the Mas-
ter close to the hounds :

" I was riding a handy, quick horse

by Berserker, and those stately wood-
lands have been well administered
and thinned. But Lord Lonsdale
lost me in three minutes not so

much because he was riding a faster

horse, although I daresay he was, but
because of his superior horsemanship
and his knowledge of manage riding,

which, to my mind, especially dis-

tinguishes him from other celebrated

riders to hounds. It is your legs,
and not your hands, which take a
horse through trees. Since then,
circumstances have given me plenty
of opportunities of learning to ride

quickly through woodland ; but I

am no good at it."

It seems rather unhandsome to

pick out for quotation from a book
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brimiul of good stories two that

show the author at a disadvantage;
but this is just where he excels

most other writers on hunting.

Everybody knows how prone

sportsmen are in recounting their

experience to dwell upon their

own exploits. Even "
Nimrod,"

authoritative and popular as his

book * have been and long must
remain did he not earn immor-

tality in Mr Jorrocks's gallery
under the suggestive name of

Pomoonius Ego?
It is true that neither of these

recollections has anything to do
with stag-hunting, though the first

has ;v slender connection with the

Queen's hounds owing to Lord
Grai ville having once been their

Mas:er. It is also true that a

question may suggest itself pretty

frequently in these chapters which
their author can seldom have been
under the necessity of asking in

the field. "Where are the

hourds?" the reader may inquire
after enjoying several pages of

delicious irrelevancy. Indeed,
Lord Ribblesdale confesses at the

outs3t that most of the book lies

outside its title. Thus the state-

ment that George II. hunted with

enoigh ardour and regularity to

earn an encomium in Somervile's

'Cbise,' is enough to start him
on i, series of tit-bits from Lord

Kerrey's 'Memoirs' and George
Selvyn's

'

Letters,' and he is half

through a chapter before he pulls

up T
ijbh the comment that there is

no ?nention of the Master of the

Bucihounds in either of these

books. Nevertheless, these seem-

ingly careless excursions have
mora bearing on the fortunes of

the pack than is evident at first

sight. During the reigns of our
first two Georges, London drew
into its vortex all that was upper-
most in social and intellectual

life.

"A king over the water gave the

zest, not only of self-interest but even
of self-preservation, to the dreariest
routine of Court life. Great people
hung about the Court and kept them-
selves in evidence, not perhaps so

much on account of what they might
be able to say or to do for themselves,
as for fear of what others might say
or do for them."

Great landowners could not make
their estates their first thought or

the chief source of their pleas-
ures. Fox-hunting, as yet, was the

business of hard-drinking squires
and rollicking parsons. Diana
Vernon reflects the general estima-

tion of fox-hunters in speaking of

Thorncliffe Osbaldistone. " There
he goes ! the prince of grooms, and

cock-fighters, and blackguard horse-

coursers." Pope describes them in

a letter to Wycherley as "a sort

of modest, inoffensive people who
neither have sense nor pretend to

any, but enjoy a jovial kind of

dulness. . . . They live much as

they ride at random a kind of

hunting life, pursuing with earnest-

ness and hazards something not

worth the catching." Men of re-

finement, real or assumed, shud-

dered when they contemplated life

in the country.
" Oh !

" exclaims

Selwyn's chaplain, Dr Warner,
"better is the corner of a house-

top than an habitation among such

tents of Kedar."
But the scene changed with

" farmer George." In vain Lord
Chesterfield had sneered at Wynd-
ham discussing the points of a

prize heifer in a strawyard. Coun-

try interests and country pastimes

prevailed over Court corridors and

political backstairs. The country

party became a power in politics.

Lord Ribblesdale says it has ceased

to exist, and observes, in the only

regrettable sentence in his book,
that " as far as political influence

in the old sense of the term goes,
the country gentlemen might just
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as well colonise the Gordon Hotels

as live among their own people."

It would be difficult to construct

a more mischievous or mistaken

sentiment. Whatever he means by
"the old sense of the term," leisure,

education, affluence, must mean in-

fluence in the true sense, in politics

as in other things, for the possessor

of them, provided he takes the

trouble to exert it, and lives on the

spot. Country gentlemen can no

longer own or purchase rotten

boroughs, but the degree in which

they may have lost their legitimate
influence corresponds to the extent

to which they absent themselves

from their estates, and how they
choose to employ their leisure

when they are on them.

With the revival of country
life fox-hunting entered on its

golden age, to endure till the

reign of railways altered it to

iron. George II. had hunted like

a squadron leader, never leaving
the parks; George III., to quote
the 'Sporting Magazine' of 1797,
"entered most energetically into

the spirit of the chase, absolutely
assisted in getting the hounds

forward, laying them on where
the deer left the water, and speak-

ing to them in a sporting
- like

style." Ladies appear on the
scene. The last-quoted authority
mentions Lady Lade as the first

horsewoman in the kingdom.
Lord Ribblesdale charitably ex-

plains that she began life as
a cook; chroniclers less discreet

affirm that it was not for long
that she "gave up to ragoHts
what was meant for mankind."

Stubbs, in a portrait reproduced
in this volume, has given her
an adorable seat on her hunter.

Lady Salisbury is mentioned as

hunting her own harriers at this

time; but, if the annals err not,

they were foxhounds.

The Royal hounds were not

models ; twenty - four to twenty-
six inches, lemon-pyes and black-

and - white. They were accus-

tomed to be stopped to let

George III. catch them when
he fell behind, which happened
pretty often; and no wonder,
for he rode nineteen stone. He
rode to a pilot :

"On one occasion they came to a

place which the king did not quite

fancy. He hung a little.
* John has

gone over, your Majesty,' said one of

the equerries, hoping no doubt that a

hole might be made for him. ' Then
you may go after him,' said the king,
and jogged off to find a nicer place."

I cannot resist another quota-
tion : it tells with such simple

pathos of the passing of one of

the best marked, and not the

worst loved, figures in our line

of monarchs :

" The blue hunting coat had to be
folded away. The early farming
rides, the punctual hunting mornings,
the kennels, the deer-paddocks, the

hunter-stabling passed away for ever

out of his life. If he had a careful

and affectionate valet, I daresay the

queer old top-boots were put into

grease against his getting better and

wanting them. If not, I suppose
that, like their master, they just

perished away."

Thus far the old school : Lord
Ribblesdale pulls himself severely

together before entering upon the

new, apparently resolved to stick

more seriously to his text. Luckily
he utterly fails in the attempt : he

gives us plenty of historical and

personal narrative, but withal he

remains to the end what he calls

"Druid" "not a historian, but

felicitous compiler of hearsay."
Charles Davis took the horn in

1822
;

the black-and-white and

lemon-pyes disappeared (the latter

to the author's regret), and a pack
of true foxhounds, with speed and
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drive undreamt of in the old days,
with necks, shoulders, and feet

inherioed from the best blood in

Britain, took their place. Charles
Davis, as befits such a type, has a

chapter to himself really a little

masterpiece of biography. To his

perfect horsemanship, complete
command of hounds, gentle discip-
line, and unswerving integrity
Lord Ribblesdale testifies with
enthusiasm

;
but what brings the

man most clearly before us is a

story ibout a very different char-

acter Jem Mason. Jem was

going over the ground with some
friends before riding in a point-to-

point steeplechase. They came to

a locked gate 5 feet 6 inches high,
with a thick bullfinch on either

side and a newly metalled road in

front of it. I'll be hanged," said

Jem, "if I am going to scratch

my face, for I am going to the

opera to-night ;

"
and, in effect, he

jumped Lottery over the gate in
the race.

"There was no shadow of turning
about Davis, but he would never have
said that. Doubtless, had it been a
questi< >n of rescuing the Trump or the
Miller, he would have ridden over the

gate, but he would have done it with
the somewhat dismal zeal of a per-
manent official, rather than the zest
of a man of pleasure. I admit 5 ft.

6 in. high, and the take off, would
make most people feel grave.

"Perhaps, too, Davis took himself
too ser iously. He read the newspaper
religio isly; went to church regularly;
never had a horse out on Sundays;
made an excellent speech; favoured
the Whigs in politics. All these

things contributed to make up a
valual le and respected citizen. More-
over, the even and deserved prosperity
of his career, his converse almost
identity with great personages, and
the responsible authority of his posi-
tion, may easily have induced a cer-
tain s -.mi-royal aloofness. . . . We
might have asked him to stand god-
father to our first-born, or act as

57

trustee to our marriage settlement
if in order but we should not have
dared to write to him, as Tom Oliver
did to Mason, to say we were in Short
Street and entertaining the sheriff of
the county."

But it would not be fair to pick
out more of the plums, though 'in-

deed their abundance is a direct

incentive to pilfering; let me
rather sketch how boldly, yet tem-

perately, the author deals with
the slur of cruelty cast upon stag-

hunting.
He repels it vigorously, but he

repudiates any sympathy with the
"

all d d rot
"
school of defenders.

He is quite willing to credit the

opponents of this class of sport
with conscientious and disinter-

ested motives.

In the first place he explains,
what very few understand, that

you must not hunt a deer as you
do a fox :

"To press home your advantages
with a deer means that you run great
risks of bewildering and so spoiling
him, or even killing him. In any
case, you will disappoint an eager
field by depriving them of what they
conceive to be their full rights that

is, plenty of galloping, jumping, and

tumbling about."

To burst a fox may be lawful,

though "Nimrod" protested that

it was not expedient, but to burst

or bewilder a deer is against all

canons. Moreover, the deer must
be as carefully trained as a hunter
for his work. A wild deer, with a

paunch full of green meat, cannot
stand ten minutes before modern

staghounds. When Davis used

to take the Royal hounds to hunt
the wild-deer in the New Forest

it was a rare thing for a stag to

survive a run, although the object
was to take him alive, which was

nearly always accomplished. To
hunt an untrained stag from a
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cart would be cruel
;
Lord Bib-

blesdale fails to see any cruelty in

hunting one properly prepared.
As for the stories of deer gnawed
to death by hounds, he has no ex-

perience of such a mishap. Dur-

ing his three seasons of office he
lost four or five deer, but all by
casualty not one was killed by
the hounds.

"It is foolish to hunt a weak

deer, and wrong to hunt an un-

willing one." " Show us the will-

ing ones," objects the critic, and
that is precisely what Lord Rib-

blesdale does. It is impossible to

misinterpret the significance of the

illustrations he gives partly from
his own experience, partly on testi-

mony quite as unquestionable as

his own. He quotes Mr T. Nevill

of Chelland's journal, written in

1870:

"
I turned out on Winchester race-

course and other open places a red-
deer presented to me by the Duke of
Beaufort in 1855

; and after giving
us an excellent chase, when he had
gone to bay and the hounds were
whipped off, he came at my call and
followed me home, trotting alongside
my horse. Once he took soil in a
pool after a very good chase

; the
moment I called him he came out
with a great bound, and galloped
alongside of my stirrup-iron, to the
astonishment of my sporting friends.

"My hind Princess was just as
tame. She fed in a field with our
cows, started away when she heard
the deep note of two couple and a
half of hounds, when I laid them on,
ran thirty miles, and was lost. . . .

Three weeks afterwards I heard of
her whereabouts, took the same num-
ber of hounds and hunted her rac-

ing pace for an hour, when she ran
among some cows. The huntsman
called to a labourer to open a farm-
yard gate. In she went with the
cows. I dismounted, and the mo-
ment I called she came and pressed
so closely to me that I was afraid she
would tread on my feet."

It is true that Mr Nevill, who
was a cripple from youth, pos-
sessed extraordinary powers over

animals; but Lord Ribblesdale
saw enough to convince him that,

although all deer might prefer not
to be hunted, the life of a good stag
is very far from being one of in-

cessant terror and suffering from
exhaustion. The worst ingredi-
ents in his lot are wire-fences and
water - meadows : the first may
throw him down, perhaps inflicting
serious or fatal injury; the last

prevent the whips getting forward
to stop the hounds if the deer is

in jeopardy.
There is a great deal of sound

doctrine in the later chapters of

this book on the subject of horses

and hounds. Lord Ribblesdale

agrees with Dick Christian when
he said,

" I never heard of a great

thing but it was done by a thor-

oughbred horse." The cocktail

may
" devour the first four fields

like a tiger, and jump like an
india-rubber ball," but in twenty
minutes "you would not know
the horse

; poor devil ! as he rolls

and slobbers along, he would not
know himself." It is often the
reverse with a thoroughbred : he

may begin carelessly and lazily,
but the farther he goes, the better

he goes ;
then "

you know what
it is to be really carried." With
staghounds, too, road-work fast,

and much of it is inevitable, and
blood tells here not less than
across country. A noisy-actioned,

hackney-like mover knocks him-
self to bits

;
a thoroughbred

"all blood, fore-legs right under
the points of the shoulders, long,

deep ribs, no lumber" slips al-

most silently over the hardest

macadam.
In writing on hounds, Lord

Ribblesdale confesses that, in

spite of Lord Foppington's opinion
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in 'Thf Relapse' that a man of

parts and breeding can do with-

out boo ^s, and amuse himself very
well with the "natural sprouts"
of his own imagination, he has

not trusted entirely to his

"sprouts," but collected a good
deal ol information from older

authorities. He shows how the

old sta;hound has ceased to exist,

and that the modern ones are

real foxhounds, the origin of

which lie claims loyally for York-
shire. This, the true northern

hound, he considers to have ex-

isted f 3r nearly two centuries
;

and it is rather odd that he does

not mention George Villiers, the

Duke of Buckingham (the third

duke, not James I.'s "Steenie"),
as reprted to be the first master
of foxhounds in England in

Yorkshire too, where he died.

He certainly deserves a place in

Lord Ribblesdale's pageant, where
so many notabilities figure. Of

these, one of the oddest is the

Duke of Wellington, who came
out regularly on the Hampshire
side of the Queen's country in a

"plain scarlet frock-coat, a lilac

silk waistcoat, kid gloves, drab
fustian trousers, and boots which
we call Wellingtons

"
a costume

which the author's respect for the

memory of the Great Duke does

not restrain him from character-

ising us "disquieting in the ex-

treme/' One day friendly sports-
man advised the Duke to take up
his stirrup-leathers a couple of

holes.

Lon Byron's outfit was even
more "disquieting" than the

Duke's consisting of "a short-

waiste I nankeen jacket, much
shrunk and very narrow in the

back, embroidered with three rows

of buttons
; nankeen gaiters, a

black very narrow stock, and a
dark blue velvet cap with a rich

gold braid and tassel, and blue

specs." Lady Blessington says
the nankeen jacket was sometimes

replaced by a green tartan tunic !

But enough ! One could go on

quoting from these delightful pages
for a long time. Of the book as a

whole it only remains to be said

that the illustrations are abundant
and admirably selected; that there

are not many misprints, though
"hard-going" (p. 302) ought surely
to be "hard-running," and a few

commas, important to the sense,
seem to have dropped out; that

there is an excellent index (how
reviewers boggle over a bad one
or none at all

!) ;
and that Mr

Edward Burrows, who struts tire-

somely on stilts through a histori-

cal introduction, ought to have
been relegated to the comparative
seclusion of an appendix.

It is a far cry from Ascot Heath
and the Harrow country, from the

region of villas, railroads, and
water - meadows, to the windy
fjelds, the sleeping fjords, the fall-

ing floods, the pathless forests of

Scandinavia
; yet the secret of Mr

Abel Chapman's success in his new
volume l is the same as Lord Rib-

blesdale's thorough knowledge of

his subject, and the power to con-

vey the same in plain English
without visible effort. But to

show the contrast between the

scenes which these two writers have

to deal with, let me put in parallel
columns a scrap of description of

"forest" as it is understood in

each country, the object of pursuit
in one case being a carted stag, in

the other a Norse elk :

1 Wi id Norway, with chapters on Spitsbergen, Denmark, &c.

man. tMward Arnold.
By Abel Chap-
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The Queen's Hounds, p. 159.

"Agreed and agreed that ... it

is better fun to set a nice horse going
after a Beading - bound deer from

Hawthorn Hill, than through the

fir-trees and Spanish chestnuts of

Swinley ; but still, much of the wide

landscape stretching away from Ascot

to Winchfield and Farnham and
Guildford and Woking possesses a

chief essential of a carted-deer coun-

try wildness. I do not mean to say
that all this country is forest. A low

margin of cultivation, the course of a

stream, a kinder soil, have here and
there invited enclosures and tillage.

But this makes a little change. It is

true that the sour grass-land is boggy,
that the banks are rotten, and that

there is a good deal of untidy trail-

ing wire. But you squelch and
scramble on in the hope, which always
animates the cross-country rider, of

soon getting into a nicer bit of

country."

There is not much description
of scenery in Mr Chapman's pages.
"It [the scenery] is too big for

epithets," he says, "and super-
latives are played out." Never-
theless he manages to convey the

impression of mighty scale and

nearness, which have hitherto set

the graphic arts at defiance. The
most striking scenes will not
"
compose" for a picture; distance

is annihilated in a crystal atmos-

phere. Photography cannot re-

flect Norse landscapes, only cari-

cature them by falsifying propor-
tion and aerial perspective. The
only way to understand it is to
set out and see for oneself.

It would be a charming trip
with such a companion as Mr
Chapman. He is all out as good
as the late Charles St John, a true

sportsman-naturalist, but with far
broader understanding (for know-
ledge has come in liberal measure
since St John wrote) and more
varied opportunities of observa-
tion. He has to tell of thumping
salmon landed or lost

; mighty elks

Wild Norway, p. 213.

"Then, and beyond all, was the
forest itself. What written words
can convey even a feeble conception
of its pristine glory, the impress of

that primeval scene, its strange juxta-

position of life, death, and decay ?

Here no axe intrudes the living and
the dead stand side by side

; dead

giants, centenarians perhaps, still

erect though blanched and rotten to

the core. Others, half-dead, dying
from the top downward weather-
bleached skeletons, their white bones

gleaming in the sunshine in contrast
with the living green of the survivors
. . . that surround and protect them.
Here a long-decayed trunk, though
thicker than one can span, may be
overthrown with one hand, and the

very ground is a graveyard. The
dead lie piled one upon another, the
older corpses already half hidden in

long mossy sepulchres. . . . Such is

the home of the elk."

tracked (" the spoor of an ordinary
bull-elk is a gigantic affair huge
ragged hollows like sepulchres sunk
in the peat"), still-hunted, and
shot or scared; trout in lonely
lakes of a size and in such num-
bers as to turn half the heads in

the Flyfishers' Club; with plenty
of capercailzie, black-game, willow

and hazel grouse, and other small

game for small -arms practice.

Yet, good reading as he makes of

all this, it is not thus alone that

he has produced such a fascinating

volume, but by the keen affec-

tionate attention he bestows on
beasts and birds, studied in their

forest, marsh, or mountain haunts.

It is the intense love of Nature
in all her moods, the intelligent

sympathy with all her creatures,
that alone saves the true sports-

man, when far from the emula-

tion and routine of civilised

society, from deteriorating into

the butcher. It is the diffusion

of this spirit among travelling
hunters that will alone avail (if

indeed it be not too late already)
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to preserve from extinction some

of the roblest or strangest mam-
mals on God's earth the giraffe,

rhinoceros, hippopotamus, African

elephant, and Australian platypus ;

and it is because this spirit per-

vades every page that lovers of

nature Dught to distinguish Mr
Ohapmai's book among the crowd

of others on sport, which tell one

nothing except how to kill.

Of the elk grandest of Euro-

pean ouadrupeds considerable

numbers remain, it appears. The

Norwegian and Swedish Gov-

ernments publish annual official

statistic?, showing bow many of

these animals, as well as reindeer

and red deer, are laid low in each

year. True to his principles, Mr
Chapman never drew trigger on
a cow alk, though Scandinavian

and, it is to be feared, British

hunters, as a rule, observe no for-

bearanco on the score of sex :

" It was on the eleventh night [of
an expedition after elk] that I saw

my first elk. From the midst of a

tawny mountain -bog, on rising a

ridge, we 'jumped' a huge black

beast, aid as the elk trotted with

mighty stride through scattered pines
at about a hundred and fifty yards,
the foresight already sought a flying
shoulder, when a shout of 'Coo, coo !'

from Helmar Finvolden restrained
the errant ball. Despite bad luck
with bulls, during my first twenty-
four days' hunting, I six times re-

frained i'rom firing at cows, nor have
I yet sent a bullet at the wrong sex,

though they are considered in Nor-

way legitimate game."

As y 3t the returns from Norway
show li:tle falling off in the num-
bers killed annually, the average
of bull? and cows for five years,
1889 -['5, being 1122. But in

Swedes the slaughter of cows
seems to be having the inevit-

able result. The returns show a

progressive diminution from 2178
in 1887 to 1409 in 1895.

Elk seldom admit of being stalk-

ed, owing to the dense forests they
frequent; they must be hunted,
either with a loose dog or by still-

hunting following the spoor with

dog in hand.

" In loose-dog hunting I found the

pace too hot. After a certain age
call it forty some of us would need
new machinery for that work, triple

expansion, with forced draught and
two-hundred-pound pressure to the
inch."

The excitement of the chase
often may be prolonged over sev-

eral days, the spoor of a travelling
bull being taken up afresh each

morning. Mr Chapman has eyes
for much besides the immediate

object of pursuit; nothing is too

minute to escape his observation.

Sometimes it is a pair of Teng-
malm's owls, each perched on the

extreme point of a spruce sapling,
and watching the intruders with
intense and resentful curiosity ;

at

others it is nothing more formid-

able than bright -eyed field-mice.

On one occasion he heard the

moaning of an elk -calf under a

dark crag, which seemed to be-

token the presence of a bear, and
the hunters hurried forward to

prevent the impending murder,

"only to view the poor calf

(which, by the way, was of the

size of a carriage-horse) departing
in strides of five yards apiece."
In elk -hunting, as in all wild

sports, the glorious uncertainty is

the secret of the charm. You may
come on the great bull after a

couple of hours' pursuit, so felici-

tously placed that you have only
to shoot straight; you may come
on him so suddenly that he per-
ceives you and is away before

you have a chance of drawing a

bead; or, if bears keep the elk

moving, you may follow the trail

for many days before you overtake
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the game. All the more rapturous
is the reward when it comes.

" I had bagged my two first
"
[" first

two," surely, Mr Chapman]
"
bull-elks,

right and left. . . . This, to some, may
sound bloodthirsty, but ... in Europe
the big -game hunter deserves his

chances. He works harder for his

sport, and often, probably, fares

worse than any other human being.
For days, for weeks, he toils on, never

despairing, but, it may so befall, never

getting a chance to score. But . . .

when he finds himself at length three

points to one better than the wildest

beast on earth then he.should bear

in mind this humble bit of advice

and make the most of a hard-earned

opportunity."

Even in this moment of triumph
Mr Chapman finds eyes for the

two nests (used alternately) of a

pair of golden eagles soaring over-

head, one black woodpecker, dis-

cordant parties of Siberian jay,
and fieldfares, titlarks, and finches

packing for autumn migration.

So, also, when playing a fresh-

run salmon a time when few
keen anglers have attention to

spare for minor matters his en-

joyment is enriched by the presence
of an osprey, which, with graceful
but unstable poise, hangs overhead

criticising the unfeathered biped's

performance.
Nevertheless there is one chapter

in this book in which, though one
of the most exciting, there is not
a single reference to natural his-

tory. It is entitled "Memoirs of

Monsters,"and all minor creatures
are merged in the stirring details

about certain gigantic salmon
which swim into the Surendal

early in the season before most
British anglers dream of starting
for Norway. In order to try con-
clusions with these, Mr Chapman
repaired to this river in May of

one year. It is a chronicle of

disaster, but such disaster as makes

commonplace success seem almost

inglorious. Even at this early

season, so clear was the water

that single gut and small flies were

indispensable, so it was with some

trepidation that Mr Chapman
began on the Samkomme pool.

Nothing stirred the first time over

was the existence of these early
monsters a myth 1 He went down
to a lower pool, leaving Erik to

try another ^ fly over Samkomrne.

Hardly had the author got his

line out before the screech of a

siren -
signal echoed along the

crags Erik's summons for help.

Hurrying back, Mr Chapman
found him on terms with a fish

which, as it plunged along the

surface, seemed fully four feet

long and almost disproportionately

deep.

"
Fifty-five minutes, and the fish

once more came sailing round below
the bushes, still on even keel, and
no inducement could bring him quite
within reach. Then, without a mo-
ment's notice, the rod sprang upright,
the line twirled backward among the

wild-cherry blossoms, and the fish

was gone gone for ever ! The little

Jock Scott hung unharmed on the

gut ;
its hold, firm as its puny size

could grasp, had simply worn itself

out, and the strong gristle and sinews

of the big beast's mouth had given

way under the strain and stress of

the struggle, and of a three-pound

pressure maintained during an hour
all but five minutes. Those five

minutes would probably have served

to kill this grand fish, had only the

hold held good."

Almost precisely the same cir-

cumstances brought about the loss

of an even larger fish next day,
while the third and last of these

monsters escaped after a short

tussle. Quite prepared for the

incredulous shrug which is the

usual meed of those who lose

enormous fish, Mr Chapman does

not hesitate to put the first of

these fish at 40 lb., clean-run, the
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second at 45 Ib. to 50 lb., tinged

by a sojourn of some weeks iri

the river. His simple story
carries conviction and commands

sympathy. Twenty and thirty

pounders fell to his lot, but never

one of the real sockdolagers. It

will be observed that he talks of
" a three-pound pressure

" main-

tained on one of these fish for

fifty-fhe minutes, and this may
seem trivial to anglers of limited

experie nee, to whom the strain of

a fish on human back and arms
feels l:ke half a hundredweight.
It revives an ancient controversy,

yet one that anybody can settle

for himself. Let A. hold an

eighteen-foot salmon-rod with the

line attached to a steelyard held

by B. on the ground-level at a

distance, say, of thirty feet from

A., whose utmost effort, it will be

found, cannot draw the index to

more than 3 lb. Of course it

must be understood that the

pressure is to be exerted by the

rod, as is necessary in playing a

fish, nc t by a more or less straight

pull on the line.

One is very familiar, in stories

of encounters with big salmon,
with descriptions of sulking fish,

or fish that malignantly and de-

liberatoly saw the line asunder

againsl jagged rocks. Mr Chap-
man is far too good an observer
to countenance any such yarns.
That & sharp rock will sever the

soundest gut most of us know to

our sorrow; but that the fish knows
the rock to be sharp and selects it

on that account, as some fondly
believe, or even that he under-
stands the nature of the connection
between the gritty, slightly prick-

ing object in his mouth and the

grey-coated figure which he dimly
perceives moving along the shore,
is altogether beyond the intellec-

tual p. >wers of a cold-blooded ver-

tebrate
,
low down in the scale of

fishes. The true position of a sulk-

ing fish is well shown in the illus-

tration on p. 81
;

it is nearly ver-

tical head down, tail up. And
the reason the fish adopts this

abnormal attitude is easily under-

stood. It is not that he attempts
to rub the fly out of his mouth at

the bottom
;

it is merely that, in

order to avoid being pulled ashore
or to the surface, he is forced to

swim in the opposite direction to

the pressure from the rod. No
animal of specific gravity nearly
the same as that of the fluid

medium in which it swims, not
even a 40-lb. salmon, could main-
tain a horizontal position in that

medium against a vertical or ob-

lique pressure of two or three

pounds. When, in the discoloured,

peaty water of a Scottish river, a

salmon " lies down "
or "

sulks,"
the angler imagines the fish is

lying at full length on the bottom;
but the crystal depths of a Scandi-

navian river betray the secret : the

fish may be seen as if standing on
its head. The way, therefore, to

deal with a sulking salmon is to

get a sidelong pull at him
;

to

which, if there are no sunken
rocks to interfere, he must yield
and begin to run about.

Mr Chapman devotes an inter-

esting chapter to the time-worn

problem whether or to what ex-

tent salmon feed in fresh water,
and one is anxious to know what
view such a well-trained natural-

ist, who is also a practical angler,
takes on this question. Person-

ally, though I have not the honour
of Mr Chapman's acquaintance,
nor have ever corresponded with

him, I am gratified to find that he
has arrived by independent ob-

servation at precisely the same

opinion which I have been severe-

ly criticised for pronouncing in

the columns of 'Maga' and else-

where. Mr Chapman says :
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"Salmon never take a fly as such

that is, as an insect nor as fooa

at all. For salmon do not require
to feed in fresh waters. They may,
and do, from sheer idleness, mis-

chief, or curiosity, . . . snatch at

and swallow some darting creature

. passing by or overhead. But
that is not feeding ; they do not

feed in the sense of nourishing their

bodies. What nourishment they
need during their sojourn in rivers

is derived from the abundant reserve

of fat, or 'curd,' with which high

living at sea has interlarded the

flakes and overlaid the flanks of a

new-run salmon.
" If there are those who still hold

that salmon ' feed
'

while in fresh

water, let them consider what that

hypothesis will involve. Salmon as-

cend favourite streams in shoals ;

they are by nature rapacious and
voracious. . . . What is there in any
river to satisfy hundreds of such

appetites ? . . . A single week's rav-

ages would clear out every living

thing in the water. . . . Every trout,

smolt, or eel, every duck, moor-hen,
and water -

rat, would speedily be

swept up in a week small boys
would hardly be safe."

Our apprehension of physical
evolution is still very imperfect;
when it is farther advanced we
shall probably all agree in regard-

ing salmon as descended from a
common stock with freshwater

trout the offspring of the greed-
ier, more robust, and adventurous
of the race, which, dissatisfied with
the scanty fare of inland waters,

acquired a sea-going habit. But

they have never forgotten no race

of wild animals ever forget their

original home : thither they return
to reproduce their species ; thither,
when stuffed to repletion with

nourishing food, they repair as to
a refuge from many pelagic foes

seals, porpoises, and minor afflic-

tions. Man is but of mushroom
ancestry; his lures, his leisters,

nets, and other contrivances, fill

the salmon's native stream with

worse perils than the ocean; but
it will take some aeons before the

rightful monarch of the flood is

cured of his homing instinct, and
deserts the dangerous head-waters,
where the torch and spear are

plied with such desolating per-

severance, to transact his most
intimate domestic affairs.

On one other problem for nat-

uralists Mr Chapman makes a

suggestive observation. Every-
Dody knows the conventional atti-

tude given by taxidermists to the

Colymbi (true divers) and Podici-

pediformes (grebes). They are

usually invariably, one may say
set up in an erect posture, sit-

ting, as it were, on their tails, like

puffins and guillemots. Now it

has been questioned whether these

birds can assume this attitude in

life. Grebes and divers never go
ashore except to hatch their eggs,

even that operation is performed
by the grebes on floating nests;
the divers cannot waddle like

ducks or puffins, they wriggle

along the ground in reptilian
fashion

; when, therefore, do they
sit, as bird-stuffers make them do ?

Never, thinks Mr Chapman; and
describes how he failed to make
the feet of a freshly killed black-

throated diver bend forward be-

yond the line of the legs, nor,

indeed, quite so far, as they must
do before the bird can assume the

position sanctioned by museum
artists.

Not the least charming of the

chapters in ' Wild Norway
'

are

those which, having little reference

to sport (only to so much trout-

fishing as served to keep the pot),
tell of summer rambles on the

Surendal fjelds, with their abun-

dant bird-life. It is good, though
the pleasure must be mingled
with repining for those whose lot

lies among bricks and mortar, to

follow this fascinating guide up
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through the pine
- belt into the

scrub of birch and alder, out upon
the vide moor, where countless

lakes and tarns, ice-bound till the

beginning of June, teem with fat

trout of "deepest indigo and gold"
in later summer. It is to such

regions you must repair if you
woulc hear the spring-note of the

whimbrel, quite different from its

autumn call
;
but you must steady

your nerves if another sound

reaches your ear from the near

scrub "a double grunt or sniff,

low, but quite distinct
" and

crouch low for the chance of a

shot ;it a bear point-blank at

forty yards.
Sinoe the publication of Mr

Chapman's 'Birds of the Borders,'

several yoars ago, bird-migration,
a subject which he dealt with

therein very usefully, has received

much attention, and Herr Gatke's

important work has been trans-

lated into English. Mr Chapman
is of opinion that the Heligoland
naturalist, excellent and experi-
enced observer as he was, has

misinterpreted some of the facts

he collected so patiently during
his loag life :

"I iim convinced that many birds

of migratory habits are absolutely
incapable, under normal conditions,
of flying three hundred miles, or

anything like it. AniODg such I

would include all short - winged
warblers, chats, and goldcrests,

quail, landrail, &c. The birds are
neither ' built nor engined

'

for long
flights, and I do not believe, under

ordinary conditions, that they are

capable of performing them. No one
who has watched their feeble, flicker-

ing flight in mid-sea can believe it."

How, then, can it be explained
that thousands millions of these

tiny creatures do traverse Europe
each year from end to end ? Mr
Chapman will not hazard a solu-

tion, but suggests that some great
facts or factors governing migra-
tion must either have been over-

looked or remain to be discovered.

It is not the sportsman alone

for whom a fund of enjoyment
waits in these pages, though big

game, little game, salmon, trout,

and char figure in distracting
numbers : there is a feast for all

that increasing multitude who find

delight in watching the behaviour

of animals in their wild haunts,
and in attempting to trace the

origin of their habits.

HERBERT MAXWELL.

VOL CLXIII. NO. DCCCCLXXXVII.
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ADVENTURES OF THE COMTE DE LA MUETTE DURING
THE REIGN OF TERROR.1

LA GRAND' BETH,.

MY rupture with Or^pin was the

preface to a period of my life, the

details of which I could never but

doubtfully piece together in my
mind. During this period I lived,

but how I supported existence is a

problem that it is beyond my power
to solve. I have an indistinct

memory of wandering amongst trees

always amongst trees; in light
and darkness; in drought and in

dew
;
of scaring and being scared

by snakes, that rustled from me
over patches of dead leaves; of

swallowing, in desperate phases of

hunger, berries and forest fruits, of

whose properties I was as ignorant
as of their names.

And, throughout, the strange

thought dwelt with me, warm and

insistent, that I was the champion
elect of that white Oarinne with
whom I had never so much as ex-

changed a word. To me she was
the Una of these fathomless green
depths the virgin who had carried

her maidenhood and her pride to

the Republic of the woods, where

security and an equal condition
were the right of all.

This fanciful image possessed a

singular fascination for me. It

glimmered behind trees ; it peered
through the thick interlace of

branches
;

I heard the paddle of

its feet in mossy rills, or the low

song of its voice rising from some
shadow prostrate in beds of fern.

No doubt fatigue and hunger and
that sense of a long responsibility

repudiated came to work a melodi-
ous madness in my brain. For
days, loitering aimlessly under its

spell, I was happy happier, I

believe, than I had ever been
hitherto. I had become a thing

apart from mankind a faun a

reversion to the near soulless type,
but with the germ of spirit budding
in me.

It was a desire to avoid a certain

horror dangling over a track that

had at first driven me into the

thickets, and so lost me my way.
The memory of a blot of shadow,
on the sunny grass underneath
that same horror, that swayed
sluggishly, like the disc of a pen-
dulum, as the body swayed above,

got into my waking thoughts and
haunted them. I wished to put
a world-wide interval between my-
self and the blot though I had
seen monstrosities enough of late,

God knows. But, in the silent

woods, under that enchanted fancy
of my relapse to primitive con-

ditions, a loathing of the dead

man, such as Cain might have

felt, sickened all my veins. I

was done with violence aston-

ished that its employment could

ever have entered into the systems
of such a defenceless race as man.
But also I knew that to me,

moving no longer under the aegis

of authority, the towns and the

resorts of men were become quag-
mires for my uncertain feet. I

was three hundred miles from

Paris; all my neighbourhood was
dominated by Revolutionary Com-
mittees ; my chance of escape, did

once that black cuttle-fish of the

"Terror" touch me with a ten-

tacle, a finger-snap would express.

1
Copyright, 1897, by Dodd, Mead & Co., in the United States of America.
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My Htherto immunity was due,

indeed, to the offices of certain

friencs, and a little, perhaps, to

my constitutional tendency to

allow circumstances to shape my
personality as they listed. Re-

signed to the remotest possibili-

ties, iay absence of affectation was
in a sense my safeguard.

Here, however, far from the

centre of operations, that which,
under certain conditions, had

proved my protection, would avail

me nothing. A sober nonchal-

ance, an easy manner, would be

the very thyrsus to whip these

coarse provincial hinds to mad-
ness. And, finding in my new

emancipation or intellectual de-

cadence an ecstasy I had not

known before, I was very tender

of my life, and had no longer
that old power of indifference in

me to the processes of fatality.
How long this state of exalta-

tion lasted I do not know; but I

know it came to me all in a mo-
ment that I must eat or die. It

was the reflection of my own face,

I thick, in a little pool of water,
that Y/rought in me this first dull

recrudescence of reason. The wild

countenance of a maniac stared up
at me. Its hollow jaws bristled

like the withered husks of a chest-

nut
;

its lips were black with the

juice of berries; an animal abandon

slept in the pupils of its eyes.
Ah ! it was better that reason

should triumph over circumstance
than that the soul should subscribe

tamely to its own disinheritance.

All in an instant I had set off

running through the wood. That

privilege of man, to dare and to

fail, I would not abrogate for all

the g een retreats of nature.

For hours, it seemed to me, I

hurrif d onwards. My heart sobbed
in my chest

; my breath was like

a knotted cord under my shirt.

At last, quite suddenly, blue sky

came at me through the trunks,
and I broke from the dense covert
into a field of maize, and found

myself looking down a half mile of

sloping arable land upon a large
town of ancient houses, whereof at

the gate opposite me the tricolour

mounted guard on the height of a
sombre tower.

Now, in view of this, my pur-

pose somewhat wavering, I sat me
down in the thick of the corn and
set to wondering how I could act

for the best. I had assignats in

my pocket, and a little money,
yet there could be no dealings for

me in the open market. Thinking
of my appearance, I knew that

by my own act I had yielded my-
self to the condition of a hunted
creature.

All the afternoon I crouched in

patches of the higher stalks, peep-

ing down upon the town that,

spreading up a gentle slope in the

nearer distance, lay mapped before

my eyes. Sometimes desperate in

my hunger, I would snatch a head
of the standing grain ;

but to chew
and swallow more than would just
blunt the edge of my suffering
would be, I knew, to invite a

worser torture. The sun beat on

my head ; my throat was caked
with drought. At last I could

endure it no longer, but retreated

once more into the wood and wait-

ed for the shadows to lengthen.
It was early evening when I

ventured into the field again and
looked down. The falling sunlight
smote the town with fire from the

west, so that its walls and turrets

seemed to melt in the glare and
run into long pools of shadow.

But here and there wan ribbons

of streets, or patches of open

places, broke up the sombreness

in vivid contrast with it and
seemed to swarm, alone of all the

dappled area, with crawling shapes.
Of these blotches of whiteness,
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one flashed and scintillated at a

certain point, from some cause I

could not at first fathom. Now
white, now red, it stretched across

the fields a rayed beam that

dazzled my wood -haunted eyes
with the witchery of its bright-

ness.

But presently I saw the open

patch whence it issued grow dark

with a press of figures. It was as

if a cloth had been pulled over a

dead face
;
and all in a moment

the strange flash fell and rose

again like a hawk that has caught
a life in its talons, and a second

time swooped and mounted, clus-

tered with red rays, and a third

time and a fourth
;
but by then I

had interpreted the writing on the

wall, and it was the "
Mene, mene"

written on the bright blade of the

guillotine by the finger of the

setting sun.

A very strange and quiet pity
flowed in my veins as I looked.

Here was I resting amidst the tran-

quillity of a golden harvest, watch-

ing that other harvest being
gathered in. Could it be possible
that any point of my picture ex-

pressed other than the glowing
serenity that was necessary to the

composition? I felt as if, in the
intervals of the flashing, each next
victim must be stepping forward
with a happy consciousness of the

part he was to play in the design.
Then suddenly I threw myself on

my face, and crushed my palms
against my mouth that I might not
shriek curses on the inexorable

beauty of the heavens above me.
I did not look again, or rise

from my covert till dark was

drooping over the hillside. But,
with the first full radiance of

moonrise, I got to my feet, feeling
dazed and light-headed, and went
straight off in an easterly direction.

My plan was to circumambulate,
at a safe distance, the walls (that

could enclose no possibility of help
to me in my distress), and seek

relief of my hunger in some hamlet

(less emancipated) on their farther

side. If the town was Libourne, as

I believed it to^be, then I knew the

village of St Emilion to lie but a

single league to the south-east of it.

Walking as in a dream, I came
out suddenly into the highroad,
and saw the moon-drenched white-

ness of it flow down to the very
closed gates far below me. Its

track was a desolate tide on which
no life was moving ;

for nowadays
the rural population was mostly
drifted or driven into the seething

market-places of the Revolution.
Now my imagination pictured this

cold and silent highway a softly
tumultuous stream a welded tor-

rent of phantoms, mingling and

pushing and hurrying, in the midst
of noiseless laughter, to beat on
the town gates and cry out mur-

muringly that a "
suspect

" was

fording a channel of its upper
reaches.

This fright, this fancy (one
would hardly credit it) brought
the sweat out under my clothes.

But it was to be succeeded by a

worse. For, as I looked, the boil-

ing wash of moonlight was a road

again, and there came up it foot-

steps rhythmically clanking and

unearthly and others and yet

others, till the whole night was

quick with their approach. And,
as the footfalls neared me, they
ceased abruptly, and there followed

the sound of an axe ringing down
in wooden grooves; and then I

knew that the victims of the even-

ing, ghastly and impalpable, were
come to gaze upon the man who
had indulged his soul, even for a

moment, with the enchantment of

a prospect whose accent was their

agony.
Now, assuredly, my reason was

in a parlous state when, with a
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whoop that broke the spell, an owl

swept above me and fled eastwards

down the sky ;
and I answered to

its call, and crossed the road and

plunged into fields again, and ran

and stumbled and went blindly on

once riore until I had to pause for

breatt.

At last I heard the rumbling
wash of water, and paused a

stone's -throw from a river-bank ;

and here a weight of terror seemed

to fall from me to mark how wan
and sad the real stream looked, and

how human in comparison with

that other demon current of my
imagir ing. From its bosom a

cluster of yards and masts stood

up against the sky ;
and by that I

knew that I was come upon the

Dordogne where it opened out into

a port for the once busy town of

Libourne, and that if ever caution

was necessary to me it was neces-

sary now.
I looked to my right. A fur-

long off the rampart of the walls

swept black and menacing; and
over them, close at hand now,
the silent yoke of the guillotine
rose irto the moonlight. It must
have been perched upon some

high ground within
;
and there it

stood motionless, its jaws locked

in slunber. Could it be the same
monster I had watched flashing,
scarlet and furious, from the hill-

side? Now, the ravening of its

gluttoi iy was satisfied
; Jacques

Bourn au had wiped its slobbered

lips clean with a napkin. Sullenly
satiate, propped against the sky,

straddling its gaunt legs over the

empty trough at its feet, it slept
with lidless eyes that seemed to

gloat upon me in a hideous

trance.

Bah ! Now all this is not
Jean-Louis Sebastien de Crance,
nor even Citizen Thibaut. It is,

in truth, the half - conscious de-

lirium of a brain swimming a

little with hunger and thirst and

fatigue; and I must cut myself
adrift from the hysterical retro-

spection.
I hurried towards the river,

running obliquely to the south-

east. If I could once win to

clean water, I was prepared, in

my desperation, to attempt to swim
to the opposite bank. Stumbling,
and sometimes wallowing, I made

my way up a sludgy shore and

suddenly came to a little creek or

cove where a boat lay moored to a

post. Close by, a wooden shanty,
set in a small common garden
with benches, like the Guinguettes
of Paris, rattled to its very walls

with boisterous disputation, while

the shadows of men tossing wine-

cups danced on its one window-

blind. I unhitched the painter of

the boat, pushed the prow from

the bank, and, as the little craft

swung out into the channel, scram-

bled softly on board and felt for

the sculls in a panic. When 1

had once grasped and tilted these

into the rowlocks, I breathed a

great sigh of relief and pulled

hurriedly round the stern of a

swinging vessel into the cool-run-

ning waters of the Dordogne.
It was not until I had made

more than half the passage to the

farther side that I would venture

to pause a moment to assuage my
cruel thirst. Then, resting on my
oars, I dipped in my hat and drank

again and again, until my whole

system seemed to flow with mois-

ture like a rush. At last, clapping

my sopped hat on my head, I was

preparing to resume my work,
when I uttered a low exclamation

of astonishment, and sat trans-

fixed. For something moved in

the stern-sheets of the boat
;
and

immediately, putting aside a cloak

under which it appeared he had

lain asleep, a child sat up on the

bottom boards.
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Now, my heart seemed to tilt

like a top-heavy thing. Must this

hateful necessity be mine, then

to silence, for my own safety, this

baby of six or seven, this little

comical poupon with the round

cropt head and ridiculous small

shirt?

He stared at me, rubbed the

sleep from his eyes, and suddenly

began to whimper.
"HeuS heuf" he cried in the

cheeping voice of a duckling,
" la

Grand' Bete/"
He took me for the mythical

monster of the peasants, whose

power of assumption of any form

is in ratio with the corrective in-

genuity of nurses and mothers.

"Yes," I said, my brain leaping
to an idea

;

" I am la Grand' Bete,

and if you make a noise I shall

devour you."
His eyes were like full brown

agates; his chin puckered to his

lower lip ;
but he crushed his little

fists against his chest to stay the

coming outcry. My face relaxed

as I looked at him.

"La Grand' Bete is kind to the

little ones that obey him. Can

you use these sculls?"
"
Mais, oui," he whispered, with

a soft sob ;

" I am the pretty little

waterman."

"Very well. Now, little water-

man, I shall land at the bank over

there, and then you can take the

sculls and pull the boat across to

the cove again. But you must be

very silent and secret about having
gone with la Grand' Bete over the

river, or he will come to your bed-

side in the night and devour you."
I had been rowing gently as I

talked, and now the nose of the
skiff grounded easily under a low
bank. I shipped the sculls, reached
forward and took the rogue in my
arm.s.

" Oh ! but la Grand' Bete loves
the good children. Be a discreet

little waterman, and thou shall find

a gold louis under thy pillow this

very day month."

I kissed him, and, turning,

caught at the knots of grass and
hauled myself up the bank. It

was a clumsy disembarkation for

a god, perhaps, but my late com-
rade did not appear to be shaken
in his faith. I stopped and looked
back at him when I had run a few

yards from the river. He was

paddling vigorously away, with a

professional air, and the moonlight
was shattered on his scull-blades

into a rain of diamonds. Suddenly
a patrol-boat was pulled up the

river across his bows, and I half

turned to fly, my heart in my
mouth.

"
Hullo, hullo, Jacksprat !" cried

a rough voice. "What dost thou
here at this hour ?

"

"They were noisy in the au-

berge" answered the childish treble,
" and I could not sleep."

I went on my way with a smile.

To have used the boat and cast it

adrift would not have prospered
me so well as did this accident.

Yet I felt a shame of meanness to

hear the little thing, taking its

lying cue from me, lie to the men,
and I wished I had not clinched

my purchase of his silence with

that promise of a louis-d'or.

Pushing boldly across a wide

moon-dappled margin of grass, so

thronged with trees as to afford

one good cover, I came out sud-

denly into a field-track running
southwards, and along this I sped
at a fast pace. But presently, see-

ing figures mounting towards me
from the dip of a flying slope, I

dived into a belt of corn that ran

on my left between the track and
the skirt of a dense wood, and lay
close among the stalks waiting for

the travellers to pass. This, how-

ever, to my chagrin, they did not ;

but, when they were come right
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over against me, they stopped, very

disputative and voluble in a breath-

less manner, and lashed one another

with knotty thongs of patriotism.
11 Hut who wants virtue or mod-

eration in a Commonwealth 1

?"

"Dost not thou?"
" I ? I want heads a head for

every cobble-stone in the Rue St

Jacques. I would walk on the

brain 3 of self-seekers. This Roland

"He wore strings in his shoes

to rebuke the vanity of the Veto

" And to indulge his own. Head
of a cabbage ! thou wouldst weep
over the orator though he con-

demned thy belly to starvation.

What ! shall I satisfy my hunger
with % thesis on the beauty of self-

denial, because, like a drum, it has

a full sound !

"

" Be sure I do not defend him
;

but lias he not practised what
he taught

1

?"
" Of a certainty, and is double-

damned thereby. For know that

these austere moralists have found
their opportunity to indulge a

hobby not to avenge a people.
What do we want with abstinence

who have practised it all our
lives; What do we want with
interminable phrases on the sub-

limity of duty?"
"But, thou wilt not understand

that political economy
"

" Bah ! I know it for the econo-

my of words that delicious ter-

miner les dtbats of the jury that

rolls {Another lying mouth into the

basket and makes a body the less

to feod. But I tell thee, with

every fall of the axe I feel myself
shifting a place nearer the rich

joints at the top of the feast."

"Liberty
"

"That I desire is the free in-

dulgence of my appetites. Now
would not Roland and Yergniaud
and their crew shave me nicely for

that sentiment ? Therefore I love
to hunt them down."
A vieux chatjeune souris. How

indeed could these old grimalkins,

grown toothless under tyranny,
digest this tough problem of virtue

for its own sake? Their food
must be minced for them.

I never saw their faces
;
but I

guessed them, by a certain croak-

ing in their speech, to be worn
with years and suffering. Pre-

sently, to my disgust, they had out
their pipes and a flask of cognac
and sat themselves down against
the edge of the corn for a mild
carouse. I waited on and on, listen-

ing to their snuffling talk, till I

grew sick with the monotony of it

and the cramp of my position.

They were, I gathered, informers

employed by Tallien in his search

for those escaped Deputies who
were believed to be in hiding in

the neighbourhood.
At last I could stand it no

longer. Move I must, for all the

risk it entailed. I set to work,

very cautiously, a foot at a time,

wriggling on my belly through
the corn. They took no notice,
each being voluble to assert his

opinions against the other. Pres-

ently, making towards the wood, I

found the field to dip downwards
to its skirt, so that I was enabled

to raise myself to a crouching

position and increase my pace.
The relief was immense; I was

running as the tree-trunks came
near and opened out to me.

Now, I was so weary that I

thought I must sleep awhile be-

fore I proceeded. I was pushing

through the last few yards of the

stalks when a guttural snarl ar-

rested me. Immediately, right in

my path, a head was protruded
from the corn, and a bristled snout,

slavering in the moonlight, was
lifted at me. I stood a moment
transfixed a long moment, it
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appeared to me. The ridiculous

fancy occurred to me that the

yellow eyes glaring into mine
would go on dilating till presently
I should find myself embedded in

their midst, like a prawn in aspic.

Then, with a feeling of indescrib-

able politeness in my heart, I

turned aside to make a detour into

the wood, stepping on tiptoe as if

I were leaving a sick-room. Once

amongst the trees, I penetrated
the darkness rapidly to the depth
of a hundred yards, not venturing
to look behind me, and, indeed,

only before in search of some
reasonable branch or fork where
I might rest in safety. Wolves ! I

had not taken these into my cal-

culations in the glowing solstice

of summer, and it gave me some-

thing of a shock to think what
I had possibly escaped during my
unguarded nights in the forest.

At length I found the place I

sought a little natural chair of

branches high enough to be out

of the reach of wild beasts, yet
the ascent thereto easy. I climbed
to it, notched myself in securely,

and, my hunger somewhat com-
forted by the water I had drunk,
fell almost immediately into a de-

licious stupor.
I awoke quite suddenly, yet

with a smooth swift leap to con-

sciousness. The angle of moon-

light was now shifted to an

oblique one, so that no rays en-

tered direct; and the space be-

neath me was sunk into profound
darkness. For some moments I

lay in a happy trance, dully ap-

preciative of the indistinct shapes
that encompassed me, of the smell
of living green bark near my face,
of the stars embroidered into a
woof of twigs overhead. But pres-

ently, gazing down, a queer little

phenomenon of light fixed my at-

tention, indifferently at first, then
with an increase of wonder. This

spot of pink radiance waxed and
waned and waxed and waned, with

a steady recurrence, on the butt of

a great tree, twenty yards away.
At first it was of a strong rosy tint,

but little by little it faded till it

was a mere phosphorescent blot
;

and then, while I was flogging my
brains to think what it could be,

of a sudden it seemed to fly down
to the noise of a little grunting
explosion, and break into a shower
of scarlet sparks.
At that I was betrayed into a

squiggle of laughter ;
for my phe-

nomenon had in the flash resolved

itself into nothing more mysterious
than the glow from the pipe of a

man seated silently smoking, with
his head thrown back against the

tree-foot.
" Hullo !

" he exclaimed in a

surprised voice, but with nothing
of fear in it ; and I congratulated

myself at least that the voice

struck a different note to that of

either of M. Tallien's informers.

Nevertheless, I had been a fool,

and I judged it the wise policy
to slide from my perch and join

my unseen companion. He made
me out, I am sure, long before I

did him; yet he never moved or

showed sign of apprehension.
" Good evening, Jacques," said I.

" Good morrow, rather, Jacques
squirrel," he answered.

"Is it so?"
" It is so."

"You prefer the burrow, it

seems, and I the branch."
" No doubt we are not birds of

a feather."
"
Why, truly, I seek Deputies,"

I said, in a sudden inspiration.
"And I my fortune," he an-

swered, serenely.
" We travel by the same road,

then. Have you a fragment of

bread on you, comrade?"
" If I had a loaf thou shouldst

go wanting a crumb of it."
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"And why, citizen?"

"I do not love spies."
I fetched a grimace over my

miscarried ruse.
" Then wilt thou never make

thy fortune in France," I said.

He gave a harsh laugh.
" I 'ou will prevent me for that

word, citizen."

I curled myself up under the

tree.
" I will wait for the dawn and

read thee thy fortune," I said,

"and charge thee nothing for it

but 8 kick to help thee on thy

way.'
He laughed again at that.

"Thou provest thyself an ass,"

said he, and refilled and lit his

pipe and smoked on silently.
I lay awake near him, because,

churl as he appeared, I felt the

advantage of any human com-

panionship in these beast-haunted

thickets.

At last the light of dawn pene-
trated a little to where we rested,

and when it was broad enough to

distinguish objects by, I rolled upon
my elbow and scrutinised my com-

panion closely.
" (rood morrow, then, burner of

charcoal."

H( turned to me, a leering smile

suspended on his lips.

"Comment?" said he.
"

1 >ut I am a palmist, my friend,

as you observe."

Ho looked at his stunted and
blackened fists.

" Ah ! si fait vraiment. That
is tc tell my past condition of

poverty, not my fortune."
" The rest shall come. Observe

my tness for my post. You are

from the forests of Nontron."
Ho started and stared.
"
Truly I have no love for spies,"

he muttered, dismayed.
It was my turn to laugh. I had

hazarded a bold guess. That he
was from the woods rather than

from the Landes his gift of seeing
through the darkness convinced
me. Then, if from the woods, why
not from that part of the province
where they stretched thickest and
most meet for his trade ?

"Now," said I, "for what fol-

lows. It comes to your ears that

Guienne is hatching a fine breed
of maggots from the carcasses of

dead aristocrats
;
that there is a

feast of rich fragments toward.
You will have your share

; you
will eat of these aristocrats that

have so long fed on you. That is

a very natural resolve. But in a

Republic of maggots, as in all other

communities, there is always a

proportion of the brood that will

fatten unduly at the expense of its

fellows. These despots by consti-

tution appropriate the most succu-

lent parts ; they wax thick and

strong, and, finally, they alone of

the swarm hatch out into flies,

while the rest perish undeveloped."
" It is a cursed parable," he said,

sullenly.
" I do not comprehend

you."
" I speak of the people, my

friend of whom you are not one
that will fatten."

"And why, and why?"
" You have scruples. You de-

cry at the outset the methods of

this select clique of the Republic
that has the instinct to prosper.
If I congratulate you on the pos-
session of a conscience, I must

deplore in anticipation the sacri-

fice of yet another martyr to that

truism which history repeats as

often as men forget it."
" What truism, sayst thou ?

"

" That swinish Fortune will love

the lusty bully that drains her,

though the bulk of the litter

starve."

He spat savagely on the ground.
" I do not comprehend," he mut-

tered again.
"
Well," I said,

" at least let us
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hope there is an especial Para-

dise reserved for the undeveloped

maggots."
He rose and stood brooding a

moment; then looked away from

me and cried morosely, "Get up!"
To my astonishment, from a sort

of cradle of roots to the farther

side of the tree a young girl

scrambled to her feet at his call,

and stood yawning and eyeing me

loweringly.
" Your daughter 1

"
said I.

"
Yes," he answered,

" she is my
daughter. What then ?

"

I jumped up in some suppressed
excitement.

"I recall my words," I said.

"You have a chance, after all,

down there in Bordeaux. And
now I see that it is a thief that

fears a spy."
I pointed at the wench. She

was dressed, ridiculously, inappro-

priately, in a silk gown of a past
fashion, but rich in quality, and
decorated with a collar of point-
lace. Out of this her dirty counte-

nance, thatched with a villainous

mop of hair, stuck grotesquely ;

and the skirt of the dress had
been roughly caught up to disen-

cumber her bare feet.

The man stamped on the ground.
" I do not fear you !

" he cried

furiously, "and I am no thief!"

I laughed derisively.
"But it is true!" he shouted.

"A young lady we met in the
woods of Coutras would exchange
it for Nannette's jupon ; and why
the devil should we deny her ?

"

My heart gave a sudden swerve.
" What was she like, this lady 1

"

I said.

The fellow glanced sulkily as-

kance at me.
" Does not the spy know ?

" he
said.

"Perhaps he does. Say this

demoiselle was slender and of a
reasonable height; that she had

brown hair, and grey eyes under
dark brows

;
that her face was

of a cold, transparent whiteness;
that she spoke with a certain soft

huskiness in her voice."

He cried under his breath, with
a note of fright,

" The devil is in

this man !

"

I laughed and took off my hat

and made the two a bow.
"To your quick advancement

in Bordeaux !

"
I said.

He stared a moment, seemed to

hesitate; then, roughly summon-

ing the girl to follow him, strode

off through the wood. The moment

they were out of sight I sat down

again to ponder.
Was it true, then, that these

peasants had met Carinne that

they had helped her to a disguise
for what purpose? She must

have been in the woods whilst I

was there accursed destiny that

kept us apart ! At least I must
return to them at once and seek

her.

I broke into a queer embarrassed

fit of laughter.
What self - ordained mission

was this 1 What was my interest

in the girl, or how would she not

resent, perhaps, the insolence of

my interference] She had no
claim upon my protection or I

upon her favour.

Very well and very well but I

was going to seek her, neverthe-

less. Such queer little threads of

irresponsible adventure pulled me
in these days.

But, at first for my hunger. It

was a great voice in an empty
house. It would not be refused

or put off with a feast of senti-

ment. Eat I must, if it was only
of a hunk of sour pease-bread.

Suddenly I thought of that

bestial apparition at the wood-

skirt. There had been a liquid
"
yong

"
in its snarl, as if it could

not forbear the action of glutton-
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ous jaws even while they were

setting at an intruder. Perhaps
the remains of a goat !

I started running towards the

point at which, I believed, I had
entered amongst the trees. Very
shortly I emerged into the open,
and saw the cornfield shimmering
violet before me in the dawn. I

beat up and down amongst the

standing grain, and all in a mo-
ment came upon that I sought.
A goat it might have been (or a

scapegoat bearing the sins of the

people) for anything human in its

appearance. Yet it was the body
of a loan of a great man, too, in

his day, I believe that lay before

me in the midst of a trampled
crib of stalks, but featureless, half-

devoured a seething abomination.

New, in the placid aftermath

of my fortunes, I can very easily
shudder over that thought of the

straits to which hunger will drive

one. Then, I only know that

through all the abhorrence with

which I regarded the hideous re-

mains, the sight of an untouched
satchel flung upon the ground be-

side them thrilled me with hope.
I stooped, had it in my hands,
unbuckled it with shaking fingers.
It was full to choking of bread
and raisins and a little flask of

cognac. Probably the poor wretch
had not thought it worth his while
to satisfy the needs of an existence

he was about to put an end to.

For the horn handle of a knife,
the blade of which was hidden in

the decaying heart of the creature,
stood out slackly from a hoop of

ribs.

I withdrew into the wood, and
without a scruple attacked the

provisions. It was a dry and
withered feast; yet I had been

fastidiously critical of many a

service aux repas at Versailles

that gave me not a tithe of the

pleasure I now enjoyed. And at

the last I drank to the white

Ariane whose The*see I then and
there proclaimed myself to be.

BERNAED CAPES.

(To be continued.)
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EYE LANGUAGE.

No part of the human counte-

nance engages our attention so

frequently as the eyes. When
face to face in conversation, we
do not look at the lips although,
as a rule, the attention is very

quickly taken by any movement-
but at the eyes of the person with

whom we are speaking. So much
is this the case that the habit of

many deaf people of watching the

mouth always strikes us as pe-
culiar. In fact one usually feels

that there is a sense of incomplete-
ness in the association of mind
with mind by means of conversa-

tion if there is not a continual

interchange of glances making a

kind of running commentary on
the words spoken. The same may
be said of ordinary greetings when
two people shake hands : unless

there is at the same moment a

meeting of friendly looks the cere-

mony loses much of its meaning.
Now why is there this con-

tinual meeting of eyes accompany-
ing all kinds of human inter-

course? Partly, no doubt, it is

attributable to certain habits of

comparatively recent date. The

eye,
" the window [of the soul," is

a more truthful exponent of the

inward thoughts than the tongue,
and seeing that speech is very
frequently used not to tell the

thoughts but to conceal them, we
look to the eye for confirmation
or the reverse for what our ears

are taking in.

Partly, I think, the habit is

based upon an inbred instinct

which we have inherited from

very remote ancestors, and which
is exhibited by many of the lower
animals. One finds that very
young children, long before they
acquire any knowledge of words,

establish an understanding with
those about them by means of the

eye. A babe of a few months
old directs its glances to the eyes
of those round about it quite as

much as an older person. A dog
watches its master's eyes habit-

ually, and, as will be shown later,

monkeys use this method of as-

certaining what is in the minds
of those round about them almost
as much as we do. Many wild
creatures instinctively understand
when they are being looked at.

Thus a hare in her seat will often

allow a man to pass close by her
if his gaze is directed at some
other object, but when she sees

his eyes turned towards her she

seems to know that she is dis-

covered, and is up and away in an
instant.

Is it not Oliver Wendell Holmes
who draws attention to the au-

tomatic way in which we challenge
the eyes of those we pass in the

street, and thus establish, every
time we walk abroad, a species
of understanding with many per-
sons who are otherwise complete

strangers ? It is not too much to

say that mind begins to com-
municate with mind] at the mo-
ment when the eyes encounter,
and that people whom we have

acknowledged in this way stand

on a somewhat more familiar foot-

ing with us than before the vague
bond became established.

We, most of us, feel a hesitation

about making our presence known,
even to a friend, by any other form
of advance. The beggar has long

ago discovered that he gains by
this most informal method of self-

introduction. This fact has been

brought home to me of late while

I have been interested in ocular
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expression, and have made a habit

of looking perhaps rather more

intently than is customary at the

eyes of persons whom I meet upon
the pavement. If any member of

the cadger fraternity happens to

be or business in the streets, he is

certain to regard the momentary
interchange of glances as an invi-

tation to attempt some more pro-
fitable form of commerce. The
commonness of the habit cannot be

better emphasised than by calling
attention to the fact that members
of Parliament make use of the same
mute telegraphy as mendicants
when they desire permission to

addross the House.

Fencing-masters lay great stress

upon the importance of pupils

keeping their eyes steadily upon
those of their opponents. In all

probability nature herself would
teach any of us this elementary
lesson if we were face to face with
a real enemy. I have noticed that

all pugilists, trained and untrained,
when sparring keep their gaze fixed

upon the eyes of their antagonists.
That such habits are instinctive

is shown by the fact that all apes
whet they have hostile intentions

invariably look steadily at the eyes,
and never allow their glance to

stray.W hen we study the natural his-

tory of ocular expression we soon
find an explanation of these facts.

Obviously the nervous mechanism
of such primitive and widely dis-

tributed methods of intercourse

must be very ancient, and can have
but little to do with the higher
intellectual faculties. Undoubt-

edly eye language dates back far

beyoid the beginning of human
speech, and was therefore estab-

lished at a time when mental pro-
cesses were infinitely less complex
than they are to-day. One must
not attribute the superior truth-

fulmss of the eye to the tongue

and the other organs of expression
to any causes which have to do
with morality. Nature knows no-

thing of ethics as we understand
the term, and if she can gain,an
infinitesimal advantage by deceit

she resorts to it without the slight-
est hesitation. But, unlike many
human exponents of the art of

lying, she is frugal and business-

like in her output of falsehoods.

If it does not pay her to tell a lie

her veracity is beyond suspicion.

Broadly speaking, the language of

the eye is the language of truth,
because it was evolved at a time
when elaborate lies were useless.

When there were no highly devel-

oped brains social strategy of the

more oblique kind was uncalled

for, just as hundred-ton guns were
uncalled for before the days of

ironclads. We know that the de-

velopment of the critical and plot-

ting part of the brain is of com-

paratively recent date, but that

the mechanism of the emotions and
the more automatic mental pro-
cesses is extremely ancient. Hence
the surviving methods of communi-
cation which belonged to the earlier

ages, and are closely connected with

the machinery of emotion, do not

so readily lend themselves to civi-

lised mental artifices as the com-

paratively new-fangled organs of

speech. They are to a great extent

independent of the conscious will.

I shall endeavour to explain, when

discussing the physiology of ocular

expression, how it is that the eyes
maintain their pristine simplicity
and often betray the lying tongue.

In his treatise on the "Ana-

tomy of Expression" Sir Charles

Bell draws attention to the fact

that the changes which take place
in the appearance of the eye are

due chiefly to the surrounding

structures, and not to alterations

in the eyeball itself. When, there-

fore, one is discussing the causes
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of ocular expression, it is neces-

sary to take account of the mus-

cles of the brow and also of those

which surround the orbit. I think,

however, that the eyeball per se

undergoes more change under the

influence of emotion than has been

supposed. It has been said that

the glistening or sparkling of the

eye is simply the result of the ball

being compressed from the out-

side ;
but careful experiments

seem to show that the orbicular

and other muscles surrounding
the eyeball have less constricting

power than they have received

credit for. One finds, both in

man and in animals, that the eye
is capable of sustaining a good
deal of pressure from the front

without any marked change in its

general aspect. Any one who has

observed the large cushion of fat

which lines the roomy orbit, and
which forms a soft bed for the

ball, will understand how easily
the eye evades pressure from the

orbicular muscle. Of course if all

the little muscular straps which

proceed from the back of the

orbit, and are attached to the

sclerotic, were to contract vigor-

ously at the same time, ocular

tension might be sufficiently in-

creased to cause the front surface

to be tight and glistening. But
it will be plain to every anatomist
that if this took place the eye
would be completely disorganised
as a visual apparatus, because the
distance between the lens and
retina would be so increased as to

throw the focussing machinery
completely out of gear. The
effect of pressure so applied would
be to make the eye extremely
short-sighted. Now it is quite
possible to have the eye sparkling
with emotion and yet retain the
normal powers of sight. We must
look elsewhere for the mechanism
of the sparkling eye, and I think

we shall find it in the parts con-

trolled by the sympathetic nerves

which regulate the condition of

the blood-vessels and their minute
continuations. This will perhaps
be best discussed a little later,

when some points in the physio-

logy of the eyeball which bear

upon expression are dealt with.

The relation of the brow to the

eye greatly influences its expres-
sion. If one examines the eye of

an eagle one finds that its impres-
sive aspect greatly depends upon
the fact that it is overhung by a

lowered brow. Although we speak
of an "eagle eye" in a human
being, there can be no doubt that

it is the unconscious application
of human physiognomical stand-

ards to the bird which makes us

think its expression so imposing.
The eagle has in an exaggerated
form certain ocular characteristics

which in a human being are a sure

sign of formidable qualities. A
clear and steady gaze possibly

emphasised by the sparkle indi-

cating some fierce emotion from
beneath a lowered frowning brow
means a great deal when seen in

a man. Throughout all nature a

steady eye indicates courage. The

possessor is confident in his own

strength, and does not feel the

need of looking hither and thither

either for succour or for a way of

escape. This fearlessness and fear-

less aspect under natural circum-

stances is generally fully justified.
It is only when it is backed up by
such physical qualities as to give
a fair prospect of success in any
encounter that warlike courage is

one of nature's conservative forces.

Otherwise it would obviously ex-

pose its possessor to grave risks of

extinction. It is because this sign
of courage seen in the countenance
is also almost invariably a sign of

formidable power that it is so uni-

versally held in respect. In the
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Ie eye" one has this bold

clear glance, and above it the sug-

gestion of a frown. Now a brow
of this character usually means
two things : First, that there is

some feeling of resentment; and

second, that the mind of the

frowner is made up as to some
course of action. When these are

added on to the other qualities
indicated by the "eagle eye," one

naturally feels that the man dis-

playir g it is not one to be trifled

with. Most savages frown horri-

bly w!len they wish to intimidate

their foes, and it is said the Chin-

ese recruits are exercised in this

manoeuvre as thoroughly as ours

are in accomplishing the "goose-

step." Their words of command

(as commonly reported) are, "Pre-

pare to look fierce ! Look fierce !

Advance on the enemy !

"

I am inclined to think that we
have a remnant of this self-same

piece of strategy in the peaked
caps fctill worn by the soldiers of

several nations. The cap which
one sses most commonly repre-
sented in pictures of the French

troops in the Franco-German war

brings a frowning look to the brow,
and shadows the eyes in such a

way as to give the face a very
stern and soldierly ensemble.

I remember being greatly struck

with the transformation effected in

the look of a number of " sandwich-
men "

in the Strand who had been
dressed up in cast-off French uni-

forms. The men seemed all of the

feeble woe-begone class from which
sandwich-men are usually recruit-

ed, but under the shadow of the

military caps their faces looked
stern md resolute, and their eyes
had quite lost that watery vacil-

lating look which is engendered by
alcohcl and despair.

Sculptors and painters almost

alway 5 exaggerate the brow and
the shadow it casts when repre-

senting idealised human figures.
It is an essential of the manly
type of beauty to possess this cer-

tificate of manly qualities. We all

know how weak and unimpressive
is the prominent eye which is not
shadowed by a lowered lid or brow.
The reason of this is that people
with such eyes have a startled look

similar to that of a frightened
animal. It is one of the painful
duties of a physician to watch the

facial changes which take place in

various diseases, and in one known
as exophthalmic goitre the eyes tend

to become more and more promi-
nent. The result is that the face

has an aspect which so exactly
simulates the expression of sudden
fear that it is often difficult to be-

lieve that the patient is not feeling

great alarm.

We are constantly influenced by
the automatic tendency to form

judgments about the character

from ocular expression when we
come in contact with those whose

eyes are altered in appearance by
accident or disease. Thus when a

person is suffering from the in-

voluntary to-and-fro shifting of the

eyes known as nystagmus, it is by
no means easy to believe in his

sincerity. Probably all of us feel

an instinctive prejudice against
individuals who squint. The fact

that the two eyes are looking in

different directions creates an in-

voluntary suspicion of double-deal-

ing. This is especially the case

when the squint is an external

one. Here obviously the fault

is in the understanding of the

spectator, and not in the moral

character of the unfortunate who

squints. It is the unreasoning
"old man" who is within every
one of us who insists on disbeliev-

ing in the virtues of a squinting
vis-a-vis. Doubtless in those days
of pristine simplicity when the

ancestral "old man" was in his
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prime, and as yet incapable of

articulate speech, the necessity of

understanding ocular language was

so great that any being whose eyes
were a complete puzzle was justly

regarded with distrust. Nearly all

monkeys become angry and sus-

picious when looked at by a person
who squints. When we reason the

matter out we recognise that this

distrustful feeling towards stran-

gers who have crooked eyes is per-

fectly absurd, and that obliquity
of vision can be no possible index

of perverted morals. We all feel

the prejudice, nevertheless !

Probably the world-wide super-
stition concerning "the evil eye"
has arisen from the sinister aspect
of a squint. Bret Harte, in ' The

Right Eye of the Commander,'
tells how a whole settlement was
wellnigh ruined through its bene-

volent chief purchasing a staring

glass eye from an astute Yankee
trader. According to the narrative,
this so altered the expression of

the commander that even his inti-

mates began to fear him, and it

soon became rumoured amongst
the Indians that he was possessed
with a devil. Possibly the un-

canny effect produced by an ill-

fitting glass eye is enhanced by its

stony stare, resembling that of the

abhorred serpent.
Emotion is largely shown in the

eye as elsewhere through the
medium of the sympathetic nerves.

These are almost always outside

the direct control of the will. One
of their chief functions is to regu-
late the calibre of the blood-vessels.

Many people are painfully con-

scious that they are quite unable
to keep themselves from blushing.
When we blush the sympathetic
ganglia in the neck which control

the facial circulation allow the
small arteries to dilate, and hence
the surface of the skin becomes
suffused with red. Now the front

surface of the eyes, although ap-

parently non - vascular, is really
filled with a network of micro-

scopic canals containing a clear

fluid. These are so minute that

even the tiny red corpuscles of the

blood cannot enter them except
under exceptional circumstances.

Nevertheless, they, like the other

channels of the circulation, are con-

trolled by the sympathetic nerves,
and when these give the command

they become distended with lymph
so as to lend to the cornea and con-

junctiva a tense glistening aspect.
We all know that the eyes become

bright under the influence of fever,
and this is obviously because the

tiny lymph-channels, like the larger
vessels which convey the blood to

the skin, are dilated and full of

fluid, This, I think, is a satisfac-

tory proof that the glistening of

the eye does not wholly depend
upon the muscular pressure from
without. Not only do the sympa-
thetic nerves regulate the bright-
ness of the eyes in the manner
above mentioned, but they are

also the agents in bringing about

changes of expression due to the

enlargement or contraction of the

pupil. Perhaps it may be as well

to remind those of my readers who
have not studied the anatomy of

the eye that the pupil is a little

window admitting the light to the

ocular chamber, and that its dia-

meter is regulated by the involun-

tary muscular fibres of the iris.

Until comparatively lately there

seems to have been a good deal

of difference of opinion as to the

action of the pupil under the in-

fluence of emotion. About five

years ago I had some correspond-
ence with Sir S. Wilkes, the dis-

tinguished President of the Royal
College of Physicians, upon this

very subject, and he informed me
that after long inquiry he had been
unable to get any trustworthy in-
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formation as to how the pupil be-

haved in the lower animals when

they were under the influence of

emotion. The correspondence had
been called forth by my stating in

an article on " Canine Morals and
Manners" (lately republished in

'Wild Traits in Tame Animals')
that i, dog's pupils dilate when he

is angry. The evidence upon which

I based this statement was gathered
at the house of a friend who had a

fox-terrier which used to become
furiois when teased. It had a

basket in the corner of the room
to which it retired when offended.

The light from the chandelier

shone full upon its face, and I

frequently observed that when the

animel was especially angry the

eye-chambers reflected the light
in tho same way as do those of a

humaa being when the pupils are

dilated with atropine. Having no

quarrel with the animal myself, I

could approach him with safety
when others were exciting his

wrath, and found that on such

occasions the pupils of his eyes
were widely open. It so happened
that about the same time Sir S.

Wilkos had been making observa-

tions upon parrots, and found that

the pi pil contracted when the birds

were under the influence of anger.
On extending my observations to

other animals, I found that cats

and monkeys exhibited the same

peculiarity as the dog when en-

raged and meditating mischief, but
that in several instances, as soon
as th( creatures were provoked be-

yond endurance and flew at their

persecutors, the pupils suddenly
contracted. I offer the following
conjee ture as to the reason of this

phenomenon. When an animal is

angry and face to face with a foe,
but h is not made up its mind as

.to th3 most effective method of

attack, it is important that the

eyes should take in as much as
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possible of the enemy and his sur-

roundings; but when the actual

onslaught is made, the attention
of the assailant is fully concen-
trated upon some particular point
of his adversary's body.
One of the most remarkable

instances of dilatation of the pupil

during anger which I have observed
was in a black panther at the

Zoological Gardens. This danger-
ous brute, which had injured sev-

eral people and was usually kept
in the background away from the

general public, sprang at the bars

when the keeper touched him with
a stick, and his yellow circular

irises became narrowed to mere

bands, so that the pupils were

enormously dilated. This gave
the eyes an expression of inde-

scribable ferocity, for they reflected

so much light from their interior

as to appear as if red flames were

glowing within.

There seems to be a good deal

of doubt as to the reason why the

eyes of animals shine in the dark.

One often hears it stated that the

eyes of certain beasts emit light
on their own account as if they
were phosphorescent. I have never
been able to verify this statement,
and am inclined to think that it is

a mistake. In all cases where I

have personally observed this shin-

ing of the eyes, the light has

obviously been reflected. Our
attention is usually drawn to the

phenomenon when a creature is

in a dark corner and we are be-

tween it and the light, or when we
are carrying a lamp or candle at

night-time. When it is dark the

pupils of all animals naturally
dilate almost to their full extent,
and therefore the sudden appear-
ance of an artificial light finds the

eyes in much the same condition as

they would be in if under the influ-

ence of atropine. Any one who
has taken a bright lantern into a

F
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cow-stall or stable at night must

have been struck by the glinting

eyes of the animals turned towards

him. Pot-hunters, in the days
when deer were plentiful in Ame-

rica, used to go out at night with

an assistant carrying some blaz-

ing pine-knots just behind them.

The eyes of the startled deer with

their pupils dilated with terror

and darkness at once afforded a

deadly mark to the "sportsman."
The method was not without its

dangers, especially in the settled

regions, and innumerable tales are

told of domestic animals having
been shot by some careless "

fire-

hunter."

I have never been able to make
out why the light coming from the

eyes of most animals seems to be

almost as pale as that from the

glow-worm. When we examine
the human eye with an ophthalmo-

scope the light reflected from the

retina is red, because that mem-
brane is filled with a network of

innumerable blood-vessels. The

eyes of the enraged panther men-
tioned above threw back a distinct-

ly red light, but usually, especially
when one is at some little distance,

eyes shining in the dark look of a

pale-green colour.

Other emotions besides that of

anger seem to cause an enlarge-

ment of the pupils, but it is by no
means easy to explain why this

should be the case. Like most of

the functions which are under the

control of the sympathetic system,
exercise increases the tendency.
Hence wherever one sees a person
whose pupils dilate or contract

very readily one may at once infer

that one is dealing with an emo-
tional and excitable nature.

I shall not attempt on this occa-

sion to point out all the peculiari-
ties observable in the human eyes
which aid us in reading character,

and, moreover, it would be exceed-

ingly difficult to analyse verbally
some of the intuitive judgments
we form from such sources every
day of our lives. As was remarked

above, such judgments are fre-

quently based upon mere instincts,
and seem to spring from those

lower mental centres which we
possess in common with the lower

animals. One generalisation which
was made several years ago by my
friend Mr J. A. Fothergill is, how-

ever, worthy of mention. When
the eyes are somewhat prominent
and are half veiled by drooping
lids (a type well marked in the

late Lord Beaconsfield), it is al-

most invariably a sign of superior
mental qualities.

Louis ROBINSON.
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ONE TOUCH OF NATURE.

A TALE OP SAN MINIATO.

OF the many delights for which

San Miniato is famous, it would
be difficult to say which is the

most attractive. Is it the deep

transparent water, jewel
-
tinged 1

Is it the line of palms, with the

circling citadel above them ? Or
is it the balm and comfort of the

very atmosphere?
Posdbly none of these things.

By all of them, no doubt, the real

pleasure of the place is height-
ened

;
but in the last resort that

pleasure is human. Human its

glory, human its interest. Hu-
man still, in spite of their decay,
even t;he dead years remain; and

though if you turn back a little

way through the pages which
record the history of the Prin-

cipality you will find not a few

things to make you smile, there

are serious touches enough in the

chronicle to ensure your sympathy.
For instance, you may easily lose

Prince Maximilian the lawgiver
in Prince Max the lover of roses

;

but sc losing him you will behold

only a distorted picture. The
actual truth, indeed, is to be

gathered from such a tale as this,

a tale of nearly a hundred years

ago.

The little Court was for ever

raising new scandals to while away
the Tveary months. It seems a

little strange, to us who know the

San Miniato of the present year of

grace- -who have heard the cry of

its def pair, the whirling fury of its

pleasures that ever a time should
have oeen when the great events
of life merely waited on the bid-

ding of the few, and romance and

tragedy alike were enacted far

away from the attention of man-

kind at large. It seems strange,
simply because nowadays all steps
turn to San Miniato sooner or later.

But here, again, it is emphatically
the sense of contrast which makes
the old world interesting.

Certainly there can be no doubt
that here and there in the record
of two or three generations ago the
seriousness of life peeps through.
Swords were sharp enough to give
a mortal wound. Honour was
not satisfied by a mere pin-prick.
When Georgius fought with the

Count, it was to the death.
The tale runs thus.

Disease was rife in the Princi-

pality. It was, in fact, though
but a hundred years ago, a case
of plague a Black Death which
carried off the people by the score.

The wind took it through every
street, right down to the water's

edge, and then the waves washed
it back ashore.

At first they tried to meet it

with the portable sacraments. The
natural elements light, fire, air,
water were not in favour in those

days. So the sickness might have
worked its final havoc

; but the
news reached the palace at last,

and a terrible fear arose amongst
courtiers and chamberlains lest the

plague itself should follow suit.

And then it came to the ears

even of the Prince among his

flowers. He rebuked his people
for their selfishness, and made a

point of learning the truth. Then
the lawgiver peeped out. Slow of

comprehension he might have been,
and slower still of action, but he
did his duty according to his lights,
and young Georgius Aubert, who
held the first place next to his

own in San Miniato, received in-
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structions for the abatement of the

evil, be the cost what it might.
Not only was the letter of the

command obeyed, its spirit was

respected.
The youthful Chancellor himself

spent many hours by day and by

night in the narrowest alleys. He
was an original soul, and he fought
the pestilence with original meas-

ures place and time considered.

A whisper went through certain

princely corridors :

" We are safe,

we are safe !

"

But there was one besides the

chivalrous Aubert who felt deeply
for the poor. Each day, after his

work was done, the Princess Helene
sent for him that she might learn

the truth from his lips.

One day he told her the joyful
news that the worst was over.

" And what next 1
" she asked.

"Princess," was the reply, "there

are other troubles. Remember that

even if we stop the plague, the

misery is far-reaching. There are

many weak and ill, who might have
a chance of life, if the delicacies

which would be ours in sickness

were only given them in the small-

est measure. Would that some of

our ladies could see the trouble

with their own eyes ! Then for

their womanhood's sake they would

attempt to alleviate it !

"

The young man's eyes blazed as

he spoke. And the Princess, as

she looked upon him, felt ashamed.
" You are noble !

" she mur-
mured. "And I and I "

" Your Highness has set the

best of examples. The money you
gave me has brought much com-
fort."

" I am ashamed," she answered.
" It was so small a thing to do.

You have taught me a lesson.

Help me to act upon your teach-

ing."
She looked up at the noble young

figure before her. His answering
glance betrayed the feeling which

it was his duty to hide, and she

blushed. But the confusion was

only momentary. Poverty and

suffering came before her: the
need was urgent; other feelings
must give way.

" I mean it !

"
she said. " We

live too completely for ourselves

here in the palace. True, we move
in a sphere where happiness is only
a name

;
but I need not speak of it

to you. You know our troubles,
our embarrassments, as well as

perhaps better than we do our-

selves."

She looked at him inquiringly.
"
Things might be worse, Prin-

cess," the Chancellor replied. In
his heart of hearts he wondered if

the Jews would tide the Prince
over yet another year. Their own
interest had made them strangely
merciful hitherto. But things were

changing. Aloud, he added
" And we must hope for the best.

In any case, the cry which goes up
at these gates is a loud one."

"And shall be heard!" cried

Princess Helene. "Tell me," she

continued "tell me what to do.

If I could only help these poor

people by personal service ! It

might do something to cover the

wrongs of which we have been

guilty towards them. It might
bridge the gulf which we have
tried to fix between ourselves and
a part of humanity. It might
make us worthier- and happier."
Here she paused. Aubert was

touched by the sincerity and pain
of her self-reproach.

"Could you bear the stifling

courts which lie between these

gardens and the blue sea ?
" he

asked. " The people themselves

declare that when the heat rises,

as it does with the middle of each

day, and all the stench and horror,
all the stale infection of a miasma
which seems to grow visibly, rise

with it that then the strongest
feels his hour to be come, and
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would willingly exchange this

world for a purer. Personal ser-

vice means that you would have

to face this, Princess."

"I can do it," she answered

calmly. "More I mean to do it.

My hand and my voice are gentle,
and ethers will follow me. You
must give me your aid. Without
it I can do nothing."
"And the Prince your father?"

"That is it. The Prince must
not kaow. He would not under-

stand. My father is a man who
sees in this Principality a happy
nursery for his flowers

;
he knows

nothing of the poor and their toil.

Do not call it his fault ! At least

he ha 3 given cause for gratitude in

the reserve of his life, in the ele-

vation of his manners. And he
does care something for the suffer-

ing of the people, even though he
is content with a few words of

command. We must be careful

how we judge," she sighed.
" A handsome apology for the

old man," thought Aubert, admir-

ingly. "She rebels, but checks
herself for the sake of love and
honour."

" If therefore I go down among
the people to bring them such

solace, such comfort as I can, it

were well to keep it a secret. I

must go simply ;
if necessary, I

must be disguised."
Thj.t very night the Princess

left the palace, and took her way
to th-3 lowest part of the little

town. Sloping down to the azure

sea, -walls, towers, and minarets,
with the curled palms, the prickly
cactus, the blowing fronds of half

a hundred tropical plants touching
the bright sky, who would have

suspeoted this very San Miniato
as the harbourer of horrors untold ?

But the narrow houses pressed too
close one upon another in their

picturesque confusion. Princess
Heleue found the reality worse
even than the expectation. Yet her

chief thought was not of her own
daring, but of Aubert's devotion.
Her earliest visit was made in

company with several of her ladies.

Those who demurred at first con-

sented at length to go with her.

They had given their reasons.
" It was too great a risk," they said.

But she claimed their loyalty;
and indeed there was something in

their professions. Her girlish sim-

plicity had grown into a womanly
openness and candour, so that in

spite of themselves they loved her.

Day after day the little party
made its way from cottage to

cottage, no one having any idea

of their identity. Sometimes their

presence seemed unwelcome, but

they were undaunted, because of

her example, until until

Until the daily pilgrimage, and
the smells, and the difficulty of

making the people understand how
much they were doing for them,
awoke a feeling of weariness in

the hearts of the Princess's ladies.

She excused them with a cheerful

mind, and doubled her own part
in the mission of mercy with de-

light. They murmured, but she

silenced them. And thencefor-

ward she went to her work alone.

Not altogether alone, however.

Aubert had watched her with

growing pride, and the pride re-

solved itself quickly enough into

feelings which were sharp in their

intensity, of which he could not

mistake the meaning. When she

was left alone, his duty, no less

than his keen will, impelled him
to be close upon her track. And
then he would count the hours of

his long day in anticipation of her

visits. There could be no greater
bliss to him than to dance attend-

ance upon her, pave her way, keep
her from the worst of danger, and

smooth away the rough ingratitude
which met her here and there.

Strange work for a Chancellor !

Stranger still, in those day?, for a
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Princess. But to this date the

secret was well kept. Old Prince

Maximilian was far too busy de-

signing a new parterre to bethink

himself as to how the dire calam-

ity might be gaining or losing

strength ;
and as for his

daughter,
she might go whither she would,
so long as she was not late at the

ceremonies of the dinner-table.

But the little circle of the tiny
Court was languishing for a topic
of conversation.

For a time the ladies who had

been the companions of the Prin-

cess took care to keep silence.

The present state of things might
well have made them blush. But

then, they argued, it was nothing
to them what the august lady did

incognita. They had tried to per-
suade her; she had replied by
taking the responsibility upon her-

self. Cowards, were they ? It was

hardly a woman's part to run such

risks, they said. There was some-

thing rather dangerous beyond the

mere fact of dirt and filth in

these visits. It was not for them
to criticise oh no ! The Princess

was the Princess, and so on.

Something insidious crept into

the topic, and by degrees the

whispers were repeated with less

caution.

The secret was coming into the

broad light. Bit by bit the rags
of pretence fell away. And in

the brightly lit drawing-rooms,
between the songs and the deli-

cate merriment and the occasional

games of cards, the Princess's

name would be heard in various

keys, mingled with curious sounds
of laughter and hesitating sus-

picion, and accompanied by glances
only a little subdued.

So the mischief began. There
were not a few responsible. It is

hardly possible to give their names
with certainty at this distance of

time, but one or two stand out

clearly.

The Count de Trieste was the

chief, and Madame de Brigue en-

couraged him. He was a culti-

vated apostle of cynicism, this

Count de Trieste. He had seen

something of Courts greater than
that of San Miniato. Nothing in

this world was sacred to him, and
he had no thoughts of the next.

Madame de Brigue loved to

draw him out in the evenings.
''Such a charming creature!"

she was wont to declare beneath
her breath, yet loud enough for

him to hear. And her wicked old

eyes would speak volumes to some
woman as yet unversed in the

ways of an evil world.

And there were others. Sophie
Gaillard, a distant relative of some
old friend of the Prince, whose
conversation was always tinctured

with the scorn she had brought
with her from Brussels

;
Madame

Lacourt, an imposing figure, who
was considered rather a bore for

her good nature
;

several distant

connections of the princely house

itself
; together with sundry hang-

ers-on, attache's, and the like,

these made up the courtly circle.

After a dull day, the evening was
wont to be amusing.

" And so the Princess trails her

skirts in the leafy groves of San
Miniato by night as well as by
day ?

"
queried Madame de Brigue,

as there was a lull in the buzz of

conversation. The Princess sel-

dom joined the company after the

stately meal was over, and her

father had not done so for years.

To-night she had been absent from
the meal itself. The staccato

tones of Madame de Brigue fell

upon shocked ears for a moment.
She saw it, and smiled indulgently.

"
Hush, hush ! It is not to be

spoken of !

" This from the lips

of Madame Lacourt.

"But, madam," answered the

other lady, and the tall feathers

on her bepowdered head shook as
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she spoke, "surely we can be

doing no harm in reflecting upon
the delights of an errand of be-

nevolence."

Madame Lacourt was silent.
" Lot us ask the Count for his

opinion," suggested the mischievous

Sophie.
The Count's dark eyes were

raised in the direction of Madame
de Brigue.

" I am sure there is

very little to be said upon the

subject of the Princess's devotion

to ch;irity," he said.
" She does

not go alone. There can be no

danger, therefore, to her. His

Highness the Prince would be

delighted to know of it, I feel

certain. I have half a mind to

inform him."

"How would you put it,

ComrJ"
Tho fresh question was put by

Madame de Brigue, but half the

room echoed it.

He looked round before he re-

plied. The spinet, near which he
stood, was placed in a sort of

alcovo, and behind it were rose-

silk curtains, half -drawn, corn-

muni" jating with another room.
All eyes were upon him.

"It is very simple," he said.
" We all know how the heart gov-
erns the mind, and her Highness
is all heart. That is why she has

these curious spasms when one

speaks of this plague among the

people. It has affected her heart."

Th3 irony of his tone was lost

on none of them. Once again
Madame Lacourt interposed.

"Count, your double meaning
would be lost upon the Prince.

Sure-y it would be better to leave

well alone?"

"But is it welU" questioned
Mad< moiselle Sophie. "This sud-

den affection for the lowest of the
low is a strange fancy for one of

her r; ink. We should have thought
it me re than strange at Brussels

;

we should have called it horrible."

"Ah, my dear lady," returned
the Count, "your reflections are

painful in the extreme. And yet
so true !

' The lowest of the low '

indeed ! I do not know which is

worse to contemplate the truth
of your thoughts, or the truth of

mine for they both seem to point
in the same direction."

"
Explain, explain !

"
cried Ma-

dame de Brigue.
"
Yes, Count, explain !

"
cried

half-a-dozen voices at once.

"I was thinking of our dear

Chancellor, Georgius Aubert."
At this a murmur went all round

the chamber. It was an immense
relief to have a few plain words
after so much speech in riddles.

Even so the delicate method of

the conversation was purposely
maintained.

The others still looked towards
the Count, for he knew how to

manage a thing of this kind for

the general entertainment. And
now an additional zest was given
to the prevalent idea by the fact,

well known to them all, that the

Count was jealous of Aubert, for

many reasons.

He was particularly jealouswhen
he thought that the whole of the

executive power, a reward for some
remembered service on the part of

the youth's father to the Prince,
was in the hands of this one man.
The Count was a richer man than

Aubert
;
and only a few strokes,

either of good fortune or of clever

management, might put the old

man completely in his power
and the whole of San Miniato to

boot. Aubert was the one stum-

bling-block. So far he had achieved

wonders financial wonders ;
the

Count admitted it. When Aubert

took over the affairs, it looked as

though a whiffwould blow the whole

concern away. To-day there were

fewer proofs of instability. The
result was a wilder jealousy than

ever on the part of the Count.
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At this very moment, while the

gay impertinences of one after an-

other were urging him on, he pic-

tured the young Chancellor gaining
a stronger hold upon San Miniato

now by saving the Prince from

threatened disaster, now by the

new sympathy which this wretched

plague called out in a woman. In

each case the Count saw a chance

for himself. Wealth was on his

side. He could save the Princi-

pality with less effort than Aubert :

might he not even save it for him-

self ? Surely, if it came to a tussle

between policy and chivalry, he

ought to win the day. Change in

the government of San Miniato

must come, if it were not to be

absorbed altogether. The Count
looked forward to the struggle,
meanwhile fostering his own
chances with malicious assiduity,

trusting always to the peculiar
constitution under which the Prin-

cipality flourished, for the man
whom Princess Helene should

marry must found a dynasty.
"I was thinking of our dear

Chancellor, Georgius Aubert," he

repeated.
Madame de Brigue laughed mer-

rily in answer to the mocking
words.

"Do not call him dear to us,

Count. We women prefer the

protection of men more mettle-

some than he."

"Yes, indeed." This from
Mademoiselle Sophie. The Count
threw a cynical look in the

younger woman's direction.

"I spoke not of women in gen-
eral, but of one woman in particu-
lar, when I used the epithet. But
come, ladies, do you not think

something ought to be done?"

"Count," cried Madame La-

court,
"
you speak too rashly. Do

not let it be said that we maligned
any one, being absent."

But the plea fell upon unheed-

ing ears. And the old lady, with

a courage that surprised even her-

self, gathered up her skirts and

swept from the room.

She went out by the curtained

alcove, and so gained the ante-

chamber, a room shaped like a pas-

sage, lofty and narrow. She had
not time to gain the farther end
before she heard voices voices

which reverberated their anxiety
even in the distance. She stood

still, listening.
In another moment came heavy

footsteps, as though the approach-

ing bearers found their burden

heavy ;
then an attempt to open

the door; and then, as she re-

sponded to it, a swift appeal for

help.
" The Princess a sudden faint-

ness it may be something worse."

Thus they spoke; and she

opened the door, moving with

gentle care and tender inquiry,

offering and giving assistance at

once
;
so that the litter was soon

laid down, light thrown upon the

pale face, the unconscious head
lifted with soft pillows.

This ready motion of kindness

calmed the young man who stood

there
;

and he dismissed those

who had borne the litter, with a

firmer voice than might have been
awaited by any one able to study
the lines and furrows of his face.

The day had been long and hard
in the atmosphere of disease and

dirt, so that more than usual,

under these circumstances, mind
and body affected one another.

"The Princess has attempted
too much, madam. I hope it is

nothing that it will pass."
" She has had no restorative?"
"
Nothing has passed her lips.

We had nothing. It was but by
chance that I was near enough."
"But we are losing time, precious

time !

" And the good soul looked

round her nervously. "Yes, yes
that will be best : you stay here

and watch, whilst I go and fetch
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what will work the necessary good
for her."

" Ten thousand thanks !

" he

cried, as though she rendered him
the m 3st personal of services. And
as sho vanished he seemed to be

blessing her with words that yet
remai aed unsaid. She had cut

his explanations short
;
but what

matter
1

? A glance came from
her eyes which showed that she

understood.

Tho door closed behind her

softly Then he stole on tiptoe
and b ant over the still unconscious

form. He looked at her as though
he drink in some strange, sweet

satisfaction to find her lying there,
white and ill, seeing, hearing

nothing, knowing nothing of his

presence and worship as he gazed

upon her.

A sudden burst of laughter
came from the other room, the

room adjoining. He was recalled

to the realities of time and place,
and stood instantly erect.

During the few minutes which
had elapsed since Madame Lacourt
had quitted the room, the topic
of Aubert and the Princess, their

mission of mercy and its devious

object, so far from burning itself

out, h id been fanned into a further

flame ; and now the young Chan-
cellor listened with burning ears.

Such was his immediate charge
that lie had no alternative. The
man .n him recoiled even from
accidental eavesdropping. But he
heard every word.

The Count's voice rose higher
and higher.

" A pretty scandal," he was say-

ing,
"

if some one does not put an
end to it. The Princess is beauti-

ful and young."
"Young, in sober truth, she is,"

said one of the women's voices,
witho it even the pretence of shame
for h( r spite. But the shaft fell

harmless.
" She is old enough to know

89

the de Briguebetter!" declared

dowager.
Aubert could hardly believe that

he heard aright.
" The only question is, how the

final word shall be spoken," con-

tinued the Count. "You see,

ladies, how difficult it would be
for me to bear word to the old

man. An accusation of jealousy
might be made, and also, for all

its absurdity, believed. Something
should be done, if only to save the
Princess's fair fame. Of course

the man is in fault
; yet he would

hardly be human if he did not
make haste to profit by such a
scheme as that of her Highness.
No doubt these stolen pleasures
are very sweet, in spite of the fact

that the purlieus of the sick are

not the happiest imaginable for

lovers' interviews !

"

Aubert flushed red with anger,
and with quick impatience looked

again towards the door. Madame
Lacourt entered, bringing rem-
edies.

" Have I been long ?
"
she whis-

pered.
"All too long for my peace of

mind, madam. But don't think

of that ! She has not moved I

fear it is a serious matter."
" It will mend, it will mend."

She placed her phial to the white

lips. They watched for the signs
of returning colour.

"
See, there is a flush of life !

"

the old lady said.

Once again came that mocking
laughter, and the man's eyes blazed

afresh. There was nothing further

audible in words. Madame La-

court looked up, saying gently,
"
They do not know," wondering

what he had heard in her absence.
"
They shall know at once !

" he

cried. "I can leave you
for a

moment ?
"

"Her Highness is safe enough
in my hands," the old lady re-

turned, proudly.
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In a moment Aubert stood at

the alcove's curtains, and, lifting

them, confronted his detractors.

They stared at him in amazement ;

he could not help smiling at the

confusion of the women. But his

gaze and fury were directed to the

Count.

"Sir," he said, with stiffest

phrase and bearing,
" accident has

given me the opportunity of hear-

ing how you speak of a lady, to

whom by every tie of honour and

obedience you are bound, in terms

and with an accent so detestable

that I call Shame! upon you for it.

One word, sir, if you please. It

was kind of you to couple my un-

worthy name with hers, if only
because I may, for that reason,
claim the honour of satisfaction

for her injured dignity. Her fame

you could not dishonour, nor such

as you. But the stain you have
fixed upon yourself you must, and

by heaven you shall, wipe out !

"

Once or twice the Count had
tried to interrupt the flow of in-

dignant defiance, but Aubert had
his way. Now he did reply, with
an unruffled calmness of demean-
our which might have convinced a

dispassionate observer.

"You take a great deal too

much upon you, sir. Permit me
to inquire why you should burst

thus unceremoniously into these

apartments? Had you joined us

earlier, there would not be any ne-

cessity for me to put the question."
For all answer the other, speech-

less with passion, drew off his

glove, and, advancing to within a
foot of the Count, struck him
again and again in the face.

Several of the ladies cried aloud;
one said,

" I faint !

" and suited the

action, as nearly as might be on an

emergency, to the word.
But the brawl was quickly over,

too quickly for Madame de Brigue,
who dearly loved to see a scratch

upon the veneer of life. (" Some-

thing of the beast is in every man,"
she was wont to say ;

" let me have
a glimpse of it now and then.")

For, with a peremptory though
tearful entreaty, the kind atten-

dant of the Princess re-entered.
"
Peace, peace !

"
she cried

;
"the

Princess is here ; she will hear you,
it will kill her!"
And Aubert reproached himself,

bowing gravely, as he accepted the

immediate challenge of the Count.
He thought more of the harm he

might have done her by his rash-

ness, than of the encounter which
must take place in the morning.

Yery soon there was silence

where gaiety had reigned, and
the anger of Aubert had precipi-
tated a crisis, for few had the

heart to contribute further to any
stream of gossip when the condi-

tion of the Princess became known.
Madame Lacourt, indeed, pressed
one or two listeners only to what
had been said into her service,
so that the Princess, whose great
weakness was only too apparent,
was soon safely bestowed in her

own chamber.
All through the night, beneath

her window, watching the light
that burned there, a man stood or

paced up and down heavy with

fear for her, but buoyant enough
for himself. It was Aubert.
The message which he had sent

to his friends was quickly an-

swered, and the slow hours, marked

by regular chimes from the cen-

tral turret of the palace, gradually
ebbed away.
On the sands the two men met

and fought. San Miniato rested

above them in beautiful, uncon-

scious, sleeping silence
;
there was

no heart that beat faster as the

solemn measurements were taken.

The Princess had fallen into a

deep slumber
;
and anxiety for her

being lessened, Madame Lacourt

herself was gone to rest. She
little thought of the decision which
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these swords were bent upon test-

ing, or her woman's wit might
have frustrated it. Not that such

a course would have been morally

possible, from the current point of

view.

Tlris it was that they met and

fought, these two men, fought
as men do fight who have deadly
hate at heart.

Aubert had less skill than his

enemy, and it was according to

the comparison of skill that the

contest was decided. With a cry

upon his lady's name, her cham-

pion sank to the ground, lately
moist by the still receding sea,

and now, in one deep red patch,
with the life-blood of this honour-

able man. Even the Count was

sorry ;
it may be supposed that

the words he spoke were genuine.
"It had to be," he said. "It

is a pity now that it is done.

But lie and I must have fought it

out sooner or later, and sometime
or other I must have won." He
looked down at the dying man.

They shook hands their hatred

dead and Aubert looked up, say-

ing, "But you cannot have the

Princess !

"
It was a strange thing

to say, but near death a man must

speak out. The Count replied,
"Before heaven, you know she

would not look at me," and the

other sank down satisfied.

Very quickly the tidings spread

through the fever-stricken town,
and in the hotbed of suffering

sprang up a wild rage against the

successful combatant. A wild

rage indeed ! for it was too wild
to last, and they made but a nine-

days' wonder of it. You can

hardly blame them, for the fact

which they lamented told heavily
upon them. Their truest bene-

factors were struck down : one
never to rise again the other, as

they feared, only after a long in-

terval; and who could tell what

might happen before they saw her

kind face again? The whole truth
was fully known by this time

perhaps a little more than the

whole, for the populace loves em-

broidery and variations. In the

Court itself utter consternation

prevailed.
Even the Prince himself looked

up from his flowers and made loud

moaning and complaint. So far

as he could love any one, he had
loved this young Aubert, and he
fulminated in the most prince-like

language against the Count lan-

guage which need not be repeated,
for it led to nothing.

For six weeks the Princess lay
as one hovering between life and
death. Madame Lacourt tended
her with all solicitude hearing,
with tears uneasily suppressed, the

delirious accents in which the girl

betrayed her love and hope.
But by degrees the fever was

subdued, and the sun, which shines

still in the gardens of the palace
with an unequalled splendour,
shone upon her, nursing her back
to convalescence. Madame Lacourt
almost grudged her this renewal

of health and strength, for soon

the truth must be told. She had
not the courage to tell it, and the

delay brought its own trouble.

If the old Prince had been able,

he would have banished the Count
de Trieste. Even he, however,
knew enough of the facts to be

sure that in this man lay his last

hope of financial redemption. No
sooner had Aubert disappeared
from the scene than he had proof
of the almost hopeless condition

of affairs. As in these days,
San Miniato was proud beyond
words of its independence; the

threat hung over the old man like

a terrible sword. There was only
one way out. The man who held

the solution was content to bide

his time. Very soon the Prince

summoned his daughter. He
placed the plan before her.
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"
Father," she said,

"
you have

the right to command in most

things, as it is for me to obey. Here

you ask what is strange, wicked,
unaccountable. My affections are

placed elsewhere. Georgius Au-
bert is equally fitted for this place
and honour, and I love him."

The old man shrank from her.

Was she still delirious? he won-
dered. The flush on her face was

simply that of hope.

"Child," he cried, "you are

dreaming !

" And then, for he

was of a nature quite open, he
blurted out the truth.

She was not one to doubt, nor

yet in a state of health to receive

so dreadful a blow indeed she

fainted. And the poor old Prince,
fall of remorse for what he had

done, and fuller still of perplexity,
sent for Madame Lacourt, and left

the two together.
When she was sufficiently re-

covered, the Princess sent this

message to her father: "Tell him
that my ' No '

is ten thousand
times more forcible than when I

first uttered it. Tell him that no
woman can take to her heart the
man who has done her such a
mortal injury the fatal blow to

love and life which he has given !

"

They told him, and he received it

humbly with bent head.

From that day the old man
seemed to pine and droop. He
was not the creature to strive

against embarrassments, not the
man to "take arms" against his
sea of troubles. No longer were
the gardens kept in order under
his own directions : he shrank
back into his own apartments,
and every day seemed to add to
the tale of his years. A fearsome

gloom settled upon the whole
palace a gloom which not all

the sunshine of the sky and air
was powerful enough to dispel.

More and more the Princess

brooded over the present state of

affairs. Even she had her pride
of race, even she perceived the

critical condition of the whole
situation one which she alone

could face with the remotest pro-

spect of overcoming the difficulties

which lay there. But beyond
everything the old man's looks

appealed to her, day by day more
vacant and despairing. True to

herself, she asked what duty
meant, what it demanded ? A
thousand echoes spoke of Sacrifice.

Then she heard what seemed
to make her path clearer. The

physicians said that she must be

prepared for some sudden calam-

ity. Rumours were borne to her

that death was not the only

danger looming ahead. The very
air was full of ruin, disgrace,
downfall. And the old man was
her own father. Nature touched

her more keenly here than ever.

At last she approached him.

"Sir," she said, using with a

tender grace the old formal phrase,
" I have been living and learning
what is due to you and to this

place of ours. If I, by mating
with a man whom nothing in

earth can ever make me love, can

relieve you of this burden; if

you yourself may know peace, and
we of San Miniato keep our place
and dignity ; if, beyond everything
else, we can save a few more of

the precious lives perishing by
pestilence here at our doors,

then accept my life as a gift,

and do what you will with it."

The old man did accept, and who
shall be the one to blame him ?

" God bless you, my daughter,"
was his word to her. So he

turned back to his garden. You

may see the undoubted marks of

his renewed activity to this very

day.
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THE FRONTIER RISINGS AND THE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

IN THE FOREIGN DEPARTMENT.

IN last month's '

Maga
' the

necessity of making the tribal

nations of the N.-W. frontier of

India into guardians of the passes

leading through their mountains
was much insisted on; and the

opinion was at the same time

hazarded that these people were
but Httle likely to prove irreclaim-

able. The measures to be adopted
with a view to their pacification
were not indeed discussed

;
nor is

it proposed to do so now, that

being a subject which can only be

deali; with by the Viceroy of India

and his advisers. There is, how-
ever an argument or is it not

rather a piece of sophistry ? which
it may be as well to notice before

proceeding, and that is that when

priiritive hordes like those of the

highlands separating the Amir's

Afghanistan from British India

touch the confines of a great and
civilised and Christian empire,
their effacement and absorption
are bound to follow as a matter
of course. Our view, as it hap-

pen*, is just the contrary. What
is the use of civilisation, if it can-

not show us a way of living at

peace with ruder neighbours 1 Or
rather, wherein resides the virtue

of statesmanship, if it be not in

qualifying or counteracting with
measures of wisdom and modera-
tion the real or supposed tenden-

cies of "inexorable destiny"? And
if some consideration be due to

tribosmen whose love of their

country, their religion, and their

imn emorial independence is as

ardc nt as our own, no sooner do
we look at the Indian side of the

shield than the strongest reasons
are apparent in favour of a union

of interests being created between
ourselves and these people. To
recapitulate those reasons, whether

military, financial, or political,
would be to overtax the reader's

patience. Any one can find them
in the reported speeches of party
orators, and in the essays of some
ex-officials of the Government of

India. The Afridis have now
heard the roar and felt the force

of British cannon, in passes which

they fondly thought impenetrable.

Presumably they have learned that

the power of England, at whatever
cost of life and treasure, can strike

home where and when it pleases.
The first step towards the solution

of the present grave difficulty has

thus been taken. The time has

arrived when measures of a heal-

ing tendency will need to be con-

sidered, and we desire to bring
forward at this opportune moment
certain representations bearing on
the State-machinery by means of

which our foreign policies are

moulded.
To "

begin at home "
is quite

unnecessary in this instance. The
Western and primary base of our

imperial system is a self-adjusting
structure. In extreme cases, ad-

mittedly, there is no escape for a

Viceroy from the authority of the

Cabinet, any more than there is

for the latter from that of Parlia-

ment; but with respect to India,

our wisest statesmen concur in

holding that it would be a great
misfortune and a standing menace
were that authority to be exercised

in a manner savouring of interfer-

ence. As a matter of fact there is

probably no dependency of the em-

pire where the stroke is so much
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in the boat itself as it is in India.

Indeed, had the case been other-

wise, these remarks need never

have been offered to the public.

Let us see, then, how the matter

presents itself when the view is

carried from Whitehall to Simla.

The splendid qualities of the

proconsuls whom England has

sent to govern India, from Olive

and Warren Hastings downward,
add dignity to our history and

reflect lustre on our race. It has

not invariably happened that the

Governor-General-elect stood, like

Lord Dalhousie, in the front rank

of his party. Lord Mayo, it will

be remembered, after being desig-
nated by a dissolving Ministry, was

very nearly set aside, to the lasting
loss of India, by their successors,

as too untried for so great an
office. Lord Elgin when it de-

volved on Mr Gladstone to nomi-

nate a Viceroy, and an attempt to

draw on the purely official classes

failed owing to the modesty of

General Sir Henry Norman was
almost the only member of his

order whose obstinate fidelity to

the leader of the Home Rule party
marked him out for reward and
distinction. To the close observer

of these matters it is rather curi-

ous to notice how the nobleman
thus elevated to the Viceroyalty

through the accident of his having,
on an occasion, voted in the most

exiguous of minorities, in favour
of a measure which the common-
sense of the country is now more
than ever agreed in scouting, and
whose party, moreover, has van-

ished, bids fair, under the generous
support of the present Cabinet, to

leave as good a record as most of

his predecessors. A fact like this

may even suggest the question
how far the Simla state-craft re-

flects the personality of the Vice-

roy ;
and how far its paternity is

assignable to that "many-headed
monster-thing," the " Government
of India "

;
but this secret lies

behind a curtain which not even
Sir William Lockhart and his

"six massed batteries" could rend
asunder. In a certain other coun-

try, which by the way is not famed
for good administration, the phrase

corresponding to " Government of

India "
is

" Sublime Porte," de-

noting, as most people know, a

heterogeneous group of military,

clerical, and nondescript person-

ages, all hard at work intriguing

against one another, and filled with
a mortal terror of their common
master the Sultan. The Govern-
ment of India is certainly not like

this
; because, for one thing, the

members of it do not fear the

Viceroy. The regular term of

the Viceroyalty is only five years ;

and such is the strain produced
by this splendid ordeal, that it is

not every Viceroy who stays the

course. He who has but just
taken the oaths of office is, in

most instances, as much a pupil
as a master. All too soon, especi-

ally when he himself abridges it,

his day is over ; and when, sated

perhaps with some notable achieve-

ment, he has caused his purpose
of retiring to be announced a long
time beforehand, he naturally re-

frains thereafter from standing
in the path of his more or less

permanent colleagues.
All this, however, is more or less

by the way. Our concern just now
is less with his Excellency the

Viceroy and Governor - General

than with the Government of India

as a whole. The Military depart-

ment, the Revenue department,
the Finance department, the Public

Works department, and the Legis-
lative department of that Govern-

ment may all be passed over as

each in its way perfect. The ad-
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minis brative chiefs of each of these

great central organisations, while

composing collectively the " Exec-

utive Council" of the Grovernor-

General to which the Com-
mand er- in - Chief is added ex

officio are, severally, the "col-

leagues" of his Excellency, All

this, we say, forms an admirable

comb-nation of parts. The point
on which the finger has here to

be leld is this. When the im-

perial Council meets to deliberate

and j ass its mandates, the Viceroy
himself is the only member possess-

ing the initiative in matters of
"
Foreign policy." In a word, his

Exce lency is his own Foreign Min-
ister. This does not mean that he

omits to bring before his Council

Foreign, equally with Home, affairs.

Thero are few topics of govern-
ment on which it is not essential

to oltain the Finance Minister's

verdict. Military and Foreign re-

ferences are so inter-related that

we cm hardly conceive the Com-
mand er-in-Chief and the Military
member of Council minuting, speak-

ing, or voting on the one apart
from the other. But this fact

only serves to bring out the point
here aimed at. The Foreign
Department, it may be as well

to mention, not only determines
and controls our relations and
actions towards trans - frontier

"spheres of influence" like Kash-
mir and its dependency Chitral,
but is equally concerned with the
affaiis of numerous independent
State s in the heart of India.

Within this great bureau are

matured, if not at times even

originated, measures on which

depe id the issues of peace or war

beyo id the frontier, and of rest or

trouble in principalities as import-
ant as Hyderabad and Baroda.
And all this being so, is it not
remarkable that when questions

of such moment are being con-
sidered in Council, of all the
members there is not one, save
the Viceroy, whose special part it

is to ascertain and bring out their

probable bearings on the interests

and susceptibilities of those affected

by them ? But further : while the

Viceroy is unsupported by a col-

league with respect to Foreign
Office business, we find a function-

ary styled the "Foreign Secretary,"
whose exact position it is hard to

determine. When a man of great

ability and wisdom fills this office,

he may, under favour of the Vice-

roy, come very closely to resemble
a Minister, with the important re-

servation of his having no vote in

Council. On the other hand, one
whose calibre is smaller may never
be much more than a dumb oracle

and gentleman -clerk, or what is

worse, may fall a prey to hero-

worship. As a rule, the Foreign
Secretary, notwithstanding, or per-

haps because of, his more or less

screened position, has exercised

a very decided influence on the

affairs of his department. Nat-

urally this appointment forms one
of the most coveted prizes of the

Indian Services. We say "Ser-

vices," because there is nothing to

prevent a military officer from

holding it, although a member of

the Civil Service is almost invari-

ably preferred. Till within the last

ten or fifteen years the utmost care

was taken by successive Viceroys to

choose as Foreign Secretary a man
of achieved reputation and formed

opinions. Thus 1

his Excellency
Lord Canning disapproved the pro-
motion of an Under-Secretary to

be Secretary, even when that Un-
der -

Secretary was the future

now, alas ! the late Sir Charles

Aitchison, a man, as afterwards

appeared, of qualifications even

greater than his promise. His
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Excellency Sir John Lawrence, in

his turn, when the same portfolio
fell vacant, pressed it on Sir Rich-

ard Temple, even then perhaps the

foremost man of his service, and

absorbed in the difficulties and

responsibilities of the Hyderabad
Residency. With later times came
later counsels. It pleased his Ex-

cellency Lord Dufferin, whose vast

experience rendered him equally

independent of "
Secretary

" and

"Colleague," to originate a pro-
cedure which, though probably in-

tended to be exceptional, was taken

for a precedent by his successor.

On the two latest occasions of

the Foreign Secretaryship becom-

ing vacant, a mere rearrangement
of the office-chairs has been con-

sidered the proper method of filling

it. That is, a youthful Under-

secretary has been promoted; so

that in our day the Simla Foreign
Office has sometimes resembled a

ship at the mercy of the waves.

As one result of this condition the

Manipur fiasco may perhaps be

cited; and it remains to be seen

what, if any, further illustrations of

the same thing will disclose them-

selves, when the inner history of

Foreign Department administra-

tion in India during the last decade
shall gradually become patent. On
none of the grounds now indicated

does blame necessarily attach itself

to a Foreign Secretary. It is in the

system, or possibly in the change
of system, that the fault, if fault

there be, resides. By way of

remedy, if such be requisite, the
revival of the old arrangement
under which the Foreign Secretary
was selected from all but the very
highest officers of the Government,
is not the only alternative. Ours
are the days of delimitations and
the fixing of responsibilities ; and
it is rarely that progressive con-
ditions can be met by falling back

on old models. Rather, we should

say, let the Secretary remain a

Secretary; and between him and
the Viceroy let there be interposed
a "Foreign Minister" and Mem-
ber of Council, who, like the other

members, shall be a subordinate

colleague of his Excellency; whose

training shall not have been in a

Secretariat, but in far wider fields

of effort and experience ; and who,
if a soldier, shall have ceased to be
a warrior. There is a science of

encouragement, conciliation, and
the turning of hostility into

friendship, as well as a science of

attack and defence
;
and the suc-

cess so conspicuously displayed by
Russia in gaining over her Moslem

neighbours, and converting them
into sources of strength, should

prevent us from doubting that

England can perform the same
task without rushing into annexa-

tion. There is now before us a

series of papers, some fifty years

old, and relating to what was then
one of the most exclusive and
truculent of the feudatory States

of India. An officer possessing a

distinguished record of service, and

supposed from his connection with
the great Dalhousie to be an ad-

vocate and agent of the Annexa-
tion policy, was sent there as

Political Resident. At first he
was thwarted and foiled on every
hand, by the Chief himself, by his

executive officers, and by the old-

fashioned nobles. As often as he

passed through the city, the fakirs

and mullas added their mutterings
to the clamour of its natural canine

guardians. If in the morning he
rode round its walls, before evening
the rumour was current that they
were about to be pierced with

gateways to admit artillery. And
yet, before he had been two years
in office, such was the confidence

reposed in him by all classes, that
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he might have marched a force

from i:he adjacent British canton-

ment, and manoeuvred it in the

king's own deer-park, without the

smallest suspicion or animosity

being excited. If even in the

inglobed States of India time and

patience, personal influence and

inthm.cy with the people, are de-

manded for the smoothing away
of dificulties, how much more
must this be so, and how very

gradually and cautiously should

our steps be taken, in the case

of "S3me 200,000 of the most
turbulent races and finest fighting
material in the world";

1 several

of the most treacherous and fan-

atical of which have but lately
been detached from Afghanistan,
and included within the sphere of

British influence ? Our remarks,
however, grow discursive. For the

present we rest contented with in-

dicating the probability that if

during the ten years preceding
the frontier risings a Nestor of

the Indian Service had sat and
voted as Foreign Minister in the

Viceroy's Council, the political, as

distinct from the military, aspects
of frontier questions could scarce

have failed to receive a fuller

share of scrutiny and considera-

tion, to the great advantage of

the empire.

1
Spoech of H. E. General Sir George White, at Simla, as reported in the

Pioneer Mail,' October 8, 1897.
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THE NEW HUMANITARIANISM.

IN 1813 Elizabeth Fry, visiting

Newgate, found women chained

to the ground, lying in a dark

cell, on straw changed once a-

week, clothed only in a petticoat,

hardly visible for vermin. In

1897 a deer was impaled and
killed during a run of the Royal
Buckhounds. The epithets spat-
tered over the latter fact by part
of the public press in London
would not have been at all inade-

quate as applied to the former.

We read of " the terrible death of

the deer," "the piteous story,"
the "brutal cruelties," "barbari-

ties," and "atrocious incidents"

of the hunt. Both Newgate and
the Royal Buckhounds are public

institutions, and the country is

by way of being responsible for

them. Yet Elizabeth Fry was
held something of an eccentric for

objecting to this form of the pun-
ishment of the guilty in Newgate ;

while there are certainly hundreds,

perhaps thousands, of people in

Britain who hardly find the abuse
above quoted sufficient for the

iniquities of the Buckhounds.
Concrete instances like this show
such a change of sentiment well

within the span of the closing

century as can only be called pro-

digious. We say provisionally a

change of public sentiment, and
not of public morality; for if it

should turn out a question of mor-

ality, then we must conclude either

that the contemporaries of Wel-

lington and Peel were all devils

or that the editor of the ' Star '

is

an angel.
The root of the revolution lies

in the respective values which
two generations set upon physical
pain. You will see the same even
more clearly by going back an-

other couple of generations to the

days of Tom Jones or Roderick
Random. " Coarse " and " brutal

"

are the epithets which our age
selects for theirs. But again the
root of the difference lies in the

importance our modern fashionable

sentiment shall we say
" fashion-

able cant" at once and be out
with it? attaches to the avoid-

ance of physical pain. Ensign
Northerton was a brute in his

day, and Tom Jones was a man;
in ours Tom is a brute and the

Ensign a demon. It may be the

essence of civilisation, or an acci-

dent of it
; but all our Victorian

sentiments, all our movements, all

our humanitarianist talk, trend in

one direction towards the convic-

tion that death and pain are the

worst of evils, their elimination

the most desirable of goods.
To many people so fast are

we soddening with that material-

ism which calls itself humanity
this proposition about death and

pain and their antitheses will seem
a truism. But perhaps some of

them will falter in that belief

when they see to what monstrosi-

ties this deification of painlessness
can give birth. It is throttling

patriotism and common-sense and

virility of individual character;
it is even stunting its own squat
idol by taking away pain with
one hand only to foster it with
the other; and, worst danger of

all, its success means the destruc-

tion of all manlier ideals of char-

acter than its own.
Consider the gospel of pain-

lessness in a few of its develop-
ments

;
and take first the simplest.

Whence come the flaccid ideas of

to-day in point of health and sick-

ness? Why do we hatch out
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addled babies from incubators?

Why does the 'Daily Telegraph'
endow cripples with Christmas

hampers? In order, you would

naturally answer, first, to bring
into the world beings who must
needs be a curse to themselves and
to everybody about them

; second,
to persuade these beings that there

is some kind of merit in being
such a curse. Everybody who
know? anything of working men's

home;? knows how proud of its

deformity a cripple of that class

can be, and how that pride is pan-
dered to and even shared by all

who can claim kinship with it.

At a charitable Christmas enter-

tainment held annually in the

East End, it is the custom to put

up the most misshapen cripples

procurable to sing a hymn by
themselves; and the hideous ex-

hibition is by far the most popular
turn of the evening. Now, noth-

ing c?m be more rankly unwhole-
some than such a state of senti-

ment. It may be unjust to blame

cripples; it is as unjust and far

more pernicious, remembering that

their case is nearly always due to

the vices or negligence of parents,
to pamper them. Parents should

be taught to be ashamed of crippled
childrsn. And children, both in

this j*nd higher states of life,

ought to be taught to be proud
of bei ig well, not of being ill

; to

be taught that sickness is not a

source of interest, but a badge of

inferiority ;
that to be healthy is

the p>'ime condition of all things
desirable in life, and that the only

way ^o palliate ill -health is to

ignore it. Such an education

might be trusted to breed healthy
bodies controlled and mastered by
healthy minds. But that would
be blasphemy against the gospel
of pamlessness. Pain is to be

assuaged if possible, but cockered
in any case; to be pitied, adver-

tised, rewarded anything except
silently endured.

Moreover, this new humanitar-
ianism is always conspicuously il-

logical in the working out of its

own creed. Aiming at nothing
higher than the extinction of pain,
its disciples, by sheer feather-head-

edness, cause a great deal more

suffering than they alleviate. It

is too early to follow the after-life

of the incubator - hatched baby ;

but it is fairly safe to predict that

throughout a brief and puny life

its unwholesomeness will mock the
false humanity that would not let

it die. As for the cripples, there
is in Queen Square, Bloomsbury, a

small, but very admirably managed,
hospital for that branch of them
which suffers from hip -disease.

Now, if you are to cherish cripples,

you would think that there could
be no better way of doing so than
this the more so in that hip-dis-
ease is both incurable and incapaci-

tating. But no. That hospital,
because it is quiet and no hand at

advertising, is indigent to the point
of shutting its doors

;
whilst money

flows in merrily to buy turkeys for

other cripples' relatives' Christmas
dinners. Perhaps the reason for

the antithesis is that the object
must not merely be an imperfect
human being, but, in order to win
full sympathy, must exhibit him-

self as such in public.
Yet it may be neither by over-

sight nor by inconsideration that

this little hospital is starved. For

you must know that among our

humanitarians is a strong wing,
which objects strenuously to hos-

pitals altogether. It is an extra-

ordinary irony that the self-sent

apostles, whose mission is to do

away with pain, should launch

some of their finest diatribes

against hospitals, which have no
other mission in the world than

themselves to combat pain. An
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extraordinary irony but it is

perfectly true, and the fact is very
fruitful of enlightment. You will

find in the writings of these

apostles attacks on the atrocities

of hospitals set out with language
almost too strong to be applied to

a dead deer. Hospitals, they tell

us, are shambles where human
victims are vivisected for the

curiosity, not to say the enter-

tainment, of cold scientists. We
are exhorted in fervent rhetoric

to rise all together and stop the

butchery of our fellow-men for a

surgeon's holiday. This cry, which

peals periodically from a part of

the press of London, is almost the

most instructive of all the mani-
festations of the new spirit. The

surgeon understands what he is

doing with his patient; his de-

tractors do not. His aim is ulti-

mately the same as theirs to

eliminate pain from life
; they can

hardly dispute that. But just
because he understands, because
he takes a broad view, because,
without neglecting the individual

case, he looks beyond it to prin-

ciples which may prove of general
beneficence because of this he
is next door to a murderer. Here-

in, not expressed but involved, you
have the craven fear of pain in

its naked simplicity. You must
not cut to save a limb, to save a

life, to save ten thousand lives

because we cannot bear to see the
blood. Send out as many cripples,
as many valetudinarians as you
will but we cannot bear to think
of the supreme moment of kill or
cure. Put us under morphia to
muffle our pain, let a nurse sit

holding our hand and stroking our
forehead. But if you inflict one

healing pang, exert one touch of

salutary discipline, then you are
no benefactor, but a heartless
devil.

The outcry against vaccination,

against vivisection, furnishes an ex-

actly parallel case. The same senti-

ment is at theheart of both the un-

conquerable shrinking from initial

pain, even though it promise to

repay itself by tenfold exemption
in the future. Of course the agi-
tators against vaccination and viv-

isection assure themselves that
there are no repaying benefits to

follow, and in a way they are sin-

cere. But their sincerity is not
that which comes from a cool-head-

ed review of known facts
;

it is the

sincerity of an emotion which has
overwhelmed reason. An unbias-

sed deduction from the experience
of smallpox epidemics, from the
records of medical progress, must
convince the most unwilling of us
that the benefits of both vaccina-

tion and vivisection are real and

appreciable. Whether they out-

weigh the death of a few weakly
infants and the suffering of a

few insensitive animals is an-

other question most people would

readily answer it with a "Yes."
The anti-vaccinators and anti-

vivisectors might, on considera-

tion, answer it with a "No."
But the instructive feature of

their case is that they do not con-

sider at all. They never get so

far. The sight of the scabs on a

baby's arm, the idea of the yelping
of a tortured dog the first hint

or imagining of physical pain
is enough to paralyse their reason.

The same blind horror of physi-
cal pain may be found at the bot-

tom of half the 'isms of the day.
In almost all, when they are

strongly felt, it seems actually to

destroy reason till the fad contra-

dicts itself as, for one more ex-

ample, in the vegetarian, who
abstains from beef and chicken

out of pity for bullocks and fowls,

yet eats butter and eggs without
ever asking to what fate he is thus

dooming superfluous bull - calves
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and cockerels. The like uncon-

scious self - condemnation awaits

our humanitarians when they pass
frorc the domain of physical to

that of moral incapacity. No-
where do they show their senti-

mentality and their unreason

bettor combined than in what is

called prison
- reform. A plain

man who sees the warm, airy,

light, clean cells of British prisons
is apt to ask himself wherein, but

for the necessary loss of liberty,

the hardship of punishment con-

sists. Let him turn to the ex-

ponents of painlessness and he

will discover that. Our prisons

also, as well as our hospitals, are

dens of hideous cruelty. When
he tries to find out what it is all

about, he discovers that some

prisoners have meagre fare, that

a few are set to really hard

physical work, that convicts spend
a small part of their sentence

.without constant companionship,
that habitual insubordinates can,

on a magistrate's order, be whipped
with a whipcord cat, and that

warders do not always speak to

convicts with respect. This is

called cruel, tending to madness,

brutidising. Our grandfathers
would have laughed at such

charges. Such cruelty, they would
have replied, would come not

amis;! to wife - beaters, ravishers,

swindlers : if a man goes mad in

nine months, although he can con-

stantly speak to his fellow-pris-
oners at exercise or when at work
abouii the corridors, then his men-
tal balance is no loss to himself or

anyb )dy ;
the very cat can hardly

bruteUse him, since he has to be
brutal before he could earn it.

But such replies are not for our

soft-hearted generation. Instead

they point us westward to free

America, whose felons, as a native

authority has said, are " better

housed, fed, clad, and comforted
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than the labouring poor of any
other portion of the globe

"
; whose

housebreakers feed on beef-steaks

and hot biscuits for breakfast, and
street - walkers get jam to their

tea. They point us to Elmira,
that university miscalled a prison,
where the embezzler is taught
German, shorthand, and tele-

graphy, and the disguise
- artist

is encouraged to model in wax.
It is all one more outcrop of

exactly the same folly. Avoid
immediate pain no matter at

what cost hereafter. And here

again the folly is exactly as ironi-

cally self-destroying. It would be

absurd to ask whether criminals

inflict or suffer the more pain.
It may be all one to you whether

pain be deserved or not
;

to save

the guilty the greater suffering,

you may, as would willingly many
of our crack-brained sentimental-

ists, inflict the lesser upon the

innocent. But this is exactly
what they do not do : to save the

guilty the lesser evil, they plague
the guiltless with the greater. In

point of fact, the modern vice of

pampering criminals may fairly be

held to cause greater inconvenience

both to the innocent victims and

to the interesting agents. For

laxity does not reform. It was

supposed that the University Ex-

tension course of Elmira did pre-

vent those who had experienced it

from returning for a further term

of instruction; only one day it

came out that the lectures on

Moral Philosophy were supple-
mented by smacking with a sort

of butter -
patter, and we may

fairly attribute the deterrent effect

to the bodily influence rather than

the spiritual. For the rest, crime

increases in lax America. In

Great Britain severe by compari-
son with America, though lax

enough when you consider the

punishments of former days
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crime is decreasing. The only
other European country of which

you can say the same is Belgium,
where our humanitarians will hold

up horrified hands to hear that

sentences of nine years' solitary

confinement are enforced, and that

a sort of convalescent prison is

needed to bring the criminal

gradually back to his reason. No
such barbarity for us ! Among us

you will find a tumult of voices

ever crying aloud for less, not

more, severity. And, so far as

crime can be checked or encouraged

by punishment, they are asking
for reforms that will spread crime,
involve more frequent if less sure

terms of detention for criminals,
and thus add prodigiously to the

sum-total of suffering among guilty
and guiltless alike. Here once

more the gospel of painlessness
recoils to its own defeat.

Nowhere will you find the new
doctrine better exemplified than
in politics. It is a guiding prin-

ciple of that school which delights
to cry down British methods,
British policy, British achieve-

ments. If pain, as such, is the
one great evil, it is all one whose

pain it is. There is no more dis-

tinction between your own coun-

trymen and another. There is no
more tragedy in the death of your
countryman doing his duty than
in the death of an Orukzai who
shoots his uncles from behind
walls. There is no such possi-

bility as patriotism left. You
will start reasonably enough :

the true patriot, you will say,
desires the highest good of his

country, which is not to be found
in killing Orukzais

; and though
you hold an Orukzai's life just as

high as a Gordon Highlander's,
you do not hold it a whit higher.
An Armenian is a human life and
a Turk is a human life, and the
one is as precious as the other.

You may start with these plau-
sible principles, but you will not
maintain them. The very friction

with your simpler fellows, who
hold any one British life worth

any half-dozen others, will irritate

your theoretic philanthropy into a

steady prepossession against your
own countrymen. The sight of

any man violating your precept
will stir your humane indignation
to a bloodthirsty desire for the

suffering of the violator. This is

called righteous anger, but in its

effects, had it but free play, it is

the old irony humanitarianism

defeating its own end. What
better instance than the Anglo-
Armenians, who first fanatically
swallow oriental tales of outrage,
then frantically exaggerate and

agitate till they have stirred the

half truth into hideous reality;
then they are for war and slaugh-

ter, as though a stream of blood

were to be slaked by a deluge.
The professed war -haters have
been of late the very men who

cry most savagely for a war more

deadly than a century of barbar-

ous faction -
fighting. The party

of force - at - no -
price, of abstract

quixotic justice, is the first to find

unsuspected and non-existent

points in favour of the United
States when the Republic makes
baseless claims on their own coun-

try and backs them by unman-

nerly bluster. It must be so

inevitably. No man is so super-
human in his dry intelligence that

he can keep a principle impartially

applied to affairs that stir the pas-
sions of nations. And he that is

not with his country is against it.

Perhaps these are illustrations

enough. It is not alleged that

the various modern tendencies

here touched on are all ramifica-

tions of a gigantic conspiracy

labouring to impose its formula

on the world. They have their
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family likeness and their mutual

sympathies, but their fundamental

unity is unconscious. Yet that

fundamental unity exists : the ele-

vation of pain and not pleasure,

mark, but the absence of pain
into the ultimate standards of

evil and good. Applied without

common-sense or self-control, it is

plain that this standard works its

own undoing. But that, it will

be urged, is no valid aspersion
on the standard itself. Would
not the test of avoidance of pain,

honestly and judiciously applied,
furnish a trustworthy guide for

public action? Does not civilisa-

tion itself consist exactly in this

in an organised common effort

for the extinction, so far as is

attainable, of pain and of death?

Gortainly there is a measure of

truth in this. The organisation
of a civilised State is a vast con-

spiracy for the preservation of

life. A rank socialist might see

his way to denying this : yet it

remains undeniable that even for

the lowest, weakest, and poorest
a modern civilised State gives
such security of life as the low
and weak and poor know in no
other form of society. Civilisa-

tion lays a restraining hand on
the strong and bold, who would

bully us : it furnishes great de-

vices ; and combinations whereby we
may win comforts from nature
which without them would be too

hard for us. It finds incubators

to help us into the world, and
disinfectants to keep us from

helping our fellows out of it.

Certainly civilisation does all

this. And yet there is no divine

virtue in civilisation, either the

word or the thing. If civilisation

is a conspiracy for the preserva-
tion of puny life, lowering the

physical standard of the race, then
civilisation may be no blessing,
but i curse. Civilisation, further,

is not only not divine; it is human.
If its broad and general tendencies
are unrecognised by those in the
stream of them, they are not less

products of human will. We can

change or guide the stream of

civilisation, after all; it behoves
us the more, therefore, to look

anxiously to its direction.

The present direction in Britain

appears on the above showing to

be a wrong one
; and if we are

not careful it will lead us straight
to national perdition. Civilisation

is making it much too easy to

live ; humanitarianism is turning
approval of easiness of living into

the one standard of virtue. A
wiser civilisation would look, not

to the indiscriminate preservation
of life, but to the quality of the

life preserved. A wiser humani-
tarianism would make it easy for

the lower quality of life to die.

It sounds brutal, but why not?

We have let brutality die out too

much. Our horror of pain has

led us to foster only the softer

virtues and leave the harsher

alone. Again, it sounds absurd

even to use such a phrase as
11 harsher virtues

"
though Aris-

totle, to take one instance of a

man perhaps as wise as we, knew

very well what they are. His
ideal of character was not the

kind man, nor the man opposed
to corporal punishment, nor the

man superior to mere patriotism,
but the great-souled man. This

quality is
" the crown of all

virtues ;
it enhances them, and

cannot begin to exist without

them." And among the attri-

butes of the great -souled man
were these. He was the man
"who holds himself worthy of

great deserts, and is so worthy.
. . . The great-souled man despises

justly, whereas the crowd despises
at haphazard. To be respected by
the lowly he holds as vulgar as to
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use his strength against the weak.

... In his life he takes no heed
of any but his friends : to do
otherwise is servile

;
which is why

all flatterers are coarse and all the

lowly are flatterers. . . . He is no

gossip ;
he will tattle neither of

himself nor of others, for it is all

one to him whether others praise
or condemn him."

Nobody wants to re-establish a

Greek standard of character for

British men the less so in that

its results as handed down by the

Greeks themselves are not over-

worthy of admiration. Never-
theless we might well admit these

heathen virtues of proper pride
and a sort of self-respecting egoism,
and others, as a bracing tonic to

our later morality. We ought
not to forget to temper mercy
with justice even with that rude
and brutal exercise of superiority
which maybe called natural justice.
It was not by holding all men
not to say all beasts as of equal
right with ourselves that we made
ourselves a great nation. It is

not thus that we keep ourselves

great. We became and are an

Imperial race by dealing necessary
pain to other men, just as we
become powerful men by dealing
necessary pain to other animals

whether they be slaughtered
oxen or hunted stags. There is

no reason in gloating over the

pain we have risen upon, but
there is even less in pretending
that it does not exist. We may
as well recognise that if we are
to remain, nationally and individ-

ually, fitted to cope successfully
with nature, with rival animals
and with rival men, we must find
and observe some other virtues
besides those which consist in

combating pain. Already our

gentler civilisation has softened
us physically. We make bicycle
records, but we are not prepared

to converse coolly while having
our legs cut off, as was the way of

our great-grandfathers. We are

better fed, better clothed, better

housed than they were
; probably

we enjoy better health, and cer-

tainly we live longer. But we do
not drink so well, love so well,
suffer so well, fight so well

;

physically and emotionally we
have subdued ourselves to a lower

plane. Partly this follows inevi-

tably on alleviated material con-

ditions which we could not put
back if we would; but partly
it is due to the softening of our

current ethics. It is believed in

our generation that men who are

ready to inflict pain are precisely
the men who are unready to en-

dure it
; though, curiously, that

same generation refuses to flog
wife - beaters and assaulters of

children. In their case the prin-

ciple may be broadly true ; but it

was not true of our forefathers

Covenanters, buccaneers, poli-

ticians, sailors, pitmen ;
what you

will. They burned and marooned
and beheaded and shot and fought
cocks

;
but they were quite ready

to bear the like sufferings when
their turn came. So they bred

hardihood
; yet, brutes as you

may call them, they still con-

tinued to be not less generous,

loving, even self-sacrificing, than

we. Within the limits they re-

cognised as claiming their duty

family, friends, country they
could be all sweetness; outside

they could be pitiless. On these

painfully unhumanitarian princi-

ples they built the British empire.
At present we keep it on these

principles only we try not to let

ourselves know it. We shoot down
dervishes who are fighting for their

religion as sincerely as did our own

Ironsides, and Matabele who have

every whit as pure a belief in the

righteousness of slave-raiding as
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we ir its iniquity; we drive Afridis

into the bitter snow to starve be-

cause they think it well to steal

rifles and shoot strangers, while

we do not. The naked principle
of ovr rule is that our way is the

way :hat shall be walked in, let it

cost what pain it may. Meantime
our humanitarians preach exactly
the contrary. And if they are

right we have two courses before

us. Either we may go on, as now,

conducting our empire by force,

and pretend that we do so by
charily and meekness ;

or we may
cease to conduct it by force, and

try to do so by charity and meek-

ness. In the first case we shall

finally engrain hypocrisy as the

dominant trait of our national

character; in the second we shall

very soon have no national char-

acter or national self-esteem or

national existence to lose.

As the savage virtues die out,
the civilised vices spring up in

their place. Pride gives way to

the ambition to be thought to

have a right to be proud ;
frank

contempt and hatred are replaced

by backbiting. The readiness to

hurt or be hurt physically we ex-

chan^ e for a smoother but deadlier

unscrupulousness. The duel was
hissed out of England because it

killec the body ;
in its stead reigns

scandal, which kills the soul.

Sport, which slaughters beasts, is

yielding to betting on professional

athletics, which fritters away the

mind? of men. As we become
more sensitive to physical, we be-

come more callous to mental, agony.
An educated woman, a woman in

society, a good woman, will whim-

per for a week if her child is to

have a mole cut from its cheek,
and < annot bear to see the opera-
tion, lest she should faint at the

sight of blood. But she will dress

herself carefully and attend a trial

for murder, dividing her opera-

glass impartially, while the jury
are away, between such part of

the face of the accused as he can-

not cover with his hands and the
face of his wife. And yet, when
that man is proved a cold-blooded

murderer, this good woman will

be the first to shudder at the re-

flection that he is to be hanged.
We talk of our age as spiritual,
but what is this but gross materi-

alism? Pain is no longer to be
considered unless it can be felt

with the body. So, while we
shudder at the pains of a small

war, and -would go to almost any
humiliation to avert a great one,
we are every year more in bondage
to industrial strife to the blind

selfishness of the locker-out and
the malignant factiousness of the

trade-unionist. Here is more
materialism : death is not death

unless you can see the bleeding
bodies. But then, of course, in-

dustrial war only ruins our coun-

try : the other kind of war might
hurt foreigners. For deplorably,

perhaps, but incontestably the

content of the human affections

is limited ; and the more love we

spare for men of other race and

speech and colour, the less we
have left for our own.
And what a pitiful spirit in

itself, this new crusade against

pain ! It is not the cult of pleas-

ure, that its votaries would be

the first to disclaim. It is a creed

purely negative a creed, there-

fore, inferior to the merest epi-

cureanism. A moral code that is

positive is at least a creed that

makes a man more of a man; a

code that is all negative all antis

and no pros makes nothing but

a protesting machine a string of

self-righteous formulas. We must
not hurt stags, and we must not

whip criminals, and we must not,

it now appears, cut out cancers ;

but what may we do ? Attend
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League football matches, teach

garrotters moral philosophy, and
dose the cancerous with homoeo-

pathic globules'? The substitutes

are inadequate enough ;
but to do

justice to those whom we are pro-

testing against, it is not they who

propose such substitutes. Faddists

propose many ridiculous remedies

for imaginary diseases; but the

newest kind of sentimental hu-

manitarian is not necessarily or

even generally a faddist. He or

she has simply a vague shudder
at the thought of pain, and often

backs it up by no fad or positive

suggestion at all; it is merely a

sentiment without principle. Only
that sentiment is coming more and
more to suffuse and to inspire all

our British thought the shudder
is beginning to be accepted instead

of a code of morality. It is all

for forbidding and no permitting,
for undoing and no doing, for an
abstract average common weal,
but no concrete individual weal.

It tends towards a compact by
which we shall all of us covenant
to do nothing lest one of us might
hurt another. It is not the frame
of mind which makes great for-

tunes, or great nations, or great
men. No; nor even good men.
Unless a good man is good in

quite another way from a good
horse or a good table, he is a man
who most fully embodies the pro-
perties of a man

; which object is

assuredly not attained by the mere
refusal to give or suffer pain.
Goodness is difficult to define, and
still more difficult to dogmatise
about, but it is at least safe to

say that it consists in action, not
in abstinence from action. To
suppose it lies in a negative, even
of the most amiable kind, is an
emasculation of the word fit only
to produce a nation of blameless,
praiseless nobodies. " It is our
sins that make us great."

The idea that pain is the worst
of evils destroys many virtues

which we cannot afford to lose;
it fosters many vices which we
could gratefully spare; it is a

bloodless, unfruitful basis for

morality. And for the last point,
it is in most cases not in all, but
in most a lie. The people that

pretend to elevate it to a principle
do not really believe it. Out of

paradox, out of moral self-conceit,

out of genuine tenderness of heart,

they may say they do
; but at heart

they generally do not. How many
genuinely believe, and practically
enforce the belief, that a beast's

pain should outweigh a man's

profit? How many genuinely
believe that a wife-beater should

not be beaten ? How many truly
think that it is as deplorable that

an Afridi should be shot as that a

Briton should 1 There are some
such possibly : you will know them

by their refusal to drink milk,
their habit of allowing themselves

to be pushed in a crowd without

pushing back, their readiness to

give their daughters in marriage
to savages. With the rest humani-
tarianism is not a principle, but a

weakness. It is even a vicarious

cowardice. By sympathy they
transfer the pain of others to

themselves, and their pity is not

benevolence, but dislike of sen-

sations painful to themselves.

Now it is nobody's duty to like

painful sensations ; but in a world

full of them, and for all we can

see inevitably full of them, it is

everybody's duty to face them.

To refuse to do so will certainly
do little enough towards their

extinction. And to the few who
do honestly try to abolish the

painful as such, we may make
bold to say that, should they

succeed, mankind would be poorer,

weaker, and even unhappier with-

out it.
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THE GERMAN PERIL.

WHATEVER we may think of Mr
Chair berlain's theory of patriotism,

which, though differing from, does

not exclude, Dr Johnson's, the

most patriotic act of his Colonial

Office career has undoubtedly been
his effort to get at the facts of our

commercial position. For that

involves the very life of our peo-

ple, the condition precedent to

any "expansion" whatever.

Our chief competitors in trade

are Germany, Belgium, and the

United States, but the first is the

most important, and demands our
closest attention. For Germany,
or more properly Germans since

this is less a national than an indi-

vidual question are simply eating
into us in the vital parts, intercept-

ing aad draining off for their own
use the stream of our national life,

whicli is trade and manufactures.
And they are doing this in ways
that are perfectly unexceptionable,
that are indeed highly to be com-
mended and most worthy of our
imitation. Compared with this

form, political and territorial ag-

gressions are the merest moon-
shine. They may be resisted by
carnal weapons, but the gravamen
of the blow dealt at our com-
mercial prestige is that it leaves

no ground for remonstrance, and
is beyond the sphere of diplomacy.
Germans, in fact, are only doing
what is the duty of every trader
and manufacturer in the world

gaining customers. The competi-
tion of Westphalia and the Rhine-

land is no worse than that say
of the Thames against the Clyde
shipbuilders, or of a tradesman in

the Strand against his rival in

Oxford Street. " Business is busi-

ness," as the saying goes, and it

recognises neither frontiers nor
nationalities. It is the most
catholic thing extant.

There are two distinct but com-

plementary methods of measuring
the relative commercial progress
of Germany, one inferential, one
evidential. Neither by itself might
be quite conclusive, for however
exhaustive a priori estimates may
apparently be, there is apt to be
some missing link which invali-

dates the whole; and howsoever
self-evident the facts might appear
to be, they would not escape the

suspicion which is apt to attach to

malleable statistics. But when de-

duction and induction converge on
a common result there is not much
room for doubt as to its validity.
And to such a conclusion are we
led by the dual method in this case.

Let us consider for a moment
what might have been reasonably

expected to follow the re-birth of

Germany, 1864-71, which surely

occupies the front rank among
epoch-making events in this cen-

tury. It was not in the nature of

things possible for those who were
close observers of the dramatic

scenes of that rapid evolution to

anticipate all its consequences ;
but

as these have been successively
unfolded it is not difficult to ap-

Report of the Deputation from Manchester Technical Instruction Committee
of a A isit to Technical Institutions in Germany and Austria, to the City Council.

September 1897.

Trade of the British Empire and Foreign Competition. Correspondence with
Colonies presented to Parliament, July 1897.

Re] >ort on a Visit to Germany. By Members of the Royal Commission on
Technical Education. Presented to Parliament, 1896.
"Made in Germany." By Ernest E. Williams. 1896.
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ply the philosopher's after-know-

ledge, and admit that they follow

naturally from the premisses. It

was, of course, inevitable that the

impetus to military organisation
should have been the first effect of

the phenomenal victories of the

German arms to compel the atten-

tion of the world. ' The Battle of

Dorking' woke the echoes in 1871,
and reached the national conscience,
when a Battle of Sheffield

'

or of

'Manchester' would have found

neither publisher nor readers, had

any prophetic soul even dared to

conceive it. Yet, from our English

point of view, the advance of

Germany in the arts of peace is

fraught with a profounder interest

than her invincible armaments.

Germany had been as good as

lost for centuries in the economic

system of the world
;
her ancient

splendour, her merchant princes,
her great industrial and commer-
cial age, when free cities like

Frankfort, Niirenberg, Augsburg,
and others were the veritable

citadels of the world's wealth,
were all forgotten. The abound-

ing prosperity of the nation, broken

up by religious strife, and finally

submerged in the desolation of

the Thirty Years' War, seemed to

belong to the irrevocable past.
What remained was the foreign
trade which centred in the three
Hanse towns, each flying its own
flag, which was not German. But
though crushed, the race was not

extinguished. The people were

moral, industrious, and enter-

prising. They pushed their way
under difficulties to the utter-

most parts of the earth, and in

the character of colonists exhib-
ited every good quality of the

English race with the doubtful

exception of dash. If they were
not competent to lead they were

eminently fitted to supply solid

backing to the leaders in colonial

pioneering, and they prospered

[Jan.

exceedingly in the United States,
in British possessions, and in

the American republics. For
evidence of their commercial and
financial aptitude we need never

have gone beyond the City of

London and our own manufactur-

ing centres, where they nestled

with equal advantage to themselves
and the land of their adoption.
For they were not yet

"
Germans,"

as we now apply the term, but

Hamburgers, Prussians, Mecklen-

burgers, or Saxons, nationalities

which they shed so easily that

their presence in foreign countries

made no obtrusive show.
It is instructive to recall now

what were the characteristics of

the Germans in those pre-imperial

days, say forty or fifty years since,

and inwhat particulars they differed

from contemporary Englishmen.
The middle class, which is the effi-

cient one in this connection, was

always better educated than its

English equivalent. Taking aver-

age samples for comparison, the

Prussian youth was well grounded
in history, and not of his own

country alone, for he could often

give the young Englishman points
on the history of Great Britain it-

self, and sometimes even in English
literature. Secondly, his general

knowledge was much beyond that

of the young Englishman, and it

was practical. He had a useful

acquaintance with physiology,

chemistry, climatology, and the

laws of health. The kind of infor-

mation which is now imparted to

trained nurses the educated Ger-

man of the forties and fifties had

at his finger-ends. Thirdly, he had
mastered one or two foreign lan-

guages, and was always ready at

an hour's notice to tackle as many
more as might be useful to him in

his business career. This the Eng-
lishman never did. His rule has

been not to learn anything which

he could avoid, except in the way
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of sport.
" All rot !

" " What's the

good 1
" was his cry then, as it is

now. Fourthly, the German al-

ways excelled the Englishman in

hard work of the prosaic kind.

For heroic exploits probably the

Englishman has no equal, but for

plodding, reproductive labour, he

is nc match for his Teutonic

cousirs. How well do we recall

in those dear departed fifties, at

distant seaports, passing the win-

dows of German merchants after

dark, and seeing under the green
shade the cropped head of the

slave of the lamp
"
sweating

away,' while we were rollicking

along to bowls or billiards. How
we pitied those poor devils ! And
what was it all about 1 Endless

yarns about a threepenny worth
of buttons ! Now we know " what
it was all about." That infinite

capacity for taking trouble has

been the making of the Germans,
and i : will be our undoing unless

we, botter late than never, take a

leaf out of their book. Not that

the Teuton ever was an ascetic by
nature. He is as apt at play as

at werk, and puts energy into it

too, which brings us to the fifth

point namely, physique, on which

comparisons are odious and diffi-

cult. Suffice it to say, that the

Teuton is a robust, full-blooded

animal, with immense capacity for

reveli y, and with a surplus of vital

capita 1 always ready to be turned
into a ay inviting channel. Sixthly,
the h.-tbitual attitude of Germans
has boen that of pupils who had to

learn
;
of Englishmen, that of doc-

tors v rho had to teach. This con-

trast seems to have become more
and D tore marked, and it lies at the

very -oot of the whole question we
are considering.
With so many fertile seeds lying

under the snow, so to speak, ready
to ge-minate, it needs little im-

agina ion to conceive the effects of

the bursting of the spring. A new

invincible spirit had warmed into

life the latent, while it stimulated

beyond all previous experience the

active, energies of a people now
for the first time propelled by the

momentum of their whole mass.

For henceforth Germany was a

name to conjure with. " Civis

Germanicus sum " resounded

through the world, with the inevi-

table intoxicating effects, it is true,
but also with the more solid results,

of such a great national reawaken-

ing. The power of association had
now free play on a very extensive

scale. Individual life expanded
under the new national atmos-

phere, the units leavening the

mass and the mass reacting on the

units. Co-operation had its per-
fect work, not under restricted

legal forms, but by free automatic

action pervading the whole social

fabric.

It is sometimes said, by way of

discounting the commercial ad-

vance of- our competitors, that,
c<

considering the increase of popu-

lation," their increased trade is not

to be wondered at. But this is

conceding the whole position, for

increase of population is the true

goal of progress. Surely ten

millions, whether of Germans or

Britons, born and reared under

healthy conditions, contribute

more to the wealth of the world
than the acquisition of a whole

continent of mere "territory,"

which, after gold, seems to be the

god of our modern idolatry. And
if the economic worth of the indi-

vidual bear the same kind of

quantitative relation to the size of

the community to which he be-

longs as the heat of each coal does

to that of the fire in which it is

burning, the population question
is of transcendent importance from

the point of view of international

competition. As between Ger-

many and England more especially,
from the fact that the general
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quality of the population in the

former is not so heavily depressed

by the worthless slum element as

in the latter. If, then, we are

beaten in population, we are de-

feated beyond recovery, and the

increase by leaps and bounds of

the German race is the crown

placed on the head of their indus-

trial success.

For long years before " Ger-

mania" came in sight the people
had pondered over the wealth of

Great Britain and its causes. The
Universal Exhibition of 1851 has

been sometimes regarded as the

first rallying
-
point for these

wandering reflections, for there

the secret of our success was
advertised. All the world was

invited, and it "came, saw, and
"

perhaps the third act in

the brief drama is now being
rehearsed. No people profited
more by that object-lesson than

did the intelligent Germans, who,

penetrating to the sources of

English strength, paid us the

unequivocal compliment of copy-

ing our industrial methods.

Flocking into our workshops,
our ship -yards, and our mines,

they learned our practices and
mastered our processes, and then
carried off our skilled workmen to

manage the factories they were

setting up at home in imitation of

ours. And so determinedly did

we ignore the significance of all

this that when, not many years

ago, it was announced that iron-

clads and ocean steamers of the

largest size were being built at

Stettin, optimists solaced our self-

love with the comforting consider-

ation that English foremen were

employed in the German yards !

The wounded eagle was gratified
to recognise the fatal arrow
feathered from his own wing.

This system of education has
neither ceased nor slackened, for

it is a characteristic of the

Germans that they never think

they have learned enough even in

those departments where they
have advanced beyond their

teachers. Those of us who take

no interest in trade or manu-
factures have opportunities of

observing how the German genius
burrows in the tissues of our

economic fabric. They may see

the host of servants and quasi-
servants who swarm over every

year to acquire our language and

study our habits. By initial

superiority they supplant the

English waiter or valet on his

own ground, and when they have

served their turn, carry back to

the Fatherland their savings and
their added knowledge, henceforth

to exploit the luxurious English
and Americans who spread them-

selves over the Continent of

Europe. By itself this would be

a trivial matter
;
but it is typical

of what is going on along the

whole line, and is sufficient to

give even our homekeepers a clue

to the progress of Germany in the

field of mechanical and commer-
cial enterprise. The noteworthy
feature of this movement, even of

German lackeys, is that it is per-
sistent and organised, marking
thus a difference either in the

genius or the circumstances of the

respective peoples which is far-

reaching in its consequences. For,
other things being equal, it is

obvious that organised must win

against unorganised competition,
as surely as a trained will over-

come an untrained athlete.

Contrast this army of waiters,

regimented, consolidated, trained
;

trading on common information,

protected at once and disciplined

by their clubs, and rendered

efficient to the utmost of their

capacity with the amorphous mass
of English serving-men, swathed
in their insular conceits, and no

clairvoyance is needed to, predict
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which of the two must come out

at the top.
It would be interesting as a

speculative question, though the

immediate practical issue would
be scarcely affected by the answer,
to inquire whether the superior

organisation of the Germans is a

race character, or only the out-

come :>f circumstances. It is cer-

tainly no new thing, for ever since

there was a German or a Prussian

army, organisation has been its

strong point. It was precision,
the completeness of all the inter-

dependent parts, accurate informa-

tion in a word, the perfection of

the m litary machine which gave
Frederick the Great his victories

over the loose formation and dis-

sonant counsels of the empire.
And the increasing numbers and

progress of scientific inventions

have r ecessitated higher and higher

developments of these qualities.
It would not be a very far-fetched

supposition that the high organi-
sation of an army which passes

through its ranks the male popu-
lation should profoundly influence

the rational life, and that the

phenomena which confront us at

every railway station, at every
theatre, in every bier-garten, in

every workshop, and wherever men
and T/omen ay, or children are

gathered in bodies, are but the

natural extension of that great
central organisation which is con-

stantly assimilating the youthful
manhood of the country. But, as

we huve said, whether the order
and

i
Decision with which every-

thing marches in Germany be the
result of innate qualities or be of

military origin, or partly the one
and partly the other, makes no

practical difference in the course of

conduct which the fact itself sug-
gests to us. By whatever process
it ha? been reached, German or-

ganisation is perhaps our most
formidable antagonist.

While the German invasion
covers the whole field of our in-

dustries as completely as the rising
tide covers every cranny of the

rocks, it is sufficient for our pur-

pose to indicate some of the lead-

ing lines of its advance, in order
to understand the serious conse-

quences to our people. Partly
owing to fortuitous circumstances,
it has happened that it was pre-

cisely where we believed ourselves

to be least vulnerable that our posi-
tion has been most successfully
attacked. Goal and iron have been

regarded as the citadel of our in-

dustrial supremacy, whence all

branches of our manufactures de-

rived their sustenance. But the

citadel has been surprised by the

energy of our principal rivals in

mastering and appropriating the

new processes of treating the raw
material which have been per-
fected by English inventors. Ger-

many in particular has been able

in an especial manner to profit by
these discoveries, as has been very

clearly explained by Mr Williams.

For Germans now can manufac-
ture every quality of iron and steel

out of native ores thus relieving
the industry of a good deal of the

burden of having to import from

foreign countries the ores which
were required for special products,
and placing Germany on a prac-
tical equality with England. Nor,

unfortunately for us, is it only
in the primary operations that

Germans now excel, for they have

followed out their system of ex-

haustive study into all branches of

iron and steel manufacture, and

have succeeded in beating us in

price as well as in finish, not so

much on account of cheaper labour,

which is to a great extent myth-
ical, as by scientific economies, and

perfection of workmanship. From

heavy machinery to agricultural

implements and artificers' tools

and scientific instruments of every
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description Germans now supply
our former customers, and in some
instances ourselves, with articles

which English manufacturers can-

not produce at the same price.
Americans of course do the same,
and so do Belgians and others,
but it is the German competition
which we are now considering.
Our trade returns for November

give an apt illustration. The ex-

ports of British machinery during
eleven months of 1897, as com-

pared with the same period in

1896, decreased by 331,963 tons
;

while from Germany for nine

months, as compared with nine

months in 1896, there was an in-

crease of 475,000 tons.

No less conspicuous has been
the success with which German

industry has established itself in

the great fields of chemistry and

electricity. Unlike iron, these

belong to the future, not to the

past, of human progress. They are

open to all the world on equal
terms, though Great Britain held

enormous advantages in the begin-

ning of the race. The discoveries

of the uses which could be made
of coal-tar, to mention only one

thing, have revolutionised com-
mercial chemistry ; but whereas

England possessed the raw material

and its products, it was left to the
Germans to investigate their uses

and turn them to profitable ac-

count. Consequently the Germans
manufacture dyes for the whole
world. So also with every branch
of chemical manufacture, from soda
to quinine, and from manures to

perfumery, the Germans have
mastered every process which they
could either initiate at home or
borrow from abroad, and in the
short space of twenty years have
established themselves as the work-

ing chemists of the world.

And with what perspicacity they
seized upon the infant force of

electricity and harnessed it to their

chariot - wheels. Here no nation

could be said to possess any posi-

tive advantage over any other.

The discoveries have been made

mostly in England and America,
but they have been freely dissemi-

nated, nothing being held back.

Mr Edison even tells us occasion-

ally what he is going to discover,
so that we need never be taken
unawares. To the Germans, how-

ever, belong, in Europe at least,

the merit of first grasping the

potentialities of the new force;
and by a happy combination of

concentrated study and mechanical
skill they have mastered the prin-

ciples and perfected the details of

utilisation of electricity to an
extent which distances all com-

petitors. The electric factories of

Berlin, which employ many thous-

ands of hands, and are models of

order, are among the most inter-

esting sights of that progressive

capital. It is useless, even suicidal,

to evade the bearing of such facts,

or to complain of the German
success in foreign markets as is

sometimes done. Among the

vamped-up grievances against the

Transvaal Government it is usual

to find the contracts given to

Germans for electric installations

alleged as evidence of anti-English
animus. As well denounce the

commissioners of the river Wear
for purchasing a hopper -barge
from abroad, or the railway direc-

tors for roofing the station at

Middlesborough with Belgian iron,

two instances cited by Mr Wil-

liams; or our patriotic authors

and publishers for having their

printing done in Holland and

Germany. The old Scotswoman,
when asked by her parson where
drunkards go to, replied, "Where

they get it best and cheapest," and
neither patriot nor partisan can

alter that one eternal principle of

commerce.
In effective supplement of his
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own business qualities, the Ger-

man, whether manufacturer or cul-

tivator, enjoys the administrative

encouragement of the State in very

practical forms. Whatever may
be tho ulterior consequences of pro-
tecthe tariffs, there can be no two

opinions as to their immediate
effect;* in stimulating native pro-
duction. In many ways quite alien

to the spirit of modern British in-

stitutions does the State in Ger-

many throw its aegis over the

national industries. The railway

management is a model of patri-
archal government of the most
fruitf il kind. Although furnish-

ing the largest item of the revenue,
1

the railways are worked on very
moderate tariffs, as the hand-

maidens of commerce and agricul-
ture. The centralised management,
economical and efficient to the last

degreo, is able to take a compre-
hensive survey of the needs of the

count eyas a whole, and to regulate
the traffic and the charges with

special regard to the fostering of

struggling industries, the help of

backyard agriculture, the conveni-

ence of traders, as well as to the

facilitating of travel. The par-
ticular is not lost in the general.
Still iaore emphatically, of course,
is the protection of State manage-
ment thrown over domestic when

opposed to foreign interests. A
special department watches the

cours( of sea-borne trade, and
where any foreign import is seen
to profit by cheap water-carriage
to a -seaport to compete with any
nativt product, as, for instance,

coal, the railway rates are at once
lower* :d to a level which neutralises

the ac .vantage of cheap sea-freight.
No doubt under such a system the

highly remunerative contribute to

the ad of the less remunerative
sections of the railway lines, a pro-

cess to which economical doctrin-

aires might possibly take excep-
tion. But the broad result to the
commerce of the country must be

highly beneficial, seeing that mer-
chandise is carried for half the
rates levied by English railways,
and that the whole service is sub-

servient to the special needs of

every industry.
To the same end the heavy subsi-

dising of ocean steamers is directed,
and here again, whatever we may
think of remote consequences, the

immediate effect on the foreign
trade of the country cannot but be

stimulating. Instead of referring
these State regulations to a narrow

protectionism intended to obstruct

the trade of others, we should

perhaps be nearer the mark in

considering them as part of the

aptitude for wholesale organisation
which pervades every vein and

artery of the body politic, and
which is eminently constructive in

its character. Contrast its effects

with ourowndomestic antagonisms,
and the advantage of the collec-

tive system of the Germans must
be apparent. It has often been

alleged against our railways that

their rates favoured foreign trade

at the expense of native, but direc-

tors can always shelter themselves

from outside criticism behind their

duty to their shareholders and
their right to manage their own
business. Similarly, our steamship
lines have been shown to offer

bounties for goods shipped at

foreign ports, and to combine to-

gether to force prohibitive rates

on British shippers. Whether
this be good business for the ship-
owners and railway proprietors

respectively, it is for themselves to

consider. Obviously, however,
their policy imposes a handicap on
native trade, such as would not be

1 The Prussian State Railways yielded net in 1895-96, 20,000,000.
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tolerated in any other country. In

Germany we see all the forces of

the State we are not now on the

political, but the commercial plane
combined for the promotion of

the common welfare; in England
we see no such cohesion, but, on

the contrary, incessant internecine

struggles, which are more injurious
to prosperity than all the competi-
tion of foreigners. The national

forces are not, with us, yoked to

the car of progress, but are largely

squandered on vanities where they
are not spent on mutual destruc-

tion.

Whatever we may have lost in

trade or prestige we still possess

capital, or what may by intelligent
effort be made into capital. We
have wherewithal to retrieve our

commercial position, or at least

to arrest *i its further decline had
we but the mind to direct our
resources to true economical pur-

poses. But who benefits by our

great money-spending feats? In
what way is the condition of our

working population, or any other,

improved by the five millions of

good British gold which, according
to Lord Grey's modest estimate,
have been spent on experimental
colonisation in his province alone ?

or by the fifteen millions spent
and lost on the Engineering strike,
whose proximate aim is to reduce
industrial efficiency to the level of

the least competent, and whose

secondary effect would be to de-

monstrate that Capital and Labour
cannot coexist in this country?
And picture Manchester, erstwhile

pioneer of political opinion, with
its trade ebbing away, yet able to
concert no more worthy undertak-

ing than to sink its hard-earned

millions, not to crush a foreign
Armada, but to destroy Liverpool !

What could not the nervous force

represented in those foundered
millions have accomplished if con-

centrated on the defence of British

trade againstjfthe foreign invader !

Had Manchester, for example,
taken the initiative which properly

belonged to it, and anticipated by
fifteen years Mr Chamberlain's in-

quiries, extending their scope so as

to cover foreign as well as colonial

markets, such an effort and such
an example might even have turned
the tide. Yet the one rational

attempt that our commercial com-
munities have made to practically
reconnoitre foreign markets, and
that on a very modest scale, was
left to Blackburn, while Man-

chester, which could find money
without stint for every other

purpose, could neither raise 100
towards a mission which promised
to be in its measure distinctly help-
ful towards the resuscitation of

Lancashire trade nor take similar

action on its own account.

But it is one of the most hope-
ful signs of the times that this

same Manchester is at last awak-

ing to the fact that England has

been living in a fool's paradise.

Certainly nothing more direct has

been said on the subject of foreign

competition than the report of the

delegates sent last summer to ex-

amine for themselves the state

of technical education on the

Continent. " The artisans of Lan-

cashire," said Alderman Crosfield,

"were half savages as compared
with the intelligent artisans of

Germany." "They were told,"

said Alderman Higginbottom,
"that England was the home of

engineering, but he had to say it

was nothing of the kind. ... In

technical details the German and
Italian workmen were far ahead of

English workmen, and their clean-

liness in their workshops and

stations was wonderful." Mr
John Pythian had gone abroad

strong in the conviction that ' ' the

working man of England was un-

approachable in the making of

the best engines and the best
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dynamos in the world," but "he
had come back with an altered

view." Such candid confession is

indeed salutary, though it may
suggest the query, Where have the

eyes and the wits of Manchester

been during the twenty years that

have witnessed the giant strides of

our Continental rivals? We can

afford to forget all that, however,
if Manchester is only serious now.

A deathbed repentance is better

than an impenitent end, and on a

platform of industrial reform the

leadership of Manchester may ac-

quire in the future a meaning
infinitely more valuable to the

country than any political doc-

trine that ever was cradled on
the I rwell.

So far as we have gone, then, it

appears that whichever way we
turn we are confronted with a

compact body, inspired by a def-

inite purpose, to which we have
to oppose a nebula of loose atoms,
the iraterial indeed of a powerful
host, but formless, its members in

chronic war with each other, and
bent on proving the truth of the

sayin ; that a man's foes are they
of hin own household. The whole
situation is too plainly suggestive
of a nob against an army.
BUG the case is still much under-

stated, and the most superficial

survey of German advantages
would not be complete without
some reference to the energetic

protection which the State ex-

tends to the national commerce
in foreign lands. We have glanced
at tho support given to all indus-

tries by domestic administration.

The Foreign Department takes up
the ciuse of trade exactly where
the Home Department leaves it,

and there is no lapse of continuity.
The cohesion of the whole machine
is complete, and the control of its

movements centralised. Its opera-
tion in foreign parts is indeed more

open to view than that which

passes within the country. We
saw not long ago how vigorously
the protection of the empire was
thrown over its bondholders, and
how the Imperial Chancery was

ready to risk a quarrel with the
chief naval Power in the world in

defence of what it called the com-
mercial interests of German sub-

jects in farthest Africa. Such con-

spicuous instances are only the

outcrop of that mercantile policy
which is in constant activity in

the lower levels of trade, that

policy which makes every German
official throughout the world the

unpaid agent and advocate of every
merchant and manufacturer who
chooses to make use of his services.

This ubiquitous support weighs

heavily in the German scale in

the competition for the world's

trade. We, too, have our consular

system, which is much in evidence

in the newspapers and in parlia-

mentary publications, but it is or-

ganised on quite a different prin-

ciple from the German. The of-

ficials of both countries are indeed

paid to promote trade ;
the differ-

ence is and it is most important
that in the one case it is trade

" in the air," so to speak, while in

the other it includes the interest

of the concrete trader. While the

German consul backs up his na-

tionals, the British disciplines his.

The British official stands to trade

much as beneficed clergy do to

Christianity who sit in their cosy

study overlooking the rhododen-

drons and compose model sermons.

The consul and secretary of lega-

tion rise by the writing of reports
and mellifluous despatches. The
actual trader and the actual sinner

are alike nuisances to be avoided ;

and so it may be said without

paradox that the German mer-

chant and his consul are as a + b ;

the British as a - b.

As might be expected, tradi-

tional aloofness from the actuali-
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ties tends to unfit the official for

dealing intelligently with even the

general interests of commerce, and
thus the British consul in partibus
is, as compared with his colleagues,
a sham, whose effective merit, from
the point of view of his personal

advancement, consists in turning a

prayer-wheel. The fault of course

lies in the bureaucratic dry-rot of

the Foreign Office, which only

recognises merit on foolscap, and
whose affinities are all with som-
nolent mediocrity. As between

English and German service it is

the same old question of organisa-
tion and discipline. The Foreign
Office in Berlin keeps both a sharp

eye and a tight rein on its distant

agents, and it has no toleration for

inefficiency.

Perhaps a recent typical ex-

ample of the working of the two

systems may serve as illustra-

tion. An inspired paragraph ap-

peared recently in the papers to

the effect that, thanks to the stren-

uous exertions of "our officials

at and ," a certain trade

restriction in that country had
been removed, to the great advan-

tage of our commerce. Such is

the version on record, to the per-
manent credit of the officials con-

cerned. The real facts, as any one
at all conversant with the way
such things are manipulated might
expect, were quite otherwise. It

was the German consul who first

tried to induce his British col-

league to take action against a
common grievance, in which Great
Britain had much the larger inter-

est. The British consul declined,
because he said they would only
have trouble for nothing. The
Teuton then went to work by him-

self, took the necessary trouble,
and within two weeks succeeded
in getting the abuse removed,
while his English colleague was

playing lawn-tennis. The trans-

action having been ratified by the

Supreme Government, the British

representative at the native Court
then learns for the first time, not of

the removal, but of the existence,
of the abuse. Whereupon he tele-

graphs in haste to his distant sub-

ordinate to know how the matter
stands. The consul then proceeds
with superfluous energy to force

the open door, assumes with

alacrity the whole credit, and has
his claim duly certified at the

Foreign Office. Names need not
be given, as the incident is not

personal but representative, re-

flecting not on individuals, who
are human, and follow the line

of least resistance, but on the

system. The case is typical in a
double sense, as showing the per-

functory character of our public
service, which thus encourages de-

merit to reward itself; and as

putting in a nutshell the secret of

the success which the Germans are

scoring against us every way, in-

dustrial, commercial, political, and

diplomatic : they take the trouble,
while we do not.

To cite another instance which
is more familiar to our readers.

We saw how efficiently the Berlin

Government was served by its rep-
resentatives in South Africa in

1895, when the German Ambas-
sador was able to give repeated,
but unfortunately unheeded, warn-

ings to our Foreign Office of the

schemes which were incubating
for attack on the Transvaal, of

which her Majesty's Government
were kept completely in the dark.

That was a revelation of the

manner in which the German
Government service is worked

throughout the world. To any
one in the least behind the scenes

the detriment to the commerce of

the country in its competition with

rivals, from the working of our

slatternly system, is a dishearten-

ing result of living on an ex-

hausted reputation.
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It may seem a trumpery matter,
but in high organisations every de-

tail has its importance, and certain-

ly the German commercial appar-
atus cannot be properly understood

without taking into account their

humble but valuable corps of

scout*!. What her Uhlans are to

her army the commis-voyageur is

to her commerce. The German
"traveller" is a stock subject in

every consular report, and every

correspondent's letter from every
corne * of the world. He is char-

acterised by intelligence, perse-

verance, and omnipresence. He
speaks all languages, and is other-

wise brained as for a profession.
In savage and pagan as well as

semi-Christian countries he has the

field dmost to himself, and nearly
as mich might be said for the

State,1; of Europe. No matter in

what unknown regions you may
find yourself, if you have diffi-

culties about the language or are

in want of a local "tip" on any
subject, there is never wanting
one ir an at your side ready to help

you, end that is a German " drum-
mer." They swarm over the South
and Central American republics,
over every British colony, and

throughout the dominions of Islam.

India is their happy hunting-
ground. Who is it you see fol-

lowed to the railway
- station by

troop? of natives, who hang gar-
lands about his neck 1 It is the

ubiquitous German traveller, who
has gained the confidence of his

client; in ways which would de-

mean an Englishman, who waits in

his shop like the Arabs in the
Cairo bazaar.

The all - important factor of

technical education has been
treatei in a business-like manner

by frvx> competent committees.
The report of the delegates of

the R)yal Commission on Techni-
cal Instruction, who visited Ger-

many in 1896, was published early
last year by the Board of Trade,
and will have been read by all

who are interested in these ques-
tions. The similar report recently
made to the City Council of Man-
chester possesses even stronger
claims on the attention of that

class of readers, as coming from

practical craftsmen who set out
with a belief in the superiority
of British workmanship, and re-

turned completely disillusioned.

The two reports vie with each
other in extolling the thoroughness
of technical education, not in Ger-

many alone, but in other Conti-

nental countries. They state that

England has not only been out-

stripped, but is practically "no-
where" in the race for skilled

training. Alderman Hoy declares

that " the future of manufacturing
industry depends entirely on the

highest scientific skill," which is

the possession of the trained artis-

ans of Germany; yet so little is

the need of technical teaching
realised in this country, that in a

class for engine-testing at Owens

College only five students entered,
and the teacher intimated that

unless seven could be mustered it

would not be worth while opening
the class. This in what was till

lately the workshop of the world !

No comment could add emphasis to

the naked statement of such a fact.

We need not add further to

the array of forces making for the

permanent aggrandisement of Ger-

many. Even this bald and partial

summary indicates the potentiality
of immense advances in material

civilisation, given only favouring
circumstances. And the circum-

stances have been eminently fav-

ourable. There is, therefore,

nothing that ought to have excited

surprise in the phenomena we have

been witnessing.
Nor was the world quite with-

out experience of what a Teutonic
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awakening might mean. We are

apt to forget how recent has

been the efflorescence of the Ger-

man intellect. Little more than
a century ago her literature oc-

cupied as obscure a position in

the republic of letters as the foreign
commerce of Germany did in the

world of trade during the middle
decades of the present century.
Yet within that brief period Ger-

mans have not only enthroned

their classics in every department
of speculation and research, in

the loftiest regions of poetry and

romance, and taken their place in

the front ranks among the pioneers
of thought; but they have also

within the same time annexed the

literature of England and other

civilised countries, which they have

incorporated in their intellectual

domain. Our reprisals have been
on an utterly insignificant scale,

for it has been with our literature

as with our industries we give

freely and take nothing in return.

German philosophy and German
criticism have enriched only the

Olympian regions of our literature.

With the exception of one grand
masterpiece, German poetry, fic-

tion, and history are virtually a
sealed book to the English people,
while English authors are almost
as popular in Germany as in their

own country. Conversing with a

young Berliner, an officer serving
on a foreign steamer in a distant

country, we asked him how he
came to know of such a thing as

salt water, what induced him to

go to sea? "Captain Marryat,"
was the prompt but highly sugges-
tive answer.

Stimulated to the utmost by mili-

tary victories and a political apo-
theosis, these varied but united

forces, when directed towards in-

dustry and commerce, and armed
by all modern inventions, could
not but attain notable success.
And all the more so that in the
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new competition Germany had all

the advantages of a debutant in

being unfettered by old habits

and privileged to march over

macadamised roads, while her

older rivals were condemned to

move along deeply worn ruts from
which they are hardly able to ex-

tricate themselves. The factories

which cover Germany have all the

spick-and-span air of having been
erected from the foundations to

meet the latest requirements of

the day, and fitted with machinery
of the newest type ;

while in Eng-
land there is a wasteful struggle
with antiquated plant and patch-
work buildings, indifferently adapt-
ed to the needs of the time. " We
cannot afford to give an obsolete

machine houseroom," said a great
American manufacturer to the

writer. How many such are

actually kept in England by men
who, if they saw a little farther

ahead, or were their own masters,
would conclude that they could

not afford so expensive a luxury.
And considering the time neces-

sary for the growth of complex
industries and for the organisation
of a great ocean traffic, the pro-

gress made by Germany during
the last twenty years can only be

regarded as an earnest of the

achievements which will signalise
the next generation. So far Ger-

many has but tried her hand and

found out how to do it; she has

set up her apparatus, turned out

samples, and established a base for

future operations. Success pro-

pagates itself, each step gained

supplying at once the means and
the motive for fresh enterprise.
"There is no evidence of being
satisfied with past progress . . .

in Germany; everything is still

being developed," say the Mem-
bers of the Royal Commission.

Industry and population go hand-

in-hand. Every new mouth has

to be fed, and every new pair of
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hands employed, with the result of

indefinitely multiplying life and

energy. Finality in German com-

petition is the very last thing we
can contemplate.

A precise and exhaustive state-

ment of the extent to which com-

peting nations have encroached on

the province of British trade is of

course impossible. We can only
deal with such approximations as

the complex details permit. But
with this reservation there is no
reason why we should not adopt
the summary of trade statistics

presented by the Colonial Office

in the introductory memorandum

prefixed to the publication of the

Colonial Reports as a sound pro-
visional basis for discussion. Com-

paring three triennial periods, it

states that the gross importations
into British Colonies from every

quarter were

For 1883-85 (average) . 137,600,000
1888-90 . 146,700,000
1893-95 . 142,000,000

The share of this trade taken by
the United Kingdom was

For 1883-85 . . 62,700,000
it 1884-90 . . 61,100,000
ii 1893-95 . . 56,500,000

And by foreign countries

For 1883-85

M 1888-90
1893-95

36,100,000
38,000,000
42,700,000

The grand totals being made up
by trade from British possessions
which do not enter into the pres-
ent question.

I [ere, then, we have the funda-
mental fact very simply stated

tha y the quota of this country is

steadily decreasing, while that of

foreign countries is steadily, in-

deed rather rapidly, augmenting.
Of <;his fact the 600-page Blue-book
which embodies the answers to

Mr Chamberlain's despatch of

28th November 1895 furnishes

explanation and analysis, nothing
more. We have lost six millions,
and our rivals, by a curious co-

incidence, have gained just that

amount, so that, in parliamentary
phrase, "on a division

" we are

relatively worse off by twelve
millions annually than we were

just that number of years ago.
At the same rate of progress the

foreigner will have overtaken us

in another fourteen years ;
but as

the double movement, ours on the

down grade and our competitors'
on the up grade, has been sensibly

accelerating towards the end of

the period, the equilibrium will

probably be reached some years
earlier.

So far the official statistics.

But there is "a general opinion
in the colonies that the importa-
tion of foreign-made goods has

increased in a much larger ratio

than is shown by the returns,"
the discrepancy arising from for-

eign merchandise shipped through
British ports being classed in the

returns as British goods.
The Indian Report, which is

separate, does not seem to admit
of the same definite progressional

comparison. It is drawn up in

three biennial periods, 1884-85,

1889-90, and 1894-95, but so

many of the articles are blank

in the first or second period that

the relative totals cannot be given.
The details, however, throw suffi-

cient light on the trend of trade

movements to warrant some con-

clusions as to the dislocation which

is in progress, as a few of the com-

parative percentages will show.

The total importation of articles

of "apparel," for instance, has in-

creased 53 per cent between the

first and third periods. The
British share of it, however, in-

creased only 14 per cent, while

the foreign portion increased by
200 per cent.
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"Candles" increased 30 per cent,

while the British quota decreased

by 11 per cent, the foreign in-

creasing by 160 per cent.

In cotton manufactures,
" hand-

kerchiefs and shawls " show a de-

cline of 2 per cent on the total,

the British share declining 8 per

cent, while the foreign advanced

by 70 per cent.
"
Hosiery

"
increased by 91 per

cent in all, the British share of it,

however, declining 30 per cent,

and the foreign advancing 950 per
cent.

" Hardware " shows a total in-

crease of 13J per cent, in which
Great Britain participates to the

extent of 2J, while foreign nations

advance 120 per cent.
" Matches "

increased 81 per cent.

The British share diminished by
40 per cent, and the foreign aug-
mented by 1700 per cent.

In " bar iron
"
there was a de-

crease of 56 per cent, the British

quota falling 84 per cent and the

foreign advancing 400 per cent.

In "
angle iron

"
there was a

total increase of 46 per cent, a

British decrease of 60 per cent,

and a foreign increase of 1300

per cent.
"
Salt," one of the principal im-

ports into India, had increased by
30 per cent, English salt sharing
in it to the extent of 4 per cent,
and foreign rising by 233 per
cent.

Silk manufactures, silk mix-

tures, and woollen goods follow

much the same course. In many
articles the British trade is actually

retrograding, while the foreign is

advancing. In others the British

proportion is stationary, or ad-

vances slowly, while that of for-

eign competitors proceeds by leaps
and bounds. Belgium takes a very
prominent position in the Indian

import trade, chiefly on account of
her cheap manufactured iron. In
India there are neither hostile
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tariffs nor other differentiating
circumstances militating against
the trade of this country.

Of course, in many of the enum-
erated articles the actual quantity
to the credit of foreign traders is as

yet small, which causes the percent-

age of increase to be very high : a

British increase of 5 may some-
times exceed in volume a foreign
increase of 50 per cent. But the

inference from these figures is not
to be evaded by calling this mode
of presenting the facts " the per-

centage trick," or by any verbal

artifice; neither does the analogy
of the rapid growth of a child

afford us the least consolation in

our comparative stagnation, for

if the strength actually pitted

against us be that only of an
infant Hercules, the prospects of

our contending with him in adoles-

cence would not be brilliant. It

is, indeed, a serious delusion to

run off with the cry,
" Is it not a

little one ?
" The gum-tree begins

by being small, but in a very few

years overtops the oak, and the

important question is not so much
to fix the precise point to which
our competitors have attained as

to verify the direction in which

they are advancing. No one, we
venture to think, who candidly
considers these reports, can have
much doubt on that subject.

It must not be forgotten that

Mr Chamberlain's search-light has

been flashed only on the Colonies

and India. Similar inquiries ex-

tended over our whole commercial

system would probably lead to dis-

coveries still more to our national

disadvantage. The paper from our

Berlin Embassy, for example, just
issued by the Foreign Office, micro-

scopic in size and published at the

popular price of one halfpenny,
contains as much food for reflection

as the voluminous Colonial reports.
The exports from Great Britain

and Germany for the first three
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quarters of 1897 are compared
with she figures for the correspond-

ing period of 1896. British ex-

ports had decreased by 4,664,000,
while German exports had increased

by 3,350,000 a relative loss to

us of eight millions sterling, or

890,000 for each month of this

year !

causes of the displacement
of British by foreign industry lie

mostly on the surface. Were it

as easy to remove as to describe

them, our commercial prospects
would be hopeful in the extreme.

Enough has been said in the

previous portion of this article to

account for the progress which
has been made in foreign indus-

tries and trade, especially those of

Germany. Incidentally thereto,
and by implied antithesis, some of

the causes of the stagnation or

retrogression of British trade have
also been glanced at. This part
of the subject, though the least

palat ible, is the most vital, and it

deser 7es our deepest consideration.

Our national existence is bound

up with it. No doubt we could

exist for an indefinite time, and

keep up defensive establishments

too, by consuming our capital,
but J ohn Bull in the character of

reduced gentleman keeping up his

digni:y on a shrinking income
would not be a cheerful house-

mate. Yet nothing stands be-

tween us and national decadence
save our manufactures and our
trade Our eggs are absolutely in

that one basket.

The answers from the different

colon es to the query as to the

cause* of the displacement of

Britifh by foreign goods are in-

struc ive by their variety. In-

attention to details of finish and

packiag is common to many of the

reports. Price and quality supply
the rnswer in most cases, while
obdurate refusal to make what

the customer wants figures in what
would be a surprising number of

cases, if it were not that those who
are familiar with foreign and col-

onial trade have known it all for

the last twenty years and more.
The Indian memorandum explains
how German salt was introduced
into that dependency through a
combination among English salt-

factors to force high prices on the
Indian consumer. The ever watch-
ful Germans promptly availed

themselves of the opportunity thus

providentially opened to them,
and supplied the deficiency. And
the quantity offered sufficient in-

ducement to put a special line of

German steamers between Ham-
burg and Calcutta, which in turn

stimulated the importation of

German sugar as well as salt. As
everything in nature reproduces
its own kind, so the reactionary

attempt of Cheshire salt-owners to

obstruct the free course of trade

gave birth to a progeny of evil

consequences for themselves and
their country, while the right
action of the Germans resulted in

multiplying benefits to them and
their country.
Some of the colonial reports

show reluctance to admit the facts

of foreign encroachments on British

trade. The Straits Settlements

send a double answer one official,

one commercial, both claiming the

larger staples to the credit of Great

Britain, while conceding to the

Continent the secondary articles,

which one member of the Chamber
of Commerce calls outre. "The
British merchant did not care to

cultivate a business which required

special knowledge and attention,

&c." As this is alleged in appar-
ent defence of the British mer-

chant, little more need be said.

The most satisfactory statement

from Singapore is that English
manufacturers have for some years
made efforts, not altogether un-
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successful, to recover lost ground
in the Malayan markets.

The verdict of the Colonies may
be summed up in the word In-

difference, the indifference of the

British manufacturer to the needs

of customers, to the pushing of

trade, to the progress of rivals, and
to the numberless small things
which make up great aggregates.
The fact has been proved a thous-

and .times, and in many diverse

ways. The remedy lies with the

people concerned. It is a ques-
tion of Freewill.

Looking at the matter from a

different point of view, the two
Technical Education Reports unite

in laying the blame of the British

failure on the neglect of practical
education and training, the Man-
chester report being the more im-

portant of the two, simply because

it emanates from men who have
it in their power to apply the

remedy which they recommend.
Without the least circumlocution

the delegates frankly declare that

salvation lies in our adopting Ger-

man methods, going to school, in

fact, in mature life ! They even

betray misgivings as to whether,
with our traditional habits of " in-

dividual initiative," we shall be
able to cope with the " central-

ised bureaucratic administration"

which co-ordinates, and thereby
economises to the uttermost, all

the forces which the German
people and Government between
them contribute to the nation's

advancement. "The evils of un-
due educational rivalry which are

found in England
"

are obviated

by the German system, and the
waste and disappointment inci-

dental to all isolated experimen-
tation by independent manufac-
tures are wholly saved by the
State laboratories, whose results

moreover far exceed what could be
attained by any number of separate
workers. The description given of

[Jan.

the industrial schools, museums,
and workshops suggests, among
other things, such a degree of

liberality in installation as could

only be possible by collective effort.

They are on "an imposing scale,"
"
exceedingly well equipped," "cost

of equipment and maintenance

very great," "large and costly,"
" numerous and costly," "on a
scale of liberality of which we in

England have no idea or example
"

and so on throughout the dele-

gates' report. And applying the
lesson to their local circumstances,

they add, in several cases, that the
German establishment " cannot be

approached in Manchester either

in extent or completeness for

want of space and want of
means." Referring to the Darm-
stadt Electrical School and the

Dyeing School of Orefeld, "the
means of securing it here [Man-
chester] on an adequate and effec-

tive scale can be scarcely said to

exist." And what is true of

Manchester is, of course, no less

true of our other manufacturing
centres. The inferences to be
drawn from this plain speaking
will not, we hope, be lost on the

British public.
Were education and training

the only thing wanting, we might
feel assured that the problem of

supplying it has fallen into good
hands. As already said,

" Man-
chester men" have here an op-

portunity of doing their country-
men a service of inestimable value.

For though the causes of our com-

mercial reflux lie deeper and reach

farther than the region of mere

teaching, yet this possesses the

practical advantage of presenting
one definite objective, the attain-

ment of which would open out

clearer views of those subtler

questions of social habits, tastes,

and tendencies which constitute

the "hinterland" of the whole

economic problem.
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LONG CREDIT.

OKCE upon a time there was an

eccentricgentleman residing in Lin-

coln's Inn who dined every day at

one cf the old Fleet Street taverns,
of which a few still survive in

rather reduced circumstances, but
which were then filled by very

good company. The dining-room
looked out upon a rather dingy
court, at the northern extremity
of the Temple, which ran all the

way down to the river nearly a

quart er of a mile
;
and our friend,

who loved the house and could

never bear to hear a word said

against it, when taunted with the

prospect from the windows, used

always to reply,
"
Ah, but what a

splendid prospect we should have
if the Temple were pulled down."
We were reminded of this the

other day by the contents of a
"
report

"
issued by no less impos-

ing un entity than the " Political

Committee of the National Liberal

Club." This document, which is

a digest of replies received from
various Liberal and Radical asso-

ciations throughout the country,
sketches out a splendid Radical

programme, of which the glory is

so dazzling that we have not been
able to read it to the end. Some
of its items we may glance at pre-

sently. But in the words of the

report itself, "The point of real

importance is to note that in the

opinion of the associations the de-

sired reforms cannot be carried

until the reform of Parliament is

an accomplished fact;" and "There
mus v be a clear understanding that
no Liberal Government is to as-

sume s office unless it receive the
assurance of having power to cre-

ate, if necessary, a number of peers
sufficient to break down any resist-

ance on the part of the Upper

House to the limitation of its

legislative powers." We are glad
to hear this, because we don't like

Liberal Administrations; and if this

self-denying ordinance is adopted,
we may perhaps enjoy a longer

respite from them than might
otherwise be expected. The Lib-

erals are now in the position of

our eccentric friend. With this

brilliant programme they would
have a very fine prospect before

them, if only the House of Lords
and all that it signifies, now stand-

ing between themselves and their

ideals, were pulled down. The

promised land cannot be reached
until this obstacle is removed.
" All else is to be subordinated to

this primary necessity." Whether
the working classes will be grati-
fied by this demand upon their

patience, the Liberals, who pro-
fess to be in their confidence, ought
of course to know

;
and we fear it

will be thought presumptuous in

ourselves to express a doubt upon
the subject. But men who are

always face to face with material

wants and difficulties, whose first

object in life is to provide for

themselves and their families, will

hardly like to wait for measures

conducive to these ends till the

"arduous task"which the Liberals

have set themselves is accomplish-
ed. If one party can give them
what they want without any such

tedious interval, why should they

ally themselveswith another which,
on its own confession, cannot, and

deliberately asks them to wait, it

may be for another generation, till

their destructive process is com-

pleted. For they admit that the

work is
" arduous

" and will tax

all their energies, even if they do

nothing else. It would be a toler-
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ably big thing to pull down the

whole of the Temple from Fleet

Street to the Thames Embank-
ment. But to pull down the

House of Lords and eviscerate

the English aristocracy for it

is of no use doing the one with-

out the other would perhaps
take a little longer. The House
of Lords is securely fixed on the

topmost branch of the British

oak, and the first climber who

got near it would come down a

good deal quicker than he went

up. Conservatives, we think, may
sleep in peace for another half-cen-

tury if society is not to be turned

inside out, and all our social liber-

ties destroyed, until the Peers have

been turned out of doors and land-

owners out of their estates.

" And many a banner shall be torn,

And many a knight to earth be borne,"

ere that consummation shall be

reached.

We have now, therefore, the

innocently frank confession from
the Radicals themselves that they
can do nothing without what
is practically a revolution. The

English oligarchy once found that

they could not get on without a

revolution, and 1688 was the con-

sequence. The Whigs found, a

century and a half later, that their

party could not get on without a

revolution, and 1832 was the con-

sequence. The Gladstone Liberals

were obliged to regain power by
an Irish revolution

;
and now the

discomfited Radicals find that they
too must have a revolution of their

own, if they are ever to regain the
sweets of power. Revolutions,
however, lose their efficacy by too

frequent repetition. They have
lost as it is a good deal of their

dignity. They have almost de-

scended to the level of burglaries,
and the agitators will find it in-

creasingly difficult to discover any

man of brains and breeding, with
the other necessary qualifications
for such a part, to place himself at

their head. We have only to look

round us to see this. Who are the

Radical leaders at this moment 1

The best is one who has bartered

literary eminence for political

mediocrity. The second best is

a broken-down buffoon, who is

only even second because he has
still a small personal following,
which more respectable members
of the same party, immeasur-

ably his superiors, cannot boast.

Neither belongs to the class which
the British people have been ac-

customed to follow even in their

wildest moments. Having known
Mr Gladstone, they will hardly
" decline on a range of lower

feelings
"
just yet. And Mr Glad-

stone himself confessed that he
should not like to undertake the

task of disestablishing the Church
of England ;

while it was perfectly
clear that the more he looked at

the reform of the House of Lords
the less he liked it. And what
Mr Gladstone shrank from at-

tempting are we likely to see

realised by Messrs Morley and
Labouchere ? Sir William Har-
court is out of it.

Besides, what is the frame of

mind among the working classes

with regard to our national institu-

tions ? We don't mean among those

whose trade it is to shout and

shriek, and who, like the Sorcerer

at the Savoy, pour forth curses

and menaces at so much a dozen.

We mean among the great body of

the people, who are not in any way
represented by political clubs and
coteries. The wire-pullers in Lon-

don know the exact cost of a Hyde
Park demonstration, and can pro-
vide one to order at a day's notice.

But they don't know and don't

want to know what the millions

who stay at home minding their
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own business, and looking after

their own families, are really

thinking. And some wholesome

suspicion of this truth seems even

now to have crossed the minds of

the Radicals. If any great ma-

jority of the working class really
held by the doctrines, and longed
for ;he measures, enunciated in

this latest manifesto, no Conser-

vative Government could ever

have been returned at all. What
can those workers have been think-

ing of who gave Lord Salisbury a

majority of a hundred and fifty.

If it were not recorded out of any
special attachment to our national

institutions, it certainly implied
no hatred of them

;
and such

hatred must be strong and bitter

to induce them to pay the price
demanded by the Radicals for the

ultimate destruction of them. On
what momentum are the Eadicals

| counting to help them up the hill

in front. When, in the language
of the road, a driver "

springs
"

his horses, it means rattling them
down one hill at such a swing-

ing pace as carries them half-

way up another if it rises im-

med^ately before them. But the

Rad cals have been going so slow
of late years that they have

got no way on at all at the

presont moment. And we hardly
see how they are to get it, if they
are never to take office except to

pull down the big impediment
which shuts them out from the

land of milk and honey. There is

no great unsatisfied public want
to give them a start, no great

patr cian demagogue to give them
a lead. They have neither popular
passion to propel them nor indi-

vidu al genius to guide them. They
have not only a long and desperate
conflict before them

; they have to

create the conditions which will

aloni make it possible for them
to begin.

This much was allowed by Mr
Morley in his speech at Bristol
on the 10th December. We
have, therefore, some reason to

reckon upon a fair spell of quiet
weather and practical useful pro-

gress before a revolutionary govern-
ment is again in power. That is

not to be till some great Radical
leader shall ask the House of Lords
to accept a measure of electoral

reform in this country, avowedly
designed as an instrument for

its own destruction, and com-

pletely overthrowing the balance
of political power. Should this

be conceded, he will reckon on

gaining so overwhelming a major-

ity at the polls as will justify
him in proposing to the Peers
that they shall despatch them-
selves in Japanese fashion. On
the refusal of this reasonable re-

quest he will next have to persuade
the sovereign to crush the heredi-

tary House of Parliament because

they decline to commit suicide.

And before any English sover-

eign shall consent to this, much
must have happened, of which
there are no signs at present.
For one thing, the people must
have learned to hate many other

things besides the House of Lords,
which are almost inextricably
wound up with it, and would
almost certainly fall with it. The

Radicals, in fact, as we have al-

ready said, are proposing to them-

selves to inaugurate a political and
social revolution of the first magni-

tude, and consider themselves cap-
able of carrying it out. If

yi/ui0i

o-tavTov descended from heaven, as

Juvenal says, it may not, perhaps,
have alighted on all classes of

politicians. It certainly seems to

have avoided the political com-

mittee of the National Liberal

Olub.

"Drat the man," says the old

lady in 'Punch' to the omnibus
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conductor; "I don't want none

of your crytial palledges : I want to

go to Camberwell." The working
men of Great Britain, to judge by
the only evidence accessible, either

to ourselves or anybody else, are

in very much the same frame of

mind. They want no dazzling

novelties, no brilliant visions, no

cunning fables of a coming golden

age. They want to live. Even

foreign politics have comparatively
little charm for them. We regret

this, because their own material

interests are in part very closely
wound up with our imperial in-

terests. But every now and then

some straw shows which way the

wind blows. "I don't want to

hear about Tunis," a working man
called out the other day ;

"I want
to know how to earn my bread."

The more sublime Radical is very

likely to reply to such a man as

the friend of humanity replied to

the needy knife-grinder. But if

he doesn't swear at him, he won't

give him sixpence. The working
man asks for bread, and the Radi-
cal gives him a stone to fling at

the House of Lords. But the

House of Lords is nothing to him.
His heart is in his own home. He
wants useful practical legislation,
of which he will feel the benefit

immediately. He doesn't want to

go to Tunis; he wants to go to

Oamberwell.
But feelings and cravings of

this kind are not the eggs out of

which revolutions are hatched.

Deep and widespread political and
social discontent, not with par-
ticular laws but with the whole
framework of society and Govern-

ment, is an indispensable condition,
we do not say of a successful re-

volution, but of any organised
movement in that direction on any
considerable scale. The Radicals
must have their TTOV OTCD before

they can even begin; and the

Unionists are placing it every
day more and more beyond their

reach. What do " the people
"

want which they can't get without
the virtual extinction of the House
of Lords ? Look at the programme
of the Liberal Committee. Is there

any one thing in it calculated to

excite any popular enthusiasm
which the country is not just as

likely to get from the Conservatives
as from the Radicals ? We under-
stand why Radical agitators and
leaders want these things, just as

we understand why certain Irish

agitators want Home Rule, for

which the people of Ireland, apart
from the influence of the priest-

hood, care very much less than is

supposed. These men live by
agitation. But the people don't;
and when the Radicals virtually

say to them, support us in pulling
down the Peers, and in the course

of twenty or thirty years you shall

have such and such good things
for your reward ; the answer felt,

if not uttered, will be this, that

they do not care for these good
things, and that even if they did,
a delay of thirty years is the
same thing to the majority as not

having them at all. A bird in the

hand is worth two in the bush, and
the first at all events they are sure

of from the present Government.
Take our friend who wants " to

earn his bread," for instance. He
would be able to earn it much
more to his own satisfaction, if

freed from the tyranny of trades

unions, and allowed to work as

he liked. The gross case of in-

timidation at Glasgow, however

technically legal, is a case in point.

Liberty of labour is one of the

Conservative watchwords, and one

of the Radical bugbears. The one

party have done all they could to

promote it; the other all they
could to prevent it : which is our

friend the more likely to prefer 1
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There? are three L's to which the

working man attaches as much

importance as he does to the

three R's : they are free labour,
i- pure liquor, and decent lodgings.

The Conservatives have helped

him, and will continue to help

him, to all three. Why should

he vant to help a few self-

interosted agitators to a grand
revelation. But in truth the

Radicals have given themselves

away by their recent manifesto.

For ifc is clear that if the working
classes did want all that it pro-
mises in the remote future, that

future would no longer be remote :

the t-isk would no longer be ardu-

ous; the walls of Jericho would
fall down at the first blast.

Our only object in writing this

article has been to comment on
the :'rank admissions now made

by the Radicals themselves : that

they can advance no farther on
their road till the Upper House
of Parliament is removed, and
with it the political power not

only of the whole British aristoc-

racy, titled or untitled, but of pro-

perty in general ; that to accom-

plish this purpose will demand
a most laborious and protracted

struggle, spread over a series of

years ;
that it is to be the prim-

ary object of the Radical party,
to which everything else must be
suboi dinated

;
and that to intro-

duce Radical measures before this

objeco is attained is only plough-

ing the sands; that no Radical
Government is to take office with-
out i;he power of swamping the

Hou^e of Lords; and that conse-

quently the people must expect no
further amelioration of their own
lot fcom the Radical party, for

something like another generation.
For it will take at least as long
to obtain that complete victory
over all the Conservative ele-

ments in the British nation which

is necessary to the fulfilment of

the Radical programme. The
Church of course will have to go ;

property will lose all the political
securities which it has hitherto

enjoyed ;
and when these ends are

attained, it will go hard with the

monarchy. We shall not arrive

at this point within a quarter
of a century at least

;
and if the

people are so enamoured of the

policy laid down by the National
Liberal Club, and have so much
confidence in its authority and

ability as to believe that all these

things will really come to pass if

they only wait long enough, it

must be left to time to undeceive

them.
This article was written in the

first week of December, and con-

sequently before the speeches of

Mr Balfour, Mr Morley, Sir M.
Hicks Beach, and Mr Asquith,
which were delivered between the

10th and the 16th of that month.
We were happy to find ourselves

so completely in accord with the

leader of the House of Commons
at High Wycombe in his comments
on the Radical programme, and
indeed there is a good deal of

his language which might almost

be a transcript of our own. He,
too, asks what the people will

say to a party who openly tell

them that they must wait another

twenty years before the Radicals

can do anything for them. One

thing, however, the National Lib-

eral Club and National Liberal

Federation have done they have

woke up the Radical leaders. An
angry and alarmed buzz is audible

among them. But they cannot

agree who ever supposed they
could? on what is to be done.

Mr Asquith rather backs up the

programme, thinking that the first

step is to destroy the power of

the Peers. But his proposals,
when looked at, come to nothing.
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If the veto was made suspensory,
it would be only what it is now,
for the House of Lords would

certainly never think of throwing
out a measure which had been

sent up by the House of Commons
three times; or if his other nos-

trum were adopted, and whenever
the Lords threw out a popular
measure Parliament was to be

dissolved : that is only what every
Government have it in their power
to do now. If they choose to re-

sign instead, and the leader of the

Opposition takes office at the head
of a minority, he too must dissolve.

We cannot see what practical
difference either of Mr Asquith's
two solutions would effect.

Mr Morley is wiser. He sees

that the destruction of the veto

merely as an abstract proposi-
tion will never get the steam

up. There must be "an oc-

casion." The Lords must be

got to reject some measure on
which the people have set their

hearts. The Radicals, in our own
words, must

" create the condition"

under which alone the conflict can

begin. But Mr Morley does not
show or try to show how it is to

be done. If to reject such a

measure once is to condemn the
House of Lords to destruction,
what becomes of MrAsquith? and

they would not reject it twice.

As long as the Radicals are divided

against themselves they cannot even
make a beginning, and only then
will their worst difficulties begin.
We have no wish to complicate

this simple issue by any remarks
on the political questions of the

present moment. There will be
time enough for that when Parlia-

ment reassembles. We wish to

point out at the commencement of

a new year what, in the estimation
of the Radicals themselves, their

political prospects are worth
;
and

to show Conservatives that, with

the necessary prudence, vigilance,
and energy, the game is in their

own hands for a considerable period
of time. If they choose to weaken
their hands by negligence, internal

dissensions, or unpopular crotchets,

they may, of course, bring defeat

upon themselves much sooner than
it would otherwise have arrived.

But they are at present the ac-

cepted guardians of imperial and

religious interests, and of the

rights of property and industry,
and if they throw away the game
they deserve to lose everything.
Mr Chamberlain is reported to

have said that the present minis-

terial majority was not so much
due to the popularity of the Union-
ists as to dislike and distrust of

their opponents. The Colonial

Secretary took hold of the stick

by the wrong end. It may be

quite true though we by no
means admit as much that the

support given to the party now
in power does not spring from the

same class of feelings which con-

stituted the strength of the old

Tory party before 1832: and Mr
Chamberlain, whose duty it was at

one time to represent the working
classes as hostile to the Church and
the aristocracy, is prone on occa-

sion to let slip a few' words sav-

ouring of former days. But if the

working class support Conserva-

tives because they can obtain from
them the satisfaction of their own
wants, which they cannot obtain

from the Radicals, it seems rather

an unnecessary display of humility
on the part of a Unionist speaker
to say that the people do not love

his party. All affection of this

kind is in one sense relative : but

if they like the Conservatives bet-

ter than the Liberals, the balance

of affection is in itself positive and
absolute.

The Radical Club has rather

upset the Radical orators. It
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has extracted their cartridges and

spoiled their powder. And Sir

Willi*m Harcourt was never hap-

pier than he was at Kirkcaldy, in

consoling himself with a quotation
from Tennyson. We will not

quarrel with him for thinking
that be himself

" has sown some generous seed

Fruitf il of future thought and deed."

He lias sown seed, no doubt,

though we may distrust the qual-

ity sis indeed, we should strongly

suspeot, does Sir William Harcourt

himself. But let that pass. It is

wise in him to look to the future,

since his own friends draw such

a wooful picture of the present.

However, faint heart never won
fair kdy. There are desert plains
and dark forests to be traversed,
enchanted castles to be stormed,
and wizards and giants to be

slain, before the adventurous

knight if his courage holds out
so long receives his guerdon.
But, as Sir William Harcourt

very truly says, this is not the

first time they have had to do
it. Whigs and Tories have both
ere now had to serve a long time
for their Rachel. All we want
to make plain is, that it is to

some such state of probation
the Radicals are now reconciling
themselves. They may fail *like

Don Quixote, or succeed like Sir

Roland of Triermain. But "the

magic halls" will not melt away
just yet.

But what is this that brings us

down into the common day? It

is the printer's boy. We have
been dreaming we were at Dick's,
and what a fine prospect we
should have if the Temple were

pulled down.

VOL. CLXIII. NO. DCCCCLXXXVII.
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BACHELORS.

WHEN departing poets, painters,

essayists, actors but no, we may
scratch out actors frown upon in-

quiry as to what manner of men

they were in the clay, it is all very
well. Conscience adds her whisper
to the confident voice of Good

Taste, and makes us understand

that the frown should be obeyed.
Its rebuke is lawful, and conveys
the assertion of a right of privacy
which it were an outrage to deny.
It is nothing that the painter, the

poet, the novelist had each a share

of the curiosity he forbids nothing

that, for all he might say to the

contrary, no such being ever did

find enough in the work of the

great men of the crafts to satisfy
his questions about them. High
protestations of a wish to know no
more than the word or the work
are often heard, but are never to

be believed except where the boast

can be explained by a miserably
short allowance of human sym-
pathy.

" And did you once see Shelley plain ?

And did he stop to speak to you ?
"

Many men have walked more

loftily to public view than Brown-

ing, who neither had nor affected

a striking figure. Yet no mind
ever stooped less at any point to

the ignoble; and he wrote these

lines, which have been quoted a

thousand times for nothing but a

passionate and worshipping expres-
sion of personal curiosity. Why,
how many questions are there in

these two wondering verses 1 Fewer
would make up an Interview: all

answered, they might even have

made up a Revelation. And did

you once see Shelley plain as he

walked, as he stood, in silence and
in speech ? Then you could tell us
of his gait ; of the carriage of his

head; whether there was really
that look of the strayed and pun-
ishable angel in his eyes that we
see in his pictures ; what weakness
there was, perhaps, below them,
and how much of the weakness
we must partly love and of that

which we must hate when we re-

member it. And what he said;

and, when he passed, what change
there was in your idea of him.
And how harmless the inquiry
were it pushed into detail, and

question asked as to how this

immortal carried his clothes.

There are five ways of doing so,

and each has its own psychological

significance; though as to that,
the answer in Shelley's case might
be divined from the story that,

having gone to bathe one after-

noon, he returned through the

long window of his dining-room
without any clothes at all, forget-
ful that a little dinner-party for

that day might be assembled there

as indeed it was !

To what low depths such curi-

osity may descend, or, rather,

what barbarous traffic is made of

poor little blushing discoveries

which generous eyes would never

look at twice, we have very much
reason to know. But even here

some form of homage hides, though
far, far more bestially "trans-

lated
" than was good Bottom the

weaver. Very different is the

curiosity that sings out from
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Browning's lines, a curiosity
which is all homage, all generous
and humane, if at the same time

athirst for interpretations that

can only be found in one way.
Except in cathedrals, no one hears

an enchanting voice without long-

ing to set eyes on the singer, and
the sight of the singer does make
a difference in the singing. And
so every fine piece of original
work makes a glimpse of the

workman, and some inkling of

his way of life, not only a desire

of gratitude and curiosity, but a

want
; which, being understood, is

a craving for the fulfilment of

interpretation or appreciation of

the work itself. And no craving
is DC, ore justified by the indulgence
of it. Stand three minutes before

a portrait seen for the first time,
and either you do not believe in

it or all your thought about the

original as poet, philosopher,

statesman, soldier, divine, under-

goes a change as if by chemistry.
Sometimes the change is only this

(yet it is not a little either), that

the lines and colours in which you
pictured the great man in your
mind are now fixed : here is assur-

ance absolute that you have got
him right. At other times uncer-

tainties are confirmed, or doubt

creeps in where there was confid-

ence, or the whole conception of

your hero dissolves and takes
another shape.

Tiiere are portraits that throw
doubt upon the most authenticated

passages in history, and there are

others that stamp the record with
a double stamp of truth : these

are pictures of the men of action.

Look at the face, on canvas or in

stone, of one of the quiet thinkers,
take with it a small authentic bit

of character or story, and every
line that he wrote shines upon
the page henceforth as if by an
own internal light. This is what

Socrates in marble does for the
record of what he said. That
Epictetus was a slave and lame of
a leg, and lame of a leg we know
why, are mere items of personal
information

;
but such items they

are as shed upon his noble teach-

ing, so strangely Christ -like at
its deepest, a never -absent glow
of tenderness and beauty. Spi-
noza's word is more commended
than we are always conscious of

by a picture of "
Spinoza at home "

an old man patiently grinding
optical glasses in an attic for his

bread. Lamb's humour would
have been the same in the writing,
but not in the reading, had we
never heard of those weeping
little journeys to the madhouse
with his sister; and successive

generations have acknowledged
the illuminative radiance of An-
drew Marvell's mutton-bone. Were
any of Mary Stuart's portraits as

convincing as Elizabeth's in youth
and age, do you believe the quarrel
about her character would be so

violent, and opposing views of it

so persistently extreme? It is

hardly natural to think so. We
are greatly disagreed about Mary
Tudor

; yet the portrait of her

that was shown at a historical
" loan exhibition " a few years ago
should have brought all contention

to an understanding, upon com-
mon grounds of pity. For an out-

and-out example of an upsetting
face Wolfe's may be instanced.

There is a tale that just as Wolfe
was about to start on his expedi-
tion of death and glory, the great
Minister who despatched that ex-

pedition sent for the young man
to survey him and impart a word
or two of counsel ; upon which

occasion Wolfe drew his sword and
flourished about the room with so

many strange capers of boasting
exaltation that Pitt took fright
at the choice of such a commander.
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With that tale in mind, go to view-

Wolfe's portrait in the national

collection and you will be per-
suaded on the spot that the story
of " the heights of Abraham " needs

rewriting in all that Wolfe had to

do with it.

And this brings us round to

what we began with. Though
poets and preachers and teachers

of every sort may rightfully com-

mand us to take their benefactions

and leave their characters alone,

the great ones who make our des-

tinies their own affair must not

expect the same immunity. Their

works are for us experience first,

a study afterwards
;

and it is

the experience that matters most.

However he may be appointed or

come about, there is no imperti-
nence in making strict inquiry into

the character of a man who under-

takes the fate of nations, with all

that their past has made them, all

that their present is, all that their

future may be. This is much more
than to take a coachman's place or

to enter the family as cook. So
tremendous a responsibility author-

ises every investigation, though of

course it should be applied and
maintained as delicately as the case

permits. The ruler of a nation

should be allowed to consider his

tastes private, to empark his pec-
cadilloes and disport with them

beyond surveillance of the public

eye. But though he may call his

foibles his own and indulge them
as he will, though he may equally
claim concealment for acts of good-
ness, the rights of privacy do
not go beyond. His vices, if he
have any, are not in every sense

his own. These he cannot pretend
to keep to himself. They are ours

by infliction and as vitiations of

the State. The common faults of

humanity, when they are lifted

into the sphere of Absolute Gov-

ernment (by no means a peculi-

arity of acknowledged despotisms),

change their nature by expan-
sion

;
and so follies which among

us little citizens wreck a household

at their worst, have all the effect

of epidemic madness. A hidden
weakness of character in prince or

Minister it is not always that :

there are times when it is a flaw

in the sea-wall that saves a king-
dom from drowning. The same

intemperance of mind which in

a cobbler's stall rises to tragedy-

point when the crockery begins
to fly, brings down from kings'

palaces a blight as of fire from
heaven if so we may describe

war and its devastation. And
here are reasons enough for main-

taining that the characters of our

guardians of peace and lords of

war are rightfully subject to public

scrutiny.
The publication of 'Guillaume

II. Intime,' by Maurice Leudet,
was heralded in fifty newspapers,
French and English, by the pro-
mise of very deep scrutiny indeed.

This flourish of trumpets, it turns

out, was rather like that which
sounds from the rear of the travel-

ling physician's carriage when he
enters a Continental village to

sell his pills. We run to M.
Leudet's cart, and for 2 francs

50 centimes receive his commod-

ity in the most promising hiero-

glyphical wrapper conceivable.

Displayed upon it is a picture
of the German Emperor, in full

uniform, crucified upon the handle

of Charlemagne's sword ! Pro-

found yet radiant idea ! Without

opening the book, here was good
musing for an hour hundreds of

thoughts flying down from the sky,
like pigeons, to pick and strut and
flutter among the many meanings
of that covering page.

"

Looking
upon it with greedy eye for every
detail of the design, the name of
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the designer presently came into

view, though inscribed in lettering
faint as the rays of the pole-star
on a moonlight night. It was a

useful discovery, in a disappointing

way ;
for a very little reading in

the book brought out the honest

fac 1
; that the 2 francs should have

been paid to M. Ueber, the 50

centimes to M. Leudet. For the

mo.st part, M. Leudet's five pen-
n'orth of prose is a farrago of

gossip about the Emperor's pal-

aces, horses, kitchens, cooks
;

his

hours of work
;

his eating and

drinking ;
the imperial wardrobe

;

"
lit, cour, la suite, la domes-

ticiteY' and matter of the like

description.
' Guillaume II. In-

time '

is a treasury of interesting
and instructive portraits, but its

letterpress charges the memory
with only one fact of vital sig-

nificance, The Emperor's maga-
zino of uniforms is the finest in

the world
;
the gigantic armoires

in the imperial wardrobe-chambers
are replete with every variety of

costume for every possible occa-

sion; yet one article of clothing

may be looked for in vain the

robs, de chambre. This is a dynastic

peculiarity: "Lorsque, peu apres
la guerre de 1870, un fabricant

de i'Allemagne de Sud envoya a

1'en pereur Guillaume I. une robe

de chambre de prix en brocart

or, cette robe lui fut retournee

aveo ces laconiques paroles,
' Les

Hohenzollern ne portent pas de
robos de chambre.'"
Nine years ago the character

of the reigning Hohenzollern was
the most importunate, most in-

teresting, most "sporting" study
in the whole wide world of politics
and government. A general under-

starding of it then would have
bee) i worth to us many pecks of

Maich dust even to the young
Emperor himself, perhaps, worth

maty a pinch ; for common know-

ledge of its peculiarities, which
would have been tantamount to

open publication of them, might
have served to restrain their more

dangerous extravagances. No
prince, in modern times, ascended

the throne amid so much of ex-

cited curiosity a curiosity which,
in his case, rose here and there

into a kind of apocalyptic expecta-
tion. Don't we remember 1

? Up
to the time when he propounded
his grand universal scheme of

social regeneration (soon like a

hot potato to be dropped), and

throughout that time, and yet
more when a short while after-

wards he cashiered the mighty
Bismarck, he was hailed as a demi-

god even in our own British news-

papers : which is no exaggeration,
but true to the letter. Nothing,
of course, could be more unfortun-

ate for the young prince himself.

Persuasions and pretensions which

should have been smothered in

kindly satire on their first appear-
ance were immediately accepted,
and by their acceptance con-

firmed.

Hard upon his fortieth year the

German Emperor remains a strange
romantical figure, but no longer

speculative and barely interesting.

Our young illusions regarding him
have been destroyed by the tire-

some persistency of his own so

long after he ought to have known
better. Our young illusions how

they came into existence is a

wonder, and what they found to

live upon for the ninth part of

nine years is more mysterious still.

A less deceiving character than

that of Guillaume II. never ap-

peared upon the public stage.

Neither by change nor growth
does it differ, now when it is

slighted, from what it was when
most admired. In every turn of

speech, in every article of conduct,
he is the same unvarying man, or,
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more truly, the same romantic un-

advancing youth ;
and his must in-

deed be a hard-wearing vanity if

through some ravelled fold of it he

does not now and then observe

that precisely what attracted is

exactly what repels. Self -de-

ceived beyond all measure and ex-

ample, he has ever been so undis-

guised that it would be ludicrous

to call him a deceiver. Some
characters do alter for the worse,

strangely and unaccountably ;
but

no change of that sort in the Ger-

man Emperor's case can be alleged
as a cause of disappointment, Bad
natures are always aware of their

badness, and feel that it must be

kept dark if they are to make their

way to a high place in the world.

But this that we speak of was at

no time a bad nature, conscious of

the need of concealment
;
but only,

like many a pudding, a bad because

unproportioned compound of in-

gredients wholesome enough in

balanced quantity. And what
there was no conscious need of

was never practised ;
the world

supplied its own deceiving. Ten

years ago the master of Germany
wielded enormous power. When
the master was changed it was

profoundly important that his

character should be understood.

It was immediately presented with
a candour ignorant of its own
daring and excess. A whole Ger-
man public, a whole British public

(about the French and Russian I

do not know so much) saw the
most glorious promise in warnings
half sinister and half grotesque.
Little by little the illusion waned
as the warning was recalled by
fulfilment; and, like the smile of

the Cheshire cat in Lewis Carroll's

tale of Wonderland, the grotes-

querie remains where all solid in-

terest in the German Emperor's
personality has departed.

Revelations should be accurate.

The Looker-on : [Jan.

Within the last five years there

have been more than as many
revelations from the inwardness

of German history in the great

days between '69 and the death of

the Emperor Frederick, and they
are almost as contradictory as

authoritative. Other authorities,
as yet unrevelationary, stare with

amazement at statements of the

highest interest not yet contra-

dicted. All in good time
;
and

when that time comes, one ques-
tion as incessant in a corner of my
mind as a grasshopper in a June
meadow will perhaps be answered.

It is this :

Did Prince Bismarck never sus-

pect till when shall we say ?

that he had a most uncertain

comrade in his old master's grand-
son? Some of the revelationers

insinuate distinctly enough that

the great Chancellor was no more
mistaken in that matter than in

any of the others with which he

was concerned : we are to under-

stand that he always knew what
to expect. If so, there was a

brief stretch of time in '88 three

months or so by the almanac, but

crowded with years of plot and

tragedy in which Prince Bis-

marck played the most miserable

part that ever fell to a proud man
and a patriot. But considering
the hearty way in which he played
this part, and the superfluous
strokes that he put into it, we
shall hear, I think, when the as

yet unrevelationary witnesses say
their say, that he was spared the

pain of quite understanding what
he was about. The tragedy it

was not the mere physical suffer-

ing in which the Emperor Freder-

ick lingered so long and so dread-

fully died, nor the disappointment
therewith at perishing in such a

way from the hour when he might
have entered upon a splendidly
beneficent career. That, indeed,
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would have been pathetic enough :

but what gave it a place in his-

tory (unwritten history, to be

sure), what gave it a place in life

with the highest and most moving
of Shakespeare's tragedies, was the

heartless intrigue that clamoured
about the unfortunate prince from
the time he was struck till the

hour of his release. Grave polit-
ical considerations are allegeable
for the outrage, no doubt at any
rate, to account for its beginnings.
Frederick's dreaded Liberalism

;

his wife's dreaded influence; the
unknown degree to which his

mind had been poisoned by Eng-
lish ideas and English sympathies ;

Bismarck's prospects under a Lib-

eral regime and an Empress yet
more detestable (and so much more

formidable) than the Empress Au-

gust a ; lastly, or firstly, as would

perhaps be contended, the in-

tensely patriotic sympathy of the

Crown Prince William with these

confederations
;

behold the re-

spec table motives of the intrigue
that sprang into life by the old

emperor's deathbed, and neither

heeded the suffering nor was satis-

fied with the decease of his patient
son.

]S"ow Prince Bismarck and the

then Crown Prince were certainly
confederates in this campaign ;

and supposing it true that the

Chancellor well understood the

character of his young ally, could

read his own fate in the conduct
of j on to father, foresaw what the

future of his country must be in

the hands of a ruler so feather-

brained, so wilful, so everlastingly

boy sh and intemperable what a

wrefcch the old Teuton must have
tho ight himself to be the fated

agent of such misfortunes ! But
had he this understanding and
fon sight? There are strong par-
ticular reasons for doubting it.

The n had he not ? But that would

be as strange ; for everything that
could be expected of the Youthful

Emperor came out in the violent
and shameful days before his ac-

cession to the throne. It was a
custom in England, when a dinner-

party was given, to place all the
dishes on the table at once, and
then to marshal in your guests
and say,

" You see your dinner be-

fore you." By a later refinement
the dishes were afterwards re-

moved, to be brought in severally
in their order. As Crown Prince,
the German Emperor made a
similar exhibition of his qualities ;

and that with so much ignorance
of the untoward character of some,
the defeating excess of others, the

belated and often ridiculous his-

trionics of most, that he could say
with pride as he displayed them,
"Gentlemen, you see your future

sovereign before you." And it

was so. Dish after dish, they
have all come in since, quite un-

modified and quite without sub-

traction or addition.

If only some part of his follies

were affected ! If only his strenu-

ous weaknesses were capable of

self-discovery or even self -suspi-
cion ! But there is no such saving
luck about them. They are all

serious, all truly and blindly sin-

cere. The first Hohenzollern that

ever went to a public school, he
had the best chance allowable to

Hohenzollerns of opening his native

faults, like other lads, to light and
air

;
but it is plain that they were

impervious to such influences or

were never fairly exposed to them.

The Kaiser's mind is obviously a

facile mind in many ways; but

the last thing that he is likely to

learn in this world is that his fail-

ings are unkingly. Be the de-

monstration of that fact what it

may, there is no avenue to his con-

ceptions by which it can reach

him. But unkingly is the true
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word all the same ; and, in small

things and in great, it describes a

large part of his nimble, loquacious,

overdressed, and theatrical per-
formances in public. The round

of calls that he made immediately
on his accession was unkingly in

almost every circumstance, and

was so considered at every Court

he visited. Bismarck's provoca-
tions were sharp enough, no doubt.

But he was a great man, a great

Minister, and had given its ut-

most greatness to the House the

Kaiser boasts of with a pride
enormous but yet far from great ;

and Bismarck's dismissal, if just,

was most unkingly. There were

ways of committing that eventful

mistake not as it was committed.

The Emperor's grandfather had
other good servants besides Prince

Bismarck, knew their worth, ac-

knowledged their natural superi-

ority in his own sufficient way
(quiet but unconcealed deference),
and was grateful to them without

fearing the sentiment as a lapse
of Hohenzollern dignity. In his

grandson's eyes, gratitude to these

men seems to be nothing else.

He does not like to think of them.

Language and conduct belie him

utterly if he is not in a constant

passion of endeavour to blot their

services from sight as makers of

the Empire, heaping upon that

conscious no -genius William the

Second the whole glory of the

achievement. That is unkingly :

and more so in Hohenzollerns and
the like than it would be in the

struggling head of a parvenu
family.
And what shall we call that

strange, persistent freak, the pub-
lic indulgence of offence to his

father's memory? For months,
even for years, it was ostentatious

offence; and its presence is still

audible where it is most at home
in the eternal rub-a-dub in cele-

bration of My heroic Grandfather.
A strange freak we have said, for

it is that in many ways, but mostly
because it is an expression of fa-

mily pride. Yes, of family pride ;

and pride for which "pride" is

no word in the birth, the blood,
the antiquity, the virility, the god-
like and God-commended military
masterfulness of the House of

Hohenzollern. The strangeness,

this, of an absorbing and distract-

ing sentiment, dictating and at

the same time determining all

that he says and does and would
do. In this case the treatment
of his father its operation was
excessive almost to an absurd de-

gree, and quite to the verge of the
cruel and the shameful. Perhaps
the excess was a fascination

;
to

venture it seemed heroic. How-
ever that may be, the son was so

profoundly conscious of the father's

defection from the right old Hohen-
zollern standard his rationalising

Liberalism, his weakness for con-

stitutional nostrums, his penchant
for peace, his irreligious and dis-

inheriting idea of ending Divine

Right in Prussia by cutting off the

entail that he felt bound to rule

Frederick III. out of the family.
Your filial duties depend a good
deal upon what you are. The
heir of a great historic line, your
filial duties are not to individuals

but to a race; and your obliga-
tions are the higher and more

imperative if of that race you are

the conscious flower. Not with
his son's goodwill could a prince
so seriously disqualified as Fred-

erick (disqualified in such various

ways, too) come into the succes-

sion. Nor did he. Therefore the

line must be considered as passing
over his head

; the truly direct

inheritance leaping from grandsire
to grandson, in whom other and
more historic Fredericks reappear
and blend.
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E^en to such lengths a master-

ing passion may run, when it is of

this kind. And farther yet it

may go; of which there is proof
and to spare in grievous extrava-

gances of speech wellnigh incred-

ible as seriously felt and meant.

Windmills seen as castles are no
mor<! of a 'delusion than these ab-

surdities uttered as solemnities;
and under the ridiculous how

pathetic they are ! As boyish
readers of Quixote we laugh at

the delusion of the windmills
;
at

fortj years we read the page in

another mind. We could smile

at the speeches from a youthful

empt ror : they are grave reading
when the imperial speaker is him-
self within measurable distance

of being a grandfather. An angry
gravity, however, does not befit

the oase, and that needs daily
remeaabrance.

In war-time we pray for victory,

meaning the advantage of dealing
out ^reat and decisive slaughter
on the battle-field. So many good
and wise men have justified the

pray* r, that perhaps the expression

among ourselves of a similar desire

may not be considered wrong.
And yet there are grounds of

hesitation. For though in war-
time we do supplicate for grace
to inllict upon the foe unendurable
suffer ing, who could voice a prayer,
even then, that our hearts should
be hardened against the cutting
up o: our own soldiery, lest we
shoul 1 melt too soon and too soon

give i n ? The general feeling must
be, I liink, that this is no petition
to off ?r up in a sacred place ;

and

perhaps it would take as much
courage to breathe it at the hearth
as at ohe altar.

Ye, (what a world it is! and
what a pity that, with all our

expanding aspirations to live for

beauty and peace and kindness

alone, we do not derive from the

vegetable instead of the animal

kingdom !) yet, what is to be
done? Within the last three

months signs have appeared in

this country that we do need

hardening up a little; that there

are softening, weakening, nerve-

enfeebling influences abroad that

may breed a sudden and remediless

delirium.

Now these are large words ;
and

the subject is a delicate one
;
and

it is so easy to earn a character for

Hamidian callousness to bloodshed

that careful men of the world are

shy of touching on such matters.

But there should be no danger in

quoting the '

Spectator
'

upon any
question involving the conscien-

tious and humane
;
and it happens,

fortunately, that a little Note
which appeared in that paper a

few weeks ago makes an ample
text for all that I would say. It

was a note about the fighting on
the Indian frontier

;
and the gist

of it was this. We are watching
the conflict amidst entirely new
conditions. We are brought too

near the field of battle without

being in it. Instead of hearing
three weeks after an engagement
that "our men, checked at first,

made a rush and cleared the enemy
from his entrenchments at such

and such a cost," it is as if we saw
with our own eyes the individual

men die or drop wounded. " The
effect of this is that every scrim-

mage seems an engagement, every

momentary check a defeat, every

petty loss a sanguinary affair."

Seeing what emotion the Dardai

fighting excited, the *

Spectator'
" wonders what our people would

do if our soldiers ever fought a

real battle, and won it, with a loss

of five hundred officers and twenty
thousand men. To judge," says

he,
"
by the comments we hear

on these hill-side skirmishes, they
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would nearly go mad with pity and

horror, and the muddle between
exultation and repentance."

"If our soldiers ever fought a

real battle, and won it, with a loss,"

et-cetera. From these few words the

preacher of a much-needed sermon

might pluck a Firstly, a Secondly,
a Thirdly with convenience to him-
self and a reasonable hope of

touching his hearers. "If our
soldiers ever fought a real battle."

We shall do well to consider the

significance of those little words
"if" and "ever." They are not

accidental. They are not, as to

the careless reader they may seem,
common -form constituents of a

conventional predicate. Here the
wise observer points a finger at

one of the strange, unformulated,
unreasonable assumptions beneath
which the public mind slumbers
and sleeps. It is true that now and
then a prophetic apprehension of

England at war, not with naked
Africans or half -armed Eastern

tribes, does flutter upon the sur-

face of that lake of many waters.

Sometimes the flutter swells into

tumult; but whether or no, and
all the while, the flurry moves

upon a deep impenetrable feeling
of disbelief that any war so horrid
need be feared. Yet, says the

preacher, it is but a question of

soon or late, as death is to us all
;

and then he goes on to ask what
reason for confidence we have that
the trial is far off. Secondly, we
are to remark that our monitor

figures to our minds the battle
won ; saying that even with victory
in hand it seems as if we should go
nearly mad with pity and horror.
He might have put the case differ-

ently. He might have based it on
the supposition of a great defeat.

That, however, he knew he could
not do without danger of putting
his readers from him by seeming
to deal in extravagant fable. Or

perhaps he thinks that defeat with

great slaughter would be a different

thing, doing away with pity and

horror, and leaving no desire but
for revenge and rehabilitation. It

may be. We know how well the

steady endurance of the Briton

may be trusted in a long, inde-

cisive, unencouraging campaign.
But thirdly comes the considera-

tion upon which a new doubt
arises. It is not a doubt that

dwells for a moment upon the
stubbornness and determination
of our soldiery in the field, but
has all to do with the feeling

(quite the most proper word on
this occasion) the feeling at

home.
For now, as our text has it,

we who sit at home view what

fighting goes on as we never did

before. The distance that ob-

scured its horrors is nearly abol-

ished. It is not now as of old,

when blunders and their redemp-
tion, mischances and their remedy,
the peril and the triumph, were
all told together; or, more often,
the good in haste, the ill with

softening delay. If that was an

advantage, it was an advantage that

we have had to surrender for others.

In at least one respect the gifts
of science are like the gifts of the

gods they may be abused, but

they cannot be declined
;
and by

these gifts we are not so much
enabled as compelled to witness,
when a war breaks out, the whole

procession of its vicissitudes as

they arise, its perils as they have
to be dared, and its horrors as

they are inflicted and endured.

No words can better describe this

change of conditions than "we are

brought too near the field of battle

without being in it." To be in

it, we may find, affords the better

chance of keeping sane. It seemed
to me, when the news of the de-

struction of the Chinese ships and
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forts was pouring in lately, that the

excitement here was marked by a

stronger feeling of humanitarian

distress than was occasioned by
far greater butcheries nearer home
twenty years before. To-day the

reports of a little frontier fighting
are so received as to start the

fancy that victory with very many
killed would drive England frantic

with \ ity and remorse.

What, then, if week after week,
in a great war near to our doors,
a run of ill-luck had to be chron-

icled for a sensitive public by
fan agonising press ? We have
seen i-he effect of the announce-
ments, in startling and seemingly
affrighted types, of those frontier

catastrophes :

" Another Engage-
ment with the Tribes ! Heavy
British Losses! Sixteen Killed!

Three more Officers Wounded !

"

Suppose, then, the sudden inrush

of a great Power into one of our

dependencies ;
or suppose such a

general attack upon the country
as W3 are actually providing

against, with such reverses for us
at the beginning as are not un-
known in Britain's history. The
excitement then ! The sensation,
the glut of emotion ! The instant

advertisement of every menacing
peril ! The haste to be first and
fullest with every disaster !

" An-
other Reverse ! Awful Slaugh-
ter ! Three Hundred go up on
one Torpedo ! Battle renewed
this Morning ! Cabinet Council
this Afternoon ! Full Particulars
of Tu< sday's Carnage !

"
. . . Five

war-ecitions a-day, and the streets

alive A/ith yelling vendors of them
till midnight.
He asks to be believed who says

that nothing of this kind need be
feared amidst any grave peril to

the kingdom. At the first clear

menace of invasion our most ex-

citabk spirits would condense into

sobriety; and none would more

thoroughly understand the folly,
the wickedness, of spreading
the contagion of hysteric sensi-

bility than the purveyors of the
latest news. Why, yes; of that

we may be satisfied without

suspicion of unnatural optimism.
But our wars of the future, when-
ever they begin (far be the

day !
)

are not likely to commence
with invasion; and after recent

signs and experiences, it would be
a comfort to feel sure that conflict

beyond the home seas will equally
condense our excitable spirits, and

suspend the cultivation of fancy

politics and cosmopolitan emotion.

Should we be solid, and remain
solid through the vicissitudes of

months of hard fighting, were the

enemy's aim and desire Egypt,
Gibraltar, Malta, or some distant

island like Ceylon, for example?
Would there be no indulgence
then either to back the fancy

politics, or to recall the sweetness

of a quiet life, or to achieve the

largest circulation of melting
detail and ghastly scene? In
that question lies the really
serious doubt ;

and since it seems

likely to prove well-founded at

no very distant date, amid hasty
cries of " Peace " from a new and

passionate and tender philosophy,
let us indeed pray betimes for

some wholesome hardening of

heart.

Meanwhile, a petition to the

newspapers ;
a petition to their

directors to consider what they

do, with their demoralising
alarms of "Heavy British losses,

sixteen killed"; their astonish-

ment at the valiancy of men
who do a soldier's duty when it

seems that they must die for it;

their mistake, which they are so

proud of, in painting the air about

us with all the risks, anxieties,

and horrors of the battle-field from

hour to hour as the conflict goes
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on. Pity to spend so much enter-

prise on the softening of fibre and

enfeebling of nerve, when there

is so clear a likelihood of our

needing yet again all the hardi-

hood that beat the Spaniard down
in the great days of Elizabeth.

Of course the newspapers can say
that they would know how to

refrain and be discreet on due
occasion. Plainly, however, it is

safer to practise reticence and dis-

cretion on all occasions, otherwise
mischief may be done unawares.

Already it appears that a growing
preponderance of the Womanly
may be traced not only in the

census returns. Already there

are signs that the softer emotions,
so apt to grow luxuriantly in lands

lapped in riches and fenced from

war, are straying where they are

but strangling weeds.

Of course, if it be true that the
British army is mainly recruited

now from a generation of lads,

gallant as any but small of bone
and of tender physique, the civili-

sation which is answerable for

the product may reasonably feel

qualmish when it reads telegrams
about the highly superior doings
of stalwart Sikhs and wiry Goork-
has. For my own part, I have
not the least doubt that those

ever-offending telegrams have done
the Northatnptons and Derbyshires
and Dorsetshires cruel injustice
an injustice which deepens the

demoralising and enfeebling tenor
of nearly all that "news from
the front." But to what ex-

tent is it true that the army is

filled up with weak and weedy
boys, and in what proportion do
these boys remain weedy and
weak ? Apparently, there is no

getting at the truth on these ques-
tions from gentlemen who ought
to know so many gentlemen who
ought to know differing from so
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many others in toto. After recent

controversy (but perhaps it is going
on

still),
evidence that this will

ever be so must be considered

overwhelming; and therefore the

only other means of ascertaining
the truth, and of bringing down
light for guidance, should be im-

mediately resorted to.

The alternative is application to

some one who does know, though
he be not of those who ought to

know. By that good luck that

pours upon England (and some-
times runs to waste) there is such
a person deep, a seer, unique :

and in such business as this he

may be commanded from the ends
of the earth at a moment's notice.

With thanks to Sir Redvers

Buller, Sir Arthur Haliburton,
General the Lord Sandhurst, Ad-
miral Colomb, Mr Arnold Forster,
and the rest, the Government
should send for Mr Rudyard
Kipling.
A smile rises lightly and de-

parts gravely. The one sole and

single reader of '

Maga
' who sus-

pected satire here did so but for

half a moment. A beam of con-

viction then smote him behind the

eyes, and his eyes opened, and he
also saw no joke, but a suggestion
too good to be gainsaid and too

irregular to be thought of for a

moment where it should be carried

out. Not that "office" is sug-

gested no, no. But Mr Kipling
should be sent for; or, more fit-

tingly, the Prime Minister, and
Lord Lansdowne, and Lord George
Francis Hamilton should go to Mr
Kipling ;

and they should ask him
to tell them of the British soldier,

whence he comes, why he comes :

what he was, what he is : what
makes him, what unmakes him :

how to get him, how to keep him,
And let them listen well, and be-

lieve, and do as he bids
;
for here

is a man whose knowledge of all
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this (? mong other things) is from

a source unknown to anybody at

the Horse Guards, being the deep-
est of all knowledge. How he

comes by it is a mystery to every
other mortal man. We his con-

tempo Caries are near enough to

him in time and space to see the

wonder at work, but with no
more understanding of it than of

a simi ar though far greater won-
der which had baffled comprehen-
sion f?om Shakespeare's time till

our ovn. Miracle it is called in

that case miracle of divination.

In thii other case it is divination

too; the same quality, which is

far ax>ve the observation and

investigation of our common in-

telligence. And if Kipling's div-

inations are those of a prince of

the Powers of the Earth, he him-

self a darling Son of Earth, and
own Brother of all her creat-

ures from the cloud in the sky to

the Hold-mouse that fears it if

he interprets with Caliban rather

than with Prospero (grant you
that, even), so much the more
useful he to the Prime Minister,
Lord Lansdowne, and Lord George
Francis Hamilton. Kipling's is

the knowledge for their business.

He hiuS looked upon what, after

years of cogitation, they desire a
better understanding of; what
he looks at is immediately known,

let them inquire of him. The

army 1 the soldiery ? the individ-

ual so dier? As Sir Edmund Du
Cane s ays, some one must find out
how ;he necessary number of

efficient men can be attracted to

the colours. Approach Rudyard
Lokiscn in the right way, which
is an old English way; in the

right place, which is the sacred

place of the mahogany-tree; and

presently from amidst the smoke
of the inspiring weed a voice shall

come with words of insight worth

many lives and several hundred

thousand pounds per annum.
Then, when the third vial is

opened, and goes round, inquire
about this frontier warfare. Speir
into the course of it, the best and
worst in the outlook of it. Ask
what is in the hearts of those
wild Pathans, and what to do
and what not to do about them
now and hereafter. And when
you turn out at the midnight
hour you will take with you more
wisdom than the most learned

military and political pundit in
the Queen's dominions can be
trusted to supply.

Why not? What is it that
makes a country gentleman, an ad-

vocate, a manufacturer, into a

Secretary of State and an unques-
tionable authority 1 Firstly, an

ingenious platform eloquence ;
sec-

ondly, a slashing eloquence in the
House of Commons; thirdly, an

ingenious eloquence on the plat-

form; fourthly, in the House of

Commons a slashing eloquence;

fifthly, a good technical acquaint-
ancewith public affairs; and sixthly,
as much intellectual ability as any
one intellectual man in three score.

Now, though the first, second,

third, and fourth of these qualities
are essential to getting on, they
are not essentials of statesmanship.
Five and six are

;
but of a states-

manship that goes no further on
the road to excellence than the

late Mr Cubitt went with Michel

Angelo. No poet without divina-

tion and expression. No states-

manship without divination and
conduct. Conduct is no rare

quality in British statecraft
;
divi-

nation very rare indeed, and at

times it is priceless. This is one

of those times ;
and a truly divin-

ing mind, reflective of all sorts of

inner truth about India and the

soldier, is at hand for consultation

gratis.
" But the irregularity !

"

Well yes. Immense !
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There is a passage somewhere in

Mr Da Maurier's book which has

an interest for the recruiting-ser-

geant as well as for the physiolo-

gist, the psychologist, the artist,

the poet, and all who like to have

things handsome about them. In
this passage the artist -

novelist,
who was originally meant for

science and had a ready mind for

biological theory of any sort, ex-

presses a persuasion that we need
not depend upon nature so much
as we think for beauty and stature.

Art may help greatly, by influences

working through the eye.
Whether it be a sign of grace

to be contemptuous of ugly faces

and ill-formed limbs, whether it

is a refinement even in an artist

to take offence at humanity's

ignoble failures and avenge the

hurt by making them ridiculous,
calls much less for consideration

than it did when the century
was young. But even when this

century had advanced far be-

yond years of discretion, physical

poverty, defect, incongruity, still

seemed a natural cause of amuse-
ment in others, but not of an
amusement that would spare the

corrective rod of ridicule. In the

politer circles of the time,
"
quiz-

zing," a lost art which aimed at

delicacy without always achieving
it, was the vehicle of chastisement

;

amongst ruder folk it was laid

on with what would be now called
"
chaff." Apparently it could not

be introduced too often into the
theatrical piece that " shoots folly
as it flies

"
; and only such print-

shops as Mr Graves's could do with-

out its satirical humours. Yet
this extremely powerful combin-
ation of repressive influences had
no evident result, beyond making
the individual patient individually
miserable. No further good was

done, or none that caught the eye.
Just as many faulty pots came

from the potter's kiln. Just as

many crooked, dwarfish, mal-
formed figures went about the

world, nor was there any sensible

relief from the presence in every
public place of mean unfinished

faces.

But if Mr Du Maurier was right,
and a great deal may be said for

his fancy, there should have been
better results. Ridicule has always
been supposed a most effective

agent of amendment and reform.

Emulation also, undoubtedly ; yet,

according to Mr Du Maurier's

theory, emulation, skilfully ex-

cited by one mind and hand alone,

may do more to refine feature and
ennoble stature than all the efforts

of a whole generation to put down

ugliness by ridicule. No man more

heartily loathed ugliness in his fel-

low-creatures than Du Maurier.
No adoration of the tall, the

stately, the strong and beautiful,
ever exceeded his. Drawing was
with him its ritual. His work
was work no doubt, but yet was
done in worship. He knelt down
to the making of those superb

figures of men, those sumptuous
figures of women six feet high
and more; and his determination
that they should never be less

seems to have been blest, after

many days, with a vision of a

strange and great reward. Among
other sorts of belief, there is a be-

lief of fancy, as Du Maurier him-

self could have told you ; moreover,
that it can be nearly as serious as

the belief that is authorised by
demonstration

;
and that so it can

be held that his pictures, with

those magnificent women and men,
continued for a generation in a

renowned periodical which every-

body sees, worked an actual physio-

logical improvement in the breed

to which we belong.
If we could only believe it

quite ! not the improvement,
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which is beyond doubt, but that

it h^d or could have any such

origin or even such promotion.
Whai; bright new hopes for the

recruiting-sergeant then ! It is

everybody's observation that some-

thing has made a change, which

began to show itself evidentially

eight or ten years ago ;
and here

is an increasing troop of fine

younj| handsome girls and boys ;

and candour would oblige even a

rival genius to admit that many
of these boys and girls are in the

true Du Maurier manner, though
as ye:, of course, in a less finished

style of art. That circumstance

may fairly be set to the Du
Maurier account. Changes in the

physiological presentation of a

people have been noted before ;
as

from the long -faced melancholic

Elizabethan type in our own land

to the full-cheeked, richly chinned

generation of a later day. In

Parisian France, too from the

proverbially tall and meagre to

the obviously stout and short.

The recent change in England
migh

1
: have been in either of these

directions, or some other with

historic warrant. But instead of

that, the physiological develop-
ment of this nation takes a turn

toward a sumptuosity patterned
in the pages of ' Punch '

alone,
and never before attempted in real

life. Did we seek an explanation
of the French change, we should

probably find that it was carried

through by an imitative process,
derived from the national worship
of the first Napoleon. Example
from antiquity is supplied by the

augunt supposition that the physi-
cal baauty of the Greeks was sus-

tained and heightened by the

ever-present perfection of Greek

statuiry. With us also there was
an ever-present perfection : not,

however, in Trafalgar Square, not
on the Thames Embarkment

nowhere but in the Du Maurier

drawings. If we descend from

antiquity to times the most

modern, we still find countenance
for the Du Maurian claim. It

was but the other day to be

exact, about the time when the

Augustus Maudles bought their

blue - and - white teapot that

thousands of British maidens who
had all been Hogarths till then
came out on a sudden as Burne-
Joneses. Than this no greater
transformation can be imagined or

has ever been achieved. Fore-

heads, eyes, noses, cheeks, chins

all, all changed. Again there was
a time when you could not look

into a bonnet-shop or buy a bun
without coming upon Miss Ellen

Terry with her to - morrow - is -

Saint-Valentine's-day countenance.

Again
It will be said, however, that

these are not very just examples,

being but modish and passing

changes. I know. But they show
what can be done

;
and they show

what can be done in conditions the

most unfavourable to modification.

And Heaven forbid that these

modish changes should always
last, so apt are they to be per-
verse. Though upon canvas the

Burne- Jones ideal has happy
moments, and though in stained

glass it is surprisingly beautiful,

defend us from it in flesh and
blood. If it was King Arthur's

taste, as seems to be the right

opinion, sacred for ever be it to

King Arthur, and in congenial
tombs await his coming. But
rather this in street and salon, in-

door and outdoor, at bed and at

board, or wherever bonnets are

built or buns bought, than another

and more novel emanation from

the studio. This is quite a differ-

ent ideal, impossible for stained

glass unless where the She-Goat is

worshipped, and her priestesses
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pour out champagne from behind

the altar, and a penny is made by
selling bad cigars. The inventor

of this ideal (but such things take

form by invocation, not invention)
was a young man who is said to

have repented, and now wanders

from gallery to gallery asking

pardon of every Madonna in his

round, but especially of those by
the earlier masters. Therefore he

shall not be named except by his

Christian name, which is Aubrey.
But the yellow books in which his

odious transcripts from bad dreams

appeared were burnt too late.

Those strangely abominable faces

of his, with their low foreheads,
their leering Sinetic eyes, the

lewd lips and heavy hair, fasci-

nated
;

were copied ; got into

the fingers of bill-sticker artists

even, and were hoisted on to the

walls in red and black all over the

town. But though the few fine

lines of the Aubrey face could be

copied, and although some indica-

tion of the Aubrey peculiarities

might be conveyed into them even

by the bill-sticker artist, only one

Aubrey was able to charge them
with their own electric wicked-

ness.

And lucky was that. And still

luckier is it that till the Chinese

opium-den marries with the French

bagnio and brings forth, no human
countenance is ever likely to

achieve an inward and spiritual
imitation of Mr Aubrey's better-

most performances. Thus we are

safe from the worst, thank Heaven.
From the worst we are safe : Deo

gratias. But we do not escape al-

together. The Burne- Jones and
the Ellen Terry face having long

gone out, and the return to nature

having lasted long enough to

be tiresome to artistic people,
the Yellow Book face is coming
in. Move about the world a little,

and you will soon be aware of the

appearance of young women never
seen before, any one of whom
might be taken for first cousin of

Mr Aubrey's model, or imagined
as coming down from the beautiful

new posters designed in that gentle-
man's manner. The lankness, the

expectation, the still look as of

uncommon deep water, the upturn
of the face, the sidling of the eye,
the reversing lips (it is done some-

how, as the Terry chins were : that
is all one can say), the drooping
side -locks so eloquent of luxury
and the drab all make out the
same effect. An artistic effect it

is meant to be, and so indeed it

is; the newest effect, which is its

innocent recommendation
;
and in-

nocent it would be altogether if

the art were innocent. But that
it is not. On the contrary, it is

the least innocent in its originals
that ever was seen

;
and its charac-

teristics never quite disappear from
its worst and therefore most
tolerable imitation. Every art in

its every degree and its every
manifestation has its own moral

character, and expresses more or

less of it in every several piece of

work. Of whatever kind it may
be, it is never absent altogether;
and there is nothing of a worse
kind in all pictorial art than
breaks out in the Aubrey draw-

ings and lurks in the bill-sticker's

inspirations from them. And
that being so, and the vice of

the art being so unlovely to look

upon, how strange that any woman,
whatever her breeding, should

court notice by fashioning herself

upon it !

This, however, is not a fashion

that will go far or last long : so

say the signs of the times, and

may they not deceive ! Even on
the stage, it is said, they are

tiring of the "Mrs Tanqueray"
kind of petticoat pieces, and look
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forward to a long season of relief

in plays without psychological,

metaphysical, physical, or any sort

of nastiness whatever. That is

one good sign, and perhaps the

clearest. Another is that, accord-

ing 1 3 report from the book-market,
we Lave now got the last revela-

tion-of-the-desecration of marriage
novel that is likely to be published
for some time. This news may be

thought too good to be true by any
one who has not seen what the

lates ; work is
;
but those who have

must be decidedly hopeful. Not
that the book is altogether a bad
one : however much it may repel

him, no candid reader will go so

far E,S that. Literary merit will

always count with the literary.
A good address may be allowed

to the worst of men, and good
mark s must be given for good writ-

ing, however detestably employed.
Here, certainly, they cannot be

denied. Scenes well imagined or

well remembered and described

are often found in its prodigious

pages, and many a good phrase tells

of a rnind well alight and illumin-

ative. So far, then, the better

qualities of the book might be

imagined capable of keeping its

them 3 alive.

But there is balm in Gilead.

The book is an exceedingly am-
bitio is one. It is carefully laid

out ever a vast space of ground.
This vast space of ground is planted
with multitudinous detail. There
are 1( agues of it

;
it is all supposed

to bo significant, all to be ob-

served
; and since the significance

is muinly negligeable and observa-
tion ^ires, the book bores. Allow-

ing that its author has every
reason to regret that it does so,

there remains the consolation that
her [;rief is for the public good.A boring book does much to ex-

tinguish its theme, which in this

case was already overdone in every
VOL,. CLXIII. NO. DCCCCLXXXVII.

way. There was too much of it
;

too much of trading in it; and,
if we except the writer whom we
are now glancing at, too liberal an

importation of immodesty for the
sake of trade. It is for no such

purpose that marriage has been

again and yet further unmasked

by this lady. She has none but
the best intentions

; yet the truth
is that on the present occasion she
writes into her story what no one
could read out of it aloud though
perhaps we may except the case of

a medical student desirous of ex-

emplifying the present state of

female delicacy for the benefit of

an inquiring class-mate.

It appears, then, that the hope
of having now before us the last

book of its kind rests upon a

double foundation. On the one

hand, its exhausting scope and
bulk may be relied upon ;

on the

other stands the fact that the

physiological argument which was
the surprise, the charm, the soul

of interest in this variety of novel,
is incapable of further develop-
ment. No more can be done to

illustrate it, unless by borrowing
woodcuts from the medical pub-
lishers : and that would be ob-

jected to as bad art. Besides,

enough mischief has been done

by enough of mistake. What is

called the degradation of marriage
in this precious literature differs

only as it must from the degra-
dation which selfishness, intemper-
ance, brutishness, foul minds and
foul lives, bring into every rela-

tion of life ; and there is all the

more of it because, as the ladies

who write these things seem to

be but dimly aware, selfishness,

drunkenness, brutishness, foul-

mindedness, are not qualities pe-
culiar to husbands, but come into

marriage on the spindle side also,

though oftener and better con-

cealed. In either case, there are

K
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so many bad husbands and bad
wives

;
and they make of marriage

a misfortune for some one or for

each other, just as a bad father

makes his children miserable and
ashamed. But marriage is not

degraded, nor can it be in any
such way. There are ways, how-

ever, in which it can be degraded,
one of them being the flagrant

way in which it is discussed by

lady novelists. And it can be

avoided ;
and when these ladies

are about their " revelations
"

of

woman by women, they might
reasonably ask themselves how
much their frankness may persuade
young men already influenced by
other and different considerations

not to marry. And next they
should ask whether that conse-

quence is likely to improve the

position of women, or fill the land
with the white flower of purity.

TO

THE QUEEN:

A CHRISTMAS GREETING.

THE parting year was by such triumph crowned

For Thee, of all our hearts the Empress-Queen,
As ne'er by king or conqueror renowned,

Search all the wide world's annals through, was seen
;

Triumph, that on through time, whate'er befall,

Dear to all lands that own thy sway shall be;

But live Thou on, beloved, revered, and all

Thy years to come be years of Jubilee !

T. M.

CHRISTMAS EVE, 1897.
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THE ARMY PROBLEM.

A PROPOSED SOLUTION.

THE old question has cropped

up again. We hear on all sides

that our military organisation has

collapsed. The subject is one of

vital importance to the realm.

The country is becoming aroused

to the dangers which a continua-

tion of the present condition of

affairs involves, and it is hearing
with dismay that it gets no ade-

quate return for the millions spent

upon the land forces of the Grown.
In the columns of the 'Times'

have appeared a set of letters from
the pen of an able member of the

Houfce of Commons dealing with

the condition of the army, which,

although some of the statements

may be overdrawn, and although
some of the assumptions contained

in tham are founded upon miscon-

ception, amount as a whole to a

tremendous indictment of the exist-

ing system. Cabinet Ministers

have publicly announced that the

Government means to take the

matter up. And we are face to

face with the problem which the

creation of a new organisation to

repla ;e that which has been tried

and round wanting offers to the

reformer and to the expert.
Bub at the very outset we find

ourselves confronted with a diffi-

culty arising out of the divergence
between naval opinion and military

opinion as regards a fundamental

princ pie of national defence. The
services are at one, and the coun-

try accepts their view, upon the

point that the home army has
two

$
reat duties to perform that

it must serve as a depot to the

army abroad, and that it must be
in a position to send an expedi-

tionary force or forces to foreign

theatres of war. But there is a

third duty which some of the most

prominent of military authorities

desire to impose upon it, and this

naval strategists will not admit to

be one of its proper functions

namely, protection of the United

Kingdom against invasion. Before

the reorganisation of the army is

taken in hand, before the needful

strength of military forces in these

islands can be fixed, before Parlia-

ment agrees to any proposals which
the Secretary of State for War
may make, it is essential that the

question be settled once for all

whether the country is to look to

the navy or to the army for security
to its soil against the attacks of a

foreign foe.

Several months ago a remarkable

speech was delivered by the Duke
of Devonshire which attracted

special attention, owing to its hav-

ing emanated from the head of the

great Council of Defence instituted

by the present Government. The
Duke was understood to lay it down
as an axiom that the navy was able,

and was prepared, to ensure the

United Kingdom against invasion.

In making this announcement he

was only giving voice to views held

by our most able and experienced

sailors, but the announcement
nevertheless constituted a new de-

parture, and gave rise to comment
at the time. Doubts were freely

express^ .s to the soundness of

these ^ 4; vs, and as to the extent

to which the speech could be taken

as an official exposition of the

Government policy. And now an

f ess recently delivered by Mr
Chamberlain to his constituents, a

passage in which can only be taken
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to mean that in the contemplated
army programme military prepara-
tion against invasion will be a

prominent item, seems to point to

a marked difference of opinion
within the Cabinet itself upon this

fundamental question.

By invasion is meant of course

the landing of a formidable army
upon our shores. Against isolated

raids by small bodies of hostile

troops, maritime command cannot

wholly shield us; and this naval

authorities are the first to admit.

Their vast resources in fighting
men would permit of Continental

nations despatching a few thousand
soldiers in two or three great
steamers to attempt to evade the

British fleets, and, should they suc-

ceed in this, to suddenly disembark
and do all possible damage before

their inevitable surrender. But
minor descents of this class can be
met by local garrisons, and are not
a serious danger to the State. They
do not constitute invasion in the

sense in which we understand the
term as applied to the United

Kingdom. And they do not call

for the maintenance at home of a

great field army as an antidote.

The position taken up by naval
men is a perfectly intelligible and

logical one, but that apparently
taken up by the War Office is

neither intelligible nor logical.
For if our battleships and cruisers

and torpedo craft cannot forbid

serious invasion, it is the manifest

duty of our leading soldiers to

speak out boldly and to demand
conscription. All who have
studied the question agree that,
were British maritime command
to pass away, certain Great
Powers could with comparative
ease land 100,000 men upon our
shores. There is perhaps no

strategical law which the history
of war has more absolutely laid

down than that which declares

that a military force despatched
across the seas is practically cer-

tain, unless the elements prove
most unpropitious, to gain a foot-

ing within the territory of the

enemy should the hostile fleet not

intervene. The expedition may
meet with disaster in transit, like

the Spanish Armada. It may come
to grief after reaching its destina-

tion, as the French army did in

Egypt in consequence of the battle

of the Nile. But students of the

military annals of the past can

scarcely name an instance of such
a project meeting with disaster in

disembarkation except through
stress of weather. If, in fact,

maritime supremacy is not a safe-

guard to the United Kingdom,
military forces must be maintained
in the country sufficient to expel
a foe who has made good a footing
within our borders : it becomes a

question not merely of prevention
but of cure. And if the British

navy is unable to prevent a hostile

host from reaching our shores, it

will be unable to prevent that

host from being reinforced. The

assumption that we should only
have 100,000 adversaries to deal

with is not justified by actual

facts. To suppose that our

600,000 soldier lads and reservists

and militiamen and volunteers

would be a match for the highly
trained hordes which first-class

Continental Powers can dispose of,

is a delusion and a snare. No
voluntary system of service which
could be conceived would provide
an army great enough to drive out

the hostile masses which might,
but for our fleet, be planted down
inside the great line of defence

which nature has conferred on
us. There is no middle course

between trusting in the navy and
the adoption of conscription.
Whether our maritime strength

is sufficient for the purpose of safe-
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guard ng the United Kingdom from

invasion is a naval and not a mili-

tary question. But if the navy be

not powerful enough to perform
its most important task, then it

must be augmented. The defence

of the ^e islands can, and must, be

undertaken by the fleet. Except
within restricted limits, home de-

fence is not one of the functions

of the British military forces.

And it is well that this is so.

For the problem of deciding upon
the nilitary system best adapted
to th<5 very peculiar conditions of

the British empire is quite per-

plexing enough without imposing
upon the army responsibilities
which it is the manifest duty of

the navy to accept, and which the

navy does accept.

Th agitation on the subject of

the army which is now being
carried on in the press is a most

healthy and encouraging sign of

the times
; for it shows that

public interest is aroused with

regard to the condition of the

land forces. This is as it should

be. When the people of this

county recognise that national

security is endangered, they rarely
fail to take up a decided atti-

tude. Unfortunately, however,
the articles and letters in promi-
nent periodicals and journals are

in the main confined to criticisms

of the existing army organisation,
and f{ il to offer definite proposals
for iti amelioration. Mere diag-
nosis of the disease affords no

remedy. To assert that the nation
does tot get its money's worth for

its m litary expenditure, without

submitting a method by which
that desirable object may be

achieved, does not advance the

question much. Supporters of

the arrangements now in vogue
admit that these will not work
unless the army be augmented,

and unless the already bloated
estimates be further swelled.

What we want is a military
system under which forces can be
maintained sufficient for strategical

requirements without any further

calls upon the taxpayer, and in

the following paragraphs an at-

tempt will be made to sketch in

outline such a system.
In tackling the army problem,

a reformer starts with one most

important point altogether in his

favour. By a general consensus of

opinion the British troops abroad
of every category are in a thorough-

ly satisfactory condition, and need

give cause for no anxiety. The

problem therefore becomes nar-

rowed down to this : What is

the best organisation for the mili-

tary forces in the United King-
dom to ensure (1) that those

abroad may continue, as at present,

highly efficient; (2) that an ade-

quate army may in peace-time
exist at home, ready either to un-

dertake foreign campaigns whether

great or small, or to reinforce the

troops abroad if necessary ;
and

(3) that adequate garrisons may be
available at home to man our coast

defences, and to provide against
such minor hostile raids as the

possession of maritime command
is unable wholly to forbid.

Home defence, taken in its proper

sense, offers no serious difficulties,

and the general principles which
should govern our military system
with regard to this can be dis-

missed in a very few words. No
great combatant branch of the

regular army is involved except the

garrison artillery. It is the clear

and manifest duty of the militia

to provide the requisite garrisons.
It is for this purpose that this

force exists, and it can be trusted

to perform the task, backed by
the Volunteers and Yeomanry, and

aided to a certain extent by the
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regular cavalry and by the de-

partmental branches of the regular

army. The militia artillery, how-

ever, should be nursed, and its

capabilities very carefully devel-

oped ;
for it is most desirable

that this valuable force should, to

the utmost extent practicable, re-

place the garrison artillery in our

home fortresses, and so justify
the reduction of that sedentary
branch of the regular army to its

lowest possible limits. The func-

tion of the regular army is to act

as a sword, not as a shield.

The militia is a most important
section of her Majesty's forces

which is only somewhat tardily

receiving justice. It is capable
not only of performing all that is

required of it in respect to home
defence, but it is also capable of

performing more. At present this

so - called " constitutional force
"

can only be employed in the Medi-
terranean by its own consent.

The statutes dealing with this

subject should be amended. It

should be distinctly understood
that when the militia is embodied
certain of its units can be called

upon to garrison Malta and Gibral-

tar, so as to enable the regular

troops quartered in those maritime
fortresses to join the army in the
field. In this manner a branch
of the forces, which in the main
exists only for purposes of home
defence, could sometimes indirectly
afford effective aid in campaigns
beyond the seas.

But when we pass from the
minor matter of home defence to

the subject of the proper organisa-
tion of the regular army, the ques-
tion becomes a difficult and a

complex one. As stated above,
the troops abroad are highly effi-

cient, and may be accepted as

they stand. But the home army
is in the peculiar position of having
to act at once as a depot and a

fighting force, and this is the crux
of the whole problem. No foreign

country is in the same predicament
as the United Kingdom as regards
this matter. No Continental army
can be taken as a model. Our

position is unique. The method

by which we have for a quarter of

a century endeavoured to meet
the difficulty has proved a failure;
and to find the chief reason for

this we have not far to seek. It

being unavoidable that the home
army as a whole should serve two
different purposes, we have tried

to make each integral part of it

serve two different purposes, and
the present deplorable condition

of the battalions and batteries in

the United Kingdom arises from
the endeavour to impose upon
these units two totally distinct

and mutually antagonistic func-

tions.

A battalion or a battery makes
a most satisfactory depot for other

battalions and batteries. But
when it assumes this role it ceases

to be a fighting unit. Before it

can take the field it must be

regenerated, it must be built up
by efficient soldiers drawn from
elsewhere

;
and to permit of such

a metamorphosis, either a reserve

must exist, or else the necessary
drafts must be obtained at the

expense of other units. Under
the existing army system our so-

called battalions and batteries at

Jiome are, for a great war, con-

verted into fighting units by means
of a partially untrained reserve,

and, for a small war, they are

brought up to fighting strength

by whatever expedient may seem
least mischievous at the moment.
In the first case, we try to adapt
Continental methods to a volun-

tary army. In the second case,

we fall back on makeshifts totally

unworthy of a State pretending
to take rank as a Military Power.
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The Continental plan of peace
cadres of low establishment which
are expanded in time of war by a

highly efficient reserve is inappli-
cable to the peculiar conditions

of s-rmy service in this country.

Owing to our voluntary system,
the reserve cannot be called up
annially for training; the men

necessarily deteriorate as soldiers
;

and this category of the military
forces is not, therefore, in a thor-

oughly fit condition at once to

take the field on mobilisation.

Moi cover, this principle of organi-
sation is not adapted for making
war on a peace footing; it does

not meet the case of small wars,
such as the British empire has

perpetually on its hands, inasmuch
as }he reserve cannot be called

out for the purpose. For another

reason, also, the organisation which
obteins in most European States

fails to fulfil in this country the

object for which it is intended.

Abroad, the conscript is twenty
years of age or upwards when he

join*, and is not accepted unless

fit for active service, and he be-

comes an efficient soldier as soon

as he is trained. But in this

country the average recruit is

much younger, and, since a very

large proportion of mature soldiers

musb, in the nature of things,
serve abroad, the cadres at home
include a far greater percentage
of ^efficients than is the case

upon the Continent.

The only military system which
can prove satisfactory for our
home army is one under which
the battalions and squadrons and
battaries which are meant to take
the field shall be kept on the
sam*} footing as the battalions and

squE drons and batteries on foreign
service. Units at home must, as

far is possible, be maintained at

full war-strength, and must in-

clude none but trained and effici-

ent soldiers within their ranks.
The depots must be kept wholly
apart from such fighting units as

are, for purposes of convenience,
quartered in the United Kingdom.
All young and untrained soldiers

must remain at the depots till

they are fit to take their place in

the effective army : they would
then be drafted to corps at home
or abroad, according to the re-

quirements of the units to which
their depots are affiliated. And
the reserve must become what it

is called a reserve, a body of

men destined to make good wast-

age in the fighting army after it

has proceeded to the theatre of

war in place of being the back-
bone of the fighting army from
the start, as at present.

In round numbers our army at

home consists at present of 100,000
men, and the troops abroad fall

little short of 120,000 men; the

present strength of the Army Re-
serve is estimated to be 80,000
men. Of the soldiers serving at

home with the colours only about

25,000 or 30,000 can be classed

as efficients. It is perfectly well

known that the average recruit is

younger than he makes himself out

to be that lads indeed often join
the army who are not seventeen

years of age. No official statistics

on this subject can be trusted, and

any comparative tables as to the

relative number of men of twenty
in our army and in the German or

any other foreign army are entirely

misleading. Abroad the recruit

is in all the great military States

always over twenty, and he is,

moreover, carefully selected as re-

gards physical fitness from among
the conscripts who arrive at that

age each year. The idea that every

young man is swallowed up in the

ranks by the Continental army sys-
tem unless he be deformed or be

suffering from some disease is a
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totally erroneous one : in many
cases it is the practice to put back

the conscript for a year, or even
for two years, to ensure that he

may be full-grown when he joins
the colours. Sir A. Haliburton,
in his clever replies to Mr Arnold
Forster's letters in the 'Times,'
asserts that on an average 476
men per home battalion are over

twenty years of age. Does the

late Under Secretary of State be-

lieve that 476 men per battalion,

or a number approaching to this

figure, will pass the doctor as fit

for active service ? Under the ex-

isting military system, about 70

per cent of the troops serving at

home are, as a matter of fact, out

of place in any cadre other than
a depot.
Now it is manifest that, taking

the army as it stands, the applica-
tion of the principle of liberating
the service units from all depot
duties will result in our fighting

army in the United Kingdom
amounting to not more than 25,000
or 30,000 men, and in its consist-

ing of a number of very weak and,
for tactical purposes, most incon-

venient units. It becomes indis-

pensable, therefore, to so alter the

terms of service that the propor-
tion of efficient to inefficient men
shall be largely increased. And it

may become unavoidable to dimin-
ish somewhat the number of the
units into which the army at pres-
ent is divided.

The War Office claims that,
thanks to the reserve, it can put
in the field an army of 70,000
men for a great war

; but it

practically admits that it can

place no army in the field for a
small war without dislocating the
whole system. Those critics who
declare that the reserve is a de-

lusion go too far. Nothing is

gained by overstating a case.

There is no doubt whatever that

in the event of a real national

emergency the country would have
a fighting army of 70,000 men,
although this would certainly
suffer in efficiency from the fact

that many of the reservists in-

cluded in it would have forgotten
much that they had learnt of

military duty. Accepting the
War Office estimate as just, the

question arises how far it would
be practicable to maintain an effi-

cient fighting army of 70,000 men
permanently in the United King-
dom without adding to the annual
estimates. And it is obvious that,
since the total strength of the

troops at home is only a little

over 100,000 men, there would be

only 30,000 left to the depots to

feed a force of 70,000 at home
and 120,000 abroad. It is more
than doubtful whether, under any
terms of service attractive to the

would-be soldier, so large a body
of efficient troops as 190,000 men
could be maintained by only 30,000
recruits and young soldiers gath-
ered in the depots. But, on the

other hand, by lengthening the

average term of colour service in

the army on the lines suggested
below, it seems almost certain

that an effective army of 50,000
men or more could be maintained
at home, and that depots from

40,000 to 50,000 strong would be
sufficient to feed this and the

force abroad, and to keep both

always fit to take the field.

The existence of a fighting army
50,000 strong in the United King-
dom would not do away with the

need for a reserve. For, in case

of war, the country cannot rest

content with despatching its army
to the scene of conflict; it must
also be prepared to keep this army
up to strength. Therefore any
system of engaging men for mili-

tary service must include periods

during which the soldier who quits
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the colours is liable to be called

back to them should a national

emergency arise.

The existing terms of service

are unsuitable, and are indeed de-

vised avowedly with the especial
view of building up a large reserve.

Sacrificing the army in the inter-

ests of the reserve is a fundamen-
tal principle of the military system
which we owe to the Cardwellian

schooJ. The so-called short-service

system creates an excessive drain

upon the recruiting resources of

the country, it results in an inor-

dinatoly large proportion of our

soldiers being immature and per-

fectly useless till they have spent
two a id sometimes even three years
with the colours, and it has the

effect of passing through the army
and taen casting adrift an unduly
strong percentage of the male popu-
lation of the United Kingdom. In

place of it, the following arrange-
ments are suggested.
Wo should as a broad principle

adopt a ten years' service with the

colours, followed by two years' ser-

vice in the reserve. But there

must be a certain elasticity. Men
of good character who wish to do
so should be allowed to complete
twelve years' service, and then
should be permitted to re-engage
for six years more with a right to

pension. On the other hand, men
assurod of employment should be

permitted to pass into the reserve

beforo completing ten years with
the cc lours, and no difficulty should

be placed in- the way of these re-

turning to the colours should they
find themselves out of work, pro-
vided they make up a total of ten

years with the colours afterwards.

Ther* should, moreover, be a pro-
viso that satisfactory soldiers who
have quitted the service finally
after twelve years should, within

limitations, be allowed to re-engage
to complete eighteen years, losing

of course a proportionate amount
of pension. Many soldiers who
pine for the freedom and supposed
attractions of civil life, and who
quit the army full of confidence

in their future, soon find that the

labour market is overstocked, that,
if they belong to the reserve, this

very fact is to a certain extent a

bar to obtaining employment, and
that theyhave been building castles

in the air. Such men should, sub-

ject of course to various regula-
tions on points of detail, be allowed

to rejoin as a general rule.

The effect of the above system
would be to make the army older

as a whole, and to reduce the

number of recruits required an-

nually. The percentage of boys
and striplings would be much di-

minished. The efficiency of the

army would, in fact, be greatly
increased. But, on the other

hand, the reserve would sink to

very modest proportions,and would

probably not much exceed 20,000

men, a number barely sufficient to

make good the wastage in the

army sent from home, and quite

inadequate to keep forces amount-

ing to a grand total of 170,000
men up to establishment.

To strengthen the reserve with-

out at the same time swelling
the number of immature soldiers,

there should be a special term

of genuine short service. Such

young men as medical officers en-

gaged on recruiting service con-

sider to be twenty years of age,

and to be fit at once for foreign
or for active service, should be

allowed to enlist for four years'

colour service, followed by eight

years in the reserve. These men,
as soon as drilled at the depots,

should be despatched to units

either at home or abroad ;
but it

should, of course, be arranged as

far as possible, for the sake of

economy, that they join units not
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at the top of the roster either for

foreign service or for relief. If

4000 such recruits not a very
sanguine estimate could be ob-

tained each year, the men serving
under this rule should ensure a

reserve of at least 20,000 men.

They should, however, be allowed

to extend their colour service to

ten years, or twelve years, or

eighteen years, if they wish to

do so
;
for to force a man to quit

the ranks with the idea of con-

verting him into a reservist is a

bad and wasteful policy.
We arrive thus at a reserve of

some 40,000 men, and this num-
ber should about suffice. But this

total might be increased by a

very simple expedient. In their

twelfth year of service from date

of enlistment reservists might be
allowed to re-engage for a further

term of three or four years in the

reserve, subject to their first pre-

senting themselves for a short

training at their depot. It is im-

possible to say how many men
would accept such terms; but
some would certainly gladly avail

themselves of the sixpence a-day

retaining fee. And by this means
the total reserve would probably
eventually be found to mount up
to 50,000 men.

Behind these stands the militia

reserve. And although the expe-
dient of drawing upon the militia

for the benefit of the regulars
should rarely be resorted to the

expedient being in effect to rob
Peter so as to pay Paul it might,
in certain contingencies, not be
mischievous to take advantage of

it. So that the plan of maintaining
a militia reserve should perhaps be
adhered to on its present lines.

It is believed that under the

arrangements as to terms of

service which have been above
sketched out, it would be found
that of the 100,000 soldiers serv-

ing with the colours fully 50,000,
and probably 60,000, would be
efficients men in most cases of

two years' service and upwards,
or else enlisted for the special
shorter term, and therefore fully

grown. It would be possible

then, taking the lower estimate
as a basis, to maintain at home
an effective army of 50,000 men.
And in place of a nondescript
force of 100,000 regulars at home
and the army of 120,000 abroad,
with 80,000 reservists, arrived at

by the existing military system,
we should be able to organise our
first line as an effective army of

50,000 men in the United King-
dom, and of 120,000 men abroad,
fed by depots 50,000 strong, and
backed by a reserve of some

50,000 more. The question of

small wars would be effectually
settled. And we should have the

infinite satisfaction of knowing
that our fighting army quartered
at home was, although small, a

better article of its kind than any
foreign country could aspire to.

In considering the different

arms of the service in relation

to this scheme, the infantry, as

the most important, may be taken
first. The linked -battalion sys-
tem would of course lose its

raison d'etre, and with it would

disappear one of the greatest
difficulties which beset the War
Office. Supposing the existing

arrangement of two - battalion

regiments to continue, the or-

dinary regiment would consist of

two efficient battalions, both of

which might be simultaneously
abroad without any inconveni-

ence, and of a depot. The cadres

and establishments of the depots
would have to be greatly raised

above their present strength.
But one most awkward question
would have to be boldly faced

a reduction in the number of
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existing battalions. For on the

assumption that only 50,000 effec-

tive soldiers in the home army
could be guaranteed under the

; proposed terms of service, we

may take it that there would

only be about 40,000 infantry
men fit to take their place in

the home battalions ;
and this

only admits of about forty -four

battalions, giving these an estab-

lishment of 900 rank and file each.

At present we are maintaining
at home sixty

- four battalions,
without counting the three new
ones in process of formation.

Aboi.t twenty of these would
then eventually have to be re-

duced.

The absorption of a number of

battalions is a delicate subject
to handle. The very suggestion
savours almost of iconoclasm. But
if w^ are to adopt a common-
sense army organisation without

increasing the army, something of

the kind inevitably must occur.

Probibly it would be found that

less than twenty would need to

be sa crificed : if an establishment

of 800 rank and file were deemed

sufficient, then about six of the

twenty would be saved. It must,
moreover, be borne in mind that,
in assuming that under the al-

tered conditions of service only
half the rank and file of the home

army would be effective, the matter
has been put at about its worst.

Still, it stands to reason that a

force of only 100,000 of all arms
can hardly be expected to include

sixty
- four battalions at war

strength, and at the same time
to serve as a huge depot to an

army numbering 170,000 men or

more.

Into points of detail as to the
best regimental organisation for

the Guards and rifle corps and
line battalions there is no need
to ei.ter. Any reduction of bat-

talions could be carried out with
less outrage to sentiment in the
case of the Guards, of the two
rifle corps of four battalions, and
of the twenty -five regiments of

the line highest in the order of

precedence, than in the case of

other regiments ; for in none of

the former have the battalions the
same individuality as in the regi-
ments created in 1881. What-
ever plan was adopted, the result

of the reorganisation would be
that we should have probably
between forty-five and fifty-five
battalions at home, and, as at

present, seventy -eight battalions

abroad. In addition to the bat-

talions at home, there would be
available for an expeditionary
force about ten battalions quar-
tered in the Mediterranean. And
therefore, in considering the cav-

alry and the horse and field

artillery, we may take it that the

force of regular infantry available

for a foreign war would consist of

some sixty battalions or so.

Cavalry organisation presents
far less serious difficulties than
that of infantry in the home army.
There is no excess of cavalry abroad
as compared to that at home, and

happily no attempt has ever been
made to institute a "

symmetrical
"

system of the linked-battalion type.
At present the regiments at home
do not act as depots to the regi-
ments abroad, they only act as

depots to themselves. To place
this service on a proper footing
does not, in fact, demand heroic

measures. Cavalry regiments at

home now consist of four squad-
rons each, and have no separate

depot; those abroad consist of

four effective squadrons, and each

has its own depot at Canterbury.
It is essential that each regiment
at home should have a depot squad-

ron, to include all inefficient soldiers

and all horses not fit for active
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service; and the question arises,

whether it is better to form each

regiment at home into three ser-

vice squadrons and one depot

squadron, or to decrease the num-
ber of regiments, and to form each

into four service squadrons and
one depot squadron. The former

plan creates a difference between
the regimental organisation at

home and that abroad, which
would cause difficulties in the or-

dinary reliefs, and which might
create inconvenience were regi-

ments from home to be placed
side by side with regiments abroad
in some foreign theatre of war.

The latter plan involves the re-

duction of four or five regiments,
which is not a pleasant task to

undertake. In either case the

cavalry at home, instead of num-

bering seventy-six nominal squad-
rons as at present, would consist of

about fifty-seven squadrons fit to

take the field, and about nineteen

depot squadrons which would stay
at home as depots in the event of

war ; and its efficiency would be
much increased by the change.
A cavalry force of fifty-seven

squadrons seems needlessly large
with an army only about 60,000

strong. But, owing to the weak-
ness in this arm of the service in

the auxiliary forces to whom home
defence would be intrusted, and

owing to the fact that, in a grave
emergency when the effective home

army was engaged abroad, some

troops of cavalry might be required
as a moral support to the civil

power, any reduction in the num-
ber of squadrons available seems

scarcely justifiable. Into the ques-
tion of horse-supply we need not
enter: a larger proportion of

efficient horses is required equally
under the existing and under the

proposed cavalry organisation.
But those who hanker after foreign
models should take note that on

the Continent it is a principle that

squadrons in first line are kept
permanently at war establishment

in men and horses even when other

arms depend on the reserve.

We come now to the field and
horse artillery, the third great
branch of the service of which a

mobile army must consist. And
before attempting to sketch a suit-

able organisation for this arm on
the broad lines laid down as gov-

erning our army organisation as

a whole, it is necessary to briefly
refer to the views which are

strongly expressed in certain quar-
ters as to the need for a great in-

crease in the number of guns now
available for service in the field.

There is a rule, very generally ac-

cepted by tacticians in this country
and abroad, that three guns per
thousand men is a proper propor-
tion of artillery in an army. But

many writers on the subject of our

military system seem to consider

that this rule should govern the

strength of artillery, taking the

grand total of our military forces

as a basis that we should have
three guns for each one of the six

hundred thousands which our regu-

lars, reserves, militia, and volun-

teers when put down on paper
mount up to. This arises from a

complete misconception as to the

scope of a rule which is purely
tactical, and not administrative.

Mobile guns are, speaking gener-

ally, only required for mobile

armies. Regular horse or field

batteries are not required for gar-
rison troops, or in this country,

except to a most limited extent,
for home defence. What we should

strive to attain is that our fighting

army should have an ample supply
of guns, and that our batteries

should be thoroughly efficient and

ready to take the field when called

upon. More than this is not re-

quired.
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At present we have on paper

fifty- two horse and field batteries

at h:>me. It appears to be the

case, however, that this force of

mobile artillery cannot be put in

the field, since there are not men

enough ; because, when we add the

existing reservists to the existing
num jer of gunners and drivers serv-

ing, :md deduct the inefficients, the

requ site sum-total is not arrived

at. The figures given by Mr
Arnold Forster in the 'Times'

prove that the horse and field

artillery are on a far less satis-

factory footing than the infantry,
for :he latter in case of great

emergency certainly can be mobil-

ised. The problem of infantry

organisation is complicated by the

unfortunate linked-battalion sys-

tem, but that of artillery organisa-
tion is rendered absolutely insol-

uble by want of men, unless the

number of batteries be materially
reduced.

An effective army of some 60,000
men ought to have fully thirty
batteries included in it, and we

certainly should not go far wrong
if we maintained a somewhat

stronger force of mobile artillery
than this. Forty-five batteries

would absorb about 7500 efficient

soldiers. To ensure a force of this

strength, the total establishment

at home would certainly have to

be ii creased : an augmentation of

personnel in this branch of the

service would indeed appear to be

imperative under the existing

military system. Were it decided

that forty-five batteries should be

kept up, then the seven cadres

becoming supernumerary out of

the fifty-two at present maintained
at home might become depots.
Service batteries at home and
abrof d would be fed from the

depots, which should of course be

depot batteries where recruits and

youn* soldiers would obtain a

proper training ;
but there is no

particular objection to some young
soldiers destined for foreign bat-

teries being attached to each
service battery temporarily as

supernumeraries. In the case of

horse and field artillery there

might be some relaxation of the

system under which service units

are assumed all to be at war estab-

lishment : a proportion of the
batteries might be of a lower

strength, their deficiencies being
on mobilisation filled up from the

reserve. As regards horses, while

batteries at the top of the roster

should be complete in effective

horses as they may be required for

a small war, batteries generally
could depend to a certain extent

on the reserve of horses, which
contains an abundant supply of

animals suitable for draught.

Although an increase of per-
sonnel seems to be unavoidable in

the mounted branches of the Royal
Artillery, it does not necessarily
follow that there must be an in-

crease of personnel in the so-called

regiment as a whole. For, were

the militia artillery to take its

proper place, were the armament
of our fortresses brought up to

date, and were the passion for the

development of fixed defences from

which engineer and artillery tech-

nicalists suffer kept within bounds,
the garrison artillery could as-

suredly be much decreased. It

is deplorable that a force of no

less than 13,000 men of excep-
tional physique, a force which is,

moreover, being augmented under

arrangements sanctioned by Parlia-

ment some months ago, should be

wasted in a service involving only

passive military duties : that is,

however, unfortunatelythe strength
of our force of gunners distributed

in home coast-fortresses and in the

colonial coaling-stations who are

lost to the mobile army. With
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proper management the deficiencies

of the horse and field artillery
could be made good from the

garrison artillery, to the great

advantage of our land forces as

a whole.

Engineers and departmental
services should be treated on the

same lines as the three principal

arms, service units being kept at

war strength (except as regards
horses in those branches, for the

expansion of which on mobilisa-

tion the reserve of horses is well

adapted). The number of service

units should be calculated with

due regard to the strength of the

effective army. As the troops in

second line i.e., militia, yeomanry,
and volunteers are practically
without commissariat, transport,
and medical services, arrangements
must exist, as is at present the

case, for the departmental detach-

ments required by the auxiliary
forces in time of war to be drawn
from the regular army.
The above scheme of organisa-

tion no doubt has many defects;
but it has at least the merit of

being founded on sound principles.
The military system which for

more than twenty years has ex-

cited the indignation of a large
section of those officers who have
studied it, and on which the

ingenuity and administrative ca-

pacity of some of our most dis-

tinguished soldiers have been ex-

pended in vain, is fundamentally
unsound. And before closing this

article with a few remarks on the

question of improving the soldier's

position, which some appear to

trust in as a panacea, it will not
be out of place to briefly enumerate
the advantages and the disadvan-

tages of the radical reforms which
have been advocated.

The following appear to be the

main advantages of the proposed
army system :

1. Fewer recruits will be re-

quired annually, and greater care

can therefore be exercised as re-

gards enlisting unpromising lads.

Fewer men will pass through the

army, and in consequence there

will be fewer ex-soldiers to be pro-
vided for in civil life.

2. A well-conducted soldier will

practically be able to make the

army a profession or not as he

pleases. Moreover, if he decides

to quit the service, and afterwards

finds that he has made a mistake,
he will in many cases be allowed
to return to military life.

3. The average age of soldiers

in all service units will be higher,
the number of immature and weakly
youths which the country has to

pay for will be very greatly re-

duced, and the wastage due to

disease at home and abroad will

be diminished owing to the relaxa-

tion of strain on recruiting autho-

rities and consequent facilities for

selection.

4. The boy soldier will in the

end give better return for the

pay which he draws while ineffec-

tive than is now the case, for the

recruit enlisted at seventeen years
of age will put in seven years' good
service with the colours, instead

of only four or five years as at

present.
5. There will be an effective

army of 50,000 men or more at

home, the whole of which, or part
of which, can be sent upon a

foreign expedition at a moment's
notice.

6. There will be provision for

the case of small wars, which the

existing organisation is wholly un-

adapted for.

7. Should circumstances at any
time necessitate a temporary in-

crease of a foreign garrison, units

can be at once despatched to the

spot, and their departure will

cause no dislocation or inconveni-
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ence at home. The only result

will b3 that the effective army at

home will be reduced by the num-
ber of units sent

;
its efficiency will

not suffer in any way.
8. The drill efficiency, manceu-

vring efficiency, musketry effici-

ency, and gunnery efficiency of

service units will benefit enor-

mously, owing to their consisting

only of effective soldiers, and to

their being relieved of the drain

caused by the army abroad.

9. The physical development of

growing lads can be better at-

tended to, owing to their being

kept at depots.
10. The army intended to take

the field will include no reservists

or men not thoroughly drilled.

11. The question of training re-

servists in peace-time will cease to

cause anxiety. As reservists do
not take the field at once on mobi-

lisation, there will be time for

them to re-learn what they have

forgotten at the depots before be-

ing required.
12. There will be a somewhat

larger reserve of efficients to make

good v/astage which occurs in the

theatre of war. Under the pres-
ent system there would be only
about 35,000 reservists left when
the mobilised home army took the

field; under the proposed system
practically the whole of the re-

serve would be available.

13. Owing to the greatly re-

duced strain upon the recruiting
resour ?es of the country under the

proposed terms of service, it would
be far easier, should in the future
an increase of the army be neces-

sitated by circumstances, to get
the requisite men. It is ex-

tremely doubtful whether under
the terms of service now in vogue
it is practicable to make any con-

siderable additions to the person-
nel such additions, for instance,
as are at present imperatively de-

manded by the collapse of the
linked-battalion system.

14. With an organisation of the
home army such as has been
sketched out, the country will

know how it stands. The tax-

payer, when he sees a battalion
or a squadron or a battery at

drill, will know that it is what it

purports to be. The spectators at

any inspection parade of a service

unit will, if they choose to count
the numbers in the ranks, know
exactly what the strength of that
unit actually is for fighting pur-

poses. An inquisitive member of

Parliament can be informed at a

few hours' notice exactly what is

the deficit or what is the excess

over establishment of the troops
which would take the field in time
of war.

15. An efficient army could be
maintained at home and abroad
without swelling the already over-

grown estimates to any great ex-

tent. The non-effective vote would
alone have to be increased in ad-

dition to those for horses, which
latter it is necessary to add to as

the forces stand at present. Ad-
vocates of the existing system
admit that it will not work with-

out enhanced expenditure.
So much for the advantages

which it is claimed that the pro-

posed scheme of military organisa-
tion would confer upon the country.
But it is not pretended that the

institution of an army system, such

as has been sketched, would be

attended by no disadvantages, nor

that those disadvantages are un-

important. They may be briefly
set out as follows :

1. Older soldiers, such as the

suggested terms of service would

introduce, would render the posi-

tion of the junior non-commissioned

officers somewhat difficult.

2. In the days of long service

it was found that soldiers of over
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fifteen years' service generally de-

teriorated. The spread of temper-
ance principles in the army, and
the common-sense view now taken
as to reducing sentry duty to a

minimum, will no doubt militate

against the tendency of the British

soldier to age prematurely ;
but

they will not wholly eradicate this

evil.

3. The proposed scheme de-

mands the breaking up of some
battalions.

4. Under the proposed scheme
the total fighting force which
the home army can put in the

field for a great war is appreciably
diminished.

These last two objections are un-

doubtedly strong arguments against
the suggested military system. But
it must be borne in mind that a

very low estimate of its capabilities
in regard to ensuring effective

soldiers in the home army has

throughout been made a basis of

all calculations. The more effec-

tive soldiers it produces, the larger

fighting force will it be possible to

maintain, and the fewer battalions

will it be found necessary to re-

duce. Moreover, some departure
from the rule that service units

are to be practically at war strength
might be possible. A battalion

750 strong would be quite fit to

take part in a small war, while

only 250 reservists would be re-

quired to bring it up to war

strength for a European campaign.
The lower the establishment ap-

proved for battalions in peace-time,
the more battalions can be main-
tained. While the principle of

making the reserve the backbone
of the fighting army is quite un-
suited to the conditions prevailing
in the United Kingdom, there is no

great objection to drawing slightly
on the reserve to bring the fighting

army up to war establishment in

case of general mobilisation.

Finally, it may be objected to

the scheme of organisation above

put forward as a possible solution

of the army problem, that it starts

with an incorrect assumption as to

what the strategical conditions of

the British empire demand, that

it accepts the principle of trusting
to our navy for defence against
the invasion of the United King-
dom. But under the plan proposed
there will be a regular army at

home fit to take the field only less

by perhaps 20,000 men than that
which the War Office can assemble
now. In the event of a conflict

with one or more great military
and naval Powers, the question
whether there will or will not be
an effective regular army within
these islands to confront a formid-

able hostile force which has con-

trived to land, does not depend
so much upon what military sys-
tem is in vogue as upon what the

plan of campaign resolved on by
our Government may be. If the

Cabinet decides to employ the

army in attack upon the enemy
abroad, this cannot be in two

places at once, and will not be
available for home defence, no
matter what its organisation is.

Apologists for our existing army
system urge that all will yet be
well if the position of the soldier

be sufficiently improved. This is

entirely a question of degree : it

depends upon the extent to which
the soldier is to be benefited. If

money be no object, the problem
of military organisation becomes a

very simple one indeed. But it

cannot be too strongly insisted

upon that, unless the movement in

this direction is to involve an in-

crease of the army estimates such

as neither Parliament nor the

people would tolerate for a mo-

ment, the improvement in the

soldier's position can only act as
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a mild palliative, and will never

effect a cure. Neither a slight

increase of daily pay, nor free

messing, nor greater liberality as

regard* clothing and regimental

necessuries, nor increased proba-

bility of the soldier obtaining em-

ploymont on discharge, nor all

these put together, will extricate

the array out of the difficulties into

which it has been plunged by the

excessive strain on the recruiting
resources of the country which its

present organisation creates, and

by the principle which has been

adopted of making its efficiency

subservient to the object of cre-

ating a reserve. Some reforms,

however, might certainly be in-

troducad at no great cost, which
would perhaps prove remunera-

tive in popularising the service

and in enticing young men to the

colours.

The expression
" free messing

for the soldier
"
has a most attrac-

tive ring. But it must be remem-
bered that the daily stoppage

varying in different corps between
3d. and 4Jd. which goes to supple-
ment their somewhat meagre ration

of bread and meat, provides the

troops with articles such as butter,
bacon for breakfast, &c., which

may fairly be set down as luxuries.

Tea, sugar, and potatoes, however,
are almost necessaries of life, and
it seems only right that the sol-

dier should receive a ration of

these : under great contracts such

as the War Office could ensure,

supplies of this kind could be ob-

tained at a cheaper rate than is

possible under the best regimental

manag* sment.

It i? an undoubted grievance
that, while the recruit is led

expect that his clothing will cyst
him nothing, he finds on joining
that in spite of all his care he
has constantly to renew worn-out
articles of kit at his own expense.
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The soldier should be supplied not

only with uniform, but also with
inside clothing to a reasonable
extent from time to time.

In all barracks of the most mod-
ern design there is satisfactory ac-

commodation especially adapted for

the purpose of recreation-rooms,
&c. But it is often the case in
older barracks, and it is almost

invariably the rule in the case
of buildings occupied by detach-

ments, that rooms for these pur-
poses are deficient. The regula-
tions should be altered so as to

ensure that the troops, wherever

they may be quartered, shall be
entitled to the advantages now
secured to them at stations like

Aldershofc and Portsmouth : there

should be a regular scale laid

down, and, where necessary, build-

ings should be erected. Regi-
mental officers are unanimous in

the opinion that it is for the ad-

vantage of the service and of the

soldier himself that his home
should offer attractions superior
to the public-house.
A modification of the rules

governing grants of good-conduct
badges is desirable. In place of

the first badge being granted after

two years, the second after six

years, the third after twelve years,
and the fourth after sixteen years,
the second, third, and fourth might
be given after five years, nine

years, and fourteen years respec-

tively. In the present day good-
conduct pay really means increase

of pay for length of service.

Deferred pay should either be

altogether abolished or should be

much diminished in amount. The
soldier when he doffs his uniform

and reverts to civil life is like the

bluejacket when he gets ashore

after a long cruise. Both want to

have their fling, and the money
in their pockets melts away with

marvellous rapidity. Men when
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quitting the colours, either on
transfer to the reserve or on dis-

charge, might get a small gratuity
to start them.

One of the most efficient methods
of rendering military service effec-

tive, however, will be by making
it possible for the deserving soldier

to acquire a right to employment
after leaving the colours. This

principle is carried out in foreign

States, and especially in Germany,
where every sort of post in Govern-

ment service is filled by retired

soldiers. In this country it would
be quite feasible to open several

classes of employment to the

soldier, in State, municipal, and

county service. If this were the

case, an example would be set to

private employers which there is

little doubt would be widely
followed, especially by the railway
and dock companies, and the great
carriers. Besides the immense
field which the Post Office could

throw open, clerkships, and writers'

and messengers' places, might be

filled by soldiers in all public
offices. Watchmen, park-keepers,
and attendants in lunatic asylums
and other institutions, might well

be soldiers; and cavalry and ar-

tillery-drivers would be well fitted

for the care of horses employed in

street conservancy, sanitary work,
and fire-brigades in the cities. It

is not possible to do more than
indicate the scope of possible open-

ings for soldiers in civil life, if

public bodies, both imperial and

local, were to realise their responsi-
bilities in the matter.

The army, too, has an important
part to play in fitting the soldier

for employment when he ceases

to serve. School instruction should

be intelligently adapted to the

various ends in view. The soldier

should be helped to select the

trade he means to follow in civil

life, or the line of public service

he aspires to. He should be posted
in the various conditions of ex-

aminations demanded by the latter,
and classes with the object of

enabling him to qualify should

be at hand. It is certain that

nothing would make the army
more attractive than the object-
lesson presented by retired sol-

diers filling every sort of public

post, while the knowledge that
these positions were attainable as

the reward of diligence and good
conduct would enormously help
the soldier to lead a steady life

and employ his leisure usefully
while in the ranks.

The Government has virtually
announced that its army pro-

gramme will include various pro-
visions for making the military

profession if such an expression
can be used with reference to short-

service soldiering more popular.
And no doubt some of the points
touched upon above will be dealt

with in a liberal spirit. But it

is earnestly to be hoped that the

country will not allow itself to

be lulled into any false sense of

security by the argument that we
have only to improve the soldier's

lot to secure an efficient and a

sufficient military force. We must

dig deeper down than this to reach

the root of the question which the

country is taking up at last the

question whether it gets full value

for the money in the case of its

army, as it certainly does in the

case of its navy.

The controversy on the condition

of the army is not at present being
carried out in a conciliatory spirit.

On the one side opponents of the

existing system scoff at that splen-
did body of men the army reserve ;

and, when they make any definite

suggestion at all, they for the

most part clamour for return to

long service. On the other side,
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counsels for the defence flaunt

statistics in the faces of the public
statistics which every military

man knows to be delusive, but

which may possibly delude the pub-
lic and declare that the organisa-
tion of which they plead the cause

has not been granted a fair trial,

because the infantry has not dur-

ing the last quarter of a century
been perpetually subjected to a

process of increasing or decreasing
the number of battalions, so as to

keep the unfortunate linked-bat-

talion system on its legs. One

party will not allow that existing

arrangements possess any merits

at ell. The other tries in vain

to gloss over their manifold and

grave defects.

Tjie plan adopted under the

auspices of Lord Oardwell, which
has by dint of frequent modifi-

cations and of ingenious expedi-
ents been maintained on the same
broad general lines down to the

present day, is not without good
points; and some of the reforms

suggested by its critics would
make confusion worse confounded.

The proposal put forward in cer-

tain quarters that the marines
should take over the Mediterran-

ean fortresses and our other coaling-
stations is simply a proposal to

make our maritime forces do the

dirty work of our land forces, to

shufhe some of the difficulties under
which it labours off" the shoulders

of the army on to the shoulders

of the navy, and to institute a

link between our fleets and the

shore tending to cramp the free-

dom of a service the complete in-

dependence of which is of para-
mount strategical importance.
The suggestion that men should
be enlisted for three years' service

at home, with nine years' service

in the reserve, can only be founded
on the singular assumption that a

proportion of our troops is re-

quired for the defence of the
United Kingdom and for nothing
else. But, on the other hand, the
advocates of the existing system
have utterly failed to make good
their case. Tables of figures com-

piled from official returns, which
the officers who sign them know
to be in reality incorrect although
founded upon attestation papers,
cannot be accepted against actual

facts. The recorded opinions of sol-

diers, no matter how eminent, who
have been wedded to the system by
years of service in the War Office,
are not conclusive. And, after all,

the strongest argument which can
be

.
adduced against the organisa-

tion which our central military
administration never wearies of

extolling is supplied by its own
action at the present time, by its

confession that the machine is not
in working order.

P.S. This article was written

before the delivery of Lord Lans-

downe's speech at Edinburgh on the

9th of December. Although the

Secretary of State shrinks from
radical reforms, he clearly realises

certain of the greatest evils of our

present military system, and some
of the changes which he fore-

shadows will undoubtedly effect

improvement. He accepts the

War Office view on the subject
of home defence, and this is

to be regretted. He does not

admit the total failure of the

linked - battalion system, and his

arguments in favour of this inde-

fensible institution are not very

convincing; for when he says
that a battalion abroad costs

50,000 and that a depot at home
to feed this would cost 25,000,
and then asks which is the better

bargain for the country, the depot

costing 25,000 or a battalion at

home doing the same work which

adds to the fighting strength at
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home and costs 50,000, the
answer is the depot, and not the
battalion : 25,000 worth of the

battalion is of no use for fighting

purposes at home, and is actually

injurious to the other 25,000
worth which is serviceable. But
Lord Lansdowne's frank admis-

sions on the subject of sacrificing
the army in the interests of the

reserve are most encouraging, and
his recognitionof the imperative ne-

cessity for sweeping modifications

in the present terms of service is a

great step in advance. And if his

scheme of three years' colour ser-

vice, all apparently necessarily to

be spent at home, is hopelessly
unsound in principle, he has after

all fallen into the same pit as Mr
Arnold Forster who also advocates
this strange expedient, and he puts
the proposal forward with obvious
hesitation.

Printed by William Blackwood and Sons.
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AMONGST THE CRETAN INSURGENTS.

I SHALL long remember my first

view of Crete. As we dropped
anchor in the harbour of Candia
in company with a huge British

battleship and an Austrian cruiser,
the fcun was beginning to sink be-

neath the rugged hills which stand
in a semicircle round the town.
On the left volumes of dense

smoke, lit now and then by lurid

streaks of name, rose up from the

burning village of Elea, which had

just been fired during a skirmish
betw sen Moslem irregulars and the

Christian inhabitants. Groups of

Turkish soldiery dotted the ram-

parts and interchanged rifle-shots

at intervals with some insurgent
shar

j
ishooters lurking about the

rocks nearly a mile away. The
fertile plain which extended on
the right between the Turkish and
Christian lines was full of olive-

grovos; but a closer view of these

through one's field-glass revealed
the f.tct that hundreds of trees had

VOO. CLXIII. NO. DCCCCLXXXVIII.

been cut down, while many of the

trunks were smouldering masses
of charred wood. This destruction

of olive-trees, which was forbidden

by the usages of ancient warfare,
has been systematically practised

by both Moslems and Christians

during the present rebellion, and
has inflicted incalculable loss on a

population which never rises be-

yond an almost hand - to - mouth
existence

;
for the olive-tree takes

many years before it reaches ma-

turity, and its fruit forms a staple
article of the Cretan diet.

Rifle -
shooting went on in a

desultory fashion until darkness

rendered it impossible : in fact,

throughout my visit the sharp
crack of the Turkish Martini and

the more distant answer of the

Gras rifle, with which the insurg-
ents were armed, became so fre-

quent that such sounds almost

ceased to attract one's attention

except when an occasional bullet

M
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whizzed over the bastions and

splintered the wall or woodwork
of a house in close proximity. The
old maxim of the Irish fairs,

"When you see a head, hit it,"

is faithfully observed in Crete.

In old days the insurgents experi-
enced the greatest difficulty in

getting ammunition, cartridges in

1866 costing a franc each; but

during the present insurrection

the Ethnike Hetairia had smuggled
thousands of cartridges into the

island, and the insurgents took a

childish delight in firing off their

Gras rifles, which were landed in

large numbers by blockade-runners

from the Piraeus. This rifle a

discarded weapon of the French

infantry is strongly built and

simple in its action, but the work-

manship of those I saw was very
rough, and the sighting defective

;

in fact, Gras rifles could be bought
in Athens for 7s. 6d. each.

The shooting generally in Crete
is execrably bad. The Christians

are never weary of bragging about
their marksmanship; they could,

they told me, hit a partridge fly-

ing, and put every bullet into an

orange at 200 yards. Certainly
I never saw anything of this mar-
vellous skill. It has been stated,
I believe, that in the days of the
" Brown Bess " a man's weight in

lead had to be fired at him before

he was killed
;
but in Cretan war-

fare an elephant's weight would, I

should think, be nearer the mark.
One morning last March the entire

garrison of Retimo sallied out and

engaged the insurgents under Kor-
akas. The air was alive with

bullets, and independent firing was

hotly maintained for hours. Yet
at the close of the day the total

bag was one horse wounded, and
even this managed to limp back
to the shelter of the town walls !

The Turks were not much better

marksmen than the insurgents, for

many of them were redifs who had
had no rifle-practice for three years.
On one occasion the shooting of

our marines filled the insurgents
with amazement. After the sur-

render of Candanos a combined
force of international troops was

employed to escort the Mussulman
inhabitants down to the coast at

Selino, and it was found necessary
to drive off by force the Christians,

who, in violation of the terms of

capitulation, persisted in plunder-

ing and maltreating the miserable

refugees. A file of marine infantry

suddenly halted, fired a volley at

long range, and knocked over
some dozen Cretans with their

Lee-Metford bullets. This put an
effectual stop to the brutality of

these ruffians, who, but for this

volley and a well-placed shell from
the Rodney, would doubtless have

repeated their infamous behaviour
at Sitia and Daphne by massacring
the helpless men, women, and
children who were unarmed and
at their mercy.
A rather exciting incident oc-

curred during my stay at Candia.

The Austrian cruiser Sebenico,
which did a great deal of excellent

work throughout the blockade,

sighted a suspicious schooner run-

ning in behind a promontory near

Megalokastro. Thewarship at once

started in pursuit, and the captain
found his suspicions correct, for,

on his arrival, the schooner was en-

gaged in landing cases of cartridges
and provisions. No attention was

paid to the warning shot fired by
the cruiser, but a sharp fusilade

was directed upon its decks by a

number of insurgents ensconced

behind rocks on the sloping hills

above the sea : we counted some-

thing like forty bullet -marks on
the plates and iron work of the

vessel. It was impossible to tol-

erate this open defiance, and the

Sebenico fired round after round
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of she 11 at the blockade-runner and
her sympathisers on the hillside.

The sshooner very soon filled and

sank, but the crew, who had suc-

ceeded in landing a large portion
of the cargo before the arrival of

the warship, leapt into the sea,

swam ashore, and scampered up
the hills to the village of Rothia.

Next day, with a view to learn

why t-ie insurgents had taken the

aggressive against the Sebenico, I

paid & visit to Rothia, one of the

ring oi: villages round Oandia held

by tho followers of the notorious

leader Korakas. As nobody would
let me have a horse or mule to ride

across the space between the lines,

on the alleged ground that neither

the animal nor its rider was likely
to reti rn alive, I was forced to go
by sea The great difficulty, how-

ever, vas to secure a boat : there

was one small steam-launch in

the harbour, but the engineer was
a Mus.sulman, and flatly refused to

risk a visit to the Christians, de-

spite my offers of large bakshish.

At leiigth I managed to hire a

sailing boat owned by two Christ-

ians. Running up an Austrian flag
to the mast-head, and taking care

to keep well out of range of any
bullets the Turkish sentries might
send after us from the ramparts,
we skimmed over the water past
the most beautiful cliff scenery,
and afber an hour's run with a

good breeze put into a little cove,
which lad evidently been guarded
in medieval times by a strong
Venetian fort, the picturesque
ruins < f which were perched on
the edge of the perpendicular
rocks.

One of the men remained with
the bo it, the other accompanied
me to the village. We had a stiff

climb, but the air was fresh and

clear, and when some lithe and

graceful Cretans came tripping
down the hillside to meet us with
their short braided jackets, blue

trousers, and rifles slung jauntily
over their shoulders, one seemed
to realise the force of the lines

which spoke of the Erectheidai of

old

oel 8ta \afj.irpOTarov

fiaivovTfs afipws aiOepos.

All around us were almond-bushes
in full flower and orange-trees
loaded with their golden fruit,

while our path lay through masses
of flowering-plants with old Greek
names like amaryllis and asphodel.
I was met and welcomed to the

village by the whole body of the

inhabitants, headed by an old

priest ; and most courteously they
treated us, forcing oranges and
masticha upon me until my pockets
were crammed, and I dared drink
no more of the rough and potent

liqueur.
I asked them why they had

fired on the Sebenico the day be-

fore, and they declared that they
thought the warship was a Turk-
ish cruiser; but I am afraid they
were not speaking the truth very
strictly, for the Austrian ensign,
which was flying visibly on the

Sebenico, bears no resemblance to

the red crescent flag of Turkey. I

also learned from them that the

Austrian shells had inflicted no
loss of life, and that one sailor

only had been wounded in the leg.

This, again, sounded very im-

probable, considering the rapidity
and accuracy of the Sebenico's

fire. But although these Cretans

maintained their well-established

reputation for lying,
1 in other

1 The Cretans are so annoyed with St Paul for his quotation of Epimenides'
verse th tt they have, I believe, refused to dedicate any church to him throughout
the islai d !
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respects they impressed me favour-

ably. Their simple rustic minds
did not apparently realise what
was really meant by

"
autonomy

"

or "
annexation," though they

loudly applauded a fervid utter-

ance by the priest in favour of

the latter. As my boating com-

panion had by this time indulged
in such large doses of masticha
that his applause of the priest's

patriotic harangue was becoming
maudlin and uproarious, I deemed
it better to return, and we were

accompanied to the water's edge
by a number of villagers, who
fired off their rifles as a parting
salute. These were the nicest

Christians I ever met in Crete,
and I think their superiority was

largely due to the fact that no
Greeks or Italians had as yet
come amongst them. There was,

by the way, plenty of meat and

vegetable food in this village, as

in the interior generally ; the only
hardship inflicted by the block-

ade was the scarcity of wheaten
bread.

On my return to Candia I was
met by several Christians, who de-

clared in excited tones that some
Bashibazouks had made a foray
upon a neighbouring village and

brought in three Christian heads.

These ghastly trophies were so

every one said being carried

about in a bag and displayed at

the coffee-houses. Nevertheless,
I could find no one who had

actually seen the heads, and a
little cross-examination revealed
the fact that the whole story of

the bag and its contents was ab-

solutely without foundation. I
mention this incident to show
how careful one ought always to
be with respect to alleged atro-

cities, especially in the case of

Cretans, Armenians, et hoc genus
omne. After my bootless search
for the heads I dined, thanks to

the courtesy of the commander
and Captain Stroud, R.M.L.L,
on board H.M.S. Trafalgar, and
about ten o'clock transferred

myself and my belongings to the
adventurous Sebenico, whose cap-
tain had most kindly promised
to take me to Canea. As we left

the harbour the darkness on our
left was broken by flames and
clouds of luminous smoke, which
were still rising from the ill-fated

village of Elea.

Next morning at daybreak the

Sebenico dropped anchor in Suda

Bay. This fine harbour was full

of warships : colossal battleships
like the Revenge, the Sardegna,
the Maria Theresa, and a multi-

tude of cruisers great and small,

presented a signal object-lesson in

international jealousy. The Turk-
ish navy, once so formidable, was

represented by a couple of poor

shabby cruisers, the Hebet Nou-
mah and another, fit emblems of

their national decay, TO

I said good-bye to the kind and
courteous Austrian officers, and
drove away to Canea along the

rough road, which was patrolled

day and night by international

troops blue -jackets, flat-capped
Russians, red-fezzed Turks, all

mixed up in a picturesque med-

ley. Our own blue -jackets suf-

fered a good deal, I believe, from

having to wear the service boots
;

and a friend who was present at

the relief of Oandanos told me that

the sailors were nearly all footsore

and limping from their long walk
over the rough mountain-path.

In Canea three other corre-

spondents amongst them Mr
Melton Prior and myself shared

a house abandoned by its Christian

occupants, who had fled to the

Piraeus after the riots and incendi-

arism of January. Our main diffi-

culty was that the fugitive house-
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holder had carefully locked all the

bedrcom doors and that of the

wine-cellar ; but, by a most fortu-

nate chance, I found that the key
of my college library at Oxford

opened all the doors of this Cretan

house, and we soon unearthed a

variety of domestic treasures

mattresses, rugs, and cushions,
and e ven secured a passable form
of sheet for our beds from the

calico coverings which had been

carefully sewn round sofas and set-

tees I y the good lady of the house.

We succeeded also after a search

in finding two men-servants, one
a Christian, the other a Moslem,
together with a small boy of un-

known religion to assist them in

waiting at table. Our domestic

arrangements did not, however,

prove an unqualified success. Theo-

logical acrimony disturbed the

serenity of our kitchen, for the

Moslem cook and the Christian
11

general," not content with mutual
insults and recriminations, empha-
sised their religious convictions

upon each other by cuffs and blows,
which injured the cuisine, and de-

stroyed all punctuality in our meals.

Once more, tantum religio potuit
suad&re malorum / In fact, we
were frequently reduced to such

extremities that we were depen-
dent on the ministrations of the

small boy, who steered a media via

between the disputants as an hon-

orary member of both religious

systems. At length we hit upon
the idea of accepting Mr Melton
Priori kind offer to act as house-

keeper for a week, and this gentle-
man by sheer exercise of forcible

and apposite English (for he knew

nothing of the vernacular) suc-

ceeded in cowing our domestic

theologians, who then tried to con-

ciliate us by covering the strange

puddings they sent us up with our
names in Greek letters, elaborately
written in grated nutmeg.

Life at Canea, despite these

trifling drawbacks, passed very
pleasantly. One frequently went
over to Suda Bay to collect in-

formation, or else took a ride to

the various Turkish outposts on
the Platania road, at Nerokouri,
and elsewhere. On these excur-

sions we were occasionally fav-

oured by a few pot-shots from the

insurgents. Once, I remember,
Mr Melton Prior, a Turkish staff-

officer, and myself climbed to the
roof of a house at Nerokouri which
had been gutted by fire and turned
into a temporary blockhouse. Al-
most immediately three bullets

came whizzing in uncomfortable

proximity to our heads from the

insurgents on the Malaxa ridge ;

and later on in the afternoon four

shots were fired at me at long

range, although I was carrying a

white flag of truce. One learnt

from frequent experience in Crete

to recognise the distance of a

bullet from its sound. The angry
whizz of a bullet within a yard or

two at fairly short range is quite
distinct from the rather musical

"ping" of one somewhere in the

neighbourhood, but not close at

hand; while the spent bullet has

a peculiarly plaintive note of its

own, as if it grieved over the ap-

proaching conclusion of its boot-

less errand.

Frequently on these excursions

to the extremity of the military

lines, and sometimes beyond them,
we were brought into contact with

Turkish officers and soldiers, who

invariably treated us with the

utmost courtesy and kindness.

In fact, go where you will in the

world, you will not find a better

fellow than the Osmanli soldier.

Not a penny had been paid to the

troops in Crete for six months,

yet I never heard a murmur.
What the poor fellows lived on I

cannot imagine, as commissariat
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arrangements were almost non-

existent. I have sometimes seen

four or five of them sit round a pot

containing a few beans and cab-

bage-leaves and a lump of bread,
and while this queer mess of pot-

tage was boiling they laughed and

joked in the best spirits possible.
I wonder what our Tommy At-

kinses -would say to a system of

no pay and cabbage-leaves. And
the uniform of these Turks !

When the livery of the Sultan

would not hang together any
longer, even when tied up with
bits of string, it was finally re-

placed by some miserable old

civilian garments which looked as

if they had been annexed from the

wardrobe of a scarecrow. Some-
times one uniform would, apparent-

ly, be shared by about three sol-

diers : one would have a pair of uni-

form trousers, another an old mili-

tary tunic, a third a pair of jack-

boots, all deficiencies being made

up by odds and ends of clothing,

borrowed, begged, or stolen. The
officers were in almost as bad a

plight, and sometimes their coarse

worsted socks were visible

through the gaping holes in their

old patched boots. In short, a
more shabby and dilapidated crew
than the Turkish garrisons of

Crete would be hard to find. Yet
how these fellows fight ! How
loyal and good they are ! I spent
some time one afternoon with an
old Turkish bimbashi (major) in

command of a detachment on the
Platania road. He had one or
two fine Turkish rugs to sleep on,
and his bell-tent was littered with

copies of various European news-

papers with which he whiled away
the time. The bimbashi was a

delightful old gentleman with

big gold-rimmed spectacles, and
had fought at Plevna with Edhem
Pasha, under Ghazi Osman, amid
the awful carnage of the Grivitza

redoubt. He was one of the older

school of .Turkish officers, but

spoke French fairly, and was ex-

tremely proud of his troops. His
fine old face lit up with pride as

he spoke of his dear soldiers,
" Si

patients, si braves, mais, mon-

sieur, il n'y a pas de 1'argent."
Yet poor as these troops were,
sometimes on the verge of star-

vation, I always found the great-
est difficulty in persuading them
to take a trifling "tip" for any
services rendered me e.g., hold-

ing my horse or escorting me from
one military post to another.

This was certainly in marked
contrast to the general behaviour
of the poorer Christians in the

interior, who worried me inces-

santly for money on] the most

flimsy pretexts.

Along the crest of the ridge

running westwards from Suda

Bay and Fort Izeddin the Turks
held possession of three block-

houses, Malaxa, Keratidi, and

Ineboli, which formed an outer

line of defence against any farther

advance of the insurgents towards
Canea and its suburbs. The ad-

mirals had distinctly warned the

insurgent leader that they would
not tolerate any attempt to capture
these blockhouses or interfere with
the transport of supplies to the

garrisons. Despite this manifesto,
the Christians had succeeded in

working round the Malaxa block-

house under cover of the rocks,
and so cutting off its communica-
tions with the Turkish garrisons
below. On March 23 some 300
Turks attempted to force their

way up the steep and rugged hill-

side with a quantity of provisions
and water. They had no artil-

lery, and the rocks swarmed with

Christian riflemen, who kept up
a hot fire on the advancing redifs ;

and at length, by Tewfik Pasha's

orders, the column, much to the
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disgust of both officers and men,
fell back with a loss of two killed

and three wounded.

On the evening of the 23rd I

rodo over to Nerokouri, which lies

nestling in its olives and vines at

the foot of the mountain, and after

a present of cigarettes to some of

the soldiers, I had a chat with

two young subalterns, both of

the newer generation of Turkish

officers trained in German tactics

at the military school. They were
both greatly vexed at the failure

of the attempt to relieve Malaxa :

there was, they said, a little food

left in the blockhouse, but not a

drop of water, as a shot from the

insurgents two days before had
shattered the water -

barrel, and

spih every drop of the precious
fluid. Even as we talked the

silence of the evening was sud-

denly broken by a bugle-call, and
then another, from the ill-starred

blockhouse on the ridge above.

The garrison, reduced to all the

miseries of thirst in a warm
clinate, and cut off from their

base, were asking for help, and
theie was something very pathetic
abo it their unanswered appeal.

Shortly afterwards we noticed,
to our surprise, a solitary figure

advancing up the steep hillside a

little to our left. This turned out

to be a Christian who had been
hired by the admirals to convey a

letter to Colonel Yasos and the

insurgent chiefs, reiterating that

in the opinion of the admirals it

was considered essential to the

safe by of Canea that the Turkish

gariisons in the blockhouses on
the ridge should retain their posi-

tion, and that any attempt on the

part of the insurgents to forcibly

present their revictualling would
be resisted by the international

forces. We saw the Christian

messenger slowly climb up the

mountain, and after meeting one

of the outposts disappear from

sight over the ridge.

Early next morning I secured
a good mule, and having packed
some bread, cheese, and wine in a

hold-all, I set out with the inten-

tion of visiting the insurgents in

the interior. At Nerokouri I had
a few minutes' chat with my Turk-
ish friends, who did what they
could to dissuade me from ventur-

ing up the hill, as they had no
confidence in " ces betes-la." They
said that immediately I showed

my face outside the village, I

should be fired at from the in-

surgent pickets. I succeeded, how-

ever, with the aid of an olive

stick and an old white shirt, in

fashioning a very presentable flag
of truce, and having said good-bye
to the Turks, I set out. As I

left the last shelter wall I pushed
the mule gingerly before me, as

I thought his life was less valu-

able than my own, in case the

ruffians on the ridge began rifle-

practice on us. But with the

exception of a single shot, which
was probably a mere signal, no

firing took place, and I advanced
with the mule's bridle over my
arm. On my way up a beautiful

specimen of the Papilio podalirius
settled on a stalk of asphodel, and I

killed it with my flag of truce. It

is now in the University Museum
at Oxford. When I got within 100

yards of the insurgent outpost I

shouted at the top of my voice

in answer to a challenge, ZTJTW
'EAAas. This seemed to please the

officer in charge, who replied
"
Avancez," and I soon found my-

self sitting on the rocks and chat-

ting to a lot of blue - trousered

Cretans under a Greek officer in

mufti. He was delighted to hear

that the Turks had suffered some
loss in their abortive attempt to

reach Malaxa on the previous

evening, and we had quite a
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merry lunch, washed down by
my bottle of wine.

Four Cretans were then told off

to escort me to Kontopoulo. I

found this village a beautiful

little place in the midst of olive-

groves swarming with insurgents,
and one of them came forward,

and, to my amazement, addressed

me in excellent English. He had,
he said, been educated at Fram-

lingham College, in Suffolk, and
had subsequently thrown up a

clerkship in a Liverpool office to

join the insurgents in Crete. He
told me I had arrived at an op-

portune moment, as an attack

would be made next morning on
the Turkish blockhouse at Malaxa,
and suggested that we should take

a stroll to meet the artillery,
which was on its way from Vasos'

camp at Alikianou. I readily

assented, and we set off along the

valley; but before we had got
more than 200 yards, several

Cretans rushed after us, and in-

formed me that I could not go
farther, but must return instantly.
No reply was vouchsafed to my
queries as to the reason of this

demand, but my companion, who
looked rather scared, whispered to

me that, on reflection, the insur-

gents felt sure that I was a spy,
and he begged me not to tell them
what he had said about the arrival

of the guns and the plans for the

morrow, as, said he,
"

if they knew
I had told you so much they would
shoot me at once." There was no
alternative but to retrace one's

steps to the village, where I found
the Cretans, and some Italians

who had arrived, in a state of

great excitement. They closed

round me, and demanded to know
who and what I was, and the

Italians were especially insolent.

They declined to believe I was a

correspondent because I had not

a copy of the 'Times' with me;

and when I showed them a letter

of introduction to a certain Kil-

iades, an engineer officer, which
Renter's agent at Canea had given
me, they denied the existence of

such a person. To make matters

worse, in searching for a card of

introduction to Lieutenant Vasos
and Lieutenant Kalinski, two
Greek subalterns at Alikianou, I

managed to let drop from my
cigarette-case two similar cards

addressed to Osman Bey and an-

other Turkish officer. As I picked

up the cards I could not help

laughing at the awkwardness of

their appearance under the cir-

cumstances
;

but my mirth met
with no response from the indi-

viduals around me, who became

quite violent, seized my revolver,
and threatened to shoot me. I

pointed out as well as I could the

absurdity of their conduct, telling
them that I was a friend of Greece

(one has to dissemble under such

circumstances). Still they refused

to be comforted, and as there were
no Greek regulars present, I do
not know to what lengths they
would have proceeded had not a

truly extraordinary incident oc-

curred. A band of about forty

young Cretans came marching up
the valley with a Greek flag, on
which were embroidered the words
6 te/oos Xo'Xos,

" the Holy Band."

At their head rode a handsome

young Greek, whom I recognised
as a former 'Varsity acquaintance
of mine at Balliol, Manos by name.
He had joined me at Oxford in some

psychical research experiments, and
here I met him as an insurgent
leader in the interior of Crete !

He did his best to allay the sus-

picions of the insurgents, but they
were not, I could see, fully assured

of my innocence.

As I was feeling hungry by
this time I bought three fowls,

and invited a number of the lead-
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ing insurgents to dinner. They
accepted my invitation without,

however, a word of thanks, and
we made an excellent meal. Our

dinner-party was certainly a curi-

ous medley. Eesides Manos and

myself, and some rather unpleasant
Italians, there was a magnificent
Roumanian called Moazzi, a rich

banker from Syra, and a charming
officer called Chalamos, who had
thrown up his commission to come
out to Crete, and, in the intervals

of the fighting, rode about the

island on a mule with a rifle

slung over his shoulder. One
bowl of chicken " stock

" was put
between each couple, and we drank
it with wooden spoons; for the

chickens themselves we employed
our lingers in the absence of

knives and forks, and cups of red

Cretan wine were handed about

indiscriminately. A certain sec-

tion of the English Press has laid

great stress on the " starvation
"

of tho Cretans by the blockade

of tho Powers. This, however,
was a mere party cry without any
foundation whatever in fact. At
Rothiii, as was said above, I found
abundance of food

;
and here again

at Kontopoulo there was a rough
sort of canteen where meat, wine,
and coffee could be obtained much
more cheaply than in Athens.
Later on I found in other villages

quite s. number of restaurants ;
and

at Alikianou three friends joined
me in an excellent dejeHner of

omelettes, ragout, vegetables, and

wine, for which we paid something
like two francs each. Certainly
these were not starvation prices!

Aftor dinner was over the artil-

lery came rumbling up from Aliki-

anou, three light field-guns accom-

panied by a few Greek regulars
under an officer, and soon after-

wards every one sought out the
best quarters he could for the

night. I found myself in a small

room, and a Greek officer most

kindly gave me his "bed," a hard

plank on low tressels with a sheep-
skin thrown over it. He himself

with fourteen others slept on the

floor; and in the corner of the

room was a bed curtained off for

the lady and gentleman who owned
the house. Despite the horrible

stuffiness of this den the windows
and door were both shut I slept

soundly until four o'clock, when

my companions got up, buckled on
their cartridge-belts, and left the

room. I heard the artillery jolt-

ing on the uneven path outside,
and realised that the attack on
Malaxa was being prepared. As
I knew I could reach the summit
of the ridge much more quickly
than the artillery, and the action

could not begin before its arrival,

I felt in no immediate hurry to get

up. When, however, I did arise

in about an hour's time, I found
that I was alone in the room and
the door was locked from the out-

side. I felt extremely annoyed to

think that I should perhaps miss a

sight of the engagement and spend

my day cooped up in this wretched

room, but fortune favoured me
once more. I first of all dis-

covered my revolver hidden away
in a cupboard : this was a really

lucky find, as the Cretans can

rarely resist a chance of stealing
arms of any kind. A number of

Italian volunteers arrived early in

the spring and left their rifles

piled on the beach for a time ;

when they returned all their arms

had been stolen by the very people
to whose succour they had come !

Pocketing my
" Smith and Wes-

son," I shouted through the window
to an old woman that I wanted

some breakfast. She brought me
a cup of milk, and after drinking
this I rushed past the old creature

and soon reached the outskirts of

the village, where my farther pro-
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gress was barred by a butcher

armed with a long knife. How-
ever, this ruffian had no rifle, so

I got past him, and a little farther

on picked up a half-witted young
man, also unarmed, who was in-

duced by the promise of a medjidie
to show me the shortest path up
the hill. As we climbed the steep

slope covered with prickly shrubs

and loose rocks the rattle of mus-

ketry on the ridge above was in-

cessant, and at intervals the dull

roar of artillery echoed and re-

echoed among the hills.

After a tough scramble I sud-

denly found myself ensconced with
some thirty Cretans and Italians

behind a low shelter-wall of loose

stones in full view of the attack

on Malaxa, some 400 yards in

front. About a mile away on
our right the Greek battery was

firing round after round at the

wretched blockhouse. It was in-

tensely exciting to watch the

Greek shells : some fell short

amongst the stones and boulders,

throwing up masses of earth and

fragments of rock in all directions
;

others went screaming over the

blockhouse and fell on the slope
towards Psikilaria; while a fair

proportion hit their mark, and,

passing clean through the unsub-
stantial stonework, burst inside

the building, smashing large holes

in the wall, which were plainly
visible with the naked eye from
our position.

Accompanying the fire of this bat-

tery, some hundreds of insurgents

kept up from behind the rocks an
incessant fusilade upon the block-

house, which was hotly returned

by the Turkish garrison. The
air seemed at times alive with
bullets whizzing in every direc-

tion; but very little damage was
inflicted at any rate upon the in-

surgents snugly hidden behind the

boulders, though I did not like to

think of what the interior of the

blockhouse must be when shell

after shell had burst inside it.

Just in front of it stood a small

outpost of loose stones, held appar-

ently by eight or nine Turks. De-

spite the Greek shells and the rain

of bullets which fell about them,
these gallant fellows stuck to their

tumble-down shed in the pluckiest
manner. I saw them come to the

door, take a careful aim, and then
retire within to load : one of them

actually came outside, took off

his tunic, put it on a rock, and
then coolly walked back again.
Three of these Turks were subse-

quently taken prisoners, and the
rest were killed.

Soon afterwards a number of

Turks emerged from the block-

house with a red flag, intending

apparently to run the gantlet of

the insurgents, but they were forced

to retire by a perfect hail of bul-

lets. Twenty of them, however,
rushed out again and down the

slope towards Psikilaria, but only
nine, I believe, reached the bottom
of the hill.

Meanwhile two Turkish war-

ships in Suda Bay were endeav-

ouring to assist their friends in

the blockhouse by throwing shells

over the ridge amongst the insur-

gents. These Turkish shells came

screaming up the hill every few

minutes, and burst here and there

among the rocks, but as far as I

know did no damage, as they were,
from the nature of the case, fired

at a venture. After a time their

appearance was greeted with yells

of derision by the Christians.

About eleven the insurgent rifle-

fire slackened on the right, and

the Italian officer behind our wall

informed me that he was about

to advance his men nearer to

Malaxa. I determined therefore

to make my way towards a posi-

tion on our left where a large
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body of insurgents were keeping
up n terrific fusilade upon the

Turkish garrison of Nerokouri.

As my imbecile companion and

myself stepped out from the shel-

ter of the wall we were in full

view of Malaxa, and some rifle-

man on the roof delighted, no

doubt, to get for once a clear view
of a supposed enemy fired at us,

the Martini bullet passing with
an unpleasantly sharp whizz be-

tween us. We soon reached par-
tial cover again and saw our com-

panions crawl stealthily out and
advance nearer the blockhouse,

takirg advantage of every rock
and inequality in the ground.
Ten minutes afterwards one of

the derided Turkish shells shrieked

through the air and burst in the

very spot we had all just vacated,

destroying every vestige of the

wall. A number of the Italians

now withdrew from the attack on
Malaxa and came towards Nero-
kouri. They were in a very bad

temper, and declared that the

wholo thing had been misman-

aged. There was, I believe, a
constant recurrence of this quar-
relsome and captious spirit

amongst the Italian volunteers

in Crete, as also in Thessaly.
The Turks had brought two or

three small guns into position on
the hill-slope above Nerokouri,
and these fired in a very irregular
and spasmodic fashion at the
Cretans and Italians on the ridge,
who had, of course, all the best of

the position throughout the fight-

ing on this part of the field, where
a Groek flag was flying side by
side with an Italian tricolour.

Tho rifle-fire round Malaxa had
slackened by this time, but the
Greek artillery still played upon
the blockhouse. The heat amongst
the rocks was intense, and I felt

so parched with thirst that I

descended the hill to get a drink

from the stream which ran through
the village. While I was doing
this, several Turkish shells from
Nerokouri flew overhead and
buried themselves in the sandy
soil of the valley below without

bursting. On reaching the stream
I was confronted by a Greek offi-

cer and two Italians, who declared
that I should not leave the village

again. Argument was useless, so
I was conducted to a loft, where
I found three Turkish prisoners
from the outpost mentioned above.
These poor fellows sat cross-legged
on the floor, looking rather woe-

begone, but still, as usual, re-

signed. One of them understood
a little Arabic and told me they
came from Brusa. Like all the
Turkish troops in Crete, these

men were redifs. Even in Thes-

saly the great majority of Edhem
Pasha's army was composed of

these Turkish militiamen but
the second line of defence was
found adequate to rout the Hel-
lenic swashbucklers.

I happened to have a few cigar-
ettes left, and these with a few

oranges I bestowed upon the pris-
oners. This very ordinary act

brought down upon me some furi-

ous denunciations from the two
diminutive Italians, who declared

that I was clearly a spy and a

friend of the Turks. I told these

Italian pigmies to mind their own
business, and found an unexpected
ally in the Greek soldier who was

guarding us : he declared that he
was ashamed of the way in which
the insurgents and Italians be-

haved "
CIVOLL wa," said he,

"
o^i

From the window of our loft we
could see the Greek artillery still

firing at Malaxa. The insurgents
had by this time closed round the

blockhouse on every side, and
without daring to carry it by as-

sault they shouted to the forty-five
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men who still remained alive, "We
have you now ! You can't escape !

Wait till nightfall ! Then we will

return with dynamite and blow

you up !

"

Two flags, one red, the other

white, had been flying over Malaxa
all day, but suddenly, at 4.30, the

red one was hauled down. The

blockhouse, riddled by ten hours'

shell- fire, had become untenable,
and the bimbashi in command
wished for a parley with the in-

surgent leaders. But as the fire

of the garrison ceased, instantly
the whole mass of the insurgents
rushed upon the building. Luckily
for the defenders, the first man to

enter the blockhouse was Manos,
and he was soon followed by Mr
Bass, an American correspondent,
whorandownfrom a hill on the east

of Malaxa, and did his best with

a Greek oflicer and Manos to save

the garrison from butchery. The
latter had his "Hieros Lochos"
well in hand, and with his sup-

porters succeeded in preventing
the excited Cretans from shooting
down the Turks who remained
alive in the shattered fort, and

expected, no doubt, to be butch-

ered in cold blood, in accordance

with the usual practice of Cretan
Christianswith respect to prisoners.
While the garrison were surren-

dering their rifles inside the block-

house before being marched down
the hill to Kontopoulo, there

occurred one of the most extra-

ordinary incidents in the Cretan

fighting. The warships in Suda

Bay, believing that the insurgents
had carried Malaxa by assault

and massacred the garrison, sud-

denly opened a terrific shell -fire

on the blockhouse. The first pro-

jectile which struck the building
was a large Austrian shell, which

passed clean through and c6m-

pletely wrecked the wall which
looked towards Izeddin. This shot

was followed by something like

eighty shells in rapid succession,
and for ten minutes the ridge about
Malaxa was a perfect hell of burst-

ing projectiles.
The blockhouse under this fear-

ful fire simply tumbled into ruins,

which buried beneath them several

Turks and Christians, while the

confused mass of insurgents and
their prisoners rushed wildly
down the hill towards Kontopoulo.
While this scene was being enacted
on the ridge, the village also had
been under shell -fire, for any
missile that missed Malaxa came

shrieking down the hill and fell in

or about Kontopoulo. When the

first three or four projectiles
screamed over our loft and burst

with a deafening explosion in the

rear of the village, the Greek

sentry said we had better get out
of the room into the open. The
three Turks and I were quite will-

ing, and out we ran. The whole

village was in an uproar. Every-
where women and children were

shrieking and wailing in their

terror. Our custodian quite lost

his head, and tried to lead us

straight into the line of fire. One
melinite shell burst within 50

yards of us, and a small fragment
buried itself in the bank of earth

beside us, tearing a rent in the

knee of my trousers as it passed.
I had had quite enough of the

open, so I turned sharply to the

right, and ran to the shelter of a

mound and ditch hard by. But
as I ran off" to this cover, two

Cretans, who were acting as sen-

tries about 150 yards off, stupidly

imagined that I was trying to

escape amid the confusion which

prevailed, and they deliberately
fired at me twice, the bullets

passing within a few inches of my
helmet.

In about ten minutes the shower

of shells ceased altogether, and the
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Greek soldier got his quaternion

together again and we returned to

our loft. Just outside on a rough
stretcher lay the body of a Cretan,
with his head smashed to pieces
from a shell-splinter. Soon after-

ward 3 the whole body of the in-

surgents returned with their forty-
three prisoners from Malaxa.
How some of these poor fellows

managed to walk down the rough
slope I cannot understand. One
of the two officers had his left eye
and the bone round it crushed into

a jelly by a fragment of a shell:

he crouched on the ground in great

agony, groaning incessantly. Next
to him the old major who com-
manded the blockhouse sat in his

tattered uniform, full of soldierly

dignity, and received a cigarette I

offered him with the charming
courtesy which always marks the

Turkish officer. As the prisoners
filed past, several of the younger
ones, redifs from Anatolia, took

my hand and placed it on their

heads. A little incident at the

time impressed me greatly. One
of the Turkish soldiers lay on the

ground with a bullet in his calf,

and another in his thigh. The
latter had apparently severed an

artery, as the blood poured out
in a continuous stream. An in-

surgent offered him a cup of wine,
but the wounded Moslem in the

agonies of his thirst yet refused

the forbidden draught, though he

greedily drank some water which
I got for him later. There were
no medicaments or surgical appli-
ances for treating the wounded ;

all

the doctor could do was to place
wet lint on the wounds. The forty-
three survivors, some of them more
dead than alive, were then marched
or carried off to a monastery about
half a mile from the village, and

guarded by a picket of Greek

regulars to prevent their being
shot down in cold blood by their

chivalrous captors, the much-be-
lauded "Christians" of Crete!
Next morning we all set out for

Colonel Vasos' camp at Alikianou.
The Ottoman prisoners were still

escorted by Greeks, while I, as a
sort of first-class misdemeanant,
rode with the banker from Syra
and Captain Chalamos. We trav-

elled through some beautiful scen-

ery. Our rough bridle-path wound
its way amid woods and valleys
and picturesque villages, dotted
here and there among groves of

oranges and olives. On our left,

in full view all the time, rose the

huge range of the Aspro Vouna,
which runs along the middle of

the island and culminates in the
classic Ida. The summits and

slopes of the mountains were
covered with masses of snow,
which glittered brightly in the

rays of the morning sun. A few
miles from Kontopoulo we saw
on our left the smoking ruins of

Keratidi. The garrison having
heard on the previous evening
of the fall of Malaxa, withdrew
to Nerokouri, and so left the

blockhouse at the mercy of the

insurgents, who at once entered

and set it on fire. The smoke
was rolling up in dense volumes
as we passed, and the sight called

forth a loud cheer from the in-

surgents. A mile or two farther

on the "
Holy Band

" under Manos,

carrying their bullet-torn flag, were
a little to our rear, and from some

mistake, or sheer devilry, took a

turn to the right, which brought
them within 500 yards of another

Turkish outpost at Eneboli. The
Turks at once opened fire, and Mr
Bass, the American, who was with

this band, told me that the rocks

along the path were bespattered
with lead in every direction. The
"
Holy Band

"
for once remembered

the value of discretion, and bolted

like rabbits. They had a marvel-
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lous escape, as not a single man
was hit. We rested for a few
minutes at a beautiful little ham-

let, where the village tailor insisted

on sewing up the rent in my nether

garments, and several women cut

me some fine oranges from the

trees. Several of the girls were

good-looking; but, as a rule, the

Christian women in Crete are not

nearly so pretty as their Moham-
medan sisters, for the Moslems, as

the dominant race, have had in

former days the pick of the women,
and have naturally selected the

handsomest for their wives.

After we left this village the

banker's mule got loose and gal-

loped over the hills, kicking up its

heels in high glee, and so getting
rid of its baggage piecemeal. We
had to leave the refractory beast

to its own devices, and finally
reached Alikianou about two
o'clock.

After an excellent lunch in a

rough restaurant, at which our two
muleteers honoured us by their un-

invited company, we called on
Colonel Vasos. I had introduc-

tions to Lieut. Andreas Vasos and
Lieut. Kalinski, and was treated

with the utmost courtesy by the

Greek commander, a tall soldierly
man with a long grey beard. He
was full of indignation against the

Powers for blockading the island

and shelling the Christians. The
Malaxa fight, he told me from his

official report, had cost the insur-

gents a loss of three killed and ten
wounded. He apologised for the

rough manner in which I had been
treated at Kontopoulo, and his

secretary at once made me out a
safe-conduct for passing the Greek
lines on my way back to Canea.
While taking a stroll with Lieut.

Vasos, a very tall and handsome

young Greek, I met Dr E. J. Dil-

lon, the correspondent of the 'Daily
Chronicle,' who was in rather an

awkward position, as he had no
teskereh wherewith to pass the

Turkish lines, and so could not
return to Oanea. He asked me to

take him with me, and I gladly

promised to do my best, though I

felt far from certain that the Turks
would let us both pass with one
order made out in my name.
Dr Dillon managed to secure a

miserable mule, and we set out.

But as we were leaving the village
the "

Holy Band "
arrived, and on

my companion approaching Manos
to say good-bye the latter's charger
lashed out viciously and kicked
the mule and its rider completely
over. Dr Dillon was considerably

shaken, and so, I suppose, was the

mule, but after a brief interval

they resumed their march. My
good friend Captain Chalamos, one
of the best of fellows, whose kind-

ness and merry good nature I shall

never forget, accompanied me on
foot to the extremity of the Greek

lines, and while I reconstructed

my flag of truce with the old shirt,

which had by this time lost its

primitive whiteness, he gave me a

pencilled letter for his mother in

Athens, which I gladly smuggled
into Canea for him. Except for

the heliograph from Alikianou to

Cerigo and thence to Athens, the

Greeks had for weeks been cut off

from almost all communication
with the mainland. After being
twice stopped by insurgents who
were lurking amongst the olive-

trees, we reached the Turkish lines,

where we were challenged by a

subaltern and two soldiers who
came running down the hill. I

showed my teskereh to the officer,

who was a most courteous fellow

in an old tattered greatcoat, and
to prevent him from perusing it

too carefully I gave him an ac-

count of Malaxa, telling him how
well his comrades had fought

against overwhelming odds, and
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how glad I was to inform him
that the lives of the forty-three
survivors had been spared. The
officer was delighted at the news,
and handed me back the teskereh

with a merely cursory glance at

its contents. We reached Canea
about five o'clock. While getting
a telegram off to the 'Times' I

met an officer of the Seaforth

Highlanders, who told me a story
had got about Oanea that I had
been killed at Malaxa

;
and a little

farther on I came across my friend

Churchill Bey, who was equally

pleased to see me. I thoroughly

enjoyed a comfortable bed that

night, as I had not taken off my
boots for sixty -four hours, and
had since the morning been almost

twelve hours continuously in the

saddle.

The next evening I rode over to

Suda Bay to see Admiral Harris

on the Revenge, who told me that

he and his flag
- lieutenant had

been iired at that afternoon while

shooting rock-pigeons round Akro-
teri. On returning to the shore I

found it impossible to get back to

Oanea that night, as Tewfik Pasha
had forbidden all traffic on this

dangerous piece of road after 6

P.M. While sending a telegram to

his Excellency with the request for

a special permit to return, I wit-

nessed a fine spectacle. The in-

surgents, encouraged by their suc-

cess at Malaxa, had begun to

attack Fort Izeddin, which guards
the southern entrance to Suda

Bay. Five or six of the battle-

ships in the harbour threw their

powerful search -
lights upon the

slopes of the Malaxa ridge, making
every boulder and bush, and occa-

sionally the figure of a Cretan,

distinctly visible some two miles

away. H.M.S. Ardent, which had
done good work in the shelling of

Malaxa, was sent down post-haste
to a position opposite Izeddin,
where an Italian warship was al-

ready shelling the attacking force.

A sheet of flame would suddenly
shoot out from the cruiser, and
the search -light would show the

column of smoke where the shell

burst on the hillside opposite, while

the roar of the gun came rolling

up the bay in the darkness. The

insurgents sometimes retaliated in

a curious way by firing their rifles

down the line of light upon the

warships. Fort Izeddin was armed
with several Krupp guns, and was

strong enough to withstand any
insurgent attacks. A few days
later, however, it was again at-

tacked, but two 1 2-inch shells from
the Camperdown were enough to

beat off the assailants, who were

finally routed by a sortie of the

garrison.
The telegram at length arrived,

but it was so late that I asked the

captain of the Revenge to allow

me to sleep on board, and, thanks

to his courtesy and that of Lieut.

Butler, I spent a most comfort-

able night on board the battleship.
I returned to Canea in the morn-

ing, and left on the following day
for England via Kalamata and

Marseilles.

ERNEST N. BENNETT.
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JOHN SPLENDID: 1

THE TALE OF A POOR GENTLEMAN, AND THE LITTLE WARS OF LORN.

CHAPTER XII. A CUP OF WATER.

" I WISH to God !

"
cried John

Splendid, "that I had a drink of

Altan-aluin at this minute, or the

well of Beallach-an-uarain."

It was my own first thought, or

something very like it, when the

fighting was by, for a most cruel

thirst crisped my palate, and, as ill

luck had it, there was not a cup of

water in the fort.

"I could be doing with a drop
myself," said the English minister.
"

I'll take a stoup and go down to

the well yonder and fetch it."

He spoke of the spout in the gut,
a clean little well of hill-water that,
winter or summer, kept full to the

lip and accessible.

We had gathered into the fort

itself (all but a few sentinels), glad
for a time to escape the sight of

yon shambles of friend and foe that

the battle had left us. The air had
softened of a sudden from its pierc-

ing cold to a mildness balmy by
comparison ; the sky had leadened
over with a menacing vapour, and
over the water in the great glen
between Ben Ime and Ardno a
mist hurried to us like driving
smoke. A few flakes of snow fell,

lingering in the air as feathers from
a nest in spring.

" Here's a friend of Argile back

again," said an old halberdier,

staunching a savage cut on his

knee, and mumbling his words be-

cause he was chewing as he spoke
an herb that's the poultice for

every wound.
"Frost and snow might have

been Argile's friend when that pro-
verb was made," said John Splen-

did,
" but here are changed times

;

our last snow did not keep Colkitto

on the safe side of Cladich. Still,

if this be snow in earnest," he

added with a cheerier tone, "it

may rid us of these vermin, who'll

find provand iller to get every extra

day they bide. Where are you
going, Master Gordon 1

?"
" To the well," said the minister,

simply, stopping at the port, with

a wooden stoup in his hand. " Some
of our friends must be burning for a

mouthful, poor dears ;
the wounded

flesh is drouthy."
John turned himself round on a

keg he sat on, and gave a French

shrug he had picked up among
foreign cavaliers.

" Put it down, sir," he said ;

"
there's a wheen less precious lives

in this hold than a curate's, and for

the turn you did us in coming up
to alarm us of the back attack, if

for nothing else, I would be sorry
to see you come to any skaith. Do
you not know that between us and
the well there might be death half-

a-dozen times. The wood, I'll

warrant, is hetching still with those

disappointed warriors of Clanranald,

who would have no more reverence

for your life than for your Geneva
bands."

"There's no surer cure for the

disease of death in a hind than for

the same murrain in a minister of

the Gospel or a landed gentle-

man," said Gordon, touched in his

tone a little by the austerity of his

speeches as we heard them at the

kirk-session.

John showed some confusion in

1
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his face, and the minister had his

feet on the steps before he could

answer him.
"
Stop, stop !

" he cried.
"
Might

I have the honour of serving the

Kirk for once ? I'll get the water

from the well, minister, if you'll

go in again and see how these poor
devLs of ours are thriving. I was

but joking when I hinted at the

risk, our Athole gentry are, like

enough, far off by this time."

"I liked you better when you
were selfish and told the truth,

than now that you're valiant (in a

small degree) and excuse it with a

lie," <pio' the minister, and off he set.

H>3 was beyond the wall, and

stepping down the brae before we
could be out at the door to look

after him.

"Damn his nipped tongue!"
fume<l John. " But man ! there's

a lovable quirk in his character too.

I'll give twenty pounds (Scots) to

his kirk-plate at the first chance if

he wins out of this fool's escapade
of his without injury."

There was no doubt the minister's

task had many hazards in it, for he
carried stave nor steel as he jogged
on with the stoup, over the frank

open brae-side, down to the well.

Looking at him going down into

the loft of the gut as unafearecl as

he had come up on the right of it,

I put myself in his place, and felt

the skin of my back pimpling at

the instinct of lurking enemies.

But. Gordon got safely to the

well, through the snow, now falling
in a heavy shower, dipped out a

stoupiul, and turned about to come
home. Afew yards off his pathback,
to the right and closer to the wood,
lay the only man of all the bodies

lying in the valley who seemed to

have any life left in him. This
fellow lay on his side, and was

waving his hands feverishly when
the m nister went up to him, and
as we saw in a dim way through
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the snow gave him a drink of the
water from the lip of the stoup.

"Sassenach fool!" said young
MacLachlan, parched with thirst,

gathering in with a scooped hand
the snow as it fell on the wall, and

gluttonously sucking it.

"There are many kinds of folly,

man," said I ;

" and I would think
twice before I would grudge a

cleric's right to give a mouthful of

water to a dying man, even if he
was a MacDonald on his way to the

Pit."

"Tuts, tuts! Elrigmore," cried

John, "let the young cock crow;
he means no more than that it's

hard to be hungry and see your
brother feed a foeman. Indeed I

could be wishing myself that his

reverence was the Good Samaritan

on a more fitting occasion."

We were bandying words now,
and not so closely watching our

friend in the hollow, and it was Sir

Donald, standing to a side a little,

who called our attention anew, with

a cry of alarm.
"
Look, lads, look !

" he cried,
" God help Gordon !

"

We looked through the snow
a grey veil and saw two or three

men fall on the minister.

John Splendid but stopped a

second to say,
" It may be a feint to

draw us off the fort ;
bide where ye

are," and then he leaped over the

wall, armed with a claymore picked
from the haunch of a halberdier be-

side him. I was over at his heels,

and the pair of us scoured down
the brae.

There was some hazard in the

enterprise. I'm ashamed to this day
to tell I thought that, at every foot

of the way as we ran on. Never

before nor since have I felt a wood
so sinister, so ghastly, so inspired

by dreadful airs, and when it was
full on our flank, I kept my head

half turned to give an eye to where

I was going and an eye to what
N
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might come out on my rear. People
tell you fear takes wings at a stern

climax, that a hot passion fills the

brain with blood and the danger
blurs to the eye. It's a theory that

works but poorly on a forlorn-hope,
with a certainty that the enemy
are outnumbering you on the rear.

With man and ghost, I have always
felt the same : give me my back to

the wall, and I could pluck up
valour enough for the occasion, but

there's a spot between the should-

ers that would be coward flesh in

Hector himself. That, I'm think-

ing, is what keeps some armies from

turning tail to heavy odds.

Perhaps the terror behind (John
swore anon he never thought on't till

he learned I had, and then he said

he felt it worse than I) gave our ap-

proach all the more impetuousness,
for we were down in the gut before

the MacDonald loiterers (as they

proved) were aware of our coming.
We must have looked unco numer-
ous and stalwart in the driving snow,
for the scamps dashed off into the

wood as might children caught in a

mischief. We let them go, and bent

over our friend, lying with a very
gash look by the body of the Mac-

Donald, now in the last throes, a

bullet-wound in his neck and the

blood frothing at his mouth.
"Ar't hurt, sir?" asked John,

bending on a knee, but the min-
ister gave no answer.

We turned him round and found
no wound but a bruise on the head,
that showed he had been attacked

with a cudgel by some camp-follow-
ers of the enemy, who had neither

swords, nor reverence for a priest
who was giving a brotherly sup to

one of their own tartan. In that

driving snow we rubbed him into

life again, cruelly pallid, but with
no broken .bit about him.

"Where's my stoup ?" were his

first words;
" my poor lads upbye

must be wearying for water." He
looked pleased to see the same be-

side him where he had set it down,
with its water untouched, and then
he cast a wae glance on the dead
man beside him.

" Poor wretch, poor wretch !

"

said he.

We took the stoup and our min-
ister up to the summit, and had got
him but safely set there when he
let out what gave me the route

again from Dunchuach, and led to

divers circumstances that had other-

wise never come into this story if

story there was, which I doubt
there had never been. Often I've

thought me since how pregnant
was that Christian act of Gordon
in giving water to a foe. Had I

gone, or had John gone, for the

stoup of water, none of us, in all

likelihood, had stirred a foot to re-

lieve yon enemy's drouth
j
but he

found a godly man, though an aus-

tere one too on occasion, and paid
for the cup of water with a hint in

broken English that was worth all

the gold in the world to me. Gor-

don told us the man's dying confid-

ence whenever he had come to him-

self a little more in the warmth of

the fort fire.

"There's a woman and child,"

said he, "in the wood of Strongara."

CHAPTER XIII. WHERE TREADS THE DEER.

When the English minister, in

his odd lalland Scots, had told us
this tale of the dying MacDonald,
I found for the first time my feel-

ing to the daughter of the Provost
of Inneraora. Before this the

thought of her was but a pleasant

engagement for the mind at leisure

moments ;
now it flashed on my

heart with a stound that yon black

eyes were to me the dearest jewels
in the world, that lacking her pres-
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enct these glens and mountains

were very cold and empty. I think

I gave a gasp that let John Splen-
did into my secret there and then

;

but at least I left him no doubt

aboi t what I would be- at.

" What's the nearer way to

Stroagara?" I asked "alongside
the river, or through Tombreck?"
He but peered at me oddly a

second under his brows a trifle

wistj'ully, though I might naturally
think his mood would be quizzical,

then he sobered in a moment.
That's what I loved about the man

;

a fool would have laughed at the

bravado of my notion, a man of

thinner sentiment would have
marred the moment by pointing
out difficulties.

" So that's the airt the wind's

in !

" he said, and then he added,
"I think I could show you, not

the shortest, but the safest road."
"

] need no guidance," I cried in

a hurry,
"
only

"

"Only a friend who knows

ever^ wood in the countryside, and
has your interest at heart, Colin,"
he said softly, putting a hand on

my elbow and gripping it in a

homely way. It was the first time
he gave me my Christian name
since I made his acquaintance.

Hiu company was not to be
denied.

W( made up some bear -meal

bannocks, and a collop of boiled

venison in a dorlach or knapsack
that I carried on my back, borrowed

plaids from some of the common
soldie>y, and set out for Strongara
at the mouth of the night, with the

snow ?till driving over the land.

MaoLachlan was for with us,
but John turned on him with a

great deal of determination, and
dared him to give extra risk to our

enterprise by adding another man to

the ch ince of the enemy seeing us.

The lad met the objection un-

graciously, and John took to his

flattery.

"The fact is, MacLachlan," said

he, taking him aside with a hand
on his lapel, and a show of great
confidence "the fact is, we can't

be leaving this place in charge of a

lot of old bodachs Sir Donald the

least able of them all, and if

there's another attack the guidance
of the defence will depend on you.
You may relish that or you may
not j perhaps after all you would be
safer with us

"

MacLachlan put up his chest an
inch or two, unconscious that he
did it, and whistled a stave of

music to give evidence of his in-

difference. Then he knitted his

brows to cogitate, as it were, and
"
Very well !

"
said he. " If you

come on my coz, you'll bring her

back here, or to the castle, I sup-

"I had no thought of running
away with the lass, I'll take my
oath," cried John, sticking his

tongue in the cheek nearest me.

"I wish I could fathom yon
fellow's mind," I said to my com-

rade, as we stepped out through the

snow and into the wooded brae-

side, keeping a wary eye about for

spies of the enemy, whose foot-

prints we came on here and there,

but so faint in the fresh snowfall

that it was certain they were now
in the valley.

" Do you find it difficult ?" asked

John. " I thought a man of school-

ing, with Latin at his tongue's-end

(though very indifferent Latin in

the minister's opinion), would see to

the deepest heart of MacLachlan."
" He's crafty."

"So's the polecat till the fox

meets him. Tut's, man, you have a

singular jealousy of the creature."
" Since the first day I saw him."

John laughed.
"That was in the Provost's,"

quo' he, and he hummed a Trench

song I caught the meaning of but

slightly.
"
Wrong, wrong !

"
said I, strid-
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ing under the trees as we slanted

to the right for Tombreck. " His
manner is provoking."

"I've seen him polish it pretty
well for the ladies."

"His temper's always on the

boil."
"
Spirit, man ; spirit ! I like a

fellow of warmth now and then."

"He took it most ungraciously
when we put him out of the Pro-

vost's house on the night of the

squabble in the town."
" It was an awkward position he

was in. I'd have been a bit black-

browed about it myself," said John.
" Man ! it's easy to pick holes in

the character of an unfriend, and

you and MacLachlan are not

friendly, for one thing that's not

his fault any more than yours."
"You're talking of the girl," I

said, sharply, and not much caring
to show him how hot my face burned
at having to mention her.

"That same," said he; "I'll

warrant that if it wasn't for the

girl (the old tale ! the old tale
!), you

had thought the young sprig not a

bad gentleman after all."
"
Oh, damn his soul !

"
I blurted

out. "What is he that he should

pester his betters with his atten-

tions ?"
"A cousin, I think, a simple

cousin-german they tell me," said

John, drily; "and in a matter of

betters, now eh?"

My friend coughed on the edge
of his plaid, and I could swear he
was laughing at me. I said nothing
for a while, and with my skin burn-

ing, led the way at a hunter's pace.
But John was not done with the

subject.
" I'm a bit beyond the age of it

myself," he said; "but that's no
reason why I shouldn't have eyes
in my head. I know how much
put about you are to have this

young fellow gallivanting round the

lady."
"
Jealous, you mean," I cried.

" I didn't think of putting it that

way."

"No; it's too straightforward a

way for you, ever the roundabout

way for you. I wish to God you
would sometimes let youi Campbell
tongue come out of the kink, and

say what you mean."
With a most astonishing steady

voice for a man as livid as the snow
on the hair of his brogues, and with
his hand on the hilt of his dirk,
John cried

"
Stop a bit."

I faced him in a most unrighte-
ous humour, ready to quarrel with

my shadow.
" For a man I'm doing a favour

to, Elrigmore," he said,
"
you seem

to have a poor notion of politeness.
I'm willing to make some allowance

for a lover's tirravee about a woman
who never made tryst with him; but
I'll allow no man to call down the

credit of my clan and name."
A pair of gowks, were we not, in

that darkening wood, quarrelling on
an issue as flimsy as a spider's web,
but who will say it was not human
nature ? I daresay we might have
come to hotter words and bloody
blows there and then, but for one
of the trifles that ever come in

the way to change not fate, for

that's changeless, but the semblance

of it.

" My mother herself was a Camp-
bell of an older family than yours,"
I started to say, to show I had some

knowledge of the breed, and at the

same time a notion of fairness to

the clan.

This was fresh heather on the

fire.

" Older !

" he cried ;

" she was a

MacVicar as far as ever I heard ; it

was the name she took to kirk with

her when she married your father."

"So," said I; "but "

" And though I allow her grand-
father Dol-a-mhonadh (Donald-of-

the-Hills) was a Campbell, it was

in a roundabout way ;
he was but
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the son of, one of the Craignish

gentry."
" You yourself

"

" Sir !

"
said he in a new tone, as

cold as steel and as sharp, misjudg-

ing lay intention.

"You yourself are no more than
a M'lver."

"And what of that?" he cried,

cooling down a bit.
" The M'lvers

of Asknish are in the direct line

from Duncan, Lord of Lochow.
We had Pennymore, Stronshira,
and Glenaray as cadets of Clan

Campbell when your Craignish
cross-breeds were under the salt."

"
Only by the third cousin," said

I; "my father has told me over
and over again that Duncan's son
had no heir."

And so we went into all this per-

plexity of Highland pedigree like

old wives at a waulking, forget-

ting utterly that what we began to

quarrel about was the more serious

charge of lying. M'lver was most
frantic about the business, and I
think I was cool, for I was never a

person that cared a bodle about my
history bye the second generation.

They might be lairds or they might
be lackeys for all the differ it made
to me. Not that there were any
lackeys among them. My grand-
father was the grandson of Tormaid

Mor, who held the whole east side

of Lochow from Ford to Sonachan,
and we had at home the four-posted
bed that Tormaid slept on when the
heads of the house of Argile were

lying on white-hay or chaff.

At last John broke into a laugh.
"A.ren't you the amadan to be

biting the tongue between your
teeth I

"
he said.

"What is it?" I asked, con-

strained to laugh too.
" You talk about the crook in our

Campbell tongue in one breath,"
said he,

" and in the next you
would make yourself a Campbell
more sib to the chief than I am
myself. Don't you think we might

put off our little affairs of family
history till we find a lady and a
child in Strongara?"
"No more of it, then," said I.

"Our difference began on my fool's

notion that because I had something
of what you would call a liking for

this girl, no one else should let an

eye light on her."

By now we were in a wide glade
in the Tombreck wood. On our

left we could see lying among the

grey snow the house of Tombreck,
with no light nor lowe (as the say-

ing goes) ; and though we knew
better than to expect there might
be living people in it, we sped
down to see the place.

" There's one chance in a million

she might have ventured here," I

said.

A most melancholy dwelling !

Dwelling indeed no more but for

the hoodie-crow, and for the fawn
of the hill that years after I saw

treading over the grass-grown lintel

of its door. To-night the place
was full of empty airs and ghosts
of sounds inexplicable, wailing

among the cabars that jutted black

and scarred mid-way from wall to

wall. The byre was in a huddle

of damp thatch, and strewn (as

God's my judge) by the bones of

the cattle the enemy had refused

to drive before them in the sauci-

ness of their glut. A desolate

garden slept about the place, with

bush and tree once tended by a

family of girls, left orphan and
desolate for evermore.

We went about on tiptoes as it

might be in a house of the dead,

and peeped in at the windows at

where had been chambers lit by
the cheerful cruisie or dancing
with peat-fire flame only the dark

was there, horrible with the odours

of char, or the black joist against
the dun sky. And then we went
to the front door (for Tombreck
was a gentle-house), and found it

still on the hinges, but hanging
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half back to give view to the

gloomy interior. It was a spec-
tacle to chill the heart, a house
burned in hatred, the hearth of

many songs and the chambers of

love, merrymaking, death, and the

children's feet, robbed of every
interest but its ghosts and the

memories of them they came to.

"It were useless to look here;
she is not here," I said in a whis-

per to my comrade.
He stood with his bonnet in his

hand, dumb for a space, then speak-

ing with a choked utterance.

"Our homes, our homes, Colin !

"

he cried. "Have I not had the

happy nights in those same walls,
those harmless hospitable halls,
those dead halls?"

And he looked broadcast over
the country-side.
"The curse of Conan and the

black-stones on the hands that

wrought this work," he said.

"Poison to their wells; may the
brutes die far afield !

"

The man was in a tumult of

grief and passion, the tears, I
knew by his voice, welling to his

eyes. And indeed I was not

happy myself, had not been happy
indeed, by this black home, even
if the girl I loved was waiting
me at the turn of the road.

" Let us be going," I said at last.
" She might be here

; she might
be in the little plantation !

" he
said (and still in the melancholy
and quiet of the place we talked
in whispers).

"Could you not give a call, a

signal?" he asked; and I had
mind of the call I had once taught
her, the doleful pipe of the curlew.

I gave it with hesitancy to the

listening night. It came back an
echo from the hills, but brought
no other answer.
A wild bird roosting somewhere

in the ruined house napped out by
the door and over us. I am not a
believer in the ghostly at least to

the extent of some of our people ;

but I was alarmed, till my reason

came to me and the badinage of

the professors at college, who had
twitted me on my fears of the mis-

chancy. Eut M'lver clutched me
by the shoulder in a frenzy of

terror. I could hear his teeth chit-

tering as if he had come out of

the sea.

"Name of God!" he cried.

"What was yon?"
"But a night-hag," said I.

He was ashamed of his weak-
ness ; but the night, as he said, had
too many holes in it for his fancy.
And so we went on again across

the hill-face in the sombre gloam-
ing. It was odd that the last

time I bad been on this hillside had
been for a glimpse of that same girl
we sought to-night. Years ago,
when I was a lad, she had on a

summer been sewing with a kins-

woman in Carlunan, the mill croft

beside a linn of the river, where the

salmon plout in a most wonderful

profusion, and I had gone at morn-

ing to the hill to watch her pass up
and down in the garden of the

mill, or feed the pigeons at the

round doo-cot, content (or wellnigh

content) to see her and fancy the

wind in her tresses, the song at her

lip. In these mornings the animals

of the hill and the wood and I were

friendly; they guessed somehow,

perhaps, no harm was in my heart :

the young roes came up unafraid,

almost to my presence, and the

birds fluttered like comrades about

me, and the little animals that

nourish in the wild dallied boldly in

my path. It was a soft and tran-

quil atmosphere, it was a world (I

think now) very happy and unper-

plexed. And at evening, after a

hurried meal, I was off over the

hills to this brae anew, to watch her

who gave me an unrest of the spirit,

unappeasable but precious. I think,

though the mornings were sweet,

'twas the eve that was sweeter still.
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All the valley would be lying sound-

less and sedate, the hills of Sal-

achiiry and the forest of Creag Dubh

purpling in the setting sun, a rich

gold tipping Dunchuach like a

thii ible. Then the eastern woods
filled, with dark caverns of shade,
wherein the tall trunks of the

statelier firs stood grey as ghosts.
What was it, in that precious time,

gavo me, in the very heart of my
happiness, a foretaste of the melan-

choly of coming years? My heart

would swell, the tune upon my lip

would cease, my eyes would blur

foolishly, looking on that prospect
most magic and fine. Earely, in

that happy age, did I venture to

come down and meet the girl, but

so contrary is the nature of man !

the day was happier when I

worshipped afar, though I went
home fuming at my own lack of

spirit.

To-day, my grief! how different

the tale ! That bygone time loomed

upon me like a wave borne down
on a mariner on a frail raft, the

passion of the past ground me in-

wardly in a numb pain.
We stumbled through the snow,

and my comrade good heart !

said never a word to mar my medi-

tation. On our right the hill of

Meall Euadh rose up like a storm-

clou<l ere the blackest of the night
fell

;
we walked on the edges of the

plantations, surmising our way by
the aid of the grey snow around us.

It was not till we were in the

very heart of Strongara wood that I

cam< to my reason and thought
what folly was this to seek the

wanderer in such a place in dead
of right. To walk that ancient

wood, on the coarse and broken

ground, among fallen timber, bog,
bush, water-pass, and hillock, would
have tried a sturdy forester by
broad day; it was, to us weary
travellers, after a day of sturt, a

madness to seek through it at night
for a woman and child, whose par-
ticular concealment we had no
means of guessing.

M'lver, natheless, let me flounder

through that perplexity for a time,

fearful, I suppose, to hurt my feel-

ings by showing me how little I

knew of it, and finally he hinted

at three cairns he was acquaint

with, each elevated somewhat over

the general run of the country, and
if not the harbourage a refugee
would make for, at least the most

suitable coign to overlook the Stron-

gara wood;
"Lead me anywhere, for God's

sake !

"
said I

;

" I'm as helpless as

a mowdie on the sea-beach."

He knew the wood as he knew
his own pocket, for he had hunted

it many times with his cousin, and

so he led me briskly, by a kind of

natural path, to the first cairn.

Neither there nor at the second did

I get answer to my whistle.
" We'll go up on the third," said

John, "and bide there till morn-

ing ; scouring a wood in this fashion

is like hunting otters in the deep
sea."

We reached the third cairn when
the hour was long past midnight.
I piped again in vain, and having
ate part of our collop, we set us

down to wait the dawn. The air,

for mid -winter, was almost con-

genial; the snow fell no longer, the

north part of the sky was won-

drous clear and even jubilant with

star.

CHAPTER XIV. MY LADY AND THE CHILD.

I woke with a shiver at the bough to change his dream, when
hour before dawn, that strange the wild-cat puts out his tongue to

hour when the bird turns on the taste the air and curls more warmly
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into his own fur, when the leaf of

the willows gives a tremor in the

most airless morning. M'lver
breathed heavily beside me, rolled

in his plaid to the very eyes ;
but

the dumb cry of the day in tra-

vail called him, too, out of the

chamber of sleep, and he turned on
his back with a snatch of a soldier's

drill on his lips, but without open-
ing his eyes.
We were on the edge of a glade

of the wood, at the watershed of a

small burn that tinkled among its

ice along the ridge from Tombreck,
dividing close beside us, half of it

going to Shira Glen and half to

Aora. The tall trees stood over us

like sentinels, coated with snow in

every bough ;
a cool crisp air fanned

me, with a hint in it, somehow, of

a smouldering wood -fire. And I

heard close at hand the call of an

owl, as like the whimper of a child

as ever howlet's vesper mocked.
Then to my other side, my plaid
closer about me, and to my dream-

ing anew.

It was the same whimper waked
me a second time, now too pro-

longed to be an owl's complaint,
and I sat upright to listen. It was
now the break of day. A faint

grey light brooded among the tree-

tops.
" John ! John !

"
I said in my

companion's ear, shaking his

shoulder.

He stood to his feet in a blink,
wide awake, fumbling at his sword-
belt as a man at hurried wakings
on foreign shores.

"What is it?" he asked, in a

whisper.
I had no need to answer him,

for anew the child's cry rose in the
wood sharp, petulant, hungry. It

came from a thick clump of under-

growth to the left of our night's

lodging, not sixty yards away, and
in the half-light of the morning had

something of the eerie about it.

John Splendid crossed himself ere

he had mind of his present creed,
and " God sain us !

" he whispered ;

"have we here banshee or war-

lock?"

"I'll warrant we have no more
than what we seek," said I, with a

joyous heart, putting my tartan

about me more orderly, and running
a hand through my hair.

" I've heard of unco uncanny
things assume a wean's cry in a

wood," said he, very dubious in

his aspect.
I laughed at him, and "Come

away, 'ille" I said; "here's the

Provost's daughter." And I was

hurrying in the direction of the

cry.

M'lver put a hand jon my
shoulder.

"
Canny, man, canny ;

would ye
enter a lady's chamber (even the

glade of the wood) without tirling
at the pin ?

"

We stopped, and I softly sounded

my curlew- call once, twice, thrice.

The echo of the third time had
not ceased on the hill when out

stepped Betty. She looked mir-

aculous tall and thin in the haze

of the dawn, with the aspiring
firs behind her, pallid at the face,

wearied in her carriage, and torn

at her kirtle by whin or thorn.

The child clung at her coats, a

ruddy brat, with astonishment still-

ing its whimper.
For a little the girl half mis-

doubted us, for the wood behind

us and the still sombre west left

us in a shadow, and there was a

tremor in her voice as she chal-

lenged in English
" Is that you, Elrigmore 1

"

I went forward at a bound, in a

stupid rapture that made her shrink

in alarm; but M'lver lingered in

the rear, with more discretion than

my relations to the girl gave occa-

sion for.
" Friends ! oh, am not I glad to

see you ?
"
she said simply, her wan

face lighting up. Then she sat
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down on a hillock and wept in her

handle I gave her awkward com-

fort, my wits for once failing me,

my mind in a confusion, my hands,
to my own sense, seeming large,

coarse, and in the way. Yet to have

a fingar on her shoulder was a thrill

to the heart, to venture a hand on
her hair was a passionate indul-

gence
Tho "bairn joined in her tears till

M'lvor took it in his arms. He
had a way with little ones that

had much of magic in it, and soon

this one was nestling to his breast

with its sobs sinking, an arm round
his neck.

More at the pair of them than at

me did Betty look with interest

when her tears were concluded.
" Amn't I like myself this mor-

ning ?
" asked John, jocularly, dan-

dling the bairn in his arms.

Betty turned away without a

reply, and when the child was put
down and ran to her, she scarcely

glanced on it, but took it by the

hand and made to go before us,

through the underwood she had
come from.

"Here's my home, gentlemen,"
she said,

" like the castle of Colin

Dubh, with the highest ceiling in

the world and the stars for candles."

We might have passed it a score

of times in broad daylight and
never guessed its secret. It was
the bieldy side of the hill. Two
fir- trees had fallen at some time
in the common fashion of wind-
blown pines, with their roots clean

out of the earth, and raised up, so

that coming together at two edges
they made two sides of a triangle.
To add to its efficiency as a hiding-
place, Home young firs grew at the

open third side of the triangle.
In this confined little space (se-

cure enough from any hurried

search) there was still a greasach,
as we call it, the ember of a fire

that the girl had kindled with a

spark from a flint the night before,

to warm the child, and she had

kept it at the lowest extremity
short of letting it die out altogether,
lest it should reveal her where-
abouts to any searchers in the
wood.
We told her our story and she

told us hers. She had fled on the

morning of the attack, in the direc-

tion of the castle; but found her

way cut off by a wing of the enemy,
a number of whom chased her as

she ran with the child on her back

up the river-side to the Cairnbaan,
where she eluded her pursuers

among his lordship's shrubberies,
and found a road to the wood. For
a week she found shelter and food

in a cow-herd's abandoned bothy
among the alders of Tarradubh;
then hunger sent her travelling

again, and she reached Leacainn

Mhor, where she shared the cotter's

house with a widow woman who
went out to the burn with a kail-

pot and returned no more, for the

tardy bullet found her. The mur-
derers were ransacking the house

when Betty and the child were

escaping through the byre. This

place of concealment in Strongara
she sought by the advice of a Glen-

coe man well up in years, who came
on her suddenly, and, touched by
her predicament, told her he and
his friends had so well beaten that

place, it was likely to escape further

search.

"And so I am here with my
charge," said the girl, affecting a

gaiety it were hard for her to feel.

"I could be almost happy and con-

tent, if I were assured my father

and mother were safe, and the rest

of my kinsfolk."
" There's but one of them in all

the countryside," I said.
"
Young

MacLachlan, and he's on Dun-
chuach."

To my critical scanning her cheek

gave no flag.
"
Oh, my cousin !

"
she said. " I

am pleased that he is safe, though
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I would sooner hear he was in Cowal
than in Campbell country."

" He's honoured in your interest,

madam," I could not refrain from

saying, my attempt at raillery I fear

a rather forlorn one.

She flushed at this, but said never
a word, only biting her nether lip
and fondling the child.

I think we put together a cau-

tious little fire and cooked some
oats from my dorlach, though the

ecstasy of the meeting with the girl
left me no great recollection of all

that happened. But in a quiet part
of the afternoon we sat snugly in

our triangle of fir roots and dis-

coursed of trifles that had no reason-

able relation to our precarious state.

Betty had almost an easy heart, the

child slept on my comrade's plaid,
and I was content to be in her com-

pany and hear the little turns and
accents of her voice, and watch the

light come and go in her face, and
the smile hover, a little wae, on
her lips at some pleasant tale of

M'lver's.

"How came you round about
these parts 1

"
she asked for our

brief account of our doings held no

explanation of our presence in the

wood of Strongara.
" Ask himself here," said John,

cocking a thumb over his shoulder

at me; "I have the poorest of

scents on the track of a woman."

Betty turned to me with less

interest in the question than she
had shown when she addressed it

first to my friend.

I told her what the Glencoe
man had told the parson, and she

sighed. "Poor man!" said she,
"
(blessing with him

!)
it was he

that sent me here to Strongara,
and gave me tinder and flint."

"We could better have spared
any of his friends, then," said I.
" But you would expect some of us
to come in search of you $

"

" I did," she said in a hesitancy,
and crimsoning in a way that

tingled me to the heart with the

thought that she meant no other

than myself. She gave a caress-

ing touch to the head of the sleep-

ing child, and turned to M'lver,
who lay on his side with his head

propped on an elbow, looking out

on the hill-face.

"Do you know the bairn ?
"
she

asked.

"No," he said, with a careless

look where it lay as peaceful as in

a cradle rocked by a mother's foot.

"It's the oe of Peggie Mhor,"
she said.

"So," said he; "poor dear!"
and he turned and looked out

again at the snow.

We were, in spite of our dead

Glencoe man's assurance, in as

wicked a piece of country as well

might be. No snow had fallen

since' we left Tombreck, and from
that dolorous ruin almost to our

present retreat was the patent
track of our march.

" I'm here, and I'm making a fair

show at an easy mind," said M'lver j

" but I've been in cheerier circum-

stances ere now."
" So have I, for that part of it,"

said Betty with spirit, half humor-

ously, half in an obvious punctilio.

"Mistress," said he, sitting up
gravely,

" I beg your pardon. Do
you wonder if I'm not in a mood
for saying dainty things? Our
state's precarious (it's needless to

delude ourselves otherwise), and

our friend Sandy and his bloody

gang may be at a javelin's throw

from us as we sit here. I wish
"

He saw the girl's face betray her

natural alarm, and amended his

words almost too quickly for the

sake of the illusion.
"
Tuts, tuts !

" he cried.
" I for-

got the wood was searched before,

and here I'm putting a dismal

black face on a drab business. We
might be a thousand times worse.

I might be a clay-cold corp with

my last week's wage unspent in
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my sporran, as it happens to be,

and here I'm to the fore with a

four Dr five MacDonalds to my
credit If I've lost my mercantile

office as mine-manager (curse your
trades and callings !) my sword is

left me; you have equal fortune,

Elrignore; and you, MistressBrown,
have them you love spared to

you."

Again the girl blushed most

fiercely. "Thank God! Thank
God !

'' she cried in a stifled ec-

stasy,
" and ! but I'm grateful."

And anew she fondled the little

bye-bjow as it lay with its sunny
hair en the soldier's plaid.

John glanced at her from the

corners of his eyes with a new

expression, and asked her if she

was fond of bairns.
"

!N eed you ask that of a woman{"

she arid. "But for the company
of this one on my wanderings, my
heart had failed me a hundred times

a-day. It was seeing it so help-
less that gave me my courage : the

dark at night in the bothy and the

cot and the moaning wind of this

lone spot had sent me crazy if I had
not this little one's hand in mine,
and its breath in my hair as we lay

together."
"To me," said John, "they're

like \ lowers, and that's the long
and the short of it."

"You're like most men, I sup-

pose," said Betty, archly ;

" fond of

them m the abstract, and with small

patience for the individuals of them.

This one now you would not take

half the trouble with him I found
a delight in. But the nursing of

bairns even their own is not a

sold iei -'s business."

"Eo, perhaps not," said M'lver,

surveying her gravely; "and yet
I've s ien a soldier, a rough hired

cavalier, take a wonderful degree of

trouble about a duddy little bairn of

the eremy in the enemy's country.
He w; ,s struck as he told me after

by ohe gash look of it sitting in a

scene of carnage, orphaned, without
the sense of it, and he carried it

before him on the saddle for a

many leagues' march till he found a

peaceful wayside cottage, where he

gave it in the charge of as honest a

woman, to all appearance, as these

parts could boast. He might even
for all I know to the contrary

have fairly bought her attention for

it by a season's paying of the kreut-

zers, and I know it cost him a duel

with a fool who mocked the senti-

ment of the deed."
" I hope so brave and good a

man was none the worse for his

duel in a cause so noble," said the

girl, softly.
" Neither greatly brave nor mid-

dling good," said John, laughing,
" at least to my way of thinking, and
I know him well. But he was no

poorer but by the kreutzers for his

advocacy of an orphan bairn."
" I think I know the man," said

I, innocently,
" and his name would

be John:"
" And John or George," said the

girl,
" I could love him for his

story."
M'lver lifted a tress of the sleep-

ing child's hair and toyed with it

between his fingers.
" My dear, my dear !

"
said he

;

"it's a foolish thing to judge a

man's character by a trifle like yon :

he's a poor creature who has not his

fine impulse now and then
;
and the

man I speak of, as like as not, was

dirling a wanton flagon (or maybe

waur) ere nightfall, or slaying with

cruelty and zest the bairn's uncles

in the next walled town he came to.

At another mood he would perhaps
balance this lock of hair against a

company of burghers but fighting

for their own fire-end."

"The hair is not unlike your

own," said Betty, comparing with

quick eyes the curl he held and the

curls that escaped from under the

edge of his flat blue bonnet.

"May every hair of his be a
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candle to light him safely through
a mirk and dangerous world," said

he, and he began to whittle assidu-

ously at a stick, with a little black

oxter -knife he lugged from his

coat.
" Amen !" said the girl, bravely,

"but he were better with the guid-
ance of a good father, and that there

seems small likelihood of his enjoy-

ing poor thing !

"

A constraint fell on us
;

it may
have been there before, but only
now I felt it myself. I changed
the conversation, thinking that per-

haps the child's case was too deli-

cate a subject, but unhappily made
the plundering of our glens my
dolorous text, and gloom fell

like a mort- cloth on our little

company. If my friend was easily

uplifted, made buoyantly cheerful

by the least accident of life, he
was as prone to a hellish melan-

choly when fate lay low. For the

rest of the afternoon he was ever

staving with a gloomy brow about
the neighbourhood, keeping an eye,
as he said, to the possible chance of

the enemy.
Left thus for long spaces in the

company of Betty and the child,
that daffed and croodled about her,
and even became warmly friendly
with me for the sake of my Paris

watch and my glittering waistcoat

buttons, I made many gallant

attempts to get on my old easy

footing. That was the wonder of

it : when my interest in her was at

the lukewarm, I could face her

repartee with as good as she gave ;

now that I loved her (to say the

word and be done with
it), my

words must be picked and chosen
and my tongue must stammer in a

contemptible awkwardness. Nor
was she, apparently, quite at her

ease, for when our talk came at any
point too close on her own person,
she was at great pains adroitly to

change it to other directions.

I never, in all my life, saw a

child so muckle made use of. It

seemed, by the most wonderful of

chances, to be ever needing sooth-

ing or scolding or kissing or run-

ning after in the snow, when I had
a word to say upon the human
affections, or a compliment to

pay upon some grace of its most
assiduous nurse.

"I'm afraid," said Betty at last,

"you learned some courtiers' flat-

teries and coquetries in your
travels. You should have taken

the lesson like your friend and
fellow-cavalier M'lver, and got the

trick of keeping a calm heart."

"M'lver!" I cried. "He's an
old hand at the business."

She put her lips to the child's

neck and kissed it tumultuously.
"Not not at the trade of

lovier?" she asked after a while,

carelessly keeping up the crack.

"Oh no!" I said, laughing.
"He's a most religious man."

" I would hardly say so much,"
she answered, coldly; "for there

have been tales some idle, some
otherwise about him, but I think

his friend should be last to hint

at any scandal."

Good heavens ! here was a sur-

prise for one who had no more
notion of traducing his friend than

of miscalling the Snorter Catechism.

The charge stuck in my gizzard. I

fumed and sweat, speechless at the

injustice of it, while the girl held

herself more aloof than ever, busy

preparing for our evening meal.

I had no time to put myself

right in her estimate of me before

M'lver came back from his airing
with an alarming story.

"It's time we were taking our

feet from here," he cried, running

up to us. " I've been up on Meall

Ruadh there, and I see the whole

countryside's in a confusion. Pipers
are blowing away down the Glen

and guns are firing; if it's not a

muster of the enemy preparatory
to their quitting the country, it's
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a call to a more particular search in

the hills and woods. Anyway we
must be bundling."
He hurriedly stamped out the

fire, that smoked a faint blue reek

which might have advertised our

whereabouts, and Betty clutched

the child to her arms, her face

again taking the hue of hunt and
fear he wore when we first set

eyes on her in the morning.
"Where is safety T' she asked,

hopelessly.
" Is there a sheep-fank

or a sheiling-bothy in Argile that

is not at the mercy of those blood-

hounds 1
"

"If it wasn't for the snow on
the ground," said M'lver, "I could

find a score of safe enough hidings
between here and the Beannan."
" Heavens !

" he added,
" when I

think on it, the Beannan itself is

the place for us; it's the one safe

spot we can reach by going through
the woods without leaving any
trace, if we keep under the trees

and in the bed of the burn."

Wo took the bairn in turns,

M'lvor and I, and the four of us

set out for the opposite side of

Glenaora for the eas or gully called

the Beannan, that lay out of any
route likely to be followed by the

enemy, whether their object was
a retreat or a hunting. But we
were never to reach this place of

refugo, as it happened ;
for M'lver,

leading down the burn by a yard
or two, had put his foot on the

path running through the pass be-

side the three bridges, when he

pulled back, blenching more in

chagrin than apprehension.
"H ere they are," he said. "We're

too la be ; there's a band of them on
the march up this way."
At our back was the burned ruin

of a house that had belonged to a

shepherd, who was the first to flee

to the town when the invaders

came. Its byre was almost intact,

and v/e ran to it up the burn as

fast as we could, and concealed

ourselves in the dark interior.

Birds came chirping under the
eves of thatch and by the vent-

holes, and made so much bickering
to find us in their sanctuary that
we feared the bye-passers, who were
within a whisper of our hiding,
would be surely attracted. Band
after band of the enemy passed,
laden in the most extraordinary

degree with the spoil of war. They
had only a rough sort of discipline
in their retirement : the captains
or chieftains marched together,

leaving the companies to straggle
as they might, for was not the

country deserted by every living

body but themselves? In van of

them they drove several hundreds
of black and red cattle, and with
the aid of some rough ponies, that

pulled such sledges (called earns)
as are used for the hauling home of

peat on hilly land, they were con-

veying huge quantities of household

plenishing and the merchandise of

the burgh town.

Now we had more opportunity
of seeing those coarse savage forces

than on any occasion since they
came to Argile, for the whole of

them had mustered at Inneraora

after scouring the shire, and were

on their march out of the country
to the north, fatter men and better

put on than when they came.

Among them were numerous tar-

tans, either as kilt, trews, or plaid ;

the bonnet was universal, except
that some of the officers wore steel

helms, with a feather tip in them,
and a clan badge of heather or whin
or moss, and the dry oak -stalk

whimsy of Montrose. They had

come bare-footed and bare-buttocked

(many of the privates of them) to

Campbell country; now, as I say,

they were very snod, the scurviest

of the knaves set up with his hosen

and brogues. Sturdy and black,

or lank and white-haired like the

old sea-rovers, were they, with few

among them that ever felt the razor
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edge, so that the hair coated them
to the very eyeholes, and they
looked like wolves. The pipers, of

whom there were three, were blast-

ing lustily at Clanranald's march
when they came up the lower part
of the Glen, according to M'lver,
who had heard them from Meall

Ruadh; but now the music was

stopped, and all were intent upon
driving the cattle or watching their

stolen gear, for doubtless among
such thieves there was not as much
honour as would prevent one from

picking his neighbour's sporran.
We lay buried to the head in

bracken that filled one side of the

byre, and keeked through the plen-
teous holes in the dry-stone wall

at the passing army. Long gaps
were between the several clans, and
the Irish came last. It seemed

they moved so slowly on account of

the cattle that the end of the

cavalcade was never to come ; but
at length came the baggage and the

staff of Montrose himself. Then I

got my first look of the man whose
name stinks in the bore's snout to

this day. A fellow about thirty-
three years of age, of mid height,
hair of a very dark red, hanging in

a thick fell on the shoulder of the

tartan jacket (for he wore no ar-

mour), with a keen scrutinising

eye, and (his beard trimmed in the

foreign vein. He sat his horse with
considerable ease and grace, and
was surrounded by half-a-dozen of

the chiefs who had come under his

banner. The most notable-looking
of these was Alasdair MacDonald,
the Major-General, an uncouth dog,
but a better general, as I learned

later, than ever God or practice made
James Grahame of Montrose

; with
John of Moidart, the Captain of

Clanranald, Donald Glas MacEanald
of Keppoch, and laird of Glenco,
Stuart of Appin, and one of the

Knoydart house, all of whilk we
distinguished by their tartan and

badge.

In the mien of these savage
chiefs there was great elation that

Montrose had little share in, to all

appearance. He rode moodily, and
when fair opposite our place of con-

cealment he stopped his horse as if

to quit the sell, but more likely
to get, for a little, out of the im-

mediate company of his lawless

troops. None of those home-return-

ing Gaels paid heed to his pause,
for they were more Alasdair Mac-
Donald's men than his

; MacDonald

brought them to the lair of the

boar, MacDonald glutted their

Highland thirst for Campbell blood,
MacDonald had compelled this raid

in spite of the protests of the noble-

man who held the King's Commis-
sion and seal.

For some minutes his lordship
stood alone on the pathway. The
house where we lay was but one,
and the meanest, among a numerous
cluster of such drear memorials of

a black business, and it was easy
to believe this generalissimo had
some gloomy thoughts as he gazed
on the work he had lent consent

to. He looked at the ruins and he
looked up the pass at his barbari-

ans, and shrugged his shoulders

with a contempt there was no mis-

taking.
" I could bring him down like a

capercailzie," said M'lver, coolly,

running his eye along his pistol and

cocking it through his keek-hole.
" For God's sake don't shoot !

"
I

said, and he laughed quietly.
" Is there anything in my general

deportment, Colin, that makes ye
think me an assassin or an idiot?

I never wantonly shot an unsuspect-

.ing enemy, and I'm little likely to

shoot Montrose and have a woman
and bairn suffer the worst for a

stupid moment of glory."
As ill luck would have it, the

bairn, that had been playing peace-

fully in the dusk, at this critical

minute let up a cry Montrose plainly
heard.
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"Wo're lost, we're lost," said

Betty, trembling till the crisp dry
bracken rustled about her, and she

was for instant flight.

"If we're lost, there's a marquis
will go travelling with us," said

M'lver, covering his lordship's
heart with his pistol.

Had Montrose given the slightest

sign that he intended to call back

his men to tread out this last flicker

of life in Aora Glen he would never

have died on the gibbet at the

Grassrtarket of Dunedin. Years

after, when Grahame met his doom

(with muchmore courtliness and dig-

nity tlian I could have given him
credit Jbr), M'lver would hark back
on his narrow escape at the end
of the raiding.
"I had his life in the crook of

my finger," he would say ;

" had I

acted on my first thought, Clan

Campbell would never have lost

Inverlochy ;
but bha e air an dan,

what will be will be, and Grahame's
fate was not in the crook of my fin-

ger, though so I might think it.

Aren't we the fools to fancy some-

times our human wills decide the

course of fate, and the conclusions of

circumstances 1 From the beginning
of time, my Lord Marquis of Mon-
trose was meant for the scaffold."

Montrose, when he heard the

child's cry, only looked to either

hand to see that none of his friends

heard it, and finding there was no
one near him, took off his Highland
bonnet, lightly, to the house where
he jaloused there was a woman with
the wean, and passed slowly on his

way.
"

ItV. so honest an act," said John,

pulling in his pistol,
" that I would

be a knave to advantage myself of

the occasion."

A ge aerous act enough. I daresay
there v, ere few in the following of

James Grahame would have borne
such a humane part at the end of a

bloody business
;
and I never heard

our people cry down the name of

Montrose (bitter foe to me and mine)
but I minded to his credit that he
had a compassionate ear for a child's

cry in the ruined hut of Aora
Glen.

Montrose gave no hint to his staff

of what he had heard, for when he

joined them, he nor they turned
round to look behind. Before us

now, free and open, lay the way to

Inneraora. We got down before

the dusk fell, and were the first of

its returning inhabitants to behold
what a scandal of charred houses

and robbed chests the Athole and
Antrim caterans had left us.

In the grey light the place lay
tenantless and melancholy, the snow
of the silent street and lane trodden

to a slush, the evening star peeping
between the black roof-timbers, the

windows lozenless, the doors burned
out or hanging off their hinges. Be-

fore the better houses were piles of

goods and gear turned out on the

causeway. They had been turned

about by pike-handles and trodden

upon with contemptuous heels, and
the pick of the plenishing was gone.

Though upon the rear of the kirk

there were two great mounds, that

showed us where friend and foe had
been buried, that solemn memorial

was not so poignant to the heart as

the poor relics of the homes gutted
and sacked. The Provost's tene-

ment, of all the lesser houses in the

burgh, was the only one that stood

in its outer entirety, its arched ceils

proof against the malevolent fire.

Yet its windows gaped black and

empty. The tide was in close on

the breast-wall behind, and the

sound of it came up and moaned
in the close like the sough of a

sea-shell held against the ear.

We stood in the close, the three

of us (the bairn clinging in wonder

to the girl's gown), with never a

word for a space, and that sough
of the sea was almost a coronach.
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QUEEN OGLETHORPE.

" HER Oglethorpean majesty was

kind, acute, resolute, and of good
counsel

;
she gave the Prince

much good advice that he was
too weak to follow, and loved

him with a fidelity which he re-

turned with an ingratitude quite

Royal."
So writes Colonel Henry Es-

mond, describing that journey of

his to Bar-le-Duc in Lorraine,
whence he brought back Monsieur

Baptiste, all to win fair Beatrix

Esmond. We know how Monsieur

Baptiste stole his lady-love from

the glum Colonel, and ran after

the maids, and drank too much

wine, and came to the King's
Arms at Kensington the day after

the fair (he was always "after the

fair"), and found Argyll's regi-

ment in occupation, and heard

King George proclaimed.
Where in the world did Thack-

eray pick up the materials of that

brilliant picture of James VIII.
,

gay, witty, reckless, ready to fling

away three crowns for a fine pair
of eyes or a neat pair of ankles ?

His Majesty's enemies brought
against him precisely the opposite
kind of charges. There is a broad-

sheet of 1716,
' Hue and Cry after

the Pretender,' which is either by
Swift or by one of " the gentlemen
whom," like Captain Bobadil, he
"had taught to write almost or

altogether as well as himself."

As to gaiety in James,
"
you tell

him it is a fine day, and he weeps,
and says he was unfortunate from
his mother's womb." As to ladies,
" a weakness for the sex remarked
in many popular monarchs" (as

Atterbury said to Lady Castle-

wood), our pamphleteer tells the

opposite tale. Two Highland
charmers being introduced "to

comfort him after the comfort of

a man," James displayed
" an in-

credible inhumanity to beauty and
clean linen," merely asking them
" whether they thought the Duke
of Argyll would stand another
battle 1

"
It is hard on a man to

be stamped by history as recklessly

gay and amorous, also as a perfect
Mrs Gummidge for tearful senti-

ment, and culpably indifferent to

the smiles of beauty. James
is greatly misunderstood : the
romance of his youth sword
and cloak and disguise, pistol,

dagger, and poison, prepared for

him; story of true love blighted

by a humorous cast of destiny;

voyages, perils, shipwrecks, dances
at inns, all is forgotten or is

unknown.

Meanwhile, who was her "
Ogle-

thorpean majesty," and why does

the pamphleteer of 1716 talk of

"James Stuart, alias Oglethorpe
"

?

By a strange combination of his

bad luck, James is called Miss

Oglethorpe's ungrateful lover by
Thackeray, and Miss Oglethorpe's
brother by the pamphleteer, and

by Whig slander in general.

Thackeray, in fact, took Miss

Oglethorpe from the letter which

Bolingbroke wrote to Wyndham,
after St Germains found him out,
as St James's had done, for a

traitor. Bolingbroke merely men-
tions Fanny Oglethorpe as a busy
intriguer. There is no evidence

that she ever was at Bar-le-Duc in

her life, none that she ever was
" Queen Oglethorpe." We propose
to tell, for the first time, the real

story of this lady and her sisters.

The story centres round The
Meath Home for Incurables !

This excellent institution occupies
Westbrook Place, an old house at
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God liming, close to the railway,
which passes so close as to cut off

one corner of the park, and of the

malodorous tanyard between the

remnant of grounds and the river

Wey that once washed them. In
an October day, the Surrey hills

standing round about in shadowy
distances, the silence of two cen-

turies is scarcely broken by the

rust e of leaves dropping on their

own deep carpet, and the very

spirit of a lost cause dwells here,

slowly dying. The house stands

backed by a steep wooded hill,

beyond which corn-fields "clothe

the ^vold and meet the sky
"

;
the

mansion is a grey, two-storeyed
parallelogram flanked by square
towers of only slighter elevation ;

theii projecting bays surmounted

by open - work cornices of leafy
trace ry in whiter stone.

The tale used to run (one has

heard it vaguely in conversation)
that the old house at Godalming
is haunted by the ghost of Prince

Charlie, and one naturally asks,
What is he doing there? What
he was doing there will appear
later.

In 1688, the year of the Regi-

fugivm, Westbrook Place was sold

to Sir Theophilus Oglethorpe, who
had helped to drive

"the Whigs
Frae Bothwell Brigs,"

and, later, to rout Monmouth at

Sedgomoor. This gentleman mar-
ried Eleanor Wall, of an Irish

family, a Catholic "a cunning
devil," says Swift. The pair had
five sons and four daughters, about
whom county histories and dic-

tionaries of biography blunder in

a helpless fashion. We are con-

cerned with Anne Henrietta, born,

probably, about 1680-83, Eleanor

(1684), James (June 1, 1688, who
died in infancy), and Frances

Charlotte, Bolingbroke's "Fanny
VOL. CLXIII. NO. DCCCCLXXXVIII.

Oglethorpe." The youngest broth-

er, James Edward, born 1696, be-

came the famous philanthropist,
General Oglethorpe, governor of

Georgia, patron of the Wesley s,

and, in extreme old age, the
" beau "

of Hannah More, and the

gentleman who remembered shoot-

ing snipe on the site of Conduit
Street.

After the Revolution Sir The-

ophilus was engaged with Sir John
Fenwick, was with him when he
cocked his beaver in the face of

the Princess of Orange, had to fly
to France after the failure at La
Hogue, and in 1693 was allowed
to settle peacefully at Westbrook
Place. Anne and Eleanor were
left in France, where they were

brought up as Catholics at St

Germains, and befriended by the

exiled James and Mary of Modena.
Now in 1699 Theophilus, one of

the Oglethorpe boys, was sent out

to his father's old friend Mr Pitt,

Governor of Fort St George in

India, the man of the Pitt Dia-

mond. His outfit had to be pre-

pared in a hurry, and a young
gentlewoman, Frances Shaftoe, was

engaged to help with the sewing of

his several dozens of linen shirts,
" the flourishing of neckcloths and

drawing of cotton stripes
"

; as

young gentlewomen of limited

means were used to do before they
discovered hospitals and jou-rnal-

ism. This girl, who developed a

political romance of her own, was
of good Northumbrian family, re-

lated to Sir John Fenwick and the

Delavals. Her father, a merchant
in Newcastle, had educated her
" in a civil and virtuous manner,"
and she had lived there about

eighteen years, behaving herself

discreetly, modestly, and honestly,
as nine Northumbrian justices of

the peace were ready to testify

under their hand. The strange

story she later told of her experi-
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ences at Westbrook and afterwards

cannot, therefore, be wholly dis-

missed as a tale trumped up for

political purposes, though its most

thrilling incident is so foolish a lie

as to discredit the whole.

On the Saturday before Christ-

mas 1699 (so ran her later " reve-

lations,"
1 made in 1707) she took

the coach for Godalming, obedient
to instructions by letter from Sir

Theophilus. A little way down
the Strand he joined her in the

coach, accompanied by two young
ladies friends, she was told, of

Lady Oglethorpe; and for some
time she knew no more of who
they were and whence they came.

They were very secret, appeared
in no company, but made them-
selves useful in the pleasant, home-

ly ways of English country life of

that time : helped with the sewing,
made their own beds, swept their

chamber, dressed the two little

girls, Mary and Fanny, and waited
on each other. Presently it turned
out that they were Anne and
Eleanor Oglethorpe, who had been
eleven years in France, at the
Court of James II., where they
were known as Anne and Eleanor

Barkly. They had taken advan-

tage of the peace to come secretly
" over a long sea," and had waited
at the house of their mother's

brother-in-law, Mr Cray, the city
wine -merchant, until Parliament
was up and their father could take
them home for Christmas. A mem-
ber of Parliament must not be

compromised by the presence of

Catholic daughters from St Ger-

mains, whom it was even treason
to harbour,

Fanny Shaftoe was admitted
into the family, she says, on quite
familiar terms, but "always be-

haved very meek and humble,

ready to help any of the servants

to make beds or to take care of

the little boy
"
(the General)

" when
his nurse was busy helping in the

garden." Anne and Eleanor were

merry, friendly girls, and chatted

only too freely with Fanny Shaf-

toe over the sewing. She cer-

tainly heard a great deal of

"treason" talked. She heard
how Sir Theophilus and his wife

went back and forward, disguised,
between England and St Ger-
mains

;
how Lady Oglethorpe had

taken charge of the queen's
diamonds when she fled from

Whitehall, and safely returned

them three years later, travelling
as an old doctor - woman in a

riding-hood, selling .powders and

plasters in a little basket. There
was unseemly jubilation over the

death of Queen Anne's son, the

little Duke of Gloucester, in July
1700 though Fanny admits they
were sorry at first and some-

what partisan comparisons were
drawn between him, "a poor, soft

child who had no wit "
(he was

really a very promising, spirited

boy), and the little Prince of

Wales,
" who was very witty."

To this careless chatter Fanny
Shaftoe added exaggerations and
backstairs gossip, and an astound-

ing statement which lived as the

feeblest lie can live. Anne Ogle-

thorpe, she said, informed her

that the real Prince of Wales

(born June 10, 1688) had died

at Windsor of convulsions when
five or six weeks old

;
that Lady

Oglethorpe hurried up to town
with her little son James, born a

few days before the Prince, and
that the Oglethorpe baby died, or

was lost on the road. The truth was
a secret between her mother and
the queen ! All they knew was

1 Narrative of Frances Shaftoe. Printed 1707.
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thau their little brother never

turned up again. Anne added,

confusing the story by too much

detail, as all accounts of the royal
frard are confused, that the chil-

dren had been sick together ;
that

the Prince had then died, and her

brother had been substituted for

him
In November 1700 Frances

Shaitoe (according to her later

revelations) left Westbrook : her

mot/ier had written from New-
cast e to say her sister was dying.
Anr,e and Eleanor were very sym-

pathetic they were really nice

girls. Lady Oglethorpe was very
kind, and gave her four guineas
for her eleven months' services;
and she seems to have been satis-

fied with it as handsome remuner-

ation. She asserts, inconsistently,
that she had much ado to get

away ;
but she never went to

Newcastle. Three months later,

being still in London, she was
sent for to a house in the Strand,
where she met Anne Oglethorpe.
Anno gave her a letter from her

mother, which had been kept back
because Anne had expected to

come up sooner to town, other-

wise she would have sent it.

Anm had a cold and a swelled

face. She and Eleanor were

going to France, and she per-
suaded Fanny to go with them.
To n ake a long tale short, they
shut ner up in a convent lest she

shoull blab the great secret,
"Janes Stuart is really James

Ogletiorpe !

"

In September 1701 James II.

died, and Lady Oglethorpe car-

ried :o the Princess Anne the

affecting letter of farewell he
wrote to her, commending his

family to her care.1 Anne and

Eleanor went to England in No-
vember 1702, and from that date
until Easter 1706 Fanny Shaftoe

says she heard no more about
them. In April 1702 Sir Theo-

philus died, and was buried in St

James's, Piccadilly, where the
memorial erected by his widow
may be seen.

Theophilus, the heir, probably
remained a while in the far East
with Pitt; but there were Ogle-

thorpes nearer home to dabble in

the Scots plot of that year (1704).
In June several Scottish officers

Sir George Maxwell, Captain
Livingstone, and others amount-

ing to fifteen or sixteen, with three

ladies, one of whom was Anne
Oglethorpe, embarked at The

Hague for Scotland. Sir George
had tried in vain to procure a

passport from Queen Anne's envoy,

so, though it was in war-time, they
sailed without. Harley, informed

by Captain Lacan, late of Gal-

way's Foot in Piedmont, told Lord
Treasurer Godolphin, who had the

party arrested on landing. The

queen, who plotted as much as

anybody on behalf of her brother,

was indulgent to fellow-conspira-

tors, and, though it was proved
their purpose had been "to raise

commotions in Scotland," they
were soon set at liberty, and the

informer sent back to Holland
with empty pockets.

2

Anne Oglethorpe, nevertheless,

having crossed without a pass, lay
at the mercy of the Government,

but, as with Joseph in Egypt, her

misfortune turned into her great

opportunity. The late Mr H.

Manners, in an article in the ' Dic-

tionary of National Biography,'
3

supposes shehad beenKing James's

mistress before she left St Ger-

1
Macpherson's Original Papers.

2
Boyer, Reign of Queen Anne.

3
Article, "Oglethorpe (Sir Theophilus)."
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mains. Now, see how Thackeray
has misled historians ! He makes

Fanny Oglethorpe, James's mis-

tress,
" Queen Oglethorpe," at Bar-

le-Duc in 1714. And, resting on
this evidence, Mr Manners repre-
sents Anne Oglethorpe as James's

mistress at St Germains in 1 704 !

Anne lefts St Germains before

James was sixteen, and her charac-

ter is blasted by the easy plan of

mistaking her for her younger
sister, who was no more Queen

Oglethorpe than she was.

Poor Anne did not 'scape cal-

umny, perhaps deserved it. Boyer
says that Godolphin and Harley

quarrelled for her smiles, which

beamed on Harley (Lord Oxford,
Swift's "

Dragon "),
and " an irre-

concilable enmity
"
arose. In 1 7 1 3

Schutz describes Anne Oglethorpe
as Oxford's mistress, but she had
troubles of her own before that

date. She arrived in England, a

Jacobite conspirator, in 1704. Her
wit and beauty endeared her to

Harley, and she probably had a

foot in both camps, Queen Anne's

and King James's.

But in 1706 strange rumours
came from the North. Mrs Shaftoe

had, after five years' silence, re-

ceived letters from her daughter

Fanny, the sempstress, by a secret

hand, and was filling Newcastle

with lamentations orer trepanning,

imprisonment, and compulsory con-

version, with the object of making
Fanny a nun. A young English

priest, agent for supplying the

Catholic squires of Northumber-
land with chaplains, was sent to

France by her Catholic cousin,
Mrs Delaval, to find out the

truth. The consequence of his

inquiries was that Anne Ogle-

thorpe was arrested in England,
and charged before the queen and
Council with trepanning and try-

ing to force Fanny Shaftoe to

become a nun. Anne flung her-

self at the queen's feet and im-

plored mercy. She escaped being
sent to Newgate, but was im-

prisoned in the Messenger's House
to await further proceedings, and
ordered to produce Fanny Shaftoe

as a witness.

Eleanor Oglethorpe was in

France, and rushed to the con-

vent where Fanny Shaftoe was
held captive, told her how Anne
was in prison on her account, and
entreated her to sign a statement

that she had come to France and
become a Catholic of her own free-

will. But Fanny refused. Her

long detailed story was printed
and published for the prosecution
in 1707, at the moment when the

Chevalier's chances in Scotland

were most promising. Had he
landed only with his valet, says
Ker of Kersland, Scotland would
have been his. Cameronians and
Cavaliers alike would have risen.

But the French admiral would not

put him on shore. As for Anne,
she was discharged, having great

allies; but Fanny Shaftoe's story
did its work. James Stuart, for

Whig purposes, was " James Ogle-

thorpe," Anne's brother. Fanny's
narrative was republished in 1745,
to injure Prince Charlie (Ogle-

thorpe).
Restored to society and to

Harley, Anne qneened it royally.
If we believe old Tom Hearne,
whose MSS. are in the Bodleian,
Anne practically negotiated the

Treaty of Utrecht. She found a

French priest, whose sister was in

the household of Madame de

Maintenon, she wrote mysteri-
ous letters to him, he showed

them to Louis XIV., and the

priest was presently lurking in

Miss Oglethorpe's town - house.

Harley visited his Egeria ;
she

introduced the abbe; Gauthier
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(tho abbe himself 1)
and Messager

were appointed by France to

trait. Harley insisted on the

surrender of Dunkirk ! Louis

offered Anne Oglethorpe 2,000,000
livres if she would save Dunkirk
for France. Her Oglethorpean
ma esty refused the gold, but did

Louis's turn, on condition that he

would restore King James ! For
all this magnanimity we have only
Toia Hearne's word. Swift, for

example, was not likely to reveal

the.je romantic circumstances about

the Lady and the Dragon.
Swift does not mention Anne in

his letters, but being so deep in

the greatest intrigues of the day
and in the smallest, she was a

valuable source of information to

Thomas Carte, the non-juring his-

torian and her lifelong correspon-

dent, when he was gathering ma-

terials for his Life of the first

Duke of Ormond and his '

History
of England.' In 1713, Nairne,
James's secretary, desires Abram

(Mtnzies) to inquire if Mrs Ogle-

thrvp had credit with Honyton
(Harley), and how far? 1

Schutz,
the Hanoverian envoy, writes to

Bothmar, November 21, 1713 :

" Miss Oglethorpe, the Lord Treas-

urer's mistress, said that the Pre-

tender was to travel, and she said

it on the very day the news came
from Holland that the Bishop of

London had declared to the pleni-

potentiaries who are there, that

the Queen entreated their masters

not to receive the Pretender in

their dominions." 2 She knew all

the particulars of Harley 's opposi-
tion to the Duke of Ormond's
schemes for improving the army,
and what the Exchequer could and
could not supply to back them. 3

She knew all about Lady Masham's

quarrel with her cousin, Lord Ox-

ford, in 1713, over the 100,000
in ten per cents which Lady
Masham had expected to make
out of the Quebec expedition
and Assiento contract, had not
his lordship so "disobliged her."

Anne acted as intermediary, hunt-

ing up her friend the Duke of

Ormond, with whom her mother
had great influence, and fetching
him to meet Lady Masham at

Kensington who told him how
ill the queen was, and how un-

easy at nothing being done for

her brother, the Chevalier. If

Ormond would but secure Lady
Masham 30,000 of the 100,000,
she would join with him, and he
should have the modelling of the

army as he pleased. Ormond also

failed to oblige Lady Masham, but

Bolingbroke, whom she hated,
snatched his opportunity in the

quarrel and got her the money;
in return for which service, Lady
Masham had Harley turned out of

office and Bolingbroke set in his

place. And then Queen Anne
died!

Miss Oglethorpe also knew that

Sir Thomas Hanmer and Bishop

Atterbury were the two persons
who sent the messenger (men-
tioned only as Sir 0. P. in the

Carte Papers) to warn Ormond
to escape to France in 1715.

Women seemed to manage the

whole political machine in those

days, as the lengthy and mysteri-
ous letters of " Mrs White,"

" Jean

Murray," and others in the Carte

MSS. testify.
We are not much concerned with

the brothers of the Oglethorpe

girls, but the oldest, Theophilus,
turned Jacobite. That he had

transferred his allegiance and ac-

Carte MSS. 2
Macpherson, Hanoverian Papers.

3 Carte MSS. In the Bodleian.
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tive service to King James is

proved by his letters from Paris
to James and to Gualterio in 1720
and 172 1. 1 According to the
Second Report on the Stuart

Papers at Windsor, he was cre-

ated a baron by James III. in

1717. In 1718 he was certainly

outlawed, for his younger brother,
James Edward (the famous Gen-
eral Oglethorpe), succeeded to the

Westbrook property in that year.
In July 1714 Fanny Oglethorpe,

now about eighteen, turns up as

an active politician. The Chev-
alier at Bar and his adherents in

Paris, Scotland, and London, were

breathlessly waiting for the death
of Queen Anne, which was ex-

pected to restore him to the

throne of his ancestors. Fanny
had been brought up a Protestant

by her mother in England, under
whose auspices she had served her

apprenticeship to plotting. Then
she came to France, but Fanny
cannot have been Thackeray's
"Queen Oglethorpe" at Bar-le-
Duc. In the first place, she was
not there; in the second, a lady
of Lorraine was reigning monarch.
With the fall of Oxford in 1714

ended Anne's chief opportunity of

serving her king. The historian

therefore turns to her sister

Eleanor, who had been with her
in the Fanny Shaftoe affair, but
remained in France. Penniless as

she was, Eleanor's beauty won the
heart of the Marquis de Mezieres,
a great noble, a man over fifty,

ugly, brave, misshapen. Theirs,
none the less, was a love-match, as

the French Court admiringly
proclaimed. "The frog -faced

Marquis, the vainest of men, was
one of the most courageous. Their

daughters became the Princesses
de Montauban and de Ligne, whose

brilliant marriages caused much

envy. Of their sons we shall hear

later. Young Fanny Oglethorpe,
a girl of twenty in 1715, resided

with her sister Eleanor (Madame
de Mezieres), and now Bolingbroke,

flying from the Tower, and become
the Minister of James, grumbles
at the presence of Fanny, and of

Olive Trant, among the conspira-
tors for a Restoration. Olive, the

regent's mistress, was "the great
wheel of the machine," in which

Fanny
" had her corner," at Saint

Germains. "Your female teazers,"
James calls them in a letter to

Bolingbroke. Not a word is said

of a love-affair.

How the Fifteen ended we all

know. Ill-managed by Mar, per-

haps betrayed by Bolingbroke, the

rising collapsed. Returning to

France, James dismissed Boling-
broke and retired to Avignon,
thence to Urbino, and last to

Rome. In 1719 he describes

"Mrs Oglethrop's letters" as

politically valueless, and full of self-

justifications, and "old stories."

He answers them only through his

secretary ;
but in 1722 he consoled

poor Anne by making her a Count-

ess of Ireland. Anne's bolt was

shot, she had had her day, but the

day of her fair sisters was dawning.
Mr John Law, of Lauriston soi-

disant, had made England too hot

to hold him. His great genius for

financial combinations was at this

time employed by him in gleek,

trick-track, quadrille, whist, loo,

ombre, and other pastimes of min-

gled luck and skill. In conse-

quence of a quarrel about a lady,
Mr Law fought and slew Beau

Wilson, that mysterious person,

who, from a broken, beggared,

starving, cashiered lieutenant,

hanging loose on town, became

1 Gualterio MSS. Add. MSS. British Museum.
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in a day, no man knows how, the

richest and most splendid of

blades. The Beau's secret died

with him
;
but Law fled to France

with 100,000 crowns in his valise.

Here the swagger, courage, and
undeniable genius of Mr Law
gained the favour of the Regent
d'Orleans, the Bank and the Missis-

sippi Scheme were floated, the Rue

Quincampoix was crowded, France
swam in a dream of gold, and the

frionds of Mr Law,
"
coming in on

the ground-floor," or buying stock

before issue at the lowest prices,
soli out at the top of the market.

"Paris was full of Jacobites from
Ireland and Scotland, Seaforth,

Tullibardine, Campbell of Glen-

daruel, George Kelly (one of the

Seven Men of Moidart), Nick

W)gan, gayest and bravest of

Irishmen, all engaged in a pleas-

ing plan for invading England
whh a handful of Irish soldiers

in Spanish service. The Earl

Marischal and Keith his brother

(the Field -
Marshal) came into

Paris broken men, fleeing from
Glenshiel. They took no Missis-

sippi shares, but George Kelly,

Fanny Oglethorpe, and Olive

Trant, all lies with Law and

Orleans, "plunged," and emerged
wish burdens of gold. Fanny for

her- share had 800,000 livres, and
carried it as her dowry to the

Marquis des Marches, whom she

nmrried in 1719, and so ceased

conspiring. The Oglethorpe girls,
for penniless exiles, had played
their cards well. Fanny and
Eleanor had won noble husbands.
Poor Anne went back to Godal-

ming, where in the very dark-
est, days of the Jacobite party,
when James was a heart-broken

widower, and the star of Prince
Charles's natal day shone only on
tho siege of Gaeta she plotted
with Thomas Carte, the historian.

The race of 1715 was passing,
the race of 1745 was coming on,
and touching it is to read in the
brown old letters the same loyal
names Floyds, Wogans, Gorings,
Trants, Dillons, Staffords, Sheri-

dans, the Scots of course, and
the French descendants of the

Oglethorpe girls. Eleanor's in-

fants, the de Mezieres family, had
been growing up in beauty and

honour, as was to be expected
of the children of the valiant

Marquis and the charming Eleanor.
Their eldest daughter, Eleonore

Eugenie, married in 1722 Charles

de Rohan, Prince de Montauban,
younger brother of the Due de

Montbazon, whose wife was the

daughter of the Due de Bouillon

and Princess Caroline Sobieska,
and so first cousin to the sons of

James III. That branch of Ogle-

thorpes thus became connected

with the royal family, which would

go far towards rousing their her-

editary Jacobitism when the '45

cast its shadow before.

In May 1740 Madame de

Mezieres took it into her head to

run over to England, and applied
to Newcastle for a pass, through

Lady Mary Herbert of Powis a

very suspect channel ! The Minis-

ter made such particular inquiries
as to the names of the servants

she intended to bring, that she

changed her mind and did not go.

One wonders what person pur-

posed travelling in her suite whose

identity dared not stand too close

scrutiny. There was a brave and

eager Prince of Wales over the

water, nearly twenty, who had

some years ago fleshed his maiden

sword with honour, and who was

in secret correspondence on his own
account with his father's English

supporters. Could he have had

some such plan even then of put-

ting fate to the touch? He is
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reported in Coxe's 'Walpole' to

have been in Spain, in disguise,

years before.

In 1742 Eleanor had the sorrow
of losing a daughter in a tragic

way. She had recently become a

canoness of Povesay, a very noble

foundation, indeed, in Lorraine,
where the Sisters wore little black

ribbons on their heads which they
called " husbands." She was

twenty-five, very pretty, and most

irreligiously devoted to shooting
and hunting. Though these chap-
ters of noble canonesses are not by
any means strict after the use of

ordinary convents, there were seri-

ous expostulations made when the

novice insisted upon constantly

carrying a gun and shooting. She
fell one day when out with her

gun as usual. It went off and
killed her on the spot.
Whatever Eleanor aimed at in

1740 by a journey to England,
was balked by Newcastle's cau-

tion. In 1743 the indefatigable

lady, "and a Scottish lord," sub-

mitted a scheme to Louis XV.,
but it was thwarted by de Noailles.

Then Prince Charles rode secretly
out of Rome, landed, like Napoleon,
at Frejus, and at the expedition
of Dunkirk met the Earl Maris-

chal and young Glengarry.
The Chevalier de Mezieres, too,

Eleanor's son, went to Dunkirk
with Saxe to embark for England.
There was a great storm, and the

ships went aground. Several offi-

cers and soldiers jumped into the

sea, and some were drowned. The
Chevalier de Mezieres came riding

along the shore, to hear that a
dear friend was drowning. The
sea was going back, but very
heavy, and de Mezieres rode

straight into the raging waters
to seek his friend. The waves
went over his head and carried

away his hat, but he persevered

until he had seized a man. He
dragged him ashore, to find it was
a common soldier. He hastened

back, and saved several soldiers

and two or three officers. His

friend, after all, had never been
in danger.
The Saxe expedition never sailed,

so Eugene de Mezieres went to

beat Hanoverians elsewhere, and
was wounded at Fontenoy. Con-

sequently he could not follow the

Prince to Scotland. His mother,
Eleanor, plunged into intrigue for

the Forward party (Prince Char-
lie's party), distrusted by James at

Rome. " She is a mad woman,"
said James. She and Carte, the

historian, were working up an

English rising to join the Prince's

Scottish adventure, but were baf-

fled by James's cautious, helpless
advisers. Then came the Forty-
five. Eleanor was not subdued by
Culloden : the undefeated old lady
was a guest at the great dinner,
with the splendid new service of

plate, which the Prince gave to

the Princesse de Talmond and his

friends in 1748. He was brav-

ing all Europe, in his hopeless way,
and refusing to leave France, in

accordance with the Treaty of

Aix-la-Chapelle. When he was

imprisoned at Vincennes, Eleanor
was threatened. Catholic as she

was, she frankly declared that

Prince. Charles had better declare

himself a Protestant, and marry
a German Protestant princess.
He therefore proposed to one, a

day or two before he disappeared
from Avignon, in February 1749,
and he went over to London,
and embraced the Anglican faith

and the Thirty-nine Articles.

It was too late; but Eleanor

Oglethorpe was not beaten. In

October 1752 "the great affair"

was being incubated again. Alex-

ander Murray, of the Elibank
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family, exasperated by his im-

prisonment for a riot at the West-
minster election, had taken service

with Prince Charles. He had ar-

ranged that a body of young Jaco-

bite officers in foreign service, with

four hundred Highlanders under

young Glengarry, should overpower
the Guards, break into St James's

Palace, and seize King George;
while the Westminster mob, Mur-

ray's lambs, should create an up-
roar. Next day Glengarry would

post north, the Highlanders would
muster at the House of Touch,
and Charles would appear among
his beloved subjects. The very
medal to commemorate the event

was struck, with its motto, Lce-

tamirvi Gives. The Prince was on
the coast in readiness nay, if we
are not mistaken, the Prince was
in Westbrook House at Godal-

ming !

This we conjecture because, in

that very budding - time of the

Elibank Plot, Newcastle suddenly
discovered that the unwearied
Eleanor Oglethorpe, Marquise de

Mezieres, was in England, had
arrived secretly, without any pass-

port. He tracked her down at

Westbrook House, that lay all

desolate and deserted, the windows

closed, the right-of-way through
the grounds illegally shut up.
General Oglethorpe after 1746
had abandoned his home, for .he

had been court-martialed on a

charge of not attacking Cluny and
Lord George Murray, when the

Highlanders stood at bay, at Clif-

ton, and defeated Cumberland's

advanced-guard. The general was

acquitted, but, retiring to his

wife's house at Carham, he de-

serted Westbrook Place.

The empty house, retired in its

woodlands, on the Portsmouth

road, convenient for the coast,
was the very place for Prince

Charles to lurk in, while Murray
and Glengarry cleared the way to

the throne. And so, in fact, we
find Eleanor Oglethorpe secretly
ensconced at Westbrook Place
while the plot ripens, and local

tradition still shows the vault in

which " the Pretender "
could take

refuge if the house was searched.

All this, again, coincides with the

vague legend of the tall, brown-
haired shadow who haunts West-
brook Place, last home of a last

hope.
The young Glengarry, as we

know, carried all the tale of the

plot to the English Prime Min-

ister, while he made a merit of his

share in it with James at Rome.

Eleanor, too, was run to earth at

Westbrook Place. She held her

own gallantly. As to having no

passport, she reminded Newcastle
that she had asked for a passport
twelve years ago, in 1740. She
was now visiting England merely
to see her sister Anne, who " could

not outlast the winter," but who
did so, none the less. Nor could

Anne have been so very ill, for

on arriving at Dover in October

Eleanor did not hasten to Anne's
sick-bed. Far from that, she first

spent an agreeable week, with

whom? With my Lady West-

moreland, at Mereworth, in Kent.

Now, Lord Westmoreland was the

head of the English Jacobites, and
at Mereworth, according to au-

thentic family tradition, Prince

Charles held his last council on

English ground. The whole plot
seems delightfully transparent, and

it must be remembered that in

October Newcastle knew nothing
of it

;
he only received Glengarry's

information early in November.
The letter of Madame de Me-

zieres, with her account of her

innocent proceedings, is written

in French exactly like that of the
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Dowager Countess of Castlewood,
in ' Esmond.' 1 She expressed her

special pleasure in the hope of

making Newcastle's personal ac-

quaintance. She went to Bath;
she made Lady Albemarle pro-

foundly uncomfortable about her

lord's famous mistress in Paris,
and no doubt she plunged, on her

return, into the plots with Prussia

for a Restoration. In the Privy
Council, in November 1753, her

arrest was decided on. Newcastle

jots down, on a paper of notes :

"To seize Madame de Mezieres
with her papers. No expense to

be spared to find the Pretender's

son. Sir John Gooderich to be
sent after him. Lord Anson to

have frigates on the Scotch and
Irish coasts."

By 1759 Eleanor was, perhaps,

weary of conspiring. Herdaughter,
the Princesse de Ligne, was the

fair patroness of that expedition
which Hawke crushed in Quiberon

Bay, while Charles received the

news at Dunkirk.
All was ended. For seventy-

two years the Oglethorpe women
had used their wit and beauty,

through three generations, for a

lost cause. They were not more

lucky, with the best intentions,
than Eleanor's grandson, the Prince

de Lambesc. With hereditary

courage he rescued an old woman
from a burning cottage, and flung
her into a duck-pond to extinguish
her blazing clothes. The old woman
was drowned ! .

Not long ago a lady of much
wit, but of no occult pretensions,
and wholly ignorant of the Ogle-

thorpes, looked over Westbrook

Place, then vacant, with the idea

of renting it. On entering it she

said,
" I have a feeling that very

interesting things have happened
here"! Probably they had. 1

A. S.

A. L.

1 The facts are taken from Ailesbury's, de Luynes', Dangeau's, d'Argenson's
Memoirs ; from Boyer's History, and other printed books ; and from the New-

castle, Hearne, Carte, and Gualterio MSS. in the Bodleian and the British

Museum.
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JOHN NICHOLSON OF DELHI.

" THAT pale commanding brow,
those eagle eyes, that firm - set

mouth you know that you look

upon one destined for great things,
born :o be a ruler among his fel-

low-n en. . . . Only a captain in the

army, though he has held higher
local rank, [he] has already at-

tained a foremost place among the

famous soldier - statesmen of our

latest conquered kingdom pro-
vince they call it in India of the

Punjab. He has shown a con-

spicuous capacity for affairs, civil

or military. He has shown that

he 1ms in him the qualities of a

great administrator as well as of

a grei.t general. Placed in charge
of a wild, turbulent, newly ac-

quired district on the Punjab
frontier, he had introduced law
and order into it, founded cities

in it, and intersected it with roads.

He had, at the same time, made
it secure against the incursions

of the wild frontier tribes; had
stricken an awe into them such as

they had never felt before. . . . He
was a terrible man, terrible in the

battle-field, terrible in his office-

chair. He exacted an implicit

obedionce, the utmost tale of

work. He was an indefatigable
work r himself. His enforcement
of a full pull at the collar, his

imperious, unbending will, his re-

served nature, which seemed to

expand and become genial only on
the b{ ,ttle-field, made ordinary men
think service under him hard and

unpleisant. That was the only
thing that could be urged against
his ci/il rule. But his name was
a name of power.
"Such had been the effect of

his fine presence, his strength of

intellect, his force of will, his fear-

lessness, his constant command o

success
; of his strict justice, and,

it may be added, of his plain, pure
mode of living, that he had ac-

tually to exert all the power of

his authority to prevent himself

from being deified, for a sect had
started up bearing his name, of

which he was to have been the

god, the object of worship."
"There is only one man of

whom all this can be said !

" would
be the exclamation of most readers

who were unaware that the pas-

sage we have quoted is taken from
a work of fiction; and yet they
would not be so far wrong as

might at first appear, for it is

an open secret that in the Philip
Lennox of 'Eight Days,' Mr B,.

E. Forrest has sought to draw
the portrait of John Nicholson.

Absolute fidelity to his original is

not, of course, to be expected from
a novelist. We have glimpses of

the Spartan childhood of the hero,

of the lofty friendship between his

mother and himself, of the studies

which exhibited the bent of his

mind even of the religious diffi-

culties which troubled him
;
but

the exigencies of romance have

demanded an important modifica-

tion in the personality portrayed.

Philip must fall in love like other

men, although his love-story is so

far in keeping with the tragic
cast of his character that it ends

in a whirl of blood and fire in one

of the most terrible episodes of

1857. But the life of his proto-

type, differing in this from that

of most of the great men who
were his contemporaries, is en-

tirely devoid of what critics call

a "love-interest." We hear much
of the beautiful home-life of which

Henry and Honoria Lawrence were

the centre ;
we have the emphatic
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testimony of Herbert Edwardes to

the worth of "a noble wife who
loves you better than all men and

women, but God better than you
"

;

and we see the stern saviour of

India, "Iron John" himself, slip-

ping off to Marri, in the very
thick of the tremendous pressure
of the Mutiny, to snatch a few
hours with his wife but of Nichol-

son there is no such tale to be
told. Of him it could pre-emi-

nently be said, as of the prophet
Elijah or Peter the Hermit in

other ages, that he lived alone

and he died alone. To give further

currency to a familiar misquota-
tion, he seems to lack the touch
of nature which makes the whole
world kin. Even in his lifetime

many myths had gathered round
his name, and the forty years
which have elapsed since his

death have left him, like one of

Ossian's heroes, a titanic figure

looming through clouds of legend.
The growth of this feeling of

mystery and remoteness has been
aided by the fact that he has re-

mained hitherto without a bio-

grapher. It is true that when he
died there was no lack of obituary
notices in the periodicals of the

time, and no history of the Mutiny
has been considered complete with-

out a sketch of his character and
career

;
but the loving care which

gathered the scattered threads of

the lives of the two Lawrences, of

Herbert Edwardes, of Hope Grant,
and many others, into a harmoni-
ous whole, has been wanting in

his case. It is a matter for con-

gratulation that the close of 1897
has seen this reproach rolled away
from British biographical history.
In the book just brought out by
Captain Trotter,

1 we receive for

the first time an exhaustive and

authoritative monograph on John

Nicholson, and this from the pen
of an author the least of whose

qualifications for his task is the

fact that he is himself related to

his subject. Imbued with the

household traditions which helped
to make Nicholson what he was,
and yet not too closely connected
with him to view the events of his

life with the impartiality which
is often sadly to seek in books
written from a family point of

view, Captain Trotter is also

well known already as an author-

ity on Indian history, and has had

personal experience of military ser-

vice in the country itself. From
these remarks on his fitness for

the work he has undertaken we
turn to the book itself, premising
that, by the kindness of the vener-

able Dr Pakenham Walsh, until

lately Bishop of Ossory, there has

been placed in our hands, for the

purposes of this article, a certain

amount of additional information

derived from private sources, with
which we propose occasionally to

supplement that given by Captain
Trotter.

John Nicholson was born at

Lisburn on December 11, 1822

(as Captain Trotter, correcting a

curious mistake of Sir John

Kaye's, tells us), the son of

parents who both sprang from
that mingled Scoto - Irish race

which has given to the British

empire so many great soldiers

and pioneers of civilisation. His
father was a Dublin physician of

considerable reputation but small

fortune, who was carried off at an

early age by a fever contracted in

the course of his professional
duties. Of the seven children he

left behind, John, the eldest son,

was only eight years old at the

1 Life of John Nicholson, Soldier and Administrator. By Captain Lionel J.

Trotter. Murray.
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time of his father's death, and in

the development of his character

owed far less to his influence than

to that of his mother. Little as

we are told of Mrs Nicholson, all

the evidence we possess goes to

provo that hers was a very re-

markable personality, of a type
rare in her own day, and now, we
fear, rarer still what we may call

the Puritan or Covenanting type.
" A jrand and noble woman, with

a Spartan heroism about her," says

Lady Edwardes.

"ISTever," says Dr Pakenham
Walsh,

" can I forget the first occa-

sion 'it is now many years ago) on
which I saw her in Sandford church.

She was sitting in one of the front

pews, and it needed only a glance to

convince even a stranger that she was
no ordinary woman. There was a
state! iness and dignity in her mien,
and a resolution and intelligence in

her countenance, that marked her
out a.3 a queen amongst her sex, and
when upon inquiry I found out who
she was, I felt constrained involun-

tarily to exclaim,
' The mother of

heroes !

' "

Left a widow at the age of

twenty-seven, with a large family
to bring up and educate upon a

small income, Mrs Nicholson had
need of all the resolution and
mental power that she could com-
mand. For a short time after

her husband's death she and her
children lived with her own rela-

tions at Lisburn
; but before long

she removed to Delgany, Co.

Wicklow, for the sake of greater
educational advantages. Here her
son John attended a private school,
but this did not mean that his

mother's share in his training was
at an end. We learn that Mrs
Nicholson worked as a district

visitor as long as she resided in

the parish, and that it was her
custom to reward her children by
taking the one who had learnt his

lessons best to visit with her the

cottages of the poor, although the
instruction given was not always
on her side.

" She told me," to quote again from
Dr Pakenham Walsh, "that on one
of these occasions, when John was
with her, she passed a cottage without

going into it. He immediately re-

marked it, and asked the reason.
She replied, 'They are such bad
people that I do not go near them,'
and he gave her a reply which she
never could forget, and which altered
her line of conduct as a district visitor

ever afterwards :

'

Oh, mother, God
makes His sun to rise upon the evil

and the good, and sends His rain

upon the just and upon the unjust.'
"

This unexpected reversal of the

positions of teacher and taught is

by no means the only anecdote
extant of John's early years, but
we quote it as being less generally
known than those cited by Captain
Trotter.

In his twelfth year the boy was
sent to the Royal School of Dun-

gannon, an educational establish-

ment of the same type as that

Foyle College which has become
famous as the school of the Law-
rence brothers, Lord Gough, and
Sir Robert Montgomery. Captain
Trotter quotes the testimony of

General Lowry, a schoolfellow, as

to young Nicholson's manliness,
his firm, but open, generous dis-

position, and his readiness for

fighting. His cousin, Lady Tweed-

mouth, adds that she heard he

"was always leader in games at

the boys' school, and never was
known to tell a lie." Of the opin-
ion entertained of him by his

headmaster, Dr Darley, after-

wards Bishop of Kilmore, Captain
Trotter can only speak on hearsay,
assured by a relative that the

Bishop
"
always spoke most enthu-

siastically of his former pupil";
but here Dr Pakenham Walsh

again supplies the want. Writing
in the sixties, he says :

" Arch-
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deacon Darley, who was then mas-

ter of the school, tells me that he

was then a retiring boy, but brave

and generous, the very soul of

honour, and always ready to take

the side of the oppressed ;

" while

in a letter written by Dr Darley
to Mrs Nicholson after her son's

death we find the words :

" I often thought of writing to you
about your noble and gallant son (my
former pupil), but I felt unwilling to

tear open your wounds afresh, and to

add, perhaps, to your grief ;
but no

one felt more grieved than I did that

he was not spared to reap the hon-

our and reward of his noble conduct.

Never did parent feel more proud of

a distinguished son than I did of

John Nicholson."

" At Dungannon," says Captain
Trotter,

" the boy remained to the

close of his sixteenth year, work-

ing, idling, joining in every boyish

game, and fighting every boy who
tried to bully him, or whom he

caught maltreating a smaller boy."
That he did not differ materially
from others of his age is shown by
the fact that on one occasion he

succeeded, like the late Bishop
Hannington in his youth, and

many other boys before and since,

in blowing himself up with gun-

powder. For ten days it was feared

that he would lose his eyesight,
but after a period of painful sus-

pense, borne without a murmur or

a sign of impatience, the terrible

dread was removed. On leaving
school he passed at a bound into

manhood, entering the army with-

out any intermediate experience
of college or university. Through
the influence of his uncle, Mr
(afterwards Sir James) Weir

Hogg, at the India House, he

obtained, like his future friend,
Herbert Edwardes, a "direct"

cadetship in the Company's army,

a method of appointment which
enabled him to dispense with the

training provided at Addiscombe
for the majority of cadets. In

February 1839 he sailed on board
the Camden to join the Bengal
Infantry, landing in India in

July, at the mature age of sixteen.

Attached for a time to a regiment
quartered at Benares, he occupied
a small bungalow alone, finding
the isolation very trying, although
it was, no doubt, of service in en-

abling him to acquire Hindustani
in a shorter time than would other-

wise have been the case. Captain
Trotter gives some interesting ex-

tracts from his letters to his mother,
which show him working hard at

his profession and at the language,
but by no means losing his interest

in the affairs of his brothers and
sisters at home. At the end of

the year he was posted to the 27th
Native Infantry, and proceeded to

join his regiment at the new sta-

tion of Firozpur on the Punjab
frontier. His journey was marked

by a robbery, in which he lost most
of his personal property, and also

by a quarrel with a brother officer,

which threatened to end in a duel

a consummation which was only
averted with difficulty by the

mediation of friends. The sur-

roundings at his new abode were
not of the most alluring. The
cantonments had been placed for

strategic purposes in the midst of

a sandy, treeless plain, while the

accommodation was so defective

that Nicholson and a friend lived

for some months in a stable. The

principal amusement of the locality

appears to have been tiger-hunting,
and it may be to this period that

the story relating to the neighbour-
hood, and quoted by Mr Wilber-

force,
1 as having been told him in

1857 by Nicholson on the march

1 An Unrecorded Chapter of the Mutiny. By R. G. Wilberforce. Murray.
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from Amritsar to Delhi, should be

referred.
" He had killed a tiger

on horseback with his sword. . . .

The feat was performed by riding
round and round the tiger at a

gallop, gradually narrowing the

circle until at last the horseman
was near enough to deliver the

blow. Of course he had only the

one blow."

Whother we are correct or not

in assigning to this period the per-
formance of this extraordinary feat,

the young sportsman had little

time for the shooting he had pro-
mised himself in the cold weather,
for hi;? regiment was ordered to

Afghanistan, there to assist in

maintaining the luckless Shah

Shuja on the unstable throne of

his ancestors. After being moved
about from place to place for some

time, the 27th was stationed at

Ghazni, where Nicholson first made
the acquaintance of Neville Cham-

berlain, his staunch friend of later

years. The two young men dis-

cussed together the unsatisfactory
state of the kingdom, for to keen
observers in the country districts

it was clear that the apparent ac-

quiesconce of the people in the

restoration of the old dynasty was
not to be depended upon ;

but for

some months after Chamberlain
had left Ghazni for Kandahar
with his regiment the deceitful

calm continued. Then the storm

broke, precipitated by one of those

apparently slight changes of policy
which have so often worked dire

mischief in our Eastern empire.
It wa* suddenly announced that

the suosidies promised to the Ghil-

zai cluns for permitting the free

passage of caravans through their

country would no longer be paid

by the Indian Government, but by
that cf Shah Shuja a step which
was practically equivalent to their

entire cessation and the tribes

rose promptly in revolt. Of the

extraordinary series of colossal

blunders which followed this in-

itial mistake, and led to the ghastly

tragedy of the retreat from Kabul,
it is unnecessary to speak here, but
the garrison of Ghazni were also

the victims of misfortunes which

might have been averted by a little

foresight on the part of those at

headquarters. The fort had not

been repaired since its capture by
the British, and supplies were con-

spicuous by their absence. After
one or two false alarms, theAfghans
surrounded the town in force, and

gained entrance into it one night

by means of a hole dug in the wall

by their confederates among the

citizens inside. The garrison re-

treated into the citadel, where they
held out for nearly three months,
until want of food and water forced

them to capitulate. They marched
out with the honours of war, on
the understanding that they were
to be sent in safety to Peshawar
as soon as the passes were open.
On the very next day, however,
the houses in the town in which

they were quartered were attacked

by a mob of Ghazis. Nicholson,
with a comrade named Crawford
and two companies of Sepoys, held

out for two days, until the house

they were defending was rendered

untenable by being set on fire.

Even then they would not sur-

render, but, adopting the former

device of their treacherous allies,

dug a hole with their bayonets in

the back wall, and dropping

through it into the street, made
their way to another house still

occupied by their friends. The

position here appeared hopeless,
and after several days of misery,

negotiations were opened for a sur-

render. In vain did Nicholson,
who with his company had driven

back the Afghans in three separate

bayonet-charges, advocate fighting
to the last. He was overruled by
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his superiors, and it is recorded
that he wept with rage as he flung
his useless sword at the feet of his

captors. The prisoners suffered

the grossest indignities, being con-

fined for two months in one small

room, and plundered of all that

they possessed. The only piece of

personal property preserved by any
of the party was a small locket

containing Mrs Nicholson's hair.

When her son was ordered to give
it up, his fiery temper rose, and he
threw the trinket at the head of

the Afghan chief, which, as he
confessed afterwards in writing
home, was an act scarcely calcu-

lated to ameliorate the lot of the

captives. The Sirdar, however,
seemed pleased with the youth's

spirit, and gave orders that the

locket should not be taken from
him.

The treatment of the prisoners
at Ghazni varied from time to

time according to the news that

reached their guards of the move-
ments of Pollock and his Avenging
Army. As the British forced their

way into the country, one indul-

gence after another was granted
to Nicholson and his comrades,
until at last they were all sent to

Kabul, and allowed to join Lady
Sale and the other survivors of

the disastrous retreat. Among
these was Captain (afterwards Sir

George) Lawrence, who has left on
record his description of the new
arrivals as " lean and hungry-look-
ing," as might well be the case.

The determination of Mohammed
Akbar to send off his prisoners
into Turkestan, beyond hope of

help ;
their attempts, which at first

were in vain, to bribe their escort

to revolt against him; and their

final success and rescue by Sir

Richmond Shakespeare, form part
of an oft-told tale. Nicholson took

part in the grim work which lay
before the Avenging Army, and

returned with it to India, imbued
with a hatred and disgust for the

Afghan character which betrays
itself frequently in his after -his-

tory. Nor was his tale of suffer-

ing to be endured at Afghan hands

yet complete. In the Khaibar
Pass he met his brother Alex-

ander, who had just come out
from England, and had been

posted to one of Pollock's regi-
ments. Three days later, under
circumstances of peculiar horror,
he came upon his dead body, lying
where it had been cast by the

robber tribes who had attacked
the force.

The next few years of Nichol-

son's life passed quietly enough,
first at Meerut and then at Mor-
adabad. His poverty and his taci-

turn nature alike withheld him
from joining in the gaieties of the

station, and he seems to have felt

his expatriation bitterly until, on

becoming adjutant to his regiment,
his circumstances improved, even
to the extent of allowing him to

remit money home regularly. His
duties were incessant and onerous

;

but he resumed his studies when-
ever occasion offered, and when
the first Sikh War broke out, had

just passed his examination for the

General Staff. He was present as

commissariat officer at the battles

of Firozshah and Subraon, the re-

sult of which was to have much to

do in moulding the course of his

future life. At Kabul, in 1842,
he had been introduced by his

friend George Lawrence to his

brother Henry, and whether in

spite or in consequence of the dif-

ference of their characters, the

two men had conceived a high
esteem for one another. The in-

tervening years had been spent by
Henry Lawrence as Resident in

Nipal, but after the crushing de-

feat of the Sikhs he was summoned

by the Governor-General to under-
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take the more honourable and deli-

cate duties of Resident of Lahore.

His friendship with Hardinge en-

abled him to suggest the names of

the men whom he considered best

suited to help him in his difficult

task, and among them were those

of Nicholson and of one of the

Gove rnor-General's aides-de-camp,
Lieu >enantHerbertEdwardes. The

post destined for Nicholson was
one which he accepted with mis-

giving, that of military adviser to

Gulab Singh, the adventurer to

whom we had thought fit to hand
over the valley of Kashmir, and it

proved fully as distasteful as he

had (ixpected. There was no real

work to be done, the character of

the Maharajah was such as to fill

him with disgust, and the only

Englishman within reach was his

companion in misfortune, Captain
Broome. He must almost have
felt relief when a widespread in-

surrection against the new ruler

brought Henry Lawrence in hot

haste to Kashmir, at the head of

an army of the lately conquered
Sikhs, a hazardous experiment,
whicli was justified by the re-

sult. With Lawrence came, among
other?, a young officer who was
afterwards to be famous as Hodson
of Hudson's Horse, and the lonely
Nicholson found himself once more
amon* friends. When they left

him {.gain his depression was pro-

portionately severe, and he began
to entertain fears as to his health,

a n<>rvousness which passed away
imme iiately he was recalled from
his exile and appointed assistant-

Resid 3nt at Lahore, insomuch that

he w "ites to his mother that he
had begun to wish for the soli-

tude ivhich had rendered him so

miserable before. A busy, happy
year followed, spent partly with

Henry Lawrence at Lahore, and

partly in his own district, the

Sind-^agar Doab, where it was his
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duty to support the local authori-

ties, while protecting the people
from oppression on their part, and
to keep up an efficient army, with-
out permitting the soldiers to ter-

rorise the country. At the begin-

ning of 1848 the peace of the

Punjab appeared so thoroughly
secured that Lawrence ventured
to take his furlough in England;
but before the end of April there

had taken place the rising at Mul-

tan, which began with the murder
of Anderson and Agnew, and

brought about the second Sikh
War. The promptness and daring
of Herbert Edwardes were instru-

mental at first in confining the

insurrection to a comparatively
small area

; but when it was seen

that his successes were not to be
followed up, the mischief spread

quickly, and the Punjab was soon
in a blaze. We must refer our
readers to Captain Trotter for a

detailed account of Nicholson's

movements during this exciting

period. Raising a body of Pathan
horsemen as a counterpoise to the

Sikhs, rising from a sick-bed and

riding fifty miles at the head of a

small body of troops to throw him-

self into the threatened fortress of

Attock, parading and dismissing
mutinous Sikh soldiery, playing a

game of bluff with 700 peasants

against a whole regiment with two

guns, and winning it; attacking
almost single-handed the Margalla
tower, and escaping uninjured,

owing to the awe of the defenders ;

devising a scheme for the rescue

of George Lawrence, who with his

usual ill - fortune was again a

prisoner, and this time with the

added pang of knowing that his

wife and children were also in the

hands of the enemy, he seems not

only to have borne a charmed life,

but to have been ubiquitous. When
the terrible battles of Chilianwala

and Gujarat were fought, he was
p
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occupied, with Henry Lawrence,
who had returned from his leave, in

carrying the Oomniander-in-Ohief's

orders to his subordinates
;
and

when the actual fighting was over,
he combined the duties of commis-
sariat-officer and, unofficially, those

of provost-marshal.
After this time of storm and

stress, when the Punjab had been

definitely annexed to British India,

Henry Lawrence and his lieuten-

ants laid aside their swords (ex-

cept when these were needed for

the enforcement of justice), and
returned to their former posts to

continue the work which had been

so disastrously interrupted. Their

duties were manifold, comprising,
as Kaye remarks, those of judges,
revenue collectors, thief -catchers,

diplomatists, conservancy officers,

and sometimes of recruiting-

sergeants and chaplains. Nichol-

son, whose growing fame is at-

tested by the fact that he was

regarded as the leader of the

late campaign, and that, as his

friend Abbott tells us, anything
great or gallant achieved by our
arms was ascribed to him, was
welcomed back to his district,

where the awe in which he was
held was shortly to pass into a

different phase, and one much
more irritating than pleasing to

its object. The story of the sect

of Sikhs who discovered in their

ruler a new incarnation of the

divine has long been known
;
but

fresh light is thrown in Captain
Trotter's pages upon the relentless

impracticability of the idol and
the obstinate devotion of his

worshippers. Punishment served

only to increase their ardour, and
when they were pardoned on con-

dition of transferring their allegi-
ance to Nicholson's successor

Becher, the only use they made

of their release was to remove to

a distance at which they could
adore their original divinity in

safety.
Nicholson had now spent ten

years in India, and the longing
for home was growing strong upon
him. As an officer of the Com-

pany's army he could claim his

furlough ; but his political appoint-
ment it was necessary to resign
before he might leave India. Pos-

sessing in the friendship of Henry
Lawrence a guarantee of future

employment, he did not hesitate

to take this step, and in December
1849 he left Lahore with Herbert

Edwardes, who was also returning
home, and had undertaken the care

of John Lawrence's two little girls

during the voyage. In the long

boat-journey down the Indus, and
the voyage from Bombay to Kos-

seir, the good comradeship which
had hitherto prevailed between the

two men developed into a devotion
like that of David and Jonathan,
which was never to be interrupted
as long as both lived. They parted

company at Cairo, Edwardes pro-

ceeding to England direct with
his charges, while Nicholson took

the opportunity of visiting Con-

stantinople and Athens on his

way. When he reached Constan-

tinople, Sir Stratford Canning was
at the height of his reputation,

having just emerged triumphant
from the crisis described a few
months ago in these pages,

1 in

which he had inspired Turkey to

defy Austria and Russia in the

matter of the Hungarian exiles.

It is disappointing that no record

remains of the intercourse between
these two illustrious men. Perhaps
some future Walter Savage Landor
will give us hereafter an "

imagin-

ary conversation
" between them ;

and if so, we would suggest that

1 See "
Early Victorian Travelling

"
in Maga

'

for August 1897.
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he sshould choose the moment at

whish the Great Elchi became
aware that the Indian officer was
concerned in a plot to release

Kossuth from the honourable im-

prisDnment in which he was held

by the Turkish authorities, and

put him on board an American

frig ite. The plan was discovered,

owing, as Captain Trotter ungal-

lantly points out, to the incapa-

city for keeping a secret of one of

the ladies taking part in it, and
Nicholson was obliged to leave

Constantinople without accom-

plishing the prisoner's release,

only, however, to engage imme-

diately in a still more romantic and
chivalrous enterprise. The story
of bis conveying a letter, con-

ceal 3d in his boot, from the exiled

English husband to the Hungarian
wife in an Austrian dungeon, is a

romance in itself
; and our only

regret lies in the fact that the

messenger did not, as one of Mr
Henty's heroes would have done,
forthwith devise and carry out a

scheme for getting the lady out of

prison and restoring her to her

friends. Not being a hero of ro-

mance, however, but a soldier who
could appreciate the impossibility
of such a task, Nicholson was satis-

fied with delivering the messages
he had risked so much to convey,
and then continued his journey
homewards, arriving in London,
where his mother was now stay-

ing, in April 1850. Declining the

invitation of Lord Gough to visit

Dublin with him, and enjoy a
shar ; in the ovation which awaited
the old hero, he yet found oppor-

tunity to look in on the friends of

his youth in various parts of Ire-

land, even while he was devoting
all his spare time to military
matters, studying in particular
the armament and organisation of

the different Continental armies.
The opinions he formed of the

excellence of the Russian troops,
and of the merits of the Prussian

needle-gun, are specially interest-

ing in view of subsequent events.

During his stay in England
Nicholson acted as "best man"
at the wedding of his friend

Edwardes, who sailed for India
with his bride some time before
he did, and who, in the farewell

letter written at Southampton,
from which we have already
quoted, advised his friend earn-

estly to follow his example in

marrying, urging that although
marriage might be officially con-

sidered a drawback to a man in

the public service, yet its com-

pensations far more than out-

weighed this disadvantage. The
same advice had been given to

Nicholson by Henry Lawrence
before leaving India, but he
showed no disposition to follow

it. His reasons for not doing so

are preserved in a letter written

by his mother to Dr Pakenham
Walsh :

"I often wanted him," she says,
"
to marry when he was at home, but

his answer was so characteristic that
I give it to you word for word, for I

remember it well :

* After what I

have seen the Lawrences suffer, I

would not take a wife across the

Indus, and I do not think a good
wife ought to be left behinck If I

married, I must ask Government to

change my appointment, and I know
the Punjab so thoroughly that I do
not think I could serve my country
as well in any other part of India.'

"

"Noble, generous, tender, self-

denying words !

"
is the Bishop's

comment; "and so John Nichol-

son, with a heart that would have

made the best of women happy,
was content to remain unmarried
for his country's good." There is

truth in this, of course, but, as it

appears to us, not all the truth.

Other men have written
v
like
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words, and have retracted them
in the light of later events. Un-
like John Lawrence, Nicholson
seems never to have met the

woman he " could not do with-

out." The suggestion thrown out

by Mrs Steel, in her novel c On
the Face of the Waters,' that he

might have experienced a dis-

appointment in love, appears to

be entirely unsupported by facts.

His brother Charles tells u,s that

he had often heard him say that

next to his mother he liked and

respected his aunt/, Lady Hogg,
better than any woman in the

world. "
Perhaps," says Captain

Trotter,
" he loved his profession

better than any woman he had

yet seen; or perhaps his heart,
for all its tenderness, was less

inflammable than his temper."
It is possible, also, that he doubt-

ed whether any woman was cap-
able of being a helpmeet for him

;

and we may readily concede that

his wife would have needed a

combination of moral and mental

qualities only second to those of

the woman who captured and
succeeded in holding the vagrant
heart ef Richard Burton.

Be this as it may, Nicholson
returned to India unmarried, and
in 1852 found himself appointed
by Henry Lawrence to a post
after *his own heart, that of

Deputy Commissioner of Bannu.
This frontier district, which had
been first reduced to submission

by Edwardes in 1847, bore an
unenviable reputation for the

character of its inhabitants, and
was further cursed by the raids of

the tribes lying beyond the border.

Nicholson not only brought the
raiders to their knees by following
them up in their mountain fast-

nesses, and then establishing a

blockade of their country, but he
also succeeded in introducing law
and order among his own turbulent

subjects.
" I only knocked down

the walls of the Bannu Jorts" says
Edwardes

;

" John Nicholson has

since reduced the people (the most

ignorant, depraved, and blood-

thirsty in the Punjab) to such a

state of good order and respect for

the laws that, in the last year of

his charge, not only was there no

murder, burglary, or highway rob-

bery, but not an attempt at any
of those crimes." " A happy state

of things which has never occurred

since," adds one of Nicholson's

successors. The three chapters
in which Captain Trotter deals

with his hero's life in Bannu are

so full of interest and incident

that it would be impossible to

summarise them. The reader who
turns to them will make acquaint-
ance with what we venture to

think will be to most people some
new types of human character.

There is the little Waziri boy,
who knew that it was wrong to

kill people with a knife or sword,
"because the blood left marks";
and Alladad Khan, the wicked

uncle, whose ill-gotten gains were
wrested from him by a stratagem
which suggests the ' Arabian

Nights'; the border chief, who
was taught politeness by a stern

but most efficient teacher ;
and the

mullah, who paid for a moment of

delightful insolence by the loss of

his treasured beard. Nothing was
too small for Nicholson's notice,

too unimportant or too distant to

be set right at once. His horse's

hoofs rang from Attock to the

Khaibar, said the people, and even

at the present day it is whispered
that those hoofs may still be

heard, as the Warden of the

Marches rides nightly along the

border which he guarded so well

in life.

Scarcely had Nicholson settled

down to his work in Bannu, when
an event occurred which threat-
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ened to deprive the Punjab al-

togBther of his services. The

longstanding difference of opinion
bet flreen Henry and John Lawrence
came to such a head that each

brother wrote to Lord Dalhousie

resigning his post on the Board
of Administration, when the

Governor - General promptly ac-

cepted the resignation of Sir

Henry, and appointed him Agent
in Rajputana, leaving John master
of the field. At this distance of

tim3 Dalhousie's action appears to

hav3 been the only possible one, if

the efficiency of the Administra-
tion was to be considered

;
but at

thai/ day Sir Henry's supersession
seened to his friends and pupils
an unparalleled piece of tyranny.
Fro en their point of view we
might almost say from any point
of view it cannot be denied that

he was hardly treated, although
the beneficial effect of the change
may be held to have outweighed
the oost of any private sufferings.
It sterns to us that Captain Trotter

scarcely appreciates the full bitter-

ness of the situation as it appeared
to men like Nicholson and Ed-
wan les. Sir Henry had always
beer their master so far above
them that they hardly dreamed
of criticising his decisions, and so

gentle in his reproofs that these

did not disturb the good feeling

existing between himself and his

subcrdinates. John Lawrence

migl t almost be said to have

begun his public life as one of

thoso subordinates; and the rest

felt that one of themselves was
to le set up over them, while
his brusque manners and occa-

sional severities of language did

not tend to make him beloved.
The pains he took to conciliate

his brother's pupils had their

effec
-.,

for the real worth of the
man could not be hidden

; but
then was always a rankling sense

of injustice, as may be seen in
that most pathetic letter written

by Edwardes to Nicholson on Sir

Henry's death. This feeling Cap-
tain Trotter seems to regard as

altogether unreasonable, staunch

champion of John Lawrence that
he is even going so far as to

treat very tenderly the extra-

ordinary aberration of judgment
(we can give it no other name)
which led the Chief Commissioner
to propose the evacuation of all

the territory beyond the Indus in

1857. That this was not an iso-

lated blunder (except as regards
the moment of making the sug-

gestion), but in accordance with
the general views of its proposer,
we do not deny ; yet it is quite

possible, as another celebrated in-

stance has taught us, to love and
honour John Lawrence whilst hat-

ing his Backward policy. We can

scarcely expect this view of things
from Captain Trotter, however;
and it is with pleasure we ob-

serve that in the matter of the

treaties with Afghanistan of 1855
and 1857 he allows that the policy
of Edwardes, in which Nicholson,
after many warnings against the

faithlessness of the Afghan char-

acter, was brought to acquiesce,
was sounder than that of Law-
rence. These treaties, from the

conclusion of which Nicholson
almost ostentatiously dissociated

himself, and which it needed not

only pressure from Edwardes, but
a mandate from Calcutta, to in-

duce the stout Commissioner to

sign, were destined to prove, hu-

manly speaking, the salvation of

our rule in the Punjab, if not in

India.

The conviction that he could

not work comfortably with John

Lawrence, which had made Nichol-

son entreat to be allowed to follow

his former master, even to a less

important post, seems never to
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have slumbered while the two men
were in official contact. That it

was one of those unfortunate cases

in which a preconceived idea tends

to bring about its own fulfilment,
few will doubt who read the let-

ters of both. The tact and for-

bearance developed by the Chief

Commissioner in dealing with his

wayward subordinate ought to

have had a conciliatory effect even

on the man who, in a letter quoted

by Captain Trotter, protests, with

all the innocent unconsciousness

of Sir Anthony Absolute, against
the hint that his disposition is not

altogether a peaceable one. But
Nicholson continued to chafe

against the authority of the man
whose will was as strong as his

own, though his mind was less

restless, and as late as March
1857 was fully determined to

leave the Punjab if an appoint-
ment could be found for him else-

where. Most happily, as it proved,
no such opening offered itself, al-

though Edward es pleaded his com-

rade's cause with Lord Canning
in generous words which were re-

membered afterwards by both,
and the friends met again early
in May at Peshawar, where Nich-

olson had been acting as Deputy
Commissioner while Edwardes
took a short leave. " Nicholson's

society in the house is a great
comfort to me," writes Edwardes
to his wife, who had just sailed

for England ;
but he was not to

enjoy the solace long. Less than
a week after his return came the

two telegrams from Meerut, fol-

lowed by the fragmentary one
from Delhi, which told that the

Mutiny had broken out. Old
animosities and fancied slights
were forgotten, and Nicholson

found himself co-operating hear-

tily, not only with Neville Cham-

berlain, with whom he had lately
been reconciled after a painful

estrangement, but with John
Lawrence himself.

The hour had come, and the

men were ready to meet it. The
formation of a movable column
for prompt service in any part of

the Punjab, the raising of a body
of horse from the Derajat, the

dispersal and isolation of a regi-
ment of disaffected sepoys, and
the choice of a place of safety to

which the Europeans of the neigh-
bourhood might retreat in case of

alarm, were among the earliest

matters to be taken in hand. At
first it seemed as though the dan-

ger had been warded off from the

Peshawar district, and that the

British troops there would have
little to do

;
but signs of disaffec-

tion at Mardan, the arrest of a

fakir on his way to stir up the

native regiments to mutiny, the

appearance of a bad feeling among
the population of the valley, and
an outbreak at Naushera, followed

one another in quick succession,

and Edwardes and Nicholson de-

termined upon disarming their

sepoys. The work was carried

out with the utmost speed and

success, in spite of the violent

and almost tearful opposition of

the officers of the disgraced regi-

ments, and its effect was imme

diately seen in the effusive return

to loyalty of the surrounding
chiefs. But there was no rest

for Nicholson. A night march
with a small column under Colonel

Chute brought him to Mardan,
whence the mutineers, with their

associates from Naushera, had be-

taken themselves towards Swat.

The guns and infantry of the

column were unable to join in

the pursuit over the rough ground,
and the irregular cavalry were

only half-hearted ;
but Nicholson,

with his handful of police and the

Multani Horse, "hurled himself

like a thunderbolt on the route
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of a thousand mutineers." The

fugitives fought stubbornly when

overtaken, but could not stand

against their pursuer. Many were

killed; manymore captured; others

were given up by the country-

people ;
while those who succeeded

in escaping for the time met an
even more dreadful fate, which
forms the basis of that legend of

the Phantom Regiment of which
we have heard from Mr Kipling.
More work of a like kind fol-

lowed, varied by an epistolary
contest with John Lawrence on
the question of handing over

Peshawar to the Afghans, to which
we have already alluded. Nichol-

son and Edwardes were determined
not to yield their point ;

and know-

ing the character of both men, we
can scarcely doubt that had Law-
rence persisted in ordering the

evacuation of the Trans -Indus

districts, British history would
have exhibited one more example
of "splendid disobedience," which

might have saved Peshawar, but
the consequences of which might
not improbably have lost us India.

Happily, Lord Canning stood by
the two frontier officials

;
but it

wafc not until nearly two months
aft( r Nicholson had left Peshawar
on June 14, on his way to Delhi,
thas Edwardes's position was as-

sured. It was night when the

friends parted, the one to take his

share in one of the greatest ex-

ploits of history, the other to con-

tinue his arduous and almost un-

noticed, but scarcely less im-

poroant, work on the border. " So
there goes dear, fine Nicholson,"
wrote Edwardes to his wife, from
his lonely quarters,

" a great loss

to me, indeed ! but a still greater

gain to the State, at Delhi, or at

the head of a movable column at

this crisis. ... A nobler spirit
never went forth to fight his

couatry's battles."

It was on June 22, after a hur-
ried journey and an interview at

Rawal Pindi with John Lawrence,
that the captain of Native Infantry,
now become Brigadier

-
General,

took over the command of the
movable column from Chamber-
lain at Jalandhar. A description
of Nicholson's personal appearance
at this crisis of his life may here
be quoted from the Reminiscences
of Mr Wilberforce, who saw him
now for the first time. " He was
of a commanding presence, some
six feet two inches in height, with
a long black beard, dark grey eyes
with black pupils (under excite-

ment of any sort those pupils
would dilate like a tiger's), a

colourless face, over which no smile

ever passed, laconic of speech."
The peculiar character of his eyes
is noticed by other observers.

Captain Trotter mentions an oc-

casion on which a little girl, the

child of one of his friends, on

finding him looking fixedly at her,

burst into tears from sheer terror,

and could scarcely be comforted

even by the remorseful kindness

of the object of her alarm.

Many have remarked the appar-
ent haughtiness of his manner.
"He always held his head high
in the air," says Chamberlain,
"and carried it as if he could

not see the ground before him."

Lady Edwardes speaks of "that

grand lifting of the head " which
he inherited from his mother,
and which characterised also his

brother Charles, but whichwas con-

sidered in the old days in Gough's

camp, as we learn from Captain
Trotter, to be the mark of a
" stuck - up political." In the

darker times of the Mutiny, how-

ever, when his "
imperial air,"

which had earned him the name
of "the Autocrat of all the

Russias," attracted the attention

of the defenders of the Ridge,
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among whom he went as a

stranger, the gesture seems to

have been welcomed as a sign of

innate power. His reputation
had preceded him, as well among
his fellow-countrymen as among
the natives

;
and if the stories

told of his personal strength, his

penetration, and his ruthless in-

flexibility, on the march to Delhi,
are true, it must have increased

every day. In the matter of

impulsive action and independent
utterance he was the same as

ever, vexing John Lawrence's

heart by going his own way in

defiance of orders. His business

was to take Delhi, and nothing
must come between. This is

shown very clearly in a letter

quoted by Mr Wilberforce, urging
the Chief Commissioner to de-

spatch to Delhi the European
regiment which was guarding the

refugees from the plains at the

hill-station of Marri : "When an

empire is at stake, women and
children cease to be of any con-

sideration whatever." The harsh-

ness of the words almost makes
one doubt the correctness of the

quotation; but if it is given in

its actual form, it is impossible
to withhold the comment that,
while the dictum is worthy of

an ancient Roman or a modern

empire-builder, it does not come

gracefully from an unmarried man,
whose nearest and dearest were
safe at home in Ireland, to one
whose wife and children would be

among those left exposed to the
utmost peril by the proposed
measure.

The history of the movable
column is so full of incidents

illustrating the determination and

superhuman energy of its leader,
that it is unnecessary to resort to

legend for the purpose of display-

ing these qualities. Strange as

it may seem, the column itself

was not free from the taint of

disaffection. Two of the Sepoy
regiments which had been chosen
to form part of it were only wait-

ing their opportunity to throw off

the mask, but Nicholson was too

well skilled in reading the minds
of men to be under any delusion

as to their loyalty. Without

confiding his suspicions to any
but his own staff, he prepared to

anticipate the threatened blow.

The order of his march was so

arranged that the suspected regi-
ments were preceded by the ar-

tillery and European troops, and
these were posted in ambush by
Nicholson, who had ridden ahead
to choose his ground. The first

of the disloyal regiments, on

turning the corner of a serai,

found itself faced by the English
portion of the force, supported
by twelve guns, while the only

way of escape, that across the

river, was guarded by police,
with instructions to destroy the

bridge, and thus cut off the retreat,
if there should be any fighting.

Completely taken by surprise, the

traitors were easily disarmed, and
their comrades, who had been pur-

posely allowed to lag some dis-

tance behind them, followed them

unsuspectingly into the trap.

Scarcely had the column re-

turned to Amritsar when the

news arrived of an outbreak at

the station of Sialkot, in which

the mutineers had taken advan-

tage of the unshaken confidence

reposed in them by their officers

to murder every European that

came in their way. Pausing only
to disarm his own native cavalry,
who belonged to one of the Sialkot

regiments, Nicholson gave orders

immediately for a forced march to

Gurdaspur, a station which was as

yet untouched by disaffection, but

which he judged the mutineers

would make their first goal, in the
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hop'3 alike of further bloodshed,

plunder, and reinforcements. The
distance to be covered was forty-
one miles, and this at the hottest

season of the year. In order to

husband as far as possible the

streagth of the European troops,
Niciolson made use not only of

the horses taken from the dis-

armed cavalry, but also of all the

bullock -waggons and pony -carts

that could be collected. Starting
at nine o'clock at night, the troops

journeyed until eight the next

morning, and, after a rest of two

hours, pushed on again. It had
been found impossible to provide
carr age for the whole of the force,

but the men took it in turns to

walk, and vied with one another

in making light of their hardships.
The history of that terrible march,
enlivened as it was by songs and

chafij and interrupted ever and
anor by a man's dropping out of

the ranks fainting or overcome by
the sun, has been variously told

by several who took part in it,

but one incident seems to have

impressed all the narrators. At
noon a halt was called, and the

troops were allowed to snatch an
hours rest in the shade of a grove,
but their leader had no share in

it. In the middle of the hot dusty
road, in the full glare of the sun,
he s;it bolt upright on his horse,

waiting impatiently for his men.
The march was continued, and
Gurc aspur was saved, but there

was stern work yet to be done.

Nicholson possessed the faculty of

never forgetting a face, and the
next day he recognised among the
traders in the camp two men in

disguise as belonging to one of the

regin ents which had mutinied at

Sialkot. They were immediately
seized, and thus prevented from

warning their confederates of the

nearness of the column. The next

morning Nicholson marched his

troops against the mutineers, who
were posted about a mile from the

Ravi, which they had crossed at

the Trimmu Ghat. In the action

which followed, his small force

drove the Sialkot contingent from
the field to take refuge upon an

island, from which it was again
hunted two days afterwards, to be

practically annihilated by the

troops and the police. A week
later the column set out for

Delhi.

On August 7th Nicholson ar-

rived in advance of his force at

the camp before Delhi, where
affairs seemed to be at their very
worst, his own successes on the

way forming almost the only

bright spot in the darkness. On
the Ridge he found a force lu-

dicrously disproportioned to the

work it had to do, with its ranks

daily thinned by wounds and

sickness, and hampered with a

commander who was by turns

irresolute and vacillating when
decision was required, and ob-

stinate only when he should have

given way. The denunciation

of General Wilson contained in

Colonel Vibart's recently pub-
lished life of Baird - Smith,

1
ap-

pears somewhat in the light of a

slaying of the slain. In spite,

perhaps we should say in con-

sequence, of a late unfortunate

attempt to relieve Wilson's

memory at the expense of others,

it has long been abundantly clear

that, good soldier as he may have

been in times of peace, he was

not the man for an emergency, in

which an incompetent leader may
do more harm than the ablest

subordinates in the world can set

right. The arrival of Nicholson

brought back hope to the sorely

Richard Baird-Smith. By Colonel H. M. Vibart. Constable.
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pressed besiegers, who were too

often besieged themselves. Very
soon it was rumoured that a

stranger of striking appearance,
whose attire gave no clue to his

military rank, was visiting all the

pickets, and asking many search-

ing questions as to their strength
and history. Of him, as of Henry
Y. on the eve of Agincourt, it

might be said that

"
every wretch, pining and pale be-

fore,

Beholding him, plucked comfort from
his looks;"

and it quickly became known who
he was. "Nicholson has come,"
wrote Hodson. " The camp is all

alive at the notion of something
decisive taking place soon."

It was not long before the Punjab
force gave the enemy a first taste

of its quality. On the road from

Firozpur was the British siege-

train, slow-moving, cumbrous, and

insufficiently escorted, on which

everything depended for the cap-
ture of the city. The mutineers

displayed for once some military

capacity when they despatched a

force to intercept it at Najafgarh,
and it was a wise choice; that sent

Nicholson to baffle their design.
The country to be traversed was
of the worst description, the extra-

ordinary rains of the year having
converted dry ground into swamp,
and swamps into lakes

;
but the

despairing artillerymen, with the

water washing over their horses'

backs,
" looked ahead and saw

Nicholson's great form riding

steadily on as if nothing was the

matter," and persevered in their

task. When Najafgarh was

reached, the enemy were found

posted on the opposite bank of a

marsh, with thirteen guns in posi-
tion. Nicholson brought his

troops across the ford, and, after

a short artillery duel, led them

straight at the enemy's strongest

point, captured it with a rush,
then swept down the line from
end to end, securing all the guns,
and driving the mutineers in

headlong retreat across the canal.

No further attempt was made to

interfere with the siege
-
train,

which reached the camp on the

Ridge in safety about a week later.

Two days after the arrival of

the siege-train, the first of Baird-

Smith's light batteries, designed
for the protection of the workers

engaged in the subsequent opera-

tions, was completed, and after

that battery after battery was con-

structed, and poured in its iron

hail upon the doomed city. Mar-
vellous as was the celerity with
which the work was carried out,
it was all too slow for Nicholson.
In his letters to John Lawrence
he fumes and chafes against the

slowness of the engineers and the

indecision of Wilson, and we learn

from Lord Roberts that he came

gradually to the fierce determina-

tion to propose the general's

supersession should he throw any
further obstacles in the way of an
assault. The propriety of such a

step has been much debated
;
but

so much harm was done in the

course of the Mutiny by a slavish

adherence to the principles of

authority and seniority, that it is

well there was one man to be

found at this critical moment who
cared as little for military eti-

quette, if its dictates conflicted

with those of common - sense, as

for the future of his own career.

At the famous council of war on

September 13th, however, Wilson

yielded at discretion, and plans
were drawn up and preparations
made for the assault the next day,
Nicholson spending the evening in

explaining to his officers the parts

they were to play.
The story of the 14th of Sep-
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temper has been told by many
writers, in prose and verse, in his-

tory and fiction, and we do not

intend to add to the number. The
formation of the storming columns
in the darkness of the early morn-

ing, the short interval of artillery

firing while the guns cleared the

breaches which the enemy had re-

paired in the night, the rush for

the walls, the blowing -in of the

Kashmir Gate, the flight of the

defenders, the pursuit and the

check in the Chandni Chauk, the

fatal but unavoidable pause at the

entrance of the lane leading to the

Burn Bastion, all these things
are described in many books be-

sides that with which we are

chielly concerned. Known also is

the pitiful case of the exhausted

men, whom even their great leader

could not induce to follow him

farther, and his vain attempt to

shame them into an advance by
charging almost alone up the lane

of death, forgetting, through his

own greatness of mind, that when
the spirit of the average man
has been strained to an un-

wontedly high pitch, it is apt to

fall even below its usual level in

the moment of reaction. Judg-
ing others by himself, he expected
too much of his men, and they
failed him. As he turned to in-

cite them on, a bullet from the

Burn Bastion struck him in the

back, and he fell. Borne back to

the Kabul Gate (by his native

orderlies, says Lady Edwardes,
for he refused to be touched by
the Europeans who would not
follow him), he was conveyed to-

wards the field-hospital, but on the

way his bearers forsook him in the

hope of plunder, and Lieutenant

Roberts, passing by on an errand
from Wilson, found him deserted

by the roadside. Struck with

horror, the young staff-officer got
together four men, and despatched
them, under the charge of a ser-

geant, to the hospital with the
wounded leader, next to whom on
his arrival was laid his brother

'Charles, his arm just amputated
at the shoulder. For nine days
John Nicholson lingered, keeping
himself informed of the progress
of the siege, dictating letters to

friends at a distance, and bursting
forth with a flash of his old spirit
when he heard that Wilson still

talked of retiring.
" Thank God !

I have strength yet to shoot him
if necessary." The capture of the

city was not complete until the

21st, and two days later the man
who had been foremost in that

capture passed away. On the

following morning he was buried

opposite the breach which had
witnessed the crowning feat of his

life. His comrades and superiors
vied with each other in expressing
their admiration of his character

and their grief for his loss. His
friend Edwardes has recorded his

estimate of him on imperishable

marble; but perhaps the strongest

testimony to his worth is to be

found in the words of John Law-
rence a year after : "So long as

British rule shall endure in India,
his fame can never perish. He
seems especially to have been

raised up for this juncture. . . .

Without John Nicholson Delhi

could not have fallen."
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ADVENTURES OF THE COMTE DE LA MUETTE DURING
THE REIGN OF TERROR.1

THE HERD OP SWINE.

I WAS back in the woods of

Pierrettes, my precious satchel,
still but two-thirds emptied, slung
about my shoulders, my clothes

wrinkled dry from their sopping
in the waters of the Dordogne.
All that day of my finding of the

food had I lain concealed in the

woods
; but, with the fall of dusk,

I made my way, by a long detour,
to the river-bank, and crossed the

stream swimming and in safety.
And now was I again la Grand1

Bete, seeking to trace in the scent

of trodden violets the path by
which my white Carinne had
vanished.

That night I passed, warned by
experience, in the branches of a

tree. With dawn of the following

day I was on foot again, striking
northwards by the sun, and stretch-

ing over the encumbered miles

with all the speed I could accom-

plish. I had a thought in my
breast, and good fortune enabled
me to put it to the proof. For,
somewhere about four o'clock as I

judged, I emerged into a woodland
track that I felt convinced was the
one made detestable by a dangling
body ;

and sure enough I came of

a sudden to the fatal tree, and
was aware of a cut slack of rope
hanging from a branch thereof,

though the corpse itself was
removed.

Now, it behoved me to proceed
with caution, which I did

; yet
none so successfully but that I

came plump out of the mouth of

the green passage upon M. de Lage
himself, and saw and was seen by
him in a single moment. There-

fore I had nothing for it but to

brazen out the situation.

He showed no disturbance at my
approach, nor, indeed, did he take

any notice of me; but he crept
hither and thither, with lack-lustre

eyes, gathering nettles. I went

up to him, suppressing my repug-
nance of the miserable creature.

" Is mademoiselle returned *?

"

I said outright.
He stopped in his picking, and

leered up at me vaguely. He
seemed utterly broken and forlorn.

" She will not return," he said
;

and resumed his task. I stood

some moments watching him.

Suddenly he clasped his hands

plaintively together and looked me
again in the face.

"Why did she go at all?" he

said. " Can monsieur tell me, for

I forget?"
He put his fingers aimlessly,

like an infant, to his head.
" I had a pride in her. She

was beautiful and self-willed. Mon
Dieuf but she would make me

laugh or tremble, the rogue. Well,
she is gone."

Could it be that his every mem-

ory of his villany was lost with his

cherished tankards ?

"What a love was mine," he

murmured. " I would have denied

her nothing in reason
;
and she

has deserted me."
"
Monsieur," I said,

" do you
remember me ?

"

"
You, you !

" he cried angrily
"what do I know or care about

this Orson that springs upon me
from the green ? You need to be

shaved and washed, monsieur."

1

Copyright, 1897, by Dodd, Mead & Co., in the United States of America.
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"
Undoubtedly ;

if monsieur
wou] d provide me with the means 1

"

He gave me a quick inquisitive
look.

"You have a queer accent for a

patriot. "Well, well it is no con-

cern of mine."

Again he resumed his task, again
to pttuse in it.

" Do you seek a service ? I hear

it is the case with many."
" I seek food and a lodging for

the night."
" Eh ! but can you pay for

them 1
"

"In reason certainly, in rea-

son.'''

"So, then? should Georgette

brinj; a generous basketful

bah !

" he cried suddenly, stamping
irritably on the ground

" I offer

you my poor hospitality, monsieur,
and '

(the leer came into his eyes

again)
" should monsieur feel

any scruple, a vail left on the

mantelpiece for the servants will

doubtless satisfy it."

But he had no servant left to

him, it would seem. When, by-

and-by, he ushered me, with apish

ceremony, into his house, I found
the place desolate and forlorn as

we bad left it.

"
3 have reduced my following,"

he said,
" since my niece withdrew

herself from my protection. What
does i single bachelor want with an

army of locusts to devour him ?
"

Ho showed me into a little bare
room on the second floor, with

nothing worthy of remark in it

but j^n ill-furnished bedstead, and
a baneful picture on the wall that
I learnt was a portrait of Carinne

by h( rself.

"It is a little of a travesty,"
said De Lage.

" She looked in a

mirrcr, and painted as she saw
herself therein crooked, like a
stick dipt under water. But she
was clever, for all she insisted that
this was a faithful likeness."

I believe there were tears on his

face as he left me. What a riddle
was the creature ! There is a
blind spot in every eye, it is said

and the eyes are the windows of

the soul.

He had supplied me with soap
and water and a razor, and these
I found almost as grateful to my
wants as the satchel had been.
When I was something restored
to cleanliness I descended to the
corridor below, and, attracted by a
sound of movement, entered one of

the rooms that opened therefrom.

Within, a young woman was

engaged in laying one end of a
carved-oak table with a white nap-
kin. She looked round as I ad-

vanced, stared, gave a twitter of

terror, and, retreating to the wall,

put an arm up, with the elbow

pointed at me, as if I were some-

thing horrible in her sight.
I had a sharp intuition

;
for

this, I saw, was the little auber-

giste of the 'Golden Lion.'
" You think me responsible for

the poor rogue's hanging ?
" I said.

She whispered "Yes," with a

pitiful attempt to summon her in-

dignation to this ordeal of fear.

I went up to her and spoke gently,
while she shrunk from me.

"Georgette, my child, it is not

so. You must take that on my
honour, for I am a gentleman,

Georgette, in disguise."
"In disguise?" she whispered,

with trembling lips ;
but her eyes

wondered.
"
Truly, little girl ;

I am a wan-

derer now, and proscribed because

I would not lend myself to thy
Michel's punishment."

" Oh !

" she sobbed,
" but it was

cruel. And the Republic destroys
its own children, m'sieuV

"Thy father ?"

"Ah! he, at least, is back, if

still under surveillance ;
otherwise

I should not be enabled to come

daily to minister to the needs of

this poor lonely old man."
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"Now thou art a good soul,
thou little aubergiste. And thy
ministrations are meat to him, I

perceive."
"
Hush, m'sieu' ! but if he were

to hear? He asks no questions,
he accepts all like a child. He
would die of shame were he to

learn that he owes his dinner to

the gratitude of m'sieu' his father's

dependant."
"Is he so sensitive 1 Thou

great little Georgette ! And ma-
demoiselle she does not return ?

"

She shook her head.

"Tell me where she is, child;
for I believe you know."
"Oh!" she murmured, obvi-

ously in great distress, "m'sieu'

must not ask me."
I took her hands and drew her

towards me.
" Look in my eyes and tell me

what you see there."

She glanced up scared and en-

treating.

"But, is it cruelty, false faith,

the currish soul of the liar and
informer ?

"

"No, no, m'sieu'."

"Then is it not, rather, the

honour of a gentleman, the chiv-

alry that would help and protect
a defenceless woman cast adrift

in this fearful land of blood and
licence 1

"

I gave her my title.

"Now," I said, "you can cast

me to the axe with a word. And
where is Mademoiselle Oarinne,

Georgette?"
She still hesitated. I could see

the little womanly soul of her

tossing on a lake of tears.

"At least," I said, "she will

not return hither?"
"She will never return oh,

monseigneur ! she will never re-

turn
; and it is not for me to say

why."
I released her hands.

"Well," I said, "I would have

helped her and have cared for her,

Georgette; but you will not let

me."
She broke forth at once at that,

her arms held out and her eyes

swimming.
" I will tell you, monseigneur

all that I know
;
and God forgive

me if I do wrong !

"

" And me, Georgette, and wither

me with His vengeance."
" I will tell you, monseigneur.

That night that night after the

terror, she spent in the woods, and
all the next day she hid there,

moving towards Coutras. I would

go often to the Chateau to take

to M. de Lage the money for our

weekly bill of faggots, and and
for other reasons

;
and now she

watched for me and waylaid me
and told me all. Oh, m'sieu' !

she was incensed and it was not

for me to judge ;
but M. de Lage

is a wise man, and perhaps there

is a wisdom that makes too little

account of the scruples of our sex."
" She would not return to him ?

Well !

"

" She would beg or starve sooner,
she said

;
and she would begin by

asking a little food of me. Oh,

m'sieu', but the sad proud demoi-

selle ! My heart wept to hear her

so humble to the peasant girl to

whom she had been good and

gracious always in the old days
of peace."

"That is well. And where is

she?"
" I cannot tell you, m'sieu'.

Ah, pardon ! She but waited for

the night, when I could bring
her food all that w;ould keep
and that she could carry and

then she started on foot for the

mountains of Gatine."

"Now, mon Dieu f they must

be twenty leagues away."

"Twenty- five, m'sieu', by La
Roche Chalais and Mareuil. But
she would avoid the towns, and

journey by way of the woods

and the harsh desolate country.
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Mother of God ! but it makes me
weep to think of her white face

and her tender feet in those fright-
ful solitudes."

" It is madness !

"

"But indeed, m'sieu'. And,
though the towns gather all to

them and the country is depopu-
lated, there may be savages still

left here and there swineherds,

charcoal-burners, to whom that

libertine Lacombe "

"
Silence, girl ! And you would

have denied her a protector !

"

"She bound me to silence,

m'sieu', lest her uncle should send

in pursuit."
"It is madness it is madness.

And what does she go to seek in

the mountains?"
"Ah ! m'sieu', I know not un-

less it is some haven of rest where
the footstep of man is never
heard."

"Now, Georgette; will you
meet me to-night where you met

her, and bring me food for which
I will pay you and point me out

the way that Mademoiselle Car-

inne took at parting? I have a

mind to journey to the mountains,
also, and to go by the harsh coun-

try and to start in the dark. Will

you, Georgette ?
"

"
Pray the good God," she said,

" that it is not all a,jeu de I'oie
"

and at that moment we heard De
Lage feebly mounting the stairway.
Ho entered the room and ac-

costed me with a sort of sly cour-

tesy that greatly confounded me.
Associations connected with my
reappearance, perhaps, had kindled
the s Low fuse of his memory ;

but
the llame would burn fitfully and
in a wrong direction

; and, indeed,
I think the shock of his loss (of
the tankards) had quite unhinged
his mind.

"Shall we fall to?" he said.
" This is not Paris

; yet our good
country Grisels can canvass the
favour of a hungry man."

He gave a ridiculous little laugh." And what have we here,

girl?" he said.

"M'sieu', it is a pasty of young
partridges."

His palate was not dulled with
his wits. It foretasted the deli-

cacy and his eyes moistened.
He lingered regretfully over the

wedge he cut for me.
"Be generous, monsieur," he

cried, with an enjoying chuckle,
" and own that you have been
served none better at "Ve'ry's. Oh,
but I know my Paris ! I was there

so late as September of last year,
and again, on business connected
with my estate, during the month
of the king's trial."

He blenched over some sudden

half-memory; but the sight of

Georgette carrying my platter to

me restored him to the business

of the table.
" I know my Paris !

" he cried

again. "I have taken kidneys
with champagne at La Rapee's;

sheep's feet at la Buvette du Pal-

ais
; oysters at Rocher de Can9ale.

Ho-ho ! but does monsieur know
the Rocher?"

" Venite ad me omnes qui stom-

acho laboratis, et ego restaurabo

vos /
" I said, quoting a well-

known inscription over an eating-
house.

He gave a sharp little squeak.
" Eh ! but monsieur has the right

etymology of the restaurateur;
he is a man of taste and of deli-

cacy. This poor burgundy
"

(he
clawed up his glass) "it might
have been Clos Vougeot de Tour-

ton if monsieur had not been so

stringent in his sequestration."
He favoured me with a leer

very arch and very anxious. I

could only stare. Evidently he

took me, in his wandering mind,
for some other than that I was.

I was to be enlightened in a

moment.
It was when Georgette had left
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the room and we were alone.

The falling sunlight came through
a curtain of vine-leaves about the

window, and reddened his old mad
face. He bent forward, looking
at me eagerly.

"
Hush, monsieur ! The plate

the tankards the christening-

cups ! You will let me have them
back *? My God ! there was a

cross, in niello, of the twelfth

century. It will bring you nothing
in the markets of the Vandals.

Monsieur, monsieur ! I accept your
terms hot terms, brave terms for

a bold wooer. But you must not

seek to carry her with a high
hand. She 'knows herself, and
her pride and her beauty. Hush !

I can tell you where she lies

hidden. She crouches under a

rosebush in the garden, and as

the petals fall, they have covered

and concealed her."

Now I understood. He was

again, in his lost soul, staking
Oarinne against his forfeited pots.
[e took me for Lacombe.
I jumped to my feet.

And now began my second

period of wandering; but under
conditions infinitely more trying
than the first. Keeping to the

dense woods by day, and travers-

ing the highways only by night, I

had hitherto escaped that which
was to prove the cruellest usurer

of my vigour the merciless blaz-

ing sun. Here, as I travelled by
desolate broomy wastes; by arid

hills, from which any knob of rock

projecting was hot as the handle
of an oven ; by choking woods and
endless winding valleys, I would
sometimes ask myself in amaze-

ment what could be the nature of

the infatuation that for its own
sake would elect to endure these

sufferings. I had not spoken to

the girl. I was not authorised to

champion her cause. Strangest of

all, the lack of womanly sensitive-

ness she had displayed under the

very ordeal of Le Fargeau's dying
groans had not prepossessed me in

her favour. Yet, slowly was I

making, and would continue to

make, my way to these mountains
of Limousin, in the dreamy hope
of happening upon a self-willed

and rather heartless young woman,
who if we were to come together

would probably resent my in-

trusion as an affront. Truly an
eccentric quest.

Well I was unaccountable to

myself, and of no account to

others. Maybe that last is the

explanation. My world of con-

ventions was dead, and I lived

as I have already said a posthum-
ous life. Through it, no doubt, I

was drawn by shadows attracted

by the unexplainable blown by
any wind of irresponsibility.
This anarchy at least opened out

strange vistas of romance to the

imaginative soul. It is odd to

live apart from, and independent
of, the voice of duty. That state

shall seldom occur; but, when it

does, to experience it is to

something feel the marvel of

dematerialisation.

Depleted of human life
; savage

in its loneliness; blistered and
flaked by the sun, the country

through which I travelled was

yet beautiful to a degree. Of
food by means of eking out my
little supply with chestnuts and
wild berries I had a poor suffi-

ciency; but thirst tortured me
often and greatly. I moved

slowly, threshing the land, as it

were, for traces of an ignis-fatuus

that still fled before me in fancy.
And I had my frights and perils

one adventure, also; but that I

shall not in this connection

relate.

Once, high up on the ridge of a

valley, I saw a poor wretch, his

arms bound behind him, hurrying
forward under escort of a guard.
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It was evening, soft and tranquil.
A cluster of mountain-peaks swam
in the long distance; the horizon

was barred with a grate of glowing
clouds. Therethrough, it seemed,
the 3onsumed sun had fallen into

whit e ashes of mist
;
but the cool-

ing rurnace of the sky, to the walls

of which a single star clung like

an unextinguished spark, was yet

rosy with heat
;
and against the

rose the hillside and the figures
that crowned it were silhouetted

in EI, sharp deep purple. How
beautiful and how voiceless ! The

figure fell, and his scream came
down to me like a bat's cheep as

the soldiers prodded him to rise

with their bayonets. Then I

cursod the Goths that had spoiled
me ray picture.
Another time, lying concealed

in a little hanging copse above a

gorge, I heard bleating below me
and the rainy patter of feet, and

peered forth to see a flock of goats

bein^ driven down the valley.

They were shepherded by three

or four *

requisition
'

men, as they
were called patriot louts whose
business it was to beat up the

deso ated country for those herds

of sheep or swine that had run
wild for lack of owners. Their

unexpected appearance was a little

lesson in caution to me, for I had

enjoyed so long an immunity from
interference as to have grown
careless of showing myself in the
most exposed districts.

On two occasions only was I

troubled by wolves. The first

was Dn a morning of lassitude and

fatigue, when water had failed me
for many hours. I was resting,
on a heath-covered slope, within a
rock /.cave or lair in the hillside.

For long the sky wraiths had been

loading cloud upon cloud, till the

gathered steam of the earth, find-

ing no outlet, seemed to scald

one's body. Then, in a moment,
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such a storm crashed down as I
had never before experienced.
Each slam of thunder amongst
the rocks was like a port of hell

flung open ; the lightning, slashing
through the hail, seemed to melt
and run in a marrowy-white flood

that palpitated as it settled down
on the heather. But the hail !

the fury of this artillery of ice

its noise, and the frenzy of the

Carmagnole it danced ! I was
fortunate to be under a solid roof

;

and when at last the north wind,
bristling with blades, charged down
the valley like the Duke of Sax-

ony's Horse at Fontenoy, I thought
the earth must have slipped its

course and swerved into everlast-

ing winter.

Suddenly the mouth of the
ressui was blotted by a couple
of shaggy forms. They came

pelting up their tails hooked
like carriage

- brakes to their bel-

lies, their eyes blazing fear and,

seeing me within, jerked to a rigid

halt, while the stones drummed on
their hides. The next moment,
cowed out of all considerations of

caste, they had slunk by me and
were huddled, my very sinister

familiars, at the extreme end of

the cave.

Oh, but this was the devil of an
embarrassment ! I had sat out

sermons that stabbed me below
the belt at every second lunge ;

I

had had accepted offers of gallan-

try that I had never made ;
I had

ridiculed the work of an anony-
mous author to his face. Here,

however, was a situation that it

seemed beyond my power of finesse
to acquit myself of with aplomb.
In point of fact, the moment the

storm slackened, I slipped out

conscious of the strange fancy that

bristles were growing on my thighs

and, descending hurriedly to the

valley, climbed a tree. It was

only then (so base is human na-
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ture) that I waived the pretence
that the wolf is a noble animal.
But my second experience was

a more finished one. Then I tasted

the full flavour of fright, and al-

most returned the compliment of

a feast to my company. I was

padding, towards evening, over a
woodland lawn, when from a hol-

low at the foot of a great chestnut-

tree a rumbling snarl issuing vi-

brated on the strings of my sensi-

bilities, and I saw three or four

very ugly snouts project them-
selves from the blackness. I went

steadily by and steadily continued

my way, which without doubt was
the discerning policy to pursue.
But impulse will push behind as

well as fly before reason, and

presently that which affects the
nerves of motion did so frantic-

ally hustle me at the rear as to

set me off running at the top of

my speed. Then the folly of my
behaviour was made manifest to

me, for, glancing over my shoulder
as I sped, I saw that no fewer
than five fierce brutes were come
out of their lair at the sound,
and were beginning to slink in

my wake.
I gave a yell that would have

fetched Charon from the other side

of the Styx; my feet seemed to

dance on air
;
I threatened to out-

strip my own breath. Still the pat-
ter behind me swelled into a race,
and I found myself ghastlily pet-

ting a thought as to the length
of a wolf's eye-tooth and the first

feel of it clamped into one's flesh.

Now, of a sudden, the wood
opened out, and I saw before
me the butt of a decayed tree,

and, on its farther side, a little

reedy pond shining livid under a

rampart of green that hedged off

the sunset. At the water I drove,
in a lost hope that the pursuit
would check itself at its margin,
and, in my blind onset, dashed

against a branch of the dead tree

and fell half stunned into the

pool beyond. Still an inspiring
consciousness of my peril enabled
me to scramble farther, splashing
and choking, until I was perhaps
twenty yards from the shore

; and

then, in shallow water, I sat

down, my head just above the

surface, and caught at my sliding
faculties and laughed. Immedi-

ately I was myself again, and the
secure and wondering spectator of

a very Walpurgis dance that was

enacting for my benefit on the

bank.
The five wolves appeared, in-

deed, to be skipping in pure amaze-

ment, like the mountains of Judsea
;

but they howled in tribulation

like the gate of Palestina. They
leapt and ran hither and thither

,

they bit at the air, at their flanks,
at their feet; they raked their

heads with their paws and rolled

on the ground in knots. At last

I read the riddle in a tiny moted
cloud that whirled above them.
In dashing against the rotten

branch I had, it seemed, upset a

hornets' nest built in the old tooth

of the tree, and the garrison had

sallied forth to cover my retreat.

Oh, but the braves ! I raised

a little paean to them on the spot,
but I took care not to shout it.

Suddenly the beasts turned tail and
went yelling back into the wood.
I did not rise at once. I left the

victors time to congratulate them-
selves and to settle down. And
at last I was too diffident to pester
them with my gratitude, and I

waded sheer across the pool (that
was nowhere more than three feet

deep) and landed on its farther

side.

t i i

One day I came upon Carinne !

That is the high note of this

droning chant of retrospection.
I was walking aimlessly, the hot

thirst upon me once more, when I

came out from amongst trees into
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a sort of forest amphitheatre of

considerable extent, whose base,
like the kick in a bottle, was a

round hill, pretty high, and
scattered sparsely with chestnut-

tree. I climbed the slopes toil-

fully, and getting a view of things
frorr near the summit, saw that to

the north the circumference of

green was broken by the gates of

a hazy valley. It was as beauti-

ful a place as I had ever happened
on ;

but its most gladdening corner

to rie was that whence a little

brook looped out of the forest

skirt, like a timid child coaxed

from its mother's apron, and pat-

tering a few yards, fled back again
to skelter.

Now I would take it all in before

I descended, postponing the cool

ecsta sy like an epicure. I mounted
to the top, and, peering between the

chestnut trunks down the farther

slopes, uttered an exclamation of

surprise. A herd of swine was

peacefully feeding against the

fringe of the wood, and, even as I

looked, one of them, a mottled

porkling, crashed through a little

rug of branches spread upon the

ground and vanished into Tartarus.

Immediately his dismal screeches

rebuked the skies, and, at the

sound, a girl came running out of

the wood, and, kneeling above the
fatal breach, clasped her hands over
her eyes and turned away her face

a very Niobe of pigs. Seeing
her thus, I descended to her assist-

ance; but, lost in her grief, it

seemed, she did not hear me until

I was close upon her. Then sud-

denly she glanced up startled,
and her eyes were the cold eyes of

Oarinne.

THE CHEVALIER DU GUET.

The eyes of Mademoiselle de

Lage were a merciless grey; her
face was gold-white, like a dying
maple-leaf. She wore no cap on
her tumbled hair, and a coarse

umb( r - coloured jupon was her

prominent article of attire. I

knew her at once, nevertheless,

though her cheeks were a little

fallen and her under-lids dashed
with violet. She stared at me as

she knelt; but she made no sign
that she was afraid.

" Mademoiselle is in tribula-

tion 1
"

"You need not speak a swine-

herd so fair," she said.

"I'.ut I honour pork with all

my heart."

Sh ) rose to her feet. She seemed
to hesitate. But she never took
her eyes off me.
"Whence do you come?" she

said, in her soft, deliberate voice.

"From the woods from the
wastes from anywhere. I am

proscribed and in hiding. I am
hungry, also, and mademoiselle
will give me to eat?"

"Why do you call me 'ma-
demoiselle?' Do you not see I

am a swineherd?"
The little pig still screeched fit-

fully underground.
" Oh !

"
she cried, in sudden

anguish.
" Kill it, monsieur, if

you know the way, and let us

dine!"
I was pleased with that "us."

"I have no technical know-

ledge," I said. "But, let us see.

It is injured ?
"

"Mon Dieu ! I hope not. I

had so longed to taste meat once

more, and I had heard of pitfalls.

There was a hole in the ground.
I covered it over with branches,
that one of these might step there-

on and tumble in and be killed.

But when I heard his cries I was

sorry."
"That was a bold thought for
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a swineherd. And how would you
tell your tale, with one devoured 1

or get the little pig out of the pit ?

or skin and dismember and cook
it when hauled to the surface 1

"

" All that I had not considered."
" But you desired to eat pork ?

And what would you say now to

a pig's foot a la St Menehould ?
"

The jest bubbled out of me; I

could not withhold it. Her mind
was as quick as her speech was
measured.

11 Ah !

" she cried,
" but I remem-

ber. And you were in Fevrier's,

monsieur ?
"

"At the table next to yours."
" That is strange, is it not !

"

She gave a little scornful shift

to her shoulders.
" It is all nothing in these mad

days. The question is, monsieur,
if you can put the little beast out

of his pain ?
"

I looked into the pit. Two
beady eyes, withdrawn into a fat

neck, peered up at me.
" The hole is not six feet deep,

mademoiselle. His pain is all upon
his nerves."

She gave a whimper of relief.

Then her face fell cold again.
" It follows that we must forego

our dinner. Will monsieur release

the victim of my gluttony 1
"

I jumped into the hole hoisted

out the small squeaker returned
to the surface.

" Bon jour, monsieur !

"
said

Carinne.

"You will dismiss me hungry,
mademoiselle ?

"

" What claim have you upon
me?"
"The claim of fraternity, cit-

oyenne."
She uttered a little laugh of

high disdain.
"
Well, rob me," she said,

" and

prove yourself a true Republican."
"I would steal nothing from

you but your favour."

"It is all bestowed on these

animals. Take him you have
rescued and make yourself my
debtor and go."

"
Mademoiselle, is this to be,

when I have spent days nay, I

know not how many of hunger
and thirst and weariness in the

desperate pursuit of one to whom
I had vowed to offer those ser-

vices of protection she lacked else-

where ?
"

Her pale eyes wondered at me.
" Do you speak of the swine-

herd, monsieur?" she said.
" I speak of Mademoiselle de

Lage."
"She is very secure and in

good company. And whence comes

your knowledge of, or interest in,

her?"
" Shall I tell you the story ?

"

"
Nay," she said, with a sudden

swerve to indifference
j

" but how
does it concern me ?

"

" Your uncle, mademoiselle !

"

" I have none that I own."
I was silent. She looked away

from me, tapping a foot on the

ground. It was all a fight be-

tween her bitterness and her

pride. With a woman the first

conquers.
"Tell me," she said in a mo-

ment, turning upon me, "do you
come from him?"

" I come from him."
" Commissioned to beg me to

return ?
"

"
No, mademoiselle. Nor would

I insult you with such a message."
"I can dispense with your in-

terest in me, sir."

Again she averted her face.

Decidedly she required some know-

ing. By-and-by she spoke again,
without looking round and more

gently
"How does M. de Lage bear

the loss of the loss of his trea-

sures?"
" He is, I fear, demented by it."

She gave a bad little laugh.
" One who would sell his honour
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should at least keep his wits.

Well, monsieur, I have nothing
with which to reward your service

of runner, so
"

' A meal and a drink of water
wil repay me, mademoiselle."

'You can help yourself. Do
you think I keep a larder in the

forest?"

'But you eat?"
<k My table is spread under the

chestnut-trees and over the bushes.

I leave its selection to my friends

yonder. Sometimes they will pre-
sent me with a truffle for feast-

days."
I regarded the proud child with

some quaintness of pity. This

repelling manner was doubtless

a mask over much unhappiness.
"I have still something left in

my satchel," I said. " Will made-
moiselle honour me by sharing it ?

"

The light jumped in her eyes.
"I do not know," she said.

"What is its nature?"
"
Only some raisins and a little

hard bread."
" But bread, monsieur ! That I

have not tasted for long. We will

go to the brook-side and sit down."
"And the herd?"
"
They will not wander. When

they come to a fruitful ground
they stay there till it is stripped."

She led the way round the hill

to the little gushing stream and
seatc d herself on a green stone. I

would not even slake my thirst

until I had spread my store on her

lap. Then I lay down at her feet,
like a dog, and waited for the

fragments she could spare. She
ate ~vith relish, and took little

notice of me. But presently she

pause d, in astonishment at herself.
" I am eating up your dinner !

"

she Ci-ied.

"It gives me more pleasure to
watch than to share with you."

"Oh, fie!" she exclaimed. "But
am I not a true swineherd ?

"

Sho handed me the satchel.

" It is all yours, mademoiselle."
" Eat !

" she said peremptorily." I will not touch another mouth-
ful."

She leaned an elbow on her knee
and her chin upon her knuckles
while I devoured what remained.
Her eyes dreamed into the throng-

ing tree-trunks. I thought the
real softness of her soul was be-

ginning to quicken like a February
narcissus.

"But how I long for meat!"
she said, suddenly.

I laughed.
" If mademoiselle will retain me

in her service, I will make shift to

provide her with a dish of pork."
She turned and looked at me.
" Is it true you have sought

me out ? I have no knowledge of

your face."
" It will not, like mademoiselle's,

impress itself 011 the imagination.
I have seen you, by chance, twice

before, mademoiselle, and therefore

it follows, in the logic of gallantry,
that I am here."

She drew herself up at that

word I was foolish enough to utter.
" I perceive, monsieur, that you

hold the licence of your tongue
a recommendation to my service.

Is this another message with the

delivery of which you would not

insult me?"

"Nay, mademoiselle, I spoke
the common fashion of more
trivial times than these; and I

ask your pardon. It is to save

you from the possibility of insult

that I have wandered and starved

these many days."
She looked at me very gravely.
"I foresee no danger in these

solitudes. I am sorry, monsieur;
but I cannot accept your service."

She rose to her feet and I to

mine.

"Mademoiselle," I cried, "be

wise to reconsider the question!
A delicate and high-born lady,

solitary and defenceless amongst
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these barbarous hills ! But I my-
self, on my journey hither, have
encountered more than one perilous

rogue !

"

She shook her head.
" I take it as I find it. Besides,

I have always a covert into which
I can slip on menace of a storm."

" But this is madness !

"

" By monsieur's account that is

the present condition of our fam-

ily," she said, frigidly.
"
See, mademoiselle I ask noth-

ing but that I may remain near

you, to help and protect, your
guard and your servant in one."

She made as if to go.
"You fatigue me, monsieur.

It is not the part of a gentleman
to impose his company where it is

not desired. You will not remain

by my consent."
" Then I shall remain neverthe-

less !

"
I cried, a little angrily.

" I

must not allow mademoiselle to

constitute herself the victim to a

false sentiment."

She left me without another

word, going off to her pigs ;
and

I flung myself down again in a

pet by the brookside.

All that afternoon and evening
I wandered about in the neigh-
bourhood of the little hill. I was
hot and angry after a humorous
fashion with myself rather than
with Carinne. If I had chosen to

invest my self - imposed knight-

errantry with a purely fictitious

order of merit, I could hardly blame
the girl for declining to recognise
its title to respect. At the same

time, while I assured myself I de-

tested her, I could not refrain from

constantly speculating as to the

nature of her present reflections.

Was she still haughtily indignant
at my insistence, or inclined to

secret heart -
searchings in the

matter of her rather cavalier re-

jection of my services? Like a

child, I wished her, I think, to be

a little sorry, a little unaccount-

ably sad over the memory of the

stranger who had come and gone
like a sunbeam shot through the

melancholy of her days. I wished
her to have reason to regret her

unceremonious treatment of me. I

did not wish her to overlook my
visit altogether and this, it would

appear, was justwhat she was doing.

For, when I once, somewhere
about the fall of dusk, climbed

softly to the top of the hillock to

get view of her, perchance, from

ambush, I was positively incensed

to hear her voice coming up to me
in a little placid song or chant

that was in itself an earnest of her

indifference and serenity. She
sat against a tree at the foot of

the slope, and all about her, un-

couthly dumped on the fallen mast,
were a score of drowsy pigs. She

sang to them like Circe, while they
twitched lazy ears or snapped their

little springs of tails
;

and the

sunset poured from the furnace-

mouth of the valley and made her

pale face glorious.
Now she did her beauty more

justice by voice than by brush,

though in each art she was su-

premely artless; but there was a

note of nature in the first that

was like the winter song of a

robin. And presently she trilled

a little childish chansonnette of the

peasants that touched me because

I had some memory of it :

The little bonne, Marie,

(A moi, mon poupon /)

Spoke to her doll so wee :

(A moi, mon poupon /)
" Hush, little son, sweet thing !

But wouldst thou be a king ?
"

(
A moi, mon poupon /)

"
Thy sceptre grows in the mere,"

(A moi, mon poupon /)
"
Thy crown in the blossoming brere."

(A moi, mon poupon /)

"For orb a grape shall stand

Clutched in thy tiny hand."

(A moi, mon poupon /)
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A rose she pinned at his side,

(A moi, mon poupon /)

And one to each foot she tied ;

(A moi, mon poupon /)

His cot she lined with rue,

And she named him her Jtsus.

<1 moi, mon poupon/)

I lay amongst the branches

that night, with the memory
of the low, sweet voice and the

strange picture in my brain.

And, as I tossed, literally, on my
timber couch, a weirder fancy
would come to me of the elfish

swineherd sleeping within her

charmed circle of hogs fearless

and secure mingling her soft ex-

pression of rest with their trucu-

lent breathings.
[ was up (or rather down) early ;

washed in the brook
;
breakfasted

fastidiously off beech-nuts. Then,

quite undecided as to my course of

action, I loitered awhile amongst
tho trees, and finally came round

by the hill once more, and dwelt

upon a thought to climb it and

investigate. But, as I stood in

uncertainty, a shrill cry came to

my ears. It rang startlingly in

that voiceless pit of green, and I

hurried at my topmost speed
round the base of the mound,
and came suddenly upon a sight
that met me like a blow.

Two savages, each with an arm
of the girl brutally seized, were

shouldering the poor swineherd
towards the trees. She cried and

struggled, disputing every step ;

tho pigs streamed curiously in the

wake of the group. There was
an obvious ugly inference to be
drawn from the sight, and I made
no compromise with my discre-

tion. I just rushed through the

herd and charged straight at one
of the ruffians.

He was aware of me they
both were before I reached

him. They twisted their heads

about, and the one I made for

dropped his hold of Oarinne and

jumped to meet my onset, while
the other hooted " 0-he I bran de
lui !

" and tightened his grip of

the girl. I saw only that my
assailant was a powerful coarse

bonnet-rouge, little-eyed, hairy as

Attila. The next instant I had

dived, caught one of his ankles,
and given his furious impetus an

upward direction. He went over
me in a parabola, like a ball sprung
from a trap, and I heard his ribs

thud on the ground. But I had
no time to give him my further

attention, for, seeing his comrade's

discomfiture, the second rascal

came at me.

And now I was like to pay
dearly for my temerity, for,

though I was lithe and active

enough, I had not that of sub-

stance on my bones to withstand

the pounding of a couple of en-

raged and sanguinary giants. The

poor Carinne had sunk, for the

moment unnerved, upon the

ground. I prayed God she had
a knife to use on herself for a

last resource. No doubt the

ruffian I had thrown would take

me in the rear in a moment.
The other was bearing down upon
me like a bullock. Suddenly,
when come almost within my
reach, he jerked himself to so

quick a halt that his heels cut

grooves in the mast. I saw his

eyes dilate and glare beyond me,
and on the instant a single vibrant

scream, like the shrill neigh of a

horse, rose from the ground at my
back. It was the cue for an

immediate quarrelling clamour,
fierce and gluttonous, such as one

hears when a bucket of wash is

emptied into a sty ;
and if it

was lifted again, bodiless and in-

human, it might not reach through
the uproar.

I had turned to look and away
again in infinite horror. Upon
the half - stunned wretch, as he

lay prostrate on his back, an old
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ravening boar of the herd had

flung itself in fury, and with one
bestial clinch of its teeth and jerk
of its powerful neck had torn out
the very apple of the man's throat.

And there atop of his victim the

huge brute sprawled, tossing its

head and squeaking furiously;
while the rest of the herd, smitten

with the beast-lust, ran hither and

thither, approaching, snuffing, re-

treating, and, through all, never

ceasing in their guttural outcry.
Now in a moment came a pause

in the tumult, and I read in my
opponent's eyes, as distinctly as

though they were mirrors, that

the triumphant brute behind me
was showing itself alert with con-

sciousness of the living prey that

yet offered itself in reversion. I

saw in the man's face amazement
resolve itself into sick terror

;
he

slipped back into its sheath the

couteau - poignard he had half

drawn. "Adieu-va/" I shouted

at him, advancing and on the

word he wheeled about and

pounded off amongst the trees as

if the devil were at his heels.

When I ran to Mademoiselle de

Lage, she was regaining in a dazed
manner her feet and her faculties.

" I must lift you I must help

you!" I cried. "Ah! do not

look, but come away ! My God,
what peril, when the beast in man
is made manifest to the beast in

the beast !

"

I put my right arm about her

under hers. To touch the very
stringy texture of the jupon with

my hand was to find my heart

queerly lodged in my finger-tips.
She came quietly with me a few

paces ;
then suddenly she wrenched

herself free, and, turning her back

upon me, fumbled in her bosom.
"
Monsieur," she said on a little

faint key, from the covert of her

hair (Bon Dieu/ that admirable

low huskiness in her voice that

made of her every utterance a

caress
!),

"
monsieur, he was the

old brave of my little troop. I

called him my Chevalier du Guet.

It was inhuman yes, it was in-

human
;
but he struck for his lady

and rescued her. Wilt thou not
be my ambassador to decorate him
for a last token of gratitude ?

"

Heaven ! the magnificence of her

fancy ! She had taken from her
shoulders her scapular, together
with a little heart of chalcedonyx
that hung therefrom. This latter

she detached and handed to me.

"Loop it to his ear, if thou

darest," said she.

I went quite gravely to do her

bidding. What a farceur of cir-

cumstance was I become ! But

my breast overflowed with defer-

ence as I approached the great pig.
He had rolled from his victim and
stood a little apart, evilly humour-

ing with his chaps a certain re-

collection. He eyed me with
wickedness as I advanced, and his

obsequious following, something
subsided from their hysteria,
seemed awaiting their cue. I

would not allow myself a second's

indecision. I walked straight up
to him "

Monsieur," I said,
" avec

regard le plus profond
" and flung

the string over his ear.

Alas ! the ingrate ! As I re-

treated he threw down his head,

dislodged the trinket, smelt at and
swallowed it.

The eyes in Oarinne's yet
shocked face looked a pale in-

quiry when I returned to her.

"Mademoiselle," I said, "the
honour would appear entirely to

his taste."

She nodded seriously.
"It is well," she whispered ;

"and I hope none will rob him."
" He shall be turned inside out

first," I said stoutly ;
and at that

she nodded again, and bade me to

a hurried retreat.
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"We may have walked a mile, or

even two, in a solemn silence, be-

fore my comrade was fain to stop,
in the heart of a woodland glen,
and throw herself exhausted on a

bank. Then she looked up at me,
her fatigued eyes struggling yet
with defiance.

" Why do you not upbraid me 1
"

she ,said.
" Why do you not say

'I told you so'?"
"Because it does not occur to

me."
" Ah ! you would make a fine

virtue of forbearance; you would
be the patient ass to my vanity,
would you not, monsieur?"

" I would let mademoiselle ride

me rough-shod till I fell dead."
" And so leave me the living

monument to your nobility. But
it is not generous, monsieur, thus
to rebuke me with silence."

"I did not intend to
"

"And, after all, it was the hog
that struck most effectively."
"And that is conceded, made-

moiselle
; and the hog is generously

decorated."

She mused up at me rebelliously.
"1 do not even know your

nam<;."

"It is Citizen Thibaut."
" Citizen "

(she made a wry
mouth of

it).
"
Then, if I can find

the therewithal to reward your
gallantry, citizen, will you leave
me to myself?"

"Mademoiselle, if only I could
believe none other would impose
himsolf on that sweet duet !

"

Sh<3 shrugged her shoulders

fretfully.
"
Monsieur, monsieur, you as-

sume a father's privilege. Has
my misfortune placed me beyond
the pule of courtesy ? or has a swine-
herd ao title to the considerations
of deoency?"

"
Nay, mademoiselle

;
it is that

your beauty and your proud inno-
cence make so many appeals to
both."

My obstinacy seemed a goad to
her anger.
"You exaggerate the import-

ance of your service," she cried.
" Either of those great strong men
could have crushed you like an old
nut "

She seemed to struggle a mo-
ment with herself without avail.

"For you are very little," she
added.

I felt myself turn pale. I made
her a most profound bow.
"I will leave mademoiselle," I

said gravely,
" to the only company

she can do justice to."

"My own? "she asked. I did

not answer, and I turned from her

quivering all through. I had gone
but a few paces when her voice

came after me.
"
Monsieur, I am dying of

hunger !

"

Mon Dieu! What a speech to

grapple at the soul ! I hurried

hither and thither, plucking her a

meal from the earth, from the

bushes. My heart bled with a

double wound.

Presently I stood before her,

stern and silent. Her face, hidden

in her hands, was averted from

me. Suddenly she looked up.
"The little pod holds the fattest

pea," she said, and burst into tears.

Petite pluie abat grand vent.

She was very sweet and humble
to me by-and-by. She made me
the amende honorable by calling

my heart too great for my body.
And at last said she

"I take you for my knight,
monsieur to honour and protect,
to bear with and respect me "

and I kissed her brown hand in

allegiance.
BERNARD CAPES.

{To be continued.)
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'THE SPANISH CRISIS.

IN his well-written and well-

reasoned '

Military Study
' on ' The

War in Cuba,'
1 Don G. Reparaz

has used some plain words, which,
if they prove nothing else, do at

least prove that there are Spani-
ards who can tell their countrymen
home truths :

" What Flanders was to our great-
ness, Cuba has been, and to this day
is, to our decadence. During the
wars maintained in this island we
have shown the essential qualities of

the race to wit, courage, constancy,
and endurance. On the other hand,
its defects have appeared so terribly

exaggerated, that the strongest spirit

quails on contemplating them. The
veteran armies, the skilful generals,
masters of the art of war, who passed
to the Low Countries with the Duke
of Alba, the great political and re-

ligious ideals, we have no longer. On
the other hand, to what a terrible

height have grown the maladminis-

tration, the want of reflection, the

necessity (which is born of that want)
for improvising everything, the pov-
erty of thought, the wretched love of

money, and of rewards gained by
whatever means in short, all the
weaknesses of the Spanish character,

begun in its degeneration, towards
the middle of the seventeenth cen-

tury, increased during the eighteenth,
and grown to such proportions in the

nineteenth, with the death of our his-

toric motives (estimulos tradition-

ales), that the new generations will
need much perseverance and energy
to conquer them, and to restore our
ancient virtues."

The tone of these words is some-
what rhetorical, and one sees that
Don G. Reparaz is not so free, as

from other passages in his book he

plainly thinks he is, from the Span-
ish love of sounding generalities.

But the substance of his sentences

is above reproach. When he tells

his countrymen that their misfor-

tunes are the fruits of their faults,
he is stating the sober fact. And
he is not the only Spaniard who
says, in good Oastilian, and with

patriotic intentions, all that an

impartial foreign critic would con-

sider it fair to write of Spanish
methods and vices. Nobody who
has read the Spanish press during
the last few years, as represented,
for instance, by that excellent pro-
vincial paper, the ' Diario

'

of Bar-

celona (commonly called, from the

name of its founder, El Brusi),
or the well-written 'Heraldo' of

Madrid, or who has spoken with

Spaniards, can suppose that Don
G. Reparaz stands alone. He is

one of a large body, and if Spain
persists in following a course which
must lead her through disasters,
it is not for want of a multitude
of counsellors in whom there is

wisdom. If one were to say that

this is the most hopeless of all the

many indications that her evil for-

tune is not to cease, he would per-

haps be near the truth. It is an
old and a shrewd observation, that

no indolence is so incurable as that

of the man who knows his defect,

who sits down seriously to make
resolutions of amendment, and
who postpones the indispensable
first step in reform till to-morrow.

The Spaniard has a painful resem-

blance to that man of barren wis-

dom. There is always a solution

of continuity between his perfectly
clear understanding of the causes

of his misfortunes, and the effec-

tive effort of will which would set

1 La Guerra de Cuba : Estudio Militar.

Editorial, 1896.

Por G. Reparaz. Madrid, La Espana
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him to work on providing the rem-

edy. When Wellington gave the

Central Junta good advice at the

close of the Talavera campaign,
he round the members of that

egregious body quite disposed
to agree with him. Indeed they
abounded in his sense. They con-

fessed the foolishness of sending
raw armies of recruits to fight the

French veterans. They promised
to be wise, to avoid battles, to

make use of entrenched camps, to

do all that became the weaker and
the worse prepared side in a defen-

sive war. Then, no sooner was
the English general's back turned

that they despatched their un-

drilled army to be routed at Ocafia,

and they selected to command it

as incompetent a man as they
could have found in a large corps
of incompetent generals. Some-

thing not unlike this monumental

piece of unwisdom has been seen

in our own days. No one has

realised the cause of Spain's mis-

fortunes better than Don Antonio
Canovas. His studies on the reign
of Philip IV., and his apology for

Olivares, are in print to show how

thoroughly he grasped the truth

that the downfall of Spain was
due to the want of intelligent ad-

ministration at home, and persis-
tence in impossible adventures

abroad. He did not carry his his-

torical studies into the eighteenth

centary. If he had, then he would
no doubt have shown, with no less

force, that the fruit of Alberoni's

labours was lost, not wholly, for

something survived, but very
largt ly, through the foolish foreign

enterprises of Philip Y. Yet when
he w as called to power by the pre-
sent Cuban War, he could only

repeat the desperate struggle of

the Oount-Duke to effect what ex-

perience had shown to be hopeless,

by n ethods which the same experi-
ence had shown to be ineffective.

The fault was not that he fought
hard to keep Cuba. Whatever
the material value of that posses-
sion may be, and it is very doubt-

ful, nobody who knows what

patriotism means will blame the

Spaniard for making a manly effort

to keep hold on this last fragment
of his colonial empire in America.
His fault to which even Don
Antonio Oanovas failed to show
himself superior is that he has

fought for it by discredited

methods.
If we wish either to understand

the real character of this last

Spanish crisis, or to forecast its

consequences, it is necessary to

begin by deciding to pay little at-

tention to the secondary causes.

The ill-will of the United States,
and the encouragement it has

given to the Cuban insurgents, the

obstinacy of Canovas, the weak-
ness of Martinez de Campos, the

incompetence of General Weyler,
all these are very secondary causes,

perhaps hardly even so much as

that. They are rather the visible

signs of the something behind

which is working for the misfor-

tune of Spain. It is no less neces-

sary to resolve to keep within the

bounds of common - sense. We
may hear the question put
whether Sagasta can save Spain.
The task would be an easy one in-

deed if this typical Southern par-

liamentary politician could achieve

it. From the day that he ap-

peared in public life as a raging
"
progressive," only to prove,

when he did attain office, that he

could govern by all the brutal

methods of Narvaez, till now, Don
Praxedes Mateo Sagasta has never

made, or marred, anything. To
float into office, to settle nothing,
to let " the solution

" come of it-

self, these have been his methods

in all times. Now he is old he

was born at Torrecilla de Comeros
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in 1828 and in bad health. Much
of his time is passed in bed. When
the assassination of Don Antonio

Canovas, and the weakness of his
"
decapitated

"
Ministry, threw

power into the hands of the

Liberals, there was a scramble
for office among Sagasta's followers,
which he quite failed to control.

It would be strange if the "
dregs

of life" of this Southern parlia-
ment man were to supply Spain
with what "the first sprightly

running could not give." The

question is whether Spain will be
lost though Sagasta fail to the ut-

most. There is no reason why she
should. In this century she has
lost all her colonies on the mainland
of America. Between 1820, the

date of Riego's rising, and the

conclusion of the last Carlist war
in 1876, she went through more
than half a century of Civil War
and military agitation. Yet to-day
the population is probably twice
what it was ninety years ago, and
the material wealth of the nation

very much greater. The loss of

Cuba, and even another period of

domestic disorder, would probably
be no more fatal than were the
revolt of possessions which once
stretched from New Mexico and
Texas to the Tierra del Fuego, the
insurrection of 1820 and all its

long train of consequences, the
French intervention, the endless
conflicts of Liberales with Serviles

and Apost61icos, of Cristinos with

Carlistas, the pronunciamientos,
and all the series of confused con-

flicts which have made up the
outward political history of Spain
in this century. Her position in
the world, as a great State with
effective power in her own intel-

lect and will, was lost in the seven-
teenth century. Since then she has

only been a large, and loosely
bound, congeries of dominions.
The central State, Spain herself,

has in the meantime remained the

same. If now Cuba goes, it will

be but another step in the same

process. On one condition it might
even be the contrary of a disaster.

If the loss of the Pearl of the An-
tilles aroused Spaniards at last to

a sense of the need there is for

them to alter their view of the

relations which should exist be-

tween themselves and their Govern-

ment, and of the nature of govern-

ment, the uses of adversity will be

sweet.

The same Don G. Eeparaz who
has been quoted already has, in

another part of his 'Guerra de

Ouba,' summed up the results of

the war which was officially sup-

posed to have come to an end with

the convention of Zanjon in 1878,
and has passed judgment upon it.

"This frightful adventure," he

says,
" cost seven hundred millions

of dollars, and two hundred thou-

sand men. We ought not to throw
the blame for this immense loss on
the bush (manigua) or the yellow
fever : the fault rests chiefly with

the want of military preparation,
the little intelligence of those who
directed the campaigns, and the

bad politicians who governed in

Madrid." This list of the causes

of failure is sound as far as it goes,
but Senor Reparaz has forgotten
one sinner. How comes it that

"bad politicians" are allowed to

govern in Madrid ? That they did

rule there before 1878 and have
not been removed since, is made
clear by the results. When the

present war in Cuba revived (to

say that it began would be inaccu-

rate, for reasons about to be given),

Spain had enjoyed, for the first

time in this century, nearly

twenty years of peace at home.

It had been a time of real pros-

perity. The phylloxera in France

had given a great stimulus to the

production of Spanish wine. This
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temporary source of profit has been
dried up, and the phylloxera has

come south of the Pyrenees. Yet
the gain was clear while it lasted,

and the great permanent wine-

trade of Spain with South America
has not hitherto suffered. This

stimulus to material prosperity did

not come alone. English capital
has developed the mining industry
of the northern provinces. The
restoration of peace at home in

1876 brought out hoarded capital.
Rice, of which an excellent quality
can be produced in Spain, began
to bo cultivated on an increased

scale Roads, railways, new build-

ings, waterworks, even plantations
of trees, one of the most crying
wants of the country, bear witness

to the increase of wealth. And
other signs of growing riches were
not wanting. Sefior Navarro Re-

verter, the late Minister of Fin-

ance, boasted to a French corre-

spondent that the return of the

national revenue had increased by
two hundred millions of pesetas in

twenty years that is to say, by
more than six millions sterling,
even allowing for the rate of ex-

change, which is heavy against

Spain. During these years a large

part of the foreign debt had been

bought by natives a sign both of

increased savings, as well as of

growing belief in the stability and
honour of the Government. But
the most convincing proof of

national wellbeing is that when
the cost of the war in Cuba had
to be met by a loan, and foreign

capitalists shrank from risking
their money, Senor Canovas was
able to raise twenty millions ster-

ling in Spain, and on fair condi-

tions, for, allowing for the rate of

emisf ion, the interest was a little

over six per cent. No doubt the

security offered was the best the
State had to give, and it may be
true that some pressure was put

on investors. But thirty years
ago, no promise the Spanish Gov-
ernment could have given would
have produced the equivalent sum,
nor would any pressure it could
have exercised have induced the

possessors of hoarded money to

bring out one maravedi.
Yet what was the position of

the Government when at the end
of this period of wellbeing it was
called upon to deal once more with
a Cuban war, and with revolt in

the Philippines ? How was it

equipped to meet the call? At
home the Budget showed a regular

deficit, diminished indeed, but not

extinguished. In Cuba there were
thirteen thousand men, of whom a

third at least must be deducted as

mere paper strength. A capable
fleet is indispensable to a. Power
which wishes to retain colonies.

The Spanish navy contained a

number of vessels, some built

abroad, and others constructed by
an English firm, which has been

induced, at an enormous cost to

the country, to establish a yard
at Bilbao. On paper it looked

well, but its real condition was
revealed by the loss of the Reina

Regente. This vessel, a fine new
cruiser which was reported to have

made nineteen knots an hour on
its way out to Spain from Glasgow,
was lost when coming back from

Tetuan, where she had gone to land

the Moorish ambassadors. It is

universally believed that she upset
because she was not sufficiently

ballasted. Her captain had warned

the authorities that unless she was

filled up with coal she would be

unstable. Yet the dockyard at

Cadiz was so poor in this indis-

pensable part of the stores of a

modern fleet, that the Reina

Regente was sent out with just
as much coal as would take her

to the African coast and back

again. On her way home she
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ran into a gale, and now she lies

at the bottom of the sea with all

her crew. Her story is, as Car-

lyle would have said, significant
of much. Behind whatever show
of strength a Spanish Government

may make on paper there is the

want of the something else, be it

stores, or training for its men, or

even the men themselves, which is

needed for efficiency. By the na-

ture of things the army is a more
real force than the navy. The
command of some army is a neces-

sary condition for the existence of

any Government in Spain. There-

fore, it is to a certain extent a real

force. It may even be allowed

that not a little has been done to

improve the quality of the Spanish

army. The suppression of the rank
of "first-sergeants" (primos sar-

gentos), the non - commissioned
officers to whom the whole inter-

nal government of the regiments
was once left, and the transfer of

their functions to the officers, has

been good for discipline. So have
the abolition of the old practice of

promotion from the ranks, and the

care taken to develop the Infantry

College at Toledo. Still, when the

call for more soldiers came from

Cuba, there were not trained men
enough to send without leaving
the mother -

country destitute of

troops. It was necessary to call

out masses of conscripts, and send

them. The disciplined men were

kept at home "para lo que occur-

iere
"
(in case anything should hap-

pen). It was the quintos, the

unpractised conscripts, who were
sent. Indeed, so little hd,d* the

Spanish Government availed itself

of those eighteen years of peace
to put its armaments in order that

its soldiers were still armed with

the Remington. That of itself

might have been no great matter.

If the men sent out had been real

soldiers, trained to shoot, the Rem-

ington, a by no means despicable

weapon, might have done very well,

discipline and intelligent direction

aiding, even though the insurgents
were supplied with better rifles

from the United States. Still,

here again we have another ex-

ample of that want of foresight
in preparation which condemns
the Spaniards

" to improvise all
"

at the eleventh hour.

If now you ask a Spaniard how
this came to happen, he will make
you one answer. The form may
differ, but the substance is the

same. A man of the people will

say,
" Tenemos pesimo Gobierno "

(We have a very bad Government).
In your country, Sefior, this would
not be endured. Somebody would
be shot. But we Spaniards are

fowls "somos gallinas. Que
quiere usted ?

"
(What else can

you expect?) That the Govern-
ment is detestable, and that things
would improve if only somebody
were killed, are the propositions
which make up his simple political
creed. An educated man is less

downright. He will tell you that

"parliamentary government is a

farce in Spain," or use some other

formula more or less imposing, but

the real meaning is always the

same namely, that the Govern-
ment is bad, and is beyond con-

trol. There is always the "why
of the why" which escapes an-

alysis. One can note that the

Spanish mind works in such and
such a way. Why it works just

so, and not in another fashion,
is the mystery which refuses to

be explained. The explanations
which are offered do not, when

you come to look into them,
amount to more than this, that

there is something Spanish in the

Spaniard which causes him to

behave in a Spanish manner. It

is better to keep to the demon-
strable fact, which is that he re-
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garcU his Government, much as

we are told the Indian does the

Sirkf.r namely, as a force beyond
his control. If by wheedling,
craft or bribery he can get an

advantage from it, then he will.

He is prompt to seek his own

good in that fashion. But it

never occurs to him that he can

control this mysterious force. At
the utmost, and when provoca-
tion has gone beyond endurance,
or when the Sirkar looks weak,
he viU break out into murder-

ous fury, and will kill, not the

administrative vices which elude

his grasp, but the individual

representative of the State on
whom he can lay hands. And
this is no new thing in Spain,
In medieval times, when there

was a Cortes in Castille, the

murder of the "advocates" i.e.,

the members of the privileged
cities was a not uncommon re-

source when things were going

badly. In later times a civil

governor has occasionally been

massacred, and his corpse dragged
through the streets. But to com-
bine for a common purpose, to

select! their own representatives,
to vcte for them, and to insist on
a definite line of conduct that is

what the Spaniard cannot do.

The mass of the country people,
the vast majority of the inhabi-

tants of Spain, would never vote
at all of their own freewill. In
the towns there are those who
take, as far as writing and speak-
ing go, a lively interest in politics,
but with them it evaporates in

words. Time was when there were
two great governing forces at

work in Spain those two great
medieval powers which a barbar-

ous people can realise the King
and the Church. To-day they are,
not destroyed, but divided against
themselves, or against one an-

other. The old royalist sentiment

is split between the ruling dynasty
and the Carlists. The Church

sympathises in its heart with the
lost cause. Therefore it is kept
at arm's length by the victor. It
can intrigue, it can worry a Dar-
winian professor out of his chair,
but it cannot govern. There is

no governing class in Spain. The

aristocracy destroyed its own
power centuries ago, when it re-

fused to pay taxes because it

rendered military service, and
allowed itself to be extruded from
the Cortes which met to vote the
taxes. A strong ruling line might
have supplied the country with a

vigorous despotism. But the air

of Spain has been fatal to its

dynasties. The Hapsburgs ended
with an idiot. The Bourbons have
sunk to cretinism.

Given now a country which en-

dures its Government as a neces-

sary evil, in which there is no

governing class, no strong dynasty,
and where there are no common
principles of action, impose upon
it a constitutional machinery which
the vast majority of the people do
not understand, and what is likely
to ensue 1 Nothing can ensue ex-

cept the rule of the brigand mas-

querading as soldier, and the
"
attorney species

"
the intriguers

and talkers. There are limits to

the evil they can do. As the

despot is limited by assassination,
so the mere parliamentary intri-

guers can be limited by fear of the

murderous wrath which will burst

out when human nature is driven

too far. Therefore, in the scuffling
of kitgs and crows which makes up
Spanish parliamentary history, the

parties take care, more or less well,

to make it possible for the people
to live, to multiply, and to attend

to their private affairs. By com-

mon consent the Civil Guard is

left uncorrupted, and that admir-

able corps of military police, which
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shows what the famous Spanish
infantry must have been in the

days of its glory, keeps the ma-

chinery of ordinary administration

working in a tolerable way. But
when more is wanted it is not to

be found. With no governing
class, no intelligent and powerful
monarchy, and no principles of

policy, there can be no government
in the higher sense of the word.

Anarchy, plus the parish constable,
is the utmost we can hope for.

The utter exhaustion of the coun-

try after the miserable welter of

1868-1876, the docility of Alfonso

XII., the great tact and high per-
sonal character of the Queen-Re-

gent, a daughter of the Archduke

Albert, with all the ruling faculty
of her house, have given Spain
twenty years of peaceful anarchy.
But they have not given, and
could not give, good government,
thrift in the management of the

public fortune, timely preparation

against dangers, the removal of

those administrative vices which
have paralysed the Spanish army
and been the immediate cause of

the loss of the colonies. The Queen-

Regent has taken care to divide the

sweets of office alternately between
the knots of politicians who are

called parties in the Cortes, and
so has kept them in fair good-
humour

;
but one ephemeral Minis-

try has followed another, and none
of them has done more than live

from hand to mouth.
Behind the chiefs of parties

whose names are known in Eu-

rope is a body of men of less fame,
but of more real power to wit,
the "Caciques." It is not with-

out some difficulty that a foreigner
succeeds in arriving at some un-

derstanding of what is meant by
this name of the chief of an Amer-
ican tribe as it is used in Spanish

politics. The Cacique is not ex-

actly a "
boss," though one is

tempted to borrow that term of

the American political vocabulary
and apply it to him. The " boss "

presupposes a body of voters to be

cajoled, bribed, or manipulated in

some other way. But the Span-
iard has not the slightest wish to

vote, and the elections are made

by the Ministry. The nearest

equivalent to the Caciques are

probably those Italians who are

described as possessing prepotenza
each in his own district or town
but this is only to account for the

unknown by the unknown. Perhaps
it is impossible really to explain a

body of men who owe their exist-

ence to conditions of life so remote
from ours. It is even, it may be,

enough to say that in every part
of Spain there are men who are

useful friends and dangerous ene-

mies, who have access to Minis-

ters, who can do jobs or prevent

jobs from being done, and who
can find places for those who ren-

der them services. These are the

Caciques. The Cacique belongs to

different parties; but whatever may
be the principles of the Cabinet
for the time being, he is always
sure of consideration from the

Minister in office. What qualifies
a man to become a Cacique it is

very difficult to say. Some are

fraudulent bankrupts, others are

men of means. Some are said to

have parts and character, others

have certainly neither one nor the

other. At times the Cacique is

himself a deputy; in other cases

he is not. The exact services he

renders to the Government could

only be known by those who pos-
sess a more intimate knowledge of

the Satan's invisible world of

Spanish politics than any English-
man is likely to attain. Be those

services what they may, the fact

remains that the Caciques have

immense power in Spain, and

that they use it for the purpose
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of promoting jobs for their own

good, and the good of their friends.

What the Spaniards call el caci-

quismo cannot be overlooked in an
examination of their politics. It

is that which, more than anything
else, has tended to make the for-

mation of an honest public service

in Spain impossible, and it is the

want of one which is largely re-

sponsible for the miserable failure

f of Spanish colonial government.
The explanation of these recur-

ring revolts in Cuba and the

Philippines that they are due to

Spa lish oppression is simple, but
it is not sufficient. It is undoubt-

edly the case that the generals
sent out from Spain can make
use of savage methods of repres-
sion from time to time. But the

prosperity of Cuba is sufficient

proof that the Spanish rule is

not intolerable, while it is quite
untrue to say that the Cubans
are excluded from all share in

the government of their native

island. They have frequently been
able to secure the removal of un-

popular governors by intriguing

against them at Madrid. The
situation in the Philippines is a
less intelligible one, and also at

present less important. It is only
of late that the Spaniards can be
said to have discovered the Philip-

pines. Until a few years ago the
trade was in the hands of a lim-

ited number of great English
firms, while the Administration
was very much under the influ-

ence of, and was even largely left

in the hands of, the Friars. The
Recollects and other Orders, in-

cluding the Jesuits, have vast

estates there, which they admin-
ister with more or less success.

When Spain began to tighten her

protecting system in order to get
the trade of this colony out of

English hands, the English firms

sen'; agents to Spain, who bought
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a certain part of the goods they
exported from Spanish makers

;

but the bulk of the trade still

belongs to Liverpool firms. The
present revolt is explained by
some as being due to the oppres-
sions of the Church, and it is

alleged that the very worst con-

sequences of the celibacy of the

clergy are seen at work in the

Philippines. Others account for

it by the extortions of the ill-

paid and ignorant Spanish Govern-
ment officials mostly the nominees
of the Caciques, who are sent out
in swarms, are liable to recall at

any moment, and are very ill-paid.

It does appear to be the case

that the insurrection is confined

to the half-breeds or Tagalos, and
more especially to those of mixed
Chinese and Malay blood

;
while

the natives, who are still for the

most part practically independent,
either take no share in the fight-

ing or side with the Spaniards.
The Tagalos are not a martial

race, and it is a matter for sur-

prise that their rebellion, now ap-

parently at an end, has lasted so

long. The truth, one guesses in

the absence of better evidence, is

that, when properly examined, the

causes of the disturbance in the

Philippines would be found to be

identical with those of the unrest

in Cuba.
Without denying that the colo-

nial system of Spain (which, after

all, does not differ much in prin-

ciple from what was once our own,
and is now the French and the

Dutch) can weigh heavily on the

colonists, it may yet be maintained

that the constant rebellions of

Cuba are directly due to the

mother-country's weakness rather

than the harsh character of its

rule. The first troubles in Cuba
those of 1823 were the work of

the Spanish garrison, which had

iust heard of Riego's outbreak.
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The "Junta patriotica Oubana"
did not appear on the scene till

later. When it did, and when it

began to fight and intrigue against

Spain, it avowed the intention of

securing the independence of the

island. For a time, however, the

Cuban insurgents gave the home
Government less trouble than its

own disorderly soldiers. The ris-

ing of Lorenzo in 1833 was a pure

piece of military
" liberalism." It

would be unnecessary to give these

details, except for the purpose of

enforcing the truth that it is the

weakness of Spain rather than the

wrongs of the Creoles which keeps
Cuba disturbed. Her own soldiers

set the example. The present
miserable conflict was not indeed

directly started by Spanish sol-

diers, and yet it was beyond all

question the result of a pronuncia-
miento at home. Cuba has never

been thoroughly at peace since the

rising of Cespedes at Yara in 1868.

Now, this movement was directly

inspired by the revolution of Sep-
tember, which destroyed the Gov-
ernment of Queen Isabel II. in

Spain. It is even asserted that

some of the insurgents shouted
" Viva Prim !

"
Ce'spedes was a

poor creature, and his band was
soon driven out of Yara; but
weak as the rebellion was, it drew

strength from the utter weakness
of the home Government. Prim,
Serrano, and the others, who were

scrambling for power at Madrid,
could pay no proper attention to

Cuba. They wanted what real

soldiers they had to maintain their

power at home, and what rein-

forcements they could send to

Cuba consisted, not of trained

men, but of raw recruits. The
command was constantly changed.
No definite plan of operations was
ever followed. The lads sent out

from Spain died in thousands

largely because of the want of

good food, and the neglect of every
sanitary precaution. The Govern-
ment of Don Amadeo could do no

better, while the Republic, and
the Protectorate of Serrano, did

even worse. If the insurgents
had not themselves been miserably
weak, they must have destroyed
the rule of the mother -

country.
At last, in 1876, the restoration

of Don Alfonso XII. and the end
of the Carlist war made it possible
for Spain to despatch an army of

real soldiers under the command
of Martinez de Campos. About
this time the Cuban leaders had

begun to quarrel among them-
selves. It would have been easy
for Martinez Campos to quell the

insurrection entirely, but his Gov-
ernment was eager to patch up a

peace, even by the admission of

direct contraries. The convention
of Zanjon was arranged, and the

island was, in theory, pacified.
What really happened was that

the rebels were bribed to submit
in order to achieve the restoration

of quiet, but of course at the ex-

pense of giving them a strong
motive to begin again. Even so

the surrender was not universal.

The Cuban bands continued to

hold out in the Sierra Maestra,
the great mass of tangled and

lofty mountains which fills the

eastern end of the island. It re-

quired
" a little war "

directed by
General Polavieja to attain even

the appearance of peace, and then

the insurgents continued to linger
on in the mountain and the bush.

Our failure to subdue the

maroons of Jamaica in the last

century should make us pause
before condemning the Spaniards

altogether for their failure to root

out the Cuban insurgents. The
work of hunting out bands of

acclimatised men from a tropical

bush, and a very intricate moun-
tain country, is extremely difficult.
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Whatever efforts the Spanish Gov-
ernir ent had made, it would prob-

ably have failed to put a complete

stop to a kind of patriotic dacoity
in tie innumerable valleys and
the Y^oods of the Sierra Maestra.

But :.t was only by an utter fail-

ure on the part of Spain to per-
form the functions of a ruling
Powt r that the dacoity was ever

allowed to grow once more into

a rebellion. The criticism that

Spain ought to have sought to

make the Cubans contented by
conct ssions, naturally suggests
itself to a certain class of com-
mentators among ourselves. But
it may be dismissed at once with
a very simple answer. There is

no argument against granting
Horn 3 Rule to Ireland, drawn
from the essentially disloyal in-

tentions of the Nationalists, which
is not equally good against con-

cessions to the Cubans. To quote
the example of our colonial policy
and its success simply shows a

misunderstanding of the condi-

tions of the problem. We have
succeeded with our Colonies, in

the first place, because they did

not v/ish to become independent,
and :n the second place, because
the ICome Government had made
its mind up to grant them inde-

pendence if they asked for it.

But the Cuban insurgents do wish
to separate from Spain, and the

Spaniards are not prepared to

part rtdth this noble fragment of

the patrimony of St James.
Therefore the example of our
colonial policy does not apply.
Cuba in the opinion of Span-
iards is an integral part of the

country. Its deputies sit in the

Cortes, and it can no more be
allow* :d to fall away than the

Basque Provinces or Catalonia.

Since, however, separation was
to be guarded against, and self-

government could not safely be

given to Cuba, it was incumbent
on Spain to guard against the re-

currence of a danger of which it

had had ample warning. The course
to be followed was one which ought
to have imposed itself on the poli-
ticians at Madrid. Cuba should
have been supplied with a well-

organised public service, and an
armed force capable of crushing
rebellion. Neither of these ob-

viously proper steps was taken.
The wretched caciquismo, which
is the pest of the mother-country,
was not checked in the least.

Government posts continued to be
filled by the hangers-on of poli-
ticians and wire-pullers. They
were ill-paid, and knew that they
held their places on a very uncer-

tain tenure. Nothing really

deserving to be called a public
service can exist on such condi-

tions. Mismanagement, bribery,

waste, and extortion are inevit-

able. Meanwhile no sooner was a

show of peace obtained in Cuba
than the military force was al-

lowed to fall to a very low figure.
Thirteen thousand men on paper,
and perhaps half that number in

fact, represented the force at the

disposal of the Captain-General
when rebellion began once more
to raise its head. During this

interval of so-called peace the

Spanish Government had granted

pardons to the most notorious of

the insurgent leaders, and had
allowed them to return to the

island. Absurd stories are told

of the terms on which these men
stood with the authorities. By
the Convention of Zanjon, for

instance, a species of money in-

demnity had been promised to the

rebels who would " come in." It

will surprise nobody to be told

that this money was ill-paid, but

it requires some familiarity with

Spanish methods of government
to believe the end of the story.
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Some of the insurgent leaders

made a handsome profit by buying
up the pay-notes of their late fol-

lowers, and presenting them for

payment. They were paid in full

to keep them quiet. These leaders

were always in and out of head-

quarters at Havannah, and it is

said that they made no scruple of

threatening the Government with
another rebellion if their demands
were not satisfied quickly, and to

the full. What is certain is that

an insurrection was organised
quite openly. It found the

Spanish Government wholly un-

prepared, with the ranks of its

army empty, its fleet inefficient,

and its treasury embarrassed.
One shrinks from going over the

whole despicable story again.
First there was denial. Then,
when denial was no longer pos-

sible, the Spanish Government
went desperately to work to im-

provise everything. Arms were

purchased, multitudes of recruits

were sent out, undrilled, un-

seasoned, to be marched into the
bush often before they even knew
how to load their rifles. On one

occasion, it is alleged on good
authority, the officers had to teach

the men to load under fire. In
such conditions panic was in-

evitable, and in several actions

the insurgents were able to cut

small columns of troops to pieces
with their machetes the heavy
knife used for cutting the sugar-
canes. Martinez Oampos came
out to "

conciliate," only to dis-

cover that conciliation was one

thing when he had a good army
at his back and the enemy was

divided, and quite another when
the insurgents were fresh and he

could only dispose of a crowd of

raw conscripts. General Weyler
succeeded Martinez Campos. This

officer, who has a political part to

play at home, is from his name of

German descent, but is by birth a
native of the Balearic Islands,
and in character he is beyond all

question a Spaniard of one type.
We know enough of him to be
able to see that he is a reincar-

nation of that Don Gregorio de la

Cuesta of the Peninsular War,
who co-operated in the wonderful
fashion we all remember during
the Talavera campaign with the
Duke of Wellington. A boundless

arrogance, a capacity for savage
cruelty, and an illimitable incom-

petence seem to be the qualities of

General Weyler. Napier, speak-

ing of the behaviour of one Span-
ish officer of the Peninsular War,
has remarked that his conduct
would have been a proof of treason
in a man of any other race, but
that the Spaniard is so absurd
that it is never safe to argue from
his actions to his motives. If

General Weyler were not a

Spaniard, one would have no
hesitation in saying that he has

dragged the war on for his own
benefit. His countrymen, who
accuse him of sharing the dis-

honest profits of contractors, do
often enough give this explanation
of his failure to suppress the re-

bellion. Perhaps, however, it is

only "absurdity." Be the cause

what it may, the fact remains
that an army which the Spanish
Government asserts to number
close upon two hundred thousand
men has utterly failed to make

any impression on a body of rebels

who are certainly not a fourth as

numerous. In fact, the position
is worse than it was when General

Weyler took the command. His
one method against the rebels in

arms has been, not to hunt them
down by vigorous intelligent move-

ments, but to crowd his men into

trochas i.e., military lines for

the purpose of penning the enemy
up, and to desolate the country in
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order to starve them out. All ex-

perience and Cuban not less than

other proves that in war lines

can always be pierced somewhere.

The Cuban insurgents have repeat-

edly broken through the trochas

at one point or another. In the

meantime the Spanish soldiers, ex-

posed in idleness, and amid the

most utter neglect of sanitary pre-
cautions to tropical miasmas, and

badly fed into the bargain, have

died in enormous numbers. The

insurgents have not only remained
in possession of the two hill

countries of Cuba, the eastern

and western
\ they have come

into the open district between and
have stormed Las Tunas, while

their outposts are at the very gates
of Kavannah. The peaceful in-

habitants have been driven to

despair by the ruin of all industry.
Numbers have been forced to join
the insurgents in order to get food,

whik thousands of others have,
it is said, died of starvation in

the towns in which they have been

interned. Cuba is for the time

being ruined, and with it, of

course, the trade of Spain with

the island. The consequences to

Catalonia have been very serious.

If itti mills did not make the poor
cloth supplied to the soldiers in

Cuba, they would have no Cuban
orders to execute. If the steam-

ships of the Campaiiia Trans-

atlan ica did not carry out

reinf ( rcements, they would have

nothing to carry at all.

Even if no third party had inter-

vened, or were suspected of the

wish to intervene, between Spain
and her rebellious colony, this

strain could not have been borne
much longer. The reaction must

infallibly have been felt at home.
It may even be that the Spanish
Government has escaped, if not

criticism, at least proofs of the

growing impatience of the country,

because there is a third party who
claims the right to speak in the

question of Cuba. The United
States have rendered the Ministry
at Madrid a real service, both by
the sympathy which Americans
have shown for the rebels, and by
the warnings which Mr Cleveland
addressed to the Ministry at

Madrid. Spaniards, who are only
too apt to throw the blame for

their own failures on others, have
been ready to account for the per-
sistence of the rebellion by the

help given to it by the filibusters.

They have found it more flattering
to their national vanity to do this

than to ask why their own squad-
ron in the waters of the Antilles

has proved so inefficient. It is

true, no doubt, that the coast of

Cuba is
"
foul," abounding in the

shoals, creeks, and dangerous

anchorages which favour the

smuggler. Yet the thirty to forty
vessels which the Spanish Govern-
ment keeps on the coast have done

little to signalise their existence.

They are rarely heard of, except
when one of them is running
ashore. If the filibusters have

been uniformly successful in land-

ing cargoes, it is largely because

Spanish naval officers have been

unable, or unwilling, to interfere

with them. It is difficult too, in

the absence of evidence, to know
to what the help given to the

insurgents by the filibusters really
amounts. The attitude of the

United States Government is more

easily estimated. In the diplo-
matic phrase it has been " correct."

If filibustering expeditions leave

the ports of the Union, it has not

as yet been proved that they have

gone by the connivance of Wash-

ington. But that the insurgents
have been encouraged by the hope
that the States would sooner or

later come openly to their assist-

ance, and that the language used
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by Mr Cleveland, and recently by
his successor, has been calculated

to encourage that confidence, is

certain, and is the chief of the

grievances which the Spaniards
feel against the Republic. On
that point, however, it is very

necessary to beware of certain

common and rather attractive mis-

apprehensions.
The language which Mr Olney

used to ourselves, and much more
which may be heard from Ameri-

cans, is well calculated to excite

anger among Europeans who pos-
sess colonies in the New World.
Yet when we look at the actions

of the United States Government,
it must be allowed that they give

Spain no substantial ground for

complaint. The geographical po-
sition of Cuba does make it of

immense importance to the United
States. The mere obligation which
its perpetual troubles throw upon
them to enforce their neutrality
laws in the face of considerable

administrative difficulties would of

itself justify the Presidents in ask-

ing for the co-operation of Spain.

They are entitled to call upon
their neighbour either to vindi-

cate his authority, or confess that

he cannot do it. Nor can it be

fairly denied that if the Adminis-

tration at Washington were in-

fluenced by the principles which

have commonly guided European
States, it would have held itself

justified by national interests in

annexing Cuba or helping it to

independence long ago. Cuba
blocks the Gulf of Mexico, and
if it were in the hands of a Power

possessing an active navy, might
be the means of inflicting immense
loss on America. Great conquests
have been undertaken on less prov-

ocation, and the conquerors have

been held to have deserved well

of their country. Neither must
it be forgotten or considered as

a detail of no importance that
the United States have vast fin-

ancial interests in Cuba, which
have suffered greatly from the
war. It is unnecessary to go at

length into the motives which have
restrained successive Presidents, or

even to suppose that they were all

creditable. We are only concerned
with the fact that America, though
tempted by opportunity and pos-
sessed of power, has hitherto held

her hand. Yet it has been im-

possible for her to refrain alto-

gether from speaking. She has

spoken, and her words have had
a certain effect, which cannot but
in its turn produce other conse-

quences for Spain and Cuba.
Mr M'Kinley's message to Con-

gress of the 6th of December has

at last revealed the mystery (which
for the rest was always transpar-

ent) of General Woodford's mis-

sion. We know, and most of us

had guessed all along, that what
this envoy came to Spain to do
was to inform the Government at

Madrid that the space allowed it

by Mr Cleveland in which to put
its house in order was drawing to

an end, that violent repression
had manifestly failed in Cuba, and
that some other course must be

adopted. Diplomacy may possibly
feel some doubt whether this did

or did not amount to an ultimatum.

In the language of common life it

was a warning, and could be re-

ceived in one only of two ways
namely, by a summary refusal to

discuss the question with America
at all, or by an undertaking to

satisfy the States. It may be

that, if Don Antonio Canovas had
been alive to give the answer, the

first of these two replies would
have been made to General Wood-
ford. But of this we need not be

too sure. It is equally possible
that he would have recognised the

need for concession, but would
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have declined to make it himself.

He could always put his resigna-
tion in the hands of the Queen-

Regent, and retire, leaving the

odium of making a surrender to

his successor and political rival.

The crime of Angiolotto removed
Seiior Canovas from the scene.

His party had already begun to

fall to pieces through the dis-

sensions between him and Setter

Silvela. His "decapitated" Min-

istry shrank from assuming re-

sponsibility, and, by one of those

arrangements so common in Span-
ish politics, power was transferred

from Conservatives to Liberals

without a vote of the Cortes and
without an appeal to the country.
Senor Sagasta comes into office to

reverse the policy of his predeces-
sors, and has not as yet thought it

nece ssary to ask for the confidence

of the nation. This, however, is

a small detail where "parliamen-

tary government is a farce." If

Seiior Sagasta can ward off danger,
and settle the Cuban difficulty in

any tolerable way, the nation will

be wholly unmoved if the Cortes

is never consulted at all. That

something must be conceded is the

pretcy general conviction. The
nation is very much of the way
of tl inking of that Spanish diplo-
matist of the seventeenth cen-

tury, who, finding himself con-

strained to submit to bad terms
for iear of worse, remarked that,
after all, it was better to fall

from the window than from the

roof.

Sefior Sagasta then took office,

with a " mandate "
to make con-

cessions. General Weyler was re-

called
,
and seized the opportunity

to pose his candidature for the

vacant leadership of the Conserva-
tive party. General Blanco was
sent to succeed him on a mission
of conciliation. In any other

country the choice would be odd,

for General Blanco left a detest-

able reputation as Governor-Gen-
eral in the Philippines. The sub-

stance of his instructions was
made known at the time, and the
'Official Gazette' has since pub-
lished a decree "

extending auton-

omy to Cuba and Puerto Rico."

We need not make it a reproach

against Senor Sagasta and his

party that they were as resolute

against granting autonomy to Cuba
as any Conservative a few years

ago. Let us allow that conces-

sions have become inevitable, and
then the important questions are,

Will they satisfy the Cubans, and

so, by restoring order, deprive the

United States of all excuse for

intervention 1

The best way to arrive at an

understanding on these points is

to look at the measure of self-

government which the mother-

country has at last decided to

grant the colony. The essential

features, putting aside mere me-
chanical details as to the number
and constitution of the Colonial

Parliament, are these : The cen-

tral executive power shall be the

Spanish Parliament, and the Gov-

ernment in the colony shall be the

Colonial Parliament. The insular

Chambers may be convoked, sus-

pended, or dissolved by the Throne,
or its representative, the Governor-

General of the island, who shall,

however, be under the obligation
to convoke them again in three

months. The Governor- General

is to exercise the supreme com-

mand, and he is made responsible
for the maintenance of order. He
is given complete liberty to ap-

point the officials of his secretariat,

to issue and execute laws and

decrees, negotiate international

treaties and conventions, &c. He
shall have power to pardon and to

suspend constitutional guarantees,
should circumstances call for such
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action, by placing the island in a

state of siege. The negotiations
for the commercial treaties will be
conducted by the Central Govern-

ment, with the assistance of the

Ministers of the island. No im-

port or export duty shall be made
differential to the prejudice of

insular or peninsular production.
A list of articles of direct Spanish
origin shall be drawn up, and these

shall be admitted on more favour-

able terms than in the case of

foreign goods. A similar list shall

be made for island products sent

to Spain. No differential duty
shall exceed 35 per cent.

Now we need not insist on the

innumerable openings which these

articles leave for disputes between
the mother-country and the colony.
A glance at them is enough to

show that at the very best they

give to Cuba something with which
we are tolerably familiar in our

own political discussions to wit,

gas-and-water Home Rule. And
that in itself is enough to condemn
this autonomy bill as a measure
of conciliation. The Cubans have
one sentimental grievance, and
three real ones. They wish to be

as independent as their brother

Creoles and half - breeds on the

mainland. They complain of the

great arbitrary powers of the

Governor-General; of the swarms
of Spanish officials and troops who
are quartered upon them and they
also complain that Spain sacrifices

their commercial interests for its

own benefit, while giving them no

equivalent market in Europe, and
even shutting their sugar out of

America by refusing to make a

treaty with the States. The

autonomy offered will not remove
one of these grievances. It is

obvious that it will not pacify
those who wish for independence.
It leaves the Governor - General

in possession of large arbitrary

powers, gives no security against
the appointment of officials from

Spain, retains commercial privi-

leges for the mother-country, and
leaves her in a position to put a

veto on any commercial treaty the

colony may wish to make with the

United States. No surprise need
be felt that the insurgent leaders

in the bush refuse to accept any
such autonomy, and until they are

pacified by force or persuasion

nothing is done. Mr M'Kinley
may well say that he will wait to

learn what result is produced in

Cuba by Senor Sagasta's policy.
The United States are not ready
for armed intervention, and he
need be under no apprehension
that he will be deprived of an
excuse for interfering again.

Moreover, he has gained this

great point, that Spain has in

reality conceded the right of the

United States to speak, and will

be ill-placed to resent intervention

if this tardy and illusory conces-

sion fails, as it must almost inevit-

ably fail.

As for Spain herself, she stands
in a deplorable position after three

years of ruinous struggle. By con-

ceding "the principle of autonomy"
while the rebels are still in arms,
she makes a confession of weakness
which cannot but encourage her

enemies. She prepares to increase

her difficulties by setting up fresh

complications of government in

the island. In the meantime, the

demand for more soldiers will not

grow less, nor the expense diminish.

The consequences likely to be pro-
duced at home by the discovery
that the humiliation of surrender

for it is that and nothing less

to Cuban demands, backed up by
America, has failed to bring peace,

may well be very serious. The

Carlists, who are commonly spoken
of as a serious danger, may be left

aside, It is eminently unlikely
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that they will move unless the way
is prepared for them by disturb-

ances due to other causes. The

Spanish Government, which has

sent conscripts to Cuba, has kept
a considerable force, stated to

amount to 70,000 men, at home.

As its ranks contain a large pro-

portion of time-expired men, who
are not allowed their discharge
because the country is in a state

of war, this army is of exceptionally

good quality. It would be amply
sufficient to make short work of

the beginnings of any Carlist ris-

ing if properly used. The danger
threatens from another quarter.

General Weyler is obviously

playing for the leadership of the

Conservative party. It is not

as yet clear whether he has

met with any great measure of

success. The declarations of that

veteran intriguer Senor Romero
Robledo, and a recent speech by
Senor Pidal, go to show that some
sections of the party are prepared to

support him, but it is still divided.

There are Conservatives who stand

apart. In a country where par-
Han entary government is a farce,

this is not in itself of vital im-

portance. There are three ways
in v/hich politicians reach office in

Spain. The Queen - Regent may
thir k they ought to have their turn,
or the army may speak. It may
also happen that the Queen-Regent
thiriks they ought to have their

turn in case the army should

speak. General Weyler is clearly

soliciting for the voice of his

brother officers. He has protested
in the name of the honour of the

Spanish army against Mr M 'Kin-

lay's message. Senor Sagasta's

Ministry talks of bringing him to
a court-martial, though the nature
of his offence is most obscure. He
has only presented a petition to

the sovereign, which can hardly be
called a breach of discipline in any
country. The publication of the

petition might be, but the credit

of that feat is defiantly claimed by
the editor of the 'Nacional,' who
can well afford to be bold, partly
because he is a deputy and cannot
be prosecuted without the consent

of the Cortes, partly because Ma-
drid juries habitually find for the

defendant in press cases. It will be
of some interest to see what comes
out of all this

; but, if the army
sympathises with General Weyler,
as it well may, then the result is

not unlikely to be a pronuncia-
miento. There will be no need to

call the troops into the streets.

A pronunciamiento may be made,
and has been made, by half-a-

dozen generals speaking with the

utmost politeness in a drawing-
room. The result would be the

appearance of General Weyler as

Prime Minister, with a patriotic

policy of thorough. It is early,

though it would be easy, to guess
what the result of that would be

in its turn.
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THE GAY GORDONS.

A STUDY IN INHERITED PRESTIGE.

IT will be long ere the world

forgets the storming of Dargai on
the Indian frontier. The politi-
cal issues of the expedition inter-

ested a few beyond the India Office.

The strategic significance of the

campaign was canvassed by mili-

tary experts. But the reported gal-

lantry of the Gordon Highlanders,
who won the Dargai victory, has

created a wave of popular enthusi-

asm unparalleled since the stand at

Borke's Drift thrilled the country.
It reached such a pitch, indeed,
that the necessary reaction set in,

and the subsequent letters from
rival regiments at the front have
tended to belittle the first romantic

reports wired by the newspaper
correspondents. But the great
mass of the public is disinclined to

correct its first impressions. Nor
will the sober correction of details

and the prosaic and trustworthy

placing of the whole affair get over

this curious fact, that the profes-
sional correspondents and their

readers alike looked to the Gor-

dons with a tenacious expectancy
of dash and daring. If, it was

rapidly argued, the Gordons did

not take Dargai, they ought to

have done so, and could have done
so. Whatever he actually did say,
Colonel Mathias's famous speech,
"The Gordons will take it!" really
sums up the view of the man in

the street.

This extraordinary faith in the

capacity of the Gordon Highland-
ers, this panegyric over their

prestige, is not a creation of the

new journalism. It is an old story,

firmly embedded in the ballad lore

of centuries, and circulated in the

proverbial currency of many gen-
erations. The phrase "the gay

Gordons" sums up the popular
belief in crisp alliterative form.
"The Gordons had the guidin'
o't

"
practically covers the history

of the north-east of Scotland for

hundreds of years ;
and to this

day the head of the clan is known
as the "Cock of the North." "The
Gordons aye hae borne the bell,"

says one balladist
;
and another

lays down the dictum that

"The gule, the Gordon, and the hoodie-

craw
Were the three warst things that

Moray ever saw."

While all this crisp character-

isation applies to the clan, it is

equally true of the regiment which
bears its tartan and traditions

; for,

raised a hundred years ago by
the fourth Duke of Gordon and
his intrepid duchess on behalf of

their son, in whom the dukedom

perished for a time, the Gordon

Highlanders owe their repeated
successes to the spirit which ani-

mated, and which they inherited

from, the clan. It is beside the

point to declare, even if it were

true, which it is not, that the

regiment of to-day contains few

Scotsmen, to say nothing of thor-

oughbred Gordons. Prestige is a

quality transmissible by other

channels than blood -relationship;
and prestige has surrounded the

clan for centuries, down to the

present time when one of its

members, Lord Aberdeen, rules

one of the largest colonies of

the Grown in the name of the

Queen, and when the chief of the

clan, the Marquis of Huntly, and
the Duke of Richmond and Gordon
are found at the head of the Uni-

versity of Aberdeen, with which
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their families have been connected

for four centuries. The subject
forms one of the most absorbing
studies in the whole range of family
characteristics, for this spirit has

manifested itself in every aspect of

life to which the Gordons have had
to adapt themselves. This pecu-
liar spirit may be described as a

splendid recklessness, an engag-

ing abandon, displayed strikingly
in our own day (to take extreme

cases) in the daring idealism of
" Chinese " Gordon and the swing-

ing verses of Adam Lindsay Gor-

don, the Australian squatter.
The clan is not one of mushroom

growth. When you begin to seek

for its why and wherefore, you
get lost in the mists of tradition,
but we have at least the authentic

history of eight hundred years to

furitish a clue to its development.
In the absence of definite data,
one is left to ground a theory
of the initial inspiration of the

Gordons on the undisputed tradi-

tion of their French origin. In
the department of Lot, in the

south -west of France, there is a

townlet of three thousand souls,

still known, like the Kincardine-

shire fishing-village, by the name
of Gourdon. France believes to

this day that Gourdon is the seat

of a great hidden gold treasure,
which King Clovis buried there in

511. A chance find in 1842 gives
some credence to the belief. At
any rate it might be taken as sym-
bolic of the gift of the race of

men which France made to this

country. The province of Aqui-
taire, in which Gourdon is a tiny
dot. was just the place to breed a

hardy, adventurous race, for it had

lon#beenthebattle-ground of south-

ern France, swept by successive

hordes from the north. As early
as ohe eighth century a Duke of

Gourdon was Constable of France;
and the town touched English

history when Richard the Lion

fell at Chalus by the hand of a
soldier called Bertram de Gourdon.

Suggestive as this is, it is vague
at the best, and the figures that
flit across the early history of the
Gordons are the merest shadows.
Not until the Gordons appear in

Scotland do the shadows become

palpable realities, and even then,
to begin with, there is much to be

explained. How and when they
crossed the Channel, and flitted

northwards, no man knows; but
we find them located on the Scot-

tish Border in the last decade of

the eleventh century. It is pos-
sible that, as soldiers of fortune,

they had come across in the

Conqueror's train, and gradually
worked their way up to the Bor-

der, which was a sort of parallel
to the spurs of the Pyrenees
country, where endless wars had

raged and developed a hardy,

daring race of fighters, none too

closely identified, in the beginning,
with the sovereignty of any one
Power. Be that as it may, we
need go no further back than their

establishment on the Scottish

Border to understand how the

dominant spirit of the Gordons
was developed. The necessity of

fighting, now to resist, and now to

practise, plunder, was the one law

recognised in the Debatable Land:
and the survival of the fittest

was the result, not of a devotion

to a vague national cause, but of a

perpetual struggle for the preserva-

tion, at all costs, of each group of

settlers, typified in the family.
For two hundred years the Gor-

dons were engaged in this personal

struggle for existence, gradually

building up a compact family

against all odds. Thus, while the

first of the name mentioned in the

history of this country fell with

Malcolm at Alnwick in 1093;
while a successor perished for

David's cause at the battle of the

Standard in 1138; and while the
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chief of the house lost his lands

and his life at Dunbar in 1296,
the son of the last gave in his

allegiance to the English king, and
even advocated a policy of con-

ciliation towards Edward. When
sheer brute force failed, he an-

nexed the art of diplomacy, not

because he was a renegade to

the Scots cause, but because the

prime necessity for him was to

preserve his house, and to regain
what had been lost at Dunbar.
As soon as this was accomplished,
he threw in his lot with Bruce

(who was not unfamiliar with
similar tactics), with the result

that he not only regained what had
been lost, but became stronger
than ever, for Bruce gave him (in

1319) the forfeited lands of the

Earl of Athol in the north of

Scotland. That was the first foot-

ing of the Gordons in the north
;

that meant the real foundation of

the house which history has ideal-

ised ; for, while a younger branch

got the Border lands (founding
the Lochinvar Gordons, to whom
the Viscounts Kenmure belonged),
the main stem in the north

flourished to far greater purpose,
for the very reason which had
made the family great in the

south the need for renewed and

unremitting struggle.
In annexing the lands of the

Earl of Athol, the Gordons at

once placed themselves in a hot-

bed of opposition, for Athol's

neighbours, like himself, were the

sworn supporters of Baliol, the

anti-Bruce. The Gordons' tenure,

then, was founded once again on

might. For a time they were dis-

possessed, but in the end they

triumphed, living up to the larger

opportunity by blotting out the

Oomyns Gordon killing Athol
in a personal encounter at the

battle of Culblean in 1335. When
the necessity for this struggle was

ended, and a footing had been got,

a new field of attack was opened
up by the desire to increase the

original holding so as to make
room for cadets of the growing
house

;
and in this difficult task

the Gordons were engaged for

hundreds of years, encroaching
constantly on their neighbours,

fighting a clan cause under the

guise of the shifting imperial

question, and growing stronger
and stronger as the need for

strength slowly but surely in-

creased. All this really forms
the history of the north-east
of Scotland for at least three

centuries.

The Gordons made another step
forward by obtaining the ear of

the king literally. When David
II. was defeated at Neville's Cross

in 1346, John Gordon went with
him into captivity in the Tower of

London. The two young men,

strangers in a strange land, struck

up a warm friendship during the

eleven years of their imprison-
ment. This connection between
the clan and the Crown was made

stronger by Gordon's younger son,

Adam, who married an heiress of

royal descent. This was Elizabeth

Keith, the daughter of Sir William

Keith, Great Marshal of Scotland.

Her mother was the granddaughter
of Sir Alexander Fraser, the High
Chamberlain of Scotland, and the

grandniece of the Bruce himself;
while her sister, Muriella, was
married to the Regent Albany.
Thus Gordon was placed in the

very thick of royalty a remark-

able rise for a foreign family to

have made in three centuries. He
not only brought wealth (with his

wife) to his house, but he became
a greater figure in the affairs of

State than any of his predecessors,

by succeeding the Earl of March
as Warden of the Eastern Marches.

That was an honour exceedingly
difficult to hold, for his deposed

predecessor went over at once to
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Henry's Court, and played Eng-
land's game, to avenge himself.

(It is curious to think that the

Earl of March of to-day will yet
hold the dukedom of Gordon.)
The battle of Homildon Hill,

1402, was the disastrous result of

this unholy alliance
;
and Gordon,

after enacting the famous scene

with Sir John Swinton, which Sir

Walter Scott has described so

vividly, fell on the field, along
with two of his uncles.

The family, however, was strong
eno igh to stand the blow, for it

had increased to such an extent

thai;, for the second time in its

history, it divided into two dis-

tinct sections. In the beginning
of the fourteenth century the house
had planted one branch in the south

and another in the north. At the

beginning of the fifteenth, the

norohern branch had budded forth

into two separate branches. Sir

Adum had reallysucceeded his elder

brother, John, who left only two
natural sons the famous " Jock "

and "Tarn" Gordon. They had
to surrender the family estate of

Strathbogie to their uncle
; while,

moving slightly north-westwards,
they annexed new lands for them-
selves. These two are the ances-

tors of by far the greatest number
of cadets of the house, and to-day

they are represented in the direct

male line by the Earl of Aberdeen
and his uncle, Baron Stanmore.
Bus the great ennobled line of the

Go -dons, first the Earls of Huntly
and then the Dukes of Gordon,
traces its origin to Elizabeth, the

cousin of "Jock" and "Tarn,"
and the daughter of Sir Adam
who fell at Homildon Hill

;
and

it is with her descendants that I

shall deal in the main, because,

having the greater opportunity,

they rose more quickly to fame,
and gave birth to the regiment
which forms my text.

Indeed, nothing could illustrate

the extraordinary vitality of the
Gordons better than this crisis.

Here were its vast possessions con-

signed to the care of a young girl, at

a time when might was right, and
when the north-east of Scotland
was in constant hazard of being
swept by the retrogressive Celt
from the far west and the north.

Not only, however, did the lady
weather the storm, but she set her

ship afloat in waters richer than
ever. She married Alexander, the
son of her guardian, Sir William
Seton of that ilk, the ancestor of

the Earls of Winton, so that the
Gordons were now related by
marriage with the greatest families

in the land the Hays, the Keiths,
the Lindsays, the Erasers, the

Campbells. And such was the

dominance of her race that her

husband, when raised to such
"
peerage

"
as the time knew, took

the title of Lord Gordon, while her

descendants have ever since been
known as Gordons, and not Setons.

Elizabeth's example has been fol-

lowed by several of her descen-

dants. Thus, the great
-
grand-

mother of Catherine Gordon, who
was the mother of Lord Byron,
married a Davidson, but her

descendants called themselves

Gordon. Mrs Byron, by the

way, with the haziest ideas about

her pedigree, was particularly
scornful about the Seton Gordons.

As a matter of fact, she was not

only one of them herself, but, as

I have shown, she was also a

Davidson. Yet there need be no

rivalry between the two main divi-

sions of the house, for if one is

strong genealogically in being de-

scended from men ("Jock" and
" Tarn "), it was originally weak,
in the eyes of the State, in having
to hand over the actual property
to the legal line, which thus bal-

anced the male branch, though
descended from a woman. In

point of actual importance, how-
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ever, the Seton Gordons have
been more famous than " Jock's "

and "Tarn's" descendants. The
unbiassed treatment of the clan by
the 'Dictionary of National Bio-

graphy
'

is a good test of this.

Out of the seventy-six different

bearers of the name with whom
it deals, I am unable to place

eighteen. But of the remaining
fifty-eight, thirty-eight are Seton
Gordons. Fifteen only trace their

origin to "Jock" and "Tarn,"
while five represent the Gordons
of Lochinvar.

This greater distinction of the

Seton Gordons, however, is more

apparent than real. The descend-

ants of "Jock " and " Tarn "the
latter had eighteen sons ! had to

begin life again, as it were
;
had

to create a dwelling -
place, by

annexing the lands of their neigh-
bours at the expense of much

petty fighting. Thus, their ener-

gies were absorbed in a local and

personal struggle. With the

Seton Gordons, on the other

hand, the case was wholly differ-

ent. They possessed the land

already, they had the wealth, so

that their energies were left free

from the first to have the "
guid-

in'" of larger stakes. They had
been raised to greatness by the

State, and they had to pay tribute

to the State in the shape of con-

stant service. Thus their innate

capacity found its real oppor-

tunity, and they became men of

affairs soldiers, statesmen, dip-
lomatists. If we consult the

Dictionary again we will find this

absolutely verified. The Gordons
noticed there distinguished them-

selves mainly as men of affiirs : a

mere handful entered the Church
and most of these as ecclesi-

astical politicians. Only in modern
times do we find them practising

literature, and then only in one

or two cases. Not a single artist

of the name is mentioned in the

Dictionary, except Sir John Wat-
son Gordon, who merely assumed
the name Gordon to distinguish
him from the other painters
called Watson.
You have only to glance at the

history of the Seton Gordons to

see how the capacity for affairs

was developed. Fortune had

given them a good start by plac-

ing them in a fertile country,
where the absence of impassible

hill-ranges, such as the Grampians
to the south and south-east, made
inroads into the surrounding coun-

ties very easy. Elizabeth Gor-

don, the heiress, brought wealth
with her. Her husband, Alexander

Seton, the scion of a house which
like her own had won its spurs in

Border warfare, brought brains

and bravery to back her cause.

Thus, early in his career in the

north he occupied a leading place
in the army which defeated the
notorious Lord of the lales at

Harlaw in 1411, and so he not

only insured the prosperity of his

own lands, but helped to decide

once and for all whether the High-
lander or the Lowlander was to

rule Scotland. Their son's mar-

riage with Chancellor Crichton's

daughter brought them into closer

contact than ever with the Crown,
and resulted in the earldom of

Huntly coming to the family,
and in the earl gaining the famous

sobriquet,
" The Cock of the

North." A still greater advance
in importance was made when the

second earl (Elizabeth's grandson)
married a princess of the blood,

namely, Annabella Stuart, the

daughter of James I. The results

of this union were far-reaching,
for it brought the element of the

personal into their attitude to the

royal family, the earl rising to the

High Chancellorship of Scotland.

It is a curious illustration of the

vitality of his house that this

marriage connection of the Gor-
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dons with the royal family should

be actually realised to-day, for the

only princesses of the blood in our

own time who have married other

than princes have become the

wives of the descendants of this

earl and his royal countess : the

Marquis of Lome claiming descent

on the maternal side from his

eldest son, the third Earl of

Huntly ;
while the Duke of Fife,

like Lord Byron, can claim his

second son, Sir William Gordon
of Gight, as ancestor. A third

son of the second earl married

the Countess of Sutherland, and,
for nearly three hundred years

(until 1785, when the Countess of

Sutherland married George Gran-
ville Leveson-Gower, Marquis of

Stafford) the Gordons held the

earldom of Sutherland. The third

Earl of Huntly governed the

country in the Regent Albany's
absence in France, and the eleva-

tion of his son William to the

bishopric of Aberdeen gave him a

voice in the affairs of the Church.
His eldest son, who married an

illegitimate daughter of James

IV., died before him, so that he

was succeeded by his grandson,

George, the fourth earl.

In the person of this nobleman
the Gordons felt their power equal
to the hazard of a rebellion against
the Crown. The crisis was pre-

cipitated by some personal feeling
on t le part of Queen Mary. It

is said that she entertained a more
than kindly feeling for the earl's

son, John. At any rate, when he
refused to surrender himself for

an attack on the Ogilvys, and was

naturally supported by his kins-

men, she sent an army against the

Gord )ns and defeated them utterly
at Corrichie, in 1562. John was

capti red, and executed at Aber-
deen under her Majesty's very eyes.
His father, the earl, died of a fit

of aj oplexy on hearing of the dis-

aster, and his corpse was actually

arraigned in Parliament and pub-
licly disgraced, while sentence of

forfeiture was passed on his house.
As if the Gordons had not suffered

enough, Mary went off with Both-

well, the husband of the earl's

daughter, Jean. This lady, dis-

playing the inherited will to live,

cleverly got rid of a bad bargain,
for she suppressed the dispensation
which would have prevented Both-
well from marrying Mary \

and

ultimately married her kinsman,
the Earl of Sutherland, and, thirdly,
one of the Ogilvys who had really

brought about the temporary ruin

of her house.

The Gordons reeled from the

blow which had been struck at

them
;
but they rallied completely,

for not only were the family hon-

ours restored in the person of the

fifth earl, but his son was raised

to a marquisate and his grandson
was created a viscount in his own

right. The marquis weathered all

the storms that beset his house.

Queen Elizabeth's attempts to level

him were all made in vain, the

marquis standing tenaciously by
the Church of Rome, for, as Spald-

ing has it, he was of " invincible

courage, and boldly bare down all

his enemies." And yet, he " loved

rest and quietness with all his heart,"

becoming the "patron of learning,"
his grandson, Lord George, who

was killed at the battle of Alford,
wrote excellent verses, and re-

building the family mansions on a

gorgeous scale. Utter ruin threat-

ened his house when his eldest

son, the second marquis, was de-

feated by the Protestant party and

beheaded, while his estates were

confiscated and his honours for-

feited. But the Gordons once

more emerged from the wreckage,
for the marquis's eldest son, Lewis,

got back all that had been lost,

his second surviving son founded

the earldom of Aboyne, while his

grandson was elevated to the duke-
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dom of Gordon. And the same
wonderful vitality was displayed
in the same crisis by the Haddo
Gordons, the descendants of "Jock"

Gordon, for though Sir John, who
had been created a baronet, was
beheaded in 1645, his second son

was elevated to the earldom of

Aberdeen.
The second Duke of Gordon dab-

bled in the Jacobite intrigues, but
his son, Lord Lewis, boldly sup-

ported the Chevalier, and is en-

shrined in the ballads of the period.
The third duke led a blameless life

;

but the devilry of the race burst

out in full flame in his son, the

notorious Lord George Gordon, the

Rioter. The fourth duke is re-

membered for his rollicking verses,
" Oauld kail in Aberdeen and cus-

tocks in Strathbogie
"

;
but he was

overshadowed by his celebrated

duchess, Jane Maxwell, who had
as much dash and daring about

her as if she had been a Gordon
born and bred. She did well by
the house, for she married her

daughters to the Dukes of Bed-

ford, Manchester, and Richmond

respectively (bestowing a fourth

damsel on the Marquis Cornwallis),
while she was mainly instrumental

in raising for her son, the fifth and
last duke, the regiment which has

made all the wor!
*

wonder over

its conduct at Dargai. After lying
dormant for forty years, the duke-

dom of Gordon was revived in

favour of the present Duke of

Richmond, whose father had al-

ready assumed the name Gordon,

along with the lands of the house.

And so the titled honours were

revived, as they had been created,

through a woman. The marquisate
of Huntly went to the Earl of

Aboyne as a descendant of the

second marquis (who was be-

headed). It may be noticed that

Lord Aboyne's cousin, Miss Beck-

ford, the daughter of the author of

'Vathek,' had previously married

the Duke of Hamilton. Indeed,
were I to attempt to trace the

appearance of the Gordons under
similar guises in the peerage, I

would have to produce a Burke
or Debrett in miniature.

Let me, however, refer to some
moderns who seem to me to ex-

hibit the Gordon characteristics in

a striking degree. Byron is a

notable case. If his biographers
had possessed any real knowledge
of his maternal ancestry Moore
was particularly slipshod they
would have been able to under-

stand more completely his hot-

headed character. The badness

of the Byrons explains it only

partially. The "gayness" of the

Gordons contributed a good deal

to his work not only from the

fact of his descent, but because

he was brought up by his mother.

Mrs Byron was a Gordon of Gight.
The first of her house Sir William

Gordon, who was the son of the

second Earl of Huntly and the

Princess Annabella Stuart fell

at Flodden. And his fate was

prophetic ;
for his heir died with-

out issue, and two other sons met
violent deaths, while three of his

grandsons fell fighting. This sense

of death and doom, pathetically

expressed in the whole life of Mrs

Byron, worked its way into the

ballad lore of the family in such

snatches

' ' When the heron leaves the tree,

The Laird of Gicht shall landless be."

And again

" At Gight three men by sudden deaths

shall dee,
And after that the land shall lie in

Strangely enough, Lord Haddo,
the son of the third Earl of Aber-

deen, who bought the estate from

Mrs Byron's trustees, was killed

by a fall from his horse at Gight ;

while the present earl's second
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brother was killed by the acci-

dental discharge of his rifle; and
the eldest, having fully demon-
strated the dare -

devilry of his

race by becoming a common sailor

(under the name of John Osborn),
was drowned at sea while mate
of ftp packet-ship sailing between
Boston and Melbourne.
The mention of the Aberdeen

family and Byron brings me to

the appearance of the Gordons as

soldiers of fortune all over the

wor d. Not only did Lord Aber-

deen, the Premier, earn Byron's
alliterative praise as "the travel-

led Thane, Athenian Aberdeen";
not only did Byron himself re-create

Greoce for the world
;
but at the

verj time he was figuring in the

war of Independence another of

the clan, Thomas Gordon, of the

Butilaw branch (descendants of

the terrible " Tarn "), was actually

fighting in the Greek army, in

which he rose (in 1839) to the

posiion of a major-general. He
was a skilled linguist, and made
several important translations

fron the Turkish. A more distin-

guished clansman, Patrick Gordon,
of the Auchleuchries branch (de-
scended from "Jock"), was the

general and friend of Peter the

Gre^t. Like the Greek major-
general I have mentioned, he had
a certain literary instinct, for he
wrote elaborate diaries, which
throw a vivid light on Peter.

He died in 1699 at the age of

sixty-four, and the Czar gave him
a funeral as splendid as Frederick

gave to Marshal Keith. Again,
Lore. Henry Gordon, a son of the
second Marquis of Huntly, entered
the service of the King of Poland,
whose Great Treasurer, Count

Morntein, had married his sister,

Lady Catherine Gordon. I could
men ion many other similar in-

stances of the Gordons carving out
a pHce for themselves in unfav-

VC-L. CLXIII. NO. DCCCCLXXXVIII.

ourable surroundings and amid
strangers. The most remarkable
is "Chinese" Gordon, whose mar-

tyrdom has enshrined him for ever

among our heroes. Though the
fact is difficult to prove, the prob-
ability is strong that he was de-

scended from the Gordons of Park,
who looked to "Jock" as their

progenitor. David Gordon fought
at Prestonpans under General

Cope. His son and grandson
both served in the army, while
his great-grandson was the hero of

Khartoum. The clan, at any rate,
claim " Chinese " Gordon as a son,
for they erected a statue of him in

Aberdeen, curiously enough, at

the gate of a hospital for poor
boys, founded by another Gordon

during last century. To put the

originator of the Gordon Boys'
Homes at the portals of Gordon's

College was indeed appropriate.
The great point about the Gor-

dons, however, is their enormous

vitality under all conditions the

more adverse the better. Other
families have risen and disap-

peared or become immensely weak-

ened, but the Gordons remain.
Four ennobled families and five

baronets bear this name, and the

vast ramifications of the clan are

to be found all over the world.

Whatever they have set their

minds to they have done well.

Thus, the regiment which calls

itself Gordon has an immense

backing of splendid history behind

it, and that means a great deal.

The fact has vaguely impressed it-

self on the community at large,

and that, I take it, accounts for

the expectancy of great things from

the Gordons. They have done

nothing to dispel this idea of in-

vincibility which surrounds them.

They remain, like the clan, the

"gay Gordons," who always love

to have the "guidin' o't."

J. M. BULLOCH.
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AN OBJECT-LESSON FOR THE INDIAN GOVERNMENT.

THE TRANSPORT SERVICE AND THE HEALTH OF OUR ARMY IN INDIA.

THE splendid material of our

native army in India, its discipline,
and the devotion of the men to

their officers and to the Service,

received well- merited recognition
in a late number of 'Maga.'

1

But there is a weak side to the

military position in India, which
it is none the less our duty to ex-

amine and to criticise. The three

most urgent questions of the day
in India are How to prevent the

'lamentable loss year by year of

so many brave soldiers from that

insinuating and deadly malady,
enteric fever

;
how to improve the

transport service, which within the

past few months has been strained

to its limits by the
*

rising of a

few thousands of border tribes-

men
;

and how to accomplish
these much-needed reforms with-

out putting a serious strain upon
the financial resources of the

Indian Government resources

which have been seriously ham-

pered for years by the fall in the

exchange value of the rupee, and
which have recently sustained a

crushing blow from the famine of

1896-97, when the drain upon the

Treasury was estimated by the

Secretary of State for India at the,

shall we call it, enormous sum of

ten million pounds sterling.

The answers to the three ques-
tions may, with the confidence in-

spired and supported by practical

results, be given in one viz., to

establish at all military and other

important stations in India forage
or fodder farms, on which the neces-

sary animals for an efficient trans-

port service could be maintained

in working condition and ready
to start on active service at a

moment's notice, and where a

plentiful supply of good pure
milk could be produced for the

soldiers and population generally
in crowded centres.

When any considerable number
of Indian troops is required to

move to the front on a war foot-

ing, the Transport Department is

driven to the native bazaars to se-

cure at a high price such horses,

mules, and oxen as are procurable,
and these often prove untrained and
unsuitable for the work required
of them. Some have to be sold at

a loss within a short period of their

purchase, others break down by the

way and retard progress, and, more-

over, numerous contagious diseases

are liable to be imported by cattle

brought in from many districts.

The transport in consequence be-

comes completely disorganised.
But if a full complement of well-

bred and well - trained animals

were maintained during times of

peace, the position would be very
different. A most important arm
of the Service would become a
source of strength to the army, in

place of a hindrance to its effective

movement ; the lavish expenditure
in times of war would be enor-

mously reduced, and the cost of

maintenance could be more than
met by the profits derivable from
the farms. The animals and their

attendants could be employed in

the work of the farms and for the

removal of town refuse, and they
could be brought together in de-

tachments three or four times

1 See "The Native Army of India "
in '

Maga
'

for August 1897.
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during the month to practise the

military duties necessary to equip
them for field service. While a

campaign was in progress the

needs of the farms could be
attended to without loss and
without serious increase of ex-

penditure by hiring cattle from
the villagers. The training of the

attendants would be beneficial to

tb e country at large, as on retiring
from Government service they
would introduce among their own
pc ople the cultivation of grass-land

a branch of rural economy which
at present finds no place in native

practice.
Field-Marshal Lord Roberts, in

his monumental work c

Forty-one
Years in India/ most forcibly

points out the consequences of

trusting to "
hurriedly collected

transport." One of his many
references to this subject runs

thus :

; ' The inefficient state of the trans-

port added to my anxieties. Not-

withstanding the difficulties experi-
enced in former campaigns from the
same cause, the Government had

neglected to take any steps for the

organisation of a proper transport
service while we were at peace ; con-

sequently, when everything should
hav^e been ready for a start, confusion

reigned supreme in this all-important
department. Large numbers of

camels, mules, and bullocks arrived

daily, picked up at exorbitant prices
from any one who would supply them ;

but; most of these animals were quite
unfit to enter upon the hard work of

a campaign, and with a totally inex-

peiienced and quite insufficient staff

of officers to supervise them, it was
evident that the majority must suc-

cumb at an early date."

The weakness of our position

during the recent outbreak of

hostilities on the Indian frontier

was abundantly evident. Had the

month of delay spent in waiting
for the collection of transport
animals been saved, and had we

been able to strike at once, it

might well be asked, how much
less fighting would have been

necessary, how much military ex-

penditure might have been saved 1

There is an unpardonable griev-
ance in the old method of pro-

curing fodder in the districts in
which military stations exist, a
method still in force where forage-
farms have not been established.

Government grass-cutters go out
and steal from the lands of the

ryots, and the cattle of the country
are in consequence deprived of a
substantial part of their natural
food -supply. Unless where re-

lieved by the establishment of

farms, the hardship of the grass

being taken in this high-handed
manner is steadily becoming great-
er with that reduction of the

grazing-land which is the natural
result of the increase of population
and the consequent enlargement
of the area under cultivation.

At present the milk which goes
to the troops is supplied with
the one exception at Allahabad

by the native population, living

usually under the most filthy, in-

sanitary, and revolting conditions,
from cows and buffaloes which
are badly fed and negligently
tended. Common buffaloes are

literally village scavengers, eating
horse-manure and human excre-

ment with disgusting avidity.
Even the milk of buffaloes thus

uncared for is normally poor in

quality, has a rank unwholesome

flavour, and, besides, is invariably
adulterated or diluted with im-

pure water; while ample oppor-

tunity is afforded for the intro-

duction of the germs of contagious

diseases, the most dreaded of which

is enteric fever.

A village of 2000 inhabitants

will have, probably, 1500 cattle

scattered about singly or in small

groups, and kept in shelter-sheds
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in close proximity to the dwelling-
houses. The milk is drawn into

unclean chatties or porous earthen-

ware vessels, and probably covered,
until it is sent to market, with
a cloth soiled by wear or in

habitual use as a sleeping-sheet.
And in the house in which it

stands thus covered there may
be a patient suffering from small-

pox, cholera, enteric fever, or

any of the various human con-

tagious and infectious diseases,
the germs of which find congenial
and safe quarters in mammalian
milk an unsurpassed medium for

the propagation of such diseases.

On its way to market the milk-

vessel is frequently placed in the

centre of a basket, and surrounded

by dried cow-dung patties, used for

fuel, and not infrequently made
from the droppings of cattle suf-

fering from rinderpest or some
other epizootic disease.

The unqualified success of the

Allahabad fodder and dairy farm

proves, without leaving ground for

reasonable doubt, that on properly
selected and well-managed farms in

different parts of India abundance
of fodder could be reared to support
an admirable transport service for

the Indian army, and also provide
an ample supply of rich wholesome
milk for the use of the troops,
which would be an effective safe-

guard against contagious and infec-

tious disease. It also proves that

the work could be accomplished at

a considerable profit to Govern-

ment on the original outlay. To

fully realise the certainty of such

great possibilities it will be neces-

sary to enter in detail into the

history of the Allahabad farm, and
to examine carefully the results

which have been attained.

The farm was established in

1882 by the late Lieutenant-Gene-

Sir Herbert Macpherson, V.O.,

K.C.B., Oommander-in-Chief of

the Madras army, while in com-
mand of the Allahabad district, to

provide a larger and better supply
of fodder for military purposes.
The money was borrowed from
Government and privately guaran-
teed by himself, so confident was
he of the success of the venture
and of its vast importance to India.

Much has been said of Sir Herbert

Macpherson as a general, but too

little is known of his great quali-
ties as the friend of the soldier.

This work is only one of the many
instances in which, in a practical

manner, he showed that, while not

forgetful of the interests of the

State, the interests of his men
were near to his heart. No little

credit is due to the enthusiastic

support which was extended to the

undertaking by Lord Roberts, who
was Commander-in-Chief at the

time. But while fully acknow-

ledging the importance of the

parts played in its inception and
initiation by two men whose names
stand out prominently in the

annals of the progressive develop-
ment of the Indian army, it is no
more than justice to record the

fact that to Lieutenant D. J.

Meagher, the officer (still in charge)
to whom the management was in-

trusted, is due the credit of work-

ing out to a successful issue the

multifarious details of the under-

taking. The area, extending to

about 5000 acres, is laid out on
the gata bundi system (from gata,
a plot, and bundan, to tie). The

land, the surface of which is

slightly rolling, was subdivided

into rectangular plots by low
earth walls. The plots were
varied in size, and the walls in

height from 1 foot to 4 feet, to

suit the inclination of the surface

at any given place, the object

being to secure the formation of
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low, level terraces, by stopping the

wasteful washing away of the sur-

face soil which occurs on land

lying in a natural state during the

period of heavy monsoon rains.

Tae soil from the higher parts
settled behind the walls and the

desired result was accomplished,
surfaces being formed suitable for

the convenient cultivation and re-

in Dval of grass or other farm pro-
duce. The once barren and deso-

late cantonment of Allahabad is

new transformed into a mag-
nificent park. Grass forms the

chief product of the farm, and as
11

needing down "
is difficult in the

Indian climate, this is resorted

to only when it is desired to

es:ablish certain species without

intermixture with those which

grow naturally. A thick sward
can be formed without artificial

seeding or planting by the applica-
tion of heavy dressings 80 tons

per acre of farmyard manure,

town-sweepings, or refuse-compost,
if cattle be not permitted to roam
over it. Land suitable for the

successful cultivation of abundant

crops of grass is of a heavy tenaci-

ous character, and cattle treading

upon it after rain destroy the

roots and poach it so that on

drying it becomes hard and ini-

mioal to plant
- growth. The

manure tends to loosen the sur-

face and to check evaporation,

and, together with the earth walls,
to hold the rain-water where it

falls more especially important
in the case of the early rains,
which are charged with valuable

combined nitrogen brought down
from the atmosphere. When
manure is available in excessive

quantities, a layer 9 inches thick

is trenched in at a depth of 12
inches

; and when used in a fresh

condition (which gives the most

satisfactory results and removes

all danger of the development of

insanitary conditions at the cen-

tres where it is produced), the
beneficial results, though gradually
diminishing, last from ten to thir-

teen years. Surface dressings be-

come exhausted a few years sooner.

In a country where excessive heat
and excessive moisture occur peri-

odically, the benignant process of

fermentation necessary to secure

the best results is obtained when
manure is applied directly to the
land in a fresh state and in con-

siderable quantities at one time.

In town-refuse in India there is a

large proportion of valuable potash
salts derived from the burning of

wood and leaves, and from the

collection by sweeping of the salt-

petre which comes to the surface

by capillary action during dry
weather in the vicinity of long-
established centres of population.

Though manure is much in de-

mand for fuel, and is readily
utilised by cultivators in rural

districts, the disposal of it becomes
a matter of anxiety in large towns,
and in cantonments where cavalry,

artillery, or transport animals are

located.

At Allahabad eight cuttings of

grass are taken during the season,
which begins early in the monsoon,
and lasts, say, from the middle of

June to the middle of March.
From manured land the total

weight varies from 15 to 40 tons

per acre, according to the quality
of the soil and the number of

years which have elapsed since the

manure was applied. The jhabau,
a native hook which resembles a

scythe
- blade, is preferred to the

grass-mower drawn by bullocks, as

the clean cut of the former is less

injurious to the grass-stubble than

the clipping action of the latter,

which reduces the number of cut-

tings from eight to two. On poor
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unmanured land only one crop can
be cut for hay in October. The

hay-making season begins in the
middle of September. It is impos-
sible to make good hay before this

time, for, even in periods when
there is no rain, the ground is so

wet that moisture is drawn up by
the hay, which, quite independ-
ently of this circumstance, does

not dry properly in the humid

atmosphere. There are forty-eight

good species of natural grasses,
some of which are as valuable as

any British grass, and frequent

cutting develops a fine quality of

produce. It should not be for-

gotten, however, that a coarse

appearance is not always an in-

dication of inferior quality. In
addition to over 8000 tons of grass
that are served out green during
the actual period of growth before

hay -making is possible, there is

a valuable residuum of produce
which it is necessary to preserve
in good condition against the

coming dry weather, when vege-
tation is stopped, but the numbers
of the animals to be fed are in

nowise diminished. Some of the

most valuable of the grasses, such
as the Andropogons, are at their

best in this part of the season;
and in the interests of the current

year's crop as well as of that which
will follow, grass must be cut at

a certain stage of development.
The system of ensilage first suc-

cessfully experimented on at Fort
William in Calcutta by General
Sir Henry Wilkinson has sup-

plied the necessary means for pre-

serving in excellent condition the

surplus grass as well as the culti-

vated crops of sorghum (of which
three species are grown in con-

siderable quantities), of wheat,

barley, and lucerne in smaller

amounts. And there are some
weeds which animals reject in the

fresh green state, but which, being
cut from the grass-plots during the

process of cleaning the land, are

eaten with avidity in the form of

silage. About 1400 tons of silage
are annually made from some 2000
tons of green produce. All the

well-known methods of storing

silage have been tried, from
that involving the erection of

expensive masonry silos to the

building of the green material in

stacks on the surface, but the

one which has proved most suit-

able to the local conditions is the

placing of green fodder in pits
about thirty of which are necessary
on the farm simply dug in the

earth to a depth of about 6 feet.

When the water-table is high,
the pit is made shallower, while

on dry land with a low water-

table the depth is increased. A
pit is not filled slowly as is the

custom in this country, but as

much green food is piled up over

it as will leave the surface level

with the ground when it ceases to

settle. The earth from the pit is

then built in a heap or hillock,

large enough to cover the silage,

with a margin of 2 feet in width
all round the pit-banks to form a

roof and to dam back any surface-

water that may approach. Filled

and protected in this fashion, pits

have been kept for eight years,
and the silage has been found to

be as good at the end as if it had
been removed in the usual course

of events for consumption after

the lapse of eight or nine months.

The pits are usually filled during

July, August, and September, and
the silage consumed in March,

April, May, and June. Mules and

bovine cattle, including buffaloes,

thrive remarkably well on silage.

Horses eat it, but it is not as yet
determined whether it is alto-

gether suitable for them.
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About 6000 tons of grass are

made into 2000 tons of hay, which,

owing to its coarseness, requires to

be chaffed before being given to

the animals.

A reference to the foregoing

figures will show that fully half

of the green forage of the farm
is consumed during summer, and
that the remainder, with the ex-

ception of a limited amount of

mixed green fodder cut for milch-

cattle, is preserved as hay and

silage for winter and spring use.

It was the writer's privilege to

point out in 'Indian Agriculture'
in 1887 that

"if silage is ever to be effectually
established on a large scale for the
benefit of a great community, it will

be in India ;

" and that " the adverse
climatic conditions met with in our
Eastern empire are such as could be
overcome in a marked degree by
making silage on an extensive scale."

In discussing the subject of grass

cultivation, he expressed belief in

" the possibility of enormously in-

creasing, by the use of proper
methods, the grass production of

India as one of the most important
of the means available to Govern-
ment in the future for averting the

impending evil of an overcrowded

poj mlation."

One of the most successful de-

partments of the Allahabad farm
is the dairy, from which the troops
druw their supply of rich whole-

some milk, and butter made ac-

cording to British methods by the

aid of British dairy machinery of

thd most approved pattern. Three
hundred female buffaloes and two
hundred milch - cows are housed
and kept on the "

soiling system,"

being let out merely for exercise

for four or five hours in the fore-

noon before the greatest heat of

the; day occurs. The buffalo is

the great milch - cow of India,

yielding double the amount given
by an ordinary Indian cow, and,
when well fed and cared for, pro-

ducing milk of extraordinary rich-

ness in butter-fat and milk solids

generally. One pound of butter
can be produced from one gallon
of such milk an amount more
than two and a half times that

yielded by average cows' milk in

Great Britain. It is generally
believed that buffalo milk is rank
in flavour and inferior in quality,
but that is true only of animals

which feed on village garbage.

Although it possesses, partly owing
to the large amount of solids pre-

sent, characteristic features which
enable the palate to distinguish it

from cows' milk, consumers who
have had experience of it imme-

diately complain if cows' milk is

substituted for it.

The best female buffaloes come
from the districts of Hissar and

Rhotak, and cost from 100 to

300 rupees. Their daily average

yield while in milk is 4J gallons,
while some have been known to

give 8 gallons a -
day. This is

an indication that the practice

adopted at Allahabad of keeping
bulls specially selected from heavy-

milking families will ere long

greatly raise the yield of the

herd.

In addition to grass, silage, or

hay, according to the season, an

allowance of 7 Ib. of concentrated

food, consisting of linseed, cotton-

seed, and pulse-husks, is given in

three feeds daily to animals in full

milk, the amount being lowered

as the yield decreases towards the

end of the season. The total

annual cost per head, including
a due proportion of the remunera-

tion of an attendant, who receives

8 rupees a-month or Q a-year, is

about ,11.
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Good butter sells freely in India
at 1 Id. per Ib.

;
but the white lard-

like appearance of buffalo-butter

necessitates the colouring of the
cream before churning, to please
the eye of the consumer, though
the quality is not thereby im-

proved. The margin of profit at

the above cost of production is

quite large enough to make it

possible to develop a remunerative
trade in the export of butter to

Europe.
The milkers employed are Pun-

jabi men with very powerful
wrists, as may be gathered from
the fact that each milks ten cows
and ten buffaloes morning and

evening. Village cattle are pre-
vented from passing the farm

boundaries, with the object of

warding off the various forms of

contagious disease which are so

common among Indian cattle, and
of averting the evil consequences
which would result if the inferior

bulls, herded with them, were to

approach the selected females of

which the dairy is made up.

Young buffaloes begin to be
milk -

producing at about three

and a half years of age, and young
cows at three years. It is much
to be deplored that in the sur-

rounding district good cows are

decreasing in numbers, and con-

sequently rising in price. Prices

have gone up within recent years
from 50 rupees each to 100 and
120 rupees (3, 2s. 4d. to 6, 6s.

and 7, 12s.), chiefly owing to

large numbers of the best milkers

being taken to Calcutta and Bom-

bay and slaughtered, after milking
for but one season. This custom
is mainly due to the present im-

possibility of getting food to tide

them over the few months when

they are not in milk, and, in some

measure, to the change of surround-

ings and probably to food produc-

ing temporary barrenness. It be-

hoves Government to attempt some
means to stop or minimise this

disastrous drain upon the best

milking stock of the country.
And surely something could be
devised to bring about the de-

sired result without interfering
with the freedom of action of

those engaged in the business.

Another almost equally important
result to be achieved, so far as

these great centres of population
are concerned, is the development
of a cheap and abundant milk-

supply, which would not be sub-

jected to the dangers of adultera-

tion now prevailing.
In consideration of the value of

the produce of milch-cattle, it was
found that to keep all the progeny
of the cows at Allahabad was too

expensive. An annual fair has

been established, at which most of

the superior young bulls bred on
the Government farm are dis-

posed of to the natives at twelve

to fourteen months old, when the

most dangerous period for stunting
their growth by an insufficient sup-

ply of food is past. The natives

can complete the rearing of them
at little cost by using up spare or

unmarketable fodder, the attend-

ance being supplied without outlay

by the members of the family.
The price the native pays is from

1, 10s. to 2, 10s., and when the

animals and their male progeny
are three and a half to four years
old, and fit for work and transport

purposes, the Commissariat De-

partment buys them in at from

4, 10s. to 5, only exceptionally

good specimens bringing as much
as 6.

Mule-breeding, which ought to

be one of the main objects in

the management of forage-farms
under the military department,
could not be conducted in this
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way, as there is not a sufficient

demand among natives for mules.

A limited number of mules

abott 13 to 14 hands is bred

in some districts, and they are

worth from 50 to 100 rupees when
about six months old, or, if good
enough for the service, from 200
to 300 rupees when ready for work.
Better mules than are now to be

had might be reared on the farms

at an expenditure of about ,9
each estimating the cost of grass
for mares at 3 rupees, and for

yourg mules at 2 rupees a-month,
and allowing for each a fair pro-

portion of the wages of a native

attendant.

A! though the details of the

management of the Allahabad
farm are instructive and inter-

esting, the important fact, which

gives genuine significance to the

story and to the plan for estab-

lishing similar centres in other

distr cts, is that the net profit to

Government for the year 1895-96

was Us. 122,000 (7625) a figure
which shows remarkable progress
since 1887, when it stood at Bs.

20,000 (1250).
It is true that at a number of

military centres forage -farms on
which no dairying is practised have
been developed on Sir Herbert

Macj herson's plan and in the light
of the experience gained at Allah-

abad, but only a portion of the

possible benefits has been reaped.
The t ransport service has gained ;

but t;ie troops at these, as at other

places, are yet forced to drink the

filthy insanitary milk produced on
the native plan. The rapid strides

whicl have been made in the
mean^ for the supply of fodder are

largely due to the enthusiastic and
able i aanagement of Colonel A. T.

S. A. Bind, C.M.G., special forage
officer of the Bengal command,
who, being for years commissary-

general for transport for India,
thus became alive to the necessity
for forage-farms with the object of

increasing the efficiency of the

transport. Without attempting to

name all the numerous centres in

the various commands where the
cultivation of grass is practised,
the following areas may be men-
tioned by way of illustration:

Cawnpur 2000 acres, Meerut 1600

acres, Nowgong 1500 acres, Luck-
now 1200 acres, Bareilly 1100

acres, Fyzabad 800 acres, and Din-

apur 800 acres.

Apart from the consideration of

the improved health of the troops
comes the other great question of

the health of the native popula-
tion, which also suffers from the

want of milk, or the consumption
of contaminated or even of very

poor milk. In India milk is largely
consumed in the liquid form by
well-to-do natives, and it is also

manufactured into numerous edible

products. It constitutes a most

important part of the food of the

Hindus, who do not eat flesh. In
districts where the poorer classes

livewithout milk on inferior grains,
diseases of the skin are speci-

ally prevalent ;
and in some parts

natives attribute attacks of dys-

entery and the prevalence of

rheumatism to the drinking of

poor milk produced by neglected
animals. Perhaps the most widely
known native product of milk is

ghee or clarified butter, made gen-

erally from whole milk first boiled

and then cooled and permitted to

stand till it sours and thickens.

The process is sometimes hastened

by adding a little sour milk to the

bulk, and the operation of churn-

ing is performed by taking a stick

between the palms and rotating it

in the centre of the milk placed in

an earthen or brass vessel. This,

in all but the mechanical part of
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churning, corresponds closely to

the practice so largely and success-

fully followed in the south of Scot-

land of churning the whole milk.

The butter which results from this

process is in no way deficient in

flavour, and is noted for its keep-

ing qualities. According to another

native method fresh milk is boiled,
cooled by surrounding the vessel

containing it with cold water, and
churned at once. The advantage
of this system is that the butter-

milk is sweet; but the butter is

bad, owing to the native practice
of handling it with unclean hands.

In recent years the Alfa cream-

separator for hand-power has been

extensively introduced. When it

is used the separation is done im-

mediately after the milk is drawn
from the cow, and the butter is

made from ripened cream.

If the cultivation of grass and
the production of milk to meet army
requirements are to remain with
the military department, there is no
reason why the Indian Government
should not by precept and example
do something to extend the pos-
sible benefits of its general adop-
tion to the community at large.
It matters not which department
of State assumes the main control,
the executive management must
be under a specially qualified staff.

It is not a matter which can be

safely left to amateurs. If done
at all, it must be well done, and
the difference between the employ-
ment of skilled as against unskilled

management would simply mean
the difference between success and
failure. There would be a diffi-

culty in finding properly qualified

military officers to take control,

but experts might be employed to

direct the work under them, if it

be ultimately decided that the en-

terprise now begun should continue

under that department.

An extensive and lucrative sys-
tem of co-operative dairying, if it

received moral and financial sup-

port from Government, might be
started

;
and it would lead to re-

markable improvements in the

sanitary condition of the country.
Natives are so wedded to unclean
methods in the management of

their animals, as well as of the

dairy products derived from them,
that it would be hopeless to trust

to natives either in the feeding of

the cows or the handling of the

milk. The cattle would require
to be taken from their pasture to

a central place to be milked and

supplied with the concentrated

portion of their food, or they
might be kept there altogether.
The food would be sold to each

man from a central store, and the

value of it deducted from the

price received from the sale of

produce. One great advantage of

centralisation would be the ease

with which an outbreak of dis-

ease could be detected and
dealt with. The milk could be

separated at once, and each man
might carry off his own por-
tion of separated milk for the

consumption of his family, or

sell it mixed with fresh milk to

those who desire a reduced pro-
duct of this kind. In this way
separated milk could be sold at

less than half the price of full

milk, and many poor people who
cannot now afford to buy milk

would have it brought within

their reach. It could be profit-

ably used up either fresh or made
into confections, of which the

natives of India consume very

large quantities. It is rather an

anomalous circumstance that dur-

ing the recent famine, while the

prices of food-grains rose enor-

mously in the stricken districts, the

price of milk fell from the usual
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modation at the wharfs and on
board the home-bound steamers.
In the development of the enter-

prise the country would have the

great advantage of the depreciated
silver currency in its favour, and
a further benefit would result from
the reduction of the strain due to
her having to meet in gold, in place
of in her own rupee currency, the
adverse balance of her external

government expenses and her for-

eign trade with gold-using coun-
tries. Although the Indian Gov-
ernment is not free from financial

difficulties, the internal condition
of the trade and the prosperity of

the empire, apart from the woful

consequences of famine, are most

satisfactory. The final report of

her Majesty's Royal Commission
on Agricultural Depression (1897)
says, on p. 164, quoting from in-

formation supplied to it by the

Government of India :

" In India,
as a whole, apart from the present
famine, the condition of agricul-
ture during the last ten years has

been flourishing. The breadth of

land under cultivation has extend-

ed
;
the number of stock is larger ;

the rental and revenue of land

have grown; the exports from agri-
cultural produce have advanced."

And again,
" The prices of agricul-

tural produce have not fallen."

Thus by the establishment of

forage and dairying centres the

Government would reap advan-

tage in two distinct ways, besides

the improvement of the army
transport service. An increased

direct revenue would be secured,

and a saving would be made on

the adverse exchange balance.

These advantages do not exhaust

the list of gains to India. The

employment of labour on such

farms would in times of need pro-

vide famine relief to many. At

Allahabad, for example, the work-

rate of 12 and 16 seers to 20 and
22 severs per rupee, because those

who suffered most found it ex-

pedient to spend their money in

the 1irst instance on the more
solid grain. Whether or not this

rule would hold good with an
abundant supply of wholesome

separated milk at less than half

the price of full milk, we cannot

say; still it would be an immense
reserve for Government to fall back

upon to save the lives of the most

helpless sufferers when the next

famine, which every one knows
must come sooner or later, occurs.

The central co-operative depart-
ment would require to be under
the direction of a European, who
should work in such a way as not
to interfere with caste prejudices.
It would be hopeless to expect the

people to act on their own initi-

ative, but Government might in

the first instance advance the

money to purchase the dairy plant
th(; sum to be refunded during

a period of years. A successful de-

velopment in this direction would

lead, in the first place, to the

manufacture in India of the butter

required for home consumption,
which is at present supplied in the

shape of imported tinned butter
of very unattractive character

;

and, in the second place, to an

export trade to Europe, and prob-

ably to Africa. Though the idea

is new, and may startle some who
have no practical knowledge of the
butter trade, there is no insur-

mountable difficulty to contend
with. Butter of excellent quality
can be made in India at a cost

which would leave a satisfactory

profit to the producer; and it only
remains to organise the work on a

sufficiently large scale, and to pro-
vide the necessary means of transit

in refrigerating cars on the Indian

railways, and cold storage accom-
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ing staff of about 3000 natives

of all ages and both sexes con-

tinued to earn wages sufficient to

support a large community in the
famine of 1896-97.

Although there was not rain

enough to grow certain crops dur-

ing the recent severe drought, the

grass farms did well, and more
than paid their way. If this be
so during such a time, their suc-

cess in other seasons must be

amply secure. With good fodder-

farms the Government could pro-
vide not only abundance of pure

sanitary milk, but beef of better

quality for the army. Nothing
could be more important for our

soldiers in a climate like that of

India than a plentiful supply of

beef of the best quality. If men
are not well fed in time of peace,
it cannot be expected that they
will show the requisite measure
of endurance in arduous trials of

strength in time of war. Indian
beef of so-called good quality costs

only about 6s. and mutton about
20s. per cwt. The feeding of

butchers' animals with rich food

before killing them would materi-

ally raise the quality of the meat,
without greatly adding to its total

cost.

Further, the sanitary condition

of large towns would be vastly

improved by providing a means
for the utilisation of manure and

city garbage while quite fresh and

comparatively innocuous. And
probably not the least benefit

in the end would arise from a

practical demonstration that it is

possible under skilled advice to do

something on a large scale for the

improvement of Indian agriculture,

which, although it is admitted to

have stood a test of thousands

of years without much alteration,
must in future be prepared to

bear the strain of entirely new
conditions caused by a vastly
overcrowded population.

ROBERT WALLACE.
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A FAMOUS STUDENTS' CLUB (1747).

THE FIRST SPEECHES OF EDMUND BUEKE.

IN celebrating recently the cen-

tenary of Edmund Burke, refer-

ence was made to an interesting
record of his early efforts as a

speaker, which exists in the 'Pro-

ceedings of the Club '

a small

society founded by him on the

21st of April 1747, while in his

third year as a student in Trinity

College, Dublin. Very little is

known of these unpublished min-

utes, and but scant attention has

been paid to them by the compilers
of the Works, Correspondence, and
Life of Burke. The earliest men-
tion of them is, we think, in

Todd'.s 'Life of Milton'; and
Jamefc Prior, in his Life of Burke

(1826), quotes a passage from
Todd which he had extracted

from these minutes. Sir Joseph
Napier speaks of them in a pub-
lished lecture delivered in Dublin
in 18(52, and the Rev. Dr Robert
Walsh quotes from them in his

address to the Trinity College
Historical Society in 1864, who
say the book was lent to them

by Judge Berwick. The book dis-

appeared subsequently to this
;
but

it was ultimately picked up in a

local bookstall some years ago by a

Trinity College student, who pre-
sented it to the Historical Society.
In 1882 a paper called 'Hibernia'
was published in Dublin, its chief

contributors being young univer-

sity n.en : it had a purely local

and mere fugitive existence; but
in its pages, however, the first

and litherto only attempt was
made to deal with the 'Proceed-

ings o: the Club.'

To !Burke's Club the Historical

Society above mentioned, which is

the ollest debating society in the

United Kingdom, traces its de-

scent. In its arena most of the

great Irish orators for the past
hundred years have learned the
art of debate, and laid there the
foundation of their future fame.
The 'Proceedings [or minutes]

of the Club '

is a small quarto
volume, and contains 111 pages of

closely written matter, a portion of

which is in Burke's handwriting,
when he in turn filled the position
of secretary to the club. Burke, as

is well known, was educated in the

little Quaker town of Ballitore, in

Co. Kildare, by Abraham Shackle-

ton, a Quaker who came from

Yorkshire, and founded a school

here in 1726. Burke entered

Trinity College in April 1744, and
the following is inserted on the

fly-leaf of the minutes :

" Edmond
Bourke, pens, filius lohannis Gen-

erosi, Annum 16 agens, natus Dub-

linii, educatus sub ferula mag.
Shakleton. Dr Pellisier." This

was written (December 17, 1813)
and signed by Dr Barrett, the

celebrated "Jacky," of whose ec-

centricity many stories still sur-

vive.

Of the college life of Burke not

much is known, and what has

been gathered is chiefly derived

from his correspondence with

Richard Shackleton, the son of

his master, with whom he main-

tained a lifelong friendship. The
' Leadbeater Papers,' selected from

the MSS. and Correspondence of

Mary, daughter of Richard Shack-

leton, contain Burke's previously

unpublished letters. In the first

of these he gives an interesting

account of his experiences at the

entrance examination, and warmly
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expresses his obligations to Shack-
leton's father " for the extraordin-

ary pains and care he has taken
with me, so as to merit the com-
mendation of my tutor." Two
years later, when examined for

scholarship, he so impressed one
of the examiners, that he was
asked what school he came from,

"a question," he says,
" I did

not hear asked besides."

In a letter written to his friend

in November 1744 he says :
" The

Society, if you remember, we had

thoughts of erecting, goes on

slowly. . . . Members for our

purpose are very scarce; and

though we had the number, we
shall always think it imperfect
while it wants you." Some little

gathering of his friends was

formed, for he speaks of it again
in these terms :

" Dear Dick, your
neglecting to answer our last letter

has very much surprised the whole
club." Of its exact nature we are

left in doubt
;
but that Burke was

a youth of great warmth of feel-

ing is matter beyond dispute from
these letters, and that he culti-

vated and maintained strong

friendships which lasted through-
out all the struggles and storms

of life there is ample evidence.

The club of 1747 met in George's

Lane, offDame Street, Dublin, and
consisted of seven members, whose

signatures are given as follows :

"Mathw. Mohun, Wm. Dennis,
Edmd. Burke, Andrew Buck,

Joseph Hamilton, Richd. Shackle-

ton, Abram. Ardesoif." Both
Buck and Dennis were senior to

Burke as students, the former

having got scholarship in 1745.

The club at once set to work
on the formation of a code of

laws : they are a model of their

kind, and a remarkable example
of youthful legislation. The first

is typical of the formality of

the time: "Decency and good

manners, virtue and religion,
must guide their whole behaviour,
and no word, gesture, or action

contrary thereto pass uncensured."
The club was to meet on Tuesdays
and Fridays, and sit from five to

nine o'clock. On the first evening
an oration was to be made on a

given subject by an appointed
speaker, and a paper read, "the
author passing his word and
honour that he wrote it origin-

ally for that time and purpose."
On Friday evening a speech was
to be delivered out of some

book,
" with proper emphasis and

action," and a paper on some
moral subject, the remainder of

the time to be taken up in reading
or debating as the president ap-

pointed. This office was held for

a week : the president opened the

club " with an harangue
"

;
he

had to sum up the arguments in

debate, decide the point at issue,

and give his reasons for his judg-
ments. It met regularly twice or

thrice weekly until July 10th, and
Burke sat six times as president
and twice as censor

;
of the thirty-

five meetings recorded he was
never once absent.

Mohun was the first president
and Dennis the first secretary, and
on assembling the personal ele-

ment at once entered into the

proceedings in Burke accusing
Buck of "lampooning Mr Kin-
sella." The president supported
Buck's plea that they had no

right to condemn for anything
done out of the assembly, and
that Burke was liable to an accu-

sation of " ill-nature
"

: he decided

against the charge, and also

against one of Buck's accusing
Burke of "scurrility," and sum-

marily dismissed the meeting, ap-

pointing Dennis " to speak an ora-

tion on Lord Lovat," and Burke
" to deliver an essay on Society,"
on next night of meeting.
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The minutes vary in length and

importance : some are merely con-

cise notes of the evening's proceed-

ings, while others are fairly ex-

haustive, the speech having been

carefully written out and entered.

We do not get the oration on
Lord Lovat, but the minutes
record :

" Votes that it is the sense

of this assembly that Mr Dennis's

oration is better than the Lord

High Steward's on the same occa-

sion.
' The conduct of the Dutch

was proposed for discussion, and
Burke defended them as fol-

lows :

" There is a wide difference betwixt
communities and private men, and
that the interest of our country is

the bost motive for alliance ; that it

was ( qually dangerous to the Dutch
whether the Empress or the French
had the balance, that therefore they
did not assist the Austrians with all

their force, but kept their engage-
ments to the Allies by sending a

body of troops. That they strength-
ened themselves by trade during the

war, they knew best their own in-

terest : if the English were so earnest
in defending the barrier 'tis to be

supposed that they had some interest

in so doing."

The Barrier Treaty of Lord Towns-
hend (1709) was severely dealt

with by Swift in his pamphlet on
this subject, and even the judicious
Hallam says that "it was so ex-

travagant, that one might wonder
at the presumption of Holland in

suggesting its articles, much more
at th 3 folly of our Government in

acceding to them." Burke's some-
what specious arguments did not
convince the club, and the decision

was given against the Dutch.
On the subject of Irish manu-

factures there was evidently some
free speaking on the old and oft-

renewed complaint as to the in-

jury Inflicted by English legisla-
tion on Irish industries. Buck
declared it

" his opinion that such

subjects are not fit matter of
debate in this assembly," and
moved that a law be made to re-

strain them in the choice of their

subjects,
" for that all such which

in the discussion of the question
will make us show any dislike to

his Majesty or his Ministry is im-

proper ;
that questions relating to

the Government of our country
are ticklish points not fit to be
handled." Later on he succeeded
in carrying a law to this effect

notwithstanding the opposition of

Burke, who contended that such
restraint would " take away their

spirit
" and "

destroy their ora-

tory."
The measures adopted by this

youthful band of statesmen and

legislators were of an exception-

ally heroic nature, and the attitude

taken towards public offenders

forms a striking illustration of

Burke's own position later as the

great censor of his age ;
and it is

easily seen where he acquired his

earliest lessons in the conduct of

affairs. We find Mohun soon

brought to trial, and in his absence

the "assembly thinks he should

not be defended by an advocate."

The president postpones the trial
;

but the club passes a law to the

effect that "the absence of an
accused member implies his guilt,

and that sentence be passed on
him unless the president inter-

pose," and that " a lustrum be held

once a-month, and that a censor

be appointed to examine the con-

duct of members." The members

proposed themselves for this office,

urging their own claims.

On May the 12th Burke, who
had already acted as secretary,

appears as president and delivered

an "
harangue

" from the chair to

the effect that " he represented
the dignity of the assembly, and

would act with the utmost rigour,

and would, was there no law, do
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it through his benevolence and

regard to the Society, and that he
would act absolute and free within
the laws." A curious subject is

proposed for discussion "Whether
an absolute pride or servile com-

plaisance in a president be most
commendable." Burke recapitu-
lated the arguments advanced, and
" determined pride to be the least

faulty of extremes, but recom-
mended the medium."
Two trials soon come off, and

the "crimes" committed were "in-

decency and contempt of the pre-

sident," who, Hamilton had said,
was " damned absolute," which
was very probably the case, if we
are to judge by his opening "har-

angue." Mohun not only assented

to this, but was guilty of "con-
stant insolences, contempt, and
absence from the assembly, with

disregard to the repeated fines and
censures." Dennis was appointed
first censor, and delivered a dis-

course on the nature of his office.

His first duty was an examination
of the conduct of Mohun, who was
"
formally expelled the Society for

ever."

On the 19th May the president

(Buck) ordered Burke to make
an " oration on the advantages
England would receive by the

Prince of Orange being made
Stadtholder." The ofiice had not
been filled from 1702, but in 1747
it was revived and made heredi-

tary in the house of Orange in the

person of Prince William Henry.
This was done chiefly to conciliate

England, as the Prince was mar-
ried to Anne, eldest daughter of

George II. Burke spoke on the

subject as follows :

" The Dutch interest and the Eng-
lish [were] closely united

;
the Dutch

were the barrier between us and the

Continent, and if the French overrun
them they would overspread Europe
and be the destruction of our trade.

That the union of the States was the

only remedy against it, and that this
could be effected in no other way
than by the election of a Stadtholder :

that though the French invaded the
Dutch territories, and their gold had
prevailed in some provinces, yet their

present unanimity would have the
same effect in expelling them as their
dissensions had in introducing them.
That the Stadtholder was not only
their union but their head, and would
to the utmost exert himself for the

safety of his country and the peace
of Europe."

The proceedings on this evening
were of great variety. Dennis
was ordered to speak on "

Lenity
'to the Scotch rebels," and Burke
considered him to be tainted with
" disaffection

"
: he was about to

be censured, whereupon he pro-
fessed his indifference and main-
tained his loyalty. The president
ordered him to speak on the same

subject again. This he did, and
was thus answered by Burke :

"Though mercy was amiable, yet
justice was to be executed, to punish
adequately and 'stop a crime which
otherwise might taint the whole
nation. That the rebels having
through a weak judgment joined
with the Stuarts ought to suffer,

particularly as they continued it till

death, they deserved the strictest

rigour of the law. That no mercy
should be shown to him that is an

enemy to his country, and he who
rebels is liable to all the mischiefs such
a crime brings upon him."

This is interesting in considering
the attitude Burke took towards
the French Revolution. It is diffi-

cult to understand how Burke, hat-

ing tyranny, cruelty, and wrong as

he did, could by such a judgment
defend the butcheries of Cumber-
land. It is curious also to note

that Payne refers to this particular
event in his famous reply to Burke

the 'Rights of Man' that those

sacrificed in the Revolution " had
their fate in the circumstances of
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the moment, and were not pursued
with that long, cold-blooded, un-

abated revenge which pursued the

unfortunate Scotch in the affair of

1745."

The president tells Dennis "he
never spoke so bad," and deter-

mines in favour of Burke. The
former was ordered to speak in

"the character of the Prince of

Orange haranguing his troops,"
and again in that of a sailor

who was "
persuading the crew

to turn pirates." Burke replied
to the latter harangue, and said

that. " for his part he would
sooner leap into the sea than be-

come dishonest." The president
received thanks for his choice of

subjects, which indeed he seems to

havo deserved. On the next even-

ing Burke was ordered " to speak
in the character of General Huske
for (ingaging the rebels at Falkirk."

He said :

"
Delay prolongs the war ; that it

was the Scots they were to engage
miglit be attacked unprepared, that
the Highlanders were best at attack

that the men would be worse for

dining that the Duke of Cumberland
was coming down, that they should
meet him with honour, and show they
had revenged the ravages the Scots
committed in England."

Denais, in the character of General
Ha\\ ley, urged that "the men being
wearied would be better after din-

ing." An arraignment of Hawley
for bis conduct at this battle would
be n( arer the mark as a proceeding.
Though an experienced officer, he
was a bad commander. He showed
a contempt for the Highlanders,
whici was culpable and inexcus-
able after the experience of Sir

John dope's defeat at Preston-

pans. Dancing attendance on the
Countess of Kilmarnock at Cal-

landt r House, he allowed himself
to be out-manoauvred by the Scotch

leaders, and arrived late on the
vor,. CLXIII. NO. DCCCCLXXXVIII.

field of battle before an impatient
army. He was severely satirised
in the Jacobite ballads of the day.
On the 26th May Burke was

ordered to make a declamation in

praise of painting, and the minutes
record as follows :

" There are three arts, called gener-
ally by way of eminence polite
poetry, painting, and musick. That
painting is in many things not in-
ferior to poetry, and doubtless superior
to musick, that it gives us all the
beauties of nature with the additional

pleasure that the mind takes in com-
paring them and finding their resem-
blance with the original. That it

greatly tends to the furtherance and
improvement of virtue by putting be-
fore our eyes the most lively examples
of the reward of it, or the punishment
of the contrary. Like St Paul preach-
ing at Athens (a piece of Baphael), it

convinces some, astonishes and pleases
all. Portraiture particularly useful

by showing our ancestors who have
done well : we may be incited by their

example, for which end the Komans
kept the statues of their ancestors in

their houses."

He was next ordered to dispute
with Dennis " whether philos-

ophy be of use to poetry." Burke

argued

" that the province of philosophy and

poetry are so different that they can
never coincide ; that philosophy to

gain its end addresses to the under-

standing, poetry to the imagination,
which by pleasing it finds a nearer

way to the heart ; that the coldness

of philosophy hurts the imagination,
and taking away much of its power,
must consequently lessen its effects,

and so prejudice it. Such is the con-

sequence of putting a rider on Pegasus,
that will prune its wings and inca-

pacitate him from rising from the

ground."

Burke frequently complains to

Shackleton of his desultory habits ;

but though he did not confine him-

self to the systematic study of any
one branch, he read widely in

T
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philosophy, history, and poetry.
"I am deep in metaphysics and

poetry," he says. He wrote verse,
and occasionally breaks into rhyme
in his letters to Shackleton. He
spent much of his time in the

college library,
" the best way in

the world," he says,
" of killing

thought." He read Longinus, and
writes to Shackleton saying,

" I

wish we could read him together,"
and bought him a new copy at

2s. 2d. He was influenced by the
'

Inquiry into the Ideas of Beauty
and Virtue,' by Francis Hutche-

son, an Irishman who had kept
a school in Dublin, and was after-

wards appointed to the chair of

Moral Philosophy in Glasgow.
We have interesting evidence

from these minutes, as well as

from Burke's and Dennis's letters,

of the part the students played in

Dublin street riots of the time.

In a letter of Burke to Shackleton
in 1746, he gives a graphic account

of the Sheridan and Kelly theatre

riots. On May 29 Dennis is or-

dered " to make an oration to

dissuade the scholars from engag-

ing in the riots." A joint -letter

of the friends to Shackleton was
written that evening, in which

light is thrown on the internal

workings of the club. This letter

was first published in the ' Dublin
National Magazine

'

(1830), and in

it Dennis says, in connection with
an attempt to rescue a student

from arrest :

" The mob attempt-

ing to force the ' Black dog
'

(New-
gate prison), the gaoler fired, killed

two, and wounded others. Five

scholars were expelled for the

riot, and five more admonished."

Among the latter was Oliver

Goldsmith.
An amusing contrast in the

choice of subjects is shown in

the order of the president to

Ardesoif, that as he had not his

speech on drunkenness well by

heart, on the next night
" he pro-

duce one on love." The subject
of absenteeism on that occasion

engaged their attention, and Burke
introduced a bill " to tax the ab-

sentees ten per cent of their

estates." He urged "that 'tis

the only means of preserving some

part of the little money in the

kingdom, which, appropriated to

the Dublin Society, might prove a

great advantage to it." This was
a common and oft-debated remedy
for Irish grievances from the days
of Swift; and in 1773, when a

motion was brought forward for

such a tax in the Irish House of

Commons, Burke wrote an able

letter to Sir Charles Bingham in

opposition to the scheme. It is

interesting to note in reference

to Burke's interest in the Dublin

Society, which was founded in

1731, that in 1749, two years after

the debate, a parliamentary grant
of 500 a-year was given to it.

Never was a public grant to an
institution of the kind more fully

justified by results. For a century
and a half the B/oyal Dublin So-

ciety has done State work in

stimulating and developing the

agricultural and other industries

of the country. The annual Horse
Show at its unrivalled premises
south of the city has a world-wide

reputation.

Subjects of a religious kind were

occasionally introduced to the

club, and on this evening Burke
was ordered " to make an ex-

tempore commonplace on the

Sermon of our Saviour on the

Mount." There was a strong
current of religious feeling in

Burke's nature, which shows it-

self in his correspondence with

Shackleton. The minutes record

that he took

"occasion to observe how much
the Christian morality exceeds the

best heathen by refining our pas-
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sions, and not only our actions, but
their spring, the heart. Our Divine

Physician heals the corrupted source
;

the others are but surgeons tamper-
ing with the outward sores, and

very defective in that. . . . The
heathens, even the wisest and best,
weie employed a long time in search-

ing what was good or virtue and
tha-: the most learned were much
puzzled in their inquiry, and the

ignorant could know nothing at all.

But the Gospel by substituting faith,
which the most ignorant can have,

gives
us the precept, and leaves us

immediately to the practice. That
the morality inculcated in this excel-

lent sermon conduced so admirably to

the improvement of society, that had
its rules been observed, we should
hav-3 a heaven upon earth. But since

men are so wicked that this cannot

be, those who do may be sure of find-

ing it in a better place."

On May the 30th, Burke
"moved that he may accuse Mr
Dennis," and we have an example
of his early efforts in the art of

impeachment. He spoke as fol-

lows :

" That he is sorry to be so frequent
in accusations, as it may seem cruel

in him, particularly since he is now

obliged
to accuse a member who has

filled with applause the greatest posts
in the Society, and till very lately
behaved himself perfectly well

; but
sinct all things are of late turned up-
side down among us, and that the
best members are become the worst,
his love to the Society overbears all

other considerations and obliges him
to show First, That Mr Dennis had

transgressed the laws in accusing its

president while in office, and that not
with a calm accusation, which would
have lessened his crime, but with the
utmost insolence, and refusing to be
silenn at his order, continuing his

insults to the chair and the private
members by exclaiming for his liberty.

Secondly, That, continuing his ill-

behavdour, to insult the Society he
used obscene words without provoca-
tion, and forced, for this same end,
unbe joining insolent laughs. Thirdly,
That, to complete all his crimes, he

declared he disregarded the censure,
and by that means he endeavoured to
have the punishments of the assembly
set at nought. That what aggravated
the accused's crime was the repetition
and long continuance of it, and unless
such offences be punished, it must
bring inevitable ruin on the Society.
He desires the president not to be
moved with a crafty insinuation the
accused might use,

* that the offended

person was his judge,' but considering
himself intrusted with the care of the

Society, he should, disregarding evil

tongues, give a sentence on Mr Den-
nis, which he demands from him as a
debt he owed to the Society, and for

the omission of which he would be
accountable another day."

Dennis made an equally able

defence, denied the insolence, but
admitted " that he might be a little

warm," and that his crimes " had
no foundation but in the malice

of the accuser." Burke replied,
and prayed for judgment, and
the president, after recapitulation,

gave the sentence of "admoni-
tion." Nobody seems to have
been a bit the worse for these

apparently serious impeachments,
fines, and censures. Burke and
Dennis were the best of college

friends, and occupied the same
rooms. In the joint-letter already
referred to Dennis says :

" I have

prosecuted Mohun (while a private

member) with the utmost rigour,
and when censor expelled him

;

and now, for my good services, I

am threatened with expulsion by
Burke, who is a terrible fellow,

and is very active (at getting me

punished) in the club." Writing

again in the same year (1747), he

says :

" My dear friend Burke

leads a very unhappy life from

his father's temper, and what is

worse, there is no prospect of

bettering it. He must not stir

out at night by any means, and

if he stays at home there is some

new subject for abuse." Three

years later Burke, in writing to
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Shackleton, says :

" I had a letter,
after a long intermission of writ-

ing, from Dennis : I believe him
to be the same worthy man I

always thought him."
On June the 2nd the club met as

usual
; but Ardesoif the president

was absent, and the minutes de-

clare they
" seemed rent from the

convulsion," there was "not only
a stagnation in the Society, but
the very life of it snatched away

"
;

and further, that "the shocks which
the Roman republic was divided
and at last overturned by, are not
a stronger instance of the truth."

Burke proposed, "with true con-

cern for the public weal in prefer-
ence to all private regards," to

deal with it in a drastic manner

by moving that "the president's
absence should be considered as

abdication," and the next in suc-

cession should preside. More legis-
lation followed, and with an elabor-

ate preamble a new law appointing
a vice-president was enacted, and
his first duty was to fine and
censure the absent president.
The subject of the "figure of

the ecliptic
" was debated on, and

after a lengthened argument by
Buck, which reads strangely in

the light of modern knowledge,
Burke, whose language is better

than his science, spoke. He
"doubts our place in summer to

be in the aphelion," and says

" That if trade-winds are the effect,
not the cause of cold

; and if wind be
instrumental either way, the sailor

that has trembled in the hurricane
will swear the watry is the lee side

of this our floating vessel in the

heavens, and tell you how often he
would gladly give whole acres of

well-grown sea for a foot of dry land,
furze, brambles, heath, or anything.
The gale that fills the sheet, when
not a leaf is moved ashore, rattles

through the shrouds a blustering de-

claration that warmth is its enemy,
and the rising breeze that curls the

inland water makes the poor fisher-

man shrink, when the herdsman is

unconcerned and warm. Why sighs
the Italian for Aura? Why seeks
he the shade, which quivers with the

cooling blast? Why does he strive
to cool the mid-day heat in the re-

freshing stream ? Why all this if the
wind be warm, or the waters have
within them that heat? Experience
and the nature of things teach us
other things than Mr Buck would
have us believe."

(f

The debate seemed to have been

serious, for notwithstanding Buck's

reply, the minutes read

"The Society could not satisfy
themselves in this point ; and after
some delay and irresolution Mr
Burke proposed the following queries
for future examination, thinking till

they be answered there can be no

certainty of this matter : (1) Whether
there be not a strong subterraneous
heat

;
and whether it be equal or

superior to the solar? (2) Whether
the southern parts have lesser or

larger portion of the same? (3)
Whether the calculations of the
earth's inclination be just? (4)
Whether the southern segment be
not the greater i.e., though both

poles be equidistant from the centre,
whether the southern parts swell not
out more, and the figure of the earth
be not that of an egg ; so that the

south circles of latitude being larger,
and consequently every point in each

moving faster, the whole be not

thereby less affected by the sun ? (5)
Whether the calculations of the

figure of the ecliptic be exactly
true?"

Burke's queries are interesting and

ingenious, and illustrate the state

of geographical knowledge a cen-

tury and a half ago. It was long

subsequent to this that the figure
and measurements of the earth

were calculated upon something
like scientific data.

In 1745 Philip Dormer Stan-

hope, fourth Earl of Chesterfield,

after a successful mission as Am-
bassador to The Hague, entered
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on & short term of office as Lord
Lieutenant in Ireland. He car-

ried out a policy of conciliation

towards the Roman Catholics, and

upo:i his success in his admini-

stration of this office his reputation
as a statesman chiefly rests. He
managed to check the rival re-

ligious and political factions that

distracted the land
;
he kept under

the jobbery and corruption for

which the official system was

notorious, and inaugurated many
schemes for the industrial and
social development of the coun-

try. He planted and opened up
Phconix Park, Dublin, and the

column, crowned by the bird rising
from its ashes, bears witness to

the improvements he carried out
in this noble pleasure-ground. He
left Ireland in 1746, having been

appointed Secretary of State.

The club debated, "Whether
we derive more or less advantages
by Lord Chesterfield's being in his

present employment than if he
had stayed here our Governor."
Burke opened the debate, and

spoke as follows :

"Love of our country is the life of

every generous breast ; and we can-

not approve our excellence above the
brutn creation in a nobler instance
than preferring the public good to

private concerns. Self-love is in every
animal a strong bias, which reason
alone is able to get the better of.

But in a case where both these inter-

ests unite, who can be more than
brute to speak against it?

" The blessings of this noble Earl's

Government are visible in the fair

fruit it has produced, which smiling
shown; in everything about us the

genial influence of that sunshine
those halcyon days when he kept
Ireland in peace, and unruffled by
storms which raged upon the neigh-
bouring shores. But the impression
it has made upon our hearts is a more

lasting, a more glorious monument.
The soul, as it never dies, so it will

ever "be grateful to its benefactor, and

his memory will flourish in the minds
of men when time and years have
laid all other monuments in the dust.
Our sorrow for his absence confesses
our sense of his ability to shine as

bright in any place ; and at the same
time speaks how much more agree-
able as well as useful the lustre would
be near us. Nor can I utter senti-

ments contrary to my heart, or betray
a disregard to the common cause by
differing from the general opinion of

my countrymen ;
and that I may not

give room for an objection, that I
run down the tide of popular fancy,
and am borne away by want of atten-

tion with the ignorant unthinking
crowd, I think I can offer cogent
arguments to convince all friends to

Ireland that Lord Chesterfield cannot
in any office do so much good to us as

when our Lieutenant.
" The opportunity a man can have

of promoting the good of his fellow-

creatures is proportionate to his wis-

dom, his wealth, or his power ;
and

the good done in either case will be
more or less according to his sincerity
and inclination. But it is ever ob-

served that the conferrer glows with
a more candid, a more disinterested

affection than the obliged. As God's
love surpasses that of His creatures,
and as the father's is more tender and

lasting than the son's, we are con-

vinced of his lordship's will to serve

us ; and while we feel any spark of

gratitude within us from what is said

above, we may assure ourselves the

fire that lighted it will scorn to decay.
It were base to doubt the continu-

ance of his regard, who could have
been moved to our favour by no other

cause than his natural generosity and

disposition to do good. Nay, to sup-

press all rising apprehensions of this

kind, has he not given us assurance

of his love, by that letter he sent us

fraught with nobleness and candour ?

He sought not to enrich himself, nor

drain our purses to fill his own. No ;

he meant and shows he still does

mean us all the good he can. And as

we may be satisfied of his inclination,

so has he taught us a pleasing lesson,

of what sweets he knows how to be-

stow upon us in what we already
have tasted ; and we have as little

cause to fear a diminution of his wis-
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dom, as of his disposition to our ad-

vantage. . . . The grandest place his

Majesty can bestow a subject is to

represent himself in Ireland. But
the office of Lord Lieutenant has not
its splendour so much from wealth
as power ; and consequently supplies
the munificent with fairer opportuni-
ties and more occasions to exercise
their liberality and love of mankind
than any other, at least I am sure to

Ireland. Nay, though his lordship
now should have more power in his

hands, yet his heart is divided, and
his care increased, his business multi-

plied, and in the confusion his own
native country will engross most of
his thoughts, whose interest so often
clashes with ours. Thus I think I
have made it manifest that we cannot

expect more benefit from his lord-

ship's wise conduct in the office of

Secretary to England, nor so great as

from his hands when intrusted with
the sword for Ireland."

This is typical of the semi-

reverential attitude of the mind
of Burke towards the "

great
"
in

the land to the Richmonds and

Rockinghams of a later time of

whom he wrote :

" You people of

great families and hereditary trusts

and fortunes, the great oaks that
shade a country and perpetuate
your benefits from generation to

generation, are not such as I am,
mere annual plants that perish
with our season, and leave no
sort of traces behind us."

On the next evening the club
resolved itself into a mimic Parlia-

ment, and a bill was introduced "for
the better regulation of the press
and the prevention of piracy."
The publication of pirated editions

of the works of English writers

was carried on to a great extent
in Ireland, as the old bookstalls

in Dublin to this day testify ;
but

the Irish House of Commons failed

to deal with the evil. The English
House of Commons in 1739 carried

a statute "for prohibiting the im-

portation of those reprinted abroad

which were written and printed in

Great Britain." This law was re-

newed from time to time as it ex-

pired, until the matter was fully
dealt with after the Act of Union.
The subject was well debated

in the club, and Burke spoke as

follows :

"
Gentlemen, Mr Dennis is carried

away by a well-meant warmth, whose
smoke, I doubt not, you can plainly
see through. However, lest any doubt
should remain, or rather be raised, by
his hot speech, I beg your patient

hearing for the few arguments I have
to offer in favour of this commend-
able bill. But first I shall endeavour
to show the weakness of Mr Dennis's
assertions. He says the bill is detri-

mental to printers ; if, notwith-

standing, it appears beneficial to the

public, I hope this needs no more in

its behalf. Grant, then, the printers
should suffer, yet the profit of that
set of men should not weigh down
the advantages of the whole nation,
whose honour and happiness depend
on theimprovement of art and sciences,
and the advancement of learning.
And it is of much more moment to

encourage writers and authors of

books than to consult the sole inter-

est of the printers. Besides the check
that learning will feel if piracy be

longer continued (and there is just
reason to apprehend the end of all

improvement), consider that the world
will soon be overstocked with edi-

tions of the books now among us, and
this trade will suffer a stagnation,
when the fountain is stopped that

supplies it."

He then dealt with the econ-

omic aspect of the question, and
said :

" We need but inquire of England
to be assured of the reasonableness of

this motion. For many years Holland

supplied that nation, and could afford

to sell their books cheaper and better.

But the suppression of piracy put an
end to that, and England now vies

with all its neighbours in the excel-

lence of its paper, the delicacy of its

types, and the beauty of the binding.
And why may not we hope in time
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to be at least able to furnish our own
ships. Besides the honesty of the
nation will be increased by the due en-

co iragement of care and industry, and
tha riches will receive augmentation
and supply, when the price of labour
is kept up and men can afford to take

priper pains to bring art and trade to

perfection."

The bill being put to the vote,

passed nemine con.

On the next evening Burke

proposed a motion that his friend

Shackleton should receive permis-
sion "to wear his hat in the

assembly." He did not propose
this, he said,

" with a design of

honouring Mr Shackleton, but as

he, through a nice observance of

the principles of his religion, had

required the same by letter j
that

Mr Shackleton hinted as if he

would not make use of that priv-

ilege, though he would not be

tied down to what was opposite
his principles." The motion was

agreed to, and "a patent granted

accordingly."
On June the 16th the expul-

sion of Coriolanus was debated,
and Burke, in the character of

a Roman citizen, spoke to the

following effect:

'He is sorry to see still in Eome a

spirit of ingratitude subsist to the
destruction of her best citizens, that

mokes it a crime in men to deserve
well of their country ; not to suffer

their private debates with the pa-
tricians to get the better of the

general good, always remembering
th? t they made a part of the common-
we ilth, only different in being a little

rai >ed for the preservation of order
;

bei;-s them to consider who preserved
their city in its utmost need, to re-

member the conqueror of Corioli, the
ma n who made them what they were

;

and not, lastly (as they regarded the

jus sice of the gods and their character
with the neighbouring nations), to

drive a man from that city which he
had preserved, nor compel him, by
taking refuge among our enemies, to

turn that virtue which had often
saved the city to its ruin."

On July 3 the subject, "Whether
the law that makes sheep-stealing
death be repealed," was discussed.

The criminal code was then, and
for eighty years afterwards, a dis-

grace to civilisation
;
and in the

reigns of George II. and George
III. ninety-six fresh statutes were
added to the already long list of

blood-stained laws. In this de-

bate Burke spoke against the re-

peal ; but the youthful Tory lived

to change his views, and justly to

observe on the subject,
" that if a

country gentleman could obtain no
other favour from the Government,
he was sure to be accommodated
with a new felony, without benefit

of clergy."
The subject of Temperance was

discussed on July 7 in a rather

unusual form " Whether the

Turkish law that forbids wine
be just." It provoked some lively

speeches, and some levity from

Dennis, who said, "I never wished
more for wine than now that I

am to speak in its praise," and in

his remarks seemed to furnish

some point to Buck's reply, "I
believe he has been tasting the

grape, by his contradictions and
false arguments." Burke spoke
as follows :

"Was there no other reason than
this being a heathenish law I should

cry out against the justice of it ;
but

I will show you that they are not only

faulty, but that it is meritorious to

drink this generous liquor. Mahomet
had no reason for forbidding the Turks
to drink wine, but because he knew

they had not the mastery of their

passions ;
now Christians have the

mastery of their passions, therefore

not to be restrained on that account.

But I will show you they have an
undoubted right to use it : nothing
was made in vain, why should the

wine? Besides, we have the autho-

rity of the patriarchs for the drinking
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of it. Noah planted the vine, and
the Jews drank the juice of the grape.
Even our Saviour appointed the drink-

ing of it in the solemnest part of our

religion. Shall we not prefer the in-

stitutions of Christ to the orders of

Mahomet? Besides, wine is a great
enlivener of the spirits, and I doubt
not nay, I am certain this assem-

bly, who allow our drinking malt

liquor, would, if their fund were

sufficient, order the drinking of wine.
Yet no one will from thence distrust

the wisdom of the Society. In fine,

God* gave us wine, and almost all

mankind proclaim its use ; then let

us enjoy its benefits."

On July 10, the last meeting
recorded in the minutes, another

classical subject was debated
t( The embassy of Ulysses and
Menelaus to recover Helen." The

speakers took each a character

assigned, and with much ability
maintained them after the classical

model. Burke, as Ulysses, spoke
as follows :

"Witness, oh Jove ! who inhabit

Ida, how I blush for Paris, for

Priam, and for Troy. Laomedon once

brought destruction on this city. Let
his example warn you, Priam, lest it

suffer the same fate under you. I am
no Greek, I come not to revenge any
injury I have received ; no, I was led

here by the desire of Menelaus, and

my regard to justice to seek the

reparation of his injuries. How do

you hope the favour of the gods if you
do not surrender Paris ? that ravisher !

I am the delegate of the gods, who
am come to demand satisfaction for

that sacred hospitality which you
broke. Look on Ida and tremble
for your crimes unexpiated. 'Tis there

that avenger of wrongs sits to look

on this city famed for its perjuries.
This is not only an insult to Mene-

laus, to the Greeks, but also to the

gods, to Jupiter the king of the gods.
And you, rash young man, what could

prompt you to this deed ? Was it

her beauty ? Your lust enhances your
guilt. Nor think that Jupiter will

easily pardon the rape of his daughter
Jupiter the hospitable, the regarder

of vows, and lastly the father of

Helen, whom I demand with all her
riches. Oh ! Priam, do not be de-

fender of your son's lust. Let your
tenderness yield to your wisdom.
Consider your safety. See all Greece

thundering on your coast. I speak
for your interest and the regard I

have to the gods, from whom I am
descended : I do not speak this from

pride, for you are also descended
from them

;
then show your regard

to them in delivering up Helen, and
save your country."

Dennis spoke in the character of

Antenor; and with a stirring ap-

peal of Buck's in that of Paris, the

minutes practically close.

We believe that these minutes
are unique, not only in point of

age, in their fulness of detail, but
in containing so much of the

thoughts of such a genius as

Burke, the central figure of this

little band of clever and enthusi-

astic students. These records

show Burke as the moving spirit
of the Society, giving full play to

his faculties and energies, while

following the bent of his inquir-

ing spirit into the varied fields of

knowledge. We see him able in

debate and declamation on aesthet-

ics, poetry, history, economics,
and in the preparation and mas-

tery of a code of laws, exhibiting
some of that marvellous compre-
hensiveness which distinguished
him in after-life, as one of the

greatest political philosophers that

this or any other country has pro-
duced.

JOHN COOKE.
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MRS BISHOP IN KOREA.

ONE evening in November 1893
thrive people met in the tiny par-
lour of a minute set of rooms in

chambers in London. One of them
was Dr Horton, chairman that

year of the London Missionary

Society ;
another was Mrs Bishop,

spending with a friend of nearly

forty years her last hours in Lon-
don prior to the adventurous in-

vasion of Korea described in these

volumes
;
the third was her friend,

the writer of this review. The last

kept in her memory a register of

like departures, courageous and

yet full of misgiving, shadowed by
sorrow that almost dreaded return,
and yet hopeful of opportunities to

extend British knowledge, influ-

ence, and service. The talk was
all of missionary work of its

dire need in the East
;

of the

swamp into which Buddhism
drew the nations, suffocating, not

feeding, their flickering spiritual-

ity : of their revolt into material-

ism, checkered by abject fears and
servile propitiation of a myriad
baleful powers ;

of the change here

and there in a little company of

liveu once sodden with heathen-

ism, now leavened with the king-
dom of heaven. The chairman
of the London Missionary Society
wrote and signed a recommenda-
tion of the traveller to all his

Society's missionaries in China,
and late in the evening the con-

ference broke up.
Four years have come and gone,

and the traveller has returned

with stores of acquired and veri-

fied information, and with volumes
of impressions and experiences,
which she has sifted into the two
which form her book. A very
special feature attends its publi-

cation. Not only has she been

present at a revolution in Korea,

entirely unforeseen when she

planned her visit, but she has

seen its capital and people un-

warned of the crisis and in their

natural condition
;

she has re-

turned to them just after its

acutest phase, while they were
confounded with an unexpected

upheaval ;
and she has further

strengthened her acquaintance
with them during the progress of

a rapid change, political, magis-

terial, social a change affecting

every detail of town life, the very
width of streets and the size of

shops.

Again and again Mrs Bishop re-

minds us that her record is one of

transition
;
but we are so fortunate

as to receive from her a picture

stamped upon her mind in its first

fresh contact with Korea, of the

country in tranquillity, half mori-

bund, it is true, wholly venal, idle,

sordid, and hopeless, but at least

natural. And while she narrates

the stages of Japanese aggression
and reform, and leaves us conscious

of their stimulating interference

rather than of a gradual disappear-
ance of the old and substitution of

the new order, she is careful to in-

dicate the approach of other influ-

ences, which must determine the

eventual issue, whose character

cannot yet be predicted.
If Japan first hovered over inert

Korea, she has advertised the

fact which her imperial instinct

divined, and the eagles are gather-

ing from the North and from the

West. It is because Korea, torpid

under Chinese influence, betrayed
the unwieldy and massive inertia

of her suzerain, that every. fact

Korea and her Neighbours. Two vols. London : John Murray.
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which can guide us to apprehend
both the present tension in Chinese
and Korean waters and its inev-

itable rupture, is important and
welcome. The crisis there is the

most powerful advertisement of

Mrs Bishop's book, to which all

intelligent men and women will

turn for trustworthy information
about the status as it was and the

status as it is for the moment.
Mrs Bishop's travels included

two terms in China and one in

Japan, prior to which and in the

intervals between which she paid
four visits to Korea. Her book
makes no attempt to describe

either her journeys in Western
China or her residence in Japan.
We trust that we may expect
some future narrative of these.

Her deportation when war broke

out, her disastrous voyage to

Mukden in Chinese Manchuria,
and her divergence to Wladivostok
and inspection of the Korean settle-

ments in Russian Manchuria, are

excepted from this restriction of

the story to Korea
;
but the last

was undertaken for the express
purpose of ascertaining how far

the Koreans are capable of develop-
ment in conditions favourable to

industry and independence. For in

Korea the oppression and extortion
of the official world weigh down
both commercial and labouring
classes, so that a mere hand-to-

mouth existence is the only pro-
tection from robbery. Under
Russian protection the immi-

grants have scope for develop-
ment and can attain prosperity.
All that Mrs Bishop saw of their

opportunities and success led

her to believe that in Russian

ascendancy the Korean will find

his best chance but of which we
are not so sanguine.

It was in February 1894 that

Mrs Bishop first landed on Korean
soil. She stayed in the country till

June 21, when the British Yice-

Consul sent her at a few hours'

notice to Chefoo. The war had

begun, Chemulpo was a Japanese
military camp. The four months
of her residence had, however, been
well employed, not only in observa-

tion and study of political and
social life in the capital, but in

two remarkable journeys by boat
and on horseback, up the twin
confluents of the river Han, on
whose estuary Seoul is situated.

It is to this first visit that we owe
her account of what may now be

called Old Korea, and she is as

yet the only traveller up the Han
who has given her impressions to

the public. The river nearly cuts

the country into two portions, and
a third smaller section lies between
the confluents advancing to meet
each other from north-east and
south - east. Mountain -

ranges,
forest-clad and tiger-haunted, oc-

cupy the north and reach down
the eastern shore, from which

spurs and groups project into the

centre and west. In two such

groups the confluents rise about

100 miles apart, and as Mrs Bishop

explored the south Han in a sam-

paD, and added to her voyage on
the northern branch a lengthy

ride, which ended at Won-san,
an open port on Broughton Bay,
she made herself very thoroughly

acquainted with the whole centre

of the peninsula traversed by
these rivers and their affluents.

To this investigation she added
a month's stay in Seoul early in

1895, and two months' farther

exploration at the end of that

year, when she followed the main
road to China from Seoul, accom-

panied by an intelligent Korean

interpreter, using ponies for the

journey, and with their grooms
and her own personal servant in

attendance. This expedition was

due north as far as Tok-chhon,
but included several excursions

for special inquiry. When
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add a return to the capital in

October 1896, and a residence

there of several months, during
which she made a careful study
of all historical, political, in-

dustrial, and social matters, and
of such points as education and

spirit-worship, verifying her con-

clusions, and submitting her notes

to skilled correction, we may take

for granted that what she tells us

is of the utmost value, both as the

fruit of her own trained observa-

tion, and as the weighed and sifted

result of well-advised study.

What, then, does this book tell

us of Korea 1

? Truly in some re-

spects a sad and sordid tale. Here
is DO land of romance, no Eldorado,

although the Korean will tell you
its very dust is gold. Here is no
heroic past with its deities throned
on the mountains, its men of

valour caught up into Olympus.
Here are no temples of marble,
no jewelled shrines, no dynasties
whose founders were divine.

Oriental magnificence there is

none, except in blurs and patches
once in a way, when the King
is borne to do honour to the

manes of his ancestors. There is

nothing to fire the imagination,
to give wings to hope, to inspire
adventure. Korea is a land of

prose its dust is dust indeed.

But) nature is tender to the un-

happy country, and clothes its

mountains with forest and carpets
its forests with lilies of the valley,
and flings roses and clematis and

caressing creepers about the gorges
and canons of its rivers.

An aristocratic class without

dignity ; a useless, idle, extor-

tionate upper class
;

an official

middle class, insolent, vulgar,

rapacious, and dissolute; a com-
mercial class reduced to the level

of mere hawkers from hamlet to

hamlet; a peasantry with bone
and muscle enough, but fleeced

and dispirited; women despised,

overworked, isolated
; children

educated in superstitious terrors

and a handful of mischievous

prejudices, such are the constitu-

ents of the Korean nation. No-
where is there vigour, independ-
ence, home-life, hope, or happiness.

I do not know whether a certain

fin-de-siecle Zolaism may not have

crept even into the modern trav-

eller's point of view. We are just
a little overdone with the dismal
in their records. Not a single
discomfort is omitted

;
we are not

spared an ounce of dust nor a

single predatory insect. Inn
after inn is more detestable than
the last. Every road is equally

impassable, every river is a stair-

case. We are thankful when the

explorer secures his walrus and his

blubber, when he lunches sumpt-

uously on cold curry. But it is

all a little hard on a meritorious

and sympathetic public, which was

guiltless from the beginning of

sending out the forlorn pilgrim.
We take it for granted that pil-

grims shoulder the wallet and

strap on the sandal shoon for love

of the pilgrimage. Then why
dilate on mud and dust and starv-

ation, and the hungry myriads
who inhabit darkness ? They are

themes apt to beget weariness,

and make the impatient reader

inquire with objurgatory sniff",

"Then why on earth did you go
there?" Doubtless a migratory
visitor sees more of seamy Korean
life than a resident might do. We
could wish that Mrs Bishop had

lived as guest in a Korean house-

hold, as she did in a Japanese
house at Nikko, so that she might
have been able to chronicle some

redeeming domestic virtue. But

the very constitution of the family
bars such a possibility, and leaves

us ignorant of what might be

urged from the Korean point of

view. What she did gather about

the home-life is most melancholy.
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Even in Western States it has
taken all the influences of Christi-

anity nearly two millenniums to

prove to unwilling mankind that
women are much as men are in

needs and nature, and are neither

goddesses nor beasts of burden.
" If you prick us, do we not bleed ?

if you tickle us, do we not laugh ?

if you poison us, do we not die?

and if you wrong us, shall we not

revenge ?
"

If Christianity has

barely attained to reveal this sub-

stantial oneness, far less have the

various heathenisms admitted it.

Just in proportion to the degra-
dation of faith is the degradation
of women. And faith in Korea
there is none. Instead of it there

is terror. Vague and abject terror

reigns over the hearts and minds
of all Koreans, and "perfect fear

casteth out love." In Korea love

seems hardly to exist, only
mother -love survives, and that
is hard to kill. Women in the

peasant class are slaves, women
in the upper class are prisoners.

"The Korean peasant woman makes
all the clothing of the household, does
all the cooking, husks and cleans rice

with a heavy pestle and mortar, car-

ries heavy loads to market on her

head, draws water, in remote districts

works in the fields, rises early and
takes rest late, spins and weaves, and
as a rule has many children, who are
not weaned till the age of three."

And in addition it is for ever

washing-day with her, for her

husband must go forth in spotless

white, and as he wears cotton in

summer and wadded cotton in

winter, she has to wash, beat,

bleach, starch, and beat again

incessantly. She goes dirty her-

self, and what does it matter?
Her husband cares not how she

looks
;
her happiness is no concern

of his. What wonder that from

debasing drudgery she turns to

debasing dsemonism for relief?

Men are taught in the schools

that women are beings of an inferior

order, and it need hardly be added
that women receive no teaching
whatever. As we wait the impend-
ing issue, and wonder whether
Muscovite or Japanese will hold

Korea and discipline the Koreans,
our hearts go out to these poor, de-

spised, maltreated women, and we

long to lift them up to the Chris-

tian platform, dispel their terror,

educate them into their right mind,
clothe them and deliver them.

Because Russia has a Christian

Church, because she has the genius
of empire and the gift of reclaiming
the waste places of her vast do-

minions, we scarcely wonder at Mrs

Bishop's hope, that Russian diplo-
matic skill may conquer. Some
20,000 Koreans have migrated to

Russian Manchuria, where Mrs

Bishop visited several of their set-

tlements. There the farmers grow
manly ;

the women are freed from
durance and duresse, and are per-
mitted to go about and look happy.

They learn cleanliness and the laws

of sanitation, and many of them
have conformed to the Greek
Church. A large tract of country
inland from Possiet Bay is farmed

by Koreans. The soil is arable in

the valleys, pastoral on the hills.

"Whether as squatters or pur-

chasers, they are making the best

of the land. The number of their

domestic animals enables them to

fertilise it abundantly ; they plough
deep, and get a splendid yield from
their lands. We halted at Saretchje,
a village of 120 families admirably
housed, and with all material com-
forts abounding about them. . . .

The houses are large and well built,

and the farmyards are well stocked

with domestic animals, the people
and children are well clothed, and the

village lands carefully cultivated."

There is hope for the hopeless in

such a picture.
But we must return to Korea,

whose fate hangs on the horns of

a dilemma. When we accompany
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Mrs Bishop on her tours, our de-

pression is relieved by descriptions
of river and mountain scenery.
No one who has read her earlier

books can fail to recognise the

m^gic of her pen when she realises

for us with words which vibrate

with light and glow with colour

limning outline, contour, and

atmosphere the scenes through
which she passes. And while we
aro busy, all over the country,

reading these volumes, and ad-

miring their author's courage, re-

source, skill of observation and
of record, felicity of language and

faculty of informing, we learn with

interest that she is taking her

well-earned rest beside the High-
land seas dear to her for forty

years and more, in a cottage be-

queathed to her by a sister known
and loved in Mull as the " Little

Lady." There she has her home,
and there the islanders gather
round her and welcome her as

thoir own property, not much
elated because of her world-wide

fame, but loving her for her love

of them, for her day and night

nursing of their sick, for her sur-

gical skill always at their dis-

ponal, for her simple going in and
out amongst them, reading to

thorn and lending them books, lec-

turing to them and sharing her

mental stores with them, because

sh<: is their neighbour, and a thou-

sandfold more to them than she

can be to the most brilliant and
deferential of learned societies.

Last summer she drove with a

friond over Limpsfield Common to

Wosterham, down the hill on the

other side and along a road banked
on either side up to vistas of

solomn pine -wood, or clumps of

holly, Spanish chestnut, and beech.

On the banks green bosses of moss,
shot with red earth or russet beech-

lea /es, mantled the hollows. In
the distance pearly greys and

opalescent blues veiled and

idealised the wolds and downs.
The tender charm of a homely
English landscape entranced her :

she rose to her feet again and

again to gaze, absorb, and break
into murmurs of delight. Her
friend was astonished. Many a
visitor had gone that way and had
seen no special beauty in its wind-

ings, but this far-famed traveller,
to whom the West and the East
had displayed their rolling rivers,
their naming ramparts, their

primeval forests, was literally en-

raptured with its simple charms.
It was the old story of eyes and
no eyes, and happy are they who
have eyes to see.

Mrs Bishop shares her gift

generously with her readers.

There are no more delightful

passages in this book than those

which unveil to us the beauties

of a canon on the Han, of the

Diamond mountains, of the passes
in the north. Here is a picture
on the southern Han :

"The day after leaving Tan-Yang
we entered on the most beautiful part
of the river. Great limestone cliffs

swing open at times to reveal glori-
ous glimpses, through fantastic gorges,
of peaks and ranges, partly forest-

covered, fading in the far distance

into the delicious blue veil of dream-
land : the river, occasionally com-

pressed by its colossal walls, vents

its fury in flurry and foam, or ex-

pands into broad reaches 20 and even

30 feet in depth, where pure emerald

water laps gently upon crags festooned

with roses and honeysuckle, or in

fairy bays on pebbly beaches and
white sand. The air was full of glad-
ness. The loud call of the fearless

ringed pheasant was heard every-

where, bees hummed, and butterflies

and dragonflies flashed through the

fragrant air."

Then, again, on the northern

Han, as on her pony she climbed

a pass which led to the Diamond

mountains, there came a respite

after a thunderstorm and a wild

tornado :
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"The clouds lay banked in pink-
illuminated masses on a sky of tender

green, cleft by grey mountain-peaks.
Mountain torrents boomed, crashed,
sparkled, and foamed, the silent woods

rejoiced the eye by the vividness of

their greenery and their masses of

white and yellow blossom, and sweet

heavy odours enriched the evening
air."

Farther on, at night, when the

grooms were terrified as they
passed the tiger-haunted forests,
she climbed to a little forlorn ham-

let, where she found rest after

being eleven hours in the saddle.

"
Gloriously glared the pine knots

on the leaping crystal torrents that
we forded, reddening the white
clothes of the men and the stony
track and the warm-tinted stems of

the pines ;
and so, with shouts and

yells and waving torches, we passed
up the wooded glen in the frosty
night-air, under a firmament of stars,
to the mountain hamlet of upper
Ma-ri Kai, consisting of five hovels,

only three of which were inhabited."

Space forbids more than one
additional graphic word -

picture.
We go with her into the Diamond
mountains amongst the Buddhist

monasteries, and strike a

"
smooth, broad, well - made road,

the work of the monks, which tra-

verses a fine forest of pines and firs

above a booming torrent. Towards

evening, . . . through the part-

ing branches there were glimpses of

granite walls and peaks reddening
into glory ; red stems glowing in the
slant sunbeams lighted up the blue

gloom of the coniferae
; there were

glints of foam from the loud-tongued
torrent below

;
the dew fell heavily

laden with aromatic odours of pines ;

and as the valley narrowed again and
the blue shadows fell, the picture was
as fair as one could hope to see."

Such passages begem the whole
of those portions which describe

her plucky and fatiguing explora-
tions. These had many drawbacks,
as we have already indicated, that

of the transport of money reduced

to its lowest and most clumsy
medium being not the least. After
the Japanese inroad the coinage

improved, and it was possible to

get change for the yen, but in 1894
the cash had to be carried in pony-
loads, or as ballast for the sampan.
This fact alone may account for

the sluggishness of Korean com-

merce, but there are other and
more powerful deterrents to in-

dustrial vigour. The people are

muscular, of average height and

build, with expressive faces, on the
whole quick-witted and intelligent,

but, like all undertrodden peoples,

suspicious, cunning, and untruth-
ful. There are thirteen provinces,
divided into small shires, each one
of which is a prefectural district.

There are 359 of these. The yamen
is the scene of magisterial sway,
and is a kind of open county court.

Here members of the official class

congregate, loiter, gossip, and
amuse themselves, and here what
is called business is transacted in a

style peculiar to Korea. It is this

official class which is the bane of

the country, repressing indepen-
dence, checking prosperity, levying
bribes and taxes at pleasure, de-

preciating the energies of the peas-

antry, and so limiting the whole

yield of the country to its mini-

mum.
As far as natural resources go,

Korea is a well-dowered land. Its

soil is rich, and large areas are

still uncultivated. Its pastures

provide for cattle, and for the

bulls whose breeding and training
as beasts of burden make an im-

portant feature of farm-life. Its

mountain districts are rich in gold,

silver, iron, and excellent coal.

Its crop of rice is abundant, and
other cereals as millet, barley,

rye, beans, and peas grow as well

as the poor agricultural appliances

permit. Both cotton and tobacco

are cultivated. Its climate is

magniftcent nine months of clear
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sky and golden sunshine, and three

months of rain; but so long as the

farmer -
peasants are exposed to

constant vexatious interference

and extortion, there is no hope
that these numerous advantages
shali contribute appreciably to the

national prosperity. Industries

are few. Farming, the manu-
facture of paper a really credit-

able product ; weaving done at

home for the most part ;
and the

making of grass mats, split bamboo

blinds, and rough toys for children,
exhaust their catalogue : and Mrs

Bishop tells us that if the indus-

tries of the riverine towns " were
all fco disappear in some catas-

trophe, it would not cause a ripple
on the surface of the general com-
mercial apathy of the country."

Each town has its market, where
farm -produce is bartered for goods,
and to these markets the travel-

ling merchants repair, but so

scantily supplied as to deserve

rathor the name of pedlars. Com-
mercial transactions, in the Euro-

pean sense, there are none
;
each

petty chaffering is an affair of

coppers, and shopping is on the
most trivial scale. Two products
rise to the importance of exports,
rice and gold-dust, and in this

then is promise.
To sportsmen Korea presents

many a lure : animal life on its

rivers and in its forests abounds
both for the naturalist and the
son of Nimrod. Tigers people the
northern slopes, and are to be
found wherever the pines and
hardwood-trees cluster over suffi-

ciently extended areas. The tiger
is a terror of the mountain re-

gions, and his exploits form a

never-failing theme for talk. His

long hair grows out of a furry
coat, and he has bears and

leopards for his rivals. Antelopes,
deer, otters, badgers, and many
small sylvan creatures, revel in

places meet for their habitation;

and the list of birds is one to in-

terest every lover of their tribes,
be he naturalist, sportsman, or

harmless, necessary mediocrity,
who scatters crumbs to robin-red-
breasts of a morning. As for the

flowers, they call aloud for our

gathering, carelessly clothing the
waste places as we with care our

country homes. What an opening
for horticulture, for gardening on
a colossal scale, there seems to be
in Korea ! Down goes the scale
of our aspiring in favour of the

Japanese, more likely to appreci-
ate these than the Russian with
his sterner standard of labour and
its object.
But when we turn to the people

again, we revert to Christianising
influences for saving the people.
Of intellectual and spiritual life

there is but a feeble glimmer.
For 3000 years the influence of

China has been at its dry-rotting
work. The language, literature,
and moral teaching of China are

the badges of refinement, have

depreciated the native tongue, and
in consequence the natural mental

development, and have drawn a

line of demarcation between the

aristocratic or Chinese -bred and
the plebeian Korean -

speaking
classes. Of late there has been
some reaction, Japanese-prompted,
so that official documents and the
' Gazette '

are now issued in a

mixed script, partly Enmun, the

national language, and partly
Chinese. This revival of the

language is the most hopeful sign
of Korea. Necessarily since the

mortmain of China has kept the

national life at its lowest ebb, the

religious teaching is Chinese too.

Confucianism is the doctrine of

the upper classes, its precepts

vigorously honoured in the breach,

just as the Ten Commandments
are made conspicuous farther

West. But in ancient days
Buddhism was the religion of the
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land, apparently spread by Indian

missionaries, as its relics bear the

vestiges of direct introduction. It

is under the ban of law and fashion,
and yet it lingers in remote regions,
and somehow wears a fairer aspect
than the coarse materialism of the

towns and villages. In the Dia-

mond mountains there are no
fewer than forty -five Buddhist
monasteries and shrines, and many
of these Mrs Bishop visited. In
the still loftier northern ranges
are more cloisters dedicated to the

tranquil life, but her excursions

did not extend so far. The pages
which treat of "Cloister -land,"

amongst the "12,000 Peaks," are

perhaps the most attractive in the

first volume. The lovely mountain

scenery, the pure air, the beautiful

temples, their dim religious light,
the well-clad monks, the delicate

diet of rice, honey, pine-almonds,
and water, not tainted by so much
as even a suggestion of milk or

eggs, the serenity, courtesy, hospi-

tality of abbots, abbesses, and

nuns, the melodious wind -bells

calling to prayer, here and there

an earnest young priest, who has

sought these fair retreats that he

might escape from the friction of

a sordid world and deliver himself

up to seclusion and to prayer, all

combine to depict a life in acute

contrast with the degradation of

Seoul. But the picture has its

shadows : the eight paths of Bud-
dha seem to be but carelessly

sought, and for rapt contempla-
tion and spiritual growth there

are substituted much meaningless
ritual and a mass of grotesque

superstition. It is possible that

the latter is the heritage be-

queathed to the people of Korea
from this ancient religion. Bud-
dhism seems to have been intro-

duced about the sixth century of

our era, and remained for a thou-

sand years the national cult, but

it was disestablished and discred-

ited in the sixteenth century,
when the present were substituted
for the older creeds. Chinese in-

fluence has from the earliest times
been prevalent in the country,
and only about three centuries

ago did Japan begin to exert by
force and by contact that rivalry
which lately exploded in war.
If Buddhism has retired to the

solitudes, leaving an infection of

its baser growths behind it, not to

be combated by an affected phil-

osophy in the educated, these baser

growths have spread and mustered

amongst the people. Shamanism
is the most rampant of the creeds

of Korea, and what it is, and how
far it enfeebles, bewilders, and per-
verts its votaries, is told admirably
towards the close of the second
volume. We forbear a fuller

reference to the subject, but all

interested in the future of the

Koreans should read this chapter.
One sentence may be quoted from
a much earlier allusion to this

degraded cult.
" Ancestral wor-

ship, and a propitiation of demons
or spirits, the result of a timid and

superstitious dread of the forces of

Nature, are to the Korean in place
of a religion."
What is Christendom doing for

this people
"
sitting in darkness "

?

Mrs Bishop gives us an answer to

that question, and it is somewhat
remarkable that in the list ap-

pended to her book of Christian

missionary work carried on by
nine agencies, we find only one

English society mentioned, four

being American, one Canadian, one

Australian, and one French. Of

these, the one French mission is

by far the most active and well

manned, while the work of the

Americans taken together follows

on vigorously. The French is of

course Roman Catholic, and it be-

hoves Protestant Europe to look

to its laurels. It is astonishing
that neither the Church Mis-
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siorary Society nor the London

Missionary Society should be re-

presented. Sir Walter Hillier, in

his valuable preface to the book,

sper.ks of the missionaries in Korea
with marked respect and admira-
tion. His testimony is worth

hav:ng, for he was Consul-Gen-
eral there from the first opening of

the ports to European enterprise.
He says :

" It is to missionaries

that we are assuredly indebted for

almost all we know about the

country ;
it is they who have awak-

eneo in the people the desire for

material progress and enlighten-
ment that has happily now taken

root; and it is to them that we
may confidently look for assistance

in its further development."
Mrs Bishop's first contact with

their work was at Won -
san, on

Broughton Bay. Here Mr and
Mrs Gale of the American Presby-
terian Mission received her hospi-

tably, and made her acquainted
with the preparation of a diction-

ary, completed a year ago, of the
Kor an language into Chinese and

English. In Seoul and in the city
of Phyong-yang she visited both
American Presbyterian and Meth-
odist mission-stations. Of the
work in Seoul she says :

"
Longer

and more intimate acquaintance
only confirmed the high opinion I

early formed of the large body of

missionaries in Seoul, of their

earnestness and devotion to their

work, of the energetic, hopeful,
and patient spirit in which it is

carried on, of the harmony pre-

vailing among the different deno-

minations, and the cordial and

sympathetic feeling towards the

Koreans." Phyong-yang is situ-

ated on lofty ground rising above
the r ver Tai-dong, more than a
hundied miles north of Seoul.

Here Mr MofFett and his colleagues
have been at work for years, re-

siding outside the city wall. Mrs
VOL. CLXIII. NO. DCCCCLXXXVIII.

Bishop made her first call under
difficulties.

"Taking a most diverting boy as

my guide, I went . . . through some
farming country to a Korean house in
a very tumble-to-pieces compound,
which he insisted was the dwelling of
the American missionaries ; but I

only found a Korean family, and
there were no traces of foreign occu-

pation in glass panes let into the

paper of the windows and doors.

Nothing daunted, the boy pulled me
through a smaller compound, opened
a door, and pushed me into what was
manifestly posing as a foreign room,
gave me a chair, took one himself, and
offered me a cigarette ! I had reached
the right place. It was a very rough
Korean room, about the length and
width of a North-Western Eailway
saloon carriage. It had three camp
beds, three chairs, a trunk for a table,
and a few books and writing materials,
as well as a few articles of male ap-
parel hanging on the mud walls. I
waited more than an hour, every
attempt at departure being forcibly
as well as volubly resisted by the

urchin, imagining the devotion which
could sustain educated men year after

year in such surroundings ;
and then

they came in hilariously, and we had
a most pleasant evening."

Later she learned the story of

their failures and successes. At
first the current of city life was
so evil that difficulties and dis-

appointments beset their struggle.
Wealth and vice barred the way
of the Gospel. Then came the

war, and Phyong-yang was de-

stroyed, deserted, and shaken with

terror. Since that event the door

has been open, and many men
once notorious for vice have em-
braced the precepts of Christ and
are seeking to live righteous lives.

Men from neighbouring villages
were coming in to learn the

Christian faith and doctrine, that

they might carry it home and

teach it to others. Mrs Bishop
met some of thesa men along with

the city Christians and inquirers,
u
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and she attended three evening
meetings for prayer and exposition.

"As I looked upon those lighted
faces, wearing an expression strongly
contrasting with the dull, dazed look
of apathy which is characteristic of

the Korean, it was impossible not to

recognise that it was the teaching of

the apostolic doctrines of sin,judgment
to come, and divine love which had

brought about such results, all the
more remarkable because, according
to the missionaries, a large majority
of those who had renounced daemon-

worship, and were living in the fear

of the true God, had been attracted
to Christianity in the first instance

by the hope of gain !

"

On Sunday she went to a service

held for women, the first that had
been held in Phyong-yang. The

poorthings wereall daemon-worship-
pers, and their impression of God
was that he was a big daemon, and

might help them to regain what

they had lost in the war. " That
service was ' mission work '

in its

earliest stage."
Korean government, always in

a state of pupilage, tutored by first

this and then the other neighbour,
is nominally a hereditary monarchy
with a Council of State and a Min-

istry. What measures soaver are

proposed are subject to the royal
will, or, as is aptly suggested, the
"
royal caprice." That, too, is the

servant of circumstance, and for

the moment the predominating
circumstance is Japan. We have
no quarrel with that brilliant and
successful country, and indeed

welcome its uprise in the stagnant
East as of a young phoenix from
the ashes of the old order

;
but its

action in Korea is indelibly asso-

ciated with a brutal and high-
handed murder, and all the ink

of protestation cannot wash out

that stain. Besides, the Japanese
are not a Christian nation, and
however ably they assimilate the

whole material progress of Western
science and its application, in that

fact their limitation is determined.
For the enlargement of body, mind,
and spirit in Korea, there is need-
ed the mind that was in Christ,
and nothing short of that will do.

The people need hope, and mere
material progress and political
order reach a finite and not an
infinite goal. To a Christian

Japan the whole East might de-

fer. But her rapid organisation
and a touch of petulant imperious-
ness in her methods is troubling
the dull Korean pool into move-
ment and vitality. Mrs Bishop
was long enough in the country to

feel the quickening touch, but she
was increasingly conscious of the

patient Russian policy always at

the door silent, watchful, sagaci-
ous. The very youth of imperial

Japan, with its smart intelligence
and crudeness of manner, flung the

Korean king into the arms of Rus-

sia, and Japan has been compelled
to accept Russian co-operation in

her task. It is to an Englishman,
however, that the country owes
her liberation from financial per-

plexity, and to Mr M'Leavy Brown
both Sir Walter Hillier and Mrs

Bishop pay tribute of unreserved

admiration. The political position
is a problem of great interest, and
one whose solution will be the

overmastering event of the coming
century.
We should have welcomed a

short account of Korea from ear-

liest times. There are, indeed,
scattered references to ancient

events, conquest, civilisation, first

Japanese inroads, throughout
these most interesting volumes,
but they only whet our appetite for

more. Still we get far more than

we could have anticipated, and are

furnished with knowledge enough
of the "Hermit nation" to bring
it nearer to us than are the

millions of China, and to give it a

claim to our intelligent interest,

and if possible to our help.
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THE CRISIS IN CHINA.

IT is always a disadvantage to

be taken by surprise ;
and that

such should be the normal ex-

perience of this country in respect
to occurrences outside our own
islands would seem to argue some
defoct in the working of our popu-
lar intelligence departments. The
events which have been passing in,

and in connection with, Farther
Asia during the past two months
startled the British public as if

they had been " bolts from the

blue," and the daily meteoric

showers of news items with which
we were for a while bombarded
seemed to blind us to the basic

truths whence these sparks eman-
ated. There was much shouting,
from many quarters, to Govern-
ment to "do something," no
matter what, it would appear, so

that it were done quickly ; while
the more moderate asked to be
assured that the pilot was as wide-
awake as the crew and passengers.
One section of the press called

airily on Lord Salisbury to go and

gather up the milk spilt by his

predecessors, at a time when the

greatest good fortune that could
be reasonably hoped for him was
that he might avoid spilling more
on his own account. Then he was
invited to make alliances here,

then;, anywhere, as if such com-
modities were fruits hanging ripe
on every tree. The whole scene
was one of admired disorder, as in

a midnight alarm of fire or ship-
wreck. In good time the Govern-
ment spoke by the silent disposi-
tions of the China squadron, and a

great calm thereupon fell on Europe.
Thero was a limit, then, beyond
which British complacency could
not be trusted to go? In that
case support may come from un-

expected quarters, for it is ever

the strong and the resolute who
attract friends.

Yet after all there was nothing
in the proceedings of either Ger-

many, Russia, or any other Pow-
ers in the Far East but what was
the natural outcome of antecedent
circumstances known to all the
world

; and it is to these we must
turn for the explanation we seemed
to be so much at a loss for. The
alarm lest British interests might
be prejudiced by the forward
movements of those Powers was
not indeed ill-founded; it was
only ill-timed. A few years
earlier only three or four half

the excitement which recently
bubbled over in the Press might
have saved the horse

; its utmost
achievement now could go no fur-

ther than closing the stable-door.

In order to arrive at a reason-

able appreciation of the actual

situation in the Far East, some
account must be taken of the

stages through which it has been

developed. For immediate pur-

poses a very long retrospect is not

necessary ; it is enough to trace

the course of events from the

commencement of the trans-Si-

berian railway, or, to fix a point
of time, say, the voyage of the

Tsarevitch to China and Japan in

1891, and the rejoicings over his

visit to Vladivostock. From the

moment the project became a per-
sonal concern of the now reigning

Tsar, an impulse was imparted to

the railway enterprise such as no
obstacle could thenceforth with-

stand. The attention of the

world became directed to the

great undeveloped possessions of

Russia in Eastern Asia, and trav-

ellers were attracted to those re-

gions. Up to that time the Rus-

sians themselves had scarcely
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realised the value of a territory
which they had acquired for noth-

ing. The world at large has not

yet realised it, even though it

has become a principal factor in

the new international combina-
tions and in the daily agitations
of the journalistic barometer.

In a series of articles in '

Maga
'

in 1893, the position and progress
of the Russian settlements on the
Pacific were briefly sketched from
observations made on the spot in

the previous year ;
and we cannot

present the case as it now stands

in any clearer way to our readers

than by taking our landmarks
from these and subsequent papers

published during and after the

Ohino - Japanese war. The po-
tential disturbing factor in the

international equilibrium then ex-

isting was shown to be a territo-

rial prize ^of exceptional value.

That prize was Korea and Man-
churia, with both of which Russia

possessed a common frontier.

Whether from the point of view
of natural resources, of hardy
and industrious population, or of

incomparable strategic positions,
these territories were of the ut-

most value to Russia. Were
there no other consideration but
that of commodious open har-

bours, the acquisition of these

coasts would have been worth a

war. But Russia was in no hurry.
The grandest of her acquisitions
had never cost her a single Cossack
or a single cartridge, the Amur
Province, for example, won by
Muravieff in 1858, and the Ooast
Province by Ignatieff in 1860 (see

map). So it might be again. The
hard body therefore lay quietly
beside the soft one, and Nature
herself would eventually accom-

plish the fusion. Such is the

secular assimilating policy of Rus-

sia, following strictly the law of

evolution as distinguished from
that of " creative fiats," which
marks the mode of progress of

more spasmodic States.

But, as we wrote in 1893

"With Korea in her possession,
the position of Eussia would be para-
mount in Far Asia, unless some

changes in the relative status of

other Powers should in the mean-
time have taken place ;

for besides
commodious harbours open through-
out the year, and a coast washed by
the warm current, she would have a
fertile country and a compact, docile,

intelligent, able-bodied population,
fit for any enterprise of peace or war.
From the Korean ports the northern

provinces of China could be block-
aded with a very small- force ; and
the Chinese fleet neutralised for the
defence of the Gulf of Pecheli and
the capital.
"And the fate of Korea is in-

timately associated with that of

Manchuria. Time and the hour may
be trusted to bring the Cossack even
to Peking unless some revolutionary
change, of which there is neither

sign nor prospect, should in the

meantime turn China inside out, or

the problem should become compli-
cated by the interference of other

interested parties. The Power that

holds the one will command the other,
and that will be the Power which is

eventually to become, or to remain,
virtual master of China and her 300
millions." l

"The interference of other in-

terested parties
" was not long in

revealing itself much sooner, in-

deed, than either the writer or

any one else out of Japan then

contemplated. Japan had always
lusted after Korea, to which she

nursed a claim not very dissimilar

in character to that of the French
to Egypt. She had once invaded

the peninsula and been driven out,

and three centuries had not suf-

ficed to quench her thirst for re-

venge. Besides, Japanese states-

1 "Balance of Power in Eastern Asia," 'Maga,' September 1893, p. 412.
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men had measured the strategical

and commercial value of Korea,

according to modern standards, as

a stepping-stone to China. It was

accordingly to the Japanese scheme
for regaining a footing in Korea
that we owe the opening of the

country to trade under treaty
with foreign Powers. The Japanese

formally opened relations with the

perinsula in 1876, and one of the

inducements they held out for

the consent of the Government
wa that Japan in would enable

Korea to keep every one else out.

This was the bargain between two
exclusivists. To counteract this

veiled aggression of Japan, China
the suzerain, when she had had
time to deliberate, gave the signal
for the opening of Korea to the

commerce of all nations, which
was done in 1882. The Japanese

naturally resented this move, and
the game of plot and counterplot
between them and the Chinese

Government went on for twelve

years, until, their preparations be-

ing complete, Japan suddenly
launched an army on the penin-

sula, drove the Chinese out at

the point of the bayonet, and
assumed conqueror's rights over

the helpless kingdom. The war
of 1894 was a masterly stroke

from the purely military point
of view, but was entirely lacking
in breadth, as military policies
ofton are. Blood was up, how-

ever, and the fighting intoxication

wa& too strong for the counsels

of the wise. Not satisfied with

ousting China from her Korean

suzerainty, the Japanese proceeded
to invade China Proper, and, hav-

ing thus completely upset the bal-

ance of power, brought Europe
dov/n upon them a consequence
of excess which the more per-

spicacious among themselves had
foreseen from the outset. The con-

sequences, indeed, were far-reach-

ing, and, like the great wave from
the eruption of Krakatoa, will yet
travel round the world and back

again many times before a new
equilibrium is established.

The interest of Russia in these

events was naturally intense. The
adventure of the Japanese not

only forestalled her chances of

eventually occupying these splen-
did territories which seemed

ripening for her use, and barred
her access to ice-free harbours for

ever, but actually planted an
ambitious military Power on the

flank of her long line of communi-
cation. That line was so weak

then, and is still, that even China,
moribund and pulseless, with a

little effort could have made things

extremely uncomfortable for Rus-
sia on the line of the Amur and
the Ussuri. For

" It is just in Manchuria that China
is much stronger than Russia, so far

as natural conditions can make her

strong. She has the immense advan-

tages of possessing, in a land of frost,

the sunny side of the frontier ;
of

being the mistress of a fighting

people, and of a splendid transport
service in the myriads of wheeled

vehicles, hardy animals, and trained

drivers which now convey country

produce over vast distances ;
as well

as of being near her own base of sup-

plies. A moderately energetic use of

these resources would enable Chinese

Manchuria to defy the strongest force

that would be ever likely to be

brought on to that theatre of war ;

but, on the other hand, the neglect of

them would throw all these advan-

tages men, material, and conveyance
into the hands of a capable invader ;

while the natural richness of Man-
churia must ever be an overmastering

temptation to a Power owning such

a miserable territory as the present
Russian empire. It would become

the garden of Russia." 1

Well, the "capable invader"

1 " Balance of Power in Eastern Asia,"
'

Maga,' September 1893, p. 413.
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had come, and it proved to be
not Russia but Japan. And so

these magnificent militaryresources

were liable to be set in motion

against Russia instead of waiting
till she was ready herself to turn
them to account. In this critical

situation Russia was left with

practically no option whatever.
Her position may be compared to

what ours would be if a German
or French attack were made on
the Portuguese possessions in East
Africa. We should be obliged to

defend Portugal bon gre, 'mat gre.
Russia might more easily have
afforded to ignore the invasion of

the Crimea in 1854 than the lodge-
ment of Japan on the coasts of

Northern Asia, which would have
been to allow the keystone to be

pulled out of the arch of her

dominion in the Pacific. She had,
in short,

" no choice but to resist

to the last man and the last rouble,
with or without allies, and even
with the certainty of defeat."

Russia of course perceived this

from the first moment of the war-
cloud appearing on the horizon,
and took unusual measures to

warn Japan pf the view she

would have to take of an inva-

sion of China. Russia is the one
Power which has been at once clear

and consistent, and which comes
out of the imbroglio with honours.

And here we may venture to

deprecate the practice, which never
does any good, of making charges
of bad faith against Russia. It

is constantly asserted two days
rarely pass without a fresh reiter-

ation of it in some of the gravest
of our newspapers that Russia
has broken the solemn pledge she

gave never to interfere with Korea,
on the faith of which Great Britain

evacuated Port Hamilton in 1886.

Port Hamilton was a Korean

harbour; China was the suzerain

of Korea recognised by both Rus-
sia and England. The two Powers

were jealous of each other's aggres-
sions : Great Britain was the first,

and, up to that time, the only
aggressor. Russia intimated to

China that if Great Britain re-

tained the position, she must get
level with her by taking some
other. China deprecated this be-

ginning of a scramble; and an

arrangement was made whereby
Great Britain restored Port Ham-
ilton, not to Korea, but to China,
on her giving an assurance that

no other Power would step in.

China obtained a satisfactory verb-

al assurance from the Russian

charge d'affaires, and communicated
the substance of it in (Chinese)

writing to her Majesty's Minister.

The Chinese version stated that

Russia would not occupy Korean

territory
" under any circum-

stances whatever." What the

phrase so translated may have
been in the oral Russian we do
not know, but these words are al-

ways quoted and underlined as evi-

dence of bad faith. The charge is

puerile. The sense and purpose
of the undertaking was perfectly
well understood by all the parties
concerned. It was that Russia
and Great Britain separately

agreed with China to respect the

status quo in Korea. But two

important events occurred beyond
the control of all three, which

completely upset the status quo.

Japan invaded Korea and cap-
tured the king, which ipso facto
annulled engagements based on a

contrary state of things. And at

the same time China's suzerainty
over Korea ceased, when engage-
ments made with her in that ca-

pacity necessarily lapsed. China
was the injured party, not Great

Britain. Our grievance, if we have

any, lies in any case against China
and not Russia, with whom we
had no dealing in the matter. The

position may be likened to what
occurs in commercial practice. A
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contracts with B, who contracts

with C. B fails, but A and C have
no recourse against each other,
"Don't know you in the matter."

The decision to turn the Japan-
ese out of Korea was a momentous
one, and had Russia been left to

fight alone a battle which she

could in no case evade, the posi-
tion might have been very seri-

ous. How near matters did come
to a naval collision with Japan
few people knew, because for some

reason, or no reason, the Press,
which possessed the information,
refrained from giving it to the

public. They in like manner sup-

pressed, until long afterwards, all

accounts of the almost regal recep-
tion of Prince Okhtomsky in

Peking, one of the most significant

diplomatic incidents of our time.

There was a critical moment in

May 1895, when the Russian Pa-
cific squadron lay cleared for ac-

tion, all its combustible gear put
ashore, on one side of the Gulf of

Pecheli, while the Japanese squad-
ron lay on the other, with only
seventy miles of salt water betwixt
then. Both, it appeared, were

ready for the signal, the issue de-

pending on the ratification of the

treaty of Shimonoseki, which was

delayed by the Chinese Govern-
ment until the last hour of the last

day of grace. The German and
French squadrons, the former with

alacrity, the latter with reluctance,

only overcome by peremptory in-

junctions from St Petersburg, had
taken up their appointed stations,
undor the orders of the Russian
adm iral.

(This crucial test, by the way,
of the reality of this alliance is not

unworthy of being kept in memory,
for it showed which was the strong
and which the weak side, one ally

solid, the other recalcitrant in the

day of trial. France appears not

easily to rise to the level of the
Bismarckian conception of a square

bargain, occupying herself much
with the "

des," and little with the

"do.")
No doubt Japan was for a time

in imminent peril, for her whole

army lay at the mercy of the allies,
who with little trouble or risk to

themselves could have prevented a

single transport from returning to

Japan. To begin a war without
notice by torpedoing a transport
at sea was the precedent set by
Japan herself, which would have
absolved by anticipation her in-

tending enemies from standing on

punctilio with her. In the con-

flicts of the future, Japan may
have her memory unpleasantly re-

freshed as to her contribution to

the etiquette of modern war. And
not Japan alone. The sinking of

the Kowshing, a British steamer,
with 1200 men on board, was con-

doned by the British Government,
and upheld by English professors,
before even their opinion was
asked. The incident is not for-

gotten, and if in an evil day we
learn of an outbreak of hostilities

by the torpedoing of a British

squadron lying securely at their

anchors, without ultimatum or

notice of a state of war, we may
be cynically reminded of the doc-

trine we so officiously preached in

the case of the Kowshing.
The danger was for the time

averted by the wise and timely
submission of Japan to the Rus-

sian demand for evacuation of the

Asiatic main.

But surely this was a political

phenomenon of no everyday char-

acter, a thing not to be put aside

as a mere item in the week's news

budget ! Among other far-reaching

consequences which the juncture
threw out into such clear relief

that the wayfaring man though a

fool could scarcely miss seeing it,

were certain points which are nev-

ertheless treated from day to day
as among the miscellaneous shift-
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ing ballast of journalist dis-

cussion. We need only note
the following :

1. By that one act, more than

by any speech or writing or

apocryphal testament that has gone
before, a final and indelible stamp
was given, not to Russian "

policy
"

that is far too limited an expres-
sion but to Russian evolution in

Asia. It is a datum from which
Russian policy might be calculated

with the certainty of an eclipse,
if only the perturbations of other

bodies could be reduced to a

similar fixed law.

2. It set up Russia, visibly and
in fact, what she already was in

effect, the paramount Power in

Europe, a position from which
she can afford to grant every
reasonable indulgence to her

satellites. (We mean no dis-

respect by this term, but know
no more accurate one.)

3. It also established Russia as

the Protector of China and Korea,
and the secular foe of Japan.

In these three points may be
found the germ of all that has

happened since, is happening now,
and will happen in the future.

No treaty or protocol can ever

have the efficacy of these root

facts. To get a rough idea of the

present situation, we propose to

take a brief glance at the manner
in which the new settlement affects

the principal parties concerned in

it. Let us begin by considering
the position of

Great Britain.

The enormously preponderating
interest of this country in the

maintenance and the prosperity
of China is a commonplace of

current opinion. The discovery
and the opening up of China as

a commercial field was the exclu-

sive work of Great Britain
;
the

suppression of piracy on the China
coast and accurate surveys of the

samewere the principal occupations
of her Asiatic squadron for thirty

years; to Great Britain and the

bold initiative of certain distin-

guished men China owes the sup-

pression of the Taiping rebellion
;

we have maintained expensive

diplomatic, consular, and judicial
establishments in the country ;

and
till recently have been by common
consent accepted as the first among
equals there, with something more
than the power of veto on the pro-

ceedings of other countries. Such

being the case, it must have struck

the general observer as very strange
that, when the time came for

organic changes, a shifting of

the very axis around which our

system of policy and commerce

revolved, Great Britain should

have been conspicuous by her ab-

sence from even a share in the

rearrangement. How this came
about has been partly narrated

in the pages of '

Maga
'

;

l but as

the question of what Great Britain

should or could have done is still

freely canvassed in the Press*, we

may briefly recall the salient

points.
The interest and desire both of

China and all the European Powers
was the maintenance of peace.

Japan, without any quarrel, pre-

pared to attack China, in order

in the first place to drive her

out of Korea. China leaned on

England for advice and assistance.

The advice tendered was bad, the

assistance nil, the blame for which

may be not unjustly divided be-

tween the Foreign Office and its

representatives in the Far East.

Then China turned to Russia, and
has found in her the friend she

needed, or at least the friend that

pleased her, a friend who gently

Japanese Imbroglio," September 1895.
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takes charge of her affairs, and

plies her with anodynes.
The easily forgotten thing, how-

ever, was that in the beginning

say in June 1894 there was a

common platform on which the

four principal parties could have
met the neutralisation of Korea.

Such we know to have been the

British policy, for it is so declared

in Blue Books. It would have

entirely satisfied Russia, and it

would have satisfied Japan. As
for China, though she always put
on heroic airs about her vassal

Korea, yet it is a fact that China
had grown weary of the expense
and worry of her dependency, and
would have hailed any decent

excuse to drop the burden. She
did not know how to express her-

self
;

she never does, but always
waics for coercion. The three

articulate Powers, if agreed, could

easily have impressed their will on
the inarticulate one, and Korea

might then have been neutralised.

But the case was one not unknown
in private life, when several parties
desire a thing, and yet for one
reason or another none of them
will speak the first word, and so

the law has to take its course.

The coldness between Russia and

England which debarred them from

any frank co-operation was more a

matter of personal equation than
would readily be believed of a pro-
fession in which the goose-step is

suavity.
The error of British policy con-

cerning Korea was twofold, strate-

gical and tactical. Our strategy
was one-eyed, the blind eye being

unfortunately turned towards the

point of danger. Preoccupied with
the strengthening of the tie be-

twe< n Korea and her suzerain, we
favoured the planting of an off-

shoot of the Chinese Customs in

Kor ja. Still more did we favour

the despatch of Chinese troops to

quell a rebellion in that country,

and this was the fatal blunder
for which her Majesty's repre-
sentatives are responsible, the im-
mediate cause of the opening of

the Far Eastern question, which
has reacted so disastrously on our

position. There is only one ex-

cuse, "We knew not what we
did."

The error in tactics was chiefly
in connection with the Chinese
Resident in Seoul, Yuan Shi Kie,
whom we countenanced and sup-

ported under the delusion that he
was a strong man, whereas he was

only a blister, very irritating both
to Russians and Japanese. Indeed,
if any direct provocation could be

alleged for the invasion it would
be found in the mandarinisms of

Yuan. So much had his arrogance
been felt that the Russian agents
on the spot actually welcomed the

Japanese troops who came to rid

the Korean capital of Yuan and
his myrmidons, not at the time

expecting either that the theatre

of war would extend to China, or

that the Japanese successes would
be so unchequered.

Notwithstanding all that, how-

ever, if asked what was the duty
of Great Britain at that important

juncture, we should say : prevent
the war at all hazards. We did,

no doubt, try in a pottering way
to make some terms between the

parties before the fatal collision oc-

curred, but there was no heart in

it ;
above all, no authority, no

"mailed fist," and the mediation

might as well have been under-

taken by a delegate of the Peace

Society.
But the war having run its

desolating course, the opportunity
of intervention came round once

more, and then at least, it was

supposed, Great Britain would

have her say. Before anything
was known of the new triple alli-

ance, or of the terms of capitula-

tion which the Chinese would be
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made to sign, it was assumed as a

matter of course by onlookers that

the treaty must be brought before

the European Areopagus that, in

short, the precedent of St Stefano
would be followed. Our news-

papers, however, refrained from

ventilating this view; they fol-

lowed the world's way in shouting
with the victor and spurning the

vanquished ; forgot even to men-
tion the fact that China was our
best commercial preserve. Eng-
land was, in fact, almost as much
inebriated with Japanese victories

as were the Japanese themselves ;

and the Press applauded their

extremest pretensions. It was

English newspapers, under Japan-
ese inspiration, that first sounded
the note of enormous indemnities

to be levied at the close of the

war, for China could not be too

thoroughly crushed. One promi-
nent politician insisted that thirty
millions sterling would be absurdly
small, at least eighty millions

should be extorted, and so on.

Well, we now see how even thirty
millions has sent China a-borrow-

ing and a-sorrowing, how England,
after all, will have to find the

money, while it is British trade

that must provide interest and

sinking fund on Chinese loans.

Was it for this result that British

enthusiasts shouted? This very

indemnity, moreover, and the use

to which it is being put, has been
the determining factor in setting

up a state of expectant war between

Japan and Europe, the provocative
of the increasing armaments of

Russia and her allies, and the

proximate cause of the present
crisis.

Whether the Government was
affected by these fervid explosions
or not, they either shut themselves

out or were excluded by the other

members from the concert which
effected the new settlement or

shall we not rather say, unsettle-

ment ? of the Far East. Why
were we out of it 1 Because there
was no Beaconsfield or Palmerston
at one end of the line, and no
Parkes or Alcock at the other.

That is the history in a nutshell.

But there are sins of omission as

well as of commission
; abstention

may be as criminal as action, and
cowards die many times. To
escape the frying-pan we have
fallen into the fire. Blood and
iron will never recover the position
we then deserted. Nor had our
act even the merit of a great
renunciation, for it was merely
nerveless. Talk about Pitt and
his national debt ! Here was a

pit indeed without bottom to it,

a national debt for which the

nation is condemned to pay the

penalty in perpetuity, a debt which
no heaven-sent Chancellor can ever

liquidate. It was our imperative

duty to take a hand in the settle-

ment of Eastern Asia, if not agree-

ably to the other Powers, then

disagreeably. Providence and the

very excesses of our rivals may
yet help us in part to retrieve the

abandoned positions, but no rea-

son of State or exigency of party
will ever justify that national ab-

dication.

It is argued in some quarters
that the line we should have

adopted was to back the Japan-
ese, and, as a counsel of despair,
we are now advised to make a

close alliance with that gallant

people. Have the persons who

propound such ideas pictured to

themselves how the realisation of

them would work out 1 To begin

with, Japan sought neither our

advice nor our help in her war
on China

;
nor has she sought our

alliance since
;
and it is scarcely

worthy of a great Power to go to

the highways cadging for friends

when trouble comes. That is what
the Chinese do, and we despise
them for it.
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But apart from the formal pro-

priety of the proceeding, it would
not have been possible for Great

Britain to support Japan, on moral

grounds. Japan chose, for reasons

of her own, to break the peace.

Having no quarrel or dispute with

China, not even a murdered Bud-
dhist to avenge, she carried fire

and sword into that country.
What she did, therefore, was at

her own risk, at her own charges,
and for her own pleasure. Our
convenience was not consulted,
nor our interests in any way con-

sidered. She wreaked her will on
her prostrate victim until the

three Powers forcibly intervened.

They had at least a pretext ; they
saved the weak from the strong,
and even if it were but the sav-

ing of a sheep from the wolf, to

be eventually carved into haunches
for the use of the deliverers, still,

for the moment, the act was hu-

mane, and not savage. And the

outcry against German high-hand-
edness comes ill from the mouths of

those who so warmly backed Japan
in her far greater and less excus-

able outbreak of violence. Indeed,
the recrudescence of the reign of

naked force which has marked the

present generation, at least since

the German Government com-
menced the scramble for Africa, is

one of the least encouraging omens
with which the nineteenth century
closos

;
and we cannot but deplore

that the sympathies of our own

country have gone so largely with
this reaction against civilisation.

There is, however, a broader, if

even it be a lower, ground on
which it would have been a fatal

mistake to take the part of Japan.
For what was and always will be
the ambition of that Power ?

Simply to do by China roughly
witness Korea and Formosa what
Russia means to do with velvet

glovos, to drive with an ox goad
where Russia leads with silk rib-

bons. From the British and cosmo-

politan, industrial and commercial,
point of view, much as we may
deplore the Russianisationof China,

Japanisation would be no better.

Japan is essentially exclusive, and
it is pretty generally felt by those

who have experience there that
when emancipated from existing
treaties Japan will scarcely be a

country where the foreigner can
live and thrive. Nor would

China, if Japanese ambition were
ever to be realised in that country,

which, however, the attitude of

the three Powers has now made
for ever impossible.
The English Press takes every

occasion to bewail the fate of brave

Japan in being deprived by force

of the rewards of her military

prowess. This sympathy seems to

us somewhat overstrained, almost

as whimsical as that of the child

in ' Punch ;

who, looking at Dore's

picture, wept for the " one poor
lion which had not got a Christ-

ian." Japan scored heavily by the

war, a money indemnity enough
to buy her a brand-new navy of

the first rank with accessories, and
a splendid territory for which she

did not fire a shot. Either of

these by itself is more than we got
out of our long and successful war
with Napoleon. What was taken

from Japan was her seizures on

the mainland, which she could only
have held on perpetual sufferance

of the maritime Powers.

Circumstances may possibly
arise in which a certain measure
of temporary co-operation with

Japan might not only be desirable,

but necessary ;
but a close connec-

tion would be found unworkable.

The arguments commonly used in

favour of it seem to tell most

strongly against it. Japan, we

hear, is the England of the East,

and her aims the same as our own.

As much might be affirmed of the

Germans or French in Africa, and
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yet this community of aim leads

to no union of sentiment. France
and Germany have been our neigh-
bours for a thousand years. We
know something of them

;
but in

spite of all that has been written,
the true Japan is as yet hidden
from us, and that is the principal
reason why an alliance with her

seems so easy, at a distance.

Let us next consider the rela-

tion of

Japan

to the new combination. Mortified

of course she was to have her jaws
forcibly relaxed from her prey, but
the operation at least opened her

eyes. Before and during the war
she entirely failed to estimate the

weight of Russia. There is where

Japanese statemanship was so con-

spicuously wanting. She jauntily

put aside warnings that would
have stayed the hand of the great-
est State in Europe. Thus humili-

ated before their own people, whom
they had nattered with unlimited

hopes, the governing classes in

Japan have been chafing and fret-

ting ever since, striving to regain
or retain by subtlety what they
resigned to superior force, and

failing also in that. But the solid

residuum of these events is seen

in the strenuous preparation for

a new war. Japan has a long

memory, sacred traditions, and an
indomitable spirit. She nursed
her revenge on Korea for three

hundred years half as long as the

"Fhairshon's" feud against the clan

M'Tavish and she will nurse her

revenge on Russia also for a thou-

sand years more. Nor will she

entirely relinquish her dream of the

conquest of China until she has

been herself conquered and expelled
from the most valuable part of her

present territory. For that has

now unavoidably become the Rus-
sian dream of the future, which, if

ever realised, would bring Japan

also under the universal suzerainty.
In the meantime and for a good
many years to come, Japan will

arm ! arm ! arm ! Her press organs

euphemise this as a "
waiting

policy," but whatever may be said

or written to suit the needs of

the hour, Japan does not miscon-

strue the creation of formidable
war ports on the coast of China,
under which flag makes little ulti-

mate difference.

Russia and China

may be bracketed together in

this connection, as their fate has

been united by recent events.

"The Bear saw his way to a

dinner" on the outbreak of the

war, whichever party won, accord-

ing to the prescient cartoon of Sir

John Tenniel, who seldom fails

to hit the mark, and he has got
it with a vengeance. Though
seriously disturbed by her rever-

sion falling in before she was

ready for its enjoyment, yet
Russia has reason for satisfaction

that Japan has shown her hand.

Up till 1894 the Japanese were

regarded as interesting little

people under the sentimental pro-
tection of the whole world. The
war revealed, and was intended to

advertise, a rising military Power.

And as it at the same time be-

trayed a passion for adventure,
this resuscitated Power became
what it had been in previous ages

a standing menace to the neigh-

bouring coasts. For once Russia's

hand was fairly forced. She
could no longer proceed leisurely
with the development of her pos-
sessions in the Pacific, but must
meet the immediate necessity for

defence, and lay down a position
which would be impregnable. Her

strategy was naturally governed

by geographical conditions. A
glance at the map will show that

to defend herself was to defend
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her outposts, Korea and China,
not for love of them. Russia had
been hanging for thirty years with

a steadily accumulating weight on
the northern frontiers of those

countries. Another generation

might have brought her down by
the slow gravity of a glacier;

Japan fired the gun which brought
her down with the precipitancy
of un avalanche. This was no
matter of able diplomacy or deep
design, but of simple necessity.
Korea was not a vital interest for

Japan, because, being separated
from her by open sea, she could no
mor<3 have held it than England
could hold Normandy or Flanders.

The peninsula was a vital interest

for Russia, at least to the extent

of keeping any military Power out

of it, for it was conterminous with

her territory. And what applied
to Korea applied also to Leaotung
and Northern China.' They formed
the glacis of the Russian fortress,

and no treaty engagements can

ever get over these fundamental

facte. Consequently we attach no

great importance to the " Cassini
"

or any other reputed convention,
which cause from time to time a

flutter in the Press. The facts

make the only valid treaty.
But we do attach importance to

the circumstantial rumours albeit

ignored, like the Okhtomsky mis-

sion, by the Press which have for

somo time been current in Peking
respecting certain conferences be-

tween the Tsar of all the Russias

and Li Hung Chang, the special
Ami assador sent by China to grace
the Coronation in 1896. It is said

that his Imperial Majesty invited

the Chinese Envoy to two private

audiences, one at St Petersburg

and one at Moscow, at which no
witnesses were present, no aide-de-

camp or Minister. Whether his

Majesty spoke of his own motion,
or was prompted by the strategists
of the empire, his words were both

weighty and gracious. Referring
to the services which Russia had
rendered to China in relieving her
of the Japanese, the heavy expense
she had been put to in doing it, how
she refrained from taking compen-
sation, how she sympathised with
China in her difficulties, how
China might count on Russia in

case of any future attacks, how
important it was that Russia
should have facilities for convey-

ing military forces to the coast,
the man whose word is backed by
a hundred millions of men pre-
ferred the very temperate request
that his Siberian railway should

have an outlet in Chinese waters.

Other kindly things no doubt
were said

;
and the impression

made upon Li Hung Chang may
be judged by the marvellous effect

his reports evidently produced in

Peking. The Russian "request"
was immediately complied with

;

China was captured, and the basis

solidly laid for all future inter-

course between the two populous

empires. Was there ever a finer

example of the suaviter in modo ?

And if China must have a master,
would it be surprising that, grant-

ing her the faculty of choosing,
she should prefer one which com-

bined so firm a hand with so gentle
a touch 1

As applied to the relations

between Russia and China, there

seems little propriety in the word

"alliance"; vital union would

better express the idea. 1 How far

1 ^ince writing the above we have seen the idea expounded in an interesting

manner by Madame Novikoff and other Russians. Their plan is not to reform

but transform China; not to annex but "utilise"; to get inside and sit behind

her bcain ; to guide her hand and direct her forces, moral and material. Against
such a policy the mailed fist itself is powerless.
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its operation may extend will

depend on the exigencies of

other Powers whose interests and
Russia's may overlap; but so far

as it does extend, China's re-

sources, ports, and harbours are

at the absolute disposal of Russia,

and, under her supremacy, of the

Powers which support her in the

common defence against invasion.

It would be affectation to ignore
the fact that the quadruple alli-

ance is calculated to protect China

against Japan, in which scheme
fortified Kiao-chao forms an im-

portant factor. What may seem
inconsistent with this view is the

harsh bullying of China by Ger-

many, which is reported from

Peking. But things are not al-

ways what they seem. China's

best friends know that she needs

bullying, and Russia has no reason

to be displeased that another

should do the kicking while she

does the kissing, especially as it

all works together for the success

of the combination.

But it is time to consider from
the point of view of to-day how
this country stands affected by the

Asiatic upheaval, and in what
manner its interests may, or ought
to, be protected. To the question
what our interests are, Mr Balfour
has vouchsafed a sufficient, if not

a complete, answer in his Man-
chester speech of 10th January,
which was confirmed, with an oath,

by the Chancellor of the Exchequer
a week later. Mr Balfour laid

down with admirable lucidity
that

1. Our interests are commercial,
not territorial ; territory, as such,

being a disadvantage, though pos-

sibly a necessary evil.

2. Our commerce is so consider-

able that we have a special claim

to prevent any restrictive com-
mercial policy from being imposed
on China.

3. That by the deepest tradi-

tions of British policy we are

precluded from seeking any ex-

clusive advantage for ourselves in

that country.
With this presentment of our

case we have no more fault to find

than we have with the Thirty-nine
Articles or the Westminster Con-
fession. But Confessions of Faith
never saved a soul or fed a family

except the printer's ;
and what

is all-important for us to know is

that this Government and succeed-

ing Governments will vindicate

their own principles. We want,
in short, a Covenant of Works
which shall give material embodi-

ment to the doctrinal theory now

promulgated. The country has

grown weary of feeding on the

east wind ; yet experience warns
us not to be too sanguine of more
substantial nutriment. For the

difficulties in the way of an effec-

tive well-digested policy are very

great, and have been steadily ac-

cumulating. Partly they are in-

herent in our political constitution,
whose course is at present like that

of a ship in the doldrums, at the

mercy of currents, where seaman-

ship is unavailing. But they are

also largely due to the plaster-of-
Paris departmental mould in which

we have permitted the business of

the country to become encased.

To see what a little way Mr
Balfour's formula carries us it is

only necessary to recast it into

the language of a past or passing

epoch. There is nothing like

translation and retranslation for

sifting out the residuum of mean-

ing in a rhetorical passage. Mr
, Balfour's statement amounts to

no more, and no less, than the

reassertion of those treaty rights
in China which we have enjoyed
for forty years. We are to stand

on these rights. What could be

better? But have we not been

standing on them all this while?
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and with what result? The

present crisis in China, and its

attendant humiliations, for one

thing. And if we are to continue

standing on the same rights for

the next forty years, we may find

before the end of that period that,

even if we are planted on a rock,

it will be in the midst of a sub-

merged country. How often dur-

ing chese past forty years have

the merchants and manufacturers

connscted with China been in-

vited by Government to say in

what manner our existing treaties

might be improved to their bene-

fit ; and the invariable reply has

been, "Give us only the present
treaties faithfully carried out."

But our official machine has never

been able to rise to that ; willing

enough to get more promissory
notef, it always failed to collect

payment of those already issued.

Our treaty-making experiments
since 1858 have certainly not been

triumphs of diplomatic wisdom.
The Chefoo Convention of 1876,
which nobody has ever been able

to explain, was distinctly reaction-

ary, the one useful stipulation it

contsdned the opening of Chung-
king with the navigation of the

Upper Yangtze being afterwards

annulled by trickery, to which
her Majesty's Government tamely
subn itted. The Opium Conven-
tion of 1885 was simply a benev-

olence to China without considera-

tion, though we had a pile of un-

liqui lated claims which might then
have been settled as quid pro quo
by a stroke of the pen. The con-

version of our free port of Hong-
Kon^ into a Chinese Customs
station in 1886 was also gratui-
tous. As for our various Burma
negotiations, each one has been
more absurd than another, and
the frontiers remain unsettled.

Indeed it would be impossible to

use language too condemnatory of
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our Burmo-Chinese muddle from
first to last. The commonest in-

telligence has been wanting. The
Indian Government were forced
to recall an expedition to Thibet,
by orders from the Home Gov-

ernment, to placate China, and
four years were wasted on nego-
tiations with persons of no autho-

rity, leaving us worse off than at

the beginning. And so in every
other case : every bargain we have
been induced to make to which
China has been a party has been
to our disadvantage. We should
be in a better position to-day if

none of the foregoing negotiations
had taken place. But it is a re-

markable fact that while our con-

ventions have been capitulations
to China, those she has made with
other Powers during the same
time have been capitulations by
China. There is here matter

enough to exercise the wits of

the philosophical historian in dis-

covering the secret of the strange

inequality.
It is painful, as well as ludicrous,

to review the correspondence be-

tween the Government and the

China merchants from year to

year and decade to decade; its

burden the same monotonous old

story. In their desert wanderings

they have never got beyond the

waters of Marah. A recent able

resume of the situation opens

pathetically with the proposition
that "Likin has been the bete noire

of foreign merchants in China for

the last forty years." It ought to

have been settled in forty minutes,

only that the man has been want-

ing. Our representatives have

evaded their duty by drawing the

merchants into hopeless labyrinths
of discussion on Chinese economics

which neither of them understood,

discussions from which the Chinese

themselves hold calmly aloof, and

this threshing of empty straw pro-
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ceeds actively at the moment when
our commerce is threatened to its

base!

It is useless to blink the truth

that in the conduct of our Chinese
affairs it is a chronic malady we
have to deal with, a kind which
demands a chronic cure. Let us

frankly recognise once for all that

our representation in China has

been a continuous failure from the

day when a British legation was
first established in Peking. It set

out with the theory, which was
belied by experience, that the

Chinese Government was to be

pampered, whereas what it really
needed was kindly coercion. That
we believe to be the gist of the

whole matter, in simple yet com-

prehensive form. There were two

diverging roads, with a finger-post
at their junction. Common-sense,
our own experience, and the known
laws of human action, all pointed
to the Bight, which was a " strait

"

road and slightly inclined. The

phantasy of some unpractical brain

pointed to the Left, a road possess-

ing the double attraction of being
broad and on a gentle downward

slope. We chose the latter and
have followed it, with the con-

sequences we now see.

This is no new discovery, no

afterthought. The truth was as

clearly manifested to those who
chose to see it in the earliest days
of our intercourse as it is to-day.
No one indeed could have more em-

phatically condemned his own di-

plomacy than Sir Frederick Bruce

himself, our pioneer Minister.
" There has been too much

palaver," he said. "They [the
Chinese Government] took their

cue from us, and when they

wanted to get us into a good
humour they talked reform. He
could do nothing with them

; what
had been done to help them had

produced no good result : there

was the same bad faith : they
were breaking the treaty right
and left," &c. Mr Wade also,

the Secretary of Legation, "most

vehemently denounced the perfidy
of the imbeciles in power."

These contemporary records are

valuable as showing the beginnings
of the downward course on which
we have been content to glide.
The progress in that direction

made in two years is thus sum-
marised by Mr H. N. Lay, the

first Inspector-General of Customs,
on his return to China in 1863 :

" When I left China the Emperor's
Government, under the pressure of

necessity, and with the beneficial

terror established by the allied foray
to Pekin in 1860 fresh in their recol-

lection, was in the best of moods,
willing to be guided, thankful for

counsel, grateful for help, and in

return for that help prepared to do
what was right by the foreigner.
What did I find on my return ? The
face of things was entirely changed.
There was the old insolent demeanour,
the nonsensical language of exclusion,
the open mockery of all treaties. . . .

In short, all the ground gained by
the treaty of 1858 had been frittered

away, and we were thrust back into

the position we occupied before the

war one of helpless remonstrance
and impotent menace, . . . the labour

of years lost through egregious mis-

management. The Foreign Board
looked upon our European represen-
tatives as so many rois faineants. . . .

Prince Kung was no longer accessible.

. . . He professed to be engaged with

more important matters." 1

The Minister, however, whose

1 Our Interests in China. Horatio N. Lay, C.B. 1864. History repeats

itself closely. It is the same Prince Kung, President of the Foreign Board, who

puts off the present British Minister with the same pretext, leaving him to dance

attendance on the dummies of the Yamdn.
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"
egregious mismanagement

" had
allowed matters to come to this

pass, and who saw the abyss to

which they were leading, had no

idea of retracing his steps and

making a fresh start. That might
have involved some public admis-

sion of error which no official in

this world could bring himself to,

and, what was in this case of equal

importance, it would have involved

trouble. What he did was to

escape from one false position by
tun bling into a falser. He threw

up the sponge and cried for the

Inspector-General like a baby for

its nurse. "The Chinaman had

got the upper hand, there was
not) ling to be done but to recover

the ground lost, and I [Mr Lay]
must devise the means, for no one

but myself could extricate him
from his predicament. I was to

think well over matters, and to

excogitate some plan by which the

Chinese should be thrust back in

their proper place. He was ready
to do anything I might suggest."
To the American Minister Sir

Frederick said :

" The plan is, Mr
Buriingame, to thrust the Chinese

upon Lay, and leave him to work
them." In this free-and-easy
fashion was the axe laid to the

root of British influence in China.

Sir Frederick's successors fol-

lowed his lead, but they were not,

any more than he,
" extricated

from their predicament"; on the

contrary, they have sunk deeper
and ever deeper into it. But

they have not, of course, been

gallei as he was, for the disease

once become chronic the acute

sensations ceased. And what
made things easier for them, the

Foreign Office, as indolent as Sir

F. B -uce himself, gradually fell in

with the idea of a dual represen-
tation in China, the cocked -hat

being kept at the Legation and
the r >al Minister at the Custom-

House. We have it on the au-

thority of the leading journal in

China, the 'North China Her-

ald,' that the instructions given
to British Ministers to that coun-

try are simply to consult the In-

spector-General of Customs, not-

withstanding the fact of his being
a Chinese official. The Govern-

ment, and the country with it,

have naturally suffered the fate of

those who try to sit on two stools.

We have thought it right to

speak plainly though the half

has not been told in order that

our readers may be under no delu-

sion as to the position in which we
now are, how we have got there,
and how we may avoid a worse
one. We have written in vain if

we have not made it clear that

nothing short of a radical change
in our system will be of any avail

to help us. A new spirit must be

infused into the whole scheme of

our Far Eastern relations. We
must give our minds to the busi-

ness and fit our agencies for the

work they are expected to do, even

as our rivals fit theirs, and, what
is harder, we must reform the For-

eign Office. The mere hint of such

a condition will fill those who know
most about it with despair. Yet
unless we can meet our competitors
with equal resolution, equal intelli-

gence, and equal forces, we shall

continue to be beaten, just as if we
went out to battle with bows and

arrows. What has been lostthrough
our inadvertence, is lost. Already
we are warned off Northern China

because it belongs to the Russian

sphere, and Southern China on

account of the French, so that the

area of open markets would seem

to be restricted to the central zone.

We do not think matters have

gone quite so far as that, though
events are shaping that way. But

whatever the actual stage at which

we have arrived, we can by an
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effort prevent it becoming worse.

Only it must be a sustained effort.

We have no faith in spasmodic
remedies.

The most popular expedient for

retrieving our position in China is

to supply her with money ;
and

there are many reasons for approv-

ing such a proposal besides the

providing our middle class with a

convenient investment. If only
such a loan would disseminate an
interest in China among our popu-

lation, that would be cheap at the

price, if we never saw a penny of

it back, for we might then have
some hope that Government would
be kept on the alert. But the

transaction can also be placed on
a sound and broad business basis.

All depends on how it is handled.

Coming in as third mortgagee,
and the latest loan always being
the most urgent, we have the

means in hand of taking such

securities from China as will give
her a new lease of life. The im-

provements which we have been

preaching to her in vain we could

now enforce, and the Government
would welcome the pressure. Now
is the time to seriously introduce

the development of the resources

of China railways, waterways,
mines, and industries. Better

that she should do all that for

herself than that strangers should

come in and do it for themselves.

Direct securities for the advance
are also available. The li kin

difficulty that is, the difficulty
of our collecting or of their abol-

ishing the transit taxes on mer-

chandise is a bugbear erected by

our own Government and their

agents. The Chinese, since the
treaties were made, have volun-

tarily offered to commute all in-

land taxes by one payment at the

port; the offer was not accepted,
because it was thought they would
receive the commutation and

charge the dues just the same.
But they made no objection
whatever on principle. The Salt

Gabelle might also be handled by
foreigners. Mr Lay tells us the

authorities of Canton asked him
to administer it in that province.
But, we repeat, the money will be

thrown away and the securities be-

come worthless unless the country
takes its Chinese affairs* more seri-

ously than it has yet done.

Apart from the proposed loan

there is obvious need of some
material precautions being taken

to strengthen our position in China.

We see Russia from her land-base

in the north pushing railway com-

munications into Chinese territory;
and once a Russian-administered

railway is working, it would be idle

to question her supremacy. We
see France doing the same thing
from her sea-base* in Tonking,

having also obtained concessions

to make and work railways in

Chinese territory. These two sys-

tems will eventually meet and

interlace, and we with our land-

base in Burma will find the door

barred against us. It is therefore

quite time that we were done with

our eternal pedantries of Boundary
Commissions, and were making sure

at least of our backdoor entrance

into Western China.
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THE CRIES OF PARIS.

SOME six-and-forty years ago a

quiet corner of Provincial France
was startled by a series of disas-

trous fires. House after house
was burnt to the ground, evi-

dently by the hand of a wanton

incendiary, and the tongues of the

gossips wagged with a more than
common energy. Under the trees

of the Mall and in the crowded

caft there was but one topic dis-

cussed the infamous crime which
had brought disgrace upon the

province, and dissipated the econ-

omies of many a thrifty citizen.

The factions, into which every
country town is divided, forgot
their ancient quarrels; the citi-

zens, republican" or imperial, lost

interest in the Coup d'fltat, which
had recently astonished France ;

and there was none, save the

guilty, who did not believe that
the national safety depended upon
the instant punishment of the

malefactors. But the surprise was
VOL. CLXIII. NO. DCCCCLXXXIX.

increased tenfold when suspicion
was furtively attached to the

Mayor, a man of conspicuous

honesty and sound republican

principles. Amid the greatest ex-

citement he was tried, and fotfnd

guilty on the unsupported testi-

mony of an informer, who swore

that he had caught him at his

grisly work. Moreover, asked his

enemies, is it not notorious that

he is hostile to the government of

Louis Napoleon? Has he not

been heard to denounce the august

Emperor of France? The chain

of proof lacked many a link
;
but

the magistrates, anxious to do

their master's bidding, did not test

its strength, and the Mayor was

condemned to end his days in

Cayenne. Yet no sooner had the

Good Mayor set out upon his

voyage than the fires broke out

again. The work was evidently

accomplished by the same skilful

hand; and thi^ time the secrecy
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of the operations baffled even the

informer. One thing only was
certain : the burnt houses were

bought up at a trivial price by the

new Mayor, the lifelong rival and

enemy of his predecessor. The
hand which held the firebrand still

worked in the dark, but the pur-
chaser of the ruined property was
known to all the province. At
last the Government resolved upon
a second prosecution. The Wicked

Mayor, in his turn, was brought
to the bar of justice, and that

local animosity should be assuaged,
a magistrate was sent from Paris

to try the case. It was not deemed

prudent, however, to reconsider

the ancient offence, and the magis-
trate received formal instructions

to examine only the second series

of fires. But in the court the

Wicked Mayor was seized with

remorse, and asked leave to con-

fess that he, with his accomplice,
the informer, was guilty of all the

wrong-doing. The early fires were

designed to ruin his rival, the

later to fill his own pocket. In
vain he protested. The magistrate
was determined to throw no dis-

credit upon the law, and declined

with the utmost dignity to revise

a sentence already pronounced.
The Wicked Mayor made a final

attempt to renderwhat poor repara-
tion he could, and, meeting with a

final refusal, he hanged himself in

his cell. The Good Mayor, mean-

while, was a prisoner in Cayenne,
and though his innocence was
demonstrated to all the world, a

prisoner he remained until his

death. Relieved by the governor's

indulgence from the worst rigours
of imprisonment, he spent his life

cultivating, not his own garden, as

Oandide recommended, but the

garden of his jailer. And he died

a miserable victim to the inviol-

ability of the law. But France
was saved from dishonour

;
la chose

e had not been disturbed 1

La chosejugee ! It is in the name,
of this superstition that men have
broken each other's heads in Paris,
and slaughtered the Jews of Al-

giers. The case has been tried, the
sentence has been pronounced; and

justice being infallible, it is treason

against the State to question the
least of her decisions. Journalists,

officers, and judges bow their head
before this idol of the law; and,
in sheer forgetfulness of the un-

happy Mayor whose posthumous
character was publicly vindicated

three months ago, persist in pro-

claiming their undying faith in

the new fetich. Deliberately pro-
nounced by the lips of a Minister,
the phrase la chose jugee is cer-

tain of enthusiastic applause ;

dropped into a leading article, it

is greeted by the well -
thinking

citizen with a smile of pleasure;
while the mob-orator deems it a

brief symbol for liberty, fraternity,
and equality. As Mr Taper said

long ago, there is nothing like a

cry ;
and this particular cry, for all

its academic sound, has done far

more than inflame the minds of

men, it has strengthened their

arms also, and has driven Paris

to the very verge of revolution.

In fact, the case of Captain

Dreyfus, which has already eclipsed
the scandals of Panama, has un-

masked more hypocrisies and
evoked more cries than any inci-

dent which ever disturbed a na-

tion's peace. And the cry which

has been loudest throughout the

presentagitation is least justified by
circumstances. But it is the true

character of cries to be inapposite,
and none was ever less effective

because it expressed neither sense

nor reason. Now, despite the

theory of la chose jugfa, the Drey-
fus case has never been tried : it

has been tried three times
;
and a

dozen other judges will be called

upon to decide it. The bull is only

apparent, and the briefest retro-
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spect will show that the decision

of the court-martial was no decision

at all. When in October 1894 the

world first heard of Captain Drey-
fus and his monstrous treachery,
the French Government was on
the verge of disaster. General

Mercier, the Minister of War, was
even weaker than his colleagues;
and had Captain Dreyfus been ac-

quitted at his trial, a resignation
would have been inevitable. For
not only had all the journals of

Fiance denounced the man, as yet
UD tried, for many weeks

; but
G( neral Mercier had already pro-
claimed the culprit's guilt in the

Chamber. So that, the chief of

th3 army having spoken, the cap-
tain's acquittal was impossible.
M Dreover, it is certain, if anything
be certain in this mysterious pro-

cess, that between the trial and
tho sentence the minds of the

judges were fortified by a docu-

ment which neither the prisoner
nor his advocate had ever seen.

But the Government had attained

its end, and the public demand
was satisfied by the condemnation
of Dreyfus. The Ministry, so soon

to fall, seemed for a moment to

have recovered its prestige; the

ami - Semites and the Catholics

were appeased by the sacrifice of

an Alsatian Jew; and the Chau-
vir ists felt assured that the secrets

of France were in safe keeping.

True, one or two dissentient voices

were raised
;

the '

Figaro
'

con-

fessed that a wrong had been done
to the fatherland, not by Dreyfus,
bu'i by his trial; and, as the new
creed of guilt had not yet been

foroaulated, the captain's crime

waj not universally accepted as

certain. In brief, there were
runours that the thing was still

uniudged, and that Captain Drey-
fus whether he be a traitor or no,
wai then, as he is now, a legally

injured man. But the world does

not trouble itself with retrospects,

and is prepared to-day, as it will
be prepared to-morrow, to shout for
the death of traitors and the sanc-

tity of the thing judged.
The thing, then, was not judged

in 1894 : in 1898, for good or for

evil, it will be judged a dozen
times. By whatever name you
call it the affair Esterhazy, the
affair Picquart, the affair Zola it

is Alfred Dreyfus who is being
tried, Alfred Dreyfus and none
other. The Government, conscious
of its own weakness, is unable to

grant revision or to prohibit argu-
ment. Therefore it re-tries the
ancient case, and declares that the
name Dreyfus may never be pro-
nounced. There is a word, harm-
less and insignificant as a matter
of fact it is corde which may not
be spoken on the stage of the

Thedtre fran$ais. It is known
to the actors as the mot fatal, and
should an indiscreet author intro-

duce it into his work, the text

must be changed, or a heavy fine

be paid by the actor. So, in the

unnumbered processes which dis-

turb the tranquillity of France,
there is a mot fatal which may
not be pronounced, and the word
is Dreyfus. Now and again the

witnesses forget their duty, the

judge is unmindful of his instruc-

tions, and the word escapes. But
amid sardonic laughter the witness

is called to order, and the game
of cross -

questions and crooked

answers still continues. Now,
when M. Matthieu Dreyfus ac-

cused the Commandant Esterhazy
with the authorship of the cover-

ing-letter which condemned his

brother, revision seemed imminent.

To disengage the two cases baffles

the common subtlety. If A is

condemned for writing a certain

document, which is afterwards

proved to be the handiwork of B,

it seems to follow that the guilt of

B involves the innocence of A.

It does nothing of the kind, for
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then there are steps in the super-
stition of the thing judged; and
it is a clear matter of principle
that the same document may be

written by two different hands.

Thus the story of the Good and
the Wicked Mayors repeats itself.

A Government, which will not for

an instant consent to revision,
will try an officer for composing a

document for which another has

already suffered, and proclaims
aloud that it is possible to

disassociate the two. So that,

supposing for an instant the

Commandant Esterhazy had been

condemned, Captain Dreyfus
would not have been released;
he would merely have shared his

retreat upon the Devil's Isle with
a colleague.

But for all the casuistry of the

War Office the sacred principle of

the thing judged has been violated.

One and the same crime cannot be
committed by two, three, or four

persons who are not accomplices,
but independent criminals. The
universal sense of humour will not

permit so monstrous a confusion;
and despite the ingenuity of judges
and courts -

martial, every one in

France really understands that

the guilt of the one means the

innocence of the other. But no
sooner was the Commandant Ester-

hazy publicly accused of Dreyfus's
crime than the charge of treachery
assumed a trivial shape. True it

is that the old questions were put
once more; true it is that still

another set of experts was asked

to darken counsel by examining
again the famous bordereau. Yet
while the violation of the sacred

principle was never admitted,

every one might foresee the end
of the second inquiry. Dreyfus was
tried in order to be condemned

;

Esterhazy was tried in order to

be acquitted. Thus, indeed, were
the intention 5 of the people de-

clared ; for it is the supreme irony

of this comedy (or tragedy) of

contradictions that, despite closed

doors and professional secrecy, the

journals, by discovering the re-

motest details of debate and by re-

producing the most private docu-

ments, have kept alive the people's
interest. Now, from the first

Captain Dreyfus appeared an un-

sympathetic figure. The mob did
not ask to be assured of his guilt ;

it trembled at the mere charge of

treason, and even before the trial

demanded the penalty of death.

By one of those wilful impulses
which sway the crowd, Paris spent
herself in virtuous denunciation
of the man who for the moment
represented the idea of treachery.
On the other hand, Esterhazy was
followed from the outset by the

sympathetic applause of the mob.

Though he too was charged with

betraying his country, he repre-
sented nothing else to the people
than a man who had sown his

wild oats and was none the worse
for it. To Dreyfus's discredit no
incident had been revealed

;
there

was not a single man in France
who had not heard a hundred
anecdotes concerning Esterhazy,
which connected with another

would have let loose a hurricane

of indignation. Letters were pub-
lished in which the commandant
avowed his hatred of France, his

contempt of the army ;
he even

prayed that he might die a Uhlan

sabring the French (this letter has

been declared spurious, on the

ground that Esterhazy was in the

habit of spelling Uhlan with an
H thus Hulan : it is now the

subject of a judicial inquiry) ;
but

nothing availed to shake the public
enthusiasm. As he went from one

newspaper office to another he was
cheered like a hero returning from
a victorious campaign. What
mattered it that he hated France,
and was chargpcl with treason?

Was he not driving another nail
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into Dreyfus's coffin ? And did

be not, therefore, deserve well of

his country ? The opinion of the

people was echoed by the com-
mandant's superiors, and the

accused was treated with a

thoughtful courtesy. When Cap-
tain Dreyfus was charged, he was
hustled straightway into prison;
he was implored to shoot himself

;

the hospitality of the condemned
cell was demanded for him

;
and

finally the officer to whose charge
he was committed expressed a

desire to turn an electric light

suddenly upon the "
culprit's

"

face, that he might unconsciously
reveal his villany. His slightest
movements were assumed the

plainest evidence of crime, and
his accusers were daunted by no
contradiction. The bordereau was
in his handwriting he was ob-

viously guilty : the bordereau was
not in his handwriting of course

not; no traitor would be such a

fool as not to make some disguise.
When asked to copy at dictation

the proof of his sin, he showed no
emotion

;
and it has been observed

that cold-blooded monsters have

perfect command of themselves.

On the other hand, he trembled

at the charge, and thus made his

treason plain to all. To the Oom-
rrandant Esterhazy no affront was
offered. Though he confessed him-

s< If that the covering-letter was in

his own handwriting, he was never

for an hour under arrest. For
him there was no talk of the con-

demned cell; he was proclaimed
the victim of a conspiracy ;

and
the inquiry into his conduct vas

presently converted into a formal

ac cusation against the officer who
hud suspected him. Ladies, deep-

ly veiled, met him in discreet

corners of Paris, and gave him
documents which were stolen from
the War Office. His superiors
wrote eulogies of his character,
which were instantly confided to

the public press; and had it not
been for the harassing suspicion,
he might have enjoyed a conspic-
uous triumph. Yet the affair

Dreyfus and the affair Esterhazy
were in their inception one and
the same. Whether either be

guilty, or both, is still uncertain.

The revision which may come
with a change of Government will

perhaps demonstrate the inno-

cence of the one or the other.

Meantime Captain Dreyfus lingers
in the Devil's Isle, and the Com-
mandant Esterhazy is greeted with
shouts of "

Long live the army !

"

as the incarnation of the martial

spirit.

Thus the case has been judged
twice imperfectly ;

and with the

case of M. Zola began the third

imperfect trial. Again the cry
was raised of la chose jugee, ; but
this time it was raised v/ith a

difference. M. Zola, that he might
illumine the dark places, involved

the whole system of military jus-
tice in a common charge. Two
separate courts-martial had given
their judgment upon two separate

cases, and M. Zola impugned them
both. The Minister of War se-

lected the discreetest paragraph
whereon to base his charge of

libel; and when the novelist was

put into the dock, the judge ap-

pointed to try the case insisted

that Captain Dreyfus, beingjudged,
must never be mentioned. The
affair Esterhazy, on the other

hand, for all its decision, might
be freely and openly discussed,

and for many a day the advisers

of M. Zola appealed in vain against
the inconsistency. The principle,

in truth, was rudely shaken by
the public exposure of a finished

trial ;
but the cry lost nothing of

its force or acerbity, because the

Court held that no one had been

really judged save Alfred Dreyfus.

Nor did the Court succeed in

suppressing the noxious debate.
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Though all the officers, save

Colonel Picquart, proved them-
selves models of reticence, advo-

cates and deputies declared their

opinion, heedless of the judge's
veto

;
and in the end nothing is

certain, save that Captain Dreyfus
and Colonel Picquart, and not M.

Zola, were tried in the Assize

Court.

For it is a characteristic of this

amazing scandal that the issue is

ever shifting, and it was with

perfect gravity that the judge de-

clared that there was no such

thing as the affair Zola. In fact,

while the Devil's Isle was always
in the background, Colonel Pic-

quart has been the co-defendant

for two years past. Now Colonel

Picquart, in defiance of Barras's

maxim, has been guilty of zeal.

In the discharge of his duties at

the War Office, he discovered

reason to suspect the Commandant

Esterhazy, and, not being domi-
nated by the common phrase, he
believed that justice had for once
miscarried. Wherefore he prose-
cuted his researches with an en-

ergy that troubled his superiors,
and finally drove him into Africa

and disgrace. And to-day the

mob, which acclaims in Esterhazy
valour made concrete, follows Col-

onel Picquart with insult as the

enemy of the army.
Thus we arrive at the second

cry which governs Paris, and
seems to atone for the wildest

excesses. Vive VArmee I is shouted
in every corner, and if only it

were the genuine expression of

patriotism, there is no friend of

France who would not echo it.

But, alas ! it means at once too

little and too much for sincerity.
In one aspect, it is but a different

version of that other call la chose

jugee. In another aspect, it is no
more than an insult hurled at the

Jews. But as it is screamed in

the precincts of the law courts, it

is never a single-minded expres-
sion of admiration. A fortnight

ago it was as yet unheard : the

loafers of Paris, to whom a battle-

cry is an imperious necessity, were
content to shout themselves hoarse
with cursing Zola. Processions
were formed in every quarter with
the sole object of expressing the
universal hatred cherished against
the novelist. To-day the novelist

is more unpopular than ever, the

Jews are an object of an even
bitterer hatred, and Vive VArmee!
is a convenient symbol which ex-

presses in two words all the dis-

pleasure of the crowd. Yet how
inapposite it is the smallest reflec-

tion will demonstrate. The irre-

sponsible citizens who shout in

the streets desire nothing less than
to clear the army, which they
applaud, from a damaging scandal.

They prefer the Commandant

Esterhazy to Colonel Picquart,
and they choose their own method
of expressing their preference.

Though the Colonel is among the
most distinguished officers of

France, they hold themselves free

to denounce him in cheering his

profession. Some years since,
when General Boulanger was their

hero, they cried Revision! and
cared not what discredit they
threw upon the army. To-day
they have changed this cry, and
still express in other terms the

ancient need of a strong ruler.

In brief, the mob of Paris loves

nothing so much as a hand of

iron, and its discontent, though
varied in expression, is always
the same. Nevertheless, it is in-

teresting to observe the variations

of the popular temper, and to

note that you may depend upon
nothing save clamour and un-

reason.

A bas Zola ! A bas Zola I growled
in an angry guttural, is a more

particular form of Vive VArmee !

And this call, at least, is easily
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intelligible. Between Colonel

Picquart and M. Zola there is

an essential difference. The one,

in the secrecy of his office, did

no more than a simple duty. M.
Zola attacked the Government
with the fierce rhetoric of a gifted

yet irresponsible citizen. Maybe
he claims the democratic right of

expressing his opinion ;
but he has

revealed the worst danger that

can ever assail a free republic.

How, indeed, shall an elected

Chamber govern, if its policy may
be openly criticised by the first

man of genius who differs from

it? It is a politician's business

to ?ule his country ;
it is a novel-

ist'.s to create literature; and no
man may step outside his vocation

without realising the gravity of

his conduct. But M. Zola is as

guiltless of frivolity as of coward-

ice : before he composed his famous

accusation, he not only weighed
the facts, but acknowledged the

consequences. Inspired only by
an honourable desire for justice,
he did his utmost to force the Gov-
ernment's hand, without thought
of his own safety ; and, though he
has created a dangerous precedent,
there is no man in France who
less deserves the raucous abuse

which assails him on every side.

Yet, none the less, since the mob
has decreed that Captain Dreyfus
is guilty, M. Zola must bear with

courage and patience more than
his share of insult and contumely.

Another popular variation of

Vii'e VArmee ! is A has les Juifs !

again the loud expression of an
old contempt. And this contempt
is really the chief element of strife.

Hal Captain Dreyfus not been
a Jew, his case would have been
rev sed long since, despite the

feani of General Mercier and the

relv.ctance of the Government.
Now this public pursuit of the

Jevs is not a pleasant spectacle,

especially in those countries which

would be bankrupt without their

aid. It is doubly horrible when
it is called in to confuse a plain
issue. The question agitated in

France is not whether or no Cap-
tain Dreyfus is a Jew, on that

point all men are agreed ;
the doubt

still unresolved is far more com-

plex : has or has not the prisoner
of the Devil's Isle received a fair

and judicious trial? And this

doubt neither the fury of 'La
Libre Parole ' nor the indiscrimin-

ate condemnation of a people is

ever likely to resolve. But the

sudden admiration of the Army
and the consequent dislikes have
done more than add to the clamour
of the streets. As theology loos-

ens its hold upon a country, the

need of worship must be otherwise

supplied, and Paris for the moment
bows the knee to its generals.
The new worship is already

equipped with a set of new senti-

ments, and the merest banality is

vociferously applauded, if only it

places the Army beyond the reach

of criticism. Some time since an

officer, bringing a charge upon
hearsay, was asked the source of

his information. "
Sir," he replied,

with a magnificent gesture, "the

kepi must not know what is in the

head." You can imagine the out-

burst of applause wherewith this

patent evasion was greeted ;
and

throughout the many variations of

the Dreyfus case a cheer has been

obtained by the very common-

places of military patriotism.
"How can you doubt my word,"
exclaims one colonel, "when I have

served in eighteen campaigns'?"
And neither the audience nor the

jury has time to reflect that many
years of hardship in the tropics

may perchance have impaired the

memory. No : the Army is above

reproach and above discussion, nor

is it conceivable that any officer,

other than Captain Dreyfus or

Colonel Picquart, can be guilty of
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the smallest indiscretion. It is,

indeed, an ironic spectacle : the

mob shouting the praises of force,

and cheering the policeman, who
is reluctantly compelled to inter-

pose. From end to end of this un-

parallelled agitation the police
and the mob have fought upon the

same side; yet the police has

never sacrificed its duty to its

opinions, and the mob has not al

ways silenced its voice at the bid-

ding of authority. So to observe

these manifold contradictions is to

wonder whether Paris is really in

modern France, or situate on some

vague borderland of comedy ;
and

if you turn to the other side, you
will hear other calls to battle,
which do nothing to mitigate the

surprise.
The partisans of Zola, then,

reply to the shouts of Vive

VArtnde! with a counter -cry of

equal elevation and yet vaguer
meaning. Vive la France / in

fact, signifies no more than a

desire to know the forbidden

truth, and as the number of curi-

ous citizens is ever diminishing,
the cry is seldom and but furtively
heard. But though the fight is

unequal, it is fought with a

medieval ferocity. Officers pluck
advocates by the beards, and
a mob is always ready to put
lynch law into practice, if only
it can catch its victim. That
one half -tried charge of treason

should have unchained so many
hatreds is almost incredible, and

may only be explained by the

natural desire of strife. Yet pos-

sibly the misery, now borne by
Paris, might long ago have been

avoided either by a loyal revision

or a resolute determination to re-

vise nothing. But the policy of

half-measures has met with its

just reward, and Paris is not only
the victim of disorder it has

witnessed a sudden and puzzling

cleavage of parties. As Home
Rule divided families and severed

alliances, so the name of Captain
Dreyfus has destroyed friendships
and separated politicians. The
Radicals are divided against them-

selves, and though the Socialists at

last are rallying to the unwonted

cry of Vive la France ! for a while

their allegiance was in doubt.

Stranger still, M. Rochefort has

been flung into the bosom of the

Church, and the wolf of anti-

Semitism is lying down with the

lamb of Catholicism. However, a

sudden redistribution of friends

and foes is not impossible, since an
unforeseen incident may easily
turn the feverish brain of Paris.

Nor is it easy to predict the dura-

tion of the scandal. Though half-

a-dozen cases, which really involve

the guilt of Alfred Dreyfus, are

already set down for trial, a sudden
revision may put an end to them

all, and the general election is not

far away. Moreover, though the

Jewish question is the essence

of the Dreyfus case, as it was of

Panama, the later scandal should

not trail into the weary nothing-
ness which overtook the earlier.

For Panama seemed to involve

in dishonour the whole parlia-

mentary system of France, whereas

the case of Captain Dreyfus may
be settled in either sense without

bringing disgrace on more than

half-a-dozen honest, though mis-

guided, persons. Meantime, the

cries are raised with all the greater

fury because not one of the parti-
sans on either side has any assured

knowledge. But ignorance never

yet reduced dogmatism to silence,

and the one possible cure for the

prevailing riot is the frank dis-

covery of the truth.

Were it not for the banished

officer, who still finds loyal French-

men to believe in his innocence,
the whole story might be material
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for a sorparnii g faic-

ing melodrama. And in nothing
does this farcical character display
itself so manifestly as in the

sudden apparition of Veiled Ladies.

The artifice is a little out of

fashion : it smacks of 1830, and
the Romantic Movement; and it

is not surprising that so staunch
a Naturalist as M. Zola should
doubt its sincerity. But no sooner
was M. Esterhazy accused than

anonymous letters warned him of

his danger : on the other side, two
unknown goddesses Blanche and

Speranza were active with tele-

grams ;
and finally a Veiled Lady

prowled in Montmarbre, or lingered
with documents of release upon
the Quay. Who was the Veiled

Lady ? Nobody knows, and though
deeply mysterious emissaries are

not wont to wait in the desert

corners of Paris, the whole intel-

ligence of the army has not dis-

covered M. Esterhazy's Providence,
nor the cabman who drove her

on her errand of charity. Yet
the Veiled Lady has been through-
out a principal personage in the

drama. Her existence was gravely

acknowledged before the court-

martial, and grave questions were
asktd concerning her voice, her

maimers, her method of procedure.
The answers, of course, were loy-

ally evasive, and no more is hinted
to the world than that she was
fortified by a document which
ensured at once the guilt of

Dreyfus and the innocence of

Estcrhazy. This document, de-

claro the friends of M. Zola, could

only have come from the Ministry
of War; whence it would appear
that the Veiled Lady is either an

accomplished thief or the servant

of the $tat Major. Yet another

explanation is possible : the mys-
terious one may be a sort of Mrs
Harris, and the document may
have been despatched through some
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i-&s rcnmn ic channel. In my
case, there was here a plain neces-

sity for elucidation, unless the

Ministry of War is willing to

acknowledge that it finds its

models in Offenbach or the Porte
St Martin. A Veiled Lady, hold-

ing a secret paper, it is a delight-
ful picture, for all its ancient

fashion, and is enough to per-
suade you that the age of romance
is not yet passed. But M. Billot

could hardly be persuaded to take
a flippant view of the personage
who carried abroad a paper affect-

ing the national defence. For,

throughout the tedious debates
which have divided France, the
Government has proclaimed with

unhesitating persistence the perils
of outspokenness. The Ministry
of War has entrenched itself

securely behind the Professional

Secret
; yet not only is the friendly

press strengthened by private in-

formation, but unknown women
are permitted to hawk priceless
documents in the street, and no
one is put to prison for the theft.

Was there ever so ridiculous a

comment upon the necessity of

discretion ? After this, the most
ardent champions of candour need
not despair, and cunning may yet
succeed where argument has been

powerless. But whatever be the

issue, the agitation must presently

yield to fatigue or to a change of

Government. The clamour of to-

day will be silenced or replaced ;

Paris herself will find a pleasanter
cause of excitement

;
the pessim-

ists, who prattle of the national

dishonour, will be aghast at their

own despair. For the cries of

Paris are but faintly echoed in

the larger world of France, and

France, whose thrift and energy
have survived defeat, is still strong

enough, even in the face of a free

and rancorous press, to resist

revolution. Paris, 12th February.
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. iJOHN SPLENDID:

THE TALE OF A POOR GENTLEMAN, AND THE LITTLE WARS OP LORN.

CHAPTER XV. CONFESSIONS OF A MARQUIS.

IN a few hours, as it were, the

news that the enemy had left the

country was put about the shire,

and people returned to pick up the

loose ends of the threads of family
and affairs. Next day my lord the

Marquis came round Lochlong and
Glencroe in a huge chariot with
four wheels, the first we had ever

seen in these parts, a manner of

travel incumbent upon him because

of a raxed shoulder he had met
with at Dunbarton. He came
back to a poor reception : the

vestiges of his country's most
bitter extremity were on every

hand, and, what was bound to be

embarrassing to any nobleman of

spirit, there was that in the looks

and comportment of his clansmen
that must have given MacCailein
some unpleasant thought.

Behind his lordship came eleven

hundred Lowland levies that had
been with Baillie in England, and
to command them came his cousin,
Sir Duncan Campbell of Auchin-

breac, luckily new over from Ireland,
and in the spirit for campaigning.
A fiery cross was sent round the

clan, that in better times should

easily have mustered five thousand
of the prettiest lads ever trod

heather; but it brought only a

remnant of a thousand, and the

very best that would have been
welcome under the galley flag were
too far afield for the summons to

reach them in time. But every
well-affected branch of Clan Camp-
bell sent its gentlemen to officer

our brigade.

A parley of war held iiT the
castle determined on immediate

pursuit of Montrose to Lochaber,

keeping within easy distance, but
without attacking till he was
checked in front by troops that

had gone up to flank him by way
of Stirling. I was at the council,
but had little to do with its de-

cision, though the word of M'lver
and myself (as was due to cavaliers

of experience) was invited with

respect.
We were to march in two days ;

and as I had neither house nor ha*

to shelter me, seeing the old place

up the glen was even more of

a ruin than in Donald Gorm's

troubles, when the very roof-tree

was thrown in Dhuloch, I shared

quarters with M'lver in the castle,

where every available corner was

occupied by his lordship's guests.
When these other guests were

bedded, and the house in all our

wing of it was still, my comrade
and I sat down to a tasse of brandy
in our chamber, almost blythe, as

you would say, at the prospect of

coming to blows with our country's

spoilers. We were in the midst

of a most genial crack when came
a faint rap at the door, and in

steps the goodman, as solemn as a

thunder-cloud, in spite of the wan
smile he fixed upon his counten-

ance. He bore his arm out of

his sleeve in a sling, and his hair

was untrim, and for once a most
fastidious nobleman was anything
but perjink.

"I cry pardon, gentlemen!" he
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said in Gaelic,
" for breaking in on

my guests' privacy ;
but I'm in no

humour for sleeping, and I thought
you might have a spare glass for a

friend."

"It's your welcome, Argile," said

I, pu tting a wand chair to the front

for h:m. He sat himself down in

it wi:h a sigh of utter weariness,
and nervously poking the logs on
the fire with a purring-iron, looked

sadly about the chamber.
It was his wife's tiring-room, or

closet, or something of that nature,
fitted up hastily for our accommo-

dation, and there were signs of a

women's dainty hand and occu-

pation about it. The floor was

carpeted, the wall was hung with
arras: a varnish 'scrutoire, some
sweet -wood boxes, two little statues

of marble, two raised silver candle-

sticks with snuffers conform, broi-

dery-work unfinished, and my lord's

picture, in a little gilded frame

hanging over a dressing-table, were

amon:j its womanly plenishing.

"Well, coz," said his lordship,

breaking an awkward silence, "we
have an enormous and dastardly
deed here to avenge."
"We have that!" said M'lver.

"It's a consolation that we are in

the mood and in the position to set

about paying the debt. Before the

glad 3lews came of your return, I

was half afraid that our quarry
would be too far gone ere we set

loose the dogs on him. Luckily
he can be little farther than Glen-

urchy now. Elrigmore and I had
the h< >nour to see the visitors make
their departure. They carried so

much stolen gear, and drove so

big a prize of cattle, that I would
not gi ve them more than a twenty
miles' march to the day."

"Will they hang together, do

you think?" asked his lordship,

fingering a crystal bottle for es-

sence that lay on the 'scrutoire.

"I misdoubt it," said M'lver.

" You know the stuff, MacCailein 1

He may have his Irish still; but
I'll wager the MacDonalds, the

Stewarts, and all the rest of that

reiving crowd are off to their holds,
like the banditti they are, with
their booty. A company of pikes
on the rear of him, as like as not,
would settle his business."

The Marquis, besides his di-

shevelment, was looking very lean
and pale. I am wrong if I had
not before me a man who had not

slept a sound night's sleep in his

naked bed since the point of war
beat under his castle window.

" Your arm, my lord," I said in

a pause of his conversation with

M'lver, "is it a fashious injury?
You look off your ordinary."
"I do," he said. "I daresay I

do, and I wish to God it was only
this raxed arm that was the worst
of my ailment."

His face burned up red in the

candle-light, his nostrils swelled,
and he rose in his chair. A small

table was between us. He put his

uninjured hand on it to steady
himself, and leaned over to me to

make his words more weighty for

my ear.
" Do you know," he added,

" I'm

Archibald, Marquis of Argile, and
under the cope and canopy of

heaven this January night there's

not a creature of God's making
more down in the heart and de-

graded than I ? If the humblest

servant in my house pointed a

scornful finger at me and cried

Gioltar ! [coward] I would bow my
head. Ay, ay ! it's good of you,

sir, to shake a dissenting head
;

but I'm a chief discredited. I

know it, man. I see it in the faces

about me. I saw it at Roseneath,
when my very gardener fumbled,
and refused to touch his bonnet

when I left. I saw it to-night at

my own table, when the company
talked of what they should do, and
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what my men should do, jiud bi.id

never a word of what was to be

expected of MacCailein Mor."
"I think, my lord," I cried,

"that you're exaggerating a very
small affair."

" Small affair !

" he said (and he
wetted his lips with his tongue
before the words came). "Small
affair ! Hell's flame ! is there any-

thing smaller than the self-esteem

of a man who by some infernal

quirk of his nature turns his back
on his most manifest duty leaves

the blood of his blood and the skin

of his skin to perish for want of

his guidance and encouragement,
and wakens at morning to find it

no black nightmare but the hor-

rible fact ? Answer me that,

Elrigmore !

"

"
Tut, tut," said M'lver, pouring

his cousin a glass; "you're in the

vapours, and need a good night's

sleep. There's no one in Argile
dare question your spirit, whatever

they may think of your policy."

Argile relapsed into his chair,
and looked with a pitiful eye at

his kinsman.

"My good Iain," he said, "do

you ken the old Lochow wife's story
of the two daws ?

c Thou didst

well,' said the one, 'though thy
wings are cut; thou didst well to

do as I told thee.' I'm not blaming
you ; you are a brave man of your
own hands, and a middling honest
man too, as honesty goes among
mercenaries; but your tongue's plau-

sible, plausible, and you are the

devil's counsellor to any other man
who slackens his will by so much
as a finger-length."

M'lver took on a set stern jaw,
and looked his chief very dourly in

the face.

"My Lord of Argile," he said,
"
you're my cousin - german, and

you're in a despondent key, and
small blame to you with your lands

smoking about you from Cruachan

to Kilraartin
;

but if you were

King Tearlach himself, I would
take no insult from you. Do you
charge me with any of your mis-

fortunes ?
"

"I charge you with nothing,

John," said Argile, wearily.
" I'm

only saying that at a time of stress,

when there's a conflict in a man's
mind between ease and exertion,

you're not the best of consciences.

Are we two going to quarrel about
a phrase while our clansmen's blood
is crying from the sod? Sit down,
sir

; sit down, if it please you," he
said more sternly, the scowl that

gave him the gruamach reputation

coming on his face
;
"sit down, if

it please you, and instead of ruffling

up like the bubbly-jock over words,
tell me if you can how to save a

reputation from the gutter. If it

was not that I know I have your
love, do you think I should be lay-

ing my heart bare here and now?
You have known me some time

now, M'lver did you ever find me
without some reserve in my most
intimate speech ? Did you ever

hear me say two words that I had
not a third in the background to

bring forward if the policy of the

moment called for it ?
"

M'lver laughed slyly, and hesi-

tated to make any answer.
"
It's a simple question," said the

Marquis ;

" am I to think it needs

too straightforward an answer for

John Splendid to give it?"
" I'm as frank as my neighbours,"

said M'lver.

"Well, sir, do not check the cur-

rent of my candour by any picking
and choosing of words. I ask if

you have ever found me with the

babbling and unbridled tongue of

a fool in my mouth, giving my
bottom-most thought to the wind
and the street?"

"You were no Gael if you did,

my lord. That's the sin of the

shallow wit. I aye kept a bit
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thought of my own in the corner

of my vest."

MacCailein sighed, and the stem
of the beaker he was lingering broke

in his nervous fingers. He threw
the fragments with an impatient cry
into the fireplace.

"Ir/s the only weakness of our

religion (God pardon the sin of

hintmg at any want in that same
!)

that we have no chance of laying
the heart bare to mortal man.

Many a time I could wish for the

salving influence of the confessional,
even without the absolution to

follow."
" I think," said John Splendid,

"
it would be a strange day when

MacCailein Mor, Marquis of Argile,
would ask or need shriving from

anything or any one. There was
never a priest or vicar in the shire

you couldn't twist the neck of."

The Marquis turned to me with
a vexed toss of his shoulder. "

It's

a hopoless task to look for a pagan's

backbone," said he. "Come, I'll

confess. I dare not hint at my
truant thought to Auchinbreac or

before any of these fiery officers

of mine, who fear perhaps more
than they love me. At the black

tale of my weakness they would
make no allowance for my courage
as the same was shown before."

"Your courage, sir,"said I, "has
been proved; it is the inheritance

of your race. But I dare not
strain my conscience, rny lord,
much as I love and honour your
house, to say I could comprehend
or concur in the extraordinary re-

tirement you made from these parts
when our need for your presence
was the sorest."

"I thank you for that, Elrig-

more," said his lordship, cordially.
"You say no more now than you
showel by your face (and perhaps
said too) on the night the beacon
flamec on Dunchuach. To show
that [ value your frankness

that my kinsman here seems to

fancy a flaw of character I'll be

explicit on the cause of my curious

behaviour in this crisis. When I

was a boy I was brought up loyally
to our savage Highland tradition,

that feuds were to carry on, enemies

to confound, and that no logic
under heaven should keep the clay-

more in its sheath while an old

grudge was to wipe out in blood or

a wrong to right."
"A most sensible and laudable

doctrine!" cried M'lver. "With
that and no more of a principle in

life except paying your way
among friends a good man of his

hands could make a very snug
and reputable progress through the

world."

"Some men might," said Argile,

calmly; "I do not know whether

to envy or pity their kind. But

they are not my kind. I think

I bore myself not ungracefully in

the Cabinet, in the 'field too, so

long as I took my father's logic

without question. But I have read,

I have pondered
"

" Just so," whispered M'lver, not

a bit abashed that a sneer was in

his interjection and his master could

behold it.

" And I have my doubts about

the righteousness of much of our

warfare, either before my day or

now. I have brought the matter

to my closet. I have prayed
"

" Pshaw !

" exclaimed M'lver,

but at once he asked pardon.
" I am a man come or well-

nigh come to the conclusion that

his life was never designed by the

Creator to be spent in the turmoil

of faction and field. There is, I

allow, a kind of man whom strife

sets off, a middling good man in his

way, perhaps, with a call to the

sword whose justice he has never

questioned. I have studied the

philosophies; I have reflected on

life this unfathomable problem
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and 'fore God I begin to doubt my
very right to wear a breastplate

against the poignard of fate : Dubi-

ety plays on me like a flute."

To all this I listened soberly, at

the time comprehending that this

was a gentleman suffering from the

disease of being unable to make up
his mind. I would have let him

go on in that key while he plea-
sured it, for it's a vein there's no

remedy for at the time being ; but
M'lver was not of such tolerant

stuff as I. He sat with an amazed
face till his passion simmered over

into a torrent of words.

"MacCailein!" said he, "I'll

never call you coward, but I'll

call you mad, book mad, closet

mad ! Was this strong fabric your
house of Argile (John M'lver the

humblest of its members) built up
on doubt and whim and shilly-

shally hither and yond? Was't
that made notable the name of

your ancestor Cailein Mor na Sringe,
now in the clods of Kilchrenan, or

Cailein longataich that cooled his

iron hide in Linne-na-luraich ; or

your father himself (peace with
him

!),
who did so gallantly at

GlenliveU"
"And taught me a little of the

trade of slaughter at the Western
Isles thirty years ago come Candle-

mas," said the Marquis.
" How a

man ages ! Then then I had a

heart like the bird of spring."
" He could have taught you

worse ! I'm your cousin and cum-

mer, and I'll say it to your beard,
sir ! Your glens and howes are

ruined, your cattle are houghed
and herried, your clan's name is a

bye - word this wae day in all

Albainn, and you sit there like a

chemist weighing the wind on your
stomach."

"You see no farther than your
nose, John," said the Marquis,

petulantly, the candle-light turning
his eyes blood-red.

" Thank God for that same !" said

M'lver, "if it gives me the wit to

keep an enemy from striking the

same. If the nose was Argile's, it

might be twisted off his face while
he debated upon his right to guard
it."

"You're in some ways a lucky
man," said the Marquis, still in the

most sad and tolerant humour.
"Did you never have a second's

doubt about the right of your side

in battle ?
"

"Here's to the doubt, sir," said

M'lver. "I'm like yourself and

every other man in a quandary of

that kind, that thinking on it rarely

brought me a better answer to the

guess than I got from my instinct

to start with."

Argile put his fingers through his

hair, clearing the temples, and shut-

ting wearied eyes on a perplexing
world.

" I have a good deal of sympathy
with John's philosophy," I said,

modestly.
" I hold with my father

that the sword is as much God's

scheme as the cassock. What are

we in this expedition about to start

but the instruments of Heaven's

vengeance on murtherers and un-

believers ?
"

"I could scarcely put it more to

the point myself," cried M'lver.

"A soldier's singular and essential

duty is to do the task set him with

such art and accomplishment as he

can in approach, siege, trench, or

stronghold."

"Ay, ay! here we are into our

dialectics again," said his lordship,

laughing, with no particular sur-

render in his merriment. "You

gentlemen make no allowance for

the likelihood that James Grahame,

too, may be swearing himself

Heaven's chosen weapon.
' Who

gave Jacob to the spoil and Israel

to the robbers did not I, the

Lord ?
'

Oh, it's a confusing world !

"

"Even so, MacCailein; I'm a
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plain man," said M'lver,
"
though

of a good family, brought up roughly

among men, with more regard to

my strength and skill of arm than
to book-learning; but I think I can

say that here and in this crisis I

am n man more fit, express, and

appropriate than yourself. In the

common passions of life, in hate, in

love, it is the simple and confident

act that quicker achieves its pur-

pose than the cunning ingenuity.
A rmm in a swither is a man half

absent, as poor a fighter as he is

indifl'erent a lover
;
the enemy and

the ,irl will escape him ere he has

throttled the doubt at his heart.

There's one test to my mind for all

the enterprises of man are they
well contrived and carried to a good
conclusion? There may be some
unco quirks to be performed, and
some sore hearts to confer at the

doing of them, but Heaven itself,

for all its puissance, must shorten

the pigeon's wing that the gled of

the wood may have food to live

on."

"Upon my word, M'lver," said

Argilo, "you beat me at my own
trade of debate, and have you
ever heard of a fellow Machiavelli?"

"I kent a man of that name
in a corps we forgathered with at

Menti a 'provient schriever,' as

they sailed him. A rogue, with
a hand in the sporran of every
soldier he helped pay wage to."

"This was a different person;
but no matter. Let us back to the

beginning of our argument why
did you favour my leaving for Dun-
barton when Montrose came down
the Glen?"

The blood swept to M'lver's face,
and his eye quailed.

"I favoured no such impolitic
act," said he, slowly.

" I saw you
were bent on going, and I but
backed you up, to leave you some
rags of illusion to cover your naked
sin."

" I thought no less," said Argile,

sadly,
" and yet, do you know, Iain,

you did me a bad turn yonder.
You made mention of my family's

safety, and it was the last straw
that broke the back of my resolu-

tion. One word of honest duty
from you at that time had kept me
in Inneraora though Abijah's array
and Jeroboam's horse and foot were

coming down the glens."
For a little M'lver gave no an-

swer, but sat in a chair of torture.

"I am sorry for it," he said at

last, in a voice that was scarce his

own ;

" I'm in an agony for it now
;

and your horse was not round Stron
before I could have bit out the

tongue that flattered your folly."

MacCailein smiled with a solemn

pity that sat oddly on the sinister

face that was a mask to a complex
and pliable soul.

"I have no doubt," said he,

"and that's why I said you
were a devil's counsellor. Man,
cousin ! have we not played to-

gether as boys on the shore, and
looked at each other on many a

night across a candid bowl? I

know you like the open book ; you
and your kind are the weak, strong
men of our Highland race. The
soft tongue and the dour heart ;

the good man at most things but

at your word !

"

CHAPTER XVI. OUR MARCH FOR LOCHABER.

The essence of all human melan- morrow afar, who cheat fate and

choly is in the sentiment of fare- avoid the most poignant wrench of

wells. There are people roving this common experience by letting

about the world, to-day here, to- no root of their affection strike into
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a home or a heart. Self-contained,

aloof, unloved, and unloving, they
make their campaign through life

in movable tents that they strike

as gaily as they pitch, and, behold-

ing them thus evading the one
touch of sorrow that is most in-

evitable and bitter to every sen-

sitive soul, I have sometimes felt

an envy of their fortune. To me
the world was almost mirthful if

its good-byes came less frequent.
Gold and heat, the contumely of

the slanderer, the insult of the

tyrant, the agues and fevers of the

flesh, the upheavals of personal

fortune, were events a robust man

might face with calm valiancy if

he could be spared the cheering
influence of the homely scene or

the unchanged presence of his

familiars and friends. I have sat

in companies and put on an affected

mirth, and laughed and sung with
the most buoyant of all around,
and yet ever and anon I chilled

at the intruding notion of life's

brevity.
Thus my leaving town Inneraora

its frozen hearths, its smokeless

vents, its desecrated doorways, and
the few of my friends who were
back to it was a stupendous grief.

My father and my kinspeople were
safe we had heard of them by the

returners from Lennox
;
but a girl

with dark tresses gave me a closer

passion for my native burgh than

ever I felt for the same before. If

love of his lady had been Argile's
reason for retreat (thought I), there

was no great mystery in his act.

What enhanced my trouble was
that Clan MacLachlan, as Catholics,

always safe to a degree from the

meddling of the invaders, had re-

established themselves some weeks

before in their own territory down
the loch, and that young Lachlan,
as his father's proxy, was already

manifesting a guardian's interest in

his cousin. The fact came to my

knowledge in a way rather odd,
but characteristic of John Splen-
did's anxiety to save his friends

the faintest breeze of ill-tidings.

We were up early betimes in the

morning of our departure for Lorn,

though our march was fixed for the

afternoon, as we had to await the

arrival of some officers from Ceann-

tyre; and John and I, preparing
our accoutrements, began to talk

of the business that lay heaviest at

my heart the leaving of the girl

we had found in Strongara wood.
"The oddest thing that ever

happened to me," he said, after a

while,
"

is that in the matter of

this child she mothers so finely
she should be under the delusion

that I have the closest of all in-

terests in its paternity. Did you
catch her meaning when she spoke
of its antecedents as we sat, the

four of us, behind the fir-roots?"
"
No, I can't say that I did," said

I, wonderingly.
"You're not very gleg at some

things, Elrigmore," he said, smiling.
" Your Latin gave you no clue, did

it, to the fact that she thought John
M'lver a vagabond of the deepest

dye?"
" If she thought that," I cried,

"she baffles me; for a hint I let

drop in a mere careless badinage of

your gallanting reputation made her

perilously near angry."
John stroked his chin with

pursed lips, musing on my words.

I was afraid for a little he resented

my indiscretion; but resentment

was apparently not in his mind,
for his speech found no fault with

me.

"Man, Colin," he said, "you
could scarcely have played a more

cunning card if you had had myself
to advise you. But no matter about

that."
" If she thinks so badly of you,

then," I said, "why not clear your-
self from her suspicions, that I am
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willing to swear (less because of

your general character than because

of your conduct since she and you
an;l the child met) are without

foundation 1
"

" I could scarcely meet her wom-

anly innuendo with a coarse and

abrupt denial," said he. "There
are some shreds of common decency
left in me yet."

" And you prefer to let her think

tho worst?"
He looked at me with a height-

ened colour, and he laughed shortly.

"You'll be no loser by that,

perhaps," he said; and before I

could answer he added, "Pardon a

foolish speech, Colin ;
I learned the

triak of fanfaron among foreign

ge:itry who claimed a conquete
d'umour for every woman who

dropped an eye to their bold

sciutiny. Do not give me any
share of your jealousy for Lachlan

MacLachlan of that ilk I'm not

deserving the honour. And that

reminds me "

He checked himself abruptly.

"Come, come," said I, "finish

your story ;
what about MacLachlan

and the lady?"
" The lady's out of the tale this

time," he said, shortly. "I met
him stravaiging the vacant street

last night; that was all."

"Then I can guess his mission

without another word from you,"
I cried, after a little dumfounder-

ment. "He would be on the track

of his cousin."

'Not at all," said John, with a

bland front; "he told me he was

looking for a boatman to ferry him
ovor the loch."

This story was so plainly fabri-

cat ed to ease my apprehension that

down I went, incontinent, and

sought the right tale in the burgh.
Cndeed it was not difficult to

learn the true particulars, for the

place rang all the worse for its

comparative emptiness with the
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scandal of M'lver's encounter with

MacLachlan, whom, it appeared,
he had found laying a gallant's

siege to the upper window of As-

kaig's house, whose almost un-
harmed condition had made it a
convenient temporary shelter for

such as had returned to the town.
In the chamber behind the window
that MacLachlan threw his pebbles
at, were his cousin and the child,
as M'lver speedily learned, and he
trounced him from the neighbour-
hood with indignities.

" What set you on the man ?" I
asked John when I came back
after learning this.

"What do you think?" said

he.
" You could have done no more

if you had an eye on the girl your-
self," I said,

" and that, you assure

me, is out of the question."
"The reason was very simple,"

he answered. "I have a sort of

elder man's mischievous pleasure
in spoiling a young buck's ploy,
and and there might be an ex-

tra interest in my entertainment

in remembering that you had some

jealous regard for the lady."
All I had that was precious to

bring with me when we left Inner-

aora to follow the track of Mon-
trose was the friendly wave of

Mistress Betty's hand as we
marched out below the Arches on
our way to the North.

Argile and Auchinbreac rode at

our head his lordship on a black

horse called Lepanto, a spirited

beast that had been trained to

active exercises and field-practice ;

Auchinbreac on a smaller animal,

but of great spirit and beauty.
M'lver and I walked, as did all

the officers. We had for every
one of our corps twelve shot apiece,

and in the rear a sufficiency of

centners of powder, with ball and

match. But we depended more on

the prick of pike and the slash of
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sword than on our culverins. Our
Lowland levies looked fairly well

disciplined and smart, but there

was apparent among them no great

gusto about our expedition, and we
had more hope of our vengeance at

the hands of our uncouth but eager
clansmen who panted to be at the

necks of their spoilers and old

enemies.

flv M'lver confided to me more
than once his own doubts about

the mettle of the companies from

Dunbarton.
" I could do well with them on

a foreign strand," he said,
"
fight-

ing for the bawbees against half-

hearted soldiery like themselves;
but I have my doubts about their

valour or their stomach for this

broil with a kind of enemy who's

like to surprise them terribly when
the time comes. This affair's de-

cision must depend, I'm afraid,

for the most part on our own

lads, and I wish there were more
of them."

We went up the Glen at a good

pace, an east wind behind us, and
the road made a little easier for us

since the snow had been trodden

by the folks we were after. To-

day you will find Aora Glen smil-

ing happy with crop and herd on
either hand and houses at every
turn of the road, with children

playing below the mountain -ash

that stands before each door. You
cannot go a step but human life's

in sight. Our march was in a

desolate valley the winds with

the cold odour (one might almost

think) of ruin and death.

Beyond Lecknamban, where the

time by the shadow on Tom-an-

Uarader was three hours of the

afternoon, a crazy old cailleach,

spared by some miracle from starva-

tion and doom, ran out before us

wringing her hands, and crying a

sort of coronach for a family of

sons of whom not one had been

spared to her. A gaunt, dark

woman, with a frenzied eye, her
cheeks collapsed, her neck and

temples like crinkled parchment,
her clothes dropping off her in

strips, and her bare feet bleeding
in the snow.

Argile scoffed at the superstition,
as he called it, and the Lowland
levies looked on it as a jocular

game, when we took a few drops
of her blood from her forehead for

luck a piece of chirurgy that was

perhaps favourable to her fever,
and one that, knowing the ancient

custom, and respecting it, she made
no fraca about.

She followed us in the snow to

the ruins of Carnus, pouring out
her curses upon Athole and the

men who had made her home
desolate and her widowhood worse
than the grave, and calling on us a

thousand blessings.
Lochow a white, vast meadow,

still bound in frost we found was
able to bear our army and save us

the toilsome bend round Stron-

rnealochan. We put out on its

surface fearlessly. The horses

pranced between the isles; our

cannon trundled on over the

deeps ;
our feet made a muffled

thunder, and that was the only
sound in all the void. For
Cruachan had looked down on the

devastation of the enemy. And at

the falling of the night we camped
at the foot of Glen Noe.

It was a night of exceeding

clearness, with a moon almost at

the full, sailing between us and
the south. A certain jollity was
shed by it upon our tired brigade,

though all but the leaders (who
slept in a tent) were resting in the

snow on the banks of the river,

with not even a saugh-tree to give
the illusion of a shelter. There
was but one fire in the bivouac, for
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tLere was no fuel at hand, and we
hud to depend upon a small stock

of peats that came with us in the

stores-sledge.

Deer came to the hill and helled

mournfully, while we ate a frugal

maal of oat-hannock and wort. The
Lowlanders raw lads "became

boisterous; our Gaels, stern with

remembrance and eagerness for the

coming business, thawed to their

geniality, and soon the laugh and

song went round our camp. Argile
himself for a time joined in our

diversion. He came out of his tent

and lay in his plaid among his more
immediate followers, and gave his

quota to the story or the guess. In

th3 deportment of his lordship now
there was none of the vexatious

hesitancy that helped him to a

part so poor as he played in his

frowning tower at home among the

soothing and softening effects of his

family's domestic affairs. He was
true Diarmaid the bold, with a calm

eyo and steadfast, a worthy general
for us his children, who sat round
in the light of the cheerful fire. So
sat his forebears and ours on the

close of many a weary march, on the

eve, of many a perilous enterprise.
That cold pride that cocked his head
so high on the causeway-stones of

Inneraora relinquished to a mien

generous, even affectionate, and he

brought out, as only affection may,
the best that was of accomplishment
and grace in his officers around.

"
Craignure," he would say, "I

remember your story of the young
King of Easaidh Ruadh

; might we
have it anew?"

Or, "Donald, is the Glassary

song of the Target in your mind 1

It haunts me like a charm."

And the stories came free, and in

the owercome of the songs the dark
of (i-len Noe joined most lustily.

Songs will be failing from the

memory in the ranging of the

years, the passions that rose to them
of old burned low in the ash, so
that many of the sweetest ditties

I heard on that night in Glen Noe
have long syne left me for ever

all but one that yet I hum to the
children at my knee. It was one
of John Splendid's ; the words and
air were his as well as the per-
formance of them, and though the

English is a poor language wherein
to render any fine Gaelic sentiment,
I cannot forbear to give something
of its semblance here. He called

it in the Gaelic " The Sergeant of

Pikes," and a few of its verses as I

mind them might be Scotticed so

When I sat in the service o' foreign

commanders,

Selling a sword for a beggar man's

fee,

Learning the trade o' the warrior who
wanders,

To mak' ilka stranger a sworn enemie ;

There was ae thought that nerved me,
and brawly it served me,

With pith to the claymore wherever
I won,

'Twas the auld sodger's story, that,

gallows or glory,
The Hielan's, the Hielan's were cry-

ing me on !

I tossed upon swinging seas, splashed
to my kilted knees,

Ocean or ditch, it was ever the same ;

In leaguer or sally, tattoo or revally,
The message on every pibroch that

came,
Was "Cruachan, Cruachan, son re-

member us,

Think o' your fathers and never be

slack !

"

Blade and buckler together, though far

off the heather,
The Hielan's, the Hielan's were all

at my back !

The ram to the gate-way, the torch to

the tower,
We rifled the kist and the cattle we

maimed ;

Our dirks stabbed at guess through the

leaves o' the bower,
And crimeswe committed that needna

be named :
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Moonlight or dawning grey, Lammas Auld age may subdue me, a grim death
or Lady-day, be due me,

Donald maun dabble his plaid in the For even a Sergeant o' Pikes maun
gore ; depart,

He maun hough and maun harry, or But I'll never complain o't, whatever
should he miscarry, the pain o't,

The Hielan's, the Hielan's will own The Hielan's, the Hielan's were aye
him no more ! at my heart !

And still, strange Providence! mirk is

your mystery,
Whatever the country that chartered

our steel,

Because o' the valiant repute o' our

history,
The love o' our ain land we maistly

did feel;

Many a misty glen, many a sheiling

pen,
Rose to our vision when slogans rang

high;
And this was the solace bright came to

our starkest fight,

A' for the Hielan's, the Hielan's we
die!

A Sergeant o' Pikes, I have pushed and
have parried

(My heart still at tether in bonny
Glenshee) ;

Weary the marches made, sad the
towns harried O,

But in fancy the heather was aye at

my knee :

The hill-berry mellowing, stag o' ten

bellowing,
The song o' the fold and the tale by

the hearth,
Bairns at the crying and auld folks

a-dying,
The Hielan's sent wi' me to fight

round the earth !

the Hielan's, the Hielan's, praise God
for His favour,

That ane sae unworthy should heir

sic estate,

That gi'ed me the zest o' the sword, and
the savour

That lies in the loving as well as the

hate.

We closed in our night's diver-
sion with the exercise of prayer,
wherein two clerics led our devo-

tion, one Master Mungo Law, a

Lowlander, and the other his lord-

ship's chaplain Master Alexander

Gordon, who had come on this

expedition with some fire of war
in his face, and never so much as a
stiletto at his waist.

They prayed a trifle long and

drearily the pair of them, and both
in the English that most of our
clansmen but indifferently under-
stood. They prayed as prayed
David, that the counsel of Ahitho-

phel might be turned to foolishness
;

and "Lo," they said, "be strong
and courageous ;

fear not, neither be
afraid of the King of Ashur, neither

for all the multitude that is with
him

;
for there be more with us than

with him," and John Splendid
turned to me at this with a dry
laugh.

"
Colin, my dear," said he,

" thus

the hawk upon the mountain-side,
and the death of the winged eagle
to work up a valour for !

' There
be more with us than with him.'

I never heard it so bluntly put
before. But perhaps Heaven will

forgive us the sin of our caution,

seeing that half our superior number
are but Lowland levies."

And all night long deer belled to

deer on the braes of Glen NOG.

CHAPTER XVII. IN THE LAND OP LOEN.

We might well be at our prayers.

Appin paid dearly for its merriment

in the land of Cailein Mor, and the

MacDonalds were mulct most gen-

erously for our every hoof and horn.

For when we crossed Loch Etive

foot there came behind us from the

ruined glens of Lower Lorn hordes
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01 shepherds, hunters, small men of

small families, who left their fam-

ished dens and holes, hunger sharp-

irg them at the nose, the dead
b::acken of concealment in their

hair, to join in the vengeance on
the cause of their distress. With-
out chieftains or authority, they
csme in savage hands, affronting
tie sea with their shouts as they
s\vam or ferried

; they made up to

tl e wildest of our troops, and ho,
re ! for the plaids far and wide on
the errands of Hell. In that clear,

cold, white weather the weather
ol the badger's dream, as our pro-
verb calls it we brought these

glens unfriendly, death in the black

draught and the red wine of fire.

A madness of hate seized on us; we
glutted our appetites to the very

gorge. I must give Argile the cre-

dit of giving no licence to our on-

goings. He rode after us with his

Lowlanders, protesting, threatening,

cajoling in vain. Many a remon-

strance, too, made Gordon, many
an opening fire he stamped out in

cot and barn. But the black smoke
of the granary belching against the

white hills, or the kyloe, houghed
and maimed, roaring in its agony,
or the fugitive brought bloody on
hi;5 knees among the rocks God's

mercy !

Do you know why those unco

spactacles were sometimes almost
s\veet to me, though I was more
often a looker-on than a sharer in

th'jir horror? It was because I

ne/er saw a barn blaze in Appin or

Glenco but I minded on our own
black barns in Shira Glen; nor a

beast slashed at the sinew with a

wanton knife, but I thought of

M)ira, the dappled one that was
th o pride of my mother's byre,
im.de into hasty collops for a Stew-
arl meal. Through this remoter
Lorn I went, less conscious of cru-

elty than when I plied fire and
sword with legitimate men of war,

for ever in my mind was the picture
of real Argile, scorched to the vitals

with the invading flame, and a

burgh town I cherished reft of its

people, and a girl with a child at

her neck flying and sobbing among
the hills.

Montrose and MacColkitto were
far before us, marching up the Great
Glen. They had with them the pick
of the clans, so we lived, as it were,
at free quarters, and made up for

weeks of short fare by a time of

high feeding.
Over Etive and through the Ben-

derloch, and through Appin and
even up to Glencoe, by some strange

spasm of physique for she was
frail and famished the barefooted

old cailleach of Carnus came after

us, a bird of battle, croaking in a

horrible merriment over our opera-
tions. The Dark Dame we called

her. She would dance round the

butchery of the fold, chanting her

venomous Gaelic exultation in un-

couth rhymes that she strung to-

gether as easily as most old people
of her kind can do such things in

times of passion or trance. She
must have lived like a vulture, for

no share would she have in our pots,

though sometimes she added a gout
to them by fetching dainties from

houses by the way, whose larders in

our masculine ignorance we had

overlooked.

"I would give thee the choicest

of the world," she would say.

"What is too good for my heroes,

heroes of the myrtle-badge ?
"

" Sit down and pick," John

Splendid bade her once, putting
a roysterer's playful arm round her

waist, and drawing her to the fire

where a dinner stewed.

Up she threw her claws, and her

teeth were at his neck with a wea-

sel's instinct. But she drew back

at a gleam of reason.
"
Oh, darling, darling," she cried,

patting him with her foul hands,
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"did I not fancy for the moment
thou wert of the spoilers of my
home and honour thou, the fleet

foot, the avenger, the gentleman
with an account to pay on thee

this mother's blessing, for thee this

widow's prayers !

"

M'lver was more put about at

her friendliness than at her ferocity,
as he shook his plaiding to order

and fell back from her worship.
" I've seldom seen a more wicked

cat," said he; "go home, grandam,
and leave us to our business. If

they find you in Lochaber they
will gralloch you like a Yule hind."

She leered, witch-like, at him,
clutched suddenly at his sword-hilt,
and kissed it with a frenzy of words,
then sped off, singing madly as she

flew.

We left the Dark Dame on Leven-
side as we ferried over to Lochaber,
and the last we saw of her, she stood

knee-deep in the water, calling, call-

ing, calling, through the grey, dun

morning, a curse on Clan Donald
and a blessing on Argile.

His lordship sat at the helm of

a barge, his face pallid and drawn
with cold, and he sighed heavily as

the beldame's cries came after us.

"There's little of God's grace in

such an omen," said he, in English,

looking at the dim figure on the

shore, and addressing Gordon.
" It could happen nowhere else,"

said the cleric,
" but in such a

ferocious land. I confess it, my
lord I confess it with the bitter

shame of surrender, that I behold

generations of superstition and

savagery still to beat down ere your

people are so amenable to the Gos-

pel as the folks of the Lowland
shires. To them such a shrieking
harridan would be an object of pity
and stern measure ; they would call

her mad as an etter-cap, and keep
her in bounds : here she is made

something of a prophetess
"

"How?" asked Argile, shortly,

and he was looking wistfully at the

hills we were leaving the hills

that lay between him and his

books.

"There's not a Highlander in

your corps but has bowed his head
to her blessing ; there's not one but
looks upon her curse of the Mac-
Donalds as so much of a gain in

this enterprise."

"Oh," said his lordship, "you
are a little extravagant. We have
our foolish ways, Gordon, but we
are not altogether heathen

;
and

do you think that after all there

might not be something in the

portents of a witch like yon in her

exaltation ?
"

" No more than's in the howling
of the wind in the chimney," said

Gordon, quickly.
"
Perhaps not," said Argile, after

a little,
"
perhaps not

;
but even the

piping of the vent has something of

prophecy in it, though the wind
bloweth where it listeth. I have

only a scholar's interest in these

things, I give you my word, and
jj

He laughed with a little restraint

before he went on.
" Do you know, John," he called

out to M'lver " do you know what
our cailleach friend says ofour jaunt?
She put a head in at my tent last

night, and '

Listen, MacCailein,'
said she,

* and keep on high roads/
said she,

' and Inverlochy's a peril-

ous place/ said she, 'and I'd be

wae to see the heather above the

gall.'"
John Splendid's back was to him

as he sat at the prow of a boat

coming close on our stern, but I

saw the skin of his neck flame.

He never turned : he made no
answer for a moment, and when he

spoke it was with a laughing allu-

sion in English to the folly of

portents.
This was so odd an attitude for a

man usually superstitious to take
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up, that I engaged him on the point
whenever we landed.

" You seem to have no great re-

spect for the Dark Dame's wizardy,"
said I.

He took me aside from some of

the clansmen who could overhear.
" Never let these lads think that

you either lightly Dame Dubh or

make overmuch of her talk about

tho heather and gall, for they prize
her blessing, strangely enough, and

thoy might lay too great stress on
its failure. You catch me ?

"

[ nodded to keep him going, and
turned the thing over in ruy mind.

"What do you think of the

prophecy yourself
1

?" he asked; "is

it not familiar?"

[n a flash it came to my mind
that I had half-hinted to him at

what the Macaulay woman had
sail in the fold of Elrigmore.

"I think," said I, "the less the

brooding on these things the better."

If we had our own misgivings
about the end of this jaunt,
our companions had none. They
plunged with hearts almost jocu-
lar into the woods on Lochaber's

edge, in a bright sunshine that

glinted on the boss of the target
and on the hilt of the knife or

sword
j
and we came by the middle

of the day to the plain on which

lay the castle of Inverlochy a

staunch quadrangular edifice with
round towers at the angles, and
surrounded by a moat that smelled

an} thing but freshly. And there

we lay for a base, and thence

we sent out round Keppoch and
Lorheil some dashing companies
that carried on the work we began
in Athole.

Auchinbreac's notion, for he was
more than my lord the guide of

thi,1 enterprise, was to rest a day
or two in the castle and then
follow on the heels of Montrose,

who, going up Loch Ness-side, as

we knew he was, would find him-

self checked in front by Seaforth,
and so hemmed between two fires.

It was about three o'clock on

Wednesday afternoon when Argile
sent for M'lver and myself to

suggest a reconnoitring excursion

up the Great Glen by the side of
the lochs, to see how far the enemy
might have reached before us.

" I'm sorry to lose your company,
gentlemen," said he,

" even for a

day ; but this is a delicate embassy,
and I can fancy no one better able

to carry it through successfully
than the two gentlemen who have
done more delicate and dangerous
work in the ranks of the honour-
able Scots Brigade,"
"I can say for myself," said

John, "that there's not a man in

Keppoch could guess my nativity
or my politics if I had on another
tartan than that of the Diarmaid."
"Ah! you have the tongue, no

doubt of it," said Argile, smiling ;

" and if a change of colour would
make your task less hazardous, why
not affect it? I'm sure we could

accommodate you with some neutral

fabric for kilt and plaid."
" For the humour of the thing,"

said John, "I would like to try it
;

but I have no notion of getting

hanged for a spy. James Grahame
of Montrose has enough knowledge
of the polite arts of war to know
the difference between a spy in his

camp in a false uniform and a scout

taking all the risks of the road by
wearing his own colours. In the

one case he would hang us off-

hand, in the other there's a hair's-

breadth of chance that he might
keep us as hostages."

" But in any tartan, cousin,

you're not going to let yourself be

caught," said Argile. "We have

too much need for you here. In-

deed, if I thought you were not

certain to get through all right, I

would send cheaper men in your

place."
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John laughed.
" There's no more cure," said he,

" for death in a common herd than
for the same murrain in an ensign
of foot."

"A scholar's sentiment !

"
cried

Argile. "Are you taking to the

philosophies 1
"

"It's the sentiment, or some-

thing like it, of your chaplain,
Master Gordon," said John; "he

reproved me with it on Dunchuach.
But to do myself justice, I was
never one who would run another

into any danger I was unwilling to

face myself."
The Marquis said no more, so we

set about preparing for the journey.

"Well, Elrigmore, here we are

running the loupegarthe with Mac-
Donalds on the one side of us and
Camerons on the other," said my
comrade, as we set out at the

mouth of the evening, after parting
from a numher of the clan who
went up to the right at Spean to

do some harrying in Glen Roy.
No gavilliger or provost-marshal

ever gave a more hazardous gaunt-
let to run, thought I, and I said as

much; but my musings brought
only a good-humoured banter from

my friend.

All night we walked on a de-

serted rocky roadway under moon
and star. By the side of Loch

Lochy there was not a light to be

seen; even the solitary dwellings
we crept bye in the early part of

our journey were without smoke at

the chimney or glimmer at the

chink. And on that loch-side, to-

wards the head of it, there were

many groups of mean little hovels,
black with smoke and rain, with

ragged sloven thatch, the midden
at the very door and the cattle

routing within, but no light, no

sign of human occupation.
It was the dawning of the day,

a fine day as it proved and propi-
tious to its close, that we ventured

to enter one such hut or bothy
at the foot of another loch that

lay before us. Auchinbreac's last

order to us had been to turn

wherever we had indication of the

enemy's whereabouts, and to turn

in any case by morning. Before

we could go back, however, we
must have some sleep and food, so

we went into this hut to rest us.

It stood alone in a hollow by a

burn at the foot of a very high hill,

and was tenanted by a buxom,
well-featured woman with a herd

of duddy children. There was no
man about the place; we had the

delicacy not to ask the reason, and
she had the caution not to offer

any. As we rapped at her door we

put our arms well out of sight be-

low our neutral plaids ; but I dare-

say our trade was plain enough to

the woman when she came out and

gave us the Gael's welcome some-

what grudgingly, with an eye on
our apparel to look for the tartan.

"
Housewife," said John M'lver,

blandly, "we're a bit off our way
here by no fault of our own, and

we have been on the hillside all

night, and
"Come in," she said, shortly,

still scrutinising us very closely,

till I felt myself flushing wildly,
and she gave us the only two stools

in her dwelling, and broke the peats
that smouldered on the middle of

her floor. The chamber a mean
and contracted interior was lit

mainly from the door and the

smoke -vent, that gave a narrow

glimpse of heaven through the

black cdbar and thatch. Kound
about the woman gathered her

children, clinging at her gown,
and their eyes stared large and

round in the gloom at the two of

us who came so appallingly into

their nest.

We sat for a little with our

plaids about us, revelling in the

solace of the hearty fire that sent
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wafts of odorous reek round the

dwelling, and to our dry rations

the woman added whey, that we
drank from birch cogies

" I am sorry I have no milk just

now," she said.
" I had a cow till

the day before yesterday ;
now she's

a cow no more, but pith in Col-

kitto's heroes."
"
They lifted her 1

"
asked John.

" I would not say they lifted

her," said the woman, readily, "for

whc would be more welcome to my
all than the gentleman of Keppoch
and Seumais Grahame of Montrose?"

And. again she looked narrowly at

our close-drawn plaids.
I stood up, pulled out my plaid-

pin, and let the folds off my
shoulder, and stood revealed to

her in a Diarmaid tartan.

"You see we make no pretence
at being other than what we are,"

I said, softly; "are we welcome to

your whey and to your fire-end 1
"

She showed no sign of astonish-

ment or alarm, and she answered
with great deliberation, choosing
her Gaelic, and uttering it with an
air to impress us.

"I dare grudge no one at my
door," said she, "the warmth of a

peat and what refreshment my poor

dwelling can give; but I've seen

more welcome guests than the

spoilers of Appin and Glencoe. I

knew you for Campbells when you
knocked."

"Well, mistress," said M'lver,

briskly, "you might know us for

Campbells, and might think the

wor^e of us for that same fact

(which we cannot help), but it is

to be hoped you will know us for

gentlemen too. If you rue the let-

ting of us in, we can just go out

again. But we are weary and cold

and sleepy, for we have been on
foot since yesterday, and an hour

among bracken or white hay would
be M elcome."

" And when you were sleeping,"

said the woman, "what if I went
out and fetched in some men of a
clan who would be glad to mar

your slumber?"
John studied her face for a

moment. It was a sonsy and

good-humoured face, and her eyes
were not unkindly.

"Well," he said, "you might
have some excuse for a deed so

unhospitable, and a deed so different

from the spirit of the Highlands as

I know them. Your clan would
be little the better for the deaths

of two gentlemen whose fighting
has been in other lands than this,

and a wife with a child at her

breast would miss me, and a girl

with her wedding -gown at the

making would miss my friend here.

These are wild times, goodwife,
wild and cruel times, and a widow
more or less is scarcely worth

troubling over. I think we'll just
risk you calling in your men, for,

God knows, I'm wearied enough to

sleep on the verge of the Pit itself."

The woman manifestly surren-

dered her last scruple at his de-

liverance. She prepared to lay out

a rough bedding of the bleached

bog-grass our people gather in the

dry days of spring.
"You may rest you a while,

then," said she. "I have a hus-

band with Keppoch, and he might
be needing a bed among strangers

himself."

"We are much in your rever-

ence, housewife," said John, nudg-

ing me so that I felt ashamed

of his double-dealing. "That's a

bonny bairn," he continued, lifting

one of the children in his arms;

"the rogue has your own good
looks in every lineament."

"Aye, Uye," said the woman,

drily, spreading her blankets; "I

would need no sight of tartan to

guess your clan, master. Your

flattery goes wrong this time, for

by ill-luck you have the only
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bairn that does not belong to me
of all the brood."

"Now that I look closer," he

laughed, "I see a difference ; but
I'll take back no jot of my compli-
ment to yourself."

" I was caught yonder," said he
to me a little later in a whisper in

English, as we lay down in our

corner. "A man of my ordinary
acuteness should have seen that

the brat was the only unspoiled
member of all the flock."

We slept, it might be a couple
of hours, and wakened together at

the sound of a man's voice speaking
with the woman outside the door.

Up we sat, and John damned the

woman for her treachery.
" Wait a bit," I said.

" I would

charge her with no treachery till I

had good proofs for it. I'm mis-

taken if your lie about your wife

and weans has not left her a more
honest spirit towards us."

The man outside was talking in

a shrill, high voice, and the woman
in a softer voice was making ex-

cuses for not asking him to go in.

One of her little ones was ill of a

fever, she said, and sleeping, and
her house, too, was in confusion,
and could she hand him out some-

thing to eat 1

"A poor place Badenoch nowa-

days," said the man, petulantly.
"I've seen the day a bard would
be free of the best and an honour
to have by any one's fire. But out

with the bannocks and I'll be

going. I must be at Kilcumin
with as much speed as my legs
will lend me."
He got his bannocks and he

went, and we lay back a while on
our bedding and pretended to have
heard none of the incident. It

was a pleasant feature of the good
woman's character that she said

never a word of her tactics in our

interest.
" So you did not bring in your

gentlemen ?
"
said John, as we were

preparing to go. "I was half

afraid some one might find his

way unbidden, and then it was
all bye with two poor soldiers of

fortune."

"John MacDonald tihe bard, John

Lorn, as we call him, went bye a

while ago," she answered simply,
"on his way to the clan at Kil-

cumin."
" I have never seen the bard yet

that did not demand his bardic

right to kail-pot and spoon at every

passing door."

"This one was in a hurry," said

the woman, reddening a little in

confusion.
" Just so," said M'lver, fumbling

in his hand some coin he had taken

from his sporran ;

" have you heard

of the gold touch for fever? A
child has been brought from the

edge of the grave by the virtue of

a dollar rubbed on its brow. I

think I heard you say some neigh-
bour's child was ill ? I'm no phy-
sician, but if my coin could

what?"
The woman flushed deeper than

ever, an angered pride this time in

her heat.

"There's no child ill that I

know of," said she
;

" if there was,
we have gold of our own."

She bustled about the house and

put past her blankets, and out with

a spinning-wheel and into a whirr

of it, with a hummed song of the

country at her lips all in a mild

temper, or to keep her confusion

from showing itself undignified.
" Come away," I said to my

comrade in English, "you'll make
her bitterly angry if you persist in

your purpose."
He paid no heed to me, but

addressed the woman again with a

most ingenious story, contrived with

his usual wit as he went on with it.

"Your pardon, goodwife," said

he, "but I see you are too sharp
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for my small deceit. I daresay I

might have guessed there was no

child ill
;
but for reasons of my own

I'm anxious to leave a little money
with you till I come back this road

again. We trusted you with our

lives for a couple of hours there,

and surely, thinks I, we can trust

you with a couple of yellow pieces."
Tho woman stopped her wheel

and resumed her good humour.
" I thought," said she,

" I thought

you meant payment for
"

"You're a bit hard on my man-

ners, goodwiie," said John. " Of
course I have been a soldier, and

might have done the trick of paying

forage with a sergeant's bluntness,
but I tbink I know a Gaelic wom-
an's spirit better."

" But are you likely to be passing
here again at any time?" cried the

woman, doubt again darkening her

face, end by this time she had the

money in her hand. " I thought

you were going back by the Glen ?
"

"That was our notion," said my
comrade, marvellously ready, "but
to tell the truth we are curious to

see this Keppoch bard, whose songs
we kiiow very well in real Argile,
and v/e take a bit of the road to

Kilcumin after him."

The weakness of this tale was not

apparent to the woman, who I dare-

say had no practice of such trickery
as my friend was the master of, and
she pat the money carefully in a

napkiii and in a recess beneath one
of the roof-joists. Our thanks she

took carelessly, because we were

Campbells, no doubt.

I was starting on the way to

Inverlochy when M'lver protested
we must certainly go a bit of the

way to Kilcumin.

"I'm far from sure," said he,
"that that very particular bit of

MacDonald woman is quite confi-

dent of the truth of my story. At
any rate, she's no woman if she's

not turning it over in her mind by

now, and she'll be out to look the
road we take before very long or
I'm mistaken."

We turned up the Kilcumin road,
which soon led us out of sight of

the hut, and, as my friend said, a

glance behind us showed us the
woman in our rear, looking after us.

"
Well, there's no turning so long

as she's there," said I. "I wish

your generosity had shown itself in

a manner more convenient for us.

There's another example of the error

of your polite and truthless tongue.
When you knew the woman was
not wanting the money, you should
have put it in your sporran again,
and "

"
Man, Elrigmore," he cried, "you

have surely studied me poorly if

you would think me the man to in-

sult the woman and show my own

stupidity at the same time by ex-

posing my strategy when a bit fancy
tale and a short daunder on a pleas-
ant morning would save the feelings
of both the lady and myself."

" You go through life on a zig-

zag," I protested,
"
aiming for some

goal that another would cut straight

across for, making deviations of an

hour to save you a second's unpleas-
antness. I wish I could show you
the diplomacy of straightforward-
ness : the honest word, though hard

to say sometimes, is a man's duty
as much as the honest deed of

hand."
" Am I not as honest of my word

as any in a matter of honour 1 I

but gloze sometimes for the sake of

the affection I have for all God's

creatures."

I was losing patience of his atti-

tude and speaking perhaps with

bitterness, for here was his foolish

ideas of punctilio bringing us a mile

or two off our road and into a part

of the country where we were more

certain of being observed by enemies

than the way behind us.

"You jink from ambuscade to
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ambuscade of phrase like a fox," I

cried.
" Call it like a good soldier, and

I'll never quarrel with your compli-

ment," he said, good-humouredly.
"I had the second excuse for the

woman in my mind before the first

one missed fire."
" Worse and worse !

"

"Not a bit of it: it is but

applying a rule of fortification to

a peaceful palaver. Have bastion

and ravelin as sure as may be, but

safer still the sally-port of retreat."

I stood on the road and looked at

him, smiling very smug and self-

complacent before me, and though
I loved the man I felt bound to

prick a hole in his conceit.

But at that moment a dead
branch snapped in a little planta-
tion that lay by the way, and we
turned quickly to see come to us a

tall lean man inMacDonald clothing.

CHAPTER XVIII. TRAPPED.

He was a lantern-jawed, sallow-

faced, high-browed fellow in his

prime, with the merest hint of a

hirple or halt in his walk, very
shabby in his dress, wearing no

sporran, but with a dagger bobbing
about at his groin. I have never
seen a man with surprise more

sharply stamped on his visage than
was betrayed by this one when he

got close upon us and found two
of a clan so unlikely to have stray
members out for a careless airing
on a forenoon in Badenoch.

" You're taking your walk 1
" he

said, with a bantering tone, after

a moment's pause.
"You couldn't have guessed

better," said John. "We are

taking all we're likely to get in

so barren a country."
The stranger chuckled sourly as

the three of us stood in a group
surveying each other. " My name,"
said he, in his odd north Gaelic,
and throwing out his narrow chest,
"is John MacDonald. I'm Kep-
poch's bard, and I've no doubt

you have heard many of my songs.
I'm namely in the world for the

best songs wit ever strung together.
Are you for War ? I can stir you
with a stave to set your sinews

straining. Are you for the music
of the wood? The thrush itself

would be jealous of my note. Are

you for the ditty of the lover?

Here's the songster to break hearts.

Since the start of time there have

been 'prentices at my trade : I have

challenged North and East, South,
and the isle-flecked sea, and they

cry me back their master."

M'lver put a toe on one of

mine, and said he, "Amn't I the

unlucky man, for I never heard of

you?"
"Tut, tut," cried the bard in

a fret,
"
perhaps you think so much

in Argile of your hedge-chanters
that you give the lark of the air

no ear."

"We have so many poets be-

tween Knapdale and Cruachan,"
said John, "that the business is

fallen out of repute, and men brag
when they can make an honest

living at prose."
"Honest living," said the bard,

" would be the last thing I would

expect Clan Campbell to brag of."

He was still in an annoyance at

the set-back to his vanity, shuffling

his feet restlessly on the ground,
and ill at ease about the mouth,
that I've noticed is the first feature

to show a wound to the conceit.

"Come, come," he went on,

"will you dare tell me that the

sheiling singers on Loch Finne-

side have never heard my 'Harp
of the Trees

'

? If there's a finer
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song of its kind in all Albainn I've

yet to learn it."

"If I heard it," said John,
"I've forgotten it."

" Name of God !

"
cried the bard

<in amaze, "you couldn't; it goes

go," and he hummed the tune that

every one in Argile and the west

had been singing some years be

fore.

Wo pretended to listen with

eagerness to recall a single strain

of it, and affected to find no

familiar note. He tried others of

his budget some rare and beauti-

ful songs, I must frankly own :

some we knew by fragments ;
some

we had sung in the wood of Creag
Dubb but to each and all John

Splendid raised a vacant face and
denied acquaintance.
"To doubt," said he, "they are

esteemed in the glens of Keppoch,
but Argile is fairly happy without

them. Do you do anything else

for a living but string rhymes?"
Tho bard was in a sweat of

vexation. "I've wandered far,"

said lie, "and you beat all I met
in a multitude of people. Do you
think the stringing of rhymes so

easy that a man should be digging
and toiling in the field and the

wood between his duans?"
"I think," said Splendid (and

;

it was the only time a note of

earnestness was in his utterance)
"I think his songs would be all

the letter for some such manly
interregnum. You sing of battles :

have you felt the blood rush behind
the eyes and the void of courageous
alarm at the pit of the stomach?
You 1 um of grief : have you known
the Lorror of a desolate home?
Love, sir, you are young, young

"Thanks be with you," said the

bard
;

"
your last word gives me the

clue 1 o my answer to your first. I

have neither fought nor sorrowed in

the actual fact; but I have loved,

not a maid (perhaps), nor in errant

freaks of the mind, but a some-

thing unnameable and remote, with
a bounteous overflowing of the

spirit. And that way I learned

the splendour of war as I sat by
the fire; and the widows of my
fancy wring my heart with a sorrow
as deep as the ruined homes your
clan have made in my country
could confer."

I'm afraid I but half compre-
hended his meaning, but the rap-
ture of his eye infected me like

a glisk of the sun. He was a

plain, gawky, nervous man, very
freckled at the hands, and as

poor a leg in the kilt as well could

be. He was fronting us with the

unspoken superiority of the fowl

on its own midden, but he had a

most heartsome and invigorating

glow.
" John Lorn, John Lorn !" I cried,

" I heard a soldier sing your songs
in the ship Archangel of Leith

that took us to Elsinore."

He turned with a grateful eye
from M'lver to me, and I felt that

I had one friend now in Badenoch.

"Do you tell me?" he asked, a

very child in his pleasure, that

John Splendid told me after he

had not the heart to mar. " Which
one did they sing 'The Harp of

the Trees' or 'Macrannul Og's

Lament'? I am sure it would be

the Lament : it is touched with the

sorrow of the starless night on a

rain-drummed, wailing sea. Or

perhaps they knew the gentle

hearts my ' Farewell to the

Fisher.' I made it with yon
tremor of joy, and it is telling of

the far isles beyond Uist and

Barra, and the Seven Hunters, and

the white sands of Colomkill."

M'lver sat down on the wayside

and whittled a stick with a pre-

tence at patience I knew he could

scarcely feel, for we were fools to

be dallying thus on the way in
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broad morning when we should be

harking back to our friends as

secretly as the fox.
" Were you on the ocean ?

" he
asked the bard, whose rapture was
not abated.

"
Never," said he,

" but I know
Linnhe and Loch Eil and the fringe
of Morar."

" Mere dubs," said M'lver, pleas-

antly "mere dubs or ditches.

Now I, Barbreck, have been upon
the deeps, tossed for days at hazard

without a headland to the view. I

may have made verse on the experi-

ence, I'll not say yea or nay to

that, but I never gave a lochan

credit for washing the bulged sides

of the world."

"You hadn't fancy for it, my
good fellow," said the bard, angry

again.
" I forgot to say that I saw

Loch Finne too, and the Galley of

Lorn taking MacCailein off from his

castle. I'm making a song on that

now."
" Touched !

"
thinks I, for it was

a rapier-point at my comrade's very
marrow. He reddened at once,

pulled down his brows, and scanned

the bard of Keppoch, who showed
his knowledge of his advantage.

" If I were you," said John in

a little, "I would not put the

finish on that ditty till I learned

the end of the transaction. Per-

haps MacCailein (and God bless my
chief!) is closer on Ldchiel and
Lochaber to-day than you give him
credit for."

"
Say nothing about that," said

I warningly in English to my
friend, never knowing (what I

learned on a later occasion) that

John Lorn had the language as well

as myself.
" When MacCailein comes here,"

said the bard,
" he'll get a Bade-

noch welcome."
" And that is the thief's welcome,

the shirt off his very back," cried

M'lver.

" Off his back very likely," said

the bard
;

"
it's the back we see

oftenest of the bonny gentleman."
M'lver grew livid to the very

lip, and sprang to his feet, clutch-

ing with great menace the black

knife he had been whittling with.

Not a bit abashed, the bard pulled
out his dirk, and there was like to

be a pretty to-do when I put be-

tween them.

The issue of the quarrel that thus

I retarded was postponed altogether

by a circumstance that changed the

whole course of our adventure in

this wild country, severed us at

a sharp wrench from the Campbell

regiments, and gave us the chance

very unwelcome it was of

beholding the manner of war
followed by Alasdair MacDonald's

savage tribes. It happened in a

flash, without warning. No blow
had been struck by the two gentle-
men at variance, when we were all

three thrown to the ground, and the

bound prisoners of a squad of Mac-

gregors who had got out of the

thicket and round us unobserved in

the heat of the argument.

They treated us all alike the

bard as curt as the Campbells, in

spite of his tartan, and without

exchanging any words with us

marched us before them on a

journey of several hours to Kil-

cumin.

Long or ever we reached Kil-

cumin we were manifestly in the

neighbourhood of Montrose's force.

His pickets held the road
; the hill-

sides moved with his scouts. On a

plain called Leiter - nan - lub the

battalion lay camped, a mere frag-

ment of the force that brought ruin

to Argile : Athol men under the

Tutor of Struan, Stewarts of Appin,
Maclans of Glencoe, a few of the

more sedate men of Glengarry,

Keppoch, and Maclean, as well as

a handful of the Gregaraich who
had captured us. It was the night-
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fall when we were turned into the

presence of Sir Alasdair, who was

sitting under a few ells of canvas

playing cartes with some chieftains

by th e light of a fir-root fire.

" Whom have we here 1
"
said he,

nevei stopping for more than a

glimpse of us.
" Two Campbells and a man who

says he's bard of Keppoch," he was
told.

" A spy in an honest tartan, no

doubt," said Sir Alasdair
;

" but

we'll put it to the test with Kep-
poch himself : tell him to come over

and tarow an eye on the fellow."

Keppoch was sent for, and came
across from a fire at another part
of the field, a hiccough at his

throat and a blear look in his eye
as one that has been overly brisk

with the bottle, but still and on
the gentleman and in a very good
humour.

" Here's my bard sure enough,"
he cried. "John, John, what do

you seek in Kilcumin, and in Camp-
bell company too ?

"

"The company is none of my
seeking," said John Lorn, very short
and blunt. " And we're like to

have a good deal more of the same
clan's company than we want be-

fore long, for Argile and his clan
to three times your number are at

Inverlochy. I have tramped a

weary day to tell you the tale, and
I get but a spy's reception."
The tale went round the camp in

the time a man would whistle an
air. Up came Montrose on the

instant, and he was the first to give
us a civil look. But for him we
had no doubt got a short quittance
from MacColkitto, who was for the

tow gravatte on the spot. Instead we
were put on parole when his lord-

ship learned we had been Cavaliers

of fortune. The moon rose with

every sign of storm, the mountains

lay about white to their founda-

tions, and ardent winds belched

from the glens, but by mountain
and glen MacDonald determined

to get round on the flank of

(To be continued.)
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THE TRUTH ABOUT THE CARDINAL'S MURDER.

CAN any new thing be said

about the murder of Cardinal
Beaton? About the. actual slay-

ing, nothing new, perhaps, can be
discovered. But about the motives,
and preliminary events, there are

points which, in some mysterious
way, have escaped the notice of

historians ; nor have they credited

Knox with what we take to be his

first printed book.

The neglected points are radi-

ant, and cast a strange light on the

Knoxian group, the Extreme Left
of the nascent Protestant party in

Scotland. The light cannot be
welcome to the fauteurs of these

worthies
;
but the character of the

great Cardinal, probably the most
consummate statesman whom Scot-

land ever produced, shines against
the blackness of his assassins.

In the crisis which preceded
and followed the death of James

V., an honest man and a good
Scot might have been of either

party. A sagacious Catholic must
have perceived that France was,
as ever, a broken reed to lean

upon. Distance, the guarded seas,
the separate interests of France,
and the rancour which always
jealously pursued French auxiliary

troops landed in Scotland, made
the Ancient League a thing dear

to sentiment, but not really within
the sphere of practical politics.

A Catholic like Major saw that

England and Scotland were meant

by nature for union. Still, an hon-

est Catholic of 1543 knew that

acquiescence in the proposals of

Henry VIII. involved the domi-

nation of Henry ;
the surrender of

the chief castles ;
the robbery of

the abbeys; and the change of

religion into Popery with the

English king for a capricious and
a persecuting Pope. Of two evils,

then, an honest Catholic would

prefer the French' alliance. An
honest Scottish partisan of the
New Learning and of an open
Bible would see, as Borthwick and
others saw, the intolerable char-

acter of the pseudo- Reformation
as presented by Henry. An open
Bible would allure him, the robbery
of the abbeys might whet his de-

sires, but Henry was still (1543)
burning heretics under his own
castle windows ! If, then, Henry
carried through his scheme, ob-

tained the Scottish castles, the

baby queen, and a voice in the

appointment of the Scottish Coun-

cil, if he succeeded in kidnapping
each and every Scottish leader as

each arose (for that was his game),
Scottish political freedom was lost,

while religious freedom was not

secured. Therefore it would be
difficult or impossible to dis-

cover a single Scot of note (except

Knox), who, after the death of

James V., was a partisan, yet not

a pensioner, of England.
On one side lay the Church in

Scotland, ignorant, luxurious, in-

dolent, rotten to the core as a

social institution. On the other lay
the perfidy, the persecutions, and
the insatiable ambition of Henry
VIII. The choice was of the

hardest, and no fair critic can

blame Beaton because he rejected
the proffered bribes of Henry and

stood by the Church of which, in

Scotland, he was the head. Much
less can Beaton be blamed, when
we understand, as we shall pre-

sently understand, the character

of his opponents. To do this re-

quires attention to dates and to
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the movements of individuals in

fact, we need the patience of a

Sherlock Holmes. Dates are dull

things, but must be faced.

Before hanging a dog, it is

reckoned advisable to give the

anicial a bad name. In Beaton's

case this has been done by accus-

ing him of "impudent forgery"

(Froude). A more shadowy charge
was never framed. To understand
this needs attention to dates.

James died on December 14,

1543.1 On Tuesday, December

19, the Cardinal, Argyll, Hunt-

ly, ;ind Murray were proclaimed
at Edinburgh Cross as regents, the

Cardinal being present.
2 Lisle

says nothing about any testament

of James V., under which the

regency was proclaimed. But

Knox, writing twenty-three years
after date, says,

" The Cardinal

proclaimed the king's last will." 3

A week later, says Knox, Arran
convened the nobility, by advice

of Kirkaldy of Grange, and won
their assent to his being governor.

Now, if Beaton produced a forged

royal will on December 19, Arran
would wot well of that. But
Lislo on December 30 reports to

Henry the verbal messages sent

by Arran to him, through a chap-
lain of Sir John Heron's. Arran

said, "Tell him [Lisle] that

the Cardinal, in whose arms the

king died, hath told to the Coun-
cil nany things in the king's

name," which he "thinketh is all

lies, and will so prdve." Not a

word does Lisle report from Arran
about a forged will. Moreover,
on tie 24th Lisle heard that the

Cardinal and his party declared that

James forgave the exiled Angus
on his deathbed, and bade him be
recalled. 4 Arran may have re-

ferred to this. Again, on January
5, 1543, Lisle reported the conversa-
tion between Arran and Archibald

Douglas. Arran now told Archi-
bald that, as James lay dying,
"and having no perfect reason,"
Beaton asked him if he would not
have "the Earls of Arran, Murray,
Argyll, and Huntly" for regents.
"Whereunto [Arran said] the

king made no answer, albeit the
Cardinal reported otherwise." 5

Here Beaton's offence is not sug-

gesting his own share in the re-

gency, but suggesting that Arran
should have companions in the

regency. Of a pretended will

there is no mention. Thus, dur-

ing the three weeks after James's
death no word reaches us of a

forged will, though Arran was
not likely to be silent if such
a will had been presented.

Shortly after Arran's appoint-
ment as Governor, Beaton was
interned in Blackness, having been
seized in the Council chamber

(January 24-28, 1543). Arran

pretended to have charges against

Beaton, but their nature was never

revealed to Henry VIII. Later,
an inkling of them came out. On
April 12, 1543, Arran told Sad-

leyr, the English ambassador,
that " the Cardinal did counterfeit

the late king's testament, and
when the king was even almost

dead, he took his hand in his, and

so caused him to subscribe a blank

paper."
6 Knox gives this tale of

" a dead man's hand made to sub-

scribe a blank as many affirm."

1 The Treasurer's Accounts say December 16, but the bulk of the evidence

is for the 14th.
2 I isle to Henry VIII., Christmas Eve, 1542

;
Hamilton Papers, i. 346.

3
Knox, i. 93. 4 Hamilton Papers, i. 348, 345.

5 Hamilton Papers, i. 358. _ 8 Sadler Papers, i. 138.
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Speaking for himself, Knox says,
" Documents were taken "

; the

report about the " dead man's
hand" he gives merely as what
"
many affirm." Lesley, a Catholic

historian, makes the Cardinal

allege that the king by his testa-

ment nominated four regents, "but
the same in no wise could be
verified nor proven." Buchanan
has it that Beaton " bribed Henry
Balfour, a mercenary priest : he,
with Beaton's assistance, forged
a false will for the king. . . ."

Sir David Lyndsay repeats the

calumny of the blank. Mr Hume
Brown writes,

" It has been proved
that Beaton forged an instrument,

according to which he would have
been the first man in the country."

1

For proof Mr Hume Brown re-

fers to the Historical MSS. Com-
mission. 2 The document there

given disproves Arran's assertion

of the blank subscribed by a dead
or dying hand ! It is a formal

instrument drawn up by Henricus

Balfour, notary, alleging that the

dying James appointed Beaton,

Murray, Huntly, and Argyll as

regents. Balfour says that he
himself was present, with many
others, and wrote the formal instru-

ment by Beaton's desire. There is

no "blank "
in the case.

Now the law as to signatures,
settled by the Act of Parliament
of 1540, is not very clear. 3 The
Act speaks only of sealed docu-

ments, which require witnesses

and the signature of the party.
If he cannot write, a notary must
subscribe. Professor Montgomery
Bell says,

" I read the Act as re-

quiring the subscription of the

party, or of a notary for him, if he
could not write, and of one or two
more witnesses." The instrument

of Balfour has no seal, no signature
of James, and no signatures of

witnesses. Professor Menzies held

that witnesses' signatures were not

required, if a notary subscribed. 4

The Act, which repeats that of

1525, is ill drafted. Erskine says
that it led to varieties of practice,
and it was later amended (1579),
the signatures of witnesses being

explicitly required. This appears
to imply that, in 1542, a mere sub-

scription bya notary, as in Balfour's

document, would suffice. To avoid

legal quibbling, we shall grant that,
under the Act of 1540, Balfour's

document was a legal instrument,
on which the regency might be

adjudicated. Doubtless it would,

however, need to be proved on
the oaths of the persons mentioned
as present. Thus the Cardinal

might
"
proclaim the will

"
(as

Knox says he did), and trust that,

once in power with Huntly,

Murray, and Argyll, he could

refuse to prove the will, or could

buy or extort the attestations of

the persons present. This is con-

ceivable, and thus alone could

Balfour's instrument be of any
value to the Cardinal.

But all this is totally inconsis-

tent with any one of Arran's

varying stories. First, he says
that the Cardinal told "lies,"

verbally; next, that the Cardinal

asked James to appoint him

(Arran) with three others lastly,

that the Cardinal made the king's

dying, or dead, hand sign a "blank."

Now, if the Cardinal already pos-
sessed Balfour's paper, he could

make James's dead hand sign
that. If he did not possess Bal-

four's paper, but did possess the

royal signature on a "
blank," he

could make Balfour write the will

1 John Knox, i. 62, note 2.

Act. Parl. Scot., ii. 377.

2
xi., Appendix vi. 219, 220.

4 Lectures on Conveyancing, i. 29.
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under the signature. Beaton did

neither of these things, and Bal-

four's instrument may as well be
a forgery in Arran's interest as in

Bes.ton's.

But if the document was really
drawn up by Beaton's orders, then
we conceive that Beaton had it

done, in the dawn of that Decem-
ber day, on the chance of a tempor-

ary recovery of the king, during
which he might arouse the atten-

tion of his Majesty, who, if he died

intestate, bequeathed anarchy to

the land, and of then obtaining the

roysd assent and signature. The
mere existence of the formal docu-

mert, ready to be signed, but un-

signed and unsealed, demonstrates

practically the non-existence of

the "blank" signed by the dead

hand, and the falsehood of Arran's

calumny. For if Beaton produced
a will of James on December 19,
Arr;m could not have omitted the

fact in all that he said about
Beaton at that time. If Beaton

possessed a " blank "
signed by

James's dead or dying hand, he

only needed Balfour to fill up the

will on the paper under the signa-

ture, and to forge or extort the

signatures of witnesses. What
Beaton probably did possess was
the form prepared by Balfour,
which was hopeless without the

signature of the dying king, and,
we triink, the signatures, or verbal

attestations, of the witnesses.

Arran probably seized this paper
when Beaton was arrested. If

Beaton had been a forger, he could

have forged James's and, if legally

necessary, the witnesses' names. If

he had a " blank "
signed by

James, he did not need Balfour's

instrument. 1

So much for Beaton's "impu-

dent forgery." If Learmonth of
Dairsie and William Kirkaldy of

Grange were present in the death-

chamber, as Balfour's instrument

avers, Knox could have got accu-
rate information from them.

Soon after James's death Beaton
was imprisoned in Blackness Castle,

during a brief Protestant vagary
on the side of Arran, the Gov-
ernor. By March 23, 1543, Beaton
was safe in his own Castle of St
Andrews. By September 4, 1543,
Arran and Beaton were reconciled,
and now began the events which
ended in Beaton's murder.

In our opinion, which we only
advance as probable, and not as

evidence on which a modern jury
could convict, George Wishart,
the martyr, was at the bottom of

the whole affair. Wishart, a student
of Greek and of the Testament,

appears to have left Scotland in

1538 under some danger for heresy.
In 1539 he denied the efficacy of the

Atonement in a sermon preached
at Bristol. He formally recan-

ted, went abroad, and adopted the

less heterodox Protestantism of

the Swiss churches. Returning
to England, he read and lectured

at C.C.O., Cambridge, where "his

people
"

[pupils ?]
were eager to

slay him. By the account of his

pupil, Tilney, in Foxe, Wishart
returned to Scotland with " divers

of the nobility that came for a

treaty
" with Henry. Scotland now

seemed safe, as Arran was thought
to be a Protestant. The Commis-
sioners were in Edinburgh by July
21, 1543. 2 Among these Commis-
sioners were Sir George Douglas

(eager for the Cardinal's murder),
Learmonth of Dairsie, and Henry
Balnaves, all important members
of the Protestant Left, and lies

1 A a anonymous writer has indorsed the document with a denial that Balfour

was e /er a notary.
2 Hamilton Papers, i. 584.
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with Brunston, Calder, Grange,
Norman Leslie, and the party of

assassination. Wishart therefore

was, while with Balnaves, in the

heart of the future faction of the

dagger.
As Arran had proclaimed Beat-

on for treason, on August 28,
there existed at this moment a

plot for sacking monasteries, in

which Arran himself was impli-
cated. We know from Knox (who
misdates Wishart's arrival in Scot-

land, making it in 1544) that

Wishart preached in Dundee,
where he was inhibited :

" He
should trouble their town no
more." *

Early in September or

late in August 1543 the monas-
teries of Dundee were sacked.

"In all probability," writes Dr
Lorimer,

"
it was the preaching of

Wishart in Dundee which led to a

popular demonstration," the sack-

ing of monasteries. Simultaneous-

ly Arran's men tried to sack the

Edinburgh monasteries, but were
defeated by the townsfolk, while

Lords Ogilvy and Gray plundered
Beaton's own Abbey of Arbroath,

2

using artillery to besiege the

Abbey. Ogilvy was brother of

the Cardinal's mistress, Mariotta

Ogilvy : Gray and he were both

of the Anglophile party.
3

Now the murder of the Cardinal

had its origin in these events. As
ruler of Scotland, in conjunction
with the now repentant Arran

(who, after denouncing Beaton on

August 28, joined him on Septem-
ber 4), and as holder of Arbroath

Abbey, Beaton was bound to punish
the robbers. He did so by im-

prisoning some of them for a short

while, during which the ultra-

Protestant party offered to kill the

Cardinal " for a consideration,"
and after which they all became
his firm allies against the Anglo-
phile Scots under Angus ! They
lastly turned their coats once more,
and murdered Beaton ! This is

the highly disgraceful set of cir-

cumstances which every historian

ignores, for none, as far as we
are aware, mentions the siding of

the ultra-Protestants with Beaton
in 1544.

The truth is that the sequence
of facts has been obscured by John
Knox. The error of Knox has

been long ago detected, but the

proper conclusions have not been

drawn. According to the inac-

curate Reformer, Beaton "
pur-

chased" from Arran for John
Oharteris of Couthilgourdy the

provostship of Perth, to the pre-

judice of Lord Ruthven, father of

the murderer of Riccio. Ruthven
would not resign, whereon Char-

teris called to his aid Norman
Leslie, Master of Rothes, and Lord

Gray, the robber of Arbroath.

The parties met and fought on

July 22, 1543, as Knox says,

though at that date Beaton and
Arran were not reconciled. The
real date of the skirmish, in which
Ruthven triumphed, was July 22,

1544.4 Knox goes on to say, after

describing the battle, that Beaton

drew Arran to Dundee, to entrap
the Earl of Rothes, Lord Gray, the

abbey-sacker, and Henry Balnaves,
an eminent Protestant, and author,

later, of a treatise on Justifica-

tion by Faith. By works Bal-

naves could not expect to be

justified. By a ruse, in complicity
with Arran, Beaton caught Rothes,

1 Knox, i. 126.
3 This lady signs herself " Marion

otta," &c. Knox calls her " Marioun."
4
Laing's Knox, i. 113, note 3 ; Diurnal of Occurrents, p. 34

2 Hamilton Papers, ii. 21.

in deeds she is
"
Maryotte," Mari-
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Gray, and Balnaves, and warded
then in Blackness. All this

KnDx, like Buchanan, mentions

subsequent to Beaton's presenta-
tion of the provostship of Perth
to Oharteris.

In fact, all this occurred (as far

as it occurred at all) shortly after

Gray and Ogilvy sacked Arbroath

(September 1543), and some eight
months before Beaton purchased
the ultra-Protestants, by the gift
of the provostship and other

means.
"\Ve know the facts thus : there

was a peculiarly poisonous Protes-

tant spy and traitor named
Criohton of Brunston, once an

ageit of Beaton, then of Arran,
then of Henry VIII. ;

a man who
shirked Ancrum fight by virtue of

a pretended injury to his arm ; a

sneak who was hit by an arrow
when slinking up to see Hertford,
at Right, when Hertford was burn-

ing Edinburgh. This felonwas now
in Henry's pay, and was, later at

least, a patron of George Wishart
the martyr. On November 25,

1543, this spy wrote to Sadleyr,

Henry's agent, with an account
of the capture of Lords Gray and

Rothes, and of Balnaves. Accord-

ing to Brunston, when Arran and
Beaton were at Dundee, in Nov-

ember, Gray and Rothes would
not meet the Cardinal. He there-

fore "dressed the most part of

the gentlemen that was with
Lori Gray to his purpose by re-

wards and other false means," un-

known to Gray and Rothes. By
this artifice namely, by bribing

Gray's friends the Cardinal cap-
tured his prey. Knox says no
word of this, but remarks that

Kirkaldy of Grange and Lear-

morth of Dairsie (Protestants),

"knowing nothing of treason,"

were sent to Rothes and Gray.
Had Beaton "rewarded" Lear-
month and Kirkaldy? In any
case, Rothes was interned in

Craignethan, Gray in Dalkeith,
and Balnaves the Cardinal kept
by him : the lords were not shut

up in Blackness, as Knox avers.

Next (November 25, 1453) Brun-
ston recommends John Charteris,
a friend of the captured men, as

one than whom there is " none
more hable to trouble" the Car-

dinal. 1
Charteris, consequently,

was entered among Henry's paid
friends, receiving his share of 350
merks. In January 1 544 Oharteris

joined Angus and the Anglophiles,
who threatened Beaton, but who
finally made terms with him.

Ogilvy and Gray's men had failed

Angus; Gray, indeed, was still

under restraint. Thus by seizing
the robber, and his allies, Beaton
had seriously weakened the party
in arms for England, and had

punished a high-handed outrage.
But Charteris, and Norman Leslie,

son of Rothes, were at large. The

spring of 1544 went on, and Hert-

ford was mustering the great force

which in May 1544 burned Edin-

burgh and sacked the south of

Scotland.

Now (on April 17), just before

the burning of Edinburgh, Brun-

ston sent a Scot named Wishart to

Hertford, and later to Henry VIII.,
with a scheme for taking or murder-

ing Beaton. John Oharteris of the

350 merks, Norman Leslie, and

Kirkaldy of Grange were to do

the deed, and were to destroy
ecclesiastical houses and property,
while the tenants of Church

lands were absent on their duty
in resisting the English invasion.

They were to be aided by Lord

Gray's friends, and the Laird of

1 Hamilton Papers, ii. 186, 187.
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Calder, in these pious and patriotic
adventures. 1 Now it has been

urged that we have no proof of

the identity of this "Scottish
man called Wyssherte

" with that

"meek lamb "the martyr.
2 Any

one who is in doubt may consider

the following dates and facts :

July 1543. George Wishart
leaves Cambridge for Scotland
with Learmonth, Balnaves, and
the other Scottish Commissioners.

August-September 1543. Wish-
art preaches in Dundee

(?).
The

monasteries are sacked. Gray
and Ogilvy sack Arbroath.
November 1543. Beaton arrests

Gray, Rothes, and Balnaves.

Brunston recommends Charteris

to Henry.
April 1544. One Wishart

carries to Henry VIII., from

Brunston, Oalder, Charteris, &
Co., a proposal for the murder
of Beaton, by Norman Leslie,

Grange, Oalder, Charteris. The

plot is never dropped, and,

January 1546, George Wishart,
when in company with Oalder
and Brunston, is arrested.

March 1. Wishart is executed.

May 29. Norman Leslie,

Grange, Learmonth, and others

murder Beaton. Balnaves joins
them later.

Here is a perfectly well-defined

political group of Anglophile
Protestants. It contains Lear-

month, Balnaves, Brunston, Cal-

der, Charteris, among the gentry,
and is allied, among the noblesse,
with Rothes, the Master of Rothes,
Lord Gray, and Lord Ogilvy. This
is a group of abbey -

plunderers.

George Wishart, according to his

pupil, Tilney, left England in 1543
with " divers of the nobility that

came for a treaty with King
Henry." These nobles, including
Learmonth and Balnaves, travelled

to Scotland in July 1543. Wish-
art therefore knew Learmonth and

Balnaves, and Brunston was of

their clique. Wishart's sermons
at Dundee led to riot, if Dr Lor-

imer is right. The chief rioters

were locked up. Then comes a
"
Wyssherte

" with a proposal
of rapine and murder. Finally

George Wishart is caught with
Brunston the spy and suborner of

murder, and with Oalder his accom-

plice. There were many other

Wisharts, but we know none in

1544 so closely banded with

Brunston, and, when Cassilis medi-

tates murder, with Cassilis, except

George Wishart. There is no

proof to go to a jury, but there

is considerable presumption of

Wishart's guilt.
While Henry's army was about

to invade Scotland, the Protestant

leaders of that country were em-

ployed as we have seen. On
May 27, 1544, Norman Leslie
" and others

" were intriguing
with the invaders and burners

of their country. As late as

July 10, 1544, Norman Leslie

and the useful Oharteris are ex-

cusing themselves for something
to Henry probably for not hav-

ing yet slain Beaton. They in-

sist that Lord Gray too will be

Henry's fast friend.3 Yet ten

days later we find Norman Les-

lie, Oharteris, and Lord Gray

1 State Papers, v. 377, 378.
2
George Wishart's name is spelled thus by Hertford (April 1543), and in the

black-letter Tract of 1547-48, which we attribute to Knox. The spelling, of

course, proves nothing. A George Wishart of Dundee was confederate with the

Cardinal's murderers after the event, "supplying and assisting them."
3 Hamilton Papers, ii. 423.
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all fighting for Beaton's nominee,
Chai teris, against Lord Ruthven !

(July 22, 1544.) Beaton had re-

leased Gray, Rothes, and Bal-

navts from duresse, and he had
won over the extreme Protestant

Left (not including Brunston) to

his party. How had he gained
them ? As such men are to be

gained : he had bought them.
For Oharteris he had purchased
the provostship of Perth. Gray
received part of the lands of

Resoobie for " his ready and faith-

ful help and assistance in these

dangerous times of the Church." 1

It in not too cynical to assume
that the allies of Gray and Ohar-
teris also had their reward. Kirk-

aldy seems to have regained office
;

certainly he advanced money.
2

Bat, it may be said, the affair

of the skirmish for the provost-

ship of Perth was a trifle. The
ultra - Protestants did not fully
commit themselves to Beaton by
taking the side of his nominee,
Charteris, in that affair. How-
ever, they did more. On Novem-
ber 7, 1544, Arran, with Beaton,
held a Parliament in Edinburgh,
and Angus, his brother Sir George
Douglas, and Bothwell were all

impeached of high treason. They
richly deserved this, for they
wero the spies and hired subjects
of Henry VIII. But who were
the patriots that condemned the

Anglophile traitors? They were
the fine flower of the ultra-Pro-

test ints Balnaves, Learmonth of

DaL'sie, Rothes, Gray, Ogilvy,
Norman Leslie, David Lyndsay,
Kirkaldy of Grange.

3 Historians

havo overlooked this fact. It

may be said that, though in

Arran's Parliament, they voted

against Arran. In fact, the
Estates promised that, if Angus
and the Anglophiles refused to

be reconciled, they would back
Arran's quarrel.

4 Had the Pro-
testants not been "

squared," they
would have been at Stirling with

Angus.
Of these men now Beaton's

allies Gray, Norman Leslie, and

Grange had been in a plot, six

months before, to burn his lands

and take or slay him. Of these

men Leslie and Kirkaldy were
to be his murderers, a Learmonth
was another of the gang, and

Lyndsay and Balnaves joined them
after the deed. It is probable
that, just as Beaton had won
his enemies to his side, so Henry
VIII. regained them later to his

own. Meanwhile, having de-

prived the Scottish Anglophiles
of many of their friends, Beaton
reconciled Angus's party to that

of Arran in a hollow and, on

Angus's part, a treacherous union

(November 1544).
We now omit a few months,

and come to a renewal of the plot
to murder Beaton. On May 30,

1545, Hertford was informed by
the Privy Council that the Earl of

Cassilis had sketched a plot for

slaying the Cardinal for a re-

ward. Henry tried to get Sadler

to have the thing done without

compromising himself. 5 Brunston

also wrote, in Cassilis's cipher,

obviously about the same busi-

ness.6 On July 28 Sir George

Douglas was encouraging the

scheme. 7 Brunston declared now

1
Laing, Note to Knox, i. 112.

2 See his receipt for James's gold chain, weighing 6 Ib. 10 oz., December 20,

1544 ; Hist. MSS., xi., Appendix vi. 221.
3 Act. Parl. Scot., ii. 446. *

Ibid., ii. 448. 6 State Papers, v. 449.

6
Tytler, v. 370 ; Sadler's draft of a despatch.

7 State Papers, v. 466.
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that " certain gentlemen of his

acquaintance would do the deed
for a small sum of money," as
"
acceptable service to God." The

difficulty was to bring Henry
" to

be plain with them," as Brunston

says on October 20, 1544. From
that point no letters of the party
of the dagger and the Bible are

extant till after Beaton's death on

May 29, 1546.

It is an interesting circumstance

that the murder plot shifted from

Forfarshire, Fifeshire, and Perth-

shire lairds into the hands of the

Ayrshire Earl of Oassilis, and that

Wishart went to Ayrshire at that

time, probably July-August 1545,
and is later found to be lie with
Oassilis. Knox is dateless, but
after telling how Wishart was
inhibited from troubling Dundee

(probably in September 1543), he
tells us that the martyr sped to the

Westland, to Ayr, later to Kyle,
where he was not allowed the use

of Mauchline church, which was
manned "for preservatioun of a

tabernakle that was there, beauty-
full to the eie." 1 A pestilence
at Dundee recalled him thither,
where he displayed great cour-

age and charity. After vari-

ous attempts by Beaton to have
Wishart seized and murdered

(says Knox), Wishart was sum-
moned to Edinburgh by Oassilis

and the gentlemen of the West.

They did not keep tryst, and
Wishart had a presentiment that

he was " a dead man." His hope
had been in Oassilis. He was now
sheltered by Brunston, and at

Ormestoun, while Sir George
Douglas promised protection. In

January 1546 Wishart received a
letter from the West (from Cassilis

& Co.), who declined to "
keep diet

with him "
at Edinburgh.

2 Wishart

then "took his good night, as if

for ever, of all his acquaintance."
He appears to have been dis-

appointed in his hope of a march

by the Westland godly on Edin-

burgh under Cassilis. Knox would
have followed him, but he said,

"Nay, return to your bairns,
and God bless you. One is suffi-

cient for one sacrifice." That

night Wishart was seized at

Ormestoun. Brunston escaped,

unluckily, and Ormestoun fled

from prison. Wishart was tried

for heresy at St Andrews, con-

demned, and hanged on March
1, 1546; his dead body was also

burned. We cannot tell whether
Beaton had any suspicions of po-
litical offences on his part. In a

later age Wishart would certainly
have been tortured to extract in-

formation, as Jesuits, Covenant-

ers, and Jacobites were tortured.

Wishart was a man brave, chari-

table, pious, and "severe." We
do not pretend that his complicity
in the murder plots is evidence for

a jury. But he is, undeniably,
much the most able and prominent
man of his name, in known
association with Learmonth, Bal-

naves, Brunston, Oalder, and, just
when Cassilis has been meditating

murder, with Cassilis. Deserted

by Oassilis, Wishart despairs.
We now touch on a curious fact

which has escaped the notice of all

Knox's biographers. We propose
to show that in 1547 Knox com-

menced author.

Our account of Wishart's trial

was first published by Day & Seres,
in London, probably in 1547 or

1548. 3 There is extant but one

known copy of the black-letter

Tract which reports the trial. It

also contains the first edition of

'The Tragedy of the Cardinal,'

1
Knox, i. 128. 2

Ibid., i. 137. s This is their first known publication.
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by Sir David Lyndsay. In 1564

Foxe reprinted the Tract, in his

'Acts and Monuments of Martyrs.'
Knox finally transferred the Tract

bod ily into his '

History of the

Reformation,' because Foxe's folio

was costly
" and rare to be had." *

The curious and hitherto un-

noted fact is that this Tract of

1547-48 is clearly the earliest

printed work of Knox himself.

In republishing it he only took

back his own. This position we
now go on to prove, as far as

internal evidence can ever prove

authorship.
The style of the great Reformer

is remarkable for the luscious

freedom of its invective. No-

body who has ever heard Knox
scold can mistake him for any
other artist. Persons who know
Knox merely in the genteel twi-

light of Mr Hume Brown's bio-

graphy are like Sir John Falstaff

at an innocent stage of his career.

They "know nothing." These,

alas, are the majority ! In the

libraries of two great Scottish uni-

versities we can swear, and save

our oath, that, after forty years,
the pages of Laing's edition of

Knox's Works are still virgin, or

wero recently virgin, of the paper-
cutter. Oddly enough, in both
cases the " uninvaded sleep

"
of

Kncx's writings has been first

disturbed by two admirers of

Cardinal Beaton ! As the public
even the academic public does

not read Knox, we must ask it to

believe that, when Knox is angry
(and he is very often angry), his

stylo is florid and impassioned.
Others may rival him in Latin

scolding, and we have seen some

verj fair Covenanting cursing.

But for vernacular abuse Knox
was unmatched in his age. Let

us, then, take a sample from the
Tract of 1547-48, reprinted by
Foxe in 1564, and taken from
Foxe by Knox in 1566. There
was a Rev. John Lauder, M.A.

(St Andrews), a most respectable

clergyman and diplomatist, who
had been as far as Rome on King
James's errands. He had the

duty of reading to heretics the

articles in which they were ac-

cused. The Tract describes him
thus: "One of the fed flock, a

monster, John Lauder, laden full

of cursings. . . . When that this

fed sow had read through all his

lying menacings, his face running
down with sweat, and frothing
at the mouth like ane bear, he

spat at Maister George's face,

saying," &c.

The innocent Mr Laing, editing
this torrent of abuse, says, "It
will be observed that all these

opprobrious terms are copied from

Foxe, or rather from the black-

letter Tract." Certainly, but who
wrote the black - letter Tract 1

Manifestly Knox himself, already
a master of his instrument. The
Tract is undeniably by a Scot, a

Scot with a personal affection for

Wishart, a Scot intimately familiar

with the topography of St Andrews.

He knows the Abbey Church, the

castle gate, the gallows at the west

part of the Castle, near to the

Priory, and so on. 2 In mere verbal

minutise, too, the Tract tallies

with Knox's acknowledged work.

Knox calls Wishart " that servand

of God, Maister George," and so

does the Tract. Knox calls Beaton
" that bloody wolf," and the Tract

calls Wishart "that meek lamb."

1 The Tract has several variants from the shape in which Foxe reprints it, and

the language and spelling of the Tract are more archaic.
2 The west part of the Castle, however, is the most remote from the Priory.
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Knox frequently makes the joke of

calling a " friar" a "fiend," and so

does the Tract. " There came two

Grey feindis," says the Tract,

meaning two Franciscans. "
Says

the foolish feind," writes Knox,
reporting his own argument with
a friar named Arbuckle. So again
the Tract has, "There met him
two false fiends, I should say
Freiris."

Once more, as to the Cardinal's

titles, the Tract says that Lauder,
in his "hoggish" voice, read aloud
"as many titles of his unworthy
honour's" (Knox has "his grace-
less Grace") "as would have laden
a ship, much sooner ane ass."

That is de pur Knox. There is

really no break or discontinuity of

style between Knox's work and
the Tract which he quotes.
To try for an instantia contra-

dictoria, compare the next Scottish

trial for heresy, in Foxe, after

Wishart's. It is that of Wallace
in 1549, and is confessedly taken
from contemporary letters out of

Scotland. But here is no Knoxian

railing. Mr John Lauder is not
called a "fed sow," or "a monster,"
or "hoggish," nor does he "spit."

Everything here is decorous. The
heretic is not scolded at, as in

Knox, and about Mr Lauder we

merely read that he wore a sur-

plice and a red hood. That ac-

count of a trial was not by Knox,
who was not in Scotland at the

time.

If Knox wrote the Tract, it

must have been after April 1547,
when he entered the Castle of St

Andrews and joined the mur-
derers of Beaton. He could get
information at St Andrews, and
he could send his "

copy
"

to Day
& Seres, the London publishers,

by Balnaves, who left the castle

for town on November 20, 1547,
or by a later go-between. Sir

David Lyndsay was in St An-

drews, and the "
copy

"
of his

'Tragedy of the Cardinal' could

go to London in the same parcel.
Tract and Tragedy were printed
in one black-letter pamphlet, and
thus we find Knox already an

author, already master of his style,
in 1547. We can imagine him

meeting Lauder in South Street,
or on the Links, and sketching
the " fed sow "

in his incisive

manner.
To what is known of the actual

murder of Beaton, which so many
godly men had planned so long,
we can add nothing new. The
letter written on the day after the

deed by James Lindsay, on evi-

dence of eyewitnesses of the events

which occurred after the slaying,
was published by Tytler. Armed
men dirked the porter, surprised
the inmates of the castle in bed,
and slew Beaton on the stair-

case of the blockhouse. Knox
mentions a rumoured plan of

Angus's to kill the Cardinal in

April.
" But it failed." He also

accuses Beaton of a design (wholly
unknown to Buchanan) to trap the

Leslies, the Kirkaldys, and others,
at a county meeting. But Norman
Leslie was already banded to

Beaton by
"
man-rent," and Knox

says that Beaton exclaimed,
" Nor-

man Leslie is my friend." Mr
Froude avers that Norman was a

boy, whose heart might be soft-

ened ! Norman was about twenty-
seven.

Among the murderers summoned
on July 30, 1546, were eight

Kirkaldys and one Learmonth.
Learmonth of Dairsie, the ally

of Balnaves, was Provost of St

Andrews, and may have winked

pretty hard. The murderers, mean-

ing to held the castle for Henry
VIII., provided for their spiritual
and temporal wants by bringing
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with them two chaplains and a

cook ! Knox later became their

chaplain.
We hope that we have shown

the value of the charge of forgery

against Beaton. His murder we
have traced to revenges for his

punishment of abbey-robbers, in

the first instance, and then to

hopes of reward, political hatred,
and (in the case of some assas-

sins) there was the blood-feud for

Wishart. The amazing corruption
of the ultra-Protestants has been,
for the first time, exposed. An
early work of literature has been
vindicated for its real author,
Knox. That the Cardinal was no
Galahad is certain ;

I
that, like

Knox, Henry VIII., Calvin, and

everybody else, he persecuted men
for heresy, is undeniable. But,
beside his opponents, Beaton shows
like a gentleman. "I shun no

danger," he wrote to the Pope,
"

if I may ward off danger from
others." God rest the soul of

David Beaton ! he fought for

Scotland.

Knox had a brother, William,
at one time a "merchant" in a

village. In December - February
1544-1545 a William Knox, a

Scot, went on errands between

Angus and the Scottish Anglo-

philes and the English.
2 He was

then falconer to Lord Westmor-
land. Can he have been John
Knox's brother?

A. LANG.

1 We really know of but one amour, a long love with Marion Ogilvy, who was
in tha castle on the night before the murder. This was an open attachment,
which had lasted for at least eighteen years. As to Wishart, on any theory or

system, the dates of his doings between July 1543 and autumn 1545 are ill to

"redd up." On this point, however, we do not fear to speak with our enemies

in the gate. Our theory is inconsistent with Knox's narrative, but on that head

we have something to say, in reply to an able article in ' The North British

Review,' vol. xlix. pp. 409-426.
2 Hamilton Papers, ii. 523, 527, 552.
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AI KALI!"

A STORY OF THE PLAGUE.

AT the end of the Bird-catcher's

alley, in the Quarter of the Copper-
smiths, there is an old three-storied

house belonging to Oharn Das, the

grain -seller. It has a courtyard
in the middle, faced at each storey
with rickety galleries, and on the

arch over the door is pictured the

great Gurn Gobind Singh, sitting

lightly on his milk-white steed,

hawk on wrist and sword on

thigh. When the great sickness

came the house held several fam-

ilies. Of these the men - folk

worked in the railway offices,

from Tek Ohand, pay-clerk, down
to Ram Das, fresh from the Lahore

High School. On the first floor,

from which a bow -window of

carved wood jutted out on the

upstretched necks of wild geese,
lived Waziri Begum, the dancing-

girl. Every night the courtyard
echoed with the fretting of silver

strings ;
and the latest song on

the follies of the English, or some
Persian love -

ditty, brought the

men into the galleries where the

water-pipes bubbled in low dis-

cord. Though the galleries looked

into the court only, yet, for priv-

acy sake, all but the top storey
was screened in. There, next
the sky, Ram Das, and his wife

Chandi, lived in two small rooms.

From the roof, which they shared

with the others, they could see the

sullen river rolling past the bridge,
and there the women spent much
of the winter days and all the

summer nights. For half the year

they looked down from it on the

grey sand flats quivering in the

dancing haze, through which a far-

off buffalo looked an elephant, and

grazing camels took on monstrous

shapes. The horizon faded into

clouds of grass and high scrub,
which harboured savage boar and

grey wolf. In flood-time the boil-

ing yellow river swept over the

low lands, making a mile -wide

stream, which the quaint barges
with square sails slowly stemmed.
From half city to half city strode

the railway bridge. This side lay
the old town and beyond the new,
in masses of cramped houses striv-

ing each to better his neighbour by
a storey; whilst here and there

pricked uptheminarets of amosque,
or the shining spire of some Hindu

temple. The black bridge, with
its great cage, and bastions on
the half-way piers, spoke through
voiced, but empty, loopholes of

preparation for the great war Ar-

mageddon which must be fought,
and will decide the destiny of

India. Beyond the river hummed
the teeming hives of railway in-

dustry, whose inmates had refilled

the houses of the city, deserted

when her position as mistress of

the Indus became a barren honour.

Each half city hung on the flanks

of the low red hills that rose to-

wards the south and guided the

mighty five rivers to the sea.

The day the plague came was
a holiday among the Hindus, and
Ram Das had sat reading some
black-lettered appeal to the pious.
For he was a true Hindu, with

whom education was but an end
to gain a living, and to him his

religion was a very real one. Not
to him did the newfangled, unor-

thodox beliefs appeal : to him the

gods lived and were ever present
in their many-formed incarnations.

He had learnt science in the Eng-
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lish schools, but still believed in

his own heart that the world was

suppDrted by the great snake-god.

Every creature about him bore

evidence to the truth of his own
relig.on. In his father's house

the eld customs were maintained,
as in the house of that great-

grandfather, whose second widow
still told of Afghan plunder and
the throne setting of Ranjit Singh.
With her the intrigues of Gulu
the water-carrier and the youngest
Maharani were but the scandal of

yesterday : she loved to thrill the

women's hearts with the tale of

the murderous suttee at the death

of Nao Nihal Singh, the hand-

some st among a race of handsome
men, and how the beautiful Isar

Kour was thrust, shrieking, on
the burning pyre. To Ram Das
all ceremonies were as sacred as

his priest, though that wily

hypocrite had already sent a son

to the outcaste nation, that he

migl t learn their despised laws.

Ram Das sat repeating to him-

self the sacred words of Manu,
pondering over laws based on
wisdom and diverted to oppres-
sion. As he leant contentedly
at the little lattice, the half-

strength of the winter sun warm-

ing his very bones, he turned from

time to time to Chandi, at her

spinning-wheel, on the low seat

behind him. He had months ago
distiibuted "the omen of the

hundred pleasures
"
amongst the

houses of his clan, and Chandi
would soon make him a father.

"M<sy it be a son," he prayed;
"grant me a son, that he may
burr my body as I burned my
father's, and throw my ashes into

the holy Ganges. Chandi had
visited every shrine, and they had
fed every yellow-robed faqir, even
that new one, whose predictions
of the death at hand and the com-

ing of the Goddess Kali had

amused one-half the city and ter-

rified the other.

As Ram Das peered into the

sunshine, which struck half down
the alley, he heard the distant
noise of weeping, and turned to

Chandi, saying,
" In whose house

is death?"
" It is the brother of Rama, the

cotton-seller," she said; "he had
come from the coast, and died this

morning. I too must go, for he
was of your clan. It is now near
time

;
the astrologer bade me wait

till the sun's descent."

She fell to spinning again, sing-

ing softly the song of the wheel.

Ram Das returned to less com-
fortable thoughts, for he had read

of the anger of the Goddess Kali

against the sea-coast towns.

Presently the girl arose and
walked slowly down the dark

stair, and out by the little door

in the side of the painted arch.

The afternoon breeze swept up the

narrow alley, but brought no fresh-

ness with it, for it was heavy with

the deadly odours that had tainted

it in its passage. Athwart the

path stood a lean calf feeding on
the refuse thrown from the house-

tops. The house-walls glistened
with the fetid slime which escaped
from the surface-drains, while the

noisome stench of decaying matter

stopped the breath. Through the

filth and over the worn bricks

Chandi picked her way slowly, her

petticoat pulled up half-way to her

knee.

As she turned into the cowherd's

lane, where the home of the dead

man was, the air was rent with

fresh outcries. On the brick pave-
ment without the house stood a

circle of lean old matrons, half-clad

in loose white cloth and purple

petticoats. These ancient Furies

beat their leathern breasts and

thighs, chanting, in a high, thin-

voiced chorus, the praises of the
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dead. The head mourner, who
was the barber's wife, shrieked the

customary phrases :
" Alas ! he is

gone, the tiger in strength and
beautiful as the gazelle ! Alas !

alas !

" Sorrow as conventionally
false as the more civilised epitaph;
for the dead man lay upstairs, a

miserable, stunted townsman. The
old women in their turn raised their

trembling voices and repeated the

phrase with mournful emphasis.
Chandi pressed upstairs to con-

dole with the women of the family.
There sat a dozen women all lament-

ing violently, but of them the dead
man's mother and his widow alone

were sincere. The widow sat with
shaved head and bowed in speech-
less grief. For she was childless,

and there remained for her only
the terrible life of the Hindu
widow : her jewels would be taken
from her, and her portion be that

of the household drudge. But even
now deliverance awaited her : as.

Ohandi took her seat among the

women, the widow woman fell for-

ward beside her husband. The

goddess of death and sickness had

changed her lasting sorrows to

a short and bitter one. The

affrighted women raised a shrill

outcry, and this was echoed below

by the mourners. Then came a

sudden silence, broken by the

clatter of a horse's hoofs. Chandi
looked from the narrow window,
while the others, murmuring to-

gether, stooped over the sick wo-
man. An Englishman rode up to

the door, with a few men at his

stirrup, calling for the master of

the house. Some one whispered

up the stair that the doctor had

come, and the women pulled their

cloths over their faces. The Eng-
lishman and his native assistant

entered, and bent over the dead
man. After a careful examina-

tion, and a few words together in

an undertone, he turned to the sick

woman and gave the others direc-

tions as to her treatment. As his

spurs clinked on the stairs their

wails broke out afresh. He re-

mounted and gave the old father

brief orders as to the removal of

his family, and destruction of house
and clothing. At this the old man
broke into bitter lamentation, and,
as he lifted his voice, a faqir's

yellow cloth glinted behind the

sombre police uniforms.
"
Victory to the Goddess Kali !

"

shouted the faqir. "The plague
is on the city ! Hail to the God-
dess of Death !

" As he cried

aloud the gloomy twilight seemed
to fall more heavily, and to the

eyes of many in the crowd below

appeared the terrible Goddess

Kali, floating slowly through the

gathering darkness : her many
hands threatened the city, and
the poised trident, drawn bow,
and flashing sword seemed di-

rected .at each beholder. Then
the city stood distinct in a blind-

ing flash of lightning, and rolling
thunder drowned the lamentation

of the women.
" Behold the arrow of the God-

dess !

"
cried the faqir, and the

crowd turned and fled.

Day by day the people died and
the city emptied. In the house
in the Bird-catcher's lane of the

railway folk only Ram Das and
Chandi remained. In the big
room looking over the street the

dancing-girl still sang and laughed.
The young pair could not flee the

scourge, for, chilled with fear,

Chandi had lain many days sick

after the vision in the cowherd's

lane. But Earn Das had pro-

pitiated the gods of his fathers,

and, lest sacrifice should be in

vain, Chandi bore the desired son,

though the glory of her mother-

hood was dimmed, since none would

rejoice with her. The streets were
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full of lamentation, and the women
mou rned their children. The empty
and desolate house drove Chandi
to take refuge by day, with the

babe Kishna, in the rooms above

Waziri Begum's. The dancing-girl
heard the babe's cries, and knew
the child-mother lay often in the

room above. To her she some-

times sent her maid Misri, and
Chandi heard much of the great

sickness, and every rumour of the

bazar was winged with terror.

Many believed the Goddess Kali

to be distributing death among
them : each roll of thunder be-

spoke her presence ; every empty
flash of summer lightning showed
her hovering above the city. Some
mad y cried for the supreme sacri-

fice of human blood to appease the

goddess; others muttered in the

streets that it was the inscrutable

will of the Government to spread
the disease : all bemoaned the de-

struction of household effects and
household gods. The sick fled to

placos where they might die in

peace, since death seemed certain.

Meanwhile the English and their

soldiers toiled unsparingly, search-

ing cut the sick, burning and bury-

ing die dead, and comforting the

hale. But the plague swept through
the old town, leaving whole quar-
ters emptied by flight and death,
for none can resist the will of the

gods

Through the empty house still

rose the tinkle of strings and shrill

laughter. None of the city women
in Bombay had died, so why should

death find the dancing -girl here,

and >he laughed at the unreason-

ing panic of her lovers. As Chandi

began again to creep downstairs

to the market and to the river, the

babe Kishna on her hip, her supple

figure swaying beneath his weight,
the door of Waziri Begum's room
sometimes opened, and she smiled

kindly on the mother and her

child. She, too, had been a mother
and had lost her son a child of

love, born to her and returned.
As she saw the child sucking at

his mother's breast, the woman's
heart softened at the thought of

the son she had not weaned, and
she went back to her cushioned
window with moistened eyes.

It was now towards the end of

spring, and the sickness had reach-

ed its full strength. Of Waziri

Begum's lovers, two were dead.

Then she, too, felt the sickness

on her, and her heart failed at

the thought of the white men and
their hospitals. Had not all the

bazar said that the English had
bade their doctors let none leave

the hospitals alive ? All knew
there was a price paid for each

one killed. Some believed that

the sick were poisoned, many that

their end was hastened
;
for those

who were cured departed with

their families, and the bazar

rumour ran unchecked. Many in

their first pangs had crawled on

board the river-boats and escaped
the ever-present terrors, carrying
swift death with them. None
could escape by road, for the vil-

lagers watched all outlets. The

railway was closed to the sick,

though here and there a man was

smuggled through, packed amongst
the bales in some long, slow, mov-

ing train, only to be taken out

dead or dying before he reached

his home.
On the second day of the danc-

ing-girl's sickness, towards evening,

Bam Das, sitting at his window,
heard a man sobbing in her room.

He crept down to hear what new
evil this was, and peered in at the

door, which stood ajar. One of his

fellow - clerks, a handsome young
Mohammedan, in silk vest and loose

trousers, sat weeping and rock-

ing his body to and fro. Waziri

Begum, who was lying propped up
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on some chintz-covered cushions,
was cursing him and the mother
that bore him a coward.

"It would be easy," she said,

"to any but a miserable coward.
Have Mohumda's boat at the river

road. Thou shalt drive me down
in the accountant's cart." Here
she paused for breath

;
then she

continued, with a voice full of

anger and passion, "We would
land far up the river, and I would
have lived with thee for ever

;
but

thou art a hound and an infidel.

Be no more love of mine !

"

To this abuse Futteh Khan
made no reply, and continued to

weep despondently. Then the

maid Misri, a woman of forty,
with the face and temper of a

fiend, took up the tale. " Did
Futteh Khan wish to see his mis-

tress killed with medicines, and all

her beautiful clothes destroyed 1

Did not all know of the Doctor

sahibs, who had made the sickness

in bottles and carried it to Agra ?

Might God destroy them !

"

The dancing -girl turned rest-

lessly and asked for water. Then,
turning to her lover, she said,
" Oh ! miserable one and hare-

hearted ! what fearest thou ? Save

me, and I will marry thee
;
that

which thou hast so long desired,
I will do. Am I less beautiful

than when thy son lay in my
arms? Come thou with me and
we will live happily; have I not

money enough and to spare ?
"

For the woman loved life and her

lover too. As he yet remained
silent her temper changed, and
she cried, "Must we two women
chase thee from the door with

slippers ? What thou wilt neither

do for love nor gold, shall not

shame compel thee? Art thou yet
a man? Must I make a song
that the city women may sing of

Futteh Khan the coward?"
Then again her scorn changed

to grief, and she cried bitterly,
" Would that my son had lived !

Then thou wouldst have saved the

boy and his mother."
Futteh Khan's spirit resented

the contempt of his mistress, but
his flesh was weak. Yet the

dancing-girl had borne him a son,
and he loved her : more, being a

spendthrift, he was covetous of

money and of ease, and his mis-

tress could give him both. Her
fee for dancing at the marriage of

a noble had been counted in thou-

sands, and all would be his. What
contempt and love alone could not

effect, avarice did, and brought his

resolution to the sticking -point.
He rose and wiped his eyes on the
skirt of his silk coat.

"
Heart's-ease," he sobbed, "I

am thy slave and do thy bidding.
Get thee ready, and I will do all."

He went out blear-eyed and

stumbling, and Ram Das, snatch-

ing at his sleeve, said,
" We long

sat on the same bench at school,
and in office, and my uncle has

often befriended thee. Let us too

go in the boat."

From within the woman cried

with a horrid laugh,
"
Yes, let

them come; I will teach Chandi
the song of the chain."

Now Ram Das's heart was as

troubled waters, for all the hor-

rors he had seen, still more had
heard. His choice lay between

flight and loss of all employment,
or certain death. But the taunt

sent him round on his heel : as he
turned to go the alley rang with
the cry of the old faqir

" Vic-

tory to the Goddess Kali." Even
as the cry rang out and the empty
house re-echoed with " Jai ! Jai !

Kali-ji ky Jai!" Ram Das felt

the sudden presence of the god-
dess. He feared to look lest

the arrow should quit the bow, or

the spinning quoit cleave the air :

an unseen death were better. His
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resolution failed him ere the cry
had died away, and he sprang back
after the Mohammedan. As he
turned he saw the shadow of

some great flying thing run before

him across the courtyard, but he
dared not raise his eyes.
FuttehKhan had alreadyreached

the gateway, but called over his

shoulder, "If thou wishest it, be

at the riverside at sunset."

The young clerk turned and went

trembling up the stairs. At his

coming Ohandi rose and held out

the crowing child to his father.

As they dandled the child, and
he felt the warm pressure of his

wife's hand on his own, life seemed

doubly sweet and worthy of an
effort. But at her husband's first

words of flight the child, for she

was but fourteen, fell to bitter

weoping. For what god would

protect them on such a journey
when no astrologer had fixed the

favourable moment for starting,
nor had the god of travellers been

propitiated
1

? Little by little her

tears ceased as Ram Das hid his

own depression and pictured her a

calm and easy journey, with the

sight of their home-city at last.

Thf;n husband and wife packed
such small belongings as they
could carry in a couple of sheets,

and waited for the sun to touch

the western house-tops.
At last the hour came, and the

streets fell into shadow. Ram
Dab carried the child and one

bundle, and his wife the other. As

they passed the half -open door,

they saw the dancing-girl lying in

the bow - window on a heap of

cus] lions. Her blue-black hair was
drawn tightly over the forehead

into a heavy plait behind, and a

rose was placed behind her ear.

Her drawn face was covered with

rice-powder, and her eyelids black-

ened. In sharp contrast to the

yellow tinge her clear skin had
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taken, were her pink palms and

purple-dyed nails. Jewels covered
her head and neck, while her short
velvet jacket was buttoned with

heavy turquoise studs. The room
was strewn with stiff brocaded
silks and beautiful shawls, and
the maid Misri was engaged in

packing the glistening ornaments,
that lay in heaps upon the floor,

in the waistband of her dress. Be-
side his mistress, under a flaming
picture of a royal prince, sat

Futteh Khan, and, fan in hand,
bent over the sick woman. As
he saw the young pair, nodding
to Ram Das, he cried, "Do not

go near the boat till we come."

They turned out of the house
door into the silent lane, Ohandi

sobbing quietly, for she had spent

many happy days and her child had
been born in the little dark room
under the roof. As they went down
the steps the great Guru, from his

painted scene, seemed to look sar-

donically from beneath his heavy
eyebrows at the fugitives. At the

corner of the alley Chandi paused
to place a small offering on the

shrine of the kind god Ganesh,
whose trunk had received but

little vermilion staining from the

pious since Kali had commenced
her work of destruction. Then

they pressed forward by narrow

and deserted lanes towards the

river-side. Here and there the

great red cross marked the empty
houses of the dead. Many of the

houses stood shining in the light

of the setting sun, where the

search parties had covered the

walls with lime, and broken roofs

and thrown-down walls marked

the fight against the plague. Once

they passed a narrow lane of

miserable huts, the mouth barred

by a great wall of mud, and passed

shuddering, for there the fell god-

dess had raged her worst, and men
called it "the lane of death," At

2 B
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last they reached the river -side,
and turned into a little house that

stood empty, some hundred paces
from the quay itself. While they
paused, like guilty creatures, in

the doorway, the air was torn with
a shrill whistle, and the mail-train

thundered through the girder-

cage, passing northwards towards
their own far city. Chandi's tears

broke forth again, and Kishna set

up a loud wail. At this the girl
snatched him from her husband,
and bared her breast. The half-

naked babe fell into his usual state

of quiet content, looking like some
bronze figure of an infant god.
The breeze had fallen and the

heavy river seemed to roll more

sluggishly, its snow -fed waters

forming little whirlpools at each

pier-foot. The boat they were to

embark in lay at the quay-side

pitching uneasily, and its master
sat perched upon the bow like

some great bird of prey. About
a pistol-shot below hung a second

boat, moored by the head, with
the heavy sail across the small

deck-house.

As the houses opposite began to

throw their shadows across the

river, Ram Das heard the rattle

of wheels. The accountant's cart

clattered past and up the river

road. The dancing -girl was sit-

ting upright by sheer power of

will, though the rice-powder could

not disguise the pallor of her face.

The cart passed a second time in a

cloud of dust, and Ram Das saw
the forehead of Futteh Khan was
wrinkled with fear and the sweat

pouring from beneath his muslin
turban. The cart stopped at the

boat, and the mat-sail on the

second boat moved slightly. As
the pony came to a stand-still the

maid, who was wedged into the

groom's seat behind, raised her

hand to her face and coughed
twice. Waziri Begum, with a

final effort, reached the ground
and walked across the short gang-

way, followed by Fatten Khan.
As Ram Das turned from the

window towards his wife he heard
a shrill whistle, followed by a wild

shriek, and sprang back again.

There, as if by magic, were police
on the quay and on the boat.

From under the mat on the

second boat protruded the keen
face of the English policeman, his

syren whistle still moaning be-

tween his teeth.

Hurried steps drove Ram Das
into hiding, and the next moment
Futteh Khan, holding Misri by
the wrist, entered the house door

and turned into the room opposite
them. The rooms lay in deep
shadow, and the falling dusk hid

the young couple. For a moment
Waziri Begum's shrill cries to her

lover for rescue continued. Then
there came a sudden silence, and
Ram Das, peering cautiously out,

saw she was being carried off in a

deathlike stupor. The noise of

the constables in pursuit of the

fugitives drove him back to his

corner, and he crouched, holding
his breath, while Chandi had sunk

quietly down, hugging her precious
burden. Soon the noise of the

chase died away and the men's

halloas became fainter.

From the room opposite came
first a faint whisper, and then

a low murmur. The young
clerk turned an ear towards the

doorway. The others seemed to

have no suspicion there was any
one in the empty house. Futteh
Khan's voice rose fiercely, "So, it

was you, woman ?
"

" I have been slippered long

enough," returned the maid with

equal fierceness; "yes, I told the

police."
"Share the plunder," said the

other,
" or thou shalt die in the

English hospitals."
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'

But," asked the woman, trem-

bling with rage and fear,
" where

can we fly ? What use to share if

botii must perish ?
"

' To the Saint's garden without

the city there are people there,
and the English have not found
it. But share first, she -

devil,

or
" and Ram Das heard the

noise of a knife drawn from its

leathern sheath.

For a short space neither spoke,
but the heavy clink of metal be-

trayed the transfer of the jewels
to the hard floor. Darkness was

falLng rapidly, and the brief twi-

light had almost vanished. There
was a faint smell of sulphur, and
the glimmer of a match showed
Futteh Khan and Misri kneeling

by the heap of jewels. His knife,

ready to his hand, lay beside the

pile, and the light danced on its

snake-like blade.

"Stay, Misri," he said; "why
waii} to divide when the police may
come on us at any moment? To-

morrow we will share, for to-night
I will keep all."

As he spoke, the match burnt

down to his fingers and he dropped
it vith a curse. Another com-

menced spluttering at once; but
Rani Das had heard the quick

ring of a women's bangles, and, as

the match burned up, he saw the

maid's arm rise and fall. On the

instunt her quick pant was fol-

lowed by the thud of the knife

driven home, and Futteh Khan
rolled over sideways without a

cry. The light went out, and in

the darkness the woman chuckled

devilishly. On Ram Das's brow
the cold sweat broke out, but he
thru it one hand on Ohandi's mouth
and checked her rising scream.

The} waited motionless while the

jingle of the ornaments showed
the maid was recovering her

booty. This was followed by
the soft shuffle of her slippers,

and she passed out into the

night.
The young clerk, in all haste,

seized both bundles and fled the

house; Chandi, with the sleeping
child thrown astride her hip, ran

stumbling after. They ran like

wild things, up one lane and down
others, seemingly for an eternity.
Once they halted for breath in a
deserted quarter where every house
seemed haunted with the spectres
of the dead. Even as they paused
a flickering street-lamp flared up
and showed the plague cross on
the doors behind them, and the
fear of death spurred them for-

ward. Once and again as they
entered some dark lane a door
closed noisily. It might have been
the wind, the hiders from the

plague, or the remorseless thieves,
who haunted the empty quarters,
but fear of the unknown drove
them on. Once, as they crouched
for breath in the dark gateway of

an old shrine, the slow footfall of

some heavy beast set their hearts

quaking. As they clung closely
to each other the fall of its hoofs

grew louder and louder, mingled
with the clash of arms. At last

the beast came close, and the

young clerk saw it was a huge
buffalo, sacred to the Goddess of

Death, with heavy curling horns

and ash -coloured front. Round
its neck hung a heavy chain, and
its great bones protruded through
the blue-black hide. As the noise-

less summer lightning lit the dark-

ness, Ram Das looked and seemed

to behold the dire goddess herself,

seated on her sacred animal. Then
Ram Das could support his fears

no longer, and buried his face in

his wife's skirt. The great beast

snuffed the taint of man, and,

amidst the ring of steel, broke into

a heavy gallop. When the young
clerk raised his head again the

lane was empty. Chandi, half-
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fainting with terror and fatigue,
crouched beside him, her face

buried in her hands. So they lay

waiting desperately, for what they
knew not.

At last the heavy tramp of

soldiers and the glimmer of lights
drove them down a dark alley and
into the first house for shelter.

The door stood wide open, but the

odour of mortality within was all-

penetrating. The steady footfall

of the search-party grew louder

and then passed into a distant

throbbing. Over the hills rose

the yellow disc of the moon, and
threw her light between the tall

houses. Ram Das peered up and

down, but the alley was deserted,
and there was no sign of life.

Neither Chandi nor he could con-

tinue their flight, and the house
seemed a safe place of refuge in

which to rest their wearied limbs.

The child Kishna slept cradled in

his mother's lap. The young clerk

crept cautiously up the stairway
to the first landing and stood to

listen. At first he could hear

nothing but the faint murmur of

the river and the subdued roar

of the half-city beyond it. Then
the thousand noises that haunt
deserted places filled his ears.

Every story of the demons and

ghouls that had terrified him in

his childhood rose vividly in his

memory. As he felt his way his

hand touched a small lamp in the

wall -niche, and this he lighted.
The landing he had reached led

into the common eating -room of

a Hindu family. In one corner

stood the separate cooking-places
of its subdivisions, by generations
and by marriage, with the cooking-

pots still on the dead hearth.

Account - books, women's finery,

spinning - wheels, and uncooked
food lay untouched and scattered

on the floor. Here the goddess
must have plied her weapons with

swift and unsparing suddenness.
Above the noise of window-
shutters in the wind, and the

creaking timbers in the floors,

came, mingled with his wife's

faint sobs, the whimpering cry
of a young child in the room
above. A lamp lay in the wall-

niche, and this he lit. Climbing
slowly up the winding stair,

smooth and greasy with the touch
of naked feet, he came on a level

with a small window, and a puff of

wind extinguished the light. He
stepped into the room he had
reached and stumbled over some-

thing. The cry of the child came

weakly, but from the room itself.

Relighting the lamp with shaking
fingers, he found himself in the

midst of the dead. Around him

lay nine bodies, and on one, that

of a young and handsome woman,
lay a year-old child clinging at

his dead mother's breast. Fear

again took Ram Das by the

shoulder and hurled him in flight
down the steps.
The same besetting fear drove

him to drag wife, child, and bun-

dles into the street, Chandi cling-

ing, helpless, to his skirt, just as

she had three years gone by, when

they paced round the marriage-
fire. Through the dark maze of

lanes and alleys the wearied pair
resumed their flight, he ever look-

ing over his shoulder to see that

the dread goddess had not already
overtaken them. As the midnight
call to prayer sounded from some

minaret, they found themselves

without the city. Before them

lay the dome of the shrine of Pir

Murad Shah, with its sapphire
tiles and sleeping pigeons, in the

midst of a garden filled with

crested date-palms. Within the

enclosure stood a small group of

rude huts. The nearest was empty,
and, without let or hindrance, the

clerk and his wife, with the child
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between them, threw themselves

upon the beaten floor. Leaden-

eyed with fatigue and burdened
with fear, deep sleep came on
them.
With the spear-high sun throw-

ing a checkered pattern on the

floor of the hut, Ram Das awoke
to dismal reflection. Thirst was
his chief sensation, and, rousing
Chandi, they went out of their little

shelter. Outside, at the doors of

their huts, sat a dozen men and as

many women and children. To
one side, beneath the palms, lay
two bodies, awaiting the funeral

pyre. The men rose and came
towards the new-comers, but, re-

assured by their looks and the

child Chandi carried, they gave
the customary greeting. The

young mother fell into quiet talk

with the women, their children

playing happily in the sun. The
men sat separately, and Ram Das
was soon admitted into their con-

fidence. Most were of his own
caste, and traders of the city. The

colony had existed some weeks
without discovery or sickness.

Water they drew from the well

by the shrine, from which the

faqir had long since fled. Food
was obtained from the city, but

their last messenger had brought
the plague, and he it was, with his

wifo, who lay dead beneath the

palms. They feared to burn the

bodies lest the smoke should bring

discovery, for they cooked only at

night, and extinguished their fires

by mnrise. Flight they thought
impossible, so dead and alive must
lie together till the end should

come. They should at least die

peacefully among their own folk.

Both their voices and movements

betrayed a listless despondency,
and they looked skywards, as

though they feared to see the

goddess of death riding in mid-

air above them.

When the sun stood highest,
the little group were suddenly
alarmed by the approach of a
woman to the garden. Before

anything could be done the danc-

ing-girl's maid stumbled into the

enclosure. The instinct of the

dying animal had driven her to

this hidden lair to die in. The

plague had stamped itself upon
her, and her face was that of a

living corpse. The blood of the

dead man stained her sleeve, and
her thick hair, unknotted and grey
with dust, hung over her face,

veiling the wolfish eyes. Her

unsteady gait and incoherent mur-

muring showed the end was not

far off". Amongst these folk, bid-

ing the death they saw before

them, there was no charity or help
for this outcaste creature. Though
none stopped her, no hand was
stretched to help her

;
but Chandi,

moved with pity, placed a pot of

water and a little cup beside her,

as she lay in an empty hut next

to their own.
Thus passed the heavy day, each

looking at his neighbour askance,
as if he should read the news of

his own sickness in the other's

face. Towards evening one of

the women and two children lay

dying. The others seemed stricken

with helpless indifference, but the

mother of the children wept

piteously for the love she bore

them. With nightfall one of the

men turned his face to the hut-

wall and awaited death.

While the thick night hid the

plague-stricken city, Ram Das lay

meditating plans for the future.

Even if they escaped he had no

hopes of re - employment. His

wife's jewels were worth little, and

his own capital already spent on

his education. His father was

dead and his wife's kinsfolk poor.

Without capital he could not trade,

and his desertion of employment
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under Government would prevent
his regaining it. To escape the

present horrors was the first thing
to attempt. Even for that to be

possible he needed money. As he
tossed uneasily the chink and ring
of heavy ornaments seemed to fill

his ear. The glimmer of the match
and the falling arm, followed by the

thud of the knife, were ever in

his mind. He could still see the

shadow of the woman dancing on
the rough -cast wall, as her arm

swiftly rose and fell. After all,

an hour's life was little to one who
has past all thought of it. He
need not strike unless she strug-

gled. With money all things were

possible, and the tenth part of the

jewels in Misri's waist-cloth would

help them to safety.
Bam Das stripped to his loin-

cloth and crawled towards the

maid's hut. In his teeth he
carried a small clasp-knife, bought
for a few coppers in the bazar.

As he gained the doorway he

paused to listen. It was near

midnight, and the ground was
black with the heavy shadows
thrown by the tall palms. He
felt he was unseen, and crept for-

ward. He could hear no sound
of breathing, and knew the woman
must be dead. Groping in the

darkness, his hand suddenly struck

her body, and the subtle odour of

decay filled his nostrils for the

plague rots its dead within the

hour. He drew back as if he had
touched a snake : then the remem-
brance of the wealth within her

waistband drew him forward.

With a quick stroke of his knife

he opened the cloth and collected

the jewels, leaving it empty be-

neath the body. Then, naked, with
the heavy ornaments wrapped in

his loin-cloth, he turned to crawl

back to the hut.

As he reached the door the

space within the circle of huts

seemed filled with light. He rose

to his knees and sat back upon his

haunches. It could not be moon-

light since the palm shadows had

disappeared. Even as he looked
the Goddess Kali faced him, with
arrow drawn to the head. The

huge beast that carried her stood

with his white frontlet turned to-

wards Ram Das, and a sombre fire

seemed to burn in his great onyx
eyes. While the young clerk

looked the bow twanged, and he
fell on his face insensible. As the

false dawn broke into the dull red

of the real, Ram Das found him-
self lying face downwards in the

dust, the jewels beside him. He
shivered in the cool breeze that

came through the rustling under-

growth, and crawled slowly into

the hut, where he buried the jewels
in a corner. There he lay, half

dreaming and half awake, his wife

and child sleeping soundly by him.
He felt that his crime had been in

vain, and that death awaited him.

The dusky sun shining through
the haze of dust saw three dead
besides the maid. Ram Das said

nothing of his theft to Ohandi, but

spent the day in feverish dreams
of escape. All the colony, day in

and day out, reckoned up every
avenue of escape, finding each in

turn barred and their attempts
useless. Midday found one more
child dead and a woman stricken

the mother of the two children;

they had died before dawn. As

evening came again Ram Das
could see no way of escape, and
his trouble seemed to lie heavier

on him. By midnight he was
devoured with thirst and his body
full of a consuming fire. With

morning the man had almost dis-

appeared, and Chandi sat soothing
a desperate maddened creature,

fighting against the plague. He
could still move and speak, but

the sickness grew exceedingly
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heavy. The group of huts now
held eight dead and as many
sick. The frightened remnant
sat waiting their hour. Ohandi,
ful of love for the father of her

child, nursed him with tender

kindness.

As the sun fell towards the sea

the goddess struck her trident on
the ground and there remained
but six alive. Then, as twilight

fell, there came a shrill alarm.

Chindi, looking into the falling

daikness, saw mounted white men
and native soldiers. The dis-

covery, feared more than death

itself, had come upon them. Bam
Da3, aroused by his wife's screams,
crawled from his hut to a tree,

and, wrapping a cloth about his

head, became absorbed in the study
of uhe little copy of black-lettered

scriptures. Ohandi, with the

child at her breast, sat beside

him, her heart torn with fear for

her husband. The rest had fled

hastily from the grove, but were
met by others of the search-party
and led back. The two English-
men rode in, and the doctor,

swinging himself wearily from the

sac die, fell to examining the rem-

nant that remained alive. As he

came to Ram Das, the pious
student became so absorbed that
he neither felt his approach nor
heard his question. The sick
man's mind burned with dread
lest he should be taken to the

hospital to die, separated from
wife and child. He kept himself

upright with an effort, but the
hand of a native soldier on his

shoulder forced him to look the
doctor in the face.

The Englishman turned with a
look of pity, and cried to the

stretcher-bearers, "This one also."

On the sound of his voice, Ram
Das, with a surprising vigour, half-

born of delirium, threw his arms
about his wife and child, and
forced her naked breast against

his, and the child's body against
his own. That which was his in

li e should not be separated from
him in death. Then his grasp

relaxed, and he fell unconscious

to the ground.
From beyond the date-palms

rose the faqir's cry, "Victory to

the Goddess Kali!" and night
fell amidst the clattering of the

shafts in her quiver, as the god-
dess turned, seeking new quarry.

J. G. OROSTHWAITE.
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GERMAN COUNTRY LIFE.

THE house, half grange, half

castle, was new hardly older

than the Seven Years' War. Its

tower wore an air of vacillation, as

if it had first intended to be a

donjon, but, doubting in time of

its efficiency in that capacity, had

compromised to a decorative chim-

ney. Standing in an island of

trees growing right up to the win-

dows, the house seemed to have
neither front nor back, only sides.

Round it lay, here a few straggling

flower-beds, there a tangled plan-

tation, there a kitchen-garden muf-
fled in a rank mantle of weeds.

Outside the coast-line of the trees

the wind whipped over the plain
of middle Germany till you could

scarcely stand against it. You
saw immediately why the house
was so dyked with them : looking
out behind their shelter upon the

dry fields under the unclouded sun,

you would have said the day was
windless. Under the lea of the

house stood the village ;
in a field

to the right of the village hummed
the threshing-machine : but for

that, to right and left you could

look out for ever over yellow-brown
corn-fields and brown-yellow fal-

lows till they were swallowed in

the dip of the plain. No other

clump of trees in sight : that meant
no other manor-house and no other

farm
; that in turn meant that the

land was all one proprietor's, who
farmed it all himself.

The proprietor tall, big, slightly
heavier in make and movements
than an English gentleman of the

same height walked over his fields

among his men. " Since I am no

longer Minister of State," he said,

"I stay here and farm all my land.

It is how do you say it in Eng-
lish? more dignified so." Possibly

that was not quite the word he

wanted, but it was a very apt one.

To farm the whole or a great part
of one's land is almost the universal

custom of the German gentleman.
He shoots roe inthe season and part-

ridges and hares ; but he neither

hunts nor fishes, and even shooting
he pursues as an occasional amuse-
ment rather than as a vocation.

What sport is with us farming is

with the Germans. Not a small

home-farm, or a model stud, or a

model herd perhaps not enough
of this but the ordinary wheatand

beet, butter and fat-stock business,
carried on under strictly business-

like conditions. The German looks

to his sales as the Englishman looks

to his rents. "It is a good life,"

says a cavalry lieutenant: "ten

years in the army one amuses one-

self, and then one marries and lives

on one's Gut" The Cabinet Min-
ister "out of service," as they put it

in their military phrase, goes back
to his farming as contentedly as

the officer.
" It is more dignified

so."

This custom leaves its mark,

first, on the nobility as a class,

second, on the social and political
status of agriculture in Germany,
and indeed of Germany as a whole.

The Germans appear to be by na-

ture a simpler folk than we : they
are poorer, live harder, draw a

strict, literal, half - heroic, half-

childlike, line between duty and

pleasure. That they continue this,

despite their growing wealth, is

due more than to anything else to

the farming nobility. When the

highest class of society is eaten

away by frivolity and by the ob-

servances of "society" in the baser

sense, as in old France, and to

some degree in France, Austria,
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and even Britain to-day, the fash-

ion is found very catching. In

Germany, on the other hand, the

incitements to luxury, to the rub-

bing out of the line between duty
and pleasure between what must
be done and what may be done

come, not from the aristocracy, but
front a part of the middle class.

Bankers, merchants, and manu-
facturers have ridden highest on
the wave of German prosperity
since 1871, and from these classes

especially the Jewish sections of

them come most of the recruits

to the fast life of Berlin. The

nobility, as a class, gives no coun-

tenance to dissipation, serving the

State in army or senate, and espe-

cially living in the country, fol-

lowing the land as a sailor fol-

lows the sea, neither Puritans nor
wastrels. And while the nobility
discountenancesthe new frivolity, it

will get no great hold on the social

layers below. The Ritterguts-
besitzer spends the days on his

fields?. The Jewish merchant who
buys his corn may spend the nights
behind the scenes if he will: the

Gerraan will not be in much doubt
which to imitate. An aristocracy
in hobnailed boots is a great pre-
servative of Roman virtue.

It is not to be supposed from
this eulogy that the German land-

owner is anything in the way of a

universal philanthropist or the

aposole of any kind of millennium.
He does his duty out of self-re-

spect ,
not at all out of love for his

fellow-men. He may answer his

peasants' salutes with affability,
with condescension, or not at all,

according to his temper; but,
suave or grim, he is unswerving
in his conviction that they must
be kept in their proper stations

must not only work for him, but

accept his guiding wisdom in all

the concerns of their lives. When
the peasant works directly under

the noble there is little room for

any nonsense about the rights of
man. The lord takes conscientious
care that the vassal shall have
what is good for him, only it must
be owned that the current concep-
tion of what is good for a peasant
is not the modern one. Votes, for

example, are decidedly not good
for him. The German peasant at

the moment is the creation of the
German landowner, and he has his

faults as well as his merits. He
is well educated, scholastically

speaking, and yet he seems wonder-

fully unintelligent. Look at a
German regiment parading past,
with a step suggesting an especi-

ally self-satisfied Brahma cock.

Bodily the privates are full of

dogged strength, if sometimes over-

trained
;
but from their faces you

would judge them stupid, brutal,

half-savage. A hundred and fifty

years of elementary instruction,
and added to that the inestimable

educational advantage of two years'

military service in a town yet he
seems to have just reached the

level of the southern English
labourer, to lag hopelessly behind

the north - countryman and the

Scot. The impression may be

partly delusive; but it remains

indisputable that the rural labour-

er in intellectual, well-educated

Germany is surprisingly dull and

unintelligent. The truth is, that

he has learned to read and write

but has never learned to think
;

and for that the conditions of his

life under the shadow of the big
house seem at first sight chiefly

responsible.
The farm-labourer in Germany

is in effect a house-servant. In-

deed he is almost adscriptus glebce

a superior kind of serf. The
row of cottages in which he lives

forms one side of the court of

which the proprietor's house is

another. He pays no rent for his
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three or four rooms : that is part
of his wages. He buys no food :

that also is part of his wages. It

is not even cooked by his wife :

there is a wornan-servant in the

house whose sole business is the

feeding of the labourers. She
bakes the long black loaves once
a-week

;
thrice a-day she prepares

their meals. These meals are poor
enough : it is a considerate em-

ployer who gives coffee in the

morning with the bread, or meat
in the mid-day soup, or lays out a

nip of schnapps with bread and
cheese for each man between din-

ner and the sour milk and black

bread at supper. This is hardly
a comfortable preparation for long
hours and hard work ; but the

German countryman lives hard in

every class : the proprietor himself

is usually content with black bread
and hot meat only once daily.
Besides cottage and food, the mas-
ter finds the man a field for his

potato
-
patch, and sometimes a

garden as well; in harvest and
other busy times his wife re-

leased from half the burden of

housewifery is at work as day-
labourer in the fields; at other

times she is free for the potatoes,
the garden, and the geese and the

fowls. And besides the poultry
there is sometimes a pig or a sheep
tethered by the side of the pro-

prietor's private road, or even a

cow turned out on the proprietor's

pasture. Wages paid by the half-

yearare not princely : 25 a-

year is perhaps the highest, and

occasionally a man gets no more
than 5. You must double this

to get a fair idea of how far the

money will go in Germany, but

even so it is not extravagant. The
rule holds that the proprietor gives

freely of what is useless except to

men bound to his estate. Cash,
which is of the same value every-

where, and increases the inde-

pendence and mobility of the

labourer, he deals out more grudg-
ingly. The farm-hand is, as it

were, his lord's subject, and must
look for the elements of his well-

being within the limits of the

kingdom. He has invested his

all in it. The kingdom exports
corn, stock, milk, sugar-beet, and

imports manufactured goods; but
that is not the labourer's concern.
He prays to his God in his lord's

chapel. His lord registered his

birth and celebrated his marriage ;

he will register his death, and the

cemetery is not beyond the frontier

of the estate.

The peasant, in short, is a literal

German translation of the Scots

benefit-man. Some twenty years

ago a new but very wealthy family
in the south of Scotland made a

dead-set at benefit-men, presum-
ably because the dairyman's cow
did not look well in the herd, and
the ploughman's pig tainted th(

estate. There was no doubt more
reasonable argument for the prac-
tical abolition of the benefit syj

tern. So little of a man's wages
came in fluid cash, it was urged,
that the labourer became the sei

of his employer. He could not

leave a bad master : his wealth
was not in the savings bank but
in his- cow and his potatoes and his

garden. Thus rooted to the soil,

a man must make a violent tug
to loose himself and better him-

self elsewhere. Land is the om
form of property you cannot carry

away with you, and the benefit -

man's stand-by was the use of his

master's land. That is all true,
and it is true also that a labourer

paid in cash is more independent,
that the power of changing hi

environment gives him the chanc

of enlarging his mind, of sharpen-

ing his capacities, of bringing intc

productiveness any exceptional

qualifications he may possess.
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Yet there is much to be said on
the conservative side. For a

peasant of genius it may be well

to take his money weekly, to live

with his loins girded, ready to

haston at the first glimpse of the

promised land where his genius
will ind scope. But then peasants
of genius are not common, and the

rest oan perfectly well put forth all

that is in them if they never move

beyond the nearest market- town.
We may notice that even Robert
Burns the one peasant of genius
that the world has yet discovered

would, on the view of his latest

editor, Mr Henley, have lost noth-

ing of his power if he had never

left Mossgiel and never read a

wore of literary English.
How much more the others !

For if the benefit-man, whether in

Scotland or Germany, is dependent
on Irs master, he is hardly the less

dependent on himself. The mere
fact of receiving his wages by the

half-year instead of by the week
makos him look forward, calculate,

plan, save. The agricultural parts
of Germany are dotted with sav-

ings banks, over and above the

Stato insurance, to which the pro-

prietor subscribes, and from which
the farm-servant draws in sickness

and old age. The frugality of the

Scoti peasant needs no arguing.
It H in midland and southern

England, with wages paid by the

week, that you find the labourer

thriftless, improvident, resource-

less, helpless. Small blame to him,
when you count up his wages
9s. to 15s. a-week if he refuses

to consider how he can most profit-

ably invest his savings. But the

German is even more poorly paid,
and yet he saves, he calculates, he

becomes, so far, a living human will

and not a machine. To be sure

his will runs parallel with his lord's,

who is president of the savings
bank

; but will can still be will

without being rebellion. The
whole tendency of the benefit -

man, whether Scots or German,
is to become a co-operator with
his employer. His interests are
bound up with the land on which
he works

;
so he works better, for

one piece of land is not another,
and each must be lovingly studied
in its ways if it is to repay toil

gratefully. He is always add-

ing, if not field to field, at least

beast to beast and plant to plant :

witness the sheep of the Scots

peasant, whose wool went straight
into the children's stockings with-

out any manufacturer or retailer

to skin a profit off it. He has all

the incentives of the peasant-pro-

prietor with the relative security
of the worker for wages.
You may go even further in

favour of the benefit system.
While fostering comfort, zealous

work, thrift, the sense of home, it

does not necessarily subvert inde-

pendence of character. Tyran-
nical employers you will find

everywhere, but it is a general
rule that where the labourer has

the spirit of a free man he will be

treated as a free man, whatever

the system under which he works.

You will not breed servility in a

lowland Scot or a Hanoverian, even

though his all is staked on the

ground he tills, and to leave his

employer means the sacrifice of it.

You will hardly break the Hamp-
shire peasant of inciting his chil-

dren to curtsey to the carriage, or

the Austrian of punctuating every
remark with "Kiiss' die Hand,"
even though he can put his all

into his pocket and leave an ex-

acting master at a week's notice.

A man's a man or else he is a serf,

and it will take a very long time

of any given system of paying for

labour to transmute one into the

other. At least the German's

greeting to his proprietor seems
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often almost surly ;
but his pro-

prietor is usually man of sense

enough to know that good manners
do not always mean good work.
You will find him less of a clod

behind the plough than he was
when marching out to company
drill

;
and you will find him more

cloddish here, less cloddish there,
whether he lives his whole life

under the proprietor's eye or not.

Let us leave our dignified Cin-

cinnatus and go on to the next
estate. This is let to tenant-

farmers, for the proprietor is a

woman and unmarried. Walk
over the fields and you will find

the same checker of clean fields and

dirty, according to the nature of

the farmer, as in England. This

unfed, thistle-blotched meadow is

part of Faulmann's farm. " He is

not a good tenant," babbles the

toothless JRentmeister, who has been
about the estate for fifty years.
"He comes from Brunswick, and
he does not know the ways of this

country." Let it be noticed, as a

grotesque survival of German dis-

union, that you will find different

weights, measures, and customs in

villages a couple of miles apart.
Here they measure land by the

Oberdorf morgen ; on the other

side of the river, where the old

steeple rises out of its rampart of

trees, they go by the Niederdorf

morgen, which is onlyhalf the other.

In Oberdorf nobody would ever

eat a turnip ;
in Niederdorf every-

body eats them excepting one old

couple who were born in Oberdorf.

They have been on the Niederdorf

side of the river forty years now,
but they would no more eat a tur-

nip to-day than they would rob a

church. Great Britain is also a

patchwork of local weights and
measures and ways ;

but in Ger-

many where perhaps thirty

years ago Oberdorf and Nieder-

dorf were in different countries

the patchwork is crazeir yet.
Therefrom arises much industrial

friction, which must go some way
to balance the advantages of the
metric system.

Faulmann, continues the Rent-

meister, is not a bad man, but he
has a way of reading novels in-

stead of being about with his men
one branch of vice, at least, from

which our own farmer keeps him-
self quite unspotted. The truth is,

he has married a rich wife and
the old man harks back to it almost

vindictively he comes from Bruns-
wick. But cross the broad, deep-
water ditch to the next field, and
the Rentmeister becomes cordial.

This is his favourite farmer the

Oberdorf man, who has been on
the same land forty years. He is

more like a peasant to British eyes
than a tenant-farmer, and more
like a toy than either one of the

toys that pop in and out of wooden
houses to indicate good or bad
weather. His wife is like him

like the weather-toy's wife, that

is ruddy, with ringlets framing
her face, and the slight stoop of

hard labour in her shoulders.

Everybody on this farm wears the

mark of labour : those are two of

the sons ploughing at the farther

end of the wide grass-field, and the

three daughters are downstairs in

the dairy. The farmer's wife is

most proud to welcome the gentry.
She sets them in her second-best

sitting-room the best is never

used at all and her man puts on
his coat and sits down tentatively
close to the door : it is quite plain
that sitting on a chair, even in the

second-best sitting-room, is a lux-

ury to be enjoyed sparingly. Then
he remembers himself, gets up,
reaches down a little jar with a

bunch of cigars, and offers to the

guest ;
then ceremoniously strikes

a spluttering sulphur
- match for

the same. We are now in a position
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to talk of the weather and the

crops. It occurs neither to the

farmer nor to his wife her dialect

is a shade less incomprehensible
than his, or else she has more
teeth left ;

at any rate the mare is

plainly the better horse, and does

all tie talking that the gentry
could have anything else to talk

about than farming. They plunge

naturally into the subject of the

rearing of calves : what else should

gentry wish to talk about? It

takes only a hint to start them on
the round of stable and byre and

barn, fields and stock, dairy and
larder : is not one of the gentry a

lady, and what should interest a

lady more than a larder? And
stopping before a new-weaned foal,

with an even wider smile than

usual,
" Vollblut

"
(" thorough-

bred
'),

the old man triumphantly
remarks. Yes

;
he was quite ready

to admit that horse-breeding was
a poor business, and he couldn't

expect to beat Herr von Degen on
the next estate

;
he couldn't really

afford it, but but look at him !

The pale eyes laugh in his gentle
face as he looks at this beloved

foal : the touch of nature makes
the queer figure in old black frock-

coat and corduroy trousers kin to

nobles and princes.
You find here much the same

system with the farm-servants as

you do where the lord farms his

own land. The farmer will not

spare them a beast or a potato

patcb ; they are not benefit-men,

therefore, so much as members of

the family, or, more accurately still,

boarders. The regular hands sleep
in the farmhouse, and their lodg-

ing end food is reckoned in their

wage;*. The lodging of four is one
bare room with mattresses on
benches. The food is not less

hard : meat is almost unknown,
though two-year-old pork kept
and malted for this very purpose

finds its way sometimes into the

soup. For the rest, bread and
cheese and milk and dumpling.
The farmer does not afford his

men coffee, like the proprietor ;

on the other hand, he has more

fellow-feeling with them in the
matter of schnapps and beer : a

glass of schnapps is put out for

each man with his bread and
cheese at what in England would
be tea-time; great jugs of home-
brewed stand ready continually re-

plenished in the harvest-field. The
farmer's own fare is little less

hard but less hard it is, and the

point is carefully insisted on. The

family's own pork is not young,
but it is younger than the men's

;

the family gets coffee where the

men must be content with skilly \

there is a difference of quality even
in the black bread. Thus simply
and practically are social distinc-

tions kept ever before the eyes.
The next proprietor is tall, as

straight as the lances of his old

regiment, as light and lean as when
he rode through France, a lieuten-

ant of nineteen. The gentlemen
of this generation owe much to

France besides glory and the prac-
tical knowledge of war. If the

charges of Mars-la-Tour and the

trenches before Paris hardened

them from boys to made men at

twenty, the off-days of campaign-

ing widened them from rustics to

men of the world. They might

try their Heidelberg Latin on

learned abbes, but for the most

part had to perfect their French

as the price of many a night's

comparative comfort. What they
had gained, like true Germans,

they kept and economised and

improved upon. So that this

country squire, living year in and

year out on his little estate, in

whose family a visit to the pro-

vincial capital is a pilgrimage

calling for weeks of packing, and
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furnishing matter for months of

reminiscence, would be at home
in any club of Europe. He keeps

up with French politics and French
literature

;
he once visited Eng-

land to buy horses : why else 1

and, still with the wise German

economy, saw enough of Aldershot
and Newmarket, the Shires and
the Agricultural Hall, to equip
him with an abiding interest in

English life, and with English side-

lights turned to profit upon his

own. German courtesy is perhaps

punctilious rather than effusive;

only when you are received by a

gentleman of this school you will

observe that, while he would at

all times extend hospitality to the

stranger as a duty, his well-hus-

banded experience touches duty
with keen pleasure.
He drives over to call on you

behind a pair of seventeen-hand

bays, stepping high, not as a
mechanical exercise, but in the

pride of their power and courage.
He shows them off to you up and
down the drives and in and out of

the flower-beds, holding the reins

in German fashion, one in each

hand, but playing on their mouths
with the sure, modulated touch of

the artist. It would puzzle most
other eyes than his own to tell one
from the other, and it would be a

handsome present to sell them for

four hundred guineas. He has

been breaking them through the

summer, and nobody else ever drew
a rein on them

;
but he has three

other pairs as good broken in the

stable, besides Hungarian juckers
troublesome to drive, he simply

explains, for short distances under

twenty miles and the English

thoroughbred he rides. Besides

these there are a dozen brood-

mares and their foals on his

meadows, with yearlings and the

two-year-olds that are to be broken
next season. Beasts, too, that

have fattened themselves on the

rich, close, holding pasture, and
are ready to sell to Hamburg be-

fore they have seen corn or cake
in their lives. This gentleman is

the type of agriculturist who is

moderately depressed who is not ?

but not discontented. He sees

why prices sink and sees that they
must sink : without yapping at the

Ministry of Agriculture, he aban-

dons what he cannot do and goes
about to do what he can do better.

So, having an eye for a beast and a

hand for a horse, and an inexhaus-

tible patience and an unwearied

industry, he goes prosperously on.
" I never know half the horses in

my father's stable," says his son,
home on leave from the old Uhlans.
"
They change every week : one

does not recognise the poor or

vicious ones after a fortnight : he

makes much money thereby."
This estate, in short, pays entire-

ly by the knowledge and skill of

the horse-dealer, its proprietor;
but is it the less dignified so?

Thus may you wander on over

the flat acres of the Germanywhich

nobody visits, and find everywhere
the same life. Everywhere you
will find the gentleman farming
his own land, the same clean-

skinned, simple
- hearted, hard -

headed, plain
-
living, high

- man-
nered lord, the same peasantry,

penurious, but secure of liveli-

hood, living hard, but scarce as

yet taught to resent hardship.
These conditions reflect their nat-

ural influence on the methods and
status of German agriculture, as

well as on German social ethics.

For the methods, they are not

surprisingly good, and could hardly
be asked to be. To follow the soil

is not so much a profession as a

life. You do not choose it because

you feel an impulse towards it;

you are born to it, because it is

the natural destiny of the gentle-
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man as of the peasant. That is so

to some small extent in England,
or Scotland, or Ireland, but the

exter.t is relatively very small.

Whe *e a gentleman is unmistak-

ably labelled by a " von " before

his name, the traditions enjoining
what pursuits are or are not fit for

gentlemen must needs be longer
of breaking down than where a

duke a grandson bears the same

style as a ploughman's. Where,
till ^uite lately, communication

has been difficult, industries few,

and the police unfavourable to

migration, the labourer also must
needs; be slower to realise that he

is no longer legally tied to his

native village. This being so, you
would expect to find German agri-

culture in a respectable middle

state of proficiency, not stimulated

by any extraordinary aptitude or

energy, though pursued with

method, industry, and conscience.

Just so you find it. Machinery is

gainiag ground inevitably, but not

so swiftly as you would expect in

a land where most farmers are

men of education and capital.

Tradition steps in before it, and

whispers that perhaps after all

the basket-fitted scythe suits the

gradients of the fields better, that

the creamery with its separators
is too far away. Collection and
distribution appear less organised
than in Denmark or France: you
get so little for an egg, whispers
tradition

;
is it really worth while

to set up depots and travelling-
carts to collect them 1

? The old

manure and the old stock do well

enough ; why trouble to experi-
ment, and import, and cross, in

the lope of improving them?
This is not, of course, the uni-

versal voice, but it is perhaps a

fair leading of the general chorus.

And when competitors arise and

pricen tumble and markets are

closed, there makes itself felt a

second influence of the conditions
of German country life. Agricul-
ture is a social as well as an econo-
mic element, almost a political

party of itself. Nowhere is it in

a position to put such pressure on
the Government

; nowhere, by con-

sequence, is it so loud and insistent

in demanding help from the Gov-
ernment in every difficulty. Agri-
culture falls readily into State

pauperism everywhere, and in Ger-

many every interest is prone to

believe that State pauperism is

the one seemly attitude for a

suffering industry. Take these

two characteristics together, add

exceptional social influence, cohe-

sion, and power, and you can un-

derstand the attitude of German

agriculture towards the State. The

energy and persistence with which
it attempts to dictate measures

frankly conceived in its own sole

interest, and often directly opposed
to the interest of every other class,

has no parallel in the world. This

is not the place to go into the

history of the German agrarian

movement, whieh took its definite

shape under Count Caprivi's chan-

cellorship, and is as sharp a thorn

in his successor's side to -
day.

How little it need be regarded as

a serious political or economic

factor can be seen readily from

only one or two of its ambitions :

it has been seriously proposed that

Government should fix and main-

tain a price for corn, or that the

importation of corn should be pro-

hibited altogether for six months

in the year. During these months

the squire would have disposed of

his crops to his own great satisfac-

tion, but it would mean semi-star-

vation for the German workman,
who cuts it fine enough already.

About that the agrarian party
troubles its head not one moment.

The story of the sugar bounties,

where agriculture did succeed in
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enforcing its pocket interest as a

public policy, is even better known.
It may have ruined the British

West Indies, but it supplies the
British artisan's wife with as much
excellent sugar as she likes at Id.

a-pound though, to be sure, a

more expensive, sweeter sugar
comes cheaper in the end. On
the other side, it may have made
the German sugar -industry; but
as the bounty is paid on export

only, the German artisan's wife

pays at least 3d., out of lower

wages, for the lowest quality of

sugar. So long as it got its bounty
and its good prices, German agri-
culture cared for this not a jot.
But an artificially manufactured

industry can be artificially de-

stroyed, and that the beet-grower
has found. Higher bounties in

other countries, and the issue of an
election in the United States, have

brought the whole industry down
again to the verge of beggary.

Is the agrarian, therefore, beaten

out of his heresies'? You do not
know the German agrarian if you
expect it. Obstinacy is the root

of his whole character, and he

only knocks the louder at the

doors of the Ministry of Agri-
culture, and asks why France and

Belgium are allowed to double the
German bounty. In truth, the

factious, selfish, fundamentally un-

patriotic policy of German agri-
culture is an ugly enough reverse

to the medal of Cincinnatus at the

plough. The farming aristocracy
claims a kind of divine right analo-

gous to the outspoken pretensions
of its Emperor. They are the

nobles, they are the officers, they
stand for the land, the support of

dynasties and the nursery of

armies. On the strength of all

this they demand special con-

sideration, at whatever cost to

other elements, from the country
to whose welfare they hold them-

selves essential. Essential no
doubt they are. But it must be
said that the advance in German
prosperity during the last genera-
tion has not been in their province,
nor are they to be looked to for

the continuance and development
of it. Germany's peaceful triumphs
have been in manufacture and
trade. Germany is transforming
herself from an agricultural into

an industrial country, almost as

fast as did Britain in the thirties.

And that is the reflection that

lies always in the mind as you
ride over the miles of fields or

seek the certain welcome behind
the ramparts of trees. How long
will it last? It is good for the

nobility, this half -feudal, half-

patriarchal life ; it is far from

wholly bad for the peasant; it

need not, with larger views of

national interest, be anything but
a blessing, a political, social, and
moral anchor for the whole coun-

try. Only, how long will it last 1

The truth is, that it is doomed

already. The fate of rural England
is already settling over Germany

the depopulation of the villages.

Walking with the proprietor among
the stooks, you meet a dumpy,
bowed, hairy man, and a not less

brutish-looking woman, who to his

greeting return only an inarticu-

late grunt. They are Russians,
hired for the harvest season, be-

cause German labour is not to be

had. Throughout Germany west

of the Elbe there is a trade in

Russian and Polish labour. This

labour steals over the Russian
frontier and makes its way to

Breslau, the great mart of the

trade. There it sells itself to con-

tractors, who sell it in bulk, put
on the rail on payment of carriage
to anybody who is short of hands
for the harvest. They talk no
word of German beyond Ja and
Nein. Each drove has its fore-
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man : the drove is given a location,
and there in bare huts men, wo-

men, and children pig together.
Th<;ir life seems hardly enviable

even in good weather, but it ap-

pears to be to their liking. For

they seldom return to Russia

where, indeed, the authorities

would not welcome them with cor-

diality but remain to be bearers

of burdens in Germany. The Ger-

man bearer of burdens is off to the

mills in the big town whose smoke
har gs yonder behind the hill.

The old simple life is doomed.
Prices and wages fall in the coun-

try as they rise in the centres of

industrialism. Germany grows
richer, but German agriculturists

grow poorer :
" wealth accumulates

and men decay." The country,
from a variety of causes, will prob-

ably take longer in the killing
than it has done with us. The
Ian ilord - farmer saves one man's

profit which British agriculture is

called on to find
;
so long as he re-

mains the land is at least unbur-

dened by rent. The labourer-

boarder cuts off one source of out-

going ;
so long as he remains it is

at 1 east cheaper to feed ten mouths
from one dish than from ten. The

political influence of agriculture

may bolster up prices awhile. But

depopulation must come in the

end
;

it is arriving already. The

nobility will not be content for

ever to remain poorer than their

social inferiors. As yet there are

few great fortunes, though many
small ones, in the world of German
ind istry ;

but when they come the

nobility will probably find even a

"von" small compensation for the

prohibition to share them. Berlin

is already one of the most brilliant

of European capitals, and the

ofn< ers of its garrison will be in-

creasingly loath to say good-bye to

its amenities. The more they
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incline to let their land and live

on rent, the less rent there can be
to live on. At the other end of

the scale the labourer will become
less docile as the emissaries of

Social Democracy hawk their

pamphlets from hut to hut : he
will strike out for a life of more
risk and more freedom and enjoy-
ment the life of the factory, the
trade -union, and the beershop.
The agrarian policy may over-

reach itself, and end by sickening
the Government of its factious

paupers altogether. Nobles and
commons will surely drain away
to the towns, and leave the poor
land to drop back to endless heath

again.
What consequences the change

will work on the whole system
of Germany it staggers imagina-
tion to predict. It is enough to

see that the logical outcome of

an industrial Germany nobility

impoverished or industrialised,

middle-class enriched, operatives

swelling in numbers and per-

fecting the already developing
trade organisations is very dif-

ferent from the step
-
fatherly

despotism which is the present
ideal of its rulers. Meantime, as

we sit and smoke Hamburg cigars
in the gathering night, we may be

pardoned for looking sentimentally
at the heads of unnumbered roe-

buck on the walls, at the fox-

skin which the squire O horror !

shot from his study window as

it sniffed after the fowls, at his

wife in her cotton housewife's

gown, at the bailiff and his ap-

prentice coming into supper with

the family, and the weary, con-

tented labourers following in the

maid-servant who carries the sour

cream and black bread to their

quarters. The next generation

may see none of these things.

G. W. STEEVENS.
2c
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WITCHCRAFT AND CHRISTIANITY.

Or all superstitions, perhaps the

most preposterous is the notion

that an imbecile hag, who, as

Charles Lamb put it, hides from
the constable and trembles before

the beadle, can summon Beelzebub
to her councils, and wield preter-
human powers by the co-operation
of Satan. Yet this monstrous
reasonless delusion has haunted us

and clung to us for centuries, and

actually holds its head up at this

day.
This article will attempt to trace

the history of the witchcraft super-
stition

;
and incidentally, as its

history develops, to explain its

abnormal duration.

We read in the law of Moses :

"Thou shalt not suffer a sorceress

to live"; and "There shall not

be found with thee . . . one that

useth divination, one that prac-
tiseth augury, or an enchanter,
or a sorcerer, or a charmer, or a
consulter with a familiar spirit, or

a wizard, or a necromancer "
;
and

" Turn ye not unto them that

have a familiar spirit, nor unto the

wizards "
;
and "A man also or a

woman that hath a familiar spirit,

or that is a wizard, shall surely
be put to death." And the his-

torical books tell us that "Saul
had put away those that had fam-
iliar spirits, and the wizards, out of

the land "
;
and then we read how

he afterwards broke the law which
he had made, by consulting, in

disguise and by night, a woman at

Endor who had a familiar spirit.

We are told how King "Manas-
seh practised augury, and used

enchantments, and practised sor-

cery, and dealt with them that

had familiar spirits, and with

wizards"; and that King Josiah

put away
" them that had familiar

spirits, and the wizards." And
again, in the prophetical books we
find these words of Isaiah :

" And
when they shall say unto you,
Seek unto them that have familiar

spirits and unto the wizards, that

chirp and that mutter : should not
a people seek unto their God ? on
behalf of the living should they
seek unto the dead ?

" And again,
"The burden of Egypt. ... I

will destroy the counsel there-

of : and they shall seek unto the

idols, and to the charmers, and to

them that have familiar spirits, and
to the wizards

"
;
and Micah writes,

" I will cut off witchcrafts out of

thine hand
;
and thou shalt have

no more soothsayers
"

;
and Jere-

miah,
" Hearken ye not to your

prophets, nor to your diviners, nor

to your dreams, nor to your sooth-

sayers, nor to your sorcerers";
Nahum speaks of Nineveh as the
" mistress of witchcrafts, that sell-

eth . . . families through her

witchcrafts
"

;
and Daniel tells us

of magicians and enchanters and
sorcerers in that land of captivity,
wherefrom it is likely that the

Hebrews brought home fresh stores

of cabalistic practices.
In the New Testament we find

that magic and sorcery were by
St Paul and by St John de-

nounced as awful crimes. And
further, that "not a few of them
that practised curious [or magical]
arts brought their books together,
and burned them in the sight of

all at Ephesus." There was, too,

the case of Simon Magus, of whom
such wondrous tales were told, and
also that of Elymas the sorcerer.

Justin Martyr, the first Chris-

tian author not apostolical, wrote

more than a century after the
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death of Christ :

"
By visions in

dreams and by magic tricks do

they lay hold of all those who do
not strive at all for their salva-

tion." Minutius Felix, eighty

years later, wrote :

" The Magi
not only know the demons, but
whatever of the marvellous they
pretend to perform they do it

by the aid of demons." Later

again, we have Lactantius, that

eruditissimus " Astro-

logy, the arts of the aruspex
and augur, and what are called

oracles themselves, and necro-

mancy, and the magic art, are their

inventions.". And so St Cyprian :

"These spirits lie concealed under
consecrated statues and images,

they inspire the hearts of sooth-

sayers by breathing upon them,

they quicken the fibres of entrails,

they govern the flight of birds,

they rule lots, they give out
oracles." Then St Augustine:
"All such arts, whether of a tri-

fling or a noxious superstition, from
a certain pernicious association of

men and demons, ... are to be

altogether renounced and eschewed

by Ciristians "
;
and he speaks too

of "consultations, and of certain

covenants by means of signs settled

and agreed with demons, such as

are the essays of magic art."

Christian converts, indeed, in

those primitive times, thought
themselves surrounded by mighty
organised hosts of devils. They,
no more than did the heathen,
doubted that the old gods of

Olympus had reigned over the
world

; but they believed, on the

well-known authority of St Paul,
1

that those false gods were really

disguised fiends, devils from hell,

permitted, by God's inscrutable

providence, to wear the sem-
blance of divinity, and so se-

duce the hearts of men. Society,
in the then world of the Roman
empire, was permeated with ob-

servances connected with the old

worship worship, as the Chris-
tian shuddered to remember, of

the devil. Devils' temples graced
all cities, and processions of dev-
ils' priests marched through the

streets; business ministered to,
and was supported by, devil-wor-

ship ; devils were patrons of the

theatre; and meat offered to

devils supplied the market. No
common circumstance, no day nor

hour, but had associations with

devil-worship; and the Christian

lived in constant terror that, by
some casual conformity to common
usages, he might be drawn into

acts of disloyalty to God, and
seem to pay homage to the infernal

fiends. Devils, the Church taught,

inspired idols, empowered witches

and wizards, haunted hills and

rocks, trees and springs, and, in

the words of Chrysostom, when
unable to tempt Christians to

actual idolatry, resorted to round-

about ways to seduce them.

The Christian dared not even

serve as a soldier, for fear this

was taught by Tertullian that he

might, when on guard at a temple,
have to defend by night those

whom by day he had put to flight

by exorcisms. Tertullian, too, tells

a story which illustrates the risk

Christians thought they incurred

by frequenting the theatre. A
woman at the theatre became pos-

sessed by a devil; an exorcist

(there was an episcopally ordained

order of exorcists) who tried to

expel the devil asked him how he

had dared to enter a Christian.

"Why not," was the devil's an-

swer, "when I found her in my
own house ?

"

1 " The things which the Gentiles sacrifice, they sacrifice to devils, and not to

God." -1 Cor. x. 20.
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We cannot say the Church was

wrong in holding that pacts with
devils were possible in primitive

post-apostolic times. What is sur-

prising is that the Church has at

no time admitted that the devil's

wonder-working power has ceased,

but, on the contrary, through all

ages continued to teach the original
doctrine.

But we must remind ourselves

that the world of a later date

derived its composite superstitions
not only from Jewish scriptures
and traditions, but also from the

ancient practices of heathendom.

Herodotus, five hundred years
before Christ came, recorded his

profound faith in divinations, and
traced their source back, through
Greece, to that most ancient home
of magic Egypt. We have the

classic tale of the witch -maiden
Medea ;

Horace wrote of the

witch Canidia; Lucan of Erichtho;
Chaldean arts and horrible incan-

tations and sorceries are referred

to by Juvenal and by Perseus
;

and in Lucian and Apuleius men-
tion is made of frightful hags who

mangled dead bodies to make of

them abominable charms, and
had power to transform them-
selves into animals. Such divin-

ations, incantations, sorceries as

these, such trafficking with "se-

cret powers of evil below hell,"

were criminal in the eye of the

Roman laws. By the high and
ancient law of the Twelve Tables,

dating back four hundred years
before Christ, death was the pun-
ishment for magical incantations,

which, in the eloquent rendering
of Gibbon,

" Latian shepherds

thought had power to exhaust the

strength of an enemy, to extinguish
his life, and to remove from their

seats his deep-rooted plantations."
And afterwards, the centripetal
force of the capital of the world

was ever attracting towards Rome
fresh accretions from all countries.

Jewish and Egyptian sorcerers be-

came a veritable plague in Rome
and in the provinces, wheret
Rome exported her sorceries, th<

magic arts of Romans and bai

barians became, as time went on,
as mixed as the populations. The
Romano - German would add to

Italian, Jewish, and Egyptian
superstitions a new respect for

wise women, such as those who
in Caesar's day had timed the

movement of armies and the

auspicious days for pitched battles,

or such as Velleda, who beguih
Civilis ;

and he would learn to ft

northern demons which haunt

dark forests, lone lakes, fens, m<

rasses, and could only be kept at

bay by witch incantations. And
the Romano-Celt in Gaul and in

Britain, while never forgetting the

black art brought from Italy,
would learn to stand in awe of

the druid vestals, who, Pomponius
Mela informs us, pretended to raise

storms by their incantations, could

cure most incurable diseases, could

transform themselves into animals,
and foretell the future

;
and of the

awful rites of druid priests, who,
Tacitus tells, sacrificed human

beings and sought in their en-

trails for auguries, and who, as

Mr Rhys shows from sufficient

evidence, were soothsayers, priests,

medicine - men, but principally

magicians. Secret and supersti-

tious practices at last grew to a

head, even in most civilised pro-

vinces, which threatened the peace
of the Roman State

;
and in the

reign of Constantine a law, which

followed the Twelve Tables as a

precedent, made death the penalty
for those who should consult with

soothsayers or should observe

omens. This law was applied
with the utmost stringency, but

yet the venom spread ;
and later, in
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the same fourth century, measures

yet more severe followed. The
immediate provocation was, that

some pagan philosophers had at-

tempted by magic arts to extort

from futurity the knowledge who
should succeed the then reigning

emperor Valens. The answer was,
his r ame should begin with EOA,
which coming to Valens' know-

ledge, he put the diviners to death,

and, both in East and West, by
him and by his brother Valentin-

ian, the law was enforced with

relertless severity. The judges,
to curry favour with the ruling

powers, admitted evidence stained

with perjury or extorted by tor-

ture. Gibbon relates how " from

the extremities of Italy and
Asia the young and the aged
were dragged in chains to the

tribunals of Rome and Antioch.

Senators, matrons, and philoso-

pher!? expired in ignominious and
cruel tortures, . . . the wealthiest

families were ruined by fines and

confiscations, the most innocent

citizens trembled for their safety."

Strangely enough we may digress
for u moment the soothsaying
came true, and Theodosius, whose

elevation, when foretold, had been

beyond reach of human foresight,
succeeded to Valens. In the reign
of this Theodosius divinations were

again made punishable by death,
as being treasonable; and any
housti where lights, incense, gar-

lands, or libations were used was
declared forfeited.

Centuries succeeded of confused

anarchies : successive waves of

savage heathendom broke against

Rome, submerged civilisation, and

brought a foul scum of fresh sor-

ceriei to mingle with the ancient

delusions of Italy. Thus the Lom-

bards about the seventh century,
as both pagans and Christians,

firmly believed in the malice and
mischief of witchcraft, which Gib-
bon thinks, from the use in the
laws of Rotharis of the word
striga

l a word of pure classic

origin they more probably
learned in Italy than brought
with them out of Northern

Europe.
And what did the Church do

towards extirpating idolatry and

superstition? She paltered with
a pruning -

knife, which, while it

seemed to check, really fostered

the growth of it. The doctrine

that devils were ever near at

hand, eager to lend to men preter-
human powers to gratify their

worst passions, in effect, though
indirectly, encouraged sorcery.
Without the vital energy to

fight and to conquer, the Church
had now to stoop to win converts

by a specious diplomacy. She did

not scruple to even adopt the

sacred days and the sacred places
of the heathen. The very temples
of false gods were reconsecrated

to saints and to martyrs, and
heathen habits continued under

Christian sanction.

The conversion of our own

Anglo - Saxon forefathers is an

instance in point. Bede relates

how they had worshipped idols,

and to them sacrificed oxen.

Augustine, sent to convert these

pagans, was directed by Gregory
that the idols themselves must

indeed be destroyed ;
but that

heathen temples, being sacred in

the popular mind, should be pre-

served and sanctified for the wor-

ship of God, by being sprinkled
with holy water, by altars being

built, and by relics being deposited

1 The Latin word strix survives in the Italian strega and the modern Greek

strigla ,
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in them. 1 Even the sacrifices of

oxen were permitted to continue,
and a few years later we learn

from Bede that Redwald, first

Christian king of East Anglia, had
in the same temple (thought to be
at Rendlesham, in Suffolk) two

altars, one for the Christian wor-

ship, and another on which to

offer victims to devils ! The reli-

gion of the new nominal Christians

must have remained tainted with
heathenism for generations; and
it is even said I take this from
Mr Grant Allen's book 'Anglo-
Saxon Britain ' " that heathen
sacrifices continued to be offered

in secret as late as the thirteenth

century
"
in this country.

As had been held by the primi-
tive Church with respect to the

gods of Olympus, it was now
taught by the clergy that the

northern divinities were real exis-

tences, devils permitted by God to

disguise themselves as deities. To
fear these fiends was lawful, and
even commendable; and, as the

distinction between fear and wor-

ship is fine for the vulgar, the

worship of God, and of saints, and
of devils, grew curiously mixed.

That their old gods and the

Christian saints and martyrs
meant much the same to the

barbarians, there is some evi-

dence. By a Frankish Council,
at which Boniface presided, in

742, sacrifice offered to martyrs,
in place of heathen deities, was
forbidden. And the year after,

the Council of Liptina condemned,

among other superstitions, sacrifices

to saints. By the laws of Wihtred
of Kent, at the end of the seventh

century, it was decreed that if a

husband, without his wife's know-

ledge, should make an offering to

a devil, he should be liable in all

his substance; and if they both

agreed, they should both be liable
;

but that if a " theow "
should make

the offering, he should make a

"bot" of six shillings or his

hide.

That superstition throve exceed-

ingly in these times of dense ignor-
ance and degenerate Christianity
there is ample evidence. The
twelfth and sixteenth councils, held
in 681 and 693, threatened with
death slaves worshipping idols, or

stones, fountains, or trees, or light-

ing torches. By a penitential of

Theodore it was laid down that in

the case of food which had been
contaminated by a weasel or a

mouse having been drowned in it,

if there were a small quantity it

must be thrown away, but if there

were much it would suffice to

sprinkle it with holy water. By
a penitential of Egbert, early in

the ninth century, any secular

deliberately drinking liquor in

which a mouse or a weasel had
been drowned should do seven

days' penance in a monastery or

chant three hundred psalms. By
another of Egbert's penitentials
witches who invoked storms were

to be penitents for seven years.
The sixth law of Athelstan was
directed against witchcrafts, en-

chantments, and suchlike deeds to

procure death. In the reign of

Edgar we find a canon of 960 that

every priest should industriously
advance Christianity, extinguish

heathenism, and forbid the wor-

ship of fountains, and necromancy,
and auguries. And one hundred

1 Dean Stanley, in his ' Historical Memorials of Canterbury,' tells us that the

old church of St Pancras was a heathen temple made over to Augustine by Ethel-

bert, and that an old ruined wall is said still to bear the mark made by the claws

of the demon which had been worshipped there when, on first hearing the sound'

of Christian worship, he tried to shake the building down.
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and fifty years later, again a canon

of &t Anselm runs :
" Let no one

attribute reverence or sanctity to

a dead body, or a fountain, or

other thing, without the bishop's

authority."
To go back to the Continent in

the eighth and ninth centuries,

when out of the chaos which suc-

ceeded the wreck of Rome the

elements of our modern Europe
were beginning to crystallise.

Charlemagne, who was head of

Church as well as State in his

empire, tried by measures both

civil and ecclesiastical to put an

end to idolatry and superstition.

By a capitulary of 789, which

referred to the precepts of the

Pentateuch against witchcraft and

sorcery, he commanded that calcu-

lators (casters of horoscopes), en-

chanters, and storm-raisers should

abandon their practices or be con-

demned. And by another capitu-

lary it was ordered that sacred

groves and trees should be hewed
down. Then his bishops were in

769 directed to visit their dioceses

once a-year, and to make pagan
rites to cease; and we find that

accordingly the bishops held yearly

synods, sometimes called courts of

decorum. Juries were impanelled
and sworn, and among the ques-
tioi s asked them were these :

" Was there any witchcraft, necro-

mancy, or fortune-telling 1 Did any
one offer sacrifices near trees, springs,
or stones as at an altar, bring lights

there, or make any other present as

if 2 deity was there, who could do
them good or evil? Did any woman
prel end by witchcraft to change the

disposition and convert hatred into

love or love into hatred, to injure
another's property, or conjure it away ?

Did any one pretend on certain nights
to ride strange animals with devils in

the shape of women, and to keep them
com pany ? Did any one drink the

water in which a weasel or mouse or

any other unclean animal had been
drowned ?

" 1

At that time the wild tribes of

Saxony had not been subjected to

Charlemagne. He subdued their

country in 804, and then he de-

ported ten thousand families, dis-

tributing them in small settle-

ments through the empire. Must
not these settlers out of savage

Saxony have made fresh addi-

tions to the conglomerate of old

superstitions in the empire? A
capitulary ordaining death for,

among other things, burning a

witch and superstitiously eating
her flesh, was enacted by Charle-

magne after his victories in

Saxony.
And a further and yet more im-

portant contribution of fell super-
stition was made upon the succes-

sive conversions and annexations

of Venedic countries. It is not per-

haps often remembered how large
a portion of Western Europe is

Venedic in blood more than half

of the area of the modern German

empire. The people of all the

countries from E/ussia westward to

the Elbe, and of extensive lands

west again of that "wizard stream,"

from Liineburg, through Altenburg
to Misnia, were, of old, Sclavish

Wends, akin to the Czechs of

Bohemia. Of these the Obotrites

of Mecklenburg were first subdued

in 1160 by Henry the Lion, whose

mode of converting such of them

as survived his arms reminds one

of the gentle persuasions of Charle-

magne. He forced them by droves

of thousands into a bay (which yet,

I think, retains the name of Font)
of the lake of Schwerin, to either

drown or accept Christian baptism.

And the countries eastward of

Mecklenburg, Pomerania and Prus-

sia, were persuaded by like means

Putter's German Empire.
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to become Christian Prussia not
till the thirteenth century, by the

sharp arguments of the Teutonic

knights. Could force have im-

posed on these savages a Christian-

ity other than nominal ? If they

worshipped the Christians' God at

all, must they not have also, it may
be in secret, appeased Siva, Prowe,

Podaga, Triglaff, Khadegast, Bel-

bog, and Zernibog ;
and for genera-

tions have handed down and spread
abroad their peculiar, primitive

superstitions ? Of this again there

is some evidence, in that, after the

first Wendish conquests, the Em-

peror Conrad II. found it needful

to repromulgate the edicts of Char-

lemagne respecting the Saxons,
and to apply them to the super-
stitions of the Wends.

Jortin supplies a strange illus-

tration of the slight impression a

corrupt form of Christianity made
on nominal converts from Wendish

idolatry. The Wends of the isle

of Riigen in Pomerania were, upon
their final conquest, found wor-

shipping an idol called Suantowit.

It was a gigantic image, the arch-

deacon tells us, and had four

heads. In its right hand it held

a horn, which the priest filled

yearly with wine, to indicate, by
its wasting or otherwise, steril-

ity or plenty for the year; and
to it the heathen Wends sacri-

ficed animals, and feasted on
them afterwards, and also men,
but only Christian men. This

hideous idol represented a Chris-

tian saint and martyr ! Monks
from Corvey on the Weser had
built a church in honour of their

patron, St Vitus ; but the Wends,
whom they had converted, relapsed
into idolatry, and then they made
a grotesque image of the saint and

worshipped him under the name of

Suantewit showing how danger-
ous it is (as the Abbe Fleury,

quoted by Jortin, gravely says)
" to teach pagan idolaters, too soon,
the worship of saints and their

images."
Other contributions to the old

mass of superstition in Central

Europe may be noticed. Some,
no doubt, had been brought by
the pirate Northmen from Scan-
dinavia

;

l some had overflowed

from the Moors of the Peninsula
Toledo afterwards became a

great school of magic ; and Gibbon
thinks that the pilgrims and cru-

saders had brought back from the

Holy Land the magic of Arabia.

We have followed the leading
roots of the great tree of general

superstition up to their junction
in a common stem. That stem
throws out a network of branches,
and it behoves us now to single
out and trace one particular branch,
that of witchcraft.

There is in all Europe no spot
more notorious for witches than
the mountain-range of the Harz

;

and the growth there of the modern
form of the witch-superstition may
be taken as a sample of its de-

velopment elsewhere. It is a cen-

tral point where three great con-

tributories viz., first, the corrupt

Christianity whichthen constituted

the religion of the empire ;
second-

ly, the old Teutonic superstition of

the Saxons; and thirdly, the ab-

original sorceries of the Wends
were geographically in contact.

And the physical features of the

range were such as to favour the

development of superstition. It

stands up, an island of mountain-

land, from a vast level plain which

1 Nansen thinks that the very European-like superstitions of the Eskimo

respecting their Tlivitsoles (witches) were conveyed into the far north from

Scandinavia (' Eskimo Life ').
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surrounds it on every side. Be-

fore paths had been engineered

through it, its rocky fastnesses

were practically inaccessible such

a peak, for instance, as that yet
known as the Hexen-tanzplatz, or

witches' dancing-place, overhang-

ing the profound gorge of the

Bode. Is it not natural that a

region so weird,
" a place of vast

solitude and horror
"

to plain-

dwellers, should become a refuge
for the latest remnant of the an-

cient idolaters a last stronghold,

where, after Christ had conquered
the lowlands, they might yet meet

by aight to practise their abomin-

able mysteries? Women among
the Teutonic races were prom-
inent as priestesses : they are the

more devotional sex, and on re-

ligious occasions never fail to out-

number men. Cannot one here

discern the evident elements of

modern witchcraft? mystic and
secret rites, on an old festal night
of the heathens christened now as

Saint Walpurgis's night, held upon
mountain-tops thought to be in-

accessible by mere natural means
;

the priestesses and women wor-

shippers ;
add the Church's teach-

ing that heathen gods were actual

devils
;

and also remember the

utt r darkness of those dark ages,
such as we can now hardly realise,

a id how natural the evolution !

The hags who practised the old

sorceries would find their import-
ance increased by boasting new

powers conferred on them by the

great prince of hell. Their old

stage properties were not super-

seded, but added to. Even the

cat, now inseparable from modern

witches, had been associated with

ancient sorceresses for centuries ;

for was not Galinthia changed into

a cat, according to Pausanias 1 and
when Typhon forced all the gods
to hide themselves in forms of

animals, did not Hecate assume

the shape of a cat? And riding
through the air was an old pre-
tension of theirs. In the fourth

century a declaration appears to

have been made at the Council
of Ancyra, to the effect that

many wicked women, seduced by
illusions of the devil, believed

and professed that they rode

through the air in company with
Diana and Herodias and an in-

numerable multitude of witches,

passing over many countries in

the silence of the night. Cannot
one imagine that many a weak-
minded old crone, her mind satu-

rated with traditional delusions,
and gloating over foul orgies she

dreamed of at the Domdaniel,

might have convinced even her-

self, and so more readily convinced

others, of the truth of the hideous

tales told about her ?

And moreover the heathens, who

really worshipped in the moun-

tains, would find it to their ad-

vantage to encourage the most

terrifying reports. Their worship
was proscribed by law, death was
their doom if detected, and such

tales of horror would tend to scare

and keep off uninitiated witnesses.

Superstitions soon grow, horrors

would be piled on horrors, till at

length, from the seething mass of

terrors and imaginings, would be

compacted the concrete supersti-

tion as we know it with all its

horrible accessories.

In England, as in all other coun-

tries, dark tales were told : howthe
black midnight hags could make
themselves invisible by smearing
their bodies with witch's salve

concocted of dead babies' fat,

hemlock, nightshade, and poppy-

juice ;
how they flew up chimneys,

and on broomsticks, oven -forks,

cats, goats, hares, ravens, or black

horses, rode through the night;

biting bits out of all church bells

they flew over; and, alighting
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on some mountain, would dance

screaming in a circle round Satan,
in the obscene guise of a he-goat,
to music made by imps with horses'

heads and grave-crosses.
" Blocks-

berg
"
survives as a name for many

hills and mountains in Germany :

they were perhaps high places in

the days of aboriginal heathenism.

It is hard to realise the dense-

ness of medieval ignorance among
all classes and in all countries. No
person in Europe, however high
his rank, lay or cleric, doubted for

one moment the reality of witch-

craft. One reads that in the thir-

teenth century a whole country,

Stedingerland (supposed to be the

present grand duchy of Olden-

burg, but more likely the coun-

try round Stade), was laid waste

by troops, raised under direct

orders from the Pope, as a pun-
ishment for witchcraft. In 1300
the head of the Church, Pope
Boniface VIII., who had pro-
claimed that " God set him over

kings and kingdoms," was him-

self accused of witchcraft. The
madness of King Charles VI. of

France was attributed to witch-

craft the suspected witch being
a royal princess, the Duchess of

Orleans. In England, Eleanor

Cobham, the wife of good Duke
Humphrey of Gloucester, was con-

victed of having employed a witch

to bring about the death of the

king. The duchess was sentenced,
after doing penance in the streets

of London, to confinement in Peel

Castle ;
and Shakespeare tells the

doom of the witch Margaret Jour-

demayn of Eye Jourdain, as he
calls her "the witch at Smith-

field shall be burnt to ashes." Mr
Green records that " the shrivelled

arm of King Richard III. was at-

tributed to witchcraft"; that "the
mist which wrapped the battlefield

of Barnet was attributed to the in-

cantations of Friar Bungay
"

;
and

that "the one pure figure which
rises out of the greed, the lust, the

selfishness of the times, the figure
of Joan of Arc, was regarded by
every Englishman as that of a

sorceress."

And the Church, lethargic in

her prosperity, did nothing to

disperse the universal gloom.
She did indeed instruct her

simple flocks how, by the sound
of blessed bells, devils might be

frightened and flee away ! But
not even a bell sounded to

affright the demon of ignorance,

lest, should he flee away, all the

cherished power of the clergy

might disappear along with him.
Nor would the Church have at-

tacked that nursling of ignorance,

superstition ;
but that, alarmed at

the spread of schisms and heresies,

she found that to fix on the schis-

matics and heretics the stigma of

witchcraft, so unpopular, so hard
to disprove, was an effective piece
of strategy.
At the end of the fifteenth cen-

tury the then Pope Innocent,

"Bishop, servant of the servants

of God," issued a famous Bull,

whereby, after a recital that it was
"come to our ears that numbers
of both sexes, careless of their own
salvation and falling from the

Catholic faith," were not afraid

to have intercourse with infernal

fiends, and that by sorceries they
afflicted man and beast, he pro-
ceeded by his apostolic authority
to appoint that certain persons
should "execute the office of In-

quisition, and correct, imprison,

punish, and fine ; and if necessary
the secular arm be called in to

help." And soon after, Sprenger
and a fellow-Inquisitor compiled
and published

' Malleus Malefi-

carum,' which might be described

as a complete text-book on witch-

craft for the use of persecutors.
In all Continental countries
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dreadful persecutions followed.

They were aimed mainly against
thf; Protestant Waldenses, whose

very name, Yaudois, caine to be syn-
onymous with witches. Hallam
tells us that in proceedings of the

Chambre Brulante at Arras, against

persons accused of sorcery, their

crime was denominated Yauderie.

A witch's sin was held to be the

sin against the Holy Ghost, and
therefore irremissible. Dr Hut-

chinson, citing Delrio the Jesuit,

tells us that about 1515 five hun-

dred poor wretches were burned at

Geneva they were described as

"Protestant witches"; and that

in the diocese of Como one thou-

sand persons were burned in one

year 1524; and like horrors were

committed, and for long continued,
in other States. In 1593 Pope
Adrian VI., that son of a poor
Utrecht washerwoman, who said

tho greatest misfortune of his life

was to reign, issued a decretal

epistle against witchcraft, which
he called ' Hseresis Strigiatus,' and
therein ingeniously mixed up Pro-

testants and witches in one con-

demnation. Offenders were de-

scribed as " a sect deviating from
the Catholic faith, &c., denying
their baptism, and showing con-

tempt of the ecclesiastical sacra-

monts, and especially that of the

Eucharist, treading crosses under
their feet, and who, taking the

devil for their lord, destroyed the

fruits of the earth by their en-

chantment, sorceries, and super-
stitions." Terrible persecutions
followed this again, in Spain
and Italy; and Delrio says that

by their means were " melted

a^ay" many Protestants. About
this time appeared in Italy the

famous collections of exorcisms,

'Flagellum Dsemonum' and 'Fustis

D:emonum.'

However, the long night of

ignorance was drawing to its

close; the dawn was apparent.
Koster, Schoffer, and Gutenberg
had invented an art destined to
illumine the world though for

selling the printed books, John
Fust, original of Goethe's Faust,'

hardly escaped being burned for

witchcraft. Caxton set up his

press in Westminster, and at last

men "
opened their eyes and

saw." Moreover, discontent with
Romish corruptions, which was to

culminate in the Reformation, was

spreading fast. In this country
even the blessed bells had their

credit shaken by an audacious

order of Henry VIII., who com-
manded the clergy to teach the

people "to beware of the super-
stition of sprinkling the bells with

holy water, ringing bells, or using
blessed candles, for driving away
of devils."

And amid the earthquakes
which shook society after the sup-

pression of religious houses, and
the ebullitions of new ideas, when,
as Mr Froude says,

" Erasmus and
his companions were shaking Eur-

ope with the new learning, and

Copernican astronomy was chang-

ing the level disc of the earth into

a revolving globe," it is not sur-

prising that a sordid superstition
should have for a time dropped
out of the governing classes'

minds. True, an Act was passed
in 1541 against witchcraft, but

it seems never to have been

enforced, and was repealed six

years later, in the reign of Ed-

ward VI. Even in courts eccle-

siastical, witchcraft, if not used

for criminal purposes mere white

witchcraft, as it was called

was then leniently dealt with in

England.
Mary during her bloody reign

peopled heaven, not hell, with

victims of her bigotry. And while

saints were being martyred, witches

and suchlike vulgar criminals were
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forgotten. But with Elizabeth

rose clouds which portended a

coming storm. John Jewel, after-

wards Bishop of Salisbury, and
author of the widely known
'

Apology of the Church of Eng-
land/ preached a remarkable ser-

mon before the Queen.

" It may please your Grace to

understand that this kind of
people,

I meene witches and sorcerers, with-

in these few last yeeres are marvel-

lously increased within this your
Grace's realme. These eies have
seene most evident and manifest
marks of their wickednesse. Your
Grace's subjects pine away even unto
the death, their collour fadeth, their

flesh rotteth, their speech is benum-

med, their senses are bereft. Where-
fore your poore subjects most humble

petition unto your Highnesse is, that

the lawes touching such malefactours

may be put in due execution. For
the shole of them is great, their doings
horrible, their malice intollerable, the

example most miserable. And I pray
God they never practise further than

upon the subject. But this only by
the way. These be the scholers of

Beelzebub, the chief captaine of the
Divels."

Strype thinks that it was this

sermon that induced Parliament
to pass an Act soon afterwards,

whereby witchcraft which had
not been a legal crime since 1547

was made penal without benefit

of clergy. Yet it is worthy of

notice that even by this Act only
the pillory was the punishment for

first offences.

Witchcraft now began to find

work for " Justices
"

in the tem-

poral courts, but the tribunals of

the Reformed Church did not fol-

low the lead of Bishop John Jewel.

And in 1584 Reginald Scot, a

man in advance of his time and
not afraid to assert his own opin-

ions, issued his bulky 'Discoverie

of Witchcraft ' l to prove, as a later

edition expressed it,
" the common

opinions of witches contracting
with Divels . . . and their power
to kill, torment ... by diseases

or otherwise, their flying in the

air, etc., to be but imaginery er-

ronious conceptions and noveties."

But in vain did he kick against
the pricks, and hurl foul scorn on
the cozening art as "a supernaturall
worke betweene a corporall old

woman and a spirituall divell,"
incredible except by the credulous

ignorant. He spoke but for an

insignificant minority. The mass
of the nation, and not the common
sort merely but men of exalted

station, held the contrary opinion.
A tempest was indeed brewing,
and the setting of "that bright
occidental star" Elizabeth was
followed by a sharp clap of thun-

der. The new King James had

long lived in abject fear of witches,
of whom his Highness said there

was a " fearfull aboundinge
"
in his

Scotch dominions. He was con-

vinced that had he not been, on
the devil's own showing,

" un
homme de Dieu," Satan would
have sent him and his queen Anne
to the bottom on their passage
home from Denmark. He had
himself studied witchcraft

;
he had

in his royal person pronounced
sentence on the witches of Lothian

;

he had himself written a juvenile,
rather weak, book on 'Demonp-

logie
'

;
and now in the first year

of his reign in England he caused

a bill against witchcraft to be

brought into Parliament. It was
introduced in the House of Lords.

The Lords referred it to a com-

mittee, upon which served no less

than twelve bishops, and in due
course it passed the Lower House

1 I have used a reprint edited by Dr Bririsley Nicholson, which was published
in 1886.
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and became law. Convocation
seems also to have been influenced

by his Majesty, for in, likewise,

the first year of his reign, the 72nd
canon was promulgated, which en-

actod " that no minister or minis-

ters, without license or direction of

the bishop under his hand and seal

obtained, attempt upon any pre-
tence whatever, either of possession
or obsession, by fasting or prayer,
to cast out any devil or devils,

under pain of the imputation of

imposture or cozenage or deposi-
tion from the ministry." The Re-
formed Church thus recognised

exorcism,
1 while limiting its ex-

ercise by her clergy. It had been

a source of income to the Catholic

priests.

Upon the Continent, the ancient

Church doctrine that witchcraft

was to use the words of Delrio

"an act in which, by the power of

the contract entered into with the

devil, some wonders are wrought
which pass the common under-

standing of men," was still held

universally. Even a queen of

France, Catherine de Medicis, and
he? son King Henry III., were
accused of witchcraft, among their

other crimes. The Court of James
himself was infected, as witness

disclosures on the trial of Lord
and Lady Somerset ;

and the

statute 1 James I. showed that

in this country not the clergy only,
bub the Legislature, entertained

th<3 same opinion. The words of the

Act are remarkable : it is enacted

"that if any person shall use,

practise, or exercise invocation or

conjuration of any wicked or evil

spirit, or shall consult, covenant

with, entertain, or employ, or feed

any such spirit," &c., he shall for

the first offence be imprisoned for

a year and stand in the pillory
once a quarter, and for the next
offence shall suffer death. 2

Not the Reformation nor print-

ing nor the New Learning had had

power to kill witchcraft as they
had stamped out delusions more
innocent. Witty Bishop Corbet

wrote of those fascinating phan-
toms, the fairies, that

" Since of late Elizabeth,
And later, James came in,

They never danced on any heath

As when the time hath bin."

And Scot says that " Robin
Goodfellow had ceased to be much
feared." But he adds " that witch-

charms and conjurors' cozenage
were yet effectual." The causes

he suggests for the survival of

witch-charms are

"The desire that people have to

hearken to such miraculous matters,
unto whome most commonlie an im-

possibilitie is more credible than a

veritie ;
the ignorance of naturall

causes, the ancient and universall

hate conceived against the name of a

witch ;
their ill-favoured faces, their

spitefull words, their cursses and im-

precations, their charmes made in

ryme, and their beggerie, the feare of

manie foolish folke, the opinion of

1 And see the baptismal service in Ed. VI. Prayer-book. The latest case I

have met with is the exorcism in 1788, at Bristol, by seven clergymen, of seven

devils which possessed George Jenkins. It is mentioned in White's ' Warfare of

Science with Theology,' vol. ii. p. 165.
'-'

King James's ironical counter-charm was evidently not relied upon: "O

omnipotent power of Tobacco! if it could by the smoake thereof chase out deuils

as the smoake of Tobias fish did (which I am sure could smell no stronglier), it

would serve for a precious Relicke both for the superstitious Priests and the

indolent Puritanes to cast out Deuils withall." It is fair to the memory of James

to add that he afterwards condemned his own book (see D'Israeli,
' Miscellanies

of Literature,' ed. 1840, p. 332).
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some that are wise, the want of Robin
Goodfellowe and the fairies, which
were woont'to mainteine chat, and
the common peoples talke in this be-

halfe
;
the authoritie of the inquisitors,

the learning, cunning, consent, and
estimation of writers herein, the false

translations and fond interpretations
used speciallie by papists ;

and manie
other like causes."

Perhaps James burnt Scot's book
because he could not answer it.

So far, indeed, from belief in

witchcraft having been killed, it

lived and throve for years longer
to shed more and more blood.

Trials and executions for witch-

craft grew more and more fre-

quent during the reign of James,
and at length a hurricane of frenzy
and injustice and cruelty swept
over and devastated the land. The
Puritans, dissenting as they did

from both the Roman and Re-
formed Churches, accepted the

dogma of the Primitive Church
anent devils

;
and they, moreover,

felt no compunction about carrying
it to its practical conclusion. As
firmly as the Catholic, the Cal-

vinist was persuaded that witches

committed malicious crimes by the

aid of Satan. Beings so unutter-

ably depraved could not be suffered

to live among men
;
therefore the

witch must die. Admitting their

premises for argument's sake, the

conclusion was logical. Accord-

ingly, scores, hundreds, ay, thou-

sands, of poor forlorn creatures

were executed for witchcraft under
Puritan auspices.

Upon what evidence ?

All laws require that crimes be

proved by evidence, and capital
crimes by the strictest evidence;
but it was upon mere tittle-tattle,

such as, however petty the offence,

no magistrate would now grant a

summons upon, that the weakest
and wofullest of all human crea-

tures, women, poor, aged, and

friendless, were tortured, drowned,

and done to death. One cannot
read these seventeenth -

century
trials without a sickening sense of

shame. Men in those times seem
to have been swept off their feet

by a senseless panic. As accusers

increased, so did the numbers of

accused, till the persecution by
Protestants rivalled, if it did not

outdo, that of the Catholic in-

quisitors a century before.

In one shire of England
Suffolk no less than sixty per-
sons were judicially murdered
within twelve months, 1645-46.
Prosecutions were set on foot by
a sordid wretch named Hopkins,
who appointed and styled himself

"witch-finder general," and who,
it is said, but I fear the fact is

not certain, was at last himself

"swum," having, as is related by
Butler in ' Hudibras '

"
proved himself at length a witch,

And made a rod for his own breech."

One can hardly credit that such

a case as that now to be related

could ever have been possible in

a civilised land. The Rev. John
Lowis had been for fifty years
vicar of Brandeston, near Fram-

lingham. Accused in 1645 of the

crime of witchcraft, the first step
was to get a confession from him.

Dr Hutchinson quotes a letter from

a son of the then squire of Brandes-

ton which shows how that little

preliminary was managed :

"In answer to your request con-

cerning Mr Lowis, my father was

always of opinion that Mr Lowis
suffered wrongfully, and hath often

said that he did believe he was no
more a wizard than he was. I have
heard it from them that watched with

him, that they kept him awake sev-

eral nights together, and run him
backwards and forwards about the

Room until he was out of breath, then

they rested him a little, and then they
ran him again ;

and thus they did for

severalDays and Nights together until
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he was weary of his Life, and was
scarce sensible of what he said or did.

They swum him at Framlingham, but

that was no true rule to try him by ;

for they put in honest people at the

sane time, and they swam as well

as he."

The confession they extorted was,
that at Landguard Fort, where he

had preached, as he walked on the

wall he saw a great sail of ships

passing by, and an imp which at-

tended him moved him to send it

to sink one of them a new ship

sailing from Ipswich ;
that he con-

sented, and saw the waves about

that ship tumbling up and down
like boiling water, and soon after

she sank before his eyes, while

the other ships sailed safely away.
No evidence was asked for or

adduced that any vessel of Ips-
wich or elsewhere was missing, or

that any ship had been seen by
any one to sink at the time and

place in question, or indeed any
corroborative evidence at all. Mr
Lowis defended himself manfully
in court, but he was convicted and
sentenced to be hanged. The poor
old clergyman, fearing he might
not be accorded Christian burial,
read the pathetic service of the

Church over himself upon his road

to ',he gibbet. It is painful to

have to add a fact so suggestive
as that Parson Lowis "the old

reading parson," as Baxter con-

temptuously styled him was
knov^n to be hostile to the then

(Pr< sbyterian) Church government.
Men of education and weight

succumbed to the panic. The
learned Vossius, while admitting
that there might have been frauds,
wrote thus :

"
By men both learned, and quick-

sighted, and grave, and honest, in

many ages past, there are reported,
and at this day remembered and told,
innu merable instances, in which it is

not iDossible but that with the evid-

ence of man there concurred the illu-

sion or force of the devil, a malignant
spirit supplying that which was be-

yond the power of man."

And so, on a trial at St Ed-

munds-Bury in 1664 of two poor
widows for witchcraft, Sir Thomas

Browne, the physician-philosopher
and author of '

Religio Medici '

and, forsooth, of '

Vulgar Errors
'

!

gave the evidence which ensured
a conviction. His own clear opin-
ion was, that "natural diseases are

heightened to a great excess by
the subtlety of the devil co-opera-

ting with the malice of those we
term witches, at whose instance he
doth those villanies." He had
ever believed, and then believed,
that there were witches. "They
that doubt," he said,

" do not only

deny them but spirits, and are

obliquely and upon consequence a

sort not of infidels but atheists."

The venerable Chief Baron Sir

Matthew Hale laid it down in his

charge to the jury :

"That there are such creatures as

witches I make no doubt at all : the

Scripture affirms it, and the wisdom
of all nations has provided laws

against such persons, which is to my
thinking an argument of confidence

in such a crime, as appears by that

Act of Parliament which hath pro-
vided punishment proportionable to

the quality of the offence."

The jury's verdict was "Guilty."
His lordship departed to complete
his circuit ;

and the widow women,
who to the last declared their inno-

cence, were hanged by the neck in

due course of law.

And such cases occurred not in

England alone. An epidemic of

insanity raged on the Continent,

in lands both Catholic and Pro-

testant, and spread even to the

then far distant North America.

In Germany two Catholic States

were notorious. It is on record

that in the two years 1627 to
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1629 more than one hundred and

fifty supposed witches were burnt
in the bishopric of Wiirtzburg; and
that there were no less than nine

hundred trials for the same crime,
between 1625 and 1630, in the

bishopric of Bamberg. The vic-

tims were of both sexes and from
all classes of society ;

but as to

religion, all or most seem to have
been Lutherans.

Luther, who, like Huss and

Wickliff, had been himself called

a wizard, held the same view as

all Christian teachers had ever

held. His words on the opening
sentence of the third chapter of

St Paul's Epistle to the Galatians

are quoted in Gryse's 'Laien Bibel,'

1604: "I believe entirely that

sorceresses through the help of

the devil and by Divine permission
can effect harm." And in the

Lutheran Greater Catechism, the

first commandment, "Thou shalt

have none other gods but Me," is

thus commented on :

" All those

who make a bond with the devil

that he should give them enough
money or help them, . . . such as

wizards or necromancers."

And so in Lutheran States also

the persecution raged. To take
as a fair example the duchy of

Mecklenburg. The Duke of Meck-

lenburg had in 1562 issued an
ordinance :

"It is complained to us, that in

our principality great scandal and
misuse of God's Word is brought
about through sorcerers, magicians,
and diabolical soothsayers, whereby
our subjects are led into idolatry,

superstition, and shame. Therefore
we wilt and command, that any one,
of whatever rank he may be, who
busies himself with soothsaying or

other sorcery, thereby intending to

bring people to harm and misfortune,
be punished by fire."

And this was repeated ten years
later. Prosecutions, cruel and

unjust sentences, inhuman torture

and executions, followed. In the
town of Rostock alone one man
and seventeen women were burnt
for witchcraft in 1584. And the

fury of superstitious fear raged for

a century. One of the later cases

may serve for example. In 1675
a student of Schwerin was accused

that, being weak of memory and
so unable to make his studies of

much effect, he had at last been

helped by an old witch, who had

by her devilish arts enabled him
to become a clergyman. He was
convicted and sentenced. His

right hand was cut off, his flesh

was pinched with red-hot tongs,
and what was left of him was
burned.

To cross the Baltic to Sweden:
three hundred children, and many
other persons of the village and
district of Mohra, were in 1669

charged with witchcraft. Seventy
persons, of whom twenty-three had
confessed and fifteen were children,
were put to death

;
and thirty-six

more young people between nine

and sixteen were cruelly punished.
In New England the disease

broke out late among the Calvin-

istical settlers, having been brought
there from Europe. Four persons
had been executed in 1648; but
not till forty years later did the

madness become epidemic. It

raged there with intense virulence,
but not for long, and died out with
the century.

Towards the end of the century
the knowledge of science was in-

creasing, and the witchcraft frenzy
was abating throughout Europe.
In 1672 Louis XIV. released from

prison many condemned witches,
since which time there were few,
if any, executions for witchcraft in

France. In 1688 Christian Louis,
then Duke of Mecklenburg, so

doubted the reality of the crime

of witchcraft that he offered not
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only to dismiss harmless, but to

bestow a great reward on, any one

who could prove the power of the

black art by changing herself or

himself into an animal in his

presence, making a thunderstorm,
or riding away through the air.

Ernst Boll, in his ' Geschichte

Meklenburgs,' observes that the

persecution was noticed to abate

when it began to recoil on its chief

promoters, the clergy, and many of

them had been burned. In Eng-
land, after 1691, few trials for

witchcraft ended in convictions.

In New England the return of

people to their right minds was

signalised by striking and dra-

maoic proceedings. In 1696 a

solemn fast was proclaimed at

Sal 3m, when Mr Wright
l tells us

that one of the judges stood up to

declare publicly his remorse for the

part he had taken in those lamented

transactions, and the jurors signed
a solemn declaration confessing
thab through ignorance they had

brought on themselves the guilt
of innocent blood, and they there-

fore; humbly begged forgiveness of

G-od, and prayed that they might
be considered candidly and aright

by the living sufferers as being
then under the power of a strong
and general delusion, &c.

It was these same trials, so

remorsefully remembered and so

deeply repented of, which the

bigoted author of the *

Certainty
of t,he World of Spirits

' and the
' Saints' Rest ' had declared affor-

ded proofs absolutely convincing
of the truth of witchcraft,

"erough," in his own words,
"to silence any incredulity that

pretended to be rational
"

!

The last execution for witchcraft

in ?i3ngland is said to have been
thai of a woman named Hicks,
and of her nine-year-old daughter,

who were hanged at Huntingdon
in 1716 for having sold their souls
to the devil, tormented and de-

stroyed their neighbours by mak-

ing them vomit pins, and raised a

storm, so that a ship was almost

lost, by pulling off their stockings
and making a lather of soap !

In 1718 Dr Hutchinson, chap-
lain in ordinary to King George
I., and minister of St James's in

St Edmunds-Bury, wrote his ' His-
torical Essay concerning Witch-

craft,' dedicated to the three chiefs

of the Common Law Courts. Its

object was to prove the impossi-

bility of witchcraft
;
and that such

a work was then needed is plainly
shown by a list of no less than

twenty-four books contending the

contrary, which had been published
in English from the Restoration

to 1717, of which the most notable

is Baxter's '

Certainty of the World
of Spirits,' before cited.

Not till 1736 was the Act of

James formally repealed, though
it had been for some time obsolete.

The conversion of educated opinion
is well shown by the words used

in this repealing statute. George
II. 's Parliament now legislated, not

against the "consulting or cove-

nanting with, entertaining, em-

ploying, or feeding" evil spirits,

as had the Parliament of James

I., but only against "pretences to

any acts or powers of witchcraft,

. . . whereby ignorant persons
were frequently defrauded," and

it now enacted that any person
who should pretend to exercise

or use any kind of witchcraft,

sorcery, enchantment, or conjura-

tion, should suffer imprisonment,
&c.

When the law ceased to recog-

nise witchcraft the belief in it soon

languished, at least among edu-

cated people; but shreds of the

1
Sorcery and Magic. By Thomas Wright.
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old tradition, like the drum-heads
of Ziska's skin, long continued to

horrify the ignorant. In Sir John
Sinclair's ' Statistical Account of

Scotland '

it is recorded of a parish
in Kirkcudbright :

"The lower class in general were

(in the second or third decade of the

eighteenth century) tainted strongly
with superstitious sentiments and

opinions, which had been transmitted
down from one generation to another

by tradition. They firmly believed
in ghosts, hobgoblins, fairies, elves,

witches, and wizards. . . . They used

many charms and incantations to pre-
serve themselves, their cattle, and
houses from the malevolence of

witches, wizards, and evil spirits. . . .

They frequently saw the devil, who
made wicked attacks upon them
when they were engaged in their

religious exercises and . acts of de-

votion."

Upon the Continent Maria Re-
nata was burned for a witch at

Wiirtzburg in 1749 ; and in Poland
nine old women, charged with

having made the land barren by
witchcraft, were burned in 1775.

In this country John Wesley,
who died in 1791, wrote in his

journal after the passing of the

Act of Geo. II., that giving up
witchcraft was in effect giving up
the Bible : and the Cock Lane

ghost scare in 1762 seems to

have caused a fresh outbreak of

the superstition; for soon after,

an able writer, who chose to re-

main anonymous, thought a de-

monstration against it was needed,
and published the pamphlet 'Anti-

Oanidia.' l

Even in times within living
men's memories, English rustics

yet held by the savage trials by
ordeal, once thought so efficacious

by an English sovereign, whose
words were that " God hath ap-

pointed (for a supernaturall signe
of the monstrous impietie of

witches) that the water shall re-

fuse to receive them in her bosome,
that have shaken off them the
sacred water of baptisme, and wil-

fully refused the benefite thereof."
Not seventy years, indeed, have

passed since a poor man was
"swum "

for a wizard in a Suffolk

village.
The strange conduct of a woman

attracted the attention of the

villagers of Wickham Skeith, who
suspected she was "possessed."
She ran up the walls of her room
and hung upon the joints and ceil-

ing beams just like a cat. An old

man had had words with her about
a pig, and had been heard to utter

threats; and that it was he who
had bewitched the woman was the

general conclusion of the neigh-
bours. Accordingly these disciples
of James I.

" swum " the unlucky
man in a pond on their village

green; and this confirmed their

suspicions, for, though they tried

hard to sink him for more than
half an hour, he floated like a cork.

The unhappy man was let go at

last; but only the active inter-

ference of the parson saved him
from a repetition of the ordeal.

Superstition, though happily the

mere ghost of its former self, is alive

to this day among our peasantry.
In December 1890 a local news-

paper contained this notable piece
of information :

"In the Essex village of Little

Hedingham lives an old labourer who
is popularly supposed to be a wizard.

Recently he told a man in charge of a
load of straw that he would not get

1 I think it was in 1765 that Sir William Blackstone wrote that " to deny the

possibility nay, the actual existence of witchcraft and sorcery is flatly to

contradict the revealed Word of God in various passages of the Old and New
Testaments."
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far with it
;
and a little farther on,

the horse, an old one, fell, and was so

injured that it had to be killed on the

spot The men called upon to assist

were so convinced that the horse had
beec placed under the influence of the

wizard, that they refused to move the
carcass until a slice of flesh had been
cut from the hind -

quarters of the
animal and burned in a bush fagot ;

the idea being that the person who
cast the spell would suffer burning in

a coi-responding part of his body."

A clear survival this of a horrible

counter-spell, the use of which a

century before is recorded in

Forby's
'

Vocabulary of East An-

glia.' In 1744 this case, Mr Forby
tells us, occurred in the neighbour-
hood of Ipswich. A sheep was
said to be bewitched

;
and in the

belief that the witch would herself

be consumed at the same time and
in exact proportion with the ani-

mal, it was suspended by its four

feet over a fire, and all burnt to

ashes except the feet. As soon as

the sheep was consumed, a messen-

ger was sent off to the house of

the suspected witch, a woman of

the name of Pett, at Ipswich. He
there found the remains of her

body lying upon the floor before
the fire and burnt to a cinder,

except the hands and feet, though
the boarded floor on which it lay
had not been even scorched. Mr
Forby adds that the story was
told him by a most respectable

yeoman, who implicitly believed

it
;
and that a curious account

of the case was to be found in

the '

Ipswich Magazine
'

for April
1799, in which the fact of the
won an's death in the manner de-

scribed was admitted, and attrib-

uted to spontaneous combustion.
Oae last case of modern English

superstition. A poor woman, a
near neighbour, confessed to a

lady, a member of the writer's

family, how she had consulted a
wise woman for her sick child.
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The wise woman had told her to
fill a saucer with milk, and put it

outside the threshold at night;
and that if a weasel should come
and drink of it, she was to give
the child what the weasel had
left. Does not this strange ad-
vice of the modern white witch
remind one of the old superstition
anent food tasted by weasels, cur-

rent, as has been narrated, in Ger-

many in or before the reign of

Charlemagne, and in England in
the time of Saxon Egbert?
The time-worn belief in witch-

craft yet continues to hold up its

head among us. It no longer
haunts the educated, and even

among rustic folk has become faint
and weak; but there is certainly
life in it yet. What is the secret

of its strange vitality ?

Human nature has ever been,
will never cease to be, prone to

superstition. Primitive man in-

stinctively craves superhuman aid,
is conscious of a sense of de-

pendence on powers unknown,
invisible. The goods of life

health, strength, prosperity he

accepts without special gratitude
as normal conditions

; but misfor-

tunes diseases, for instance he
attributes to the special malice of

spiritual foes. This innate ten-

dency of the primitive man we
find in all races which yet remain
in anything like a primitive con-

dition. In Europe our last semi-

savages are yet called by the name
of Lapps, which signifies enchanters

or wizards. M. Hue tells us that

the Tartars believe that all ill-

nesses are owing to the visitations

of a Tchutgour or demon. From
Mr R. K. Douglas's

<

Society in

China ' we learn that the priests

of the Taoists (one of the three

Chinese religions) profess to ex-

pel demons of diseases'; that the

Buddhist monks claim the same

power ;
and Mr Sproat, in ' Studies
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of Savage Life,' says that the Abbe
Hue's description of the Mongols'
faith in the power of Lamas to

drive out demons applies almost

exactly to the belief of a tribe

of Indians of the coast of British

Columbia. In North America, in-

deed, witchcraft was the religion
of the Indians. Among the Tsim-

shians, before their apostle Mr Dun-
can had made Christians of them,
the Shamans (sorcerers) were held

in high honour ;
but a Shaman who

used his magic arts for evil pur-

poses was severely punished. He
was first tied up and kept without

food to extort confession. If he

confessed, he was driven into the

sea to expel the evil spirit; but
if he refused to confess, he was
left bound at the extreme low-

water mark to be drowned at the

rising of the tide. In the extreme
south of America Captain Musters
found like superstitions among the

Patagonians. In Africa Mr Hali-

burton, in a paper read to the

British Association in 1887, tells

us that the Suris the nomadic
division of the Berber race "in-

dulge in a sort of magic, and pro-
fess to call up spirits, and to make

persons at a distance appear, using
a powder on a fire which stupefies
the inquirer. They also make
charms for finding money, curing
illness, calling back vagrant hus-

bands, <fcc." And Negroland is

honeycombed with witchcraft de-

lusion. Mr Duff Macdonald, in his

'Africana,' describes the horrible

system. The blacks carried magic
to the Southern States of America,
and to the West Indies, where it

became notorious to white men as

Obi. 1 And the author of ' Arabia
Deserta ' found a very Europe-like

form of it in a Mussulman negro
village in Arabia.

One might fill pages with such-

like illustrations of man's aborigi-
nal tendencies. And the tendency
has cropped up in all ages, despite
civilisation and education. It

flourished in Egypt ; among the

civilised Israelites throughout their

history (do not the Talmudists say
that the mother of all witchcraft

was Lilith, a wife of Adam before

Eve
1) ; among cultured Romans

;

and in all countries of Europe.
What was the craze, wrongly
called spiritualism, which broke
out a few years ago, but a re-

crudescence of old superstition?
But had not the belief in com-

pacts with devils been upheld by
support stronger than tendencies,
it could not surely have sur-

vived in enlightened Europe so

long. In the course of describ-

ing the sources and development
of the witch delusion, it has

been shown what strong adventi-

tious support that delusion has

derived from the Church. It may
be worth while to inquire whether
a cause which continues, still pro-
duces the same effect. The Chris-

tian world is divided between Pro-

testants and Roman Catholics.

Protestants have long ceased to

teach the old doctrine. The Rom-
ish clergy still teach it, and still

pretend to exorcise devils. 2 If the

doctrine still tends to encourage
the belief in witchcraft, we should

expect to find the delusion weaker
in Protestant, stronger in Catholic,

countries. Let us see whether this

is so.

To take England as a sample
of the Protestant lands. Here
the witchcraft chimera only lives

1 De Quincey, in ' Modern Superstition,' notices that the Hebrew or Syriac
word for the rites of necromancy was Ob or Obh.

2 A striking illustration of this was a case related in the '

Daily Telegraph
'

of

20th November 1892.
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among the most ignorant, and even

they have long forgotten the most
mischievous forms of it. Black

witcacraft, which could hurt and
could not help, has fallen almost

out of memory ;
and so is grey

witchcraft, which could both hurt

and help : they remember only a

little white witchcraft the help-

ful, harmless arts practised by
village wise women. In Catholic

lands!, however, it is very different.

Sad cases have occurred lately in

Italy and in Ireland. Here is

one from Hungary which sur-

passes in horror the cruelties of

the seventeenth century. I quote
from the ' East Anglian Daily
Times':

"The 'Globe' Vienna correspond-
ent reports that an extraordinary and

horrible drama has been enacted at
the little village of Bekesely, near
Tamesvar. Therese Kleitch, an old

woman, who lived in poverty, had

long been alleged by the superstitious

villagers to possess the power of a
witch. Misfortunes in the village
were attributed to her alleged evil

influences, and the outbreak of an

epidemic among children was declared
to be her work. She was also supposed
to have cast a spell over the stables,
with the result that many horses and
cattle recently died of disease, and
this apparently incensed her neigh-
bours. A plot was therefore formed
in the village, and a terrible vengeance
carried out. The unfortunate woman
was seized, gagged, and, after being
flogged, was crucified !

"

This in the closing decade of the

nineteenth Christian century !

H. M. DOUGHTY.

TEMAGAMI.

FAR in the grim North-west, beyond the lines

That turn the rivers eastward to the sea,

Set with a thousand islands, crowned with pines,

Lies the deep water, wild Temagami:
Wild for the hunter's roving, and the use

Of trappers in the dark and trackless vales;

Wild with the trampling of the giant moose,

And the weird magic of old Indian tales.

All day with steady paddles toward the west

Our heavy-laden long canoe we pressed :

All day we saw the thunder-travelled sky

Purpled with storm in many a trailing tress,

And saw at eve the broken sunset die

In crimson on the silent wilderness.

ARCHIBALD LAMPMAN.

OTT WA.
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ADVENTURES OF THE COMTE DE LA MUETTE DURING
THE REIGN OF TERROR. 1

QUATREMAINS - QUATREPATTES.

"MADEMOISELLE, what do you
weave ?

"

She sat at the entrance to her

sleeping-place a hole under the

radiated roots of an ancient oak-

tree. We had happened upon the

shelter in our league-long flight.

It was one of those burrows
those logettes into which past gen-
erations of the hunted and pro-
scribed had sunk like moles.

Many of our forests are honey-
combed with them. Over the

opening to this, once concealed by
a cunning mat of weeds and

branches, the roots had contrived

a more enduring cover. Within,
to walls and floor, yet clung the

remnants of brushwood with which

long ago the den had been lined.

Oarinne was deftly busy over a

queer contrivance a sort of fenc-

ing mask that she plaited from
thin tendrils of a binding-weed.

"Monsieur on his high perch
at night will suffer from the

mosquitoes ?
"

" Has mademoiselle reason to

think so?"
" As I think I can tell when a

little ape carries a nut in his

pouch."
" Alas ! but how cynical of

romance are the tiny blood-suckers !

They fly on a chromatic scale,

mademoiselle. Often I try to

comfort myself with the fancy
that I am listening to the very
distant humming of church bells

;

and then comes a tiny prick, and

something seems to rise from my
heart to my face, and to blossom

thereon. No doubt it is the

flowers of fancy budding. And
is the weed-bonnet for me?"
"I shall not want it in my

burrow."
This gave me exquisite gratifica-

tion, which survived the many
inconveniences to which I was put
by the bonnet falling off at night,
and my having to descend to re-

cover it. But it soon appeared
that the least whim of this fascinat-

ing child was to be my law.

And yet what a dear lawless

existence ! I do not know what
termination to it we foresaw.

Sooner or later the cold must
drive me from my nightly cradle

;

sooner or later the good fruits of

the earth must wither. In the

meantime we were grillon and

cigale, we stored not, neither did

we labour; but we chatted, and
we wandered, and we drew the

marrow of every tender berry,
and gnawed the rind of every

tough, without making faces.

And we quarrelled mon Dieu !

but how we quarrelled ! Scarce

a day passed without dispute, and
this in the end it was that resolved

the situation for us. For truly

my comrade was as full of moods
and whimsies as the wind one

moment a curious sweet woman;
the next, and on the prick of con-

fidence, a pillar of salt. Yet, even

as such, she herself was ever the

savour to the insults she made me
swallow.

By then I was a little awaken-

ing, I think, to a consciousness that

was half fright, half ecstasy. Let

me not misrepresent my meaning.

Copyright, 1897, by Dodd, Mead & Co., in the United States of America.
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I held the honour of Mademoiselle
de Lage in high reverence; yet
(and therefore, also, bien entendu)
I could not but acknowledge to

myself that in the depth of my
heart was sprouting a desire for a

mora particular understanding be-

tween us. This very self-confes-

sion at last was like a terrifying
surrender of independence of

irresponsibility of all that sweet
store of philosophy I had made it

my practice to hive against the

winter of old age. I saw my
tranquillity yielded to a disturbing
sense of duty. I felt my feet and

my body stung by a thousand
thorns as I turned into the narrow
road of self-abnegation. No more
for me should gleam the rosy gar-
land and the wine-cup exhaling
joy ; but rather the olive from the

branch should stimulate my palate
to caudle, and the priest sanctify

my salt of life out of all flavour.

Me, A'ie! and what then ? Why,
I was forgetting that as a lady

puts the deduction before the

argument, and cultivates her in-

tuitive perceptions by reading the

denoument of a romance after the

first chapter, so she will have de-

cided upon the direction of that

last gift of herself while pinning
her favours upon the coats of a

dozon successive hopefuls. I might
humour or tease my fancy over

the presumptive flavour of that

draught of matrimony, while all

the time Mademoiselle de Lage of

Pierrettes held my person and

my citizenship in frank contempt.

Decidedly I was eating my chicken
in the egg.

Still, the very fearless suscep-

tibility of the child, her beauty
and her wilfulness, were so many
flames to feed that fire of passion
thao the strange nature of our

comradeship had first kindled in

my breast. And so always before

my mind's eye I kept, or tried to

keep, the picture of the Chevalier

Bayard and the Spanish ladies of
Brescia.

One day, in our wanderings, we
came out suddenly upon a track
of highroad that, sweeping from us
round a foreshore of desolate hills,

seemed, like a coast-current, to set
some gaunt pines at a little dis-

tance swaying as if they were the
masts of ships. By then, as I

gather, we must have travelled as
far north as Chalus, and were come
into regions that, by reason of

their elevation, were somewhat
colder and moister than the sunny
slopes we had quitted. Perhaps
it was this change of atmosphere
that chilled our odd but never
too ardent relations one with the

other; perhaps it was that Car-

inne, as I, was at length taking
alarm over the ambiguity of our

position. In any case we fell out
and apart, and so followed some
harsh experiences to the pair of us.

Now we backed from the public

way in fright, and, concealing our-

selves once more amongst the trees,

sat down, and were for a long space
silent. The interval was a preg-
nant one to me, inasmuch as I

was labouring with a resolve that

had been forming for days in my
breast. And at last I spoke

"Carinne, we have been much
at cross-purposes of late."

"Have we, M. Thibaut ? But

perhaps it is in the order of

things."
"And that is to say that the

plebeian Thibaut and the patrician
De Lage cannot meet on a common

plane?"
"You must not put words in

my mouth."
" Ah, if I might !

"

"What then*? It will soothe

my ennui to hear."

"Not for the moment. Tell

me, mademoiselle, would you re-

new this comradeship were we
to escape, and meet in the after-
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time under better conditions of

security ?
"

"
Oh, monsieur ! and would you

have me wander hand in hand with

you through the gardens of the
Thuilleries ? or invite you to sleep

upon the tester of my bed ? or open
my mouth like a young bird at the
fruit -

stalls, that you might pop
in raspberries ?

"

" Unkind ! I would have you
meet me by chance

;
I would see

your eyes open to a light of

pleasure ;
I would have you come

gladly to me and take my fingers
in yours and say : This is he that

was my good friend when I needed
one.'"

"I will remember. And then
all will clap their hands and cry
1 Bravo!' will they not? and I

shall feel a little excitement.
'

Qu'y a-t-il, Jacko !

' I shall say.
1 Show the company some of the

pretty tricks you played in the

woods.'
"

I was silent.

"And are those the words you
would put in my mouth, monsieur?"
said Carinne.

"I referred to the present," I

answered coldly; "and, as you
take it so, I will speak in your
person as I would have you speak.
' Jean - Louis,' you say, 'I am,
like all sweet women, an ag-

glomerate of truths and incon-

sistencies; yet I am not, in the
midst of my wilfulness, insensible

to the suffering my caprice of

misunderstanding puts you to;
and, in face of the equivocal
character of our intercourse, I

will forego the blindness that is

a privilege of my sex. Speak
boldly, then, what lies in your
heart.'

"

As I spoke in some trepidation,
Carinne's face grew enigmatical
with hardness and a little pallor,
and she looked steadily away from
me.

" I thank you," she said softly,

"for that word 'equivocal.' But

please to remember, monsieur, that
this 'intercourse' is none of my
seeking."
"You choose to misapprehend

me."
" Oh ! it is not possible," she

cried, turning sharply upon me.
" You take advantage of my con-

descension and of the wicked
licence of the times. Have you
sought, by this elaborate process,
to entrap me into a confession of

dependence upon you ? Why
"

(she measured me scornfully with
her eyes), "I think I look over

and beyond you, monsieur."

"Now," I said, stung beyond
endurance by her words,

" I pro-
nounce you, mademoiselle, the

most soulless, as you are the

most beautiful, woman I have ever

encountered. I thought I loved

you with that reverence that would
subscribe to the very conditions

that Rachel imposed upon Jacob.

I see I was mistaken, and that I

would have bartered my gold for

a baser metal. And now, also, I

see, mademoiselle, that the cal-

lousness you displayed in presence
of the murdered Lepelletier, which
I had fain fancied was a paralysis
of nerve, was due in effect to

nothing less vulgar than an unfeel-

ing heart !

"

She stared at me in amazement,
it seemed. I was for the moment
carried quite beyond myself.

" I will leave you," I cried,
" to

your better reflections or, at least,

to your better judgment. This

Thibaut will walk off the high
fever of his presumption, and re-

turn presently, your faithful and

obedient servant."

I turned, fuming, upon my heel,

and strode off amongst the trees.

I had not gone a dozen paces when
her voice stayed me. I twisted

myself about.
" Do not lift your head so high,

monsieur," she said,
" or you will
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run it against a mushroom and
hurt yourself."

Insolent cruel fascinating !

For what had I indulged this

mood of quixotry for what per-
mitted this intolerable child to

gall my sides with her disdain?

Would it have been thus had I

condescended to drive her coquetry
to bay with that toothless dog of

my rank ? Ah ! I believed so
;

and that only made the sting of

her contempt the more poisonous.
It was my person that could not

suffice; and truly there is no
bribs to a woman's favour like an
extra, inch of weediness. She is

the escapement of the heart
; but

the reason she will never move
till the acquire a sense of propor-
tion. She was designed but to

put man out of conceit with him-

self, and I think she was not

formed of his rib but of his

spleen. Therefore the tap-root
of her nature is grievance, from
which her every leaf and flower

and knot and canker takes its

sustenance of misconstruction.

She may bloom very fair and

sweet; but then so does the

dulcamara, and to taste either is

dangerous.
Tllinking these thoughts, I

postponed my return to the little

glad 3 where I had left Oarinne.
She should believe me gone for

good and all, I vowed, and so

should she suffer the first pangs
of desertion. Then, though she

wished to make me feel small,
no giant should figure so great in

her ( yes as the moderate Thibaut.
A; last, in the early glow of

evening, the unquenchable yearn-
ing n my heart would brook no

longer delay. Half - shamefaced,
half- stubborn, I retraced my steps
to the glen that held my all of

aggravation and of desire.

She was not there. She never
cairn to it more. For long I

would not realise the truth. I

waited, and hoped, and often
circumambulated the spot where
she had rested, hurrying over a

greater or less circumference ac-

cording to my distance from the
centre. I called I entreated

perhaps in the darkness of

night I wept. It was all of no
avail. She had vanished without

leaving a trace, wilfully and re-

sentfully, and had thus decided
to reward my long service of

devotion.

When after lingering about
the spot for two nights and
two days, drugging a dying
hope with the philtre of its

own brewing I at length knew

myself convicted of despair, a

great bitterness awoke in my
breast that I should have thus

permitted myself to be used and
fooled and rejected.

" She is not worthy of this vast

of concern !

"
I cried.

" I will

forget her, and resume myself,
and be again the irresponsible

maggot contributing to the decay
of a worm-eaten system. To
taste disenchantment ! After all,

that is not to drink the sea !

"

But it was to eat of its fruit of

ashes
;
and I was to carry a burden

with me that I might not forego.
This in my subsequent wanderings
made my steps drag heavily, as if

always I bore in the breast of my
coat the leaden image of an angel.

But, nevertheless, I could muster

a pride to my aid in moments of

a very desperate lassitude of the

soul.

With the opening of October I

was still a solitary "rogue," ostra-

cised from my herded kind. I

had wandered so far north as that

I saw Paris (the ultimate goal, I

felt, of my weary feet) to swim

distinguishable in the misty ken

of my mind. Therefrom always
seemed to emanate a deadly but
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dulcet atmosphere, the attraction

of which must sooner or later

overpower me. Sometimes in the

night I could have thought I

heard the city's swarming voices

jangling to me down the steeper
roads of wind

;
sometimes the key-

stone of the Conciergerie would

figure to me as the lodestone to

all shattered barques tossing help-

lessly on a shoreless waste. For I

was sick to the heart of loneliness ;

sick of the brute evasion of my
race

;
sick of my perilous immunity

from all the burning processes of

that frantic drama of my times.

And so I trudged ever with my
face set to the north, and the hum
of the witches' cauldron, whose
broth was compound of all hero-

ism and all savagery, singing

phantomly in my ears.

And to this direction yet an-

other consideration induced me.
With the approach of chillier

weather the wild wood-life of the
wilder provinces asserted itself, and
assumed a more menacing aspect.
The abolition of the game laws
had brought about, indeed, an

amazing increase in the number
of wolves and foxes

;
and what

with these on one side and sans-

culottism on the other, I had often

latterly felt myself walking be-

tween the devil and the deep sea.

Then, once upon a time, I was
joined by an odd roguish way-
fellow, the obliquity of whose
moral vision I overlooked for the
sake of his company ; and through
him was my burden of self-de-

pendence a little lightened.
I had sunk asleep one afternoon

in a copse neighbouring on the

royal village of Clery. Autumn
is all a siesta in that mild and
beautiful district. Waking, I felt

the sunlight on my eyes like a

damp warm sponge ;
and so with

my lids gratefully closed I fell

a-musing.

" To think," I murmured,
" that

the twang of a beetle's bowstring
at my ear on the old bridge out-

side Coutras should have been the

key-note to all this devil's dance
of mine !

"

I thought I heard a faint rustle

somewhere at hand a squirrel or

coney. I paid no attention to it,

but indulged my mood of intro-

spection. By-and-by a step came
towards me, advancing boldly

amongst the trees from a dis-

tance. It approached, reached,

stopped over against me. I op-
ened my eyes as I lay, my arms
under my head, and placidly sur-

veyed the new-comer. He stood

looking down upon me, his fingers

heaped upon the black crutch of

his bdton, and when he saw me
awake he nodded his head in a

lively manner.
" The occasion is opportune,"

he said, in a quick, biting voice.

His lower jaw projected, show-

ing a straight row of little even

teeth like palings to keep his

speech within bounds. The bright-
ness of his half-seen eyes belied

the indolence of their lids. He
wore a jacket of sheepskin, wool

outwards ;
and a leathern bag,

stuffed with printed broadsides,

hung from his shoulder by a

length of scarlet tape. On his

head was a three-cornered hat,

fantastically caught up with

ribbons, and his legs and feet

were encased respectively in fine

black hose and the neat pumps
with buckles known as pantoufles
de Palais.

" Comment ?
"

said I, without

moving.
" The citizen has slept?"
" Most tranquilly."
" The citizen has dreamt ?

"

"Without doubt. And he is

awake."
He made a comprehensive ges-

ture with his stick and his hands.
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(i But I interpret dreams," said

he "and at one price. I will

unravel you the visions of a poli-

tician or expound himself to Jack

Hodge for the common charge of

fifty centimes."

He bent his head towards me
with an affectation of scrutiny.

" I perceive the citizen does not

credit me," he said.

''And so his eyes rebuke his

scepticism, interpreter of dreams,"
said I

;

" for thou hast rightly
construed their meaning."
"Ah!" he murmured, raising

himself and drawing in his breath.

"But I find it simple to convince

the most incredulous."

"You do?"

'Yes," he cried, clapping his

chest
;

" for know that thou

speak'st with Quatremains-Quatre-

pattes himself !

"

He dwelt on the pause that fol-

lowed
; collapsed from it

; regarded

me, it seemed, in astonishment.
" Thou hast not heard of me 1

"

"Again the interpreter of dreams

justifies himself."

He looked away from me, in a

high manner of abstraction.

"And this is for the sunshine

of fame to throw one's shadow
over half the world !

"
said he.

"Maybe thy fame is at its

meridian, citizen, and thy shadow

consequently a little fat blot at

thy feet
1

?"

He turned to me again.
" Oh yes," he cried sarcasti-

call y. "I am Quatremains-Quatre-

pattes, and some outside the

beaten track know my name, per-

haps. But possibly the citizen has

never heard even of Jean Cazotte ?
"

" On the contrary ;
I have seen

and spoken with him."

"Par exemple! The man was
a charlatan. He could foretell

eve rything but his own guillotin-

ing last year. And yet thou art

ignorant well, well !

"

He threw up his hands in de-

precation ;
then came and sat

down on the grass beside me.
" Cela m'est egal, M. Quatre-

mains-Quatrepattes," said I.

"Ah!" he said; "but I will

convince thee at once. Describe
to me thy dream."

"I dreamt I wrestled with an

angel and was overthrown."

"Thy mistress has quarrelled
with and rejected thee."

"An obvious deduction. Yet I

will assure you she is no angel."
" Canst thou say so ? But we

are all of the seed of Lucifer.

Proceed."

"I dreamt how a great march

grew out of a single accident of

sound."

Here I was watchful of him,
and I saw some relish twitch his

lips. He assumed an air of tense

introspection, groping with his

soul, like a fakir, amongst the

reflex images thrown upon the

backs of his eyeballs.
"I hear a note," he said pre-

sently, as if speaking to himself

"one vibrant accent like the

dipt song of a bullet. Is it

struck from an instrument or

from any resounding vessel? It

comes down the wind it clangs
it passes. Nay it signifies

only that some winged insect has

fled by the ear of a solitary

traveller resting on an ancient

bridge ; yet from that little bugle-

sound shall the traveller learn to

date the processes of a long and

fruitless journey."
I broke into a great laugh.

"Most excellent!" I cried.

" Thou hast an ingenuity of adap-

tation that should make thy for-

tune even at the very low rate

of fifty centimes the job."

His eyebrows lifted at me.
" Why, M. Quatremains-Quatre-

pattes M, Jacquemart," said I,

I knew thee listening to me
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just now ;
and I heard thee steal

away and come again. It is easy
to construe with the key in one's

hand."

He was no whit abashed.
"Cela m'est egal" he said ser-

enely, echoing my words. "But
I can foretell one's future, never-

theless, very exactly."
"
Why, so can I, if I am not to

be called upon to verify my state-

ments."
He looked suddenly in my face.

"Thou art a disguised aristocrat."

"Better and better. But are

we not all such to ourselves ? The
soul is excessively exclusive."

" You will not consider I have
earned my fee ?

"
said he.

"Fifty times over, my friend.

Will you take it in a promissory
note?"

" Ah !

" he cried pleasantly.
" I

perceive I have sown in barren soil."

"Again you justify yourself.
Yet should I be a very thicket

were all the berries I have swal-

lowed of late to germinate in me."
"Is that so? "said he. "But I

have been a scapegoat myself
"

and thereat this extraordinary per-
son pressed upon me some food he
had with him with an ample and

courtly grace.
" This shall yield a better crop

than my prophesying," he said,

watching me as I munched.
"Of a surety," I answered;

"the full harvest of my gratitude."
He pondered at me.
" I wish I could convince thee,"

he said.

"Wherefore? Is not the evil

sufficient for the day in this dis-

tracted land? Why should one
want to probe the future?"

"Because forewarned is fore-

armed."
"
Oh, little Qaatremains-Quatre-

pattes ! Dost thou not perceive
the paradox? How can destiny
be altered by foreknowledge? If

you interpret that I am to be

guillotined, and I profit by the
statement to evade such a catas-

trophe, how is not your prophecy
stultified?"

"
Why, I have no creed of pre-

destination. The lords of life and
death are not inexorable. Some-

times, like M. St Meard, one may
buy his reprieve of them with a

jest. Above all, they hate the sour

fatalist whose subscription to his

own faith is a gloomy affectation."

"Well; I think I love thee a

little."

He looked at me with a smile.
" Come with me, then. I long

to give thee proof. Dost thou
need a safeguard? Thou shalt

run under my wing $a et la

to Paris if thou wilt. I am popu-
lar with all. If necessity drives,

thou shalt figure as my Jack-

pudding. What ! thou mayst even

play up to the part. Thou hast

slept in the mire; but 'many a

ragged colt makes a good horse.'
"

I laughed.

"Why not?" I said. "For I

have played the tragic to empty
houses till I am tired."

. . t

Quatremains-Quatrepattes and
his merry andrew gambolled

through a score of villages on
their road to Paris. I found the

rascal hugely popular, as he had
boasted he was, and a most excel-

lent convoy to my humble craft,

so perilously sailing under false

colours. He was subtle, shrewd,

seasonable, of the species whose

opportunity is accident ;
and per-

haps no greater tribute could be

paid to his deftness than this

that he never once exposed him-

self to detection by me in a ques-
tion of moral fraud. " Ton genie
a la main crochue" I would say to

him, chuckling ;
but he would only

respond with a rebuking silence.

Early he handed over the bag
of broadsides the revolutionary

songs and ballads (some, it must
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be confessed, abominably coarse)
to my care, that so he himself

might assume a lofty indifference

to the meaner processes of his

business. This delighted me. It

was like a new rattling game to

me to hawk my commodities

amongst the crowd ; to jest and

laugh with my fellows once more
under cover of the droll I repre-
sented. Shortly, I think, I be-

can e as popular as Quatremains

himself; and over this, though he

loved me as a valuable auxiliary,
he began to look a little sober by-

and-by, as if he dreaded I should

joko the weightier part of his com-

merce out of all respect.
His popularity was chiefly with

the village wenches. They would

gather about him at the fountains,
and pay their sous open-eyed to be

expounded ;
or singly they would

withdraw him into nooks or private

places if the case was serious.
" Citizen seer," says Margot, "I

dreamed I fell and was wounded."
"That is good, little minette.

Thcu wilt pay me five sous for a

fond lover."
" Citizen seer, I dreamed I was

eating of a great egg."
" And thou shalt shortly beget

a male child that shall bring thee

honour."
" How now, old Jackalent !

"

There rises a shrill cackle of

laughter.
" Fi done, Margot ! On te le

rendra de bonne heure!"
To submit the commerce of love

to the test of a little dream-
mar ual he carried about with

him, that was Quatremains' sys-
tem. This key (it was in manu-

scriot) interpreted on a couple of

hundred, or more, words, from
Abe,

1
, to Wounds ; but affairs of the

heart predominated through the

whcle alphabet of nonsense. He
would coach himself continually
from it in secret; but indeed a

small wit and a trifle of invention

were all that was needed. Now
and again I would rally him on
this petty taxing of credulity." How now !

" he would answer.
" Art thou not yet convinced ?

"

"
By what, thou most surprising

Quatremains-Quatrepattes ?
"

" For example, did I not foretell

that Mere Grignon, whose husband
was guillotined, would be brought
to bed of a child with the mark of

the lunette on its throat
;
and were

not my words verified the same

night?"
" But who knows that some one

may not have bribed the nurse to

score the neck of the new-born
with whipcord?"

"Tete-bleu / Should I hold good

my reputation and pay this nurse,

think'st thou, out of five sous ?
"

But the rascal had other strings
to his bow, all twanging to the

same tune de folles amours

charms, fortune-telling, palmistry :

so many lines under the thumb,
so many children; a shorter first

joint to the little than to its neigh-
bour finger, the wife to rule the

roast ;
a mole on the nose, success

in intrigues ;
a mole on the breast,

sincerity of affection. Then, too,

he would tell nativities, cast horo-

scopes, quarter the planets for you
like an orange or like the fruit of

his imagination. There is a late

picture of him often before me as

he sat in the market-place of Es-

sonnes, a little village that lies

almost within view of the towers

of Paris. A half-dozen blooming

daughters of the Revolution stood

about him, their hands under their

aprons for warmth, for it was

pretty late in November, and in

fact the eve of St Catherine's

feast.
" Now," said Quatremains,

"there are seven of ye, and that

is the sure number, for there

must not be more than seven nor

fewer than three ;
and be certain

ye are quick to my directions."
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(He jingled softly in his fists the

copper harvest of his gathering.)
u Are all of ye virgins ?

" he cried.
" If the charm fails, she who is

not will be accountable to the

others." (He scanned their hot
faces like a very Torquemada of

the true faith.) "To-morrow,
then," he said, "let each wear
inside her bosom all day a sprig
of myrtle. At night, assemble to-

gether privately in a room, and,
as the clock strikes eleven, take

ye each your twig and fold it in

tissue-paper, having first kindled

charcoal in a chafing-dish. There-

onto throw nine hairs from the

head, and a little moon-paring of

every toe- and finger-nail, as also

some frankincense, with the fra-

grant vapour arising from which

ye shall fumigate each her packet.

Now, go to your beds, and with
the stroke of midnight compose
yourselves to slumber, the envel-

lope under the head, and, so ye
have not failed to keep silence

from first to last, each shall as-

suredly be made conversant in

dream with her future husband."

Oh, wonderful nature of woman,
thus, in a starving France, to throw
sous into a pool for the sport of

vanity !

Quatremains smuggled me into

Paris, and there, for we had no
further use of one another, our
connection ceased. Thencefor-

wards I must live on my wits

other than those he had taxed
and on the little pieces of money
that remained to me for feast-

days. The struggle was a short

one. I had not been a fortnight
in the city when the blow that I

had so long foreseen fell upon me.
One day I was arrested and car-

ried to La Force. That, perhaps,
was as well

;
for my personal estate

was dwindled to a few livres, and
I knew no rag-picker that would
be likely to extend to me his

patronage and protection.

THE AFFAIR OF THE CANDLES.

Gardel one of the most emi-

nent and amusing rascals of my
experience is inextricably associ-

ated with my memories of the

prison of the Little Force. He
had been runner to the Marquis
de Kercy ;

and that his vanity
would by no means deny, though
it should procure his conviction

ten times over. He was vivacious,
and at all expedients as ingenious
as he was practical ; and, while he
was with us, the common-room of

La Force was a theatre of varieties.

By a curious irony of circum-

stance, it fell to Madame, his former

chatelaine, to second his extrava-

gances. For he was her fellow-

prisoner ; and, out of all that

motley, kaleidoscopic assemblage,
an only representative of the tra-

ditions of her past. She indulged

him, indeed, as if she would say,
" In him, mes amis, you see exem-

plified the gaieties that I was born
to patronise and applaud."

She was a small, faded woman,
of thirty-five or so one of those

colourless aristocrats who, lying
under no particular ban, were re-

served to complete the tale of any
fournee that lacked the necessary
number of loaves. It is humiliat-

ing to be guillotined because fifty-

nine are not sixty. But that, in

the end, was her fate.

I recall her the first evening of

my incarceration, when I was per-
mitted to descend, rather late, to

the salle de recreation of the pro-
scribed. She was seated, with

other ladies, at the long table.

The music of their voices rippled
under the vaulted ceiling. They
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worked, these dear creatures the

decree depriving prisoners of all

implements and equipments not

yet being formulated. Madame
la Marquise stitched proverbs into

a saripler in red silk. She looked,

perhaps, a morsel slatternly for a

granie dame, and her fine lace

was torn. But the sampler must
not be neglected, for all that.

Since the days she had played at

"Proverbs" (how often
1

?)
in the

old paternal chateau, her little

philosophy of life had been all

maxims misapplied. Her sampler
was ;is eloquent to her as was their

knitting to the ladies in the Place

du Trone. Endowed with so noble

a fund of sentiments, how could

they accuse her of inhumanity ? I

think she had a design to plead

"sampler" before Fouquier Tin-

ville by-and-by.
I had an opportunity presently

to examine her work. " A laver

la tete d'un Maure on perd sa les-

sive." She had just finished it

in Eoman characters, too, as a

concession to the Directory. It was
a problem-axiom the Executive had
resolved unanswerably as I was
bound to tell her.

" Comment ?
"

she asked, with a

little sideling perk of her head, like

a robin.

"Can madame doubt? It re-

quests the black thing to sneeze

once into the basket; and, behold!

the difficulty is surmounted."
" Fi done/" she cried, and stole

me a curious glance. Was I de-

liriou 3 with the Revolution fever ?

"Of what do they accuse you,

my friend?" she said kindly, by-

and-by.
" A grave offence, surely. There

is littie hope for me. I gave a citi-

zen '

you
'

instead of ' thou.'
"

"So? But how men are thought-
less ! Alas !

"
(She treated me to a

little proverb again.)
" * The sleep-

ing cat needs not to be aroused.'
"

This was late in the evening, a

407

the "lock up" hourlittle before

was arrived.

Earlier, as I had entered, she
lifted her eyebrows to Gardel, who
stood, her chevalier d'honneur, be-

hind her chair. The man advanced
at once, with infinite courtesy, and
bade me welcome, entirely in the

grand manner, to the society of La
Force.

" I have the honour to repre-
sent madame. This kiss I impress
upon monsieur's hand is to be
returned."

The ladies laughed. I advanced

gravely and saluted the Marquise.
"I restore it, like a medal blessed

of the holy father, sanctified a hun-

dredfold," I said.

There was a mignonne seated

near who was critical of my
gallantry.

" But monsieur is enamoured
of his own lips," she said in a little

voice.

"Cruel!" I cried. "What
should I mean but that I breathed

into it all that I have of reverence

for beauty ? If the citoyenne
"

There was a general cry
" A

fine ! a fine !

"

The hateful word was interdicted

under a penalty.
" 1 pay it !

"
I said, and stooped

and kissed the fair cheek.

Its owner flushed and looked a

little vexed, for all the general
merriment.

"Monsieur cheapens his own

commodities," she said.
"
Ah, mademoiselle ! I know

the best investments for my heart.

I am a very merchant of love. If

you keep my embrace, I am well

advertised. If you return it, I am
well enriched."

The idea was enough. Gardel

invented a new game from it on

the spot. In a moment half the

company was rustling and chatter-

ing and romping about the room.

M. Damezague's
" Que ferons-

nous demains matin?" that should
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have been this vivacious Gardel's

epitaph. He could not be monot-

onous; he could not be unoriginal;
he could not rest anywhere not

even in his grave. It was curious

to see how he deluded la Marquise
into the belief that she was his

superior.

Indeed, these prisons afforded

strange illustration of what I may
call the process of natural adjust-
ments. Accidents of origin de-

prived of all significance, one could

selectwithout any difficulty the souls

to whom a free Constitution would
have ensured intellectual promi-
nence. I take Gardel as an in-

stance. Confined within arbitrary
limits under the old regime, his

personality here discovered itself

masterful. His resourcefulness, his

intelligence, overcrowed us all, irre-

sistibly leaping to their right sphere
of action. He had a little learn-

ing even ;
but that was no con-

dition of his emancipation. Also,
he was not wanting in that sort of

courage with which one had not

condescended hitherto to accredit

lackeys. No doubt in those days
one was rebuked by many dis-

coveries.

Yet another possession of his

endeared him to all mise'rables in

this casual ward of the guillotine.

He had a mellow baritone voice,

and a repertoire of playful and
tender little folk-songs. Clelie (it

was she I had kissed ; I never

knew her by any other name)
would accompany him on the harp,
till her head drooped and the

poudre mare'chale from her hair

would glitter red on the strings
not to speak of other gentle dew
that was less artificial.

Then she would look up, with

a pitiful mouth of deprecation.
"La paix, pour Dieu, la paix/"
she would murmur. "My very

harp weeps to hear thee."

The pathos of his songs was not

in their application. Perhaps he

was quit of worse grievances than
those the Revolution presented to

him. Perhaps he was happier
proscribed than enslaved. At
any rate, he never fitted music
to modern circumstance. His sub-

jects were sweet, archaic the

mythology of the woods and pas-
tures. It was in their allusions

to a withered spring-time that the

sadness lay. For, believe me, we
were all Punchinellos, grimacing
lest the terror of tears should
overwhelm us.

There was a chansonnette of his,

the opening words of which ran

somewhat as follows:

"
Oh, beautiful apple-tree !

Heavy with flowers

As my heart with love !

As a little wind serveth

To scatter thy blossom,
So a young lover only

Is needed to ravish

The heart from my bosom."

This might be typical of all. We
convinced ourselves that we caught
in them echoes of a once familiar

innocence, and we wept over our

lost Eden. Truly the indulging of

introspection is the opportunity of

the imagination.
To many brave souls Gardel's

peasant ballads were the requiem

"
Passez, la Dormette,
Passez par chez nous !

"

and so comes the rascal Cabochon,
our jailer, with his lowering huis-

siers, and the '

Evening Gazette '

in

his hand.
"
So-and-so, and So-and-so, and

So-and-so, to the Conciergerie."

Then, if the runner had been

singing, would succeed some little

emotions of parting moist wistful

eyes, and the echo of sobs going
down the corridor.

Yet, more often, Cabochon would

interrupt a romp, to which the

condemned would supplement a

jocund exit.
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" Adieu, messieurs ! adieu !

adieu ! We cannot keep our coun-

tenances longer. We kneel to San-

son, who shall shrive us Sanson,
the Abbe, the exquisite, in whose

presence we all lose our heads !

"

And so the wild hair and fever-

ish eyes vanish.

But it is of Gardel and the Mar-

quise I speak. While many went
anc many took their places, these

two survived for a time. To the

nev r
,
as to the old, the rogue was

unflagging in his attentions. His

every respite inspired him with

fres h audacity ;
from each con-

demned he seemed to take a cer-

tain toll of animation.

Presently Madame and her

emancipated servant, with Olelie

and I, would make a nightly habit

of it to join forces in a bout of
"
Qiadrille." We appropriated an

upper corner of the long table, and

(for the oil lamps on the walls were

dismally inadequate) we had our

four wax candles all regular but

in Burgundy bottles for sconces.

A fifth bottle, with no candle, but

charged with the ruddier light
tha" illuminates the heart, was a

usuil accompaniment.
We chattered famously, and on

many subjects. Hope a little ral-

lied, maybe, as each night brought
Oabochon with a list innocent of

our names.

Also we had our eccentricities,
that grew dignified by custom. If,

in :he game,
" Roi rendu" was

call id, we paid, not with a fish, but
with a hair plucked from the head.
It nade Cle"lie cry; but not all

froi i loyalty. So, if the King of

Hei ,rts triumphed, its owner drank
"ribis sur Vongle" emptying his

glass and tapping the edge of it

throe times on his left thumb-
nail.

Kow, I am to tell you of the
black evening that at the last

bro e up our coterie of the fran-
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tic abandon of the scene, and the

tragedy of farce with which it

closed.

On that afternoon Gardel

sparkled beyond his wont. He
made the air electric with anima-
tion. The company were vocifer-

ous for a romp, but at present we
four sat idly talkative over the dis-

used cards.
" M. Gardel, you remind me of a

gnat-maggot."
"How, sir ?" says Gardel.

"It is without offence. Once,
as a boy, I kept a tub of gold-fish.
In this the eggs of the little insect

would be found to germinate. I

used to watch the tiny water-

dragons come to the surface to

take the air through their tails

my faith ! but that was comically
like the France of to-day. Now
touch the water with a finger, and

pouf / there they were all scurried

to the bottom in a panic, not to

rise again till assured of safety."
"That is not my way," says

Gardel.
"
Wait, my friend. By-and-by,

nearing their transformation, these

mites plump out and lose their

gravity. Then, if one frights them,

they try to wriggle down; their

buoyancy resists. They may sink

five six inches. It is no good.

Up they come again, like bubbles

in champagne, to burst on the sur-

face presently and fly away."
" And shall I fly, monsieur ?

"

" To the stars, my brave Gardel.

But is it not so? One cannot

drive you down for long."

"To-night, M. Thibaut" (such
was my name in the prison regis-

ter) "to-night, I confess,! am like

a '

Montgolfier.' I rise, I expand.
I am full of thoughts too great

for utterance. My transformation

must be near."

The Marquise gave a little cry:
11 Je ne puis pas me passer de

vous, Francois/"
2 E
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The servant the master look-

ed kindly into the faded eyes.
" I will come back and be with

you in spirit," he said.
"
No, no !

"
she cried, volubly.

" It is old-wives' tales the vapour-

ings of poets and mystics. Of all

these murdered thousands, which
haunts the murderers?"

I gazed in astonishment. This

passive douillette^ with the torn

lace ! I had never known her

assert herself yet but through the

mouth of her henchman.
" Oh yes !

" she went on shrilly,

nodding her head. c<

Death, death,
death ! But, if the dead return, this

Paris should be a city of ghosts."
"
Perhaps it is," said Gardel.

II

Fie, then !

"
she cried. " You

forget your place ; you presume
upon my condescension. It is

insolent so to put me to school.
1 Ma demeure sera bientot le neant'

It was Danton yes, Danton who
said that. He was a devil, but he
could speak truth."

Suddenly she checked herself

and gave a little artificial titter.

She was not transfigured, but de-

based. A jealous scepticism was
revealed in every line of her fea-

tures.

"And what is death to M.
Gardel 1

" she said ironically.
" It is an interruption, madame."
She burst forth again excitedly :

" But Danton saw further than

thee, thou fool, who, like a crab,

lookest not whither thou art going,
and wilt run upon a blind wall

while thine eyes devour the land-

scape sidelong. I will not have it.

I do not desire any continuance.

My faith is the faith of eyes and ears

and lips. Man's necessities die with

him
; and, living, mine are for thy

strong arm, Frangois, and for thy
fruitful service. My God ! what
we pass through ! And then for a

hereafter of horrible retrospection !

No, no. It is infamous to suggest,
foolish to insist on it."

"
But, for all that, I do," said

Gardel, steadily.
He took her outburst quite

coolly answered her with gaiety
even.

I cried "Malepeste!" under my
breath. And, indeed, my amaze-
ment was justified. For who would
have dreamed thatthis little colour-

less draggle-tail had one sentiment
in her that amounted to a convic-

tion ? Madame Placide an atheist !

And what was there of dark and
secret in her past history that

drove her to this desire of extinc-

tion?

At Gardel's answer she fell back
in her chair with defiant eyes and

again that little artificial laugh.
In the noisy talk of the room we
four sat and spoke apart.

"
Malappris !

" she said. " You
shall justify yourself of that bold-

ness. Come back to me, if you go
first, and I will believe."

"
Agreed !

" he cried. " And
for the sign, madame ?

"

She thought; and answered, with

the grateful womanliness that re-

deemed her,
" Do me a little service some-

thing, anything and I shall know
it is you."
The candles were burned half-

way down in their bottles. He rose

and one by one blew them out.
" Voila !

" he cried gaily.
" To

save your pocket !

"

So the little scene ended.
" M. Gardel," I said to him pre-

sently,
"
you come (you will pardon

me) of the makers of the Revolu-

tion. I am curious to learn your

experience of the premonitory

symptoms of that disease to which

at last you have fallen a victim."
" Monsieur !

'A nod is as good
as a wink to a blind horse.' It is

an early remembrance with me
how my father cursed me that I

passed my eighth year, and so was

liable to the salt-tax. My faith !

I do not blame him. Things were
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hard enough. But it was unrea-

sorable to beat me because I could

not stop the march of Time. Yet
we had not then learned to worship
Reason."

" The Moloch that devours her

children!"
t: So it appears. But there were

signs and omens for long years be-

foro. I am of the territory of

Berri, monsieur ; and there all we
learned to read was between the

lines. I will tell you that I heard
for I was in service at the time "

(he bowed with infinite complais-
ance to his Marquise) "how, all

during the chill, dark spring that

preceded the September Massacres,
Les laveuses de la nuit were busy
at their washing."

" And who are they, my friend?"
"
Strange, inhumanwomen, mon-

sieur, who wash in the moonlight
by lonely tarns. And while they
wash they wail."

"Wash? But what?"
" Some say the winding-sheets

of those who are to die during the

year."
La Marquise broke into shrill

laughter.
"
Poor, poor imbecile !" she cried.

"Thy credulity would make but
one gulp of a gravestone. You
must know these things are not,

my friend. I tell thee so I, thy
mistress. Miserable ! have you
nothing in your life that not
mountains of eternity could crush
out the memory of ?

"

Again she checked herself.
"

[t is the one virtue of the

Revolution to have decreed annihi-

lation."

A deputation approached us.

She jumped to her feet, her pale

eyes flickering.
"

But, yes !

"
she cried,

" a game,
a game ! I acquit myself of these
folli( s. It is present life I desire.

Messieurs, what is it to be? To
the front, Frangois !

"

The man responded at a leap.

411

The veins of all received the infec-
tion of his wild humour. In a
moment, chattering and pushing
and giggling, we were to take our
places for " Shadow Buff."
We had no sheet. The dirty

drab of the wall must suffice. A
stool was placed for the guesser
not yet appointed; and la Mar-
quise's four candles, relighted, were
placed on the table over against it,
in a receding row like a procession
of acolytes. Between the candles
and the back of the guesser the

company were to pass one by one,
for identification by means of the
shadows cast on the wall.

" Who shall take the stool ?
"

The clamour echoed up to the
vaulted stonework of the roof

and died. Cabochon's evil face was
visible at the grille.

He saw what we were at; the
dull brute was sopped with drink
and bestially amiable. His key
grated in the door and he stood
before us, his bodyguard support-

ing him, the fatal list in his hand.
" Ah !

" he said,
" but ' Shadow

Buff
1

again? It is well timed.
Yet I could name some citizen

shadows without sitting on the

stool."

His voice guttered like a candle.

It seemed to run into greasy drops.
A wild inspiration seized -me.
"

Voila, citoyen !
"

I cried.
" You shall join us. You shall

take your victims from the wall !

"

In a moment I had snatched

the dirty rag of paper out of his

hand, and had retreated with it a

few paces. I had an instant to

glance down the list before he

slouched at me in sodden anger.

My heart gave a queer little

somersault and came upright again.
"
Sang Dieu J

" he growled,

thickly. "You do well to jest.

Give me the paper, or I'll brain

you with my keys!"
I dropped laughing upon the

stool, and held the list between
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and under my knees. With an
oath he fell upon me. The com-

pany applauded it all with a

frenzy of mad mirth and frolic.

The struggle was brief. He
rose directly, puffing and cursing,
the paper in his hand.

I affected a crestfallen good-
humour.
"You might have let us have

our game out," I protested.
With his recovered authority in

his hand, the rascal condescended

to some facetious tolerance.

"So!" he said; "you play a

good part. They should have you
for King George in c Le Dernier

Jugement des Rois.' But rest

content. You shall appear on a

notable stage yet, and before an
audience more appreciative than
that of the Theatre de la Re'-

publique."
" And I shall know how to bow

my thanks, citizen."

"Ah!" he crowed. "I love

thee ! Thou shalt have thy game
and sit here

;
and I will pick from

the flock as thou numberest its

tale."

It fell in with the reckless,

dreadful humour of the times. I

would have withdrawn from the

cruel jest, but it was the com-

pany of mise'rables that prevented
me.
Who should go first? There

was a little hesitation and re-

luctance.
"
Come, hurry !" cried Cabochon,

" or I must do my own guessing !

"

Suddenly a shadow glided past

upon the wall.
"
No, no !

" I muttered.
" Name it, name it !

" chuckled

the jailer. The grinning sans-

culottes at the door echoed his

demand vociferously.
"Gardel !

"
I murmured faintly.

The leading spirit had, character-

istically, been the first to enter

the breach.

"Good," croaked Cabochon, re-

ferring to his list. "Citizen

shadow, you are marked for

judgment."
I rose hurriedly from the stool.
" I will no more of it !

" I cried.
" What ! already ? My faith !

a nerveless judge."

Instantly a figure pressed for-

ward and took my place.
"
Pass, pass, good people !

"
it

cried,
" and / will call the tale !

"

She sat there the Marquise
her lips set in an acrid smile.

Neither look nor word did she

address to her forfeited servant.

Another shadow passed.
" Darviane !

"
she cried shrilly.

" Encore bien" roared Oabochon
amidst shrieks of laughter. My
God, what laughter!

Milet, De Merode, Fontenay
she named them all. They took

their places by the door, skipping

half-hysterical.

D'Aubiers, Monville I cannot

recall a moiety of them. It was
a destructive list. Olelie also

was in it poor Olelie, the frail,

I fear, but with the big heart.

I fancied I noticed a harder ring
in Madame's voice as she iden-

tified her.

I stood stupidly in the back-

ground. Presently I heard Ca-

bochon
"
Enough ! enough ! The vir-

tuous citizens would forestall the

Executive."

He numbered up his list rapid-

ly, counted his prisoners. They
tallied.

"To be repeated to-morrow," he

said.
" It is good sport. But

the guessers, it seems, remain."

He treated us to a grin and a

clumsy bow, gave the order to

form, and carried off his new
batch to the baking.
As the door clanged upon them

I gave a deep gasp. I could

not believe in the reality of my
respite.

For the thinned company the
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reaction had set in immediately :

women were flung prostrate, on
the table, over the benches, wail-

ing out their desperate loss and

misery.
Madame made her way to me.

The strange smile had not left her
month.

" You were on the list. I saw
it in your face."

" I was at the bottom the very
last"

" But how ?
"

"As Cabochon struggled with

me, I turned my name down and
tore it off."

" But the number T'
" It tallied. It was enough for

him,"
"
They must find it out to-

morrow, when the prisoners are

arraigned."
"
Probably. And in the mean-

time we will drink to our poor
Gardel's acquittal."

"
No," she said, shrinking back,

with an extraordinary look. " If

I wish him well, I wish him
eternal forgetfulness."

It was the evening of the day
succeeding. Shorn of our partners
in '

Quadrille," Madame and I

had been playing
"
Piquet."

We were only two, but the four

lights flickered in their bottles.

Li, Marquise de Kercy had been

musing. Suddenly she looked up.
Her eyes were full of an inhuman

mockery.
" The candles !

" she said, with
a little laugh.

" We are no longer
usin them. To save my pocket,

Francois!"
Pouf! a candle went out

anotl ter, another, another
;

be-

tween each the fraction of time

occupied by something unseen

moving round systematically.

I started to my feet with a

suppressed cry.
One or two sitting near us com-

plained of this churlish economy
of wax. They imagined I was the

culprit.
"Madame !"Imuttered. "Look!

she is indisposed !

"

Her face was white and dread-

ful, like a skull. Hearing my
voice she sat up.

"So! He has been guillo-
tined !

" she said.

She articulated with difficulty,

swallowing and panting without

stop.
"M. Thibaut, it is true, then,

they say ! But it was he made
me kill the child. He has more
need to forget than I. Is it not

appalling ? If I tell them now how
I have learnt to fear, they will

surely spare me. I cannot sub-

scribe to their doctrines that

Club of the Cordeliers. If I tell

them so Danton being gone
"

Her voice tailed off into a hurry
of pitiful sobs and

Aeries.
I wel-

comed the entranceW Cabochon
with his list.

Her name was first on it.

As we stood arisen, dreading
some hideous scene, she fell silent

quite suddenly, got to her feet,

and walked to the door with a

face of stone.
" Death is an interruption."
" Ma demeure sera bientot le

neant"
Which could one hope for her,

pondering only that delirious out-

cry from her lips 1

Possibly, indeed, she had been
mad from first to last.

I had time to collect my
thoughts, for from whatever

cause Citizen Tinville had, it

appeared, overlooked me.

BERNARD CAPES.

(To be continued.}
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TUBA-FISHING.

AT the outset I warn all fisher-

men against this article. It is

better sport to whip a defiant

trout - stream for a week, with
never a rise, than to stock a vil-

lage with fish done to death as

I shall describe. Tuba-fishing is

probably as wasteful a way of fish-

ing as the mind of man can invent

even the mind of a Malay raja,
that laziest, most.wanton of men.
It decimates the big fish and de-

stroys the small fry by thousands,
and is very properly discouraged

by the British rule. Yet there

are corners of the Malay Peninsula
where you may still have a day's
tuba -fishing, should you care to

travel half round the world, and
then know where to look for it.

This is how we fished with the

tuba six years ago, for the benefit

of a celebrity who visited us in

his travellings about the world.

When a stranger visits Malaya
he inquires about three things

amok, the kris, and "the deadly
upas-tree." The last gives a poison
that tips the darts of the hill-

people, and it makes the tuba-

poison ; and how that is used we
demonstrated to our celebrity.
At the wooden bridge spanning

the River of the Free we met at

half -
past five in the morning.

The sun was not up, and the

short grass under the cocoanut-

trees by the river was cold with

dew, which soaked through can-

vas shoes, anticipating by a little

the inevitable wetting. We tucked
our khaki trousers into our socks

and waited.

We were first at the meet. The

Malay village, which showed in

glimpses between the smooth grey
boles of the cocoanut-trees, seemed

to have overslept itself and to be

dreaming still. The little houses,

standing upon wooden legs, slum-

bered quietly, with their jalousies
of mat-work hung across the win-

dows like closed eyelids ;
but our

horsehoofs roused them. One by
one they open. The doorways yawn,
and men and women slip gently
down the short ladder to the

ground. The men wear a red sa-

rong from waist to knee, but the

women from the armpit to the

knee
;
most of them carry another

sarong over their heads to keep
off the morning chill. Drowsily
they watch us, squatting on their

haunches among the trees upon
the grass. Presently appears the

Imam of the mosque, with a dirty
towel about his head, and a loose

coat, that once was white, down to

his heels.

By the time the sun has fairly
risen and streams in blinding rays

through the scrub on the sheer

limestone cliff behind us, other

Europeans a dozen or twenty
have arrived, and the celebrity

among them. He may have dined

with kings and potentates a month

before, but now he looks as ready
for rough work as any coffee-

planter in the crowd, except per-

haps for his magnificently white

sun-helmet. Our topis are mostly
of two-inch pith, thick, and brown,
and battered, and shaped like a

coal-heaver's.

It is time for a move. The
Imam Imam of War Jabarumun
his full name is, a cheery choleric

old man sends for serampang or

fish-spears for such of us as have
not come provided. The seram-

pang has a shaft of bamboo with

a small trident head, the middle
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prong of which is barbed and

elongated. While these are being
distributed he gives the order for

the river to be poisoned. The

tubu, which is to take the part
of the British poacher's quick-

lime, is prepared from the

poisonous root of a tree, the
"
uj>as

"
or ipoh tree, as it should

be called, about which so many
wonderful legends are narrated

in English newspapers. All night

long: these roots have been soaking
in dug-out canoes half -full of

water, till a pungent and poisonous

liquor has been formed. At a

word from the Imam the dug-
outs are rocked from side to side,

and the poison spilt out of them
into the water, where it floats

away down - stream to work its

mischief on the fish. It makes
them drunk, say the Malays, with

whom, as good Mohammedans,
intoxication and poisoning are

synonymous ;
and though the big

fish who escape the spears will

probably recover, yet many of the

smaller sort the tuba kills out-

right.
While we are waiting for it to

work down the river, the Imam
chants a prayer which, being in

Arabic, neither we nor the Malays
themselves can understand. But

they know what is coming, and
chorus forth the responses,
'i Thanks be to Allah," or what-
ever it is. It might be for a

good catch and heavy boats that

ever ing, but scarcely would the

Imam's Arabic take him so far.

The;/ make a pretty scene stand-

ing in the cris-cross light and
shadows cast by the feathery
cocoa -palm leaves on the turf:

the women with their bright
various sarongs twisted tightly
over their smooth brown bosoms,
the men in attitudes of grave
attention, and the naked children

on the skirts of the crowd with
mimic spears pursuing imaginary
fish of superpiscine size and

agility.
And so to the boats. A man's

height below the green rim of

the cocoa - palm plantation the

river whispers by. There are

rude gangways leading down to

the bathing-houses littlatethered

rafts by which we get into our

canoes, first the raja, then the

ryot, and the children and women.
The canoes are mere tree trunks

hollowed, without thwarts or

rudder or any kind of fittings.

Keelless, they are the craziest

of craft. You shuffle along them
from stern to bow, balancing

gingerly, straddling across with

one foot on either gunwale, squat
down on your heels, lay aside

your spear, and take up the

paddle. A stroke here and there

(just as if your canoe were a

"Canader" at Henley) will keep

you in place among the jostling

bumping pack, and prevent your

drifting down water till the signal
forthe start is given. One impatient
boat's crew in the front line does

try to sneak ahead by the cover

of the bank
;
but the Imam spies

them, and lashes them with his

sarcasm: "Forward, too forward

are these men ! Scum drifts above,

syrup rests below ! Three head

of rajas these must be." (As if

he had said three head of cattle.)

The three head of rajas slink back

abashed under a general shout of

ridicule.

At last we are off, with shouts

and splashing, as the dug-outs bump
forward tightly wedged together.
The nose of our neighbour's boat

pushed over our quarter rakes us,

and in shoving her off we ram a

tiny craft scarce bigger than a

baby's cradle, and upset its occu-

pant, himself little more than a
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baby, into the water. He shrieks

and disappears, while his only gar-

ment, a cherry-coloured fez, floats

forlornly on the crest of the waves.
The next moment his shining face

uprises among the paddle-blades.
With a few short overhand strokes

and a clever scramble, he reinstates

himself in his canoe, and, poised
on one leg, proceeds philosophically
to sweep out the water with quick

sideway turns of his foot and in-

step.
Where are the fish ? Presently

right under my eyes as I squat at

the paddle appears a mouth out of

the eddying water a round, gasp-

ing, troubled mouth, that bobs

slowly by. For a man to drop his

paddle and start to his feet in a

rocking, dancing canoe, to seize

his lance and run it through his

hands, will take a second at least.

Too late ! A dozen keener eyes

guide quicker hands to stab down
at the drifting fish before he has

time to dive again ; so out he must

come, a gleaming 5-lb. kaloe, swung
aloft like a tent-peg on a lance.

It is rather like tent-pegging, and
the dug-out is a passaging restless

mount that will throw you if he
can. So the game goes on, some-
times hitting, often missing; and
more often as the poison gradually
loses strength. It is to be under-

stood that all this time the tuba is

drifting down the river and we
with it. Every now and then we
get ahead of the contaminated

water, and havo to wait till it

comes by again.
If it were only on account of the

big fish that are speared or escape
there would be little harm done

by the fishing. The mischief is

that thousands of the small fry are

destroyed, and strew the surface

of the water, floating stiffly, little

flakes of silver piteous to see. The
men push them aside with their

paddles, not deigning to gather
them, but leave them to the

wives and babies, who follow like

seagulls in the wake of a steamer.

These, mindful of salt-fish to their

rice, trail eager fingers into the

water for them to drift into, or

jump in after them up to their

waists, caring little for a wetting
under the blazing sun. And
thoroughly they enjoy themselves

;

for Malays, men and women alike,
if they are indolent and averse to

violent exertions as a rule, can
nevertheless break through their

habits on occasion and enjoy them-
selves with a frank abandonment.
But I must not forget to tell of

our casualty there was but one
and which, adding, as it must have,
a fresh topic to the scanty conver-

sational diet of the village for a

month, and for a generation at

least to the sufferer and her family,
must not be considered as wholly
calamitous. The fishing went for-

ward as described, a whole village,
in boats or out of them, paddling,
or wading, or swimming, with the

chance of the minute, when a shrill

cryfrom the rear, Aih, aih! brought
us to.

"
He, Mahmud !

"
said one ;

"that should be your wife, the

voice of her." Alas ! I am dying,
I am dying I

" Her foot cut

upon a snag by the sound of it."

Hateful creature, Fll cut your
throat ! the lamentation continued,

"What can the matter be at

all, I wonder?" murmured Ma-

mud, with a slowness exasperat-

ing to the mind of a European,
one of whom bluntly bade him go
back and see. So, paddling up
again a hundred yards or so, and
round a bend of the river, we
found the women crying out from
the shallows and the spit of sand

which bordered a deep ill-looking

pool, across which a tree -trunk

lay rotting, fallen from the sheer
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bank above. Perched on this

bank, and framed by a group of

sympathetic and interested neigh-

bours, sat the wounded heroine

draggled and weeping, as she

nursed her bare leg, from which
there trickled dismally a mingled
stream of blood and water. "What
is the matter?" "A snapping
turtle is the matter. . . . Allah,
Al . . . lah ! . . . Oh, pity ! . . .

Help, help ! She is swooning, she

is dying !

" The gaping slowness

of Mahmud roused these matrons
to indignation.

" Look at this

man, gaping and grunting like a

hcrnbill in a fig-tree !

" But with

all the lady was more frightened
than hurt.

The snapping turtle is the Dio-

genes of tropic rivers. Even an

alligator has his peaceable humours,
when he is sleeping off tiffin on a

wurm mud-bank. But he in his

shell, as big as a nine-gallon cask,
has no better word in his mouth
for men or fishes than snaps of

his ugly parrot's beak. That is

his normal condition. But picture
the feelings of Diogenes, if at the

portals of his tub a manure-heap
were stacked and lighted ; and

imagination may give some clue to

what the snapping turtle thought,
on breathing the pungent, suffo-

cating, tuba -laden water, as it

penetrated to the most private
recesses of his pool. And when,
as a crowning insult, a human
foot obtruded itself upon his atten-

tion peered into his study-win-
dow, so to speak what could he
do but bite emphatically ?

Still we, of course, could not
avoid the challenge so rudely
thrust upon us. A cordon was
formed in the shallows above and
below the pool (as if we were

otter-hunting in the Exe), while
into it the dug-out, with our whole

remaining supply of tuba, was

capsized. Wild shoutings a few
minutes later told that our an-

tagonist had been "
viewed," as,

blinded and stupefied, he scratched

his retreat through the pebbles of

the shallow water. One of the

spears thrust at him he seized by
the bamboo shaft, and crunched
between his jaws as easily as the

lady's foot ten minutes before. But
numbers were against him ;

he was
turned over on his back, and

brought to land. Before nightfall

Diogenes the recluse came out of

his shell. The celebrity ate Dio-

genes, and bore away his tub.

By lohor, the hour of the mid-

day prayer, we reached the place
where luncheon was made ready.
Where a widespreading banian-

tree hung its aerial roots over a

firm bank of sand, a table-cloth

was spread with Eastern makeshifts

for luxury, and supplies of ice and

champagne (a celebrity was with

us). With no wishing-ring of

Aladdin could an effect more wel-

come have been produced, nor

more incongruous than that on
which the matted roof of dark

green leaves above us dripped

wavering splashes of sunlight, on

silver spoons, and on the fish-scales

that bespangled our soaking clothes,

on the burned red faces of the

white men, on home-grown rice

piled in a yellow heap.
The Malays managed their meal

more frugally, with less display,
but no less heartily. On such

occasions you see them at their

best : with what resource they
build their little fire, set the tiny

pot of rice a-boiling, and split and

roast their fish. A Malay, by the

way, who would not dream of

eating flesh unless, before life had

gone out of the animal, his throat

had been cut and " Bismillah !

Thanks to Allah !

" murmured over

him, has no such scruples concern-
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ing fish. The Lord has cut their

throats in their lifetime, he argues,

pointing to their gills. We gave
them a tin or two of preserved
meat, which they accepted grate-

fully, and with a pleasant confi-

dence that we should give them

nothing haram or unclean. These
were luxuries to them, but nothing
as compared with the ineffable

sweetness of condensed milk dug
out of the tin with the forefinger,
and sucked off as it dripped in

luscious pendants. Ice was a

novelty to most of them, and was
much admired, but more handled
than eaten. "

Very intensely hot,"

they said.

While we ate and rested, a new

supply of tuba was poured out.

Off went the Malays, but we rested

awhile
; then, with changed tactics,

lingering no more, paddled on past
the poison and the fishing into the

hush of the afternoon beyond,
where the river ran undisturbed,
now through undergrowth, and now
between ricefields and patches of

cocoanut, till we came to a dam
across the stream, and there

awaited the conclusion of the

fishing. This dam, or blat, as it

is really called, is a barrier of

wattled bamboo laid like a long
hurdle across from bank to bank,
in such a manner that the part
above water presents a sloping

face, like a miniature glacis, about
three feet high, to the current.

There is a backing of firmly driven

stakes to this, on which, at the

top of the wicker-work glacis, is a

little parapet or rampart of bam-
boo a few inches wide. On this

we stand with our spears, and
wait for the end. Nor is it long

coming. As the big fish smell

the tuba, they race before it till

they come to the blat, which they

try to leap. Some lucky one, now
and again, may leap high past

your shoulder like a flashing silver

projectile, sometimes so close that

you feel the wind of him on your
face, and fall into the safety be-

hind
;
but many pitch on the plat-

form, or the sloping hurdle-work,
and these you stab at in the short

instant they lie there. Suppose
you miss, your trident catches in

the plaited wicker-work : you en-

deavour to withdraw it, when, with
a splash and a flap, two or three

more pitch on this side and on
that. Your neighbour and rival

transfixes one
;
another is sliding

back as your spear at last comes
free. As he wriggles on the very

margin of the water, you stab at

him, and this time, perhaps, with
an aim that is true.

The way home lay through the

mouth of the River of the Free
into a bigger river, up which it

is necessary to pole for a mile be-

fore arriving at the town of Ele-

phants' Rock. Towards its mouth
the River of the Free grows wide
and swampy. Very dark is the

water, flowing like clear coffee

above a bottom of brown weeds.

My companion said as much to

one Kulup whom we had engaged
to pole us, and it shows how

easily a joke is made his reputa-
tion as a wit was established.

Kulup laughed loud and long.
" Brown like coffee !

"
says he.

"Like coffee, indeed. Plant a

coffee-garden here, and it would

surely thrive !

" The joke admits

of many variations. I do not

suppose Kulup will ever speak
of this place without enlarging on
the coffee-coloured water.

So we paddled on through the

smooth water, in the growing dark-

ness in and out among banks of

rushes, or where the giants of the

jungle stand like columns of a

cathedral at the water's edge, mak-

ing a cloistered stillness and early
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night, into patches of towering
reeds and cactus-growths called

mangkuang. Now and again a

fish would be heard to leap out of

the water, or a startled heron

would clatter out of the sedge, to

pass, a moving shadow, into the

gloom. Then came the shrill

sisterhood, the fierce jungle mos-

quitoes, humming like the roar of

distant waters, who perch on your
knee and draw blood with the

sharpest lancet in the world, or

charge into your ear, their trumpet

sharpening to a whispered menac-

ing shriek. You slap your cheek,
but your enemy drifts away un-

harmed. Night brings also its

fireflies. A bush here and a bush
there are blessed by them, while

the rest are left in darkness, save

when some solitary point of light
is wafted to them, and wanders

lingering about their foliage. But
at their trysts they are in thou-

sands. Their tiny lamps hang

poised between every leaf and

twig ; they darken and illuminate

them in a unison of flashes and
how can they do that ? Klip-klip,
the Malays call them. Like a fairy

forge breathed on by magic bellows,
the happy tree grows bright and
fades again in alternate seconds,

klip, klip, klip, klip.
As we emerged into the larger

river, hungry, and sullenly resigned
to pole, a sound as of twenty pigs
in misery fell gladly on our ears :

it was the boat-song of a Chinese

barge being poled up river. Gladly
we boarded her, and were quickly
borne to the station at Elephants'
Rock. As we passed the club in

the glare of bright lamplight, it

seemed like day after night to hear

the click of billiard-balls, the hush
of the punkah, and the voices of

English men and women. When
the East lies in darkness, the West

keeps watch.

EDWARD A. IRVING.
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"LOOK IN' BACK."

WATHERS o' Moyle, an' the white gulls flyin',

Since I was near ye, what have I seen?

Deep great seas, an' a strong wind sighin'

Night an' day, where the waves are green.

Struth-na-Moile, the wind goes sighin'

Over a waste o' wathers green.

Slemish an' Trostan, dark wi' heather,

High are the Rockies, airy-blue.

Sure ye have snows in the winter weather,

Here they're lyin' the long year through.

Snows are fair in the summer weather,

Och, an' the shadows between are blue !

Lone Glen Dun, an' the wild glen-flowers,

Little ye know if the prairie is sweet !

Roses for miles, an' redder than ours,

Spring here undher the horses' feet.

Aye, an' the black-eyed gold sunflowers,

Not as the glen-flowers small an' sweet.

Wathers o' Moyle, I hear ye callin'

Clearer for half o' the world between.

Antrim hills, an' the wet rain fallin',

Whiles ye are nearer than snow-tops keen.

Dreams o
r

the night, an' a night-wind callin',

What is the half o' the world between?

MOIEA O'NEILL.

Note. The Moyle is the name of the sea-water between the Antrim

coast and the Mull of Cantyre.
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"I MIND THE DAY."

I MIND the day I'd wish I was a say-gull flyin' far,

For then I'd fly and find you in the West.

And I'd wish I was a little rose as sweet as roses are,

For then you'd maybe wear it on your breast,

Achray !

You'd maybe take an' wear it on your breast.

I'd wish I could be livin' near, to love you day an' night,

To let no throuble touch you or annoy :

I'd wish I could be dyin' here, to rise a spirit light,

So Them above 'ud let me bring you joy,

Mavrone !

If Them above 'ud let me win you joy.

An' now I wish no wishes, nor ever fall a tear,

Nor take a thought beyont the way I'm led.

I mind the day that's over-bye, an' bless the day that's here

There be to come a day when we'll be dead,

Achray !

A longer, lighter day when we'll be dead.

MOIRA O'NEILL.
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THE LOOKER-ON.

THE LISTENER TO THE WORLDS: HIS MESSAGE TO MOSES THE JUDENHETZ
REASONABLY ACCOUNTED FOR THE PORTENTOUS NINETIES PROPOSED

FESTIVAL OF REVENGE FOR '98 RECRUITING : PROGRESS FORBIDS THREE
WORDS WITH MR MILL WAR'S ROMANCE AT OSOBRITHE MUCH-NEGLECTED
TALE OF SHIBLI BAGARAG.

THERE was the *

Times,' and the
<

Standard,' and the '

Daily News,'
and the c

Chronicle,' and another

paper. They had been reserved

for after-dinner reading in a quiet

hour, and very still it was till I

began to read. But even in print
the news was so noisy, with its

clamour from Crete, Constanti-

nople, Pekin, Paris, the Niger, the

White Nile, the Blue Nile, our

frontier, their frontier, that and
this colliding sphere of influence,
that before long every cubic foot

of silence in my room had its

own agitation. So, with the

last sweeping of the hearth and
last trimming of the fire, I must
needs have a book

;
and the book

that fell to hand was a book of

Heine's; and to enter a book of

Heine's is to be rapt away from

everything but Heine.

Yet Heine did not write all that

I read in his pages, or seemed to

read. In the middle of something
else I dropped upon a legend
which he could only have written

in prophecy; though, to be sure,
that of itself is no objection to the

possible inclusion of the story in

my copy of his works. According
to a blurred remembrance of it,

this was the romantic tale.

When, thousands and thousands

of years after the beginning of

creation, a certain number of

planets had been got into order,
and planted and watered and

peopled each with its own people,
an archangelic Listener to the

Worlds and High Reporter-
General was appointed. He on

enormous wings speeds from sphere
to sphere, and hovering above it

where the good folk say,
" How

like a mighty angel is that cloud !

"

he gathers into his ears all the

sounds that rise from field and

village and town. As these sounds

stream upward they sort them-

selves by the natural affinity of

things, murmuring in the cham-
bers of the archangelic ear as the

sound of the sea murmurs in the

sea -shell. Here, too, they pass

through the sieve of discrimina-

tion, and no sound is there so

small that it is lost; so that if

amidst the roar of a great city
there should be but one voice of

true unselfish faith and fidelity, it

is marked. This is the reason,
never before properly explained,

why the greeting of a dog may be

as well heard in a balloon half a

mile from the ground as in the

street below.

The worlds are many, the round
of the High Reporter -General is

long. Therefore years pass be-

tween his visits; but that is no
matter in our case, for in a thou-

sand decades the mingled noise

that streams up from Earth is

horribly the same. Yet now and

again there is a note of difference

that startles even angelic ears
;
and

so it was at the last visitation,

which befell on a day of this month
of February, when a great winged
cloud was seen exactly above the

street of the Palace of Justice in

Paris. But even the chief Rabbi,
who from a balcony at the Roths-

childs' (where he had been to
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luach) watched the darkening,

dwindling, disappearing cloud

even he had no guess-idea of what
bemused his vision. His thought
as he stood gazing from the bal-

cony was and good reason he had
to remember it at midnight of

next day "Ah, the brave days
that are gone ! the brave days, my
fine monster of the firmament,
when with my little kettle, and
a jug, and a lemon, I could make
for myself a fairer cloud than

thee, and with such wings, such

wings to bear away a young man's

fancy !

" This address from a chief

Rubbi to the archangelic Listener

of the Worlds, speeding through
air, through ether, on an instant

errand to Moses.

To Moses, who killed the Egyp-
tian oppressor; Moses, who from
the land of bondage led forth the

Chosen People with large prophetic

spoil; and spoil in the hand of

every woman and every child,
which was a mystery of promise
to generations and generations yet
unborn. To Moses the deliverer

;

because in the midst of the loudest

cry of all that rise from earth,
that which roars in a hundred

tongues,
" Thou shalt starve ere I

starve," the listening angel heard
a new and particular roar like the

ro;vr of a furnace. From every
nation it came, and a million

throats : "Down with the Jews !

"

And the Jews, unafraid, gave back
answer

; some with rebuke, which
was well enough, some with defi-

ance, wherein seemed little wis-

dom, and some with boasting and

groat cheek. And this the High
Reporter- General told to Moses,

making haste.

On the night thereafter the

Chief Rabbi dreamed a dream,
and saw a vision, and heard a

voice. In one part of his dream
tho Rabbi was in a drum, a two-

handed drum, such as they sound

at the opera when Meyerbeer is

played. And curses were hurled
at the drum from all quarters, north,
south, east, and west, falling like

stones
; but those from the west

were fewer, and from the Isles of

the West there was not one but
had been washed in butter. In
the next part of the dream the
Rabbi stood by the drum, with a

kepi on his reverend head and his

wrists locked; and on the drum-
head were quantities of writing-

paper, blotting-paper, and pens
inked to the feather and splayed
and broken at the neb : as if 's

must be crossed at a sabre-slash,
and i's dotted as we stab with a

bayonet. Yet the fiery writing-
masters who sat about the drum-
head were invisible; or was it

that they fled when the vision

appeared 2

" Take thou the pen and write !"

It was the voice of Moses, his

words falling wi^h the sound of

pebbles dropped into a brazen

bowl. The Rabbi heard, and,

looking not up a second time,
took pen and a fair sheet of paper,
from which the War-Office stamp
miraculously smiled itself away.
Nor was the Rabbi to write upon
the drum as those others did ; for

there stood in its place and under
his hand a peaceable lectern,

fashioned as to the upper part
like a flying dove, with a serpent
so carved on her neck that his

mouth was convenient to her ear.
" Take thou the pen and write !

"

Then Moses spoke as addressing a

multitude, and the Rabbi wrote

trembling; and in all there were
a thousand words. For these

the 'New York Herald' or the
1

Telegraph
'

of London would give
ten thousand shekels of gold, and

think themselves blest in the

bargain. But though there is

nothing that the Jew will not

buy, there are things that life
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nor death will make him sell
;
and

this message to the Jews, which
was to pass from synagogue to

synagogue in shadows of words
the doubt is whether the be-

wildered Rabbi has it either to

sell or to give. He had it clear

when he woke, but even before

breakfast, that displacer of dreams,
his hold upon the words seemed
uncertain

;
and after all it was but

a dream. And yet to the prophets
of old . . . ! and yet to be deaf to

the voice . . . !

The fall of a book to the floor,

and an end to the tale that isn't

in it. But still we may read on.

Any one who pleases may ask his

imagination for the words of the

dream - Moses, and write out in

the prose of uninspired writings a

fancy of what the message was, or

is, that should pass from synagogue
to synagogue in these wild times.

Vain is all address to the Gentiles,
whether they rage in Germany, in

Austria, in France, in Russia, in

Balkan provinces or anywhere else.

There is a general madness against
the Jews over the whole of conti-

nental Europe, or nearly 'all
;
and

it is not a madness of idea and of

the air, but a more substantial

kind of madness, working by such

drugs as are dug from the bowels

of the earth. Because it breaks

out amongst peoples so different

and differently placed, it is often

called inexplicable; or sometimes
it is heard of, oftener thought
of, as a mysterious manifestation

of the doom that has dispersed
a yet indivisible people through-
out the world. But that, prob-

ably, is to look too high for an

explanation. The fierce and fast-

growing detestation of the Jews
in so many European States will

not seem so remarkable if we

may believe it an exaggeration
of new-sprung feelings commonly

operative between one Christian

people and another. And this we
may believe, I think; for there
are such feelings, notoriously
strong and disturbing. One is the
sentiment of nationality, which
even in these Isles of the West has
made more bad blood within the
last dozen years than would have
been thought possible, or anything
but ridiculous, a dozen years before.

Who dreamed, not being a Welsh-
man and resident in the Princi-

pality, that so much double refined

national hate could simmer up in

Wales'? How fierce an outbreak
the nationality sentiment has

proved in other parts of the world

everybody knows; and this feel-

ing, be it observed, makes bitter

foes of mixed or neighbouring
peoples not Jewish. Upon that
follows another oppugnant feeling,
bred of industrial need and com-
mercial rivalry for an example of

which we may also look at home.
What is the groundwork of the

popular dislike of Germans (which
is a novelty) in England 1 Trade

competition. Putting these two

things together, then, let us con-

sider in their presence that Jews
are looked upon as foreigners in

Europe wherever they may dwell
;

that in most of the Continental

cities they sweep up a very large

proportion of the trade; and

further, that they make a far more

flaunting display of their success

and their wealth than the better

sense of the British Jew allows.

These considerations taken into

account, it seems as if the Judenhetz

may really be what I have said

only an exaggeration, and a natural

exaggeration, of hostile feelings

newly operative between peoples
of various races and nations.

Against Jews these hostile senti-

ments combine, for the reason that

the Jews provoke both. And if

the Jews are hated in so many
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countries at once, it is because the

feelings they offend are rampant in

so many countries at once; and
because there are many Jews in

all these countries.

Plainly, this is the better ex-

planation of the Judenhetz, in

the sense of being the most

acceptable to good men
;

for

though it takes nothing from
whatever loss or pain the Jews

may suffer, it reduces to right
measure the charge of special
and particular persecution. But
so far as I have seen, this is not
the explanation of the Jews them-
selves. They protest that the cry

against them is raised by envy of

their superior ability in trade and
finance

;
and there, no doubt, they

are right enough. They complain,
however, that it is an envy embit-

tered by race animosity, and that

need not be denied. But they
also insist that the hatred to

whbh they are subject is more

esp< cially religious that the Jud-
enhetz of to-day is a strange and
monstrous revival of the persecu-
tion of the Middle Ages; and there

the) are wrong, and badly wrong.
But now let us compare their case

with our own and see how it looks

ther . We also are deeply hated
in most Continental countries, and
the passion is directly traceable to

envy of the British as manufac-

turers, traders, and masters of the
market. But it is an envy embit-
tered by national animosity; in

our own case enhanced (the Jews
will perhaps acknowledge some

corresponding failings in them-

selves) in our own case enhanced

by certain British peculiarities,
such as an exasperating uncon-
scious swagger of earth-and -sea
lordliness when we move amongst
foreigners. Our too apparent
weahh is offensive, and offensive
the parade which the sun makes
of oar picked possessions every
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time he goes round the world.
If now we remember that the
same sun, on the same round,
brings the blaze out of Berlinese

shirt-fronts, gilds the cornices of

colossal banks, and shows those

delightful beauty -
spots on the

face of Nature where lurks the
smile of diamond and gold, it

will be seen that so far the

comparison is a close one. In
both cases, not only envy but a
stimulated appetite for spoil. As
for religious animosity against us,

however, there is none of it. But
wait. The Jew and the English-
man and what is thought of them
have been compared. Now let us

suppose that British instead of

Jewish colonies were planted in

all the great cities of the Con-

tinent, that British and not Jew-
ish settlers took up so much of

each city's business, and that in

doing so they displayed wherever

they were found the Briton's cold

arrogance in place of the corre-

sponding fault of the Jew; and
then let us ask whether religious

animosity would be needed to

make us as much detested as the

Jews actually are. It may be

doubted very much indeed.

How the question may stand in

Russia has riot been ascertained.

There the truth is dark in one

sense, and may be so in a worse ;

but as to the rest of Europe, there

is enough in the foregoing argu-

ment, I hope, to moderate the

complaint of religious persecution.

By rights, perhaps, the complaint

ought to cease altogether ;
and if

so, it certainly should drop, for it

can become an unrighteous and

exasperating cant. It is not un-

common. There is even, perhaps,
a Scotch Presbyterian equivalent ;

but however that may be, we cer-

tainly hear it occasionally from

Roman Catholics, amongst whom
there are some who may not be

2r
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controverted on any point without

proving to you that what you
really desire is to "

relight the

fires of Smithfield." Nobody de-

sires to relight the fires of Smith-
field. Nobody wants to murder
Jews on account of a faith which
half Europe is Christian enough
to respect, and the other half

(there may be some mistake in

these proportions, however) is too

agnostic or what not to care any-

thing about. But there is no

denying that they are in danger
of being very badly treated. As
a great commercial people dis-

tributed over the world, they ap-

pear to be in the same danger
as that which the greatest of all

commercial nations has to face

namely, a general impatience of

trade advantage and trade pros-

perity which seem to the malcon-
tents unfairly got, or at any rate

far too unequally dispensed.

A passing impatience in both

cases, perhaps, and less wicked
than it looks; but in both cases

calling at the moment for the

patience that watches and pre-

pares, lying low. The bold Briton
and there is often as much

reason in boldness as in patience

may reject this counsel : the
children of Israel surely will not.

I say that because some doubt
has been thrown upon their usual

sensitiveness to latent danger. It

is supposed that on this occasion

they must either underrate or feel

themselves superior to it. A dis-

position to withstand rather than

appease is reported : an unfortun-

ate mood if it exist, for it can only

exasperate and cannot possibly

prevail. A suspected organisation

against the Judenhetz would be a

great misfortune for the Contin-

ental Jews; and this their sober

brethren in England would tell

them, and probably do.

The Looker-on : [March

The defence of a man so hor-

ribly wronged as Dreyfus is sup-

posed to be is among the first

of duties
;
and since his disgrace

reflects more or less upon the race
he belongs to (though every people,
of course, has its venal traitors),

nothing could be more natural and

right than what has been oppro-
briously called a "syndicate" to

clear him. But to attempt his

clearance without proof positive
and undeniable, to attempt it by
any process that malice could

charge with invention or intrigue,
was at this time and in these cir-

cumstances wofully unwise. The
conduct of Dreyfus's friends was
little wiser if without such proof
in hand they meant only to raise

a public agitation against an un-

fair trial, trial with closed doors

in matters of this nature being no
safe presumption of unfairness.

Without clear proof Dreyfus could

not profit much ; and without proof
the one certain result of the move-
ment in his favour was to stir up
and inflame the prejudice against
the Jews in France.

Incidentally, another ill conse-

quence ensued increase, not ex-

actly opportune, of French enmity
against England. That, however,
is entirely our own fault. It was

possible, and it would have been

right, to report the Zola trial in

our newspapers as other trials are

reported that is to say, by a

mechanically accurate presentation
of the evidence, and without any
expression or any colour of opinion.
But on this occasion the sym-
pathy of the reporters prevailed

against a just practice. If any
account of the trial uncoloured by
opinion appeared in any English

newspaper, it was not my luck to

welcome the exception. Most of

the reports were steeped in angry
and effusive partisanship, the effect

of which was to represent the
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judge and the generals as quite dis-

honest, and recklessly determined

that suffering innocence should

continue to suffer. The innocence

could not be fairly assumed no
on 3 will say that it could be. But

very plainly it was assumed, and

on that foundation the worst in-

sinuations against French Minis-

ters, French judges, and French

generals were raised. Now, if it

was right to do that, surely it

would have been better to leave

the French people to do it for

themselves. It is not as if they
we '6 an unintelligent people, or as

if ::his were a matter which they
wei'e in the dark about. Its details

were as well known to them as to

us, and the honour of their Minis-

tern and their justiciary is their

affair and not ours. Or supposing
thab a hint from this side of the

Channel seemed necessary, the hint

should not have been exceeded,
unless with intent to exasperate
French feeling against this country,
which has quite enough of envy,
hatred, and malice to stand against,
without any avoidable addition.

Soon after we began to date our
letters in the 90's, there passed
thrc ugh the whole of Europe one

of those strange waves of appre-
hension that we read of as pre-

moritory of great changes and

profound events. Springing up
no one knows where, and spread-

ing from mind to mind with a

rapidity of movement and a same-
ness of effect which the ordinary
means of communication do not
accoint for, they recall the mys-
terious voice that breathed through
the old pagan world the message,
" Gr?at Pan is dead !

"
According

to n y notes, it was in '92 when
this last visitation occurred. For

many years Europe had hardly
ever been at rest, but at that

part cular time the portents were

rather lessj than more disturbing
more likely to appease than to

inspire a superstitious fear that
the nineteenth century would end
amidst war, and tumult, and up-
heaval, as other centuries have
ended. For this was the dread
that swept over all the peoples
of Europe, or through them as

that most living of all winds, the

messenger-wind that drives before

the dawn, sweeps through the
leaves of the wood and the streets

of the town.

Quite without any immediately
exciting cause, such as declared

itself three years afterward, this

universal dread was evidently a

conscious superstition. It was/e^
as superstitious, and perhaps ad-

mitted and cherished on that

very account which seems to be
a not inexplicable way with the

human mind at times. Not in-

explicable, for there are quite

ordinary explanations for those

who cannot endure the super-

natural, while for others, more

fortunate, there is the thought
that if that in us "which drew
from out the boundless deep

" can

hear and be moved by a common
call from "home," the mystery
dissolves in light, and the light is

both beauty and joy. However,
it is the politics of the day that

we are driving at, and no mys-
teries of the all-embracing and

eternal; though the superstitious

feeling of '92 was itself a bit of

a wonder, inasmuch as it arose

when there was least provocation
in the political outlook, was strong

enough to give its own tone and
bent to all political discussion,

and yet had disappeared without

recall when the events and por-
tents of 1894-95 would have been

its sufficient justification. Much
has happened since to make such

a feeling no surprise ;
but though

the century nears its end under
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darkening skies, this strange fatal-

istic sense, so much deeper than

alarm, so much like the presage
of some animals before earthquake
or eclipse, does not return.

What do the judicious make of

that, and what the superstitious 1

Presumably they must agree that

inasmuch as it signifies anything
it is a good sign. If the forebod-

ing of '92 meant anything, that it

died away and comes not back

may be taken to mean something
too, and something different. O bher

intimations have sounded from the

boundless deep. Or, if that will

not do, the homely fact is, per-

haps, that the 90's having earned
so bad a reputation in past times,
this generation could not enter

upon the present series without

misgiving.

Curious, in these circumstances,
how carefully attention has been
shrouded from the promise of an
actual repetition of the Irish

troubles of '98. To account for

this is rather difficult, unless upon
what seems to be a close though in-

formal agreement among Britain's

politicians to look nothing in the

face that is very unpleasant.
For it was no great secret months

ago that the Irish rebellion of 1798
is to be recalled and glorified in

1898 by a grand national no, a

grand international celebration.

The rebellion itself was prepared
in wonderful secrecy, considering
how many thousands of people
must have known of it months
before the outbreak. The prepara-
tions for the centenary celebration

of the rising began last year, they
have been busily carried on both
in Ireland and the United States,
and if the plans of its organisers
succeed and their expectations are

fulfilled (for which, however, there

is little precedent in Irish history),

every scene of the insurrection will

be occupied and present a threat

of repetition unless the British

Government succumbs and atones.

Yet up to the second week in

February, when these lines are

written, the newspapers seem to

have no knowledge that anything
of the kind is going on. "Seem "

is

the right word, because if they did

not know of it before, they found
official information of the proposed
rehearsal in the 'Contemporary
Review '

for January. The writer

of the manifesto being Mr William

O'Brien, its authority could not
have been doubted, and Mr
O'Brien's style is such that every
page of him speaks to the eye with
the emphasis of a sanguinary
wake ; and yet no remark in the

British press upon a demonstration
which coincident troubles (of which
there are evident hopes) might
make really serious.

As intended, it is to be a

very serious demonstration in-

deed. Listen :

"The fact that Ireland does not
' fear to speak of '98

'

will be thun-
dered into English ears through all

the channels of expression that a race

fifteen millions strong can command
at home and abroad. The cele-

bration of the centenary of the great
insurrection will give easy-going
Englishmen one of those awakenings
as to the real state of Irish feeling
which have usually to be adminis-

tered, once in every generation at

least, in the shape of some armed

rising or Clerkenwell explosion. . . .

The centenary will mark as memor-
able a date in the history of the

Irish race as the Jubilee of 1897 did
in the history of the Anglo-Saxon."

How far the celebration may go

"depends chiefly," Mr O'Brien is

afraid,
"
upon whether there hap-

pens to be another Wolfe Tone

biding his time somewhere among
the ardent youths whom every

year brings to manhood among
a race fifteen millions strong."
A second Wolfe Tone has not
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turned up yet; but "shiploads of

Irsh-American exiles are coming
across to celebrate the heroic pop-
ular memories and Governmental
crimes of 1798," and among so

many Fenians a Wolfe Tone is no

improbability.
Before this number of '

Maga
'

is

published more will be heard, no

doubt, of the proposed celebration

of one revolt and rehearsal of

another. If so, and if the truth

is told, it will be found that Mr
O'Brien, who does exaggerate, did

not do so when he spoke of ship-
loais of Irish-Americans coming
over to invigorate the demonstra-

tion. So far as previous arrange-
ments can be depended on, that

seems to be a settled thing. In-

surrection also has its ideals. The
ideal of Irish insurrection has ever

been one that is assisted by a land-

ing of foreign soldiery. If previ-
ous arrangement holds, the re-

hearsal will not be wanting in

an American imitation of "the
French in the bay"; and as there

are no Frenchmen, and never
were any, so implacably revenge-
ful ;igainst England as the Ameri-

can-Irish, this over-sea contingent
may be expected to play its part
as much to the life as circum-

stances permit.
Bat is the demonstration, then,

to be really formidable ? It is to

be if it can be, and we might even

say that it will be were it not for

the persistent infidelity of "
previ-

ous arrangement
"

in such affairs,
and the faithful reappearance of

"fizzle." The desirability of ob-

taining British help in a bad year
for tie crops may suggest a mode-
rate show of vindictiveness in the
celebration might even suggest
its abandonment if the American
section would kindly permit. If,

however, there is much of Mr Dav-
itt's and Mr O'Brien's hatred of

England in the Irish people gener-

ally, and if it is being worked upon
by such bardic incitement as rings

throughout the last-named gentle-
man's ferocious pages, the Irish

constabulary will have a great
deal to do this summer.
The thirst for revenge which

screams its longing from the lips
of Mr O'Brien revenge for off-

ences committed by dead-and-gone

generations of Englishmen, whose
sons have ceaselessly endeavoured
to do good to Ireland, and have
done it even at the sacrifice of

justice is not what an imperfect-

ly Christianised mind imagines it.

Mr O'Brien takes it for a virtue,
inculcates it for a virtue, fancies it

a heroic and even knightly kind
of thing. In truth, it is a mere
survival of savagery an excessive

remnant of the instincts of primi-
tive barbarism, and considered

graceless even in a Comanche
Indian. The Irish are a people
almost as separate and distinctive

as the Jews, and a vast deal more
so than the vaunted Greeks, their

inferiors in every quality that men

respect in man. Therefore that

Ireland should crave for the forms

and dignities of independent na-

tionality is most natural
;

and

never was the feeling better under-

stood than at this day, for never

was it so active or so widely shared.

But there is a difference between
the sentiment that would venture

insurrection against overlordship,
and the spirit which, feeding upon
old and long-atoned -for injuries,

thinks firstly, secondly, thirdly of

a Joyce-country revenge, and values

independence most as a means of

satisfying the passion. Speaking

particularly of the new generation,
" the young men of Ireland," Mr
O'Brien would have us believe that

this passion is the soul of Irish

patriotism ;
and since he must be

supposed to know something about

it, and since it is quite certain that
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neither he, nor Mr Davitt, nor
some other friends of their country
would be satisfied with a patriotism
undirected to vengeance, his picture

may stand in doubt : it shall have
neither the acceptance he would

press upon us nor the denial we
incline to accord. But that re-

venge is the inspiring motive of

most of the Irish leaders is mani-

fest. Even when they ask for

bread they hint at requitals in

lead, and forget in blessing the

flight of Zulu spears and Afridi

bullets how many reach the hearts

of their fellow-countrymen.
" But

if, after all, they and not milder

and soberer men are Ireland's

leaders ?
" The question is to

the point, but does not answer
itself exactly. They are Ireland's

leaders, mayhap, because Ireland

is still too much of a distressful

country (its old gaiety, they say,
all perished), and because there are

excitements in malignancy which
there are not in sobriety.
Be the celebration of '98 what

it may, however, Mr O'Brien is

not likely to see "a French or

Russian squadron in Bantry Bay,"

boldly as he invites it and much
as it may be desired for the occa-

sion. It may happen some time,
of course. It is one of the possible
events which a more active and

impatient envy warns us of, and
for which due preparation will be
made by land and sea.

Conscription of course not.

Yet it is much that conscription
can be mentioned as a possible

necessity at some future day, with-

out evoking either ridicule or de-

nunciation. Ridicule would cer-

tainly have been Lord Wolseley's

portion had he dropped the word,
unless as renouncing the thing, in

any year before the portentous
90's ;

and that it is now heard

with complacency has a substan-

tial meaning which wise states-

manship will take account of.

True, not a soul of us connects the
word "

conscription" with anything
real or probable ; but it is endured,
and endured because the country
is thoroughly sensible at last that
it has to "look out for squalls."
Certain dangers which, however,
are not inevitable are seen at

their true distance or lack of dis-

tance
;
and this unexpected toler-

ation of hints at conscription from
commanders-in-chief and the like

is one of the signs that the Gov-
ernment of the country need not
fear to call upon it to prepare a

strong defence. A vast deal can
be done short of conscription,
which a brief train of reasoning
will show is unlikely to be adopted
in this country until it is of little

use. No conceivable British Gov-
ernment would propose its adoption
until we were actually engaged in

a great war at great odds. Great
wars are awfully brief nowadays,
and it takes some time to make
a brave man a tolerable soldier.

The conscript taken at the begin-

ning of a European war would not
be half-trained, probably, at the

end of it.

Since that is the case, to

strengthen the regular army be-

times is a duty of the first order.

As a mere matter of conscience,
the call of the Government should

not be timid as a mere matter of

prudence, or even of self-preserva-

tion, the response to the call should

be ungrudging; and upon that

there is a more vigorous agree-
ment in the country, I believe,

than has yet come to light.

But, alack ! in the full bloom of

this belief I encountered a profes-
sor as patriotic as it is possible
for a Comtist to be (Positivism

being an equal embrace of all

humanity), who assured me that,

beautiful as it was, it must needs
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be barren. When he said that,

having attained the highest civil-

isation yet known, we no longer

possess the military spirit, I

thought him sufficiently mistaken
for all necessary purposes. When
he further said that the devolution

of military service on a certain

number of citizens is in itself evi-

dence that the military spirit is

on the wane, and that the forcible

impressment of men for fighting-
service is yet stronger evidence, I

contented myself with the thought
that if this spirit is no more on the

wane than it was in Nelson's day,
and the time of the great French

war, it does not matter. But he
did not stop there. He went on
to explain why he thought that

our highest civilisation, and especi-

ally our board schools, forbid the

hope of getting a larger army at

a reasonable price. He was cer-

tainly right in saying that all the

disputants on army reform assume

that, to obtain an adequate supply
of recruits, all that is needed is

to give better pay. But that, it

seems, may be an entire mistake.

For the youth of the present

day (the professor speaks, and as

he speaks ghostly doubts again
broak out of their graves in my
mind) the youth of the present

day, whether he is steady or a

ne'er-do-well, thinks a great deal

of his independence, and stands

much upon his dignity. He re-

sents peremptory orders. He sees

thf t as a soldier he will have to

submit to restrictions on his

liberty which he would have

spiirned when a schoolboy. He is

exposed to humilating inspections
as to his personal cleanliness. He
must not "answer back." He
cannot throw up his employment.
Passive, unquestioning, and instan-

tareous obedience is expected from

the soldier, and it is probably the
first essential for military purposes.
But this is just what the young
man who has had his education in
a board school, and knows that he
can belong to a trades union and
become an elector if he chooses, is

not inclined to give. Indisposed
as he may be by nature for regular
work, no such young man is likely
to enlist. 1

Some years ago I somewhere
read an essay entitled "Civilisa-

tion its own Executioner." The
writer had a variety of arguments
to show that nearly all the most

prized achievements, all the proud-
est activities of our civilisation,
are provisions for self-destruction ;

but, less discerning than my pro-

fessor, he missed what seems to be
the shortest, most comprehensive,
and most unobjectionable artifice

of all. Unobjectionable, because

the reasons which decide the

young man of to-day against en-

listing are honourable in them-

selves, and such as cannot be re-

sisted without violence to all that

we understand by Progress. As

my professor argues, it is not

now with us as it was in the old

days. However lowly his station

or loafing his habits, no young
man can be commanded to think

less of his independence, or be

expected to submit his will, and
even his washing, to the control

of so-called superiors. It was
not to confirm habits of obedi-

ence, or of unreadiness to answer

back, that our board schools ad-

vanced so far beyond the three

R's
;
but rather to implant such

notions and ambitions as the

barrack-room cannot satisfy. This

is Progress, which no civilised

Government can wish to arrest,

cannot turn back, and must re-

joice to advance. But now mark

1 Professor Beesly in the ' Positivist Review '

for February.
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the dilemma which Mr Beesly
brings to our attention. When
surrounded by less civilised nations,
even the most civilised must have
an adequate army must have it,

or lie open to spoliation, which is

destruction. An adequate army
is essential to the corporate exist-

ence of our civilisation, its effective

and actual existence
;
but at the

same time it is impossible, and
it would be a burning shame, to

falter in the advancement of those

civilising principles which will

leave us with a dwindling in-

adequate army before long.
There is the argument not

mine. Nor shall I say anything
about it except that, if the facts

are really so much in its favour

as Mr Beesly believes (the good
reader will judge for himself), the

highest achievement of British

diplomacy at the present moment
would be to contrive a sharp,

short, but extremely alarming
and somewhat bloody engagement
within view of Margate sands.

This would probably have the

effect of throwing our civilisation

back a bit, but with the advan-

tage of putting off its culmina-

tion to a generation better pre-

pared than our own, presumably,
to accept the inevitable and perish
too. This, however, is not a prac-
tical expedient. But there is an-

other which, while it is more in

order, may keep the British empire
in existence and give it a second

innings in civilisation. If the

young men of the time will not

enlist upon the proposed new pay,

they must be paid more; and if

the more wears the aspect of a

bribe, why then the bribe must
be offered in all simplicity. And
what would probably follow ? An
army so raised is pretty sure to

take a certain character. It be-

comes arrogant ; to arrogance

tyranny succeeds
;

in due course

the army sets up and is sold to

autocracy. In that way a clean

sweep would be made of forms
of government most excellent in

themselves, but, when outworn,
unfit to go through the storm
and stress of primal conflict. For
the rest, after a little while the

autocrat would go down, and
Britain would begin a new era

of civilisation upon the saved

and expurgated stock of the old.

But perhaps this is to be too

optimistic.

In some early letters of John

Mill, lately published they were
written to his French friend

d'Eichthal, and date from 1840-41

there are two or three sentences

good for rumination : one because

it has a bearing on our work of

civilisation in Africa; the others

because they are Mill's, and yet
have nothing to do with science,

politics, or political economy. For

gentlemen who are no longer

young, and perhaps on that ac-

count shouldered aside a little by
a generation which will have no-

thing but " the last thing out,"
what follows is commended as a

comfortable, wise, and yet unde-

veloped thought undeveloped
thoughts being always the best.
" You have probably found," says
Mill, having himself arrived at

the meditative age of thirty-four

"you have probably found out

by experience, as I have, the

meaning of growing 'sadder and
wiser' as one grows older; and

that, too, without growing at all

unhappy, but, on the contrary,

happier. And you have felt, as I

have, how one's course changes
as one gets experience, but changes
by widening, and therefore still

keeps the same direction as before

only with a slower movement,
as attempting to hit more points
at once." Here Mill stops :
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"There is so much to say if one

begins to let oneself go that I

must not go on." Had he gone
back upon these lines with a

revising eye, would he have altered

the first sentence or not? "Sad-
d(T and wiser without growing at

all unhappy, but, on the contrary,

happier." Even at the age of

three, probably, John Mill said

nothing without adequate reflec-

tion
;
at thirty-four certainly not.

Aid when he says here, "on the

contrary, happier," he shows that

he speaks with reconsideration

and on second thoughts. Now,
th ?n, what are we to make of it ?

The fact seems to be that the

wisdom which is twin with sadness

nu.kes no man happier that is to

say, no ordinary man. The prob-

ability is that perfect wisdom
wculd bring perfect happiness

though something in the natural

man assures him that it would be

a sort of happiness that he would
not, care about. But Mill speaks
of the sadness - laden wisdom
which is short of perfection, and

yet says that the more he has of it

the happier he is. Therefore the

first point for question seems to

be whether Mill in whom it has

always been thought there was

extremely little natural man
knew anything of what we poor
human creatures call happiness.

Apparently he meant by it not
what we mean, but the satisfaction

of a nearer approach to that perfect
wist lorn which, supposing it prov-
ablf by x and y, would have been
for him the most perfect joy. So
that the least striking and attrac-

tive sentence in this quotation
offers beautiful material for the

study of character when purely
philosophic. The rest of it (only
it ncust not be supposed to fit all

minds) is a fine bit of mental ob-

servation, grateful in meaning, and

expressed in words most homely

and yet most luminous
;
and there-

fore a lesson in plain song.
D'Eichthal being about to be

married, Mill tails off a letter to

him in a graceful though candid

manner, as follows :

" I can heart-

ily congratulate you, more heartily
than I can generally congratulate
an Englishman on a similar event,
which in nine cases out of ten

changes a man of any superiority

very much indeed without making
him happy. I do not believe

that this is commonly the case in

France, and I should attempt to

show why if the considerations

entering into the question were
not far more complicated than
most people have reflected upon,"
Mill's intellectual integrity was

unconquerable. What he said he

meant to the letter
;
so that we

must believe his opinion serious

that nearly every Englishman of

any superiority is very much

changed for the worse by mar-

riage, without the compensation
of being happy in the expected

way. He thought that so it is also

with Frenchmen, but less often
;

that the difference is one that can

be accounted for ;
and that, though

the causes of the difference are

obscurely complicate, he had made
them out. It appears, then,
that Mill confesses to a sad

misuse of his time. After going

deep into such a study as this, so

interesting, so piquant, and yet so

profoundly important not merely
for the happiness but the advance-

ment of mankind, he turns his

back on it and writes trivial books

on Logic, and books of Political

Economy perishable as his own

generation. He died in 1873 ;

and while to this day nine out of

ten of Britain's best suffer un-

compensated loss of character by
marriage, no one has rediscovered

the secrets that give comparative

immunity to the foreigner.
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The last of my quotations is

of a different kind; and though
the reflections to which it gives
rise are not novel, they are timely.

"Islamism," says Mill in 1840
when a European scramble for

Africa was not even a ridiculous

dream "Islamism is a fortunate

thing for the Africans; and I

sometimes think it is a very un-

fortunate thing for the Indians of

America that Mussulmans did not
land there instead of Christians,
as they would have been much more

likely to adopt that type of reli-

gion and civilisation than the

other." The best of Christians

might have said that, because of

the too obviously accomplished
fact that the Indians of America

profited so little by Christian

civilisation that they perished
under it

; whereas Islamism might
have made men of them if not
Christians. Looking at the matter

entirely from the Indian point of

view, Mill's idea evidently was
that a live upstanding Moslem
Indian, such as is to be found in

the Indies of the East, is better

than a dead half-pagan debauched
to the bones of him by un-Islamic

"fire-water." Eor the moment,
Mill did not consider what diffi-

culties would have been created

for the ultimate settlement of

America by Europeans had its

native population all turned Turk.
He was thinking only of the good
of the individual Red Indian

;
and

there is no denying nowadays that

the religious and disciplinary sys-
tem most congenial to barbarism,
and the one that most surely and

shortly lifts the savage into a

higher range of being as a man, is

the Mohammedan. Some years

ago a long-experienced and much-
esteemed Christian missionary in

Africa got himself into great diffi-

culties by making that assertion.

But it was true, and many times

since have I found occasion to

recall his account of the almost
miraculous transformation of the
rude brute negro when, being
admitted to Islam, he dons the
white gown and girds on the
sword that mark him a freeman
of the Faith. As a fighting faith

it naturally appeals to the bar-

barian, and all that he need know
of its discipline fortifies, ennobles,
and rewards him as a soldier. We
who have always some fighting on
hand in the darker regions of the

earth, and both in Africa and
Asia have thousands of Moham-
medans under the Queen's flag as

well as opposed to it, know this

well. It is not in the least un-

likely that Islamism, with the

Sun for ally, will provide the final

solution of various "hinterland"

disputes on the African continent.

One quality gives to Islamism
a strong grasp upon imagination

everywhere. It is the Romance

Religion; not a whit the more

acceptable on that account where
shines the finer light, yet radiating
a certain romantic glamour that

is acknowledged even in our lati-

tudes. But again it is a glamour
that flashes from the sword of this

fighting faith the tradition of

bravery, chivalry, and splendour
associated with the name of Sala-

din and the story of the Moors in

Spain ;
and till wars cease (there

seem more to come) we must needs

bless everything that sheds on
them the glory or even the gla-

mour of romance. Indeed, war
without romance is at firstthoughts

inconceivable; yet second thoughts

bring remembrance of such war-

fare and the promise of more. The
best endeavour of the novelists to

put romance into the fighting of

Mr Mill's Red Indian fails. The

eagle feathers, and the war-paint,
and the " wampum

"
impose upon

our young imaginations, but with
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small success after the age of fif-

teen. Then we begin to see that

Indian warfare had no more poetry
than we chose to throw into a tale

of theft and murder the most

exquisite thing about it being an

exquisite delight in exquisite tor-

ment. Chinese warfare has its

history, but a history which, so

far as we have been made ac-

quainted with it, has not a page
of romance to volumes of slow-

footed, slow-eyed, cold and relent-

less butchery. The Japanese take

pains to represent themselves as

quite different in that respect from
the people of China, though in

truth they are not, for all their

si]k hats and their patent-leather
shoes as their unspeakable in-

famies in the late war and the

odious barbarity of the Korean

Queen's murder prove quite suffi-

ciently. The Chinese have a most
ancient civilisation

;
the Japanese

also ; they have polished manners
and gentle ways; each has a litera-

ture
;
both are artists

; the one
dotes on birds and flowers, the
other on flowers above all; and

probably the most fiendish spec-
tacle that earth could show would
be a long and fluctuating war be-

frween these suave Asiatics of the

Mongol breed. For chivalry go
rather to equatorial Africa, where

Fuzzy -wuzzy has yet to acquire
the whole budget of Japanese
elegancies, assimilations, and ac-

complishments.

And that reminds me of a story
of the war in the Soudan, which
calls aloud for chronicle by some
such bard as the author of the

Spanish ballads or if not, then
for a better one. Of the dreadful,
of the heroic, of the romantic in

war, this little newspaper story is

full; and yet I daresay many of

tho poets who read 'Maga' have
ha 'dly got wind of it.

Osobri (a pretty rise and fall

of syllables in "Osobri" for the

ballad-maker) Osobri was a Der-
vish post, obstructive of the road
to Khartoum. A fort well built,
its thick mud walls loopholed, it

was thought by the Dervishes im-

pregnable, we are told. And so

the Italians at Kassala seemed to

think; for though Osobri is well
within striking distance from
that place, and though "it could

always be used as an advanced
base from Khartoum to attack the
Italian frontier, Osobri had never
been seriously assailed." So there
the Dervishes sat down in confi-

dence, gathered large herds and
flocks upon the good pasturage
near the fort, and sowed and reaped
in its shelter. But now Kassala
was given over to the English;
and they, perceiving that the

Dervishes, over-confident in the

strength of Osobri, had greatly
reduced the garrison, resolved to

capture it. Some if not all of the
native tribesmen who had served
with the Italians were now with
us amongst them Assabala, "a
born robber and skilful leader of

forays
"

; and he was sent with a
hundred and sixty of his wild
Arabs to lift the cattle and seize

the fort at Osobri. The cattle

were swept up, though not quite

all, and the grain carried off; but
there was no seizing the fort. That
had to be invested as closely as a

hundred men could do it, placed
round about in isolated companies.
But the garrison numbered only a

hundred men, not all with rifles
;

and the calculation was that since

no relief could possibly come to

them within six days, they must
either surrender or perish of thirst.

For in the fort there was no water,

though it was plentiful at a little

distance.

The Emir Abd-el-Bairn was in

command at Osobri : a "
fanatic,"
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of course, and in that respect in-

ferior to Assabala and his men,
" who sat round the fort like a lot

of terriers waiting for a rat to

come out of its hole." In fact,

however, there were no rats in

that little garrison. More than
once Abd-el-Raim was promised
quarter if he would surrender

;
in

reply he called out from the walls

that he could not give himself up
to infidel dogs. Yet all hope of

timely relief must have been dying.
"For the first days of the siege,"

says the chronicler, "they beat

their tom-toms and chanted their

war songs in defiance; but after

that they maintained a complete
silence, and the only sound that

came from the fort was the pitiful
and never-ceasing cry of thirst

raised by the few animals that

remained within."

It was now feared by the be-

siegers that after all relief might
arrive from one of the distant

Dervish posts ;
and true enough,

one night, the moon having set, a

body of fifty Dervishes bringing
food and water crept near the

walls. They were at once engaged
by one of Assabala's pickets, who,
however, could not overcome them;
nor was Assabala able to send in

aid another company from his

broken cordon, for by doing so he
would have left a broad open
space for the escape of the garri-
son. So the fight went on, till

Assabala's men had to fall back
for ammunition; upon which the

relieving party made a dash to

the fort. Instantly a gate was

opened to them and closed upon
them, but not upon the water they
had brought : this they could not

carry in. Here, then, was no

relief, but only so many more men
to share the torments of thirst,

cooped together under a tropical
sun. Within an hour, therefore,
a desperate resolution was taken.

The gate was opened, and twenty

men with horses, led by an Emir,
made a dash for the wells. The

way to them was short, but every
man was shot down, the Emir
himself falling dead into the water
which he had been suffered to

grasp with his hands, but neither

to drink nor to give to drink.

Glorious ! a tale as fit to be told

in the best of ballad-verse as any-

thing in the story of the Siege of

Troy. How truly Homeric, in-

deed, that little bit about the

beating of drums and the chant-

ing of war-songs in the first days,
and then silence, except for the

pitiful and never-ceasing cry of

thirst from the oxen and horses.

Glorious ! but yet in that par-
ticular rather painful too. After
a little while, thought of it sug-

gests the pleasure of thinking of

something else.

What, then? Give me my choice,
and I take my thoughts away from

everything that makes employ for

"pen, tongue, sword," and send
them underground. But not to

rest there in the blindness and
the deafness of the mole, but to

see and hear what is a-doing to

make spring beautiful for me again.
This great pleasure was to me un-

known till I found the way of it

in a volume of Patmore's poems,
and there any of '

Maga's
'

readers

may find it for himself in a

beautiful piece on Winter winter,
when

"The dim cloud that does the world
enfold

Hath less the characters of dark and
cold

Than warmth and light asleep,
And correspondent breathing seems to

With the infant harvest, breathing soft

below
Its eider coverlet of snow. . . .

Often, in sheltering brakes,
As one from rest disturbed in the

first hour,
Primrose or violet bewildered wakes
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A ad deems 'tis time to flower :

Though not a whisper of her voice he

hear,
The buried bulb does know
The signals of the year,
And hails far Summer with his lifted

spear."

A beautiful piece, and one of

scores of beautiful pieces from the

same hand. Why Patmore should

have been so much neglected, and

neglected most when the best of

hii work was coming from the

press, is a wonder; but yet not

very remarkable, for in every

century almost every art adds to

the number of such humiliating

puzzles. Most of the greater

poets of this century suffered by
a blindness of judgment which

nobody has been able to explain ;

and as long as it remains mysteri-
ous it is likely to remain uncured.

Judging from the past, the proba-

bility is that at this moment some
considerable genius is scanned by
hundreds of persons of fine taste

with no clearer discernment of his

worth than if they were mere

"ordinary readers." But if so,

tho hapless man has this to his

comfort, that it is usually the

lasting genius which goes unre-

cognised at its first appearance.
The applause that is instantly
wo a is oftenest revised, reduced,
or even silenced; that which is

firs-t bestowed by an after-genera-

tioo, apparently no wiser, is seldom
withdrawn by the succeeding age.

Stiange, but a blessed thought for

the man who fades into the grey
yesirs with little praise, and but a
small award of pudding, for what
he knows to be good work. Though
he near the sixties he may hope
for Meredith's fortune, which,
however, was not as black as it

is sometimes said to have been
before his Diana rose and "walked
the skies." Looking back to Mere-
ditu's own early sixties (when he

a young man, as you know

from the celebration of his seven-
tieth birthday last month), I re-

member no time when he was not

famous; not, indeed, as Miss
Corelli is, but in a much wider
world than is meant when we
speak of "

literary society." Quite
as long ago as then his name was
the name of a true man of genius
who had well and comfortably
made his proofs. We cannot
have it, and it must not be

allowed, that he was "discovered"
in 1885 by the ladies and gentle-
men who stumbled on 'Diana of

the Crossways
'

at the circulating
libraries. Is FitzGerald renowned
or not he whose transmutation

of Omar's quills of precious gold-
dust into a fine cup was thrown
into the "All at 4d." box? Re-
nowned he is, and firm on the

after -death foundation of fame.

But there is not much call for

his book at the circulating lib-

raries.

Yet those authors are not to be

believed who declare themselves

I mean poets, novelists, essayists
indifferent to popular favour.

It would be unkind to believe

them
;

for being versed in the

secrets of the heart, they must
know that the sentiment they
vaunt is so far from being noble

as to be more or less inhuman.
For one thing, real indifference

would signify contentment that

the mass of our fellow-creatures

are too stupid and soulless to know
what is good for them. Meredith

has far too much warmth, is far

too sympathetic, to have ever been

indifferent to the lack of wide ap-

preciation, though the best was
never wanting ;

wherefore I bid

you believe that, going cheerily
and unswervingly upon his lofty

path, it was with no Timon-of-

Athens scowl, but with a glad

flinging out of the arms, that he

found general popularity awaiting
him at the Crossways.
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But why there, and not at an
earlier stage, will never be known
in this world. It is a fine story,
1 Diana of the Crossways,' but no

greater in any respect than others

its predecessors. A rush to the
libraries for 'The Egoist' that

supremely excellent display of

Meredithian penetration and hum-
our was not to be expected. But
the splendid romance and the glow-

ing presentation of character in
c

Harry Richmond '

why with
that before them in 1871 did the

general public remain unaware of

a great novelist and brilliant man
of genius till

' Diana '

appeared
fourteen years afterward?

The general public. Yes
;
but

is it certain that every professed

Meredithian, even among the de-

vout, is clear of reproach at this

day ? In the year 1898, being the

thirteenth after the publication of
'

Diana,' is there no dulness of

apprehension even among these?

If not, how comes it that we hear

so little of the '

Shaving of Shag-
pat

'

? The publisher will say that

the '

Shaving of Shagpat
'

sells, no

doubt; but there is nothing in

that unless he can disprove that

the circulation of the book is

mainly amongst members of the

profession to whom its title ap-

peals as a trade manual, or else as

an amusing brochure particularly

interesting to barbers. If the in-

frequent reprints of the story of

Shibli Bagarag are not taken up
in this way, where do the copies

go to ? Who else reads them ?

Wherever I hear Meredith praised
I push inquiry into the merits of
'

Shagpat,' and rarely find that

anything is known about them.

Some admirers of the author

have but a faint recollection of

this book; others frankly admit

that they never came across it
;

some look as if they then heard
its title for the first time, and
doubt whether they heard aright.

Scriptures on Meredith usually
mention Shagpat, but only as a

bibliographical item, the first of

our author's productions. The
writer of a leading article in a

great London newspaper one of

those that made obeisance and

compliment to Meredith on his

birthday could praise the '

Story
of Chloe' above its author's

opinion of that early work, but
had not a word for the '

Shaving
of Shagpat,

'

though he named it.

And all this while the '

Shaving
of Shagpat' invites curiosity by
being quite unlike the Meredith-

ian novels a thing unique; and
when explored, it is found to be a

wonder of invention, imagination,

fancy, wit. An Eastern tale in

a string of stories, like to the

'Thousand and One Nights' En-

tertainment,' it challenges com-

parison with a laughing audacity,
and brings no shame on the

challenger thereby : no, but glory
and honour. Of the Meredithian

obscurity and complication of

phrase that some complain of, no
trace here in a single line. Is

there a Meredithian mannerism?
not in the '

Shaving of Shagpat,'
unless we mean by mannerism

graces and brilliances of diction

which are Meredith's own and
not another's. And though the

story moves with great rapidity,
and every ten lines is itself a tale

of incident or sensation, there is

no hint of labour and no sign of

fatigue. It runs on like a moun-
tain stream, does this '

Shaving of

Shagpat
'

;
and the farther it runs

the more excellent it is for inven-

tion and grace.
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THE DEBATE ON THE ADDRESS.

ANOTHER session of Parliament
hf,s now commenced, and once

more foreign and colonial affairs

seem likely to be the all-absorb-

ing topic. The principal domestic

measures announced in the Queen's

Speech are, it is true, sufficiently

important, and certain to provoke
keen discussion. But none of them
can compete in interest with the

problems that confront us in two
other continents. Our first busi-

ness, therefore, is with the debate

OD the Address, and the state-

ments made on both sides with

regard to our policy in China and
on the North-west frontier. One
fact stands out clearly through the

whole debate namely, that the

Opposition were determined to

fasten on Government the views

entertained only by the most
extreme section of the forward

party, a proceeding akin to the

at'oempt to fasten on Lord Salis-

bury the design of abolishing
the London County Council. The
forward policy throughout, as ex-

plidned by the Ministerial speakers,
has been directed in the hands of

the Government to the extension

of our influence, not to the exten-

sion of our frontier. Begun and
carried out with great success in

Beluchistan, it has spread north-

ward till it now prevails over a

great part of the mountain-belt. Its

object is to secure the acceptance

by the tribes of an exclusive Brit-

ish influence, with a view to keep-

ing open the passes between the

Indus and Afghanistan, which we
are pledged to assist in case of

neod, and for the further pur-

pose of securing in these natural

ramparts a first line of defence

against a foreign invasion. No
thought of annexation, or of estab-

lishing anything like sovereignty
over the tribes, has ever been en-

tertained for a moment by this or

any other Government, whatever
views may have been advanced by
enthusiastic individuals. The Op-
position know this perfectly well.

They know, moreover, that the pres-
ent relations of Great Britain with
the frontier tribes from the Arabian
Sea to the Hindu Kush have been
the joint work of Liberal and Con-
servative Governments, in which
the former have had the larger

share; yet they will insist upon
it that what is the natural conse-

quence of a policy long pursued

by both parties is due exclusively
to one.

The most violent party speeches
in the debate on Mr Lawson
Walton's amendment were made

by Sir Henry Fowler and Mr
Asquith. The former, of course,
was oppressed by the consciousness

that he was expected to justify
what he had said in the recess

about the private telegram to Lord

Elgin. He tried to throw on him
the whole responsibility for making
the road to Chitral, by representing
that he had informed the Governor-

General that the Cabinet at home
were doubtful about it. Lord Elgin

imagined from the wording of the

telegram that it was only an ex-

pression of Sir Henry's private

opinion, and proceeded with the

road accordingly. Sir Henry
Fowler maintained that the tele-

gram was so expressed that Lord

Elgin must have understood it as

coming from the Cabinet, and that

in fact he did so. But Lord George
Hamilton immediately announced

that he had received a letter from

Lord Elgin himself, declaring that

he did not so understand it. Cer-
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tainly, the form of the telegram
was well calculated to mislead him :

"
Private. No doubt you have con-

sidered the probable charge of incon-

sistency between the terms of your
proclamation to the tribes and policy
described in your despatch on May 8.

As strong feeling on this subject
exists here, I should be glad if you
telegraph privately any observations
or explanations that occur to you."

Sir Henry says that by the word
" here " he meant the Cabinet.

This, we must confess, looks very
like an afterthought. But be it

what it may, the use which he

made of this telegram to throw
the responsibility for a particular
measure on the shoulders of a

colleague is contrary to the best

traditions of official life, and must
ever remain a dark spot on his

career as Indian Secretary. But
indeed his whole speech partook of

much the same character. It was
one long attempt to make some-

body else responsible for what he
had done himself. "Please, sir, it

was not me, it was the other boy,"

says the street urchin when caught
with half-a-dozen snowballs in his

arms. For all this kind of thing
there is no excuse whatever.

India is a country in which states-

men of all parties have made
blunders, and will make them

again. But instead of dealing
with the subject in a frank and
statesmanlike manner, not sparing
their opponents when open to

legitimate attack, and not refusing
to acknowledge that they them-
selves were not immaculate, both

Mr Asquith and Sir Henry Fowler

simply tried which could throw
the most dirt, and repeat with

most effect the libels they had
circulated in the recess.

A good deal of it was pro-

voked, we readily allow, by the

unpardonable conduct of Lord

George Hamilton in actually ven-

turing to defend himself from

these very same attacks. This

was not to be endured. When
the late Indian Secretary and the

late Home Secretary found they

got as good as they gave, their

natural indignation was extreme.

They were told early in the debate

what a tight place they would find

themselves in before it was over
;

and Mr Curzon and Mr Balfour

between them plied the screw

with a will. Mr Asquith fared

the worse of the two. What did

the Government hope to gain, he

asked, by advancing to Ohitral ? It

was you that advanced, said Lord

George ;
we found a force already

there. Well, said Mr Asquith, we
were in Chitral it is true

;
but we

declined to go into the Swat valley.
" But you did go," was the reply
from the front bench; and the

unhappy man was obliged to own
that this too was a fact.

Again, did the tribes regard our

maintenance of the Chitral road as

a breach of faith, a departure from
the promise given in the Procla-

mation of the Indian Government ?

Mr Asquith asserted positively
that they did. Mr Curzon replied
that not only was there no evidence

of this except one statement which
turned out to be a forgery ;

but
while the road was being made the

tribes supplied levies toguard it, the

great majority of whom when the

rising broke out remained faithful.

Our object in staying at Chitral

was to protect those who had been

loyal to us from the vengeance of

their enemies. To desert them
would indeed have been an act

"of incredible baseness," and a far

grosser breach of faith than the

maintenance of the road would
have been, if it had been one at

all. Mr Asquith then declared

that we had no Chitrali allies to

protect. But he was promptly
driven out of this corner too by
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the merciless Mr Ourzon, who
stated on his own personal know-

ledge that there were hundreds of

Cliitralis with us in the fort who
stood by the British firmly during
ths whole of the troubles. It is

perhaps hypercritical to notice Mr
Ar quith's little error in assuring
th 3 House that two thousand men
had been killed on our side in the

Airidi war, the actual number be-

in^ four hundred and thirty-three.
Mr Asquith may be of Sir Arthur
W ardour's opinion, that a pettifog-

gir g intimacy with trifling matters

of fact is unworthy of a gentle-

man, and " leads to an uncivil and

positive mode of disputing." Still,

if not genteel, it is useful, and con-

venient in discussing past transac-

tions with a view to arriving at

the- truth.

It was left to the Ministerial

speakers to deal with the North-
west frontier question on its

merits, and to point out both the

necessity and also the limits of

the forward policy. Mr Ourzon
showed the necessity of our con-

tro-ling the northern passes of the

great mountain-belt as well as the

southern. They form a gap in the

Hindu Kush between India and
China which it would be madness
to leave open. It has always been
a temptation to Russia; and when
we strengthened our hold on Gil-

git the Russian comment was,
"Us nous ont ferine* la porte au
nez." ! Sir Charles Dilke tells us
thar, it was part of the Indian

policy of Mr Gladstone's second
Administration to extend either

our frontiers or our authority up
to tie Afghan border. 2 Sir Charles
was in the Cabinet at the time,
and must know the truth. Mr
Curzon's sketch of what was done

by the Gladstone Government be-

tween 1880 and 1885 exactly agrees

with the statement of Sir Charles
Dilke. Mr Gladstone gave a

great impetus to the forward

policy, and finally abandoned the
Lawrence policy.
Mr Balfour, in winding up the

debate, expressed himself strongly
against the policy of leaving these
mountain - tribes severely alone.

Unless we acquired the same kind
of influence over them which Sir

Robert Sandeman established in

Beluchistan not perhaps to the
same extent, but the same in kind

they would be sure to side with
an invader, and not with us, for

an invader would have an irre-

sistible bribe to offer them the

plunder of India. With the tribes

attached to us, the long mountain-
belt forms an impregnable barrier

against invasion. With the tribes

indifferent, it offers easy access to

the valley of the Indus. Of course

it may be said that, if they prize
their independence so highly, they
would not imperil it even for so

dazzling a prospect. Those who
know them best must answer this

question. We can only say that

plunder is a temptation which
few Highlanders in the same

stage of civilisation are able to

resist.

On the subjects of Crete, Egypt,
and Madagascar, Lord Salisbury
could tell his audience little which

they did not know already. The
first necessity for Crete was a

governor of some kind. Even a

worse candidate than the Prince

of Greece would be better than

none at all. England would sup-

port any one who was neither a

Turk nor an Englishman. Of the

French conduct in Madagascar he

spoke very plainly; but thought
that the time to interfere was
when the invading expedition set

out, which was when his prede-

1
Edinburgh Review, January 1898.
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ceasor was in office. With regard
to Egypt, he merely repeated
that England would not allow a

cruel despotism to be re-estab-

lished, and would restore Khar-
toum to Egypt, of which she had
been most improperly deprived.
Some surprise was felt at the

total omission of the Chinese

question in the Royal Speech ;

but whatever the cause, the

speeches of the two Unionist

leaders gave the public all the in-

formation that they had any right
to expect, or which it was possible
in the present state of affairs to

communicate. It was perhaps not

singular that some contradiction

should have been assumed to exist

between the speech of Sir M.
Hicks Beach and Lord Salisbury's
on the first night of the session.

If, as Lord Salisbury says, our

treaty rights have never been

assailed, what could Sir M. Hicks-

Beach mean by saying that we were

prepared to defend them if neces-

sary at the cost of war 1 Must he

not have been referring to some-

thing else *? This is a very natural

question. But a little considera-

tion, aided by the two Government

statements, will show that there

was really no foundation for it.

It might have been better, per-

haps, had something been said

immediately the Attorney-Gen-
eral, who spoke the day after Sir

M. Hicks-Beach, might have been

advised to say something calcu-

lated to allay the public excitement

created by the Peking telegram.
But Government decided to wait

for the meeting of Parliament, a

decision for which there is a good
deal to be said. It must be remem-
bered that for some time past, be-

fore anything was heard of Ta-lien-

Wan or the Chinese loan, doubts

had been raised in certain quarters
with regard to the firmness of the

Government on the Chinese ques-

tion in general. Had we opposed
a sufficiently bold front to the pre-
tensions of Russia 1 Were we right
to retire from Port Arthur ? Had
we spoken our mind to Germany 1

And so forth. Now these murmurs
must have been founded on some

apprehension that our rights and
our interests in Chinese waters
were not being upheld by the Gov-
ernment with sufficient firmness.

It was to this apprehension in the

first place that the Chancellor of

the Exchequer was addressing him-
self. He spoke generally, looking
both to our present and our prospec-
tive rights, meaning that whatever
we possessed now, and whatever we
might acquire hereafter, we were

prepared to defend if necessary at

the cost of war. The two little

words "
if necessary

" seem to have
been overlooked by the critics of

the Government. And when Lord

Salisbury rises in his place in

Parliament and tells us that it is

not necessary, because these rights
and interests are not at present in

danger, where is the contradic-

tion?

Our treaty rights, and the ques-
tion of the Chinese loan involving
the question of Ta-lien Wan, are

two entirely distinct things. And
the latter has been much misunder-

stood. If China had accepted the

loan, and with it the condition of

opening the port of Ta-lien Wan,
then, when this was an accom-

plished fact, England would have

acquired a new right which she

would certainly have been bound
to maintain by force of arms. But
we could not force either the loan

or the condition upon China at the

point of the bayonet. If she

chose to reject the one, England
could no longer insist upon the

other. It is idle to suppose that

Sir Michael Hicks - Beach could

have meant anything so ridic-

ulous as this. And he himself
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cm the first night of the session

was careful to explain that he

never did mean what has been im-

puted to him. If it is urged that

Lord Salisbury withdrew this con-

dition before the Chinese Govern-

ment abandoned the loan if, in-

deed, they have abandoned it even
now the answer is that the open-

ing of this port was never made a

s'ine qud non, a condition absolute

o : the English loan. It was offered

to China as one concession which
we should be ready to accept in

roturn for our guarantee, but not

as the only one. When Lord

Salisbury found that the Chinese

objected to it, he offered to post-

pone it till the railway was com-

pJeted, without which the port
was practically worthless

;
and

there, at the date of Lord Salis-

bury's speech, the matter appears
to have been resting. If China's

objection was due to Russian

influence, we cannot help that.

We may regret the extension of

tbat influence. It may originally
have been our own fault. We may
not have turned to account the

treaty of Tientsin as we ought to

have done. But we cannot go to

w ir to prevent the acquisition of in-

fluence. That is the business of

diplomacy ;
and with the excep-

tion of Sir Rutherford Alcock our

diplomatists in China have not
been particularly successful. Lord

Salisbury inherits the difficulties

so created from his predecessors.

They are not his own fault. And
it remains to be seen whether he
has not, after all, obtained from
China concessions more valuable
thm Ta-lien Wan, and quite
as advantageous as any that have
be m granted to other Powers.

But while allowing that some
harm might have been prevented
had Government seen their way to

rectifying at once the erroneous

impression created on the public

mind by the Peking telegram, it is

only fair to assume that they had
some grounds for their silence

; and
before quitting this branch of our

subject, we cannot help expressing
our regret that metropolitan jour-
nals should have held it consistent

with their duty to attack the Gov-
ernment with such violence for not

doing what, for all they could tell,

it might have been highly im-

politic to do. Lord Salisbury had
some reason for writing as he did

in the letter published on the 14th

of February. It has long been a

recognised maxim both in Parlia-

ment and the Press that Ministers

are not to be pressed for informa-

tion in the midst of delicate and

complicated negotiations. That
these journals had some excuse

for doing so in the publication of

a telegram for which there was no
excuse whatever may be granted.
But they would have done better

to let it pass unnoticed, especially
as the meeting of Parliament was
so close at hand, when all that it

was possible to reveal was sure to

be disclosed. The arch offender

who fired the train was, as is not

uncommon in such cases, the first

to lecture his contemporaries when
he found out the mistake he had

committed, for making so much
of it, and this with an air of

lofty superiority and condescend-

ing affability combined which we
are not privileged to see every day
in the week. Nor was it of the

slightest use. The mischief had

been done. The Durham election

was lost by it. The horse was

already stolen. But though the
* Times ' had refrained from at-

tacking the Government, its faint

expression of a hope that perhaps
after all things were not so bad

as they looked, and that the news

might be susceptible of a better

construction than had been placed

upon it, did just as much harm as
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a direct attack, if not indeed a

good deal more. As it turns out,
the report was susceptible of a

very different construction. But
the language of the ' Times '

leader

was not such as to reassure the

general public, and before the

truth came out the seat was lost.

The 'Times' evidently wished to

keep to itself the credit of having
been the first to publish a very
important piece of news should it

turn out to be true, and to leave

itself a loophole for escape should

it turn out to be false. Though we

regret the tone that was adopted
by other journals, their language,
if injudicious, was at least bold

and straightforward; and if some
of their pretensions were inad-

missible, they are no more than all

newspapers have come to consider

as their due. It is a pity, we think,
that it is so. What Government
claims the right of withholding
from Parliament they can scarcely
be expected to communicate to the

newspapers. And there is one
consideration which should make
editors and journalists at the

present day particularly on their

guard against the utterance of

hasty judgments. We say at the

present day, because we do not
know whether it was always so,

but it is the recognised rule now
that no newspaper shall ever own
itself in the wrong. Journalism
never retracts, and should there-

fore be proportionably cautious in

what it asserts.

Passing from the debate to the

measures mentioned in the Speech,
the three most important are the

Army Reform Bill, a Local Gov-
ernment Bill for Ireland, and a

new Local Government Bill for

London. Next to these come the

Bills for the Amendment of Scot-

tish Private Bill Legislation, for

enabling accused persons to appear
as witnesses in their own defence,
and for amending the Vaccination
Laws. Of the two first the neces-

sity and the policy have long been
understood. The public do not

require any further information

with regard to the general grounds
on which they are demanded: and
for discussion of the details we
may well wait till the measures
are before us. We have already

published our own ideas upon the

subject,
1 and it would be out of

place to repeat them in a mis-

cellaneous article like the present.
The Irish Local Government Bill

represents the peculiar form of

compromise which has always
been favoured by the Liberal

Unionists. It is thought that if

Ireland is gifted with the same
local institutions and the same
measure of self-government as

exist in England, the very sem-

blance of a grievance will be taken

away, and the last nail knocked
into the coffin of Home Rule as

a substantive policy of which
statesmen are bound to take cog-
nisance. We confess to being
rather doubtful on this point.
The expectation seems a very san-

guine one. When Mr Morley in the

House of Commons repeats with

seeming acquiescence the dictum
of Mr Parnell that there is no
middle course for Great Britain

between giving Ireland a Parlia-

ment and governing her as a

Grown Colony, the establishment

of county councils as a perman-
ent settlement of the question
does not seem a very hopeful

experiment. When we see the

bill we shall be able to say more.

But unless it contains some se-

curities against local government
being thrown entirely into the

hands of the disaffected party,

Maga, January 1898.
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wo are afraid it will only have

to be added to the long list of

Ir sh disappointments.
The London bill, on the con-

trary, is likely to do a great deal

of good, and to give general satis-

faction. It is the response to a

loud and bitter cry which has for

some time been ascending from
th 3 inhabitants of London. What
is complained of in Edinburgh ex-

ists in a far more aggravated form
in the Metropolis. It is felt that,

by some means or another, the

monstrous increase of the rates,

threatening to end in absolute con-

fiscation, must be put an end to.

But in London there are several

other considerations all pointing
to the same conclusion. The two
chief ones are first, the legitimate
wants and aspirations of the great
suburban districts, many of which
have populations larger than some

English counties; and secondly,
tho alleged misgovernment of the

Council itself, which is clearly

guilty of gross financial blunder-

ing, and is charged with something
worse jobbery, that is of the

worst American type. The follow-

ing are the principal counts in the

indictment. They have, it is said,
converted into a political engine
what was intended only for admin-
istrative functions. The workmen
thtyy employ are compelled to be-

loiig to trades-unions. They pay
a ijreat deal more for worse work
do le by these men than for better

work done by contractors. And
thtir ultimate aim is to get all

metropolitan work into their own
hands, so as to have the whole

body of working men in London
dependent on them. A member
of the Works Committee, when
asked if there was any limit to the
increase of rates in the promotion
of these objects, replied No. Asked
if it was possible that they might
ris<3 to 20a. in the pound, he

replied Yes, and that he should
see it with satisfaction. Mean-
time the rates have already risen

to such a height that many fami-

lies are quitting London in con-

sequence, while those who are

obliged to stay groan under a

tyranny from which they anxious-

ly hope that Government is now
about to relieve them. The Pro-

gressive policy disguised under
other names is pure Socialism,
in which direction the Council

has already made great strides.

Such is the description of it given
in the columns of the ' Times '

by
Sir John Lubbock, no prejudiced
or intemperate witness, and fully
conversant with all the details of

the question. None of the state-

ments in answer to him go to the

root of the matter. There may
^be little inaccuracies here and
'

there in his representations, and in

those of others who have followed

him
;

but the attempt to break

them down as a whole is a

complete failure. Even if we

acquit the Council of what some
of their accusers call

" audacious

jobbery," and of the cooking and

garbling of accounts which are

charged against them by others,

enough remains to call loudly for

a change, and for some measure to

clip their wings.
On the other side there are

positive advantages to be gained.
The surest way, it has been said,

of promoting administrative effici-

ency is to make those whom it

principally concerns take an active

part in it. This is the idea with

which parish councils and district

councils were grafted on to county

councils, and the creation of sub-

urban municipalities would be only

carrying out the same principle.

In a great central body like the

London County Council the indi-

vidual is nobody. In his own

municipality he would be some-
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body. He could, as Lord Rose-

bery said the other day, watch
the growth of the trees which
he had planted, and take an in-

telligent interest in the working
of the whole machine. Take any
ordinary London householder the

present Council is nothing to him.

It is much less within the reach of

popular influence than the House
of Commons itself. Now, this is

not the way to " educate the people
in the art of self-government." It

is rather to make them hate it

or at all events, to make them

wholly indifferent to it. A work-

ing man's wife told a lady canvasser

the other day that her husband was
"no great scholard, and thought
he had better let the whole thing
alone

" and this is the class whom
the County Council is supposed
to "educate." After the Duke
of Devonshire's fine speech on
the 14th of February we may
understand that Government have
made up their minds upon the

subject. On the brink of the

County Council election we have
felt justified in calling attention

to this question at some little

length.

Among the other measures only
promised

" time permitting
"

are

a measure of Church Reform, a
measure on Secondary Education,
and a bill for the constitution of a

Teaching University in London.
We sincerely trust, for reasons

given in '

Maga
' more than a

year ago,
1 that time will be found

for the first of them, which is far

more important than either of the

other two, as it has a serious

bearing on the Nonconformist

vote, and the neglect of it has

already produced symptoms of

insubordination in a class which
is usually to be reckoned among
the staunchest supporters of a

Conservative Government. It is

to be hoped that the Right Rev.

mutineer, who alluded ominously
to " new combinations," will be

spared the necessity of resorting
to them.
No notice of the opening of

Parliament would be complete
without a glance at the state of

parties and the political situation

in general. Every Government
in the course of a parliamentary
voyage of seven years' duration

must expect to meet with a certain

amount of rough weather. So far,

however, the Administration has

encountered very little
;
and with

two or perhaps three exceptions,
it has all been brewed by the

regular Opposition in the House
of Commons and not by the public
outside. These exceptions are to

be found first in the Education
Bill of 1896 and the conduct of

public business which led to its

collapse ; and secondly, in the

Workmen's Compensation Bill,

which drew forth so marked a pro-
test from Lord Londonderry. Both
have blown over now

;
and if some

little dissatisfaction was created

in the Church party by the neglect
of the Government to deal with
the question of ecclesiastical reform,
that error seems likely to be am-
ended. On foreign affairs public
confidence in Lord Salisbury has

undergone no serious change, in

spite of the powerful preaching of

the Opposition during the whole

of last autumn. The balance of

parties is still practically unaltered.

The session of 1898 opens with the

majority of 1895 as powerful as

ever. What we said in our article

of last January we may repeat
with equal truth in March. The
Radical party have confessed their

impotence until they can effect

further constitutional changes of

1

January 1897.
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a very sweeping character, and re-

adjust the machinery and the fran-

chise to suit their own views.

They can only succeed in these

ob ects should some great national

calamity provoke an outburst

of popular feeling to which the

party in power, whether really to

blame for it or not, would fall the

fin t victims. What might happen
in a moment of passion it is im-

possible to say. The Radicals

mi *ht, in that case, find themselves

at the head of an overwhelming
strength sufficient to bear down all

opposition. In default of such

a crisis, they can hope, as they
admit, for nothing better than the

majority of 1892, which, on their

own confession, was useless to

them. But if the Radicals are

po verless, there is certainly nothing
to be feared from such Liberals as

are not Radicals. Or if any section

of the Opposition founds its hopes
on dissensions within the Unionist

ranks, it is to be observed that no
such dissensions are likely to carry
ovor votes to the Home Rule

party, even if they withdrew them
from the Unionists. Should any
unforeseen circumstances cause the

defection of fifty of their present

supporters, the Ministry would
still be left with a majority of

ninety. The seceders would not

count a hundred on a division,

as fifty seats lost at a general
election would. Not that we con-

ter jplate anything of the kind for

ono moment. But even should so

improbable an event take place,
we could regard it with perfect

eqi tanimity.

Xay, we will even go further,
anl add that, even supposing a

transfer of twenty or even thirty
votes to Opposition in the course
of the next four sessions, counting
forty or sixty on a division, it is

a ioss which the Unionists could

very well afford, and which per-

haps in the end would be a gain.
In such an immense majority as

Lord Salisbury's we must be pre-

pared to find a certain number of

members hanging more or less

loosely on its skirts. Such adher-

ents are always rather a source of

weakness than of strength to the

party they belong to. If there are

any such in the Ministerial ranks
at present, the sooner they are

shed, like dead leaves, the better.

But we believe that there are very
few. Mr Chamberlain's speeches
at Birmingham, and the Duke of

Devonshire's at the meeting of the

Liberal Unionist Council (Febru-

ary 10), should reassure us on this

point. It is clear that Liberal

Unionists at Edgbaston felt very

strongly on the question of "the

compact," and winced at the idea

of a Liberal Unionist seat being
transferred to a Conservative.

But the strength of their feeling
on this point is the measure of

their attachment to the principle
for the sake of which it was sur-

rendered. They are Unionists

first and Liberals afterwards
;
and

if they like to wear their differ-

entia in their caps, who shall say

nay to so very natural a desire?

If Juno accepted the union be-

tween the Trojans and the Latins,

on condition that the latter should

keep their own name, wear their

own colours, and speak their own

language, we may surely make a

similar concession to those who
are ready to assist us in the main-

tenance of the constitution and

the empire.
Yet it is specially worthy of

notice that the Duke of Devon-

shire, in addressing the Central

Council of his party, referred to

this question in language very
different from that which he has

generally used upon the subject.

He has hitherto expressed himself

very decidedly in favour of main-
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taining two separate organisations,
and of exhibiting the connection of

which he is the head as a distinct

party. He has argued that this

arrangement was better in itself,

and better calculated to strengthen
the Government than the policy of

fusion. But he does not say so

now. He says that the leaders of

the Liberal Unionist party no

longer regard the dual organisation
as a matter of importance. Wher-
ever they see any inclination to

abandon it, they will throw no
difficulties in the way. But

they cannot take the initiative

in laying it aside, because there

are still large and important
districts not yet ripe for such a

step. Those who are anxious

for it must wait a little longer,
"till younger men have grown up
. . . tired of the distinction in

names and words, which are ceas-

ing to represent any real difference

in conviction." The abolition of

the dual system would be prema-
ture at present, but it is a con-

summation to be desired, and to

be expected in no remote future.

These are pregnant words, point-

ing, as they do, to the revival of a

great constitutional party in this

country, such as we have not

really had since the repeal of the

Corn Laws. The Conservative

majority of 1874 was due to very

exceptional causes, and had, we
are afraid, no root in the country.
Like the house on the sand, it fell

before the first storm. It could

not stand the strain of bad luck

and military reverses. The Union-

ist majority of 1886 was con-

fessedly the result of a temporary
alliance directed against a single

danger : and though the majority
of 1895 was a good deal more than

that, Liberal Unionists still re-

garded themselves as the special

opponents of Home Rule. They
were like the Prussians at Water-

loo. They were still a separate

contingent, with their own ideas

on general politics, and giving
what is called " an independent

support to Lord Salisbury's Gov-

ernment." But three years more,

during which thair leaders have
been members of a Conservative

Cabinet, have effected a great

change. If nothing unforeseen

occurs to check the natural cur-

rent of events, we may anticipate
that if the present Government
retain their majority at the next

general election, it will represent
neither a Liberal nor a Conserva-

tive party as at present under-

stood, but a great constitutional

and national party in defence of

liberty, property, and law. And
there are some reasons why the

Liberal Unionist leaders should,
as far as is prudent, encourage or

accelerate such a fusion.

It is a noteworthy coincidence

that, as the different sections of

the Unionist party are drawing
closer together, the different sec-

tions of the Liberal party are

drifting farther asunder. British

Radicals and Liberals are growing
tired of Home Rule. The Non-
conformist conscience will not

hep,r of a Roman Catholic Univer-

sity. The Irish party must stand

or fall by both. Here are two

wedges driven in between the

British and the Irish divisions of

the opposition, which, if they do

not completely separate them, must
render the connection between
them of very little value to either.

The Liberal -Radical party may
natter themselves that, by throw-

ing over Home Rule, they will

get an equivalent for the Irish

vote in a great accession of

strength from other quarters. But
if they do not get enough to en-

able them to regain power without

the help of their old allies, we

may depend upon it, and we
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would earnestly beg the whole

British people to depend upon it,

that they will have to fall back

0:1 them in the end. What chance

there is of their gaining such a

majority as will make them per-

fectly independent the Radicals

themselves have told us.

But let us assume for a moment
that the active and energetic Radi-

cal party, who look their position
in the face, deliberate on the best

n eans of improving it, and are in-

cessantly engaged in the work of

training and reorganising their

forces, do not really represent "the

g'eat Liberal party," and that

we are not to accept what they

say as any indication of the policy
or prospects of British Liberalism.

In that case we must further as-

sume that there is a tertium quid
in the political world, neither

Radical nor Conservative, cap-
able of enlisting under its banner
an army of supporters outnumber-

ing Conservative Unionists, Liberal

Unionists, and Home Rulers put

together, and so closely in touch
with the general sentiment of the

British people that the repudia-
tion of Home Rule is all that is

wanted to unlock such a torrent

of sympathy as would soon float

the party in triumph over all diffi-

culties. But if the Liberal party
is not the Radical party, where is

it? Unquestionably there are

members of the House of Com-
mons sitting on the Opposition
side who are Liberals without

being Radicals, the residuum of

what was once a great party, we
admit. But can they be called a

purty at all now, or thought
likely to become one again ? We
eee no signs in the country at the

present moment of any tendency
towards the formation of such a

purty. If the seeds of it are in

the ground, not a green blade the
size of a pin-head shows itself
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above. The only signs of political
life and movement on the revolu-

tionary side are among the Radi-
cals.

In conclusion, we may safely

say this, and it has a direct bear-

ing on the Duke of Devonshire's

speech. Whether we look on the
Radicals as the Liberal party of

the future, or assume the exist-

ence of some other party invisible

to the naked eye which is to fill

that position, one thing is equally
certain, that whether the House
of Lords is to be destroyed or

not, the Unionist alliance must
be broken up before either can
achieve success. Those members
of the alliance, if there be any,
who only belong to it as the

antagonists of Home Rule, and
see nothing to be gained by it

beyond resistance to the Irish

demand, are not likely to care

very much about that closer fusion

which the Duke prepares us to

expect. We doubt if there are

many such. But for the great body
of the Liberal Unionists, who em-
brace in their ranks the flower of

the old Liberal party, such as it

was when it deserved the epithet
of great, and gloried in pursuing
its objects by strictly constitutional

means, the party which has al-

ways hoped to reconcile progress
with stability, and the extension

of popular liberties with the main-

tenance of national institutions,

for this body any step should

be welcome which is calculated

to ensure these objects; and it

is difficult to deny that the

prolongation of an arrangement
which, in his Grace's own language,
" tends to create or perpetuate
differences of opinion which had

better, as far as possible, cease to

exist within the limits of the party,"
cannot be conducive to that end.

It is impossible to speak posi-

tively of what might follow from
2 H
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the renunciation of Home Rule

by the British party which has

hitherto supported it. We have

given our reasons for thinking that

it would be nothing very serious.

But it is best to be prepared for

all emergencies. If the party in

question got the upper hand we
know what they would do, inde-

pendently of Home Rule. We
should then have the forces of

Socialism to contend with, and
should require a party to resist

them, strong in the confidence of

the country, strong in its popular
traditions, and strong in the pres-

tige of its statesmanship. Would
not this be found in a united con-

stitutional party better than in

one divided into Conservative and

Liberal, however steadily and cor-

dially they might work together?
Such a party must necessarily offer

some points of attack, some gaps
and apertures which a skilful ene-

my might widen. We shall want
a united phalanx firmly locked

together.
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LIFE AND DEATH IN THE NIGER DELTA.

SOUTH and east from Lekki

lagoon, on the Lagos border, to

the mouth of the Opobo river,
there stretches a reeking quag-
mire some three hundred miles in

length, where the mangroves grow
up out of festering ooze and yeasty
slime, and through this desolation
of rottenness the muddy waters
of the Niger pour by many mouths
into the sea. In places large ves-

sels may steam far inland, their

yard-arms brushing the trees as

they wind through a network of

tangled waterways; while in others

strips of drier land crowned with

primeval forest hold the swamps
apart, and run down to meet the
sea. For some four months each

year, though the duration of the
seasons varies, forest and swamp
are alternately swept by tropical
deluge and rolled in clouds of

steam. Then when the time of
the rains is past the delta lies

sweltering in fervent heat, until
VOL. CLXIII. NO. DCCCCXC.

each foul lagoon bubbles like a

caldron, and exhalations from the

fermenting swamps bring sickness

or death to many an unfortunate

white man who breathes them.

Such is the Niger delta as a

whole, and all the way from

Gambia to Congo the climate of

the West African coast is much
the same.

Early one morning at the

change of the seasons, the most

sickly time of the whole year,
the R.M.S. Loanda lay moored

alongside the worm-eaten wharf

of Akassa, headquarters of the

Royal Niger Company, which is

the second of the powers ruling
over this delectable region. The
others are the British Govern-

ment, as represented by the offi-

cials of the Niger Coast Protec-

torate; and the Ju.-Ju men or

fetich priests, who, here as else-

where in Western Africa, are a

very real power behind the throne.

2 I
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Two hours earlier the mail-boat
had crossed the smoking bar of

the Nun entrance, for every water-

way leading into the Niger delta is

choked by a dangerous shoal, and
now the first of her cargo was

being hove over the side. An
eddying rush of tidal water swept
past Akassa that morning shining
like burnished brass in the sun-

glare. On the farther bank, and

perhaps four hundred yards away,
dark cotton -woods rose above a

strip of yellow sand, and before us

there lay a swampy clearing hewn
out of the heart of the forest which
walled it in. Beside the narrow
beach stood the long oil- and salt-

sheds, intensely, glaringly white,
while beyond and across the sandy
compound there rose a long, single-

storeyed residence, with a broad
verandah running round it, raised

high above the earth on massy
piles. Every European dwelling
in the Niger delta is perched aloft

in this fashion, for the reason

that, while under any circum-

stances few white men can hope
to escape fever and other climatic

ills, if they sleep on ground-level

they will assuredly die.

A swarm of woolly-haired Kroo-

boys, mostly attired in nature's

garb, were busy on the wharf,

running here and there like ants,
with a salt-bag or gin-case upon
their backs, the white crystals

glistening upon their dripping sable

skin; and the Krooboy, being an

important factor in the develop-
ment of Western Africa, deserves

a passing mention. Few of the

negro races can by any means be

induced -to work, though they are

traders born. This is perhaps

only natural, for the fertility of

the soil is such that a minimum of

labour produces sufficient food,

while if the strong man covets

more, there is always a weaker

neighbour to raid. The Krooboy,

however, comes from a hard coun-

try behind the surf-swept beaches

of Liberia, and is generally forced

by starvation to ship himself away
in search of sustenance. Thus it

happens that wherever there is

work to be done along two
thousand miles of coast, the good-

humoured, broad-shouldered Kroo-

boy, with the wide blue stripe

upon his forehead and the cica-

trized cheeks, is to be found. He
plays the same part in Africa that

the Chinaman did in the develop-
ment of the Pacific States; and

probably without his aid there

would be little trade carried on in

the fever -land, where no white
man can perform manual labour.

Grossing the wharf, we entered

the big salt-shed, the temperature
of which was like that of an oven,
and its galvanised sheeting too

hot to touch, and noted the endless

pile of bags of Cheshire salt. We
had 4000 on board for this fac-

tory alone; and a week earlier a

Hamburg boat had filled the neigh-

bouring sheds to the roof with

German potato-spirit. The three

leading imports of the Niger delta

are salt ; gin, which costs 2Jd. per

quart wholesale, and turns the

white man who ventures to imbibe

more than a modicum of it, raving

mad; and Manchester cotton, a

"piece" of which is worth 2s.,

and passes as standard currency in

Western Africa. There are a few
other sundries, including flintlock

guns, villaiious " trade -
powder,"

and young trading clerks, who come
out on a three years' contract, and

generally die before the time ex-

pires.
Three years ago the space be-

fore this salt-shed was the scene

of a barbarous massacre, and the

ground whereon we stood ran

with human blood. The Chartered

Company had come to loggerheads
with the fierce Nimbi tribe over
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the tariff question and other mat-

ters, and the naked heathen, being
staunch free-traders, sent various

messages that unless their demands
wera complied with they would
come down and burn Akassa.

Both trading and Government
stations had been similarly threat-

ened before, and the white officials,

with that contempt for a savage
foe which has frequently cost the

Briton dear, disregarded the warn-

ing. Then when the black troops
were away up-river the Nimbi men

kept; their word, and came down
one sultry night, 800 strong it is

said. For hours together, after

two Yoruba soldiers had been
hacked to pieces beside the dis-

abled machine -
gun, three Euro-

peans held the Residency verandah
with the repeating-rifle against a

mob of well-armed savages ;
while

the Krooboy labourers fought a

grim fight with matchets and
shovels until they were hemmed
in between the sheds, and about
120 of them barbarously murdered.

They were flung one after an-

other against a tree which still

stands, where two big river -men
clove their skulls apart with the

matchet, and to this day the

hacked bark bears testimony to

the deed. A few prisoners were
nailed to the bottoms of the canoes

and carried away to Nimbi, where,

according to the story of fourteen

children who went back with the

writer to Liberia, they were roasted

and eaten. These children were,

strange to say, afterwards sent
back to Akassa, with the message
that; their flesh was too soft to be
sweet. There is little doubt that
no one would have escaped alive,
but that just at dawn a mail-boat
steamed in, and the river -men,
who had either seen or heard of

the destruction wrought by the

SUBS of H.M.S. Alecto and
Thrush, evidently mistook her for

a war-vessel, for they fled in wild

stampede. Akassa was one red
shambles when the last canoe slid

away.
When we crossed the com-

pound towards the Residency, a

company of Yoruba soldiers

from the Lagos hinterland tall,

straight
- limbed fellows, black in

colour, but a very superior race to

the coastwise savage were drilling
amid a cloud of stirred-up dust,
the long Snider barrels glinting

through the whirling haze. They
looked what they were, splendid
forest soldiers ; and such they have

proved themselves to be over and
over again, amid the smoke of

burning stockades or in midnight
march through quaking swamp
for there is generally trouble on
the Niger. Climbing the verandah

stairway, which on that memor-
able morning was piled high with

corpses drilled through and through
by Lee-Metford bullets, we en-

tered the European quarters a

succession of rooms opening from
the verandah with bare wooden

walls, uncarpeted floors, and a-

trestle cot, with the inevitable arm-
rack behind it and were, as usual,
well received by the sickly officials

in charge. They were three of the

rank and file, for the authorities

were away just then, and very

kindly hosts ; but two at least now

sleep beneath the palms. With
the green lattices flung across to

shut out the glare, though they
could not shut out the heat, we
sat in the darkened room, sipping
the usual cocktail, and listening
to the story of the raid, which
some of us knew by heart. There
was not one bronzed face or stal-

wart figure in all the group. All

were hollow-cheeked, yellow, and

haggard ;
for all had suffered from

fever, and one of them could scarce-

ly keep his teeth from chattering
then.
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The conversation, as usual,
turned upon the rumours of

trouble inland
; the supposed

whereabouts of Samory, who at

that time seemed to be wander-

ing with fire and sword across

two thousand miles of hinterland

between Senegal and Lagos ;
and

the movements of the French

gunboat Ardente, supposed to be

surveying the Lower Niger. Of

course, the one burning question
which was and is in every African
trader's mouth was largely des-

canted on. As he points out, we
British have apparently been

blindly content to hold the coast-

line, which produces little, is

peopled mostly by ignorant sav-

ages, and possesses a deadly cli-

mate
;
and we have left the vast

healthy country, and the great
Moslem nations beyond, to fall

under French influence. The

possession of much of the coast-

line will not prevent our trade

being stolen away ;
for the rivers

Gambia, Senegal, and Niger rise

in the same watershed, and pro-
vide a means of transit to the sea.

The Liverpool Chamber of Com-

merce, and various combinations

of African merchants, have long
and persistently pressed this mat-
ter upon the attention of the

Government, and now it remains

to be seen whether the awakening
has come too late.

At Akassa, as in Lagos and the

surf-beaten Gold Coast, salt, gin,
and cloth are merely landed, and
where the ultimate consumer
dwells no white man knows. Up
broad yellow rivers, fringed by
stately palms or hemmed in by
rotting swamps, the merchandise

is carried in canoes ;
then on the

heads of women-slaves it traverses

mighty forests of cotton - woods
and acacias, until the land of the

precious gums and rolling plume-

grass is reached. There the colour

of the merchant fades from black
to brown, and finally the Arab or

Berber bears away the remnant
into the unknown with his camel-

trains.

There was little to be seen at

Akassa that day, for the tribes-

men had not come down to trade
;

but the hospital was a memorable

sight. In a separate compart-
ment a young white clerk lay
wasted to a skeleton, and moaning
pitifully in the malaria delirium.

Beyond were Krooboys whose feet

were eaten to the ankles by the

boring jigger insect, which, when
it once penetrates the skin, in-

creases and multiplies in human
flesh, and feeds thereon. There
were also Yoruba soldiers crippled

by the horrible guinea-worm, which

grows amid the muscles from ankle

to knee. Others had been bitten

by poisonous spiders, or groaned
beneath a form of dysentery which

destroys many a strong man in

three days, and the surgeon him-

self was half-helpless with rheu-

matic fever. This was by no
means an unusual state of affairs,

for we pay for our hold on Western
Africa with blood. Every canoe-

load of salt that reaches the hin-

terland, it is said, costs the life of

a slave : in even the newest settle-

ments there are far more crosses

in the cemetery than living white

men in the factories; and it is

hard to consider the conditions of

life in any settlement without the

thought arising, Is it worth the

price ? That, however, is a very

large question, and the writer

contents himself with setting down
the things he has seen. When the

sun dipped, and darkness rolled

suddenly down like a curtain upon
river and forest, we returned to

the steamer, wondering how many
germs of fever we had absorbed,
and a week later were steaming

up the Warri creek.
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Warri is perhaps the finest

Government station in all the

Niger creeks, and superior in

some respects^ to Oalabar, the

headquarters of the Protectorate.

That day the heavens were opened,
and as the steamer panted softly

past many a mile of oozy swamp,
the air was filled with the roar of

the tropical deluge. On either

hand the leather-leaved mangroves
rose up on their high-arched roots,
out of many feet of yeasty water
or bubbling mire noisome caverns

of foulness, inhabited by misshapen
crabs and scaly alligators below,
and a monotonous sea of olive-

gre< n foliage above. As the wash
of the grinding propeller seethed

among them, sickening emanations
rose up into the steamy air, and
the whole place reeked with putre-
faction. At last the boom of the

big brass gun rang out through
the rain, to tell that the mail was

in, and the anchor thundered down
off Warri wharf.

On one side of the rivor the

mangroves roll away, a sea of

dingy green, until they are lost in

drifting haze
;
and on the other is

an elongated clearing hewn out
of the cotton-wood forest, which
crowns a tract of firm earth.

Three pile
-
raised, whitewashed

factories, with roofs of red-painted

iron, stand beside the miry bank,
and the stately wooden Consulate
with the Yoruba barracks behind
it occupies the front of a great
square compound.

Clad in streaming mackintoshes
we stood for a time upon the sloppy
bank, watching the flotilla of trade-

canoes making for the landing.
They were huge craft, probably
twenty feet and more in length
by six feet beam, dug out of
a single cotton -wood log, and
loaded to the water's edge with

yellow palm-oil and greasy black

kernels, the staple exports of the

Niger, and indeed of most of

Western Africa. The crews were
often naked, men of huge stature,
their skins covered with quaint
devices in blue tattoo, and their

hair knitted into corkscrew plaits.
The headman trader, generally got

up in a mate's cast-off uniform or

scarlet infantry tunic, only half

covering his brawny chest, with

anything from pyjamas to cavalry
boots upon his nether limbs, stood

in the stern. About him there

crouched a body-guard armed with
keen matchets or flintlock guns
for the black trader knows that it

is often a risky matter to carry
valuable goods through some of the

Niger swamps. The West African

has no idea of method or order,

therefore the crew of each canoe

endeavoured to get first alongside
the bank by the simple means of

driving their craft over whatever

lay between; and the shouting,

splashing, and clashing of paddle-
hafts was a thing to remember,
while a dripping European stood

in the rain and hurled impartial
abuse at all.

We entered the receiving-shed of

the factory, and here two young
white clerks presided over a big
tub measure, into which the river-

men poured bushel after bushel of

greasy palm-kernels, or threw down
calabashes of odoriferous yellow
oil beside it. All of the latter

were carefully probed, lest the

wily savage should have filled the

lower half with clods. The place
was full of steam and the sicken-

ing odours of oil and rubber, while

the awful clammy heat checked the

perspiration and made breathing
a work of difficulty. One day of

this kind has occasionally killed a

stout full-blooded man. These

two youths had stood there since

six o'clock that morning, and they
would be busy until darkness

closed down. They suffered regu-
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larly from fever, and their salary
was .60 a-year.
When each black trader had

seen his oil and kernels duly
measured he received a brass tally
as a voucher for the amount, and
we next proceeded to the store-

shed or "
shop

"
to watch the com-

pletion of the transaction. The

shop was crowded with gorgeously
and wonderfully attired negroes,
who were only prevented from

looting the place wholesale by the

high counter. Flinging down their

tallies anyway, and at once, some
received an order on the gin-shed
for so many cases, while others

caught up all the cloth they could

lay their hands upon, or, vaulting
over the counter, seized whatever
article took their fancy, regardless
of value. All were shouting at

the same time, fighting for first

place, or wrenching a coveted

article from a neighbour's grasp,
while the harassed agent and his

assistant did what they could to

prevent the unsophisticated savage

seizing twice as much as he was
entitled to get. The place was

stiflingly hot, beads of moisture ran

down the wainscoted walls, and
the ceiling sweated globules upon
our heads. The atmosphere must
have been almost as bad as that

of the Black Hole of Calcutta,
and yet the two white men worked
there twelve hours most days.
And with a few trifling variations

this is how trade is carried on

throughout two-thirds of Western
Africa.

When we went out into the rain

again I remember that one of the

party turned sick and faint, and
we left him to recover while we
visited the oil-shed, where brawny
Fanti coopers from the Gold Coast

were busy closing the oil-casks.

The big hogsheads, running three

or four to the ton, were filled with

the half-solid grease, which is in-

dispensable in many manufactures,
and constitutes the chief wealth of

the Lower Niger. The palm-nut

grows in clusters under the frond-

like bough, and is not unlike a

yellow plum. Beneath the orange-
tinted skin lies a stratum of scented

grease, which is scraped off by the

native gatherer, who boils it, and
the result is palm-oil worth from
14 to .22 a-ton. Then he takes

the hard-shelled nut thus laid bare,
and cracking it, throws the little

black kernels aside into a basket.

These latter are afterwards pressed

chiefly in Antwerp and Ham-
burg for oil which is not so good
as the outside layer. There is no

attempt at cultivation : the nut

grows wild, and all the negro
does is to cut it down. After a

struggle with Bristol for the

slave -
trade, Liverpool gradually

became the headquarters of West
African commerce, though it is

only lately and after long trans-

shipping kernels to the Conti-

nent, or carrying them there in

its vessels, that this city has com-
menced the extraction of the oil

on a large scale.

That afternoon we took part in

a function which is only too com-

mon in every African trading
station a funeral. A young
clerk had breathed his last a few
hours earlier, after four days'

suffering at a temperature of

107, and now they were laying
him to rest. A deputation from
the steamer attended, and the

scene was a striking one, impres-
sive because of the curious ming-

ling of the pathetic and grotesque.
Four naked Krooboys were busy

baling the water out of a 3-foot

trench, while a white trader stood

above them mumbling something
from the book held in a shaking

hand, and an alcohol - soaked
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trader stumbling over the solemn

words of the last office is not a seem-

ly sight. A rough deal box, such as
"
long-Dane

"
guns are shipped in,

lay sinking in the ooze, and a few

dripping men stood bareheaded in

the rain. Then at a signal the

naked aliens tumbled the case into

the trench and it refused to sink.

Clods were flung upon it
; but the

buoyant deal rose stubbornly to

the surface, until two Krooboys
stood upon it to hold it down, and
the mould was shovelled about

their knees. Afterwards a cotton-

wood log was laid upon the whole,
in case it might break through

yet ; and as we hurried away a

mate expressed the feelings of the

rest by saying, "When my time

comes I'll hold on hard until you
can launch me from under the

ensign into clean blue water."

The ruler of the Warri district,

the late and regretted Major Craw-

ford, a most courteous gentleman
and valiant soldier, was away at

the time of that visit investigat-

ing some charge of slave-stealing

against a bush tribe, and the de-

scription of a Government head-

quarters is therefore left for the

station at Sapelli. Four days we

lay at Warri, and the rain came
down until land and water alike

were rolled in steam, while the

mosquitoes rendered all sleep out
of the question, and then we
steamed thankfully away for Sa-

pelli. The happiest hour one

spends in a West African station

is generally that immediately pre-

ceding departure.
A sky of brass hung over the

flaming river, and the glare of the
white forecastle-head was blinding
to the eyes when the Loanda slowly
churned her way up the Sapelli

cretk, the scenery of the tropics

unrolling itself like a panorama
before her, and the swift stream

roaring in white wreaths against
her bows. Unlike those of other
stations in the Niger delta, the

surroundings of Sapelli are beauti-

ful. At times we slid through
the heart of a shadowy forest

streaked with drifting mist, where
the raw green tufts ofJ oil-palms
were outlined against the yel-
low hue of heat above, and their

great curving fronds cast a cool

shadow across the shimmering
river. Tall white lilies mingled
with the crimson spikes of the

pineapple-leaves beneath their feet,

and the air was heavy with their

perfume and an odour as of all

manner of spices. Then the palms
gave place to 200 -foot cotton-

woods, their huge * trunks braced

by great buttress roots, while

festoons of gaudy-hued creepers
trailed from every massy bough,
and orchids gemmed the rotting
and fallen branches. Now and
then a flock of leather - winged
bats or grey parrots wheeled and
screamed above our masts, or canoe

after canoe came sliding down the

stream, the paddlers hissing to-

gether as they swung the leaf-

shaped blades, and the barrels of

flintlock guns glinting over the

stern. Here and there a little

wicker house stood upon piles be-

fore the opening of one of the

myriad creeks which wound away
into the heart of the dim green
shade. These are erected either

as a resting-place for the wander-

ing ghosts, or contain offerings to

Amalaku, the river-god.
There were also lovely islands

crowned with palms and fringed
with whitened reeds, open spaces
of tall plume-grass, and deep still

reaches, where the starry cups of

floating lilies were thrust aside in

scores before the grinding stem
;

and once a long white launch with

a machine-gun forward and the
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ensign above her stern came hiss-

ing down to meet us. The deep
boom of the mail-boat's whistle

awakened all the echoes of the

forest, our flag rose and fell, and
a stalwart soldierly man in the

stern of the launch raised his

hand in salute as the little vessel

swept by at twelve knots an hour.

That was Major Crawford, who
then ruled that turbulent district

with power of life and death very

justly and well, and afterwards

went down, thinking of his com-
rades' safety rather than his own,
in the red massacre at Benin.

Presently the whitewashed walls

of the three or four factories of

Sapelli rose to view a sparkling
river in front, and the eternal

forest of palms, cotton - woods,
and paw-paws behind ;

for Sapelli
stands upon firm earth, and its

river is crystal clear. Neverthe-

less, it is at least as unhealthy as

the rest of the trading stations.

When the anchor plunged down,
and the usual eager group of white
men hurried on board in search of

papers and news, the writer rowed
off to visit the Government hulk

Hindoostan, headquarters of the

Protectorate for the district be-

tween Warri and the kingdom of

Old Benin. Having been there

before, he knew the officers in

charge; so finding that it was a

"justice palaver day," he descended

to what had been the gun-deck
and was now court - room, and

receiving courteous permission,
settled himself to listen.

The scene was one to remember.
The glare of reflected sunlight
from the river came quivering

through the open ports ; and

through the open hatchway above

the lacelike tracery of palm-fronds
was visible against the brightness
of the heavens. The place was
like a superheated oven, the at-

mosphere beyond all description,
and a dense crowd of oily, perspir-

ing, and generally naked negroes,
filled every available foot of space.
A few big Yoruba soldiers stood

grimly on guard, with rifles in

their hands ; and two young
white officers, who appeared con-

siderably under thirty years of

age, were seated on a dais. They
had been there since early morn-

ing, and one had the fever. The

perspiration stood in beads upon
their faces, and now and then

splashed upon an open book before

the elder of the two, while a burly
Jakkery interpreter rendered the

story of a native witness into

extraordinary English. A charge
of wife -

stealing, brought by a

neighbouring small headman

against his brother, was being
investigated, and this, after three

native witnesses had flatly contra-

dicted each other, was remanded
for further evidence. Then a case

of murder and suspected cannibal-

ism was gone patiently into. And
all the time, in spite of the heat

and the choking atmosphere, the
two young officers sat like statues,

wearily endeavouring to sift the

one grain of truth from a mass of

contradiction and falsehood which

might have tried the wisdom of

Solomon, until the hour for closing
the court arrived. Young as they
were, or seemed to be, and a man
generally looks older than his

years in the fever -land, they
ruled with despotic power over a

wide district, and with the aid of

a company of black Yoruba troops
did what they could to put down

river-piracy, human sacrifice, and

slave-stealing, kept the bush head-

men from blocking the trade-routes,
and generally maintained order

among the most unruly tribesmen

in the world. And it was admitted
that they did it very well.
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Late that night we sat beneath

the awnings on the deck of the

Hindoostan, watching the moon-

light shimmering along the water

and the mists wreathing and curl-

ing along the clean-cut edge of the

forost, while Government man and

trader told stories which would

probably be looked upon as the

work of a fevered imagination at

home, but every word of which

rang true. As the surgeon said

when we went back to our own
vessel, "There is nothing too

strange to happen in a country
likn this."

European civilisation seems to

have but little effect upon the

W(!St African in general; while

among the Niger swamps in par-

ticular, as the Jakkery tribesman
was when the early Portuguese first

traded there four hundred years

ago, so he is to-day. Indeed evi-

dence is not wanting that the free-

lance adventurers once exercised

a greater influence upon the native

than we do now. There are places
in the fever-haunted delta where
steamers call weekly and white
officers break down their constitu-

tions struggling to bring a better

state of things about, and within
ten miles the tribesmen still offer

up human sacrifice in honour of

their Ju-Ju gods, so at least the

bush-traders say, and inaugurate
various devilish feasts, when the

Yoruba troops are busy somewhere
else. There is also a village where
several men have been hanged for

such practices, and yet it is more
than suspected that human blood
is still poured out freely, and

though the mail-boats pass it by,
few Europeans dare set foot therein

without a company of Yorubas
behind them. There is, however,
ono white man who is an excep-
tion. He can go anywhere un-

armed, and has passed through

endless ambushes scathless, partly
through good fortune and partly

through indomitable courage. The
natives call him "the man who
knows how to fight too much," and

say that as he evidently possesses
a charmed life, it is no use trying
to kill him any more.

In Sierra Leone and Lagos many
missionaries have given their lives

for their work, and have gathered
large flocks of adherents

; but gen-
eral opinion seems to be that the

quasi
- Christianised quarter-civil-

ised negro of the settlements is by
no means so trustworthy as the

sturdy pagan Krooboy, who is gen-

erally employed in preference.
Taken all round, the coast native

may be fairly described as slothful,
drunken when he gets the chance,

dishonest, and decidedly untruth-

ful; but once the steamy fever-

belt is passed, another state of

affairs becomes apparent. There
the older civilisation of the East
and the teaching of Islam have set

an indelible stamp upon the negro,
and the Moslem and semi-Moslem
nations of the hinterland stand

head and shoulders above the rest,

both mentally and morally. Thus
it is that almost without exception

every trusted servant of the Gov-
ernment is a Mohammedan, and the

Haussa soldiers have proved their

valour and faithfulness over and
over again. In one deplorable
disaster the writer has very good
authority for saying that it is

gravely suspected that one at least

of the white officers was shot by
his own men coastwise " con-

verts," so they claimed to be.

The lot of the average Niger
trader is a trying one. With two
or three companions he dwells far

apart in a factory perched above

a reeking swamp ;
and even if

there is another trading estab-

lishment at hand, commercial
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jealousy generally prevents social

intercourse. He works ten or

twelve hours a-day in the deadliest

climate in the world, and when
darkness comes at six each evening,
there is no amusement possible,
and nothing he can do. So he
swallows his few mouthfuls of ill-

cooked dinner, and lounges away
the long hot hours upon the ver-

andah, abusing the mosquitoes,
and counting the days until his

longed for "leave" shall come.

If he is a very young man he can

quarrel over the cards with the

last new-comer, and otherwise pile

hopeless debts upon his head.

These, however, are of little mo-

ment, because it is at least pro-
bable that either he or his creditor

will be dead before the time comes
to pay them. All things con-

sidered, it is not strange that the

Niger trader at times breaks down

mentally, or falls into the lowest

depths of chronic alcoholism. And
yet he does his work, and it is by
the sufferings of these men, who
with little hope and less reward
endure many miseries, that our
hold on the commerce of the fever-

land is maintained.

Government officer, and mission-

ary, too, do their part. In a sickly
season they die suddenly, or are

sent home broken-down wrecks of

humanity, and yet there is always
another ready to step into the

deadly breach, and the work goes
on. And these lives will not be
wasted. Humble trader, fearless

teacher, and highly trained official,

though they stumble many times,
and their labour often falls to the

ground, are little by little prepar-

ing a way in the face of many
perils for the development, which
is bound to come some day, of

"that last and largest empire,
whose map is but half unrolled."
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PROGRESS IN IRELAND.

I p Irish affairs once more occupy
an important share in public atten-

tion, we may at least feel glad that

we have to deal, not with outrage
and punishment as of old, but with

constitutional debate and the pro-

posals of a strong and sympathetic
Government. The questions raised

are political and social, and in both

cases they represent a great advance
in the understanding of Irish pro-

blems, as compared with the old

crude ideas of Home Rule versus

Coercion. It may also be claimed

that they represent in a remarkable
manner the development of ideas

that have already been put forward
in '

Maga.'
J The changes contem-

plated may be sweeping, but they
are at least the result of long study
of the conditions now existing, the

practical outcome of much blind

feeling for the truth in former

years.
There are few countries where

the truth is more difficult to find

than in Ireland, and none can really

imagine what it is without intimate

knowledge of the land. Popular
opinion in Great Britain, on which-
ever side of politics, is still very
far from the facts; and first im-

pressions on visiting Ireland are

equally misleading for the Irish

are among the most plausible of

people, and all classes alike paint
ideal pictures of their own life for

tho benefit of the visitor, with the
intention of creating a pleasing
effect. Among Conservatives we
aro accustomed to hear that help-
less landlords have been ruined by
tho triumph of Radical laws, that
tho people are idle and deceitful,
that famine is merely a political

cry, and that the Irish have

only themselves to blame for their

poverty. Among Radicals we hear
that rich landlords still wield op-

pressive power, and that Home
Rule is the only cure. In Ireland

itself we at first receive the impres-
sion that a light-hearted peasantry
are at last content with their lot,

under a paternal Government, and
that an ancient class of Irish

gentry lives respected and benev-

olent among a people remarkable
for primitive virtues. The "bad
times" were brought about so all

classes affirm by agitators, who
have now disappeared, and all that

is wanted is money to develop the

natural resources of the country.

Why, then, do the words of Mr
Gerald Balfour tell a different tale ?

He speaks of the alienation of

classes, and of the recurrence of

distress in the West. He speaks
of methods of Government as hav-

ing become antiquated, and appeals
to the upper class to accept the

facts of a changed condition of

social life. He has introduced a

new measure, which is little less

than revolutionary, as the repre-
sentative of a strongly Conserva-

tive Government; and though

prepared to find that the new
methods may be thought at first

apparently to fail, he believes

tha,t they will finally lead to con-

tentment and union with Great

Britain. If he errs, it is on the

side of trusting the Irish people
too much and not too little.

Sympathy at least is not wanting,
whatever apprehension may exist

as to the uses to which power
might be turned by those who
have never known its duties.

Society in the country districts

1
February 1895, "A Congested District" ; May 1896, "The West of Ireland."
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in Ireland is made up of the

landowner and the agent, the
small shopkeeper, the priest, and
the peasant, with the local

representatives of Government,
whether as residents or as occa-

sional visitors. The landowners,

again, may be divided into two
classes : the first, of wealthy non-

residents owning large lands ; the

second, of smaller landlords, the

resident gentry, who are often

poor. Both classes, as a rule, are

Protestant, and with them are

associated the Protestant officials

of the central Government. They
are the classes who never appear
in public save riding good horses

or driving in private cars. To
allow the ladies of his family to

walk is derogatory to the position
of "his honour." His employ-
ment is either the administration

of justice or that of his property.
His amusements are found in

shooting, fishing, card-playing, and
the annual visit to Dublin for

the races. His manners and his

dress are beyond reproach. His
education is less advanced, save

when conducted at an English

public school and at Trinity

College. Truly Irish as he may
be in both speech and character,
he is yet, as a rule, the descendant
of some non-Irish family coming
in with King William, and granted
the forfeited estates of some Irish

chieftain. As regards wealth there

is as much variation as elsewhere,

ranging from those who have

money for yearly visits to London
and the Riviera, down to those,

equally well born and with equally

large estates, who are prisoners to

their creditors on mortgaged lands,
or are eking out a living by turn-

ing the family seat into a hotel

for paying guests.
The local banker usually from

the north is accepted as on the

outskirts of society, being both

a Protestant and a person very
important from his position. The

police officer, the resident magis-
trate, and the inspector of the

Local Government Board gravitate
to the same centre as officials

and Protestants followed at a

respectful distance by the county
surveyor. Beyond these, and

separated by as wide a division

as though we were living in the

eighteenth century, are the people
the Roman Catholic peasantry

and the shopkeepers who look to

the parish priest as their leader,
both religious and social. The
absence of the strong middle class,

professional and trading, is most

marked, as it is in all countries

not abreast of modern progress.
There is no link to connect two

independent societies, separated
alike by interests and by religion

the tiller of the soil and the

owner of the land. They are

alienated by many bitter memories,
and by the traditions bequeathed
to them from unhappy days of

revolt and suppression. In times

of distress we hear of many funds

started over the Channel to aid

the starving peasant or the ruined

landlord. But in Ireland, though
the priest can obtain subscriptions,
and the Protestant minister can

get large sums for his bazaar, we
do not very often hear of assist-

ance given by the gentry to the

peasantry, nor even of their assist-

ing the poor of their own class.

In this alienation lies the weak-
ness of Ireland. The power of

combination, the mutual trust

which enables men in Scotland and
in England to tide over misfortune

and to assert popular rights, has

as yet hardly any existence in

Ireland, where, under a surface of

apparent goodwill, lie latent the

fierce and cruel passions of a half-

savage people. So fully is the

separation of classes recognised,
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that among the grievances of the

gentry is the necessity of associ-

ating with the new justices, who
have been of late years appointed
without belonging to the landed

class. Even to meet officially on
tho bench those who do not belong
to their social circle is offensive to

tho gentry. Neither party seems
able to look at justice as common
to all men, and each grudges a

decision not favourable to their

equals. To bring together, as in

Great Britain, the various social

grades, it will be necessary to break
down strong dividing walls which
have been built by the history of

a bitter past.
The shopkeeper is, however,

often as unpopular as the landlord.

Ho gives or refuses credit, and
holds the poor in his hands. He
often owns land, and is an exacter

of rent. He becomes a Poor Law
Guardian

;
and as regards such it

is notable that the peasantry con-

fess they do not want Home Rule
if it is to be "like a Board of

Guardians." It is not too much
to say that the favouritism and

jobbery rife among these officials

is one of the most serious scandals

in Ireland. It is to be feared that
from this class many of the future

county councillors must inevitably
co one. But the condemnation must
not be general, for among the small

shopkeepers good and energetic
men are to be found, who are

popular with the peasantry and

sympathise with their troubles.

The interests of the shopkeeper do

not, however, tend towards pro-

gress, for as a class they fear that
an easier access to the outer world
would go far to reduce their own
profits.

Of the Protestant clergy little

need be said, for their influence is

now small, and in the greater part
of Ireland they are not much more
than the chaplains of the land-

owning class. Of his Eeverence
the parish priest enough has been
said in a former article in '

Maga.'
He belongs by birth, education,
and sympathy to the small-farmer
class. He is the head of the

peasant society, influencing them
often, but often influenced, and
even coerced, by their opinion

dependent on their offerings ; and
ruled with all the strict discipline
of his Ohurch as represented by
the bishop. In the past he has

returned the member to Parliament

(speaking of country districts only).
In the future he will generally
nominate the majority of the

county council. His house is the

best in the village. His word is

still, as a rule, law to his flock,

save in times of great external

excitement, when he is expected
to voice the wishes of the people.
His power, however, in conse-

quence of new ideas due to emi-

gration and other influences, is

decreasing rather than becoming
stronger.

For it is remarkable that the

peasant may often know more of

the outer world than either the

landlord or the priest. If the

former is unable through poverty
to travel farther than perhaps
to Dublin, if the latter has never

been beyond Maynooth, the tenant

may, on the other hand, have spent

years in an American city, or may
every summer have seen what life

is like in Glasgow, or in the farm-

lands of Scotland. He has thus

become acquainted with social con-

ditions very different from that

ancient theory of society to which

the landlord clings. His manner

may retain the deference of an

earlier age, but his mind has im-

bibed ideas of equality unknown a

century ago. The great danger for

the gentry is that they should re-

main unconscious of this change,
and of all that it involves.
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The grand jury represented the

government of the county by
the gentry. It had grown out of

an older criminal system into one
which combined criminal and social

questions. Meeting for so short a

time each year, it was unable to

deal, without delay, with the in-

creasing business entailed by local

government. If a new road was

required, it must wait for a year,
or perhaps more, till sanctioned

by the grand jury. If a rate was

levied, all but the few regarded it

as oppressive, because they had no

power, such as they knew to exist

in England or Scotland, of touch-

ing the decisions of a body which
in Ireland was not elected but nom-

inated, and was regarded as un-

duly favouring the landed classes.

The conflict of action between
various bodies may be judged from
an actual instance. Three separate

attempts were made to fire the

landlord's stables. The two first

failed, and were not mentioned by
any one concerned. The third

succeeded, and the flames were

put out by the joint efforts of the

owner and his tenants, after much

damage had been done. The of-

fender was known to all, but no
evidence was to be obtained. The
local inquiry resulted in the de-

cision that it was an accident.

Application to the grand jury
gave the landlord a fair compen-
sation, through a rate levied on
the neighbourhood for "malicious

injury." Had such a question
rested with an elected body, not

only would no such compensation
be obtained, but such cases would
be much more numerous, since any
tenant with a private grudge would
know certainly that he could never

be brought to justice unless caught

actually red-handed. Clearly it is

impossible, under present condi-

tions, to do away with such means
of suppressing crime

; but it is not

evident what were the arguments
that satisfied the grand jury, in

absence of any actual proof of

malice. These decisions are no
doubt just and necessary, but they
are evidence of the antagonism
which exists between a grand jury
of the gentry and the representa-
tives of the peasant class. If the

same spirit directs decisions as to

rating and local improvements, the

authority in question may well be

regarded as antiquated.
The causes of such estrange-

ment lie in the past and in the

present, in historical memories
and in existing interests. The
old Protestant ascendancy, the

extension of grass -farms which
drove out an agricultural popula-
tion, the renting of bog-holdings
reclaimed by the tenant without

help from the landlord, form one
side of the account. Murder, out-

rage, the refusal of rent, and many
secret annoyances, stand on the

other. At the present time land-

hunger is the great cause of con-

tention; and the result of the

victory of the Unionist cause,

coupled with a policy of develop-

ing the country with roads and

railways, has been to raise the

value of land, and to reassure the

landlords, who some years back,
when Home Rule still loomed in

the immediate future, had in great
measure lost heart, and looked for

a constant deterioration in value

of their property. It has already
been shown in '

Maga
' that the

poor lands have become crowded
in Ireland, and unable to support
their peasant population. This

is admitted by the Government

policy, as initiated by the Con-

gested Districts' Board; but now
that a cry for "migration" has

arisen, it is found that landlords

are unwilling to sell at any price,

and tenants unwilling to move.

The former is the greater difficulty
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of the two, and it does not tend
to make us believe that the landed

gentry are utterly ruined, or that

they expect such ruin in the future.

That the great distress prevailing,
almost without cessation, year after

year, on the western coasts of

Ireland, is mainly due to over-

crowding can only be denied by
those who have not seen these

miserable districts, where rocks,

swamps, and bogs make up the

village holdings, while not far off

inland the grass-farms support only
a few annual tenants, and the land-

lord possesses profitable salmon-

fish sries, woodcock and other game
that he sells, and carefully tended

peat -bogs. Many of the owners
in the poorest parts of Kerry and
Connemara are wealthy and power-
ful non - residents : it is such who
are here intended. The good that

has been done in the past by wise

and kindly landowners is not for-

gotten.
In their own interests the

landlords should be warned by
their friends that they are wasting
a great opportunity. Power is

slipping from their hands, even
under a Government accused of

unduly regarding their interests.

The history of popular govern-
ment shows that, however great

may have been the growth of

Conservative principles in Great

Britain, we cannot expect the

opposite party to be for ever ex-

cluded from power. Parties are

so evenly balanced, that a very
slight change in the fickle favour
of the electors may destroy the

existing majority. Should a Rad-
ical Government some day return
to office, the great chance for the

landed class will pass away. Should

they hold aloof from the new coun-
cils

3
and oppose all Government

plans for amelioration of the con-

dition of the miserably poor tenants
of the far west j should they con-

tinue to hold on to lands which

theycannot develop, either through
pride of possession or through ex-

pectation of increased value in the

future, they can hardly be pitied
when the inevitable results of short-

sighted obstinacy come upon them,
under the new social conditions
which are so rapidly developing.

They have probably now their

best, and their last, chance of

securing their own future, by
reasonably supporting a friendly
Government. But unfortunately
it is very doubtful whether, in

face of the shifting of power from
their hands to those of their in-

feriors, they will as a class have
wisdom and foresight sufficient to

save them. A great boon is

offered to the landlord, as such, in

relief from rates which in future

it will not be in his power, as a

rule, to control
;
and yet more to

the resident landowner, in part
relief from the county cess. But
these changes will render tenants

more anxious than ever to become

owners, and the future strife must

inevitably be between those who
desire to buy and those who will

not sell. It may raise the price
of land to a degree quite unfore-

seen some years ago, as it has

already enormously raised the price
at which a tenant can sell his in-

terests. The struggle may be yet
fiercer and more unreasoning than
that which preceded the fixation

of rent by law.

The establishment of elective

councils for local government in

Ireland is hardly anything less

than a revolution in prospect, and
its results can as little be foreseen.

We wish to know what will be

the character of such councils, and
what their success. Will they
form a crushing argument against
Home Rule, and will they fail to

satisfy the very classes that now
hail their appearance with en-
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thusiasm? In whose hands will

the power really lie, and how far

will it be creditably used? The
Government scheme is intended
to hold the balance fairly between

conflicting interests
; to bring the

classes together; and to develop
the resources of the country. It

includes several important reforms

of old abases ;
and it tends to

compel the rich to take their

share in relief of the poor. On
the other hand, it confers power
upon those who have never exer-

cised it at home, whatever they

may have done in America. It

gives rise to fears of extrava-

gance and corruption, due to ex-

perience of the proceedings of

Poor Law Guardians. It will

give more influence to the priests
than they had before, notwith-

standing their exclusion from the

councils themselves. It is so ar-

ranged as to minimise the effects

of local rivalries, and to prevent
the elected bodies doing serious

injury to the landed class, how-
ever much petty annoyance they

may inflict. It will greatly in-

crease the work of the Local Gov-
ernment Board in Ireland, and
without firm guidance by the

central Government it would be
certain to fail at first. It removes
the last political grievances that

had any real existence, and in the

end it will succeed.

First, then, it is certain that

these councils will be highly po-
litical in character. The Urban
Council will be Parnellite; the

Rural District Council Anti-Par-

nellite; the County Council, in

its majority, will represent the

latter party that is, in reality
will be clerical. Politics in Ire-

land, as in America, invade the

most unexpected departments.
The parish doctor is so selected;
and the shopkeeper sells to those

of his party. The same causes

that send a certain class of rep-
resentatives to the Imperial Par-
liament will send the same class

to the county council. The land-

lord cannot exercise more influ-

ence in the latter than in the for-

mer case, until such time as the

electorate shall learn to regard
the gentry as more impartial, and
as actuated by higher motives,
than those whom they will at first

elect. The parish priest will ob-

ject, not only to Protestants, but

also, with personal exceptions, to

the landed class, and the action of

the majority of electors will be
controlled by his advice. The

county surveyor is an important
official, and has to pass a public
examination in his profession ; but
it is to be feared that the councils

will prefer Roman Catholics to

Protestants even in this case,

though the education of the Prot-

estant candidate may be superior.
The substitution of union rating

for separate rates in the divisions

of the union which elect the guar-
dians is an important reform.

Most unions include several rich

and a few very poor divisions, and
at present the rich divisions give
no help to the poor. By the new

arrangement the rich will be

obliged to share in aiding the

poor, and the progress of the

union as a whole will be more

equal, to the great advantage of

those miserable districts in which

poverty is congregated on the

worse lands. The electoral divi-

sions answer to the civil parishes
in England ;

and to attempt an

organisation based on the ecclesi-

astical parishes would be impos-

sible, as they coincide with no

civil division of the country, and
are themselves so complicated
and split up as to cause great
difficulties in even ecclesiastical

affairs.

The question whether the new
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councils will prove extravagant or

economical is one as to which it is

very difficult to make a forecast.

The people have complained of the

ratos levied by grand juries, and
will no doubt pledge their repre-
sentatives to reduce these rates.

It is not clear whether the tempta-
tion to spend money may not make
such representatives forget their

promises after election. If they
were able to levy divisional rates,

there is little difficulty in seeing
that the cost would be made to

fall unfairly on the landlords
;
but

union rating will be a great safe-

guard against such action. As
regards the relief of distress, it is

clear that the relaxation of rules

concerning outdoor relief will be

given in the poor divisions, under
the guidance of the Local Govern-
ment Board

;
but as regards the

individual in the division, there is

much reason to suspect that the re-

lief will not always be fairly bestow-

ed on those who most need assis-

tance. The experience of the past
in F;uch cases is not creditable to

the existing Boards of Guardians,
who will become the members of the

Rural District Councils. All the

councils will, as in Great Britain,
be anxious to borrow money, and
the control of the central Govern-
ment will in this respect be greatly
needed. Boards of Guardians
which scandalously misuse their

pov/ers are in Ireland subject to

suspension while the union is

brought by Government into a

condition of solvency; but no
such provisions are apparently
practicable for county councils,
whose action will, however, be
criticised with a fierceness un-
known on this side of the Chan-
nel . All the public abuse levelled

agidnst the grand juries, and much
of that directed against the Central

Government, will now be deflected,
and fall upon the councils; and
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the disunion and mutual recrimi-

nation to which we are accustomed
in the action of Irish members of

Parliament will be at first equally
prevalent in the councils.

These remarks apply more espe-

cially to the rural districts, and
to the poorer counties, where the
social progress of Ireland has been
slowest. In the north, and in

urban districts, the action of the
councils may not materially differ

from that of the same institutions

in England and Scotland. But it

cannot be doubted that, if the pro-

ceedings of the new authorities

attract public notice, they will

form a very convincing argument
against the practicability of Home
Rule in Ireland, at least in the

present conditions of society.
The sum of about 730,000, to

be granted annually in aid of the

poorer country out of the Imperial

purse, is intended impartially to

help all classes of the population
in the agricultural districts, which
make up the greater part of the

island. Hitherto the landlord has

been responsible for the rates of

all the poorest tenants, and has

been a chief contributor to the

county cess. He is aided by Gov-

ernment, and ceases as landlord to

pay poor-rates. A large monetary
compensation thus consoles him
for the loss of his unpopular
powers. The poor occupier, how-

ever, will not be equally struck by
the benefit to be derived from aid

granted in paying the county cess,

because law and reality are not

always synonymous in Ireland,
and the county cess is not col-

lected in the poorest baronies,

even though roads and bridges
be allowed to fall into ruins in

consequence of its non-payment.

Many of the more intelligent
and thoughtful members of the

landowning class believe that their

social position would be materially
2 K
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improved by coming to final terms
with their tenants. Were these

able to purchase their holdings
on reasonable terms, their former
landlord remaining as a member
of the resident gentry, on the

lands which he actually occupies,
the main causes of friction would
be removed under the new condi-

tions, and the peasantry might in

time turn for aid and direction to

the natural leaders of society, who,

having a certain invested income,
derived from sale of part of their

property, could live in comfort on
the remainder, and would repre-
sent a more independent and dis-

interested class than that of the

popular representatives likely at

first to be chosen. But, unfortu-

nately for this view, there are

three great difficulties left : first,

the spread of ideas imbibed in

America, which will continue to

spread among the peasantry as

long as emigration amounts to

60,000 souls per year ; secondly,
the religious division between the

classes, which makes the landed

gentry alien in the eyes of the

priests ; and thirdly, the new agi-
tation respecting the grass-farms,
fostered by Irish members of Par-

liament. It is only about a cen-

tury since, on the fall in the price
of corn, that this policy began to

extend among the landowners
;

and the time is not too long for

the change to be still remembered
in peasant families. Even if the

landlord were willing to sell the

tenants their holdings, and the

latter found it cheaper to buy
than to pay /he extravagant sums
now demanded by outgoing ten-

ants as representing their rights
in the land, there would still exist

the desire to acquire the grass-
lands for conversion into agricul-
tural plots. In many parts the

corn so grown by small holders of

land, who unless checked by new
laws would develop into a new
class of landlords, might compete
for a time with foreign produce
among a people who are genuine

agriculturists ;
but there would be

no real reconciliation of classes

while land capable of higher use

was coveted, but was retained as

pasture by the gentry.
These reflections may serve to

show that the transition period

through which Ireland seems
about to pass is one full of diffi-

culty, and one during which the

guidance of a strong and inde-

pendent central Government is

absolutely needed
;
but one also,

it may be hoped, full of promise
for the future prosperity of the

country.
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JOHN SPLENDID: 1

THE TALE OP A POOR GENTLEMAN, AND THE LITTLE WARS OP LORN.

CHAPTER XIX. THE MIRACULOUS JODRNEY.

THE month of January, as our

old Gaelic notion has it, borrows

three days from July for a bribe

of three young kmbs. Those

three days we call Faoilteach, and
often they are very genial and
cheerful days, with a sun that in

warmth is a sample of the mellow
season at hand. But this year, as

my history ^has shown, we had no

sign of a good Faoilteach, and on
the morning of the last day of

January, when Alasdair MacDon-
ald's army set over the hills, it

was wild, tempestuous weather.

A wind rose in the dawning and
increased in vehemence as the day
aged, and with it came a storm of

snow the small bitter sifting snow

that, encountered on the hill, stings
like the ant and drifts in monstrous
and impassable wreaths. Eound
about us yawned the glens, to me
nameless, mysterious, choked to the

throat with snow-mist that flapped
and shook like grey rags. The
fields were bleak and empty ; the

few houses that lay in the melan-

choly plain were on no particularly

friendly terms with this convocation
of Ersemen and wild kerns : they
shut their doors steadfastly on our

doings, and gave us not even the

compliment of looking on at our

strange manoeuvres. There was
but one exception, in a staunch
and massive dwelling, a manifest
baron keep or stout domicile of
that nature, just on the border of
the field in which the camp was
pitched: it was apparently in the

charge of two old spinster sisters

whose men-folk were afield some-
where else, for they had shuttered

the windows, barricaded the doors,
and ever and anon would they show
blanched faces as the tumult of our

preparation disturbed them, and

they came to the door and cun-

ningly pulled it open a little and
looked out on this warlike array.
If a soldier made a step in their

direction they fled inside with

terror, and their cries rang in the

interior.

t Those two spinsters very white,

very thin clad for a morn so rigor-

ous, and with a trepidation writ on

every feature were all that saw us

off on our march to the south-east.

They came out and stood hand in

hand on the door-stoop, and I

have little doubt the honest bodies

thanked the God of Israel that the

spoilers were departed furth their

neighbourhood.
The country we now plunged

into, as may be guessed, was a

terra incognita to me. Beyond
that it was Badenoch and an un-

healthy clime for all that wear the

Campbell tartan, I could guess no
more. It was after these little

wars were over I discovered the

names of the localities the glens,

mounts, passes, streams, and drove-

roads over which we passed in a

march that Gustavus never faced

the like of.

With good judgment enough our

captors put a small advance-guard

ahead, a score of Airlie's troopers,

swanky blaspheming persons, whose
horses pranced very gaily up Glen

1
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Tarf, guided by John Lorn. M'lver
and I walked together with the

main body, quite free and unfet-

tered, sometimes talking with affa-

bility to our captors. The Irish

were in good humour ; they cracked

jokes with us in their peculiar
Gaelic that at first is ill for a

decent Gael of Albion to fol-

low, if uttered rapidly, but soon

becomes as familiar as the less

foreign language of the Athole

men, whose tongue we Argiles find

some strange conceits in. If the

Irish were affable, the men of our

own side of the ocean were most

singularly morose small wonder,

perhaps, for we have little reason to

love each other. Sour dogs ! they

gloomed at us under their bonnets

and swore in their beards. I have

no doubt but for their gentry there

had been dirks in us before we
reached Corryarick.

It was with the repartee of the

Irish and the scowls of the Gaels

we went up the rough valley of

the Tarf, where the wind moaned
most drearily and drove the thin

fine snow like a smoke of burning
heather. But when we got to the

pass of Corryarick our trials began,
and then such spirit did M'lver

put in the struggle with the task

before us, such snatches of song,

sharp saying and old story,

such comradary as it might be

named, that we were on! good
terms with all. For your man of

family the Gael has ever some re-

gard. M'lver (not to speak of

myself) was so manifestly the

duine-uasail that the coarsest of

the company fell into a polite tone,

helped to their manners to some

degree no doubt by the example
of Montrose and Airlie, who at the

earliest moments of our progress
walked beside us and discoursed on

letters and hunting, and soldiering
in the foreign wars.

The pass of Corryarick met us

with a girning face and white fangs.
On Tarf-side there was a rough
bridle-path that the wind swept
the snow from, and our progress
was fairly easy. Here the drifts

lay waist high, the horses plunged
to the belly-bands, the footmen

pushed through in a sweat. It

was like some Hyperborean hell,
and we the doomed wretches sen-

tenced to our eternity of toil. We
had to climb up the shoulder of

the hill, now among tremendous

rocks, now through water unfrozen,
now upon wind-swept ice, but the

snow the snow the heartless

snow was our constant companion.
It stood in walls before, it lay in

ramparts round us, it wearied the

eye to a most numbing pain. Un-

lucky were they who wore trews,
for the same clung damply to knee
and haunch and froze, while the

stinging sleet might flay the naked
limb till the blood rose among the

felt of the kilted, but the supple-
ness of the joints was unmarred.

It was long beyond noon when
we reached the head of the pass,
and saw before us the dip of the

valley of the Spey. We were lost

in a wilderness of mountain-peaks ;

the bens started about us on every
hand like the horrors of a night-

mare, every ben with its death-

sheet, menacing us, poor insects,

crawling in our pain across the

landscape.
I thought we had earned a halt

and a bite of meat by this forenoon

of labour
;
and Montrose himself,

who had walked the pass on foot

like his fellows, seemed anxious to

rest, but Sir Alasdair pushed us on

like a fate relentless.

"On, on," he cried, waving his

long arms to the prospect before;
" here's but the start of our jour-

ney ;
far is the way before

;
strike

fast, strike hot ! Would ye eat a

meal with appetite while the Diar-

maids wait in the way ?
"
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M'lver, who was plodding be-

side MacDonald when he said these

words, gave a laugh.
" Take your

timo, Sir Sandy," said he ;

"
you'll

need a bowl or two of brose ere

you come to grips with MacCailein."
" We'll' never come to grips with

MacCailein," said MacDonald, tak-

ing the badinage in good part, "so

long as he has a back-gate to go
out at or a barge to sail off in."

" I could correct you on that

point in a little affair of arms as

between gentlemen if the time

and place were more suitable," said

M'lver, warmly.
"Let your chief defend himself,

friend," said MacDonald. "Man,
I'll wager we never see the colour

of his face when it comes to close

quarters."
" I wouldn't wonder," I ventured.

" Hs is in no great trim for fighting,

for Ms arm is
"

Sir Alasdair gave a gesture of

contempt and cried,
"
Faugh ! we've

heard of the raxed arm : he took

care when he was making his tale

that he never made it a raxed leg."

Montrose edged up at this, with a

red face and a somewhat annoyed
expression. He put his gloved
hand lightly on MacDonald's
shoulder and chided him for de-

bate with a prisoner of war.

"Let our friends be, Alasdair,"
he .said, quietly.

"
They are, in a

way, our guests : they would per-

haps be more welcome if their

tartan was a different hue, but in

any case we must not be insulting
them. Doubtless they have their

owi; ideas of his lordship of Argile
j)

"
I never ask to serve a nobler

or a more generous chief," said

M'lver, firmly.
"
I would expect no other senti-

ment from a gentleman of Argile's
clan. He has ever done honestly
enoagh by his own people. But
have we not had enough of this?

We are wasting our wind that

should be more precious, consider-

ing the toils before us."

We found the descent of Corry-
arick even more ill than its climb-

ing. The wind from the east had
driven the snow into the mouth of

it like a wedge. The horses, step-

ping ahead, more than once slipped
into drifts that rose to their necks.

Then they became wild with terror,

dashed with frantic hooves into

deeper trouble, or ran back, quiver-

ing in every sinew and snorting
with affright till the troopers behove
to dismount and lead them. When
we in the van reached the foot of

the corrie we looked back on a

spectacle that fills me with new
wonder to this day when I think

of it, a stream of black specks in

the distance dropping, as it were,
down the sheer face of white;

nearer, the broken bands of different

clansmen winding noiselessly and

painfully among the drifts, their

kilts pinned between their thighs,
their plaids crossed on their chests

all their weapons a weariness to

them.

In the afternoon the snow ceased

to fall, but the dusk came on early

notwithstanding, for the sky was
blotted over with driving clouds.

At the head of Glen Koy the

MacDonalds, who had lost their

bauchles of brogues in the pass,

started to a trot, and as the neces-

sity was we had to take up the

pace too. Long lank hounds, they
took the road like deer, their limbs

purple with the cold, their faces

pinched to the aspect of the wolf,

their targets and muskets clattering

about them. " There are Campbells
to slay, and suppers to eat," the

Major-General had said. It would
have given his most spiritless fol-

lowers the pith to run till morning
across a strand of rock and pebble.

They knew no tiring, they seem-

ingly felt no pain in their torn and
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bleeding feet, but put mile after

mile below them.

But the Campbells were not in

Glen Koy. They had been there

and skirmished for a day among
their old foes, and had gone back
to Lochyside, little thinking the

fires they left in the Cameron
barns at morning would light the

enemy on ere night. The roofs

still smouldered, and a granary
here and there on the sides of

the valley sent up its flames, at

once a spur to the spirit of the

MacDonalds and a light to their

vengeance.
We halted for the night in Glen

Spean, with Ben Chluraig looming
high to the south, and the river

gulping in ice beside our camp.
Around was plenty of wood : we
built fires and ate as poor a meal as

the Highlands ever granted in a

bad year, though it was the first

break in our fast for the day.
Gentle and simple, all fared alike

a whang of barley bannock, a stir-

about of oat - and -
water, without

salt, a quaich of spirits from some

kegs the troopers carried, that ran

done before the half of the corps
had been served. Sentinels were

posted, and we slept till the morn-

ing pipe with sweet weariness in

our bones.

Our second day was a repetition
of the first. "We left without even
a breakfast whenever the pipers set

up the Cameron rant,
" Sons of the

dogs, oh ! Come and get flesh."

The Campbells had spoiled the

bridge with a charge of powder,
so we had to ford the river

among the ice-lumps, MacDonald

showing the way with his kilt-

tail about his waist. A hunter

from a hamlet at the glen foot

gladly left the smoking ruin of his

home and guided us on a drove-

road into the wilds of Lochaber,

among mountains more stupendous
than those we had left behind.

These relentless peaks were clad

with blinding snow. The- same

choking drifts that met us in

Corryarick filled the passes be-

tween Stob Ohoire and Easan Mor
and Stob Ban, that cherish the snow
in their crannies in the depths of

midsummer. Hunger was eating
at our hearts when we got to Glen
Nevis ; but the glen was empty of

people, and the second night fell

ere we broke fast.

I have hungered many times on

weary marches, but yon was the

most cruel hunger of my life. And
though the pain of the starving
could be dulled a little by draughts
of water from the wayside springs,
what there was no remede for was
the weakness that turned the flesh

in every part of me to a nerveless

pulp. I went down Nevis Glen a

man in a delirium. My head
swam with vapours, so that the

hillside seemed to dance round and
before me. If I had fallen in the

snow I should assuredly have lain

there and died, and the thought of

how simple and sweet it would be

to stretch out my heavy limbs and

sleep the sleep for ever, more than

once robbed me ofmy will. Some of

the Stewarts and Camerons, late

recruits to the army, and as yet
not inured to its toils, fell on the

wayside half-way down the glen.

MacDonald was for leaving them
" We have no need for weak-

lings," he said, cruelly, fuming at

the delay; but their lairds gave
him a sharp answer, and said they
would bide bye them till they had

recovered. Thus a third of our

force fell behind us in the march,
and I would have been behind too,

but for M'lver's encouragement.
His songs were long done ;

his

stories chilled on his lip. The

hunger had him at the heart; but he

had a lion's will and a lion's vigour.
" For the love of God !

" he said

to me,
" do not let them think we
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are so much of the Covenanter that

we cannot keep up ! For a Scots

Cavalier you are giving in over

early."
'

Campaigning with Mackay was

never like this," I pled, wearily;

"give me the open road and an

enemy before me, and I would

tramp gaily to the world's end.

Here's but a choked ravine the

very deer abhor in such weather,
and before us but a battle we must
not share in."

He said never a word for a few

moments, but trudged on. My
low-heeled shoon were less fitted

for the excursion than his close-

thonged brogues that clung to the

feet like a dry glove, and I walked

lamely. Ever and anon he would
look askance at me, and I was

annoyed that he should think me
a poorer mountaineer than those

unwearied knaves who hurried us.

I must have shown my feeling in my
fac(i, for in a little he let-on to fall

lame too, and made the most griev-
ous complaint of ache and weariness.

His pretence deceived me only for

a little. He was only at his old

quirk of keeping me in good repute
with myself, but he played the

part with skill, letting us both
fall behind the general company
a little, so that the MacDonalds

might not witness the indignity
of it.

Glen Nevis, as I saw it that

night in the light of the moon, is

what comes to me now in my
dreams. I smell the odour of the

sweat-drenched, uncleanly deeding
of those savage clans about us; I
see the hills lift on either hand
with splintered peaks that prick

among the stars gorge and ravine
and the wide ascending passes
filled ever with the sound of the

river, and the coarse, narrow drove-
road leads into despair. That night
tho moon rode at the full about
a vacant sky. There was not even

a vapour on the hills; the wind
had failed in the afternoon.

At the foot of the hill Cam
Dearg (or the Eed Mount), that is

one of three gallant mountains that

keep company for Nevis Ben the

biggest of all, the path we fol-

lowed made a twist to the left into a

gully from which a blast of the

morning's wind had cleaned out

the snow as by a giant's spade.
So much the worse for us, for

now the path lay strewn with
boulders that the dragoons took

long to thread through, and the

bare feet of the private soldiers

bled redly anew. Some lean high
fir-trees threw this part into a

shadow, and so it happened that

as I felt my way wearily on, I fell

over a stone. The fall lost me the

last of my senses : I but heard

some of the Stewarts curse me for

an encumbrance as they stumbled

over me and passed on, heedless

of my fate, and saw, as in a dwam,
one of them who had abraded his

knees by his stumble over my
body, turn round with a drawn
knife that glinted in a shred of

moonlight.
I came to, with M'lver bent over

me, and none of our captors at

hand.

"I had rather this than a

thousand rix-dollars," said he, as I

sat up and leaned on my arm.

"Have they left us?" I asked,
with no particular interest in the

answer. It could work little dif-

ference whatever it might be.
" I

thought I saw one of them turn on
me with a knife."

"You did," said M'lver. "He
broke his part of the parole, and is

lying on the other side of you, I

think with a hole in his breast.

An ugly and a treacherous scamp !

It's lucky for us that Montrose or

MacColkitto never saw the trans-

action between this clay and John

M'lver, or their clemency had
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hardly been so great. 'You can
bide and see to your friend,' was
James Grahame's last words, and
that's the reason I'm here."

M'lver lifted me to my feet, and
we stood a little to think what we
should do. My own mind had no
idea save the one that we were
bound to keep in touch with the

company whose prisoners we were,
but M'lver hinted at an alternative

scarce so honest namely, a deser-

tion and a detour to the left that

would maybe lead us to the Camp-
bell army before active hostilities

began.
"You would surely not break

parole?" said I, surprised, for he
was usually as honourable in such

matters as any Highlander I ever

met.
" Bah !

" he cried, pretending

contempt at hesitation, though I

could perceive by his voice he
was somewhat ashamed of the

policy he proposed.
" Who quitted

the contract first? Was it not
that Stewart gentleman on your
other side who broke it in a most

dastardly way by aiming at your
life?"

"I'm thankful for the life you
saved, John," said I,

"
little worth

though it seems at this time, but

Montrose is not to be held respon-
sible for the sudden impulse of a

private. We made our pact as

between gentleman and gentleman
let us be going."

"Oh, very well!" said he,

shortly.
" Let us be going. After

all, we are in a trap anyway we
look at all j

for half the Stewarts and

Camerons are behind in the wood

there, and our flank retreat among
these hills might be a tempting of

Providence. But are you think-

ing of this Athole corp and what
his kin will be doing to his

slayers?"
"I'll risk it," I said, shortly.

"We may be out of their hands

one way or the other before they
miss him."

On a sudden there rose away
before us towards the mouth of

the glen the sound of a bagpipe.
It came on the tranquil air with no
break in its uproar, and after a

preparatory tuning it broke into a

tune called "
Cogadh no Sith"

an ancient braggart pibroch made

by one Macruimen of the Isle of

Skye, a tune that was commonly
used by the Campbells as a night-
retreat or tattoo.

My heart filled with the strain.

It gave me not only the simple
illusion that I saw again the regi-

mentals of my native country

many a friend and comrade among
them in the shelter of the Castle of

Inverlochy but it roused in me a

spirit very antique, very religious

and moving too, as the music of

his own land must be for every
honest Gael.

" Cruaclian gu bragh /
" I said

lightly to M'lver, though my heart

was full.

He was as much touched by
that homely lilt as myself.

" The
old days, the old styles !

"
said he.

" God ! how that pibroch stings
me to the core !

" And as the

tune came more clearly in the

second part, or Grunluadh as we
call it, and the player maybe came
round a bend of the road, my com-

rade stopped in his pace and added

with what in another I might have

thought a sob " I've trudged the

world j
I have learned many bra-

vadoes, so that my heart never

stirred much to the mere trick of

an instrument but one, and the

piob mlwr conquers me. What is

it, Colin, that's in us, rich and

poor, yon rude cane -reeds speak
so human and friendly to?"

" 'Tis the Gaelic," I said, cheered

myself by the air.
" Never a roar

of the drone or a sob of the chanter

but's in the Gaelic tongue."
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"Maybe," said he, "maybe : I've

he ird the scholars like yourself say
tho sheepskin and the drones were

Roman that or Spanish, it's all one

to me. I heard them at Boitzen-

burg when we gave the butt of the

gun to Tilly's soldados they played
us into Holstein; and when the

ditch of Stralsung was choked with

tho tartan of Mackay, and our lads

were falling like corn before the

hook, a Reay piper stood valiantly
in front and played a salute. Then
and now it's the pipes, my darling !

"

" I would as lief have them in a

gayer strain. My fondest memories
aro of reels I've danced to their

pluying," I said, and by now we
were walking down the glen.
"And of one reel you danced,"

said he, quizzingly, "not more than

two months gone in a town that

was called Inneraora?"

"Two months !" I cried, "two
months ! I could have sworn off-

hand we have been wandering in

Lorn and Badenoch for as many
years !

"

Such spirit did my native pipes,

played by a clansman, put in me
that my weariness much abated,
and we made great progress down
the glen, so that before the tune

had ceased we were on the back
of Montrose's men as they crept
on quietly in the night.
The piper stopped suddenly

enough when some shots rang out,
an exchange of compliments be-

tween our pickets ahead and some

wandering scouts of Argile.
And yonder below us, Loch

Linnhe and Locheil glanced in

the moonlight, and the strong
towers of Inverlochy sat like a

scowl on the fringe of the wave !

CHAPTER XX. INVERLOCHY.

When we came up with the

main body of MacDonald's army,
tha country, as I say, was shining
in the light of the moon, with only
a camp-fire down in the field beside

the castle to show in all the white
world a sign of human life. We
had got the Campbells in the rear,

barring any passage to Badenoch or

Lochaber
; but they never knew it.

A few of their scouts came out

across the fields and challenged our

pickets ; there was some exchange
of musketry, but, as we found

again, we were thought to be some
of the Lochaber hunters unworthy
of serious engagement.

For the second time in so many
days we tasted food, a handful of
moal to the quaich of water no
more and no less; and James
Grahame, Marquis of Montrose,
supped his brose like the rest of

us, with the knife from his belt

doing the office of a horn-spoon.

Some hours after us came up
the Camerons, who had fallen be-

hind, but fresher and more eager
for fighting than our own company,
for they had fallen on a herd of roe

on the slope of Sgur an lolair, and

had supped savagely on the warm
raw flesh.

"You might have brought us a

gigot off your take," Sir Alasdair

said to the leader of them, Dol
Ruadh. He was a short-tempered
man of no great manners, and he

only grunted his response.

"They may well call you Cam-
erons of the soft mouth," said

Alasdair, angrily,
" that would treat

your comrades so."

"You left us to carry our own

men," said the chief, shortly ;
" we

left you to find your own deer."

We were perhaps the only ones

who slept at the mouth of Glen

Nevis that woeful night, and we

slept because, as my comrade said,
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"What cannot be mended maybe
well slept on; it's an ease to the

heart." And the counsel was so

wise and our weariness so acute, that

we lay on the bare ground till we
were roused to the call of a trumpet.

It was St Bridget's Day, and

Sunday morning. A myriad bens

around gave mists, as smoke from
a censer, to the day. The Athole

pipers high-breastedly strutted with
a vain port up and down their lines

and played incessantly. Alasdair

laid out the clans with amazing
skill, as M'lver and I were bound
to confess to ourselves, the horse

(with Montrose himself on his

charger) in the centre, the men of

Clanranald, Keppoch, Locheil, Glen-

garry, and Maclean, and the Stew-

arts of Appin behind. MacDonald
and O'Kyan led the Irish on the

wings.
In the plain we could see Ar-

gile's forces in a somewhat similar

order, with the tartan as it should

be in the midst of the bataille and
the Lowland levies on the flanks.

Over the centre waved the black

barge of Lome on a gold standard.

I expressed some doubt about

the steadfastness of the Lowlanders,
and M'lver was in sad agreement
with me.

" I said it in Qlenaora when we
left," said he,

" and I say it again.

They would be fairly good stuff

against foreign troops; but they
have no suspicion of the character

of Gaelic war. I'm sore feared

they'll prove a poor reed to lean

on. Why, in heaven's name, does

MacCailein take the risk of a battle

in such an awkward corner ? An
old stager like Auchinbreac should

advise him to follow the Kilcumin
road and join forces with Seaforth,
who must be far down Glen Albyn
by now."
As we were standing apart thus,

up to us came Ian Lorn, shaking
the brogue -money he got from

Grahame in his dirty loof. He was

very bitter.

"I never earned an honester

penny," he said, looking up almost

insolently in our faces, so that it

was a temptation to give him a

clout on the cunning jowl.
"So Judas thought too, I dare-

say, when he fingered his filthy

shekels," said I. "I thought no
man from Keppoch would be skulk-

ing aside here when his pipers blew
the onset."

"Och!" said M'lver, "what
need ye be talking? Bardachd
and bravery don't very often go

together."
Ian Lorn scowled blackly at the

taunt, but was equal to answer it.

"If the need arise," said he,

"you'll see whether the bard is

brave or not. There are plenty to

fight ; there's but one to make the

song of the fight, and that's John

MacDonald, with your honours'

leave."

We would, like enough, have

been pestered with the scamp's

presence and garrulity a good deal

longer; but Montrose came up at

that moment and took us aside

with a friendly enough beckon of

his head.
"
Gentlemen," he said in English,

" as cavaliers you can guess fairly

well already the issue of what's to

happen below there, and as Cavaliers

who, clansmen or no clansmen of the

Campbell chief, have done well for

old Scotland's name abroad, I think

you deserve a little more considera-

tion at our hands at this juncture
than common prisoners of war can

lay claim to. If you care you can

quit here as soon as the onset begins,

abiding of course by your compact
to use no arms against my friends.

You have no objection ?" he added,

turning about on his horse and cry-

ing to Alasdair.

The Major-General came up and

looked at us. " I suppose they
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may go," said he, "though, to tell

my mind on the matter, I could

demise a simpler way of getting rid

of them. We have other methods
in Erin 0, but as your lordship
haa taken the fancy, they may go, I

daresay. Only they must not join
their clan or take arms with them
until this battle is over. They
must be on the Ballachulish road

before we call the onset."

Montrose flushed at the ill-

breeding of his officer, and waved
us away to the left on the road

that led to Argile by Loch Linnhe

side, and took us clear of the com-

ing encounter.

We were neither of us slow to

take advantage of the opportunity,
but set off at a sharp walk at the

moment that O'Kyan on the right
flank was slowly moving in the

direction of Argile's line.

John broke his sharp walk so

quickly into a canter that I won-
dered what he meant. I ran close

at his heels, but I forbore to ask,

and we had put a good lump of

moorland between us and the

MacDonalds before he explained.
"You perhaps wondered what

my hurry was," he said, with the

sweat standing in beads on his

face, though the air was full of

frost. "It wasn't for exercise, as

you might guess at anyrate. The
fact is, we were within five minutes
of getting a wheen Stewart dirks in

our doublets, and if there was no
brolzie on foot we were even yet as

good as lost on Brae Lochaber."
"How does that happen?" I

asked. "They seemed to let us

away generously enough and with
nc. great ill-will."

" Just so ! But when Montrose

gave us the conge t
I happened to

turn an eye up Glen Nevis and I
saw some tardy Stewarts (by their

tartan) come running down the
road. These were the lads Dol
Euadh left behind last night, and

they could scarcely miss in daylight
the corpse we left by the road, and
their clansmen missed in the mirk.
That was my notion at the first

glance I got of them, and when we
ran they ran too, and what do you
make of that ?

"

" What we should make of it,"

I said in alarm,
"

is as good a pace
into Lorn as we can : they may be
on the heels of us now," for we
were in a little dip of the ground
where the force we had just parted
so gladly with were not to be seen

from.

On that point M'lver speedily
assured me.

"
No, no!" he said. "If Seumas

Graham himself were stretched out

yonder instead of a Glenart Cear-

noch of no great importance to any
one, Alasdair MacDonald would be

scarcely zealous fool enough to

spoil his battle order to prosecute
a private feud. Look at that," he

proceeded, turning round on a little

knowe he ran lightly up on and I

after him "Look at that! the

battle's begun."
We stood on that knowe of Brae

Lochaber, and I saw from thence

a spectacle whose like, by the grace
of God, I have never seen before

nor since in its agony for any eye
that was friendly to Diarmaid

Clan. I need not here set down
the sorry end of that day at Inver-

lochy. It has been written many
times, though I harbour no book

on my shelves that tells the story.

We saw MacDonald's charge; we
saw the wings of Argile's army the

rotten Lowland levies break off

andskurry along the shore; we saw

the lads of the Diarmaid tartan

hewn down on the edge of the tide

till its waves ran red; but we
were as helpless as the rush that

waved at our feet. Between us

and our friends lay the enemy and

our parole I daresay our parole

was forgotten in that terrible hour.
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John M'lver laid him down on
the tulloch and clawed with his

nails the stunted grass that in

wind-blo.wn patches came through
the snow. None of my words
made any difference on his anguish.
I was piping to the surrender of

sorrow, nigh mad myself.
The horses of Ogilvie who him-

self fell in the brulzie chased the

Lowlanders along the side of Loch

Linnhe, and so few of the flying
had the tartan that we had no

great interest in them, till we saw
six men with their plaiding cast

run unobserved up the plain, wade

waist-deep through the Nevis, and
come somewhat in our direction.

We went down to join them, and
ran hard and fast and came on
them at a place called the Rhu at

the water of Crachnish.

CHAPTER XXI. SEVEN BROKEN MEN.

At last there was but one horse-

man in chase of the six men
who were fleeing without a look

behind them a frenzied black-

avised trooper on a short-legged

garron he rode most clumsily, with
arms that swung like wings from
the shoulders, his boots keeping
time to the canter with grotesque

knockings against the gaunt and

sweating flanks of his starven

animal. He rode with a shout,
and he rode with a fool's want
of calculation, for he had left all

support behind him and might
readily enough have been cut off

by any judicious enemy in the

rear. Before we could hurry down
to join the fugitives they observed

for themselves that the pursuit had
declined to this solitary person, so

up they drew (all but one of them),
with dirks or sgeans drawn to give
him his welcome. And yet the

dragoon put no check on his horse.

The beast, in a terror at the din of

the battle, was indifferent to the

check of its master, whom it bore

with thudding hoofs to a front

that must certainly have appalled
him. He was a person of some

pluck, or perhaps the drunkenness

of terror lent him the illusion of

valour; at least, when he found a

bloody end inevitable he made the

best of the occasion. Into the

heaving sides of the brute he

drove desperate spurs, anew he
shouted a scurrilous name at Clan

Campbell, then fired his pistol as

he fell upon the enemy.
The dag failed of its purpose, but

the breast of the horse struck an

elderly man on the brow and threw
him on his back, so that one of the

hind-hoofs of the animal crushed

in his skull like a hazel-nut.

Who of that fierce company
brought the trooper to his end
we never knew

;
but when M'lver

and I got down to the level he
was dead as knives could make

him, and his horse, more mad than

ever, was disappearing over a mossy
moor with a sky-blue lochan in the

midst of it.

Of the five Campbells three were

gentlemen Forbes the baron-bailie

of Ardkinglas, Neil Campbell in

Sonachan, Lochowside, and the

third no other than Master Gordon
the minister, who was the most

woe-begone and crestfallen of them
all. The other two were small

tacksmen from the neighbourhood
of Inneraora one Callum Maclain
vie Ruarie vie Allan (who had a

little want, as we say of a charac-

ter, or natural, and was ever moist

with tears), and a Rob Campbell in

Auchnatra, whose real name was

Stewart, but who had been in some
trouble at one time in a matter of

a neighbour's sheep on the braes of
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Appin, had discreetly fled that

country, and brought up a family
under a borrowed name in a coun-

try that kept him in order.

We were, without doubt, in a

most desperate extremity. If we
had escaped the immediate peril

of the pursuing troopers of Mac-

Donald, we had a longer, wearier

hazard before us. Any one who
knows the countryside I am writ-

ing of, or takes a glance at my
relative Gordon of Straloch's dia-

gram or map of the same, will see

that we were now in the very heart

of a territory notching (as the rough

phrase goes) with clans inimical to

the house of Argile. .
Between us

and the comparative safety of

Bredalbane lay Stewarts, Mac-

Donalds, Macgregors, and other

families less known in history,
who hated the name of MacCailein

more than they feared the wrath of

God. The sight of our tartan in

any one of their glens would rouse

hell in every heart about us.

Also our numbers and the vexed
state of the times were against us.

We could hardly pass for peaceable
drovers at such a season of the year ;

we were going the wrong airt for

another thing, and the fact that

not we alone but many more of

Ai gile's forces in retreat were flee-

ing home would be widely adver-

tised around the valleys in a very
few hours after the battle had been

fought. For the news of war

good or ill passes among the glens
with a magic speed. It runs faster

than the fiery cross itself so fast

and inexplicable on any natural law,
that more than once I have been

ready to believe it a witches' pre-
monition more than a message car-

ried on young men's feet.
" But all that," said Sonachan, a

pawky, sturdy little gentleman with
a 3'ound ruddy face and a great store

of genealogy that he must be ever

displaying
" But all that makes it

more incumbent on us to hang
together. It may easily be a week
before we get into Glenurchy we
must travel by night and hide by
day, and besides the heartening
influence of company there are

sentinels to consider and the pro-
vision of our food."

Ardkinglas, on the other hand,
was a fushionless, stupid kind of
man : he was for an immediate dis-

persion of us all, holding that only
in individuals or in pairs was it

possible for us to penetrate in safety
to real Argile.

"I'm altogether with Sonachan,"
said M'lver,

" and I could mention
half a hundred soldierly reasons for

the policy ;
but it's enough fr me

that here are seven of us, no more
and no less, and with seven there

should be all the luck that's going."
He caught the minister's eyes on

him at this, and met them with a

look of annoyance.
"

yes, I know, Master Gordon,
you gentlemen of the lawn bands
have no friendliness to our old High-
land notions. Seven or six, it's all

the same to you, I suppose, ex-

cept in a question of merks to the

stipend."
" You're a clever man enough,

M'lver "

"
Barbreck," corrected my friend,

punctiliously.
"Barbreck let it be then. But

you are generally so sensitive to

other folk's thoughts of you that

your skin tingles to an insult no
one dreamt of paying. I make no
doubt a great many of your Gaelic

beliefs are sheer paganism or Popery
or relics of the same, but the charm
of seven has a Scriptural warrant

that as minister of the Gospel I

have some respect for, even when
twisted into a portent for a band of

broken men in the extremity of

danger."
We had to leave the dead body

of our friend, killed by the horse,
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on the hillside. He was a Knap-
dale man, a poor creature, who was
as well done, perhaps, with a world

that had no great happiness left for

him, for his home had been put to

the torch and his wife outraged and
murdered. At as much speed as

we could command, we threaded

to the south, not along the valleys
but in the braes, suffering anew the

rigour of the frost and the snow. By
midday we reached the shore of

Loch Leven, and it seemed as if

now our flight was hopelessly barred,
for the ferry that could be com-

pelled to take the army of MacCail-
ein over the brackish water at

Ballachulish was scarce likely to

undertake the conveying back of

seven fugitives of the clan that had
come so high-handedly through their

neighbourhood four days ago. On
this side there was not a boat in

sight ; indeed there was not a ves-

tige on any side of human tenancy.
Glencoe had taken with him every
man who could carry a pike, not to

our disadvantage perhaps, for it

left the less danger of any strong
attack.

On the side of the loch, when we
emerged from the hills, there was a

cluster of whin-bushes spread out

upon a machar of land that in a less

rigorous season of the year, by the

feel of the shoe-sole, must be velvet-

piled with salty grass. It lay in

the clear, grey forenoon like a gar-
den of fairydom to the view the

whin -bushes at a distant
r

glance

floating on billows of snow, touched

at their lee by a cheering green,

hung to the windward with the

silver of the snow, and some of

them even prinked off with the

gold flower that gives rise to the

proverb about kissing being out of

fashion when the whin wants bloom.

To come on this silent, peaceful,

magic territory, fresh out of the

turmoil of a battle, was to be in a

region haunted, in the borderland

of morning dreams, where care is a

vague and far-off memory, and the

elements study our desires. The
lake spread out before us without a

ripple, its selvedge at the shore re-

peating the picture on the brae. I

looked on it with a mind peculiarly

calm, rejoicing in its aspect. Oh,
love and the coming years, thinks

I, let them be here or somewhere
like it not among the savage of the

hills, fighting, plotting, contriving ;

not among snow-swept mounts and

crying and wailing brooks, but by
the sedate and tranquil sea in calm
weather. As we walked, my friends

with furtive looks to this side and

yon, down to the shore, I kept my
face to the hills of real Argile, and

my heart was full of love. I got
that glimpse that comes to most of

us (had we the wit to comprehend
it) of the future of my life. I be-

held in a wave of the emotion the

picture of my coming years, going
down from day to day very unad-
venturous and calm, spent in some

peaceful valley by a lake, sitting at

no rich-laden board but at bien and

happy viands with some neighbour
heart. A little bird of hope fluted

within me, so that I knew that if

every clan in that countryside was

arraigned against me, I had the

breastplate of fate on my breast.

"I shall not die in this unfriend-

ly country," I promised myself.
" There may be terror, and there

may be gloom, but I shall watch

my children's children play upon
the braes of Shira Glen."

" You are very joco," said John
to me as I broke into a little laugh
of content with myself.

"It's the first time you ever

charged me with jocosity, John,"
I said. "I'm just kind of happy
thinking."

" Yon spectacle behind us is not

humorous to my notion," said he,

"whatever it may be >to yours.
And perhaps the laugh may be on
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the other side of your face before

tho night comes. We are here in

a spider's web."

"I cry pardon for my light-

ness, John," I answered; "I'll

ha7e time enough to sorrow over

tho clan of Argile. But if you had

th(3 Sight of your future, and it lay
in other and happier scenes than

those, would you not feel something
of a gaiety ?

"

He looked at me with an envy
in every feature, from me to his

companions, from them to the

country round about us, and then

to himself as to a stranger whose

caieer was revealed in every rag of

his clothing.
"
So," said he

;

"
you are the

lucky man to be of the breed of

tho elect of heaven, to get what

you want for the mere desire of

it, and perhaps without deserve.

Here am I at my prime and over

it, and no glisk of the future before

me. I must be ever stumbling on,

a carouser of life in a mirk and

sodden lane."
" You cannot know my meaning,"

I cried.
< I know it fine," said he.

" You

get what you want because you are

the bairn of content. And I'm but

the child of hurry (it's the true

word), and I must be seeking and
I must be trying to the bitter end."

He kicked, as he walked, at the

knolls of snow in his way, and
lashed at the bushes with a hazel

wand he had lifted from a tree.

"Not all I want, perhaps," said

I; "fordo you know that fleeing
thus from the disgrace of my coun-

trymen, I could surrender every
sorrow and every desire to one

notion about about about "

"A girl of the middle height,"
said he,

" and her name is
"

"Do not give it an utterance," I

cried.
" I would be sorry to breathe

her name in such a degradation.

Degradation indeed, and yet if I

had the certainty that I was a not

altogether hopeless suitor yonder,
I would feel a conqueror greater
than Hector or Gilian-of-the-Axe."

"
Ay, ay," said John. "

I would
not wonder. And I'll swear that a

man of your fate may have her if

he wants her. I'll give ye my
notion of wooing ; it's that with the
woman free and the man with some

style and boldness, he may have
whoever he will."

" I would be sorry to think it,"

said I; "for that might apply to

suitors at home in Inneraora as

well as me."

M'lver laughed at the sally, and
"
Well, well," said he, "we are not

going to be debating the chance of

love on Leven-side, with days and

nights of slinking in the heather

and the fern between us and our

home."

Though this conversation of ours

may seem singularly calm and out

of all harmony with our circum-

stances, it is so only on paper ; for

in fact it took but a minute or

two of our time as we walked down

among those whins that inspired
me with the peaceful premonition
of the coming years. We were

walking, the seven of us, not in a

compact group, but scattered, and
at the whins when we rested we
sat in ones and twos behind the

bushes, with eyes cast anxiously

along the shore for sign of any
craft that might take us over.

What might seem odd to any
one who does not know the shrink-

ing mood of men broken with a

touch of disgrace in their breaking,
was that for long we studiously said

nothing of the horrors we had left

behind us. Five men fleeing from

a disastrous field and two new out

of the clutches of a conquering foe,

we were dumb or discoursed of

affairs very far removed from the

reflection that we were a clan at

extremities.
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But we could keep up this silence

of shame no longer than our run-

ning : when we sat among the

whins on Leven-side, and took a

breath and scrutinised along the

coast, for sign of food or ferry, we
must "be talking of what we had
left behind.

Gordon told the story with a

pained, constrained, and halting
utterance : of the surprise of Auch-
inbreck when he heard the point
of war from Nevis Glen, and could

not believe that Montrose was so

near at hand
; of the wavering

Lowland wings, the slaughter of

the Campbell gentlemen.
"We were in a trap," said he,

drawing with a stick on the smooth
snow a diagram of the situation.
"We were between brae and water.

I am no man of war, and my heart

swelled at the spectacle of the

barons cut down like nettles.

And by the most foolish of tactics,

surely, a good many of our forces

were on the other side of the

loch."

"That was not Auchinbreck's

doing, I'll warrant," said M'lver;
"he would never have counselled

a division so fatal."

"Perhaps not," said the cleric,

drily ;

" but what if a general has

only a sort of savage army at

his call? The gentry of your
clan

"What about MacCailein?" I

asked, wondering that there was
no word of the chief.

"Go on with your story," said

M'lver, sharply, to the cleric.
" The gentry of your clan," said

Gordon, paying no heed to my
query,

" were easy enough to guide ;

but yon undisciplined kerns from

the hills had no more regard for

martial law than for the holy Com-
mandments. God help them !

They went their own gait, away
from the main body, plundering
and robbing."

" I would not just altogether call

it plundering, nor yet robbing," said

John, a show of annoyance on his

face.

"And I don't think myself,"
said Sonachan, removing himself, as

he spoke, from our side, and going
to join the three others, who sat

apart from us a few yards,
" that

it's a gentleman's way of speaking
of the doings of other gentlemen of

the same name and tartan as our-

selves."

"Ay, ay," said the minister,

looking from one to the other of

us, his shaven jowl with lines of a

most annoying pity on it
"
Ay,

ay," said he,
"

it would be pleasing

you better, no doubt, to hint at

no vice or folly in your army ;

that's the Highlands for you ! I'm
no Highlander, thank God, or at

least with the savage long out of

me; for I'm of an honest and

orderly Lowland stock, and my
trade's the Gospel and the truth,
and the truth you'll get from
Alexander Gordon, Master of the

Arts, if you had your black jocti-

legs at his neck for it."

He rose up, pursing his face,

panting at the nostril, very crouse

and defiant in every way.
"
Oh, you may just sit you down,"

said M'lver, sharply, to him. " You
can surely give us truth without

stamping it down our throats with

your boots, that are not, I've

noticed, of the smallest size."
" I know you, sir, from boot to

bonnet," said Gordon.
"You're well off in your acquaint-

ance," said M'lver, jocularly.
" I

wish I kent so good a man."
"From boot to bonnet," said

Gordon, in no whit abashed by the

irony. "Man, do you know," he
went on,

" there's a time comes to

me now when by the grace of God
I can see to one's innermost as

through a lozen. I shudder, some-

times, at the gift. For there's the
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fair face, and there's the smug and

smiling lip, and there's the flattery

at the tongue, and below that

masked front is Beelzebub himself,

meaning well sometimes perhaps

always but by his fall a traitor

first and last."
' ' God !

"
cried M'lver, with a very

ugly face,
" that sounds awkwardly

like a roundabout way of giving
me a bad character."

:'I said, sir," answered Gordon,
"that poor Beelzebub does not

sonetimes ken his own trade. I

have no doubt that in your heart

you are touched to the finest by
love of your fellows."

"And that's the truth when

they are not clerics," cried John.

'Touched to the finest, and set

in a glow too, by a manly and un-

selfish act, and eager to go through
this world on pleasant footings with

yourself and all else."
"
Come, come," I cried

;

" I know
my friend well, Master Gordon.
We are not all that we might be ;

but I'm grateful for the luck that

brought me so good a friend as

John M'lver."

"I never cried down his credit,"

said the minister, simply.
" Your age gives you full liberty,"

said John. " I would never lift a

hand."
" The lifting of your hand," said

tha cleric with a flashing eye, "is

the last issue I would take thought
of. I can hold my own. You are

a fair and shining vessel (of a

kind), but Beelzebub's at your
heart. They tell me that people
like you ; this gentleman of Elrig-
m.)re claims you for his comrade.

Well, well, so let it be! It but
shows anew the charm of the glit-

tering exterior : they like you for

your weaknesses and not for your
strength. Do you know anything
oi what they call duty?"" I have starved to the bone in
Lialand without complaint, stood
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six weeks on watch in Stralsung's
Franken gate, eating my meals at

my post, and John M'lver never
turned skirts on an enemy."
"Very good, sir, very good,"

said the minister; "but duty is

most ill to do when it is to be
done in love and not in hate."

" Damn all schooling !

"
cried

John. " You're off in the depths
of it again, and I cannot be after

you. Duty is duty in love or hate,
is it not?"

" It would take two or three ses-

sions of St Andrews to show you
that it makes a great differ whether
it is done in love or hate. You do

your duty by your enemy well

enough, no doubt, a barbarian of

the blackest will do no less, but
it takes the better man to do his

duty sternly by those he loves and

by himself above all. Argile
"

"Yes," cried I, "what about

Argile?"
The minister paid no heed to my

question.

"Argile," said he, "has been far

too long flattered by you and your
like, M'lver."

"
Barbreck," put in my comrade.

"Barbreck be it then. A man
in his position thus never learns

the truth. He sees around him
but plausible faces and the truth

at a cowardly compromise. That's

the sorrow of your Highlands ; it

will be the black curse of your
chiefs in the day to come. As for

me, I'm for duty first and last

even if it demands me to put a

rope at my brother's neck or my
hand in the fire."

"Maybe you are, maybe you
are," said John, "and it's very
fine of you; and I'm not denying
but I can fancy some admirable

quality in the character. But if

I'm no great band at the duty, I

can swear to the love."
"

It's a word I hate to hear men
using," said I.

2L
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The minister relaxed to a smile

at John's amiability, and John
smiled on me.

"
It's a woman's word, I daresay,

Colin," said he ;

" but there's no

man, I'll swear, turning it over

more often in his mind than

yourself."
Where we lay, the Pap of Glen-

coe Sgor-na-ciche, as they call it

in the Gaelic loomed across Loch
Leven in wisps of wind-blown

grey. Long-beaked birds came to

the sand and piped a sharp and
anxious note, or chattered like

children. The sea-banks floated on
the water, rising and dipping to

every wave; it might well be a

dream we were in on the border-

land of sleep at morning.
" What about Argile 1

"
I asked

again.
The minister said never a word.

John Splendid rose to his feet,

shook the last of his annoyance
from him, and cast an ardent

glance to those remote hills of

Lorn.
" God's grandeur," said he, turn-

ing to the Gaelic it was proper to

use but sparingly before a Saxon.
" Behold the unfriendliness of those

terrible mountains and ravines ! I

am Gaelic to the core
;
but give me

in this mood of mine the flat south
soil and the ultimate dip of the sky
round a bannock of country. Oh,
I wish I was where Aora runs !

I wish I saw the highway of

Loch Finne that leads down the

slope of the sea where the towns

pack close together and fires are

warm !

" He went on and sang
a song of the low country, its

multitude of cattle, its friendly

hearths, its frequented walks of

lovers in the dusk and in the

spring.
Sonachan and Ardkinglas and

the tacksmen came over to listen,

and the man with the want began
to weep with a child's surrender.

" And what about Argile 1
"
said

I, when the humming ceased.
" You are very keen on that bit,

lad," said the baron-bailie, smiling

spitefully with thin hard lips that

revealed his teeth gleaming white
and square against the dusk of his

face.
" You are very keen on that

bit
; you might be waiting for the

rest of the minister's story."
"
Oh," I said,

" I did not think
there was any more of the minister's

tale to come. I crave his pardon."
" I think, too, I have not much

more of a story to tell," said the

minister, stiffly.

"And I think," said M'lver, in

a sudden hurry to be off,
" that we

might be moving from here. The
head of the loch is the only way
for us if we are to be off this un-

wholesome countryside by the

mouth of the night."
It is likely we would have taken

him at his word, and have risen

and gone on his way to the east,

where the narrowing of the loch

showed that it was close on its con-

clusion ; but the Stewart took from

his dorlach or knapsack some
viands that gave a frantic edge to

our appetite and compelled us to

stay and eat.

The day was drawing to its close,

the sun, falling behind us, was pil-

lowed on clouds of a rich crimson.

For the first time, we noticed the

signs of the relaxation of the austere

season in the return of bird and
beast to their familiar haunts. As
the sun dipped the birds came out

to the brae-side to catch his last ray,

as they ever love to do. Whaups
rose off the sand, and, following the

gleam upon the braes, ascended from

slope to slope; and the plover fol-

lowed too, dipping his feet in the

golden tide receding. On little fir-

patches mounted numerous coill-

each dhuibh blackcock of sheeny
feather ;

and the owls began to hoot

in the wood beyond.
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CHAPTER XXII. THE DAME DUBH.

We had eaten to the last crumb,
and were ready to be going, when

again I asked Gordon what had
come over Argile.

"I'll tell you that," said he,

bit :erly ; but as he began, some wild-

fowl rose in a startled flight to our

rigit and whirred across the sky.
"There's some one coming," said

M'Cver; "let us keep close to-

gether."
j?rom where the wildfowl rose,

the Dame Dubh, as we called the

old woman of Carnus, came in our

direction, half-running, half-walking

through the snow. She spied us

while she was yet a great way off,

stopped a second as one struck

with an arrow, then continued her

progress more eagerly than ever,

with high-piped cries and taunts

at us.

"0 cowards!" she cried; "do
not face Argile, or the glens you
belong to. Cowards, cowards, Low-
land women, Glencoe's full of laugh-
ter at your disgrace !

"

'Koyal's my race, I'll not be

laughed at," cried Stewart.
if

They cannot know of it already
in Glencoe," said M'lver, appalled.

" Know it!" said the crone, draw-

ing nearer andwith still more frenzy ;

"(rlencoe has songs on it already.
Th e stench from Inverlochy's in the

air
; it's a mock in Benderloch and

Aidgour, it's a nightmare in Glen-

urthy, and the women are keening
on the slopes of Cladich. Cowards,
cowards, little men, cowards ! all the
curses of Conan on you and the
bit ck rocks ; die from home, and
Hdl itself reject you."
We stood in front of her in a

group, slack at the arms and shoul-

ders, bent a little at the head, af-

fronted for the first time with the
full shame of our disaster. All my
bright portents of the future seemed,

as they flashed again before me,
muddy in the hue, an unfaithful
man's remembrance of his sins when
they come before him at the bedside
of his wife; the evasions of my
friends revealed themselves what

they were indeed, the shutting of
the eyes against shame.
The woman's meaning Master

Gordon could only guess at, and he
faced her composedly.
"You are far off your road," he

said to her mildly, but she paid
him no heed.

"You have a bad tongue, mother,"
said M'lver.

She turned and spat on his vest,
and on him anew she poured her

condemnation.
"
You, indeed, the gentleman

with an account to pay, the hero,
the avenger ! I wish my teeth had
found your neck at the head of

Aora Glen." She stood in the

half-night, foaming over with hate

and evil words, her taunts stinging
like asps.

" Take off the tartan, ladies !

"
she

screamed ;

"
off with men's apparel

and on with the short-gown."
Her cries rang so over the land

that she was a danger bruiting our

presence to the whole neighbour-
hood, and it was in a common
panic we ran with one accord from
her in the direction of the loch-

head. The man with the want
took up the rear, whimpering as he

ran, feeling again, it might be, a

child fleeing from maternal chastise-

ment : the rest of us went silently,

all but Stewart, who was a cocky
little man with a large bonnet

pulled down on the back of his

head like a morion, to hide the

absence of ears that had been cut

off by the law for some of his

Appin adventures. He was a per-
son who never saw in most of a
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day's transactions aught but the

humour of them, and as we ran
from this shrieking beldame of

Carnus, he was choking with laugh-
ter at the ploy.

"Royal's my race," said he at

the first ease to our running
"Royal's my race, and I never

thought to run twice in one day
from an enemy. Stop your greet-

ing, Callum, and not be vexing our

friends the gentlemen."
"What a fury!" said Master

Gordon. "And that's the lady of

omens! What about her blessing
now?"

"Ay, and what about her pro-

phecies ?
" asked M'lver, sharply.

"She was not so far wrong, I'm

thinking, about the risks of Inver-

lochy ;
the heather's above the gall

indeed."

"But at any rate," said I,
" MacCailein's head is not on a

pike."
"You must be always on the

old key," cried M'lver, angrily.
" Oh man, man, but you're sore in

want of tact." His face was throb-

bing and hoved. "Here's half-a-

dozen men," said he,
" with plenty

to occupy their wits with what's to

be done and what's to happen
them before they win home, and
all your talk is on a most vexatious

trifle. Have you found me, a

cousin of the Marquis, anxious to

query our friends here about the

ins and outs of the engagement?
It's enough for me that the

heather's above the gall. I saw this

dreary morning the sorrow of my
life, and I'm in no hurry to add to

it by the value of a single tear."

Sonachan was quite as bitter.

"I don't think," said he, "that

it matters very much to you, sir,

what Argile may have done or may
not have done ; you should be glad
of your luck (if luck it was and
no design), that kept you clear of

the trouble altogether." And again

he plunged ahead of us with Ard-

kinglas, to avoid my retort to an

impertinence that, coming from a

younger man, would have more

seriously angered me.

The minister by now had re-

covered his wind, and was in an-

other of his sermon moods, with
this ruffling at MacCailein's name
as his text.

" I think I can comprehend,"
said he,

"
all this unwillingness to

talk about my lord of Argile's part
in the disaster of to-day : no Gael

though I am, I'm loath myself to

talk about a bad black business,
but that's because I love my master

for master he is in scholarship,
in gifts, in every attribute and in-

tention of the Christian soldier. It

is for a different reason, I'm afraid,

that our friend Barbreck shuffles."
" Barbreck never shuffles," said

John, stiffly.
" If he did in this

matter, it would be for as true an
affection for his chief as any lalland

cleric ever felt for his patron."
" And yet, sir, you shuffle for

another reason too. You do not

want to give your ridiculous High-
land pride the shock of hearing
that your chief left in a galley be-

fore the battle he lost had well

begun."
A curious cry came from M'lver's

lips. He lifted his face, lined with

sudden shadows, to the stars that

now were lighting to the east, and I

heard his teeth grind.
" So that's the bitter end of it !

"

said I to myself, stunned by this

pitiful conclusion. My mind groped
back on the events of the whole
waeful winter. I saw Argile again
at peace among his own people ; I

heard anew his clerkly but waver-

ing sentiment on the trade of the

sword ;
I sat by him in the mouth

of Glen JSToe, and the song and the

guess went round the fire. But
the picture that came to me first

and stayed with me last was Argile
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standing in his chamber in the

castle of Inneraora, the pallor of

the study on his face, and his little

Ar:hie with his gold hair and the

nig;ht-gown running out and clasp-

ing; him about the knees.

We struggled through the night,

weary men, hungry men. Loch
Le yen-head may be bonny by day,
buG at night it is far from friend-

ly to the unaccustomed wanderer.

Swampy meadows frozen to the

hai-d bone, and uncountable burns,
and weary ascents, and alarming

dips, lie there at the foot of the

gnat forest of Mamore. And
to us, poor fugitives, even these

were less cruel than the thickets

at the very head where the river

brawled into the loch with a

sullen surrender of its mountain

independence.
About seven or eight o'clock we

got safely over a ford and into the

hilly country that lies tumbled to

tho north of Glencoe. Before us

la}- the choice of two routes, either

of them leading in the direction

of Glenurchy; but both of them
hemmed in by the most inevitable

risks, especially as but one of all

our party was familiar (and that

one but middling well) with the

countryside. "The choice of a

cross-road at night in a foreign land
is tall John's pick of the farmer's

daughters," as our homely proverb
has it; you never know what you
have till the morn's morning. And
our picking was bad indeed, for

instead of taking what we learned

again was a drove-road through to

Tynree, we stood more to the right
and plunged into what after all

turned out to be nothing better

than a corrie among the hills. It

brought us up a most steep hillside,

and landed us two hours' walk later

far too much in the heart and
midst of Glencoe to be for our

comfort. From the hillside we

emerged upon, the valley lay re-

vealed, a great hack among the

mountains.

(To be continued.}
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THE TOWN OF THE EENEGADES.

AGURAI.

ABOUT a hundred and fifty miles

to the south of Tangier lies Mek-
nas (Mequinez), a city half in

ruins, but which still lays claim

to being one of the three capitals
of Morocco. It appears to have
been a place of no great import-
ance until in the earlier half of

last century the Sultan Mulai
Ismail chose it as his royal resi-

dence, and raised a vast quantity
of buildings and fortifications, the

ruins of which still remain.

Finding myself there, I deter-

mined to payA visit to the little-

known town of Agurai, where

to-day exist the descendants of

the renegades who, tradition says,
were employed by Mulai Ismail

in building his capital. The road
from Meknas to Agurai crosses

the great plain that lies immed-

iately to the south of the city.
This expanse of gently undulating
country, barren of anything ap-

proaching a hill, is inhabited by
two powerful Berber tribes, the

Beni Mtir and the Geruan, both
of whom are dwellers in tents.

Although the road itself practi-

cally forms the boundary between

them, one sees little of the Beni
Mtir villages, which lie, as a rule,

farther to the east, though in the

winter season the black circular

tent villages of Geruan are ap-

parent everywhere. In summer
the whole plain is deserted

;
for

as soon as the winter ploughing
is over, and spring is far enough
advanced to allow the young grain
to grow without attention, the

nomad Berbers pack their pome-

granate-dyed tents on to the backs

of mules, mares, and cattle, and
betake themselves and their vast

flocks and herds to the mountains

away to the south, where the

perpetual shade of the great
cedar - forests allows the grass to

grow green and fresh long after

the more sandy plain is parched
and dried up. The forest -clad

ravines form their home until it is

time to reap their harvest, when
once more they reseek the plains.

Although Agurai lies only some
five hours' caravan journey from

Meknas, it appears that no Euro-

pean traveller has ever before

turned his footsteps in that direc-

tion. The entire country round
Meknas is always more or less dis-

turbed, and the various Berber

tribes that form its neighbours on
the south are looked upon by the

townspeople as consisting entirely
of cut-throats and thieves

;
nor has

their conduct in the past justified
their appearing in any oth^/ light.

No doubt the road over the plain
is dangerous enough in summer,
when no tent villages are to be

found, and the country is de-

serted, though in winter there is

a considerable amount of traffic,

and caravans of donkeys carrying

produce and European goods leave

the city every day or two for

Agurai. Even in winter robberies

are common enough; but a few

people together, and well armed,
have little to fear, provided one

custom of the country is adhered

to, and a zitat or guarantee accom-

panies the traveller. A zitat con-

sists of a member of the tribe

through which one is passing,
whose presence acts as a guar-
antee against molestation or at-

tack. There is a regular system
of payment for the men who act

as zitata, generally so much per
animal for the caravan. Need-
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less to say, the amount is very
small.

Armed, then, with a zitat, and

accompanied by three Moors, I

set out from Meknas one fine

November morning on a visit to

Agurai. I had been careful to

keep my plans from reaching the

ears of the native authorities, who

would, no doubt, have prohibited

my going, on account of the sup-

pcsed dangers of the road and
their rooted dislike to travellers

proceeding on any but beaten

tracks. Sending my mules out of

the town by one gate, I, dressed

of course in Moorish clothes, left

by another, to join my caravan

a mile or two away. Leaving
behind the great buttresses of

tie walls and fortifications of

Meknas, now little but masses of

crumbling masonry, the road leads

across the fedan, a walled - in

piece of land some three miles

square, which once formed the

great enclosed park of the Sultan

Mulai Ismail (1730-1757). Now-

adays it shows few signs of having
ever been planted with trees, and
is given up entirely to the culti-

vation of grain, and forms one of

the many
" farms "

of the Sultan.

The outer wall passed, one soon
finds oneself in the open country,
tae wide plain stretching away in

front to where a faint line of hills

i;j visible upon the horizon. Be-

yond the occasional circular vil-

1 iges of black tents the road pos-
sesses no objects of interest. Every
row and again small watercourses
are crossed, which have worn for

their channels little depressions
in the plain. These undulations,
where the soil is loamy and suit-

able for cultivation, are all under

plough in winter, though the sandy
Mature of the greater portion of

lie country renders it useful only
is grazing

- ground for the flocks

md herds. Yet in spite of the
fact that there is little or nothing

which calls for special notice, one
cannot fail to be struck with the

pastoral surroundings. On every
side the sheep and goats graze on
the stunted palmetto-bushes and
fresh green grass, tended by little

Berber urchins, who know not a
word of Arabic, and whose great

eyes stare at one as one passes by,
unaccustomed to the sight of fine

raiment and handsome saddlery.
From the circles of tents the blue
smoke arises, as the women cook
the meals of the men-folk over little

fires of thistles and brushwood.

Away behind us lies Meknas,
badly hidden behind its yellow
walls, a sea of white roofs and

minarets, with the jagged outline

of the Zarahun mountains for a

background.
At a pool of fresh water, where

a spring bubbles up from the

sandy soil, we rested for a while,

allowing our animals to graze on
the young rushes that lined the

bank of the little stream. Then
on again until my zitat called a

halt to narrate one of the many
fables with which every portion of

Morocco abounds. Pointing to

two stones by the roadside, he

called my attention to their exist-

ence, and repeated the following
tale :

Once upon a time a Berber

youth eloped with the daughter of

a great Berber chieftain. Mount-

ing upon a fleet mare, they sped

away across the country ;
but their

escape was discovered, and the

father and his friends followed in

quick pursuit. As they did not

know how long the capture might
take them to accomplish, they filled

the hoods of their cloaks with

grains of kuskusu, the national

food of Morocco, not unlike semo-

lina. " It was not long before they
came in sight of the runaways, and

commenced firing at them with

their guns, but all to no avail.

At length all their bullets were
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used up, though powder remained,
so in their desperation they filled

their guns up with kuskusu, a

sacrilegious act, for no grain or

food that God sends to man must
be thrown aside or wasted. But
their punishment was near, for on
the first shot they felt their limbs

becoming numbed, and before half

an hour was over all that remained
of them and their horses, as well

as the youth and his bride, were
these stones." And the man
pointed me out two pillar -like

rocks a little way ahead of a

group of a similar nature. I have
heard the same tale with little

variation in every part of Morocco
where such stones are to be found,
and they are by no means uncom-
mon. However, I pretended to

be much impressed with the tale

and the awful doom of the offend-

ers, remembering the days when
I had found bread -pills and an
elastic band an excellent substi-

tute for a forfeited catapult.
In the days of Mulai Ismail,

who held the throne of Morocco
from 1730-1757, there was a large
number of Christian slaves in the

country, the greater part of whom
were captured by the Barbary pi-
rates on the high seas and sold into

slavery. It seems to have been
the hobby of this sultan to collect

these Europeans about his Court,
and to employ them as builders

and architects, or in whatever
trade their former lives suited

them for. From time to time em-
bassies and large sums of money
were sent from England and else-

where in Europe to obtain the lib-

eration of Christian captives, and
in this way considerable numbers
were rescued. Collections were

commonly made in the churches

throughout England for this pur-

pose, and prayers offered up for

their release. The attention paid
in the seventeenth and eighteenth

century to the Barbary corsairs

seems at first sight to have been
out of proportion to their import
ance, until one calls to mind that

the ships leaving Bristol were in

danger before they had left the

Channel, and that a Barbary
pirate fleet more than once lay
in shelter under the lee of Lundy
Island ! It may be stated without

exaggeration that there could have
been no great number of people in

England who had not at some
time during those two centuries

relations, or at all events friends,
who were captives in one or other

of the Barbary States. But though
the release of many was accom-

plished, many more remained in

the country whether because no
ransom was forthcoming, or be-

cause they were contented with
their lot, it is impossible to say.
It is not improbable that they
were in many cases not harshly

treated, and that having once ab-

jured their religion, by far the

best policy under such circum-

stances, and married and become
the fathers of families, they pre-
ferred to remain in tolerable

comfort in a good climate, rather

than return to poverty and cold at

home. There was no doubt often

another possible factor in the case,

that a considerable number of them
were men who had voluntarily

sought refuge in Morocco, leaving
their country for their country's

good, whose return would certainly
have meant imprisonment, and

possibly in many cases death. A
filtering of such renegades as these

is to-day trickling into the interior

of Morocco, and I have come across

no small number in my travels,

though as a rule they desire as far

as possible not to come under the

notice of Europeans. No doubt
Mulai Ismail, who seems to have

been attached to his renegades,

persuaded a large number to re-

main, and made it worth their

while to do so. An entire quarter
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in Meknas was given over to

them at first
; but, alas ! for their

reputation, devout as they may
ha\e been in other religious

affairs, they found the rigid

temperance of Morocco suited

neither their healths nor their

tastes, and took to holding such

orgies that Meknas became un-

bearable, and, as it appears, the

native population began to follow

their example. Seeing that there

was danger of this little leaven

spreading throughout the whole

city, Mulai Ismail hit upon a plan
which answered his purpose of

keeping the renegades tolerably
near his person, and yet far

enough away from his capital to

render unlikely the risk of their

bad behaviour becoming general.
So Agurai was built, some seven-

teen or eighteen miles away to the

south, in a very hotbed of Berber

tribes, who no doubt then, as is

the- case to-day with their descen-

dants, held the renegades in check.

Agurai consists of a small town
enclosed by four enormous walls

in one place, where there is a de-

clivity, nearly sixty feet in height.
These walls are constructed, like

all the buildings of this part of

Morocco, of tabia, or compressed
gravel, which makes a fairly good
substitute for concrete. They are

flanked with towers, four on each

side, on some of which still re-

main the two or three old cannon
with which Mulai Ismail fortified

the place ;
and the primitive

weapons were used only a few

yeai-s ago when the Berber tribes

unsuccessfully attacked the town.
One gate alone gives entrance and
exit to the place. Like almost
all [;ates of this class in Morocco,
it t$ ,kes a turn half-way through,
so that one's view of the inside
is obstructed from without, and
vice versa. The gates themselves,
which are very large, are con-

structed of wood covered with

plates of iron of about a fifth of

an inch in thickness, and laid on
in such a way that one overlaps
the next. Passing through the

gateway, where there is always
a little collection of the town-

gossips to be found, and often the

kaid, or governor of the place,

dealing out a rough-and-ready jus-

tice, one turns sharply to the left

under a second arch, to find one-

self in what comprises the main
street of Agurai, a long, narrow,

straggling roadway that bisects

the town. The mud in rainy
weather renders traffic most diffi-

cult, and though there are signs
of there having existed at one

time some kind of a stone pave-

ment, no attempt seems to be

made to-day to better matters,
and one moment my horse was
balanced on a rock, the next al-

most up to his girths in black

mud. In this main street are the

few shops that the town can boast,

little rooms merely, opening on to

the highway, with a door that

serves the purpose of a window
as well as its own. A few loaves

of sugar, green tea, some packets
of candles, yellow slippers, spices,

and European cotton-goods seem

to form the total contents of the

few shops that exist in Agurai.
It is on to this street, too, that

the mosque of the place opens.
A peep through its arched door-

way gave one a limited view of

its courtyard within, from which

rises the high square brick-and-

stucco minaret, the whole build-

ing in better condition than one

would be led to expect from the

state of the streets: but be the

descendants of the renegades
what they may, they are good

Moslems, and neglect neither their

religious observances nor their

mosque. Turning up a byway
it does not deserve the name of a

street to the left, I found myself
a few minutes later at the door
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of the house in which I was to

reside, for I had arranged with

my zitat that he should hire me
the guest-room of his home, and
thus save me the trouble of apply-

ing to the governor for quarters.
The original population consisted

of three hundred and seventy-five

renegades, their native wives and

families, according to a list drawn

up at the time of the building of

the town, and concessions were

granted to them and their descen-

dants for ever. These concessions

were freedom from taxation in

return for liability to military

service, a perpetual tenure of the

land in the neighbourhood, and
a monthly stipend, at present

amounting to thirty-five dollars a-

month, with which to purchase
arms and ammunition to hold in

check the depredations of the

neighbouring Berber tribes. As
each successive sultan came to the

throne this document was resigned
and resealed with the new seal of

State
; but, alas ! to-day it has dis-

appeared. On the accession of

Mulai Abdul Aziz, the present
sovereign, the document was taken
to the Court and handed in to the
Grand Vizier, Sid Ahmed ben

Musa, but upon inquiries later,
was said to have been mislaid and
lost. The inhabitants do not seem
to mind much that this strange
and original bond has disap-

peared, as their stipend is still

paid, and they are none the worse
for the fact. It seems not improb-
able that the Vizier, suspicious of

everything, destroyed the paper,

fearing that some day the descen-
dants of the renegades might make
tracks for Tangier, and placing it

in the hands of the representatives
of the Powers, claim their protec-
tion. That it would be refused
under the circumstances is quite
certain

;
for a century and a half

of residence in Morocco, to say
nothing of the manner of their

lives and the fact that they have
served in the sultan's army during
that period, has clearly naturalised

them, legally as well as morally, as

Moorish subjects. Yet the in-

habitants spoke of undertaking
such a proceeding in case the

Moorish Government at any time
ceased to pay their stipend, or to

disallow any of the advantages to

which they were entitled by the

edict of Mulai Ismail. Though
common-sense ought to have told

the Vizier that such a proceeding
would be futile, he may have

thought it not inexpedient to de-

stroy the authentic traces of their

European ancestry.

During the reigns of a long suc-

cession of sultans implicit confi-

dence seems to have been placed
in the fidelity of the tribe of Ulad
el Aluj

" sons of the converts "

by which title they are known

throughout Morocco, for the im-

perial cooks, butlers, and butchers

are all drawn from this source.

True, his Majesty's food is prepared

separately by a skilled slave
;
but

the entire provisions for his family
and guests are cooked by members
of the tribe. When the Sultan is

making one of his usual summer
excursions from one part of his

empire to another, he is always

accompanied by a large number of

influential persons shereefs and
others who are his guests, and to

whom each morning and evening
cooked dishes of food are brought
from the imperial kitchens. In a

country where poisoning is by no

means unknown, a very consider-

able confidence must be placed in

the men who are intrusted with

the food-supply, if not of the Sultan

himself, at least of his sons, his

women-folk, and his guests.
In spite, however, of the per-

quisites accruing from such an

occupation, and the fact that they
are free from taxation and re-

ceive a small monthly stipend,
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their lot is by no means an easy
one. Of labourers' work, beyond
the scanty ploughing of unfertile

lane
,
there is none, and their town

is too far away from Meknas to

allo^ of employment there with-

out abandoning their homes in

Agi rai. There are, too, no manu-
factures of any sort, and almost

the sole means of sustaining life

is found in bringing donkey
caravans of European goods, &c.,

whioh they retail to the neighbour-

ing Berbers, whose wild and re-

bell ous conduct prevents their

marketing in Meknas, where in all

probability they would promptly
be thrown into prison by the

authorities in return for past rob-

beries and arrears of taxation.

But the very wildness of the lives

of the Berbers, and the absence

from agriculture on any large
scal3 amongst them, renders them
both poor and thrifty, and their

requirements are accordingly very
small. Nor is the situation of

Agi.rai one that tends to promote
its interests, for it lies a veritable

sign -post amongst the Berber tribes.

To the west are the Zimmur, to

the north Geruan, to the east

Beni Mtir, and to the south Beni

Mgild all fierce warriors, and con-

stantly at war with one another.

It is not seldom that they fix on
this neutral soil as their battle-

ground, and the daily market im-

mediately outside the one gate of

the town is constantly the scene

of strife and bloodshed. At the

period of the writer's visit a
nominal peace had been patched
up between all concerned, by the

terms of which members of each
triba did their marketing in turn,
to iivoid a collision. While, for

instmce, the Beni Mtir thronged
the open-air market-place, the men
of Ihe Beni Mgild tribe were to

be .seen waiting on horseback on
the neighbouring hills until their

enemies should have completed

their purchases and disappeared.
A peace on such terms can be
neither lasting nor satisfactory.
Nor is this intertribal fighting
the sole complaint that the in-

habitants of Agurai bring against
the Berbers, for their flocks and
herds are liable to be pillaged at

any time by the robbers of each

of the four tribes in question.

Quite recently almost their entire

stock were driven off by the Beni

Mgild and Beni Mtir tribes. A
complaint was made to the Sultan,
and letters sent by him to the

governors of the tribes in question
to return the cattle or pay their

value. Those of the Beni Mtir,
over which tribe the Sultan holds

some authority, obeyed ;
but the

fact that the kaid of Beni Mgild
is a prisoner in his own castle,

and dare not leave it on account

of his unpopularity with his own

people, prevented his punishing the

robbers, or being able to collect

the price of the cattle stolen. And
so the matter remains to-day.

My quarters were in a typical
little Moorish house, built, like al-

most all the dwellings of Morocco

towns, round a courtyard on to

which the rooms opened. One, the

guest-chamber, which was assigned
to me, possessed a small portico

supported on pillars, that shielded

its doorway from the rains of win-

ter and the sun of summer. The
rooms on the ground-floor were the

only portion inhabited, the up-
stairs chambers having through
want of repairs fallen into ruins ;

but in spite of the dilapidations

above, the place was scrupulously
clean and tidy. The walls liter-

ally gleamed with whitewash, and

scarcely a speck of dust was to be

seen on anything, a very different

appearance to that which most
houses in Morocco present. The

guest
- room was carpeted with

strips of shiny new matting, while

the ceiling was of beams of un-
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stained cedar, almost the only
wood obtainable in these parts, for

the great cedar-forests of the Beni

Mgild lie a day's journey to the

south. It was, indeed, a pleasant

surprise to find oneself so comfort-

ably housed, for the state of disre-

pair the streets were in did not

tend to set one's mind at rest as to

the interior of the houses. But

perhaps there was another reason

why this humble dwelling was

spotless in its whiteness, the her-

editary instinct of its occupants,
for under their brown skins and
Berber type of countenance flowed

the blood of northern Europe. My
hosts, in fact, were the descendants

of a Flemish renegade. Whether
one's imagination aided one I do
not know, but I thought that I

discovered some look in the mem-
bers of this family of their northern

ancestor. It may be that it was

merely a coincidence, for there

was only the blood of one Flemish
ancestor in their veins, dating from
a century and a half ago, though
doubtless succeeding generations
had intermarried with the daugh-
ters and granddaughters of other

nationalities. What the look was
it is impossible to describe, even
to discover for certain

;
but every

time a member of the family
smiled a good simple people,

they smiled nearly all the time
there flitted across their faces

some vague expression that called

to mind the ancestral type. Ex-

cept for its cleanliness the house

presented no European appearance
of any sort, and I looked in vain
for some article of furniture, some
old book or relic, that might still

exist. Inquiries, however, met with
no success, nor was it likely that

anything should remain, when one
considers that most of the original

renegades were escaping from jus-
tice or kidnapped on the high seas.

In the little courtyard sat an

old woman, weaving a coarse

woollen blanket on a handloom,
while in the room beyond a mother,
with songs and wailing, was mourn-

ing the death of her only son. She
soon recovered her composure, and
issued with several bright -eyed

copper-coloured little girls to see

the strange sight of a European.
There was a hurrying to and fro,

one member of the family bringing
a brazier, while another filled the

big brass kettle from the well in

the little courtyard, and before

very long all the paraphernalia of

green tea was placed before us.

Bested and refreshed, I set out

to report myself to the authorities

of the town, and announce that I

intended to stay for a few days.
I found the kaid

t
or governor, to

be a pleasant man, the descendant

of a Spaniard, but a typical Berber
in appearance. He traced his an-

cestry from the time of the early

renegades of the days of Mulai
Ismail and those who can lay
claim to descent from the original
inhabitants of Agurai consider

themselves vastly superior to those

sprung from the renegades of later

days, for from time to time fresh

batches or individuals have been
sent by different sultans. The
Moors of Morocco always say that

if a Christian turn a Moslem he

becomes one at once and for all,

but that it takes five or seven

generations of Jews before the

offspring have got rid of the taint

of their Hebrew ancestor. There

seem, however, to be no descendants

of Jewish renegades in Agurai.
The kaid of the town invited

me to return later and take sup-

per in his house, an invitation I

readily accepted, as I guessed, and

rightly, that he would collect all

his friends to come and meet the

first European traveller who had
visited the place ; and, accordingly,
at the appointed hour, I was called
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for by two of his retinue bearing
lanterns, and, guided by them,
mado my way once more to his

residence. Stumbling through a

dark stable full of cows and don-

keys, we mounted by a narrow
staircase to the second storey of

the house, where four moderate-

sized rooms opened on to a court-

yard. In one of these the com-

pany was seated, resting upon a

low divan round the walls of the

room. There were no signs of any
luxury in the place, which was

simple and clean enough. At one

end of the guest-chamber were a

few mattresses piled one above the

other, and covered with a carpet,
on n hich my host beckoned me to

seat myself beside him. The in-

evitable green tea was brought in,

with a mugful of mint to flavour

it, and over the national beverage
conversation soon became general.
Mucli to my delight, I found no
desire for reticence on the part of

the company with regard to their

ancestry ;
on the contrary, they

seemed thoroughly to enjoy giving
me all the information that lay in

their power. They told me that

thirteen nationalities were, and

are, represented at Agurai. I give
the list as I wrote it down at the

time .

"
Spanish, Flemish, French,

English, American, Portuguese,
Sicilian, Swiss, Maltese, and Vene-
tian." Inquiring how these ten
names formed thirteen nation-

alities, I was told the following:
"Tho Spaniards counted as two

there were the Espafioles and the

EspariolesGitanos ;

"
in other words,

Spaniards proper and Spanish gip-
sies. Of the latter there are

a considerable number of repre-
sentatives to-day. There being
still wo nationalities left to ac-

count for, I pushed my inquiries

further, to learn that the Amer-
icans were divided into three
sections Americans, American

Portuguese (Brazilians?), and an-

other division about whom they
seemed doubtful. One and all

that I met inquired about the fate

of the nations from which they
had sprung, and the Sicilians

seemed quite distressed that they
no longer formed a kingdom of

their own in Europe. At the

evening call to prayer the asher

the entire company trooped off

to pray in the mosque ;
for the

descendants of the Christians are

more devout Moslems to-day than
are found in many parts of Mo-
rocco, and I calculated that a larger

percentage of the male population
of Agurai attends the calls to

prayer than in any other town in

Morocco.

My first act the following morn-

ing was to hunt up the represen-
tatives of my own nation. There
was only one male descendant

of an English renegade, and one

old woman, entirely unrelated to

one another, the man being sprung
from one of the originals, while

the woman's father had become a

Moslem, in the days of the Sultan

Mulai Abdurrahman, some sev-

enty-five years ago. All my at-

tempts to obtain an interview with

the man were met by a stern re-

fusal on his part to see me, why
I cannot even guess, unless he

knew the history of his origin
and was ashamed of it. Yet one

would have thought that a century
or so of ancestors in Morocco
would have prevented any such

feeling existing still. However,
whatever may have been his rea-

son, I was unable to obtain even

a sight of him. Not so the old

lady, who bounced in upon me

quite early, exclaiming, "Yes, I

am an Englishwoman, and have

come to welcome my cousin !

"

the latter expression calling forth

a little peal of laughter from the

bystanders and as " our cousin
"
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I was known until I took my de-

parture. She was a talkative old

soul, always in the highest spirits,

though very old and apparently

very poor, but she never com-

plained of either. Her story was
a sad one. Her father, she told

me, had escaped from Gibraltar on

account of some "misunderstand-

ing with his sultan," as she deli-

cately expressed it. Entering Mo-

rocco, he became a renegade, and

petitioned the then sultan, Mulai

Abdurrahman, for aid. His Ma-

jesty sent him to Agurai with an
order for a house and a piece of

land to be given to him. Here he

married, and a daughter my
friend resulted. One day he dis-

appeared, leaving the woman and

child, and was lost for a long

period until, in fact, years after-

wards, some pilgrims returning
from Mecca saw him in Alexan-

dria. The daughter meanwhile
had grown up, married, and had
lost both her husband and her

mother. Having saved a little

money she started for the East,
with the double purpose of finding
her father and performing the pil-

grimage. The ship on which she

travelled did not touch at Alex-

andria, and it was not, therefore,
until her return journey that she

found herself in that town. She
discovered herfather easily enough ;

but, alas ! he had become a Christ-

ian once again, with a Christian

wife and family. She received no
word of welcome, and, disappoint-

ed, returned back once more to

Agurai. She must be at the pres-
ent time seventy years of age at

least, and it was forty-four years
since her visit to the East, yet she

persisted in announcing to me her
intention of going back to Alex-
andria to find her father and give
him a piece of her mind on his

undutiful treatment of his daugh-
ter. She seemed unable to realise

that probably he had been in his

grave many years. She took me
to see the little room in which
she lived, poor enough, but clean

and tidy; and on my asking her

about her means, she said that

she had saved a little money by
doing all kinds of odd work, and
that her fellow-townspeople were

good to her. She seemed to be a
favourite on account of her cheer-

ful spirits and hearty laugh. An
unexpected present of a blanket

and some clothing brought forth

floods of tears; but she soon

cheered up and insisted on my
taking supper with her and a few

friends, so we all sat on the floor

round the homely dish of kuskusu,
and finished up with tea galore.
The poor old soul still remem-

bered a few words of European
tongues, hopelessly mixed to-

gether; but whether she had
heard them from her father in

her childhood, or picked them up
on her voyage to the East, seems

uncertain. All the English that

I could extract from her was
"
One, two, three, and away !

"

an expression of which she seemed

particularly fond, and which she

introduced into her conversation

regardless of its appropriateness.

Strange enough, though Arabic is

the tongue of the Ulad el Aluj,

they speak it with a remarkable

foreign accent, and by no means
the same dialect as is general in

Morocco. It not only differs in

pronunciation but even in expres-
sion to some extent. Most notice-

able of all were the salutations.

All good Moslems throughout the

world greet one another with
" Salaam alikum " " Peace be

upon you," to which the re-

sponse is "Alikum salaam" "Up-
on you peace

"
;
but here the unus-

ual expression
" Sebah el Kheir al-

ikum" "Good morning to you"
is in use. There are two theo-
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ries, either of which may account

for this irregular mode of address.

Possibly it sprang into use origin-

ally as more literally translating
the 'Good morning" of Europe,
to which the renegades must have

been accustomed before their

change in religion and life; or

possibly they found that, owing
to taeir unlawful propensity to

drunkenness, their " Salaam ali-

kum " remained unanswered on

the part of the Arabs. The for-

mer certainly seems the more

probable reason, though the de-

scendants of the renegades made
no secret of the fact that the bad

condact of their ancestors reached

such a pitch that the Sultan

Mulai Abdullah, the son of Mulai

Ismail, insisted on their children

being; separated from them, so

that they should not grow up
under their fathers' bad examples.
For this purpose all the youths
and boys were sent to a village
which originally stood in the

gardens outside the town, and
were there educated. There are

but few traces to-day of this

village, though the foundationg

of some of the houses are still

visible.

The daily market, or sdk, out-

side the gate of the little town,

preseats a picturesque appearance
in th<; mornings when it is thronged
with the Berbers, all engaged in

buyii g and selling. Horses and
mule;i now and then are put up
to auction

;
but for the most part

the trade is in sheep and goats,

grain and coarsely woven woollen

stuffs But it is the people rather

than the merchandise which at-

tract one's attention, for the Ber-

bers are a fine handsome race,

prouc beyond measure of their

independence, and splendid horse-

men one and all. In manner they
are usually pleasant and polite,

delighting in repartee, and given

to boasting of their own prowess.
Their ideas of Europeans were

very vague, and I spent many an

amusing hour in the market laugh-

ing with the wild mountaineers of

Beni Mgild, whose good opinion I

won the very first morning by my
shooting of blue rock-pigeons. The
natives invariably wait for a bird

to settle before wasting powder
and shot, and had never before

seen a pigeon or any other bird

shot on the wing, to say nothing
of a double-barrelled gun. A lucky
right and left brought forth quite
a cheer, and I found very quickly
that an unintentional hour's amuse-
ment with the pigeons, with which
the walls of the town abound, had
won for me the good opinion", of

one of the most fanatical and dan-

gerous tribes in Morocco. The
news of my presence and of my
shooting travelled fast, and every
morning I was called upon to walk
round the walls and shoot for the

benefit of the public. Luckily
the birds were not difficult to hit,

though as day succeeded day they
became more wary, until I was
not sorry when the time of my
departure arrived, for fear that I

should disgrace myself.
The whole of Agurai turned out

to see me off, and I was delayed for

a time until I had shaken hands
with every one, and even then all

the youths of the place shouldered

their guns and accompanied ae

for an hour on my journey. The
last look I took of the place, as

it disappeared from sight, hidden

by the olive-trees of the gardens,
showed me my old English friend

waving a coloured handkerchief

from the buttress over the gate-

way. Some four miles farther on

my guard of youths bade me
"
farewell," and shaking hands

with each in turn, I proceeded on

my journey.
WALTER B. HARRIS.
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AT THE STROKE OF THE HOUR.

IT was Christmas Eve, the snow

lay thick on the village street,

the waits were out, and small

children sat up in bed feeling

very happy, though they did not

well know why. But Sam Crag,

sitting alone in his cottage, did

not feel happy. Fifty years had

he been clerk-sexton in the parish

church, and now he was to be

clerk -sexton no more; therefore

the world seemed to him a sorry

place, and Christmas out of joint.

Fifty dull, stiff-jointed, yawnful

years; but they had not seemed

long to Sam Crag, and it was
the death of the rector that first

brought home to him that he too

had lagged behind his time. The

supposition pained him, and he

fought against it, for his sap of

obstinacy had not yet run dry.

drag had always spoken of the

rector and himself as "us two "
;

and for years
" us two " had man-

aged the little, out-of-the-way
country parish much as they had
wished.

The new rector was a young
man, not without ideas, and deter-

mined among other thirigs to re-

store the church, sweep away the

high-backed pews and creaky gal-

leries, and Sam Crag along with
them.

In the village there were certain

almshouses, known as the Bede

cottages. The occupiers of these

cottages received a weekly dole of

half-a-crown and a quartern loaf of

bread. The bread was often heavy,
and apt to contain foreign sub-

stances not previously recognised
as nutritious; but then, as the

baker said,
" It was a charity loaf,

and good for such," though in a
moment of unusual expansiveness

he had been known to add,
" that

they who set out to live on charity
had best look to their teeth."

When the rector had told Crag
that he had grown too old for his

work, he had told him also that

he was to have a vacant Bede cot-

tage, the weekly half-crown, and

quartern loaf of bread. Nothing,
therefore, seemed more certain

than that life for him was to be
shorn of all care, and that he

might totter to the grave without
fear of starving by the way ;

but

Crag, with the strange ingratitude
of the poor, had declared he would
have " none o' their charities," and
when remonstrated withhad cursed
the new rector to his face for " a

snip of a currit."

So it had come about that

sorrow on this Christmas Eve
laid a heavy hand on Crag, and
his ears had grown deaf to the

song of the waits. Now, sitting
in the corner of his kitchen, his

eyes fell suddenly on the massive
church keys. He rose and un-

hooked them from the nail behind
the door the nail on which, each

Sunday night, they had come back
to rest till the following Saturday,
when the church was unlocked and
cleaned. They had grown used
to that nail, and the nail to

them, for the Crags, father and

son, had been clerk -sextons for

three generations.
It was at this moment that a

knock sounded on the door and a

man entered : he looked at Crag
with a mixture of curiosity and

pity.
"I've come," he said, "for they

keys."

Crag made no attempt to give
them to him, but stood turning
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them over and over in his hand,
his chest heaved, and a tear

splashed through the clumsy wards

on to the floor.

"I've knowed 'em," he ex-

claimed, "ever since I was a

chil3." The man's face grew red.

He looked first at Crag, then at

the keys, and after a moment's

hesitation turned on his heel and
went out.

"I reckon," he muttered,
"'twould be as well to call

termarrer."

After a while Crag, having
locked his cottage door, made his

way slowly through the village

street, and up the hill where the

church stood sentinel above the

dead.

Entering, he went to where, in

a corner of one of the crypts, he

kept; his shovel and pick, and

having taken them passed out of

church again. He climbed over

the rugged graves till he reached

an elm-tree, at the foot of which
his wife lay buried. Forty years
she had lain there, her baby at her

breast he had placed them in

one coffin.
" Her'll sleep quieter

so," he said, and she had never

stirred, but still slept on.

It had been on Christmas Eve
that she had died : he remembered
that night well the snow lay on
the ground and the moon shone
full. The waits had been singing a

Christmas hymn, and she had told

him to open wide the window that

she might hear more clearly, for

the deafness of death was upon
her. He had done so, and the

words

" Peace on earth, and mercy mild,
God and sinners reconciled,"

floated in through the falling

snow, and she, hearing them,
smiled and passed out to meet
Him in whose praise they sang.

VOL. CLXIII. NO. DCCOCXC.

Crag cleared the snow away
from the patch of ground next
to his wife's grave, and then began
to dig. It seemed to him that,
somewhere in his dulled brain,
two voices spoke, and one said,

"Whose grave is this?"

And the other answered,
" Wait

and you will know all."

Then Loony Jack, the village

idiot, came and peered down upon
him. A strange fool was Loony
Jack, and some there were who
said that he had the power of

scenting death afar off. He
watched the old man pick and

shovel, shovel and pick, and then

burst into a laugh, wild, mocking,

miserable; but Crag heeded him

not, for now he knew that it was
his own grave he dug, and he de-

sired to dig it well. Loony Jack

got tired of watching and went his

way, but the echo of the laugh lin-

gered among the graves. At last

Crag finished his work and returned

once more to the church, and as he

shut the door behind him his left

hand fumbled restlessly with the

handkerchief around his neck; a

moment later and he had untied

it. Passing between the high-
backed pews he came to the altar,

and stood there, drawing the hand-

kerchief through his fingers, back-

wards and forwards. It was at

those same altar-steps that he, one

morning in May, had knelt to be

married
;
and now the memory of

that day came back to him again.
Once more he saw himself rise at

dawn, and steal hand in hand with

her, who so soon was to be his bride,

across the quiet fields, where the

blue mist hung sleepily. There,
with none but the sky to see them,

they had made a daisy chain. His

part had been to kiss the daisies,

hers to weave the flowers. The
chain woven, she had hung it

around his hat, for a lad must
2M
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needs look his best upon his wed-

ding morning. Then they had
stolen home, to meet again before

the altar of the old church and
swear to love and cherish each
other till Death did them part.
And death had parted them

;
but

now, he said to himself, Death
should bring them together again.
The clock in the tower gave a great

whirring scream, preparatory to

striking the hour.

"I'll do it on the stroke o' the

hour," muttered the old man " on
the stroke o' the hour."

He wound the handkerchief
round his neck, his eyes still filled

with visions of his dead wife.

Young and fair she seemed to

him, and he himself felt like a lad

going to meet his bride. Then
there came to him the knowledge

that between the death that she

he loved had died, and that which
he would bring upon himself, there

was a great gulf fixed. Thinking
of it, he fell upon his knees. "

Oh,
God," he sobbed,

" is the difference

so mortal great, so mortal great ?
"

From out of the gloom of the

church a voice answered,
" Blessed

are the dead that die in the Lord.'"

For one awful moment the old

man rose to his feet, then swayed,
and fell forward on his face.

Through the church rang peal
after peal of discordant laughter.

Loony Jack was playing at

funerals; but Crag heeded him

not, for he was dead.

Then with a whir the clock

tolled twelve, and Christmas Day
dawned upon the world.

ZACK.
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MRS OLIPHANT AS A BIOGRAPHEE.

FOR the last century or more
the clergy

" of all denominations"

ha\ e enjoyed at least a fair share of

the honours which biography can

confer. If the Bight Reverend
the Lord Bishop has often been

commemorated in volumes as

pordy as his person, savoury Mr
Bide-the-Bent has not lacked his

vatts sacer. As a mere matter of

physical exertion the biographies
of such worthies must be com-

paratively light work. Materials

are generally ample, and selection

is unnecessary ;
for even if a

copious and confidential diary be

wasting, there are sure to be

plenty of sermons. Elegant ex-

tracts from these discourses will

materially assist in filling the

requisite number of sheets. There
is great likelihood, too, that some

people will buy such a book.

E\ren. the dreariest Poundtext has

a group of regular hearers, who
form a little corporation, as it

wero, and who are not merely
isolated units. To possess some
memorial of their minister de-

ceased is as common and as

creditable a desire on their part
as to present him, living, upon
ever/ suitable occasion, with

"puipit robes" and a purse of

sovereigns.

Superfluous and wearisome as

clerical biographies must often

seem to those outside the imme-
diate circle of the hero's congre-

gation, it would be absurd to

deny that, given a subject of

more than parochial importance,
and given a writer of tolerable

capabilities, the result is likely
to be not only instructive but

actually interesting. Stanley's

Life of Dr Arnold, whatever its

defects, throws invaluable light

upon an important phase of re-

ligious thought in England ;
while

the Life of Dr Pusey, recently
reviewed in '

Maga,'
* bids fair,

as it well deserves, to become in

the long-run the standard authority
on a coexisting, though totally dif-

ferent, phase, which Dr Arnold
detested from the bottom of his

soul. There are, to be sure,

biographies of churchmen which
derive a sort of illegitimate in-

terest from the foibles rather than
the virtues of their victims. It

was, if we mistake not, the

voluminous Life of an ambitious

and irrepressible Anglican prelate
which revived the fashion of in-

genuous candour, and perhaps
stimulated Mr Froude to a contest

of indiscretion in which that pic-

turesque historian took care not

to come off second-best. But of

such works we do not now speak.

Religion is a subject of interest to

every intelligent man even in the

present age, when the favourite

pastime of " science
"

is to prove
that certain feelings derive from
certain others with which they
have no logical or possible con-

nection; and our contention is

that it should be no very difficult

task to write a religious biography

deserving of respectful attention,
if not of careful study.
Yet failures are by no means

unfrequent, and they seem to be

due to an ignoring of the crucial

problem. No doubt it is the bio-

grapher's business to make every-

thing turn upon his central figure.

But it is equally his business to

preserve a true sense of propor-

1 December 1897, p. 795.
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tion
;
and how these duties are to

be reconciled is the puzzle which
so many fail to solve. It is much
easier to shirk the difficulty than
to grapple with it. You have

only to proceed on the tacit as-

sumption that there is no outside

world worth considering apart
from your hero and his coterie,

and the thing is done after a

fashion. The coterie will be well

enough pleased; so, too, possibly,
will be the hero's relatives and
friends. It costs much less

trouble to trace his views in

their minutest ramifications than
to ascertain their origin and

growth, or their relation, whether
of antagonism or agreement, to

the main body of contemporary
thought. A typical instance of

want of perspective in a biography
due, indeed, neither to indo-

lence nor to want of ability, but
to the overmastering personality
of the man portrayed is afforded

by Dr Hanna's otherwise excellent

Life of Dr Chalmers.
One of the great merits of Mrs

Oliphant as a biographer is the

skill with which she overcame the

difficulty we have indicated. She
was the "

official
"

biographer of

two clergymen of the Church of

Scotland, vastly unlike in tempera-
ment and mental constitution, but
each of no small weight in the re-

ligious life of his time and country ;

and she was also the official bio-

grapher of a man in whose absol-

utely unique career religion played
an infinitely more important part
than it does in that of many pro-
fessed ecclesiastics. Now, Mrs
Oliphant took far too serious a
view of her responsibilities to re-

frain from giving, to the best of

her power, an exposition of the
views of Edward Irving, John

Tulloch, and Laurence Oliphant,
even had her inclination prompted
such a course. She was far too

good a Scotswoman to entertain

the idea for a moment. Her
countrymen's insatiable appetite
for theology has long been the

theme of comment and pleas-

antry. Sir Walter Scott is, per-

haps, alone among his compatriots
in having no taste for a wrangle
about metaphysics ; though the

admirable picture at the beginning
of ' Woodstock '

of the relations

between Presbyterian and Sectary
shows that it was no lack of

knowledge or of understanding
that withheld him from engaging
in such bruilzies. But while Mrs

Oliphant unravelled the intricacies

of theological opinion with a pa-

tience, a candour, and a sympathy
which practised controversialists

might have envied, she knew
where to stop. True to her sound
instinct alike for literature and
for life, she forbore to overload

her pages with subtle minutiae of

docbrine which would have served

not to illuminate but to obscure

her theme. Hers was the secret

of concentrating attention upon
her hero without losing her appre-
ciation of how he appeared to the

rest of the world. He is never

exalted by any ridiculous make-
believe that he is the centre of all

human interests
;
and the reader

is not invited or permitted to

forget the existence of a universe

proceeding on its own way, and
not very deeply affected, it may
be, by the words or deeds which it

is the biographer's task to record.

The Church of Scotland can

point to few more striking, ro-

mantic, or pathetic figures in the

humble but honourable ranks of

her ministers than Edward Irving.
1

1 The Life of Edward Irving. By Mrs Oliphant. London : Hurst & Blackett,
1862.
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Yet apart from the highly respect-
able body which, in popular speech,
and much to its own indignation,
bears his name, he is remembered
less for his own sake than by reason

of his close association with the

Carlyles. It would be rash to con-

jecture what pinnacle of distinc-

tion Irving might have reached,
and what priceless service he

might have rendered to the Kirk,
at a more fortunate conjuncture.
His glowing imagination, his pierc-

ing insight, his irresistible elo-

quence above all, his pure, warm,
and disinterested piety might
have averted many evil days, and

mi^ht have spared posterity many
bitter recollections.

But Irving was destined to

enter the Church at a singularly

inopportune moment. The coinci-

dence of the hour and the man,
which philosophical historians note
with such gusto, and which they

encourage us to expect without

fail, for once in a way forgot to

take place. The long reign of the

Moderates was fast approaching
its end; and, as is usual at the

close of such dynasties, they had,
for the most part, survived many
of their best qualities. The piety,

learning, and tolerance which had

distinguished their great leaders

were now less conspicuous than the

bigoted hatred of "
enthusiasm,"

ana the absence of all fervour,
which had characterised the less

worthy elements now predominant
in the party. One or two great
and good men were, indeed, left to

maintain its better tradition
; but

the bulk of its members, it may be

assorted, viewed with secret com-

placency, if not with avowed ap-

probation, the religious views of

the '

Edinburgh,' which '

Maga
'

from the first so roundly con-

demned. On the other hand, the

Evangelical party, flushed with the

prospect of assured and imminent

triumph, were in no mood for

trifling. They had beheld in im-

potent anger for many years the

cherished formulae of the Kirk

explained away to nothing ;
Christ-

ianity had been refined into a

gentlemanly and unembarrassing
deism ; nothing would satisfy them
now save a thorough, explicit, and
literal adherence to the Puritanical

standards of the seventeenth cen-

tury and these, too, interpreted

(like the Thirty
- nine Articles

across the Border) by tradition

of a one-sided and uncompromising
cast. There must be no paltering
with the evil thing ;

the tares

must be uprooted at any risk to

the wheat. There can be no

question that, with the usual luck

which attends Scotland in matters

ecclesiastical, much encouragement
came to the extreme Evangelicals
from the Simeonite party in the

Church of England. Thus the

history of the National Zion itself

was less anxiously studied than

it should have been, and modes
of thought and expression Puritan

rather than Presbyterian were con-

ceived to be of the Kirk's very
essence. At all events, the claims

of the Evangelicals to be better

than their neighbours were very

warmly asserted ;
and it was a

standing reproach to the Moder-
ates that Principal Eobertson
had lived on terms of civility,

and even friendship, with David
Hume. 1

1
Compare Hugh Miller's ' Letter from one of the Scotch People to the Right

Hon. Lord Brougham and Vaux,' p. 4 :
"
Aged men who sat under his [Robert-

son's] ministry have assured me that, in hurrying over the New Testament, he
had missed the doctrine of the Atonement." See also Wilberforce's Practical

View,' fifth ed., p. 304.
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Edward Irving found himself at

odds with both factions. Struck,
as in every age good men have

been, by the lamentably wide gulf
that separates Christian profession
from Christian practice, he began
to inquire into the reasons for the

conversion of the civilised world

to the Christian faith. One thing,
at least, was plain. It was not

the absence of warmth and enthu-

siasm it was not the preaching
of a cold and genteel morality
which had effected that wonderful

result. But it was also plain that

some other cause had been at work
than the constant repetition of the

catchwords of Puritanism. Back
from the Westminster Divines to

the Reformers back from the

Reformers, if need be, to the

primitive Church was Edward

Irving's cry. The contrast be-

tween the rich harvest reaped in

the early ages of the Church and
the comparatively insignificant
results of modern missionary

enterprise was the theme of

the sermon which electrified

the London Missionary Society.
Thus the same stream of thought
which in England was fated to

flow in the channel of the Oxford
movement and to develop into a

mighty river, and which in Scot-

land, as a matter of fact, was
doomed to filter through the

muddy channel of a bastard Ultra-

montanism into the stagnant and

unlovely pool of political dissent,
bore Irving along with it in its

earliest flowing.
With 1

good guidance it might
have conducted both him and the
Kirk down the main course. But
such good guidance was not forth-

coming. Both sections of the

Church, as we have explained,
viewed his opinions with distrust,
if not with absolute abhorrence.

Chalmers, connected with him by
close ties of friendship, put out no

hand to guide or save. He pre-
ferred to reserve his stupendous

energies for the wretched squabble
which was to split the Church in

two. The Evangelical party had
now whetted its appetite for re-

venge. A reign of terror was in-

stituted in every presbytery from
Caithness to Stranraer. Persecu-

tion and inquisition were rampant.
It should always be kept in mind
that not until the Church courts

had pretty plainly announced their

disapproval of his views, did

Irving have recourse for support
and encouragement to the series

of doubtful and mysterious pheno-
mena, originating in the parish
of Rosneath, on which he sub-

sequently placed so much re-

liance. It may be granted that

after the "gift of tongues" was

put in the forefront of his teach-

ing the General Assembly had
no option but to take action, the

presbytery of Annan no option
but to depose. Yet the extreme
measure might have been unneces-

sary if more sympathetic treat-

ment had been accorded to the

culprit at an earlier stage : and
one who in many respects calls

to mind the young man Ephraim
Macbriar, though wholly free from
his taint of ferocity, might have
been preserved to the Kirk for

many years. His influence has

not wholly disappeared, and traces

of his teaching are obvious in the

views of the High Church party,

which, though numerically small,

carries a weight proportionate
rather to its zeal than to its

numbers, in the counsels of the

Supreme Court of the Church.

It has been a subject of criticism

that in her biography Mrs Oliphant
surrounded Irving with an atmos-

phere of glamour and romance.

A mysterious halo, it has been

said, encompasses every character.

Nay, the hero's notorious obliquity
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of vision is somehow made to en-

hance the blaze of glory. The

charge is to a great extent true :

but, so far from detracting from
the excellence of the book, it seems

to us to be one of its cardinal

merits. A Life of Edward Irving
written in a bald, matter-of-fact,

prosaic manner would not only
have been artistically out of keep-

ing, but would have done the

man much less than justice. Mrs

Oliphant, with instinctive sound-

ness of judgment, has pitched her

work in precisely the proper key ;

and it matters little if at all that

Irving's stature is somewhat mag-
nified, and Drummond's possibly
diminished. That she is sym-
pathetic and frank need not be
said. Her treatment of the curious

manifestations to which we have
alluded is eminently judicious.
One- familiar feature in the book
is a trick with which Mrs Oliphant
was often twitted : we mean her
habit of conjuring up purely ima-

ginary visions of what her hero
was doing, or even thinking, at a

particular time. " No doubt " the

promising young lad was chasing
butterflies, and wondering, &c. ; or,
"
pe rhaps

" the eager young student
was pacing up and down his lodg-

ings, and dreaming how, and so

forth. This habit continued with
Mrs Oliphant to the end

;
and we

confess to seeing no harm in it,

so the vision be but relevant and

probable. We daresay that Mrs
Oliphant may sometimes have
seized the excuse for discursive-

ness
; but we question if she

did so in the Life of Irving. It

is a noble monument of a noble

man; well worthy to keep green
the memory of one whose mes-

sago will never wholly lose its

significance.

In Laurence Oliphant
1 his

namesake and kinswoman found
a subject with many points of

resemblance to Irving, though
their respective paths in life were
as divergent as possible. Both
nourished lofty ideals

;
both were

sickened by the glaring discrep-

ancy between Christian theory
and practice ;

both were unfavour-

ably impressed by the self-right-
eousness and the censoriousness

of the ultra -
evangelicals ; both

were led to embrace views utterly

incomprehensible to the majority
of their fellow-men. Biographers
and critics have been in the habit

of describing Mr Lockhart's com-

paratively transparent character

as complicated and perplexing.
What epithet would they employ
to describe Laurence Oliphant's ?

The latter, if he had much of

Irving in him, had fragments of at

least half-a-dozen other people be-

sides. In one aspect he was a

Robert Louis Stevenson plus the

taste for good society ;
in another

he was Mr Hayward plus a

passion for religion ;
in yet another

he was St Simeon Stylites, with

the vague longings of Tennyson's

Ulysses. Most of all, perhaps,
he had a dash of the youthful and

fascinating Lord Montacute ; but,

alas for this Tancred ! the Duke
and Duchess of Bellamont never

arrived at Jerusalem. The Duke
too early went to his account, and
the Duchess was herself the first

to fall a victim to the spell of

an inscrutable Fakredeen !

"Fiction may well boil with jeal

ousy of fact in contemplating the

life of Laurence Oliphant ; yet,

had the most inventive of novel-

ists ventured to use it for his

fable, his work would have been

denounced as violating every canon

1 Memoir of the Life of Laurence Oliphant, and of Alice Oliphant, his Wife.

By Mrs Oliphant. Edinburgh : William Blackwood & Sons, 1891.
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of probability. In defiance of

Aristotle's celebrated prescription,

Oliphant's career bristled with

possible improbabilities. What
an opportunity it afforded for fine

writing ! One can imagine the

modern young author industriously

cudgelling his brains for the most

recherches adjectives and the rarest

Elizabethan words to do it justice.

Here, surely, was a chance for

Mrs Oliphant to envelop her hero

in a cloud more mystifying even

than that in which she is supposed
to have wrapped Edward Irving.
Mrs Oliphant knew better. Her

good sense and quick percep-
tion were on their guard. She
had substantial store of material

to draw upon in her kinsman's
1

Episodes in a Life of Adventure,'
and she saw at a glance that to

embellish her amazing narrative

with the gorgeous tints which it

suggested would be to gild refined

gold and paint the lily. Once or

twice, perhaps, she allowed herself

a little scope, as in the following
vivid and delightful passage, de-

scriptive of Therapia, which proves
that she could depict scenes

very different from the shores of

Fife :

" An ideal spot more than half-way
up that glorious strait [the Bosphorus]
on the way to the Black Sea, in shelter

of one of the many lovely curves that
form the European shore, and which
are lined with shining palaces, villages,
minarets, and towers all the way from

Constantinople. Europe and Asia
there smile or frown on each other
from the vast ruins of the old crusad-

ing castles at one point, in the sum-
mer-houses of countless princes and

potentates on the other, with the
wonderful flood of sea-water, pouring
salt and strong, between from the
dark seas that lead to mysterious
Hussian ports, to those which dazzle
the beholder all the way southward
to the ^Egean, sweeping on through
the Sea of Marmora and the Gates of

the Dardanelles. At Therapia it is

not pashas and effendis, but ambas-
sadors from all the Courts in Europe,
that line the shore with their delight-
ful houses, and fill the little bay with
their boats, from yachts trim and taut

to the little caique that bobs upon the

dancing waves."

But as a general rule she ad-

hered to the principle that a

plain, matter-of-fact record of

Laurence Oliphant's life would
throw its amazing incidents into

the strongest relief; and the re-

sult showed that she was right.
In dealing with Mr Oliph&nt's

peculiar views on religion, his

biographer had a task of very
great delicacy. We recollect well

with what misgivings we ap-

proached the second volume.
Hitherto all had been bustle and
adventure ; now we were about to

approach the discussion of topics
obscure if not unintelligible. That
we were agreeably disappointed

every reader of the work will

readily believe. The second
volume proved even more en-

grossing than the first. Never
were Mrs Oliphant's fairness and

impartiality more conspicuously

displayed. At times, indeed, we
could have wished that she had

given the rein to the feelings of

righteous indignation which she

must needs have entertained, and
had spoken of the prophet Harris
as he so richly deserved. In par-
ticular we could have wished her

to be a little more explicit about
the final crash, and the disciple's
abandonment of his teacher. Yet
it is impossible not to feel that in

practising this moderation, and in

thus setting a strict watch upon
her utterances, Mrs Oliphant was
best fulfilling the wishes of her

brilliant and eccentric cousin.

Laurence Oliphant was probably
the most extraordinary creature of

whom the social history of the

last three centuries bears record.
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Never was such a medley of gifts

and qualities. Hermits and men
of fashion have been familiar

enough characters; but no one

before or since, so far as we are

aware, has ever displayed a har-

monious mixture of the two. Un-
conventional to the backbone, he

nevertheless basked in the sun-

shire of society; blessed, to use

his own words, with the enviable

fact Ity of "
adapting himself to

the society in which he might
happen to be thrown," he deliber-

ately chose, at the call of what
he conceived to be duty, to retire

to the wilds of America and lead

a life of toil, solitude, and squalor.
Part of his pleasure in society, no

doubt, was due to his unequalled
turn for observation and satire.

"More sport," he observes in a

letter to Mr John Blackwood,
" can be got out of society than
out of any herd of elephants, pro-
vided that you know where the

weak spots lie, and your aim be

accurate." The proviso was never

more completely satisfied than in

his own case
;
but it was not as a

mero u chiel takin' notes
"

that he
cared to mingle among his fellow-

men. The sentiments of his youth
were, we imagine, the real senti-

ments of his middle age :

" Life is not long enough to waste
the best part of it by living away
from all the advantages which
civilisation affords, to break up all

the ties one may have formed and
which can never be reunited, to be
destitute as well of the means of im-

provement as of common information

upon everyday topics."

The society with which he was
fami iar was confined to no par-
ticular country, continent, or hemi-

sphere. Like Ulysses (that crea-

ture, as it appears from the very
latest theory, of some pushing and

precocious Hellenic lady journal-

ist), he

"
Wandering from clime to clime ob-

servant stray'd,
Their manners noted and their states

survey'd."

He was equally at home in Abou
Anticha's back-shop in Damascus,
at a ball at Sandringham, and in a

drinking-saloon at El Paso del

Norte. Zimri was positively noth-

ing to him. With the versatility
of a Lucian Gay, it might almost

be said that " he could dance a

Tarantella with a Lazzarone, and
execute a Cracovienne with all the

mincing graces of a ballet heroine.
"

Not that he ever became a cosmo-

politan in the bad sense of the

word the friend of every country
but his own. On the contrary,

though he called himself a Liberal,
and was in some points extremely
democratic, he was keenly solici-

tous for the honour and interests

of England ;
and his reflections on

the possibility that the Indian

Mutiny might have been nipped
in the bud, together with his apt

comparison of what might have
occurred in Jamaica but for the

decision and promptitude of Gov-
ernor Eyre, proclaim the practical,

enlightened, and far-seeing states-

man. It is amusing to set his

trenchant declarations upon for-

eign policy beside the sapient and
academic utterances with which
his friend, Sir M. E. Grant-Duff,
used to enchant his Liberal allies,

and which, though carefully col-

lected and republished, no longer
dwell in the public memory.

Strange that, of all professions
in the world, this rolling stone

should have selected the Scottish

Bar ! Stranger still, perhaps, that

he should have anticipated success

with apparently considerable con-

fidence ! This is his forecast :

" The more I see of this Bar, the

more I prefer it to England it is so

much more snug and sociable ;
and

though there is a considerable sprink-
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ling of snobs,
1
yet there are some

gentlemen, and they shine out all the
more conspicuously, and indeed get
more business on that account. It is

evidently the correct thing to be a

high Tory here, so remember I won't

pledge myself to any opinions. . . .

There are really no clever men at the
Bar now coming on, but the juniors
are a remarkably nice set of fellows.

The Lord Advocate, Inglis, is a very
sharp chap and a good speaker, and
out and out the cleverest man at the
Bar. So that there is a great opening,
and Eobert Oliphant promises he will

give me business as soon as I am
called, so that it will be my own fault

if I do not get on."

Those who are familiar with the

Parliament House at the present

day will best judge how far Laur-
ence Oliphant's description still

holds good. But the rosy prospect
could not detain him long on the

floor or at the stove. Before the

end of the decade, he had visited

America, the Crimea, China, Italy,
and Japan on more or less official

errands ;
and other juniors stepped

into the vacant places.
It was at the very moment

when a great political career

seemed opening before him when
a seat in Parliament had been

won, and everybody was on the

qui vive to see what this celebrated

wit, this favourite of society, this

traveller and diplomat who had
been everywhere and knew every-

body, was to make of his oppor-

tunity that Laurence Oliphant
surrendered himself to the inex-

plicable spell of Harris. By the

command of that "
prophet," he

maintained a rigid silence in the

House of Commons
;
an'd in obedi-

ence to an imperative behest from
the same quarter, he presently

joined the singular community at

Brocton, U.S.A. It is needless

to probe the secret of Harris's

fascination for an intellect in other

matters so penetrating and acute.

Whatever we may think of the

prophet, it was undoubtedly a

stroke of genius on his part, when
he had once made sure of so

generous and disinterested a dis-

ciple, to rivet his allegiance by
submitting him to the most cruel

and searching tests. It is pain-
ful to recall these years of sordid

subjection to the will of a man
who coolly usurped an authority
to which the most audacious of

mortals might well shrink from

preferring a claim
;

it is heart-

rending to think of the two noble

lives wasted upon a fantastic

burlesque of altruistic ethics at

the wanton and pitiless caprice
of a divinely inspired oracle,

who, like Tom Pinch's ideal Mr
Pecksniff, turned out never to

have had any existence at all.

The most amazing thing about an

amazing story is perhaps the occa-

sional revisiting of the world in

which Laurence Oliphant was

graciously permitted to indulge.
Whether his "selfhood" (to use

the horrible cant phrase of the

sect) reasserted itself in Wall
Street or in Piccadilly, we are

not told. It is clear that he

dearly loved the return to civilisa-

tion, though he punctually obeyed
the inevitable summons to quit it

once again. But one thing seems

certain, and that is, that through-
out his commerce with the prophet
he was actuated by none save the

purest and most elevated motives.

It is not for us to cavil, or to sug-

gest that a man who thus volun-

tarily contracts his sphere of

usefulness, and places his whole

being at the disposal of another,
has much to answer for. Whether
we think of Laurence Oliphant re-

linquishing the good things of this

life to become literally a hewer of

" Snob" in the dialect of 1852 is frequently equivalent to the modern " cad."
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wood and a drawer of water, or

of a man like Abraham Hayward
clinging tenaciously, at the end

of a long career, to the brilliant

monde he loved so well, be it ours

to echo honest Nicol Jarvie's as-

piration about Captain Coffinkey
"I trust he's accepted ;

I trust

he's accepted."

In the Memoir of Principal
Tulloch *

(which, by the bye, was

prior in date to that of Laurence

Oliphant) we are transported from

dizzy and confusing altitudes to a

more comfortable and familiar

level John Tulloch, it is true,

was anything but a commonplace
man : yet his cast of mind savoured

not r.t all of mysticism or eccen-

tricity. He was a son of the

manse one of that lineage in

which, as Mrs Oliphant says in

one of her happiest generalisations,
"
good home -

training, moderate

learning, and that position which

convoys at once equality and

superiority, the brotherhood of

the poor, and the respect of the

rich, inferior to none, yet fraternal

to all, secure in so many cases the

highest success, and in so many
more the cordial regard and esteem

of all around." From his earliest

days Tulloch seems to have been
attracted to the Moderate rather

than to the Evangelical party. In
due time he became the leader of

the school which in many respects
was the modern representative of

the Moderates; and, though by
no means the equal of Principal
Robertson in accomplishment, of

Principal Hill in theology, or of

Dr ]nglis the great father of a

greater son in general power and

ability, he was no unworthy
successor of those illustrious

leaders.

His weaknesses and shortcom-

ings as a divine and a churchman

lay on the surface. His constitu-

tional sensitiveness to the adverse

comment or the ridicule of men
whom he could have afforded to

despise would have been amusing
had it been less painful. For that

he can scarcely be held responsible.
His loose logic is more justly open
to animadversion, though he shared

it with many Broad Church reas-

oners. He seems to have supposed
that he could call a halt at pleas-
ure in the process of destructive

criticism, and appoint a limit on

reaching which it must cease. It

never seems to have dawned upon
him that Mr Jowett was really

attacking not merely inferences

drawn from the fundamental facts

of Christianity, but those facts

themselves. Had he realised this,

or had he lived for another ten

years, it is more than probable
that his attitude to dogma would
have been much more friendly.
He seems, too, to have participated
in the singular delusion of so many
Scottish latitudinarians, that Dean

Stanley represented a considerable

section of opinion in the Anglican
communion, and was a safe auth-

ority in matters of Church history.
At all events, he rejoiced greatly
whenever that volatile and im-

petuous dignitary wagged his head
in a pulpit of the Kirk. Mrs

Oliphant had little sympathy with
these tendencies. Innovations in

worship had no attraction for her.

The severe and unadorned ritual

of forty years ago itself an inno-

vation of the seventeenth century
was more to her mind than the

more elaborate and ambitious order

usual among Presbyterians of to-

day. She was much more in har-

mony with her old friend when he

1 A Memoir of the Life of John Tulloch, D.D.
William Blackwood & Sons, 1888.

By Mrs Oliphant. Edinburgh :
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struck a stout blow for the relig-

ious Establishment of his country,
or reprobated, in unaffected and

undisguised wrath, the disgusting

flippancies of M. Kenan. With
all his shortcomings and limita-

tions, there is no doubt that

Tulloch did a great work for the

Church of Scotland and the cause

of national religion ;
and this Mrs

Oliphant was quick to realise.

In writing Tulloch's life, Mrs

Oliphant had the advantage of

having enjoyed the intimate

friendship of the Principal and
his wife and family ;

and this

lends to the book a personal
charm which makes up for the

comparatively unexciting and un-

eventful nature of the career

with which it deals. No parts of

Mrs Oliphant's biographies, as a

rule, are more pleasant reading
than those in which she herself

appears upon the scene. It is

difficult to prescribe the degree of

prominence which a biographer

may safely and becomingly assign
to himself in his own work. The
bold method of Boswell, who
frankly makes himself pars magna
of what he records, is not likely
to have many successful imitators.

Mr Lockhart is a better model,
whose tact and delicacy in hand-

ling his relations with Scott are

among the Most justly admired
features of his great achievement.
Mrs Oliphant was only less happy
than Lockhart in this respect.
She neither obtrudes herself upon
the reader, nor, when her presence
is essential, does she affect coyness
and hang back. She gives her
own experiences and recollections

frankly, simply, naturally, and
then quietly retires to make way
for the other actors in the drama.
Nowhere are this dexterity of

touch and refinement of feeling

more conspicuously shown than in

her Annals of the House of Black-

wood
;
but they are unmistakable

in the Life of Tulloch, as also is

her peculiar felicity in portraying
domestic scenes.

On the occasion of the Free
Kirk celebrating its Jubilee, Mrs

Oliphant produced a monograph
on Dr Chalmers,

1 which of course

lays no claim to being an original
work like the biographies we have
been considering, but which none
the less may be noticed as a sam-

ple of a class of book which she

turned out in considerable quan-
tities. These compilations, to call

them by a less respectful name
than they deserve, were of varying
merit

;
but what in other hands

would have been mere hack-work
she rarely failed to illuminate

with flashes of her characteristic

talent. The little volume on
Chalmers is one of the best of her

works in this kind. It may not

have pleased fanatics who hate to

be reminded that Dr Chalmers,
the vehement denouncer of plural-

ists, was once a pluralist himself,
and who would willingly forget his

consistent and lifelong advocacy of

the Establishment principle. To
more judicial eyes the work will

appear to give in small compass
an excellent resumd of a noble and
brilliant career. The salient points
are seized upon with unerring

instinct, and substantial justice is

done to the intellectual and moral

endowments of an extraordinary
man.
The book on Dr Chalmers, per-

haps, shows less familiarity with

the minute details of the Non-
Intrusion controversy than a pre-
cisian would demand. For our

own part, we cannot blame Mrs

Oliphant if she found no clew

through so hopeless a maze.

1 Thomas Chalmers. By Mrs Oliphant. London : Methuen & Co., 1893.
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Thos3 who have skipped or waded

through the pamphlets of the time

will be most lenient in their judg-
ment. Even the severe, however,

might be melted by the way in

whic'i Mrs Oliphant disarms criti-

cism. It was a very frequent
trait of hers, and we had occasion

to notice it in speaking of her

nove s.
1 She always fears she

has not grasped the controversial

questions she has to discuss, or

she regrets not having followed

the course of events in Scotland

as she might if she had lived

there. Sometimes one is almost

tempted to be provoked at these

disclaimers of accurate knowledge,
whicn nine times out of ten are

unnecessary. But one remembers
that they were absolutely unaf-

fected ; and perhaps one also re-

flects that modesty is preferable
to an air of omniscience. We
take up a recent handbook of

English literature by a gentleman
to whom one or two sharp lessons

should have taught a little discre-

tion, and we find the following
account of Gait :

"Native talent and a hopeless
absence of taste and judgment were
never more strongly mingled than in

John Gait, who, though vainly essay-

ing every department of letters, pub-
lished in middle life an admirable
comic novel, 'The Annals of the
Paris] i,' and set all Scotland laughing.
It is the autobiography of a country
minister, and describes the develop-
ment of society in a thriving country
village with inimitable humour and

whimsicality. Gait went on pouring
forth novels almost until his death in

1839, but he never hit the target again
so plainly in the bull's-eye."

Gait, in short, was a sort of

Scottish Theodore Hook or Mark
Twain ! Can the writer have read

a syllable of his author ? Has he

any notion of the contents of ' The
Provost '

or < The Entail '

? It is

hard to believe it. Yet it may be
that we do him a wrong. We
rather think that he talks of the

"snip-snap" of Bacon's Essays, and
as even a lecturer on seventeenth-

century literature must have read
some of them, the singularity of

his opinions is perhaps attribu-

table to defective taste rather than
to defective knowledge.

We should ill have discharged
our duty to Mrs Oliphant in her

capacity of biographer without

alluding to her last volumes,
2

which the most competent critical

authorities of the day have con-

spired to rank among her very
best performances. It is difficult

to pronounce in which of its many
aspects the book most excels. The
domestic side of Mr Blackwood's
life is delineated with exquisite

felicity : since Lockhart's Life of

Scott no such charming and af-

fecting picture of the domestic

relations has been painted. Mrs
Blackwood's character in particu-

lar, we venture to think, is indi-

cated with extraordinary skill,

and, though the touches are of

the slightest and most delicate,

the reader feels that he knows

precisely her position and influence

in the family circle. In this part
of the work, too, Mrs Oliphant
has been peculiarly successful in

her mixture of narrative and cor-

respondence, and indeed, regarded

merely as a piece of literature, the

book has no stronger point than
the judicious manner in which
that combination is throughout
effected. We have already al-

luded to the passages in which

'

?vlaga,' September 1897.
2 William Blackwood and his Sons : their Magazine and Friends. Edinburgh:

William Blackwood & Sons, 1897.
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Mrs Oliphant permits the world
to catch a glimpse of her own per-

sonality, passages marked by a

simple dignity and an unaffected

pathos that we know not where
to look for now. Another remark-
able characteristic is the complete-
ness with which, despite the pre-

judices instilled by early training,
she has identified herself with the

political tenets of the House. A
remnant of her Liberal proclivities

may or may not have led her to

be less than fair to Gifford
;
but

no such inclinations prevented her

from doing the most ample justice
to Lockhart or Wilson. The work,
in short, has many features to

attract and to please, but we have
not the least doubt that its most
solid and permanent claim to the

favour of future generations con-

sists in the extraordinarily vivid

picture it presents of a remark-
able period in our literary history,
and of the remarkable men who
adorned it,

1 That it should be so

is not surprising. Mrs Oliphant's

gifts of insight, sympathy, toler-

ance, and sense of proportion were

here exercised in a sphere more

congenial to her than any other.

Literature, after all, was the chief

interest of her life
;

and the

skill and kindliness with which
she had described Principal Tul-

loch's short-lived and unlucky
editorship of ' Eraser ' were a fore-

taste of the triumphant success

with which she was destined at

the close of her life to chronicle a

series of more fortunate literary

undertakings. Neither in her last

work, nor in her first, nor yet in

any between first and Jast, did she

practise "style," as some writers

and critics reckon style. Perhaps
she was always a little too care-

less in "joining her flats," in re-

moving excrescences, or even in

the comparatively simple, though
oft-neglected, business of keeping
an eye on her concords. But in

all she wrote there was implicit
an element which no expenditure
of midnight oil and no amount of

careful polishing can command
the note of a pure and gentle

nature, the echo of a generous
and beautiful life.

1 A striking testimony to Mrs Oliphant's accuracy in reproducing particular
states of society is supplied by a little work entitled * The Clerical Life

'

(Hodder & Stoughton : 1898), and composed of letters to ministers by eminent

Dissenting teachers. The letters are amusing and well enough in their way;
but their real value lies in the view of Dissenting communities which the writers

unconsciously supply. It is Carlingford to the life with Mr Tozer, Mr Pigeon,
Mr Vincent, and the rest of them. Plainly the pastors turned out by Mansfield

"College" are, at bottom, young men from 'Omerton.
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THE BOY FROM BALLYTEAEIM.

HE was born in Ballytearim, where there's little work to do,

An' the longer he was livin' there the poorer still he grew :

Says he till all belongin' him, "Now happy may ye be!

But I'm off to find my fortune," sure he says says he.

"All the gould in Ballytearim is what's stickin' to the whin;
All the crows in Ballytearim has a way o' gettin' thin."

So the people did be praisin' him the year he wint away,

"Troth, I'll hould ye he can do it!" sure they says says they.

Och, the boy
7ud still be thinkin' long, an' he across the foam,

An' the two ould hearts be thinkin' long that waited for him home;
But the girl that sat her lone an' whiles, her head upon her knee,

Would be sighin' deep for sorra, not a word says she.

He won home to Ballytearim, an' the two were livin' yet;

When they tould where she was lyin' now, the eyes of him were wet.

"Faith, here's my two fists full o' gould, an' little good to me,

When I'll never meet an' kiss her," sure he says says he.

Then the boy from Ballytearim set his face another road,

An' whatever luck has followed him was never rightly knowed;
But still it's truth I'm tellin' ye, or may I never sin !

All the gould in Ballytearim is what's stickin' to the whin.

MOIRA O'NEILL.
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ADVENTURES OF THE COMTE DE LA MUETTE DURING
THE REIGN OF TERROR.1

PYRAMUS AND THISBE.

I WAS taking exercise one fore-

noon in the yard of the prison. It

was the last black "Prairial" of

the " Terror "the month, like the

girl La Lune, once dedicate to

Mary and its blue eyes curiously

scrutinised, as Cleopatra's of old,

the processes amongst us slaves of

that poison that is called despair.
As for myself, I yet a little con-

sorted with Hope the fond cling-

ing mistress I had dreaded to find

banished with the rest of the dear

creatures whose company had long
now been denied us

;
for five

months had passed since my in-

carceration, and I was still, it

seemed, forgotten.
I trod the flags fifty paces

hither and thither. Going one

way, I had always before my eyes
the frowzy stone rampart and
barred windows of the prison.

Going the other, an execrable

statue of M. Rousseau surmount-

ing an altar to Liberty, the very
cement of which was marbled with
the blood of the massacres closed

my perspective. To my either

hand was a lofty wall the first

giving upon the jailers' quarters ;

the second dividing the men's yard
from that in which the women
were permitted to walk

;
and a

foul open sewer, tunnelled through
the latter about its middle, tra-

versed the entire area, and offered

the only means by which the sexes

could now communicate with each
other.

"M. Thibaut," said a voice at

my ear
; and a gentleman, detach-

ing himself from the aimless and

loitering crowd of prisoners,

adapted his pace to mine and went
with me to and fro.

I knew this oddity M. the Ad-
miral de St Prest though he had
no recognition of me. That, how-

ever, was small wonder. By this

time I was worse than a sans-

culotte, by so much as that my
bareness was suggested rather than
revealed. My face was sunk away
from my eyes, like soft limestone

from a couple of ammonites; my
ribs were loose hoops on a decayed
cask; laughter rattled in my
stomach like a pea in a whistle.

Besides, I had come, I think, to

be a little jealous of my title to

neglect, for I had made that my
grievance against Fate.

Nevertheless, M. de St Prest

and I had been slightly acquainted
once upon a time, and it had

grieved me to see this red month
marked by the advent in La Force

of the dubious old fop.
He had been a macaroni of

Louis XV. 's Court, and the ancient

role he had never learnt to forego.
The poor puppies of circumstance

the fops of a more recent date,

to whom the particular cut of a

lapel would figure as the standard

of reason bayed him in the

prison as they would have bayed
him in the streets. To them, with

their high top-boots ct VAnglaise,

poor St Prest's spotted breeches

and knee-ribbons were a source of

profound amusement. To them,

affecting the huskiness of speech
of certain rude islanders (my very

good friends), his mincing falsetto

1
Copyright, 1897, by Dodd, Mead & Co., in the United States of America.
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was a perpetual incitement to

laughter. Swaggering with their

cudgels that they called " constitu-

tions," they would strike from

under him the elaborate tasselled

staff on which he leaned
; tossing

their matted manes, they would

profoss to find something ex-

quisitely exhilarating in the com-

plicated toupet that embraced and
belittled his lean physiognomy. I

held them all poor apes ; yet, I

confess, it was a ridiculous and

pathetic sight, this posturing of an

old wrecked man in the tatters of a

bygone generation ;
and it gave me

shame to see him lift his plate of a

hat to me with a little stick, as the

fashion was in his younger days.
"M. Thibaut," he said, falling

into step with me,
" these young

bloods
"
(he signified with his cane

a group that had been baiting

him)
"
they worry me, monsieur.

Mori de ma vie ! what manners !

what a presence ! It shall need a

butcher's steel to bring their wits

to an edge."

"Oh, monsieur," said I "have

you not the self-confidence to de-

spise personalities 1 The fool hath
but a narrow world of conven-

tions, and everything outside it is

to him abnormal. His head is

a drumstick to produce hollow
sounds within a blank little area.

For tny part, I never hear one

holding the great up to ridicule

without thinking, There is wasted
a good stone-cutter of epitaphs."

" Eh bien, monsieur ! but I have
been accustomed to leave the study
of philosophy to my lackeys."
He spoke in a lofty manner,

waving his hand at me; and he
took :muff from a battered wooden
box, and flipped his fingers to his

thumb afterwards as if he were

scattering largesse of fragrance.
"
So, you have a royal contempt

of personalities 1
" he said, with a

little amused tolerance.

VOL. CLXIII. NO. DCCCCXC.

"
Why," said I" I am not to

be put out of conceit with myself
because an ass brays at me."
"Or out of countenance, mon-

sieur 1
"

"Oh, M. de St Prest ! That
would be to lose my head on small

provocation. Besides, one must
admit the point of view. M.
Gamache there surveys the world
over the edge of a great stock

;

you, monsieur, regard it with your
chin propped upon a fine fichu.

No doubt Sanson thinks a wooden
cravat comme il faut; and I

fichtre ! I cry in my character of

patriot, 'There is nothing like

the collar of a carmagnole to keep
one's neck in place !

'

Truly, M.
1'Amiral, I for one am not touchy
about my appearance."

His old eyes blinked out a dilut-

ed irony.
" And that is very natural," he

said
;

" but then, mort de ma vie /

you are a philosopher like him
there."

He pointed to the statue of

Rousseau. The libellous block

wrought in him, it seemed, a mood
of piping retrospection.

" I saw the rascal once," he said

"a mean, common little man,
in a round wig. He was without
air or presence. It was at the

theatre. The piece was one of M.
de Sauvigny's, and he sat in the

author's box, a loge grillee. That
was a concession to his diffidence

;

but his diffidence had been too

much consulted, it seemed. He
would have the grate opened, and
then the house recognised and ap-

plauded him, and finally forgot him
for the Persiffleur. He was very

angry at that, I believe. We heard

it lost the author his friendship.
He accused him of having made a

show of him, and Mort de ma
vie f that is to be a philosopher."
He ogled and bowed to a stout

kindly looking woman who, coming
2 x
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from the jailers' quarters, passed
us at the moment. It was Madame
Beau, the keeper of La Force

the only one there in authority
whose sense of humanity had not

gone by the board. A ruffianly

warder, leading a great wolf-hound,

preceded her. She nodded to us

brightly and stopped
" Ah, M. Thibaut ! but soon we

shall call you the father of La
Force."

"As you are its mother, ma-
dame."
"Poor children. But, after all,

if one considers it as a club
"

" True ;
where one may feast

like Belshazzar. Yet, I find, one

may have a surfeit of putrid her-

rings, even though one is to die

on the morrow."
Madame shrugged her shoulders.

"Ah, bah ! the stuff is supplied

by contract. I am not to blame,

my little fellows. Yet some of

you manage better." (She pointed
to the retreating hound.)

" Voila

le delinquent / He was caught red-

handed discussing the bribe of a

sheep's trotter
;
and his sentence

is five hours in a cell."

She nodded again and jingled
her keys.

"
But, yes," she said,

" consider

it as a club
" and off she went

across the yard.
"A club? Oh, mon Dieuf"

murmured St Prest.
"
Well," said I,

" I am inclined

to fall in with the idea. What
livelier places of sojourn are there,
in these days of gravity and de-

corum, than the prisons?"
He pursed his lips and wagged

his old head like a mandarin.
"At least," he said, leeringly,

" she is a fine figure of a woman.
She dates, like myself, from the
era of the Bien-aim^ when women
knewhow to walk and to hold them-
selves

; and to reveal themselves,
too. Oh, je m'entends bien ! I have

been entertained in the Pare aux

cerfs, M. Thibaut."

I could certainly believe it. This

effete old carpet-admiral ! Had he

ever smelt salt water ? I could

understand, perhaps, that he had
crossed in the packet to the land

of fogs. But now he was to ex-

hibit himself to me in a more hon-

ourable aspect to confess the man
under the powder and the rubbish.

We stood close by where the

wall was pierced by the running
sewer. The whole yard was alive

with laughter and babble
;

and
now and again one would leave a

friend or party of triflers and,

kneeling down over the infected

sink, would call some name

through the opening. Then, sum-
moned to the other side, Lucille,

poor ange de*chu, would exchange
a few earnest pitiful words with
husband or brother or lover, and
her tears, perhaps, would fall into

the gushing drain and sanctify its

abomination to him. Was not

that for love to justify itself in

the eyes of the most unnatural

misogynist ?

Now there came up to the trap
a pale little fellow the merest

child. It was little Foucaud, the

son of Madame Kolly. This poor
lad must be held a man (God save

him
!)

when misfortune overtook

his family ;
but the scoundrels had

the grace to consign his younger
brother to the company of his

mother on the woman's side. And
here, through this sink opening,
the two babes would converse in

their sad little trebles two or

three times a-day.
" How now, my man ?

"
said St

Prest
;
for the boy stood wistfully

watching us, his hands picking to-

gether and his throat swelling.
Then all at once he was weeping.
The old fop gently patted the

heaving shoulders.
"
Oh, monsieur," said the young-
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ster, i i a hoarse little voice,
" the

cold of the stones is in my throat

and on my chest."
" What then, child ! That is not

to be ^uillotined."
" But I cannot cry out so that

he shall hear me; and if we do

not talk I know nothing."
In a paroxysm of agitation he

threw himself down by the sewer.
"
Lolo, Lolo !

" he tried to call
;

but his voice would not obey his

will.

And then M. de St Prest did a

thing, the self-sacrificing quality
of which shall be known in full,

perhaps, only to the angels. He
took the lad under the arms and,

lifting him away, himself knelt

down in all his nicety by the sink

and put his mouth to the opening.
" The little Foucaud," he piped,

" desiras to see his brother !

"

Presently he looked up.
" Ho is here, child."
"
Oh, monsieur ! will you ex-

plain that I cannot speak, and ask

him how is maman?"
The message was given. I heard

the poor little voice answer through
the wall :

" Maman sends her love

to you. She has not wept so much
the last night, and she has been

sleeping a little. It is Lolo, who
loves you well, that tells you
this."

I as risted St Prest to rise.

"I will ask the honour," I said,
"of dusting M. 1'Amiral's coat for

him."

That same afternoon, as I was

again, during the hour of exercise,

standing near the sewer, of a sud-

den I heard a most heartrending
voice calling from the other side of

the wall.

"M< ssieurs! messieurs !" it cried.

"Will no one send to me my
darling?"

I dropped upon my knees (I

give all honour to M. de St Prest),

and, with a shudder of nausea,
lowered my face to the opening.
"Who speaks?" I said. "I

am at madame's service."

The voice caught in a sob.
" Je vous rends grdce whoever

you are, I thank you from my
heart. It is my little Foucaud,

my dearest, that must come to his

maman, and quickly."
I answered that I would sum-

mon him, and I rose to my feet. I

had no difficulty in finding the

boy. He came, white-faced and

wondering, and knelt down.
" Maman, maman canst thou

hear me? My throat is a little

hoarse, maman."
"
Oh, my baby, my little son !

Thou wilt be sweet and tender

with Lolo in the happy days that

are coming. And thou wilt never

forget maman say it, say it, lest

her heart should break."

God of mercy ! Who was I to

stand and listen to these pitiful
confidences ! I drew aside, watch-

ful only of the boy lest his grief
and terror should drive him mad.
In a moment a white hand, laden

with a dark thick coil of hair, was
thrust through the opening. It

was all the unhappy woman could

leave her darling to remember her

by. No glimpse of her face no
touch of her lips on his. From
the dark into the dark she must

go, and his very memory of her

should be associated with the most
dreadful period of his life. When
they came for her in another in-

stant, I heard the agony of her

soul find vent in a single cry :

"My lambs, alone amongst the

wolves !

"

Kind Madame Beau was there

beside me.

"Lift him up," she whispered.
"He will be motherless in an
hour."

As I stooped to take the sob-

bing and hysterical child in my
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arms, I heard a voice speak low
on the other side of the wall

"It is only an interruption,
madame."

Gardel's wortfs but the speaker !

I stumbled with my burden
recovered myself, and consigned
the boy to the good soul that

awaited him. Then hurriedly I

leaned down again, and hurriedly

cried,
" Oarinne ! Carinne !

"

There was no answer. Pro-

bably the speaker had retreated

when the wretched Madame Kolly
was withdrawn from the wall. I

called again. I dwelt over the

noxious gutter in excitement and

anguish until I was convinced it

was useless to remain. Was it

this, then? that out of all the

voices of France one voice could

set my heart vibrating like a glass
vessel that responds only to the

striking of its single sympathetic
note? I had thought to depose
this idol of an hour from its

shrine; I had cried shame upon
myself for ever submitting my
independence to the tyranny of

a woman, and here a half-dozen

words from her addressed to a

stranger had reinfected me with
the fever of desire.

I got out a scrap of paper and
wrote thereon, "Jacob to JRachel.

Jean-Louis is still in the service of
Mademoiselle de Ldge."

I found a fragment of stick,

notched the paper into the end
of it, and gingerly passed my
billet through the hole in the

wall. On the instant a great
voice uttered a malediction behind

me, and I was jerked roughly down

upon the flags. My end of the

stick dropped into the gutter and

wedged itself in slime. I looked

up. Above me were Oabochon
and a yellow-faced rascal. This
last wore a sword by his side and
on his head a high-crowned hat

stuffed with plumes. I had seen

him before Maillard, 1'Abbaye
Maillard, a hound with a keen

enough scent for blood to make
himself a lusty living. He and
his colleague Heron would often

come to La Force to count their

victims before following them to

the scaffold.

"Plots plots!" he muttered,

shaking his head tolerantly, as if

he were rebuking a child. " See
to it, Citizen Oabochon."
The jailer fetched back the

stick. The paper, however, was

gone from the end of it.

" It will be in the sewer," said

Maillard, quietly.
Cabochon had no scruples. He

groped with his fingers.
"It is not here," he said after

a time, eyeing me and very ma-

lignant.

"Well," said the other, "who
is this fellow?"

"
Mordi, Citizen President

;
he

is a forgotten jackass that eats

his head off in the revolutionary
stable."

" Vraiment ? Then, it follows,
his head must fall into the re-

volutionary manger."
He nodded pleasantly twice or

thrice; then turned and, beckon-

ing Oabochon to walk by him,
strode away.

I sat in particular cogitation

against the wall. For the present,
it seemed, I enjoyed a distinction

that was not attractive to my
fellow -

prisoners ;
and I was left

religiously to myself.

"Now," said I aloud, "I have

grown such a beard that at last

the national barber must take

me in hand."

"M. Jean-Louis," said a voice

the other side of the. trap, "will

you keep me kneeling here for

ever?"
I started and flung myself face

downwards with a cry of joy. My
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hear: swelled in a moment so that

it drove the tears up to my eyes.
" Oarinne !

" I cried, choking
and half - sobbing ;

"is it thou

indeed?"
"
Creep through the little hole,"

she said,
" and thou shalt see."

I laughed and I cried in a single
breal h.

"
Say what thou wilt, ma fillette.

Yes, I will call thee as I choose.

Didst thou hear but now? I

think it is a dying man that

speaks to thee. Carinne, say
after all you keep a place in your
heart, for the little odd Thibaut."

" Insidious ! thou wouldst seek

to devour the whole, like a little

worm in a gall."
" To hear your voice again !

We are always shadows to one
another now. As a shadow I

swear that I love you dearly. Oh,
ma mie, ma mie, I love you so

dearly. And why were you cruel

to leave me for that small gust of

temper I soon repented of ? Car-

inne ! My God ! she is gone
away !

"

" 1 am here, little Thibaut."
"There is a sound in your voice.

Oh, this savage unyielding wall !

I will kiss it a foot above the

trap. Will you do the same on
the other side?"

"Monsieur forgets himself, I

think,"
" He is light-headed with joy.

But he never forgets Mademoi-
selle de Lage not though she

punished him grievously for an
indifferent offence in the forests

of Clialus."
" J ean - Louis, listen well to

this : I was abducted."

"My God! by whom?"
"
I'y a vile citizen Represent-

ative journeying to Paris."

"By a "

" I had emerged from the trees

after you left me, and was sitting

very passionate by the road, when

he passed with his escort and dis-

covered me."
I kneeled voiceless as if I were

stunned.
" What would you !

"
said Car-

inne. " There was no Thibaut at

hand to throw him to the pigs.
He forced me to go with him,
and "

I vented a groan that quite
rumbled in the gutter; and at

that her voice came through the

hole a little changed
"Monsieur has a delicate faith

in what he professes to love."

I beat my hands on the wall.

I cried upon Heaven in my agony
to let me reach through this in-

exorable veil of stone.
" You talked once of the wicked

licence of the times. How could

I know, oh, ma mie I And now
all my heart is melting with love

and rapture."
" But I had a knife, Jean-Louis.

Well, but he was courteous to me
;

and at that I told him who I was
no jill-flirt, but an unhappy waif,

of fortune. Now, mon Dieu 1 it

turned out that this was the very
man that had come en mission to

Pierrettes."

"Lacombe?"
"No a creature of the name of

Cre*pin
"

I uttered a cry.
"
Cre'pin ! It was he that car-

ried thee away ?
"

* '

Truly ;
and who has, for my

obduracy, consigned me to prison.
Ever since, little Thibaut, ever

since now at Les Carmes; now
in the Rue de Sevres

;
at last, no

later than yesterday, to this * ex-

traordinary question
'

of La Force."

"Now thou art a sweet-souled

Carinne ! Send me something of

thine through the evil passage
that I may mumble it with my
lips. Carinne, listen

" and I told

her the story of my connection

with the villain.
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" I would wring his neck if they
would spare mine," I said. "

But,
alas! I fear I am doomed, Oarinne."

She had from me all the details

in brief of my captivity. Mon
Dieu / but it was ecstasy this

dessert to my long feast of neglect.
At the end she was silent a space;
then she said very low
"He communicates with me;

but I never answer. Now I will

do so, and perhaps thou shalt not

die."
" Carinne."
"
Hush, thou small citizen !

The time is up ;
we must talk no

longer."
I breathed all my heart out in

a sigh of farewell. I thought she

had already gone, when suddenly
she spoke again

"Jean-Louis, Jean-Louis, do you
hear?"

"Yes."
"I would have thee just the

height for thine eyes to look into

mine."
" Carinne ! And what should

they read there ?
"

Again there was a pause, again
I thought she had gone ;

and then
once more her voice came to me

" Little Thibaut, I did kiss the

wall a foot above the trap."

"Madame Beau," said I, "when
you shall be nearing old age that

is to say, when your present years
double themselves it is very cer-

tain that your lines will fall in

pleasant places."
" And where will they be 1

"
said

she.

"Where, but round your fine

eyes and the dimples of your
mouth !

"

She cried, "Oh, qu'il est matin/"
and tapped my shoulder archly
with a great key she held in her

hand.

"And what is the favour you
design to ask of me ?

"
she said.

"
Firstly your permission to me

to dedicate some verses to you,"
said I.

" After that, that you will

procure me the immediate delivery
of this little tube of paper."

" To whom is it addressed ?
"

"To one Crepin, who lives in

the Rue de Jouy, St Anboine."

"Croyez m'enf" she cried. "Do
you not see I have dropped my
key?"

Then, as I stooped to pick up
the instrument which she had let

fall on the pavement,
"
Slip the

little paper into the barrel !

" she

muttered.
I did so; and these were the

words I had written on it:

" / am imprisoned in La Force

for any reason or none. It con-

cerns me only in that I am thereby
debarred from vindicating upon
your body the honour of Madem-
oiselle de Ldge. If it gives you
any shame to hear that towards

this victim ofyour base persecution,

I, your one-time comrade, enter-

tain and have long entertained

sentiments of the most profound
regard, prevail with yourself, I
beseech you, to procure the en-

largement of a lady whose only
crimes as things are judged
nowadays are her innocence and
her beauty.

" JEAN Louis THIBAUT."

Of all the degradations to which
we in the prison were subjected,
none equalled that that was a

common condition of our nightly

herding. Then so early as eight
o'clock during the darker months
would appear the foul Oabochon
with his satellites and three or

four brace of hounds to drive us

like cattle to our sleeping -pens.

Bayed into the corridors, from
which our cells opened, we must
answer to our names bawled out

by a crapulous turnkey, who held
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in his jerking hands, and consulted

with his clouded eyes, a list that

at his soberest he could only half

decipher. He calls a name prob-

ably of one that has already paid
the penalty. There is no answer.

The ruffian bullies and curses,

whilo the survivors explain the

matter to him. He sulkily acqui-
esces j shouts the tally once more,

regardless of the hiatus of course

only to repeat the error. Amidst
a storm of menaces we are all

ordered out of our rooms, and this

again and yet again, perhaps,
until the beast satisfies himself or

is sadsfied that none is skulking,
and that nothing is in error but
his own drunken vision. Then at

last the dogs are withdrawn, the

innumerable doors clanged to and

barred, and we are left, sealed

within a fetid atmosphere, to salve

our wounded dignity as we can

with the balm of spiritual self-

possession.
But now, on this particular

evening, conscious of something

in my breast that overcrowed the

passionless voice of philosophy,
I felt myself uplifted and trans-

lated an essence impressionable
to no influence that was meaner
than divine.

"And who knows," I said to

myself, as we were summoned
from the yard,

" but that Quatre-
mains -

Quatrepattes might have

pronounced Carinne to be the

bright star in my horoscope?"
"Not so fast, citizen," growled

Cabochon, who stood, list in hand,
at the door.

"Rest content," said I; "I am
never in a hurry."
"Par exemple ! you grow a little

rusty, perhaps, for a notable actor.

It is well, then, that you have an

engagement at last."

"To perform? And where, M.
Cabochon ?

"

" In the Palais de Justice. That
is a theatre with a fine box, citizen ;

and the verdict of those that sit

in it is generally favourable to

the public."

THE MOUSE-TRAP.

Was I so very small ? I had
the honour of a tumbril all to

mysolf on my journey to the Con-

ciergerie, and I swear that I could

have thought I filled it. But
Mademoiselle de Lage was the

pretoy white heifer that had
caused me to puff out my sides

in emulation of her large nobility

me, yes, of whom she would
have said, as the bull of the

frog, "II n'etait pas gros en tout

comme un ceuf." Now I was

travelling probably to my grave;
yet the exaltation of that inter-

view still dwelt with me, and I

thought often of some words that
had once been uttered by a certain

Oasimir Bertrand : "To die with
the wine in one's throat and the

dagger in one's back ! What could

kings wish for better ?
"

We came down upon the sullen

prison by way of the Pont au

Change and the Quay d'Horloge,
and drew up at a door on the

river-side. I saw a couple of tur-

rets, with nightcap roofs, stretch

themselves, as if yawning, above

me. I saw in a wide angle of the

gloomy block of buildings, where

the bridge discharged itself upon
the quay, a vast heap of newly

thrown-up soil where some exca-

vations were being conducted ;
and

from the mound a sort of crane

or scaffold, sinisterly suggestive of

a guillotine surmounting a trench

dug for its dead, stood out against
a falling crimson sky. The river
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iminiiied in its course
;

above a

green spot on the embankment
wall a cloud of dancing midges
seemed to boil upwards like steam
from a caldron. Everything sug-

gested to me the mise en scene of

a rehearsing tragedy, and then

promptly I was haled, like an
inanimate "

property," into the

under-stage of that dark " theatre

of varieties."

Messieursthe jailers, it appeared,
were at their supper, and would
not for the moment be bothered

with me. A gush of light and a

violent voice issued from a door

to one side of a stony vestibule :

"Run the rascal into La Souri-

ciere, and be damned to him !

"

Thereat I was hurried, by the

"blue" that was responsible for

my transfer, and an understrapper
with the keys, by way of a gloomy
course up and down through
doorways clinched with monstrous
bolts under vaulted stone roofs

where spiders, blinded by the

lamp glare, shrank back into

crevices, and where all the mil-

dew of desolation sprouted in a

poisonous fungus along passages

deeply quarried, it seemed, into

the very foundations of despair;
and at last they stopped, thrust

me forward, and a door clapped
to behind me with a slam of

thunder.

I stood a moment where I was
and caught at my bewildered facul-

ties. It took me, indeed, but a

moment to possess myself of them.
In those days one had acquired a

habit of wearing one's wits un-

sheathed in one's belt. Then I

fell to admiring the quite un-

wonted brilliancy of the illumina-

tion that pervaded the cell. It

was a particularly small chamber

perhaps ten feet by eight or
so and consequently the single

lighted candle, held in a cleft stick

the butt of which was thrust into

a chink in the stones, irradiated it

to its uttermost corner. The furni-

ture was artless in its simplicity
a tub, a broken pitcher of water,
and two heaps of foul straw. But
so abominable a stench filled the

place that no doubt there was
room for little else.

Now, from one of the straw

beds, the figure of a man my
sole comrade to be, it would ap-

pear rose up as I stirred, and
stood with its back and the palms
of its hands pressed against the

wall. Remaining thus motionless,
the shadows blue in its gaunt
cheeks, and little husks of wheat

caught in its dusty hair, it fixed

me with eyes like staring pebbles.
"
Defense d'entrer !

"
it snapped

out suddenly, and shut its mouth
like a gin.

"Oh, monsieur!" said I, "no

going out, rather, for the mouse
in the trap."
He lifted one of his arms at

right angles to his body, and let it

drop again to his side.
" Behold !

" he cried,
" the peril !

Hadst thou been closer thy head
had fallen !

"

"But thine," said I. "Hast
thou not already lost it 1

"

"
Oh, early in the struggle, mon-

sieur ! Oh, very early ! And
then my soul passed into the in-

animate instrument of death and
made it animate."

" What ! thou art the guillotine
itself ?

"

" Look at me, then ! Is it not

obvious that I am that infernal

engine, nor less that I am in-

formed with the ego that once

was my victim and is now my
familiar being myself, in effect?"

" Pardieu / this is worse than

the game of
' Proverbs.' It rests

with thy ego, then, to put a period
to this orgy of blood."

He gave forth a loud wailing

cry.
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" I am a demon, prejudged and

predestined, and the saint of the

Place du Trone is possessed with

me.
J

" A saint, possessed !

"

He wrung his hands insanely.
" Oh! " he cried but is it not

a fate to which damnation were
Paradise ! For me, the gentle

Aubriot, who in my material form
had shrunk from killing a fly

for me to thus deluge an unhappy
land with the blood of martyrs !

But I have threshed my conscience

with a knotted discipline, and I

know yes, monsieur, I know
what gained me my punishment.
A cripple once begged of me a

poor two sous. I hesitated, in

that I had but the one coin on

me, and my nostrils yearned for

snuiF. I hesitated, and the devil

tripped up my feet. I gave the

man the piece and asked him a

sou in change. For so petty a

trifle did I barter my salvation.

But heaven was not to be de-

ceived, and its vengeance followed

me like a snake through the grass.
Ah !

"
(he jumped erect)

" but the

blade fell within an ace of thy
shoulder !

"

This was disquieting enough, in

all truth. Yet I took comfort

from the thought that the mad-
man could avail himself of no
moro murderous weapon than his

hands.

"Now, M. Guillotin," said I,

"observe that it is characteristic

of you to lie quiescent when you
are put away for the night."

"
Nenni, nenni, nenni/" he

answered. "That may have been
before the hideous apotheosis of

the instrument. Now, possessed
as I am, I slash and cut at who-
ever comes in my way."
Man Dieu ! but this was a weari-

some lunatic ! and I longed very

ardently to be left peacefully to

my own reflections. I came for-

ward with a show of extreme
fortitude.

"This demon of yourself," I

said "
you wish it to be exorcised,

that the soil of France may grow
green again ?

"

A fine self-sacrificial rapture
illumined his wild face.

" Let me be hurled into the

bottomless pit," he cried, "that
so the Millennium may rise in the

east like an August sun !

"

"Now," said I, "I will com-

mune with my soul during the

night, that perchance it may be

revealed to me how the guillotine

may guillotine itself."

To my surprise the ridiculous

bait took, and the poor wretch

sunk down upon his straw and
uttered no further word. Cross-

ing the cell to come to my own

heap, my foot struck against an
iron ring that projected from a

flag. For an instant a mad hope
flamed up in me, only to as imme-

diately die down. "Was it prob-
able that the " Mouse-trap

"
into

which, I knew, it was the custom

to put newly arrived prisoners
before their overhauling by the

turnkeys and "scenting" by the

dogs of the guard would be fur-

nished with a door of exit as of

entrance? Nevertheless, I stooped
and tugged at the ring to see what
should be revealed in the lifting

of the stone. It, the latter, seemed
a ponderous slab. I raised one end

of it a foot or so with difficulty,

and, propping it with the pitcher,
looked to see what was under-

neath. A shallow trough or ex-

cavation that was all; probably
a mere pit into which to sweep
the scourings of the cell. Leaving
it open, I flung myself down upon
the mat of straw, and gave myself

up to a melancholy ecstasy of reflec-

tion.

The maniac crouched in his cor-

ner. So long as the light lasted I
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was conscious of his eyes fixed in

a steady bright stare upon the

lifted stone. There seemed some-

thing in its position that fascin-

ated him. Then, with a dropping
splutter, the candle sank upon
itself and was extinguished sud-

denly; and straightway we were
embedded in a block of gloom.

Very soon I was asleep. Ease
and sensation, drink and food

how strangely in those days one's

soul had learned to withdraw itself

from its instinctive attachments;
to hover apart, as it were, from
that clumsy expression of its

desires that is the body with its

appetites; and to accept at last,

as radically irreclaimable, that

same body so grievously misin-

formed with animism. Now I

could surrender to forgetfulness,
and that with little effort, all the

load of emotion and anxiety with
which a savage destiny sought to

overwhelm me. Nor did this

argue a brutish insensibility on

my part; but only a lifting of

idealism to spheres that offered a

more tranquil and serener field for

meditation.

Once during the night a single
drawn sound, like the pipe of wind
in a keyhole, roused me to a half-

recovery of my faculties. I had
been dreaming of Carinne and of

the little pig that fell into the pit,

and, associating the phantom cry
with the voluble ghosts of my
brain, I smiled and fled again to

the heights.
The noise of heavily grating

bolts woke me at length to the
iron realities of a day that might
be my last on earth. I felt on

my face the wind of the dungeon
door as it was driven back.

" Follow me, Aubriot !

"
grunted

an indifferent voice in the opening.
Lacking a response of any sort,

the speaker, who had not even put
himself to the trouble of entering

the cell, cried out gutturally and

ironically
"Hold he, hold he, Citizen

Aubriot Guillotin ! thou art called

to operate on thyself ! Mordi,
mordi, mordi / dost thou hear ?

thou art invited to commit suicide

that France may regenerate itself

of thee!"
I raised my head. A burly

form, topped by a great hairy face,

blocked the doorway. I made it

out by the little light that filtered

through a high-up grating above
me.

"Mille demons/" shouted the

turnkey suddenly, "what is this?"

He came pounding into the cell,

paused, and lifted his hands like a

benedictory priest. "Mille de-

mons/" he whispered again, with
his jaw dropped.

I had jumped to my feet.
" Pardieu/ Mr Jailer !

"
said I

;

" the guillotine, it appears, has

anticipated upon itself that law of

which it is the final expression.
The rest of us you will of necessity

acquit."
I looked down, half-dazed

;
but I

recalled the odd sound that had
awakened me in the night. Here,

then, was the explanation of it

in this swollen and collapsed form,
whose head, it seemed, was plunged
beneath the floor, as if it had dived

for Tartarus and had stuck at the

shoulders.
" He has guillotined himself

with a vengeance !

"
I exclaimed.

"But how?" said the turnkey,

stupidly.
" But thus, it is obvious : by

propping the slab-end on the pitch-
er

; by lying down with his neck

over the brink of the trough ; by
upsetting the vessel with a sweep
of his arm as he lay. Mon
Dieu/ see how he sprouts from
the chink like a horrible dead

polypus ! This is no mouse-trap,
but a gin to catch human vermin !

"
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"It was not to be foreseen,"

mustered the man, a little scared.
" Who would have fancied a mad-

ma]! to be in earnest !

"

' And that remark," said I,

"comes oddly from the lips of a

patriot."
He questioned me with his eyes

in A surly manner.
'Bah!" I cried; "are not

Robespierre, Couthon, St Just in

earnest
1

? are not you in earnest?

and do you not all put your heads

into . traps 1 But I beg you to

take me out of La Souriciere."

He had recovered his compo-
sur3 while I spoke.

"Come, then," he said; "thou
art wanted down below. And as to

that rascal Mordif" he chuckled,
"h<3 has run into a cul-de-sac on
his way to hell

;
but at any rate he

has saved the axe an extra notch

to its edge."
On the threshold of the room he

stopped me and looked into my
fact 3.

" How much for a billet ?
"

said

he

You have one for me ?
"

" That depends."
" But doubtless you have been

paid to deliver it?"

"And doubtless thou wilt pay
to receive it."

"
Oh, mon Dieu !

"
said I

;

" but

these vails ! And patriots, I see,

are not so far removed from the

lackeys they despise."
'Pardi!" said the bulky man.

"Listen to the fox preaching to

the hens! But I will lay odds
tha: in another twelve hours thou
wilv> be stripped of something be-

sides thy purse. What matter,
then ! thou wilt have thy crown
of {.jlory to carry to the Lombard-
house."

I gave him what was left to me.

"Now," said I; and he put a

scrj.p of paper into my hand.
I unfolded it in the dim light

and read these words, hurriedly
scrawled thereon in a hand un-

known to me :

"
Play, if nothing

else avails, the hidden treasures of
Pierrettes."

"Follow me, Thibaut," said the

jailer.

As might feel a martyr, who,
with a toy knife in his hand, is

driven to face the lions, so felt I

on my way to the Tribunal with

that fragment of paper thrust into

my breast. At one moment I

could have cried out on the

travesty of kindness that could

thus seek to prolong my agony by
providing me with an inadequate

weapon; at another I was re-

minded how one might balance

oneself in a difficult place with a

prop no stronger than one's own
little finger. Yet this thin shaft

of light cutting into desperate

gloom had disquieted me strangely.

Foreseeing, and prepared stoically

to meet, the inevitable, I had even

before the billet was placed in

my hands felt a certain curiosity
to witness though as an accused

the methods of procedure of a

Court that was as yet only known
to me through the infamy of its

reputation. Now, however, caught
back to earth with a rope of straw,
I trembled over the very thought
of the ordeal to which I was invited.

Coming, at the end of melan-

choly vaulted passages, to a flight

of stone steps leading up to a

door, I was suddenly conscious of

a droning murmur like that of

hived bees. The jailer, in the act

of running the key into the lock,

beckoned me to mount to him,

and, thus possessed of me, caught
me under the arm-pit,

"Play thy card, then, like a

gambler !

"
said he.

" What !

"
I exclaimed in aston-

ishment.
" Ah bah !

" he growled ; "didst
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thou think delicacy kept me from

reading the message? But, fear

not. Thou art too little a gudgeon
for my playing" and he swung
open the door. Immediately the

hiss and patter of voices swept
upon me like rain. That, and the

broad glare of daylight after so

much darkness, confused me for a

moment. The next I woke to the

consciousness that at last my foot

was on the precipice path the

gangway for the passage of the

pre- damned into the Salle de
la Liberte the arete of the

"Montagne," it might be called,

seeing how it served that extreme
faction for a ridge most perilous
to its enemies to walk on.

This gangway skirted a wooden
barricade that cut the hall at

about a third of its length. To

my left, as I advanced, I caught
glimpse over the partition of the

dismal black plumes on the hats

of the judges, as they bobbed in

juxtaposition of evil under a

canopy of green cloth. To my
right, loosely filling the body of

the hall, was the public ; and here

my extreme insignificance as a

prisoner was negatively impressed
upon me by the indifference of

those whom I almost brushed in

passing, for scarce a poissarde of

them all deigned to notice the
little gudgeon as he wriggled on
the national hook. Then in a
moment my conductor twisted me
through an opening cut in the

barricade, and I was delivered over
to the Tribunal.

A certain drumming in my ears,
a certain mist before my eyes,
resolved themselves into a very
set manner of attention. The
stark, whitewashed walls seemed

spotted with a plague of yellow
faces to my left a throng of

mean blotches, the obsequious
counsel for the defence

;
to my

front the President and judges, in

number three, like skulls decked

with hearse-plumes ;
to my right

the jury, a very Pandora-box of

goblins, the lid left off, the evil

countenances swarming over the

edge. All seemed to my excited

imagination to be faces and nothing
else drab, dirty, and malignant

ugly motes set against the star-

ing white of the walls, dancing
fantastically in the white day-
beams that poured down from the

high windows. Yet that I sought
for most I could not at first dis-

tinguish, not until the owner of

it stood erect by a little table

placed to one side and a little for-

ward of the judicial dais over

which he had been leaning. Then
I recognised him instantly Tin-

ville, the Devil's Advocate, the

blood-boltered vampire and from
that moment he was the court

to me, judge, jury, and counsel,
and his dark face swam only in

my vision like a gout of bile.

Now, I tell you, that so dram-
atic was this Assembly by reason

of the deadliness of purpose that

characterised it, that one, though
a prisoner, almost resented the

flippant coxcombry of the three

sightless busts standing on brackets

above the bench. For these

Brutus, Marat, St Fargeau (his

gods quit the indignant Roman of

responsibility for entertaining such

company) being jauntily decor-

ated with a red bonnet apiece and
a frowzy cockade of the tricolour,

jarred hopelessly in the context,
and made of the bloodiest tragedy
a mere clownish extravaganza.

And, behold ! of this extravaganza

Fouquier-Tinville, when he gave
reins to his humour, discovered

himself to be the very Sannio

the rude powerful buffoon, with a

wit only for indecency.
Yet he did not at a first glance

figure altogether unprepossessing.
Livid-skinned though he was, with
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a low forehead, which his hair,

brushed back and stiffly hooked at

its ends, seemed to claw about

the middle like a black talon,

there was yet little in his coun-

tenance that bespoke an active

malignancy. His large eyes had

that look of good-humoured weari-

ness in them that, superficially,

one is apt to associate with un-

vindictive long-sufferingness. His

brows, black also and thick, were

set in the habitual lift of suspense
and inquiry. His whole expres-
sion was that of an anxious dwel-

ling upon the prisoner's words, lest

the prisoner should incriminate

himself; and it was only when
one marked the tigerish steadiness

of his gaze and the sooty projec-
tion of his under-lip over a strongly
cleft chin that one realised how
the humour of the man lay all

upon the evil side. For the rest

as each detail of his personality
was hammered into me by my
pulses his black clothes had
accommodated themselves to his

every ungainly habit of movement,
his limp shirt was caught up about
his neck with a cravat like a rag
of dowlas, and over his shoulders

hung a broad national ribbon end-

ing in a silver medallion, with the

one word Loi imprinted on it like

a Judas kiss.

Thus the man, as he stood

scrutinising me after an abstracted

fashion, his left arm bent, the

hand of it knuckled upon the

tab ]

e, the Lachesis thumb of it

flattened from long kneading
of the yarn of life striding over
a form of indictment.

The atmosphere of the court
was frowzy as that of a wine-

shop in the early hours of morning.
It repelled the freshness of the
latter and communicated its in-

fluence to public and tribunal

alike. Over all hung a slackness
and a peevish unconcern as to

business. Bench and bar yawned,
and exchanged spiritless common-

places of speech. True enough, a

gudgeon was an indifferent fish

with which to start the traffic of

the day.
At length the Public Accuser

slightly turned and nodded his

head.
" Maitre Greffier," said he, in

quite a noiseless little voice,
" ac-

quaint us of the charge, I desire

thee, against this patte-pelu."
Nom de Dieu f here was a fine

coup d'archet to the overture. My
heart drummed very effectively in

response.
A little black-martin of a fellow,

with long coat-tails and glasses to

his eyes, stood up by the notaries'

table and handled a slip of paper.

Everywhere the murmur of Tin-

ville's voice had brought the court

to attention. I listened to the

greffier with all my ears.

"Act of Accusation," he read

out brassily, "against Jean-Louis

Sebastien de Orance, ci - devant

Comte de la Muette, and since

calling himself the Citizen Jean-

Louis Thibaut."

Very well, and very well I

was discovered, then; through
whose agency, if not through

Jacques Crepin's, I had no care

to learn. The wonder to me was

that, known and served as I had

been, I should have enjoyed so

long an immunity from proscrip-
tion as an aristocrat. But I ac-

cused Crepin and wrongfully, I

believe in my heart.
" Hath rendered himself answer-

able to the law of the 17th Bru-

maire," went on the greffier, me-

chanically, "in that he, an emigre",

hath ventured himself in the streets

of Paris in disguise, and
"

The Public Accuser waved him

impatiently to a stop. There fell

a dumb silence.
" One pellet out of a charge is
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enough to kill a rat," said he,

quietly : then in an instant his

voice changed to harsh and ter-

rible, and he bellowed at me
"What answer to that, Mon-

sieur r-r-r-rat, Monsieur rata-

touille ?
"

The change of manner was so

astounding that I jumped as at

the shock of a battery. Then a

hot flush came to my face, and
with it a dreadful impulse to

strike this insolent on the mouth.

I folded my arms, and gave him
back glare for glare.

"Simply, monsieur," I said,

"that it is not within reason to

accuse me of returning to what
I have never quitted."

"Paris?"
" The soil of France."

"That shall not avail thee !

"

he thundered. " What right hast

thou to the soil that thou and
thine have manured with the

sacred blood of the people?"
"
Oh, monsieur !

"
I began

" but if you will convert my very
refutation

"

He over-roared me as I spoke.
He was breathing himself, at my
expense, for the more serious busi-

ness of the day. Positively I was

being used as a mere punching-bag
on which this "bruiser" (comme
on dit ct VAnglaise) might exercise

his muscles.

"Silence!" he shouted; "I
know of what I speak ! thou
walk'st on a bog, where to ex-

tricate the right foot is to en-

gulf the left. Emigrant art

thou titular at least by force

of thy accursed rank; and, if

that is not enough, thou hast

plotted in prison with others that

are known."
I smiled, awaiting details of the

absurd accusation. I had formed,
it was evident, no proper concep-
tion of this court of summary jur-
isdiction. The President leaned

over his desk at the moment and

spoke with Tinville, proffering the

latter his snuff-box. They ex-

changed some words, a pantomime
of gesticulation to me. As they
nodded apart, however, I caught a

single wafted sentence :

" We will

whip her like the Mericourt if she

is obstinate."

To what vile and secret little

history was this the key ! To
me it only signified that, while I

had fancied them discussing a

point of my case, the two were

passing confidences on a totally
alien matter. At last I felt very
small; and that would have pleased
Carinne.

"
But, at any rate," I thought,

" the charge against me must now
assume some definite form."

He, that dark bouche de fer of

the Terror, stared at me gloomily,
as if he had expected to find me
already removed. Then suddenly
he flung down upon the table the

paper he had in his hand, and cried

automatically, as if in a certain

absence of mind,
" I demand this

man of the law to which he is

forfeit."

God in heaven ! And so my
trial was ended. They had not

even allotted me one from the

litter of mongrel counsel that,

sitting there like begging curs,

dared never, when retained, score

a point in favour of a client lest

the hags and the brats should hale

them off to the lamp-irons. This

certainly was Justice paralysed
down one whole side.

I heard a single little cry lift

itself from the hall behind me
and the clucking of the tricoteuses.

I felt it was all hopeless, but I

clutched at the last desperate
chance as the President turned to

address (in three words) the jury.
" M. I'Accusateur Public" I said,

hurriedly, "I am constrained to

tell you that I have in my posses-
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sion that which may induce you
to consider the advisability of a

remand."
The fellow stared dumfound-

ered at me, as if I had thrown

my cap in his face. The President

hurg on his charge.
11 Oh !

"
said the former, with an

ironical nicety of tone " and what
is the nature of this magnificent
evidence ?

"

I had out my scrap of paper,
folded like a billet-doux.

" If the citizen will condescend

to cast his eye on this 1
"
I said.

He considered a minute. Curi-

osity ever fights in the bully with

arrogance. At length he made a

sigr. to a gendarme to bring him
that; on which, it seemed, my life

depended.

Every moment while he dwelt

on the words was like the oozing
of a drop of blood to me. I had
in a flash judged it best to make

him sole confidant with me in the
contents of the paper, that so his

private cupidity might be excited,
and he not be driven by necessity
to play the role of the incorruptible.
The instant he looked up my whole
heart expanded.

"The prisoner," he said, "acquits
his conscience of a matter affecting
the State. I must call upon you,
M. le President, to grant for the

present a remand."

Oh, mon Dieu ! but the shame-
lessness of this avarice ! I believe

the scoundrel would have blushed

to be discovered in nothing but an
act of mercy.
"The prisoner is remanded to

close confinement in the Convent
of St Pe*lagie," were the words
that dismissed me from the court

;

and I swear Fouquier
- Tinville's

large eyes followed me quite lov-

ingly as I was marched away.
BERNARD CAPES.

(To be continued.)
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MEMOIKS OF A HIGHLAND LADY.

"THESE Memoirs were written

by Mrs Smith for her own children,

and the daughter of her sister Mrs

Gardiner, with no thought but to

interest them in those scenes of

her early life which she recalled

so vividly, and has narrated with

such lively simplicity." Preface
to the Memoirs.

Herein lies the principal charm
of this really fascinating book, that

it was not intended to be read by
any of us. A Highland lady wrote

her recollections of her own life,

her home, and those she had loved

best, simply for the pleasure of her

nearest relations, with no thought
of the world beyond. Without

affectation, without reserve, with-

out the least effort after brilliancy
or "

point
"
in style, she attains by

sheer force of character and sim-

plicity of taste to the best possible

style for her purpose. She is ab-

solutely natural.

If anyone should feel a doubt that
the Memoirs were really intended

to be kept within the family circle,

he can assure himself by a glance
at all the scattered, pretty, childish

memories of cross nurse Day and
kind Betty, rush crowns, fairy

tales, and sugared bread-and-butter

set down without abridgment or

excuse. But, on the other hand,
if any one should doubt that the

Highland lady could "write worthy
the reading," he can assure him-

self by a glance at her sketch of

Macalpine.

"Patrick Grant, surnamed Macal-

pine, I don't well know why, the great
man of our line, who would have been

great in any line. . . . He must have
acted as a kind of despotic sovereign,
for he went about with a body of four-

and-twenty picked men, gaily dressed,
of whom the principal and the favour-
ite was his foster-brother, Ian Bain,
or John the Fair, also a Grant of

the family of Achnahatanich. Any
offences committed anywhere this

band took cognisance of. Macalpine
himself was judge and jury, and the
sentence quickly pronounced was as

quickly executed, even when the
verdict doomed to death. A corpse
with a dagger in it was not unfre-

quently met with among the heather,
and sometimes a stout fir branch bore
the remains of a meaner victim. I
never heard the justice of a sentence

questioned. Macalpine was a great
man in every sense of the word, tall

and strong-made, and very handsome,
and a beau : his trews (he never wore
the kilt) were laced down the sides

with gold, the brogues on his beauti-

fully-formed feet were lined and
trimmed with feathers, his hands, as
soft and white as a lady's and models
as to shape, could draw blood from
the finger-nails of any other hand

they grasped, and they were so flexible

they could be bent back to form a cup
which would hold a tablespoonful of

water. He was an epicure, as indeed
are all Highlanders in their own way.
They are contented with simple fare,
and they ask no great variety, but
what they have must be of its kind
the best, and cooked precisely to their

fancy. The well of which Macalpine
invariably drank was the Lady's Well
at Tullochgrue, the water of which
was certainly delicious. It was

brought to him twice a -day in a
covered wooden vessel, a cogue or

lippie."

There are perhaps fifty passages
in the Memoirs equal to this one.

They abound with short, telling

Memoirs of a Highland Lady. The Autobiography of Elizabeth Grant of

Rothiemurchus, afterwards Mrs Smith of Baltiboys. Edited by Lady Strachey.
John Murray.
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sketches of life and character,

firmly drawn with a swift, expres-
sive touch

; descriptions of rela-

tions, old or young, their houses,

their ways and their children,

descriptions of wild Highland
scenery, of winter hardships and
summer joys, then of society in

Edinburgh, full of beautiful ladies

and eccentric lords. But does any
one of that time in Scotland really
deserve to be called eccentric

rather than any one else? Where
all v rere so firmly bent on following
thei? own ways, and all ways were

so widely and obstinatelydivergent,
it seems as if only a very ordinary

person could have excited lasting

surprise among his neighbours.
As the Highland lady herself

remarks, "How very odd, how
individualised, were the people of

thosa old days !

"

Her own parents were both per-
sons of marked character, as might
have- been expected. Elizabeth

Grant was the eldest child of John
Patrick Grant, seventh Laird of

Rothiemurchus, a Highland gentle-
man descended not very remotely
from the Chief of the Clan Grant ;

her mother was a lady of Saxon

lineage, and proud of her Saxon
name Ironside. They met in

Glasgow "in their dancing days,"
and married in 1797, before the

elder of the pair was twenty-two.
Great must have been the surprise
of the English bride when first she

readied her Highland home, a dis-

tanc 3 of three days' journey from
Perth.

" ' The wide plain of the fir-trees,'
which lies in the bosom of the

Grampians, cut off by the rapid
Spey from every neighbour, has its

beautiful variety of mountain scenery,
its heights, its dells and glens, its

lakes and plains and haughs, and it

had uhen its miles and miles of dark

pine forest, through which were little

clearings by the side of rapid burnies,
and here and there a sawmill."

VOL. CLXIII. NO. DCCCCXC.

A less luxurious abode than the

much-loved " Doune "
at that date

could hardly have been the resi-

dence of a lady and gentleman.
The bride found already estab-

lished there a certain " uncle

Sandy," with his wife, his wife's

sister, and all their carpet-work,
two of the five sons, one of the

line of tutors, two old faithful

servants, a "
Donald," and a

"
Christy

"
; and naturally there

was a piper also in residence,
who for fear of spoiling the deli-

cacy of the touch of his fingers,
declined all work unconnected
with whisky. At first the people
did not approve of their Little

Laird bringing home an English
wife. But she was so pretty and
full of tact, she acted the High-
land hostess so perfectly to all

ranks and degrees, she showed so

much sense in having a fine,

healthy son with very little de-

lay, that she quickly grew in

favour; and when, in addition

to all this, she set up wheels in

her kitchen, learned to count her

hanks, and dye her wool, and
bleach her web, "young creature

as she was," the whole clan de-

lighted in her. A strange woman
was the Lady Grant of Bothie-

murchus ! Her daughter speaks
of her with admiration, resent-

ment, and compassion by turns;
of her perfect manners ; her won-
derful memory, her skill in fine

needlework, her violent temper,
and the "resident sick headache"
which caused so many miseries.

Undoubtedly she meant well by
her children; yet she was cap-
able of acting with downright

cruelty to a daughter who be-

haved nobly under the severest

possible trial. One must con-

clude that she was one of those

unfortunate people in whom phy-
sical suffering has produced some
curious twist of the moral nature.
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She had no tenderness, except for

a baby.
The love of these children,

Elizabeth and her brothers and

sisters, was chiefly given to their

father, not because he was a

gentle parent, according to the

idea of gentleness entertained by
the present generation. He stood

over his little daughters with a

whip during their breakfast-hour,

and at the least sign of rebellion

against their bread -and -milk, a

mixture which always made the

unfortunate children sick, he

used the whip freely until each

bowl was empty. With after-

consequences he did not concern

himself. Still the children adored

their father; and it is perfectly
evident that he loved them all,

and studied their natures if not

their digestions. He used to romp
with them for one happy hour

every evening. If he left home,
all their joy went with him

; they
hailed his return as their chief

blessing. He was a small, plain,
sallow-faced man, with a remark-
able charm of manner, probably
due to his keen and sympathetic
observation. He was unpractical,

unsteady in his aims, in some ways
unwise

;
he overwhelmed himself

and his family in debt. But he

was, to use an expression which
seems to fit both the man and his

time,
" a gentleman of very fine

breeding." There is excellent

proof of it in the way he taught
his children to behave to an ig-

norant, underbred governess. The

unlucky Miss Elphick had been

imported from England, very badly
prepared for the trials that lay
before her. On her journey north
with the family she was obliged
to sleep one night in a bed in the

wall, shut in by musty -
smelling

panels. So she cried; and the

children extremely resented it, as

a reflection on the habits of their

country. Matters did not im-

prove when the Field of Flodden
was reached, and Miss Elphick
could not tell why it should be

famous. She preserved a sus-

picious composure all through the

"classic ground" of the Border

country, and even when they
drove through the Pass of Killie-

crankie she remained as cold as

the stone set up where Dundee
fell. The children bore it badly ;

and things came to a crisis the

very next week

" because during a history lesson she

informed dear Mary that Scotland
had been conquered by Queen Eliza-

beth, and left by her with her other

possessions to her nephew, King
James ! . . . She insisted also that

there never had been a Caliph Haroun
al Easchid our most particular friend

that he was only a fictitious charac-

ter in those Eastern fairy tales ; and

when, to prove his existence, we
brought forward the list of his

presents to Charlemagne, we found
she did not believe in him either !

Yet she could run off a string of

dates like Isabella in the Good French
Governess."

The children rose in open rebel-

lion against this obstinate heretic,

Elizabeth at their head
;
and their

father crushed the rebellion in a

characteristic manner. He sent

for Elizabeth to his study, and

explained to her that whatever
the social and historical defi-

ciencies of their governess might
be, the children of a gentleman
should behave to her with " that

perfect good-breeding which would
avoid inflicting the slightest annoy-
ance on any human being." Eliza-

beth understood him, and the

children proved their good-breed-

ing by ceasing to expose poor

vulgar Miss Elphick's inferiority.
There was never a better illus-

tration of the pregnant saying
that "

good -
breeding is surface

Christianity."
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Throughout their lives these

children seem to have preserved
an unbounded esteem for historical

acquirements. It was not Eliza-

beth, however, but Jane Grant,
who afterwards gave the strongest

proof of this. She appeared at

one time to respond to the devo-

tion of one Tom Walker, an officer

of the Scots Greys. When the

Scots Greys got the route for

Ireland, Tom Walker was in

despair. He was a very fine-

looking young man, with a large

private fortune, and great assiduity
in

p.,aying the flute. But when it

camo to the point of a proposal,
Jam* declared that his knowledge
of history was too defective for

her r.o think seriously of him as a

companion for life
;
and nothing

would move her from that decision.

So lorn Walker rode away sorrow-

ful, but consoled himself in Ireland.

Oddiy enough, the "bonnie Jean"
was no blue-stocking, but a lively,

handsome, attractive girl, very fond
of dancing, and eager for society.
In less happy days she married a

Oolonel Pennington, slight and old

and ugly, old enough to be her

grandfather, but a good and agree-
able man. Her family spoke of

the distasteful marriage to their

cousin, Mrs Need. "It was his

mina" said some of them apolo-

getically; "she married him for

his mind."
"She could not well have had

less body" was the tart reply.
But this lady had been very

anxicus for the match with her
husband's nephew, Tom Walker.

These however, were the events
of Liter years, when serious

troubles had befallen the house
of Grant. While "bonnie Jean"
was still a child, and her sister

Elizabeth a lively, keen-witted,
excitable little maid, they lived

their simple Highland life, delight-

ing in out-of-door pleasures, their

riding and boating and visiting of

friends, fighting hard too against
small acts of injustice and unfair

scoldings fighting and often win-

ning the day. They were by no
means the happiest of children,
but they took their pleasures,
which were many, with a keen-

ness of delight that must have

compensated them for many hard-

ships endured
;
and childish hard-

ships are not light. They were

clever, and Elizabeth especially

so; highly impressionable, warm-

hearted, loyal, and romantic.

When very young they had fre-

quently been taken to the theatre

in London, and had seen John
Kemble and Mrs Siddons at their

greatest :

" I am quite sure that we, we young
people I mean, owed more to Covent
Garden than to any other of our teach-

ers. We not only learned Shakespeare
by heart, thus filling our heads with

wisdom, our fancywith the most lovely

imagery, and warming our hearts from
that rich store of good, but we fixed,
as it were, all these impressions : John
Kemble and Mrs Siddons embodying
all great qualities, becoming to us the

images of the qualities we admired."

With the enviable audacity of

youth, they loved to act Shake-

speare's plays themselves, for the

benefit of their family and friends.

Children never incline to a " suit-

able" choice, so "Macbeth" was
their first favourite; but patriot-
ism and Mrs Siddons probably in-

fluenced their judgment. Eliza-

beth gives a delightful account of

how, at their father's suggestion,

they got up "As You Like It"
under the most appropriate con-

ditions, learning their parts out

among the birch - wooding on the

Ord Bain, and choosing for a

theatre a beautiful spot on the

shoulder of a hill, reached through
the wood. But, alas, for perfec-

tion, unattainable even in drama !
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they had a vulgar Rosalind. If

anything could have compensated
the children for this affliction, it

must have been the sudden out-

burst of genius from their strange
little sister Mary. She was a

dull listless child, overgrown, and

heavily apathetic from a baby.
In the part of Touchstone, which
she had chosen for herself, she was
their despair at rehearsals

;
but

on the night of the play her act-

ing was perfect :

" Her humour, her voice, her man-

ner, her respectful fun to her ladies,
her loving patronage of Audrey (Anne
Cameron), the whole conception of the

character was marvellous in a child of

ten years of age ;
and she broke upon

us suddenly. . . . Johnnie said it was
the port wine, a large jug of which
mixed with water stood in the green-
room (the upper part of the thrashing-
mill), and was dispensed in proper
quantities by Miss Elphick between
the acts. Johnnie affirmed that of this

jug Touchstone had more than his

share."

Mary Grant was one of those

daughters who seem designed by
Providence to be through life a

source of surprise to their families.

Being stupid, she surprised them

by her brilliancy as Touchstone.

Being inert, she surprised them

by a sudden wild jump over the

rushing "Spout," getting nearly
drowned the next moment in

jumping back. Being reputed
plain, she surprised them by
developing all the Gordon beauty
and outshining her sisters. Finally,
she surprised them at her marriage.
" I never pretended to understand

Mary," says her sister, candidly.
But without fully understanding
the mysterious Mary, one feels a
certain confidence in her. The

Grants, sons and daughters alike,
were thoroughly sound in heart.

Through all the Memoirs there

are no chapters quite so delightful
as those describing their early life

in their beloved "
Duchus," a

simple, hardy, unsophisticated life,

seeming remarkable to us merely
because it was so natural. They
lived out of the world, yet sur-

rounded by friends rich and poor,
and by numerous relations.

The home of their fathers, that

fair ground in which their lot had

fallen, was indeed a "goodly heri-

tage." And to children what heri-

tage is so rich as that of a beautiful

home ? Is there nothing sacred in

that love of the very soil, inherited

from those of the same blood who
have loved it through generations

faithfully? It is a feeling easily
sneered at, easily vulgarised, but

not easily lost; and the sense of

ownership so often confused with

it is in reality a thing apart, com-

paratively unworthy. One of

those who loved the old home of

her childhood best was the chil-

dren's gentle "aunt Lissy," now
married and living afar from them
all in Hertfordshire.

" I could never succeed in interest-

ing my dear aunt Frere in the im-

provements at Rothiemurchus. She
said it was all very proper, very
necessary, quite inevitable, but not

agreeable. She liked the Highlands
as she had known them primitive,
when nobody spoke English, when
all young men wore the kilt, when

printed calicoes were not to be seen,
when there was no wheaten bread
to be got, when she and aunt Mary
had slept in two little closets in the old

house just big enough to hold them,
and not big enough to hold any of

their property, when there was no

tidy kitchen range, no kitchen even

beyond the black hut, no neat lawn,
but all the work going forward about
the house, the maids in the broom
island with kilted coats dancing in

the tubs upon the linen, and the

laird worshipped as a divinity by
every human being in the place.
The increase of comfort and the

gradual enlightenment was" all very
correct, but it was not the High-
lands. Old feudal affections would
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die out with the old customs and the

old prejudices, and that picturesque
district would become as prosaic as

her meadows in Hertfordshire."

Many who would not have

enjoyed the ideal discomfort of

"annt Lissy's
"

early days may
yet thoroughly enjoy the retro-

spect of a Highland home and its

surroundings, given by her en-

thusiastic niece. Elizabeth Grant
had the pen of a ready writer.

One sometimes inclines to agree
with Dogberry that "to write and
read comes by nature," so happily
and naturally do some people
and some only use those means
of enjoyment. The pleasantest
writers are such as set no great
store by their own writing.

" We
of this sort of temperament cannot

help noting down our sensations,"

says the Highland lady, carelessly.
" Our descendants can very easily

put our observations in the fire,

should they not value them."

Fortunately her descendants

wero better advised. But it is

by no means with an account of

her own "sensations" that Eliza-

beth Grant occupies her pages.
The air of the Grampians does

not seem favourable to self-con-

templation, and she was too deep-

ly interested in her life and the

people round her to have leisure

for it. Gentle and simple, the

chief and the shepherd, the grand-
mother and the toddling bairn, the
fine lady visitor and the Spey
"floater's" wife, they were all

equally interesting to the delicate,

keer-eyed little lady growing up
among them. Life was an en-

grossing drama to her, and these
the dramatis personce. She catches
the look on a passing face, the
tone of a humorous voice, the way
a resolute woman folds her plaid
about her, the way an old couple
can quarrel without speaking, the
clevor resource of a busy wife, the

pathos of a silent man's violin.

And yet the ways of the past or
the passing generation had almost
more fascination for her than the

doings of her own. She must
have been an admirable listener,
so many tales of old days are

garnered in these Memoirs, tales

of Macalpine and his poor, pas-
sionate widow; of Grants in-

numerable; of the hard-fighting
Shaws struggling to the last

against fate and the Grants to

keep possession of their forfeited

lands, till their chief was killed,
and Laird James, his enemy,
buried him deep beneath his own
seat within the kirk, every Sunday
when he went to pray stamping his

feet upon the heavy stone he had
laid over that insulted corpse.
With tales like these in her ears,

and the very scenery of such doings
before her eyes, Elizabeth grew up.
No wonder that the dramatic in-

stinct was strong in her! With
the primitive passions of love and

hate, devotion and revenge, she had
been familiar from a baby. Still

she learned her lessons, mended
her clothes, and practised the piano
like a well-brought-up young lady.
It was only that she had a quicker
eye for character, a keener sense

of the ludicrous, a more active

mind than most very young ladies.

She was not self-possessed, but
nervous and easily over-wrought.
She was not soft-hearted, and the

critical faculty might perhaps have
been a little too strong for her

sympathetic instincts, had it not
been for a vivid imagination, that

preserver of so many kindly vir-

tues ! There was not a trace of

sentimentality in the girl. When
she tells a touching story she tells

it with that absolute simplicity
which is more expressive than the

finest flight of fancy. The story
of the Highland shepherd's young
widow (on p. 207) is a model of
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how such a quiet tragedy should

be written. And Elizabeth tells

not a few such : she has the gift
of narrative, and not one story is

spoilt by the least effort for an
artistic manner. Evidently our

great-grandmothers knew how to

write
; they were not too self-con-

scious about it.

One naturally lingers over this

part of the Memoirs, which has

the freshness and courage and in-

definable attraction of youth. But
meantime Elizabeth Grant had

grown up. She was promoted to

flounced dresses, teawith her elders,

and what was called company ;
but

she frankly admits that " in the

ordinary run of houses, company
was anything but pleasant." In
the winter, however, her father

removed with his family to Edin-

burgh, and then began a new kind

of life for the young lady on her

promotion. Dinners and routs

and balls occupied her for four

months every evening, and six

masters a -week claimed what re-

mained of her mind every morning.
It was all very exciting, but not a

little exhausting. The plain, thin

child, of whom her mother's most

obliging friend could only predict,
"Elizabeth will certainly be very
lady-like" had blossomed into a

pale, thin beauty, with shining
auburn hair. She was a decided

success in her first Edinburgh
season, and her mother's ambition
was gratified. There were a great

many prettier girls than herself,
Elizabeth notes with charming
candour, and proceeds to give their

names. One cannot help thinking
that much of her success must have
been due to her own bright wit
and charm. For a while she en-

joyed it all heartily and happily ;

then came the awakening to sor-

row. Elizabeth shared the common
fate

;
she fell in love with a friend

of her brother's, a brilliant and at-

tractive young man, who was

honestly and deeply in love with
her. No opposition to the ac-

quaintance was made by their

parents, and only when the affec-

tions of both were deeply engaged
did they discover that there was
a standing quarrel between their

fathers, some old sore that would
never be healed, and in consequence
of which the marriage was ab-

solutely forbidden on both sides.

Elizabeth and her lover were a

high-spirited pair, they refused

to be parted.

"We were young, we were very
much in love, we were hopeful ; life

looked so fair, it had been latterly so

happy, we could conceive of no old

resentments between parents that

would not yield to the welfare of

their children. He remembered that

his father's own marriage had been an

elopement, followed by forgiveness
and a long lifetime of conjugal felicity.
I recollected my mother telling me of

the Montague and Capulet feud be-

tween the Neshams and the Ironsides,
how my grandfather had sped so ill

for years in his wooing, and how my
grandmother's constancy had carried

the day, and how all parties had,
' as

usual,' been reconciled. Also when
my father had been reading some of

the old comedies to us, and hit upon
the Clandestine Marriage, though he
affected to reprobate the conduct of

Miss Fanny, his whole sympathy was
with her and her friend Lord Ogleby,
so that he leaned very lightly on her
error. He would laugh so merrily,

too, at the old ballads,
' Whistle and

I'll come to ye, my lad,'
* Low doun

i' the broom,' &c. These lessons had
made quite as much impression as

more moral ones. So, reassured by
these arguments, we agreed to wait,
to keep up our spirits, to be true to

each other, and to trust to the chapter
of accidents."

But the chapter of accidents

betrayed their trust. When they
would not yield to authority,

family lawyers were employed,
who argued with them in vain.
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Then the young man's mother

took her own course ;
she used

the cruel kindness of a woman,
won the girl to listen by carry-

ing her a letter from her lover,

then recounted all the sorrows she

would bring on him by marrying
him, and appealed to her to set

him free, as he could not honour-

ably release himself. Generous
love is not always wise. Elizabeth

was overborne by the sophistry,
and broke her engagement on the

spot. The older woman had judged
rightly how to gain her point, but

the younger one had her youth
spoilt and her whole nature embit-

tered by that one day's work.
It was many a year before she

knew the taste of happiness again.

Nothing is so common as an un-

happy love-affair. To some people
the commonness of it detracts so

much from the tragedy, that they
look on as Hamlet's mother looked
on at death

;
but others feel as

Harriet did when he made his

bitter rejoinder to her :
"
Ay,

mach.m ! it is common." One does

not envy the person who could

read the story of Elizabeth Grant
and her lover without sorrow. A
sentimental girl would have suf-

fered less
;
but she was quite un-

accustomed to trifle with her feel-

ings. Even as an old woman she

could never revert to that long-

past grief of her youth without a

pang. But she kept to her re-

solution, enduring her lover's re-

proaches ; and when health and

spirits failed completely under the

trial, her mother encouraged her
in tlie path of duty by declaring
that "such affectation was unen-
durable. Girls in her day did as

they were bid without fancying
them selves heroines."
The family must have been glad

to find itself at home in the High-
land 3 again the following summer ;

boat ing and fishing and picnicking

in Glen Ennich, seeing old friends

instead of new, and gathering in

force for the Inverness Meeting.
The winter of 1816-17 found them
all in Edinburgh again, however,
and every succeeding winter like-

wise. Although they did not
know it, their father had involved
himself in very serious difficulties,

and the state of his affairs rendered
some kind of action necessary.

By the advice of his friends he re-

turned to the Scotch Bar, and
soon had a good deal of work to

do as an advocate. Had it not
been for his English interests, and
that most unfortunate seat in the

House of Commons, he might yet
have retrieved his position. But
he was one of those brilliant men
who are not born to succeed. His
talents were too many for him

;

and he had not the hum- drum

faculty of sticking to any one

thing to the end. So misfortune

overtook that gifted gentleman,
Grant of Rothiemurchus.
Meantime his amiable wife and

his three fair daughters, happy in

their ignorance of the impending
catastrophe, adorned the society
of Edinburgh winter after winter.

They danced and they dined, and

they shone in all directions
; they

read history, and practised their

accomplishments, and enjoyed a

great deal of consideration, but no
more than they felt to be their

due. They did kind actions too,

and played on the harp how they
did play on the harp ! They dis-

tressed themselves sometimes over

the inferiority of certain vulgar
relations, whose manners they
tried hard to improve, but without

success. One really pities the

elegant Elizabeth when she is

obliged to walk "in the public
street" side by side with that

afflicting girl Amelia, whose skirts

were so short and whose tongue
was so loud.
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But there were plenty of pretty

girls to make friends with, whom
they honestly liked and admired

;

and the society of Edinburgh in

those days was packed full of

interest, of beauty, birth, intellect,

and oddity. Elizabeth gives the

most diverting description of it all,

running on from an evening party
at home to a trial in the Parlia-

ment House, from the Lady
Logie's economical housekeeping
to the fierce eloquence of Lord

Eldin, or the first quadrille danced
in Edinburgh ;

and all in the same
vein of amused unreserve, delight-

ing in her own reminiscences, and

delighting her readers by her

perfect naturalness and a kind

of easy brilliance which flashes

out every now and then in her

rapid characterisation of men
and things. When a Scots-

woman adds as the Highland
lady did a certain warmth of

imagination and humour to her

inborn shrewdness and alertness

of spirit, she is the best judge of

everyday character this world can

show, and the most amusing ex-

ponent of it. She does not try

nights or probe depths ;
but she

watches her neighbours and uses

her wits. She is not very deeply
shocked at a mercenary marriage.
"The square Maitland face was
not improved by the Tod connec-

tion, though the family finances

benefited by it," says Miss Grant,

impartially. She is very far from

being insensible to good looks :

her sympathies are always more

easily engaged on their side.

"Did I forget to name Duncan
Davidson among our particular
friends? A finer, simpler, hand-

somer, more attractive young man
was never ruined." A great many
odd vagaries she passes over with
the remark that all the mem-
bers of that family were queer
"
queerer than one ever sees people

now." A son of one such family
is vividly presented in half-a-dozen

lines.
" He was the queerest crea-

ture, ugly, yet one liked his looks,

tall and well made, and awkward
more from oddity than ungraceful-

ness, extraordinary in his conver-

sation between cleverness and a

kind of want of it." Equally
clever is the sketch of a middle-

aged maiden lady of good birth,
a beauty once, and still attractive

with her pretty manners, her quiet

gift of epigram, and her strong
aversion to vulgar upstarts,

" the

sort of people you never see in

mourning," as she calls them.
The Highland lady writes with

a certain coolness about great men,
other people's idols. She is no
hero -

worshipper, out of the

Highlands ! Her calm criticism

of Sir Walter Scott almost takes

one aback. " It was odd, but Sir

Walter never had the reputation
in Edinburgh he had elsewhere,"
she remarks, forgetting that there

the prophet was in his own coun-

try. Probably in her heart she

thought him "too Southron," as

she thought Burns's " Bonnie Les-

lie," who figures in her pages as

the Lady Logic, one of the clever-

est women in Ayrshire, she ad-

mits
;

but one does not greatly
care to hear of " Bonnie Leslie

"

in prose. She remains for all time

what Burns called her, a queen :

and we choose to keep her on her

throne.

When the country mouse be-

comes a town mouse, there' must
needs be a certain change in her

point of view. We prefer the

chapters on the Highlands to any
in these Memoirs ;

but many
people will prefer the chapters
on Edinburgh, and not unnatur-

ally, for the sake of personal in-

terests, well - remembered charac-

ters, familiar names, and that

relish of wit which pervades the
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whole. The Memoirs were never

intended for publication, and that

fact should be kept in mind by the

few who might otherwise resent

their candour as well as by the

many whose withers are unwrung.
Elizabeth Grant has been at least

as outspoken about her own faults

as a 3out her neighbours'; and there

is something one cannot but la-

ment in the fact that all the world
has been made acquainted with

her own ill-conduct, afterwards so

bitterly repented of, when she in-

dulged in one flirtation after an-

other for the express purpose of

wounding and disappointing the

mother who had caused her suffer-

ing. Perhaps we are wrong in

thinking that any family memories
should be held sacred. Popular
opinion seems to incline the other

way, and we had better all take

care how we leave memoirs be-

hind us at least, if they are

written with half the talent and

spirit of the Highland lady's. But
with that reservation, we are, most
of uh, safe enough.

It would be ungrateful to dis-

parage any part of this volume,
and bad taste as well. The worst
one can say of it is, that the first

two-thirds of the book are much

more interesting than the last.

After the Highland and Edin-

burgh days are past, the reader
feels that he could spare the trip
to Holland and the voyage to

India, the sad familiar story of a

home broken up, and the oft-told

tale of Anglo-Indian ladies suffer-

ing from the heat. One sincerely

rejoices at Elizabeth Grant's happy
marriagewith her estimable colonel.

But as for the Bombay gaieties,
the discomforts on board an In-

diaman, and the incorrigible Mrs
X., one little story from the High-
lands is worth them all, shall we
say a story of Highland babies ?

" Aunt Mary had a story that one

day a woman with her child in her

arms, and another bit thing at her

knee, came up among them ; the
horn cup was duly handed to her,
she took a 'gey guid drap' herself,
and then gave a little to each of the
babies. ' My goodness, child,' said

my mother to the wee thing that was

trotting by the mother's side, 'doesn't

it bite you?' 'Ay, but I like the

bite,' replied the creature."

Perhaps Highland babies drink

less whisky now. Many things
are changed, both for better and
for worse, since Elizabeth Grant
was a girl at Rothiemurchus.
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THE GUERRILLERO.

SOME years ago, an English

judge who was trying a theatrical

case found occasion to ask what a

guerrillero might be. The witness

to whom the question was put en-

lightened the cherished and osten-

tatiously displayed ignorance of

the bench by saying,
"A guerrillero

is a kind of Spanish swell." That
witness he was an actor had
either a profound knowledge of

the military history of Spain, or

he spoke better than he was aware
of. The guerrillero is

" the

Spanish swell
"

among fighting
men. Spain did indeed produce
during one short period a few

generals in the proper sense of

the word, the Great Captain,
Gonsalvo de 06rdoba

; Pedro

Navarro, the father of the modern

military engineer; Hernan Cortes

(of him one cannot be perfectly
sure, but if Clive was a general,
then so was the conqueror of

Mexico), and the Duke of Alva.
These names one remembers at

once, and it might be possible to
add a few. Yet when we had
searched the military records of

Spain, the list of real generals, of

those trained soldiers who have
led masses of disciplined men
through regular campaigns with

skill, and to victory, is astonish-

ingly short for a people who have

fought so much, and in their way
so well. Their roll of nominal

generals is very long, and at their

worst they have never failed to

produce good officers. Villadarias,
of the war of the

/ Spanish Succes-

sion; Mariano Alvarez, who de-

fended Gerona
; Herrasti,who made

such a gallant fight at Ciudad

Rodrigo ; Rafael Menacho, whose

premature death in a sortie caused
the loss of Badajoz ; O'Donnell,

" an
able officer, but of an impracticable

temper," says Napier, who beat

the French at Abisbal
;
and Pablo

Morillo, who opened the ball at

Vitoria, these and others were
men of whom Spain could be proud.
But after all they were but good
officers. Every nation with a mili-

tary history can show their equals,
and they were all but lost in a crowd
of bad officers for whom it would
be difficult to find a parallel.
Turn from the trained fighter

to the untrained, from regular war
to the irregular, and there is a very
different tale to tell. Dr Johnson

acknowledged that, as every nation

has its good points, Scotland was
eximious in fish for breakfast. So
even Napier, who never pardoned
the Spaniards for resisting his

adored " child of democracy,"
Napoleon, allowed that the Span-
iard was eximious as a partisan

fighter. Other nations have pro-
duced the type, as other peoples
eat fish for breakfast. But no
race of men has contributed to

history so many, or such excel-

lent, examples of the kind of

fighter who carried the methods
of an intelligent brigandage into

serious war, as the Spanish. The

philosophic historian might find a

text in this for a disquisition on
the Spaniard's doings in the world.

It is consistent with everything
else about him, that the Spaniard
should be so good as an irregular

fighter, and, save in exceptions
more or less rare at various

periods, so indifferent as a dis-

ciplined man. It has not been

by doing orderly civilised things
in government, law, thought, or

literature, or art, or colonisation,

that he has been great ;
but by a

certain sap of energy there is in

him which comes more to view in

individual achievements.
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Let, then, the following axioms,
which the critic may demolish if

he can, be laid down namely, that

the Spaniard has produced few

great generals, but many great

partisans, and that these heroes

have appeared at all times in his

history, and that they have been
as excellent in his decadence as

they were in his grandeur. Lord

Macaulay asked,
" How art thou

fallen from heaven, O Lucifer,
Son of the Morning?" when he

compared the Spain of Philip II.

with the same country as it

was at the end of the seven-

teenth century. The difference

is visible enough ; but when one
looks at the fighting of the two

periods, the question suggests
itself whether Lucifer had fallen,

or whether others had risen. The
relative positions had changed, to

the detriment of the Spaniard, but
not wholly by his own descent

from his former level. His mis-

fortune was, that the things he
was calculated to do well were no

longer sufficient. The defence of

Barcc lona against Philip V .'s gen-
eral, the Duke of Berwick, was as

heroic as the fight which Imman-
cia made against the Roman. Don
Juan de Zerezeda, the guerrillero,
whoso advice, says Berwick, I rare-

ly neglected without having occa-

sion to be sorry for my mistake,
was a man of the stamp of the con-

quistadores. If he, or his like in

the Peninsular war, Mina, Julian

Sanchez, El Empecinado, had been
let loose on another New World as

it wan circa 1500, they would have
done not less well than the Pizarro

brothers. What happened to the

Spaniard was, that at the end of

the fifteenth century and the begin-

ning of the sixteenth the occasion
fitted his virtue, and that it again
was just then particularly good.
The partisan fighter is, of course,
not peculiar to Spain. One has
met him everywhere. In the

Peninsular war there was an
Austrian deserter from the French
who gained some distinction in

that kind. What distinguishes
the Spaniard is the persistence
and prevalence of the type with
him.

Mr Ford, who wrote a treatise

on ' The Unchanging Character of

a War in Spain,' was fond of in-

sisting on this theme, and of be-

ginning with Viriatus. No doubt
he was right in essentials, since

what causes wars to be unchang-
ing in Spain is that the Spaniard
has remained always very much
what he was when he fought the

Roman and the Moor. But we
need not go back so far as the

hero of the Lusitanians. He is

too remote. Neither is it wholly
critical to linger over the did. He
fought only against his like

;
and a

man is hardly describable as an

irregular fighter in times when
there was no scientific war. The
contrast is needed and it is per-

haps first obtainable with a Span-
iard whom Mr Lang may have met
in the course of his studies in the

history of the Maid of Orleans,
but whom this article will unques-

tionably introduce to the majority
of its readers namely, Rodrigp de

Villandrando, Count of Ribadeo,

grand-nephew of the Besgue de Vil-

laines, chief of the Rodrigois, ally
of the Ecorcheurs, and "

Emperor
of all the Pillagers in France," by
the testimony of a contemporary.
This gentleman, who, like many
another in the evil times of the

early fifteenth century, was content

to be the companion and leader of

some of the most atrocious scoun-

drels who ever lived, came of an
old family of Yalladolid. Pierre

Le Besgue de Yillaines, an old

friend of all who know their Frois-

sart, came into Spain with Du-

guesclin. He obtained the county
of Ribadeo as his reward for the

part he took in much stout fight-
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ing, and in that dubious business

the killing of Peter the Cruel at

Montiel. He married his sister

to Garcia Gutierrez de Yillan-

drando of Yalladolid, from whom
in the second generation came

Rodrigo. The unthrifty courses

of his father having reduced the

patrimony of our momentary hero

to nothing, he had no more mani-

festly proper course to follow than
to do even as our beloved Dalgetty

to take a pair of stalworth arms,
andlegs conform, to the French wars.
Here he rose to such honour as be-

longs to the "Emperor of the Pillag-
ers." Of how he fought for France
in the manner peculiar to the age
i.e., largely by plundering French

peasants and burghers ; how he
served the Duke of Bourbon

;
how

he inducted a bishop at Albi by
riding up the cathedral in his

mail, and reading a threatening
letter in the choir

; how he helped
to force Bedford to raise the siege
of Lagny ;

how he made a hand-

some fortune by buying prisoners

cheap for ready money, and

screwing heavy ransoms out of

them
;
how he lent money to the

Duke of Bourbon and got lord-

ships with castles in pawn, and
married a natural daughter of the

family ; how, when chilled by the

prospect of reviving law and

order, he handed his Rodrigois
over to the king to be turned into

an ordonnance company, and re-

tired, gorged with booty and
covered with honour, to his native

Castile, the reader may learn

from "
Rodrique de Villandrando

1'un des combattants pour 1'inde-

pendance fran9aise au quinzieme
siecle," by M. Quicherat of 1'ecole

des Chartes. He died full of

years and surrounded by respect,

leaving a son to inherit the county
of Ribadeo, which he had con-

trived to vindicate to himself after

various transactions not germane
to the matter in hand. His men

carried purple surcoats, the colour

of the Prince of Asturias; but
he fought under the banner of

Aragon, the red St George's Cross

on the gold ground. King James's

friend, Gondomar, had probably
some of his blood, for the Villan-

drando line went, after the death
of Rodrigo's successor, to the

distaff, and was lost in the Sar-

mientos.

It may be that this strange

champion of the independence of

France would be classed by a strict

criticism as a condottiere and
trader in war of the stamp of our
own Sir John Fastolf, who also

made a large fortune by speculat-

ing in prisoners. But he has his

place here also, if only because

his first and, till M. Quicherat

appeared, only biographer, Hernan
del Pulgar, while giving his por-
trait among the other 'Famous
Men of Oastile,' has drawn a

picture of the perfect guerrillero
his personal qualities, the causes

of his rise to renown, and his

methods of command. Here is

the man : "He was of a comely
body, well knit together in his

limbs, and of very vehement

strength. The features of his

face were handsome, and his

carriage fierce." Rodrigo, we see,

had that which is indispensable
to him who will rule in troubled

times and by his own personal

merit, the virtue which goes out

of a man and which others wil-

lingly call authority. Also he

had the strength to endure hard-

ship and to cow rivals. Nor were

the handsome features superfluous.
It is said that the people of

Saragossa were induced to make

Palafoj their leader quite as much
because he was a fine man as

because of his illustrious Ara-

gonese lineage, and his patriot-
ism. So much for the man, and
now for his way of becoming a

leader :
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"Tliis gentleman," says Pulgar,

speaking of a crisis in Eodrigo's early

life,
'

finding himself alone and kin-

less, 11-liked by his comrades, with-

out tae support of his captain, poor
in mmey and without friends, and
in a foreign land [France to wit], had
no resource save in his good sense

and ;reat energy ;
and with another,

or t\\o others, who joined themselves
to him, he adventured with good skill

and ;reat daring to make infalls on
the country of the enemy, and levied

war on them and seized some booty,
with which he made shift to live.

This he did many times, and with
such judgment and spirit, that he

always came out safe
;
and as the

fame of his valour and of the prizes
he took was spread over the land,

man) men joined themselves to him,
and ois heart growing day by day
with his deeds, and his deeds with
his following, and his following with
the ;ains, many more joined them-
selves to him, until he came at last to

be captain of a thousand men, and
afterwards from step to step he in-

creased his band till he was captain
over ten thousand men."

There, with a few mere changes of

words to suit superficial circum-

stances, is the history of all the

guerrilleros who ever were, from

King David in the Cave of Adul-

lam, down to the Maximo Gomez
whom we hear about to-day in the

island of Cuba. First you have
the man who offers himself as

lead* r, then the circumstances

which favour his enterprise, and
then the other men in search of

prize to gather round the chief

who shows them the sport. The
cause of Mina was better than
Rodi igo's ; but his methods were
idem ical, nor would the old routier

of the fifteenth century have seen
a different man to himself in the
Julian Sanchez who was so use-

ful t > the Duke on the frontier of

Portugal. And now let us see
him in command :

" He was a
wrat iful man in places where it

behoved him to be so, and he
showed such ferocity in his rage,

that all went in fear of him. He
had two excellent conditions, the
one that he caused keep justice

among the followers he had, and
would endure no violence, nor

robbery, nor other crime, and if

any did wrong, with his own hand
he chastised him." The leader

who rules by his personal right
must always be able to say,

** I

command because I am I, and

you obey because you are you,"
and he must have it in him to

make his word good, Then it was
his second merit that Rodrigo was
a keeper of his promises with all

men, and where he took black-mail

he gave protection. Even the

irregular fighter must have some

operation not violent or casual,
else he becomes intolerable to

humanity. He plays off his own
bat, but when he is good he plays
the game.

It was not an accident that the

man by whom the Spaniards were
best known to their French neigh-
bours in the middle ages was this

magnificent specimen of the routier.

In the great wars of those times

they were not much heard of, and,
if we may trust Froissart, not

highly esteemed. Speaking in

English by the mouth of Lord

Berners, and when writing of what
he calls the battle of " Juberoth "

i.e., Aljubarrota the chronicler

says :

" I shall show some part of the con-

ditions of the Spaniards. True it is

at their setting on they are fierce and

courageous, and of great courage and

high-minded if they have advantage.

They fight well a-horseback ;
but as

soon as they have cast two or three

darts, and given a stroke with their

sword, and see that their enemies be
not discomfited therewith, then they
fear and turn their horses and fly

away to save themselves that best

may."

This is indeed only "some part
of the conditions of the Spaniards."
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It takes no account of the tenacity

they can show in defending their

towns, or of the persistence with
which they rally after each check,
and come on again. But so far as

it goes it is sound, and note that

it is the very sufficient description
of the ways of the irregular fighter
as our officers know him on the

north-west frontier, and as all in-

vaders of Spain have met him
of the man who relies on surprise,
on the first fierce rush, and not on

disciplined movements. It is not

the kind of warfare in which great
battles are won, or which is effec-

tive for the purpose of invasion

but given a country of mountains
and good positions to defend, and
what is no less necessary, namely,
time, it has its merits. These con-

ditions the Spaniard had in his

struggle with the Roman and the

Moor, and later in the wars of the

Succession, and against Napoleon,
to say nothing of his own civil

conflicts. Physical conditions and

history have combined to make
him a guerrillero, and even in his

worst times he has never failed to

be a warrior of that stamp.
The second half of the seven-

teenth century saw the very deepest

stage of Spain's decadence. The
race was exhausted as far as might
be short of extinction physically,
and its intellect was asleep. In
1640 the revolt of Catalonia, and
the secession of Portugal, broke up
the political unity of the monarchy
of Philip II. The excesses of their

French deliverers drove the Cata-
lans back to the fold, but all the
forces Spain could collect failed to

make any impression on Portugal.
Yet in this evil hour she produced
one "hidalgo of the old stamp,"
such as Sir Walter longed to see

coming forward in 1809. This was
a gentleman whose very strange
autobiography, an invaluable docu-
ment for the history of the decad-

ence, was published ten years ago

by the Sociedad de Bibli6filos. By
birth he was Don F&ix Nieto de

Silva. By inheritance, marriage,
and creation, he was Marquess of

Tenebr6n, Count of Arco and of

Guaro, Marquess of Villafiel, Vis-

count of Alba de Tajo, Lord of

Villanueva de Mesia and La
Higueruela ;

also holder of various

offices, military and administrative,
and a Knight of the Order of

Alcantara. His life was largely

passed in fighting the Portuguese,
and in the last year he wrote, by
accident as it were, and intending
no such matter, his autobiography.
It is in fact a work of edification

addressed to his sons, and the pur-

pose of the writer was to record

the many occasions on which his

life had been saved by the Virgin
of the Rock of France, a famous

miracle-working image found in a

cave in the Sierra de Francia, one
of the spurs of the great range of

mountains forming the northern

watershed of the Tagus. Each

chapter ends with the formula, or

some modification of the formula,
11 Bendita sea la Virgen de la Pefia

de Francia y su misericordia
"

Blessed be the Virgin of the Rock
of France, and her mercy. As his

adventures were many, and he

takes them in chronological order,

he gives us an account of all his

active life, and with it a picture of

wild border warfare, of forays, and

cavalry skirmishes. Here, for in-

stance, taken from an early page,
is a tale such as may nay, must

often have been told at the

tables of Northumbrian Fenwicks
and Scotch Lairds of Harden :

" In the year '57 [i.e., 1657], when
I was a captain of Horse at Ciudad

Eodrigo, I went to Sabogal to lift

cattle
;
and having so done, set them

in the vanguard with sixty horse, and
I remained behind with forty horse

to prevent the enemy in case he
should come in pursuit of us, and

presently I fell back. When the
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enemy saw me retreating he came
out with, as I judged, a hundred and
fifty foot, and on the right of the
road there ran a high curtain wall,
which they must have made ex-

pressly [for purposes of defence he

means], for it was very long, and
along behind that curtain came all

the infantry, and by the road be-
hind me some twenty other foot-

men and six horse ; one and other
came very near, for I went at the
slow pace (al paso Castellano), and
they kept firing at us and screaming
abuso. As we dropped down a slope
which falls to a stream, because we
passed out of their sight they thought
we \v ere running, and giving a great
shout; they took the hill, just as I
called out,

'

Eearguard, vanguard,
and Santiago!' when we closing with
them, those in the road let fly at

us, and then seeing that on their own
heads would it be [y viendo llevaban
en cabeza, meaning 'were hoist on
their own petard,' but that phrase is

too literary for Tenebr<5n], they threw
themselves over the wall by which
the main body was coming, which let

drive at us point-blank \a quema-
ropa--=d brMe pourpoint], when, spur-
ring our horses, we cleared the wall
and broke in among them

; and be-
cause they had said such shameful
words of us, we cut all their throats.
I do rot think that more than fourteen
or fifteen got off, whom I let go for
that they were sore hurt, and I

brought away only one black
; and

looking to see what hurt had been
done us, I found neither killed nor
wounded in my band, a mercy which
the most Holy Virgin has shown
me many times. Bendita sea la

Virgen de la Pena de Francia y su
misertcordia"

Did the men of Sabogal praise
the mercy of the Virgin of the
Rock of France 1

? The Marquess
of Tenebr6n was no witch at con-

structing a sentence, but he can
tell a tale. There are many such
as this. One cannot linger over
his various feats, or wander away
from the subject in hand to dis-

cuss the picture he gives indirectly
of that strange time. It is enough
to note him as one ia the chain of

Spanish guerrilleros to whom it

was nob given to do much more
than embitter the lives of the

Portuguese on the frontier.

Zerezeda belongs to the gener-
ation next after Don Felix, and
he had the good fortune to play
a more effectual part for his coun-

try. The main services of this

very accomplished guerrillero were

performed during the operations

preceding the battle of Almansa,
when by cutting the communica-
tions, snapping up the stragglers,
and driving in the foraging par-
ties of the Allies, he did much to

isolate them in the heart of Spain,
and so prepare their retreat and
disaster. He lives, a vivacious

figure, in the Memoirs of the
Duke of Berwick. Under the
date of 1707 the son of Arabella
Churchill has this to tell us of

the Spanish partisan, which is

interesting, first because of the

picture it gives of a fighter, and
then because the feat it records

was done at our expense :

" I had placed the Senor de Zere-
zeda in advance with his regiment of

cavalry, as being the one officer in
the army who was best qualified to

give me good information. He learnt
that a great convoy was about to start

from Alicante for the troops which
were in the Oya de Castella : upon
this he marched and took cover at
half a league from Alicante, with

eighty picked men. In place of the

convoy he saw an English battalion
come out of the town, which he al-

lowed to approach within fifty paces
of him

; then seeing that the bat-
talion was marching in column, with
its muskets slung, giving no thought
to him who was in a dip surrounded

by trees, he broke out suddenly, and
burst at full gallop into the middle
of the battalion, which had no time
either to recover or to form. He
cut down a hundred, and captured
the other four hundred with their

baggage. He had only four horse-
men killed or wounded. This was a

very daring and brilliant action
; but

then he chose his time so well, and
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profited so well by the negligence of

the enemy, that he cannot be accused
of being rash. He was perhaps the
best partisan in Europe, very enter-

prising, yet very prudent. He had
an extraordinary talent for guessing
the lie of a country ( pour la connois-

sance du pays'), and for marches and
other movements of war. I found so

much good sense in him, so much ca-

pacity, and so many ideas about our

trade, that I consulted him on every-

thing, and have often regretted not

taking his advice. I will add a cir-

cumstance which shows the char-

acter of the Spanish nation. When
Senor de Zerezeda had struck his

blow, he detached Senor de Fuen-

buena, a captain in his regiment,
with twenty horse, to push on to

the gates of Alicante, watch what
came out, and report ; for with the

few men he had he was greatly em-
barrassed by his prisoners. Fuen-
buena reported that all was quiet,
and the opportunity so good, that if

he had twenty more men he flattered

himself he could take Alicante. Zere-

zeda, in reporting this to me, ap-
proved of the offer,

*

Porque todo le

parecia poco por su gran valor
'

for all seemed a trifle to his great
courage."

The Spaniards had not changed
in aught daring the three cen-

turies and a quarter or so which

lay between the campaign of Al-
mansa and the battle of Aljubar-
rota. They still fought well on

horseback, were at their first set-

ting on fierce and courageous, and,
where they had the advantage, of

great courage, and high-minded.
This sudden onfall, the quixotic
confidence of the excellent Senor

Fuenbuena, and the solemn rodo-

montade (in the good sense of

Brant6me) so easily thrown out

by Zerezeda, were quite in the

old style, and were again to be
familiar in the Peninsular war.
It was with just such a dash as

this that Julian Sanchez snapped
up the French governor of Ciudad

Bodrigo, and brought him tri-

umphantly into the Duke's camp.

The guerrilleros of this, perhaps
the most picturesque of all wars,
were indeed the next successors

of Tenebr6n and Zerezeda. In
the interval, when Spain fought
on land it was with regular troops,
and for the most part in Italy,
where her cavalry had a very fair

reputation. At home the tradition

was kept up by the smugglers who
swarmed on the Portuguese fron-

tier, and indeed wherever the king
had a line of custom-houses. Such
work was a sad misapplication of

the national genius. The smuggler
has at all times a scandalous alac-

rity of sinking into the brigand.
Yet it is not to be denied that,

though the thing was done for an
evil purpose, this continuous scuffle

with the custom-house soldiers did

train men, who used their experi-
ence for patriotic ends when the

master brigand of history and
Child of Democracy endeavoured
to make booty of all Spain. Per-

haps the smugglers who turned

guerrilleros, and instructors in the

guerrillero's art, during those six

years, were not all lovers of their

country only. Senor Galdos, in

one of his <

Epis6dios Nacionales,'
has introduced us to an example
of the tribe who bursts into un-

affected enthusiasm when con-

templating a state of things in

which the frontier guards were
all incorporated with the regular

armies, and nothing remained to

hamper the wholesale importation
of English goods across the Portu-

guese frontier without payment of

the king's dues. Senor Galdos

could easily give chapter and verse

for Pujitos. Yet the likes of this

rascal were just as little disposed
to be controlled by the French.

When patriotic work had to be

done, and booty was to be gained at

the expense of the invader, their

knowledge of the country, their

minute acquaintance with hiding-

places, their great skill in lying
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in wut and pouncing unexpected-

ly,
T rere of inestimable value to

more honest men.

It was in the course of 1810

that our army in Portugal first

begaa to hear much of the guerril-

leros and their feats. In fact, it

saw them at work
;
for the opera-

tions of these irregulars on Mas-

sena s lines of communication were

not the least of the marshal's em-

barrassments. The Portuguese had

their share of the truly Peninsular

faculty for this kind of fighting j

and we may also dwell with pride
on th e memory of our own Trant
" a brave fellow, but a sad drunken

dog
' ; who displayed a very pretty

talent of the Mina and Empecinado
order. But though it was in this

year that we first became familiar

with the name, the guerrilleros
had been active from the first.

St Cyr, who marched into Cata-

lufia to relieve the beleaguered
French garrison of Barcelona early
in 1809, found the country swarm-

ing with them. They never had

been, and never were, long absent

while the war lasted. What, in-

deed, distinguished this struggle
from all others is the very promi-
nent part the irregulars played
in it. The partisan had been a

known figure in the Marlborough
wars in the Low Countries, but
as a subordinate, who was also

not uncommonly a nuisance to

his own side. In the Peninsular

War the guerrillero was a main
actor who contributed powerfully
to the final result. We can see

him &t work there on an unprece-
dented scale, and can get a clear

notion of his ways, of the kind of

man !ie is, and of what it is in his

power to effect. Apart from his

intrirsic merits, he has a certain

histoiical interest for us, seeing
that t here has been no small dis-

cussic n as to the respective shares

of tie English soldier and the
VOI. CLXIII. NO. DCCCCXC.

Spanish guerrillero in the final

ruin of the French in the Penin-
sula. Every page of Napier's
famous book bears trace of his

wrath with the claim of the na-

tives to a share in the victory.
It was a feeling made up of his

deep, though perhaps partly un-

conscious, anger with the Spaniards
for refusing to be delivered by
Napoleon from "a despotic king
and a bigoted Church" of the

professional soldier's dislike of the

unprofessional, and of the English
officer's pride in the superiority
and achievements of " ours." And
Napier had many supporters. Ford,
in his famous Handbook, is for

ever going out of the way to in-

sist that "we" and "our Great
Duke" did it all, and that the

babbling streams of Spanish war-

fare were of absolutely no import-
ance.

Here, as in so many angry con-

troversies, the old example of the

shield which was gold on one side

and silver on the other, and of the

knights who went by the ears over

the question what it was made of,

because each would only look at a

half, is useful. If the solid army of

the Duke had not been there to

compel the French to concentrate,

they might have been able to war
down the Spaniards. But if they
had been able to unite undisturbed

against him, our army would soon

have been forced to re-embark.

Now it was the native resistance

which made it impossible for the

invaders to direct their main force

on Wellington. Spanish politicians

might be unwise, and were.

Spanish generals might be incom-

petent, and were, to such a pitch
that their soldiers lost all con-

fidence in them, and expected to

be beaten under their leadership.
With that killing fear in their

hearts, men of no race can be ex-

pected to fight pitched battles well.

2 p
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The Spaniards did not till, towards
the end of the war, they came under
the command of the "

Lord," el

gran Lord, as they called him.

Then throughout the Yittoria cam-

paign and on the frontier they did

very well. But the national re-

sistance never ceased ;
the French

could get nothing but what they
extorted at the point of the bayonet,
and they were compelled to dis-

tribute their forces in order to find

fresh fields to plunder. The mean

jealousies of the revolutionary ad-

venturers who led them, the utter

absence among the Napoleonic
chiefs of anything deserving to be

called loyalty, or a sense of duty,
or the honour of a gentleman, ac-

count for much, and were great
elements in favour of the Allies.

Yet what mainly ruined the French
was this, that they lay between
two forces the Duke waging regu-
lar war on them, and the Spaniards

harassing them by partisan at-

tacks. If they collected against
the first, the country rose and cut

off their supplies. If they turned

against the second, then the army
of Wellington struck at them. In
the repulse of Massena from Portu-

gal, in the Salamanca and the

Yittoria campaigns, we see the two
forces steadily working together,
and the result is the defeat of the

French. But since neither could

have done without the other, each
is entitled to claim at least an

equal share in the final victory.

Napier, whose reasoning faculties

might be disturbed by prejudice
and passion, but not wholly de-

stroyed, allows that the help, direct

and indirect, given bythe Spaniards
was equivalent to a reinforcement
of fifty thousand men for the Duke.
But this is an insufficient conces-

sion. If the resistance of the

Spaniards had ceased, the Emperor
could have hurled a quarter of a
million of men on Portugal, and in

that case it was not an addition of

fifty thousand Englishmen to the

forty thousand or so he had already
which would have averted the

necessity of re - embarkation for

Wellington.
When we recognise that these

leaders of the national resistance

of Spain were not mere casual

helpers, useful friends now and

again, but indispensable allies,

they must needs grow in interest

and importance for us. They are

more than mere picturesque fig-

ures. Now these leaders were the

guerrillero chiefs. The regular
armies might be scattered, but

fragments of them lived as par-
tidas and guerrillas, those bands
which went on warring on plain
and mountain. All regular gov-
ernment might be swept within

the walls of Cadiz
;
but the French

could not take their hand off the

most apparently submissive dis-

trict without the certainty that

some Pastor, or Marquisito, or

Longa, or Empecinado, or Julian

Sanchez would raise his head, and
that a force capable of destroying

convoys, and formidable to small

posts, would spring up around him.

They could not collect a fifth, or

even a sixth, of their total force

on the frontier of Portugal, but

there came a fierce recrudescence

of the partisan war. When defeat

compelled them to make a great

effort, they could only collect an

army by evacuating large parts of

Spain. Soult's retreat from Anda-
lusia is only one case among many.
The fortunes of Badajoz show the

whole Peninsular war in little. It

was lost by the misconduct, per-

haps the treason, of a general, the

scoundrel Imaz. It was retaken

by the heroic effort of the Duke's

army, but we had time to retake

it, because Marmont was so busy

clearing his neighbourhood of guer-
rilleros that he could not march
in time to the relief. At the

height of the French power King
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Joseph the Intruder, the Bottle

King, the One-eyed King (this

final nickname gave him infinite

annoyance), hardly dared to look

out of the windows of his great
whito palace at Madrid for fear of

the Empecinado.
Tbis man, who was a typical

guerrillero chief, has been more

fortunate than most of his brothers

in arms, in that he has not wholly
wanted a sacred bard. Sefior Gal-

dos has made him the hero of one

of the *

Epis6dios Nacionales,'

a series of stories clearly enough

inspired by Erckmann-Chatrian,
but always readable. Their idio-

matic; Spanish is a lesson even to

those not ignorant of the language,
and the reader who wishes to know

something of the modern history
of Spain might do worse than

take bhem in order from Trafalgar
to " Un faccioso mas y algunos
Frail 38 Menos" "One agitator
the more, and some friars the

less." Juan Martin Diez was an

old soldier who, when the French
allies of Carlos IV. suddenly
assumed the character of would-

be conquerors, was living obscurely
as a dairyman in his native town
of Castrillo de Duero. Hence his

name of El Empecinado. There
is a little stream called the Pecina

th Pitchy by Castrillo, and
the townsmen are known to the

humour of their neighbours as the

Empc cinados, or be-pitched. A
priva:e wrong first drew Juan
Mart n into the field. Some wan-

dering band of French stragglers
murdered his old parents, and he,

selling his beasts, putting money
in hi* purse, and a trabuco i.e.,

blunderbuss on his shoulder, went
to se< k revenge in fighting for his

country, not in the ranks of the

army, but as a free partisan. His
method of going to work has been

already described by Hernan del

Pulgar. As Rodrigo de Villan-

dranco grew from the masterless

adventurer prowling with one or

two companions to be the captain
of thousands, so El Empecinado,
beginning as a desperate man, in-

tent on vengeance, with no band

except his former cowkeeper, who
followed his fortunes, ended in

command of a brigade formed by
himself. First one French strag-

gler was killed, yielding a musket,
some cartridges, and a modicum of

plunder. The musket went to

arm a recruit, and the band of

two grew to three. " While three

men hold together the kingdoms
are less by three." Now two

stragglers were cut off, and with

their muskets the band becomes
five. In a little while it is twenty,
and anon a hundred. Then escorts

are attacked, and detachments
tired by a heavy day's march
under a blazing Spanish sun are

surprised and despatched. At
last it comes to this, that when
Marmont on the frontier is clam-

ouring for reinforcements, whole
columns of soldiers must be sent

in pursuit of the "bandit," the

canaille of whom the regular officer

cannot speak without scorn. It is

not safe to attack the Empecinado
with small detachments firstly,

because superiority of discipline is

only fully felt when large bodies

are to be moved
; secondly, be-

cause he has taught his men a

certain necessary modicum of drill.

With a few Frenchmen,who cannot

outflank, or spare a reserve, the

Empecinado's course is easy. He
opens fire, and it tells, because

many Spanish peasants are fair

shots. Then he closes, and it be-

comes an affair of man to man in

which French conscripts or Ital-

ians dragged from home by the

Emperor to serve his ambition are

at a disadvantage, encumbered as

they are with knapsacks, and as-

sailed by mature men. A large
column can be avoided. Several

columns must be sent, and there is
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a force larger in numbers than his

own employed for weeks in hunting
the Empecinado and that while

the Emperor is writing furious

despatches to ask why a sufficient

number of men is not concentrated

to make a crashing attack on

Wellington. El Empecinado may
be beaten in action, but that is

little to a leader who has no com-
munication to guard, no basis of

operations he need care for, no

magazines to think of. It is so

little that he can afford to dissolve

his band, when it is not his cue

to fight, giving a rendezvous, with
the certainty that the great bulk

of his following will turn up in

due course. In the last Carlist

war an officer named Camprodon,
who commanded a contra guerrilla
in the Catalan hills, found him-

self surrounded. He ordered his

men to scatter in the night, and
meet him on the parade-ground at

Gerona on a given day. Only
some half - score failed to keep
touch.

From the story of one guerrillero
we can learn in its main lines the

history of all. We must allow

that his was not a humane war-
fare. There was a basis for

Napier's charge of "
cruelty

"

against the guerrilleros. Costello

the Rifleman, in his reminiscences,
one of the most amusing of sol-

diers' books, has described a

patriot whom he met on the Por-

tuguese frontier. This hero, a
follower of Julian Sanchez, car-

ried about with him a string of

the dried ears and little fingers of

Frenchmen, which he wore as a
Bed Indian does scalps. Such
men would not be tender to the

enemy and there was one to

whom they were pitiless indeed.

That was the juramontado, the

Spaniard who had taken service

with the French. For him or

for the Spanish woman who had
taken a gavacho lover there was

never any mercy. When Mina cut
off the great convoy laden with the

spoils of Andalusia in the moun-
tains of Arlaban, he gave quarter
to the French, but he butchered
three hundred of his own country-
women and countrymen whom he
found with the enemy, as pitilessly
as the Puritans dealt with the Irish

women after Naseby. Yet the

traitors had justly forfeited their

lives, and as for the French, what

right had they to complain 1 They
allowed themselves to be the in-

struments of an Italian tyrant
who made a brutal attack on a

friendly people, they plundered,

they ravished and they were

punished. It was easy for us,

as easy as cant, to be on the

terms of "gallant enemies" with
the French. Spain and not Eng-
land was being desolated ;

the

houses burnt, the parents mur-

dered, the women violated, were
not English. For the Spaniard
it was not so simple a matter.

When we had a similar provoca-
tion in the Mutiny our hand was
not light. It may be doubted
whether some of our officers and
men had much to learn from any
Spanish guerrillero in the practice
of a refined and ferocious revenge.
There is one story in Napier which
has always struck me at least as

possessing a delightful unconscious

humour. It tells how El Cura

Merino, a parish priest who was
one of the guerrillero leaders, dis-

played a cruelty which shocked

the historian, and what happened
was this. The French general,
whose communications Merino was

molesting, had the luck to capture
the junta or committee who levied

recruits and supplies for El Cura,

together with their escort of three

men. He executed them all, as an

example to the "brigands." So

far it was well for him ;
but a few

days afterwards the guerrillero

took some hundred French pris-
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oners, and such was the incredible

ferocity of the man that he hanged
or shot twenty of them for each

meirber of his committee, and ten

of tlem for (so Spanish authorities

add) each of the escort. Then
he sent a message to the French

general announcing that he meant
to keep the remainder as a deposit,
and would draw on them as occa-

sion required. This it was which

horrified Napier, to whom shoot-

ings by a general were the custom

of war, stern but wholesome, while

counter-shootings by a partisan
were an outrage on good manners.

A man may be a great writer, and
a fins military critic, but none the

less enslaved to the idols of his

own den.

This tale of the Gura's revenge
shows us incidentally what it might
not otherwise be altogether easy
to understand namely, how the

bands were maintained. One can

understand that so soon as a

partida grew beyond a roaming
dozen or score, when it began to

be counted by the hundred, it could

no loager depend on what Dalgetty
called caduacs casual prize. But

how, then, was it fed, how clothed,
and how did it provide for its

wour ded ? The Cura's junta ex-

plains. These leaders had each
his hunting-ground, within which
he was master. So soon as he had
established his right, the Cortes

commonly sent him a commission
as colonel or brigadier. Within
his district he had a committee,
which not infrequently sat under
the vary nose of the French officer

in command of the occupying force.

This committee levied a small tax

per house, which the patriotic paid
willii gly, and the unpatriotic from
fear. It handed on the funds to

the w ir-chest of the chief, arranged
for tiie wounded, raised recruits,
and r egotiated with the smugglers
who {Applied themselves during the
war to bringing English muskets

and gunpowder from the Basque
coast. Mina levied a tax on all

importations from France other

than contraband of war, which he
would not suffer to pass at all or

not without fighting. The French

paid, because if they had refused

they could not have brought in a

suit of clothes or a bottle of wine

under the protection of less than a

battalion. The guerrilleros had an

operation not violent or casual.

They made an administration

which existed unseen, but not un-

felt, side by side with the French.

Thus they organised and main-

tained those bands which so

Marbot tells us were compared
by the French soldiers to swarms
of pigeons, which may be frightened

away but always come back. Al-

lowing for the gasconnade of the

nation and the writer, the com-

parison is neat. Yet these pigeons
were seldom frightened away with-

out some expenditure of French

lives, and the cost of driving them
off in the six years of the war was
enormous. Something else they
did not so admirable, though it

may be inevitable. They provided
the machinery which was to pre-

pare and direct sixty years of civil

war. Before the French were ex-

pelled, the Catholic and Royalist

guerrilleros, the truest represen-
tatives of the fundamental beliefs

of the Spanish people, were begin-

ning to talk of the next duty before

them to wit, the effectual suppres-
sion of the Liberals at Cadiz, with

their new-fangled foreign maxims.

The Serviles, Royalist Volunteers,

Apost61icos, and Carlists were the

survivors and successors of the

patriotic guerrilleros of the war of

independence. But there has been

enough of our friend the parti-

san, and his thread can be cut at

his noblest part as he is firing his

last shot at the French while they

disappear through the passes of the

Pyrenees.
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THE CHINESE IMBROGLIO.

THE free discussion on the affairs

of Farther Asia, which may be
said to have raged in the news-

papers since Christmas, has done

something to clear the air. One
or two salient points jut out like

church steeples above the mist of

the valley. The ambitions of the

Powers stand revealed ;
the eagles

have been unmasked
;
and the re-

lations of the contending elements

are no longer ambiguous. We
have, as the central figure, the

Chinese Government, weak and ill-

organised, the common victim.

Then the three predatory Euro-

pean Powers intent on the dis-

memberment of the Chinese empire,
the natural consequence of their

appropriation of its territory.

Thirdly, we have the disappointed

spoiler, Japan, who can no more

agree with the trio than one dog
can agree with another respecting
the possession of a bone. Fourthly,
we have Great Britain, whose vital

interests are bound up with the

independence of China, according
to the resolution of the House of

Commons, but who falters in her
defence of that independence,
the attack on which is energetic
aijd concentrated, the resistance

incoherent and nerveless.

Of these four factors in this

great world -problem for such

undoubtedly it is China deserves
our first consideration, were it only
by right of seniority. She is the
oldest living State, and the most
successful in the world's history if

the greatest good of the greatest
number be accepted as a criterion,

who, having outlived her seclu-

sion, has been found wanting in

military organisation, and been

conquered by modern weapons.
Hence it comes about that her
vast territory and her 350 millions

of souls, industrious and civilised,
are held by the Christian States

as of no more account than a whale
that has been stranded on our
coast would be held by the neigh-

bouring fisher-folk. She is treated

as the lawful prey alike by upstart

Japan and upstart Europe. Her
four thousand years of "effective

occupation
"
counts for nothing in

her title to peaceable possession;
whence we may usefully draw the

general inference that neither dip-
lomatic formulae nor sealed parch-
ment is of avail against aggression,

without artillery behind them.
In a word, the reign of force is in

full vigour from the rising to the

setting of the sun.

The statesmen of China had

forebodings of what was coming
upon their country. The steady
advance of Russia has been

watched by them with fatalistic

apprehension for a generation

past. Japan was under a similar

apprehension, and it might have
been expected that common-sense
would have dictated a common
defence and a close understanding
between the two Far Eastern

Powers. Sentiment alone pre-
vented. There was, however,
another Asiatic ally on whom
China placed a vague reliance,

and that was India. The modera-

tion, liberality, and justice of

British intercourse had made an

impression, and given the Chinese

Government confidence in the

good intentions of Great Britain ;

and having had tangible proofs of

the interest felt by her in the

preservation of order in China, it

was only natural that her states-

men should look to this country
for support in emergencies.

For a government so devoid of

initiative, it is indeed surprising
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how many tentative efforts China

did put forth in order to draw
closer to Great Britain. Missions

to India were undertaken and

messages were sent confidentially

inviting trustworthy officers to

come and acquaint themselves

with the resources, the require-

ment;-, and the ideas of China,
but :io intelligent response was
ever forthcoming. One officer,

indeed, was sent, but the nature

of his mission and the mode of

carrying it out proved that India

had :io conception of the oppor-
tunities offered to her for consoli-

dating her defensive position.
Still the idea of an intimacy be-

tween the two Asiatic empires
slumbered on in the Chinese

mind, but no Englishman of the

requi site capacity ever appeared to

take hold of the hand thus ob-

scurely held out. It is necessary to

make some allusion to these lost

opportunities in order to account
for the present despair of China, a

feelirg which was finally forced

upon her by the abdication of Great
Brita in in the convulsion caused by
the Japanese invasion. Up to the

outbreak of that war it was British

guidance onwhich China ultimately
leaned : it was by British advice

that, against her own judgment,
Chinj i despatched a force to Korea
to quell an insurrection there, a

step vvhich served Japan as a pre-
text for landing her troops and

occu{ying the capital of that

kingdom. But when once China
becar ie involved in the throes of a

struggle into which she had been
thrust by the mistaken urgency of

her a ivisers, British guidance and

sympathy completely failed her.

Then, and then only, did Eussia,
the sver ready, step into the

vacated place; and China, in

ordei to get rid of the Japanese
invac ers, was fain to accept Rus-
sia as her friend and protector. By
that act China lost her indepen-

dence, whether temporarily or per-

manently depends as much as any-
thing on the perspicacity and the
resolution of the British nation at

the present moment
; for no other

has at once the will and the power
to infuse new life into the Chinese

body politic.

Of the Powers who are engaged
in breaking* up China, Eussia,

though in a sense the ringleader,
stands on a higher moral platform
than her two allies. For the
Eussian advance in Asia is, taken
as a whole, a natural process. She

bulges, absorbs, and assimilates,

rarely by other than peaceful
means. Her attitude towards
China was studiously correct up
till 1896 or even 1897. It is

true that Count Cassini, Eussian
Minister in Peking, endeavoured to

push his advantages to extremes,

emulating the feats of Mouravieff
and Ignatieff, in which he was ably
seconded by his confrere M. Gerard,
the Minister of France; and the

species of ( ' Newcastle programme"
which he endeavoured to force on
the Chinese, and which is known
as the IC Cassini Convention,"
afforded an unmistakable indica-

tion of what Eussian designs

really were. No doubt the Chinese
officials allowed these pretensions
to leak out in order, by publicity,
to warn the world of what was

threatened, and to enlist the sup-

port of other Powers in their re-

sistance to the Cassini demands.
But whatever there may have been
in the projected treaty, it was quite

superseded by the conversations

held in St Petersburg and Moscow
between his Imperial Majesty the

Tsar and the Chinese Ambassador
Li Hung Chang in 1896. The

requirements of Eussia as conveyed
with exquisite deference of manner

by the Tsar were reduced to a few

simple points connected with the

shortening of the route of the

trans-Siberian railway, by carry-
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ing it through Manchuria, and so

cutting off the great bend of the

Amur. But there was one point
in these private audiences no
Minister being present which,

though not mentioned in our

previous reference to the incident,
1

may most appropriately be added
now. The Chinese envoy had had
some experience of the exigencies
of the Cassinis of the Russian ad-

vanced-guard, military and civil,

all eager for distinction; and he
intimated to his Imperial Majesty
his misgivings as to these zealous

officials being always actuated by
the humane sentiments expressed

by the sovereign. The Russian

saying that "the Tsar is far off"

no doubt suggested both the basis

and the remedy of such fears
; and

it is no undue stretch of imagina-
tion to trace the outcome of that

important dialogue in the special

embassy which has just been sent

to St Petersburg to plead the cause
of Port Arthur before the Autocrat
in person.
As illustrative of Russian meth-

ods of diplomacy as well as of the
aims of her political strategy, the

legend of Port Arthur is a most
instructive lesson. How has it

arisen? For many years the
desire of Russia for an ice-free

outlet on the Pacific has been

recognised as legitimate and nat-

ural. And since the completion of

the trans-Siberian railway has been

brought within sight, the need of

such an outlet at the sea terminus

may be said to have become a mat-
ter of cosmopolitan concern. The

question of satisfying this reason-

able want without encroaching on
the territories of other countries
was one which it was thought
would not baffle international

courtesy and ingenuity to solve.

When this kind of talk began the

great war-port of Vladivostock was

ice-bound for at least four months

every year. But it is so no longer.
Since 1893 the harbour has been

kept open throughout the winter

by a steam ice-breaker, and the ice-

free port is thus an accomplished
fact. The whole pile of arguments,
therefore, based on the need of

such a port, falls to the ground.
But the legend has recently

taken a tremendous leap. The
demand for an ice-free port in the

Pacific has been shifted by a

thousand miles or so from the

ocean littoral to the very inner

waters of China, and it now means

simply Port Arthur. We are con-

stantly told that we have invited

Russia to come there where we
had as much right to " invite

"
any-

body as to Antwerp, but let that

pass. The rapid development of

the legend affords clear testimony
to the subtle influence which the

Russian propaganda are daily exer-

cising over the English press.
Port Arthur has nothing to do
with the "ice-free port"; it be-

longs to a different order. If

Russia is not satisfied with a ter-

minus of the railway within her

own territory, there are other ports

infinitely better suited for her pro-
fessed purpose, or, to be more

accurate, to the purpose attributed

to her by our officious press, than
Port Arthur, which, while pos-

sessing no commercial advantages,
is a ready-made fortress, with capa-
cious basin, dry docks, and work-

shops. Port Arthur is China's

last line of defence, the key of her

capital. A foreign possessor of

that fortress would hold the

Government itself in a noose. It

is not a common territorial ques-

tion, not the strategical domina-

tion of the potentially rich pro-
vinces of Manchuria ;

it is not even

mutilation and dismemberment,
but Governmental paralysis and

1 "The Crisis in China," 'Maga,' February 1898.
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general anarchy which is involved

in the Russian occupation of

China's only stronghold. China is

build: ng war -
ships in Europe.

What shall she do with them when

completed, with every available

port in the possession of foreign
Powe rs ? And if her Government
is forced to sell these vessels to the

first bidder, because she has no

port i:i which to shelter them, what,
we may ask, will become of its

presti &G and authority 1 And yet
some of our newspapers do not

scruple to proclaim with daily
iterat.on that Mr Balfour invited

Russia to take Port Arthur !

Though indiscreet, premature,
and indifferently authenticated,
some of the telegrams which have
been poured in upon us from China
and fiom different parts of Europe
during the past two months in

rapid succession, have unintention-

ally r< vealed the modus operandi
of the Russian, and we may add
the Russo-French, proceedings. It

is the same which has been in

operation since 1895. The method
is vulgarly called "bluff." The
wires aave been pulled with much
skill, if we may judge by the effect

produ< ed. The two arch-schemers

were, of course, Count Cassini and
M. Gerard, who plotted together,
first ir Peking, and more recently
in Paris, giving effect in detail to

all tho articles of the non-exist-

ent Convention, defeating all pro-

posals tending to preserve the in-

depenc ence of China, and mak-

ing v< ry pretty play with the

news ugencies. It was by sheer

bluff ,hat the French Minister

compelled the violation of the

Anglo- Chinese agreement regard-

ing the Shan States, and obtained

immense concessions in Southern
China. Bluff again kept the West
River closed, except in the lower

reaches, and forbade the opening
of Ta - lien - wan and Nanning to

trade. Finding the game a pay-

ing one, it has again been tried

with regard to Port Arthur
whether successfully or not is not
known at the time of writing.
The startling announcements of

ultimatums, protests, five days'

notices, and various threats impos-
sible of execution, are all in the

programme ;
and if these devices

have not secured all that was
talked about, they have at least

gained a new vantage-ground for

favourable compromises.
It would be affectation to ignore

that much of this blank cartridge,
not from the Far East alone but
from various other quarters, has

been directed towards Great
Britain. How have we received

it? As a general rule we have
elected to consider ourselves, like

a regiment defeated in a sham

fight, disabled, and have there-

upon permitted the umpire of

international opinion to rule us

hors de combat. We have receded

before the mere trumpets of the

opposing hosts. So long and so

systematically have we pursued
this course, that the coolest of

outside observers have come to

reckon on our retreating attitude

as surely as on the sequence of

natural phenomena. The acts of

Government, without distinction

of party, have countenanced this

theory, and the press ministers to

the universal belief, until the ques-
tion begins to be asked whether
there is any point at which we will

turn and resist the hustling tactics

of our rivals.

So precipitate has been the

descent, that we have lost the

traces of the stages by which we
have climbed down, and are there-

fore able to see nothing behind us

but a sheer precipice while we are

wilfully blindfolded to the abyss
that lies before. The most serious

of our publicists seem unable to

imagine any intervening space
between the assertion of our com-
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monest rights and open war.

With striking unanimity the week-
lies deprecate any action in the

matter of the Russian attempt to

capture the peninsula of Liaotung
with its fortress, and accuse all

who are of a contrary opinion of

a mad purpose of going to war
with all the world. Some of them
force the argument by professing
to believe that such a war would
involve our landing an army corps
in Manchuria. All this of course

is the merest rant.

We venture to tell these gentle-

men, and the Government and
the country, that if the inter-

national policy of Great Britain

becomes reduced to the single
article of escaping war, no surer

way could be devised of being over-

taken by that calamity, possibly
under disastrous conditions; or,

in the alternative, of falling into

the position into which China has

been brought through following
those very maxims which are

being preached to us from so

many pulpits.

During the past fifteen years
we have been confronted with a
succession of problems which we

ought to have faced, and could
have done so with ease, but we
shirked each one as it came up
on the plea that it was too small.

These evasions have been accumu-

lating, like a spendthrift's debts,
at compound interest, until they
have swollen into a problem which
we are again shirking because it is

too big. Let any sensible man or

woman say whether that is the

way to hand down to our chil-

dren the glorious heritage of our
fathers.

Much as we have unquestion-
ably lost in diplomatic authority by
a continuous course of surrender,
we are not yet so bankrupt in re-

sources as that we have no more
left but to cross bayonets. With
all our self-imposed disadvantages

we have, even in Peking itself, al-

ready seen some little result from

putting
" more starch in our

collar," and a frank reversal of

our tactics, there and elsewhere,
would without doubt enable us

to recover a portion of our lost

ground, and yet keep the peace.
We have but to convince the

world, friendly and unfriendly

alike, that we are serious, and the

war-cloud will fade away. Con-
sider the practice of neighbour-

ing nations all busy with schemes
of aggression, but not in the least

deterred from their pursuit by the

spectre which seems to paralyse
us. We retreat before the storm,
and the more we retreat the more
it appears we are haunted by the

terror we flee from. Obviously
there is something radically wrong
in all this, and perhaps if we
were once to turn and face the

spectre it might vanish like a

vision of the night.
Those who in effect counsel

yielding to all demands for fear of

war admit in the abstract that

there is a limit to complacency,
that there are national interests

for which we should even be

obliged in the last resort to fight.

But that limit and those interests

are always in the vague; they
never come within the sphere of

practice. It appeared last January
that a point had been reached

which set a British squadron in

motion in the Far East, and with

some apparent result. Whether
the reinstatement of Mr M'Leavy
Brown in his position in Korean
service was a national interest,

and whether, if so, it was one of

sufficient gravity to place in the

hands of the admiral, are questions
which we are not concerned to

answer. But in any case, it was
a paltry affair in comparison with

the interests which now hang in

the balance in China
;
and if the

saving of a British subject from
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dismissal was worth a naval dem-

onstration, the saving of the in-

dependence of China is worth

a war.

The statesmen of past genera-
tions understood our interests in

China better than those who have
more recently led the country.

They knew the conditions neces-

sary tc the protection and develop-
ment of those interests, and the

treaties they made are models of

far-sighted statesmanship. The

policy they embodied was based

on the preservation of China as

an independent State, on the

strengthening of her defensive

power, and on the reform of her

administration. Where that wise

policy has failed has been in its

execution by successors who did

not line to its level. But our
interest remains always the same,
the consolidation and expansion
of our trade. And the prime
conditions of that expansion are

what they always were : orderly

government in China, facilities

of comiaunication, moderate tariffs,

freedom of intercourse. How
much has Great Britain done
almost alone to secure those

conditions ! It was no small

achievement with the means then
available to open the door for

all nations to enter and trade
with China, and to regulate the
earlier intercourse. The final

suppression of the great rebellion

which ciestroyed the population in

million!; was mainly due to the
merciful interposition of Great
Britain though the honourable
share which French soldiers,

sailors, and priests took in the
beneficent work is too apt to be
overlooked in this country. The

only department of the administra-
tion which has been reformed and
rendered efficient, the Maritime
Custom

5,
was a boon conferred on

China by British initiative. This
last is aot only in itself an im-

portant institution, but it stands
as the model and nucleus for all

future reforms in China, without
which the empire must decline

and fall.

It is not, therefore, any new or

revolutionary policy which is re-

quired of this country;, it is simply
a return in fact as well as in

theory to the healthy traditions of

the forties, fifties, and earlier six-

ties. Her Majesty's Ministers

have promulgated their adherence
to those principles ;

the House of

Commons has affirmed them by
an overwhelming majority \

and it

only remains for the country to

see that those theories are reduced
to practice. We stand for the
"
open door " and "

equality of

opportunity," but both are ex-

cluded by alienation of Chinese

territory. There can be no equal-

ity of opportunity while English
adventurers are warned off a large
section of Chinese territory because

their exploitations would be dis-

agreeable to Russia
;

while the

French Foreign Minister gives
notice that the resources of South-

ern China are exclusively reserved

for France
; and while Germany is

claiming the economic monopoly
of a whole Chinese province. Our
interest, if not our business, is

clearly to resist all such preten-
sions to the utmost, and by all

available and reasonable means.
There are many ways of doing
this without, as a preliminary,

declaring war against the world.

For our part, we cannot believe we
are yet reduced to such impotence
as that. There is nothing but a

craven tradition to prevent us

from reasserting our influence in

China. A strong Minister there,
backed by a strong Government
at home with the support of the

awakened intelligence of our

people, would soon work a mar-
vellous change in the position of

China. But the miracle has first
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to be worked at home. The keys
of China, no less than of India,
are in London.
As regards the Russian advance

from the north, we are told that

her manifest destiny is to absorb

Manchuria, which we are not

concerned to dispute. But that

is no reason why we should go
out of our way to accelerate or

anticipate the consummation. The
fact that we as individuals carry
the seeds of old age and mortality
does not prevent our marrying and

giving in marriage. The earth is

predestined to congelation, yet we
go on with our coal-mines just the

same. Our interests are indeed

commercial, as we are being con-

stantly reminded
j
but it is an un-

fortunate fact that we cannot
isolate trade any more than we
can anything else in life. We
cannot dissociate commerce from

politics, and in the case of China
even the dynastic factor is one
which must thrust itself into

every forecast of our commercial

position. Weak as it is, the Central

Government is nevertheless the
sole guarantee of order. Our in-

terest, therefore, is to strengthen
and support it, to press it forward
in safe paths, to ward off attacks,
whether open or insidious. It is a
lamentable circumstance that the
divisions in the imperial family
should so expose the dynasty to

dangerous attack, that one puissant

personage should subject all meas-
ures of public safety to the test of

her personal convenience rather
than to that of the national welfare,
and that the patriotic resolves

such as they are of the sovereign
should be liable to be thwarted by
a domineering and selfish will.

In these Palace dissensions are no

doubt in great measure to be found
the secret of the otherwise incred-

ible pusillanimity of China during
recent years, the submission to

German outrage, to French and
Russian menaces. Is it not as

clear as day that Russia in Port

Arthur, and eventually in Man-

churia, would be the arbiter of

these dynastic differences, and
would hold the disputants in her

hand as Napoleon held the rival

royalties of Spain in 1808? To

speak of treaty rights under such

conditions would be wilful delu-

sion. The dissolution of the empire
itself would depend on the self-

restraint or the convenience of

Russia. And there is nothing to

rise on its ruins. Now, to argue
that we can do nothing to avert or

postpone these dangers is the

counsel of despair. Half the battle

is to recognise the importance of

the duty.
And while we might by a change

in our own attitude do something
to infuse courage into the central

government at the apex of the

Chinese pyramid, there is a vast

deal which lies to our hand in

strengthening the administration

from below. Commerce is twice

blest, buyer and seller alike

draw prosperity from it, capital
and labour combine to create and

to enjoy. Our Government and

people should therefore make com-

mon cause in pushing our com-

mercial and industrial interests in

every available channel through-
out the Chinese dominions. Let

us at least have an effective occu-

pation of that field, and enable

China, to her and our advantage,
to meet the compression from

without by healthy expansion from

within.
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THE LOOKEK-ON.

: THE WORLD'S UNREST: WHY NOT THE MONEY-MARKET'S-HOW WE SHOULD CUT
Ul ; GERMAN ESTIMATE: HOW THEY WOULD CUT UP THE INCENDIARY

Ms HAN: IN VIEW, GRAND AMERICAN TRANSFORMATION PRESTIGE THE
COMPETITIVE CRITIC: MR STEPHEN PHILLIPS.

IT h but a month ago that this

gossiping page recalled the wave of

apprehension which in 1892 swept
over the whole of Europe in a kind

of moral influenza, a forecasting

apprehension, with no special ap-

pearan 36 of danger to account for

it, that the century would close in

confusion and bloodshed. But it

was not without reasonable ex-

planation. No matter what com-

mon-sense may say or science may
prove, there is something in the

death of a century which appeals

strongly to imagination. Nor do

we forget that other centuries have
ended as by earthquake and fire,

and that Europe was disturbed for

some yoars beforethe comparatively

quiet '1'2
;
and so the superstition

arose which ran its course and came
to exhaustion before the portents

appeared that were to justify it.

Perhaps it would be wrong to say
that many such portents still re-

main. At this present hour of

writing they seem to be dwindling
certainly ; yet even within the few
short Tveeks since we talked of the

superst tion, the whole world has
been simmering as a volcano will

before eruption. War was the

most frequent word wherever two
or thre3 were gathered together ;

and though presently it dropped,
peace \/as not the word that fol-

lowed, but report of hasty arma-

ment, n lobilising preparation, eager
competition in the snapping up of

war- ships. All this too may be

dropped, and, if so, good; but it

will no: be for want of material
for wide conflagration, and there

is no merit in affecting to doubt
the fact.

There are various kinds of weak-

ness, and some pass for sobriety
and strength. Of such is the

weakness that will not acknow-

ledge the existence of any kind
of danger for fear of being thought
timid, or will belittle a peril that

cannot be denied in order to gain
credit for courage and solidity.
And there is another sort of weak-

ness, or perhaps a homeliness of

mind and feebleness of imagina-
tion, which rejects the possibility,
in our humdrum day, of the con-

flict and upheaval of ancient his-

tory. The presumption seems to

be that all that sort of thing be-

longs to a romantic past, and is

too savage and extravagant for

repetition in the modern world.

They are intelligible weaknesses,

these, but they have proved one
of the greatest misfortunes of our
time and generation. Their con-

tribution to a state of things in

which we have lost the mastery
we once had (and may regain) has

been enormous ;
and although that

is perfectly plain now, their de-

lusions are still hugged. There is

some comfort in them, I suppose ;

but far better would be frank and

courageous acknowledgment that,

whatever may actually happen,

nothing visible or probable justi-

fies the idea that the time of great

political as of great terrestrial

convulsions is past. In living

memory the world has never been

in such a condition of unrest as it

is now : there have never been at
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one time so many risks of explosion
where mine communicated with

mine. This may seem a highly
coloured description of the pro-

spect, but it is the true one, though
of course the outlook may change.
And the good of telling the truth

and acknowledging it is this : Not
to recognise openly the position in

which we stand, amid so much that

is hostile or merely unfortunate,
is practically equivalent to giving

way to the hostility and sinking
to the misfortune.

Many a man must have asked

himself how it is that the Conti-

nental peoples show so little agita-
tion if there be any great chance

of disturbance, and what explains
the comparative absence of alarm

in the money-markets? Both

questions are puzzling enough to

disturb judgment, but neither, per-

haps, is very difficult. The great
Continental nations all hanging
together, they see little likeli-

hood of loss to themselves in the

conflict that is actually going on,
or of danger in the war that might
possibly arise upon it. The policy
of the several Governments is in

full accordance with the people's
desire. Their wish, their demand,
is for adventure with the purpose
of extending both empire and trade.

It is that, indeed, which makes all

the commotion of the time; and

since, so far, the enterprise of

France, of Russia, of Germany,
gratifies their pride and promises
to swell their pockets, what else

but pleasure should the people
find in the excitement of the game 1

All's well enough for them. This

is an affair which puts them in the

cheerful and interesting position
of our first adventurers in the land

of the pagoda-tree, where also

there was immense disturbance,
but not to the loss of the invading
traders. If we are consequently
troubled, what is that to the Ger-

mans, the Russians, or the French
or what beyond the gratification

of humbling a rival ? And if the

loss is to be ours, is not theirs to

be the gain? So far, then, there

is nothing in the changes which

promise to transform the princi-

palities and powers of the earth

which is at all disturbing to

the greater Continental nations.

Naturally, therefore, they show no
uneasiness. That, however, they
must feel when they consider the

chances that their provocations

may be answered by war. Against
this result they could never have
felt sure

;
but yet we must allow

that three great European Powers,
used to the thought of war and

standing together, may naturally
think themselves unlikely to be
attacked by a fourth upon any-

thing short of gross insult or inva-

sion of territory.
When now we go on to ask what

explains the comparative absence

of alarm in the money-markets,
which are very little moved by
reports that would have started a

panic thirty years ago, we find the

answer ready-made, perhaps. At
no time are these markets so sensi-

tive to political influences as they
were in our fathers' day. But
such wars as come into view when
France and this country quarrel in

West Africa, or when the public
humiliation of England becomes a

persistent, ostentatious, and not

unsuccessful point of Russian

policy, must concern the money-
markets very much indeed. There-

fore, if the markets remain steady,
while the likelihood of such wars

is seriously debated, it must be

because the financiers are con-

vinced that there can be no

fighting. They go very much by
calculation, these long-headed per-

sons ;
and their refusal to believe

in war on this occasion was prob-

ably founded on the three-to-one
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odds -which explain the magnificent
unaccustomed serenity of the Con-

tinental press and peoples. It was

not that the markets relied upon
the general desire for peace a

desire which ceases to be equal
when the odds are three to one.

The conclusion of the great busi-

ness rien was grounded on the

belief that England is too closely
" cornered

"
to interfere by force

and arms, at present, with the re-

distribution of empire in the East.
" It wouldn't do."

And that is indeed our situation,

thanks to the prolonged ascend-

ancy of the doctrinaires who ridi-

culed "prestige," laughed at that

obsolete superstition "the balance

of power," preached in all corners

the invincibility of moral force,

expourded the improvidence of

making alliances and the ruin of

being well armed, and particularly

distinguished themselves by con-

tempt for the ordinary foresight
which they called Russophobia.
When will England know the full

cost of listening to the confident

and coaceited doctrine conceited

in a double sense of the Man-
chester illuminati?

There are two things to which I

should dearly like an answer from
some p *ince of the money-markets.
The fin it is, whether there is any
reason to doubt if the Russian
Government is as short of money
as it se^ms to be whenever there is

a loan ifoot in which it is politi-

cally cc ncerned 1 Apparently, the

Czar may be deeply interested in

such a business, and yet unable
to secure the advantages which the

16-mill:on Chinese loan was sup-

posed to have offered to us, for

exampl ). Is nothing known of a

Kussiai i war - chest ? Assuming
that such a thing exists, would

financial authority be surprised to
hear that it conceals enormous

quantities of ready-money 1 What
do those gentlemen say to it who
still complain of the scarcity of

gold, though the treasures of Klon-
dike are added to the abundant

spoil of Australasia and Africa ?

Only the very learned, only those

who are most accustomed to track

the streams of currency about the

world, can inform us on the sub-

ject. But it is reasonable to think
that a semi-Asiatic Government,
more than half in love with Asiatic

methods and ideas, bent upon a

career of Eastern conquest, mis-

tress of resources known to be

great but little subject to scrutiny,
should hoard up treasure in the

Asiatic way ;
and this I shall be-

lieve till some seraphic doctor of

finance delivers judgment to the

contrary.
The other question is one that

must have stolen many times, with
all its vast romance, into the

leisure of every Jewish banker in

Christendom. Assuming a not im-

moderate conscience in the victor,
but of course remembering that

business is business, what might be

considered the probable figure at

which a British indemnity would
be set, should ever, ever, ever this

dear isle suffer the fate of France
in 1871 1 We know how enormous
the French indemnity was, and we
have heard of an iron Chancellor

who wept for three days and three

nights (off*
and on) when he learned

how easily it could be paid. The
Chancellor's grief is historical,

and we may depend upon it

that his legitimate disappointment
stands as a warning in all the

great Governments of the world.

The indemnity system (a vast im-

provement on the old plan of

imposing an annual tribute which
we owe to the Bourse) the

indemnity system is not done
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witji ',
the double lesson of Prince

Bismarck's mistake has been well

taken to heart : what, then, is the

figure at which a Bleichroeder, a

Rothschild, or a De Witte would

put the ransom of England 1 They
are sure to have worked it out

at Berlin, where there are more

pigeon-holes for such purposes than

in any other capital on the face of

the globe. In one of these pigeon-

holes, at the War Office, there is a

beautiful series of road -maps for

certain districts in England; not

English maps they have not been
trusted to but specially made by
Germans for a fancy purpose,
with ransom in the dimmer dis-

tance. Mr Bleichroeder will not

deny that in another pigeon-hole,
in another office, are carefully

prepared estimates of what such

a ransom should be, under
various possible conditions. He
could tell us what these estimates

amount to, and I wish he would.

For two reasons, however, he will

never do so. The amount is so

magnificent, even as it figures out

upon an estimate of what the

country could stand when shorn

of certain outlying properties, that

it would gratify our pride too

much. And it is so frightful
an amount that, if known, the

last chance of using those beauti-

ful road -maps would disappear.
The people of Shakespeare's

"sceptred isle" would immedi-

ately take thought of how it would
do to end their glorious story as

serfs of an association of Con-
tinental bondholders, and would
act accordingly. Good reasons,

these, for keeping the Berlin

calculations dark, small as the

likelihood is that there will be an
immediate call for them.
One estimate, which would be

a very useful supplement to the

above, has never been attempted,
I believe : estimate of the ruin

and slaughter which the principali-

ties and powers of the world will

inflict upon each other whenever

(if ever) they contend for the spoil
of a suddenly stricken British em-

pire.

Here, then, is another reason
for the system of combined pres-
sure which a certain political
writer has called "the Squeeze" !

Even at a glance we may see how
much there is in that discovery of

the Continental allies that the

ideal use of their vast armed
forces is not to attack, overrun,
and beat down in the old sanguin-

ary and expensive way, but to

persuade and dissuade by their

mere exhibition at the right times

and places. But not till this mo-
ment have I seen how essential to

the perfect working of the plan is

its most tender provision, namely,
that the squeeze shall be gentle,

shall never be sharp enough to

provoke the headlong resistance of

despair. Plainly, that would not

do. A joint and several scheme
of pressure, firmly but discreetly

applied in different parts of the

world over a wide series of years

("thrice to thine, and thrice to

mine, and thrice again to make up
nine ") gives time for the appro-

priation and assimilation of terri-

tory in a peaceful accommodating
way. But suppose British rebel-

lion against this plan at the out-

set ; suppose a sudden violence of

revolt against slow strangulation,
each stage more helpless and igno-
minious than the last

; suppose
actual outbreak of the great war
that has been so seriously talked

of by the politicians ; suppose
the English beaten by the Euro-

pean
' *

combine," which would cer-

tainly harden at the sound of the

first shot
;
and then, considering

what fears of universal war pro-

long the existence of the Ottoman

empire, imagine the mutual cut-

ting of throats over sharing the

derelict goods of Great Britain!
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Here is a prospect of contention

far more furious and widespread

(north and south, east and west,
would be involved in

it)
than that

which frightened the European
Concert so sadly last year. Safely
we miy conclude, then, that the

Squeeze is meant to be moderate,

though prolonged; and that on

any c ear indication of dangerous
resentment it will be relaxed for a

while.

The greater Continental Powers :

how much is heard of them, those

three, and how remarkably little

of the smaller Continental Powers.

They ure there, and busy and pros-

perous as ever; and yet as quiet
as mice. We must not give way
to illusions. Though there is but
one fealing in the matter, it is not

exactly true, for example, that the

world has suddenly shrunk, sud-

denly come together as might the

world in a nightmare. When it

seems that the kingdoms of the

earth ire whirling upon each other

in ever-narrowing circles, like stars

drawn from their orbits, we must
resist the sensation; the facts do
not warrant it as yet. And so it

may only be by contrast that the

smalle? States of Europe seem to

have become curiously still. We
never aear of them. They do not

speak, they do not move, except as

the ant-kingdoms do in their com-
mercial circles.

A very pretty difference of

opinion might arise upon the ques-
tion whether this is the quietude
of conl entment or of dread. High
argument stands prepared on both
sides. Are the great Powers bent
on fou iding wide dependencies in

Africa and the East? Then the
more ikely are they to put off

their desire for tempting commer-
cial territory close at hand. But
if thes > distant settlements create
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a need for additional naval stations

at home, the sense of need being
sharpened by the keen incitement

of Captain Mahan's book, why,
then, the desire for certain first-

rate seaboard territory close at

hand must be sharpened too. That
is a counter-reflection of consider-

able gravity ;
and not to mention

that one of these small States

has covetable trade property in

Africa, what if another has many
rich ready-made settlements in the

East Indies, all of the very sort

that is most prized ? Were I

a Netherlander, pondering these

things, I should not, I think, be

greatly anxious either about my
desirable ports at home or my
beautiful spice islands abroad

;
but

if troubled by one thing more
than another, it would be by the

incitement of Captain Mahan's
book.

An admirable book, but the

most incendiary of modern times.

If I could do so reasonably, I

would say that its publication
was wrong. But though that can-

not be said, I do find it reason-

able to think that it is working
a deal of mischief. The book
would be all very well if written

in a language which only Ameri-
cans and English could under-

stand, though better still, of

course, were its drift intelligible
to Englishmen alone. Besides,
we had the root of the matter in

us already. We knew of old that

sea-power is the secret of empire,
and only needed the stimulus of

some glaring peril, and his per-
suasive exhortations, to restore the

Balance of Power by the creation

of fleets corresponding in magni-
tude with those vast Continental

armies. But Captain Mahan could

not broaden to this conception of

the best use of his studies, or

perhaps found it practically im-

possible to give us the exclusive

2Q
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benefit of them. We have much
to thank Captain Mahan for, no

doubt. He has praised, justified,

glorified us as a heroic seafaring

people. What is more, at a

critical time, at the last moment,
he put heart into the resolve of

our Governments to build a great

navy and reign again at sea. If

at the same time he fixed the

attention of the Americans upon
the defenceless state of their sea-

board, we ought not to complain
of that, considering that he is

himself American. The misfor-

tune is (let us be serious) that his

teaching was as oil to the flame of

"colonial expansion" everywhere
leaping into life. Everywhere a

new-sprung ambition to go forth

and possess and enjoy read its

sanction in the philosophy of

history ennobled by the glory of

conquest. Above all, of naval

conquest ;
so that at this moment

Speculation can think of no enter-

prise more alluring than to build

war-ships for chance customers.

I doubt whether this effect of

Mahan's teachings has gone deeper

anywhere than in the United
States. Before his book was heard
of many were the signs of a new un-

easy spirit working like a ferment
in the public mind over there

;
and

all that was thought particularly
sound and true in what Mahan
had to say justified it much and
emboldened it more. The restric-

tion imposed upon political action

by the founders and establishers

of the United States, restriction

which limited the interests of the

people to home affairs almost en-

tirely, was most wise for their

day and generation; and wise it

remains. But time passes ;
con-

ditions alter; and the conditions

which made obedience to the curb-

ing of national ambition more in-

viting than indulgence at the be-

ginning of the century are passing

away at the close. Pride in being

nothing but a nation of fanners
and traders was upheld for a great

part of the interval by the gospel
that deified Work, built altars to

the Pile, and had its bible written

by the venerable Dr Smiles. But

(Mr Oobden's generation would
have groaned to hear it) that doc-

trine fails to satisfy young countries

long. There is still an irrepressible
"old Adam "

in tribes and nations

as in individual sinners; and, to

put the matter plainly, it is against
all experience that a strong, numer-

ous, capable, proud and stirring

people should be content for ever

with a historic past such as an
American citizen consciously brings
to Europe with him.

It is all right, his historic past,
and entirely honourable

; yet he
feels more and more that it is

wanting in much that his fore-

bears affected to despise and he

cannot. Widening his vision and

fixing his imagination, the cul-

ture which by hypothesis should

help him has the opposite effect

as often as not. Argue and
moralise as he may his argument
and his moralising being unim-

peachable he can but feel a differ-

ence of inferiority in his citizen-

ship. It is destitute of the splendid

tradition, the glory of conquest
and far-reaching governance, that

give to some nations a renown
which no one dreams of matching
with anything else the glory of

the greatest literature excepted.
And it is Captain Mahan, an

American, who has done more
than any other man of our time

to uphold and vivify the glories of

the conquering nations. He does

so when all the world is wildly
astir with fighting ambitions ;

and

as a consequence, or whether as a

consequence or not, the great
American republic begins a new-

career.

Not that the momentous de-

parture starts from the Cuban
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temptation, or was originally due

to Mahan's inspiring influence, or

provoked by the apparent desire

of the European Powers to fix the

republic with its long-cherished

policy of non-interference beyond
the Monroe boundary. All these

things work to the same end

strongly, no doubt
; but the change

was determined long since by the

most constant impulses, passions,
and i.ffections of mankind. They
have their way. It was never

likelj' that the American republic
would continue to repress the long-

ing for distinction which no scheme
of government could root out

from the minds of the people in-

dividually. The intention over
there was to be a great nation in

an entirely new and superior way.
The new way works on to noth-

ing tiat either is or seems supe-

rior, and with a right-about-face the

citizens of the United States are

turning to the old ways of national

ambition. Their pride in every-

thing American that is truly his-

toric
;
their pleasure in remember-

ing, recounting, picturing that

there was a time when three-

cornered hats, long waistcoats,

ruffles, and buckle - shoes were

ordinary American attire; their

cherishing of ancient mansions
built in 1790; above all, the un-

ceasing repetition of stories of the
awful war that was waged upon
each other, and yet are told in

triumph rather than in sorrow,
these are among many long-stand-
ing si^ ns of an uneasy sensibility
to the ack of nearly all that stamps
a nation with high achievement
and h storic greatness.

It is a sensibility that others

may smile at I do not. Prove it

weak, olead that the first American
ideal ^as nobler than that which
it is {jiving place to, and I say
naugh , to the contrary. Preach
that there can be no perfect or toler-

ably peaceful world as long as the

old rapacities of dominion contend
and the old conceptions of glory
flourish, and there will be no hasty
nay-word from me. But, English,
Americans, Russians, French, we
are what we are, which is that we
are what we were

;
and the old

rapacities of dominion do contend,
and no glory lifts the heart so

high as the glory of battle nobly
won. Words will not hide these

truths, nor wishes drown them.
When something indistinguishable
from a sense of home-keeping in-

feriority calls upon America to

come forth and take part in the

shaping of the world's destiny, it

is perfectly natural, and all in the

expected order and development of

things. Were I disposed to smile

at anything in what promises to

be a tremendously disturbing
transformation, it would be at the

discovery by scandalised United
States citizens of a "

jingo
"

party
in their midst : a large jingo party,
which yet is described as unim-

portant, evanescent. Other bad
names besides "jingo" are fastened

on it, and perhaps they are de-

served
;
but it should not be called

unimportant, evanescent. Neither
is

"
jingoism

"
a sufficiently re-

spectful name for the rising spirit
in American affairs, which, with
its fleets building, and its enthus-

iasms kindling, and its hidden

spark in the heart of the most
orthodox citizen, is preparing as

much of a change as we saw in

Japan the other day, and perhaps
as sudden. Even at this early time,
accidents are conceivable which
would definitely alter the relations

of the United States with the rest

of the world in the small space of

a week.

That tastes should change, that

metaphysic philosophies should

rise and fall, is -for different

reasons not at all surprising ; but
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we might expect persistency in

judgments formed upon long ob-

servation and experience in the

conduct of public affairs. But it

is not so, and the solemn reintro-

duction of two or three phrases
into political debate after a ban-

ishment of more than thirty years

brings to mind a remarkable case

in point. It was almost startling
to hear Lord Kimberley, a Lib-

eral statesman who "nourished"
even more in those far departed

days than he has since almost

startling it was to hear him speak
of "the balance of power" the

other evening as a mariner might
speak of the star he steers by.

Prestige, too, is often heard again
as a word of weighty meaning, a

word significant not only of pride
but of power. So it was used on
a great occasion lately by Mr
Balfour, when he said, "The em-

pire depends on its prestige. I

tell you that prestige means to

you many battle-ships and many
army corps." Again, too, we hear

of the "national honour" as not

only a matter of sentiment but of

substantial value. These are all

rediscoveries rehabilitations at

the least
;
for after a long and not

inglorious time when prestige was
cherished as a merchant guards his

credit, and the national honour was

upheld as a government trust more

precious than money or even than

peace, the one was scouted as

absurd and the other suspected as

half-barbarous and a snare.

I remember a discussion about
that time, when a well-known and

very able writer of the philosophic
Radical type contended that to do

anything or to abstain from any-

thing for honour's sake alone was
to yield obedience to nearly the

lowest motives of which mankind
is capable. His line of argument
may be easily imagined, and the

answer to him is not far off. It is

(and these are days in which it

should be well remembered and

kept ready for use), that nothing
done for honour's sake is done for

honour's sake alone. About the
same time it was decided by an
enormous majority of the more
influential spirits of the period
that national prestige is an illusion,
and very far from being a harmless

one. It leads away from truth

and justice ; it is a treacherous

simulacrum of solid power, and in-

sidiously lends itself to its only
use, which is for political mounte-
banks to juggle with. This, of

course, was a view very natural

to the Radical doctrinaires of the

mid-Victorian era, but it was not

peculiar to them. It was publicly

expounded by a Liberal Lord
Chancellor : it was adopted by the

Liberal clubs as a singularly illum-

inating though strangely delayed

discovery, and endured by the

Conservatives in the silence of

confusion. It became a favourite

theme with the *

Times,' and every
other Liberal and Radical journal
treated it in an imitative strain of

sarcasm. In short, that prestige
was a cheat and the invention of

cheats became the general opinion,
and for years and years the word
was never used in relation to our

authority abroad except in mockery
or in shyness.
Yet I do not remember a single

argument against the effective

value of prestige that should have

imposed upon Lord Chancellors,
keen-witted writers in the *

Times,'
and the like men of trained, ac-

tive, independent judgment. But
I remember what did impose upon
them, even to the extent of deter-

mining their opinion ;
and I am un-

aware of any better argument in-

vented since. First (this is not a

joke) first, these authorities went
to the French dictionary, where

they learnt that "
prestige

" means
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fascination, a magic spell, illusion
;

and so were encouraged to assert

that what the world understands

by prestige is only what the dic-

tionary says it is. Then turning
to the thing itself, they found

in prestige a peculiarity exactly

corresponding with the dictionary

interpretation. Prestige is essen-

tially of the moment. It comes
and goes we know not how.
It stands neither upon definite

principles nor distinct facts. It

escapes our grasp; no substance

can be attributed to it. It is

really nothing, and being nothing
it can be of no avail.

"When argument like this could

be offered by statesmen, lawyers,
social philosophers, and high pub-
licists, and when it could be list-

ened to and accepted by a people
well experienced in the truth of

the matter, how much willingness
thert; must have been to sacrifice

national prestige to the new
ideas from Manchester. Prestige
a thing of the moment, as if that

were not equally true of every-

thing on the earth, in the earth,
and under the earth : all things

enduring only as long as the con-

ditions necessary to their continu-

ance exist, and faltering or coming
to an end when those conditions

fail. Prestige "something which

escapes our grasp," "something to

whicli no substance can be attrib-

uted '

: why, our very souls may
be so described

;
or if some paying

agency should be named in com-

parison, heat may be mentioned.
The truth is that, as somebody has

said, prestige is one of the most
substantial of unsubstantial things;
and it is substantial in the com-
mercial sense of the word. It may
be a magic spell in the dictionary,
but in the mind of man all the
world over it signifies the respect
and consideration paid to great
powers and noble qualities. And

the solid value of it is, that it

guarantees the first against ignor-
ant and troublesome challenge,
and secures for the other which
we will translate into good govern-
ment free and wide operation.
The advantages of national prestige
would not be despicable were they
confined to a homage like that
which is given in private life to

rank, riches, or high conduct : but

they go far beyond. The strength
and spirit of a nation being be-

lieved in in other words, having
established its prestige they be-

come real defences without any
further expenditure on war-ma-
terial or any considerable exercise

of self-assertion. On the other

hand, if a nation equally strong in

resource, equally courageous when

brought to the test, do by a long-
continued display of unreadiness

and submission destroy belief in

it, then it is in constant danger
of assault most inconvenient to

repel, and of insult painful to

bear, ruinous to permit, costly to

revenge.
At the moment there is little

need of urging these considerations.

All that they teach or suggest is

brought home to us by a systematic
attack upon the prestige of Eng-
land in the East an attack con-

ducted upon plain calculation that

every success is equal to a battle

won. And since we feel the blow
and see the loss, we understand

very clearly that this attack is

not upon an illusion of any sort.

The attack is upon a thing of the

most substantial worth, in which
the honour of the country and its

pride are "wrapped and implicated
as in other matters of substantial

worth they are not or not at all

in equal measure.

* * *

But now,
" for God's sake let us
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sit upon the ground
" and list to

stories of more peaceful things.
The volcano simmers ; smoke, now
black now dusky red, volleys from

it; and on the slopes of the hill

the peasant tends his vines and

takes his tobacco without looking

up. This which is called a strange

sight is the least strange in the

universe; for it is only a great

spectacular rendering of what is

always going on, at large or in

little, wherever there is a human

being to busy himself about any-

thing. In this island, lately, it

has been going on at large.

Whether the island's inhabitants

are agreed upon any idea of what
a great war in their own seas

would be to them is very doubt-

ful indeed. But they have all

been talking of a war that would
be prodigious. They have heard

the simmering of the volcano, have
seen the black smoke and the red

rise above their heads, and have

gone about their business and their

pleasure, as if the fire were in some
distant star. All perfectly natural

and right, especially now when we
understand that our precautions
must be for the day after to-mor-

row, and not for the Day of Judg-
ment. This is not a world that

we live in, but a universe a

place of many worlds, all populous
and all rounded to themselves,

though with interchanged reflec-

tions and intimacies. We come
out of them to talk together of

State affairs, but rarely with the

heart we have for the politics of

our own little world of science,

art, law, literature, business, sport.
Did Lord Salisbury come back with
the keys of Calais and the Kaiser's

boots, he could not be more en-

thusiastically acclaimed than was
the Prime Mistress of burlesque
at Drury Lane Theatre the other

day. Some diplomatic defeats of

the season made a greater noise,

but none touched the heart so

nearly as the misfortunes of Mr
Stoddart's team.

Literature, which has unrivalled

command of " the usual channels
of information," we hear most of

and more than ever do we hear
since the appearance of an extra-

ordinary number of critics. Mere
reviewers are not meant, such as

compare with the barber-surgeons
of a bygone time, but critics pro-

fessed, who walk the ways of liter-

ature as rightful wearers of wig
and clouded cane. We have here

a faculty unknown before; for

though there are resemblances in

the coffee-house critics of the

eighteenth century, the differences

are greater. What may be por-
tended by this sudden profusion
of born critics in literature, art,

the drama, is worth serious in-

quiry ; particularly as it seems to

coincide with a vast production
of work which, though often good
and sometimes excellent, seldom
has the singularity and importance
which invite studious inquisition.
To add, therefore, to the strange-
ness of their appearance in such

numbers, the critics seem to have
arrived at an unfortunate time for

themselves. In their business, dis-

tinction cannot be won by the

moderate praise and blame ap-

propriate to works of moderate

pretensions. The genius of criti-

cism shines most in the discovery
of merits or demerits where they
are unsuspected, and by the ex-

position of them in memorable
terms. Therefore when there are

many born critics to little that is

superlative in any sort, the conse-

quence is extreme competition in

discovery and excessive emphasis
of opinion. And what is the re-

sult of that 1 The result is almost

as much mistake and mispraise as if

no such gifted multitude of critics

had come to bless the time. Spuri-
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ous excitements are raised, false

hopes are engendered, and the

comoaon judgment, which it is the

business of criticism to clarify and

strengthen, is fevered, confused,
and weakened by as much as its

natural hardihood allows.

It is in imaginative literature,

of course, poetry and romance,
that most of the mischief is done,
for there its opportunities are

bourdless. The well-read pro-
fessiDnal critic who announces in

good English that he finds Maeter-

linck unspeakably nutritious (what
has >ecome of Maeterlinck, by the

way ?),
or Ibsen the most tender

and refining moralist since the

time of St John, may be contro-

verted, but with coolness and firm-

ness he can never be confounded.
He aas his advantage in an un-

deniable possibility of superior

perception and sensitiveness, and

may run to almost any excess in

the licence, the security, of a tacit

assumption to that effect. And
this the competitive critic does,
as the press notices abundantly
show. In poetry, in romance, a

new genius is discovered every
other month rarely to the advan-

tage of literature or the advance-
ment of literary taste, and not

always to the benefit of the dis-

coveied prodigy. Some of our

newly risen poets and this we
must regret for their sake are

manifestly falling back from the

place to which the enthusiasm of

disco /ery exalted them only the
other day. A few weeks ago the

publication of a historical novel
was hailed with as much ap-

plaus3 as would have sufficed for
'

Wa-erley
' or the ' Three Musket-

eers.' To read the reviews of

the book was to learn that a
write r not much inferior to Scott
or Dumas had appeared. To read
the b )ok itself was to find it good
(it las gone into five or six

editions, and will be forgotten in
less than as many years), but first-

rate in no single particular. Since
then a book of poems by a writer
little known heretofore has made
more noise than any similar pub-
lication since Alexander Smith
fired his rocket skyward. Here,
however, the genius is no illusion.

There are passages in this small
book of a hundred pages that
march with the footfall of the

immortals
; stately lines with all

the music and meaning of the

highest poesy ;
and when that

can be truthfully said of any new-
comer into a land bereaved of

poetic grandeur, it may be denied
that his welcome can be too ex-

travagantly grateful.
Yet if Mr Phillips thinks that

his verse is for the most part well

made, he ought not to be allowed

to rest in that mistake. Or if, as

seems more likely, he is aware of

imperfections which would have
been removed had he found pa-
tience enough for the endeavour,
then he should be told that his

toleration of them as they stand
is proof that he is a very incom-

plete poet. Perfect genius never
did and never can tolerate imper-
fection in its own handiwork its

own expression ;
a characteristic

which suggests the only apology
for the fallacious and otherwise

absurd definition of genius as an
infinite capacity for taking pains.

Tennyson's "Tithonus" was laid

aside for years no doubt because

it fell short of an ideal in his mind
which our minds do not reach to,

or from a sensibility to particular

imperfections which we are unable

to perceive. Mr Phillips, who has

been encouraged to hope, and may
reasonably hope, that he will some

day stand not far off from that

fine genius, may believe this : had
" Tithonus " shown half the faults

of any one of the 'Poems by
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Stephen Phillips,' it would never

have been published at all.

The faults we speak of now are

of two kinds one much worse

than the other. There is the per-

mitted fault and the committed

fault. By the permitted fault I

mean a too easy acceptance of the

word that "will do," though it is

not the right word ;
the right

word, when found, being often a

troublesome fit or sounding in the

ear ineffectively. There are many
examples of this fault many
whole lines of ill-expressed mean-

ing, such as should never pass

beyond a first draft and would be

a reproach even there. When Mr
Phillips makes Lazarus say that

in the grave he was " so near to

peace
" and " came back to life re-

morsefully,"
"
remorsefully

"
is a

word entirely unacceptable. When
Apollo warns Marpessa that if

she marries Idas a time will come
when her eyes will be "of all illu-

sion cured,"
" cured

"
is the wrong

word precisely (seeing that the

illusion was her happiness), and a

hack word too. When of a woman
who wished to die it is said that
" she was swift to steep her brain

in moss," Mr Phillips too readily

permits himself to fling a figur-
ative thought upon the page in its

original crudity. And this he
often does apparently trusting
too much to the idea that what
comes by inspiration comes in its

own most fit expression. Very
often it does, and then it is most

perfect ;
but sometimes it doesn't,

and then its best expression has

to be sought and found. The
same over - confidence appears

strikingly in the piece called

"Beautiful Death"; which is so

far from being a poem that it is

in everything conception, ex-

pression, and effect anti-poetic.
Here the poet rejoices chemically

dwelling with rapture on the

thought that after death the con-

stituents of his body will dissolve

and disperse into earth and air,

and be and do many blessed and
beneficent things : things well

enough to think of in the general,
but unspeakably sickening to read
of in the detail of an unflinchingly
curious imagination. After the

detail, this boast
;

which Mr
Phillips allows himself to print

just as his genius whispered it at

his ear :

" I shall shine

Diffused and tolerant, luminous and

large.
No longer shall I vex, but live my life

In solaces, caresses, and in balms,
Nocturnal soothings and nutritious

sighs."

Of such are Mr Phillips's per-
mitted faults. To mention one of

his most besetting faults of com-

mission, he tags his verse with
lines and half-lines which have no

purpose but to fill out the measure
or supply a rhyme. This is not

the way of poets capable of writing
such profoundly beautiful verse as

may be read in Mr Phillips's

"Marpessa," nor should it be his

way.
And now while I am about it I

will say more. For the critics

who have garlanded this book
with praise are of two parties,
one that speaks in mild reproof
of certain poems and lauds the

rest; another which lauds every-

thing, and not least "The Wife"
and "The Woman with the Dead
Soul." But when an undoubted
man of genius, writing with charm

irresistible, sends out such pieces
as these, it is of signal importance
that the truth should be told about

them. And the truth about both

is that, beautiful as they are in

form, in movement, in accent

(with strange lapses, however,
such as recall the whilom flower-

girl in the duchess), their beauty
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is not equal to their offences, and
does not atone for them.

" The Woman with the Dead
Soul

"
is by much the less offen-

sive of the two, and in its descrip-
tive lines which make up nearly
the whole is far above the other,

beinij in that respect very subtle,

very forcible. It is meant to be

tragic; to be overwhelmingly pa-
thetic

;
to be (like so much of the

morbid literature of our time)
divir ely pitiful. But, in substance

and fact, it is no more that than
was the address of " a friend of

humanity
"

to the needy knife-

grinc er, in a story more wholesome
than this. The tragedy in it is the

creation of the forced and there-

fore false emotions of the poet in

contemplating a woman sewing and

sippiag gin before she callously
" steals into the night." Its origin
and cultivation are evident; and
Mr Phillips, who has strange smells

and odours in most of his poems,
will bear with the statement that
these pages exhale a sickness which
is thf sickness of decay. It is the
more tolerable to tell him so be-

cause there is nothing to show that
he is delivered helplessly to this

style of composition. "Beautiful
Death" is plainly an experiment
in forcing from a healthy soil the

growths of imagination diseased;
and since it is impossible that that

piece should have been written
with sincere feeling, it may be

hoped, and I do believe, that " The
Woman with the Dead Soul " and
"The Wife" are exercises of a
similar character essays in com-

petition with other poets who have

prospered in this kind of writing.

Enough said about the first-

named poem, which would have
passec (though not without a

compvlsory sniff) but for the
other. "The Wife" is an en-

tirely indefensible piece of work.
It is described as "a true story

done into verse"; but however
true, there was perhaps no need
to do it into verse, and certainly
it ought not to have been done
after this manner. A humane
man, having heard such a story,

might, would, should sink it in

kindly silence; to tell it in Mr
Phillips's way is a wrong to

art, to honesty, to the dignity
of human nature :

" Her husband starved, and gazed into
her face :

There was no crumb of bread in the
bare place."

Therefore she goes into the street

to get some food for him : which
is sufficient hint of a tale which in

this black world is not very un-
common, Horrible if the woman
is a good woman, but in that case

nearly impossible ; which, how-

ever, is no difficulty with Mr
Phillips. It would be a lessened

difficulty were the wife weak,
half-crazed

;
but then she would

not make much of a poem.
Therefore, forgetting that he him-
self would rather die in a quiet
and decent way than feed on the

proceeds of less - abhorrent theft,
he makes her a heroine, a saint,
a martyr, touched within as with

holy fire :

"Then like a martyr robing for the

flame,
She wound the shawl about her without

shame :

Lo, in the red shawl sacredly she

burned."

An untruthful, irreligious, and
maudlin conception, which should
have been rejected as by a natural

convulsion of the mind as soon as

it took form there. " Shall we for-

get, then, that she was making this

great sacrifice for her husband ?
"

No
;
nor that he might have had

his own views of the sacrifice had
he been consulted

;
nor that he

might have thought it infamous to
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be fed, and to feed, on such pro-
vision

;
and that whereas Mr

Phillips thinks the tragedy height-
ened by the poor man dying before

his wife's return with the bread and
the beef, it would have been more
horrible had she given him to eat

and he had innocently eaten. It

is altogether bad
;
and the worse

because this story, which draws

away from the plain, simple, and

easy duty of dying honest, is told

in a sweet old Chaucerian strain,

meek, and as if delivered with
downcast eyes and folded hands.

And why all this about Mr
Phillips, and why so much eager-
ness to persuade him of his faults ?

Because of the certainty that he
has poetic gifts of the highest
order, not only the charm that

pleases, but that captures and
commands : power. Because (with

exceptions, of course) the whole
bent of poetic genius amongst us

is decadent, morbid
;
even as those

two pieces of his own are that we
have dwelt upon, to the exclusion

of the only quite true, quite sweet
and wholesome poem in the collec-

tion. Because, if Mr Phillips's

poetic faculty is a full and lasting

fund, it will be a grave misfortune
if the author of "

Marpessa
"

is

confirmed in the practice of his

morbidities. Because, in the fact

that "Marpessa" is a far finer, more

spacious, more noble piece of work
than the rest, there is hope that

its author can be turned from his

errors. Further, to stimulate re-

pentance, I would ask him to look

again at the passages wherein he

represents Christ as standing at

arrest as He smells the blood of

Prometheus on the wind like a

surprised, uneasy animal. In what

sense, in what particular, through
what channel of suggestion, is that

poetry ?
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THE DEMOCEACY AND WARS.

APPEAL TO THE RADICALS.

A PEW weeks ago, while looking

through one of the London morn-

ing p ipers in search of a particular

paragraph, we were suddenly struck

by the close juxtaposition of five

columns, each containing intelli-

gence of a highly important and

signif cant character. From one

we le.irned that in the "Far East"

events were drawing to a point at

whict England would have to

choos) between war with a great

military Power and submission to

a gross violation of her treaty

rights, disastrous to her commerce,
and still more disastrous to that

by which her commerce lives, her

national reputation. From an-

other it appeared that in an

opposite quarter of the globe we
were brought face to face with the

forces of another great Power,
which had calmly occupied British

territory in the teeth of interna-

tional law, and showed no disposi-
tion to withdraw from it. In a

third we were told that officers

belonging to the army of a so-

called friendly State were in the

service of enemies with whom we
were already at open war. And
jin another we still read of un-

finished struggles on the frontier

of ou* Indian empire, and the

prospect of a speedy renewal of

arduous and costly hostilities.

We hoked a little to the right
hand > these four columns, and
we sa 7 another adjoining to and

paralM with them, in which a

politic il party
1 in this country

were solemnly advising their fol-

lowers to lose no opportunity of

embarrassing her Majesty's Govern-

ment, of opposing any increase in

our military and naval forces, com-

paring the statesmen who demand
it to horse -leeches, and seeking

generally to make the people as

dissatisfied as possible with the

rulers who are now placed over

them.
In all this, it may be said, there

was nothing very new. Neverthe-
less we were struck by the sharp-
ness of the contrast, and could not

help asking ourselves whether, if

existing complications should ripen
into actual war with either France
or Russia, or both, political mani-

festoes of the same kind would still

continue to be issued. It is so

often said as to be generally be-

lieved that an earnest appeal from
the Government to the country in

the event of war would meet with
an enthusiastic response ;

that no

money would be grudged which
Ministers declared to be necessary ;

and that not ten thousand but a

million swords would "leap from
their scabbards "

in defence of the

Sovereign and the empire. We
fully believe that such would be
the spontaneous impulse, the

natural hereditary instinct, of the

British demos. But it must be

allowed fair play. A revolutionary

agitation at home and a great war
abroad can hardly go on together.
We are not calling in question for a

moment the sincerity of that school

of politicians who are represented

by these political demonstrations.

We believe them, on the contrary,
to be the most honest section of the

1 National Liberal Federation, March 7.
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Liberal party, as they are assuredly
its most energetic and vigorous

section, with, as it seems to us, the

future of the party in their hands.

We mean them no disrespect by
the occasional use of words applic-
able only to the more short-sighted
and shallow-pated among them.

We readily admit that their

schemes of constitutional change
cannot be classed as " fads." These

have a recognised status in political

philosophy, and when discussed on
their merits should be discussed

by Conservatives in a tone worthy
of their importance. But these

admissions do not debar us from

smiling at the fussiness and self-

delusions of some of the weaker
brethren among them, or from

warning the more sensible and

thoughtful against exhibiting a

hostile attitude towards the

Queen's Government when it

stands in need of all the support
which a unanimous nation can
afford it. Reform can wait. War
cannot.

We are not now referring to the

recognised and responsible leaders

of the whole Liberal party. So

far, these have done well, and
deserve our thanks. It is the

better class of Radicals for whom
our words are principally intended.

May we not call upon them to lay
aside their game for a time, and
to leave the Constitution alone?

The great weight of public opinion
will be on the side of " hands off."

But we want unanimity. If we
are to be a united people, showing
an unbroken front to powerful
enemies, and determined to hold

our own till our perseverance is

crowned with success, we must
make this our single object, march-

ing straight upon it, and looking
neither to the right nor to the left

till we have secured it. It won't
do to have Radical public meet-

ings and National Liberal Feder-
ations calling for organic change,
and denouncing every Government
that is opposed to it, while English
fleets and armies are engaged in a

deadly struggle with implacable
enemies in every quarter of the

globe, and Delenda est Britannia !

is the cry throughout a fourth of

Europe.
Whatever we may feel or know

in our own hearts and minds, how-
ever innocent of indifference to

his country's welfare the Socialist

agitator may be, what we have to

consider is the effect which he

produces on the minds of other

nations and other Governments. It

is not enough to be a united people ;

we must look like one too. No
argument is wanted, or rather no

argument will avail, to convince
men of the duty which they owe to

their country, and to those to whom
its safety is intrusted, if their own
conscience do not tell them. If

they will but listen to that faithful

monitor, they will know that at

seasons of great national peril
all sectional interests should be

hushed, and not a rift allowed to

appear on the surface of society,
such as to encourage an enemy to

believe that he has to deal with a

divided nation. The whole agi-
tation army must be content to

sheath their pens, pocket their

programmes, and give their elo-

quence a holiday till a more con-

venient season arrives for resuming
the use of them.

Nor is this advice offered a

moment too soon, because it may
seem as if the shadow of war was
not quite so imminent as it was
some weeks ago. We are engaged
in transactions bristling with pos-
sibilities of quarrel. We are still

walking through the hot plough-
shares. We still stand in need of

all the coolness, all the confidence,
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and all the tenacity of purpose,
which only those Governments
can feel who have a nation at their

backs. Even supposing we are

successful in settling our present
difficulties with Russia on terms

that will bear inspection, can any-

body suppose that Russia will

abandon her designs on China?
We 13ay choke her off now, but

she will instantly begin to prepare
herself for another spring. If

our reader will turn back to an

articl 3 which appeared in '

Maga
'

for July 1896 on the "Apothe-
osis of Russia," he will see with

what steady strides, with what
careful preparation, with what

singleness of purpose, Russia has

pursued the policy which she

hopes is to end by making China
into a Russian India. Does he

suppose that all this thought,
labour, and expense, extending
over many years, is to be aban-

doned in a day because she may
have been foiled at one particular

point ? No
;
we may depend upon

it that the time is coming when
we shall have once more to fight
for our maritime and commercial

rights as we were compelled to do
a century and a half ago. It may
not b3 to-day or to-morrow. But
we do not see how the struggle is

to be averted. In the Franco-
Russian alliance we have the

counterpart of the Family Compact.
Spain was determined to monopo-
lise the West Indies, and we were
resolved that she should not.

Very likely the reports which
reached this country of Spanish
aggressions were exaggerated.
But the main facts were true.

Jenkias lost his ears. The time
had {Arrived when it was neces-

sary that the rival claims of Spain
and 1 England to the dominion of

the s:a should be finally settled.

The struggle lasted virtually for

some thirty years, and only ended
with the Peace of Paris in 1763.
France joined Spain, and England
was hard pressed.

" It seems,"
said the ' Craftsman' in 1729, "as
if all the Powers of Europe, both
friends and foes, were confederated

against us, and resolved to unite

their endeavours to deprive us of

all our trade at once." But,
thanks to Chatham, and the un-

animous enthusiasm which sup-

ported him, we came triumphantly
out of the straggle. We are prob-

ably on the eve of a similar struggle
now. France has not forgotten
that we drove her out of India;
drove her out of America; and
have now supplanted her in Egypt.
The Nile is to be avenged on the

Niger. We know what we have

got to expect, and that nothing
but union will enable us to meet
it as we ought. When these lines

were written (March 15), it was
understood that the Russian de-

mand for Ta- lien-wan and Port
Arthur had become the subject of

negotiations between England and
Russia at St Petersburg. But
whatever the immediate result, the

evil day can only be postponed.
We have heard a good deal of

the remissness of the Government.

Upon that point the less said the

better, till we have all the facts

before us. But this is very cer-

tain, that the best way to prevent
remissness in the Government is

to show that there are no divisions

in the country. It is idle to sup-

pose that while a political Op-
position is busy with schemes to

which the Government are known
to be opposed, and with a whole

system of domestic policy which
would divide us into two hostile

camps, it is idle, we say, to sup-

pose that in such a case Govern-
ment can feel itself as strong as

it might do if no such move-
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ments were in progress. The
nation in these circumstances

could only give a half-hearted sup-

port to a warlike policy. It would
have divided interests

;
and party

opposition to the Government
on numerous domestic questions
must inevitably weaken the value

of the national support on foreign
ones. The world is too apt to

forget the immense gulf of time
which separates us from the Na-

poleonic era. The England of to-

day bears as little resemblance to

the England of George III. as that

did to the England of Charles I.

Great Britain was then a united

nation. The working classes were
not then conscious of any griev-
ances which they hoped to redress

by agitation. The era of social

jealousy had not set in. There
was no one class in the country
bent upon changing the Constitu-

tion. The aristocracy were gen-

erally popular ;
the middle classes

had no wish to interfere with their

privileges, and were quite willing
to be led by them. Religious dis-

abilities were accepted both by
Roman Catholic and Protestant

Dissenters, if not as laws of na-

ture, at least as inherited burdens
which were sanctioned by the
national conscience, and, though
they might call for remonstrance,
did not justify disaffection. The
Church of England was still an

object of popular veneration. Her
very abuses, as Mr Froude has
well said, were the measure of her

strength. Whatever trouble there

was in the country was limited to

a handful of reckless men, as silly
as they were noisy. And they
were the less dangerous because

they were more open, and made
no secret of designs which the

whole British people, with some

utterly insignificant exceptions,

regarded with horror.

The Jacobinism of that period
was an exotic which never took

any deep root in English soil :

it was easy to grasp it and
throttle it. But the social dis-

contents or social ambitions of

the present day are of a totally
different order. They are of na-

tive growth; they have leavened

large classes of society, and with-

out infecting them with any thirst

for violence, have spread abroad
a vague belief that our whole
social order is out of joint, that

labour and land and capital, and

property in general, are all in a

false position, which the upper
classes, the aristocracy of birth,
the aristocracy of wealth, and the

aristocracy of intellect, do their

best to maintain dangling before

the popular eye the dazzling vision

of war, conquest, and empire, in

order to blind men to their true

interests, and divert them from
domestic grievances. Hence has

sprung up among the working
classes of Great Britain a spirit
which differentiates them com-

pletely from the working classes

of the Napoleonic time. And it

is because we fear the effects

which the preaching of this gospel

may produce in time of war, that

we appeal to the leaders of the

party to rally round the Queen's
Government while the shadow of

the sword hangs over us.

Socialism and Trade-Unionism
are worse enemies to a prolonged

military and naval struggle than

Jacobinism and Fenianism. They
undermine the popular faith in

those national institutions and
national qualities which help to

make up our idea of England the

England for which we should be

fighting in the event of a war a

I'outrance. The Englishman who
was ready to fight knee -deep

against Napoleon, felt that he was
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fighting for Church and king as

well as for the safety of the empire.

Now, without asking the Radical

partj to lay aside any of the be-

liefs vhich they honestly entertain

hosti e to the Church of Eng-
land, the House of Lords, the ter-

ritorial aristocracy, and perhaps
even to more august institutions,

we may fairly call upon them not

to press their attack just at the

present moment; and to let all

Europe know that they are Eng-
lishmen first and root-and-branch

reformers afterwards.

Th 3 processes we have referred

to, which are constantly at work,
often silently and unobtrusively,
teach 'ng the people to regard Gov-
ernment as their natural enemy,
tend 1 o weaken authority and para-

lyse united effort far more than
all the Tom Paines and Orator
Hunt ^ and John Frosts that ever

lived. And there is a practical side

to tho question, too, which those

cannot ignore who may fancy that

we exaggerate the moral effect of

the now Radicalism. Is it possible
to read the official account of our

shipbuilding operations for 1897-

98, an recently published by the
Admi ralty, without confessing that

here, at all events, we have unim-

peachable testimony to the reason-

ablemss of the apprehensions ex-

pressed in these pages; and to the

necessity for some such appeal as

we are now striving to address,
howe\er imperfectly, to patriotic
Liberals ? We append the full

staten ent, from which our readers
will s ie that by Trades-Unionism
class i iterests, or what are fancied
to be such, are allowed to take

precedence of public ones, even in

times )f great emergency :

" Ex oenditure on new construction
has beon most seriously affected by
the prolonged labour difficulties,which

lasted from July to the beginning of

February. Payments to contractors
have been so disarranged by the sus-

pension of work, that even at the pre-
sent date it is not easy to foresee the
exactamount by which the anticipated
expenditure on new construction will

fall short. The best- estimate which
can be made at the present time is

that it will amount toabout 2,270,000.
Of this sum 1,400,000, as stated be-

fore, will fall on 1898-99, the remainder
on 1899-1900 and 1900-1.

" In the case of many contracts

spreading over several years, the post-

ponement of the work for six or seven
months throws forward all the instal-

ments to later dates than were origin-

ally anticipated, except so faras arrears

can be made up.
" The difficulties in question have

affected propelling and auxiliary ma-
chinery, gun mountings, armour, and
other important classes of material.

" The indirect effects of the labour
difficulties have, of course, not been
confined to contract ships.
"In the dockyards the delays on

the part of contractors in the com-

pletion and delivery of machinery,
armour, &c., have involved consider-

able difficulty in carrying on the work
of construction in the manner essential

to the earliest possible dates of com-

pletion of ships. Delays have occurred
also in the steam and gunnery trials

of certain ships which otherwise would
have been completed and ready for

service.
" On the contract side of the ship-

building programme the difficulties

have been much greater, not merely
in the form of arrested progress on
work directly affected by the labour

dispute, but also in the retardation of

work on the hulls and fittings of ships.
A less number of men has conse-

quently been engaged on these classes

of work than would otherwise have
been employed ;

and a considerable

number of ships, which (in the ordin-

ary course) would have been delivered

and completed during 1897-98, are

still in the hands of contractors.
" Details of these delays are given

hereafter, but, broadly speaking, it

may be stated that the actual dates of

completion for service of many impor-
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tant ships will be deferred by an in-

terval practically equal to the time
over which the dispute has extended."

Now, here is no question of

opinion, no speculation as to

what the more radically inclined

of the working classes may be

likely to do, but what they have

actually done. Nor can it be said

that the engineering strike took

place in a period of profound
peace, when there was not a
cloud on the horizon, and a little

delay in our preparations could be
of no consequence. The shadows
of war fell over the Yellow Sea
before Christmas, and the strike

lasted into February.
There are able writers in the

London press Liberals with a
Conservative bias, or, at all events,

strong Imperialists who will not
hear a word said against the war-
like qualities of the democracy. In
answer to an article in the ' Nine-
teenth Century,' expressing some
doubt whether a democratic com-

munity would have the same

"staying powers" as an aristo-

cratic one in the event of a pro-
tracted war, the '

Spectator,' while

allowing that the doubt came from

occur when we were in the very
thick of the battle, and when
any delay in keeping up our
naval force might turn the scale

against us ? If we are, Mr Goschen
is not. To shut our eyes to such

possibilities as this, or to refuse to

accept what occurred last autumn
as a symptom of the obstinate ten-

acity which Trades -Unionism is

capable of inspiring in the work-

ing classes, even at the expense of

national necessities this blind

belief that an uneducated prole-
tariat will always see the duty of

sacrificing their own crotchets to

the public good is not liberality,
but bigotry.
We are happy to see that Mr

Goschen at all events indulges in

no such idle optimism. He re-

cognises the possibilities in ques-
tion in terms which cannot be
mistaken :

"The Admiralty can do much, but
not all. The State can do much, but
not all, even if a generous House of

Commons and a generous public con-

sent to continue to place such colossal

sums at our disposal. We require
the steady co-operation of other in-

terests. We require the steady co-

a competent judge, contended that operation of those who represent the

democracies would fight iust as maritime interests of this country.
We require the steady co-operationwell as aristocracies, and quoted

the Indian Mutiny and the Cri-

mean War in support of this

assertion. Neither lasted long
enough to test the truth of the
' Nineteenth Century

'

article
; and

even if they had done, the de-

mocracy then was not what it is

now. But that is not the point.
The question is whether the Radi-
cal

,
section of the democracy will

be willing to lay aside domestic

agitation during a great war.
And does not the engineering
strike throw some light on this

question? Are we quite certain
that such a strike might never

of the manufacturing centres. If in

those centres, which have been the

pride and strength of the country
those engineering and manufacturing
centres which have been so famous
if there the furnaces are extinguished,
and the men are standing out, or are

locked out, I do not care how it may
be, for we have no politics at the

Admiralty, then I say, God help
us ! It is not only with respect to

our men-of-war, and not only with

respect to the crews of our ships,
when war may be breaking out, that
*

England expects every man to do
his duty.' There are other classes to

which we must appeal, and other

services which the nation has a right
to command."
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What more complete justification
of all that is said in this article

could possibly be desired ?

It should be remembered also,

in comparing the present with the

past, that modern demands for

legislation supply fifty times as

many opportunities for attacking
the Government as the law-making
process did in the days of Lord

Liverpool, or even in those of Lord
Palme rston. Will the more gene-
rous nnd enlightened among the

leaders of the Radicals we are

not referring to the leaders of the

Opposition use their influence

with their followers to dissuade

them from seizing these oppor-
tunities while we are in the death-

grapple with a foreign confed-

eracy ? or, in addition to their

military and naval difficulties, will

Minis* ers still have to bear the

strain of incessant baiting and

badgering in the House of Com-
mons, over some trumpery ques-
tions with which in truth Parlia-

ment ought not to be troubled at

all?

There is yet another demand to

be made on the patriotism which
we nmy presume to exist below
the gangway. Those who sit

above it have shown every dis-

position to assist the Government,
and Sir Edward Grey, in par-
ticular, is entitled to the highest

praise. But we will not allow

ourselves to doubt that the earnest

request now made both by Mr
Goschen and Mr Curzon will meet
with r 11 due respect from the

whole Opposition. They have
both represented to the House
of Commons the danger of mak-

ing public our military and naval

plans, j.nd the movements of ships
and troops ;

and express, we trust,
a well-founded hope that the
House will allow the Government
to pursue their own course with-
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out insisting on knowing what it

might be highly imprudent to

divulge. The Committee formed
to watch over events in the Far

East, on hearing Mr Ourzon's ap-

peal, announced their intention of

taking no further action at present.
But it is not of the House of

Commons that we were thinking
when we commenced this article

so much as of the outside public
of Liberal Federations and Trades-

Unions. These are the quarters
from which the most danger is to

be apprehended. As Mr Goschen
most wisely and opportunely point-
ed out, the support of Parliament
is not enough by itself. "We
require the steady co-operation of

other interests." And it is to

these that this article appeals.
The co-operation required is both
active and passive. We require
the co-operation of skilled labour

and the co-operation of patience
and forbearance.

The absence of Lord Salisbury
at such a moment is a misfortune

of the first magnitude. The won-
derful quickness of Mr Balfour in

making himself master of any sub-

ject to which he gives his whole
mind has been noted by his adver-

saries, and doubtless no better lo-

cum tenens could be found in either

House of Parliament. He will

have "the high patriotic purpose"
attributed by Lord Rosebery to the

noble Marquis, but " the matchless

experience of Foreign affairs" he

cannot have : nor yet that know-

ledge of the language of diplomacy
which Lord Salisbury's long tenure

of the Foreign Office has enabled

him to acquire, and which is an
essential qualification for a Foreign
Minister. It is a mistake to sup-

pose that he lacks any of the requi-
site firmness necessary for meeting
the demands of rival Powers, or that

he underrates the nature or extent

2 R
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of their ambitions. He is only

sixty-seven years of age five years

younger than Lord Palmerston

when he first became Prime Minis-

ter, and two years younger than

Lord Beaconsfield in 1873. There

is no reason why he should not

still feel in their full force the

sentiments which he expressed
eleven years ago in an address

to the Conservative party. Our
readers may be interested in see-

ing a short quotation from it :

" There are institutions, there are

sentiments, which are fit for a period
of repose such as this country has

generally enjoyed ; there are senti-

ments and laws which are necessary
for a period of struggle. We have
entered upon a period of struggle.
Our national fault is that too much
softness has crept into our counsels ;

and we imagine that great national

dangers can be conquered by a plenti-
ful administration of platitudes and
rose-water. It is a far greater crisis

in which we are engaged ;
the age is

not an age for such sentiments as

that. Great conflicts are dawning
upon us ; great antagonisms are aris-

ing ; vast controversies, which shake

society to its centre, are gathering
more and more in importance ; and,
depend upon it, no self-deceiving op-
timism will extricate you from dan-

gers of this kind. A stern duty will

be imposed upon the men, whoever

they are, who have to rule in the
times that are before us, and from
that duty they will not escape except
under pain of betraying the most
sacred trust that can be reposed in

them."

This passage has a double sig-

nificance. It refers more immed-

iately to Ireland, and to some of

the social problems that were

rising up in England. But it is

also a prophecy, which has come

literally true in our own time.

And it is clear that if Lord Salis-

bury has failed at any point in his

treatment of the Chinese question
or the Niger question, it is not

for want of appreciating their true

character, or the weak points in

ourselves against which we shall

have to be on our guard. But Lord

Salisbury has lived long enough
to know the full meaning of
" value received," to borrow Lord

Rosebery's apt illustration. It

is an old complaint that England
never does get

" value
"
for any of

thewars she wages with Continental
Powers. And perhaps Lord Salis-

bury may be determined to make
the next one an exception. In
that case it is above all things

necessary to choose the right
moment and the right issue.

This is how Pitt defeated the Co-

alition, and how Wellington won
the battle of Salamanca. Lord

Salisbury, honestly anxious to

preserve peace, has unquestionably
all the time been habituating his

mind to dwell on the possibility
of war, and how England ought to

meet it. It will not find him un-

prepared, and we may trust him
to watch his opportunities, and be

ready to take advantage of the

first false move that his adver-

saries make. If so great a mis-

fortune as war is destined to befall

us, Lord Salisbury, reappearing on
the stage with renewed health and

strength, as we heartily hope he

shortly will, may be relied on to

take care that our exertions shall

not be fruitless. If he is the last

statesman in Europe to consent to

war, he will, we believe, be the

last to retire from it till our legiti-

mate demands are not only satis-

fied for the present, but secured

for the future.

We see that some of the Conti-

nental papers are of opinion that

Lord Salisbury's departure from

England at a crisis like the pres-
ent suggests that his illness must

really be worse than the world

has been allowed to understand.
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We should be inclined to attribute

it less to the failure of his health

that to the success of his diplo-

macy; and to hail it as an

omea that he has secured a

breathing-time for England on the

Chinese question, dispensing with

the necessity of anything like an

immediate ultimatum. This, how-

ever, at present is a matter of the

purest conjecture. We must all

mosv earnestly hope that Lord

Salisbury will be back in his place
soon after the Easter holidays.
The whole country seems to

lean on him with a trustfulness

which has never been reposed in

any one Minister for at least

threo generations. We are not

overlooking the attacks upon him
which appeared in the English

press. But for once we think

London journalism mistook the

bent of public opinion; and the

proof of it is, that it changed
its tone without any change
haviig really taken place in

Lord Salisbury's policy. His
illness was to a great extent

brought on by the tremendous

responsibility which rested on his

shoulders; and we may fairly

anticipate that a temporary re-

lief from it will restore him to

his usual health. The Socialists

tell us that the individual is of no

consequence, and that one man is

as good as another. The position
held by Lord Salisbury at the

present moment, in the estimation
not <>nly of Great Britain but of

all Europe, is a refutation by
itself of this precious theory.

P. ?. Since writing the above
we h ive read Mr Morley's speech
at Leicester, and we are happy to

see that it does not require us to

modify in any material degree
what we have here said of the

reguhr Opposition leaders. Their

conduct in Parliament has been

satisfactory : but it is to what

they may say and do out of

Parliament that at least equal
importance attaches. And Mr
Morley at Leicester, while attack-

ing the Government for their

apparent indecision, did not at-

tempt to discredit the main prin-

ciples of their Foreign policy.
He may perhaps have remem-
bered whose fault it is that mat-
ters have come to such a pass in

Chinese waters, and have been

honourably reluctant to censure

others for their conduct under
difficulties which are in great
measure owing to himself. But,

apart from this special motive,
we are willing to believe that

Mr Morley has no disposition to

act otherwise than as the comity
of party prescribes under existing

circumstances, and that he does

not think the present an opportune
moment for pressing forward Radi-
cal reform. Speaking to a Radical

meeting in one of the most Radical

towns in England, he could not
well have said less than he did

about the House of Lords. But
the readers of his speech will ob-

serve the air of detachment which

pervaded his remarks. The aboli-

tion or evisceration of the heredi-

tary Chamber was something which

might or might not come up for

consideration at some future time.

If they buried it nowtheymight live

in hope of its resurrection. His own

opinions on the subject were well

known. But the next general elec-

tion would not turn on legislation.

Many things on which Radicals

had set their hearts would now
have to be postponed. We do not

say that he used these very words,
but such was his tone throughout.
Home Rule was dismissed in the

same summary fashion. It would
still continue to be de fide with
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the party. But for the present it

must be shelved. They must see

what the Irish Local Government
Bill would bring forth. He and his

friends agreed with the Nationalists

in thinking that Irish County
Councils would pave the way for

an Irish Parliament. Let the

public observe, then, that Home
Rule has not been abandoned, and
that the disunion of the empire is

still one of the leading objects of the

Opposition. But Mr Morley, while

saying that he did not mean to

turn his back on any single item

of the Newcastle Programme, felt

himself at liberty to shake hands
with it in a very valedictory

fashion Good-bye, and God bless

you. In fact, he was obliged to

allow perhaps was only too glad
to allow that all these things
must, as we have said, wait for

a more convenient season. And
that is as much as could be ex-

pected of him. Such little out-

bursts as Sir William Harcourt's

letter to Mr Barker, the Liberal

candidate for Maidstone, are

neither veracious nor public-spir-
ited. But, as we observed on a
former occasion, Sir William now
speaks and writes with very little

sense of responsibility. Mr Mor-

ley's career is before him : Sir

William's is behind him.
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DISRAELI THE YOUNGER.

A BLENDER figure, elegantly

poised in an attitude which be-

tokens at once ambition and secu-

rity. His right elbow rests lightly
on the chimney-piece, and the tips
of his delicate jewelled fingers are

free to coquette with the glossy

ringlet* which crown a pensive
brow. The rolled collar of his

coat is of to-morrow's fashion, and
an oper waistcoat reveals a cascade
of scarf, magnificently glorified

by brooch and chain. His legs
are nonchalantly crossed, and en-

cased in creaseless trousers, sternly

strapped beneath a pair of dainty
pumps. A Turkish chibouque
thrown upon a pillowed divan

symbobses the grand tour and a
half-concealed love of tobacco;
while the air of idle luxury is

tempered by the beauty of the
oval faoe, and by the imaginative
eyes, fixed with bold unconcern

upon a triumphant future and the

mysterious East. Thus is Disraeli
VOL. OLXIII. NO. DCCCCXCI.

the Younger pictured by Maclise
;

thus did he appear to the intimates

of his romantic youth.

Handsome, extravagant, debon-

air, Disraeli the Younger was the

true - born child of a wayward,
irresponsible age, which, with its

manifold contradictions, was more

interesting than distinguished,
more cultured than heroic. It was,

indeed, a time of transition, which

bridged the distance between the

hard disdain of the Regency and
the vapid enthusiasm of our Early
Victorians. But the old brutality
was not forgotten, and the Prize

Ring flourished at the Keepsake's
side. Though a rout at Almack's
was still an end of social ambition,
there were certain coteries in

Brompton which claimed their de-

voted slaves, and some thought it

more glorious to sip tea in L. E.

L.'s parlour than to flaunt it in

the presence of a hundred duch-

esses. For Byronism had achieved

2 s
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its proper result, and a man of

fashion was driven perforce into

an affectation of romance. It

was a social duty, eagerly dis-

charged, to stand in attitudes, to

cultivate the curling-tongs and the

pomatum-pot, to wear extravagant,
inharmonious clothes, to flatter

blue-stockings, and to end your
careless sentences with " and all

that." Indeed, 'twas the strangest
of mixtures, this age of watered-

silk and satin waistcoats; and
while on the one hand it knew not

the roystering dissipation of Oarl-

ton House, on the other it had not

yet learnt to simper and be afraid.

Certain heroes there were, such as

the Marquis of Hertford, to keep
alive the ancient tradition; but
Brummel was in exile, and there

was an open revolt against his

severe, refining influence. Doubt-
less the great Dandy cherished an

extravagant taste in snuff-boxes;
but the first article of his creed was
a scrupulous simplicity of attire,

which Scrope Davies and the more

intelligent of his pupils faithfully
observed. But when the fourth

William sat upon the throne, there

invaded with softened manners an

extravagance of taste. The world,
tired of violent debauchery, chose

its vices with a better circumspec-
tion

; but, equally tired of expen-
sive simplicity, it exercised little

tact in the selection of its wine or

its wardrobe. So it became lacka-

daisical, tired, fantastic. " I rather

like bad wine," says Mountches-

ney in '

Sybil,'
" one gets so bored

with good wine " a characteristic

confession of weakness, which no

Dandy with an essential pride in

excellence would have dared to

make. It was the boast of the

Brummels that they were sur-

prised at nothing ; their successors

cheapened the faculty of admira-

tion, until they wondered not only
at the verse of Bulwer but at the

prose of Lady Blessington. But
at last the cold impassibility was
dead; dead also were the pitiless

contempt and the hard desire of

perfection, which marked the

golden age of dandyism. No
longer was it bad form to display
sentiment or to confess an interest

in polite literature, while a sonnet

signed with a title was sure of a

hearing in the most exclusive

drawing-room. So by degrees
elegance ceased to be worshipped
for its own sake; the barrier

was broken that once separated
fashion from culture ; while Man-
chester and the Reform Bill creat-

ed a tolerant curiosity, unknown
before, which opened the door to

the most bizarre of talents, to the

most reckless of opinions. In

truth, where taste and repartee
had once been supreme, a half-

awakened soul began to reign, and
the courtiers, as if to prove them-
selves superior to novel sensations

and young enthusiasms, dressed

themselves with unwonted fancy
and extravagance. The bloods of

the town were arrayed in such

finery as would have shocked the

chaster refinement of Brummel.
There are vague rumours of green
trousers and black satin shirts,

while velvet coats gave an air of

sumptuous sobriety to the Opera
House. No wonder the Marquis
of Hertford, who had witnessed

the departed glory of the Regency,
took refuge from the changing
manners in Paris or Rome; but,

in spite of defection, all was not

lost, and London was saved from

vulgarity by the surpassing genius
of Alfred D'Orsay.
Now Alfred D'Orsay rivalled the

Dandies in elegance ;
in all other

respects he was their antithesis.

His magnificence was only less

than Brummel's own because it

lacked that touch of delicacy and

restraint which made the greatest
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of the Georges an exemplar for

all time. Brummel might have

walked down St James's un-

noticed; D'Orsay could not have

left Gore House without making
an immediate and brilliant sensa-

tion. His satin -lined coat was
throw i as far back as possible, his

"breastplate of starched cambric"

was broader and more luminous

than any other in town
;
his boot

was tl.e smallest and most highly

polished that ever was seen upon
the foot of man

;
his hatwas set with

a supt rb jauntiness over an array
of curls which rivalled the beard

of an Assyrian bull; his attitude

and gestures were the last expres-
sion of an arrogance wherein
there was no malice, of a pride
wherein there was no disdain.

But it is only at one point that

he challenges comparison with

Brumnel, his manifest superior
in the art of adornment. In all

other inspects he stands apart. He
knew nothing of the frigid heart-

lessness, the narrow contempt, the

"majestic frivolity,"which were the

essence of Brummel's genius. For
while t he Dandy occupied but one
corner of human activity, D'Orsay
put no restraint upon either his

heart cr his head. He was a man
of taci and feeling, always gay,

always fresh, always sympathetic.
His im erests were as wide as his

intelligence ;
he was as fine a judge

of horseflesh as of a dinner; an
instinc ive appreciation of litera-

ture and art endeared him to the
dilettai .ti

; and a peculiar skill of

intimacy turned new acquaintances
into oil friends. Above all, he
was agreeable and enchanting, a

fairy-prince, whose delight it was
to exticate the luckless from
those pitfalls which a profound
knowledge of the world had

taught him to avoid. An ami-

able, loyal, pleasure-loving hero,
he shared with Lady Blessington

the throne of Gore House, and
dominated for twenty years that
world of fashion which vainly
limped after his perfections. Such
as he was, his contemporaries
aspired to be; and, strangely
enough, this eloquent Frenchman
remains the symbol of that age
when men wore Nugee coats

and drank Badminton, and when
women bared their shoulders and

sang tearful ditties to the music
of the harp.

It was this world, then, that
the young Disraeli entered with
the highest credentials of breeding
and intelligence, and under the
brilliant auspices of the Count

himself, whose generosity he re-

paid by the sketch of Mirabel, as

pretty a gentleman as ever un-

ravelled the plot of a love-story.
Few men have made a more

splendid appearance on the stage.

Truly his sword opened the

oyster at the first encounter, and
before the world knew his name
he was a leader of society.
His progress was like a fairy

tale, or a chapter from Balzac,
which you cannot read without a

spirited enthusiasm. He was

young, he was handsome, he was
a fop, he had written a book, and
his glory was almost equal to his

unparalleled ambition. Strange
stories were told of this sallow-

faced youth, whose black ringlets
were ridiculed by the envious, and
the fashion of whose coat is still

fabulous. But his tasselled ivory
cane, inlaid with gold, his flower-

embroidered waistcoat, his chains

unnumbered, his priceless ruffles

even these were less remarkable
than his mysterious silences, his

flashes of eloquence, and the bitter

contempt which he cherished for

his fellows. No wonder the world

eagerly acknowledged his superior-

ity ;
no wonder the chariot of his

glory was never stayed. What a
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career was his ! What an achieve-

ment in fascination ! Truly he

emptied the bowl of life, and found

no poison in the wine. He was

witty, accomplished, glorious, and
his table was littered with letters

;

and London was at his feet. And
he he accepted the homage with a

grave and grateful smile, and he
wandered from the house of one
duchess to the house of another,

proud in the conviction that he

brought to the smartest party far

more than it could yield him. Once

upon a time he was mobbed with
Bulwer at a ball, and doubtless

he took his hustling in the most

complaisant of humours. Another

night he came late to dinner at

Sir Robert Peel's, and found six

stealthy politicians eating in

silence. Instantly he flung an

epigram across the table, dispelled
the gravity, and wrung a smile

from Peel himself. When the

influenza attacked London, he met
it with the smartest remedies and
in the best company. "D'Orsay
and I," he wrote, "defy the dis-

order with a first-rate cook, a

generous diet, and medicated

vapour-baths." To-day he dines

with Chandos, the only man in

the room not a member of Parlia-

ment
;

to - morrow he sits at

another ducal table, proud in the

reflection that no commoners are

present save himself and Sir

William Fremantle. As the season

declines, he attends water-parties,
devised in the sentimental taste

of the time. The guests embarked
at five o'clock,

" the heavens very
favourable, sang all the way,
wandered in beautiful gardens
worthy of Paul Veronese, full not

only of flowers, but fountains and

parroquets." What a picture it

is the titled exquisites dressed a

little beyond the limits of good
taste, and floating down the

Thames to the music of a

luxurious sentimentality ! It was
drawn but sixty years ago, yet it

seems prehistoric, or if, indeed, it

must belong to time and space, it

might suggest that no-man's land
of ardour and elegance in which
is laid the scene of ' Henrietta

Temple.' Thus Disraeli triumphed
over the envy of men and the
ridicule of women. True, one
murmured that he looked as

though he were hanging in chains,
while another asked was he in

training for the office of Lord

Mayor ? But he was a man
whose gravity checked imperti-

nence, and, as he confesses him-

self, "he made his way easily in

the highest set, where they like

to admire and be amused." And
doubtless they did admire and
were amused, until this exquisite
had no enemies, save the second-

rate, and counted among his

champions the most beautiful

women and the greatest states-

men of his time.

His glory was no surprise, least

of all to himself. He had entered

the world to conquer, and the

victory was his. Nor was there

the smallest touch of snobbery in

his choice of a battlefield. He
deemed his blood the purest in

Europe, and himself the equal of

the most ancient duke. So that

in deserting his father's library for

what he would have called " the

saloons of the great," he was but

obeying a natural and a modest
instinct. Being in all things a

Jew, in nothing did he prove his

descent so clearly as in his love of

splendour. Had he commanded
the wealth of Contarini Fleming,
he, too, would have lived in a

"Palladian pile"; he, too, would
have enriched his mansion with all

" the spoils of the teeming orient";

his terraces would have sparkled
with jasper, porphyry, and onyx;
"the gold of Afric, the jewels of
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Ind, the talismans of Egypt, the

perfumes and manuscripts of

Persia, the spices and gems of

Arabj ," all those mythical glories

would have made his castle for all

the world like the great Bazaar of

Bagdad. The result, of course,

would have been opulent rather

than beautiful, for Disraeli's taste

was of his time, and took no

thought either of classic harmony
or of delicate restraint. Never-

theless?, he was possessed with an

indiscriminate, unquestioning ad-

miratiDn of magnificence, which

instantly determined the place he

should occupy in the world. Above
all things, clothes engrossed his

fancy, and from the outset he re-

garded life as a masquerade. He
must Uways be "

dressing-up," as

children say, and disguising his

origin in the gorgeous trappings
of a costume-shop. At Malta he

dined with the officers, now as an

Andalusian brigand, now as a

Greek pirate ;
and though we

know not what the British soldier

thought of his display, he him-

self was abundantly satisfied with

the eiFect he produced. Indeed,

throughout his famous tour, which
was nothing less than a march of

triumph, he pondered deeply of

his wardrobe, and not even the

difficulties of travel compelled him
to appear in disarray. So he is

found lamenting that "the king's
death is the destruction of his

dress - waistcoats
"

;
so he boasts

that " handkerchief which he

brought from Paris is the most
success ful thing he ever wore, and
univer ially admired." But it was
at Gibraltar that he made his

proudest conquest, and " main-

tained his reputation of being a

great judge of costume." For not

only did the fashion of discarding
waistcoats in the morning reveal

the beauty of his peerless studs,

but, says he, "I have the fame of

being the first who ever passed the

Straits with two canes a morning
and an evening cane. I change
my cane as the gun fires, and hope
to carry them both on to Cairo.

It is wonderful the effect these

magical wands produce. I owe to

them even more attention than to

being the supposed author of

what is it ? I forget !

"

That is a touch of the true Dis-

raeli ! He forgot the title of his

book; he remembered the proper
moment to change his cane; and it

was this pleasant mixture of care-

fulness and nonchalance which

gave him his place in the world. It

was a pose, of course
;
but success

itself is a pose, which is wholly
alien to the natural man. And
Disraeli was so little the natural

man, that all his actions were the

result of forethought, and all his

poses were calculated to please his

set. For instance, the world was

fatigued with action, and here was
Disraeli ready to declare that he
had never thrown a ball in his life,

that it tired him to kill pheasants,
that he was indifferent to the plea-
sures of the chase. Nevertheless,
when he did ride to hounds, the

spirit of romance seized him, and,
"
although not in pink, I was the

best mounted man in the field,

riding an Arabian mare, which I

nearly killed
;
a run of thirty miles,

and I stopped at nothing." That
is a feat that D'Orsay might have

accomplished every week; but it is

unique in the experience of Dis-

raeli, and merely accentuated his

habit of inaction. It was rather

within the key of his character to

sit resplendent in a half-light, and
to dash out sudden from the gloom
with a brilliant epigram or a tor-

rent of eloquence.
" I like silent,

melancholy men," said Mrs Wynd-
ham Lewis, at their introduction

and no doubt Disraeli flattered

her taste. For, though his duty
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was speech, he could be silent when
he pleased surely the most diffi-

cult achievement, for eloquence is

not easily chained and none of

his intimates ever heard him laugh,
and few they were who saw him
smile. Like Philip IV., he was

possessed by a spirit of gravity,
which in no way hindered the flash

of his scorn or the ripple of his

amazing wit. But it made readily

possible the most sincere of all his

poses the pose of mystery. If it

were his ambition to penetrate the

Asian mystery, he himself was a

mystery Asian, too that defied

penetration. When he seemed
a fop, then was he most a vision-

ary, and it was always in the

Orient that he saw his visions

and dreamed his dreams. It is

tempting, indeed, to seize his char-

acter in his novels, and perchance
there is something of himself in

all his heroes. You can imagine
him saying with Vivian Grey that

guava and liqueurs were the only
refreshment he ever took. You
can see him in as deadly opposition
as Ooningsby to the common creeds

of a worn-out party ;
above all, you

recognise in the fantasies of Tan-
cred his author's own mysticism,
and surely he is nearer akin to

Lord Montacute than to any of

his creations. Thus he wandered
London up and down, a kind of

unsolved riddle. " What is he ?
"

asked the world of fashion after

a certain eminent personage, and
Disraeli was far too skilful a tac-

tician to satisfy an idle curiosity.
But he was equipped for the

fray with other gifts than melan-

choly and mysticism. Young in

temperament as well as in years,
he was of those who keep their

youth not only in their own hearts

but in the eyes of men; and the

author of 'Coningsby' was still

leading Young England when he

had passed his eighth lustre. And
what may a man not do with

youth youth untouched of time,
the first and last gift of the gods ?

Alas ! we reckon by the clumsy
measure of months, condemning
boys because they are young, and
men because they are old, and for-

get that there are tempers which
the passage of time cannot affect.

But Disraeli possessed the great

gift, and Sidonia's panegyric of

youth was doubtless his own.
" ' Great men never want experi-

ence,' said the stranger; 'the

history of heroes is the history
of youth.'

" And Disraeli might
have echoed both statements, for

the author of ' Vivian Grey
' was

already mature, and though he
was Prime Minister for the first

time at sixty-two, he had still

escaped the approach of age.
Next after youth, it was the

faculty of displacement which en-

sured him the victory. He occu-

pied more space than lesser men,
and his presence was sufficient

to overshadow all competitors.
Wherever he went, he compelled
observation, and he was never

without a field to exercise his

talents. Moreover, by his grave,
sallow face he masked an intrepid
determination and a quiet courage.
That he should be a great man,
that he should lead the great

world, was ordained, because his

mind was set upon the enterprise.
" We make our Fortunes and we
call it Fate," he said somewhere ;

but assuredly if he made his for-

tune, he never let his fate out of his

own hands. Moreover, he held the

placewhich he had gained bythe ex-

ercise of the most brilliant talents.

His genius of conversation is leg-

endary, and no contemporary was
a match for the quickness of his

repartee and the ruthlessness of

his scorn. Yet how poor a record
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is there of his wit ! With the

silenco of the voice, which in-

stantly hushed the babble of

commDn talk, one at least of his

qualities vanished irreparably. For
his repeated jests have lost their

savour, and are remembered rather

for th 3ir effect than for themselves.

If it be rare to encounter a page
that will live, it is impossible to

fashion a mot that will win im-

mortality. And so the Disraeli

of the drawing-rooms descends to

our imagination as the Romantic
Movement in person, a hero, may-
be, in the vein of Rastignac,
whose massy chain and prodigious
velvets are infinitely more pictur-

esque than the red waistcoat

which inaugurated a revolution

across the Channel.

The most of men would have

accepted for a career Disraeli's

triumph in the world. He might,
indeec ,have succeeded to D'Orsay's
throne, and been undisputed arbi-

ter of elegancies. Yet he was but
a sojcurner in society, which was
to him rather a means of progress
than {.pursuit, and where he took
his unquestioned place unques-
tioning ;

nor did he for a moment
permi , an organised frivolity to

interr apt the serious occupation of

his lire. For, besides being a

fldneur and mystic, he was also a
man of affairs, whose ambition
could only be checked by death
itself. And for this he has been
called an adventurer, and an ad-

ventu -er he assuredly is in the
sense that every one adventures,
be he iuke or ploughman, when he
leaves his father's hearth. But the
baser sense, that by the wiles of

the u Dstart he reached too lofty
a position, is wholly inadmissible.

Who, indeed, should be a leader
of m(D, if not he? Born in a

library, as he said, and nurtured
on Voltaire, he leaned upon his

father's reputation, and in his

childhood knew whomsoever he
would. In education, in manners,
in habit of the world, he was any
man's equal, and though he had
a gentlemanly acquaintance with

debt, he had never known the

sharper twinge of poverty. His
own sojourn in a sponging-house,
and his salvation by the adroit

and charming D'Orsay, are de-

scribed with admirable humour in
' Henrietta Temple

'

; while in Fak-
redeen's mouth he has put a

panegyric of debts,
" the dear

companions of my life," which was

dictated, doubtless, by a grotesque

sincerity. Maybe he thought as

much of himself as of the Emir,
when he declared that "

among his

creditors he had disciplined that

diplomatic ability that shall some

day confound and control cabi-

nets." But embarrassment is a

common incident of life, and if

Disraeli was familiar with disap-

pointment, and "to be disappointed
is to be young," he never was
familiar with disaster, and he
claimed to play a part in politics
without surprise or effrontery. In-

deed, long before he asked the

voters of High Wycombe for their

confidence, he had been intrusted

with a mission the mere memory
of which might have made the

fortune of another man, and which
he himself recalled many years
after with pride and satisfaction.

Now in 1825, when Disraeli

had just turned twenty, John

Murray determined to found a

daily paper. At the boy's insti-

gation it was to be called the
1

Representative,' and when the

great Sir Walter's opinion was

asked, who so apt an emissary as

Disraeli the Younger ? Here was
his opportunity, and bravely did

he tackle it. He set out for the

north with the eager curiosity of
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untravelled youth, proud in the

confidence of an august publisher,
and assured that to his persuasion
not even Sir Walter could be deaf.

He rested his foot at York, was
enchanted with the Minster, and

whispered to Murray that Froissart

was his companion, "just the fellow

for a traveller's evening." It is as

fresh and buoyant a record as his-

tory has to show
;

it reminds you of

Mozart before the French King, of

Pope sitting at the feet of Dryden.
But no sooner was he arrived at

Chiefswood than disappointment
awaited him. For Lockhart, who
was there to meet him, expected
the father, and not having the gift
of prophecy, knew not how far

greater and more valiant a man
was the son. So that "

every-

thing looked as black as possible,"
and the adventure evoked the

very last of Disraeli's talents.

He talked, he nattered, he cajoled,
he displayed his perfect cunning
of management, until " in a few
hours we completely understood

one another, and were upon the

most intimate terms." Here, in-

deed, you perceive that diplomacy
in bud, which in blossom was to

govern England and to subdue

Europe. Between Disraeli and
Lockhart there could not have

been the link of lasting sympathy.
But for the moment it was Dis-

raeli's single-minded endeavour to

gain his opponent's intimacy, and
it is not surprising that he won
an easy victory in this battle of

wits. The situation, indeed, was
made for him, and after Lock-
hart's submission the conquest of

Sir Walter was assured. Nor did

he for an instant underrate the

importance of his mission. He
impressed upon Murray not only
the magnitude of the stake, but
also the sacred necessity of dis-

cretion. The love of mystery had

already taken hold of him, and
for fear of the postman he dared
not mention by name the actors

in this little drama. No
; secrecy

must be preserved inviolate, and
Sir Walter figures as the Cheva-

lier, while Lockhart is hidden be-

hind an inexpressive M. And
all the time the young Disraeli

is conducting the negotiation with
irresistible firmness and spirit, con-

vinced that even in Sir Walter's

presence the hero of the moment
is really himself. Already his

sanguine temper detected in the

combination a vast opportunity,
and he assumed the lead with a

certainty and an arrogance which
are invincible. Despite Sir Walter,
Lockhart is to manage the 'Re-

presentative
'

; but, says Disraeli,
" it should be impressed upon him
that he is coming to town not

to be editor of a newspaper, but
the director-general of an immense

organ, and at the head of a band
of high-bred gentlemen and im-

portant interests." Thus he had

already mastered this boy of

twenty the art of persuading by
a phrase, and with an assurance

which the Wizard must have
echoed with a laugh, he had even
decided which seat in the House
should be occupied by the Wizard's

son-in-law. The negotiation, in

fact, was brought to a marvellous

issue ; and, to top all, Disraeli was
able to boast that " the Chevalier

and M. have unburthened them-

selves to me in a manner the most
confidential that you can possibly
conceive." What secrets they
were which passed we shall never

know, for Disraeli had the fear

of the postman in his eye, and

Murray preserved an unhappy
silence. But it was an astound-

ing trio that sat round the fire at

Chiefswood Sir Walter and Lock-

hart and Disraeli; and what a
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priceless document we should pos-

sess if only the greatest man of

his generation had recorded his

impressions of this light-hearted

boy, destined not only to usurp
the throne of romance, but to

govern the country !

Lockhart obeyed the summons ;

the *

Representative
' was launched

and foundered; and Disraeli, whose

memory was always as sanguine
as his experience, lived to record,

after half a century, Sir Walter's

amiable reception. With that

touch of exaggeration which kept
him a, spoilt boy to the last,

he described how the author of
'

Waverley,' to humour a lad of

twenty, displayed all the glories
of Abbotsford, and unlocked the

treasures of his mind, until you
are half-inclined to believe that

the Border palace was built to

natter the imagination of this

casual visitor, and that Sir Walter
had waited for this fitting oppor-

tunity to practise the art of con-

versation. But it was Disraeli's

first experience in the management
of men, and, though disaster fol-

lowed, Murray was for the mo-
ment enchanted. And as for the

hero, lie had learnt his lesson
;
and

when he stood before the electors

of Hi*h Wycombe, he might re-

flect that he was not wholly un-

skilled in affairs. For it was in

politics that his alert and vivid

genius found its highest expres-
sion, and the choice is easily

justified. Brilliant as were his

gifts in literature, Disraeli was
never bound by the slavery of

words. He wrote his novels be-

cause he craved a popular medium
in which to translate his opinions,
and the most of his works are
rather fanciful expositions of his

policy than separate masterpieces.
Wherefore he could never have
been content, for such poor fame

as his readers could give him, to

forego the frenzy of an active
life. His ambition was to govern
men, and to feel the impression
which his voice, his eye, his ges-

ture, made upon the crowd. His
success was assured as soon as he
stood upon the hustings ; and long
before he was appointed to lead

the House, he had turned the
current of English opinion. He
brought to the solemn task of

government all those qualities
which made him supreme in the
fashionable world, and gave to

his novels dashed off, you may
be sure, at a sitting a corner

apart in our English literature.

In the first place, he was a born

fighter, to whom the interchange
of blows was a delight, and who
ever scorned to cover his fist with
a glove. In the second, he had a

perfect talent for stage manage-
ment. Life for him was a drama,
in which he always played the prin-

cipal part, and he had learnt pre-

cisely how and when to bring off

his great effects. The controversy
with O'Connell, for instance, was
as deftly handled as might be

expected from D'Orsay's wisdom
and Dizzy's wit. The Count had
far too fine a sense of the world
to intervene in a political quarrel,
but the challenge was sent under
his auspices in fact, as the prin-

cipal confessed, he took the man-

agement of everything. With

perfect delicacy Disraeli remained
within doors until ten o'clock,

when he dressed, doubtless with

prodigious magnificence, and went
to the opera. Every one allowed

"that it was done in first-rate

style," and that O'Connell and
all his friends were utterly
"
squabashed." The violent explo-

sion in the ' Times ' was variously

greeted : some found it coarse,

others declared it worthy of
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Swift. But, as its author re-

marked with naive arrogance,
"The general effect is the thing,
and all men agree that I have
shown pluck."

This is but one example of the

dramatic instinct which never

failed him
;
and though he had

nothing of the mummer's com-

monness in his nature, he recog-
nised the utility of stage -effect.

To be powerful is to live in the

mouths of men; and when Dis-

raeli stood up to make his maiden

speech, he was almost as well

known as Sir Robert Peel him-

self. The moment, of course, was
chosen with perfect intelligence,
and the subject Ireland gave
him an opportunity of demolishing
his ancient enemy. The House
was on the one side expectant, on
the other vindictive, but none ex-

pected the outburst of ridicule

which overwhelmed the speaker.
The sallow face of the legend, the

glossy curls, the fantastic attire,

inspired the Opposition at least as

much as the hatred of the Re-

pealers. As for the speech itself,

it struck the proper note of arro-

gance : it was, indeed, the trumpet-
call to battle, sounded by a man
who knew neither fear nor failure.

He set himself up, possibly with-

out reason, as " the representative
of a considerable number of mem-
bers." When the House laughed,
he put it down to envy. With
his accustomed love of imagery,

abundantly justified by the eye's

superiority to the intellect, and

by the victory which argument
always yields to the picturesque,
he represented O'Connell dangling
in one hand the keys of St Peter,
in the other the Cap of Liberty.
As the uproar increased, he be-

came defiant, and in the old-

fashioned style of rodomontade
declared that "he had begun

many things, and he had often

succeeded at last." Then came
the immortal phrase: "I will sit

down now, but the time will

come when you shall hear me;"
and the magnificent conclusion,
drowned in a scream, "and when
I rise in this Assembly hereafter,
a dropped pin shall be heard."

The battle had been fought, and
Disraeli had won. When they
talked of failure Peel was indig-

nant, and Shiel himself flouted his

own supporters, The boast, gen-

erously youthful in itself, is sancti-

fied by time, and heightens the

fabulous character of the man that

uttered it. At any rate, the epi-
sode left him "in good spirits,"
and determined not to lose his

chance. For a while he must sub-

due his tone, and his next speech
was on Copyright ;

he must show

knowledge rather than wit, and
he plumped his utterance with

hard, unmanageable facts. But
the single object was achieved :

the orator had captured his audi-

ence; his prophecy was fulfilled

almost as soon as uttered; and
henceforth he would never rise to

an empty House nor endure the

inattention of the scornful. So,
once more, he had turned to tri-

umph what other men had de-

plored for irretrievable defeat, and

proved that Opportunity is the

greatest of the gods. Yet, adroit

as he was, it was no gift of man-
ner which enabled this Jew of

genius to dominate the British

House of Commons. He won his

place because he touched English

politics with the finger of romance,
because he lit up even the dark

places of Manchester with the flash

of imagination. The world, like the

youth of Oontarini Fleming, was
dominated by words, and Disraeli,

indignant at the tyranny of worn-

out titles, pleaded for the superior-
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ity of ideas. Was he Tory or

Radicrl? What mattered the

Dame, so long as he was guiltless

of W biggish autocracy ? And
thus he preached the doctrines of

the P( ntateuch, with others more

popular, and appealed for support
to Bolingbroke and Pitt. It was
a strange creed, this mixture of

Judaism, the People, and Tory
tradition, nor is it surprising that

it was misunderstood. The sternly
orthodox of all shades were quick
to der ounce Disraeli for a char-

latan, and all the while he was a

politic il philosopher, profoundly

inspired. He stood not for a

party, but for his opinions, and
when once his opinions were

shapec he created a party which
should hold them. By a subtle

irony he chose for his adherents

the nobles and squires of England,
and it is small wonder that they
looked with suspicion upon his

support, which soon grew into

domin on. But he was a states-

man %vho could not live from
hand o mouth upon political in-

trigue 5 which, said he, was the

resour)e of the second-rate. He
would sustain himself upon "great
truths

"
and, unpalatable as they

were, he forced those "
great

truths
"

upon his colleagues.
There! ore he detached himself

whollj from the common super-

stitions, and as Sir Walter leapt
back to the past for the material

of his romances, so Disraeli would

suppress all the history which
came oetween 1688 and the pass-

ing of the Reform Bill. The ob-

ject o : the Whigs, said he, was,
and h id always been, to convert

England into a Venetian republic,
to tun the monarch into a Doge,
and su ppress the people. So it was
the di ty of all patriots to crush
the Whigs, whose objects were to

establish a tyranny and dismem-

ber the empire, and to defeat

any party which did not respect
the prerogative of the Crown and
understand the only object of all

government. The theory was ad-

mirable, and admirably expressed,
but it seemed unintelligible to the
true-blue Tory, whose creed was
still privilege, though the passing
of the Reform Bill had endangered
the common liberty. The Whigs,
in exchange for the vote, demanded

nothing less than to be masters
for life, while the people, said

Disraeli, "took reform, as some
others took stolen goods, and no

questions asked." So, calling him-
self a Tory, he dared to plead the

cause of the mob, and, after the

example of Louis XL, he was
determined to thwart the reign-

ing oligarchy by an adroit com-
bination of crown and people.

To-day, maybe, he would have
been called a socialist, for he
dreamt of a Ten Hours Bill

;
he

valiantly declared that the rights
of labour were as sacred as the

rights of property ;
and he bitterly

denounced his chief enemies, the

manufacturers, because, said he,

they had created a new wealth,
and held themselves responsible to

no man. But Socialism was not

then invented, and he was vaguely
set down as a danger to the

State.

To unfold so romantic a creed

before the unawakened Tory re-

quired a reckless courage, but cour-

age was precisely the quality which
Disraeli never lacked. He courted

opposition, and smiled at con-

tempt. He knew as surely as on
the night of his maiden speech
that his own hour was coming, and
with an anger of scorn he dismissed

the policy of the Conservatives as

an organised hypocrisy. Whether
or no his demolition of Peel was

justified, whether it was he or his
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Minister who struck the first blow,
it is idle to speculate; but it is

certain that no party was ever so

completely demolished by one man
as were the Peelites by Disraeli.

Young England to-day is a gener-
ous dream ;

but when George

Smythe and the author of '

Sybil
'

fought side by side it was a bitter,

acrimonious reality. In vain did

the magnates of England express
their distrust; in vain did the

King of Hanover implore Lord

Strangford to extricate his sonfrom

the clutches of Disraeli
;
in vain

did the Duke of Rutland lament
that the admirable character of

Lord John Manners exposed him
to "the arts of a designing person."
The battle still waged, and session

after session Disraeli delivered

speeches which were masterpieces
of invective, brilliant with jibe,
and serried with argument. The
worst is, you return to the famous

speeches with regret and disap-

pointment : the well-known scorn

is there
;
once again you recognise

the ancient jests, the Whigs are

caught bathing and lose their

clothes ; Hansard, which should

be the Delphi, is but the Dunciad
of Downing Street

;
Peel's horror

of slavery does not extend to the

benches behind him, "there the

gang is still assembled, there the

thong of the whip still sounds."

But for all the deft illustration,

for all the jingled alliteration, the

splendid effect is gone, and you
wonder whether it is not a crime

to imprison the spoken word.

The orator, like the actor, writes

his name in snow, and may only
be judged by the effect which his

voice, his glance, and the wave of

his hand produce upon the opinion
of others. Weighed by this stand-

ard, Disraeli's victory was com-

plete. Despite his small follow-

ing, he was already master of the

House; his friends belonged to
those great houses which it was
his pleasure to penetrate, and his

ambition to control
; and surely

his irony was never more nattered
than at the Manchester Athenseum,
when, flanked by George Smythe
and Lord John Manners, who ap-

peared by their sires' permission
for this occasion only, he pleaded
the cause of popular culture in the
accent of aristocratic Toryism. He
pictured Athens, he quoted Latin,
he compared knowledge to Jacob's

mystic ladder, whose "base rests

on the primeval earth, whose
crest is lost in the shadowy splen-
dour of the empyrean." And all

the while he knew that the hour
of Peel's fall was at hand, and that

then nothing could intervene be-

tween himself and the leadership.
A rich experience even for this

artist in life.

Meanwhile, that no field should

be left unturned, he was writing
the splendid series of romances
which would have kept green his

fame had he never entered a

drawing-room nor stood upon a

platform. It is idle to criticise

him who criticised everything, for,

in truth, his works defy every sen-

timent save admiration. They are

composed in a hurry, and without

the proper sense of literature.

When the author of 'Alroy' be-

lieves he is writing lofty prose, he

is only covering his pages with the

blankest of verse. The colour is

generally as false as the sentiment,
and never, save in such dazzling
tours de force as '

Ixion,'
'

Popan-
illa,' and the 'Infernal Marriage/
wherein the severe influence of

Voltaire is still apparent, does the

writer consider the claims of gram-
mar or logic. But you forgive
the extravagance, the sentiment,
the folly of such brilliant experi-
ments as 'Tancred,' 'Sybil,' and
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1 Conic gsby
'
for a thousand golden

virtues. For here is the real Dis-

raeli revealed a mixture of ro-

mance and reality, scorn and

gentleness. Compare the first

volume ) of * Tancred 7 with the

second, and you shall see the true

meeting of East and West. You
cannot imagine a greater contrast

than glitters between Leander,
that k :

ng of cooks, and Fakredeen,
the immortal type of the adroit,

unscrupulous, fascinating adven-

turer. Yet each is drawn with a

precision and sympathy which
could only proceed from intimate

knowledge. Indeed, Disraeli be-

longed to many worlds, and he

pourec pell-mell into his romances
his m mifold experience. If the

blame] ess young man and the vir-

tuous maid eluded him, as they
have eluded the rest, he drew such
characters as are outside the

common observation with a skill

that only can be matched in the

great masters of fiction. His

Mirabel, his Monmouth, his mir-

aculous Sidonia, the ineffable

Rigby, those prodigies of intrigue

Taper and Tadpole, who never de-

spaired of the Commonwealth, the

Marmsys and Bellamonts, where
shall you rival them for justice
and u?iderstanding 1 And the wit
of his dialogue, the aptness of his

satire, the ferocity of his comment

upon Jife, literature, and art they
are all unparalleled and his own.

Now, instead of appealing from
the mediocrity of one to the medi-

ocrity of many, he would hang
an architect; now he sings the

paean of intrigue, and declares that

youth and debt are the stimulus of

action. But wherever you prick
him, he sheds the blood of sin-

cerity to himself. For his novels,
if not, autobiography, are still a

transj >arent reflection of his moods
and opinions. He wrote so rapidly

that he had not time to mask his

meaning; and he thought so deeply,
that he repeats himself again and

again. If in his novels you find

the germs of all his policies, if

Cyprus is given to England by
Tancred himself, and the Queen is

already hailed Empress of India,
so his speeches are little else than
his romances, shaped for the voice

and another audience. But at

least this restless spirit had found
another expression, this limit-

less ambition had won another

pasturage.
Once upon a time, before he had

taken his seat as member for Maid-

stone, he announced that if there

was anything upon which he

piqued himself it was consistency.

Now, consistency, if it be the least

offensive of the vices, is still the

vilest of the virtues, which springs
rather from the obstinacy of weak-
ness than from the certainty of

strength. But in a sense Disraeli

was consistent, and his uniformity
of opinion is readily explained.
He began life with his career

minutely sketched ("I mean to be
Prime Minister," he told Lord
Melbourne in 1835), and being

emancipated from the catch-words

of party, he was forced to formu-

late in his youth the creed of popu-
lar Toryism, which guided him
until the last. Yet in nothing
was he so sincerely consistent as

in his devotion to his race. He
was a Jew first, an Englishman
afterwards, and this whole-hearted

loyalty was firmly established

upon the rock of pride. Whether
or no he had suffered from persecu-

tion, he "never imbibed that dis-

like for his race which the vain

are apt to adopt when they find

that they are born to public con-

tempt." He, too, was vain; in

truth, he scaled the heights of

arrogance, but his vanity assumed
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another shape. For him the East

was a career
;
his eyes were always

turned towards the cradle of his

race. Oriental in his taste, as in

his lack of it, he believed that the

patriarchs had laid down the laws

of government for all time, and he

would twist the policy of England
until it harmonised with the ideals

of the Hebrew kings. His books,
his speeches, his life were the

acclamation of Jewish wisdom and
Jewish grandeur. He pleaded the

cause of his people without passion,
but rather with that secure vali-

ance which comes from the con-

science of a just cause. Tancred's

noble fantasy of the East, Alroy's

unhappy devotion to a lost people,
are but the loftiest expression of

his constant dream. To read his

eloquent argument is to wonder
that in any corner of the world
the foolish man should cry
" Death" to the Jew. "All is

race," says Sidonia; "there is no
other truth

;

" and every race

must decay "unless it lives in

deserts and never mixes its blood."

The Jews, it is certain, do not live

in deserts, but they keep their

blood pure, and so, for good or evil,

they have become the rulers of the
world. In '

Coningsby
'

Sidonia,
the concretion of the Hebrew
intellect, as fine a gentleman, as

adroit a politician, as profound a

scholar, as ever stepped into the

pages of a novel, would prove by
example that the most learned

students, the astutest diplomatists,
the most powerful Ministers, and
even many marshals of France, are

of Abraham's seed. So far the

argument is ornamental and ex-

travagant; but Disraeli insists

upon the perfect emancipation of

his people upon other and far more

practical grounds. All the ten-

dencies of the Jewish race, he de-

clares, are conservative. How

should a people, justly proud of its

blood, ever patient in its observ-

ance of ceremonial, decline upon
so ridiculous a doctrine as the

equality of man? In brief, "the
bias of the Jews is to religion,

property, and natural aristocracy ;

and it should be the interest of

statesmen that this bias should be

encouraged, and their energies and
creative powers enlisted in the
cause of existing society." As
they have lived under a feudal

system, so they are born with an

understanding of monarchy and

submission, and no people in the

world is better fitted for patriotism
than the people which to-day
holds the keys of empire. Yet a

foolish persecution of a great
race would deprive Europe of a

solidly conservative element, and
that this persecution is unneces-

sary is proved not only by the

large tolerance of many genera-

tions, but by the supremacy which
the most devoted Jew of the cen-

tury exercised over an aristocracy

many centuries younger than his

own. The argument is perfect, if

you forget the vain prejudice of

race, which makes justice a

mockery and turns men into

beasts of fury. But Disraeli

carried his logic a step further,

and asked with perfect reason who
could "

deny that Jesus of Nazar-

eth is the eternal glory of the Jew-
ish race?" In truth, it was his

favourite maxim that the complete
Jew believed not only in Sinai but

in Calvary, and, said he, the Italian

who accuses a Christian Jew of

perversion has misread history.
For the Jew has but fulfilled the

Law and the Prophets, and the

pagan, turned against his gods, is

the true renegade.
But the soundest argument

war vainly with passion, and Dis-

raeli's career was a finer champion-
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ship o:: his race than all his logic.

Yet t lere is one mystery which
he cherished himself the mystery
of his character. He achieved so

much, and he said so many things,
that it has been a favourite pas-
time :o discover inconsistencies

in the most consistent hero of the

century. He was a Jew and a

Christian, a Tory and a Radical,
a Novelist and an Orator. Per-

haps there were in him the seeds

of many contrary things. But is it

not fa? simpler to confess that he
was a man of genius, who fulfilled

himse]f in many ways, a prince of

many kingdoms, who came into

them all ? Mystery was his pose,
and yet he was the most candid

of men. He could not, if he

would, suppress his meaning.
What he was in his books, so he
was :n his career; and while

romaD ce was his life, his life

was a more brilliant romance
than his own intrepid pen had
dared to shape. But time, which

spared his genius, indulged not his

enemies; and he, who had been
content to dream and to fight,
was called to government. Hence-
forth he must desert adventure
for accomplishment, romance for

the hard dry atmosphere of office.

The career of Disraeli the Younger
was finished; the novels were

written, the satires laid aside
;

deeds must silence words; and
the Cyprus dreamed of in 'Tan-
cred' should be ours, and the

Queen should in very truth be

Empress. For though the states-

man of to-morrow must eclipse
the enchanted Arabian of to-day,
his heart was still faithful to

romance, his face was still set

towards the immortal East.

CHARLES WHIBLEY.
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THE ZIONISTS.

Two remarkable conferences

have of late been held by the

Jews one at Basle, on the Ger-

man border of Switzerland, during
the 29th, 30th, and 31st of Aug-
ust last year, and one in London
on the 6th of March 1898. They
assembled to discuss the present
condition of European Jews, and
the prospects of the Zionist move-
ment.

What, then, is Zionism, and
what is its importance? Is it

merely the craze of a few enthusi-

asts, and the aspiration of the

poor and oppressed 1 or is it really
a popular movement, having its

roots in actual and urgent facts,

and heralding important events ?

Who are its supporters and lead-

ers ? who are its opponents ? The
life of the Jews is still so much a

thing apart that such matters may
be agitated in our midst Without

attracting attention, yet may very
nearly concern ourselves in the

future. Broadly defined, Zionism
is the expression of a desire on
the part of Jews to return to Pal-

estine, and make it their home.
It ranges from the purely charit-

able to the boldly political, these

being but various views of the

means whereby the end may be

attained, slowly or suddenly, in

greater or lesser degree. To un-

derstand its meaning, we must
know when and how the move-
ment arose, what it has effected

in the past, and what it aims at

doing in the future.

In an age of national ideas it

would be strange if such a senti-

ment were absent among the Jews.
For that they are a nation, in the

ordinary sense of the term, few
will be found to doubt. In

custom, in physical type, in belief,

and even so far as the tongue
of their scriptures and prayers is

concerned in language, they are

a people apart, and united to one
another. But they present the

unique example of a race without
a national centre or abiding home.
Their very nationality, which led

the Romans to regard them as

differing from all other peoples,
became the cause of their down-
fall and dispersion. They alone

resisted, with desperate determin-

ation, the dissolving influence of

Roman rule, and for this they
were swept aside in the march of

Roman consolidation. Their re-

sistance to Christianity made them
also the victims of that cruel zeal

which, from the fourth to the

twelfth centuries of our era, aimed
at the destruction of every non-

Ohristian system. Yet such is

the vitality of the race that it has

survived all such adverse forces,

so that the Jew to-day is not less

distinct from others, or less con-

vinced of his future, than in the

times when he shook off the yoke
of Greece, or defied the power of

Rome.
It is true that the Jews are

much divided in the details of

their faith, and that many ten-

dencies exist among them, as

among other nations. They are

equally distinguished among them-

selves by varying states of civilisa-

tion, varying conditions of wealth

or poverty, misery and content-

ment, and by different opinions
as to their relations to the people

amongst whom they dwell. Zion-

ism does not find many active

advocates among the rich, the

cultured, and the religiously in-
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different, while it perhaps hardly
touches that class of whom the

higher-minded Jews are so much
ashamed the usurers and com-

pany promoters, materialists and

rapacious money-makers whose

greed has given a bad name in

Europe to a gifted race, among
whom the virtues of constancy
and endurance are also conspicu-

ous, ar d whose fervid imagination
finds expression mainly in passion-
ate beliefs as to the future of their

people. But neither is Zionism

wholly an idea of the ignorant
and miserable. It has leaders

whose position is independent,
and whose aims and education

place them above any merely
ignorant enthusiasm. While on
the ore hand they would keep
back the younger generation from
that materialism and "assimila-

tion" which mean the loss of

belief and religion, and would
fain s(;e their poorer and more

degraded brethren restored to

freedon and prosperity, they are

on the other hand not in sympathy
with the narrow life of the reac-

tionary sects, and the prejudice
and superstition which are often

driving bolder spirits to renounce
the faith and customs of their

fathers Among such leaders we
may expect an intimate know-

ledge o : Jewish life, and a states-

manliko understanding of what is

possible and best for the people.
Yet they tell us that Zionism

represents the only practicable
solutioi. of the present troubles

of the Jews.

Zionism, therefore, is not a
factitious movement, nor a vision-

ary craze due to religious excite-

ment. It has sober leaders, it has
affected the hearts of the masses,
and it i ? due to experience in the

past. AVithin three days the Basle

Congress received 550 telegrams,
VOL. OLXIII. NO. DCCCCXCI.

messages, and letters from all parts
of the world, and nearly 8000

petitions from Jews in Roumania,
Galicia, and Russia, representing
the desire of 56,000 souls to be
aided in return to Palestine. In

England the various small societies

of "
Zion-Lovers,"

" Sons of Zion,"

&c., that are now being confeder-

ated, and have consented to aid

the Vienna and Paris associations,
were represented in London by
about 170 delegates from nearly
10,000 subscribers, who, if we took
each to belong to a separate family,
would represent nearly half the

Jews of Great Britain. Such so-

cieties are still more numerous in

eastern Europe, and some of them
have now been working for fifteen

years. They are found in Austria,

Poland, Russia, Roumania, Bul-

garia, and Turkey, and even in

North America and Argentina.
They are fewest in countries where
the Jews are well treated, but they
are everywhere increasing in en-

thusiasm for their central idea,

and in numbers. " In Vienna

alone," says Dr Alexander Mintz,
" the idea of Zionism [among
students] has half a thousand de-

votees ;
even the townsmen begin,

through us, to see the importance
of colonisation in Palestine, and
the great value of Zionist endeav-

ours; the poor press in, and the

young press in." In Hungary,
where a freedom-loving people has

not yet turned on the Jews, there

is no active Zionist movement. In
America it is found among the

Russian exiles, who have not suc-

ceeded in finding fortune in New
York. In the east of Europe it

has developed as described by Dr
David Farbstein of Zurich :

" The
Zionists desire, by a systematic

emigration of Jews to Palestine,
not only to call into existence a

Jewish society, but also to pro-
2 T
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duce a change in the economy of

Jewish habits : to make out of

small traders and workmen a people
of land -tillers and of industrial

pursuits." Some of the Basle

speakers went much further than

this, and advocated the creation

of a Jewish State, recognised by
Europe, and forming the home
and centre of the race. In Lon-
don Colonel Goldsmid's opinion is

of importance, because of his prac-
tical acquaintance with such ques-
tions among the new colonists of

Argentina. In his address to the

Zionist Conference he said :

" The bulk of the race is, however,
located in eastern Europe, crowded

together by oppressive laws, or the

force of circumstances, in Ghettos and
Pales of Settlement. Deprived of the

ordinary rights of citizenship, educa-

tion, and the means of gaining honest

livelihoods, denied to them by Govern-

ments, what wonder that the race

deteriorates physically and intellectu-

ally. It is all very well for the

prosperous, well-to-do British Jew,
who has never bowed beneath the

yoke of the oppressor, to say,
' Why

don't you do as I do ?
' The condi-

tions are absolutely different ab initio.

. . . You will no longer wonder at

the hold Zionism has on the masses of

your race, as the only hope of salva-

tion for them and their children."

These statements mark a very
considerable change, both in the

spread and in the aims of Zionism,
within the last few years. Hith-
erto in Great Britain the work
has been mainly charitable. In
Vienna it has now become a social

and political question, and the

English societies have at last con-

sented to co-operate with the Con-
tinental leaders. The movement
can be traced as early as 1880,
when Lazarus B/okeach came from
Safed in Galilee to Roumania, to

agitate for the founding of Jewish
colonies in Palestine. There are

now twenty -seven societies of

Zionists in Roumania, and two
important colonies (Zikron Ya-
kub and Rosh Pinah) of Rou-
manian Jews in Palestine. The
movement generally received a

great impulse through the Russian

persecution, and the deep interest

taken in it by Laurence Oliphant
is well known. His scheme for

creating a Jewish province in

Gilead failed, however, in conse-

quence of two great difficulties :

First, that the Sultan was not to

be persuaded ;
and secondly, that

the Jews themselves did not take

up the idea, because of the remote

position of that region, and be-

cause they feared the wild Bedouin

population. Meantime, however,
Jewish action has led to the crea-

tion of no less than twenty-three
colonies in Sharon and Galilee,

supporting some 6000 Jews, mainly
from the east of Europe, and the

success of most of these has be-

come so assured as to prove that

there is nothing impracticable in

the idea, and to lead many other

poor Jews to look forward to a

return to their ancient home.
The Russian persecution of

1881-82 led to the expulsion of

about a million of Jews, and to

untold misery ;
and its results

are not even as yet complete in

Europe. It appears that some

quarter of the number must have

gone to America, and nearly

70,000 fled to Palestine. Our
Jewish population was doubled by
the influx of about 50,000 paupers,
of a class very different to that of

the resident British Jews. Others

came to Germany and France, but

perhaps half the total number
crowded into the Ghettos of Gali-

cia, Bukowina, Roumania, and

Bulgaria the countries nearest

to the Russian border. Much of

the bitterness of anti-Semitic feel-
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ing on the Continent is due to

this srsdden increase of the poorest
and most degraded class of Jew
in Austria, Germany, and France,
traceable directly to Russian ac-

tion. Even in Great Britain it

caused the cry against aliens, and

very un-English proposals for shut-

ting o ir doors against the perse-
cuted stranger. But when the

exceptional nature of the crisis

is considered, it appears strange
that an addition of about one per
thousand to the population should

be supposed to render necessary
laws quite foreign to the national

temper. The question of poverty
in the AVest of Ireland is one which
is more pressing, and of larger

proportions, but it does not cause

the sane excitement as that rep-

resenting a mild form of anti-

Semitic feeling, which has for-

tunatelf not captured our rulers.

The miin burden has fallen on
the British Jews, whose charity
to their poor brethren is well

known. The resources of the

Jewish guardians have been sorely

taxed, {,nd the growth of Zionist

enthusiasm among the exiles in

London and in the great pro-
vincial cities, has been most
marked and rapid. It is now
from Roumania that the most

urgent appeals are however com-

ing, in consequence of poverty
and persecution. The Basle Con-
ference received thence 5258 peti-
tions from 37,000 persons nearly
a sixth of the whole Jewish popula-
tion asking that steps might be
taken to induce the Sultan, through
the influence of European public
opinion, to permit the foundation
of a "srie home in Palestine' 7

for

oppressed Jews.
It is clear, therefore, that the

movement is widespread and real,
and that the leaders are engaged
not in ci eating enthusiasm, but in
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seeking ways to direct it wisely,
and in trying to find the means of

alleviating the misery of a people
so roughly cut off from their em-

ployments, and thrust out of

Russia as ruined men. A few
words may be permitted as to

the character of this population,
its numbers and distribution, its

pursuits and relations with other

races, all bearing on the main

question of Zionism as a remedy
for existing evils. The informa-
tion given by Dr Max Nordau
of Paris, Dr Theodor Hertzl of

Vienna, and by the delegates from
various countries at the Basle Con-

ference, is very instructive on most
of these points.
The Jew in different countries

has become what circumstances
and the action of various Govern-
ments have made him, after cen-

turies of precarious existenceamong
the Goim or Gentiles. Everywhere
he is still the Jew, yet everywhere
he varies, and shows points of re-

semblance to the people among
whom he lives. The tall, digni-

fied, dark Sephardim of Spain con-

trast with the lean, undersized

Ashkenazim of Poland, whose blue

eyes and the fair colour of their

ragged "love-locks" seem to sug-

gest some admixture of European
blood. The Morocco Jew resembles

the Moor, as the black Jews of

Ceylon or the ancient colonists of

Abyssiniaresemble the races among
whom they dwell. In Britain our

Sephardim families, among whom
are found many of the most cul-

tured and prosperous Hebrew gen-

tlemen, came to us from Italy and

Spain. At the opposite end of

the scale are the Ashkenazi exiles

from Russia, now crowding the

East of London. They are numer-
ous in Jerusalem

;
and while among

the Sephardim we see descendants

of families which prospered for
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centuries under the Arabs in Spain,
where Jewish ministers of Moslem

princes, Jewish scholars like Mai-

monides, and Jewish philosophers
and men of science, nourished

before the days of the Inquisition,

among the Ashkenazim of the

East, so long oppressed by the

fanaticism of the Greek and Roman
Churches, the lowest type of Jew

superstitious and dirty, grasping
and unsympathetic is the natural

offspring of the Ghetto and of

penal laws. Under such condi-

tions it is to be wondered, not
that by some slight admixture of

blood through occasional marriage
with Slav or Finnish peasants the

race has become less pure, but
rather that the energy and pride
of this wonderful people have so

long been the means of preserving
its individuality. In the west the
distinction is equally marked, as

any who have attended a Jewish

public meeting know, although in-

termarriage with Gentiles, and a

tendency to assimilation with the

surrounding nation, continue to

work as in the first Hebrew age,
when Israel mingled with Hittites

and Canaanites, or in the later

days of the Hellenists, against
whom the nation as a whole re-

volted.

Out of some 9,000,000 Jews no
less than 5,000,000 are found in

Russia. The distribution of the
race appears to be as below :

Russia

East Europe
West Europe
America .

North Africa

Palestine .

Elsewhere .

5,000,000

1,500,000

1,000,000

1,000,000
200,000
70,000

230,000

9,000,000

The balance of 230,000 includes

the Jews of Turkey proper, Persia,

Egypt, Arabia, and the scattered

residents of South Africa, India,

Australia, &c. Under the head
of East Europe have been in-

cluded

Galicia

Bukowina
West Austria

Bulgaria
Roumania

772,000
60,000

400,000

25,000

250,000

1,507,000

It is thus clear that outside

Russia the congestion is now on
the borders of the adjoining States.

While in Roumania there are

250,000 Jews, in Great Britain
there are only 101,000, as fol-

lows :

In London
Provinces

Scotland

Ireland .

64,280

33,070
2,060

1,779

101,189

Out of these, according to Mr De
Haas, we have

Per cent.

British-born. . . .20
German .... 7

Dutch . . .

'

. .5
Russo-Polish . . .58
Other . . . . 10

100

From this statement to the
Basle Congress we may judge that

Russian persecution has doubled
the number of English Jews, and
much more than doubled the*

amount of Jewish poverty in

London.
As regards the poverty of the

Continental Hebrews, it is stated*

by Dr Farbstein that 70 per cent

of the Galician Jews are beggars,
and half the Jews of Russia

paupers. In Wilno 95 per cent?

are poor, according to reports of

the Alliance Israelite. In Algiers
and Morocco the Jews are also

miserably poor. The sudden influx

of 40,000 Jews into Jerusalem led

to an appalling condition of desti-
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tution, partly relieved by Christian

charity; and the leading Rabbis
were obliged to ask the Turkish
Government not to allow further

immigration of Jews without
means of livelihood. Yet such is

the determination of the race that

these exiles have contrived to live

in the city for the last fifteen

years, and some even are said to

have grown rich. Much as they
are hampered by unjust laws, the

Jews of eastern Europe have a

keen appreciation of the value of

education. The number of their

children in Galician schools has
stead .ly increased. In the techni-

cal schools of Lemberg 20 per cent

of tho scholars were Jews in 1890,
and n 1896 10 per cent in the

higher technical academies.
Th3 laws of eastern Europe

forbid the Jews, as a rule, to own
land, or to engage in agriculture,

although a certain proportion have

long been employed in tillage. In
Galic a 630 Jews only are regis-
tered as landowners, and a few
are husbandmen, tenants, and mill-

owners. The rest are shopkeepers,
publioans, clerks, and workmen.
In England the lowest class are

shoemakers, tailors, cigar -mak-
ers, printers, furriers, cabinet-

makers
; the more prosperous

being hairdressers and jewellers,
with iuperior artisans. In Russia
the occupations of the Jews are
much the same

; but in Palestine
even those who had been work-
men have often shown great apti-
tude for agriculture and the care
of ca tie, when they have become
memlers of the country colonies,
while others have found employ-
ment as masons, waggon-makers,
cooper, &c., in connection with
these same centres. The industry
and : Ability of these exiles is re-

markuble, but their present prefer-
ence of town life which may,
however, be partly due to diffi-

culties in obtaining land is

indicated by the distribution of

the Jews in Palestine itself, as

follows :

Present number in Jerusalem, 40,000
M M Hebron 15,000
n M Jaffa 5,500
it M Tiberias 4,000
ii M Colonies 6,000

The total thus exceeds 70,000, or

about an eighth of the whole

population, but of these more
than nine -tenths are in towns,
and subsist as mechanics and
traders.

It is remarkable that the Jews
have always prospered more under
Moslem rulers than in Christian

countries. In Austria, at the

present time, members of Parlia-

ment have denounced them as

"no men," "a rabble cursed by
God," "who make use of Christian

blood" (at the Passover); while

in Poland pamphlets and pictures,
sown broadcast, rail upon them as

"vampires." The Turks, on the

other hand, are lenient to a peace-
ful and industrious population,
which brings money to their

dominions
;
and the Jews acknow-

ledge the tolerance of the Sultan,
and hold in Palestine a better

position than they did in Russia,
for it is only against those who

rebel from his rule that the Turk

usually is cruel. There is really
no reason why the Jews should

not prosper in the East, under
Moslem rule, as they did under
the Arab khalifs in Spain or at

Baghdad, in former ages. The
financial aid which they are able

to offer gives them much influence

with the Porte. The increase of

population in Palestine must lead

to increased employment for

traders, artisans, and shopkeepers,
and already the commerce of the

country is passing into the hands
of the Jews.
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There are several practical
causes explaining why a return

to Palestine is desired by this

very practical race, quite apart
from any religious or sentimental

reasons. In the first place, it

is the nearest habitable country
to Russia and Austria, and one,
as the Jews now know, where
there is room, and where life is

possible. Secondly, it is not a

country ruled by Christians, or

where penal laws against Jews
are enforced. The Turks do not
allow a flood of paupers to enter

Palestine, but they receive such
Jews as can prove that they have
means for bare existence. This

restriction has been a benefit to

those who have actually entered

the land. Thirdly, the conditions

of oriental life are more in accord

with that stage of civilisation

which has been reached in east-

ern Europe than are those of the

civilised west. The Jew is less

worried by sanitary rules and

police regulations ;
and is, more-

over, better acquainted with the

languages there spoken than with
French or English. Lastly, the

country has already become a

large Jewish centre, where friends

and relatives may be found, and
where the knowledge gained in

Europe can be turned to account

among a less energetic population
than that of the west. For such
reasons the poorer Jews of the
east look to Palestine as again
a land of promise. The hatred
of their race among the mobs of

Christian countries is mainly due
to the hard conditions of life

among the poor. The Jew forces

the pace, and undersells the native
workmen. Even in Palestine he
is much disliked by the Moslem
peasantry; but these are few in

numbers and slow in action, so
that for the last fifteen years the
new-comers have been able to hold

their own without any serious

dangers arising.
The more excitable of those

interested in the movement have
become impatient of the slow pro-

gress made. There are 50,000
Jews ready to migrate if they
had means to start their new life

and to satisfy the requirements of

Turkish law. They ask why agri-
culture only is recommended as a

means of living, and why agricul-
turists are selected for special aid.

The answer is that Palestine is a
land of corn, wine, oil, and fruit,

not a land of manufactures, of

mines, or of commerce. It is a

country which has become very
empty of inhabitants, and which
is capable of a much extended
cultivation. Fully occupied and

fully tilled, it might not only

support a large industrial popula-

tion, but it might compete with
Russia and India in its export
trade. At present it cannot sup-

port a large class of artisans, be-

cause there is not enough to eat,

nor is there employment for such

class. The husbandmen are pion-

eers, who are gradually restoring
the country to a condition in

which it will be possible to de-

velop industries, and, when roads

and railways have been made, to

develop trade. Agriculture, there-

fore, deserves especially to be there

assisted, and the artisan class must
at present take care of themselves.

The colonies have been mainly
supported and developed through
the generosity of Baron Edmund
de Rothschild, and to a lesser ex-

tent by the various Zionist socie-

ties. The Jews are now in pos-
session of about sixty square miles

of Palestine, or 1 per cent of the

country ;
but out of this a plot of

10,000 acres is in Bashan, south

of Damascus, and this has as yet
been very little developed. The

twenty -three villages and settle-
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merts in Sharon and Galilee,

founded between 1870 and 1890,
seen nearly all to have taken

root, and some of the larger are

now self-supporting. The oldest

institution is the Mikveh Israel,

at Jaffa, with 100 students and

600 acres. The cultivation of

vines, fruit, and corn has here

been taught since 1870. Five

mil(;8 to the south is the Rishon
Zw.i ("eldest of Zion"), with 500
settlers and 2000 acres. It thrives

on ^he silk industry, and 20,000
mulberries have been planted. It

has wells, schools, a bath, a syna-

gogue, a library, and two-storeyed
houses for each family. The casks

for the wine here made are the

work of the colonist coopers ;
the

carpenters, &c., are all Jews.

Wady ffanin, five miles farther

south, with 670 colonists, has

been less prosperous, but has just
received 4000 from the Zionist

societies, and covers 400 acres of

vineyard. JRehoboth, hard by, was
founded in 1890 by a Warsaw

society, and includes 250 colonists,
witL. 10 acres apiece. They are

well housed, and have proved very
industrious : the younger genera-
tion speak pure Hebrew ; and
closo by the London Society of

Oho/evi Zion, aided by the Ezra

Society of Berlin, have settled six

families of labourers.

Tiie Ekron colony, farther in-

land, was founded by Baron Ed-
mund de Rothschild in 1884. The
colonists number 250, with 1000
acre

3, and they are also engaged
in vine and silk culture. At
Katra, to the west, Russian stu-

dents in the same year occupied
900 acres, of which a fourth is

devoted to wheat-growing, and on
the rest there are 200,000 vines.

The colonists now number about

605

100 souls. At Artuf, close to the
foot of the Judean mountains, a
settlement started by a Christian

society, which has failed, is now
reoccupied by 20 Bulgarian Jews.
The eighth settlement in Sharon
is at Kastineh, in Philistia, east

of Ashdod, founded by the Paris

Central Committee, and taken
over by Baron Rothschild from
Bessarabian Jews. The London
Chovevi Zion Society

1 has given
1200 to this colony, which is

said to be highly successful. At
present there are 120 colonists,

with 10 acres apiece. A few
colonists at Moza complete the

number of the southern settle-

ments, each of which is already
of the size of an ordinary Pales-

tine hamlet.

One of the oldest colonies is the

Petakh Tikveh ("door of hope"),
founded in 1878, north of Jaffa.

It is now the largest colony in

Judea, with 750 inhabitants and
3500 acres. The land belongs

partly to Baron Rothschild, partly
toMr Lachmam of Berlin. Oranges,
lemons, and other fruits are grown,
and dairy

- farming is carried on.

Tea-planting has even been started

with fair results. Another group
exists near Tantura in the narrow

plain west of Mount Carmel. At
El Heiderah, north of the village
of Tantura, 6000 acres were ac-

quired in 1890 by Jews from

Riga and Wilna. They suffered

much from the malaria due to

swamps extending over some 700

acres, but these, by aid of Baron
Edmund de Rothschild, they began
in 1896 to drain, and have planted

50,000 eucalyptus-trees, which will

no doubt be able to grow as there

are no frosts in this plain, and
which are highly valuable as a

cure for miasma. At Tantura,

1 T he word Chovevi (" friends ") is often badly pronounced. It is the same as

the Arabic HaUb, "friend."
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itself 30 families grow corn and

vegetables, but their glass manu-

factory does not appear to have
been successful. Close by is the

largest colony in Palestine, called

Zikron Takub (or "memorial of

James "
Rothschild), founded by

the Roumanians in 1882, and con-

sisting of 5000 acres, with a pop-
ulation of 2000 souls. On the

slopes of Carmel to the east are

the smaller settlements at Shefaya,
Umm et T'dt, and Umm el Jemdl,
with 30, 5, and 25 families respec-

tively^ The early history of these

colonists was very unfortunate;
but they still hold on to the land,
and the situation is more healthy
than any in the plains.
Bosh Pinah ("the head-stone of

the corner ") is an important col-

ony in Galilee, founded in 1882,
and taken over by Baron Edmund
de Rothschild. Some 600 souls

here occupy 1500 acres, with sixty

houses, having flower and vegetable

gardens, with stables for horses

and cattle. There are three per-
ennial springs, half a million of

vines, and 80,000 mulberries. A
steam silk factory employs some
50 young men from Safed. Yes-

sod Ham-Maleh, in the same part
of the country, was founded in

1883 by Polish Jews, and struggled
on till 1887, when the Zionist

Society of Odessa gave help, build-

ing houses and supplying cattle.

In 1890 the colonists were taken
over by Baron de Rothschild, and
are now employed in growing
flowers for essential oils, scents,
&c. They also weave silk, and

engage in bee-farming and fishing
in the Huleh lake (or Waters of

Merom) hard by. About 1 60 souls

here occupy 900 acres. Farther
to the south-west, at

}Ain Zeitttn,

immediately north of Safed, on
the summit of the range of Upper
Galilee, the Zionists of Minsk
founded a colony, taken over by the

The Zionists. [May

Baron in 1 894. It consists of 1 200

acres, with 300,000 vines and

many fruit-trees. The position is

excellent, but as yet the colonists

are few. The Mishmar ha Yarden

(or
" Jordan fort") in the valley

has not succeeded, the climate

being too feverish. Other recent

foundations, called Mechanayim
and Metullah (1200 acres), with
that of the Beni Yehudah of Safed

(800 acres), still require assist-

ance; while, as mentioned, the

large tract at Sahem el Jauldn in

Bashan is as yet unoccupied. Such
is the account of the twenty-four
Jewish settlements (including the

Mikveh Israel School) in Palestine,
which has just been given by Mr
J. Prag to the London Conference.

Zionism is a movement which,
like others, has passed through the

stages of indifference, ridicule, and

opposition, to that of popular rec-

ognition and enthusiasm. It has

taken hold of the hearts of the

people, and is directed by men who
desire to see their own kin free,

prosperous, and religious. The
Maccabean Society in London,
which has similar aims, has pro-
moted pilgrimages to Palestine

among the upper class of Jews,
and this new feature of interest

appeared last year for the first

time, when 21 Jewish tourists

went out, and were joyfully hailed

by the colonists, having been

wished God -speed by the Chief

Rabbi in a sermon preached at

Hampstead. The opinion of Mr
Bentwich as to the tendency of

the movement was eloquently ex-

pressed at the recent London Con-

ference :

" The famous Sanhedrin,
convened by the great Napoleon,

abjured the National idea, declar-

ing that c France is our Zion,' but

whither has that led them ? to

Panama and the Devil's Island."

Indifference to Zionism may be
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understood, but opposition seems

strange. No one need go to

Palestine unless he likes, and no
one .supposes that all the 9,000,000
Jew;j now in the world are likely
to go there. But why should the

poor not be assisted to make a

living, in a comparatively empty
land by consent of the Sultan and

by fid of the benevolent 1 The

objections urged have been futile.

First, that it is impossible. This

has been contradicted by exper-
ience !. There are now more Jews
in Palestine than in London, and

50,000 more are anxious to go,

knovdng that their predecessors

begin to prosper in the land. Sec-

ondly, that the movement is separ-
atist. This is the " assimilator's

"

argu nent. Nothing can make the

stricn Jew more separate than he

already is. Thirdly, religious ob-

jections have been raised by cer-

tain "protesting Rabbis," who
regard the movement as "antici-

pating the action of Providence,"
and who appear to hold that Israel

must not return till called by the

Messiah. But Providence acts by
natural means, and by drawing
the hearts of men, and raising up
leaders among them. Did the
Czar anticipate Providence when
he decreed expulsion, and so drove
Israe out towards the Holy Land ?

Such arguments are not then likely
to stiy this popular movement.
So far the London Society, in spite
of its zeal, has not been able to do
much. It collected in 1891 a sum
of 2000 under the late Mr
D'Av gdor, mainly from the sav-

ings of the poor who believed in

Zionis m. In 1896 the trustees of

the I irsch fund were able to give
6000 to the Palestine colonies,

but n >w that all Zionist societies

in Br tain are confederated, and

acting in aid of the Central Com-
mittee founded in Paris four years
ago, ind of the Vienna Society,

which holds a second congress next

August, much more important ac-

tion may be expected in the im-

mediate future. The movement
no longer requires stimulus, but
rather careful guiding.
The Basle conference was on

the whole an eminently practical
affair. It is true that some of the

more enthusiastic delegates showed
want of knowledge of political
conditions

;
and Dr Herzl's bold

proposal in 1896 to found a Jewish
state is not likely for the present
to find fulfilment. But the con-

gress began by systematic inquiry
into the condition of the Jews in

all countries, and especially in the

east of Europe. It went on to

consider the history of the colon-

ies, and of the immigration to

Jerusalem. It concluded with
the characteristic determination

to found a Jewish Colonial Bank,
and to raise a capital of some

20,000,000 in fifteen years. It

proposes to form committees to

spread the agitation, by means of

the press and by making known
what are the facts of the past and

present, to look after financial

affairs, and to exert political in-

fluence
;
while pure Hebrew is to

be fostered as the common tongue
in which Jews of various countries

may in the future find means of

easy communication among them-
selves. The latter proposal is

quite practicable, and Hebrew is a

language so nervous and so highly

developed that it may easily be

revived, with additions such as

the Jews made in the Roman age
when speaking and writing it at

Tiberias. The main difficulty will

be to decide on pronunciation, but

the Arabic of Syria is a cognate

language easily learned by Jews
and will probably influence the

final form taken by Palestine

Hebrew.
The final resolution of this con-
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ference, which was practically

adopted in London, was to the

effect that Zionism aimed at

creating in Palestine a legally

safeguarded home, for resettle-

ment of the Jewish nation; and
this was received with acclamation

both at Basle and in London.
Some looked to the action of the

great Powers for assistance, some
have proposed that Palestine

should be bought from the Turks,
some more vaguely aspired to

found a Jewish State; but all

were unanimous that something
should be done to realise the main

idea, and that it should be done
without delay. It may not be
out of place, therefore, in conclu-

sion, to urge a few considerations

which must inevitably control the

action of the Jewish leaders, if

the movement is to result in any
immediate success, for if these

are overlooked there will be little

effected, and much disappoint-
ment.

In the first place, the suggestion
that a " national home for Jews "

is to be attained by the influence

of the great Powers on the Sultan
seems unlikely to lead to action.

The Concert of Europe will hardly
be the active means to such an
end. It includes those nations

among whom feeling is most blind
and bitter against a race which
must be " rooted out," says Herr

Schneider; "whether by hanging
or cutting off heads is all one,"

says Burgomaster Lueger. France
and Russia have each long fixed

their eyes on Palestine, and have
striven to gain influence there.

Russia would again perhaps expel
the Jews from the country if it

acquired the power.
In France the medieval cry,

" Mort aux Juifs !

" has quite

recently been heard again. The
Zionists would be better advised

if they made their own bargain
with the Sultan, leaving to Europe
the necessity of accepting accom-

plished facts. The Khalif cannot
indeed sell Jerusalem, since its

possession is one of his claims to

the title
;
but money will go a long

way at Constantinople towards the

establishment of a "safe asylum"
for the race driven out of Christ-

ian States. Even now life is not

intolerable to the Jews in Pales-

tine, and further concessions may
be attained by those who may be

willing to pay. The native popu-
lation, Christian and Moslem, is

small, and does not increase in

numbers or in wealth. It is an

advantage to the Turks to receive

peaceable and energetic subjects,

through whom increased revenue
and commerce may be developed.
But a Jewish State cannot be at

present expected to arise, since

only by conquest are kingdoms
won. The Jews must be content

to remain subjects of the Sultan

so long as the Turkish empire
survives. Nor must they suppose
that in returning to Palestine they
can escape from " conflict with

other nations and confessions
"
by

"
founding an asylum where they

may develop their distinctive char-

acter," as Dr Bodenheimer hopes.
There will be prejudices and in-

terests to be met among the extant

population of Syria also, but these

are less formidable than is the

Jew-hatred of Europe. In time

they may expect to be the domi-

nant element in the population,
but they are neither fitted, nor
would they be allowed, to rule a

country where the majority of the

population, however poor, retains

the proud traditions of Islam.

Their natural and most comfort-

able position would be that which

they enjoyed under khalifs of

Damascus, Spain, and Baghdad,
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down to the thirteenth century,
when Western Asia was ruined by
the Mongol invasion.

Shorn of illusions, the movement
is yet capable of doing much good,
to the Jews and to others as well.

It deserves support among all who
desire the increase of human wel-

fare. It is the true solution of

the voxed Alien question ;
and in

Britain it might be advocated on

purely national grounds for while,
on tho one hand, we should be re-

lieved of a destitute class through
the benevolence of the home-born
Jews c f highereducation,we should,
on the other hand, be happy to see a

prosperous commercial country de-

veloped by a people whom we have
treated well, and from whom we

might expect friendly feeling.
Palestine should become a neutral

country, an Asiatic Switzerland,

protecoed against the ambitions of

our ri/als a land consecrated by

its past, such as the great Emperor
Frederick II. strove, in alliance

with the wise Sultan Melek el

Kamil of Egypt, to make it in the
thirteenth century. There will be

nothing astonishing if this should

prove to be the final outcome of

Zionist endeavours.

The question has thus been con-

sidered on purely practical, not on

religious grounds ;
but we cannot

forget those wonderful passages in

the Law (Lev. xxvi., Deut. xxviii.)
in which every kind of trouble that

now afflicts the Hebrews is fore-

told. " Among these nations shalt

thou find no ease, neither shall the

sole of thy foot have rest," "And
thy life shall hang in doubt before

thee, and thou shalt fear day and

night." For there is but one real

home for the Hebrew, and that is

in the land which was once the

land of Israel.

C. R. CONDER.
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JOHN SPLENDID: 1

THE TALE OF A POOR GENTLEMAN, AND THE LITTLE WARS OF LORN.

CHAPTER XXIII. THE WIDOW OF GLENCOE.

OF the seven of us, Stewart was

the only one with a notion of the lie

of the country. He had bought cattle

in the glen, and he had borrowed (as

we may be putting it) in the same

place, and a man with the gifts of

observation and memory, who has

had to guess his way at night

among foreign clans and hills with
a drove of unwilling and mourning
cattle before him, has many a feat-

ure of the neighbourhood stamped
upon his mind. Stewart's idea was
that to-night we might cross Glen-

coe, dive into one of the passes
that run between the mountains
called the Big and Little Herds-

men, or between the Little Herd
and Ben Fhada, into the foot of

the forest of Dalness, then by the

corries through the Black Mount
of Bredalbane to Glenurchy. Once
on the Brig of Urchy, we were as

safe, in a manner, as on the shores

of Loch Finne. On Gordon's map
this looks a very simple journey,
that a vigorous mountaineer could

accomplish without fatigue in a

couple of days if he knew the

drove-roads; but it was a wicked
season for such an enterprise, and
if the Dame Dubh's tale was right

(as well enough it might be, for the
news of Argile's fall would be round
the world in a rumour of wind),
every clan among these valleys and
hills would be on the hunting-road
to cut down broken men seeking
their way back to the country of
MacCailein Mor. Above all was
it a hard task for men who had
been starving on a half-meal dram-

mock for two or three days. I my-
self felt the hunger gnawing at my
inside like a restless red-hot con-

science. My muscles were like

iron, and with a footman's feeding,
I could have walked to Inneraora

without more than two or three

hours' sleep at a time; but my
weakness for food was so great
that the prospect before me was

appalling.
It appalled, indeed, the whole of

us. Fancy us on barren hills, un-

able to venture into the hamlets or

townships where we had brought
torch and pike a few days before ;

unable to borrow or to buy, hazard-

ing no step of the foot without a

look first to this side and then to yon,
lest enemies should be up against
us. Is it a wonder that very soon

we had the slouch of the gangrel
and the cunning aspect of the thief ?

But there's something in gentle
blood that always comes out on

such an occasion. The baron-

bailie and Neil Campbell, and

even the minister, made no ado

about their hunger, though they
were suffering keenly from it

; only
the two tacksmen kept up a cease-

less grumbling.
M'lver kept a hunter's ear and

eye alert at every step of our pro-

gress. He had a hope that the

white hares, whose footprints some-

times showed among the snow,

might run, as I have seen them
do at night, within reach of a

cudgel; he kept a constant search

for badger-hamlets, for he would
have dug from his sleep that glut-

Copyright, 1897, by Dodd, Mead & Co. in the United States of America.
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tonous fat-haunched rascal who

gorges himself in his own yellow
mooB-time of harvest. But hare

nor badger fell in our way.
The moon was up, but a veil of

grey cloud overspread the heavens

and a frosty haze obscured the coun-

try. A clear cold hint at an odour

of spring was already in the air,

perhaps the first rumour the bush

gets that the sap must rise. Out
of the haze now and then, as we
descended to the valley, there would
come the peculiar cry of the red-

deer, or the flaff of a wing, or the

bleat of a goat. It was maddening
to be in the neighbourhood of the

meal that roe, or bird, or goat would

offer, and yet be unable to reach it.

Thus we were stumbling on, very

wean-, very hungry, the man with

the want in a constant wail, and
Sonachan lamenting for suppers he
had been saucy over in days of

rowth and plenty, when a light
oozed out of the grey-dark ahead of

us, in the last place in the world

one v rould look for any such sign of

huma nity.

Wo stopped on the moment, and
John Splendid went ahead to see

what lay in the way. He was gone
but a little when he came back
with a hearty accent to tell us that

luck
?
or once was ours.

" There's a house yonder," said

he, fo Iking English for the benefit

of th< cleric; "it has a roaring fire

and (very sign of comfort, and it's

my belief there's no one at home
withii but a woman and a few
bairn ;. The odd thing is that as I

get a look of the woman between
the d Dor-post and the wall, she sits

with her back to the cruisie-light,

patch ing clothes and crooning away
at a dirge that's broken by her

tears. If it had been last week,
and cur little adventures in Glencoe
had brought us so far up this side

of thi glen, I might have thought
she had suffered something at our

hands. But we were never near
this tack -house this week, so the
housewife's sorrow, whatever it is,

can scarcely be at our door. Any-
way," he went on,

" here are seven
cold men, and weary men and

hungry men too (and that's the

worst of it), and I'm going to have

supper and a seat, if it's the last in

the world."

"I hope there's going to be no

robbery about the affair," said the

minister, in an apparent dread of

rough theft and maybe worse.

M'lver's voice had a sneer in

every word of it when he answered
in a very affected tongue of English
he was used to assume when he
wished to be at his best before a

Saxon.
" Is it the logic of your school,"

he asked, "that what's the right
conduct of war when we are in

regiments is robbery when we are

but seven broken men ? I'm trying
to mind that you found fault with
us for helping ourselves in this

same Glencoe last week, and re-

fused to eat Corryoick's beef in

Appin, and I cannot just recall the

circumstance. Are we not, think

ye, just as much at war with Glen-

coe now as then 1 And have seven

starving men not an even better

right, before God, to forage for

themselves than has an army?"
"There's a difference," said the

minister, stiffly. ""We were then

legitimate troops of war, fighting
for the Solemn League and Cov-
enant under a noble lord with
Letters. It was the Almighty's
cause, and "

"Was it indeed?" said John

Splendid.
" And was Himself on

the other side of Loch Leven when
His tulzie was on 1

"

" Scoffer!" cried Gordon, and
M'lver said no more, but led us

through the dark to the house
whose light so cheerfully smiled

before us.
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The house, when we came to it,

proved a trig little edifice of far

greater comfort than most of the

common houses of the Highlands
not a dry-stone bigging but a rubble

tenement, very snugly thacked and

windowed, and having a piece of

kail-plot at its rear. It was perched
well up on the brae, and its light

at evening must have gleamed like

a friendly star far up the glen, that

needs every touch of brightness to

mitigate its gloom. As we crept

close up to it in the snow, we could

hear the crooning John Splendid had
told us of, a most doleful sound in

a land of darkness and strangers.

"Give a rap, and when she

answers the door we can tell our

needs peaceably," said the minister.
" I'm not caring about rapping,

and I'm not caring about entering
at all now," said M'lver, turning
about with some uneasiness. "I
wish we had fallen on a more cheery

dwelling, even if it were to be co-

erced with club and pistol. A
prickle's at my skin that tells me
here is dool, and I can smell mort-

cloth."

Sonachan gave a grunt, and

thumped loudly on the fir boards.

A silence that was like a swound
fell on the instant, and the light
within went out at a puff. For a

moment it seemed as if our notion

of occupancy and light and lament
had been a delusion, for now the

grave itself was no more desolate

and still.

"I think we might be going,"
said I in a whisper, my heart thud-

thudding at my vest, my mind

sharing some of John Splendid's ap-

prehension that we were intruders

on some profound grief. And yet

my hunger was a furious thing that

belched red-hot at my stomach.
"
Royal's my race!" said Stewart.

"
I'll be kept tirling at no door-pin

in the Highlands, let us drive in

the bar."

" What does he say ?
" asked the

cleric, and I gave him the English
of it.

" You'll drive no doors in here,"

said he firmly to Stewart. " We
can but give another knock and see

what comes of it. Knock you,
M'lver."

" Barbreck."
" Barbreck be it then."
" I would sooner go to the glen

foot, and risk all," said John.
Sonachan grunted again ;

out he

drew his dirk, and he rapped with

the hilt of it loud and long at the

door. A crying of children rose

within, and, behold, I was a child

again ! I was a child again in Shira

Glen, alone in a little chamber with

a window uncurtained and unshut-

tered, yawning red-mouthed to the

outer night. My back was almost

ever to the window, whose panes
reflected a peat-fire and a face as

long as a fiddle, and eyes that shone

like coal
;
and though I looked little

at the window yawning to the wood,
I felt that it never wanted some
curious spy outside, some one girn-

ing or smiling in at me and my
book. I must look round, or I

must put a hand on my shoulder

to make sure no other hand was

there, then the Terror that drives

the black blood from the heart

through all the being, and a boy

unbuckling his kilt with fevered

fingers and leaping with frantic

sobs to bed ! One night when the

black blood of the Terror still

coursed through me, though I was

dovering over to sleep, there came
a knocking at the door, a knock

commanding, a knock never ex-

plained. It brought me to my
knees with a horror that almost

choked me at the throat, a cold

dew in the very palms of the

hands. I dare not ask who rapped
for fear I should 'have an answer
that comes some day or other to

every child of my race, an answer
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no oiie told me of, an answer that

then I guessed.
All this flashed through my mind

when the children's crying rose in the

dark interior that cry of children

old and young as they go through
the mysteries of life and the alley-

ways 3f death.

Tho woman soothed her children

audibly, then called out, asking
what we wanted.

"
I' 01 a man from Appin," cried out

Stewart with great promptness and

cunning,
" and I have a friend or

two with me. I was looking for

the house of Kilinchean, where a

cousin of mine a fine spinner and

knitter, but thrawn in the temper
is married on the tenant, and we

lost our way. We're cold and we're

tired, and we're hungry, and

"Step in," said the woman, lift-

ing tack the door. "You are

many miles from Kilinchean, and I

know Appin Mary very well."

But three of us entered, Stew-

art, M'lver, and myself, the others

on a .sudden inspiration preferring
not to alarm the woman by betray-

ing th 3 number of us, and conceal-

ing themselves in the byre that

leaned against the gable of the

dwelling.
" God save all here !

"
said M'lver

as we stepped in, and the woman
lit the cruisie by sticking its nose

in the peat-embers. "I'm afraid

we come on you at a bad time."

She turned with the cruisie in

her haads and seemed to look over

his head at vacancy, with large
and molting eyes in a comely face.

" Yi iu come," said she,
" like

grief, j ast when we are not expect-

ing it, and in the dead of night.
But ycu are welcome at my door."

We sat down on stools at her

invitation, bathed in the yellow
light ot cruisie and peat. The reek
of the fire rose in a faint breath

among the pot-chains, and lingered

among the rafters, loath, as it were,

to emerge in the cold night. In
a cowering group beneath the
blankets of a bed in a corner were
four children, the bed-clothes hur-

riedly clutched up to their chins,
their eyes staring out on the in-

truders. The woman put out some
food before us, coarse enough in

quality but plenty of it, and was

searching in a press for platters
when she turned to ask how many
of us there were. We looked at

each other a little ashamed, for it

seemed as if she had guessed of

our divided company and the four

men in the byre. It is likely she

would have been told the truth,
but her next words set us on a

different notion.

"You'll notice," said she, still

lifting her eyes to a point over

our heads,
" that I have not my

sight."
"God! that's a pity," said

M'lver in genuine distress, with

just that accent of fondling in it

that a Highlander in his own

tongue can use like a salve for

distress.
" I am not complaining of it,"

said the woman ;

" there are worse

hardships in this world."

"Mistress," said John, "there

are. I think I would willingly
have been bl dim in the sight
this morning if it could have

happened."
"
Ay, ay !

"
said the woman in

a sad abstraction, standing with

plates in her hand listening (I
could swear) for a footstep that

would never come again.
We sat and warmed ourselves

and ate heartily, the heat of that

homely dwelling the first we had
sat in for days an indulgence so

rare and precious that it seemed a

thing we could never again tear our-

selves away from to encounter the

unkindness of those Lorn mounts
anew. The children watched us

with an alarm and curiosity no way
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abated, "beholding in us perhaps

(for one at least was at an age to

discern the difference our tartan

and general aspect presented from

those of Glencoe) that we were

strangers from a great distance,

maybe enemies, at least with some

rigour of warfare about our visage
and attire. The mother, finding
her way with the readiness of long

familiarity about the house, got
ease for her grief, whatever it was,
in the duties thus suddenly thrust

upon her: she spoke but seldom,
and she never asked in that she

was true Gael any more particu-
lars about ourselves than Stewart

had volunteered. And when we
had been served with our simple

viands, she sat composedly before

us with her hands in her lap, and
her eyes turned on us with an

appearance of sedate scrutiny no
whit the less perplexing because

we knew her orbs were but fair

clean window-panes shuttered and

hasped within.

"You will excuse my dull wel-

come," she said, with a wan smile,

speaking a very pleasant accent of

North Country Gaelic, that turned

upon the palate like a sweet. "A
week or two ago you would have
found a very cheerful house, not a

widow's sorrow, and, if my eyes
were useless, my man (beannachd
leis) had a lover's eyes, and these

were the eyes for himself and me."
"Was he at Inverlochy?" I

asked softly; "was he out with
Montrose?"
"He died a week come Thurs-

day," said the woman. "They're
telling me of wars weary on them
and God's pity on the widow women
they make, and the mothers they
must leave lonely but such a thing
is sorrow that the world, from
France to the Isles, might be in
flames and I would still be think-

ing on my man that's yonder in
the cold clods of the yard. . . .

Stretch your hands ; it's your
welcome, gentlemen."

" I have one or two other friends

out-bye there in the byre," put in

Stewart, who found the vigilance
of the youths in the bed gave no

opportunity for smuggling provand
to the others of our party.
The woman's face flamed up a

little and took on the least of a

look of alarm that Stewart who
was very cunning and quick in

some matters set about removing
at once with some of those con-

venient lies that he seemed never
out of the want of.

" Some of our lads," said he, with
a duck of apology at M'lver and

myself for taking liberties with the

reputation of our friends.
"
They're

very well where they are among the

bracken, if they had but the bite

and sup, and if it's your will I

could take them that."
" Could they not be coming in

and sitting by the fire 1
" asked the

woman, set at rest by Stewart's

story; but he told her he would
never think of filling her room with
a rabble of plain men, and in a

little he was taking out the viands

for our friends in the byre.
The woman sat anew upon her

stool and her hands on her lap,

listening with a sense so long at

double exercise that now she could

not readily relax the strain on it.

M'lver was in a great fidget to be
off. I could see it in every move-
ment of him. He was a man who
ever disliked to have his feelings
vexed by contact with the everlast-

ing griefs of life, and this inter-

course with new widowhood was
sore against his mind. As for me,
I took, in a way of speaking, the

woman to my heart. She stood to

me for all the griefs I had known
in life, and was yet the representa-

tive, the figure of love revealing
an element of nature, a human

passion so different from those
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tumults and hatreds we had been

encountering. I had been think-

ing as I marched among the wilds

of Lochaber and Badenoch that

vengeance and victory and do-

minion by the strong hand were

tho main spurs to action, and now,
on a sudden, I found that affection

was stronger than them all.

-'Are you keeping the place
on?" I asked the widow, "or do

you go back to your folks, for I

nollce from your tongue that you
are of the North?"

" I'm off the Grants," she said
;

"but my heart's in Glencoe, and
I'll never leave it. I am not

grieving at the future, I am but

minding on the past, and I have

my bairns. . . . More milk for the

lads outside
;

stretch your hands.

. . . Oh yes, I have my bairns."

"Long may they prosper, mis-

tress," said M'lver, drumming with

a horn spoon on his knee, and

winking and smiling very friendly
to the little fellows in a row in the

bed, who, all but the oldest, thawed
to this humour of the stranger.
" It must be a task getting a

throng like yon bedded at evening.
Sorae day they'll be off your hand,
and it'll be no more the lullaby
of Grodh Chailein, but them driv-

ing at the beasts for themselves."

'Are you married?" asked the

woman.

"No," said John, with a low

lau^h,
" not yet. I never had the

fortune to fill the right woman's

eye. I've waited at the ferry for

some one who'll take a man over

without the ferry fee, for I'm a

poor gentleman though I'm of a

gooil family, and had plenty, and
the ones with the tocher won't have

me, and the tocherless girls I dare
not betray."
"You ken the old word," said

the woman
;

" the man who waits

long at the ferry will get over some

day."
VOL. CLXIII. NO. DCCCCXCI.

Stewart put down a cogie and
loosened a button of his vest, and
with an air of great joviality, that

was marred curiously by the odd
look his absence of lugs conferred,
he winked cunningly at us and

slapped the woman in a rough
friendship on the shoulder.

" Are you thinking yourself
"

he began, and what he would finish

with may be easily guessed. But
M'lver fixed him with an eye that

pricked like a rapier.
" Sit ye down, Stewart," said he

;

"
your race is royal, as ye must be

aye telling us, but there's surely

many a droll bye - blow in the

breed."
" Are you not all from Appin ?

"

asked the woman, with a new in-

terest, taking a corner of M'lver's

plaiding in her hand and running
a few checks through fine delicate

fingers of a lady. Her faced dyed
crimson

;
she drew back her stool

a little, and cried out
" That's not off a Stewart web-

it was never waulked in Appin.
Whom have I here?"
John Splendid bent to her very

kindly and laid a hand on hers.

"I'll tell you the God's truth,

mother," said he; "we're broken
men: we have one Stewart of a

kind with us, but we belong to

parts far off from here, and all we
want is to get to them as speedily
as may be. I'll put you in mind

(but troth I'm sure it's not needed)
of two obligations that lie on every
Gaelic household. One of them is

to give the shelter of the night and
the supper of the night to the

murderer himself, even if the corpse
on the heather was your son ; and
the other is to ask no question off

your guest till he has drunk the

deoch-an-doruis.
"

"I'm grudging you nothing,"
said the woman

;
"but a blind

widow is entitled to the truth and

frankness."

2u
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M'lver soothed her with great

skill, and brought her back to her

bairns.
"
Ay," said he,

" some day they'll

be off your hands, and you the

lady with sons and servants."
" Had you a wife and bairns of

your own," said the woman, "you
might learn some day that a parent's

happiest time is when her children

are young. They're all there, and

they're all mine when they're under

the blanket
;
but when they grow

up and scatter, the nightfall never

brings them all in, and one pair
of blankets will not cover the cares

of them. I do not know that,"
she went on, "from what I have
seen in my own house; but my
mother told me, and she had plenty
of chance to learn the truth of it,

with sons who died among strangers,
and sons who bruised her by their

lives more than they could by their

deaths."
" You have some very ruddy and

handsome boys there," said M'lver.

And aye he would be winking and

smiling at the young rogues in the

corner.

"I think they are," said the

woman. "I never saw but the

eldest, and he was then at the

breast, mo mh'eudail, the dear, his

father's image."
"Then the father of him must

have been a well-fared and pretty

man," said John, very promptly,
not a bit abashed by the homeli-
ness of the youth, who was the

plainest of the flock, with a freckled

skin, a low hang-dog brow, and a

nose like the point of a dirk.
" He was that," said the woman,

fondly "the finest man in the

parish. He had a little lameness,
but "

" I have a bit of a halt myself,"
said M'lver, with his usual folly ;
" and I'm sure I'm none the worse
for it."

The oldest boy sat up in bed and

gloomed at us very sullenly. He

could scarcely be expected to under-

stand the conceits of M 'Ivor's tale

about his lameness, that any one
with eyes could behold had no
existence.

" But I never think of my man,"
the woman went on,

" but as I saw
him first before he met with his

lameness. Eyes are a kind of

doubtful blessing too in some ways.
Mine have forgotten all the ugly

things they knew, and in my re-

collection are but many bonny
things : my man was always as

young to me as when he came

courting in a new blue bonnet
and a short coat

; my children will

be changing to every one but to

me."

Stewart, with his own appetite

satisfied, was acting lackey to the

gentlemen in the byre fetching
out cogies of milk and whangs of

bear-meal bannock, and the most

crisp piquant white cheese ever I put
tooth to. He was a man without

a conscience, and so long as his

own ends and the ends of his

friends were served, he would
never scruple to empty the woman's

girnel or toom her last basin, and
leave her no morsel of food or

drink at the long-run. But M'lver
and I put an end to that, and so

won, as we thought, to the con-

fidence of the elder lad in the

bed, who had glunched low-browed

among his franker brethren.

We slept for some hours, the

seven of us, among the bracken of

the byre, wearied out and unable to

go farther that night, even if the

very dogs were at our heels. We
slept sound, I'm sure, all but

M'lver, whom, waking twice in the

chill of the night, I found sitting

up and listening like any sentinel.

"What are you watching for

there ?
" I asked him on the second

time.
"
Nothing at all, Colin, nothing

at all. I was aye a poor sleeper at

the best,
Tand that snore of Eob
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Stewart is the very trump of the

next world."

It was in the dawn again he

confessed to his real apprehension,

only to my private ear, for he

wished no more to alarm the others

by day than to mar my courtship
of clumber by night.
"The fact is," said he, "I'm not

very sure about our young gentle-
man yonder in the bed. He's far

too sharp in the eye and black in

the temper, and too much of Clan

Donallachd generally, to be trusted

witli the lives and liberties of

seven gentlemen of a tartan he
must know unfriendly to Glencoe.

I wish I saw his legs that I might
guei;s the length of him, or had
had the wit to ask his mother his

age, for either would be a clue to

his chance of carrying the tale

against us down the valley there.

He seemed tremendous sharp and
wicked lying yonder looking at us,
and I was in a sweat all night for

fear he would be out and tell on us.

But so far he's under the same roof

as ourselves."

Sonachan and the baron - bailie

quarrelled away about some point
of pedigree as they sat, a towsy, un-

kempt pair, in a dusty corner of the

byre, with beards of a most scraggy
nature grown upon their chins.

Their uncouthness gave a scruple
of foppishness to M'lver, and sent

him seeking a razor in the widow's
house. He found the late hus-

band's, and shaved himself trimly,
while Stewart played lackey again
to the rest of us, taking out a

breakfast the housewife was in the

humour to force on us. He had

completed his scraping, and was

cracking away very freely with the
won an, who was baking some ban-
nocks on the stone, with sleeves

rolled up from arms that were
rounded and white. They talked
of the husband (the one topic of
new widowhood), a man, it ap-

pearod, of a thousand parts, a fa-

vourite with all, and yet, as she

said,
" When it came to the black

end they left me to dress him for

the grave, and a stranger had to

bury him."

M'lver, looking fresh and spruce
after his cleansing, though his eyes
were small for want of sleep, aroused
at once to an interest in the cause
of this unneighbourliness.
The woman stopped her occupa-

tion with a sudden start and flared

crimson.
" I thought you knew," said she,

stammering, turning a rolling-pin
in her hand " I thought you knew
and then how could you 1 . . . I

maybe should have mentioned it,

. . . but, . . . but could I turn

you from my door in the night-
time and hunger?"
M'lver whistled softly to himself,

and looked at me where I stood in

the byre-door.

"Tuts," said he, at last turning
with a smile to the woman, as if she
could see him; "what does a bit

difference with Lowland law make
after all? I'll tell you this, mis-

tress, between us, I have a name
myself for private foray, and it's

perhaps not the first time I have
earned the justification of the kind

gallows of Grief by small diversions

among cattle at night. It's the

least deserving that get the tow

gravat."

(Oh you liar ! I thought.)
The woman's face looked puzzled.

She thought a little, and said,
" I

think you must be taking me up
wrong ; my man was never at the

trade of reiving, and "

"I would never hint that he

was, goodwife," cried John, quickly,

puzzled-looking himself. " I said I

had a name for the thing ;
but they

were no friends of mine who gave
me the credit, and I never stole

stot or quey in all my life."

(I have my doubts, thinks I.)

"My man died of the plague,"
said the woman, blurting out her
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news, as if eager to get over an

awkward business.

I have never seen such a sudden

change in a person's aspect as came

over John Splendid in every feature.

The vain trim man of a minute

ago, stroking his chin and showing
a white hand (for the entertainment

of the woman he must always be

forgetting was without her sight),

balancing and posturing on well-

curved legs, and jauntily pinning
his plaid on his shoulder, in a flash

lost backbone. He stepped a pace

back, as if some one had struck

him a blow, his jaw fell, and his

face grew ashen. Then his eyes
went darting about the chamber,
and his nostrils sniffed as if disease

was a presence to be seen and

scented, a thing tangible in the

air, maybe to be warded off by a

sharp man's instruction in combat

of arms.
" God of grace !

" he cried, cross-

ing himself most vigorously for a

person of the Protestant religion,

and muttering what I have no
doubt was some charm of his

native glen for the prevention of

fevers. He shut his mouth there-

after very quickly on every phrase
he uttered, breathing through his

nose ; at the same time he kept
himself, in every part but the shoe-

soles he tiptoed on, from touching

anything. I could swear the open
air of the most unfriendly glen in

Christendom was a possession to

be envious of for John M'lver of

Barbreck.

Stewart heard the woman's news
that came to him as he was carry-

ing in from the byre the vessels

from which he had been serving
his companions. He was in a stew

more extraordinary than John

Splendid ;
he blanched even to the

scars of his half-head, as we say,

spat vehemently out of his mouth
a piece of bread he was chewing,
turned round about in a flash, and
into the byre past me as I stood

(not altogether alarmed, but yet a

little disturbed and uneasy) in the

doorway. He emptied his clothing
and knapsack of every scrap of

food he had purloined, making a

goodly heap upon the floor, the

very oaten flour he dusted off his

finger
-
tips, with which he had

handled cake that a little ago he
was risking his soul's salvation to

secure. And except the minister

the other occupants of the byre
were in an equal terror.

For in this matter of smittal

plagues we Highlanders are the most
arrant cowards. A man whose life

we would save on the field, or the

rock-face, or the sea, at the risk of

our own lives or the more abomin-

able peril of wound and agony,
will die in a ditch of the Spotted
Death or a fever before the most
valiant of us would put out a hand
to cover him again with his blanket.

He will get no woman to sound his

coronach, even if he were Lord of

the Isles. I am not making defence

or admitting blame, though I have

walked in Hamburg when the

pitch
- barrels blazed in the street,

fuming the putrid wind
;
but there

is in the Gaelic character a dread

of disfiguration more than of sud-

den and painful death. What we
fear is the black mystery of such

disorders : they come on cunning
winds unheralded, in fair weather

or bad, day or night, to the rich

and to the poor, to the strong as to

the weak. You may be robust to-

day in a smiling country and to-

morrow in a twist of agony, coal-

black, writhing on the couch, every
fine interest in life blotted out by
a yellow film upon the eyes. A
vital gash with a claymore confers

a bloodier but a more comely and
natural end. Thus the Gael abhors

the very roads that lead to a plague-
struck dwelling. If plagues do not

kill, they will mar yes, even

against the three charms of Island

T, and that, too, makes heavier
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their terror, for a man mutilated

even by so little as the loss of a

hand is an object of pity to every
halt} member of his clan. He may
have won his infirmity in a noble

hour, but they will pity him, and

pit} to the proud is worse than the

glove in the face.

Instantly there was a great to-do

in getting away from this most un-

fortunate dwelling. The lads in

the byre shook tartan and out to

the fresh air, and rejoiced in the

wind with deep - drawn gulping

breaths, as if they might wash the

smallest dust of disease from their

bod:ly system. So at last only
M'lver and I were left standing
at the door.

"Well," said John, with an

effoit, "we must be going. I

nevor thought it was so late. And
we must be on the other side of

Dalness before very long. You
have been very good to us, and

my name's John M'lver of Bar-

breck a kind of a Campbell with

a groat respect for the MacDonalds,
of whom I kent a few perfect

gentry in foreign wars I have been

at the fighting of. And good day,

mistress, we must be going. My
frier ds have the very small man-
ners surely, for they're off down
the road. "We'll just let them go
that way. What need ye expect
off small men and gillies?"
H^ signed to me with a shake of

his sporran to show it was empty,

and, falling to his meaning, I took

some silver from my own purse and
offered it to the glum-faced lad in

the "blankets. Beetle-brow scowled,
and refused to put a hand out for

it, so I left it on a table without a

clink to catch the woman's ear.

"Would you not have a deoch-

an-d^ruis ?
"
asked the woman, mak-

ing to a press and producing a

botth.

M'Tver started in a new alarm.
"
No, no. You're very good," said

he
;

; ' but I never take it myself in

the morning, and good day, mis-

tress and my friend Elrigmore,
who's left with me here, is per-

haps too free with it sometimes
;

and indeed maybe I'm that way
myself too it's a thing that grows
on you. Good-bye, mistress."

She put out her hand, facing us

with uplifted eyes. I felt a push
at my shoulder, and the minister,
who had left the four others down
the brae, stepped softly into the

room. M'lver was in a high per-

plexity. He dare not shake the

woman's hand, and still he dare

not hurt her feelings.
" My

thong's loose," said he, stooping
to fumble with a brogue that

needed no such attention. He
rose with the minister at his

shoulder.

"And good day to you again,

mistress," said M'lver, turning
about to go, without heeding the

outstretched hand.

Master Gordon saw the whole

play at a glance. He took the

woman's hand in his without a

word, wrung it with great warmth,
and, seized as it seemed by a sud-

den whim, lifted the fingers to his

lips, softly kissed them, and turned

away.
"0," cried the woman, with

tears welling to her poor eyes
"0 Clan Campbell, I'll never

call ye down ! Ye may have the

guile they claim for ye, but ye
have the way with a widow's

heart !

"

I did it with some repugnance,
let me own

;
but I, too, shook her

hand, and followed the minister out

at the door. M'lver was hot with

annoyance and shame, and ready
to find fault with us for what we
had done; but the cleric carded

him like wool in his feelings.

"Oh, valour, valour!" he said

in the midst of his sermon,
" did I

not say you knew your duty in hate

better than in affection ?
"

John Splendid kept a dour -set
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jaw, said never a word, and the moist feel was in the air; it re-

seven of us proceeded on our way. lapsed anon to a smirr of rain.

It was well on in the morning, "This is a shade better than
the land sounding with a new key clear airs and frost and level snow
of troubled and loosening waters, for quarries on a hunting," said I.

Mists clogged the mountain-tops,
" I'm glad it suits you," said

and Glencoe far off to its westward M'lver. " I've seen the like be-

streamed with a dun vapour pricked fore, and I'm not so sure about the

with the tip of fir and ash. A advantage of it."

CHAPTER XXIV. A NIGHT'S SHELTER.

The rain that was a smirr or

drizzle on the north side of Glencoe

grew to a steady shower in the

valley itself, and when we had
traversed a bit in the airt of Tynree
it had become a pouring torrent

slanting in our faces with the lash

of whips, streaming from the hair

and crinkling the hands, and leav-

ing the bonnet on the head as

heavy as any French soldier's salade.

I am no great unlover of a storm in

the right circumstances. There is

a long strath between Nordlingen
and Donauworth of Bavaria, where
once we amazed our foreign allies

by setting out, bare to the kilt

and sark, in threshing hail, run-

ning for miles in the pelt of it out
of the sheer content of encounter

and perhaps a flagon or two of

wine. It was a bravado, perhaps,
but a ploy to brace the spirit ; we
gathered from it some of the virtues

of our simple but ample elders, who
were strong men when they lay

asleep with a cheek to the naked
earth and held their faces frankly
up to sun or rain. But if we
rejoiced in the rains of Bavaria,
there was no cause for glee in

those torrents of Glencoe, for

they made our passage through
the country more difficult and
more dangerous than it was before.

The snow on the ground was for

hours a slushy compost, that the
foot slipped on at every step, or

that filled the brogue with a paste
that nipped like brine. And when

the melting snow ran to lower

levels, the soil itself, relaxing the

rigour of its frost, became as soft

as butter and as unstable to the

foot. The burns filled to the lip
and brawled over, new waters sprung

up among the rocks and ran across

our path, so that we were for ever

wading and slipping and splashing
and stumbling on a route that

seemed never to come to any end
or betterment.

Seven more pitiful men never

trod Highlands. The first smirr

soaked our clothing ; by the middle
of the glen we were drenched to

the hide, and the rain was flowing
from the edges of our kilts in

runnels. Thus heaven scourged
us with waters till about the hour

of noon, when she alternated water

with wind and gales burst from the

west, the profound gorges of Stob

Dubh belching full to the throat

with animus. There were fir-plant-

ings by the way, whose branches

twanged and boomed in those terrific

blasts, that on the bare braeside

lifted up the snow with an invisible

scoop and flung it in our faces.

Stewart and the man with the

want led the way, the latter ever

with his eyes red a-weeping, look-

ing about him with starts and

tremors, moaning lamentably at

every wail of wind, but ceasing
now and then to gnaw a bone he

had had enough of a thief's wit to

pouch in the house of the blind

widow. Stewart, a lean wiry man,
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covered the way with a shepherd's

long stride heel and toe and the last

spring from the knee most poverty-
struck and mean inakilt that flapped
too low on his leg and was frayed to

ribbms, a man with but one wish

in the world, to save his own un-

worthy skin, even if every one else

of cur distressed corps found a

sodden and abominable death in

the swamps or rocks of that doleful

valley. Then on the rear behind

thoso commoners came the minister

and John Splendid and myself, the

minister with his breeks burst at

the /mees, his stockings caught up
with a poor show of trimness by
a braid of rushes, contrived by
M'lver, and his coat-skirts stream-

ing behind him. You could not

but respect the man's courage :

many a soldier I've seen on the

dour hard leagues of Germanic

good soldiers too, heart and body
collapse under hardships less severe.

Gordon, with a drawn and curd-

whito face, and eyes burning like

lamps, surrendered his body to his

spirit,, and it bore him as in a dream

through wind and water, over moor
and rock, and amid the woods that

now and again we had to hide in.

That we had to hide so little was
one of the miracles of our traverse.

At any other time perhaps Glencoe
and the regions round about it would
be as well tenanted as any low-coun-

try strath, for it abounded on either

hand with townships, with crofts

that perched on brief plateaux, here

and there with black bothy-houses
such as are (they say) the common
dwellings over all the Hebrid Isles.

Yet, inoving, not in the ultimate hol-

low o f the valley, but in fighting fash-

ion upon the upper levels, we were
out of the way of molestation, and
in any case it was a valley for the

time deserted of men. Women we
could see in plenty, drawing water
or bearing peats in from the bogs
behind their dwellings, or crossing
from house to house or toun to

toun, with plaids drawn tightly over

their heads, their bodies bent to meet
the blasts that made their clothing
banner and full. Nor children

either were there in that most barren

country, or they kept within, shel-

tering the storms assailing, and the

want of them (for I have ever

loved the little ones) added twenty-
fold to my abhorrence of the place.

We had to hide but rarely, I say :

two or three times when down in

the valley's depths there showed a

small group of men who were going
in the same direction as ourselves

by the more natural route, at a

quarter of a league's distance in

advance of us. They were moving
with more speed than we, and for

a time we had the notion that they

might be survivors, like ourselves,

of Argile's clan. But at last this

fancy was set at flight by the open-
ness of their march, as well as by
their stoppage at several houses by
the way, from which they seemed

to be joined by other men, who
swelled their numbers so that after

a time there would be over a score

of them on the mission, whatever

it might be. In that misty rain-

swept day the eye could not carry

far, and no doubt they were plainer
to our view than we were to theirs

among the drab vapours of the

hillside. But once or twice we

thought they perceived us, for they

stopped and looked to the left and

up the brae-face we were on, and

then it was we had to seek the

shelter of tree or bush. If they
saw us, they seemed to suspect no

evil, for they held on their way,
still ahead of us, and making for

Tynree. Whoever they were, they
became at last so manifest a danger
to our escape out of the head of

the glen that we fell back anew on

the first plan of going through the

corries on the south side of the

glen and piercing by them to Dai-

ness. In the obscurity of a great
shower that set up a screen be-
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tween us and the company march-

ing to Tynree, we darted down the

brae, across the glen, and over to

the passage they call the Lairig

Eilde, that is on the west of the

great Little Herd hill of Etive, and
between it and Ben Fhada or the

Long Mount, whose peaks you will

find with snow in their gullies in

the height of summer.
It was with almost a jocund

heart I turned my back on Glen-

coe as we took a drove -path up
from the river. But I glanced
with a shiver down its terrible dis-

tance upon that nightmare of gulf
and eminence, of gash, and peaks
afloat upon swirling mists. It

lay, a looming horror, forgotten of

heaven and unfriendly to man (as
one might readily imagine), haunt-

ed for ever with wailing airs and

rumours, ghosts calling in the

deeps of dusk and melancholy,

legends of horror and remorse.

"Thank God," said I, as we gave
the last look at it "thank God
I was not born and bred yonder.
Those hills would crush my heart

against my very ribs."
"

It's good enough for the people
who are in it," said John. " What
are they but MacDonalds ?

' Take
and not give

'
is their motto. They

can have Glencoe for me, with
McMillan's right to Knapdale, as

long as wave beats on rock."

Master Gordon, though we had

spoken in the Gaelic, half guessed
our meaning.

"A black place and

mournful," said he
;

" but there

may be love there too and warm
hearts, and soil where the truth

might flourish as in the champaign
over against Gilgal beside the plains
of Moreh."
Now we were in a tract of

country mournful beyond my poor
description. I know corries in

Argile that whisper silken to the

winds with juicy grasses, corries

where the deer love to prance deep
in the cool dew, and the beasts of

far-off woods come in bands at their

seasons and together rejoice. I

have seen the hunter in them and
the shepherd too, coarse men in

life and occupation, come sudden

among the blowing rush and whis-

pering reed, among the bog-flower
and the cannoch, unheeding the

moor-hen and the cailzie-cock rising,
or the stag of ten at pause, while

they stood, passionate adventurers

in a rapture of the mind, held as it

were by the spirit of such places
as they lay in a sloeberry bloom of

haze, the spirit of old good songs,
the baffling surmise of the piper
and the bard. To those corries of

my native place will be coming in

the yellow moon of brock and
foumart the beasts that dote on
the autumn eves the People of

Quietness ;
have I not seen their

lanthorns and heard their laughter
in the night? so that they must
be blessed corries, so endowed
since the days when the gods
dwelt in them without tartan and

spear in the years of the peace that

had no beginning.
But the corries of Lorn; black

night on them, and the rain rot !

They were troughs of despond as

we went struggling through them.

The knife-keen rushes whipped us

at the thigh, the swamps bubbled
in our shoes. Round us rose the

hills grey and bald, sown with

boulders and crowned with sour

mists. Surely in them the sun never

peeps even in the long days of sum-
mer : the star, I'll warrant, never

rained on them his calm influence !

Dolour left us speechless as we

trudged, even when for a time we
were lost. We essayed in a silence

at openings here and there, at

hacks and water-currents, wander-

ing off from each other, whistling
and calling, peering from rock-

brows or spying into wounds

upon the hills, so that when we
reached Dalness it was well on in

the day. If in summer weather
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the night crawls slowly on the

Highlands, the winter brings a fast

black rider indeed. His hoofs

wer 3 drumming on the hills when
first we saw sight of Dalness

;
he

was over and beyond us when we
reached the plain. The land of

Lorn was black dark to the very
roots of its trees, and the rivers

and burns themselves got lost in

the thick of it, and went through
the night calling from hollow to

hollow to hearten each other till

the dawn.

Talness lies in Glen Etive, at a

gushet of hills on either side of

whi'jh lie paths known to the

drover and the adventurer. The
house receded from the passes and

lay back in a pleasance walled by
whm or granite, having a wattled

gate at the entrance. When we
wero descending the pass we could

see a glare of light come from the

plac3 even thoughthe mist shrouded,
and by the time we got to the gate
it was apparent that the house was
lit In every chamber. The win-

dows that pierced the tall gables
threw beams of light into the

dart ness, and the open door poured
out a yellow flood. At the time we
came on it first we were unaware of

our propinquity to it, and this

mansion looming on us suddenly

through the vapours seemed a can-

trip of witchcraft, a dwelling's ghost,

grey, eerie, full of frights, a phan-
tom of the mind rather than a

habitable home. We paused in a

dumb astonishment to look at it

lyin;* there in the darkness, a thing
so different from the -barren hills and
blac'v bothies behind our shoulders.

We gathered in a cluster near

the wattle gate, the minister per-

haps the only man who had the

wit to acknowledge the reality of

the vision. His eyes fairly gloated
on this evidence of civilised state,

so much recalling the surroundings
in v^hich he was most at home.
As by an instinct of decency, he

drew up his slack hose and bound
them anew with the rushen garters,
and pulled his coat-lapels straight

upon his chest, and set his dripping

peruke upon his head with a touch
of the dandy's air, all the time with
his eyes on those gleaming win-

dows, as if he feared to relinquish
the spectacle a moment, lest it

should fly like a dream.

We had thought first of pushing
across the glen, over the river,

through Corrie Ghuibhasan, and
into the Black Mount; but the

journey in a night like what was
now fallen was not to be attempted.
On the hills beyond the river the

dog-fox barked with constancy, his

vixen screeching like a child signs
of storm that no one dare gainsay.
So we determined to seek shelter

and concealment somewhere in the

policies of the house. But first of

all we had to find what the occasion

was of this brilliancy in Dalness,
and if too many people for our

safety were not in the neighbour-
hood. I was sent forward to spy
the place, while my companions lay

waiting below a cluster of alders.

I went into the grounds with my
heart very high up on my bosom,
not much put about at any human

danger, let me add, for an encounter

with an enemy of flesh and blood

was a less fearsome prospect than
the chance of an encounter with
more invulnerable foes, who, my
skin told me, haunted every heugh
and howe of that still and sombre
demesne of Dalness. But I set my
teeth tight in my resolution, and
with my dirk drawn in my hand
it was the only weapon left me I

crept over the grass from bush to

bush and tree to tree as much out

of the revelation of the window-

lights as their numbers would let me.

There was not a sound in the

place, and yet those lights might
have betokened a great festivity,
with pipe and harp going, and
dancers' feet thudding on the floor.
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At one of the gables there was a

low window, and I made for it, think-

ing it a possible eye to a lobby or

passage, and therefore not so hazard-

ous to look in at. I crept up and
viewed the interior.

My window, to my astonishment,
looked in on no bare plain lobby,
but on a spacious salmanger or hall,

very rosy with sconce -light and
wood-fire a hall that extended the

whole length of the house, with a

bye-ordinar high ceil of black oak

carved very handsomely. The
walls at the far end were hung
with tapestry very like MacCailein's

rooms at home in Inneraora; and
down the long sides, whose win-

dows streamed the light upon the

hall, great stag-heads glowered with

unsleeping eyes, stags of numerous
tines. The floor was strewn with
the skins of the chase, and on the

centre of it was a table laden with
an untouched meal, and bottles that

winked back the flicker of the

candle and the hearth.

The comfort of the place, by
contrast with our situation, seemed,
as I looked hungrily on it through
the thick glass of the lozen, more

great and tempting than anything
ever I saw abroad in the domains
of princes. Its air was charged
with peace and order; the little puffs
and coils and wisps of silver-grey

smoke, coming out of the fireplace
into the room, took long to swoon
into nothingness in that tranquil
interior.

But the most wonderful thing of

all was, that though the supper
seemed ready waiting for a com-

pany, and could not have been long
left, I waited five or ten minutes
with my face fast to the pane and
no living footstep entered the room.
I watched the larger door near the

far-orT end eagerly ; it lay ajar, smil-

ing a welcome to the parts of the
house beyond, but no one came in.

"
Surely they are throng in some

other wing," I thought, "and not

so hungry as we, or their viands did

not lie so long untouched in that

dainty room."

I went round the house at its

rear, feeling my way slowly among
the bushes. I looked upon parlours
and bed-closets, kitchens and corri-

dors; they were lighted with the

extravagance of a marriage
-
night,

and as tenantless and silent as the

cells of Kilchrist. The beds were

straightened out, the hearths were

swept, the floors were scrubbed, on

every hand was the evidence of

recent business, but the place was

relinquished to the ghosts.
How it was I cannot say, but

the mystery of the house made me
giddy at the head. But I was
bound to push my searching further,
so round with a swithering heart

went Elrigmore to the very front

door of the mansion of Dalness

open, as I have said, with the light

gushing lemon-yellow on the lawn.

I tapped softly, my heart this time

even higher than my bosom, with a

foot back ready to retreat if answer

came. Then I rasped an alarm on
the side of the yett with a noise

that rang fiercely through the place
and brought the sweat to my
body, but there was even then no

answer.

So in I went, the soft soles of

my brogues making no sound on
the boards, but leaving the impress
of my footsteps in a damp blot.

Now, to me, brought up in a

Highland farm -steading (for the

house of Elrigmore is without great

spaciousness or pretence), large and

rambling castles and mansions ever

seem eerie. I must in them be think-

ing, like any boy, of the whisper-

ings of wraiths in their remote

upper rooms ; I feel strange airs

come whipping up their long or

crooked lobbies at night ; the num-
ber of their doors are, to my High-
land instinct, so many unnecessary
entrances for enemies and things

mischancy.
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But to wander over the house of

Dal less, lit from tolbooth to garret

with lowe to see the fires, not

green but at their prime with high-
banked peat that as yet had not

thrown an ash to see so fine a

supper waiting in a mansion utterly
desolate and its doors open to the

wilds, seemed a thing so magical
that I felt like taking my feet from

the place in a hurry of hurries and

fleeing with my comrades from so

unco a countryside. High and low
I ranged in the interior. I had
found a nut without a kernel, and
at lust I stood dumfoundered and

afraid, struck solemn by the echo

of rcy own hail as it rang unfamiliar

thro agh the interior.

I might have been there fifteen

minutes or half an hour when
M'lver, impatient at my delay or

fearing some injury to my person,
camo in and joined me. He too

was struck with amazement at the

desertion of the house. He meas-

ured the candles, he scrutinised

the fires, he went round the build-

ing out and in, and he could but
conc.ude that we must be close

upon the gate when the house was
abandoned.

" But why abandon it ?
"
I asked.

" That's the Skyeman's puzzle ;
it

would take seven men and seven

yearr, to answer it," said he.
" I

can only say it's very good of them

(if there's no ambuscade in it) to

leave so fine an inn and so bonny a

supper with a bush above the door

and never a bar against entrance.

We'll just take advantage of what
fortune has sent us."

" The sooner the better," said I,

standing up to a fire that delighted

my l>ody like a caress. "I have a

trick of knowing when good for-

tune's a dream, and I'll be awake
and find myself lying on hard
heather before the bite's at my
moulh."
M :Iver ran out and brought in

our companions, none of them un-

willing to put this strange free

hostel to the test for its warmth
and hospitality. We shut and
barred the doors, and set ourselves

down to such a cold collation as the

most fortunate of us had not tasted

since the little wars began. Be-

tween the savage and the gentleman
is but a good night's lodging. Give
the savage a peaceful hearth to sit

by, a roof to his head, and a copious
well-cooked supper, and his savagery
will surrender itself to the sleek

content of a Dutch merchantman.

We sat at a table whose load would
have rationed a company of twice

our number, and I could see the

hard look of hunting relax in the

aspect of us all : the peering, rest-

less, sunken eyes came out of their

furrowed caverns, turned calm, full,

and satisfied ;
the lines of the brow

and mouth, the contour of the

cheek, the carriage of the head, the

disposition of the hands, altered and

improved. An hour ago, when we
were the sport of ferocious nature

in the heart of a country infernal,

no more than one of us would have

swithered to strike a blow at a

fellow-creature and to have robbed

his corpse of what it might have of

food and comfort. Now we gloated
in the airs benign of Dalness house,

very friendly to the world at large,

the stuff that tranquil towns are

made of. We had even the minis-

ter's blessing on our food, for Master

Gordon accepted the miracle of the

open door and the vacant dwelling
with John Splendid's philosophy,

assuring us that in doing so he did

no more than he would willingly
concede any harmless body of bro-

ken men such as we were, even his

direst enemies, if extremity like ours

brought us to his neighbourhood.
" I confess I am curious to know

how the thing happened, but the

hand of the Almighty's in it any-

way," he said
;
and so saying he lay

back in his chair with a sigh of

satisfaction that lost nothing of its
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zest by the influence of the rain

that blattered now in drumming
violence on the window-panes.
John Splendid, at the table-end,

laughed shortly between his sups
at a flagon of wine.

"All the same," said he, "I
would advise you to put some of

the Almighty's provand in your
pouch, for fear the grace that is ours

now may be torn suddenly enough
from us."

Sonachan pointed at Stewart,
who had already filled every part
of his garments with broken meat,
and his wallet as well.

" There's a

cautious man," said he, "whatever

your notion of sudden ceasing may
be. He has been putting bite about
in his wallet and his stomach since

ever we sat down. Appin ways,
no doubt."

" Biadh an diugh, cogadh a mair-
each food to-day, war to-morrow,"
said the son of kings.

"
Royal's

my race ! A man should aye be

laying in as he goes : if I had not
had my wallet on Loch Leven-side,
I ken some gentry who would have
been as hungry as common herds,
and with nothing to help it."

John Splendid laughed again.
" Wise man, Eob !

"
said he ;

"
you

learnt the first principles of cam-

paigning in Appin as nicely as ever
I did in the wars of the Invincible
Lion (as they called him) of the

North. ur reverend comrade here,

by the wisdom of his books, never

questions, it seems, that we have a

lease of Dalness house as long as

we like to stay in it, its pendicles
and pertinents, lofts, crofts, gardens,

mills, multures, and sequels, as the

lawyers say in their damned sheep-
skins, that have been the curse
of the Highlands even more than
books have been. Now I've had
an adventure like this before. Once
in Rugenwalde, midway between

Danzig and Stettin, where we lay
for two months, I spent a night

with a company of Hepburn's
blades in a castle abandoned by
the Duke of Pomerania. Royster-

ing dogs ! Stout hearts ! Where
are they now, those fine lads

in corslet and morgensterne, who
played havoc with the casks in

the Rugenwalde cellar? Some of

them died of the pest in Schiefel-

bein, four of them fell under old

Jock Hepburn at Frankfort, the

lave went wandering about the

world, kissing and drinking, no

doubt, and lying and sorrowing
and dying, and never again will

we foregather in a vacant house in

foreign parts ! For that is the

hardship of life, that it's ever a

flux and change. We are here

to-day and away to-morrow, and
the bigger the company and the

more high-hearted the merriment,
the less likely is the experience to

be repeated. I'm sitting here in a

miraculous dwelling in the land of

Lorn, and I have but to shut my
eyes and round about me are cava-

liers of fortune at the board. I

give you the old word, Elrigmore :

'Claymore and the Gael'; for the

rest pardon me you gentlemen
are out of the ploy. I shut my
eyes and I see Fowlis and Far-

quhar, Mackenzie, Obisdell, Ross,
the two balbiren and stabknechten,
with their legs about the board;
the wind's howling up from Stet-

tin road; to-morrow we may be

carrion in the ditch at Guben's

Gate, or wounded to a death

by slow degrees in night scaladoe.

That was soldiering. You fought

your equals with art and science;
here's Well, well, God's grace
for MacCailein Mor !

"

" God's grace for us all !

"
said the

minister.

The man with the want fell fast

asleep in his chair, with his limbs

in gawky disposition. Stewart's

bullet-head, with the line of the

oval unbroken by ears, bobbed
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with affected eagerness to keep up
with the fast English utterance

and the foreign names of M'lver,
while all the time he was fingering
somo metal spoons and wondering
if money was in them and if they
couli he safely got to Inneraora.

Sonuchan and the haron- bailie

dipped their beaks in the jugs,
and with lifted heads, as fowls

slocken their thirst, they let the

wino slip slowly down their throats,

glue king in a gluttonous ecstasy.
" God's grace for us all !

"
said the

minister again, as in a benediction.

M'lver pushed back his chair

without rising, and threw a leg
acro-ss its arm with a complacent
look at the shapely round of the

calf, that his hose still fitted with

wonlerful neatness considering the

stress they must have had from

wind and rain.
" We had grace indeed," said

he, "on the banks of Oder river.

We came at night, just as now,

upon this castle of the cousin of

this most noble and puissant lord

of Pomerania. It was Palm Sun-

day, April the third, Old Style.
I nund, because it was my birth-

day ; the country all about was
burs Ling out in a most rare green ;

the gardens and fields breathed

sappy odours, and the birds were

throng at the bigging of their

horn is in bush and eave ; the day
sparkled, and river and cloud too,

till the spirit in a person jigged as

to a fiddle; the nights allured to

escapade."
"What was the girl's name?" I

aske 1 M'lver, leaning forward, find-

ing ais story in some degree had

parallel with my own.
"Her name, Colin I did not

meniion the girl, did I? How
did you guess there was a girl in

it?" said John, perplexed.
I flushed at my own transpa-

rency, and was glad to see that

none but the minister (and M'lver

a little later) had observed the con-
fession of my query. The others
were too busy on carnal appetites
to feel the touch of a sentiment

wrung from me by a moment's
illusion.

"It is only my joke," I stam-

mered; "you have a reputation

among the snoods."

M'lver smiled on me very warm-

heartedly, yet cunningly too.
"
Colin, Colin," he cried. " Do

I not know you from boot to bon-
net? You think the spring seasons

are never so fond and magic as

when a man is courting a girl;

you are minding of some spring

day of your own and a night of

twinkling stars. I'll not deny but
there was a girl in my case in the

parlour of Pomerania's cousin at

Frankfort-on-the-Oder
; and I'll not

deny that a recollection of her en-

dows that season with something
of its charm. We had ventured
into this vacant house, as I have
said : its larders were well plen-
ished

;
its vaults were full of mar-

shalled brigades of bottles and

battaglia of casks. Thinking no

danger, perhaps careless if there

was, we sat late, feasted to the full,

and drank deep in a house that

like this was empty in every part.
It was 1631 I'll leave you but that

clue to my age at the time and,
well I was an even prettier lad

than I am to-day. I see you smile,
Master Gordon ; but that's my bit

joke. Still there's some relevance

to my story in my looks too.

Though I was but a sergeant of

pikes (with sons of good families

below me, as privates, mind you),
I was very trim and particular
about my apparel. I carried my-
self with a good chest, as we say,

my feature and my leg speak for

themselves. I had sung songs
trifles of my own, foolishly es-

teemed, I'm hearing, in many parts
of Argile. I'll not deny but I like
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to think of that, and to fancy

young folks humming my ditties

by warm fires when I'm maybe in

the cold with the divot at my
mouth. And I had told a tale or

two a poor art enough, I'll allow,

spoiled by bookcraft. It was a

cheery company as you may guess,
and at last I was at a display of

our Highland dancing. I see danc-

ing to-day in many places that is

not the thing as I was taught it

by the strongest dancer in all Al-

bainn. The company sat facing
me as I stepped it over a couple
of sword -

blades, and their backs

were to the door. Mackenzie was

humming a port-a bheul with a

North Country twang even in his

nose, and I was at my last step
when the door opened with no
noise and a girl looked in, her eyes

staring hard at me alone, and a

finger on her lips for silence. A
man of less discernment would
have stopped his dance incontinent

and betrayed the presence of the

lady to the others, who never

dreamt so interesting a sight was
behind them. But I never let on.

I even put an extra flourish on my
conclusion, that came just as the

girl backed out at the door beckon-

ing me to follow her. Two minutes

later, while my friends were bellow-

ing a rough Gaelic chorus, I was
out following my lady of silence

up a little stair and into a room
below the eaves. There she narrated

to me the plot that we unhappy
lads were to be the victims of. The
house was a trap : it was to be sur-

rounded at night, when we had
eaten and drunken over-well, and
the sword was our doom arranged
for. The girl told me all this very

quietly in the French she learned I

was best master of next to my own
Gaelic, and what a mad thing's
the blood in a youth all the time
I was indifferent to her alarum, and

pondering upon her charms of lip

and eye. She died a twelvemonth
later in Glogoe of Silesia, and
God give her peace !

"

"You may save your supplica-

tion," said Gordon
;

" her portion's

assigned, a thing fixed and unalter-

able, and your prayer is a Popish
conceit."

" God give her peace ! I'll say it,

Master Gordon, and I'll wish it in

the face of every Covenanter ever

droned a psalm ! She died in

Silesia, not careless, I'm thinking,
of the memory of one or two weeks
we spent in Frankfort, whose outer

lanes and faubourgs are in my re-

collection blossoming with the al-

mond-flower and scented at eve."

He rose to his feet and paced the

floor beside us, strong, but loosened

a little at the tongue by the gener-
ous wine of Dalness; his mien a

blending of defiance against the

cheatry of circumstance and a dis-

play of old ancient grief.
" Heart of the rose, gramachree,

bird-song at the lip, star eye and

wisdom, yet woman to the core.

I wish I were so young as then I

was, and ochanie, what availed my
teens, if the one woman that ever

understood me were no more but a

dust in Glogoe !

"

"Come, come, man," I cried;
"it's a world full of very choice

women."
" Is it indeed ?

" asked he, turn-

ing on me a pitiful eye; "I'm

wrong if you ever met but one that

was quite so fine as you must have
them Tuts, tuts, here I'm on
the key of old man's history. I

cheat myself at times of leisure into

the notion that once I loved a

foreign girl who died a spotless
maiden. You'll notice, Master Gor-

don, I have something of the senti-

ment you Lowlanders make such

show of, or I play-act the thing

very well. Believe me, I'll hope
to get a wife out of your parish
some day yet ; but I warn you she
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must have a tocher in her stocking
as well as on her father's hill."

The minister surveyed him

through half -shut eyes, leaning
hack on the rungs of his chair.

I think he saw the truth as clearly
as I did myself, for he spoke with

more than common softness when
he answered.

"I like your tale," he said,
" which had a different conclusion

and a more noble one than what I

looked for at the opening." Then
he leaned out and put a hand on
John Splendid's sleeve. " Human
nature," said he,

"
is the most

baffing of mysteries. I said I

knew you from boot to bonnet, but

there's a corner here I have still to

learn the secret of."

"Well, well," cried M'lver, lift-

ing a glass confusedly, and seating
himself again at the board,

" here's

a night-cap MacCailein Mor and
the Campbell cause !

"

" And a thought for the lady of

Frankfort," I whispered, pressing
his foot with my toe beneath the

table, and clinking my glass with his.

We drank, the two of us, in a

silence, and threw the glasses on
the hearth.

The windows, that now were

shuttered, rattled to gowsty airs,

and the rain drummed on. All

about the house, with its numerous

corners, turrets, gushets, and corbie-

stepped gables, the fury of the

world rose and wandered, the fury
that never rests but is ever some-
where round the ancient universe,

jibing night and morning at man's
most valiant effort. It might spit
and blow till our shell shook and

creaked, and the staunch walls

wept, and the garden footways ran
with bubbling waters, but we were
still to conquer. Our lanthorn

gleamed defiance to that brag of

night eternal, that pattern-piece of

the last triumph of the oldest enemy
of man Blackness the Eider, who
is older than the hoary star.

Fresh wood hissed on the fire,

but the candles burned low in their

sockets. Sonachan and the baron-
bailie slept with their heads on the

table ; and the man with the want,
still sodden at the eyes, turned his

wet hose upon his feet with a mad-
man's notion of comfort.

" I hope," said M'lver,
" there's

no ambuscade here, as in the house
of the cousin of his Grace of

Pomerania. At least we can but
bide on, whatever comes, and take

the night's rest that offers, keep-

ing a man - about watch against
intrusion."

" There's a watch more pressing

still," said Master Gordon, shaking
the slumber off him and jogging
the sleeping men upon the

shoulders. " My soul watcheth for

the Lord more than they that

watch for the morning. We have
been wet with the showers of the

mountain, like Job, and embracing
the rock for want of a shelter.

We are lone-haunted men in a

wild land encompassed by enemies
;

let us thank God for our safety
thus far, and ask His continued

shield upon our flight."

And in the silence of that great

house, dripping and rocking in the

tempest of the night, the minister

poured out his heart in a prayer. It

had humility and courage too; it was
imbuedwith a spirit strong and calm.

For the first time my heart warmed
to the man who in years after was

my friend and mentor Alexander

Gordon, Master of the Arts, the

man who wedded me and gave my
children Christian baptism, and

brought solace in the train of those

little ones lost for a space to me
among the grasses and flowers of

Kilmalieu.

(To be continued.)
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THE PHILOSOPHY OF IMPRESSIONISM.

A WORKER in the plastic arts

a painter or a sculptor does not

need to think in words : he thinks

in colours and in form; and you
must not look that he should ex-

press himself in literary language.
But very soon comes by the glib

art-critic, who feels little and talks

much. His care is to have a

phrase ready for every emergency :

he spreads a net for the unwary
artificer, who easily falls into the

toils, and allows himself to be

classified of a school and ticketed

with a label, as Realist, Impres-
sionist, Symbolist, or even from
the accident of his workmanship,
as Pointelist, Vibrist, what you
choose; and, like enough, the

artist will wear this label of his as

if it were a decoration. Only the

wisest avoid such things. They
comprehend that if they are good
for anything each is his own
school

;
that of his own methods

each had best not know how much
he has got from his immediate

predecessors, or how far he has

broken with tradition. For all

that, it must happen, time and

again, that without self-conscious-

ness art may at some period take

a decisive new departure and may
need some name to separate it

sharply from the art which has

gone before. It will be happy if

it can find a terminology which
has not been already debased or

distorted by too ready penmen.
Failing that, the best that can

be done is to try and revoke to a

better use names or phrases which
have become idly current and
sterile. This is what I would
do for the term "

Impressionism,"
which has come to stand for only
a small and almost accidental de-

velopment of the art it might
reasonably denote. Impressionism

should mean all that genre of art

essentially modern we shall see

that it is which honestly and

simply tries to render in form
or colour what the artist sees, as

he sees it
;
but the word has been

narrowed and twisted to signify

something much more transient

the reproduction of what is seen

at a particularly rapid glance, as by
a person in a railway carriage : to

that the name "
Impressionism

"

is limited by the art-critics to-day.
If we use the term in this re-

stricted sense, for that larger kind
of impressionism, that wider move-

ment, of which the more rapid

impressionism is but the offspring,
for that we shall have no name.

This larger impressionism, then,
what is it? There is more than
at first glance appears implied in

the words of my definition,
" What

the artist sees as he sees it
"

;
for

it is a fact that throughout the

whole history of the fine arts the

artist has aimed most often not at

producing what he saw, but some-

thing that other people had seen

or thought they had seen, even at

what nobody had ever seen, but
what the artist or his forerunners

had generalised out of many ex-

periences.
It seems so simple to draw what

we behold it is so difficult : it

seems so easy to say what we mean
it is so hard. Set a child to draw

a table
;
he will make a round or a

rectangle, and the legs sticking
out of the sides or the circum-

ference. Yet never in his life

has the child seen even so much
of this as a table whose top looked

rectangular or round. To see one
as either the child must gaze from
the ceiling. We say simply that

he knows the top to be a circle

(suppose), and he so draws it. But
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tha 1
; means that the draughtsman

has formed out of many experi-
ences a general idea of a circle,

and that the table which he draws
is a generalised idea of a round

table; it is not a thing seen.

Barbaric art, and childish art

too sometimes, show the full

eye in a profile figure; yet no
one ever saw the eye full when
he ras looking at a side face.

The artist fashions his face so

because "eye" has become for

him a fixed idea, a generalisation.
These are but crude examples.
There are a hundred other ways
in which the impulse to present

general ideas or abstract ones

may and does interfere with the
direct impression of the artist.

When we watch I can hardly
say the development, but the his-

tory, of the pictorial or plastic
arts in Egypt, they seem as if they
had existed only to retrograde. In
the Museum now at Ghizeh hard

by Cairo the traveller has displayed
before him the abstract and brief

chronicle of Egyptian art. There
first of all he is taken to view a
cert&in very early wooden statue,
whoKe familiar name, the sheik-el-

beled, is itself a witness how simple
and realistic that piece of sculpture
is. For when the Arab diggers
the fellah diggers, let us rather

say unearthed the wooden image
they exclaimed with one voice,

"Village headman!"
(
sheik -el -

beled /) so like did the figure, with
its long stick and the carved
cloth about the loins, look to a

village chief of to-day; and in

Egypt we know nothing changes.
Thus did the workmen acknow-

ledge the realism of the carving,
and BO it is that their name for it

this btatue has ever since retained.
As through this Boulak Museum

we pass to later monuments, and
travel along the road that Egyp-
tian art has trodden, less and less

realistic does this sculpture grow,
until in time it is hardly possible
to distinguish (save by the car-

touch l

)
one Pharaoh from an-

other, a Rameses II. from a
Rameses III., a Thothmes from an

Amenophis ; nay, strangest trans

formation of all! even the Greek

kings of the Ptolemaic race are in

these temple -
sculptures made to

take the features of their far-dis-

tant predecessors the Pharaohs.

Surely this is a crab -like art, as

none other in the world has been !

To account for such a retro-

gression, antiquarians invoke many
contributory causes : they tell us

of priestly rules of art, hereditary
guilds of artists. These are causes,
no doubt, but subsidiary ones. The
true causa causans of this seeming
backward movement in Egyptian
sculpture is, I have no doubt, this

that the instincts of the people
were essentially literary, and not

essentially artistic; so that their

sculpture and their painting had
first of all to serve a literary pur-

pose. In its more practical appli-

cation, this is as much as to say
that if a Rameses III. is likened

to a Rameses II., and he to a

Thothmes his predecessor, it is

because the desire of the artist

is to give us, not an image of any
particular Pharaoh but the Phar-

aoh, the idea of kingship. It is

Rameses III. that we are looking
at, for so it is labelled ;

but it is

not Rameses the man, it is Rameses
the Lord of the Two Egypts.

Thackeray, in his 'Paris Sketch-

Book' draws us three pictures

LUDOVICUS, a shrivelled little old

man in dr in the lightest of cos-

tumes
; REX, the Oourb-dress and

1 The name enclosed in an oval frame which is commonly cut in the side of a

status
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periwig; and finally, LUDOVICUS
REX the king when clothed with
these adjuncts.

" Oan we picture,"
asks Teufelsdrookh,

" a naked Duke
of Wellington addressing a naked
House of Lords 1

"
Apply the same

principle to the kings of Egypt,
and we see why they might choose

to be imaged rather than as indi-

vidual men under the idea of the

office which they held.

But to change so utterly the

natural uses of sculpture and of

painting, this could only have
been done by a people more prone
to think metaphysically or ab-

stractedly than in a sensuous or

practical way. As a fact, not in

the representations of their kings
alone, but in all forms of pre-
sentation or representation, the

leaning of Egyptian art (to call

it art) is in one and the same

direction, toward the general and
the abstract in a word, toward
the literary ; for it is the proper
function of letters, and not of

art, to deal with general ideas and
with abstractions. And because
the Egyptian mind had this

literary bias, the Egyptians did

out of their art create for them-
selves a literature in the narrower
sense of the word : that bias

wrought ceaselessly upon their

painting and their sculpture, and
out of them fashioned writing.
For I assume that there is no
reader who is not aware that this

has been historically the course of

things, that pictures and sculpture
long preceded alphabets, and that
there is no alphabet in the world
whose letters have not been

developed, or one might say
degraded, out of some picture.
Nor yet who is ignorant that

among the nations of the world
the Egyptians were by pre-emi-
nence the inventors of writing :

that most other peoples have

merely received their alphabets
from them. 1 Immeasurable dis-

covery ! Yet one which caine

partly by accident, shall we rather

say by the operation of a tendency
constant in all human nature, but
in the Egyptians specially strong,
whereof one inevitable manifesta-

tion is the disposition to conven-
tionalise the images of things seen,
in the same way that the child

does when he draws the top of his

round table round.

We cannot, then, justly call the

art of the Egyptians barbarous :

call it rather a literary art, and
understand that its aim is not to

show things as they actually were
but general ideas of such things.
I will hazard the conjecture that

the art of a child to-day is much
more barbarous in this sense than
the art of primitive man, just
because the child generalises more

easily and naturally than the

savage does. And it is a fact

that the most primitive known
form of plastic art among man-
kind is by no means what we
should call barbarous, but more
realistic and impressionist than it

becomes at a later time. it

presents to us single objects,
mammoths (for it is contemporary
with the mammoth), reindeer, occa-

sionally two objects in conjunction,
as a man seemingly stalking a

deer
;
and it shows them all very

well, done as the phrase is "to
the life."

Later on in the history of our

race we find the elements com-

posing a picture greatly multi-

plied; and it would seem that

now a disposition has grown up
to present a series of events, a

sort of diorama of events, as

though in a single scene. The art

which in the history of the world

1 The Babylonians only among all the nations of the world might possibly

dispute this pre-eminence of the Egyptians.
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follows next after that of mammoth
days, is represented by certain

rock-carvings which belong to the

second Stone Age. We may rea-

sonably believe that in these rock-

carvings we find pictures not of

one single event, but complex
pictures of the kind which I have

just described. If so, it is evident

we have already arrived at an art

which is no longer simple, but in

a sense "literary," notwithstanding
that literature, writing in the full

sense of the term, is still far in

the future. Of the kind of com-

plex picture which I mean by the
term diorama -

picture, the most
familiar illustration that could be
found is the willow-pattern on the

plate assuming that the usual

interpretation of that pattern is

the true one. For here, though
we seem to be gazing at a simple
picture, we are in fact reading a

romance, the history of two lovers

from their runaway marriage to

their death, and to the transmigra-
tion of their spirits.
When art begins to do this sort

of thing it is, I say, getting away
from presentation towards litera-

ture. It has to make one more

mighty stride the most decisive

advance, it is true, which perhaps
hums n invention has ever achieved

and then it will altogether
have passed the barrier which

separates presentment from writ-

ing. It is not the mere outward
form of a picture which makes a

picture in fact.
"
Picture-writing

"

is no i art, it is not any form of

prese itative art. The great stride,
the decisive step which landed
mankind out of picturing or try-

ing to "show," into writing or

trying to "
tell," may be illustrated

after this fashion. Suppose an
artist wished to inform his con-

temporaries or posterity that on
some occasion four men went out to
shoot a deer. Up to that day
if truo picturing were hitherto the

only art known his method would
be to draw four men marching,
holding each a bow in his hand,
and the deer a little way off.

Here we have a record; but it

is likewise a possible impression.
Now let us imagine that some

heaven-inspired craftsman, with no
care for representation and with
a desire to save himself trouble,
contrives this new fashion of

imparting the same information.
A single man is drawn to repre-
sent the general idea "man"

;
then

four strokes represent the number
of them, "four"; then a bow by
itself, to express the action of
"
shooting

"
; and the " deer "

as be-

fore. This transition, I say, is one of

the most stupendous achievements
of the human mind : whoever the
artist was who hit upon it, he was

perhaps the greatest inventor the
world has known. But he was
the very reverse of an artist; we
may be sure about one thing,
that he cared nothing about the

presentation of things seen.

From that decisive dividing line

the evolution of true writing, of

alphabets, goes on slowly but un-

checked. Pictures will still long
be used, but these pictures are

henceforward divorced altogether
from art : they are not counterfeit

presentments; they stand for ideas,
for words, in time for syllables
and sounds, never more for things.

Writing, therefore, is the extreme

point of evolution out of pre-
sentative art, if one tendency,
the literary tendency, be followed,
and in one direction. It is as

though we had seen two roads

beginning to diverge, slightly at

first, widely soon, and followed

one road to its terminus ; or else

had traced the evolution of a

species, step by step, from some
distant ancestor.

Now the true meaning of " Im-

pressionism
"

(as I would use the

word) may be defined in a sentence
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that, namely, it is the terminus

of the other road which we left

behind : it is the latest point in the

evolution of another species which,

by different processes, has developed
from the same parent stem. That

means, if you come to consider it,

that impressionism is the negation
of the literary side of Art in other

words, of the abstract and the

general in Art.

Such a definition implies much,

very much. Be it said I am trying
to explain impressionism, not to

justify it at any rate, not to exalt

it above its place. Of Art as of

other things that have been created,
have come into actual being, we
must say in a certain sense that
" what is is right." Historical

Art, religious Art, cannot be im-

pressionist; but these have existed,
and still exist and should exist at

least, should have existed : albeit in

saying this one may yet confess to

a certain sneaking sympathy with
the prejudice of the Mohammedan
or the Puritan, which prejudice, in

fact, means little more than that

Religion belongs properly to the

domain of Literature, and not of

Art. Consider that, O Esthete !

The Puritan at least means no
more than this. And it is sure to

be among a people who deal more
in abstract thought than in sensu-

ous impressions that the Puritan

theory in this matter will obtain.

That an Italian painter of the
fifteenth century, of the Quat-
trocento, should paint for us a

pure girl-mother and her baby, that
is much; but that is Impressionism.
Was it necessary, was it edifying,
that ke should call his picture a
" Madonna and Child "

? That may
at least be questioned, and has
been. He idealised, you say ?

Maybe : or only looked out for the

highest type that he could find, as

any artist were bound to do.

I do not mean that I am with
the Puritan. For it cannot be

denied that there are conceptions
of a religious kind, Pagan and

Christian, in their motive more

literary than artistic, which yet
Literature could not bring into

being, and which could not be

spared from Art. Consider the

Nik, the Victory, for instance,
or the Christian Angel. These
are but two examples. On the

artistic expression of some con-

ceptions of the ancient mytho-
logies you cannot always pronounce
so clearly a favourable judgment. I

am not sure but that the group
of gods on the Panathenaic Frieze,
the Frieze of the Parthenon, is

not the meanest part of it from
a literary standpoint, that is to

say. The figures themselves are

not conspicuously better or worse
than those of the mortals in the

same procession. But, not being
much grander, tkey become (from
the literary standpoint always)
much more mean. Of this one

thing there is no doubt, that the

days when the divinity is pre-
sented otherwise than under some
conventional shape have generally
been days of religious decline.

Let that pass. What is not

questionable is that, as literature

more and more extends its field

and captures more and more the

mass of the people, art is driven

always the nearer to within the en-

closure of impressionism. The his-

torical picture, or the picture with

a story, is excellent for illiterate

folk. The simple-minded may still

love to see a representation of

Alfred minding or not minding
the cakes. On others the con-

viction forces itself that the ar-

tist knew no more what Alfred

looked like than you or I. Battle-

pieces hold their place; but with

them it is the impression or pos-
sible impression, the one dramatic

moment of a thing happening (best,
if in our days), that we want ;

it

is not the record.
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In the second age of Italian Art
the Oinquecento the painters

had already perceived that the

true historical picture was im-

possible, and they made a kind

of impression serve their purpose,
as when Paul Veronese paints

a Venetian Feast and calls it a

"Marriage in Cana." There was
no reason in the nature of things

why picture of such a kind

as th:it should not have been

absolutely impressionist painted,
that is, just as it came under the

eye of the artist. But the modern
idea imd not yet arisen : and as a

fact, the Venetians or the Ilomans

Raphael in his stanze as much
as Veronese or Titian or Tintoret

only made their groups in the

mind's eye : they composed their

picture s, and painted one model in

pose acter the other. Thus, they
never actually saw what we see on

their canvas till they had painted
it there. In other cases they
would clap a studio -

painted
model on the top (so to say) of a

landscape sketched at quite a dif-

ferent time, and immensely con-

ventioi ised probably : a picture
of this kind is Titian's "Bacchus
and Ariadne " the most beautiful

work of his that we have, but

very far from an impression. Vel-

asquez, in the next century, was
the first man who really painted

groups as he saw them his

"Meninas," his " Hilanderas "; and
in doin.<* this Velasquez became the

parent of modern painting. As
such he is appreciated by contem-

porary artists above his actual

merit, great as this is. Almost
beside Velasquez as a " modern "

we may place Rembrandt at least

in somfi of his groups. He too,

we knew, belongs to the century
which followed that of the greatest
Italians.

Our English Art has remained,
even to this day, the least impres-
sionist, much less so than that just

beyond the Channel. Millais'

pictures, for instance, are always
composed, not received, and are

therefore in method not essentially
different from an Italian picture
of the sixteenth century. And no
artist is more representatively

English than Millais. For com-

parison in this particular between
the English and the French schools

it would be most instructive to

compare one of Millais' subjects
which contain two figures in a

landscape,
" Effie Deans," say, or

"
Edgar of Ravenswood and Lucy

Ashton," with Bastien Lepage's
" Dans les Foins," which hangs in

the Luxembourg Gallery in Paris.

For Bastien, though far removed
from the most modern school of

rapid vision, was, in the sense in

which I have used the word,

essentially an impressionist. Mil-

lais gives us in each of his two

pictures a beautiful pair : Bastien

gives us an ugly woman beside the

recumbent figure of a man whose
face is covered beneath a straw

hat. Yet, though all the chances

are for the English artist, when we
have looked a while at the French

picture and return to the English
ones, the latter look artificial. We
feel that in Millais' case we
are simply presented with two

people posed to make a picture,
and a landscape posed to make a

background ;
in the other case we

have the true sense of an actual

scene.

From England came, too, the

strongest reaction in favour of a

literary art which this century has

known the Pre-Raphaelite move-
ment. I know that at first sight
this art looks essentially realistic.

But it was not so in its origin;
and its real motive-force was the

reverse of realism. Pre-Raphaelit-
ism sprang out of the mythologic in-

fluence of Wordsworth, his panthe-
istic influence, if you like that word
better. All poetry which concerns
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itself much with nature must be

pantheistic more or less. To the

poet the tree is an entity and has

a sort of spiritual existence; the

mountain, the rock, the stream,

they are all a kind of beings for

him. Pre-Raphaelite Art was im-

bued with the same mythology,
and it tried to deal with nature

after the same fashion. Of the

tree it painted every leaf and
branch ;

not that it had ever seen

a tree so minutely, but that the

tree was more to it than a mere

gift a donnt of the senses : it

was a being. After this fashion

did Pre-Raphaelitism express its

reverence for Nature; just as a

Tudor artist expressed his rever-

ence for Kingship by painting
the monarch's portrait without

shadow. And, behold ! this illus-

tration brings us very near to the

idealising Egyptian sculptor once

more.

The Pre-Raphaelite movement

failed, though from its loins

sprang a very beautiful English
school, that of Rossetti, Burne-

Jones, and Watts if we may
group these into a school of

which the worst that can be said

is that it is somewhat exotic, and
is historical more than actual.

Certainly, the feeling which
created the Pre-Raphaelite Body
evokes one's sympathies. It is

impossible not to wish that these

arts could find some fashion by
which they might deal with the

things invisible to mortal sight ;

impossible for any one who works in

letters and knows how vast a place
in literature is filled up by the

incorporeal, but to wish there were
more place for it in art likewise.

Does not Charlotte Bronte rep-
resent her heroine as painting

(quaint idea
!)

a picture of the

shape that had no shape
"If shape it could be called, that

shape had none "
?

Rochester was much impressed

by the result, we are told. But,
as a fact, those examples which
we actually know, where art has

tried to bring before us the in-

visible or the highly imaginative,
are mostly of woeful kind : those

babies for souls, for example, com-

ing out of the dying man's mouth,
which early Italian Art gives us

;

the Banquo's or other ghosts of

more modern painting, or pictures
of fairies. When even a great

painter has set himself to put
down in black and white his con-

ception of a great poem, as Botti-

celli did with the Divina Corn-

media, the result is such as one
would rather never have seen.

But perhaps I seem to be too

eagerly championing the cause of

impressionism. That is not my
intention. There is, I take it, but
one safe motto for the critic of art

or of other things. I owe it to a

French money-changer howbeit
he attached no aesthetic significance
at all thereto Tout or est bon. In
the matter of human beauty, to cite

one thing only, there seems a place
for an imagination which is some-

thing more than mere sensibility.
Can we believe that the purest
Greek type was only an impres-
sion of what actually existed 1 Or
that Leonardo in his " Mona Lisa,"
Titian in numberless portraits, did

not set forth a vast deal more
than they really saw 1 And there

are types, too created types of

beauty. I have just spoken of the

painters who sprang out of the

Pre-Raphaelite movement. Some
of their effects they get by dis-

tortion. But still, but still we
could not spare them. Nor Tur-

ner again, high priest of the

mysteries of nature. He painted
much that he could never have

seen. But we could not do with-

out it being painted.
C. F. KEART.
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DAVE.

SPRAWLING down one hill and

half-way up another was a little

village ;
at the corner of its main

street stood the White Lion Inn.

The sun poured yellow light

through the bar windows on to

the sanded floor, and on the

figures of two men who sat talk-

ing at a table.

"I tell you he's sweet on my
cousin Phoebe, damn him," ex-

claimed the younger man, bring-

ing his fist down on the table.

"And what's that got to say
to it ?

"
replied the other, in a slow,

heavy voice. "Josh Tuckett 'ull

never see no darter o' his married

to a drunkard."

"Dave ain't no drunkard; he
takes his glass and goes out.

Dang him, I wish he wor."

Tho elder man leant forward
and caught hold of the button of

his companion's coat.

"Answer me this Tummas Rod,"
he said, "didn't his father die o'

drink?"

"Ay, sure."

"And his grandfather afore

him?"

"Ay, certain."
" B ain't his three brothers lying

in the churchyard at this very
minet reglar soaking the place wi'

spirits ;
the grass niver growed

casual over their graves the same
as it did over t'other folkes."

"What's that got to do wi'

Dave]"

"Why, begore, he'll come to

the like sooner or later, mark my
words if he don't. He's a drunkard
now at heart. Scores o' times

I've reckoned to hear his throat

split and crack when the drink

dizzle? down it."

A heavy flush rose to Rod's face.
" And may it

; the sooner the

better," he said.
" You and he wor thick anuff as

boys," replied the old man, rising,
and regarding him curiously.
Rod turned away and went back

to the bar. "Didn't I tell 'ee

that he be sweet on my cousin

and her on him," he answered, in

a sullen voice.

There was a sound of footsteps,
and Dave entered, the old man

taking his departure at the same
time. Rod glanced with quick

scrutiny at the newcomer's gaunt
but boyish face, as, dropping his

bag of tools, he flung sixpence on
the counter.

"A half-and-half, Tom," he said.
" My throat ba reglar dring'd

l wi'

thirst."

The flush on Rod's face receded,

leaving it ash-grey. He filled a

small glass to the brim with spirits,

and pushed it across the bar. Dave
swallowed the contents at a gulp,
and stood, fingering the glass

nervously.
" Take another nip," said Rod.

"Naw, wan ba anuff, thank

'ee."

"Come, I'll stand yer."
Dave's thin white face red-

dened. " I dursn't," he said, turn-

ing away and picking up his bag
of tools.

The innkeeper burst into a

rough laugh. "You puts me in

mind of a maid before her first

kiss, terrible afraid, but wonderful

willing," he replied.
"
Come," he

urged, unsteadily, "drink me suc-

cess to something I've set my
mind on."

There was silence a moment.

1
Dring'd, squeezed up.
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" Ba it zummat pertikler speshil?"
Dave asked at length.
"I told 'ee I'd set my mind

on it."

"Drink ba kindidling tempt-

some," Dave muttered, half to him-

self, as he watched Rod fill two

glasses with spirits.
"
Wull," he

added, gulping down the spirits

with feverish impatience,
"
may

'ee git wat 'ee want and more."

Rod looked at him a moment,
his lips twitching :

" To the dam-
nation of Dave Vlint, body and
soul !

" he exclaimed, and draining
the glass, flung it across the bar

at the wall opposite. For a mo-
ment the two men regarded each

other in silence
;
then Dave turned

on his heel, halted a moment at

the door, and glanced back,
"Did 'ee mean they wuds?" he

said.

"'Twor nort but a bit o' fun,"
Rod answered, forcing a laugh.

" Ther ain't nort speshil vanty-

sheeny
1 in sich jokes," replied

Dave, and going out he left Rod
alone. He made his way through
the street and up the hill behind
the village, where the pine-trees
stood massing the blue sky like

heavy blue-green clouds. Leaving
the road, he entered the wood by
a footpath. It was autumn

;
the

ground was strewn with cones
;

overhead the wind soughed with
the sound of the sea. Standing
beside a broken stile was a girl ;

her chestnut hair, escaping from
the kerchief that bound it, rippled
and curled about her neck and
forehead. Dave started when he
saw her, and advanced more

slowly. She came towards him,
and they stood together : she was
not tall, about as high as his

heart.
" Wat's come to 'ee, Dave !" she

exclaimed, in a soft guttural voice;
"

it's dree weeks since you've bin

a-nigh me."

He was silent, averting his eyes
as if he were afraid to look into

hers.

"You made me love 'ee, you
made me love'ee," she burst out, her

voice trembling,
" and now "

"
Phcebe, lass, 'tis better that I

bide away."
"You shud 'ave thort o' that

afore," she said, bitterly.
"
Aye, sartin I shud."

She caught hold of the two la-

pels of his coat, "Dave, Dave,"
she cried, "you don't love me
arter all

;
and you swore me true

down by the Wishing Well."
"I didn't love 'ee then the

zame as I do now by a deal," he

answered, taking her hands in his.

"Oh lad, I can't fathom 'ee,"

she said, with a sob.

"Sweetheart, 'tis the drink I'm

afeard of; 'twull have me wan

day like did my vather and brothers

afore me."
" But I bain't afeard."
" I might be cruel hard on 'ee,

lass," he said, pressing her hands

tight against his broad chest. "A
man can't answer for hissulf when
the drink's upon him."

Her dark grey eyes filled with

tears. "But I bain't afeard,

Dave," she reiterated. "I bain't

afeard."

He looked at her with great ten-

derness. " I dursn't, dear heart
;

I dursn't," he said, and his voice

shook.
" Ther wud ba the times atween

whiles," she urged.

Turning from her, he caught
hold of a tree-bough and steadied

himself. "Lass, lass, don't put
me in mind o' 'em."

" You ain't loving me the zame

Vantysheeny, showy.
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as you did, or 'ee wudn't need no

minding," she exclaimed, brokenly.
"And I ain't fallen off in looks."

She came round the tree, stood in

front of him, and unbinding her

kerchief, shook her thick chestnut

hair about her shoulders. "See,
Dave." she continued, "it's vine

and long for all it loses in the curl
;

and my voot too, Dave," she kick-

ed off her shoe, "'tis wonderful

arched, and a deal smaller than
the young ladies' up to the great
Houso. My arms, Dave," she

slipped back her sleeve, "they
might be a chile's, they're that

bedimpled."

Stopping abruptly, she burst

into tears, "Oh lad, lad," she

sobbed, "you bain't looking, you
bain't looking."
He let go the branch of the tree,

took her in his arms, and drew her
close up against his breast. He put
back her head with gentle force,
and kissed her mouth and eyes, her
throat and bosom. As they stood,
molten in one mould, there came
down the wind the sound of chil-

dren's laughter : hearing it, the
man rnd woman fell trembling,
then apart.

They stood staring at each
other like two people guilty of

a crime.
" There ba them that might ba

born arter us," he said, hoarsely.
She watched the sudden harden-

ing of his mouth. " Must us mind
on 'em ?

" she pleaded ;

" must us
mind on 'em?"

" I cud niver fo'ce no chile o'

ours to bear wat I've bin fo'ced

to bear," he answered
;

" 'twad ba
devil's wark I cudn't do it."

Her face grew white and hope-
less. I can't feel for the childer,
[ ain't no mother yet," she said,

brokenly.
Desi re shook him : he looked at

her slight form that seemed to

tremble into womanhood before his

eyes, then, with an abrupt cry, he
turned and left her.

She flung herself down and

wept, through the trees her wail-

ing followed him, yet his heart
cried out so loudly that he knew
not if the wailing came from
her lips or his own. Long he
wandered in the wood, but when
night fell returned again to his

cottage. Pushing open the door,
the moonlight streaming in after

him, he entered the small kitchen.

On the table, the cork withdrawn,
was a bottle of spirits, the air

reeled with the smell of it. He
did not know whose hand had

placed the bottle there, but his

harsh thirst demanded slaking,
and forced him forward. Clutch-

ing at his throat, striving to tear

the thirst from it, he advanced ;

the bottle glistening in the moon-

light, looking as if it were alive.

He cast an agonised glance round
the walls, seeking help from
familiar things, and his eyes fell

on his gun. A sob of relief broke
from him : he took down the gun,
loaded it hurriedly, the smell of

the spirits dripping on to his

lips, he licking it down. He
snatched the bottle from the table,

shouldered his gun, and went out,

up through the woods, past the

broken stile, where the coarse

grass lay pressed close to the

earth, and Phoebe had flung her-

self down and wept. With
averted face he passed the spot,
and entered deep into the heart

of the wood. At last he stopped :

about him the trees grew close

and thick, no eye but God's could

see his shame. He leant his gun
up against a branch

;
the moon-

light edged itself between the

trees, and he held the bottle up
to it.

" So yer have got the best o' me
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at last," belaid, "yer have got the

best o' me at last."

The bottle glistened : he brought
it nearer his lips, his thirst pressed
for quenching, the thirst that he
would slake before he shot him-

self.

" Yer smiling devil," he burst

out, with sudden fierceness,
"
yer

reckon to catch me, do 'ee. No,

by hell ! yer don't
;

I'll die wi'out

tasting 'ee," and he dashed the

bottle into fragments at his feet.

A moment later he had flung
himself upon the ground, striving
to lick up the spirits with his

tongue.
11

Dog that I ba, dog that I ba,"
he sobbed. "No better than a

dog no better than a dog."
Sick with shame and horror, he

regained his feet : he took a piece

Dave. [May

of cord from his pocket, made a

loop in it, attaching one end to

the trigger of the gun. He pressed
the cold steel barrel up against his

hot beating heart, and placed his

foot in the loop.
" A dog's death

for a dog," he muttered.

The moonlight shone on him, on
the gun, and on the broken bottle

at his feet : the glistening glass at-

tracted him and he stared at it,

fresh thoughts crowding his brain.

A tremor ran through him
;

rais-

ing his eyes, he fixed them on the

moonlit heavens and grey wind-

spun clouds. "Ther ba zommat
in me a'zide the dog," he said,

slowly.
"
Ay, begore, I'll live

game, I'll zee it droo," and draw-

ing himself together, he turned his

face once more on life.

ZACK.
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THE VOLUNTEERS AS A FIGHTING FORCE.

BY AN EX-ADJUTANT.

PEINCE BISMARCK is said to have

observed that the Volunteers

would prove even more formid-

able to an invader than the British

Navy. It is well, however, to con-

sider, before accepting the sup-

posed dictum of a statesman who
will not readily be accused of

flattery or short-sightedness, how
far, in the light of our own know-

ledge and experience, the Volun-
teer force may be considered fit

for the very serious duties it has

undertaken to perform.
Whatever allowances may be

made in the abstract for short-

comings which arise out of the

circumstances of the force, it is

clear that fitness for war is the

only real standard by which any
troops can be judged, and that

when considering the fighting
value of an organisation, so-called

"friendly" criticism is entirely
out cf place. In other words, it

is mere self-deception to set up a

relative instead of an absolute

standard, for it is to meet the

disciplined forces of an invader
that the Volunteers have sup-

posedly enrolled themselves, and
it is hardly to be imagined that

such a foe will make allowances
for a ay shortcomings on the field

of battle.

Resent criticism has brought to

light undoubted weaknesses in our

army system, and the Volunteer
forcer; have not escaped notice in

some of the Service magazines.
Not unnaturally certain promi-
nent colonels of Volunteers have
entered the lists against the critics,
and sought to show that as regards
their own battalions nothing is

lacking which should be found in

good troops, and to suggest that
such strictures had only local or

exceptional application, and in no

way gave a true idea of the general
condition of the force.

Lest, however, the old objection
be advanced, that any criticisms

offered have special reference to a

particular corps or to a particular

district, it may be as well to state

at once that this is not so, and that

they-are the result of observation
and inquiry in many parts of the

kingdom. Though there are doubt-

less individual members of the

force, and even some corps, that

are in a military sense above criti-

cism, yet it is not with individual

officers, or with special corps, nor

yet with the Volunteers considered

individually, but with the general

average of merit, and with the

claims of these units taken col-

lectively to serious consideration

as a military force, that we are

concerned.

The deficiencies which some ad-

mit can, they think, be easily
remedied in a few months when
the Volunteers are mobilised. As
this will not take place till an in-

vasion is imminent, it is difficult

to see how they are to receive the

additional training which these

critics concede is essential to their

efficiency.
There are others who do not

hold a high opinion of the Volun-
teers as regards military efficiency,

yet who do not think that the

state of things which they thus

condemn calls for reform. The

Navy is their stand-by, and in-

vasion is considered practically

impossible. But our naval suprem-
acy may pass away in a day, since
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a battleship may be sunk in a few

minutes; and even such authori-

ties as Captain Mahan and Admiral
Oolomb are agreed as to the un-

certainty of future naval battles.

Again, say they, even if the Navy
were to be defeated, no Continental

force could or would be transported
to our shores to undertake an in-

vasion.

In answer to this, it must be

remembered that Nelson held the

possibility of the invasion of Brit-

ain; Wellington held it; Napoleon
not only was convinced of it, but

had an army of 120,000 assembled

on the coast with which to attempt
it, and, according to Jomini/only
the unexpectedly hostile attitude

of Austria prevented the project
from being undertaken. Since

those days a vast change has taken

place. Steam has rendered it

possible to concentrate with cer-

tainty by land or sea. Electricity
has enabled the orders for such

concentration to be flashed in-

stantaneously to any distance.

Further, instead of Continental

nations having armies more or

less comparable in numbers to

our own, we are confronted with
the spectacle of whole nations in

arms. The tendency of these

changes is to allow the stronger to

use his forces. There was a time
when Britain considered that her

Navy should equal the combined
fleets of the world; now she is

satisfied if it is the equal of any
two foreign navies. Neutralisation

of differences is one of nature's

great laws, and when we see wealth,

ease, unconcern, want of organisa-

tion, and fancied security, on the
one side, and comparative poverty,
thrift, diligence, perfect organisa-
tion for war combined with thinly
veiled hostility, on the other, it

does not appear, after all, as if a
few miles of water would long
constitute a sufficient barrier to

prevent what is natural taking
place.
But even if the invasion were

impossible or unlikely, why should

we spend a million a-year in de-

ceiving the public, if the poor
opinion which these critics have
of the Volunteers is merited 1

Some aver that as we lead a hand-
to-mouth existence, all that would
be necessary would be to cut off

our food-supply and reduce Great
Britain by starvation. But to

blockade an island the size of

Great Britain is no light task,

especially considering our powers
of purchase.

Leaving these questions, how-

ever, it will be best to inquire at

once into the system of training

by which it is sought to prepare
the civilians who volunteer for

national defence into a body cap-
able of meeting the picked troops
of the Continent.

It may here be remarked that

it is proposed in this article to

deal entirely with the infantry,
which forms the great bulk of

the force.

The Volunteer force is much
more strictly territorial in its re-

cruiting than the regular army,
so that in it the merits and de-

fects of this system when carried

out thoroughly are strikingly seen.

In a line battalion, if recruiting
in a particular district is not brisk,

it is easy, if desired, to divert the

supply from some other source into

the required channel. With the

Volunteers it is not so, since men
earning their living must, except in

a very small number of cases, belong
to the corps having its headquarters
in the town or village in which

they live. Therefore it is intelli-

gible that there is a very marked
difference in most cases between
the town and the so-called country

corps, even in the same district,

so far as physique is concerned.
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Many of the country corps consist

of men who are second to none in

bone and muscle; whilst most of

the town battalions, composed, as

so m my of them are, of men who
are (mployed in indoor if not in

sedentary work, leave a good deal

to be desired in this respect.

Thers is another reason why the

difference between the town and

country corps is so great. In the

country amusements are few, and
men are more tempted to make a

hobby of marksmanship than is

the case at the great centres of

population, where the different

football clubs, and other athletic

associations, attract many of the

best men who might otherwise

become volunteers. The number
of these might -be volunteers is

swelled enormously by those young
men who, not athletes of the first

rank themselves, are yet drawn
in crowds to witness the various

mate les which take place on pub-
lic holidays when the Volunteers

usually drill.

Recently a medical examination
has been introduced, and although
this is undoubtedly a step in the

right direction, it is unlikely that

it can be rigorously applied, when
the ai-tractions are barely sufficient

to ke jp the ranks filled, and when

comnianding officers are tempted
to se( ure a supply of recruits at all

costs lest, owing to the system of

paym ant by capitation grants, they
shoul 1 become involved in financial

difficilties.

A great number of Volunteer
battalions go annually to Alder-
shot lor a week's training, and are

thus Drought under the notice of

the g< ^neral officer commanding the

division, working side by side as

they do with the regular troops
on home service. Any opinion
that i lay be formed by the general
officer commanding, from a compar-
ison o our young home battalions

with the Volunteers, will be of

special interest in this connection.

Fortunately we are not left in

doubt on this point, for in an
order issued in October 1895 by
H.R.H. the Duke of Oonnaught
occurs the following passage relat-

ing to the men who took part in

the Volunteer week: "There are

some fine battalions amongst the

Volunteers reported on; but during
the Volunteer week I noticed that

the men of many of the battalions

were of very poor physique, some
mere children. There is still far

too much talking in the ranks," &c.

Mr Arnold Forster, in his recent

articles in the '

Times,' after stating
the physical standard of the in-

fantry, remarks, not unjustly, that
" these are not exactly the propor-
tions of an athlete or a giant

"
;

yet the standard for the Volunteers

is lower in every respect. But

though good physique and medical

fitness are needed by men who
have to go through the fatigues of

a campaign, discipline and training
are even more essential.

After enlistment a line recruit

is sent to the depot of his regiment,
there to undergo a period of train-

ing in drill and gymnastics. In

two and a half months or so he

is sent to the home battalion, and
the process of development and

instruction in the duties of a sol-

dier is continued for some six

months more. The amount of

work done by him in this time is

not easy to estimate. He has to

acquire the habit of obedience to

any military superior ;
a change of

a very remarkable kind is made
in his whole manner and bearing.
He has good and sufficient food,

and plenty of healthy exercise in

the open air. He is also taught

carefully the use of his rifle, and

has sufficient supervision to ensure

that the instructions which he re-

ceives on this and other matters
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do not remain mere precepts, but
are carried out in practice. The
real value of what he learns by
regular drilling for several hours

a-day lies in the great lesson of dis-

cipline which it conveys for the

instant obedience of every word
of command the moment that it is

uttered is essential to good drill

and the habit thus formed becomes
an instinct with all who are cap-
able of being taught.
How different is the school in

which the volunteer is trained.

The Volunteer recruits enrol them-
selves chiefly between November
and March. During this time
about 200 will be usually required
to make up the losses occasioned by
men leaving after the three years,
for which period they generally

agree to serve. Some, of whom
the non-commissioned officers form
the bulk, remain for a longer pe-

riod; but there is always a large

wastage, and a necessity to train

about the number mentioned for a

battalion of 800 strong. As there

are only three sergeant
- instruc-

tors for a town battalion of this

size, and as the men come in chiefly
after the New Year, it is evident
that the strain on the instructional

staff is severe. Each man is gener-

ally obliged to do about forty drills

before he is dismissed and receives

his uniform. Drill has necessarily
to take place in the evening after

a good day's work, and this has

naturally a very prejudicial effect.

Besides this, the squads are much
larger than they should be, and
artificial light is often insufficient

to enable faults to be seen and
corrected. The amount of drill

that can be acquired thus is hardly
comparable to that which the line

recruit can learn with his best

energies and his undivided atten-

tion during a period of nine months
under the picked drill-sergeants of

the regiment. Besides this, it must

be remembered that the recruit

has not the great advantages of a

thorough and comprehensive gym-
nastic course such as his comrade
in the line goes through, neither

is he put through a periodical
course of field-training, which may
be described as the elements of

tactics, fortification, and topogra-

phy, or as much of such subjects
as can be readily taught, and are

likely to be of value, to the non-

commissioned officer and private
soldier.

The volunteer, on completion of

his recruit's course, as a rule

steadily deteriorates from a drill

point of view, whilst such can

hardly be said of the regular

private. In the order which has

been already quoted, the general
officer commanding of the Alder-

shot Division referred to the

training of the Volunteers that

had come under his notice in

the following terms :
" Some bat-

talions showed fair knowledge of

the subjects ; others, that their

knowledge, such as it was, was

purely theoretical."

One of the most common mis-

takes that the public make in con-

nection with the Volunteers is to

attribute to them a far higher de-

gree of proficiency with the rifle

than facts warrant. This arises,

no doubt, from the fact that there

are in the force a considerable num-
ber of marksmen of the first rank ;

but the general level of musketry
in the Volunteers is anything
but satisfactory, owing to the lack

of interest that the majority of

men take in shooting. In the

report of the musketry training
of the Volunteers which was
issued in March 1897 occurs the

following significant passage :

" A
volunteer is only bound under the

present regulations to fire twenty-
one rounds in order to become

efficient, provided that he passes
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out of the third class. It is a

fact but a matter for regret
that A VERY SMALL PERCENTAGE
OF MEN take the trouble, or suffi-

cient interest in their work, to

fire more than the minimum
number of rounds required."

Now, as these twenty-one rounds

are all fired at the distance of

200 yards from the target, and as

a man is allowed to lie down for

seven shots, kneel for seven, and
has only to stand for seven, it can

hardly be thought that this test

will boar comparison with the line

soldier, who fires three times as

many rounds in individual prac-

tices, and who does not lie down
till the distance of 600 yards is

reached.

The regular has also to fire in

a number of field practices, which
afford a better test of skill with a

rifle under service conditions than
the mere firing at a bull's-eye;
and ho is exercised in the even
more important practice of collec-

tive or volley firing, which brings
his total number of rounds up
to 14c>. The training which the

Volunteers receive in this respect
is very partial, as may be in-

ferred from the fact that it is

not yet obligatory, and from the
remarks just quoted referring to

the volunteers' indifference, so far

as individual practices are con-

cerned For, if a man will not
take enough trouble to attend
when each of his shots is recorded,
it is unlikely that he will attend
a sectional practice when the in-

terest is no longer purely indi-

vidual.

Besides the actual knowledge
of drill and the acquirement of

proficiency with the rifle, it has
been pointed out that there is

a still more far-reaching result of

this doable training in the habits
of obedience which are necessarily
inculcated. The volunteer who

lives at home has far less drill,

far less musketry, and his private
life is unregulated. He moves in

another world, and, except in the

case of his being employed in some
trade or manufacture where he is

under a volunteer enthusiast who
succeeds in enrolling a large num-
ber of his workmen in the force,

he is not brought into contact

with the other members of the

corps except occasionally. All this

results in an inferiority of training,
and in a want of that very import-
ant requisite to any military force

cohesion.

It must not be thought that, in

comparing the volunteer's training
with the regular's, it is sought to

show that the latter has reached

the acme of perfection as a fighting
man ; for partly owing to the

youth of our home battalions, and

partly to the necessity, with a

voluntary service, of making the

army popular the amount of work
done by our regulars is not nearly
so great as in a country like

Germany, where service is not

optional, and where the amount
of work done is regulated by
the standard of excellence which,
after careful consideration, has

been decided on.

Can it be thought, then, that our

Volunteers are sufficiently trained

to meet a Continental force, for

which purpose alone they exist?

Perhaps it may help the reader

to answer this question if a para-

graph be quoted from a work pub-
lished by authority 'The Army
Book of the British Empire.' On
page 383 occurs the following para-

graph :
" The great blot on the

present system of training is the

fact that it is impossible to ensure

that all trained Volunteers shall

go through, even once a-year, the

movements and practices absolutely

necessary to make them handy and
efficient soldiers. There does not
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seem to be any possibility of seri-

ously increasing the compulsory
requirements of the training of

privates under the present consti-

tution of the force."

The offer to undertake to carry
out duties of a responsible kind
should be, but too seldom is, a

guarantee that no pains will be

spared, before the occasion arrives,
to make every preparation for its

honourable fulfilment. The abso-

lute necessity for training is very
imperfectly, if at all, understood

by the bulk of the Volunteer

force, or even by the majority
of the officers. To be willing to

turn out in case of invasion, as

they would doubtless do, is con-

sidered to be all that is necessary.

Intimately connected with the

training in the use of arms is the

question of discipline. It has been
asserted that the discipline of the

Volunteer force is very satisfac-

tory. Perhaps if the term were
to be defined it would enable a

just estimate to be made of the
truth of this statement. Before

all, discipline does not imply that

every one may do as he pleases.
On the contrary, it implies the

subordination of the will of the

inferior to that of the commander,
irrespective of his personality, and

simply because he is superior in a

military sense. When the Volun-

teers, for example, go through the

inconveniences of a week's camp-
life uncomplainingly, it does not

necessarily imply good discipline.
Neither does it when regulars are

ordered to rush forward and carry
a position when, to use an expres-
sive phrase,

"
they are spoiling for

a fight."
The real test is applied when

the will of a commander is op-

posed to the desires of his men,
and when it overcomes them. If,
for instance, thirsty men can be
marched in unbroken ranks past

a stream of good water, or when,
exhausted by the fatigues of a

campaign, orders are still obeyed
with alacrity. The good behaviour
of men who are out for a holiday
under canvas can hardly be con-

sidered a sufficient test, as it is

only when the vital powers are

lowered by hunger, thirst, want of

sleep, and other causes, that it is

possible really to know the temper
of troops.

It is not sought to show that
the discipline of the Volunteer
force is bad, but to prove that
it is hardly possible to discover

whether it possesses any discipline
at all, since the necessary tests

have not yet been applied.
To command troops which are

only partly trained, and which

have, as a rule, little of that

cohesion which comes from con-

stant exercise together, needs

officers and non - commissioned
officers of altogether exceptional

quality. How do the Volunteers

compare in this respect with the

regulars? If it were a matter
of education, the Volunteer non-

commissioned officer would in

many, if not in most, cases have
a distinct superiority. It is not

education, however, that is chiefly
needed in a non-commissioned

officer; it is the habit of drilling
and commanding men. In this

the Volunteer non-commissioned
officer is comparatively inexperi-
enced. He does not see his men
in their everyday life, and has

not the habit of giving orders

to them, unless in the exceptional
case when he is a foreman or em-

ployer having a number of volun-

teers belonging to his company
who are artificers or workmen in

some capacity under his control.

In consequence the non-commis-

sioned officer is too often one in

name only, being in reality a

private with stripes of the non-
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commissioned rank on his arm.

He lias not enough practice in

drilling men to acquire the neces-

sary confidence which would be-

come his position, and he is keenly
conscious of his deficiencies, which
adds to his difficulty.

If the non-commissioned officer

is important, the officer is vastly
more so as far as military efficiency
is concerned. The social status of

the regular officer is very different

from that of his men, and this is

a source of strength. Yet it is

certain that, however well born he

may be, he will not obtain their

respect if they find, or suspect,
that he cannot instruct them in

their duty, in other words, if he
is not a good soldier.

The importance of the fact that

the average difference in social

position between officers and men
in the Volunteer force is not so

great may be easily overestimated.

If the Volunteer officer has soldier-

ly qualities, and a knowledge of

his duties, he will obtain the re-

spect of his men just in proportion
as they know him. If, on the other

hand, he does not himself take his

position seriously, it is unlikely
that others will. If it be assumed
that the Volunteer officer is per-

sonally the equal of the regular
officer, how do their professional
attainments compare?

In addition to an examination
in general knowledge, every candi-

date for a commission has to pass,
either -it Sandhurst or before enter-

ing the Army through the Militia,
a severe examination in military
law, tactics, topography, and forti-

fication. He has much drill, and

practice in the command of men.
A Volunteer officer has an ex-

amination in the elements of drill

and musketry, and in certain regi-
mental duties, before being marked
11 P "

in. the Army List. He can

hardly be said, as a general rule,
VOL. CLXIII. NO. DCCCCXCI.

to have any but the slightest

knowledge of the elements of mili-

tary science. Instead of a period-
ical examination in the branches
that have been detailed, such as

the regular officer has to undergo,
he can attain the rank of colonel

without having the least acquaint-
ance with any of them. Taking
the first fifty Volunteer battalions

in the Army List, it will be seen

that out of 989 officers below
the rank of lieut.-colonel, only 188
have passed an examination in

tactics, the most important of the

military sciences, and only 2 are

recorded as "Q" or qualified in

the sense that line officers are for

the position that they hold. We
are not concerned to uphold the

examination system as a test of

soldierly qualities, or even of pro-
fessional knowledge ;

but this

method has been adopted by
authority. So that the state of

things revealed by these figures

cannot, from an official standpoint,
be regarded as satisfactory.
But it is not so much in profes-

sional knowledge as in professional

experience that the Volunteer
officer is commonly deficient: it

is in ability to command men that

he chiefly falls short. The reason

is not far to seek. No amount of

study will enable any one to handle

men well. Practice is needed.

Be it noted that it is not in want
of natural capacity, but in want
of experience, that his difficulty

generally lies. His latent powers
of command have not been called

out. Why is this? Simply be-

cause the total amount of drill

done by the Volunteers is so small

that the necessities of the case

require that the adjutant, the only

professional soldier with the bat-

talion, shall do most of the drilling.
Certain changes which are tak-

ing place in the world at large, and
which are necessarily reflected in

2 Y
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the armies of the nations, are not

likely to lessen the difficulties of

the position of the volunteer officer.

Authority is steadily giving place
to reason. The spread of educa-

tion amongst the masses un-

doubtedly makes control more

difficult, and requires from the

officer a far higher standard of

leadership. The change from the

iron discipline and rigidity of the

old system in our army to the

elastic and educational method
which has lately gained ground is

one which has been forced upon
us by circumstances; but it con-

tains an element of danger which
should not be ignored. To train a

soldier to see the reason for every-

thing presupposes that his leaders

shall be infallible. But it would
not be easy to mention the name
even of a single great commander
who never made a mistake. Now,
it has been already shown that the

majority of volunteer officers have
no acquaintance with the elements

of military science
;
and if it be re-

membered that very few indeed

have had any practical experience
of command of troops in the field,

it is hardly reasonable to expect
that their decisions, unaided by
the light of study and experience,
will always commend themselves
to the men under their command.
The advance of education in the

masses tends therefore only to

weaken the power of the volun-

teer officer so long as he remains
as he is.

It has already been shown that

the Volunteers, as a rule, do little

more than they are obliged to do
in the way of musketry. The same
holds good as regards drill. Men
will not, as a rule, attend more
than the minimum number of drills

required by regulation twelve a-

year after their second year and
this does not permit company
officers to have sufficient practice

to give them needed confidence in

handling men. Now the weakest

part of the whole Volunteer system
is being approached. Why, it may
reasonably be asked, do not the

Volunteers attend every possible

drill, seeing that they have of

their own accord come forward to

join the force? Some are doubt-

less prevented from attending every
parade by illness, pressure of busi-

ness, or other good reason
;
but the

majority of absentees could easily
attend. They have got their uni-

form, and the novelty has worn

off; they soon tire of drill, though
they have not mastered its details.

Their absence from the ranks in-

flicts a double injury on the bat-

talion to which they belong. In
the first place, there is no chance
of their being improved, so that in

time they may reach the higher
level of smartness which the more

intelligent or the more teachable

attain sooner
;
and in the second,

the thinned ranks do not so well

admit of the officer and non-com-

missioned officer learning their duty
as commanders.

It will be seen that if men can-

not be got to attend drill regu-

larly it is impossible that a unit,

be it company or battalion, can be

thoroughly trained. Even when
a special parade, other than the

inspection, is advertised, and efforts

are used to attract the men, the

attendance is disappointingly small.

In the Queen's Park at Edinburgh
not long ago a "

surprise parade
'

was held, which the infantry bat-

talions of the city were invited to

attend. In spite of the day of the

parade being almost a foregone con-

clusion, the strongest battalion only
turned out at about half its real

strength. Yet this was not con-

sidered unsatisfactory ! It is true

that a letter appeared in one of

the evening papers in which the

grounds for satisfaction were ques-
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tionod. This is a fair illustration

of the little real hold which there

is over the Volunteers, and of the

general unconcern, indifference, or

ignorance which prevails regarding
the existing state of affairs.

Most Volunteer battalions go

anm.ally into camp ;
but the bene-

fit which they should obtain from

this collective training is greatly
lesseied by the absence of a large

proportion of thenon-commissioned

officers who are married, and it is

rare for a battalion to send half

its strength. The result of this is

that men are not commanded by
their own section commanders,
often not even by their own com-

pany officers. What is the under-

lying cause of this non-attendance,
whicli is so largely accountable for

the c eficiencies of the officer and
non-commisioned officer? Simply
that drill is uninteresting work,
and that it is absurd, so long as

human nature remains as it is, to

expect men to do such work for

nothing. A few enthusiasts will

turn out on every possible occasion;
the bulk do as little as possible.
The state of the force as a fighting
machine should be carefully studied

and fairly faced. In the absence
of any great stimulus, such as a

genuine war-scare, it is impossible
to gev, much more out of the men
than is done at present, and the
effort to do so only shows the in-

efficiency of the system and teaches

the m 3n to think that they can do
much as they like. The force is

badly in need of reform.

What should be done to remedy
this slate of things? To increase
the amount of work required for

efficiency, as is contemplated, will

not meet the difficulty, as it will

only $,dd to the financial embar-
rassmtnt of the commanding offi-

cers st long as the present system
of pajment by capitation is con-

tinued. Battalions should have

an annual grant according to their

establishment, and irrespective of

the number of so-called "efficients."

The balance unexpended, if any,
could be carried forward into the

next year's account. This would

put more power into the hands of

the commanding officers
;

it would
also dispose of all those who are

merely volunteers in name, since

there would be nothing gained by
the attempt to overlook their de-

ficiencies : but how can a sufficient

number of desirable men be got to

join the force ?

The authorities must be placed
in the position of choosers, and
not of pleaders. To do this, it

is necessary either to use com-

pulsion, or to offer a sufficient in-

ducement to attract the men de-

sired. As it appears unlikely that

the public will impose the burden
of universal service on itself, that

method of getting men is not

likely to solve the difficulty. There
is yet another. The Militia Ballot

Act, which is still the law of the

land, might be brought into force.

This would compel the service

of all not already in the Vol-

unteers or some other part of our

military forces. The threat of this,

or the likelihood of it, would un-

doubtedly induce many desirable

men to join the Volunteers. But
in order to get these men the

chance of being drawn for the

Militia would have to be consider-

able, and this would imply the en-

rolment of a very large force in

the Militia, which would necessi-

tate an enormous increase of ex-

penditure in arms and equipment,
barracks, stores, and instructional

staff, &c.

Would it not be a simpler plan
to hold out a sufficient inducement

to the men required ? A line soldier

at home is estimated to cost 55

a-year, and even then he is often

a mere boy or an invalided and
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weakly man. If the sum of 5

a-year were to be offered to satis-

factory men, the chief difficulty
would be overcome. The labour-

ing man makes the best private

soldier, and a large number of a

class at present untouched could

be got to come forward if a sub-

stantial sum were to be offered as

an inducement. The officers and
non-commissioned ranks could be

paid at a similar rate, to cover in-

cidental expenses.
The advantages of such a sys-

tem would be great. Discipline,
in so far as it can be taught to

any but regular troops, would be
instilled. Instead of advertising,

urging, or beseeching, the men
could be simply ordered to attend

certain parades, a notice being

posted up in the headquarters of

the corps a week before the end of

each month. This would ensure

all parades being at full strength,
and would allow of systematic in-

struction. The time chosen should
be one when men are not at work,
and three to four hours' soldiering
could be done at a time. One
field - day of this kind in every
month would suffice. All parades
should be in uniform, and all

ranks subject to military law as

soldiers whilst in uniform. Sec-

tional practices could be insisted

on to the desired extent, and
an attendance of ten days in

camp should be an essential for

all. Any damage done to arms
or equipment could be deducted
from the pay of the man respon-
sible for it. The physical standard
could be raised greatly, and with

advantage. All immature and

passJ material could be rejected,
and the age limit narrowed to

within twenty-five and forty. En-
rolment could be from seven to

fifteen years, and the time of the
instructional staff would not be
taken up with recruit drill. There

would be much less necessity for

correspondence, and more time as

well as more opportunity would be

available for practical training for

war.

There should also be a large
reserve of arms stored at every

headquarters, to admit of con-

siderable expansion in time of

war, when many desirable men
would volunteer for whom there

might not otherwise be rifles.

The consequence of improvement
in material, in the regular attend-

ance of certain parades, of attend-

ance at camp, and of sectional

musketry, would result in an al-

most inconceivable change in the

force. The requirements for the

position of an officer in the Volun-
teers would be greatly altered.

Examinations do not make a sol-

dier, though they sometimes mar
him. It is an undoubted fact that

some of the best soldiers in the

commissioned ranks of the army
have had great difficulty in entering

it, and also in passing the period-
ical promotion examinations, and
that the whole system is looked

on by these men as a sort of im-

position devised by the powers of

darkness for their special benefit.

The examination of Volunteer
officers under the new system
need not be of a too technical

kind. But they should be required
to show capacity for and power of

command.
How is this to be managed, when

the force is already under-officered ?

Let us borrow an idea from the

Fatherland, and instead of our

little companies have companies
of 250 strong, commanded by a

mounted officer. The number of

officers required would thus be

greatly diminished, and there

would be more chance of the

right men being attracted. The
commissioned ranks could be

swelled by gazetting officers liv-
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ing in Britain who have retired

from the regular army to Volun-

teer battalions thus reorganised.
Local interests must give way to

Imperial needs, and capacity for

command become the only qualifi-

cation for the higher ranks. All

"regular" officers retiring under

fifty should be required, if resident

in Britain, to join a branch of our

army, and given the option of

Militia or Volunteers. This would

immensely raise the Volunteers in

pub'ic esteem.

Iti has frequently been pointed
out that the bulk of the Artillery
is ir parts of the country where it

would not be likely to be required
und 3r any circumstances ;

but this

faulb could be easily remedied if

the system of payment were to be
introduced.

It. may be urged that the field

of recruiting for such a force

would interfere with that of the

Militia. If a preference were given
for married men, and if a char-

acter from the employer and a
residence in the recruiting area of

the battalion were to be insisted

on, this need not be the case.

The commonest outcry against
all reform is that connected with
the increase of expenditure. Un-

doubtedly the maintenance of a

great empire is an expensive affair,

but not so costly either to our

pockets or to our pride as the

payment of a heavy war indem-

nity might prove.
If we are to have a citizen army,

let us by all means have a good
one. At present it must be ad-

mitted that, in spite of the almost

heroic exertions of some of the

individual officers, and notwith-

standing the excellence of much
of the material in the ranks, there

does not exist in the force, as

at present constituted, sufficient

power of control to make it, as a

military organisation, worthy of

the best traditions of our land.

C. P. LYNDEN-BELL.
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ODD VOLUMES.

THE belief in a future state of

reward and punishment, nearly
universal among the human race,

receives remarkable modifications

according to the physical sur-

roundings and mode of life of dif-

ferent nations. The Red Indian

can imagine nothing better than

the chase : to his spirit the im-

mortal instinct has suggested an
ideal land with never-failing herds

of buffaloes
;
and his "

happy hunt-

ing-grounds
" have passed into pro-

verbial use with us. On the other

hand, the heaven of the Protes-

tant Christian, to whom the Red
Man has had to yield his posses-
sions in this world, has been de-

scribed by Mr Crauford as "a

prolonged picnic of the domestic

affections." 1
Similarly, the precise

nature of the place of eternal tor-

ment has received various inter-

pretation according to the earthly

experience of different races. We,
in Western Europe, having derived

our religion from oriental sources,
where the sun is the natural power
most dreaded, have accepted the

idea of intense heat unquench-
able fire as the most intolerable

form of punishment. But the

Red Indian suffers most from cold

in this world
;

his hell, therefore,

presents itself to him like one of

Dante's most appalling pictures
a mer de glace, swept everlastingly

by piercing winds. 2 To modern
humanitarians (and we are all

humanitarians now, as compared
with bygone generations), the idea

of never-ending, excruciating phy-
sical pain has become too repug-

nant to be entertained as the

inevitable retribution for human
error or obstinacy : many people

regard the mere infinite prolonga-
tion of existence, under an obliga-
tion to reflect on lost opportunities,
misused gifts, and friendships for-

feited by exclusion from the abode
of the blest, as the utmost retri-

bution on the wicked that could

be reconciled with any human
conception of mercy and equity.
But the question is far too solemn
and profound to be discussed in

this place : it has only been re-

ferred to because, seeing that vari-

ous races have depicted the future

state subjectively to their experi-
ence in this world, there does not
seem to be any limits to each
man's speculation from his own
point of view. It would be almost
as difficult, for instance, for one
who derives frequent solace from

reading to conceive heaven as a

place without books, as to imagine
it without human friendship. The
absence of books might be but

indifferently compensated for by
the presence of their writers : in

this world, at least, it does not

always happen that he who de-

delights us between boards is

equally good company in shoe-

leather. Horace, Montaigne, Shake-

speare, Scott we might lose

nothing by exchanging their books
for their conversation; but, on
the other hand, Swift was tire-

somely deaf, Dr Johnson's personal
habits were something short of

pretty, and Yoltaire well, the

dear man would strike one as sadly

1 Christian Instincts and Modern Doubts.
2 Catlin's North American Indians.
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out of place in a celestial scene

whero there was nothing to scathe

with ridicule. Thus the book-

lover might conjureup a sufficiently

appalling retribution for his own

evil-doing by imagining a perspec-
tive of ages through which he

should be forced to pass without

one glimpse of a printed page.

Perhaps this is not a very pro-
fitable line of meditation, and

certainly it is not very closely
connected with the subject of this

paper viz., the chance meetings
of a lounger with out-of-the-way
authors.

It sometimes occurs to one to

wonder why portrait- painters do

not make more frequent use of

book -shelves as the background of

their subjects. There is no such

charming furniture as books no

tape? try so rich as the glow, the

glimmer, or the gloom reflected

from their serried backs
;

even

pictures fail to diffuse such an air

of comfort in a room. On the

other hand, what scene so depress-

ing is a public library
1

? Those,

indeod, who learn the use of one
of these institutions acquire affec-

tion for it : my steps turn cheer-

fully up St James's Square to

the wonderful storehouse of the

London Library (much as I resent

the over-zealous enterprise of the

comi aittee in demolishing the grimy
old front in order to replace it

with Heaven knows what fandango
of the urban architect), for I have
learned to value its inexhaustible

resources, its twilight resting-

placos, the wonderful adroitness
and rapidity of its staff.

Bit it must be confessed that
a library of this sort has few at-

tracions for the casual visitor.

TenM nay, hundreds of thou-
sanc s of books, most of them uni-

forn ly clad in a tint so designedly
som ore as will least betray dirt,
tenc to deter rather than to attract

the loiterer : studiorum instru-

menta, to be sure, but not the
tools that fit so sweetly after long
use into the accustomed palm, nor

yet those that wear such a seduc-

tive burnish and crispness in the

warehouse. In a library like this,

books do not seem to be the same
creatures as those you know so

well at home, in your friend's

house, or in the club : the differ-

ence is as great as between the
cattle penned by thousands for

slaughter at Deptford, and the
same animals scattered over the
summer landscape. Nobody goes
to the cattle-market till he has
made up his mind what he wants,
but any one may derive enjoyment
from the lowing herds among their

natural surroundings.
Books, like men and women,

owe a great deal to the circum-

stances under which one meets
them. It happened one day that

I had to while away an hour or

two in a small town of remote

westerly Scotland. Erom the scale

of the ancient inn, with its de-

serted stable-court opening through
an archway upon the highroad to

Carlisle, it was evident that it had
once been a change-house for the

mail-coach
;
but it was still and

forlorn enough now. Outside, it

was raining and blowing snappish-

ly, which forbade all project of

exploring the neighbourhood; in-

side, the furniture of the commer-
cial-room was not exactly volup-
tuous good solid mahogany, with

black horsehair seats and sofa-

backs, half veiled by ingenious
dust -traps of worsted work, on
which the traveller must have
been weary indeed who sought

repose ; a mirror over the mantel-

piece, of course, reflecting some
bunches of highly coloured feather

flowers and a sample of last year's

oats, and stuck round the margin
with a few funeral or memorial
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cards of the landlady's departed
friends.

Drip, drip, splash, drip ! went
the weeping eaves upon the pave-
ment

;
the bare ash-boughs round

the town bowling-green whimpered
in the wet wind, it was not ex-

hilarating. A pinched dozen of

books propped each other rather

dismally on a shelf of the side-

table, which they shared with a

most unattractive cruet-stand and
a carafe of water of a complexion
which almost excluded the idea of

beverage. A tattered volume of

'Good Words'; somebody's 'Life

of Lord Beaconsfield,' in criard

blue cloth and brassy gilding;

Whately's
'

Logic
'

;
Whitaker's

Almanack, five years old Hey !

what's this in walnut calf ? not an
Aldine classic ? It is, though ;

and very oddly it stirs one to come
on the honoured dolphin and an-

chor among such ignoble surround-

ings ;
to turn the pages of fine flax

paper, printed in delicate italics,

"justified
" with as nice a sense of

symmetry as three centuries and a

half of finger practice have im-

parted to latter-day craftsmen,
not to reckon linotypes, monotypes,
and other inartistic inventions.

The book is in large octavo the
' Libri de Re Rustica' printed in

Venice in 1533.

Now, whatever people may pre-

tend, there are very, very few

nowadays who read Latin and
Greek authors by deliberate choice.

Fifty years ago it may have been

nay, it was a little different :

educated persons were careful to

mention in their journals how
they carried in their pockets duo-

decimos of Virgil or Horace, to be

enjoyed at odd moments. But
even so, was there not in this a

suspicion of pose, or at least the
conscious display of culture ? At
all events, when W. H. Smith &
Son began to set up their book-

stalls in the early days of the

railway era, Us connaissaient leur

monde far too well to stock them
with literature of that nature,
even for first-class passengers.
No ;

I don't wish it to be under-

stood that under other circum-

stances I should have wasted a

moment over this volume of agri-
cultural writers, but circumstance
accounts for a great deal. The time

spent with Columella in his olive-

yard, herb-garden, cattle-pen, and

sheepfold passed very quickly ;

when my po'-shay came to the

door, I tucked the book under my
arm, pressed five shillings into the

landlady's hand (I believe I might
have had it for ninepence), carried

off my booty, and have never
looked at it from that day to this,

when it is lying before me.

In this instance the secret of

delight lay in the unexpected
the contrast between the gorge-

ous Queen of the Adriatic, which

gave this venerable volume birth,
and the little grey town on the

dreary northern seaboard where
it found a rest for its old age.
How came it there 1 Had it

been the solace of some coach

traveller Bishop Pococke, belike

left by him on his Scottish

travels ? if so, where had he

picked it up ? Why, to trace the

various owners since first these

sheets came damp from the press,
and to know all about them, would
be to learn the history of Western

Europe since the Middle Ages.
After all, the most likely solution

was that the book had formed part
of a country minister's library, and
had found its way to the hammer
when the good man went to his

place.

Many an exciting chase has

started from the bookshelves of a

country-house. You dawdle in

there after breakfast
; your host,

who makes the library his business-
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room, has betaken himself to a

Oour.ty Council meeting ;
the men

have gone a -
shooting, and you

have the prospect of undisturbed

possession till luncheon - time at

least. Now it is a constant, and

by no means an unfruitful, feature

of country-house libraries that the

bulk of the books belong to one

period. Perhaps one of your host's

predecessors has been bookish, and

put up cases for current literature;
or el ?e the necessity for filling the

shelves has produced, at the time

the house was built or the library

furnished, a stock of volumes pur-
chased nearly at the same time.

That brings the subject neatly
within the limits of your morn-

ing's prowl. I spent a forenoon

lately in a well-ordered little

library which fulfilled somebody's
aspiration

" Where the Rudyards cease from

kipling,
And the Haggards ride no more."

Not \\ single volume seemed to

have been added to the collection

since 1833, but it was well stocked
with the literature of the first

quarter of the century. This

house, by the bye, had some
sombre associations. Standing
above, and well within a mile of,

the sea, the site had been so

chosen, of deliberate purpose, that
not a glimpse of the sea could be
had from any of its windows.
It was built when the family
moved from a far older house,
which stands now, a weather-
wasted ruin, on the very verge of
a beet ling cliff, against which the

green Atlantic surges growl and
roar continually. They show you
a window, looking upon the sea,
out of which, more than a century
and a half ago, fell a child, heir
to the estate, and was dashed to

pieces a hundred feet below. The
mother could never thereafter en-

dure the sight or sound of the

tide, and persuaded her husband
to desert the old home, and build
a new one whence the sea could
neither be seen nor heard.

It is tantalising when there are
more than a limited number of

books in private hands, for they
are seldom kept in convenient

array. A few weeks ago, how-

ever, I found myself in a large

country-house in the Midlands
where the condition of the library
is truly ideal. It is disposed in a

long gallery, rather than a room,

running the entire length of one
side of the house on the ground-
floor. In addition to that there
are book-shelves in almost every
room in the house ; the bachelors'

attics, especially, are rich in them
from floor to ceiling : in all there

cannot be less than 18,000 or

20,000 volumes. There is no

regular librarian, indeed, which

might seem indispensable to the

right herding of such a numerous
flock

;
but the parish schoolmaster

is a bibliophile, and devotes his

leisure hours to watching over it,

and writing up the catalogue.
It is a good thing to have an

object of pursuit ;
in fact, without

it a large library like this is rather

a wilderness, except to the owner
who knows his way about it. But
it is delightful to prowl round and

pitch on any title which seems to

bear, however remotely, on the

subject before you. One is sure

in following it up to light upon
all kinds of alluring bypaths, and
one is often indemnified for the

time lost in following these, not

by anything new, for "he that

has read Shakespeare through with
attention will perhaps find little

new in this crowded world," but

by unexpected bits of amusement
or knowledge.

Such was my lot on a morning
lately spent in this library. I
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had undertaken some work con-

nected with the sporting literature

of the early part of the present

century. Nobody who has not

tried it would believe what a lot

of rubbish this means to sample.

Eighty years ago, field-sports were

only beginning to be pastimes for

cultivated men
;
even fox-hunting

the sport of kings hardly lived

in literature till Nimrod began his

famous letters to the '

Sporting

Magazine.' Fingering a small

volume of essays, dated 1815 to

1819, in boards of that unap-

proachably ugly grey, which is for

ever hallowed by association with
the first editions of the Waverley
Novels, Byron's poems, and in-

numerable other masterpieces, my
eye was arrested by the title of a

paper "On Field Sports," This

proved to be, not, as had been too

likely, a mixture of feeble rhapsody
and stale description, of those in-

terminable colloquies between a

duffer and an expert which are

insupportable from any hand less

honoured than Izaak Walton's,
but a vigorous refutation in good
plain English of the charge of

cruelty made against sport.

"Whenever I see a wood full of

hares and pheasants in summer, I re-

joice that, for the sake of two days'

carnage in winter, men have consented
to give life and enjoyment to so many
beautiful and peaceful animals."

Herein is a perfect answer to those

who denounce as guilt all blood-

shed in sport ; who not only take
on them Wordsworth's vow
" Never to mix their pleasure or their

pride
With sorrow of the meanest thing that

feels
"

but seek to impose it on everybody
else.

Odd Volumes. [May

It is better, says the sportsman,
that certain creatures should be

propagated and preserved during
the greater part of the year, and
killed under chivalrous conditions

during the remaining months, than
that protection should be with-

drawn, and total extermination

inevitably follow. Here is how
this author imagines a fox might
address the ultra - humanitarians
after the abolition of hunting :

"Formerly we were allowed six

months in the year to gain our live-

lihood, and bring up our families in

quiet : many of us, it is true, were

destroyed in the course of the winter;
but that was the fortune of war, and
the enemy did not beat up our quar-
ters more than half-a-dozen times in
the whole year. Upon the whole, we
lived a pleasant life, short and dis-

turbed, perhaps, yet safe from trap
and gun, and in the midst of plenty ;

but now that you have interfered,
with your humanity, there has come
out a general order to shoot and de-

stroy us wherever we may be found,
till our ancient family is exterm-
inated. And this is out of your
special kindness !

"

Seventy -
eight years ago this

essay was written, and if we, who
believe in the legitimacy of field-

sports, have found no better rea-

sons for their support, neither have
our opponents improved their prin-

ciples of attack.

Not having been aware that the

dispute was such a venerable one,
I became curious to identify the

author of the volume :
1
therefore,

as my business next day happened
to lie with the present represen-
tative of the venerable firm who

published it, I put it in my pocket
and asked for the information. It

required some research, which he

obliged me by undertaking; but
when obtained, it was not without

1
Essays and Sketches of Life and Character. By a Gentleman who has left

his Lodgings. London: Longman, Hurst, &c., 1820.
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interest. The " Gentleman who
has left his Lodgings" turns out

to have been Lord John Russell,
whose early ambition for a place

among the poets is perhaps better

known than his excursions in

prose. Acquaintance with the

subsequent career of the author

gives piquancy to certain passages
in a paper on Political Economy,
notably with those referring to

the corn duties :

"It :is very easy to say that the

trade m corn ought to be free, like

any other trade, and that if your
farmers cannot grow corn so cheap
as the foreign farmers, they ought to

let it alone. But . . . when you are

told that many millions of capital
have been laid out, and many hun-
dred thousand people bred and em-

ployed, on the presumption that the

growth of corn would continue to be

protected by law
;
when it is stated

to you that the taxes are so heavy in

this country" (this essay is dated 1819,
when agricultural depression was be-

ginning to be acutely felt, owing to

the fall in prices after the war)
" and

so light in other countries, that the
effect o<

!

a free importation of corn
would ba the ruin of all the farmers,
the conversion of the people entirely
into manufacturers, and the conse-

quent dependence of the whole nation
on the commercial laws, and even the

caprices, of foreign nations, you must
own that you have a knotty question
to decide."

But the most interesting of

these essays are those which re-

flect the social habits of the

metropolis when George IV. be-

came king. London in those days
was pent within what we should
conside:- very moderate bounds.
Greater London, instead of four

millions, contained in 1820 just
one mil ion and a quarter inhabit-

ants
;
v bile the part of the town

describ< d in Lord John's paper,

"Society in London," actually
lay between Green and Hyde
Parks on the west and Regent

Street and Spring Gardens on the

east. The proverbial snipe still

attracted sportsmen to the marshy
flats of Belgravia, and Tyburnia
was devoted to dairy-farms and
market -

gardens. Chelsea and

Kensington remained remote sub-

urbs, while Paddington and West-
bourne were no more than rural

villages. Practically the people
of whom Lord John undertakes to

describe the habits lived in Port-

man Square, Mayfair, and St

James's, with a sprinkling in

Westminster, and one would have

supposed that to be a convenient

radius for easy intercourse. But

no; the burden of the writer's

complaint is precisely the same as

one hears, only surely with more

reason, at the present day :

" ' To love some persons very much,
and see often those that I love,' says
the old Duchess of Marlborough,

'
is

the greatest happiness I can enjoy.'
But in London it is equally difficult

to get to love anybody very much, or

to see often those that we have loved

before. There are such numbers of

acquaintances, such a succession of

engagements, that the town resembles

Vauxhall, where the dearest friends

may walk round and round all night
without ever meeting. If you see at

dinner a person whose manners and
conversation please you, you may wish
in vain to become more intimate ; for

the chance is that you will not meet
so as to converse a second time for

three months, when the dice-box of

society may perhaps turn up again
the same numbers. . . . Hence it is

that those who live in London are

totally indifferent to one another ; the

waves follow so quick that any vac-

ancy is immediately filled up, and the

want is not perceived. . . . We hear

continually such conversations as the

following :

' Ah ! how d'ye do 1 I'm

delighted to see you ! How is Mrs
M ?' 'She is very well, thank

you.'
' Has she any more children ?'

'Any more. I have only been married
three months. I see you are talking
of my former wife she has been
dead these three years.' Or : 'My dear
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friend, how d'ye do ? you have been
out of town some time

;
where have

you been? in Norfolk?' 'No; I

have been two years in India.'

On the whole, it is rather re-

assuring to follow this young
moralist in his mournful musing.
We have all felt the oppression
of too large an acquaintance, of

the crush and bustle which sepa-
rates friends

;
and we have all

cast back regretful glances to a

time when we believed the town
was not too big or too full for

leisurely intercourse. We have

sighed over the description of wits

and foremost men who exchanged
repartee and uttered quotable say-

ings across Sam Rogers's break-

fast-table, little imagining perhaps
that these very persons were com-

paring their own social opportuni-
ties discontentedly with the good
old times when pamphleteers, play-

wrights, poets, and lexicographers

foregathered in the exhilarating
frowsiness of the coffee- house.

Railways have been badly blamed
for the present congestion, yet
here we have a young fellow of

seven - and -
twenty, with all the

best houses in London open to

him, and with time at his own

disposal, declaring, nearly twenty
years before the first railway was

opened from London, that for all

intellectual or social enjoyment
the town was impossible. "The

friendships of London," he ex-

claims, "contain nothing more
tender than a visiting-card." Even
relations are practically inacces-

sible, owing to their numerous

engagements; and in describing
his failure to find them at home,
Lord John affords an interesting

glimpse of the fashionable hours
in his youth :

"If you go to see them at one

o'clock, they are not up ; at two the
room is full of indifferent acquain-
tance ; ... at three they are gone

shopping ; at four they are in the
Park

;
at five and six they are out ;

at seven they are dressing ;
at eight

they are dining with two dozen
friends ;

at nine and ten the same
;

at eleven they are dressing for the
ball ; and at twelve, when you are

going to bed, they are gone into

society for the evening."

Now, this little snap-shot at society

has, in its main features, much
that might have been reflected

from the routine of last season.

The average London dinner-hour
at the present day is not half an
hour later than it was in 1820,

nor, as I had imagined, did balls

begin any earlier at the close of

the Georgian era. Nevertheless,
there are two or three salient dif-

ferences between the two epochs.
There is no mention of early

riding, which is really one of the

most remarkable and healthy char-

acteristics of ouTJeunesse dorde of

both sexes. On those very rare

occasions when the force of circum-

stances is irresistible and I find

myself in a ballroom, not less out

of keeping with the scene than
an erratic glacial block in a green
meadow, next morning I feel like

nothing so much (to continue the

geological figure) as an alluvial de-

posit. Certainly matutinal horse-

exercise seems the last restorative

to present itself. Yet the early
stroller at any hour from eight to

ten of a fine summer morning
may see shiny-coated hacks, many
of them with side-saddles, standing
at the doors of mansions in Bel-

gravia or Mayfair ;
and if he wait

till their riders appear, he will

fail to detect in those bright eyes
and roseate cheeks any trace of

that inevitable "
chippiness

" which
so surely racks the unpractised

ball-goer. Lord John Russell's

young friends lay abed till midday :

ours come out with the morning

papers.
There was no five o'clock tea;
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but let that pass. I am not writing

virginibus puerisque, but for people
of mature, or perhaps a trifle plus

quam mature, years and judgment.
There was a much more ominous

void in the day's arrangements.
There was no luncheon at least

for me a.

" The first inconvenience of a Lon-
don life is the late hour of dinner.

To pass the day impransus, and then
to sit down to a great dinner at eight
o'clock, is entirely against the first

dictates of common-sense and com-
mon slomachs." (Agreed, agreed!)
"
Women, however, are not so irra-

tional as men in London, and gener-

ally sit down to a substantial luncheon
at three or four" (italics ours): "if

men would do the same, the meal at

eight might be lightened of many of

its weighty dishes, and conversation
would be no loser ; for it is not to

be concealed that conversation suffers

great interruption from the manner
in which English dinners are man-

aged. First the host and hostess (or
her unfortunate coadjutor) are em-

ployed during three parts of dinner
in doin:* the work of the servants,

helping fish, or carving large pieces
of venison to twenty hungry souls.

. . . Much time is also lost by the
attention every one is obliged to pay
in order to find out (which he never
can do if he is short-sighted) what
dishes ire at the other end of the
table. Ef a guest wishes for a glass
of wine, he must peep through the

Apollos and Cupids of the plateau, in
order to find some one to drink with
him

; otherwise he must wait till

some ore asks him, which will prob-
ably happen in rapid succession, so
that aft er having had no wine for half
an hou

,
he will have to drink five

glasses in five minutes."

One might spend a good deal

more time over these sketches,
traced by one who thoroughly
understood what he was writing
about. Novelists, hitherto, have
shunned George IV. 's reign with
curious unanimity ; when they
turn to it they will doubtless find

that mon and women were curious-

ly like those of other epochs, and
Lord John Russell's papers will

form a most valuable handbook
to the manners and tone of good
society in the 'twenties.

Before replacing this book on
its shelf, let me note two or three

observations by this thoroughbred
and thorough-paced Whig on more
serious matters.

The perpetual bugbear of his

party was the power of the Grown ;

in fact it had been the dread of the

preponderance of that estate to

which the Whigs owed their birth.

This dread, remote as it may ap-

pear in our eyes, was very present
in 1819 to the apprehensions of

the future Prime Minister, and he
reckoned up anxiously

" what the

Crown has gained upon liberty

during this reign
"
(George III.'s).

He complained that the sanguinary
excesses of the French Revolu-
tion had been greatly exaggerated
in order to inflame the public
mind against the slightest indul-

gence of the popular right of meet-

ing and discussion, and that the

Royal prerogative had been aug-
mented by the increase of the

national war -debt. It is hardly
worth following this nascent states-

man into his warning against risks

which are not likely to recur in

this country. Their disappearance
has removed the last objection to

the amalgamation of the Whig
" Left centre

" with the Conserva-

tive "
Right." For tactical purposes

it has been decided to maintain the

Liberal Unionist organisation dis-

tinct from that of the Conserva-

tives, out of deference to those

electors (surely only a handful)
who would demur to voting for a

party that was once Tory. But
the Tory bugbear is as unreal now
as that of the power of the Court.

There is only one Tory in politics
now all honour to him ! that

gallant Yorkshireman, the Right
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Hon. James Lowther, the sole ex-

ponent of the " extreme Right." 4

A parting glance at Lord John's

pages reveals a statement of pe-
culiar significance at a time when
an important class of our artisans

have been induced by their leaders

to sacrifice a million or so in wages
and squander another half-million

in strike -pay, in the attempt to

secure an eight hours' day for

London engineers :

" An intelligent manufacturer, who
travelled to ascertain the state of

manufactures in France, found that

the main difference between that

country and England was that the

English workmen worked many more
hours than the French."

If that is the way our commercial

supremacy was attained, it suggests
certain reflections about the surest

way of losing it.

Very different is the next book
that comes to hand

;
as an edition,

not so old as the other by more
than forty years, but in composi-
tion its senior by nearly a thousand.
It is a collection of Anglo-Saxon
treatises on medicine, admirably
edited by Mr Oswald Cockayne
for the Records series

;
x and one

turns to it indolently to see what
mad or blind pranks our forefathers

played with their constitutions,
and to thank God that we are not
such blockheads as they. In truth,

many of the remedies prescribed
seem worse than the diseases they
professed to cure : unspeakably
nasty, some of them, directing how
the filthiest things on earth were
to be pounded together and mixed
with the patient's meat and drink,
in a manner of which the slightest

acquaintance with bacteriology and
the history of internal parasites
enables us to perceive the ter-

rible danger; irresistibly ludicrous

others, as when wise Abbot ^Elfric

(for he was wise in many things)
directs as a remedy for headache
a salve composed of forty

- four
" worts

"
or plants, and the fat or

bones of fourteen animals, to be
rubbed on after repeating the

Creed, the Magnificat, the Bene-

dictus, and the prayer of the Four

Evangelists.

./Elfric, of course, was only re-

peating what had been handed
down to him from pagan forebears

plus the Christian anthems and

prayers; nor were these pagan
forebears, perhaps, so simple as we

may suppose. The Germanic colon-

ists, who proved strong enough
to relegate the Keltic tribes

of Britain to the "
fringe

"
they

still enjoy, had not been wanting
in brains. Their chief deity was
Woden a name cognate with our
" wit " and " wisdom "

they wor-

shipped him as the Almighty Wit
the Supreme Intelligence. To

Thor the mighty Thunderer
was assigned inferior rank to

Woden brute force they never

imagined as a match for intellect.

It is true they were of the same
Teutonic stem which had over-

thrown the culture of Rome, and

violently checked the current of

civilisation for nearly a thousand

years; it is true that we, their

descendants, are wont to use their

names Goths and Vandals to

typify everything that is brutal

and ignorant and coarse. Yet
even among these Germans there

were a few who were careful to

preserve and hand down some of

the ancient learning. They
studied, and even translated,

many works of Greek and Latin

writers, and much of their leech-

craft was derived from Hippo-

1
Leechdoms, Wortcunning, and Starcraft of Early England, collected and

edited by the Rev. Oswald Cockayne. Three vols. 1864-66.
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crates, j3Ssculapius, and Plato.

But the ingenious and delicate

surgical instruments, of which

such a variety have been un-

eartbed at Herculaneum and

Ponroeii, were unknown to them,

or, ii: known, their use had been

forgotten : surgical and medical

science had to be reconstructed

from the foundation.

Ore instrument, and one only,
seems to have been common to

all ages the lancet. Down to

fifty or sixty years ago blood-

lettirg was indiscriminately pre-
scribod and universally believed

in. I possess a folio account-book

of an ancestor who nourished when
the (dghteenth century was still

youn * most entertaining reading,

by reason of his having made it

a kind of journal also. Regularly,

every spring and autumn for many
years, recurs an entry such as

this :

"JTo a chirurgeon, for blood-

ing my wife, Peggy, and

me, and for giving Peggy a
vomit i. . . .28 Z."

Pegg y was the worthy gentleman's
daughter, and the fee was in Scots

money.
The Saxons used the lancet at

frightful haphazard, except that

they were positive about the right
time of year. In an old leech-

book written by one Gild (prob-

ably only a clerk writing from

dictation) for the Abbey of Glas-

tonbury, much stress is laid on the
risk of bloodletting fifteen nights
befors Lammas (August 1st) and
after it for five-and-thirty nights,
because the "lyft" (air) is then
most impure. Herein is a trace
of Mediterranean lore, from a
latiti de where men had learnt to

dreac the sirocco. But there is

an appalling vagueness in direc-

tions for the operation :

"L3t him blood from the left arm

from the upper vein ; if thou canst
not find that (gif thu tha findan ne

maege), from the midmost vein ; if

thou canst not find that, then from
the head vein. Further, if that can-
not be found, let blood from the left

hand, from a vein near the little

finger. If the blood be very red or

livid, then must it be let more plen-

tifully ;
if it be clean or clear, let. it

so much the less."

Evidently this eminent surgeon
did not know the vital difference

between arterial and venous blood,
and his diagnosis was based on
the quality of the blood, differing

accordingly as he had tapped a

vein or an artery !

It is horrible to think that blood-

letting was pronounced indispen-
sable in the " half-dead addle," as

the Anglo-Saxons called paralysis,
in order to draw forth the poison-
ous humours from the patient.
This theory of humours died very
hard in medicine

;
it drove bravely

through the eighteenth century.
There was, of course, no dis-

tinction till long after the Norman
Conquest between surgeons and

physicians : though the use of the

catheter, the probe, the dioptra,
and the forceps, all known to prac-
titioners in classical times, had
been forgotten, anybody could

handle knife and saw. Therefore

the directions are of the simplest
how to proceed

"
if thou wilt carve

off or lop off a limb from a body"
(gif thu unlle Urn aceorvan othe

asnithan).
From time to time one stumbles

on a bit of sound and solid sense,
as when the writer is prescribing
remedies for loss of appetite a

terrible calamity to overtake

people from whom we derive our

own unrivalled proficiency with

knife and fork. A Saxon lord

who refused his victuals must

indeed, it was thought, be in

parlous case probably possessed
of a devil or two; consequently
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a great variety of recipes are given
to restore the appetite, among
them one which looks curiously
modern " Let them seek for

themselves fatigue in riding on

horseback, or in a wain as much
as they can endure." Carriage
exercise in a springless wain meant
a more rigorous experience than

a drive in Hyde Park on rubber

tyres.
After all, the leeches of those

days were not such fools as we
are inclined to pronounce them.

They wrote very foolish prescrip-

tions, and some very nasty ones,

but how much of them all did

they believe? Is there any fashion-

able physician in London at this

moment who will declare on his

honour that he relies as much on
the resources of the pharmacopoeia
as on the faith of his patients'?
How many modern doctors have
the courage, when they recom-

mend regimen rather than drugs,
to reply as the famous Jephson
did to Lady Londonderry 1

"
Sir,"

she asked, scandalised at the severe

simplicity of his orders,
" do you

know whom you're speaking to ?
"

"Yes, ma'am; to an old woman
with a disordered stomach." The
Saxon leeches had very hazy ideas

about the properties of herbs : it

was certain, anyhow, that they
had some properties, and the popu-
lar notion was that herbs were
essential to any cure, so they
complied with it, and added a lot

of fantastic observances partly
ex tempore, and partly derived

from the world-wide and world-

old doctrines of the Magi. Doubt-
less these complicated instructions

contributed to convalescence. It

requires little knowledge of human
nature to perceive that a Saxon

thane, suffering from prolonged
over -

feeding, would think very
cheaply of the leech who ordered
him to go bumping about on an

underbred hack or jolting for

miles in a farm - cart : it was

necessary to invent decoctions

the more nauseous the better to

beguile the patient's imagination.
In short, leeches were expected to

administer herb-potions, for such
was the tradition of leechcraft

from wiser times : the properties
of the various herbs had been

forgotten during ages of anarchy,
and the science had to be slowly
recovered.

Leeches did not hesitate to go
beyond the vegetable kingdom in

order to influence powerfully the

minds of their patients. There is

nothing that affects the imagina-
tion more violently than cruelty,
and cruel some of these recipes

undoubtedly are. Cataract, about
the nature of which the leeches can
have known absolutely nothing, was
to be treated in this way. Catch
a fox alive, cut out his tongue,
and let him go; dry the tongue,
sew it in a red cloth, and hang it

round the patient's neck. As a

precaution against pestilence, take

a live badger and beat out his

teeth, put them in a linen bag,
and wear them next the body.
For jaundice the sovereign remedy
is indeed a terrible one : you are

to take the head of a mad dog,

pound it, mix it with wine, and
drink it.

It is sad to think that in the

centuries since Pliny and Lucian
mocked at the Magi all this rub-

bish had been allowed to accumu-
late and impede the ascent of man.
The work had all to be done over

again. Pliny had declared that of

all earthly systems the doctrines

of the Magi were the most fraudu-

lent not stupid, but fraudulent;

yet even he inclined to believe

that the popular notion could not

be altogether groundless that a

man by eating roast hare im-

proved his looks for nine days.
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"Born a goddess, dulness never

dies." Be assured, it is far from

dead yet. It lurks in privy places,

waiting for some dislocation of our

prodigious progress, some clouding
of our splendid enlightenment, to

spread its pall upon our faculties.

Sometimes one comes on a

sample of it when least expecting

anything of the sort. The man is

still alive (and one of the most

intelligent and upright of his class

that I ever knew) who once recom-

mended me, as a cure for sty in

the e fe, to gather nine thorns from

a gooseberry-bush, burn eight of

them to ashes, and prick the sty
with the ninth. In another in-

stance, which happened in my
own parish within the last five-and-

twen^y years,maybe recognisedthat

principle of propitiation by sacrifice

which lies at the base of all religion
and its corruption superstition.
A certain farmer very well known
to mo, whose social standing may
be understood from the fact that

he was an elder of the Kirk and

paid about 300 a -year in rent,
wishi ig to rid his cattle of the dis-

ease known as "blackleg," caused
a call or stirk to be buried alive.

Many persons were present at the

ceremony, including the local vet-

erinary surgeon !

It will be observed that this

propitiatory notion, which runs

through so much ordinary folk-

lore, lias very little place in these

Anglo-Saxon prescriptions, most
of which are purely empirical and

arbitrary. It appears, indeed, in

the directions quoted above for

curing cataract, and in some of

the r< cipes for the bite of a F ad

dog; but, as a rule, the cure \\as

suppo ;ed to depend on the virtues
of specified ingredients, modified
somet-mes by the hour of the day
or the age of the moon. A few of

these ingredients mustard, aloes,

colchioum, ginger, saffron, sul-
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phur, mercury, &c. remain in the
modern pharmacopeia : their use
had been well known to oriental

and Roman physicians; their tra-

dition had been preserved, but
all understanding of their true

properties had been lost in the

general wreck of learning.
Sometimes the Saxon name

actually preserved the true use

of a wort which had been per-
verted to other and probably
futile purposes. Thus Delphinium
staphisagria, staves- acre,wasknown
to the Saxons as louse-bane, yet

they recommended a drink of it to

correct evil humours of the body.
At this day there is no such

sovereign cure for vermin in a

dog's coat. Among herbs that

may be reckoned neutral in effect

betony was ever a prime favourite;
in the herbarium of Apuleius it is

recommended for no less than

twenty-nine separate ailments

for toothache, for sore eyes, for

a broken head, for stomach-ache,
for fatigue after "mickle riding
or mickle ganging," for indigestion

("if thou wilt that thy meat melt

easily "),
for bite of an adder or a

mad dog, for sore throat, or for
" foot-addle

"
(gout). Hardly less

popular was waybread (plantain),
which must at least have furnished

a harmless draught, disposing the

patient to give an easy rein to

his imagination.

Physicians, audaciously laying
claim to superior powers, easily
came to get credit for them, and
became known as "doctors"
more learned than the common
folk. Some of them were so

bold as to pretend to skill in

many things beyond medicine.

A curious medley of charms bor-

rowed from the Magi and Chris-

tian prayers is associated with

vivid scenes of Early English

pastoral life. Thus when a man
had lost his cattle, which must

2 z
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have been a common occurrence

in an unfenced country, the natural

assumption was that some evil-

doer had driven them off. He
was directed to say his prayers
three times to each quarter of the

heavens, and then cry :

" The
Jews hung up Christ; they did

of deeds the worst
; they did that

they could not hide. So may this

deed be no wise hidden, through
the Holy Rood of Christ."

Prayers became just as much
ingredients in prescriptions as any
drug; and it was considered im-

portant that, like drugs, they
should be "exhibited" in proper
proportions. Hence a table of

equivalents was prepared as fol-

lows :

One mass was reckoned equal to twelve days' fasting.
Ten masses were reckoned four months'

Twenty masses

Thirty masses ,,

One psalm was reckoned
120 psalms were reckoned

Happy the patient or criminal

who could afford to pay for having
psalms and masses sung !

Christianity, by the time it

reached the pagan Saxons, had
lost its pristine purity, and the

light it shed on the physical world
had become tinged with earth-born

rays. The Saxon convert was free

to retain the fixed belief of his

fathers in the presence every-
where of incorporeal spirits evil

and good. For him the forest-

glade or river-cliff was still the

haunt of the dreaded wood-mare,
as he called the echo; and we
have retained the term by which
he personified the visitation apt
to follow too generous a supper
a nightmare.
And thus men blundered on,

using prayers and charms and

herbs, sometimes hitting on some-

thing really useful and adding it

to the store of real knowledge.
After all, we owe these venerable

eight months'
twelve months'
one day's
twelve months'

quacks something. Somebody had
to begin the ascent : the lowest

steps on the stair were very dimly
lighted, and the first to set foot on
them stumbled and wandered in a

way we are apt to think supremely
ridiculous

;
but no height could be

gained without the help of these.

Nothing is attained in science per
saltum; little by little, line upon
line, is progress made, till the light
increases and the view broadens.

In musing upon the lucubrations

of these pioneers in leechcraft, one
is disposed rather to admire the

good purpose to which they put
the dull wits of their patients,
than to hold them up to deri-

sion for the preposterous remedies

they prescribed. They were the

Beechams and the Carters of the

tenth century, and, on the whole,

produced literature more interest-

ing than our nineteenth -century

empirics.
HERBERT MAXWELL.

(To be continued.}
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THE NOOSE.

THAT man deserves a big niche

in tie Temple of Fame who first

invented the use of the slip-knot.
Invented its use is the right ex-

pression. It is likely that the slip-

knot itself exists somewhere in

nature's economy, like a Platonic
"
idea," if one only knew where to

find it. Few things that man has

invented have not this independent
existence : in other words, it is

very seldom that man invents, in

the sense of creates
;

his work is

always copying, combining, no

doubt, so as to better the original

copy, yet never attaining to the

heigh b of original creation. Crea-

tion is an attribute of the infinite

that man has not got. In the

meantime we make things that

seem sufficiently new for us to call

them inventions. We call the man
who first made them an inventor

and a genius, and all are pleased.
It is not difficult to see where

prelm toric man got his idea of a

rope. Ropes were all round him
in tho shape of creepers hanging
and growing upon all the forest

trees. He had not far to seek for

them : they were there surround-

ing him in an abundance that
must have been vexatious enough
when ae wanted to pass through the
forest. Then, by twisting the liana

or woodbine, or whatever you may
please to call it, in his hands, it

would shape itself by accident into
all kmds of knots, and eventually,
may l>e, into that very slip-knot
which makes the noose. But the
invenlor of a thing, in the best
sense of the word the only sense
in which genius enters into inven-
tion is not necessarily he who
first made the thing, but he who
was the first to comprehend its

value. The stupid man may have

hit on a discovery and gone on

using it for ages, in his hole-in-the-

corner manner, before the sharp
man came along who saw at once
the value of it and took out a

patent and made an immoral for-

tune. But though the latter's for-

tune was immoral, it is to him that

belongs the real merit of the dis-

covery, for without him the thing
would never have been given to

the world for general use.

Of all man's many inventions,
the boomerang seems the strangest
and least likely kind of weapon
for the natural man, with no

knowledge of mechanics, to have
hit upon; and yet it becomes

intelligible enough when we hear
that in Australia, where the

boomerang was discovered, there

grows a tree that sheds a seed-

pod of such a shape that it whirs

away into the air and returns

again as it falls. But how many
" black fellows

" had watched these

seed-pods whir and gyrate our
own ash throws down things that

try to emulate the gyration be-

fore one of them thought of imi-

tating the shape of the pod on
a large scale and so make the

first boomerang? We do not
know the date of the first boom-

erang, but we know when Newton
discovered gravitation ;

and it is

likely that the seed -pods had
been falling about as long as

apples.
This Australian "black-fellow"

in the inventive age must have
been an ingenious person, though
his inventive age and his ingenu-

ity seem quite to have gone from
him now. It 4s easy, as we have

said, to see how the boomerang
was suggested, without taking
from him any of the merit of
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discovering the application of the

suggestion ;
but who taught him

the throwing
- stick 1 The throw-

ing -stick, it may be well to say
is a short stick with a knob at

the end, to which knob fits the

notch of a missile spear. The use

of the stick enables the spear to

be thrown not only farther, but

several times farther, than from

the unaided hand. But who

taught him the principle of the

lever? One may suggest many
reasons to account for it. Perhaps
the most probable is that he began

by trying to use the spring of a

sapling to give extra power (the
idea of using the elasticity of

wood readily suggested itself to

prehistoric man, as we see from
the almost universal use of the

bow), and found that a stiff stick

answered the purpose better. This

is all hypothesis. At all events,
the black was beyond dispute a

cunning fellow.

He is a cunning fellow still, so

far as the use of these discoveries

handed down to him goes, though
his inventive age has passed ;

and
he is cunning especially in a use

to which he puts the noose. Mayne
Reid, or Fenimore Cooper, or one
of those writers who used to charm
us in our youth, tells us how
Indians, concealing their heads in

tufts of bushes, swim down a river

into the midst of unsuspecting wild

ducks, and, grabbing them under
water by their feet, catch num-
bers before the flock takes the

alarm. It is a fascinating picture
to boyhood's fancy, and perhaps it

may even be true. In certain

parts of Australia the blacks who

depend much for their existence

on what the great rivers give

them, whether in the way of fish

or fowl, adopt a means of duck-

capture less wholesale but perhaps
even more vraisemblant. By their

mode of life they become almost

amphibious, and their method of

ensnaring the confiding duck is to

swim down towards him, very
quietly, with a noose at the end of

a long pole fashioned from a species
of grass similar to bamboo. They
swim entirely under water, save

for half a black face which has on
it an eye to see and a mouth to

breathe. The ducks suspect no
harm of this long cane floating
down to them. The cane is similar

in all respects to many that have
come innocuously past attached

to roots floating beneath the
water. In season of flood the
river has washed down many
such, and done them no hurt.

It is only by the time the slim

noose has been passed over the

duck's head, and he is flapping and

quacking in loud protest at the

unexpected restraint, that he ima-

gines anything amiss
;
and by that

time it is too late, and the black

has got duck for supper.
There is

" another way," a

more wholesale one, requiring a

greater elaboration of the noose

principle, by which the black fel-

lows of this country of the big
rivers snare their ducks. They
weave great nets of fine grass, 30
feet high maybe, and long enough
to stretch from bank to bank of

the river. The net is double

that is to say, of two walls. The
one wall that on the side from
which the quarry is meant to enter

is of small mesh, such as a duck
cannot pass through. The other

is of wide mesh, and the notion

of the wily black is that the

duck, flying against the double

net, shall drive a portion of the

fine meshed net, which is stretched

more loosely than that of wider

mesh, through a mesh of the latter,

and thus find himself, as it were,

pocketed. It is, in fact, in prin-

ciple exactly the "
pocket net "

of

our sea fishers
;
and it is again a
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remarkable instance of the black's

ingenuity and invention that he

should have rivalled this cunning
snare of the civilised fisherman.

The duck, however, though he is

not a wise bird, will not fly into

a net by preference, be it ever so

slenderly woven, unless perchance
at night, and even then you can-

not rely on him. But the natives,

having stretched their pocket-net
across the river at a point some

way below the habitual feeding-

place of the ducks, go up the

river's bank in a band, get above
the birds, and drive them down.
Even so the ducks, when flushed,
will y high. They will fly in

every probability following the

river's course, but high above the

water's surface, high above the

net. For this, too, the black has

laid his plans. When the band,

having stretched their nets, started

up tho river to come round upon
the ducks, they had left in hid-

ing, at a spot about fifty or a

hundred yards above the net, one
or twc of their number. It is the

business of this ambuscade, when
it seen the ducks flying over, to

raise the cry of the white hawk,
which the blacks can imitate to

the very echo. The white hawk
is the direst winged foe that the
ducks know. At the fearful cry,
the ducks, in a close body, dash

downward. In their terror they
swoop close over the surface of the
water. Blind with fear, they do
not regard the net nay, rather,
rush gladly to its shelter as a pos-
sible covert of refuge. The flies

are in t he web, struggling helplessly
in the pockets. It only remains for

the bit ck spiders to swim out to

them r nd wring their necks pos-

sibly, more realistically spider-like,
to suck their blood.

Now if this anecdote should
strike any one as in the nature of

a plagiarism on the works of the
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great Munchausen on account of

the acumen that it ascribes to

the black, it will be well to re-

mind him that these men are of

the same race as those who in-

vented the boomerang ;
and if any

should take exception to it by
reason of the strange evolutions

it relates of the terrified ducks, he

should recall to mind, if he has

ever witnessed it, the behaviour of

a magpie, when hawked by a pere-

grine, who will run along in a cart

rut, in and out of a horse's legs, or

even up the trousers of a spec-
tator

;
or of a lark, pursued by a

merlin, who will dive under a

carriage or a wheelbarrow when in

motion, in fact will rush blindly

anywhere, if so be it may find any
sort of protection from its foe.

These blacks then go a - fish-

ing, with a rod and a noose, for

duck
;

but one does not need to

go to the Antipodes to see fish-

ing with a noose fishing for real

live fish, pike, trout if you will, or

eels. Any fish, in short, can pro-

bably be caught with a noose any
river fish, that is to say. Doubtless

sea-fish could be caught similarly,

if a man could see them and reach

them ;
but this is not easy in the

sea, where the fish lie deep and one

has to be in a boat to get to them.

They would see the fisher and
be off long before he would see

them. Nor is it a simple matter

to see* fish at the bottom of a river,

even of a clear Hampshire chalk

stream, unless the eye has been

educated. One man will see

twenty hares in a day, sitting in

forms, where another will not see

one. The comparison is at least

equally true of fish. And when
the fish has been seen, the unprac-
tised hand will not find the noos-

ing of him easy, for allowance

must be made for the refraction

of the water. Given the educa-

tion, however the seeing eye and
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the practised hand the noosing is

easy enough. The apparatus is

most simple a stick with a noose

of fine wire at the end. And the

method of working it is simple.
Of course one must not splash

about, but go to work quietly to

avoid startling the fish. These

are obvious precautions, however,
and they are almost all that are

needed. One rule in particular
has to be observed, and only one,
but it is imperative. The noose

must be passed over the fish's

head, not over his tail. Of course

he will be lying head up-stream, and
as you sink the noose down to him
and he feels its gentle contact with
his back or belly, he only thinks,
if he thinks at all, "Oh, this

is a weed floating down." He
does not mind the contact ;

he
seems rather to enjoy it, as a pig
likes having his back rubbed.

But if you try to approach him
from the rear, the moment he feels

the contact coming up-stream he

thinks, "By Jingo, this is queer.
Weeds don't float up-stream. I

must be off." And he is off.

Approaching him from the head,

you have only to pass the noose

quietly down his length till it has
him about amidships, then tighten
with a jerk and hoist him out. It

is not very sportsmanlike, perhaps ;

but then a pike does not deserve

sportsmanlike treatment. He is

not a sportsman, he is a butcher,

or, more accurately, a fishmonger.
It goes, of course, quite without

the saying that the race of men
that has brought the use of the

noose to its most triumphant per-
fection is the Mexican that race

which lives on horseback rather

than afoot
;

that race in whose
veins runs an infusion (of who can
tell what proportions?) of the

blood of the native Red-man and
of the conquering Spaniard. The

comparative quickness of the In-

dians in picking up the art of

horsemanship (and making it their

own to a degree that is the wonder
and despair of Europeans) is very
remarkable. Discussions as to the

original home of the wild horse,
the common progenitors of our
Shetland ponies, our cart-horses,
and our Derby winners, seem
never to approach an end

;
but it

is very generally admitted that
there were no horses on the
American continent until the ad-

venturous Spaniards brought them
there. And yet, a century or two

later, the pioneers of the present
civilisation in the South-western
States of North America found
the Indians there riding as if they
had been born on horseback. No
doubt they virtually were, but one
would have expected such horse-

manship as that of the Comanche
Indians to be the result of more
than a few generations' acquaint-
ance with " our friend the horse."

And where did the use of the

lasso begin ? The word is of Latin

origin, from laqueus, meaning a

noose. We use it in England every

morning when we "lace" our boots.

But the form "lasso" seems to

have been derived directly from

the Portuguese word laco. It has

no appearance of an Indian origin.

Indeed it is obvious that the lasso,

however skilfully wielded, can have

had little relative value before

those who used it rode on horses.

An animal must be overtaken

before you can lasso him, and men
cannot come up with the wild

beast except by the help of the

domesticated horse. But there

were no horses in America be-

fore the Spaniard brought them

there, and therefore it follows al-

most of necessity that there were

no lassoes. On the other hand,
there is no evidence of the lasso's

use in old Spain. It remains,

therefore, to conclude that the use
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of tho lasso was discovered by the

Mexicans that is, virtually by
the Spaniards after they had in-

vaded America.

It is not difficult to see how its

use n tight come into fashion with

a people who occupied their busi-

ness with cattle more than half

wild. It is easy to picture a

horseman throwing a loop of rope
over the neck of a bullock as he

galloped by it, and so leading it

along with him
; easy, too, to

conceive how the size of the loop

might be extended to catch a

beast at a greater distance, until

finally it would occur to the rider

to have the loop at the end of a

long rope instead of having the

whole rope arranged in loop-form
and thus the lasso, as we know

it, would be evolved. All this is

easy to imagine, even though it

is quite likely that the imagina-
tion wanders far enough from the

truth, but it is not easy to realise

the successive steps by which the
artistic lassoing by the Mexicans
of to-day grew from the simple
jerkir g of a loop over the neck of

a beast close alongside. The lasso

has become a missile weapon, and

yet better than a missile weapon.
As a missile weapon, pure and

simple, it is seen in the compara-
tively clumsy contrivance used by
the Oauchos (also a people of

Spanish origin) in South America.
Instead of the lasso, they have the
bolas or boleadores, an instrument
of three thongs starting from a
common centre (like the legs
which are the arms of the Isle of

Man). At the end of each thong
is a heavy iron ball. When
thrown about the legs of a running
beast, the balls send the thongs
winding about the beast's limbs
and bring it to the ground. It
is clumsy compared to the lasso,
because it is apt to injure the
beast so caught, either by a blow

of an iron ball, or merely by the
force with which the creature is

brought to earth.

The lasso is infinitely more
artistic. It is a missile weapon
in the best sense, for it is far-

reaching; but it is better than a

simple missile, for after it has

left the hand of the thrower, the

thrower has influence over it still,

to guide or check it in its flight,

by means of the long rope of com-
munication whose nearer end is

made fast to the horn of the great

Spanish saddle. It is a missile

thing, as the Brennan torpedo is

missile, which still, as it goes

out, unwinds more and more of

that wire of communication along
which messages are sent to its

mechanical soul its rudders to

guide it aright. So the Mexican,
though he be going at full gallop,
will hurl his noose over the horn,
the head, the fore foot or the hind

foot, at will, of any animal which
his horse's speed has enabled him
to overtake. His mastery of the

noose is marvellous. It is as if

he had actually sent messages to

it, and made it obedient to his

volition, by means of the stretch

of rope that reaches from his hand
to the noose. His steed is with

him in the conspiracy, knowing
every move. In the chase the

horse has been ready to turn aside

after the swerving beast, or to

swing round and head him off if

he tried the tactic of doubling
back. And now, when the noose

is around the steer's neck, he

still knows how to play his part.
He knows that without his weight,

hanging back upon the tightening

rope, the man's skilful throw will

have been useless
;
but he knows,

too, that if he stopped abruptly
short the momentum of the gallop-

ing cow or steer would be too

heavy for him, and might roll

him over with the jerk. He
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therefore puts the strain on gradu-

ally, slackening his pace, holding
back, edging away until the rope
is fully taut, and then he can
venture to plant his toes in the

ground and hang on the rope
with might and main and all his

weight.
Or, it may be, the horsemen will

work in pairs. In that case they
will hunt the beast, one riding on
either side of it. One will cast

his noose over the neck, the other

over the hind legs. What is the

natural consequence when strain,

from opposite sides, is put on these

two points of attachment? The
neck lasso pulling the beast one

way, the lasso round the hind legs
the other, he can but overbalance

and find himself rolled over in the

dust. Boiled over, but incapable,
of his own volition, of any further

rolling ;
for now the two anchors,

bow and stern, are holding taut,
the horses are hanging back on
their hind quarters, toes stuck in

the ground. Thus the beast is

held helpless, while the cowboys
dismount and work their will upon
him. The horses are trained to

the business, and hang on the

tightened ropes though their riders

are no longer on their backs to

direct them. And all this series

of manoeuvres depends, primarily,
on the right and artistic use of the

noose.

It is not the semi-domesticated

beast alone that suffers this servi-

tude of the noose, though it is in

aiding the Mexican cowboys in

herding their cattle that its real

value lies. But the cowboys use it

also for the capture of the wild

beasts of the field, the coyote and

The Noose. [May

the wild turkey. The latter, after

it has been flushed once, will rarely
rise a second time; the Mexican
can ride him down, as he runs, and
"
rope

" him. Such faith had the

Indians who practised its use in

the universal efficacy of the lasso,

that stories are told of their lasso-

ing the locomotives of the first

trains that made their way across

the continent, and suffering cruel

surprise at their failure to bring
them to a standstill. The lasso was
the recognised means of catching
the wild mustang. What is there

that a Mexican will not do with
a rope? He will unscrew, with a

stick and a piece of raw hide, a

nut so oburately fast that a white

man cannot move it with his

wrench. He can work more won-
ders than the whole brotherhood of

Davenport.
It seems absurd to mention,

alongside all these miracles, the

efforts, zealous but generally in-

effectual, of our own boyhood at

snaring larks or wheatears with the

horsehair, or rabbits with the wire

noose
; yet all these, no less than

the finished achievements of the

Mexican, owe their origin to the

invention of that forgotten genius
who first discovered the use and
value of the slip-knot. We have

forgotten him, but men to-day are

celebrating his praises with each

snare that they set for thrush or

rabbit and with each "whir" of

the circling lasso. And at the

last, to some unfortunate ones, it

falls to die celebrating him with

their last spasmodic breath, as

they dangle from the hempen lasso

of Jack Ketch.
HORACE HUTCHINSON.
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WHAT'S IN A NAME ?

NOMENCLATURE OF OUR BATTLESHIPS.

BY ADMIRAL THE RIGHT HON. SIR JOHN C. DALRYMPLE HAY,
BART., K.C.B.

NOT long since, a statesman

largely interested in naval affairs

was said to have observed, "We
are building so many ships now
that it is difficult to find names for

then ." Undoubtedly a good name
is of great value to the officers and
crew of a man-of-war. The saucy
Arethusa, both name and epithet,

will, we hope, be continued as long
as the British empire continues to

be a sea-Power. As the colours of

a regiment bear the names of the

great victories in which it has borne
a part, so the crew of the Victory
or Rovenge, of the Royal Sovereign
or Bollerophon, would derive addi-

tional spirit from the record which

ships bearing those names have
inscribed on the past history of

the ]British Navy.
The naming of our ships seems

now to be drifting into chaotic

confusion. The Controller of the

Navj about twenty years ago
originated an excellent system.
The battleships then being built

were called the Admiral Class, and
each ship received the name of

one of the most illustrious ad-

miral 3 of former times. Our great
comn anders and their famous vic-

tories by land or sea ought to be
held in everlasting remembrance,
and :io mode is better fitted to

perpetuate their memory than by
naming ships in their honour.
Tin new battleships appearing

on th s year's Navy Estimates are
not allowed the benefit of this

practice. Adjectives representing
valuable qualities, but without

any special significance, have been

substituted. The Illustrious and
the Irresistible, the Magnificent
and the Majestic, may recall ac-

tions of a respectable character in

which ships bearing those names
took part, but they cannot compare
in heart-stirring recollections with

such names as that of Howard of

Effingham or of Drake, of Fro-

bisher or Hawkins, of Sandwich or

Russel. The great names of these

famous seamen should always be
borne by battleships of the nation

which they saved by their deeds

and made famous by their vic-

tories. In this year one great
commander has been alone selected

for this honour Goliath ! ! but

the only record of his services

seems to recall the memory of an

ignominious defeat, rather than of

a victory which added to the re-

nown of Great Britain.

A gallant officer, who formerly
commanded a Goliath, was twitted

with the bad character of the in-

dividual whose name his ship bore.
" What ! Goliath not a great
hero 1

" he exclaims. " Did he not

kill David ?
"
thus altering authen-

tic history to suit his whim. In
this era of Biblical criticism, such

an error might have been corrected.

The Admiralty, perhaps, may read

their Lessons from that gallant

captain's amended copy ;
but the

name of a successful admiral would
have been more befitting one of

our finest ships. It brings back

to one's recollection an occurrence

in the early forties. When steam
was gradually being introduced

into the Navy, the earliest steam-
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ships were modestly named after

the rivers or places near which

they had been built. The Dee,
the Birkenhead, and others were

among the first
; but soon it was

decided to name them after the
lower regions : Pluto and Nemesis,
Acheron and Styx, Cyclops and

Gorgon, Hydra and Phlegethon,
and other names, seemed to have
exhausted the list. Two more

steamships were ordered to be

built, and Lord Minto, then
First Lord, was appealed to. The

Surveyor of the Navy attended

him, Lempriere in hand, to select

names for the two new steamers.

The First Lord threw down the

Lempriere in despair, and said,
"You may call them the devil, if

you like." The Surveyor took him
at his word, and one ship was
named the Beelzebub and the other
the Infernal. If any one is scepti-

cal, let him turn to the official

Navy Lists of January 1840 to

September 1841, where the names
are printed. The time was ap-

proaching for launching, when a

change of Government occurred.
The new First Lord was Lord Had-

dington. He refused to continue
these names, and desired them to

be removed from the Navy List.

He said he could not sanction the

christening of her Majesty's ships
with such name - fathers. The

ships continued building without
names

; but eventually the Beelze-

[May

bub was named Firebrand, but
retained as her figurehead the

best dockyard likeness of her

original namesake. The Infernal

was changed to the Fair Rosa-

mond, under which name she lost

two ship's companies from yellow
fever. She was so unhealthy that

no crew would ship. She was left

in ordinary for a time, her name

again changed, and commissioned
as the Eclair. But her ill luck

followed her
;
the change of name

did not improve her sanitary con-

dition, and the Eclair was eventu-

ally broken up in consequence of

her infernal reputation. Goliath

may be pure Philistinism, but
Beelzebub and Infernal are worse,
and especially so when we con-

sider names which our ships ought
to bear, but which are now omitted
from the list of the Navy.

In order to compare the present
names of our battleships with names
which some of them now built,

and others to be built, might more

fitly bear, a list is appended of

the names by which our sea-going
armour-clads are at present desig-
nated. A table follows of the

names which might be employed
for some of the battleships now

building, and certainly with great

advantage for those which must

shortly be added to our Navy to

increase it to the numbers re-

quired for the protection of our

colonies and commerce.

NAMES OF PRESENT ARMOUR-CLAD SEA-GOING SHIPS.

Battleships.

FIRST CLASS, 38.
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SECOND CLASS, 11.

Agamsmnon.
Ajax.
Alexa idra.

Audacious.

Bellerophon.

Conqueror.

Achillos.

Agincourt.
Andromeda.

Arrogant.
Auroru.

Austra Ha.

Black Prince.

Colossus.

Devastation.

Dreadnought.

Edinburgh.
Neptune.
Superb.

THIRD CLASS, 11.

Hercules.

Hero.

Invincible.

Iron Duke.
Monarch.
Sultan.

Temeraire.

Thunderer.

Swiftsure.

Triumph.

To which may be added the Armoured Cruisers

Blake.

Blenheim.
Furious.

Galatea.

Gladiator.

Immortalite.

Imperieuse.

In these lists it is apparent that

many names are missing which

ought to be used. The Admiralty
have set themselves a good pre-
cedent by calling a battleship the

Mars, whilst her predecessor re-

mains under her old name, pursu-

ing her useful occupation as a

training -ship in the Tay. The
name should be maintained in our

fightii tg line, not in honour of the

god of war or of the blood-red

planet ,
but in memory of the gal-

lant aotion in which Captain Alex-
ander Hood of the Mars captured
in fail fight the Hercule in single

combat, and died on his own
quart* r-deck in the moment of

success. This good example should
be followed in many other cases.

Let the Victory, on board which
Nelson fell, still continue, as long
as she holds together, to be shown
to his countrymen; but let the
name be borne by a first-class

battle.ship also, to incite to splendid
deeds chose who may conduct her
into tattle. Names such as the

Algiers and the Asia (the flagship
at Nayarino), the Boscawen, the

Clyde, the Wellington, the Dun-
can, the Pembroke, the St Vincent,

Minotaur.
Narcissus.

Nelson.

Northampton.
Northumberland.
Orlando.

Shannon.

Spartiate.
Undaunted.
Vindictive.

Warrior.

Warspite.

and the Vernon should be the

names of active sea-going ships
as well as of the old hulks now

bearing them, but relegated to

peaceful duties in harbour. Surely
these names are more worth re-

cording than the Goliath, the

Illustrious, the Jupiter, or even

the Magnificent.
There are two names which,

above all others, should be borne

by first-class battleships, Nelson
and Hawke. The one is now the

name of a first-class cruiser, the

other of an unarmoured cruiser.

They should be transferred to our

most formidable ships. The mel-

ancholy catastrophewhich deprived
us of the Victoria perhaps makes
it undesirable to give the name so

soon to a successor, but why have

we not the Queen on the list of

our Navy. Her Majesty is recog-
nised there, no doubt, as Empress
of India, but not as Queen, her

most endearing title. It is the

oldest name on the list. Henry
III.'s great ship was so called in

1232, and through the long ages
which have followed, down to the

Crimean War, ships of that name
have done excellent service. Pre-
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parations are now being made to

celebrate the memory of King
Alfred. The name of Alfred has

disappeared from the list. It

should be revived, and the year
1901, which completes his mil-

lennium, should see a first-class

Alfred ready to guard the seas

over which he first gave us domin-
ion. Other names there are of

famous men and famous deeds

which might well be used to grace

our fleet. Here a list, by no
means exhaustive, is given. The

Navy is being rapidly increased,
and ere long it may be hoped
that forty

- six more battleships

may be added to its strength, to

make it commensurate with the

other navies of the world, in re-

lation to the tonnage of the

mercantile shipping which each

nation is bound to police and

protect.

NAMES SUITABLE FOR BATTLESHIPS.

Some of which have already been u*ed, and all of which are deserving

of remembrance.

Abercromby.
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by a bad pilot and variable winds

in reaching her station
;
but Faulk-

ner alone laid the Zebra alongside
the b;ittery,and carried it by board-

ing. This led to the immediate

fall cf Port Royal and the island

of Martinique. With the island

a French frigate, the Bienvenue,
becane prize to the captors. She
was at once commissioned, and Sir

John Jervis, sending for Com-
mander Faulknor, thus addressed

him on the quarterdeck of the

Boyns :

"
Oaptain Faulknor, by

your daring courage this day, a

French frigate has fallen into our

hands ;
and here is your commis-

sion to command her, in which I

have named her after yourself,

sir, the Undaunted." This is a

name which should always con-

tinue, as it does, recalling the

gallant Faulknor and his con-

spicuous bravery.
Another instance may be given.

When Sir Ralph Abercromby's
army was landed in Egypt, Cap-
tain the Hon. Alexander Ooch-

rane conducted the disembark-

ation. Abercromby was fatally

wounded, and died after his vic-

tory on the 28th March 1801.

Though a peerage was bestowed
on hi? widow, no ship was built

in his honour. On the 17th April
1809, Oochrane, then a rear-ad-

miral, captured, after a running
fight of four days, a French
seven y -

four, the d'Hautpoult.
The llecruit corvette, commanded

by Charles Napier, owing to her

good nailing qualities and his fine

seam&nship, succeeded in haras-

sing and detaining the d'Haut-

poult till she was overtaken by
heavier ships. The Pompee and
the Castor overtook the d'Haut-

poult, and obliged her, after a fine

defense, to strike her colours.

Wher Commodore Troude came
on board the Neptune he ad-

dressed the admiral and asked

that he might be allowed to sur-

render his sword to the young
commander of the llecruit, which
he said had been mainly instru-

mental in the capture. Charlie

Napier accordingly received the

gallant Frenchman's sword. The

d'Hautpoult was immediately com-
missioned as a British seventy-
four, and Napier was promoted
by Admiral Cochrane to be her

captain. The admiral was not
unmindful of his comrade in

Egypt, and changed the name of

d'Hautpoult to Abercromby.
Many causes which do not at

present exist combined to give
such a varied nomenclature. Cap-
tured ships, when added to the

Navy, have occasionally retained

their own names; classical names
sometimes have been imported and

perpetuated (properly enough),
when a ship bearing such a name
has made it famous. No one
would wish to see the Bellerophon's
name omitted, not because he mur-
dered his brother or slew the

Chimsera, but because the Billy
Ruffian signalised herself by her

conduct in most of the great battles

of this and last century. But why
continue a Jupiter 7 Several ships
have borne the name, but none
has been especially distinguished.
An adjective may be forgiven, if

borne by a ship with a record of

brilliant services such as that pos-
sessed by the Majestic ;

but what
have the Illustrious, the Irresis-

tible, the Magnificent done to have
their names preferred to Duncan
or Alfred, or, above all, the Queen?
The Magnificent was no doubt
saved by splendid seamanship when
club-hauled by Captain Hayes off

a lee shore. When masts and sails

and hemp cables were in use, it

was worth while directing atten-

tion to this memorable feat ; but

a smaller ship might recall it, and
a more fitting name be selected for
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a first-class battleship. Another
cause of confusion was the neces-

sity, as it seemed to the authori-

ties, of continuing the names of

ships worn out in the service to

the new ships built to take their

places. Thus the masts, sails, and

rigging of the old ship were trans-

ferred to the new. When Sir

Charles Middleton, then a captain
in the Navy, presided at the Navy
Board in 1780-1782, among many
improvements he introduced was
a system of keeping ready for each

ship in ordinary a complete set of

sails, rigging gear, and stores of

all kinds. At each dockyard there

were receptacles in the lofts, where
this collection of necessary articles

was stowed, each ship's by itself.

The ships' names were affixed, and
officers sent to commission a ship
were supposed to find everything
to hand which might be required.
The advantage of this improved
system was shown when the fleet

of thirty-six sail of the line was
commissioned in 1792, in conse-

quence of the rupture with Spain
on the subject of Nootka Sound.
Middleton's arrangements made it

much easier to fit them out. Men
being obtained by the press, this

large fleet was assembled and ready
for sea in a comparatively short

time, and recent discoveries of cor-

respondence between Spain and
France about that time show that

peace was preserved because of

[May

the rapid assembly of so large a
fleet. When, fortunately for the

country, Pitt selected Sir Charles
Middleton to be First Lord of the

Admiralty on the resignation of

Lord Melville in 1803, Lord Bar-

ham, as he then became, found
nineteen new seventy

- fours just

launched, and to save time called

them after the names which were
affixed to their stores in the rigging-
lofts. As some of them became
the fleet which fought at Trafalgar,
this reason for their names may
be accepted.
A useful little volume, compiled

by Prince Louis of Battenberg, is

a great addition to naval literature,
and if the names of the battles

in which ships bearing the same
name have been engaged were

added, as they are in Lean's use-

ful Navy List, Prince Louis's book
would be still more interesting.
In this work it may be seen how
much more attentive foreign na-

tions are in calling their ships after

great men and great victories.

France and Italy, in particular,
are there shown to be most care-

ful in naming their battleships
with this object. We too, now
that our ships are becoming more
numerous (though not nearly
numerous enough), should see that

each name is so chosen as "to

encourage the officers and men to

fight courageously," and nail vic-

tory to the mast.
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ADVENTURES OF THE COMTE DE LA MUETTE DURING
THE REIGN OF TERROR.1

THE RED CART.

AT so early an hour was my
trial 'in the personal and suffering
sense ) brought to a conclusion, that

middiy was not yet struck when

my guards delivered me over to

the authorities at St Pelagic a

one-time communaute de filles in

the faubourg of St Victor, and
since appropriated ostensibly to

the incarceration of debtors. My
arrival, by grace of Fortune, was
most happily timed

; and, indeed,
the pt rsistency with which through-
out the long period of my diffi-

culties this capricious coureuse

amongst goddesses converted for

my benefit accident into oppor-
tuneness offered some excuse to

me for remaining in conceit with

myself.
Now I was taken in charge by

ft single turnkey the others

being occupied with their dinner

and conducted by him to the

jailer'* room to undergo that

rapioiage, or stripping for con-

cealed properties, the general
abuse of which especially where
women were in question was a

scandal even in those days of

shameless brutality.
As he pushed me into the little

ill-ligl ted chamber and closed the

door hurriedly upon us, I noticed

that the man's hands shook, and
that his face was clammy with a
leader perspiration. He made no
offer to overhaul me

; but, instead,
he clutched me by the elbow and
looked in a half -scared, half -tri-

umphant manner into my face.

"Pry attention," he said, in

a quiik, forced whisper. "Thy

arrival accommodates itself to

circumstance most admirably,
citizen, it accommodates itself.

I, that was to expect, am here
alone to receive thee. It is far

better so than that I should be
driven to visit thee in thy cell."

11 1 foresee a call upon my grati-

tude," I said, steadily regarding
him. "That is at your service,
citizen jailer, when you shall con-

descend to enlighten me as to its

direction."

"I want none of it," he replied.
"It is my own to another that

procures thee this favour."

"What other, and what
favour 1

"

"As to the first en bon

Fran^ais, I will not tell thee.

For the second behold it!"

With the words, he whipt out

from under his blouse a thin,

strong file, a little vessel of oil,

and a dab of some blue-coloured

mastic in paper and these he

pressed upon me.
"Hide them about thy person
hide them !

" he muttered, in a

fearful voice ;

" and take all that

I shall say in a breath !

"

He glanced over his shoulder at

the closed door. He was a blotched

and flaccid creature, with the star-

ing dry hair of the tippler, but

with very human eyes. His fingers
closed upon my arm as if for sup-

port to their trembling.
"Cell thirteen on the first

floor," he said; "that is whither

I shall convey thee. Ask no

questions. Hast thou them all

tight ? Allez-vous en, mon ami !

Copyright, 1897, by Dodd, Mead & Co. in the United States of America.
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A nod is as good as a wink to a

blind horse."

But "

" Ah ! thou must needs be talk-

ing ! Cement with the putty,

then, and rub the filings over the

marks."
" I was not born yesterday. It

is not that I would know."
" S-st ! At nine by the convent

clock, be ready to drop silently
into the cart that shall pass be-

neath thy window. Never mind
what thou hit'st on. A falling
man does not despise a dung-
hill."

I hesitated, seeking to read this

patriot's soul. Was this all a

snare to clinch my damnation ?

Pooh ! if I had ever fancied Tin-

ville hunted for the shadow of a

pretext, this morning's experience
should have disabused me of the

fallacy.

"Who commissions thee?" I

said.

"One to whom I owe a meas-

ure of gratitude."
" But not I ?

"

"From this time yes."
He pushed at me to go before

him.

"At least," I said, "acquaint
me if it is the same that sent the

letter."
" I know nothing of any letter.

San' Dieu ! I begin to regret my

complaisance. This fellow will

strangle us all with his long
tongue."

"But, for thyself, my friend?"
"
Oh, nom de Dieu ! I have

no fear, if thou wilt be discreet

and grateful."
" And this tool and the rapio-

tage!"
" Listen then ! The thief that

follows a thief finds little by the

road. We are under no obliga-
tion to search a prisoner remanded
from another prison."

Impulsively I wrung the hand
of the dear sententious

;
I looked

into his eyes.
"The Goddess of Reason dis-

own thee !

"
I said. "Thou shalt

never be acolyte to a harlot ! and
I if all goes well, I will remem-
ber. And what is thy name,
good fellow?"

" M. un tel" said he, and added,
" Bah ! shall not thy ignorance
of it be in a measure our safe-

guard ?
"

"True," said I.
" And take me

away, then. I cannot get to work
too soon."

He opened the door, peeped out,
and beckoned me.

"All is well," he whispered.
"The coast is clear." 1

As he drove me with harsh

gestures across a yard, a turnkey,

standing at a door and twirling a

1
"Nothing would appear to more graphically illustrate the moral influence of

the * Terror ' than that common submission to a force that was rather implied
than expressed. Now it seems a matter for marvel how a great many thousands
of capable men, having nothing to hope from the intolerable tyranny that was

massing them in a number of professed slaughter-houses, should not only have

attempted no organised retaliation, but should, by unstiffening their necks (in a

very heroic fashion, be it said) to be the footstools to a few monstrous bullies,

have tacitly allowed the righteousness of a system that was destroying them to

go by implication. Escapes from durance were, comparatively speaking, rare ;

resistance to authority scarcely ever carried beyond the personal and peevish
limit. Yet it is a fact that many of the innumerable prisons of which, from

my own observation, I may instance St Pelagic were quite inadequately
guarded, and generally, indeed, open to any visitor who was prepared to '

tip
'

for the privilege of entry." Extracted from an unpublished chapter of the

Count's Reminiscences.
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toothpick in his mouth, hailed

him strenuously.
"What perquisites, then, com-

rade 1"

"Bah!" cried my fellow; "I
have not looked. He is a bone of

Cabochon's picking."

Wi ;h what a conflict of emotions

I set to work tentatively at first ;

then, seeing how noiselessly the file

ran in its oiled groove, with a con-

centration of vigour upon the

bars of my window, it is not

difficult to imagine. So hard I

wrought that for hours I scarce

gave heed to my growling hunger
or attention to my surroundings.
As to the latter, indeed, I was by
this time sensibly inured to the

conditions of confinement, and
found little in my cell when I

came to examine it to distinguish
it from others I had inhabited. A
bench, a pitcher, a flattened mess
of straw

;
here and there about the

stone flags marks as if some frantic

beast had sought to undermine
himself a passage to freedom ; here

and there, engraved with a nail or

the tooth of a comb on the plaster

coating of the walls, ciphers,

initials, passionate appeals to

heaven or blasphemous indecencies

unnameable
;
in one spot a forlorn

cry: "Liberty quand cesseras-tu

d'etre un vain mot!" in another,
in feminine characters, the poor
little utterance :

" On nous dit que
nous sortirons demain," made so

pathetic by the later supplement
underscored,

" Vain espoir I
"

with all these, or their like, was I

grievously familiar resigned, not
hardenc d to them, I am sure.

The window at which I stood
looked across a little-frequented
passage the Puit d'Ermite upon
a blank wall

; and was terminated
with a pretty broad sill of stone
that screened my operations from
casual vayfarers in the street be-
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low. Once, peering forth as I

could, with my face pressed to the

bars, I found myself to be situated

so indifferent high as that, free of

the grate, I might drop to the pave-
ment without incurring risk of

severer damage than a fractured

leg or ankle, perhaps. Obviously,

every point had been considered in

this trifling matter of my escape.

By whom 1 By him that had put
me that pawn up my sleeve in

the Palais de Justice ? Well, the

pawn had checked the king, it

appeared; and now it must con-

tent me to continue the game with
a handkerchief over my eyes, like

the great M. Philidor.

By two o'clock, having cut

through a couple of the bars close

by their junction with the sill, so

that a vigorous pull at both would

open a passage for me large enough
to squeeze through, I was absorbed
in the careful process of cementing
and concealing the evidences of my
work when I heard a sound behind
me and twisted myself about with
a choke of terror. But it was

my friendly jailer, come with a

trencher of broken scraps for the

famished animal in the cage.
"
Corps de Christ !

" he

muttered, his face white and
scared " but here is an admirable

precaution ! what if I had been

Fouquier-Tinville himself, then?"
"You made no noise."

"Par exemple! I can shoot a

hundredweight of bolts, it seems,

so as not to wake a weasel. I

made no noise to deaf ears. But,
for thyself, monsieur He that

would steal corn must be careful

his sack has no holes in it. And
now I'll wager thou'st dusted thy

glittering filings out into the sun-

beams, and a sentry, with pistols

and a long musket, pacing the

cobbles down there !

"

"
Soyez tranquillef I have all

here in my pocket."
3 A
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He put down the platter,

shrugged his shoulders, and came
on tiptoe to the window.

"Well, it is excellent," he whis-

pered grudgingly "if only thy
caution matched thy skill."

Then he came close up to me.

"I have news," he muttered.

"All is in preparation. It needs

only that thou play'st thy part

silently and surely. A moment's
decision and the game is thine."

"But, the sentry, say'st thou?"
" He will be withdrawn. What,

is it not the eve of the Decadi ? 1

To-night, the wine-shops; to-mor-

row, full suburbs and an empty
Paris, but for thee the Public Ac-
cuser with his questions."
"And why should he not visit

me to-day 1
"

"Rest assured. He hath a

double baking to occupy him."

A noise sounded in the corridor.

The man put his finger to his lips,

pointed significantly at the re-

maining litter about the sill, stole

to the door, jangled his keys vi-

ciously and bellowed at me :
" Thou

shalt have that or nothing ! Saint

Sacrement, but the dainty bellies

of these upstarts !

" and off he

went, slamming the door after him,
and grumbling till he was out of

hearing.
" Excellent nameless one !

" I

cried to myself; and so, having
most scrupulously removed every
trace of my work, I fell, while at-

tacking with appetite the meal left

for me, into a sort of luminous
meditation upon the alluring pros-

pect half opened out to my vision.

"And whence, in the name of

God," I marvelled, "issues this un-

known influence that thus exerts

itself on my behalf
;
and by what

process of gratitude can my jailer,
in these days of a general repudia-
tion of obligations, have attached

himself to a cause that, on the face

of it, seems a purely quixotic one 1
"

Then, "Oh, merciful Heaven!" I

thought, "can it be possible that
set in the far haze of a narrow
vista of hope, an image to whose
wistful absorption into the Para-
dise of dreams I have sought to

discipline myself yet yearns to

and beckons me from the stand-

point of its own material sweetness 1

I see the smile on its mouth, the
lift of its arms ; I hear the little

cry of welcome wafted to me. My
God, the cry !

"

All in an instant some shock of

association seemed to stun my
brain. The cry the single cry
that had issued upon my condem-
nation in the hall of Justice ! Had
it not been the very echo of that I

had once heard uttered by a poor
swineherd fallen into the hands of

I got to my feet in agitation.

Now, suddenly it was borne to me
that from the moment of issue of

that little incisive wail a formless

wonder had been germinating in

my soul. Carinne present at my
trial ! no, no, it was impossible
unless

"
Citizen, the patriots in this

corridor send thee greeting."
I started as if a bullet had flown

past my ear. The voice seemed to

come from the next cell. I swept
the cobwebs from my forehead.

" A thousand thanks !

"
I cried.

"
They have dreamt that the ass

cursed the thorough - bred for the .

niceness of his palate," went on
the voice, "and most heartily they
commiserate thee."

There followed a faint receding
sound like laughter and the clap-

ping of hands. I had no idea

what to say; but the voice relieved

me of the embarrassment.
" May I ask the citizen's name? "

1 The Revolutionary Sabbath. ED.
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" I am the Comte dela Muette."

"Allans done!" and the in-

formation, it seemed, was passed
from cell to cell.

"Monsieur," then came the voice,
" we of the Community of the Ere-

mites of St Pelagie offer thee our

most sympathetic welcome, and in-

vite thee to enrol thyself a mem-
ber of our Society. Permit me,
the President, by name Marino, to

have ":he honour of proposing thee

for election."
"
By all means. And what ex-

cludes, Monsieur le President ?
"

" D'une haleine (I mention it

to monsieur as a matter of form),
to have been a false witness or a

forger of assignats."
"Then am I eligible."
"
Surely, monsieur. How could

one conceive it otherwise ! And
it remains only to ask again as a

matter of form thy profession,

thy abode, and the cause of thy
arrest."

"
Very well. My profession is

one of attachment to a beautiful

lady ;
I live, I dare to believe, in

her heart; and, for my arrest, it

was because, in these days of

equality, I sought to remain
master of myself."

My answer was passed down
the lice. It elicited, I have the

gratification to confess, a full

measure of applause.
" I have the honour to inform

M. le Oomte," said the President,
"that he is duly elected to the

privileges of the Society. I send
him a 3 raternal embrace."

My inclination jumped with the

humour of the thing. It was thus
that those unfortunates, condemned
to solilary confinement, had con-

ceived a method of relieving the

deadly tedium of their lot. Thus

they passed to one another straws
-of information gleaned from turn-

keys or from prisoners newly ar-

rived. And in order to the con-

fusion of any guard that might
overhear them, they studied, in
their inter -

communications, to

speak figuratively, to convey a
fact through a fable, or, at the

least, to refer their statements to
dreams that they had dreamt. At
the same time they formed a Soc-

iety rigidly exclusive. Admitted
rascals, imprisoned in the corridor,

they would by no means conde-
scend to notice. I had an example
of this once during the afternoon,
when the whole place echoed with

phantom merriment over a jest
uttered by a member.

" M. le Comte !

"
cried a voice

from the opposite row : "I could
tell thee a better tale than that."

Before the speaker could follow

up his words, the President ham-
mered at my wall.

" I beseech thee do not answer
the fellow," he said. "It is a

rogue that was suborned in the
most pitiful case of the St Am-
aranthe."

"
Monsieur, monsieur !

"
ex-

claimed the accused ;
"
it is a slan-

der and a lie. And how wouldst
thou pick thy words with thy
shoulder bubbling and hissing
under the branding-iron?"
"As I would pick nettles," I

said.
" I beseech thee !

"
cried again

my neighbour the President, in a

warning voice,
" this man can

boast no claim to thy attention."

The poor rascal cried out :
" It

is inhuman ! I perish for a word
of sympathy !

"

I would have given it him
;
but

his protests were laughed into sil-

ence. He yelled in furious retort.

His rage was over-crowed, and
drifted into sullenness.

" I dreamt I belaboured a drum,"
said the President, "and it burst

under my hands."

Truly I did not regret the dis-
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traction this whimsical Society
afforded me. Left to myself, the

fever of my mind would have
corroded my very reason, I think.

To have been condemned to face

those hours of tension indescrib-

able, with no company but that

of my own thoughts, would have

proved such an ordeal as, I felt,

would have gone far to render me
nerveless at the critical moment.

So, responding to the dig of cir-

cumstance in my ribs, I abandoned

myself to frolic, and almost, in the

end, lapsed into the other extreme
of hysteria.

But, about five o'clock, closing
in from the far end of the corri-

dor, a swift ominous silence suc-

ceeded the jangle; and I was

immediately aware of heavy foot-

steps treading the cemented floor

of the passage, and, following upon
these, the harsh snap of locks and
the rumbling of a deep voice

"Follow me, De la Chatiere."

The words were the signal for

a shrilling chorus of sounds

whoops, cat-calls, verberant ren-

derings of a whole farmyard of

demoniac animals.
"
Miau, miaut

Simile ! Thou art

caught in thine own springe !

"

"
They will ask thee one of thy

nine lives, Simile !

"

"Ah bah! if he pleads as he

reasons, upside-down, they will

only cut off his feet."

"Plead thy poor sick virtue,
Emile !

"

"
No, no ! that were one coup

de tete that shall procure him
another."

"What need to lie when the

truth will serve ! Plead thy lost

virtue, Simile, and the jury will

love thee."
"
Taisez-vous, done!" roared a

jailer. He was answered by a
shriek of laughter. In the midst
of the noise I heard the door of

my neighbouring cell flung open

and Marino summoned forth. As
the party retreated :

" M. le Presi-

dent, M. le President !

"
shouted a

voice "Art thou going without
a word? But do not, I beseech

thee, in the pride of thy promo-
tion neglect to nominate thy
successor !

"

"
Lamarelle, then," answered the

poor fellow, in a voice that he tried

vainly to control.

He was led away. The babble
boiled over and simmered down.
In a very few moments a tense

quiet had succeeded the uproar.
This due partly to the reaction

from excitement, partly to the

fact that jailers were loitering
at hand wrought in me presently
a mood of overbearing depression.
I durst give no rein to my hopes
or to my apprehensions, lest, get-

ting the bit between their teeth,

they should fairly run away with

my reason. The prospect of an-

other four hours of this mindless

inaction hours of which every
second seemed to be marked off

by the tick of a nerve was a

deplorable one, indeed.

I tramped ceaselessly to and fro

in my cage, humming to myself
and assuming the habit of a philo-

sophy that fitted me about as well

as Danton's breeches would have
done. I grimaced to my own
reflections like a coquette to her

mirror. I suffered from my af-

fectation of self-containment as

severely as though I were a tight-
laced femme ct la mode weeping to

hear a tale of pity. The convent

clock, moving somewhere with a

thunderous click as if it were
the very doyen of death-watches,
chimed the dusk upon me in

reluctant quarters. Ghostly ema-

nations seemed to rise from the

stones of my cell, sorrowful shapes
of the lost and the hopeless to

lean sobbing in its corners. Some-

times I could have fancied I heard
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a thic scratching on the walls

about me, as if the returned

spectres of despair were blindly

tracing with a finger the characters

they nad themselves engraved
thereon; sometimes, as I wheeled

to view of the dull square of the

window, a formless shadow, set

against it, would appear to drop

hurriedly and fold upon itself like

a bat. By the time, at last, that,

despite my resolves, I was worked

up to a state of agitation quite

pitiful, some little relief of dis-

traction was afforded me by the

entrance into my cell of a stranger

turnkey, with some coarse food on
a plate in his one hand, and, in

the other, a great can of water,
from which he replenished my
pitcher During the half minute
he was with me a shag beast of a

dog kept guard at the door.
" Fall to, then,"growled the man;

"
if thou hast the stomach for any-

thing less dainty than fat pullets
and butter."

In ejfect, I had none for any-

thing; yet I thought it the sen-

sible policy to take up the plate,
when the fellow was withdrawn,
and munch away the drawling
minutes lest I should spend them
in eatirg out my heart.

Other than this rascal no soul

came near me. I had had, it

seemed, my full warning my
complete instructions. Yet, lack-

ing reassurance during this long
trial of suspense, I came to feel as

if all alFecting my escape must be
a chime ;ra a fancy bred of the

delirium that precedes death.

Well, as my friendly huissier

might iave said, Time flies, how-
ever strong the head-wind

;
and at

length the quarters clanged them-
selves into that one of them that

was the prelude to my most mo-
mentous adventure. And imme-

diately thereon (God absolve me
for the inconsistency !)

a frantic

revulsion of feeling set in, so that

I would have given all but my
chance of escape to postpone the

act of its indefinite hours. Now
I heard the throb of the seconds

with a terror that was like an
acute accent to my agony of sus-

pense. It grew it waxed mon-
strous and intolerable. I must
lose myself in some physical exer-

tion if I would preserve my
reason.

Suddenly a nightmare thought
faced me. What if, when the

time came, the cut bars should

remain stubborn to my efforts to

bend them! What if I had

neglected to completely sever

either or both, and that, while I

madly wrought to remedy my
error, the moment should pass
and with it the means to my
deliverance !

Sweating, panting, in a new
reaction to the frenzy for liberty,
I sprang to the window, gripped
the bars, and, with all my force,

dragged them towards me. They
parted at the cuts and yielded

readily. A sideway push to each,

and there would freedom gape at

me.
In the very instant of settling

my shoulder to the charge, I was
aware of a sound at my cell door

the cautious groping of wards
in a lock. With a suppressed gasp
I came round, with my back to the

tell-tale grating, and stood like a

discovered murderer.

A lance of dull light split the

blackness perpendicularly.
"
Open again when I tap," said

a little voice that cracked like

thunder in my brain, neverthe-

lesS) and the light closed upon
itself.

God of all irony ! the little

voice the little dulcet undertone

that had cried patte-pelu upon me
in the hall of Justice! So the

turnkey had miscalculated or had
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been misinformed, and M. 1'Ac-

cusateur Public would not post-

pone the verbal satisfaction of his

cupidity to the Decadi. Le limier

rencontrait; I was bayed into a

corner, and my wit must measure
itself against a double row of

teeth.

For an instant a mad resent-

ment against Fate for the infernal

wantonness of its cruelty blazed

up in my breast, so that I could

scarce restrain myself from bound-

ing upon my enemy with yells of

fury. Then reason set, contained

and determined was restored to

me, and I stood taut as a bow-

string and as vicious,

A moment or two passed in

silence. I could make out a dusky
undefined heap by the door. "In
the dark all cats are grey."
At length : "Who is there?" I

said quietly.
The figure advanced a pace or

two.

"Speak small, my friend," it

said, "as if thou wert the very
voice of conscience."

This time there was no doubt.

I ground my teeth as I answered :

" Of thy conscience, monsieur ?

Then should I thunder in thy ears

like a bursting shell."
" What is this !

"
said he, taking

a backward step.
On my honour I could not have

told him. I felt only to myself
that if this man baulked me of my
liberty I should kill him with my
hands. But doubtless indignation
was my bad counsellor.

"How!" he muttered, with a

menacing devil in his voice.
" Does the fool know me ?

"

I broke into wicked laughter.
"Hear the unconscious humor-

ist!" I cried and the cry seemed
to reel in my throat; for on the

instant, dull and fateful, clanged
the first note of the hour.

Now God knows what had

urged me to this insanity of de-

fiance, when it was obvious that

my best hope lay in throwing
a sop of lies to my Cerberus.

God knows, I say; and to Him
I leave the explanation. Yet,

having fallen upon this course, I

can assert that not once during
the day had I felt in such good
savour with myself.
He came forward again with a

raging malediction.
"
Thy pledge !

" he hissed
;

" the

paper the treasure ! God's name !

dost thou know who it is thou
triflest with?"

I heard the rumble of wheels

over the stones down below. My
very soul seemed to rock as if it

were launched on waves of air.

The wheels stopped.

"Listen," I said, in a last

desperation. "It was a ruse, a

lie to gain time. I know of no

treasure, nor, if I did, would I

acquaint thee of its hiding-place."
A terrible silence succeeded. I

stood with clinched hands. Had
I heard the cart move away again
I should have thrown myself upon
this demon and sought to strangle
him. Then, "Oh, my God! oh,

my God !

" he said twice, in a

dreadful strained voice, and that

was all.

Suddenly he made a swift move-

ment towards me. I stood rigid,

still with my back to the damning
grate ; but, come within a foot of

me, he as suddenly wheeled and
went to the door.

"
Open, Gamache," he whispered,

like a man winded, and tapped on

the oak: "open I have some-

thing to say to thee."

In another moment I was alone.

I turned, and, in a frenzy of haste,

drove the bars right and left with

all my force. Like a veritable

ape of destiny I leapt to the sill

and looked down. A white face

stared up at me. The owner of
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it was already in the act of gather-

ing his reins together. I heard a

soft tremulous ouf I issue from his

lips,
and on the breath of it I

dropped and alighted with a thud

upon something that squelched be-

neath my weight. As I got to my
kneels, he on the driving-board was

already whipping his horses to a

canter.
"
Quick, quick !

" he said. "Come

up ar.d sit here beside me."

I managed to do so, though the

cargo we carried gave perilous
foothold.

Thsn at once I turned and re-

garded my preserver.
"Saints in heaven!" I whis-

pered, "Crepin!"

He was a very sans-culotte, and

his face and eyebrows were dark-

ened. But I knew him.

"Well," he said; "I am no

rogue of a Talma to act a part.

But \/hat, in God's name, delayed
thee?"

"Fouquier-Tinville."
Hi* jaw dropped at me.

"Si fait vraiment" I said, and

gave him the facts.

He shivered as I spoke. The
instant I was done, "Get under

the canvas !

"
said he, in a terrible

voice. "There will be hue-and-

cry, a ad if I am followed, we are

both lost. Get under the canvas,
and endure what thou canst not

cure !

'

My God ! the frightfulness of

that .journey ! of the company I

lay wi fch ! We drove, as I gathered,

by th< less-frequented streets, and
reach< d the barrier of St Jacques
by way of the Rue de Biron.

Here, for the first time, we were

stopped.
"H<ilte let!" bawled a tipsy

voice. "What goods to declare,
friend?"

"Content thyself," I heard

Crepin answer. "They bear the

Government mark."
" How, then, carrier ?

"

"Peep under the cart-tail, and
thou shalt see."

The gendarme lifted a corner of

the canvas with his sword-point.
A wedge of light entered, and
amazed my panic-stricken eyes.

" II est bon to/" chuckled the

fellow, and withdrew his sword.

He had noticed nothing of me;
but, as we whipped to a start, he
made a playful cut at the canvas

with his weapon. The blade

touched my thigh, inflicting a

slight flesh-wound, and I could

not forbear a spasmodic jerk of

pain. At this he cried out, "Hoick

Jit! here is a dead frog that

kicks !

" and came scuttling after

us. Now I gave myself up for

lost ;
but at the moment a frolic-

some comrade hooked the runner's

ankle with a stick, and brought
the man heavily to the ground.
There followed a shout ;

a curse of

fury, and Fortune, it appeared,
had again intervened on my be-

half.

Silence succeeded, for all but

the long monotonous jolting and

pitching over savage ground. At

length Cre'pin pulled up his horses,

and, leaning back from his seat,

tossed open a flap of the canvas.

"Come, then," he said in a queer
voice. "We have won clear by
the grace of Heaven."

I wallowed, faint and nauseated,
from my horrible refuge. Sick,
and in pain of mind and body, I

crept to a seat beside my com-

panion. We were on a dark and
desolate waste. A little moon lay
low in the sky. Behind us the

enceinte of the city twinkled with

goblin lights.
"And these?" I said, weakly,

signifying our dreadful load.

"Whither dost thou carry them,

Crepin?"
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"Whither I carry thee, Monsieur
le Oomte to the quarries under

the Plain of Mont Rouge."
" To unconsecrated ground 1

"

" What would you ? The yards
are glutted. The Madeleine bulges
like a pie-crust. At last by force

of necessity we consecrate this,

the natural cemetery of the city,

dug by itself, to the city's patron
saint, La Guillotine."

" Tell me, my preserver and, as

God shall quit thee, also my friend

you received my letter 1
"

"
Else, why art thou here 1

"

"But, thou hast done me an
incalculable wrong !

"

" And an incalculable benefit.

Oh, monsieur, do I not atone?"
"To me, yes."
"Let that pass, then. But,

even there, I would not have thee

underrate my service. Have I

not, to save thee, annihilated time;
called in a debt of gratitude that

I kept in reversion for my own
needs; suborned the very hang-
man's carter that I might help
thee in thy extremity?"

" And all this is due to thee?"
"
Assuredly and for what rea-

son ? Because, in total ignorance
of thy claim to it, I took a fancy
to a sweet face. Now I think you
will acknowledge, M. le Comte,
that the Revolution, for all its ex-

cesses, is capable of producing a

gentleman of honour who knows
how to make reparation."

"Truly, this is no small thing
that you have done."

"Truly I think thou might'st
apply superlatives to it, without

extravagance. To outwit and
baulk the Public Accuser the
cat-fish of the Committee of Safety

Darnel is there a hole in all

Paris too small to admit his ten-

tacles 1 But I tell thee, monsieur,
I am already in the prison of my
own holy namesake."

"I would
n

kiss thy hands,

"What now?"

"My letter referred to other

than myself."
He turned and, I thought, looked

at me oddly.
"In these days, what safer re-

fuge for a woman than prison," he

said,
"
provided she hath a friend

at Court? Understand, monsieur,
I have found Mademoiselle de

Lage respectable lodgings, that is

all."
" Where you hold her as Love-

lace held the estimable Clarisse.

Crepin, I cannot accept my life

on these terms."

The words jerked on my lips
as the waggon was brought to a
stand with a suddenness that made
the harness rattle. A tall figure,
that seemed to have sprung out

of the earth, stood at the horses'

heads.
"
Gusman," said my companion

quietly; "this is Citizen Thibaut,
whom you are to conduct to the

secret lodging. Hurry, then,
Thibaut."

I got with some difficulty to the

ground.
"And you?" said I.

"I go yet a mile to deliver

my goods. We will discuss this

matter further, bien entendu, on

my return."

He flogged his cattle to an
immediate canter, leaving me in

all bewilderment alone with the

stranger. On every side about

us, it seemed, stretched a melan-

choly waste a natural grave-

yard sown with uncouth slabs of

stone. The wind swayed the

grasses, as if they were foam on
black water; the tide of night
murmured in innumerable gulfs
of darkness.

"Come, then!" muttered the

figure, and seized my hand.

We walked twenty cautious
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paces. I felt the clutch of

brambles at my clothes. Sud-

denly he put his arm about me,

and, as we moved, forcibly bent

down my head and shoulders. At
once I was conscious of a confined

atmosphere damp, earthy, inde-

scribable. It thickened grew
closer and infinitely closer as we
advanced.
Now I could walk upright ;

but

my left shoulder rasped ever

against solid rock. The blackness

of utter negation was terrible;
the cabined air an oppression that

one almost felt it possible to lift

from one's head like an iron morion.

For miles, I could have fancied,
we tfc ridded this infernal tunnel

before the least little blur of light

spread itself like salve on my ach-

ing vision.

Then suddenly, like a midnight
glowworm, the blur revealed itself,

a fair luminous anther of fire in

a nest of rays and was a taper
burning on the wall of a narrow
chamber or excavation set in the

heart of the bed-stone.
"

Voilct ton ressui/" exclaimed

my sardonic guide; and, without
another word, he turned and left

me.
I stood a moment confounded

;

then, with a shrug of my shoulders,
walked into the little cellar and

paused again in astonishment.

From a stone ledge, on which it

had been lying, it seemed, pros-

trate, a figure lifted itself and,

standing with its back to me,

swept the long hair from its eyes.
I stared, I choked, I held out

my arms as if in supplication.
" Mon Dieu, mon Dieu !

"
I

cried "if it is not Carinne, let

me die!"
BERNARD CAPES.

(To be continued.}
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SIR CHAELES MURRAY.

THE present year has been

unusually prolific in all sorts

of memoirs and autobiographies.
There have been the ' Memoirs of

a Highland Lady,' which we dis-

cussed last month, and to which
a permanent value will undoubt-

edly attach for their wonderfully
vivid pictures of Edinburgh society
in the first quarter of the century.

Then, Sir M. E. Grant Duff, in a

second instalment of extracts from
his journal, has amused the world
with many tolerable stories, and

grieved it with a few intolerable

conundrums. In 'Auld Lang
Syne,' Professor Max Miiller has

conclusively demonstrated that

neither profound learning nor the

solar theory of myths need neces-

sarily blunt a naturally healthy
appetite for commerce with the

great ;

x while Mr Joseph Arch has
been graciously pleased to exhibit

his matchless self-complacency by
patronising the memory of his

first wife, and his sturdy inde-

pendence by swallowing with un-
affected gusto the patronage of a
versatile and indefatigable orna-

ment of the aristocracy. We own
to having read each and all of

these works with decided interest,
and indeed consider it pure affecta-

tion to sniff at the chronicle of a
life spent in any sphere of activity.
The chronicle, of course, must be

kept within due bounds, and
must be, consciously or not,
candid. There are plenty of

awful warnings books which the

prosiness or the vanity of some
fifth-rate personage has blown out
into alarming proportions. But
that the public has still a weak-
ness for biographical work of the
better kind may safely be inferred

from an inspection of the pub-
lishers' "announcements."
Be that as it may, we question

if (putting
" full-dress

"
biography

out of the question) the reader is

likely to hit in the immediate
future upon a more delightful
volume than the account of the

late Sir Oharles Murray's career

which lies before us. 2 The only
fault we can find in it is, that it

sometimes seems to whet, rather

than to appease, an excusable

curiosity. From the position
which he occupied at Court during
the earliest, and therefore not the

least critical, years of the present

reign (to say nothing of his ex-

perience in the diplomacy of three

continents), Sir Oharles must have

enjoyed exceptional opportunities
for acquiring information. But
of what he thus acquired little

was committed to paper. Despite
the importunity of friends, his

attempts at autobiography were

spasmodic and brief; and he ap-

parently found, like most of us,

that to begin a diary is a good
deal easier than to continue it.

Sir Herbert Maxwell makes no
secret of these difficulties in his

path, and sorrowfully admits that

he had no personal acquaintance
with Sir Oharles. For all that,

1 We forget at this moment if Mr Miiller has recorded his experience of the

late Henry George, the American "
economist," in the capacity of a guest. He

certainly ought to.
2 The Honourable Sir Charles Murray, K.C.B. : A Memoir. By the Right

Hon. Sir Herbert Maxwell, Bart., M.P. Edinburgh: William Blackwood
& Sons, 1898.
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he has made an excellent job of

it : sympathetic, judicious, well-

ordered, well -
proportioned, and

stamped with a thorough know-

ledge of the politics and the poli-

ticians of the Victorian era. We
need not, however, expatiate in

praise of the biographer's capa-
bilities : his spurs were won long

ago.

Charles Augustus Murray was
born on the 22nd November 1806.

He came of that branch of the

illustrious house of Murray of

which a scion has recently dis-

tinguished himself both with
sword and pen ;

and his mother
was a daughter of Archibald,
ninth Duke of Hamilton. Lord
FincaKtle and his wife (for at the

time of Charles's birth his father

had not yet succeeded to the title)
lived chiefly at Glen Finart in

Argyllshire, though the London
season, not yet, as Sir Herbert
reminds us, postponed to the

choicest months of summer, wit-

nessed their transportation to a

house in Lower Berkeley Street.

Glen .Finart was very far indeed
from I eing accessible in the early

years of the century. Those who
have revelled in Miss Ferrier's

pungent description of Lady
Julian i Douglas's visit- to Glen-
fern may have been tempted to

think it exaggerated ; but the fol-

lowing sketch, from Sir Charles's

pen, throws into striking relief the

superi< r degree of civilisationwhich

prevailed in his own family :

" I remember very well a visit we
had fro in an old Highland laird named
Fletcher of Beamish, who lived about
fourteen or fifteen miles over the hills

between us and Inverary. His man-
ners were very primitively rough, and
his stoi k of English was very scant.
He paid a morning visit, and the

drawing-room door was thrown open
just as my mother was in the middle
of a piece that she was playing on

the harp. Of course she got off the
stool on which she was playing to
come and meet him, but, in a very
uncouth way, he led her back to-

wards the harp, intimating that she
should go on with what she was
doing. As a matter of course, he
had never seen a harp before, and,
after she had played a few bars, he

put his hand upon her wrist, and,
drawing it away, said, 'Thank ye,

my lady, I only wished to hear what
kind o' noise she made.' Lunch hav-

ing been announced, of course he was
invited to go into the dining-room,
and he looked, with some surprise, at

the display of fruit on the table. We
had no hothouse fruit at the glen,
but a supply was sent every fortnight
from Dunmore Park, where my father
had no house, but an excellent garden.
After he had despatched the solids,
he pointed to a dish on which there
were three or four very fine peaches,
and he said,

' What kind of an apple
is yon ?

' So my mother told him that

we called it a peach, and he said,
'

Well,
I'll just tak yen to taste.' He accord-

ingly took a peach and stuck half of

it into his mouth, and bit hard into it.

The juice ran out of the sides of his

mouth, and he said,
'

Oh, it's a gran'

apple ; but siccan a pip as it's got !

' "

That the Lowlands were scarcely
more advanced than the High-
lands is attested by this singular
anecdote :

" In the earlier part of this century
the article which we call the 'dessert-

spoon
' was not known in Scotland :

the two houses in which it was first

introduced were Hamilton and Dal-

keith. Before that, there was no

spoon known between the tablespoon
and the teaspoon. Bearing this in

mind, we proceed to the following
incident. A rough country squire,

dining for the first time at Hamilton,
had been served in the second course

with a sweet dish containing cream
or jelly, and with it the servant hand-
ed him a dessert-spoon. The laird

turned it round and round in his

great fist and said to the servant
" ' What do you gie me this for, ye

d d fule 1 Do ye think ma mooth
has got any smaller since a lappit up
my soup 1

' "
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But the contrast in point of re-

finement between the territorial

magnates of the first order and
the rank-and-file of the landed

gentry was never so marked at

any period in the social history of

Scotland as in Charles Murray's
boyhood and youth. The irre-

sistible pressure of English ideas

had not yet made itself felt

beyond the topmost stratum of

society.
Charles was sent to Eton in

1815. He there attained con-

siderable proficiency in those

classical studies which formed
then the sole as they should

ever form the principal subject
of instruction at our public
schools. His Latin verse, of

which Sir Herbert gives a speci-

men, was correct and even elegant ;

and his reading both at Eton and
afterwards at Oxford was tolerably

extensive, or at any rate his

memory was a good one. During
his American travels in after-

years, this scene would recall a

passage from the Agamemnon or
the Ion, that incident a couplet
from Juvenal or a poem of Catullus.

We daresay his learning was not

very profound. He contented
himself at Oxford with a pass,

justly, perhaps, esteeming it better
than a proffered fourth class. But
at all events he acquired at school
that relish of good literature and
that scrupulous delicacy of taste
which no amount of pottering in a

laboratory, or dabbling in modern
languages, can possibly impart.
It is proper also to remark that
Sir Charles partook in a very high
degree of the enthusiastic devotion
to their school which is character-
istic of all Etonians.

Charles spent some part of his

holidays in Edinburgh, where he
seems at one time to have mixed
in society, though his notes on the

subject are, as usual, of the scanti-

est. One good anecdote he tells

of Lord Eldon when on a visit to

Dalmeny. Some one at table an-

nounced his intention of visiting
the Continent in order to add to

his collection of paintings, and
asked Lord Eldon's advice as to

where he should make a beginning.
"You had better go to Dussel-

dorf," was the reply. "Why
Dusseldorf ?

" "I think," retorted

the Chancellor, "you might find

something good there, as our friend

Dundas [a gentleman who had re-

cently exhibited a collection of

pictures bought by him in Ger-

many] went there last year and

bought all the d d trash in the

place." One note by Sir Charles

about Edinburgh has escaped Sir

Herbert's attention. In his ' Trav-

els
' he denounces tke badness of

the waltzing elsewhere than in the

best society in London, and he is

careful not to except Edinburgh
from the sweeping condemnation.
We believe that on this point he
is at variance with the majority
of connoisseurs, and that the Scot-

tish capital, whatever its other

shortcomings, real or imaginary,
has always enjoyed a very high

reputation for the excellence of

its dancing.
A still larger slice of his holi-

days was passed at Hamilton or

in Arran, for Charles seems to

have been a favourite of his uncle's.

In the island he was able to in-

dulge and to direct that propen-

sity for sport that unerring in-

stinct for the chase which came
out so strikingly in his adventures

west of the Missouri. At the

Palace he had the opportunity of

meeting most people worth know-

ing Walter Scott among them.

In later years he happened one

night to be dining at the "
Rag,"

when his next neighbour inquired,
" Who is that man opposite with

an extraordinarily stupid face?"
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"That," he was able to reply,
"
hap pens to be Sir Walter Scott."

Among all the guests at Hamilton,

probably none was more remark-

able than the Duchess's father,
William Beckford. Here is Sir

Charles's description of an im-

promptu duet performed on the

piano by
" Vathek " and his

daughter :

"I remember on one occasion an
article had lately appeared in one of

the magazines describing the nature
of the sovereign succession in Thibet,
and hew the spirit of the dying ruler

was supposed to pass into the body
of his successor. Beckford, taking
the baf s and sitting beside his daugh-
ter at the piano, said in French (which
he always spoke to her),

*

Now, Susan,
we'll suppose that the Grand Lama is

just dsad, and that his spirit has

passed into the body of a little child.

Now we'll have the scene.' A re-

markable performance ensued. There

they sat at the piano together, the
father and the still beautiful daughter,
whose face, like her soul, was all

music, he making the most grotesque
faces in the world, as he suggested in

a single word the successive changes
of his piece she playing the tenor
and he the accompaniment on the
bass notes of the instrument. First

was a solemn dirge for the death of

the old lama then a march intended
to describe the procession of grave
senators and sages to the assembly
where the successor to the deceased

prince was to be proclaimed then a
solemn strain describing the discus-

sions and divinations of the assembly
then a grand chorus announcing the

result and the proclamation of the
infant successor. All this was im-

provisel without any other guide
than ar occasional glance at one an-

other, \/hile their duet, expressive of

a whoh series of incidents, continued
withoui a hitch. Presently Beckford,

breaking off, remarked to his daugh-
ter,

' A present, a toi !

'

Upon which,
after a solemn pause, she began a
soft solo in the treble, which she

present -y accompanied with her voice,

singing, 'Le Grand Lama vient de
dire ta4a!'"

From Eton Charles Murray pro-
ceeded to a private "coach," and
thence to Oriel, where Newman
was his tutor. It is interesting
to see the not very flattering

opinion formed of that great man
by the average undergraduate of

the early twenties :

" He never inspired me, or my
fellow-undergraduates, with any in-

terest, much less respect : on the

contrary, we disliked, or rather dis-

trusted, him. He walked with his

head bent, abstracted, but every now
and then looking out of the corners
of his eyes quickly, as though sus-

picious. He had no influence then :

it was only when he became vicar

of St Mary's that the long dormant

power asserted itself, and his sermons
attracted hundreds. At lecture he
was quiet, and what I should call

sheepish ;
stuck to the text, and

never diverged into contemporary
history or made the lecture interest-

ing. He always struck me as the
most pusillanimous of men wanting
in the knowledge of human nature

;

and I am always surprised, and in-

deed never can understand, how it

was he became such a great man. I

never heard him preach."

Murray's life at Oxford was un-

eventful, and closed agreeably with
his election to a fellowship at All

Souls. All Souls fellowships now-

adays seldom find their way to

passmen. He then seems to have

thought seriously of the bar as a

career. Such is the fair inference

from a long and highly character-

istic letter of good advice addressed

by Brougham to Lady Dunmore.
But the bar was abandoned, and
for several years he was content to

lead the life of a man of leisure, if

not of pleasure. Blessed with

good looks, a fine physique, and

great charm of manner, he prob-

ably enjoyed himself thoroughly,

though subsequently he regretted
those hours of idleness. He tra-

velled in Germany, and paid the
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orthodox visit to Goethe. He also

made two unsuccessful attempts to

enter Parliament in the Whig
interest. A third, final, and

equally vain effort was made in

1837. Summoned to contest Lan-

arkshire, he left Lichfield, which

by careful nursing he had made a

safe seat for his party, and entered

upon a stubborn contest in the

Scottish county, to be beaten in

the long-run by a majority of one.

His views were always of the Whig
complexion, and he shared to some
extent Greville's cool assumption
that office was made for the Whigs
and the Whigs for office. But he
was fair-minded enough to revolt

at the shameless partisanship of

Macaulay's History, and his judg-
ments of contemporary politicians
were temperate and shrewd. 1 It

is refreshing to read his caustic re-

marks on the virtuous indignation
of the Opposition leaders when Sir

James Graham, the Home Secre-

tary, doing
" what they well know

has been done by every one holding
office for the last century," opened
the letters of " one Mazzini, a lead-

ing emissary of the movement party
in Austrian Italy." Perhaps, after

all, his political views were not very
different from those of his friend

Sir Charles Vaughan, who wrote :

" I am a Whig in the company of

Conservatives, and a Conservative
in the society of Whigs, in all cases,
all times, and all occasions detest-

ingthe Radicals.
"

It isunnecessary
to say that in recent years he was a

Unionist; and it is certain that

among the present Opposition he
would have felt about as much in

his element as a dolphin in a sentry-
box.

In April 1834, Murray em-
barked upon the tour in America
which proved to be so important
an episode in his life. We need
not follow its details with minute-

ness. The voyage itself under-
taken in a sailing vessel of some
530 tons burthen was danger-
ous and protracted. Once safely
landed in the States, he saw all

that was to be seen. He visited

the principal towns, he observed

something of country life in the

South, and, above all, he dwelt in

the lodges of the Pawnees. One
of the results of his trip was the
' Travels in North America.' 2

This work enjoyed great popu-
larity in its day, and of course is

never read now. But no one who
takes it up need fear that he will

be bored; for alike in tone and
substance it far surpasses most con-

temporary accounts of the United
States. The author writes of

American life and character with
the fairness of a man of the world.

As nobody dreams of arguing from
the Manchester bagman, or the

Glasgow bailie, to the average

English professional man, so

Murray did not expect the ac-

cepted standard of civilisation and
refinement to be embodied in the

manners of chance acquaintance
or fellow-travellers. Yet he was
not slow to animadvert on any-

thing really amiss; and he im-

plicitly confirms the certainty, if

it required confirmation, that the

American scenes in * Martin Chuz-

zlewit' are individually true to

1
E.g., of Sir Robert Peel. "Sir Robert, though a man of infinite skill

and sagacity in managing the House, has not the art of gaining or retaining
the confidence and attachment of its individual members" (p. 189).

2 Travels in North America during the years 1834, 1835, and 1836, including
a summer residence with the Pawnee tribe of Indians in the remote prairies of

the Missouri, and a visit to Cuba and the Azore Islands. By the Hon. Charles

Augustus Murray. In two volumes. London : Richard Bentley, 1839.
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life, though collectively they may
convey a false impression of the

peoplo.

By far the most entertaining

portion of the "
Travels," however,

is tha.t which deals with his life

on the boundless prairie. The
North American Indian is

"
played

out" in every respect. His sun

in literature, as in life, has ap-

parently set for ever. The works
of Ccoper and Mayne Reid no

longer interest the rising genera-
tion so Sir Herbert Maxwell
hints: so we ourselves are in-

formed on high authority. But
for those Pale-faces whose happy
lot it was to be born even before

"Kingston and Ballantyne the

brave
'

(both also hopelessly out

of dale, we are given to under-

stand) began to conciliate the af-

fections of our British youth, a

singular fascination will always
linger round the Red Man, be he
Delaware or Sioux, Comanche or

Mohican. He may be filthy in

his person and his habitation
j
he

may be a treacherous friend and
a vindictive foe

;
his boasted dig-

nity and nonchalance may give

place in. the wigwam to the restless-

ness and inquisitiveness of a mon-

key. Such indeed is the case, if

Sir Charles Murray's tales be true.

But the glamour can never wholly
be dispelled ;

and Sir Charles upon
the whole did justice to an in-

trinsically tempting subject. The
value of his narrative from the

ethnological side is amply borne
witnes j to by no less an author-

ity than Catlin. More important
from the reader's point of view is

the fact that he possessed a fluent,

easy, a ad, what we will take leave

to cal], a gentlemanly style of

writing . It has its faults, among

which may be reckoned an oc-

casional failure in simplicity and
directness. One elaborate passage,
for instance, in which the wheel-

ing flight of the eagle, the timid

eye of the roe, the hoarse plash of

the waterfall, the pebbled margin
of the slumbering loch, and other
notorious phenomena of the High-
lands, are duly celebrated, scarcely

rings true to our ears. But, apart
from this, the second Lord Lytton
was quite justified in compliment-
ing Murray upon his faculty of

"telling a story." The truth is

that Sir Walter Scott's example
communicated to many writers of

that period a narrative style of

which the present generation
would seem to have lost the

secret.

" The shrill and savage war - cry
raised by a thousand voices the

neighing, struggling, and trampling
of the excited horses, mingled with
the howling of dogs, and the irregular

firing of their guns with which the
Pawnees directed and cheered their

warriors to the scene of action

formed a wild and exciting combina-
tion of sounds ; while the groups of

women and children gathered round
the pale and expiring fires, and the

tall dark figure of the old chief, stand-

ing with his arms calmly folded beside

me, served admirably to fill the inter-

esting and picturesque foreground."

There is surely no need to en-

quire upon what model this passage
was framed. 1

An even more momentous result

of Murray's travels than the pub-
lication of their record was his

engagement to Miss Wadsworth,
the daughter of a rich American,
who refused to sanction the match,
and forbade all communication be-

tween the lovers. For full fourteen

1 Anc ther curious echo of the Magician will be found in the chapter on deer-

hunting in Jura, contributed to Scrope's immortal work by the late Mr Archi-

bald M'Neill.
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years they were doomed to possess
their souls in patience, and it was
not until after the death of the

lady's father in 1849 that they
were able to reap the reward of

mutual constancy. Murray's novel,

'The Prairie Bird,'
1 derives its

chief interest from the fact that

the heroine, Oolita, is obviously

designed to represent Miss Wads-
worth. We cannot concur in Sir

Archibald Alison's opinion that
' The Prairie Bird' is much superior
to the 'Travels.' It is too long;
the plot is childishly transparent,
and its conduct more than a trifle

amateurish; while the characters

are all, more or less, conventional.

Only one comparatively original

personage appears a Scots store-

keeper, called Muir, who is by no
means bad, but who, to be faithful

to his vernacular, should certainly

say "married on "
instead of " mar-

ried to." The novel adds nothing
of moment to the 'Travels/ though,
as we have said, it has an adventi-

tious interest as being Murray's
only medium of communicating
with Miss Wadsworth. Upon one
occasion alone did he violate Mr
Wadsworth's rule of silence

; and
then he ventured to send to the

lady a translation of a Delaware

poem, of which the last stanza runs
thus :

" Ah-to-meno dwells with the chiefs

of the tribe ; among their lodges he
is welcome ; their daughters have

eyes like the antelope, and their

tongues are like the mocking-bird,
but the wounded Eagle remembers
the soft voice of Oolita. AH-TO-MENO
NEVER FORGETS."

The mannerism and the imagery
have long been worn threadbare

;

yet somehow we cannot read the
lines without emotion. Mentem
mortalia tangunt. Alas ! When

the long period of suspense and

waiting had terminated, Murray
was permitted to enjoy the society
of his wife for but a brief year.
She died in childbed in 1851,
within a few days of the first

anniversary of their marriage.
In 1837, as a reward for his

services to the Whigs, Murray,
through Lord Melbourne's in-

fluence, was appointed a Groom-
in-Waiting to her Majesty, and

shortly afterwards was promoted
to be Master of the Household.

During his seven years of service

in that capacity he "gurnalised"
at intervals, and we must refer

our readers to Sir Herbert Max-
well's pages for many interesting

glimpses of Court life. Of the

intrigues and misunderstandings
which clouded the earlier years
of our Sovereign's reign, the bio-

grapher prudently permits Sir

Charles to divulge nothing; and
indeed they are set forth with
sufficient particularity in Mr
Greville's memoirs. But the ex-

tracts from diaries and from

correspondence are aptly chosen,
and the episode of the Czar's visit

to England in 1844, to name but
one instance, is recounted with

great spirit and humour. It was
in the course of this period of his

life that Charles Murray acted

as an intermediary in bringing
about the marriage of his cousin

Lord Douglas, for whom the

Princess Mary of Baden had con-

ceived a strong and romantic

passion. Possibly the successful

conduct of this negotiation was
what first turned his thoughts to

diplomacy. At all events, in

1845 he resigned his post in the

Royal household, and was pre-

sently sent to Naples as Secretary
of Legation.

It was not Murray's good for-

1 London : Richard Bentley, 1844.
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tune to reach the top of the

diplomatic tree, but he accepted
what fate bestowed with a good

grace, and he had at least no

ground of complaint as regards

variety of experience. He was
made Consul - General in Egypt
in 1846, was transferred to Berne
in 1853, and thence to Teheran
in tho following year. 1859 saw
him minister at Dresden, where
he became acquainted with, and

engaged to, the Hon. Edythe Fitz-

patrick, who became his second

wife; in 1866 he was sent to

Copenhagen; and finally in 1867
he got Lisbon, where he remained
until his retirement from the

service in 1874. Of all these

posts, unquestionably the most

important were those in Egypt
and Persia. The Foreign Office

keenly appreciated the intimate

connection subsisting between both
those countries and our interests

farther east, and the British re-

presentative in each occupied a

positioa of the gravest respon-

sibility. Murray discharged his

duties with credit to himself and
with satisfaction to his superiors,

though at Teheran his luck was
none cf the best. In Egypt he
was brought into contact with a

very remarkable man. Moham-
med Ali was marked out by nature

and circumstance for a typical
oriental ruler of the best class.

True, he was deterred by no

scruple, nor shrunk from any
cruelty, in the gratification of his

lust for power. The most famous
incident; in his career was the

massacre of the Mamelukes, of

which Sir Charles gives a graphic
narrative, and which he extenu-
ates without too large a draft

upon the resources of casuistry.
But once firmly fixed in the

saddle, Mohammed Ali was merci-
ful as Orientals count mercy
to his beast:

VOL. ( LXIII. NO. DCCCCXCI.

" Whoever seriously considers what
it is to construct from the beginning,
in a country which had been for cen-
turies the scene of rapine, violence,
and anarchy, the whole of a machine
so vast and complicated as a Govern-

ment, will allow that what Mohammed
Ali effected deserves great praise. No
Mussulman sovereign, since the bril-

liant domination of the Arabs in

Spain, can be compared with him.
His justice and toleration were fully

equal to that of Saladin. His en-

lightenment surpassed that of the
most famous of the Caliphs of Bag-
dad. Defective as was the police,

heavy as were the public burthens,
the oldest men in Egypt could not
recollect a time of equal security and

general prosperity. For the first time
since the reign of Amasis the province
was placed under a governor strong
enough to prevent others from rob-

bing, and not inclined to play the
robber himself. The thanks of the
traveller and the stranger are also

surely due to him who has made
Egypt almost as safe as Yorkshire,
and far safer than some of the counties

in Ireland."

Even under this Carlylean hero

miscarriages of justice sometimes
occurred

;
and Sir Herbert gives

a pleasing illustration of this

liability to error :

" On one occasion a quantity of plate
was stolen from Mohammed Ali's

palace at Shoubrah ; the sheik of the

Arabs and the ghafirs, or watchmen,
in the neighbourhood were thrown
into prison and severely flogged for

supposed dereliction of duty. The

unhappy sheik declared that if he
were set at liberty he thought he

might catch the thieves, but that he
could do nothing so long as he was

kept in chains. Accordingly, being
set free, he went straight to the slave-

market and bought a couple of negroes

lately imported from the interior, who
could not speak a word of Arabic.

Next the sheik, having arranged con-

venient "
testimony

" with some of his

comrades, brought the negroes to the

palace and accused them of having
stolen the plate. Mohammed Ali

ordered them to be bastinadoed till

they confessed, and if they would not
SB
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confess, they were to be hanged. The

poor wretches, wholly ignorant of

what was going on, thought they had
been brought into the service of the

palace, and were very well pleased,
till they found themselves suddenly
thrown down and cruelly beaten.

Being unable to confess anything,
half an hour later they were swinging
from the trees at the back of the

palace ; the sheik and his comrades
went free, and oriental justice was

appeased."

Here we catch one of those

tones from the East which some-

what lessen our desire to hear

that particular airt "
a-calling

"
;

but, after all, an equally primitive
and vague conception of what
constitutes evidence was very re-

cently demonstrated to exist among
our own next-door neighbours.

Murray's term of service in

Egypt will perhaps be remem-

bered, if for nothing else, for his

exertions in securing the first

specimen of the hippopotamus for

the Zoological Gardens. No such

pleasant incident brightened his

time at Teheran. There all bowls
rolled the very reverse of right
for our Minister. From the very
start a dead set was made at him

by Sadr Azim, the Yizier, and his

royal master. Their enmity is

with much plausibility attributed

to a stupid regulation of the

Foreign Office (soon withdrawn)
that no allowance should be made
to our embassy for providing the

costly presents which form an in-

separable adjunct of diplomacy in

the East. At any rate, they set

about their business with much
adroitness

;
and not only rendered

their enemy's life unbearable, but

sprung a scandal against his good
name with such vigour and success

that, as Sir Herbert tells us, the

echoes of it reverberated well on
into our own time. That the

slander was baseless need scarcely
be said; nor is it necessary to

trace the various stages of the

controversy between the British

and the Persian Government. It

is enough to record that the affair

culminated in war
;
that our fleet

at once bombarded Bushire
;
that

our army twice defeated the Per-

sians; and that the Shah was

brought to his senses and his

knees in a few months. Murray
himself thought that war might
have been averted had our Gov-
ernment shown a bolder front at

the beginning of the dispute.
Nor was he altogether satisfied

that he received the thorough-

going support from the Cabinet at

home to which he conceived him-

self entitled. We need not in-

quire into the correctness of that

impression. We may rather pause
to note how summarily we solved

the problem, and how completely

forty years seem to have altered

the conditions which rendered such

a solution practicable. Then, our

fleet proceeded to bombard with-

out asking anybody's leave ; now,
before a shot was fired, we should

have to consult every other nation,
or risk precipitating that battle

of Armageddon which every one

dreads. At the present day there

is not a quarter of the globe with
which the interests of several of

the great Powers are not inextric-

ably involved, and in which they

may not come into acute conflict

at a moment's notice.

The work at Lisbon must have
been in some ways much less severe,

and the life in every way much
more agreeable, than at Teheran.

Yet the earlier part of Murray's
time in Portugal was doubtless

anxious enough. Spain was in

quest, or in need, of a monarch,
and on all sides the air resounded
with the din of "

argle-bargling
"

as to who was to fill the throne.

There was many a " man that

would be king," but the fit were as
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usual uncommonly few. Dom Fer-

nando, the father of the King of

Portugal, would have accepted the

neighbouring crown, had he re-

ceive i an unanimous invitation

from the nation or the Oortes.

The invitation was not forthcom-

ing, and the spectacle of the in-

trigues that proceeded among the

Spanish politicians is by no means

edifying.

" I do not know," wrote Sir Charles

to Lord Granville, "how it strikes

you, my dear Lord, but there is to me
something inexpressibly offensive, not
to say disgusting, in seeing these two

plotters, the one a selfish military ad-

ventuier, the other (as Lear says of

himself)
' a very foolish fond old man,'

self-co istituted premier by a treason-

able c<>up-de-main, setting at nought
the opinions of the people's represen-
tatives in two countries, professing to

be under constitutional government,
and bargaining and jobbing and

chaffering about the crown of Spain
as if it were a bauble, the only use of

which was to swell their own self-

importance."

The settlement, as we all know,
was not harmonious (to trench for

a moment on the ecclesiastical dia-

lect of Scotland), but, in all human

probability, nobody and most

assurecly not Lord Granville

could have staved off war between
France and Germany much longer.
From his retirement in 1874

till his death in 1895, Sir Charles

Murray led a life of well-earned

leisure, taking no part in public

affairs, but immersed in the society
of his wife, his family, and his

books. Never, even when absorbed
in the Vusiness of the nation, had
he lost touch of literature or the

fine arfo, and now he had ample
time to devote to his favourite

authors Homer, Shakespeare,
and the Persian Sadi (Sir Charles
had made himself a proficient in

oriental languages) ;
these being,

with th ) exception of the Bible,

the objects of his most constant

study. His literary tastes may
not commend themselves to the

exquisite sensibilities of our
modern critics

;
but they will

command the acquiescence of all

brought up in a more austere and
robust school. Mrs Meynell will

please note Sir Charles's opinion
of Gray.

"You can hardly imagine," he
writes to his wife from Aix-les-

Bains,
" the pleasure I derived from

the soft fresh air and the lovely
scenery : besides this, I had the
comfort of a most cheering com-

panion guess who ? male or female,

young or old ? None other than my
old friend Gray, the author of the

'Elegy,' whom I had evoked from
the recesses of my old cobwebbed

memory, to express and share my
feelings. Do you remember his frag-
ment of an 'Ode to Vicissitude, an
invalid's first outing on a fine spring
day'?

' Now the rosy morn aloft

Waves her dew-bespangled wing,' &c.

... I think the last four lines on
the skylark are beautiful, and quite

worthy of being placed beside Shel-

ley's masterpiece on the same subject.
It is the fashion in the present days
of advanced criticism to decry Gray
as a poet, but his '

Elegy
'

will last as

long as the English language, and
will be remembered when Swinburne
will be forgotten before twenty years
shall have passed over his grave. If

to be unintelligible to ordinary minds
is the great aim and merit of poetry,
then E. Browning is a great poet, and

Homer, Virgil, Shakespeare, Burns,
&c., &c., are not"

" I suppose it is heresy to say

so," he remarks in another con-

nection,
" but I never could bring

myself to consider Shakespeare's
sonnets as worthy of his great
dramatic reputation ! Some day
I must read them again and see

whether I condemn that opinion
as erroneous." Whether that day
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brought a closer approximation to

Mr George Wyndham's estimate

is not recorded. Here, again, is a

shrewd bit of criticism, applicable
to much of the fiction that surges
from the press :

" The grossest as well as the com-
monest blunder of these second- and
third-rate novelists is their persistent
introduction of dialogue among their

dram. pers. They begin by describ-

ing Mr A. as a man of brilliant wit
in conversation, Lord B. as a poetical

genius, Mr C. as a profound scholar

and critic, and when in the second
volume these persons appear on the

stage to exhibit their announced

qualifications their conversation is

nothing but the dullest commonplace
trash."

To his unaffected love for good
literature he added a turn for

theology. Though his views are

not dwelt upon by the biographer,

enough is told to indicate that he
was a devout and earnest believer

in revelation (he loathed spiritual-
ism and other kindred follies from
the bottom of his heart). At the

same time, he was sufficiently con-

versant with the elements of logic
and metaphysics to be able to

detect, without much difficulty,
the pitiable fallacies which go to

build up that monument of theo-

logical quackery, "Natural Law
in the Spiritual World."
We have said almost nothing

of the numerous friends and ac-

quaintances whose letters to Sir

Charles form not the least pleasant

portion of a pleasant book. Their
ranks included many persons of

importance in their day, and what

they have to say, whether trifling
or weighty, is well said. Rogers,
a regular correspondent possibly
an admirer of Sir Charles's

mother, comes first in point of

time. "What a good house, and
what a good dinner, and what
a good man !

" was Sir Charles

Vaughan's verdict after dining
at the poet's table. Without

by any means indorsing all that
is said about his noble char-

acter and amiable heart, we may
allow that his letters here display

Rogers in a highly favourable light.

They consist largely of tittle-tattle

about common friends; but the
tittle - tattle is always amusing,
which is the great thing. He
affects, indeed, more Grevilliano,
to find what Lord Lytton called

the vicious circle of social engage-
ments dull. He feels sure of re-

turning "tired and not sleepy,
stuffed in body, starved in mind,"
from Lady Barrington's waltzing-

party or Lady Davy's conversaz-

ione. But if neither of their

ladyships had sent him a card, we
suspect that that cadaverous coun-

tenance would have assumed a

still more deadly hue. Brougham's
long screed on oratory and the
Bar has already been mentioned,
and we have touched on more
than one of Sir Charles Yaughan's
observations. There is an instruc-

tive letter from Motley on the

solvency of the United States.

No one questions Uncle Sam's

power to pay his debts ; it is the

want of will that is sometimes the

subject of apprehension. Patrick

Fraser Tytler, the historian, con-

tributes his quota of correspond-
ence, and so does Sir William

Stirling-Maxwell. One letter from
his pen is especially well worth

preserving. It deals with the

causes of political estrangement
between landlord and tenant in

Scotland, and may be read with

profit even at the present day,

when, at the very lowest estimate,
four farmers out of five vote

Unionist, and the ruling antag-
onism is that between master and
man. In too many cases it is

still true that laird and farmer

meet neither at kirk nor at market,
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which, we have always heard, was
Sir William's explanation of his

defeat in Perthshire in 1868.

But, as far as the correspondence

goes, there can be no doubt that

Lord Lytton's letters are the pick
of the basket. He served under

Sir Charles at Lisbon, and the

friendship then formed was only
broken by the younger man's
death. Perfectly spontaneous,
and i'ree from effort or affectation,

these letters sparkle with wit and
wisdom. Quotation can convey
little notion of their charm

; yet
we cannot refrain from repeating
the jest, that congratulating the

French on the ease with which

they were clearing off their war

indemnity was like congratulating
a man with diabetes on the

quantity of sugar he produces ;

or from citing this most sound
and wholesome scrap of art-

criticism :

" The king of this Gallery [Madrid]
is certainly Velasquez. By Jove !

what a marvellous fellow he is !

There is scarcely any paint on his

canvas, yet the effect is nature itself,

and the facility equal in all ways to

that of Rubens. No man could have

painted the 'Weaving Women' who
had not painted immensely before.

Yet how few pictures of Yelasquez
are there even here. I wonder what
has become of the rest ? hundreds of
them must have been destroyed. I
see English people sometimes in this

Gallery, women especially, hurrying
past Velasquez, turning their faces

contemptuously from Rubens, look-

ing timidly at Titian, and standing
in sham ecstasies before a prim, ill-

drawn Fra Angelico in distemper, for

hours. It almost makes me wish that
Ruskin had never been born."

We venture to express the hope
that in the future biography of

one who, with all his weaknesses,
was one of the very cleverest and
most highly gifted men of his age,
his correspondence will form a

conspicuous feature.

There is much more in these

memoirs on which we would fain

dwell : anecdotes, letters, snatches

of autobiography, and abundance
of other goodly matters. But our

space is exhausted, though the

writer is not, and we must take

leave of Sir Charles Murray and
Sir Herbert Maxwell with many
regrets, and with hearty thanks

for the excellent entertainment

with which the career of the one

and the literary ability of the

other have supplied us.
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"BEAUTY'S A

YOUTH'S for an hour,

Beauty's a flower,

But love is the jewel that wins the world.

Youth's for an hour, an' the taste o' life is sweet;

Ailish was a girl that stept on two bare feet.

In all my days I never seen the one as fair as she,

I'd have lost my life for Ailish, an' she never cared for me.

Beauty's a flower, an' the days o' life are long;

There' little knowin' who may live to sing another song.

For Ailish was the fairest, but another is my wife,

An' Mary God be good to her ! is all I love in life.

Youth's for an hour,

Beauty's a flower,

But love is the jewel that wins the world.

MOIRA O'NEILL.
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LOS T."

Whisht then, oh my jewel ! while I say

Only wait to' I can get the word !

Sure I thought I had it sweet an' gay,

Like the bravest song o' summer bird.

Faith, I knew it well an' very well

When this hour the rain begun to fall;

Now the sorra one o' me can tell

What about it was at all, at all.

Whisht then, oh my jewel ! I was wrong.

Never never lived a word so sad !

Not the heavy seas that drive along

Bear such weighty trouble as it had.

Och anee ! an' ne'er a voice to cry ;

Like the weary cloud or drownin' moon

So it sank or so was carried by
Never told, an' all forgot so soon.

MOIRA O'NEILL.
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THE LOOKEE-ON.

SPAIN AND THE UNITED STATES: LAUNCH OF A NEW WORLD - POWER MR
WINTERLEY'S COMMUNICATION: HIS ARRIVAL IN TOWN: HIS OBSERVATIONS

THERE SOME NEW CHILDREN OF CIVILISATION GYPSY AND JEW PARA-

SITICAL LITERATURE BOOK-GOSSIP.

IN its international relations

the world has never departed far

from the old barbaric tenet that

Might is Right, though in Europe
there was till lately a growing
affectation, which might have be-

come something more substantial

if undisturbed for a century or

two, of replacing it by a Reign
of Law in the moralist's or even
the lawyer's use of the word law.

The appeal to force could not be

given up that of course was
understood ; but there also seemed
to be a solidifying understanding
that only an extremity of obliga-
tion could justify the appeal. By
this apparent change of sentiment
the distance to the millennium
seemed much reduced

;
but now

on a sudden we are all thrown
back. Suddenly thrown back,
but from no obscure cause. It

is perfectly plain, and the one
remarkable thing about it is that

it dates directly from a Reign of

Law which was already old mil-

lions of years before novelists and

lawyers came into existence. It

is not a law which they have

anything to do with, except by
way of submission. It rests upon
force, works through contention

is, in short, the primal law from
which the nations and races of

mankind seem no more exempt
than the physical frame of nature
itself. Over and over again a
new race (or a race born anew as

it seems) has a "mission," or is

aware of a "
destiny," to overrun,

to subdue, to destroy and replace ;

and sets out to do so as if by

uncontrollable impulse. Histori-

ans noted these movements long

ago, finding them "mysterious."

Mysterious or not, we do not

come to the end of them. If we
want to know why the world is so

mightily disturbed at this hour,
and why we are thrown back so

unexpectedly upon the regime of

force, all we have to do is to

mark with a confessing eye that

one such movement is in full pro-

gress, and that another, and per-

haps yet another in a somewhat
different guise, has begun.

So far, however, these move-
ments are not viewed with a con-

fessing but with a resisting eye,

except in the case of Japan. The
true character of the Russian
movement is unconfessed, or there

would be no dreaming of little

arrangements with the Czar for

hobbling it and limiting its range.
As for the still confused but ever-

gathering American movement (of
which we had something to say
last month which looks much to

the purpose now), its main sig-

nificance has been rejected in this

country in a strangely passionate,

wilful, make-believe way. That
war was meant, that it was wanted,
or if not war then conquest by
threat of war, could not be accepted
at all. And so, although it was

admittedly certain that the Spanish
Government could not give in to

what the Americans would not

give up, and though it was equally
certain that intervention from

Europe would enrage rather than

pacify, there was a long-continued
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make-believe in the maintenance of

peace. That the matter could be

peaceably arranged to the satis-

faction of the American people was
an entirely fictitious view of it.

But nhere must be some reason

for adopting manifestly fictitious

views, and this one seems to have
been adopted to shut out the

reality and so avoid the obligation
of recognising it.

The inevitable, the desired, has

happened ; fulfilment of the desire

being impatiently hurried at last,

and even ensured, by an address to

the Spanish Government so per-

emptory as to be destructive of the

last faint chance of peace had any
such chance remained. The United
States are at war with Spain about

Cuba, after preliminaries which,
no matter what the newspapers
may suy, are regarded by most men
in all countries as they are in

America by Mr Phelps. It would
be worse than useless now to recite

the opinions of that most distin-

guished lawyer and statesman.

Disregarded by his fellow-country-
men when they fell from him, they
only excite resentment as imper-

tinently hostile in the mouths of

foreigners. Yet they do concern

us, for if they are sound opinions,
and if she assertions they rest upon
are true, nothing could be more
ridiculous or more immoral than
the endeavour of some amongst us

to strike up a fighting alliance with
the UD ited States Government and

people for their immediate pur-
poses. Cuba has been badly gov-
erned

;
that the people should rise

is no Bonder : if great cruelties

have been inflicted on the insur-

gents, and if they are in extreme

sufferiiig accordingly, every just
and helpful exertion of sympathy
is their due. But if

" the real

insurge nts
"

are " mere guerillas
and bandits, who have been carry-

ing on what they call warfare

by crimes not recognised as

war in any civilised country,"
and if the insurrection so car-

ried on " would have perished long
ago had it not been supported
and supplied" from the United
States ("the only source from
which the rebellion has been kept
alive"), the case is altered. But
no more need be said of these preg-
nant "

ifs
" and "ans." The country

is in a perfectly sane mind on the

matter, and perhaps even its

emotionalists begin to see that
there is far more in the American
attack than a feeling of distress at

Cuban suffering (though no doubt
that comes into it) or the machina-
tion of what Mr Phelps calls " a

junta in the city of New York."
A deeper and stronger power is at

work beneath the mass movement
which no McKinley could control,

supposing him bent upon con-

trolling it. Unless all the signs

deceive, the American Republic
breaks from her old moorings, and
sails out to be a "

world-power."
Whether the start has been well

made, with sagacity, with dignity,
with due circumspection and pre-

paredness against internal disturb-

ance, for example, is for the

Americans to consider. For our

part, we must acknowledge that

the movement is perfectly natural,
if not "

mysteriously
"
imperative ;

and also entirely their affair. And
then, taking account of another
illustration of the way in which

history repeats itself, with so little

modification by
" moral forces,"

we must shape our conduct ac-

cordingly.

Assuming the political basis of

Kitchener's campaigning to be
sound (not that there is the least

apparent reason to doubt it), there

in the Soudan Britain plays her

part well in the struggle of

Carlyle's "jar of tamed vipers,
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each striving to get its head

uppermost
"

;
for so the world

looked to him. "Jar of tamed

vipers
"

is a sour comparison, but

any comparison will do which

forcibly brings home the fact that

the striving of each to get its head

uppermost goes on for ever amongst
the greater nations of the world.

Sometimes the strife declines, and
we all know when and why. At
other times it rages, and then woe
to the head that goes under. Now
Kitchener is a notable addition to

the many good captains (there are

scores of Kitcheners in the British

service awaiting their opportunity)
whose existence makes any dis-

position to slackness in the

struggle shameful and pitiful. To
think of this great nation, now as

it stands, with all its resource and
the heart and vigour of its people,

readily taking the second place!
But not yet, perhaps.

"DEAR MR LOOKER-ON, To
my friends who wonder how I can
endure to live so much away from

London, after being busy in its

affairs and partner in its pleasures
for a sufficient lifetime if properly
spent, I have my jocular reply;

yet without being so careless as

ever to discharge it twice at the

eyes of the same person. Against
that worst of misfires it is guarded
by inscription in a little book
made and provided for the pur-
pose : a note-nook with five hundred

pretty sayings, apt comparisons,
pleasant quips, engaging thoughts
and the like (all my own), each of

which I hold myself at liberty to

bestow upon any of my correspon-
dents once. But not need I say
it

1

? without regard to sex, age,

taste, sympathy, and other con-

siderations proper to be observed
;

and that there may be no repetition

to the same address, the simple

plan is to place against each entry,
whenever it is taken for use, the
initials of the person I am then

writing to. An acquaintance to

whom I acknowledged this practice

objected to its adoption by himself

as likely to nurture a petty ego-
tism. This, I confess, put me out
of countenance till I remembered
that this gentleman was one of Mr
Lane's poets. Thus encouraged, I

found breath to ask whether it is

worse, or argues more of vanity, to

put one's poorthoughtsand pleasant-
ries into private circulation exactly
where they cannot go amiss, or to

display them on the flagstones in

the market. He answered by re-

garding me with an ostentatious

eye of pity, but without turning
me from my little scheme for being
least offensive to my friends.

" From thewindows of my house,
even these that are but thirty
inches from the ground, I see in

a moment more of the great world
that is great to me than your
denizen of London sets eyes upon
in a week of Sundays. For I am
upon the edge of a lofty ridge in

Sussex, where the place-names
mostly end in '

hurst,' and where
there is still much wood in the

dipping vales and on the rolling

hills, of which I see miles and
miles here to the right, there to

the left, and over beyond toward
Seacox heath. It is not yet the

time of year, Mr Looker-on, when
this scene is really most beautiful :

that will not be till the meadow-

grass is an inch or two taller, and
the wheat of a height to wave

sweepingly, and the vines in our

vineyards do bush about the poles
more. Not really most beautiful,
but yet seeming so at times be-

cause the sunshine is so fresh, and
because of a sense in the air as if

every leaf broke from the bud with
a cry of hope and joy.
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" Now it is in the midst of this

time of year (and at another for a

quite c ifferent reason) that I like

best to '

go away
'

for a while.

You guess why ? Ever since you
had your first knife you have
known what it is to shut your
eyes upon some lovely and preci-
ous thing for the delight of opening
them again quickly, so as to sur-

prise its charm with a new grasp
of vision. This is a bit of natural

magic \7hich all practise and none
confess to. Children will do so

twice in a minute with enchanting
success each time. Happy lovers,

too; foe whom the closing of eyes
in sleep is renewal of perfect rap-
ture with the moment of waking.
And I think that this and no
worse inust be what my cat is

about when she releases the mouse
she has caught and looks away in

sleepy anconcern. So with my
innocent purpose ; only when, hav-

ing seen the promise of the leaf

and the starting of the wild-flowers,
I prison myself in town for a week
or two, it is no fancied enhance-
ment of beauty that I go back to.

Yet tho surprise that was man-
oeuvred for and was expected is at

every tern a real surprise.

"My letter, Mr Looker-on, is

addressed to you from town on
account of a visit of this sort, and
not meroly to tell you of its strat-

egy. M y purpose is, for one thing,
to ask a professed observer whether
II am wrong in thinking that the
talk of war and other great

calamity has been carried on with
a strange freedom from uneasiness.
I say stvange, I mean wonderful.

: In the country I read of grave
idoubts e nd serious anxieties

;
and

could seo for myself, week in and
week our, a state of affairs so tick-

lish that an accidental spark, or, as

likely as not, the explosion of a
secret de rign, might have fired half

Europe, beginning with England.

I come to London and find every
one apparently intent upon the
same look-out. At every table

and in every company to which I

am admitted, the same talk from the

same apprehensions the French
in Africa, the Russians and French
in the East, our Government

alarmed, our ships on the move,
our War Office secretly busy as

could be, and not a soul so con-

fident of peace as to say that it

would certainly last for six weeks.

But if this was so, then how fear-

ful a storm was possibly at hand !

'Oh, yes; more than possible.'
So 'twas agreed, quite calmly, on
all sides : agreed as it might be by
children who had yet to learn the

actuality of things, or as in a city
of dream-people. Am I wrong?
And do you recall any time, so

open to mischance, when the pro-

spect of a hazardous and terrible

war was discussed with a similar

appearance of not caring if it

happened, seemingly the outcome
of not knowing what it would be ?

Or do you think, Mr Looker-on,
that this astonishing air of care-

lessness must have had its own
good explanation and excuse 1 It

is certainly conceivable that not-

withstanding the real gravity of

the case, and underneath perfect
conviction of its seriousness, there

was a deep, dumb, prophetic con-

fidence that fighting would be

avoided c after all.' That must be

the explanation, I suppose ;
and if

so, we have just witnessed a re-

markable display of a remarkable

condition of the public mind.

"It would be worth all the

money in the Bank of England
and how much more would you
say 1 to be sure of so large a fund

of political instinct in the common-
sense of the country. For myself,
I have always believed in its con-

tinued existence, though weakened

by too much newspaper -
reading
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and frittered by habits of thought-
ful inquiry. Do I blaspheme
against Thought ? No ;

but only
say that there's a thinking, like a

drinking, that bemuddles and un-

nerves the natural wit of man.
Do I speak disrespectfully of

newspapers ? Not for worlds
would I

; any more than I would

complain of a great abundance of

food though whole populations

perished of surfeit. But I go to

the ant a particular ant described

by Sir John Lubbock
;
who tells

us that this refined creature and
his ancestors for many generations
have been so assiduously fed by
other ants devoted to the purpose,
that he has quite lost the power
of feeding himself : he would lie

on his back and starve if left alone

in the midst of plenty. The

atrophy of unused muscles, the

enfeebled sight of all civilised

people, is an old story. Therefore
when we talk of political instinct,

meaning political instinct (and
that there is such a quality is

attested by the history of other
nations beside our own), we talk

of something which is extremely
likely to suffer loss under the ex-

cessive ministration of so many
helps.

"
However, we see that it sur-

vives. It survives and is still

capable of second-sight, or else the

general complacency amidst the

portents of a tremendous war
which we observed lately must
have another explanation : the

political instinct so strongly
characteristic of Englishmen for
a thousand years perishes in over-
much luxury. To tell truth, it

was this explanation that first

whispered its ill meaning to my
mind, as I sat at one table and
another and heard all sorts of dire

possibilities discussed with earnest-

ness, indeed, but with so little

sense (apparently) of their signifi-

cation. And that the political
instinct actually has perished . . .

,

well, then, that it is dying out

amongst our governing men, has

become a matter of public observ-

ation. For example, I read about
it in my '

Spectator
'

the other

day as an understood thing. If it

really be so in those uppermost
regions, there the over-thinking,
the minutely speculative mooning
and fumbling does it, probably ;

though of course the misfortune

may be simple barrenness, repeti-
tion of the tale of the tree that

dies from the top. Luxury would
be the more likely stifler of

political insight and animation

elsewhere
; and, dear me, Mr

Looker-on, how this same luxury
has grown and spread ! and how
it beautifies I don't know what
else it does, a great deal that's

wrong, no doubt
;

but how it

beautifies the town !

" Had Piccadilly half its throng
when you were a boy? Was it

half as populous, half as bright?
Its noble line of houses so smiling,
the hill so gay, the flanking park
so trim? Not if you have come
to my time of life. If you have

you will agree that the difference

in a walk down Piccadilly then

and now is the difference between

entering the old-fashioned family

dining-room, with as much of its

furniture as possible modelled

upon some variety of sepulchral

urn, and stepping into the bril-

liant, flower-decked, flower-lighted

dining-room of to-day. No; nor

were there as many beautiful

young women to be seen, neither

were the ladies so beautifully
dressed, Now, on a sunny after-

noon hardly, however, as early in

the year as this you may see

between Apsley House and Bond
Street one of the proudest and

prettiest sights in the world; a

sight that speaks to the eye of life
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at its perfection of grace, loveli-

ness, vivacity, and careless ease.

A moving garden; fine young
horses drawing beautiful carriages,

and most of them loaded with what
at a little distance look like masses

of roses, and mayflower, and apple-

bloom, and iris, and laburnum,
and whatever delicate flowers such

artists as Mr Liberty's have learnt

to equal on the loom. Sunshine

there should be, for then the

parasols go up with their comple-
ment of colour and contribution

of shaie, and their movement as

if touched by lazy winds. Most

gentlemen from the country go to

see thia sight in the park, and so

do I
;
but not with complete satis-

faction. Flowers are not best

seen ranked in order at a flower-

show : beauty in beautiful attire

is least beautiful on parade. I

like better to see it in its crowding
triumphal cars amongst the cabs

and omnibuses just where I have

said; for there it has more of

reality and life, and there, too,

least of the vain procession of

pa>
r

?in^ shows.
" I must suppose, Mr Looker-on,

that you have too lofty an outlook

to condescend to the fashions. Yet

why not, when you consider that

no department of the Decorative

occupies so large a field, offers

more olenteous opportunities, or

absorb? so large a portion of the

fruits of industry. In any case,

you w 11 not object to hear from
a competent judge, as I consider

myself (being a great friend of

several Academicians and never
marrie

1),
that the fashions have

much improved. Distortion is no

longer the aim of women anxious
to plea 3e. The harvest of a quiet

eye includes the observation that

waists are allowed a nearer ap-

proach to what the harvester be-

lieves to be their true place and

proper contour; that young wo-

men's shoulders, to be graceful,
need not be squared and outrigged
as if to carry butcher's trays ; that

there are hopes of a return to

fewer and more flowing lines, and

certainly a taste for really beauti-

ful stuffs in tender colours and
not in new designs. I won't go
further, but can assure you that

there is an immense difference

for the better in some important

particulars ;
and Sir Edward

Poynter would tell you the same

thing. On the other hand, how-

ever, the comic style of coiffure
holds its own. The bun (you pro-

bably do not notice these things,
but I do and must, being cursed

with a sensitiveness that cannot

overlook them) the bun has gone
out

; but there is a prevalent ab-

surdity in shape of a loop or bight

standing up above the crown of

the head fearfully inviting to

crook a finger in, but apparently
intended to suggest that when the

lady isn't wanted she hangs up on
a nail. A similar arrangement
fills the beholder with unspeakable
distress : in place of the loop, a

close little knot, exactly imitating
the knob by which we lift the

lid of a kettle or take the cover

from an Indian jar. Inconceiv-

able as ornament, it seems too

barbarously meant for use.
" In this particular, I fancy, fine

ladies might take lessons from the

stage. And after seeing Miss Mil-

lard as Portia the other night, I

wondered whether the time that

used to be spent in the schoolroom

upon studied graces was at all ill-

bestowed. These young Junos
who are springing up about us,

and above us, is it enough to give
them up to the training of the

'cycle and the tennis-lawn 1 Vigour
is often grace always its best

foundation. Good. But there is

a grace that befits the field and
the grace that befits the dwelling ;
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and to descend a staircase beauti-

fully is as well worth the pains as

to look the goddess on a 'bike.'

Now you have seen a hundred

charming young women descend

a staircase, but not one in ten

(consider the perfection of which
the motion is capable) not one

in ten who could do it beautifully.
Yet nothing is more inviting to

the attempt, nor is anything in its

way more rewarding.
"When I came to town I deter-

mined to look about me for the

'Aubrey face' which, in one of

your chapters, you said was being

reproduced under their own tresses

by the ladies, or some of them;
their model being poor young
Mr Beardsley's most objectionable

drawings and the new-fashioned

posting bills. Only one such face

have I seen (you fancied the taste

would soon be dropped), and that

was at the play. Rememberin'g
that the Strand and Fleet Street

are more frequented than other

thoroughfares by literature, the

drama, and the minor arts, and

thinking that perhaps I might
there encounter a Miss Aubrey,
I made my way from Charing
Cross to Whitefriars on the sunni-

est day of this passing month of

April. No Aubrey face, Mr
Looker-on no, not one. With a

softening recollection, then, fare-

well to A. B. But before I got
to the Savoy (what a degenerating
Strand that is, by the bye) I gradu-
ally became aware of an entirely
new addition to the female popu-
lation of London.

"There was the ordinary foot-

passenger in her several varieties ;

and the no-passenger in her awful
lack of variety ; and these others,
with the aspect and carriage of a
new species. Young women, of

whom, I suppose, any half-dozen
would make an average age of

twenty-three; nicely dressed, but

The Looker-on: [May

with nothing flying; trim, and, in

spite of great differences, with a

certain conformity of cut and car-

riage about their attire more easily
discerned than described. Con-

formity rather in carriage than

anything else probably; for they
had the same set business-like gait,
the same intentness of direction,
the same look of education not
confined to ( the usual accomplish-
ments,' and the same air of busy
gravity about their young heads
that might remind you of beehives.

But if you prefer prose, you may
leave that comparison, and liken

these active serious young women
with, the steadier young men at

Mr Goodchild the banker's those

that wear spectacles and are most
anxious on busy days.
"Now who are these? They

certainly had no existence when
the average age of their mothers
was twenty - three. There was

nothing like them in the kingdom
then. Quite as distinctive, they
are newer to the public eye than
the extremely tall young women
whom we are not done wondering
at yet. No doubt they have been

accumulating in quiet corners for

a long while, and the formation of

a professional or sectional cachet

takes time. Here they are, how-

ever, and I suppose it is not diffi-

cult to account for them or the

cachet. These young ladies are

mostly in secretarial, journalistic,
literature - and - art employments.
Hundreds of people have secre-

taries now, I take it, who never

dreamt of such luxuries in our

fathers' day ;
if that can be called

a luxury which is really a need,
created by telegraphing, telephon-

ing, typewriting, and twelve posts

a-day. As for the journalism,
take a piece of smoked glass,

look through it at the publications
on the railway bookstalls, count
the number of ladies' magazines
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and journals if you have an hour

to spr.re, and you will come at the

secret of the new faces and figures
that pass you in Fleet Street and
the S;rand.

"
Anything to regret 1 Any dis-

mal portent to gather from these

grave faces and unlightsome

figures? None that I could

gather. Disappearance of girl-

ishness, to be sure, which is

matter for sighing; but yet it

seems a disappearance that can

be explained by absorption, if you
rightly understand me, Mr Looker-

on, instead of by destruction or

eviction as in other cases. Con-
sider a group of young actors and
actresses where they gossip at the

theatre doors of a morning, and
the difference becomes apparent.
It dot s not matter how good these

young people are : the finer spirit
of youthfulness, of girlishness, is

lost. It is gone, either by destruc-

tion or eviction
; probably to make

room for a professional spirit
which more than any other over-

runs and extirpates wherever it

invados.

"But now no more at present,
from your hearty well-wisher,

WlNTERLEY."

A most obliging letter, for which
thank? to Mr Winterley. He is

probably quite correct in his obser-

vatiers in Fleet Street and the

Strand; and if he is right, and if

Olive Schreiner is right, he de-

scribe; the pioneers of "a move-
ment which, without leaders or

instigi .tors
"
(we are quoting from

the lady now), "is taking its rise

from ond to end of the civilised

world." Like some vast tidal

wave,
"
silently gathering strength

as it swells in the ocean depths,
this movement will break at last

on tho shores of life, carrying all

before it
;
and whether for good or

evil, will accomplish a more radical

modification in human life than any
the world has witnessed since in

prehistoric ages the discovery of

fire or of letters modified all future

existence on the face of the globe."
Mr "Winterley will have to confess,
we fear, that he had no idea of all

this. In a stroll from Trafalgar

Square to Shoe Lane, he could dis-

cover "an entirely new addition

to the female population young
women with the aspect and car-

riage of a new species"; but with
no such eye as Miss Schreiner's for

the tremendous future of which

they are the forerunners. It is

certainly they and the likes of them
who start the movement so rap-

turously prophesied ;
for when Miss

Schreiner would describe "the
Woman's Movement of the cen-

tury," she finds that it must be
called " The Movement of a Vast

Unemployed."
How it is to work out to such

prodigious consequences as she

predicts, the world will be in-

formed, it appears, early in the

May-month of the present year.
So far Miss Schreiner leaves us

in the dark
;
but from numerous

delicate hints it may be presumed
this radical modification of human
life will be accomplished by a

revolution in the relations of the

sexes. Fulfilment, then, being
some thousands of years off, the

intermediate processes are what
concern us, and Mr Winterley
becomes more interesting than
Miss Schreiner. There is some-

thing vaguely pleasant in his ob-

servations, and nothing alarming,
if his theory of an "absorbed"

girlishness may be relied upon.

Though the exuberance of hope
and the joy of life be checked, it

does not matter much if they return

upon their sources within and there

remain snug. There is some doubt,
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however, as to how these mental

employments, clerical, secretarial,

journalistic, and the like, are

borne by the many women em-

ployed in them. Speed with exac-

titude, absolute punctuality at

frequently recurring crises (such
as post-time), may be achieved by
many ladies who write for the

periodical press, for example ;
but

with how much of suppressed

flurry, how much of inner wear

and tear, with how often a sudden

whir and whirl of the wheels

inside, as of the running down of

a clock *? This is what that brute

Manwould very much like to know,
most of him feeling a particular
distress at the thought of torn

fibre in the nerves and brain of

womankind.
A little book lately published,

'Journalism for Women, a Prac-

tical Guide,' the work of one who
is editor of a journal for women,
gives no comfortable answer to

these questions. He is evidently
a good-hearted editor, with every
desire and every reason to treat

his theme as becomes a gallant

gentleman ; and yet he gives such

an account of women journalists
in the general that we cannot but

suppose them an anxious and wor-

ried people, harassed by draw-
backs and incapabilities more
natural to woman than to man.
Lack of discipline, and a violent

inability to see the use of it, are

obstructions upon which they are

apt to bruise their tender knees.

Too often an inferior sense of

routine -
obligation plumps them

into hot water, every immersion

being a new surprise.
" A price-

less intensity of purpose
"

is asso-

ciated in the same person with an

unconquerable laxity of method in

production. The impotence of be-

coming part of the machinery of

a reputable publication is better

The Looker-on : [May

understood than the responsibility

thereby undertaken. " Some of

them seem to have a superstition
that a newspaper is an automaton,
and has a will-to-live of its own

;

that somehow it will appear, and

appear fitly, with or without man's
aid. They cannot imagine the

possibility of mere carelessness or

omission interfering with the reg-

ularity and integrity of its exist-

ence." It also appears fromMr Ben-
nett's book that many of these poor
ladies suffer torments from a forced

attention to details which yet for

ever baffle them such as "spelling,

grammar, and punctuation.
" Other

things we read, of which the up-
shot is that on this line of march
Miss Schreiner's " Movement of a

Vast Unemployed" has little of

the magnificent promise which she

sees in it. On the one hand there

is, no doubt, a prodigious demand
for light reading ;

on the other

hand, an enormously increasing
number of decently educated

women who, with half their time
on their hands or more, have no
sufficient income or none at all.

They have no call to journalism,
and probably far less qualifica-
tion for it than for dressmaking;
but as it seems a preferable way
of earning a little money, they
swarm to it accordingly. And
for the most part a perfectly
harmless thing it is to do. Just

what they are able to supply is

wanted by numberless little pub-
lications, the readers of which
are content to forget every line of

what is so painfully prepared for

them as soon as it is necessary to

resume the round of their own
thoughts. Like ninety -five hun-

dredths of the fiction writing in

which women are really adept, it

is an occupation less likely to

advance the world than is the

making of wholesome puddings or
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the construction of pretty bonnets ;

neither are its works more effective

for human happiness.
No doubt, however, these are

only parts of " the movement of

a vast unemployed"; and perhaps
there are other ways in which it

is destined to modify the whole

course of human life. Miss

Schndner will tell us of them.

But io far, if we except nursing,
the greater activity of women
has been nearly all with pen and

pencil, but especially the pen ;

and the result? The result has

been the production of a few fine

work* of fiction and, amongst
the rest, many that are excellent.

But taking the whole mass, and

leaving out of calculation the

books (Mrs Oliphant's, for ex-

ample ;)
which have nothing what-

ever t o do with the woman's move-
ment of the century, how does the

balance work out? To credit, so

much additional amusement, of

courso
;

but the question being
" a radical modification of human
life for good or evil," how much
has been contributed from this

source to the dignity of literature,
the elevation of sentiment, the

sweet ming of intercourse, the

strengthening and harmonising of

the common and unavoidable re-

lation* of life 1 Would it be fair

or not to say that " the movement
of a vast unemployed

" in this

field has been chiefly marked by
a poor competition in licence

licenc ) most daring with sacred

names and things sometimes, but
more often like that which drives

the d<inseuse to display upon the

stage lier
"
little kick so high

"
1

Riciiard Burton's three essays,
'The Jew, the Gypsy, and El

Islam,' are fortunate in timely
VOL. CLXIII. NO. DCCCCXCI.

publication. Curiosity about the

gypsies is never out of season, for

that matter, though why their

origin and character should have
so strong an interest for "the

general" is not very clear. It

was known that Lady Burton,
most romantic of wives, loved to

toy with the idea that Dick was
himself of gypsy blood. But she

was never able to give a reason

for thinking so, except that his

name was Burton, that there was
a -distinguished gypsy family of

that name, and that he had some-

thing of the look of a gypsy. An
Eastern look, an Arab look cer-

tainly as they may see who gaze

upon his perfect portrait by Leigh-
ton, which is also, for Leighton,
an almost incomprehensible piece
of painting, so strange is it to his

customary manner. In days of

old, whenever a man of towering
character or great and wild ability

appeared, the natural thing was
to suspect a pedigree from the

gods. In our time and country
we do ourselves the strange dis-

courtesy of seeking a strain of

foreign blood : no discourtesy,

however, to our hero, since the

implied assumption evidently is

that no one race is likely to pro-
duce such a creature without help
from the best of another. Now, to

confess, his worshipping wife was

suspected by at least one looker-on

of raising for Richard Burton a

shadowy gypsy ancestor in obedi-

ence to that idea
;
for it was his

adventure, his lawlessness, that she

was in love with more than his

learning. And though the editor

of these essays makes out that

Burton himself liked to be thought
a gypsy, the notion may be pretty

safely dismissed as romance. There

was a great deal of romance, and
romance of this character, in

Richard as well as Isabel Burton.

3c
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But if his much -veiled hint at

descent from the gypsies may be

disregarded, his belief that the

gypsies are Jats and came from
India is no less likely to be the

serious truth.

At the moment, however, the

study which most merits attention

is the one about the Jews. When
Mr Zangwill published his 'Dream-
ers of the Ghetto '

the other day,

many of us hurried to its perusal
in hope of aid in settling perturbed
and never very clear opinions.
His 'Children of the Ghetto*
admirable reading was the most

truly informing book on its subject
that we English had ever been
favoured with; and the anti-Jewish

rage having spread with amazing
rapidity from land to land after

that book was written, the an-

nouncement of 'Dreamers of the

Ghetto ' seemed to promise helpful

matter, vindicatory, explanatory,

apologetic, or what not. There-

fore the book was a disappoint-

ment, though not a disappointment
that we had a right to complain
of. If it is not the sort of good
thing that we hoped for, it is a

good thing all the same. There
are two or three beautiful pieces
in it, above all the first; though
others are rather poor, and sur-

prisingly studded with phrases
coined fifty years ago and long
since defaced. This is about the
last fault that Mr Zangwill could
have been supposed capable of,

but here it is. And by this time
he himself suspects, probably, that
the study of "The Primrose

Sphinx
"
might as well have been

left out. Better, perhaps ; for its

obvious, its almost avowed, shal-

lowness and uncertainty cloud the
confidence with which the rest of

the book should no doubt be read.

However, it is not to speak the

great praise and the little blame
deserved by

' The Dreamers of the

Ghetto' that we mention it, but
rather to ask Mr Zangwill for

something else ;
and this some-

thing else is also asked of him by
Sir Richard Burton's essay on the

Jew,
The Bed Beadel says in one of

the best of Mr Zangwill's studies,
" In what way is Israel dispersed ?

It seems to me that our life is

everywhere as hidden from the

nations as if we were all together
in Palestine." " You touch a great

truth," replies good Zussman Herz,
who has in manuscript a noble

dream for the conciliation of

Christendom. Yes ;
and in touch-

ing a great truth the Red Beadel

went near to touch the great com-

plaint which so many of the nations

are raising at present. Plainly

expressed, it amounts to this :

Live where they may, there the

Jews are a nation within the

nation; foreigners always, and

solely concerned to make what

they can out of the country
which is otherwise no concern

of theirs. Then the complaint
breaks up into a variety of details,

all of which are as well known
to every Christian as the Lord's

Prayer. The Continental nations

are a-roar with them again; and

my friendly suggestion is that

there must be better ways of

answering the outcry than are

usually followed. Perhaps silence

is the best answer of all
;
but if

not, then be it said that there is

no use in reciting the names of

Jews who have been great in

science, art, literature, govern-

ment, or even in recalling the

vast and beneficent influence of

Semitic dreaming and Semitic

thought. It does not touch : it

will not apply. Peoples with a

much shorter history have also a

long roll of noble names to boast,

but without imagining it capable
of palliating "the faults of the
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Dutch," or of the French ("tiger-

monkeys
"

they may be on occa-

sion all the same), or of our
own dear selves who are conceiv-

ably the thick-witted hypocritical
sons of a perfidious mother that

we fire sometimes taken for, not-

withstanding so fair a show of

poets and philosphers. But worse
than useless is another answer,
more often and confidently relied

upon namely, that if Jews
are open to this, that, and the

other reproach as citizens and

traders, it is but the natural con-

sequence of long ages of perse-
cution. I hope it is no offence

to say that this is rather a sicken-

ing answer. Christian or Jew,
what matters? The well-to-do
son of a well-to-do father basely
follows a base employment, and
the excuse is that his grandfather's

occupations were so abominably
limited by law that the old man
could but choose one of the worst.

Or suppose the poor son of a poor
father in the case, what then 1

Hfippily, we in this country are

quite untouched by Judenhetz,
and are likely to remain so

; but
there is a cant about this persecu-

tion-of-past-ages argument which,
since it often appears in English
print, should be carefully extin-

guished by English Jews. It is

much more likely to do them harm
than Sir Richard Burton's essay
is. He professes to have studied
the Jews and their history in

many lands, with such results

that M. Drumont himself can

hardly think worse of their more

abiding characteristics. And Bur-
ton's authority stands higher now
than at any time during his life ;

yet the children of Israel, these
in our midst, may comfort them-
selves a little with the thought
that his judgment on all subjects
was usually carried to extremes,
and that he fancied he had a

grudge. He seems to have be-
lieved that a Jewish intrigue of

revenge brought about his recall

from Damascus; but in that he
was probably mistaken. Burton's
rare specialities of knowledge
and character, his great general
ability, were well known at the

Foreign Office, and were valued

by the cautious gentlemen there

beyond all that he ever gave them
credit for; but he left them in

no need of hints from the Jews
of Damascus to doubt the con-

stancy of his discretion. Had he
been blessed with a little more
of that humdrum faculty, or had
his allowance of it been more firm

and consistent, he would not have
been denied the higher employ-
ment he was so bitterly dis-

appointed of.

The people that we are most
interested in just now are neither

the Jews, the gypsies, nor the

children of Islam. It is the

Russians that we are most curi-

ous about, and particularly about
the Russians in Eastern Siberia

and beyond. Therefore Mr Simp-
son's 'Side -Lights on Siberia*

is a most seasonable book
;
for it

has much to tell of the great
Siberian railway, and of all that

relates to that amazing work and
its probable consequences, political
and economical. As a mere piece
of engineering, it is imposing
evidence of the courage and
resource of Government enter-

prise in Russia. The work was
not long in contemplation before

it was resolved upon, despite its

great difficulties and enormous
cost. The total length of the

road along the main line, from its

starting-point at Tchelyabinsk to

Vladivostock, is over 7000 versts.

For convenience of working, it is

divided into seven sections; and
"
calculating the verst at two-

thirds of a mile, and the rouble
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at two shillings roughly," Mr
Simpson makes out a total length
of 4741 miles, and an estimated

cost of 34,700,000. The gravity
of the undertaking was enhanced

by the resolve to carry it out from

end to end with the utmost speed,
and yet in a thoroughly work-

manlike way. The thoroughness
is well seen in the bridges, many
of which are of great length, and
all are soundly built of iron.

There is one such bridge over the

Yenisei 3000 feet long; another,
over the Amoor, is to be 8400
feet long. Difficult tunnelling and

heavy embankment are not infre-

quent, and "
again one was im-

pressed by the extremely finished

nature of the work : thus the side

of the large brown embankment
was often covered with an infinite

number of small squares of turf,

each of which was held in position

by two little pegs of wood." In
1895 no fewer than 62,000 men-
navvies, carters, masons, carpen-

ters, riveters, and others were

employed on the line
; and we

may depend upon it that there

has been no relaxation of endeav-

our in 1898. The emigration
movement into Siberia next year

(1896) was enormous. It is not a

new movement. It seems to have

begun (cause undetermined) at the

end of the seventeenth century,
and to have gone on ever since.

In 1892 the number of eastward-

moving emigrants took a sudden

rise; and what with the general

encouragement afforded by the

railway, the particular induce-

ment of cheap fares (less than
a shilling per hundred miles),
and a generous scheme of land-

allotment, there was a rush in

1896 that swamped all prepara-
tion and subsided in misery. In one
month of that year two thousand

emigrants poured intoTchelyabinsk
every day. By this we may see

what Siberia will come to after a

while
;
for it is a land of plenty,

and the Government seems bent
on settling it handsomely. Not
on this subject alone is Mr Simp-
son interesting and informing.
The main purpose of his journey
was to view the Siberian convict

system at work, and learn the

actualities and probabilities of its

outcome. We have had much of

the same thing before
;
but in the

course of his inquiry he made out
more of the real magnitude, the
true inwardness, of political discon-

tent in Russia, and therewith tells

us more of the Russian revolution-

ary temperament, than may easily
be met with elsewhere

; though the

same impressions may be gathered
from Russian novels. The chap-
ters on "The Revolutionary Move-
ment " and "The Political Pris-

oner "
really enlighten. The first

of the two entirely confirms the

common, irresistible belief that the

autocratic system of government is

firmer now in Russia than at any
time since the Crimean war. The
whole revolutionary propaganda
notwithstanding, the Czar's au-

thority is as willingly accepted

by Russia's hundred and thirty
millions as the Pope's authority is

by the Roman Catholic Church.

Nearly every other Government in

continental Europe has weakened

visibly of late
;
the Czar's Govern-

ment has strengthened. Mr Simp-
son does not say this

;
but all that

he sees and describes with such

forcible simplicity witnesses to the

unexpected and significant change.
This is a great merit in him :

forcible simplicity. His descrip-
tions of the Siberian country, its

scenes and people, do not "
strike";

but as you come to the end of one

chapter after another, you find

yourself the possessor of a new
series of impressions stamped deep
in lasting colours.
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Is it a just opinion that there is

a groat revival of parasitical litera-

ture in these days ? By parasitical

nothing offensive is meant
;

it is

only a word for the studies of,

inquiries into, refurbishings of, re-

adjustments of, and the like, to

which every variety of author is

subjected by a large tribe of eager

microscopists. Partly, no doubt,
this is a market demand. Mono-

graphs are in request for the same

public that prefers
" selections

"
to

complete works, or must be con-

tent with them :
" introductions "

are called for to give distinction to

elegant cheap editions of books out

of cc'pyright but new to the present

generation ;
and the supply is a

useful commodity responsive to a

natural and wholesome demand.
But above that, in point of preten-

sion, is another supply, upon which
much of the taste and talent of the

time are proudly though waste-

fully exhausted. A clever man,
one who might really be better

employed, will fasten upon some
considerable author deceased, and

spend months upon the smallest

deta 1 relating to the dead man's

works, and years in research into

the (iarkest corners of his history
and character. It is good to know
how any distinguished man looked

and lived, and good to learn the

conditions amid which his day's
work was done. But it is enough
to know him as friend knows
friend ;

it is unnecessary, even

undesirable, possibly offensive, to

share the relationship and know-

ledge of his valet or his nurse.

Hence comes a destructive famili-

arity for which there is no com-

pensation, and yet the greater the

ravage the prouder the ravager of

the time and labour bestowed upon
the business. " No detail in the
life of Tomson, no side-light on the
character and career of that extra-

ordinary genius, can be considered

insignificant." This is the prin-

ciple from which the inquirer (we
will drop the ugly word "para-
sitical ") starts

;
but he may be

mistaken in thinking it lofty, and
it certainly is questionable. There

are, in fact, two opinions on the

matter, and maybe it isn't the

worst which decides that his de-

tails are rarely worth the pains he
was at to unearth them

;
or even

that, after spending six months in

tracking out his best discovery, he
could not have spent the next
six days more worthily than in

covering up its traces again. Can
it be of so much avail to know
why Tomson left his Ooram Street

lodgings in 1883, and what was
the quarrel with his landlady ? And
though the solution of these mys-
teries was followed by the dis-

covery that Tomson's first meeting
with the equally unhappy Budge
was not under an archway, but at

an a la mode beef-shop in the Old

Bailey, the importance of these

revelations was stretched over-

much when a new edition of Tom-
son's works was founded on them.

For my own part, I am even

sorry to hear the young voice of

Mr George Wyndham in the re-

newed hubbub about Shakespeare's
Sonnets and the identity of Mr
W. H. Another bout of inquiry
into the authorship of the Letters

of Junius would be more profit-

able, and at the same time less

hurtful. There are the Sonnets.

Anybody who chooses may browse

amongst their matchless beauties,

leaping at whatever checks, skirt-

ing whatever repels, and keeping
what measure of silence he may
think needful to preserve his

reputation for good taste. It is

a silence of which there is a great
deal. Take a vote by ballot on
the point, and you will find that

there are many more of Mr
Browning's faction than choose
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to acknowledge it. And there

are the Sonnets, for all the pleas-
ure they can give. But as to the

identity of Mr W. H.,
" the onlie

begetter" of them, it is of extremely
little consequence. If he was not

one young man he was another

young man
;
and whether he was

the one young man or the other

is so small a matter that it may
perfectly well be let alone, as

Mr Browning would have recom-

mended.
It is to be hoped that there will

be no Burns Literature after the

Percy Bysshe and Harriet pattern.
For a melancholy moment some
likelihood of it did appear, for

Burns's life offers many attractions

for sifting inquirers. But then,

again, there was a want of in-

trigue, an absence of light and

shade, a lack of nuance about
Burns's amours, uncompensated by
anything of a very harrowing de-

scription. The ' Letters of Robert
Burns and Mrs Dunlop,' now pub-
lished in full for the first time

(William Wallace, editor), are

quite harmless, though very pleas-
ant reading. They exhibit Burns,
indeed, as a rather dull and formal
letter-writer to ladies with whom
he is not in love, but that is the
whole worst of it. Mrs Dunlop's
letters fill the larger space by far,

and perhaps there was no need to

print so many of them
;
but they

are always engaging from their

inexhaustible kindness, their in-

genious candour and complete sin-

cerity. Burns had a good friend

in this lady, as he knew
; though

he did sometimes tire of her per-
sistent mothering of his muse,
and her tears when it slipped
into naughtiness.
A good piece of biography, and

remarkable for its great unlikeness
to the usual thing in that way, is
* Admiral Duncan,' written by
the Earl of Oamperdown. Duncan

entered the navy in 1746
;
he left

it in 1 800 : this is his history ;
and

it is almost wholly confined to the

part he played in the blockade of

the Texel, the battle of Camper-
down, and the naval mutiny of

1797. Lord Camperdown has ad-

mitted nothing else that could be

conveniently dispensed with, and
left out nothing that could

properly explain or illustrate

these the chief events in Dun-
can's career. There was a time
when this way of writing a Life

would not have seemed at all

remarkable. Now it has a sur-

prising air of novelty ;
and it is so

engaging that it may even be
followed by intending biographers.
In effect it is not unlike the Bio-

graphical Edition of Thackeray's
works. The handling of the

mutiny, the long watching and
ultimate smashing of the Dutch

fleet, were Duncan's works
;
and

only so much of his personal

history as is needful to set forth

those works is suffered to attend

them.

When the author of '

Vanity
Fair' forbade the publication of

any Life and Letters of William

Makepeace Thackeray, I wonder
whether he considered how beauti-

fully and how blamelessly the thing
could be done. But I forget. He
died in 1863. The injunction
which some applaud and many re-

gret was spoken a year or two

before, I believe, on sudden provo-
cation : he had just read or was

reading a biography rich in the

biographer's most hateful faults.

At the least, then, thirty-five years

ago, when what we know might
be done with a Life and Letters of

William Makepeace Thackeray
could not have been so manifest as

it is to-day. Time passes, ripening
as well as ruining, though that we
are apt to forget ;

and therefore it
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is easy for us to make out that

Thackeray had of his own house-

hold two scribes who could have
made of his life a beautiful

book, with not one of the bio-

grapher's faults. Mrs Richmond
Ritchie is his daughter, and Mr
Leslie Stephen his son-in-law.

Could heart desire or omni-

science discover a more perfect

partnership for the book that will

some day be written not half so

well ? Knowledge of every step
of "W. M. T.'s

"
way through the

world," eye-witness of his carriage
over the ups and downs of the

journey, acquaintance with the

friends and enemies he fell in

with, record of its bleaker and its

sunnier days, admission, as much
as could be offered or employed, to

the inner world of brain and breast

these and suchlike advantages
the partnership would have in

measure beyond compare. But

only, of course, to go upon to go

upon in the right way ; they being
the last persons in the world to

make any approach to the detest-

able errors which alarmed Thack-

eray. For the rest, no need to

speak of literary qualification.
Here it is, at its very best for

such a task
;
whether you ask for

taste, insight, judgment, critical

skill, or an animated and charming

propriety of style. Nor is there

any lack of provender. We know
what Thackeray's letters are like ;

and there is good store of them,
over and beyond the precious

treasury of letters to his mother
which Mrs Ritchie has lately
drawn upon. Moreover, there is

a choice collection of letters to

himsolf from all manner of im-

portant and interesting people

enough to make the fortune of two
books of biography, at the least.

These, however, are not our

grapes that hang so high; and,

looking up to them, we should

dutifully suppress every feeling
but gratitude for whatever share

may be allowed to us. And if

there is to be no such Life and
Letters as might be, there is a
new edition of Thackeray's novels

which, if the series may be judged
from the first volume, will do very
well instead. In this edition each
novel is to have a biographical
introduction by Mrs Ritchie, in

which all that relates to the writ-

ing of the story, its characters, its

fortunes, and so forth, will be
drawn from its author's letters and

memoranda, andfrom his daughter's
recollections. In all, there will

be thirteen volumes. If each of

these contains a chapter equal for

biographic interest to that which

prefaces
'

Vanity Fair,' we may be

content. Even if there be less to

say of some of the later novels

(though there should be plenty
when we come to the shorter

stories, which were all written in

Thackeray's earlier day), no edition

will compare with this. In it we
shall have the whole of Thackeray's

literary history, from the time

when, a boy at Charterhouse, he

began to make plans for stories,

to the sad night when his delight-
ful genius was extinguished. One

thing Mrs Ritchie will never be

able to tell us. She will never be

able to explain why this intelligent

British public, with the ' Paris

Sketch-book' and half-a-dozen other

samples of his quality before it,

was so long in finding out her

father's extraordinary gifts,
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BRITISH INTERESTS IN THE FAR EAST.

IN looking back on articles that

have appeared in the periodical
Press on the Far East, one some-

times observes a certain tone of

apology for introducing so unin-

teresting a subject to British

readers. Editors and publishers
have naturally been shy of such

unprofitable
"
copy," fully justified

by the frigid reception accorded

by the public to the really im-

portant information which, not-

withstanding these discourage-

ments, has found its way into

English literature during the past

forty years. It is only in their

own country, however, that the

prophets have been without hon-

our. They have sometimes had
the mortification to see their reflec-

tions, which fell on deaf ears at

home, eagerly studied abroad, and
monitions addressed in vain to

their countrymen caught up by
rivals and turned against them.
The very latest work on the Far

East, for example, that of Mr
Valentine Chirol, special corres-

pondent of the '

Times,' promptly
translated into German, has passed
through three editions in that

language, while a single issue

satisfies the appetite of its English
readers. We have heard of articles

in '

Maga
'

itself being telegraphed
from Peking to St Petersburg, for
fear they might have escaped the

vigilance of the Asiatic Intelli-

gence Department there. Thus
it comes about that the people
who possess the richest first-hand

sources of information make the
least use of it, and are in reality
the least informed. It is this

chronic indifference to their in-

terests that weighs down the re-

solution of the British people, and
clogs the energy of their leaders.

It is no wonder, therefore, that

the British public receives a fresh

shock at every new stage of a

natural development of events,
and then shouts for spasmodic
action to make up for habitual

neglect. What has occurred

recently in China has been long
foreseen by all who marked the

trend of contemporary history ;

so much so, that one gets wearied
with the sameness of the warnings
which have been uttered by a suc-

cession of political writers. Not-

withstanding all that has happened
since, what was written forty years

ago fits our present circumstances

almost as if written yesterday.
Take the following by way of

example :

" China has long been impotent.
Eussia has within the last few years,

by force or diplomacy, appropriated
half the province of Manchuria, the
ancient patrimony of the reigning
dynasty, and with it the command of

the river Amur. If this other great
Leviathan . . . has not yet swallowed
the whole empire, it can only be that,

great as are its capacities, there are

limits imposed by nature to the

powers of deglutition and digestion in

the largest boa-constrictor or preda-

tory animal yet discovered. In the

meantime the danger is more immedi-
ate and menacing to Europe than to

China, perhaps ;
for Eussia has at

Sakhalin, the mouth of the Amur, and
the adjoining coasts of the Western
continent laid the foundation for a

position as menacing to European
commerce as any now existing at the

opposite extremity in the Baltic.

Stretching with giant arms across the

whole breadth of Northern Asia and

Europe from fastnesses at each end,
Asiatic hordes, directed by Western

genius and science, are held in leash,

ready to let slip over the fair and
fertile south of both continents. The
wealthiest regions of both Europe
and Asia are at once threatened by
this modern colossus. . . . China,

India, and the kingdoms of Southern
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Europe form but the three different

stages of invading progress. Long
before the whole of such a gigantic
schem 3 of rule and conquest can have

its accomplishment in China the most

helpless as well as the richest of all

the viatims Eussia will be enabled

to reap the first-fruits and take instal-

ments of the larger and more distant

spoil, by controlling the trade of

Northern China and the rich Euro-

pean i;rade so recently developed in

its seas." 1

The opinion of so clear- and far-

sighted an observer, matured by
forty years' added experience, ought
to carry great weight, and we are

able to supplement the earlier de-

liverance just quoted by a brief

summary of the situation from the

same pen, of a date as recent as

December 1896. It occurs in a

private letter :

"In China there is a far larger
Eastern question in view with Eussia
and France in possession to our detri-

ment :han what is occupying us at

Constantinople. An open port for

Eussia and a railroad across Eussia,
and the French scheming for our
commc rce in the Indo-Chinese penin-
sula, the whole situation is full of

danger to all our interests in China.

Another Sebastopol in the Pacific

as in the Black Sea, and Eussia
armed at both flanks for attacks

open or covert, there are evil days
to com e !

"

"Evil days" indeed, if not duly

prepared for
;
but evil turned to

good if, thus forewarned, we take

arms against a sea of troubles, and

by opposing end them.
The central fact in the present

situation in the Far East is the

forfeiture by Great Britain of the

leading role in China by deliberate,

and, a.", we have always considered,

cowardly abdication in 1894, a

second time in 1895, with con-

tinuous backing down ever since,

until Government was checked in

its retrogression by a murmur of

discontent from the country. The

position into which we have by
these means fallen involves three

leading consequences : (1) The

ascendancy of Russia over China,
and the loosening of the bonds
which hold the Chinese empire to-

gether; (2) the repression of British

commerce
;
and (3) the menace to

India and all our Eastern posses-
sions from having directed against
them the massive resources of

China, industrial, economical, and

eventually military.

Simple as the statement of

them may sound, these three fac-

tors constitute one of the gravest

conjunctures in our whole history.
The conditions of comparison are

of course wanting ;
but in point of

importance to our national well-

being we should be inclined to say
that since the loss of the American
colonies no such blow has been

sustained by the British empire as

that which is symbolised in the

Russian occupation of Port Ar-

thur. For that transaction does

not stand by itself
;

it is only the

tangible evidence, plain to the

least imaginative, of the immense
revolution which has recently oc-

curred in the Far East. The
blow is only not felt because no

gunpowder has been burned over

it, nor even harsh or menacing
words employed. We took it lying
down. But mortal injuries sel-

dom cause immediate pain, while

the absence of acute sensation

may sometimes be the most dan-

gerous symptom. That same re-

moteness in space which has shut

out the subject of the Far East

from popular consideration, which

has for many years hindered

those who had a message to de-

liver on the subject from obtain-

ing a hearing, continues still to

hide from our view the full bear-

ing of the events which are trans-

Sir Rutherford Alcock in 'Bombay Quarterly Eeview,' 1855.
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piring there; to such an extent

indeed that it is difficult to repre-
sent the case as it actually stands

without an appearance of exag-

geration. What is at stake is

not only our commerce with the

Far East and its vast undeveloped

potentialities, a commerce whereon

hangs the wellbeing of our working

population (and through them of

our idle population), but our

Eastern empire itself, the foun-

dations of which are being sapped

by the combined manoauvres of

Russia and France.

For should it come to pass that

China, with her millions and her

material resources, instead of form-

ing a barrier against invasion,

became, under the guidance of

hostile Powers, the very vehicle

of invasion, then it would be a

mere question of time and oppor-

tunity when India must fall under
the universal domination. When
we find an Emperor of China tele-

graphing to a Tsar of Russia of an
alliance between them the word
which the French found it so hard
to extract during the festivities of

last summer must we not admit
that the crisis in the fate of the

empire which our statesmen have

philosophically relegated to the

dim and distant future has already
arrived ? Time has been fore-

shortened with a vengeance;
events have rushed like an armed
man upon us, mainly, let it not be

forgotten, because we took no

steps to retard their march; and
we are now face to face with an

emergency which, with rational

prevision on our part, might have
been staved off for at least a gen-
eration longer.
The question is, however, What,

in the actual circumstances in

which we find ourselves, is the

practical problem presented to us,
and what are the means available

for its solution ?

The problem is to re-establish

something of the position we held

in China up till that portentous

year 1894, and to turn that posi-
tion to more fruitful account than
we ever did before. It is no
child's play, for ten times the

energy will not suffice to recover,
that would have enabled us to

retain that position. The mere

disparity of effort need not appal
us, however, seeing that it was

only vis inertice that failed us be-

fore. Still it is not certain that we
shall succeed. But, successful or

not, the way of salvation lies in

making the effort. We survived
the loss of the colonies, and, if a

hundred years have not taken
the heart out of our people, we
shall also survive our eclipse in the
Far East.

But we should miss the due

appreciation of our reverse in

China, as well as our means of

recovery, if we treated it as an
isolated phenomenon. It forms
but an incident in the world-wide
contest in which we are engaged,
of which commercial competition
is the most familiar expression.
We cannot deal effectively with

any part of that great contest

without so reforming our methods
as to merit success over the whole
field. We have to discover and

frankly acknowledge what it is

that causes us to be distressed in

this general outbreak of competi-
tion while our rivals are so buoy-
ant. If we examine our forces and

equipments closely, we believe that

one weak thread will be found to

run through the entire web of them,

giving the clue to the whole mys-
tery. It is simply the false sense

of security induced by past success.

The stimulus to exertion slack-

ened when the nation, like a

private citizen, had made its for-

tune. The vices of the rich have
been sapping our enterprise, as

luxury softens the animal tissues.

But while we miss the bracing
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effects of struggle, our rivals, who
have their way still to make, are in

the full enjoyment of that advan-

tage, sind are strung up to fighting-

pitch. Much of the talent and

energy which in other days were,
and in other countries are, de-

voted to the production of wealth

are now absorbed in the manipula-
tion of accumulated money, which,
like gambling, produces nothing,
and merely shifts the counters

from one pocket to another. So
far afc the national wealth goes,
this process is worse than barren

;

for though the possession of wealth

gives power for the time being of

a certain sort, it also entices en-

terprise away from the creative

sources of that power. In that

sense it is barren and unfruitful.

If we are not much mistaken,
our national diplomacy is weak-

ened by causes which have a good
deal of affinity with those which
are so menacing to our industrial

position. If it is not exactly suc-

cess, it is an easy-going confidence

in laiisez-aller that renders our dip-

. lomacy as much of an anachronism
as is our meeting commercial in-

vasion by hiding behind the shield

of Cobden and the statisticians.

We are as much out of date as if

to put the case moderately we
were to go out to meet breech-

loading with muzzle-loading guns.
No doubt it is aggravating that

the Powers with whom we have to

deal siould be so sharp ;
but to call

them so, as the newspapers some-

times do, is as helpless a cry as

the n<ius sommes trahis which we
still remember. In diplomacy, as

in all other concerns, we must take

the world as we find it, and adapt
our tactics to the actuality of

things, our armour to the weapons
of tho assailant, our weapons to

his armour. To persevere as we
have been doing with the methods
of monopoly in an age of competi-
tion to use an apt phrase which

is becoming popular must prove
ruinous in every sphere of our
national life.

To get once more on even terms
with other nations, it is clear that

we must have motives as strong as

theirs, and such motives are not

to be artificially acquired. Self-

inflicted penance for self-consum-

ing souls ;
but a self-denying ordi-

nance for a nation does not belong
to the domain of the practical.
As we cannot divest ourselves of

our prosperity, we cannot by any
collective effort put ourselves back

to the condition of stress and

struggle whence alone we might
be furnished with adequate motive
for exertion. But if we lose our

advantages by neglect, as we seem
not unlikely to do, the motive,
which is essential to a successful

contest, may come unbidden. If

nothing short of a cataclysm will

shake us out of the ruts in which
our wheels are moving, then even

a cataclysm might not be an un-

mixed evil. The only comfort we
can draw out of the present crisis

in our Far Eastern relations so

surprising to the community is

that it may possibly serve as the

alarum-bell to awake the country
from a long and profound sleep,

the signal for a real national re-

vival. It does not seem as if any-

thing less would save us, for what
is true of the Far East is no doubt

more or less true of the rest of

the world. Events have demon-
strated that while our policy in

China has been absolutely correct

in its aim to save that empire
from disturbance our method of

procedure has been erroneous, since

it has brought her to the verge of

dissolution. And this solely from

inadvertence, neglect, wilful blind-

ness to the light of day. If we
are at last driven to emulate her

spoilers and take a hand in the

partition of China, it will set

the stamp of complete failure upon
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our whole policy during thirty-
seven years, and will, moreover,
be a calamity for this country.
The measures we have recently

taken to redress the balance against
us in the Far East may be judged
from two separate standpoints :

either on their specific merits, or

as indications of a radical change
in our general Far Eastern policy.
Crude and hasty though they ap-

pear to be, if they are the first-

fruits of true repentance, the pre-
cursors of a new era in our re-

lations with China, the symbols
of a determination to restore the

influence of Great Britain in the

Far East, we need not scrutinise

the details too strictly. But if, on
the other hand, they are sporadic
efforts to strike a temporary bal-

ance, the measures in question can

only be pronounced to be vanity
of vanities.

Let us, as the papers say,
" take

stock
"
of the concessions we have

obtained from China by way of

set-off against the solid acquisi-
tions of other Powers. Premising
that concessions in kind would be
of no advantage to us, the case

is clear that to take province for

province would precipitate the dis-

memberment of China, the very
catastrophe which it should be our

primary object, as it is our primary
interest, to avert. To be of solid

value, therefore, concessions must
be for us and all mankind. One
such we have undoubtedly obtained
in the opening of the inland water-

ways to steam, the desideratum of

thirty years, a privilege rich in

prospective benefit to Chinese and

foreigners alike, provided that it

be not rendered nugatory by re-

strictive regulations, or through
the failure of the British Govern-
ment to support pioneers, which
has in times past turned promis-
ing enterprises to naught. Who
knows, indeed, but this new scheme,
judiciously fostered, may be one of

[May

the means of that transfusion of

healthy blood into the veins of the

anaemic empire which is perhaps
its last hope of prolonged organic
existence.

Our Government, however, takes

credit for other concessions, of

which two, so far from being such,
are only hostages given by us to

our rivals. It was evident even
to the man in the street that the

nebulous arrangement respecting
the Yang-tze valley, and to the

more thoughtful that the agree-
ment to keep a British successor

to Sir Robert Hart in the post
which he has filled with so much
distinction at the head of the

Chinese Customs, were snares laid

for us by our astute opponents.
Nor had we long to wait before

discovering the use which our
smart neighbours, the French, were

likely to make of the precedents
thus gratuitously supplied to them.
In accepting such two-edged con-

cessions, we committed ourselves

to the defence of outposts which,
if we are strong, needed no de-

fence, and, if weak, are inde-

fensible. In both cases our action

was supererogatory, which is syn-

onymous with mischievous. A
diplomatist recently remarked to

the writer that Russia must laugh
in her sleeve at our ingenuous-
ness.

By universal consent an open
port in the rich central province
of Hunan would be substantial

advance towards the commercial

development of China. But we
are unable to appreciate the im-

portance which is in some quarters
attached to the opening of Yochow,
which, though an outpost of Hunan,
is a town on the Yangtze river

which foreign steamers have been

passing for years in their voyages
between Hankow and Ichang. As
a step towards the opening up of

the heart of the province, Yochow

may be deemed serviceable, but
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scarcely, we should think, on its

own merits.

The remaining concessions of

treaty ports, Funing on the coast

of Fu-Kien and Chingwan on the

west ooast of the Gulf of Leaotung,

though in no sense concessions to

us, ar 3 still measures taken by China
herself to guard those ports from
seizure by any of the predatory
Powers

;
and that such a pre-

servative measure should have
been adopted in consultation with
Greai: Britain is of the happiest

augury for the re - establishment

of good relations as well as for the

conservation of what is left of

Chinose territory.
On the "assurances" we are sup-

posed to have received from this

and the other Power we would
not waste a single word, further

than to say that, whether oral or

written, whether positive or hypo-
thetical, they are equally and en-

tirely worthless
;
and it is one of

the most ominous symptoms of

our political condition that any
British Government should be re-

duced to hang the interests of our

empire on such gossamer filaments

as these. The St Petersburg
muddle, which formed the weakest
feature in Mr Balfour's speech be-

fore Easter, is of itself enough to

put that class of national security
out of court for ever. Had there

been an inquisitive parliament in

that capital we might possibly have
learned more on this subject than
is likely to appear in blue-book

form, perhaps that the designs on
Port Arthur were not completed
without the Russian Government

having imagined itself to have
assurance that no obstacle would
be thrown in its way from any
quarer. Assurance clinched by
the mailed fist, that is "business."

Let the "assurances" then go the

way of the "open door" and

"equality of opportunity," which
as pious dogmas have served their

turn, but never had any working
relation to any practical interest

of ours.

Of the naval port of Wei-hai-

wei, of which we are reported to

have got a contingent lease, it is

useless to speak in the present
state of our knowledge as to the

ulterior intentions of her Majesty's
Government with regard to the

position. Our claim to this harbour

may mean much or little, accord-

ing to the use which is to be made
of it; but in the meantime the

mere assertion of it has served the

good purpose of announcing to the

world that there is a limit to the

abnegation of Great Britain. Had
some such step nay, something
vastly simpler and less compromis-
ing been taken a month or two

earlier, it seems obvious that no
such desperate, and perhaps costly,

remedy would have been forced

upon us, for the emergency which
alone can justify the acquisition of

the port would not have arisen.

A similar comment unfortunately

applies to everything we may now
be able to do : it is at the best but

buying back at a high price what
was ours for nothing. Having
neglected to choose our own line

of action when the choice was ours,

we have now no alternative but to

adopt such procedure as the policy
of other Powers may impose on us.

We have lost the lead, and must
submit to having our hand forced.

No British statesman would ac-

cept territorial or administrative

responsibility in China except
under unavoidable necessity. The

Yangtze valley, and indeed as

much more as we desired, was

easily ours thirty years ago. So
obvious a prize was it that some of

the representatives of annexing
Powers reported to their Govern-

ments as a certainty that Great

Britain, would take possession of

Shanghai, and thus control the

rich Yangtze valley. But the
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statesmen who then guided our Im-

perial destinies were proof against

any such seduction; the notion

of it presented itself to their mind
as the dream of a madman. We
do, nevertheless, possess Shanghai,
and in a far more vital sense

;
we

fill the arteries of its trade with
our merchandise. Our position

there, as indeed in China gener-

ally, is ideal, yielding the maxi-
mum result at the minimum of

cost to this country. No im-

provement could be suggested ex-

cepting extension of the status

over a wider field. Our mode of

expansion being historically op-

posed to that of the Powers who
are maiming China, who love terri-

tory and dominion first and com-
merce afterwards, it can never

console us for the dismember-
ment of that empire to be offered

a share in the spoil.

Those who with a light heart

imagine that they can carve out

the Chinese dominion as if it were
a Christmas cake merely because

the empire is without military

strength, may discover before the

end of the day that they reckon
without their host, like a bear

seeking honey in a beehive. It

is an unknown region on which

they are entering, where something
more than the mining engineer
and the theodolite are wanted to

ensure perfect success
;
and there

will be some lessons to be learned
in the next few years which may
not be the less valuable to us that

they are learned at our neighbours'

expense. Our German cousins may
begin to perceive that they have

given hostages to the Powers in

planting their flag on Chinese terri-

tory. When the first glamour of

the exploit is over they may dis-

cover that they have gone far

afield to seek glory not unmixed
with trouble, and may then realise

that the British policy of keeping
China alive and of opening her
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resources to the commercial world

was, after all, not such a bad one.

It would indeed be a strange out-

come of the imbroglio, but one

quite in accord with the usual

irony of events, if the false step of

Germany should lead eventually
to the perception of a common
interest with England in saving
the remnants of China

; and that

Kiao Chou should thus become
the pivot of pan -Teutonic re-

sistance to the irruption of the

Northern hordes.

The Far Eastern question is so

large that it will always afford

room for many points of view and

many focal distances. Those who
look through the long telescope
at the effect which events in

China must eventually produce on
the stability of our empire in

India may have little in common
with those who through a pocket
lens count the number of threads

in a square inch of calico. But
the average citizen, with natural

eyesight, standing midway between

them, may be privileged to per-
ceive that the line of the near and
the far absolutely coincide, like the

radii of concentric circles. What
makes for the immediate makes
also for the remote result; the

bricklayer and hodman work in

harmony with the design of the

architect.

Leaving aside questions of high

strategy, there is both scope and

reward enough for all the construc-

tive energy we can spare for the

Par East. China is a great com-

mercial field, which it is our duty
to possess, and in order to possess
we must occupy. By no other

title shall we ever hold our place

there, or deserve to hold it. The

reversionary interest in theYangtze

valley has been tacitly reserved for

us by the partitioning Powers, on

the single ground of the large
amount of British capital invested
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in Shanghai. Such is "effective

occupation
"

in the commercial

sense. To many persons in this

counory trade with China signifies

little more than the sale of Man-
chester cottons; but that is only
because the resources of the coun-

try have not as yet oeen utilised.

Free communication by steam will

open out new possibilities, communi-
cation by rail would open many
more; and if suitable regulations
are made for the exploitation of

minerals, and for the organisation
of industry on a large scale, there

.is no reason why channels should

not be open for the profitable in-

flux of large amounts of British

capital and industry into the pro-
vinces of China. For this, how-

ever, the co-operation of Govern-
ment is needed. The sale of grey

shirtings at the treaty ports may
be safely left to the "individual

initiative" of the merchants, but
ventures in the interior will re-

quire special sanction and protec-
tion

;
and it is towards this point

that public opinion should push the

Government. Assuredly it needs

pushing, for what is now required
of it is a change of front. Hither-

to the Government has been the

monitor of traders rather than the

promoter of trade; it would not
touch the unclean thing. The
trader has always been obnoxious
to the official caste. In the

days of monopoly, when British

trade progressed by its own
momonturn, Government obstruc-

tion did not visibly ^affect the

volume of it. Now all that is

changed. Competition challenges
us boldly at every point, and is now
directed by energetic foreign Gov-
ernments. Every one but our own
has i lade itself the partisan of its

traders not only of "trade "
in the

abstract while ours has been con-

tent with collecting statistics and

printing reports. The innovation
is noo agreeable from the aesthetic
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point of view, and we could find

it in our hearts to wish that these

busybodies of foreign Governments
had left manufacturers, merchants,
and adventurers to their own de-

vices, as a respectable old Govern-
ment like our own does. But
since they have chosen to descend
into the dusty arena to back their

men, it seems as if we must do

something of the same sort or sub-

mit to seeing our men beaten.

Hitherto our Government has glori-
fied trade while persecuting the

trader ;
henceforth it must support

the trader in order to augment
the trade. The general public can

scarcely realise the revolution this

involves.

It has long been notorious

that British merchants and resi-

dents in partibus have laboured

under disadvantages such as no
other nationality has had to en-

dure, owing to the treatment they

respectively receive from consuls

and officials. The illegal exactions

which are levied on British trad-

ers in China are in many cases not

levied from Germans or French, be-

cause the consuls of the latter two

protect them,while no British consul

protects his nationals. When the

present minister to Peking showed
a sympathy with the struggling
trader which his predecessors had
never shown, it was hoped that

such easily remedied grievances
would have ceased. Not so, how-

ever. The very latest reports show
them to be as serious as ever.

Consuls themselves admit the fact

that British traders are heavily
discriminated against in their com-

petition with foreign rivals, but

they acquiesce in it as if it were

a decree of fate which was no
concern of theirs. The remedy is

simple; it lies with the Foreign
Office. It is to introduce into

the consular service in China a

different criterion of merit from

that heretofore in force a dia-
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metrically opposite criterion, in

fact.

Unfortunately this obvious

remedy for crying abuses neces-

sitates first of all reform in the

Foreign Office itself, for the

servant is not greater than his

master. When the trunk is hol-

low what is to be expected of the

boughs and twigs 1 Thanks to

one or two vigorous agitators,
some light has been thrown into

the dark recesses of the War
Office. Recent exposures to cite

only the debate in Parliament on
the rising of the House before

Easter show the Foreign Office

to be in perhaps a worse condi-

tion. It is the one department
of Government whose doings are

as inscrutable to the public as the

workings of a mole, and where con-

sequently degeneration is allowed

to go on unchecked. Compare
the establishment of to-day with
what we remember it to have
been in the days of Palmerston
and Hammond, and what a fall is

there ! We have had from time
to time inquiries into the Civil

Service, into Consular and Diplo-
matic establishments, and so forth;
but they occupied themselves with

secondary questions such as the

pecuniary cost, while the essential

question is not how much officials

receive, but what they do for their

pay. Neither does the cost, other
than pecuniary and direct, come
within the purview of the auditor
or the critic. An inefficient

Foreign Office may, however, cost

the country what, if commutable
into money, would appal the tax-

payer. This latest incident of the
Far East, for example, as its first

and least evil, has saddled the

country with a permanent outlay,
which will swell the national

budgets for as many years as
there shall remain a Chancellor of
the Exchequer in England.

There is not only justification,

[May

therefore, but the most cogent
reason for the country to supple-
ment what is lacking in the initia-

tive of Government in guarding
and advancing British interests in

distant countries. It has been
made perfectly clear of late that

Government waits for an impetus
to be applied by the country : it

is not an ideal of governing ;
but

as it seems to be the natural out-

come of modern political develop-
ments, we must make the best of

it, and take what care we can that

the interests of the empire do not
fall between two stools. The task

before us will tax the full energies
of both Government and people,
and we cannot afford to leave

any unfilled gaps in their mutual

co-operation.
The prospect of commercial ex-

pansion in China has aroused a

larger degree of interest in other

countries than in our own
;
and it

is important to observe the pre-

parations that our neighbours are

making to avail themselves of the

new openings. Russia has naturally
distanced all competitors both in

the grandeur of her conceptions
and in the vigour of their exe-

cution. She has, in fact, the

double merit of discovering a new
world of economic opportunity and
of immediately occupying it.

While other Powers hang on the

fringe she plunges into the heart

of things, grafting her foreign

energy on native stock and trans-

fusing its prolific sap into her own
substance. The first exhibition of

the new commercial strategy was
the Russo-Chinese Bank, created

in 1895 ; the second was the

Eastern Chinese Railway Com-

pany, which is to construct and to

manage the Manchurian lines.

These are pure Russian under-

takings under Chinese figure-
heads. The nominal president is

liberally subsidised, which is about

all the connection he has with
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the undertaking, and charters are

granted by the Emperor of China.

This device is identical with the

"leise" fiction, which saves ap-

pea -ances by allowing the Chinese

flag to fly alongside the Russian

at Port Arthur, as at Kirin
;

it provides for the resources of

China passing into the effective

possession of Russia without losing
its Chinese label. By this simple

yet ingenious contrivance the

favoured-nation clause in treaties

is quietly circumvented, for con-

cessions to a native syndicate need
not afford ground of claim by any
foreign Power. Such at least is

the intention of the arrangement,
if the other parties concerned will

submit to it. These hermaphrodite
agencies for exploiting China sup-

plement in a peculiar and most
effective manner the military and

political grip which Russia now
possesses of the vital centre

;
and

backed up as both of them are by
an active propaganda well fur-

nished with the sinews of war, the

RusKianisation of China will pro-
ceed apace, unless some obstacle

retards it.

The French have aspired to

follow the Russian lead without
the Russian advantages, for they
lack both the capacity and the

large -heartedness for such masterly
combinations. Perhaps they also

lack the pecuniary means which
an absolute Government disposes

of, for such schemes are not de-

veloped without generous outlay.
But lihe French have proved them-
selves exceedingly tenacious of

their schemes
;
and it will go hard

if, b) one means or another Bel-

gian syndicate or Chinese they
do not realise their dream of

monopolising mining and railway

rights over Southern China.

While these comprehensive plans
are being matured on the side of

Russia, and aspired to on the side
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of France, Germany is not idle.

Her merchants and manufacturers,

mining prospectors and railway
contractors, are not only alive to

the opportunities offered by the

rich province of Shantung, from
which it is their hope to exclude
all competitors ; but they are

gathering their financial forces for

a great effort in the field of free

competition also. Missions of ex-

ploration, syndicates, and joint-
stock companies are being organ-
ised in readiness for all oppor-
tunities.

It is evident, therefore, that if

Great Britain is to maintain her

place in Chinese commerce, exer-

tions bearing some proportion to

those of competing States must be

put forth. Blind reliance on
Providence and a passive policy
will no longer meet the case. We
see that definite and well-thought-
out schemes, with executive forces

organised to the highest pitch of

efficiency and fired with enthu-

siasm, are hemming us in; and if

we trust to succeed "somehow or

other," as we have done before,
without any plan, without any
man, without any system whatso-

ever, we shall be building the house

of our commercial supremacy on
a quicksand. The conditions of

the international contest have

wholly changed. All the world is

organised. For that reason, and
onaccount of our traditional habits,
it is far more difficult for us to

throw our national enterprise into

China wherever promising openings

present themselves than it is for

those nations who are, so to say,

brigaded with their Governments,
and are able to rely at every

step on efficient State aid. Our

long
- accustomed independence

will brook no dictation ;
and even

if we had a Government willing
to lead in new enterprises, it is

doubtful whether our adventurers

3D
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would be ready to follow. What
Government can and ought to do,

however, is to restore confidence

all round, and to make capitalists
believe in legal and political pro-
tection for their ventures a kind

of faith which has to be new-

created, for it is at present non-

existent. We refrain from par-

ticularising the various kinds of

employment which British capital
combined with British industrial

and commercial capacity might
find in the Chinese empire, be-

cause those who would be likely
to take advantage of such openings
would not go to a magazine article

to learn what they are. But there

is one specific object which is of

imperial interest, and in which

private enterprise should go hand
in hand with Government action,

and that is in connecting our
Indian empire with the south-

western provinces of China by
means of a railway. This is a

question which has been before

Government for a generation, with-

out any progress having been
made. But now that the French

pretensions to domineer over
Southern China have been pro-

visionally formulated, which in-

clude a railway connection with
their Tong King territory, it

would be criminal negligence on
our part to hesitate longer about

establishing our line of communi-
cation. The pertinacity with
which the French have followed
a definite Asiatic policy for a
hundred years, through many
changes of Government and many
vicissitudes of national fortune,
should be to us a lesson and a

warning, a lesson, not to follow
their example in committing rav-

ages on other nations, but a lesson
in the efficacy of a plan settled and
determined to work out its own

fulfilment with or without visible

means. The position of France
in Asia is so weak that only con-

summate audacity supports her

policy there, and yet she suc-

ceeds beyond the dreams of am-
bition. The warning which we
should take from the admirable

perseverance of the French is that

the whole of their Far Eastern

policy, in general and in detail, is

directed against us. Every French
writer on the subject from the

time of Louis XIV. has laid down
the ruin of British commerce and
British empire as the substantive

aim of French policy, particularly
in the Far East. They quarrel
on every other subject, but are

absolutely unanimous on this. The
more modern writers and officials

are the most explicit, and they re-

veal their insidious methods of

accomplishing their object in a

refreshingly naive manner. For
their frankness the French merit

our thanks, but let us take heed !

P.S. Since this article was in

type the announcement has been
made of the concession to an

Anglo-Italian syndicate of impor-
tant mining and railway rights in

the north-western province of

Shansi, which has long been known
to be rich in coal and iron. This

region is remote from all existing

jealousies, though no doubt, should

the transaction eventually assume
a practical shape, new jealousies
will be aroused. As a private

undertaking such a concession

differs essentially from the ex-

tensive monopolies extorted from
the Chinese Government by Rus-

sia, France, and Germany, and may
be considered a conservative rather

than a disruptive measure. The
further development of the project
will be looked for with interest.
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IT was, once upon a time, the

pleasant custom of the serious re-

views to preface their notices of

works of fiction and similar pro-
ductions with an elaborate justifi-
cation forcondescending to criticise

such trifling and ephemeral per-
formances. An excellent specimen
of the sort of apology we refer to,

conceived half in jest, half in

earnest, will be found in the critique
of Maturin's ' Fatal Revenge,' con-

tribited in 1810 to the '

Quarterly
Rev iew '

by Sir Walter Scott. But
the practice long since fell into

desuetude, and to attempt its

revival would be to incur the

charge of gross affectation. We
. scarcely like to hazard a conjecture
as to the proportion borne by the
annual "output "of fiction to that

of other kinds of composition.
Bui to the most careless reader of

the journals that deal with such
matters (and what journal nowa-

days does not
1)

it must be a patent
VOL. CLXIII. NO. DCCCCXCII.

truism that the " literature
" whose

present condition or future pro-

spects are so eagerly canvassed

means journalism and novels;
while the statistics of our Public

Libraries amply demonstrate that,
for the bulk of those who frequent
those institutions, these two classes

of writing, and these alone, exist.

"Free" Libraries, we need hardly
remind the reader, have been sys-

tematically thrust upon local com-
munities on false pretences. They
have been painted as ministering
to the insatiable thirst of thousands

in our midst for solid and improv-

ing knowledge. With a similar

regard for straightforwardness and

candour, the advocates of a "ra-

tional
"
observance of Sunday have

feelingly expatiated on the extra-

ordinaryamount of ethical stimulus

to be derived from gazing upon
Mr Jones's portrait of The Wor-

shipful the Mayor, or upon pickled

reptiles in glass bottles. That by
3E
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the way. But there can be no

question as to the overwhelming
and ever-increasing preponderance
of fiction and journalism; and we
shall therefore offer no excuse or

apology for venturing to dis-

cuss in the following pages con-

temporary writers who have not

attained the first rank of fame or

notoriety, and whose very names

may in some cases be unfamiliar

or unknown to the readers of
*

Maga.' A consideration of such

authors may enable us to draw

inferences, more or less certain,
as to the intellectual state of the

nation, and even as to the future

course in which our literature is

destined to run.

The sources whence we draw
our information our quellen, as

Mr Lang and his faithful imitators

would say are easily enumerated.
In the first, and most important,

place come the gentlemen's own
works. The bookstalls teem with
them. Scattered up and down
the cheaper magazines and in in-

numerable weekly periodicals, they
solicit the traveller's attention at

every railway station. Having
served their turn in serial form,

they presently attain the dignity
of a single cloth -bound volume,
and, after several large editions

have been duly called for, gradually
relapse into the kindly resting-

place of the librarians' second-

hand catalogues. We are far, in-

deed, from pretending to an

absolutely exhaustive acquaint-
ance with the fictitious narratives

or the newspaper articles of the

day. To make good any such
claim would imply the relinquish-
ment of every other occupation,
of all exercise, and possibly of

sleep itself. Yet we have tasted

many a sample in our time
;
we

have diligently sought to get at
least the worth of our subscription
from a circulating library; and

only too rarely for the wellbeing
of our purse have we turned a deaf

ear to the blandishments of those

indefatigable youths whose func-

tion in life it is to push the

trade of Messrs Smith and Messrs
Menzies.

In the second place, no little

instruction as well as amusement
has been derived from the literary

departments of the most popular
and widely-read journals. Of the

general run of periodical criticism

we have no serious complaint to

make. It is apt, unquestionably,
to be hasty and ill-considered. The
conditions of its production forbid

that it should be anything else.

But we believe it to be, for the

most part, honest and indepen-
dent

;
nor does it show traces of

that organised conspiracyto depress

struggling merit of which female

writers have occasionally dreamed
and babbled. Its most provoking
faults are a puerile tendency to

obtrude the critic's personality,
and a nervous solicitude to " dis-

cover " new geniuses. A literary
" boom "

is worth almost as much
to a newspaper as an agitation in

favour of dieting felons on chicken

and champagne ;
and it is melan-

choly to think how many loudly-

proclaimed trouvailles have proved
to be disappointments. Perhaps
the most characteristically bad
criticism in the London press (not

excepting even the Sabbath-morn-

ing sallies of T. P.) is to be found
in the columns of the c

Queen.'
But a slightly hysterical habit of

thought and the inability to form
a cool judgment are notorious

foibles of the sex for whose enter-

tainment that otherwise estimable

journal is primarily designed.
When we pass from criticism

proper to the various forms of

advertisement, we enter upon a

country where the vegetation is

singularly rank and abundant. It
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is superfluous to classify the puff.

Sheridan did it once for all in
1 The Critic,' and the ingenuity of

enthusiastic practitioners has made
no appreciable addition (save the

interview) to the several branches

of the art of puffery which were
discovered so soon as the Patron
had given place to the Public.

But in its various departments it

is nowadays practised with an as-

siduity and persistence unrivalled

even in the age of Mr Robert

Montgomery. It would seem,

indeed, as though a certain num-
ber of writers subsisted upon
writing paragraphs about one

another, just as the inhabitants

of tbe Scilly Islands are said to

earn a precarious livelihood by
takicg in one another's washing.
The adaptability of the periodicals
which admit these wares to their

columns is truly wonderful. They
are all things to all men with a

vengeance. If Mr A is turning
out four novels a-year, they pat
him on the back and say that he
is clearly not one of those who
believe in the cant about an author

overwriting himself. If Mr B,
on the other hand, is lazy, they
congratulate him warmly upon his

firm determination not to over-

write himself, and announce that

his noxt work will appear that day
eighteen months. The interview,
we are glad to think, is at present
somewhat under a cloud. Mr
Crockett overtaxed its energies by
excessive use, and what he began
Mr Hall Oaine effectually com-

pleted. The portentous nonsense
that was solemnly poured forth

from the Isle of Man last summer
seems to have made authors a
trifle shy of the inquisitor. The
most offensive form of literary

gossip gossip about money,
gossip about so many pounds per
thousand words goes on merrily
enough. Another old friend

much less objectionable but even
more ludicrous comes across our

path from time to time: "Those
who have had the opportunity
of reading Mr X's forthcoming
volume in manuscript have no
hesitation in pronouncing," &c.
V7ho on earth are the gentlemen
(other than publishers and their
" readers ") who always see Mr
X's forthcoming volume in manu-

script, and have never any hesita-

tion in pronouncing? Theirs,

doubtless, is a high privilege ; but
we bid them heartily welcome to

our poor share of it.

There is one development, how-

ever, of the advertising mania to

which we feel constrained particu-

larly to advert. Certain men of

letters, it would seem, band them-
selves into societies under some

striking name such as the Bohe-
mian Bounders, or the Hajji Baba
Club the capital object of whose
existence is after-dinner speaking.
It has long been the prerogative
of Britons to form dining-clubs on
various pretexts ;

and admirable
institutions many of these clubs

are. But to dine twice or thrice

a-year for the purpose of making
speeches which are to be reported
more or less faithfully and fully,
is a form of amusement that has

never hitherto commended itself

to men or women of sense. To

judge from the authorised reports,
the banqueters have famous times.

The speakers extol one another

with amazing fluency and well-af-

fected gusto. The toast of the

ladies is sure to be proposed with
an elegance and a sprightliness
which Mr Jinkins himself (gentle-

manly creature, Jinkins
!) might

have envied; and, whatever the

degree of their courage in ordinary
circumstances, the orators one and

all, like honest Diggory, are as

bauld as a lion when the eatables

and drinkables are brought upon
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the table. We are unable to per-
ceive what good effect such clubs

and such gatherings can possibly

produce upon anybody. Their

practical result is the exaltation

of the busybody, and the getting

up of addresses in honour of some

foreign or domestic curiosity. In

truth,the Authors and Authoresses

of England are rapidly becoming
as great a nuisance collectively as

the Mothers of England used to

make themselves half a century

ago.
We have neither the time nor

the inclination here to investigate
the maze of "

literary London "

that intricate network of coteries

and mutual - admiration societies.

But for those who desire a trust-

worthy and amusing guide-book to

a curious labyrinth, we can recom-

mend with some confidence a little

work which appeared only the

other day from the pen of Mr W.
P. Ryan.

1 Mr Ryan has, at all

events, the courage of his opinions.

Disgusted, as he well might be,

with the prevailing chorus of un-

discriminating eulogy, he ventured
from time to time to speak his mind

very plainly about some of the

most admired of the young lions.

Blessed with a prettywit and a keen
scent for the ludicrous, he seldom
fails to emulate a well - known
patent medicine in "touching the

spot." Whether it was worth
while to collect his fugitive articles

from the newspaper files is another

matter; but we are disposed to

find ample justification for his

volume in the all too flourishing
condition of the puffing industry.

Those persons who prefer to see

authors, not as others see them,
but as themselves would fain be

seen, will turn with relief from Mr

Ryan's pungent page to a highly

diverting and by no means use-

less compilation, entitled 'Who's
Who.' 2 The spirited editor has

there collected all sorts of partic-
ulars about all sorts of celebrities,

and the particulars have in most
cases been supplied by the celeb-

rities themselves. An ordinary

peerage makes the best of reading
to some people; but when more
intimate details are superadded
to the bare facts of birth, death,
and marriage, the record becomes

positively entrancing. When we
read under the name of a com-

paratively new peer the touching
words "Heir: none," do we not

seem to catch the tone of a verit-

able cri du coeur ? How suggestive
it is to learn that "roaming east

of Aldgate and south" is the

favourite pastime of one writer;
that a second takes delight in

"moon- and star-gazing when rest-

ing on oars in the country
"

;

while another, with superior enter-

prise,
" makes a point of covering

at least 10,000 miles of new ground
every year

"
! What will he do,

poor man, when all the new ground
has become old 1 Once more, to

be told that a certain novelist takes

pleasure in "whist, cycling, visit-

ing the New Forest, and talking
to children," is surely to be pre-

possessed in the lady's favour;
while the fact that a well-known

actor returns his chief recreation

as "working" should banish for

ever all unworthy doubts as to

the lofty moral tone of " the Pro-

fession." Most inspiring of all,

perhaps, is the description of a

lady notorious for carrying mod-

esty to inordinate lengths.
" She

has never abandoned her love of

music, and is a proficient on the

1
Literary London : Its Lights and Comedies. By W. P. Ryan. London :

Leonard Smithers, 1898.
'

2 Who's Who. 1898. Edited by Douglas Sladen. London : A. & C. Black.
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piano and mandolin. She has no

particular hobbies except a great
love of flowers, and a taste for

collecting rare old books, of which
she has many unique specimens.
Her favourite recreations are read-

ing and music; she is extremely
fond of the theatre, and takes the

keenest interest in the principal
draDiatic events of the day. She
is at present unmarried." Forti-

fied, then, by many consultations

with this wonderful manual, and
nerved by the resolute determi-

nation to banish from memory
all the portraits of contemporary
authors which have appeared in

the illustrated papers, we enter

upon the performance of our
task,

We cannot do better than begin
witb Mr H. G. Wells, who, like

so many other persons of promise,
commenced author under the aus-

pices of Mr Henley. Few editors

sinco the days of * Household
Words ' have enjoyed in the same

degree as that gentleman the gift
of attracting to their banner un-

tried writers who, whatever their

faults or affectations might be, had
a manifest turn for writing ; and
thus in the dusty pages of the
* Scots Observer '

will be found
the first kindlings of not a few
flames which, if they have not all

set the Thames on fire, have at

least made a respectable blaze.

It was there that one encountered
the bracing and delightful first

shock of the 'Barrack-room Bal-

lads/ and it is there that two or

threa of Mr Barrie's most sincere

admirers seek for what they ven-

ture to consider his best and most

typical work " middles "
that

nev( r have been, and never will

be, reprinted. Mr Wells, then,
was one of Mr Henley's

"
young

men," as the phrase goes, and
' The

Tim e -Machine' entitled him be-

yond question to an honourable

place in that band. Since then he
has been not so much prolific as

industrious
;
but he has not pro-

duced anything comparable to his

earliest achievement. The idea of

the story was highly ingenious,
and it was carried out with re-

markable consistency, vigour, and
effect. A gloomy and powerful
imagination seemed to have fas-

tened itself upon a thoroughly
congenial theme, and the specula-
tions of science were made to sub-

serve the ends of literature with
absolute loyal-ty and obedience.

Mr Wells has sometimes been

compared with Jules Verne, but
the terrible and moving picture
of the world's last twilight was

enough to place Mr Wells in a

wholly different class from that

agreeable writer, and to hold out

hopes for the future, which unfor-

tunately have not yet been real-

ised. 'The Island of Doctor

Moreau,' it is true, exhibited

traces of the same gruesome
faculty, but as a work of art it

was immeasurably inferior to its

predecessor. A tendency to dwell

upon the merely repulsive and

shocking was one of its most

glaring faults, and it would be
idle to ignore the satire on reli-

gion and humanity implicit in the

whole fable. There was a good
deal of the bitterness of Swift;
but there was none of Swift's com-

pelling and overwhelming power.
Nor can it be said that ' The War
of the Worlds ' has done anything
to enhance Mr Wells's reputation.
It also was abundantly clever in

conception, and well thought out

in detail. Nothing could be hap-

pier or more in keeping than the

device by which the inhabitants of

Mars are ultimately got rid of.

But the effect of the whole is un-

mistakably disappointing, and the

impressiveness so laboriously toiled
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for is not secured. Perhaps our
view of the story is unconscious-

ly tinged by the recollection of

the pictures which embellished, or

rather disfigured, its course as a

serial through 'Pearson's Maga-
zine.' We cannot think that Mr
Wells's artist did him a good turn,
and the whole cast of the author's

genius strikes us as being eminent-

ly out of harmony with pictorial
illustration. It may be added
that in anything of a lighter or

more humorous nature which he
has attempted Mr "Wells has not

been conspicuously successful.
" Gome ! let us turn on Mr

Wells's tap," was probably what
Mr Barry Pain said to himself

when he began
' The Octave of

Claudius,' so far his most ambitious

work. To characterise it as a fail-

ure would be harsh and unjust.
The suspense is well maintained,
and there is a good deal more of

character - drawing than is at-

tempted in much current fiction.

Yet upon the whole it is a

disappointment, considering Mr
Pain's rich gifts of observation

and humour. Neither the pathetic
nor the painful, to be frank, is

Mr Pain's forte. His masterpiece,
when it is given to the world, will

probably be modelled upon de-

cidedly original lines; but in the

meantime the fine flower of his

talent has been generously be-

stowed upon journalism. We will

not say "wasted," nor need we
pull a solemn face and lecture

Mr Pain about it. II faut vivre ;

and he must be a churl who feels

no glow of gratitude for the so-

liloquies of the 'Bus - Conductor
in 'To-day,' or for the excellent

travesties in ' Black and White '

of some well-known features of

latter-day journalirm. The paro-
dies of an editor's answers to the

noodles who confide in him their

love affairs and ask advice are

admirable; but we shall always
look back to 'The Wares of

CEsophagus
' a burlesque of a

well-known column in the 'Pall

Mall ' devoted to eating and drink-

ing as the cream of Mr Pain's

dish. The piece was short a

mere trifle indeed. But every
touch told, and the very title was

enough to engage the judicious
reader's sympathy. Mr Pain has

taken particular trouble with his

Cockney dialect, and has repro-
duced the eccentricities of that

speech with an elaboration which
often bewilders and sometimes

fatigues. Assuredly the philolo-

gist of the future will have no
excuse for ignorance of the precise
value of vowel - sounds in the

Metropolis towards the closing

years of the Victorian era. Some-

thing less scientifically and pho-

netically accurate might have
satisfied a contemporary. Per-

haps Mr Pain writes with one eye
on posterity. Nevertheless, we

scarcely think the Tompkins poems
in his best vein. There are some
writers who, to use Mr Green-

wood's classic and expressive

phrase,
" cut the string

"
early,

and some who cut it late. But it

is better to cut the string late

than not at all, and when the

psychological moment arrives for

Mr Pain to apply the knife with

success, we are confident that he

will mount to altitudes scarcely
less exalted than those which Mr
Anstey reached, safe and sound,
some time ago.
Mr Arthur Morrison is another

of Mr Henley's young men, who,
after making an excellent start,

yet seems to lag on his way to the

winning-post. But we candidly
own that we owe him a grudge;
for 'twas he and no other who
afforded the most recent pretext \

for reviving that most dreary of

all controversies idealism versus
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realism. Our readers need be

under no apprehension. We are

not about to take a side in that

miserable and inconclusive logo-

machy. Let them bear in mind
that the true idealist is the realist,

and the true realist the idealist;

and they will have a formula where-

with to confound the blatant, and
at the same time a solution of the

problem to the full as intelligible

and ucid as all the disquisitions
about M. Emile Zola and his art.

It in good to brush away the

jargoa of the squabble. A Paisley
man was once known to advocate

foreign travel because it prevented
the mind from becoming "con-

trackit"; and to dispense with

the terminology of aesthetics has

often the same salutary effect.
"
Contrackit," at all events, that

mind must be pronounced to be
which obstinately denies high
merit to ' Tales of Mean Streets.'

They are not exactly pleasant

reading so much may be granted.
But they are vivid, well-propor-

tioned, and, above all, sincere.

To ' A Child of the Jago
' we are

not prepared to award an equal
measure of applause. Not that it

matters one atom whether the Jago
does, or ever did, exist. The point
is thut what, broken up into short

stories, was more than tolerable,
becoiaes monotonous and dis-

tressing in one continuous and
unrelieved narrative. Yet we
believe that for Mr Morrison
there is a future in store. He
has candour, and he has observa-

tion, which is half the battle ; nor
is he fond of describing persons
or scones with which he is plainly

unacquainted. If, however, he is

some day to come into bis king-
dom, he must eschew performances
like The Adventures of Martin

Hewitt/ whose inspiration is ob-

vious, and whose execution is pain-

fully laborious and unconvincing.

The thought of 'Martin Hewitt'
reminds one that authors are no
less imitative than the remainder
of their species. Of how numerous
a progeny has '

She,' for example,
been the unhappy mother ! Veiled

beauties, toothless crones, Arab
sheikhs, low-comedy body-servants,
and precious stones, cluttered like

hey-go-mad through the pages of

the illustrated magazines for many
a weary day. The loins of ' Sher-

lock Holmes' have been equally
fruitful, and at the moment of

writing, an amateur detective is

making an ass of himself at the

Court of the Czar or the Great
Cham we forget which in one
of the popular monthlies. The
reverse of the medal has also been

presented for our inspection, and
one would have supposed that in

the long series of knavery which
the possession of a property-hump
made possible to Simon Carne,
the tale of complicated intrigue
had reached the very apex of ab-

surdity. It is interesting, by the

way, to note how the form into

which Samuel Warren deliberately
chose to throw his earliest contri-

bution to c

Maga
'

is at present
the reigning favourite. It com-
bines the attractions of the short

story with those peculiar to the

serial. An imaginary being is

selected, certain episodes in whose
life are narrated from month to

month. They need have no logical

connection, but the thread that

binds them together, be it more or

less slight, is never too fragile to

serve as an excuse for republica-
tion in a volume. It would be

impossible to enumerate the im-

mense variety of characters who
have thus been made the pegs on
which to hang a collection of ad-

ventures. They embrace every
rank in the community, from
the African millionaire to the

lady
-
journalist, from the gen-
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teel boarding-house-keeper to the

diplomatist, from the mistress

of royalty to the plush - clad
"
flunkey," as the Shepherd would

have called him. In most of these

works the author's imagination
works with much less smoothness
and spontaneity than a nice critic

might desire, and we have found

none of them especially attractive.

But, in justice to the others, the

palm for dulness must not be

withheld from ' Stories from the

Diary of a Doctor,' and * Adven-
tures of a Man of Science,' the

joint work, apparently, of a lady
and a gentleman. More painful
results of straining invention on
the rack more cogent, though
unconscious, testimony to the

beneficent influence of a little

first-hand observation it has

rarely been our lot to come across,

save in the works of Mr Allen

Upward.
It is one of the most cheering

features of the fiction purveyed by
the best of the cheap illustrated

magazines that the " sexual

problem
" novel is conspicuously

absent. The taste of the bulk of

the public seems on this point to

be thoroughly healthy, if not very
fastidious; and though a certain

section of the pictorial press seems
to find that a dose of crim. con.,
or some other decoction of illicit

passion, makes the most fitting

accompaniment to half -
length

portraits of half-dressed actresses,
such unwholesome fare practically
never makes its appearance in

the menu of the 'Strand,' the

'Windsor,' or 'Pearson's.' The
historical novel, on the other hand,

enjoys a very fair amount of

vogue; and disciples of Mr
Stanley Weyman and Mr Conan

Doyle are neither few nor far be-

tween. As a rule, they show
most praiseworthy diligence in

cramming for their task, and

make most conscientious struggles
to reproduce the atmosphere and
the accessories of the age into

which the story happens to be
thrown. But the art which con-

ceals these labours is a rare gift.

It is in dialogue, of course, that

the weakness most openly be-

trays itself. We do not ask for

"Wardour Street English" a

hideous and repellent dialect.

All we demand is that sentiments
and language reeking of the pre-
sent day should not be attributed

to characters at the Court of

Charlemagne or of Chedorlaomer.
Two works, however, we call to

mind which seemed to rise above
the level of their rivals. One
was 'Captain Jacobus,' which

originally appeared in the ' Lud-

gate,' and in which Mr Oornford
achieved distinct success. The
other was even more noteworthy
as being one of the few produc-
tions of the day the author of

which seemed to be thoroughly
saturated not merely with the

speech but with the thought of his
"
period." To read the adventures

of '

Galloping Dick ' was to be

transported to the Whitehall of

Old Rowley, and to breathe the

same air as Rochester, Dorset,
and Buckingham. Nor did Mr
Marriott-Watson permit certain

typical constituents of that atmos-

phere to overpower the senses :

everything was regulated by a

sense of proportion. si sic

omnia I we may well exclaim
;
for

Mr Watson's temporary desertion

of the Muses would occasion more

poignant regret but for his pro-

pensity to lapse into matters

generally and rightly regarded as

tacenda. How often have we
wished that Mr Henley had
checked those exuberances of his

pupil for which no amount of

cleverness could possibly atone !

Even the historical novel, how-
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ever, is much less frequently
encountered than the pure story
of adventure, of which the supply
seems never to fail or the charms

to pall. Sensational, no doubt,
is a term applicable to nearly all

this class of work ;
but the epithet

has long ceased to be odious. That
a tale is wildly exciting is so much
in its favour. What is really

objectionable is the piling up of

startling or horrible incidents

without reason, logic, or plausi-

bility We are far from pretend-

ing that this simple canon is

rigidly observed by every six-

pennyworth of fiction and pictures
which the reader may chance to

buy. But the wonder really is

that the average of merit is so

high. The sea naturally continues

to furnish a large proportion of

the material for such narratives;
and among the writers who have

recently begun to figure regularly
in the magazines we can think of

none who turns that material to

better account than Mr J. Arthur

Barry. Those who read his contri-

bution to the { Strand '

concerning
an escaped convict and a bell-buoy
would not be surprised to hear of

his having a rapid and prosperous

voyage to the port of success.

Perhaps the most prominent of

the rautical writers is Mr Cut-

cliffe Hyne, who has lately
" come

on "
in a surprising manner. '

Cap-
tain Kettle,' whose figure is now
so familiar on the news -boards,
is an unmistakably original and

ingenious character. We do not
think much of his tendency to

drop into poetry. The trait is

conventional, and not particularly
effective. Nor is it easy to under-

stand why a man of the Captain's
honest y, quick - wittedness, and

f courage should always fail to
v

procure respectable, permanent,
and remunerative employment.
But the little skipper lives and

breathes, to say nothing of smok-

ing and swearing. It is from no
desire to detract from Mr Hyne's
deserts that we attribute some
share of the Captain's popularity
to the gentleman who has illus-

trated the series of his exploits in

'Pearson's.' Mr Hyne, we are

sure, would be the first to acknow-

ledge his debt to Mr Stanley L.

Wood, who has, indeed, served

him as well as Mr Wells's artist

served him ill. There may be

some monotony in the attitudes.

The figure of Captain Kettle
"
drawing a bead" on some one

in precisely the same attitude has

perhaps been repeated a little too

often. But, take them all in all,

the pictures are as vigorous as the

text they adorn; and it would
be well if author and artist were

always as well mated, and worked
with such complete unity of spirit

and of aim.

What Mr Hyne is to make of

his new series, of which "Prince

Rupert" is the hero, the future

will disclose ;
but we must con-

gratulate him heartily on the

possession of one, unhappily rare,

excellence. He tells a plain

straightforward story in a plain

straightforward manner. The
reader is not distracted from his

business by contortions of style

designed to show what a clever

fellow the author is. No red

herring of epigram is drawn across

the scent of the fable. No false

beacons of " distinction
" and

"subtlety," which lure so many
of our young mariners to their

destruction, avail to tempt Mr
Hyne from his course. It is not

without due deliberation that we
make the assertion that no more
baleful influence has been in act-

ive operation in the literature of

the last ten years than that of Mr
George Meredith and Mr Steven-

son. Let us assume for the
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moment that the style of 'The

Egoist
'

is the embodiment of

flexibility, elegance, and strength
in a word, of every virtue which

a style should possess. It by no
means follows that every young-
ster should propose it to himself

as a model at the beginning of

his career. Perhaps, if he is a

very good boy, and industrious

withal, he may some day be able

to contort the Queen's English
into as many queer and uncanny
shapes as his betters. But let

him have patience. The profes-
sors of ground and lofty tumbling,
we presume, break their offspring

gradually to the game ;
nor do we

imagine that Telemachus played
at bow-and-arrow with the cele-

brated weapon of his father.

When he wrote ' Treasure Island
'

and '

Kidnapped,' Mr Stevenson
had sense enough to discard some
of the fripperies which were the

glory of his early essays, and were
not out of place in ' Prince Otto.'

But look, by way of contrast, at

Mr Capes, of whose sterling quali-
ties as a writer the readers of
*

Maga
' have had the opportunity

of judging. His new novel ' The
Lake of Wine '

is in many re-

spects an excellent and admir-

able performance. The author's

imagination is rich and as yet
unwearied; he is no stranger to

the spirit of true romance. " In-

stead of which" he disfigures an
honest and exciting narrative by
a superfluity of decoration.

By far the most terrible example
of the consequences of yielding to

this craze for "
style

"
is supplied

by Mr Benjamin Swift. Mr Swift,
if all tales are true, resides on the

pleasant banks of the Molendinar
;

but since, in an evil moment, some
one or other discovered him, he
has been as shamelessly puffed as

though he were a young American,
or on the staff of the Dissenting

press. We have heard of a Writer
to the Signet who spoke such ex-

ceedingly high English that a

professional brother bluntly pro-
nounced his conversation to be
"
purrfectly unintelligible." A very

similar verdict may be returned as

to Mr Swift's lucubrations. He
takes as much pains to be obscure

as other people take to be lucid.

There are, heh ! strange moments
in this life, he sagaciously remarks.
But (as some one has said) there

are, hilloa there ! much stranger
moments in Mr Swift's works.
No one who had not looked into

them would believe how hard he

struggles to be incomprehensible,
or into what ecstasies of affecta-

tion he works himself. And, so

far as we have been able to per-

ceive, not one single acute obser-

vation, not one solitary stroke of

true humour, lies hid beneath his

grotesque and laboured accumula-
tion of verbiage.
The humorous story seems to

enjoy a much smaller share of

popularity than the "stirring"
tale of mystery or adventure.

Perhaps it is not surprising that

humour should be temporarily
under a cloud. It is not far from
ten years since the publication of

'Three Men in a Boat' heralded

the dawn of what was called the

"new humour" a commodity
suspiciously resembling the old

vulgarity. The 'work which we
have named was, in fact, commonly
cited as an example of vulgarity
without fun, while the Hamlet
of a well-known and highly suc-

cessful actor - manager was the

typical specimen of fun without

vulgarity. The new humour cer-

tainly hit the public taste for a

time. A weekly newspaper and
a monthly magazine of the
' Strand '

type were instituted I

by its leading apostle. The former
was a curiosity in its way. It is
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interesting to study the throes of

an indifferently trained mind en-

deavouring to solve the most subtle

problems of casuistry ;
and Mr

Jerome's answers in 'To-day' to

the correspondents who, in the

modern fashion, rushed to impart
their difficulties and doubts to a

sympathetic editor instead of to

a priest, were significant and

curious, if at times a little

painful. We rather gather that

the now humour palled upon the

public taste; for after one last

loud and prolonged screech (it

extended over many weeks) on
the wickedness of the Sublime
Porte and the still more heinous

crimes of Great Britain, the con-

trol of the periodical was trans-

ferred to other hands. The new
humour was indeed too distressing
to last long. It does capitally for

the police reports in the evening

papers, but in a book it fatigues.
The source of its inspiration was

obviously the United States, where

machinery has notoriously been

brought to a high pitch of perfec-

tion, and where it could be turned
out in large quantities of really

wonderfully even quality. But in

this sluggish country machine-
made humour has not altogether
ousted the old-fashioned article,

although plenty of it may be met
with in the scrappy papers. Mr
Jerome's disciples or, at all

events, the writers who rallied to

his standard have written a good
deal. But neither Mr Barr nor
Mr Burgin (to name but two) will

reach the highest level of which

they are capable until they eradi-

cate from their systems the poison
which is bred of writing for

years with an eye to nobody but

'Arry.
Mr W. W. Jacobs is a young

6 writer whose works have received

not altogether unmerited praise
for bring amusing. We confess

to having read ' The Skipper's
Wooing' with pleasure and satis-

faction
; but all the indications

point to Mr Jacobs's vein of

humour being thin, and another
volume of the same kind would be

likely to obliterate a sufficiently

agreeable impression. Whether
Mr Jacobs has really the root of

the matter in him or not, it is im-

possible as yet to determine. Mr
Pett Ridge, on the other hand, we
are inclined to think, certainly
has. To be sure, he made Mr
Anstey his original model with a
frankness which, however com-

plimentary to that delightful

author, was a little startling. Yet
his audacity was atoned for by his
" extensive and peculiar

"
acquaint-

ance with the lower classes of

London. He lacked the exquisite
finish and the delicate touch of his

master; but he contributed some-

thing of his own which was worth

having. His best work, if we re-

collect aright, appeared in the ' St

James's Gazette,' and his recent

volumes, though much more am-

bitious, have scarcely fulfilled the

early promise of the journalism.
Mr Ridge, we suspect from his

frequent appearance in the maga-
zines, is writing far too much,
and he has, moreover, trespassed

occasionally into a region of society
which his method is capable of re-

producing much less successfully
than that in sketching which he
first achieved distinction. May-
fair and Belgravia are not his

hunting-ground ;
but in the bound-

less prairie east of Temple Bar he

can always
" kill

" when he pleases.
The connection between journal-

ism and literature is closer to-day
than it ever was before. The
litterateurs write causeries^ and the

humbler causeurs all burn to write

literature. The gossiping is done

prettily enough, though none
unless it be Mr L. F. Austin is
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left to chat so pleasantly as Mr
James Payn. But it is still hap-

pily possible to read good articles

in the daily and even the weekly
papers without being informed at

the end who wrote them. There
must be hundreds of skilled and
honest workers on the press of

whose labours we have reaped the

benefit without knowing the name
of our benefactors. Long may
the system of anonymity flourish !

They, too, no doubt these anony-
mous leader-writers, correspond-

ents, and reporters are sensitive

to the literary influences of the

moment; but it is a curious cir-

cumstance that, while the average
literary style of to-day is, to say
the least of it, no better than
that of twenty years ago, there

has been upon the whole a

marked improvement in the style
of journalism. The school of which
Mr Sala was the preceptor has dis-

appeared ;
and we have instead a

school which tries to write straight-

forwardly and vigorously a school

of which Mr G. W. Steevens is

perhaps the most distinguished

pupil. Sometimes it becomes
rather "slangy" and rather too

colloquial. It is apt also to keep
forcing the note, for the public

requires new sensations and big
headlines

; but it is preferable by
far to the school which it re-

placed. The old manner lingers
in the provinces. Fire is still

the "devouring element" in the
' Ohatteris Chronicle ' and the
'Braw Hielandman.' But it is

rarely that one comes across so

pure a specimen of the provincial

pressman's art as the following
sentence apropos of a Crimean
veteran's death :

" The deceased
was well-connected, one of his

brothers having been a writer to

the signet and the other a

druggist." Need the reader ask
in what morning paper of what

capital of what country this gem
was discovered?

Our survey of popular litera-

ture, incomplete as we fear it has

necessarily been, suggests one or

two reflections. The first is, how
strong an appeal is made to the

half-educated man. We have said

that the problem-novel is not very
popular, but much fiction which
does not come under that heading
requires at least an indication

from the writer as to his philo-

sophy of life. Hence, musty
truisms are bellowed forth as if

they were new discoveries, and the

most commonplace and obvious
remarks on the oldest and most
battered of aporice are hailed as

tokens of "
thoughtfulness."

' The
Christian

'

is the very type of the

class of work which is addressed

to, and eagerly swallowed by, a

credulous and half-curious public ;

but no educated man would dream
of taking seriously that "colossal

"

mass of crude and half -digested
material. We have already spoken
of Mr Jerome's as a curious case

of .a half-educated mind applying
itself to questions which it inno-

cently believes to be novel; and
Mr Coulson Kernahan is equally
bent upon taking himself seriously.
But writers of a much higher
order than Mr Caine or Mr Jerome
seem unable to resist the ten-

dency. Even they have scarcely
committed themselves to more in-

genuous platitudes than those by
which Mr Conan Doyle apparent-

ly to his own satisfaction has un-

ravelled the skein of theology and

metaphysics in * The Stark-Munro
Letters.'

A second observation suggested

by our survey is that the art of

character-painting seems practi-

cally lost. It is natural, no doubt, f,

that when a story depends for its

chief attraction upon plot and in-
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cident, character must fall into

abeyance.
1 But we think our

demand is not extravagant when
we pload for a little more individu-

ality in the personages through
whose agency the plot is evolved

and the incidents are brought
about. What has happened on
the stage is happening in the

novel : a group of conventional

characters has come into existence,
and makes its appearance in every

production with unerring punctu-

ality. The heavy fathers; the

maide nly heroines ; the young
heroe

.3,
who are fighting their way

to fame and wealth through mis-

representation and calumny; the

gentlemanly villains, who endea-

vour, for no intelligible reason, to

thwart the legitimate ambition of

the horoes these are all as stereo-

typed in the novel as in the drama.
You look in vain for a hint that

the novelist has looked upon his

fellow-creatures with his own eyes.
He only sees them through the spec-
tacles of a hundred predecessors.
There is more real life and char-

acter in the slight but brilliant

sketches of low life contributed

occasionally to the sporting press

by Mr A. M. Binstead and Mr
Mott than in most of the volumes
in request at Mudie's.

This want of observation is

especially noticeable when the

novelist is called upon to deal

we do not say with those exalted

spheres wherein Mr Tony Jobling's

imagination loved to roam, but
with the upper and professional
classes of English society. It

must aot be thought for a moment
that he regularly produces stuff

so unspeakably offensive as 'The
Quest of the Golden Girl'

the emetic quality of which not

even our most popular lady-novel-
ists, or Mr Benjamin Swift himself,
could rival. But, just as no por-
trait of a gentleman or a lady
has been suffered to appear in

'Punch' since Mr Du Maurier's

death, so there would seem to be
a conspiracy on foot among the
novelists to dissemble their know-

ledge of those ranks of life to

which we have alluded, and to

feign an ignorance as profound as

that of Miss Annie S. Swan or Mr
George R. Sims. For we cannot

suppose that this ostentatious

want of knowledge is real, though
the resources of art enable them
to carry it off naturally enough.
We learn from our < Who's Who '

that many of them had a Univer-

sity Education, and that most,
besides a house in town, have a

box in the country. Is it con-

ceivable that they only associate

with one another, and that at the

banquets to which we have already
alluded

1

? We can hardly think

so ;
and are constrained to marvel

at the pains they take to disclaim

all familiarity with the dress,

speech, thought, habits, tone, and
mode of life of ordinary English

gentlemen: an affectation, be it

remarked, in which they are very

ably seconded by the eminent

artists who illustrate their works.

What " bounders "
in knicker-

bockers, Norfolk jackets, and Hom-

burg hats the wags palm off upon
the guileless sixpenny public as

men of fashion ! What barmaids,
or what milliners' dummies, as the

daughters of the landed aristoc-

racy ! The contrast between the

clumsy touch with which the dan-

dies were handled by Mr Doyle
, in 'Rodney Stone,' and the easy
and vigorous strokes which brought

1 \Ve cannot join with Mr George Gissing in assuming that the general

technique of novelists at the present time is superior to that which was common
in the Dickens era. Far from it. Such a hypothesis seems quite unfounded.
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the prize-fighters vividly before us,

was very striking : nor is it less

noticeable how in 'The Tragedy
of the Korosko' two such very

ordinary beings as a young English

diplomat and an Oxford Don are

treated as if the author were al-

most afraid of them as if they
were wild beasts in a menagerie,
or " freaks" in a museum. Perhaps
a mere critic is apt to forget that

the great American public "our

Anglo Saxon brothers on the other

side of the herring-pond," as Sir

Walter Besant would call them in

his genial way must be catered

for, and probably must have its

English characters cut on a fixed

pattern. But no one who has

recently noted the edifying en-

thusiasm of our leading men of

letters and journalists in the cause

of Uncle Sam, can fail to realise

the very substantial nature of the

links which unite them, at all

events, to Columbia.

What effect does this vast quan-
tity of fiction produce on the mind
and morals of the public that reads

it 1 That it has no bad direct

moral consequences may willingly
be granted, without necessarily

giving a satisfactory answer to the

question. We are inclined, for

our own part, to fear that it must
exercise in the long-run an influ-

ence enervating and debilitating
rather than bracing and tonic;
that instead of building up char-

acter upon the solid foundation of

principle, it runs it up on the

rickety foundation of emotion;
and that, far from fortifying the

reader for the trials and vicissi-

tudes of life, it saps such resolu-

tion and firmness as he may
already possess. Even in the
humblest lives there arrives, from
time to time, a crisis; and our

suspicion is that, steeped in fic-

tion, the man or woman who has
to " face the music "

will do so,

not with courage and sincerity,

but, on the contrary, with a per-

petual effort to ape the conduct
and the language of the heroes and
heroines who in the pages of a

thousand novelettes and short

stories have been compelled to

undergo similar experiences. But
this topic is much too ample and

important for discussion at the end
of a long paper. We commend it

cordially to the serious attention

of philosophers and of the clergy.
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JOHN SPLENDID: 1

THE TALE OF A POOR GENTLEMAN, AND THE LITTLE WARS OP LORN.

CHAPTER XXV. THE ANGRY EAVESDROPPER.

IT may seem, in my recounting
of the.se cold wanderings, of days
and nights with nothing but snow
and rain, and always the hounds of

fear on every hand, that I had for-

gotten to exercise my mind upon the

blunder and the shame of Argile's
defeat at Inverlochy. So far is this

from the fact that M'lver and I on

many available occasions disputed
as old men at the trade of arms

will do the reasons of a reverse

so much unexpected, so little to be

condoned, considering the advan-

tage wo had in numbers compared
with the fragments of clans Alas-

dair MucDonald brought down from
the gorges of Lochaber to the waters

of Loch Lhinne and Locheil. It

was useless to bring either the

baron -bailie or Sonachan into our

deliberations
; neither of them had

any idea of how the thing had hap-

pened, though they were very well

informed indeed about certain trivial

departures from strict forms of

Highland procedure in the hurried

marshalling of the troops.
"
Choap trash of pennyland men

from Lochow-side were put on the

right of gentlemen cadets of the

castle a ad Loch Finne-side lairds,"
was the baron - bailie's bitter pro-
testation.

Sonauhan, who was naturally pos-
sessed o f a warm side to the people,
even common quality, of his own
part of the country, would sniff at

this with some scorn.
"
Peunyland here, pennyland

there, they were closer in blood
on Black Duncan than any of your

shore - side partans, who may be

gentrice by sheepskin right but
never by the glaive."

So the two would be off again
into the tanglements of Highland
pedigree.
The mind of the man with the

want was, of course, a vacant tab-

let, washed clean of every recollec-

tion by the copious tears he had

wept in his silliness since ever the

shock of the battle came on him;
Stewart was so much of an un-

scrupulous liar that no word of his

could be trusted
;
and the minister

alone could give us any idea of

what had been the sentiment in the

army when the men of Montrose

(who were really the men of Sir

Alasdair, his major-general) came
on them. Bat, for reasons every
true Gael need not even have a

hint of, we were averse from query-

ing this dour, sour Lowland cleric

on points affecting a Highland
retreat.

So it was, I say, that the de-

liberations of M'lver and myself
were without any outside light in

somewhat dark quarters : we had
to guide us only yon momentary
glimpse of the stricken field with

its flying men, seen in a stupid blur

of the senses, as one lying by a

dark hill tarn at night, waiting for

mallard or teal, sees the birds wheel-

ing above the water ere he has

appreciated the whirr of their

presence, lets bang his piece
at the midst of them, and is in

a dense stillness again before he

comprehends that what he has

1
Copyright, 1897, by Dodd, Mead & Co. in the United States of America.
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waited for in the cold night has

happened.
"The plan of old Gustavus did

it, I'll wager my share of the silver-

mine," would John insist
;

" and
who in heaven's name would think

Alasdair mosacli knew the trick of

it? I saw his horsemen fire one

pistol-shot and fall on at full speed.
That's old Gustavus for you, isn't

it? And yet," he would continue,

reflecting,
" Auchinbreck knew the

Swedish tactics too. He had his

musketeers and pikemen separate,
as the later laws demand; he had
even a hint from myself of the due

proportion of two pikes to three

muskets."

"But never a platoon fired a

volley," I recalled. " It was to

steel and targe from the onset."

And then I would add, "What's to

be said for MacCailein?"
On this John Splendid would

ruffle up wrothily with blame for

my harping on that incident, as if

it were a crime to hint at any weak-
ness in his chief.

" You are very much afraid of a

waff of wind blowing on your
cousin's name," I would cry.

" My chief, Elrigmore, my chief.

I make no claim to consideration

for a cousin, but I'll stand up for

Argil e's name so long as the gyrony
of eight and the galley for Lorn are

in his coat of arms."

Inverlochy, Inverlochy, Inver-

lochy the black name of it rang
in my head like a tolling bell as I

sought to doze for a little in Dai-
ness house. The whole events of

the scandalous week piled up on
me : I no sooner wandered one

thought away in the mists of the
nether mind than a new one, de-

finite and harassing, grew in its

place, so that I was turning from
side to side in a torture -rack of

reflection when I should be lost

in the slumber my travel and weari-

ness so well had earned me. Some-

thing of an eeriness at our position
in that genteel but lonely house

lay heavy on me too : it had no
memories of friendship in any room
for me ;

it was haunted, if haunted
at all, with the ghosts of people
whose names we only breathed

with bitterness in the shire of

Argile. And constantly the wind
would be howling in it, piping

dismally in the vent of the room
the minister and I were in together ;

constant the rain would be hissing
on the embers of the fire

;
at a long

distance off a waterfall, in veering

gusts of greater vehemence, crashed

among its rocks and thundered in

its linn.

M'lver, who was the first to take

watch for the night, paced back
and forth along the lobbies or stood

to warm himself at the fire he fed

at intervals with peat or pine-root.

Though he had a soldier's reverence

for the slumbers of his comrades,
and made the least of noise as he
moved around in his deer-skins, the

slightest movement so advertised

his zeal, and so clearly recalled

the precariousness of our position,
that I could not sleep. In an hour

or more after I lay down with my
clothing still on, I need hardly say

M'lver alarmed the advance-

guard of my coming sleep by his

unconscious whistle of a pibroch,
and I sat up to find that the cleric

was sharing my waukrife rest. He
had cast his peruke. In the light

of a cruisie that hung at the mantel-

breast he was a comical-looking
fellow with a high bald head, and

his eyes, that were very dark and

profound, surrounded by the red

rings of weariness, all the redder

for the pallor of his face. He
stretched his legs and rubbed his

knees slowly, and smiled on me a

little mournfully.
"I'm a poor campaigner," sai$

he ;
"I ought to be making the

best of the chance we have; but
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instead I must be thinking of my
master and patron, and about my
flock in Inneraora town."

I seized the opportunity as a

gled would jump at a dove.
" You're no worse than myself,"

I said, rising to poke up the fire
;

" I'm thinking of Argile too, and I

wish I could get his defalcation if

that it may be called out of my
mind. Was it a was it what

you might call a desertion without

dignity, or a step with half an

excuse in policy? I know Mac-
Cailein had an injured arm."

Gordon rose and joined me at

the lireside. He seemed in a

swither as to whether I was a fit

confidant or not in such a matter,
but afc last would appear to decide

in my favour.

""You have heard me speak well

of Argile," he said, quietly. "I
never said a word in his praise that

was not deserved; indeed I have
been limited in my valuation of his

virtues and ornaments, lest they
should think it the paid chaplain
who ^poke and not the honest ac-

quaintance. I know pious men,

Highland and Lowland, but my
lord of Argile has more than any
of them the qualities of perfection.
At home yonder, he rises every

morning at five and is in private
till eight. He prays in his house-

hold right and morning, and never

went abroad, though but for one

night, but he took his write-book,

standish, and English New Bible,
and Newman's Concordance with
him. Last summer, playing one

day with the bullats with some

gentlemen, one of them, when the

Marquis stopped to lift his bullat,

fell pale, and said to them about

him,
' Bless me, it is that I see

my lord with his head off and all

his shoulder full of blood.' A
wicked man would have counted
that the most gloomy portent and a

fit occasion for dread, for the person
VOL. CLXIII. NO. DCCCCXCII.

who spoke was the Laird of Drim-
mindorren's seventh son, with a re-

putation for the second sight. But

Argile laughed at the thing, no

way alarmed, and then with a

grave demeanour he said, said he,
' The wine's in your head, sir ; and
even if it was an omen, what then 1

The axe in troublous times is no

disgrace, and a chief of Clan Diar-

maid would be a poor chief indeed
if he failed to surrender his head
with some show of dignity/"

" But to leave hia people twice

in one war with no apparent valid

excuse must look odd to his un-

friends," I said, and I toasted my
hose at the fire.

" I wish I could make up my
mind whether an excuse is valid or

not," said the cleric; "and I'm

willing to find more excuses for

MacCailein than I'll warrant he
can find for himself this morning,
wherever he may happen to be. It

is the humour of God Almighty
sometimes to put two men in the

one skin. So far as I may humbly
judge, Argile is the poor victim of

such an economy. You have seen

the sort of man I mean: to-day

generous to his last plack, to-mor-

row the widow's oppressor ; Sunday
a soul humble at the throne of

grace, and writhing with remorse

for some child's sin, Monday riding

vaingloriously in the glaur on the

road to hell, bragging of filthy

amours, and inwardly gloating upon
a crime anticipated. Oh, but were

the human soul made on less devi-

ous plan, how my trade of Gospel

messenger were easy ! And valour,

too, is it not in most men a fever

of the moment; at another hour

the call for courage might find

them quailing and flying like the

coney of the rocks."

"Then Argile, you think, was

on those occasions the sport of his

weaker self?
" I pushed. I found

so many obstacles in the way of

3 F
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satisfaction to my natural curiosity
that I counted no persistence too

rude now.
"He was the result of his

history," said the minister, quickly,
his face flushing with a sudden

inspiration. ''From the start of

time those black moments for the

first Marquis of Argile have been

preparing. I can speak myself of

his more recent environment. He
has about him ever flatterers of

the type of our friend the sentinel

out there, well-meaning but a woe-

ful influence, keeping from him

every rumour that might vex his

ear, colouring every event in such a

manner as will please him. They
kept the man so long in a delusion

that fate itself was under his heel,

that when the stress of things
came "

"Not another word !

"
criedM'lver

from the doorway.
We turned round and found him

standing there wrapped up in his

plaid, his bonnet over a frowning
brow, menace in his eye.
"Not another word, if it must

be in that key. Has Archibald

Marquis of Argile and Lord of

Lochow no friends in this convoca-

tion? I would have thought his

own paid curate and a neighbour
so close as Elrigmore would never
waste the hours due to sleep upon
treason to the man who deserved

better of them."
" You should have eavesdropped

earlier and you would have learned

that there was no treason in the

matter. I'm as leal friend to my
lord of Argile as you or any of

your clan. What do I care for

your bubbly-jock Highland van-

ity ?
"

said Gordon.
"We were saying nothing of Mac-

Cailein that we would not say to

you," I explained to M'lver, an-

noyed in some degree by his inter-

ference.
"
Ay, ay," said he, with a pitying

shrug of the shoulder, and throwing
off his last objection to my curiosity;
"
you're on the old point again.

Man, but you're ill to satisfy ! And
yet we must have the story sooner

or later, I suppose. I would rather

have it anywhere than in this wauf
and empty foreign domicile, that is

a melancholy in itself enough for

any man. But since the minister's

in a key for history let him on."

"I'm in no key for history at

all," said Master Gordon, very
shortly.

" If you would have the

truth, I'm searching my wits for

some accounting for the conduct of

a nobleman I love more than a

brother."

"And that's no great credit to

you : have you ever known his

equal 1
"

cried M'lver, always in

the mood for bickering with this

Lowland scholar the only person,
or almost the only person, I found

him unwilling to pick and choose

words for.

"You're speaking there as a

kinsman and clansman," said Mas-
ter Gordon ;

" I'm speaking as man
of man. I like this one for his

struggle, sometimes successful, some-

times not all that way, to keep a

manly and religious front before

those contending passions within

him. He is a remnant of the old

world of Highland sturt and strife,

and still to a degree in the midst of

it, and at the same time a man
endowed by heaven with a genius
of peace and intellect. Fighting
with a horde of savages against
reivers no more dishonest than his

own clans, is it a wonder that

sometimes MacCailein's spirit, the

spirit of the thinker and the scholar,

should sink at the horror of his

position? For all that, he has a

courageous front nine times out of

ten, and it would have been a

miracle itself if he had not taken to

the galley at Inverlochy yesterday

morning."
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"
Yesterday morning !

"
I cried.

" Good God ! I thought it was

years ago, or something in a

dream."

"And it was just yesterday

morning," spoke on the cleric,
" and to-day there's a marquis on
his way south somewhere thinking
of yesterday (I make no doubt)
even on, with every recollection of

his Ire lost for a space below that

salt soa of remorse. And so simple
the taing too, like every pregnant
moment of life. We lay on the

flat land yonder as you left us on

your reconnoitre, changed shots on
the S iturday night with wandering
malcontents as we thought them,
and found Montrose on the braes

above us as the dawn broke. We
had bat a shot or two apiece to the

muskot, they tell me. Dunbarton's
drums rolled, the pipes clamoured,
the camp rose from its sleep in a

confusion, and a white moon was

fainting behind us. Argile, who
had slept in a galley all night, came
ashore in a wherry with his left

arm in a sling. His face was like

the clay, but he had a firm lip, and
he wau buckling a hauberk with a

steady hand as the men fell under
arms. Left alone then, I have
a belief that he would have
come through the affair gallant-

ly; but the Highland double-

dealings were too much for him.
He turned to Auchinbreck and
' Shall I take the command, or

'

leaving an alternative for

his relative to guess at. Auchin-

breck, a stout soldier but a vicious,

snapped him very short. * Leave
it to lae, leave it to me,' he an-

swered, and busied himself again in

disposing his troops, upon whom I
was well aware he had no great re-

liance. Then Sir James Eollock-

Mddry, and a few others pushed
the Marquis to take his place in his

galley again, but would he 1 Not
till Auchinbreck came up a second

time, and seeing the contention of

his mind, took your Highland way
of flattering a chief, and made a pol-
troon act appear one of judgment
and necessity.

' As a man and
soldier only, you might be better

here at the onset,' said Auchin-

breck, who had a wily old tongue ;
1 but you are disabled against using
sword or pistol ; you are the main-

stay of a great national movement,
depending for its success on your
life, freedom, and continued exer-

tion.' Argile took to the galley

again, and Auchinbreck looked
after him with a shamed and
dubious eye. Well, well, Sir

Duncan has paid for his tempor-

ising ;
he's in his place appointed.

I passed the knowe where he lay

writhing to a terrible end, with a

pike at his vitals, and he was

moaning for the chief he had

helped to a shabby flight."
" A shabby flight !

"
said M'lver,

with a voice that was new to me,
so harsh was it and so high- set.

" You can pick the word for

yourself," said the minister ; "if

by heaven's grace I was out of this,

in Inneraora I should have my
own way of putting it to Argile,
whom I love and blame."

" Oh you Lowland dog !" cried

John Splendid, more high -keyed
than ever,

"
you to criticise Argile !

"

And he stepped up to the cleric,

who was standing by the chimney-

jambs, glowered hellishly in his

face, then with a fury caught his

throat in his fingers, and pinned
him up against the wall.
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CHAPTER XXVI. TRAPPED.

I caught M'lver by the coat-

lapels, and took him off the gasp-

ing cleric.

"0 man !

" I cried, "is this the

Highland brigadier to be throttling
an old soldier of Christ *?

"

" Let me get at him and I'll set

him in the way of putting the last

truth of his trade to its only test,"

said he, still with a face corp-

white, tugging at my hold and eye-

ing Master Gordon with a very up-
lifted and ferocious demeanour.

I suppose he must, in the midst

of his fury, have got just a glisk of

the true thing before him not

a worthy and fair opponent for a

man of his own years, but an old

wearied man of peace, with a flabby

neck, and his countenance blotched,
and his wig ajee upon his head so

that it showed the bald pate below,
for he came to himself as it were

with a start. Then he was ashamed
most bitterly. He hung his head
and scraped with an unconscious

foot upon the floor. The minister

recovered his wind, looked with

contempt in every line at the man
who had abused him, and sat down
without a word before the fire.

"I'm sorry about this," said

M'lver, fumbling about his waist-

belt with nervous fingers ;

" I'm

sorry about this, Master Gordon. A
Highlander cannot be aye keeping
God's gift of a temper in leash, and

yet it's my disgrace to have laid a

hand on a gentleman of your age
and calling, even for the name of my
chief. Will you credit me when I

say I was blind to my own act?

Something in me rose uncontrol-

lable, and had you been Hector in

armour, or my grandfather from
the grave, I was at your neck."

"
Say no more about it," answer-

ed Gordon. " I have seen the wolf
so often at the Highlander's heart

that I need not be wondering to

find him snarling and clawing now.
And still from a gentleman and
a person of travel

"

"Say away, sir," said M'lver,

bitterly ;

"
you have the whole plea

with you this time, and I'm a rogue
of the blackest. I can say no more
than I'm sorry for a most dirty
action."

Gordon looked at him, and seemed
convinced that here was a genuine
remorse

;
at least his mien softened

and he said quietly, "You'll hear
no more of it from me."
We were standing, M'lver and I,

in front of the hearth, warming to

the peat glow, and the cleric sat in

an oak arm-chair. Out in the va-

cant night the rain still pattered
and the gale cried. And all at

once, above the sound of wind and

water, there came a wild rapping at

the main door of the house, the

alarm of a very crouse and angry
traveller, finding a hostel barred

against him at unseasonable hours.

A whole childhood of fairy tale

rose to my mind in a second
; but

the plain truth followed with more

conviction, that there was no witch,

warlock, nor fairy, but some one
with a better right to the tenancy
of Dalness than seven broken men
with nor let nor tack. We were

speedily together, the seven of us,

and gathered in the hall, and listen-

ing with mouths open and hearts

dunting, to the rapping that had no

sign of ceasing.
"

I'll have a vizzy from an upper
window of who this may be," said

John, sticking a piece of pine in

the fire till it flared at the end, and

hurrying with it thus lighted up
the stair. I followed at his heels,

while the rest remained below ready V
to give whatever reception was most
desirable to the disturbers of our
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night's repose. The window we
went to looked out on the most

utter blackness, a blackness that

seemed to stream in at the window
as we swung it softly back on its

hing;e. M'lver put out his head

and his torch, giving a warder's

keel: at the door below where the

knocking continued. He drew in

his head quickly and looked at me
witt astonishment.

"It's a woman," said he. "I
never saw a campaign where so

many petticoats of one kind or

another were going. Who, in God's

name, can this one be, and what's

her errand to Dalness at this hour 1

One of its regular occupants would

scarcely make such to-do about her

summons."
"The quickest answer could be

got by asking her," I said.

"And about a feint?" he said,

musing.
"
Well, we can but test it."

We went down and reported to

our companions, and Gordon was for

opening the door on the moment.
"A wanderer like ourselves," said

he, "perhaps a widow of our own

making from Glencoe. In any
case a woman, and out in the

storm."

We stood round the doors while

M'lver put back the bars and open-
ed as much as would give entry to

one person at a time. There was a

loud cry, and in came the Dark
Dam3, a very spectacle of sorrow !

Her torn garments clung sodden to

her Fkin, her hair hung stringy at

her neck, the elements had chilled

and drowned the frenzied gleaming
of her eyes. And there she stood

in the doorway among us, poor
womun, poor wretch, with a frame

shaking to her tearless sobs.

"You have no time to lose," she

said 1 o our query,
" a score of Glen-

coe men are at my back. They
". fancy they'll have you here in the

trap this house's owner left you.
Are you not the fools to be advan-

taging yourselves of comforts you
might be sure no fairy left for

Campbells in Dalness? You may
have done poorly at Inverlochy

though I hear the Lowlanders and
not you were the paltroons but
blood is thicker than water, and
have we not the same hills beside

our doors at home, and I have run

many miles to warn you that Mac-
Donald is on his way." She told

her story with sense and straight-

ness, her frenzy subdued by the

day's rigour. Our flight from her

cries, she said, had left her a feeling
of lonely helplessness; she found,
as she sped, her heart truer to the

tartan of her name than her anger
had let her fancy, and so she fol-

lowed us round Loch Lhinne-head,
and over the hills to Glencoe. At
the blind woman's house in the

morning, where she passed readily

enough for a natural, she learned

that the eldest son in the bed had
set about word of our presence
before we were long out of his

mother's door. The men we had
seen going down in the airt of

Tynree were the lad's gathering,
and they would have lost us but for

the beetle-browed rogue, who, guess-

ing our route through the hills to

Dalness, had run before them, and,

unhampered by arms or years, had
reached the house of Dalness a

little before we came out of our

journey in swamp and corry. A
sharp blade, certes ! he had seen

that unless something brought us

to pause a while at Dalness we
would be out of the reach of his

friends before they had gained large

enough numbers and made up on

him. So he had planned with the

few folk in the house to leave it

temptingly open in our way, with

the shrewd guess that starved and

wearied men would be found sleep-

ing beside the fire when the Mac-
Donalds came round the gusset.
All this the Dame Dubh heard and
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realised even in her half frenzy as

she spent some time in the com-

pany of the marching MacDonalds,
who never dreamt that her mad-
ness and her denunciations of Clan
Diarmaid were mixed in some de-

gree with a natural interest in the

welfare of every member of that

clan.

M'lver scrutinised the woman
sharply, to assure himself there was
no cunning effort of a mad woman
to pay off the score her evil tongue
of the day before revealed she had
been reckoning; but he saw only
here dementia gone to a great de-

gree, a friend anxious for our wel-

fare so anxious, indeed, that the

food Master Gordon was pressing

upon her made no appeal to her

famishing body.
" You come wonderfully close on

my Frankfort story," said M'lver,

whimsically. "I only hope we

may win out of Dalness as snugly
as we won out of the castle of the

cousin of Pomerania."

For a minute or two we debated

on our tactics. We had no muskets,

though swords were rife enough in

Dalness, so a stand and a defence

by weapons was out of the question.
M'lver struck on a more pleasing
and cleanly plan. It was to give
the MacDonalds tit for tat, and

decoy them into the house as their

friends had decoyed us into it, and
leave them there in durance while

we went on our own ways.
We jammed down the iron pins

of the shutters in the salmanger, so

that any exit or entrance by this

way was made a task of the great-
est difficulty ;

then we lit the upper
flats, to give the notion that we were

lying there. M'lver took his place
behind a door that led from the hall

to other parts of the house, and was
indeed the only way there, while

the rest of us went out into the

night and concealed ourselves in

the dark angle made by a turret

and gable a place where we could

see, without being seen, any person

seeking entry to the house.

All the paths about the mansion
were strewn with rough sand or

gravel from the river, and the rain,

in slanting spears, played hiss upon
them with a sound I never hear to-

day but my mind's again in old

Dalness. And in the dark, vague
with rain and mist, the upper win-

dows shone blear and ghostly, dull

vapours from a swamp, corp-candles
on the sea, more than the eyes of

a habitable dwelling warm and lit

within. We stood, the seven of us,

against the gable (for the woman
joined us and munched a dry
crust between the chittering of

her teeth), waiting the coming of

the MacDonalds.
I got to my musing again, puzzled

in this cold adventure, upon the

mystery of life. I thought it must
be a dream such as a man has lying
in strange beds, for my spirit floated

and cried upon that black and ugly
air, lost and seeking as the soul of

a man struggling under sleep. I

had been there before, I felt, in

just such piteous case among
friends in the gable of a dwelling,

yet all alone, waiting for visitors

I had no welcome for. And then

again (I would think), is not all

life a dream, the sun and night
of it, the seasons, the faces of

friends, the flicker of fires and the

nip of wine; and am not I now
stark awake for the first time, the

creature of God, alone in His world

before the dusk has been divided

from the day and bird and beast

have been let loose to wander
about a new universe? Or again

(I would think), am I not dead

and done with? Surely I fell in

some battle away in Low Germanie,
or later in the sack of Inneraora

town, that was a town long, long

ago, before the wave threshed in

upon Dunchuaeh?
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The man with the want, as usual,
was at his tears, whispering to him-
self reproach and memory and omens
of fear, but he was alert enough to

be the first to observe the approach
of our enemy. Ten minutes at

least before they appeared on the

sward, lit by the lights of the upper
windows, he lifted a hand, cocked
an ear, and told us he heard their

footsteps.
There were about a score and a

half of the MacDonalds altogether,
of various ages, some of them old

gutchers that had been better ad-

vised to be at home snug by the

fire in such a night or saying their

prayers in preparation for the loom-

ing grave, some of them young and

strapping, all well enough armed
with everything but musketry, and

guided to the house by the blind

woman's son and a gentleman in a

lacei coat, whom we took to be the

owner of Dalness because two men
of t]ie bearing and style of servants

wero in his train and very preten-
tious about Us safety in the course

of s debate that took place a few

yards from us as to whether they
should demand our surrender or

attack and cut us down without

quarter.
The gentleman sent his two

lackeys round the house, and they
cams back reporting (what we had
been very careful of) that every
door was barred.

"
Then," said the gentleman,

"wo'll try a bland knock, and
if need be, force the main door."

He was standing now in a half

dusk, clear of the light of the

windows, with a foot on the step
of the door; behind him gathered
the MacDonalds with their weapons
ready, and I dare say, could we have
seer it, with no very pretty look on
their faces. As he spoke, he put
his hand on the hasp, and, to his

surprise, the heavy door was open.
"We had taken good care of that too.

The band gathered themselves

together and dived into the place,
and the plaiding of the last of them
had scarcely got inside the door
than Stewart ran up with the key
and turned the lock, with a low
whistle for the guidance of M'lver
at the inner door. In a minute or

less, John was round in our midst

again with his share of the con-

tract done, and our rats were

squealing in their trap.
For a little there was nothing

but crying and cursing, wild beat-

ing against the door, vain attack

on the windows, a fury so futile

that it was sweet to us outsiders,
and we forgot the storm and the

hardship.
At last M'lver rapped on the

door and demanded attention.

"Is there any one there with
the English?" he asked.

The gentleman of Dalness an-

swered that he could speak English
with the best cateran ever came out

of MacCailein Mor's country, and
he called for instant release, with
a menace added that Hell itself

could not excel the punishment
for us if they were kept much

longer under lock and bar.
" We

are but an advanced guard," said

he, with a happy thought at lying,
"and our friends will be at your
back before long."

M'lver laughed pawkily.
"
Come, come, Dalness," said he,

"do you take us for girls'? You
have every man left in Glencoe at

your back there; you're as much
ours as if you were in the tolbooth

of Inneraora ; and I would just
be mentioning that if I were in

your place I would be speaking

very soft and soothing,"
"

I'll argue the thing fairly with

you if you let us out," said Dalness,

stifling his anger behind the door,

but still with the full force of it

apparent in the stress of his accent.

M'lver laughed again.
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"You have a far better chance

where you are," said he. "You
are very snug and warm there ;

the

keg of brandy's on the left-hand

side of the fire, though I'm afraid

there's not very much left of it

now that my friend of Achnatra
here has had his will of it. Tell

those gentry with you that we
intend to make ourselves cosy in

other parts of the house till the

morn's morning, and that if they

attempt to force a way out by door

or window before we let them, we'll

have sentinels to blow out the little

brains they have. I'm putting it

to you in the English, Dalness

and I cry pardon for making my
first gossip with a Highland gen-
tleman in such a tongue but I

want you to put my message in as

plausible a way as suits you best to

the lads and bodachs with you."
The man drew away from the

neighbourhood of the door; there

was a long silence, and we con-

cluded they were holding parley
of war as to what was next to be
done. Meantime we made prepara-
tions to be moving from a place
that was neither safe nor homely.
We took food from the pantries,

scourged Stewart from a press he
was prying in with clawing fingers
and bulging pockets, and had just

got together again at the rear of

the house when a cry at the front

told us that our enemies, in some

way we never learned the manner

of, had got the better of our bolted

doors and shutters.

Perhaps a chance of planning our

next step would have been in our

favour ; perhaps on the other hand
it would have been the worse for

us, because in human folly we
might have determined on staying
to face the odds against us, but
there was no time for balancing
the chances; whatever was to be
done was to be done quickly.

"Royal's my race !

"
cried Stew-

art, dropping a pillow-slip full of

goods he carried with him
"
Royal's my race and here's

one with great respect for keeping
up the name of it." And he leaped
to a thicket on his left. The man
with the want ran weeping up to

the Dark Dame and clung to her

torn gown, a very child in the

stupor of his grief and fear. The
baron-bailie and Sonachan and the

minister stood spellbound, and I

cursed our folly at the weakness
of our trap. Only M'lver kept
his wits about him.

"
Scatter," said he in English

" scatter without adieux, and all

to the fore by morning search back
to the Brig of TJrchy, comrades

there till the middle of the day,
then the devil take the hindmost."

More than a dozen MacDonalds
came running round the gable end,
lit by the upper windows, and we

dispersed like chaff to the wind
before M'Tver's speech concluded.

He and I ran for a time together,

among the bushes of the garden,

through the curly kail, under low

young firs that clutched at the

clothing. Behind us the night

rang with pursuing cries, with chal-

lenge and call, a stupid clamour

that gave a clue to the track we
could follow with greatest safety.

M'lver seemingly stopped to listen,

or made up his mind to deviate to

the side after a little; for I soon

found myself running alone, and
two or three men to judge by
their cries keeping as close on me
as they could by the sound of my
plunging among twig and bracken.

At last, by striking to an angle
down a field that suddenly rolled

down beside me, I found soft car-

peting for my feet, and put an in-

creasing distance between us. With
no relaxation to my step, however,
I kept running till I seemed a good I

way clear of Dalness policies, and
on a bridle-path that led up the
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glen the very road, as I learned

later, that our enemy had taken on
their way from Tynree. I kept on
it for a little as well as I could, but

the iiight was so dark (and still

the rain was pouring though the

wind had lowered) that by-and-by
I lost the path, and landed upon
rough water - broken rocky land,
bare of tree or bush. The tumult

behind me was long since stilled

in distance, the storm itself had

abated, and I had traversed for less

than an hour when the rain ceased.

But .still the night was solemn

black, though iny eyes by usage
had grown apt and accustomed to

separate the dense black of the

bouldor from the drab air around it.

The country is one threaded on every
hand by eas and brook that drop
down the mountain sides at almost

every yard of the way. Nothing
was to hear but the sound of run-

ning and feUing waters, every
brook with its own note, a tinkle of

gold on a marble stair as I came to

it, declining to a murmur of sweet-

hearts in a bower as I put its banks
behind me after wading or leaping ;

or a song sung in a clear spring

morning by a girl among heather

hills, muffling behind me to the

blackguard discourse of banditti

waiting with poignards out upon a

lonely highway.
I was lost somewhere north of

Glen Etive ; near me I knew must
be Tynree, for I had been walking
for two hours and yet I dare not

venture back on the straight route

to to-morrow's rendezvous till some

thing of daylight gave me guidance.
At last I concluded that the way
through the Black Mount Country
to Bredalbane must be so close at

hand it would be stupidity of the

densest to go back by Dalness.

There was so much level land round
me that I felt sure I must be

rounding the Bredalbane hills, so I

chanced a plunge to the left. I

had not taken twenty steps when
I ran up against the dry-stone

dyke that bordered the Inns of

Tynree.

CHAPTER XXVII. A TAVERN IN THE WILDS.

Tynree is the Gaelic of a name
that in the English is King's House.
What humour gave so gaudy a title

to so humble a place I have been

always beat to know. Eor if the

poorest of the chiefs of the poor
isles had his choice of the gallows at

once or Tynree for a long habitation,
I'm thinking he would cry, "Out
with your rope." Standing all its

lee Ion 3 on the edge of the wildest

moor of all the Scottish kingdom,
blustered on by the winds of Glen-
coe and Glen Etive, the house, far

apart irom any other (even a hunt-
er's bothy among the corries), must
be eerie, empty of all but its

? owner at most seasons of the year.
He will have nothing about him
but tha flying plover that is so

heart-breaking in its piping at the

grey of morn, for him must the

night be a dreariness no rowth of

cruisie or candle may mitigate. I

can fancy him looking out day after

day upon plains of snow and cruel

summits, blanching and snarling
under sodden skies, and him wish-

ing that God so good was less care-

less, and had given him a home
and trade back among the cosy
little glens, if not in the romping
towns. But they tell me people
who rove and have tried Tynree in

all weathers that often it is cheer-

ful with song and story ;
and there

is a tale that once upon a time

a little king, out adventuring in the

kingly ways of winter stories, found
this tavern in the wilds so warm,
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so hospitable, so resounding with
the songs of good fellows, that he
bided as a guest for a week of the

winter weather.

When I came on Tynree, it was

sounding with music, just, it might
be, as in the day of the king in the

story. Three of the morning, yet
the hostel sent out a most hearty
reek and firelight, the odours of

stewing meats and of strong waters,
and the sound of piping and trump-
ing and laughing.

I stood back a piece from the
house and debated with myself
whether or not it was one where
the tartan of Diarmaid would be
sure of a welcome even if his spor-
ran jingled with gold to the very
jaws. All I wanted was shelter till

the day broke and this may seem
odd to any one who has not known
the utter wearisomeness of being
a hunted man jinking in the dark

among woods and alleys the easy
conversation of some human beings
with no thought bothering them
but what would be for the next

meal, or the price of cattle at a town

tryst. And song and trump come,
I'll tell the God's own truth upon
that ! They called me Sobersides
in those days : M'lver gave me the
name and kept it on me till the

very last, and yet sobriety of spirit

(in one way) was the last quality
in those old days of no grace to find

in my nature. I liked to sit in

taverns, drinking not deeply, but

enough to keep the mood from

nagging, with people of the young
heart, people fond of each other,
adrift from all commercial cunning,

singing old staves and letting their

fancy go free to a tune twanged on
a Jew's-trump or squeezed upon a

bagpipe or zigged upon a fiddle. So
the merriment of Tynree held me
like a charm, and a mad whim at

last seized me, and in I went, confi-

dent that my instinct of comradery
would not deceive me, and that at

least I had the boon -companion's
chance.

The company never even stopped
their clamour to look at me; the

landlord put a jug at my elbow,
and a whang of bread and cheese,
and I was joining with an affected

gusto in a chorus less than ten

minutes after I had been a hunted
man on the edge of Moor Rannoch,
ready to toss up a bawbee to learn

whither my road should be.

It was an orra and remarkable

gathering, convened surely by the

trickery of a fantastic and vaga-
bond providence,

" not a great

many, but well picked," as Mac-

gregor the Mottled said of his band
of thieves. There were men and
women to the number of a score,

two or three travelling merchants

(as they called themselves, but I

think in my mind they were the

kind of merchants who bargain
with the dead corp on the aban-

doned battle-field, or follow expe-
ditions of war to glean the spoil
from burning homesteads) ;

there

were several gangrels, an Irishman

with a silver eye, a strolling piper
with poor skill of his noble instru-

ment, the fiddler who was a

drunken native of the place, a

gipsy and his wife and some randy
women who had dropped out of

the march of Montrose's troops.
Over this notable congregation

presided the man of the house

none of your fat and genial-looking

gentlemen, but a long lean person-

age with a lack-lustre eye. You
would swear he would dampen the

joy of a penny wedding, and yet

(such a deceit is the countenance)
he was a person of the finest wit

and humour, otherwise I daresay

Tynree had no such wonderful

party in it that night.
I sat by the fire - end and

quaffed my ale, no one saying moro4

to me for a little than " There you
are !

" Well enough they knew my
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side in the issue my tartan would
tell them that but wandering
bodies have no politics beyond the

conviction that the world owes

then as easy a living as they can

chea') it out of, and they never men-

tioned war. The landlord's dram
was on, and 'twas it I had shared in,

and when it was over I pulled out

a crown and bought the heartiest

goodwill of a score of rogues with

some flagons of ale.

A beetle-browed chamber, long,

narrow, stifling with the heat of a

great fire, its flagged floor at in-

tervels would slap with bare or

bauciiled feet dancing to a short

reel. First one gangrel would sing
a verse or two of a Lowland bal-

lant, not very much put out in its

sentiment by the presence of the

random ladies
;
then another would

pluck a tune upon the Jew's-trump,
a chorus would rise like a sudden

gust of wind, a jig would shake

upon the fiddle. I never saw a

more happy crew, nor yet one that

judging from the doctrine that

thrift and sobriety have their just
reward deserved it less. I thought
of poor Master Gordon somewhere
dead or alive in or about Dalness,
a very pupil of Christ, and yet
with a share of His sorrows,
with nowhere to lay his head,
but it did not bitter me to my
com]: any.

By-and-by the landlord came can-

nily up to me and whispered in my
ear a sort of apology for the rabble

of hi 3 house.
" You ken, sir," said he in very

good English "you ken yourself
what the country's like just now,

given over to unending brawl, and
I am glad to see good-humoured
people about me, even if they are

penniless gangrels."

"!My own business is war," I ac-
^ knov lodged ;

"
I'll be frank enough

to ttll you I'm just now making
my v/ay to Inneraora as well as the

weather and the MacDonalds will

let me."
He was pleased at my candour,

I could see ;
confidence is a quality

that rarely fails of its purpose.
He pushed the bottle towards me
with the friendliest of gestures,
and took the line of the fellow-

conspirator.
"
Keep your thumb on that,"

said he
;

" I'm not supposed to pre-

cognosce every lodger in Tynree

upon his politics. I'm off Clan

Chattan myself, and not very keen

on this quarrel that's to say, I'll

take no side in it, for my trade is

feeding folk and not fighting them.

Might I be asking if you were of

the band of Campbells a corps of

MacDonalds were chasing down the

way last night?"
I admitted I was.
" I have nothing to do with it,"

said he; "and I'll do a landlord's

duty by any clan coming my way.
As for my guests here, they're so

pleased to see good order broken

in the land and hamlets half-har-

ried that they'll favour any man
whose trade is the sword, especially

if he's a gentlemen," he added.
" I'm one myself, though I keep a

sort of poor hostel here. I'm a

young son."

We were joined by the gipsy, a

bold tall man with very black and

lambent eyes, hiccoughing with

drink but not by any means

drunken, who took out a wallet

and insisted on my joining now
in his drink. I dare not refuse

the courtesy.
"Would you like your fortune

spaed, sir ?
" asked my black friend,

twitching his thumb in the direc-

tion of his wife, who was leering

on me with a friendliness begot of

the bottle. The place was full of

deafening noises and peat-smoke.
Fiddle jigged and pipes snored in

the deep notes of debauchery, and

the little Jew's-trump twanged be-
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tween the teeth of a dirty -faced

man in a saffron shirt and hodden

breeks, wanting jacket or hose a

wizen little old man, going around
the world living like a poet in

realms whereto trump and tipple
could readily bring him.

"
Spaemy fortune !

"
said I, laugh-

ing; "such swatches of the same
as I had in the past were of no
nature to make me eager to see

what was to follow."

"Still and on," said he, "who
knows but you may find a wife

and a good fortune in a little lurk

of the thumb ? Jean ! Jean !

woman," he cried, across the cham-
ber to his callet, and over she

came to a very indifferent and
dubious client.

I had got my hand read a score

of times ere this (for I am of a

nature curious and prying), and
each time the reading was different,

but it did not altogether shake my
faith in wise women; so, half for

the fun of it, I put some silver

pieces in the loof of my hand and
held it before the woman, the

transaction unnoticed by the com-

pany. She gave the common
harangue to start with. At last,

"There's a girl with a child," said

she.

"Faith, and she never went to

the well with the dish-clout then,"
said the black man, using a well-

known Gaelic proverb, meaning a

compliment in his dirty assumption." She's in a place of many houses

now," went on the woman, busy
upon the lines of my hand, "and
her mind is taken up with a man
in the ranks of Argile."

"That's not reading the hand
at all, goodwife," said I

;

" those
small facts of life are never written
in a line across the loof."

"Jean is no apprentice at the

trade," said her man across her
shoulder. "She can find a life's

history in the space of a hair."

" The man found the woman
and the child under a root of fir,"

said the woman,
" and if the man

is not very quick to follow her,
he may find kinship's courting

get the better of a far-off lover's

fancy."
" Dhe !

"
said I

;

"
you have your

story most pat. And what now,
would you say, would be the end
of it all coming to the real busi-

ness of the palmist, which, I take

it, is not to give past history but

to forecast fate?"

I'll not deny but I was startled

by the woman's tale, for here was

Betty and here was MacLachlan

put before me as plainly as they
were in my own mind day and

night since we left Inneraora.

The woman more closely scrut-

inised my hand, paused a while,
and seemed surprised herself at its

story.
" After all," said she,

" the

woman is not going to marry the

man she loves."

I plucked my hand away with a
" Pshaw ! what does it matter ? If

I doubled your fee you would give
me the very best fortune in your
wit to devise."

The Irishman with the silver eye
here jostled a merchant-man, who
drew his gully-knife, so that soon

there was a fierce quarrel that it

took all the landlord's threats and

vigour of arm to put an end to. By
this time I was becoming tired of

my company; now that the spae-
wife had planted the seed of dis-

tress in my mind, those people
were tawdry, unclean, wretched.

They were all in rags, foul and

smelling ;
their music was but

noise demented. I wondered at

myself there in so vicious a com-

pany. And Betty home love

peace how all the tribe of them

suddenly took up every corner of 4

my mind. Oh ! fool, fool, I called

myself, to be thinking your half-
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hearted wooing of the woman had
left any fondness behind it. From
the beginning you were second in

the field, and off the field now a

soldier of a disgraced army, has the

cousin not all the chances in the

world ? He'll be the true friend

in trouble, he'll console her loneli-

ness in a sacked burgh town; a

woman's affection is so often her

reward for simple kindness that he
has got her long ago at no greater
cost than keeping her company in

her lonely hours. And you are but

the dreamer, standing off trembling
and flushing like a boy when you
should be boldly on her cheek, be-

cause you dare not think yourself
her equal. The father's was the

true word :
" There's one thing a

woman will not abide, that her

lover should think lightly either of

himself or her."

All that black stream of sorry

thought went rushing through me
as I sat with an empty jug in my
hand in a room that was sounding
like a market-place. With a start

I wakened up to find the landlord

making a buffoon's attempt at a

dance in the middle of the floor to

the tune of the Jew's-trump, a trans-

parent trick to restore the good
humour of his roysterers, and the

black man who had fetched the spae-
wife was standing at my side sur-

veying me closely out at the corner

of his eyes. I stood to my feet

and ganted with great deliberation

to pretend I had been half-sleeping.
He yawned too, but with such ob-

vious pretence that I could not but

laugh at him, and he smiled know-

ingly back.

"Well," said he in English,

"you'll allow it's a fair imitation,
for I never heard that a put-on
gant was smittal. I see that you
are put about at my wife's fortune :

she's a miracle at the business, as

I said
; she has some secrets of fate

I would rather with her than me.

But I would swear a man may
sometime get the better even of

fate if he has a warning of its

approach."
" I can scarcely see that by the

logic of Porphyrius or Peter His-

panus with the categories, two
scholars I studied at Glascow.
But you are surely a queer man to

be a vagabond at the petticoat-tails
of a spae-wife," said I.

" I've had my chance of common
life, city and town, and the com-

pany of ladies with broidery and
camisole and washen faces," he

answered, with no hesitation,
" and

give me the highroad and freedom
and the very brute of simplicity.
I'm not of these parts. I'm not of

the Highlands at all, as you may
guess, though I've been in them and

through them for many a day. I see

you're still vexed about my woman's

reading of your palm. It seems to

have fitted in with some of your

experience."
I confessed her knowledge of my

private affairs surprised me, and his

black eyes twinkled with humour.
"

I'll explain the puzzle for just
as much money as you gave her,"
said he,

" and leave you more satis-

fied at the end than she did. And
there's no black art at the bottom
of my skill either."

"
Very well," said 'I

;

" here's

your drink-money ; now tell me the

trick of it, for trick I suppose it

is."

He pocketed the money after a

vagabond's spit on the coin for

luck, and in twenty words exposed
his by-love's device. They had just
come from Inneraora two or three

days before, and the tale of the

Provost's daughter in Strongara
had been the talk of the town.

" But how did your wife guess
the interest of the lady in a man of

Argile's army ?
"
I asked.

" Because she spaed the lady's

fortune too," he answered, "and
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she had to find out in the neigh-
bourhood what it was like to be

before she did so
; you know that

is half the art of the thing."
" Yet your woman's guess that I

was the man that's beyond me !

"

" I was struck myself when she

out with that," he confessed. "
Oh,

she's a deep one, Jean ! But your
manner and tongue betrayed the

returned soldier of fortune
;
of such

officers in the ranks of Argile there

are not so many that it was risking
too much to believe all of them
knew the story of the Provost's

daughter, and your conduct, once

she got that length, did the rest."
" And about kinship's courting 1

"

I asked, amazed at the simplicity
of the thing.
The man dashed his fee on the

board and ordered more liquor.
" Drink up," said he, "and drown

care if you're the man my good-wife

thought you, for faith there's a little

fellow from over the loch making
himself very snug in the lady's

company in your absence."

There was no more drinking for

me; the fumes of this wretched

company stank in my nostril, and I

must be off to be alone with mel-

ancholy. Up I got and walked to

the door with not fair-good-e'en nor

fair-good-day, and I walked through
the beginnings of a drab dishearten-

ing dawn in the direction that I

guessed would lead me soonest to

Bredalbane. I walked with a mind

painfully downcast, and it was not
till I reached a little hillock a good
distance from the inns at Tynree, a

hillock clothed with saugh saplings
and conspicuously high over the

flat countryside, that I looked about
me to see where I was.

CHAPTER XXVIII. LOST ON THE MOOR OF RANNOCH.

I stood on the hillock clothed

with its stunted saugh -trees and
waited for the day that was mus-

tering somewhere to the east, far

by the frozen sea of moss and
heather tuft. A sea more lonely
than any ocean the most wide and

distant, where no ship heaves, and
no isle lifts beckoning trees above

the level of the waves ;
a sea sound-

less, with no life below its lament-

able surface, no little fish or proud
leviathan plunging and romping and

flashing from the silver roof of

fretted wave dishevelled to the

deep profound. The moorfowl does

not cry there, the coney has no
habitation. It rolled, that sea so

sour, so curdled, from my feet away
to mounts I knew by day stupen-
dous and not so far, but now in the

dark so hid that they were but
troubled clouds upon the distant

marge. There was a day surely

when, lashing up on those hills

around, were waters blue and sting-

ing, and some plague-breath blew on

them and they shivered and dried

and cracked into this parched sem-

blance of what they were in the old

days when the galleys sailed over.

JSTo galleys now. No white birds cal-

ling eagerly in the storm. No sil-

ver bead of spray. Only in its

season the cannoch tuft, and that

itself but sparsely ; the very blue-

bell shuns a track so desolate, the

sturdy gall itself finds no nourish-

ment here.

The grey day crept above the

land ; I watched it from my hillock,

and I shrunk in my clothing that

seemed so poor a shielding in a land

so chill. A cold clammy dawn,
that never cleared even as it aged,
but held a hint of mist to come that

should have warned me of the dan-

ger I faced in venturing on the un-

travelled surface of the moor, even

upon its safer verge. But it seemed
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so simple a thing to keep low to

the left and down on Glenurchy
that I thought little of the risk, if

I reflected upon it at all.

Some of the stupidity of my
venturing out on the surface of

Eanno^h that day must have been

due to my bodily state. I was not

all there, as the saying goes. I was

suffering mind and body from the

strain of my adventures, and most of

all from the stormy thrashings of

the fevf days before the long jour-

ney, the want of reasonable sleep
and food. There had come over all

my spirit a kind of dwam, so that

at timas my head seemed as if it

were stuffed with wool
;
what mat-

tered V7as of no account, even if it

were a tinker's death in the sheuch.

No words will describe the feeling

except to such as themselves have

known it ; it is the condition of

the man dead with care and weari-

ness sc far as the body is concerned,
and his spirit, sorry to part com-

pany, goes lugging his flesh about

the highways.
I was well out on Rannoch before

the day was full awake on the

country, walking at great trouble

upon the coarse barren soil, among
rotten bog -grass, lichened stones,

and fir-roots that thrust from the

black peat -like skeletons of anti-

quity. And then I came on a

cluster of lochs grey, cold, vagrant
lochs still to some degree in the

thrall of frost. Here's one who has

ever a fancy for such lochans, that

are lost and sobbing, sobbing, even-

on among the hills, where the reeds

and the rushes hiss in the wind,
and the fowls with sheeny feather

make night and day cheery with
their call. But not those lochs of

Ranno<;h, those black basins crumb-

ling at the edge of a rotten soil.

I skirtod them as far off as I could,
as thov;gh they were the lochans of

a nightmare that drag the traveller

to their kelpie tenants' arms. There

were no birds among those rushes
;

I think the very deer that roamed
in the streets of Inneraora in the
November's blast would have run
far clear of so stricken a territory.
It must be horrible in snow, it must
be lamentable in the hottest days
of summer, when the sun rides over

the land, for what does the most

kindly season bring to this forsaken

place except a scorching for the

fugitive wild-flower, if such there

be?
These were not my thoughts as

I walked on my way; they are what
lie in my mind of the feelings the

Moor of Rannoch will rouse in every

stranger. What was in my mind
most when I was not altogether in

the swound of wearied flesh was
the spae-wife's story of the girl in

Inneraora, and a jealousy so strong
that I wondered where, in all my
exhausted frame, the passion for it

came from. I forgot my friends left

in Dalness, I forgot that my com-

pactand prudence itself called for my
hurrying the quickest way I could

to the Brig of Urchy ;
I walked in

an indifference until I saw a wan
haze spread fast over the country in

the direction of the lower hills that

edged the desert. I looked with

a careless eye on it at first, not re-

flecting what it might mean or how
much it might lead to. It spread
with exceeding quickness, a grey
silver smoke rolling out on every

hand, as if puffed continually from

some glen in the hills. I looked

behind me, and saw that the same
was happening all around. Unless

I made speed out of this sorrowful

place I was caught in the mist.

Then I came to the full under-

standing that trouble was to face.

I tightened the thongs of my shoes,

pinched up a hole in my waist-

belt, scrugged my bonnet, and set

out at a deer-stalker's run across

the moor. I splashed in hags and
stumbled among roots; I made wild
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leaps across poisonous-looking holes

stewing to the brim with coloured

water ;
I made long detours to find

the most fordable part of a stream

that twisted back and forth, a very
devil's cantrip, upon my way. Then
a smirr of rain came at my back and

chilled me to the marrow, though
the sweat of travail a moment be-

fore had been on every part of me,
and even dripping in beads from

my chin. At length I lifted my
eyes from the ground that I had to

scan most carefully in my running,
and behold ! I was swathed in a

dense mist that cut off every view

of the world within ten yards of

where I stood. This cruel experi-
ence dashed me more than any other

misadventure in all my wanderings,
for it cut me off, without any hope
of speedy betterment, from the

others of our broken band. They
might be all at Urchy Bridge by
now, on the very selvedge of free-

dom, but I was couped by the heels

more disastrously than ever. Down
I sat on a tuft of moss, and I felt

cast upon the dust by a most cruel

providence.
How long I sat there I cannot

tell
;

it may have been a full hour

or more, it may have been but a

pause of some minutes, for I was in

a stupor of bitter disappointment.
And when I rose again I was the

sport of chance, for whether my
way lay before me or lay behind

me, or to left or right, was alto-

gether beyond my decision. It was
well on in the day : high above this

stagnant plain among tall bens there

must be shining a friendly and con-

stant sun
;
but Elrigmore, gentleman

and sometime cavalier of Mackay's

Scots, was in the very gullet of

night for all he could see around
him. It was folly, I knew; but on
somewhere I must be going, so I

took to where my nose led, picking
my way with new caution among
the bogs and boulders. The neigh-

bourhood of the lochs was a sort

of guidance in some degree, for

their immediate presence gave to a

nostril sharpened by life in the
wild a moist and peaty odour
fresh from the corroding banks. I

sought them and I found them, and

finding them I found a danger even

greater than my loss in that desolate

plain. For in the grey smoke of

mist those treacherous pools crept

noiselessly to my feet, and once I

had almost walked blindly into an
ice-clear turgid little lake. My foot

sank in the mire of it almost up
to the knees ere I jumped to the

nature of my neighbourhood, and
with an effort little short of miracu-

lous in the state of my body, threw

myself back on the safe bank, clear

of the death-trap. And again I sat

on a hillock and surrendered to the

most doleful meditations. Noon
came and went, the rain passed and
came again, and passed once more,
and still I was guessing my way
about the lochs, making no head-

way from their neighbourhood, and,
to tell the truth, a little glad of the

same, for they were all I knew of

the landscape in Moor Rannoch,
and something of friendship was in

their treacherous presence, and to

know they were still beside me,

though it said little for my progress
to Glenurchy, was an assurance that

I was not making my position worse

by going in the wrong airt.

All about me, when the rain was

gone for the last time, there was
a cry of weeping and wailing waters,
the voices of the burns running
into the lochans, tinkling, tinkling,

tinkling merrily, and all out of key
with a poor wretch in draggled tar-

tans, fleeing he knew not whither, f

but going about in shortened circles

like a hedgehog in the sea.

The mist made no sign of lifting

all this time, but shrouded the f
country as if it were come to stay

for ever, and I was doomed to re-
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main till the end, guessing my way
to doath in a silver-grey reek. I

strained my ears, and far off to the

right I heard the sound of cattle

bellowing, the snorting low of a

stirk upon the hillside when he

wonders at the lost pastures of his

calfhood in the merry summer be-

fore. So out I set in that direction,

and more bellowing arose, and by-

and-ty, out of the mist but still

far of, came a long low wail that

baffle I me. It was like no sound
nature ever conferred on the High-
lands, to my mind, unless the rare

call of the Benderloch wolf in rigor-

ous weather. I stopped and listen-

ed, with my inner head cracking to

the strain, and as I was thus stand-

ing in wonder, a great form leaped
out at me from the mist, and almost

ran over me ere it lessened to the

semblance of a man, and I had
John M'lver of Barbreck, a heated

and hurried gentleman of arms, in

my presence.
He drew up with a shock, put his

hand to his vest, and I could see

him cross himself under the jacket.
"Not a bit of it," I cried; "no

wraitb nor warlock this time, Mend,
but flesh and blood. Yet I'm bound
to say I have never been nearer

ghostdom than now
;
a day of this

moor would mean death to me."
He uhook me hurriedly and warm-

ly by the hand, and stared in my
face, und stammered, and put an
arm about my waist as if I were a

girl, and turned me about and led

me to a little tree that lifted its

barren branches above the moor.
He Wt'is in such a confusion and

hurry that I knew something
troubled him, so I left him to

choose his own time for explana-
tion. When we got to the tree, he
showed me his black knife an
extra long and deadly weapon laid

along his waist, and "Out dirk,"
said ho; "there's a dog or two of

Italy on my track here." His
VOL. CLXIII. NO. DCCCCXCII.

mind, by the stress of his words,
was like a hurricane.

Now I knew something of the
Black Dogs of Italy, as they were

called, the abominable hounds that

were kept by the Camerons and
others mainly for the hunting down
of the Gregarich.
"Were they close on you?" I

asked, as we prepared to meet them.
"Don't you hear them bay?"

said he. " There were three on my
track : I struck one through the

throat with my knife and ran, for

two Italian hounds to one knife is

a poor bargain. Between us we
should get rid of them before the

owners they lag for come up on
their tails."

"You should thank God who
got you out of a trouble so deep,"
I said, astounded at the miracle of

his escape so far.
" Oh ay," said he ;

" and indeed
I was pretty clever myself, or it

was all bye with me when one of

the black fellows set his fangs in

my hose. Here are his partners ;

short work with it, on the neck or

low at the belly with an up cut, and
ward your throat."

The two dogs ran with ferocious

growls at us as we stood by the

little tree, their faces gaping and
their quarters streaked with foam.

Strong cruel brutes, they did not

swither a moment, but both leaped
at MTver's throat. With one swift

slash of the knife, my companion
almost cut the head off the body of

the first, and I reckoned with the

second. They rolled at our feet,

and a silence fell on the country.

Up M'lver put his shoulders,

dighted his blade on a tuft of bog-

grass, and whistled a stave of the

tune they call "The Desperate
Battle."

"If I had not my lucky penny
with me I would wonder at this

meeting," said he at last, eyeing
me with a look of real content that

3a
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lie should so soon have fallen into

my company at a time when a meet-

ing was so unlikely.
" It has failed

me once or twice on occasions far

less important; but that was per-

haps because of my own fumbling,
and I forgive it all because it

brought two brave lads together
like barks of one port on the ocean.
' Up or down 1

'

I tossed when it

came to putting fast heels below

me, and '

up
' won it, and here's the

one man in all broad Albainn I

would be seeking for, drops out of

the mist at the very feet of me. Oh,
I'm the most wonderful fellow ever

stepped heather, and I could be

making a song on myself there and
then if occasion allowed. Some

people have genius, and that, I'm

telling you, is well enough so far

as it goes ;
but I have luck too, and

I'm not so sure but luck is a hantle

sight better than genius. I'm guess-

ing you have lost your way in the

mist now ?
"

He looked quizzingly at me, and
I was almost ashamed to admit that

I had been in a maze for the greater

part of the morning.
" And no skill for getting out of

iU" he asked.
" No more than you had in get-

ting into it," I confessed.
" My good scholar," said he,

" I

could walk you out into a drove-

road in the time you would be pick-

ing the bog from your feet. I'm
not making any brag of an art that's

so common among old hunters as

the snaring of conies ; but give me
a bush or a tree here and there in

a flat land like this, and an herb
here and there at my feet, and while

winds from the north blow snell,

I'll pick my way by them. It's

my notion that they learn one many
things at colleges that are no great
value in the real trials of life. You,
I make no doubt, would be kenning
the name of an herb in the Latin,
and I have but the Gaelic for it,

and that's good enough for me
; but

I ken the use of it as a traveller's

friend whenever rains are smirring
and mists are blowing."
"I daresay there's much in what

you state," I confessed, honestly

enough ;
"I wish I could change

some of my schooling for the art of

winning off Moor Rannoch."
He changed his humour in a

flash.
"
Man," said he,

" I'm may-
be giving myself overmuch credit

at woodcraft ; it's so seldom I put
it to the trial that if we get clear of

the Moor before night it'll be as

much to your credit as to mine."
As it happened, his vanity about

his gift got but a brief gratification,
for he had not led me by his signs
more than a mile on the way to the

south than we came again to a

cluster of lochans, and among them
a large fellow called Loch Ba,
where the mist was lifting quickly.

Through the cleared air we travelled

at a good speed, off the Moor,

among Bredalbane braes, and fast

though we went it was a weary
march, but at last we reached Loch

Tulla, and from there to the Bridge
of Urchy was no more than a mer-

idian daunder.

The very air seemed to change to

a kinder feeling in this, the frontier

of the home-land. A scent of wet
birk was in the wind. The river,

hurrying through grassy levels,

glucked and clattered and plopped
most gaily, and bubble chased

bubble as if all were in a haste to

reach Lochow of the bosky isles and

holy. Oh ! but it was heartsome,
and as we rested ourselves a little

on the banks we were full of con-

tent to think we were now in a

friendly country, and it was a fair

pleasure to think that the dead

leaves and broken branches we
threw in the stream would be danc-

ing in all likelihood round the isle

of Innishael by nightfall.
We ate our chack with exceed-
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ing content, and waited for a time
on the chance that some of our

severed company from Dalness

would appear, though Mover's in-

struction as to the rendezvous had
been given on the prospect that

they would reach the Brig earlier

in the day. But after an hour or

two of waiting there was no sign of

them, and there was nothing for us

hut to assume that they had reached

the Brig by noon as agreed on and

passed on their way down the glen.
A signal held together by two stones

on the glen-side of the Brig indeed

confirmed this notion almost as

soon as we formed it, and we were

annoyed that we had not observed
it sooner. Three sprigs of gall,

a leaf of ivy from the bridge arch

whero it grew in dark green sprays
of glossy sheen, and a bare twig
of oak standing up at a slant, were
held down on the parapet by a

peeled willow withy, one end of

which pointed in the direction of

the glen.
It was M'lver who came on the

symbols first, and "We're a day
behind the fair," said he. "Our
friends are all' safe and on their way
before us ; look at that."

I confessed I was no hand at

puzzles.
"
Man," he said,

"
there's a whole

history in it ! Three sprigs of gall
mean three Campbells, do they not ?

and that's the baron -bailie and

Sonachan, and this one with the

leaves off the half-side is the fellow

with the want. And oak is Stew-
art a very cunning clan to be

fighting or fraying or travelling

with, for this signal is Stewart's

work or I'm a fool : the others had
not the gumption for it. And
what's the ivy but Clan Gordon,
and the peeled withy but hurry, and

surely that will be doing for the
^ reading of a very simple tale. Let
us be taking our ways. I have a

great admiration for Stewart that

he managed to do so well with this

thing, but I could have bettered
that sign if it were mine by a chap-
ter or two more."

" It contains a wonderful deal of

matter for the look of it," I con-

fessed.

"And yet," said he, "it leaves

out two points I consider of the

greatest importance. Where's the
Dark Dame, and when did our
friends pass this way? A few

chucky-stones would have left the
hour plain to our view, and there's

no word of the old lady."
I thought for a second, then,

" I
can read a bit further myself," said

I
;

"for there's no hint here of

the Dark Dame because she was
not here. They left the suaichean-

tas just of as many as escaped
from "

" And so they did ! Where are

my wits to miss a tale so plain 1
"

said he. " She'll be in Dalness yet,

perhaps better off than scouring the

wilds, for after all even the Mac-
Donalds are human, and a half-wit

widow woman would be sure of

their clemency. It was very clever

of you to think of that now."
I looked again at the oak-stem,

still sticking up at the slant. " It

might as well have lain flat under
the peeled wand like the others,"
I thought, and then the reason for

its position flashed on me. It was
with just a touch of vanity I said

to my friend,
" A little colleging

may be of some use at woodcraft

too, if it sharpens Elrigmore's wits

enough to read the signs that Bar-

breck's eagle eye can find nothing
in. I could tell the very hour our

friends left here."

"Not on their own marks," he

replied sharply, casting his eyes

very quickly again on twig and
leaf.

" On nothing else," said I.

He looked again, flushed with

vexation, and cried himself beat
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to make more of it than he had
done.

" What's the oak branch put so

for, with its point to the sky
if ?

" I have you now !

" he cried ;

"it's to show the situation of the

sun when they left the rendezvous.

Three o'clock, and no mist with

them good lad, good lad ! Well,
we must he going. And now that

we're on the safe side of Argile
there's only one thing vexing me,
that we might have been here and
all together half a day ago if yon
whelp of a whey-faced MacDonald
in the bed had been less of the

fox."

"Indeed and he might have

been," said I, as we pursued our

way. "A common feeling of

gratitude for the silver
"

" Gratitude !

"
cried John,

"
say no

more ; you have fathomed the cause

of his bitterness at the first trial.

If I had been a boy in a bed myself,
and some reckless soldiery of a

foreign clan, out of a Sassenach
notion of decency, insulted my
mother and my home with a covert

gift of coin to pay for a night's

lodging, I would throw it in their

faces and follow it up with
stones."

Refreshed by our rest and
heartened by our meal, we took to

the drove-road almost with light-

ness, and walked through the even-

ing till the moon, the same that

gleamed on Loch Lhinne and

Lochiel, and lighted Argile to the
doom of his reputation for the time

being, swept a path of gold upon
Lochow, still hampered with broken
ice. The air was still, there was
no snow, and at Corryghoil, the

first house of any dignity we came

to, we went up and stayed with the

tenant till the morning. And there

we learned that the minister and
the three Campbells and Stewart,
the last with a bullet in his shoulder,
had passed through early in the

afternoon on their way to Cladich.

(To be continued.)
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A SOLDIER OF THE FRONTIER.

COKE OF COKE S RIFLES.

IT is a far cry back to 1806,
the year in which John Coke was
born : 1859, the year in which he

retired, seems to the present gen-
eration to belong almost to ancient

history. But in 1859 his name
was well known all over India,

although when he died in De-
cember 1897, at the age of ninety-

one, it is probable that few people
in England knew how distinguished
a man had just passed away.
Forty-two years had elapsed before

his chance came
; thirty-eight more

were spent in retirement. It is

curious that precisely the central

decade of his life should have
been crowded with activities and

experiences enough, one might say,
to have been conveniently spread
over the whole of his ninety

years.
It was a curious coincidence,

too, that the scene of his most
characteristic services should at

the time when he died have been

attracting quite exceptional inter-

est as indeed it has done con-

tinuously for some little time.

The North-West Frontier of India,
with its Afridis and Waziris, Moh-
munds and Bangashes, Orakzais,
and Yusufzyes, and innumerable
khels of sorts, is eminently calcu-

lated to set the brain of the news-

paper reader whirling while he
tries vainly to make out the pre-
cise connection between Ohitral,

Dargai, the Khaibar, the Afridis,

khotals, nullahs, and mollahs.

It was amongst these wild tribes,

when he was Deputy Commis-

^sioner
of Kohat, that John Coke

*won renown in the days when a

man might conjure with the name
of Henry Lawrence in the Panjab,
Hazara tribesmen had all but
deified James Abbott, and John
Nicholson was endeavouring to

beat into a reasonable frame of

mind the too zealous admirers who
had actually elevated him into

the Hindu Pantheon as their own
particular deity.
But those days were still far off

when in December 1827 young
John Ooke embarked for India,
at the age unusual for a cadet

of twenty - one. It was a six

months' voyage at that time,
and for long afterwards

; though
Macaulay, writing in 1839, re-

marked that the distance " had
been accomplishedinthree months."
But the fact helps one to realise,

what is easily forgotten under

present conditions, the immense
severance from home ties and
home connections which was a

necessary consequence of adopt-

ing an Indian career. Moreover,
India our Indian empire was a

very different thing from what it

is now. The Panjab was an in-

dependent kingdom, still con-

trolled by the astute brain and
iron hand of Ranjit Singh. Mee-
rut was almost a frontier station.

British troops had never entered

Afghanistan. The time for an-

other inevitable forward movement
was approaching, but it had not

yet come. Consequently Coke's

early years in India were of

little interest, and no opportunity
came for distinction. He suc-

ceeded in getting posted to the

10th Bengal Native Infantry,
1

1 The form of the commission as given in those days is rather curious, employ-
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but remained only an ensign till

1836. In the same year he

passed the examination as inter-

preter in three native languages,
he had remarked of himself,

by the way, that when he arrived

in India he was probably the

worst-educated cadet of his years
on record, and about the same
time was made adjutant of his

regiment a position in which he

developed qualities that after-

wards served him in good stead.

It was not till his regiment
arrived at Lucknow in 1837 that

Ooke met with any experiences of

a more striking character than a

dinner at Chief - Justice Ryan's,
where Macaulay was present and

monopolised the conversation after

his usual fashion
; though it must

be admitted that the young soldier

records his impression of that oc-

casion as one of unmixed enjoy-
ment. The march from Barrack-

pore to Lucknow, however, con-

tained an episode not exactly thril-

ling, but eminently illustrative of

the difficulties of transport in those

days. This was the crossing of the
Soane river. The regiment took
two days over the passage, though
the camping -

grounds on either

side of the river were within sight
of each other, and the stream was
at its lowest. The trouble arose

from the fact that there were three

miles of heavy sand to traverse,

though the actual stream was only
some 200 yards wide. The bag-
gage was conveyed on hackeries,
or bullock-carts, and the only way
over was to tell off twenty men
to each cart and set them to help
the bullocks. Every cart took
from three to four hours of hard
work to get across, and the regi-
ment was occupied from morning
till night for a couple of days in

accomplishing the task. Some

years later, when the 244 guns
captured in the Sutlej campaign
were brought down, it took four

days to get them across the Soane.

One of them, "Long Tom," had

twenty -six pairs of bullocks to

drag it !

Lucknow was the capital of

Oude; and Oude, until its an-

nexation by Dalhousie, was a

semi-independent State. While
Coke was here a characteristic in-

cident took place. The Nawab
died. It lay with the supreme
Government to settle the succes-

sion; but one of the late monarch's

widows, on the beati possidentis

theory, thought she could secure

matters in favour of her own youth-
ful son by the simple process of

getting him crowned first. This

she effected, in spite of the warn-

ings of the British Resident, by a

kind of coup d'etat. A couple of

regiments and a battery of artillery
were consequently brought up,
but the Begum remained defiant.

Luckily she had but few supporters,
and on the troops advancing to the

attack they met with little resist-

ance. The incident, however, was

noteworthy to Coke, as being the

first occasion on which he saw a

shot fired in earnest; and other-

wise, as an illustration of the

manners and methods pertaining
to questions of succession. But
for the British control, there would

probably have been continual and
severe faction-fighting and much
bloodshed before the affair was
settled.

More stirring times, however,
were at hand. The shadow of

Russian advance was creating un-

easiness. On the other side of the

hills lay a Mohammedan Power:
what if Afghanistan were utilised

ing the phrase
" in the service of the United Company of Merchants trading to

the East Indies.'
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as s catspaw, an ally for the dis-

affected Mohammedans of India?

Hitherto the kingdom of Hanjit
Singh, the Sikh nation who were
natural enemies of the Afghans,
had been accounted an adequate
barrier for checking Afghan ag-

gression and with good reason.

Racjit Singh had but one eye ;
he

could neither read nor write; he

kept his accounts in his head
;
but

he vras master of the Panjab, and
one of the shrewdest of Indian
monarchs. He had very thorough-

ly fc,nd consistently realised the

advantage to himself of maintain-

ing the friendship of the British,
of whose reserve power he had an
almc st unique appreciation. Now,
however, the idea was formulated
of establishing an Afghan mon-

archy, which would owe its exist-

ence to the British and rely on
their support for its permanence.
The Barukzai Dost Mohammed
was ejected, and Shah Shujah, of

the preceding dynasty, reinstated
;

and for a time all seemed to go
well. Then suddenly came a ris-

ing, a series of murders, a mas-
sacre : the British garrison of

Kabul was almost annihilated, a

great expedition had to march to

restore the honour of British arms;
and British prestige suffered very

materially.
Then came the exceedingly

high-handed annexation of Scinde

by Sir Charles Napier; the suppres-
sion of the Gwalior army by
Sir Hugh Gough ; and, most mo-
mentous of all, the challenge flung
dowr to the British by the Sikh

nation, which, since the death of

Ranjit Singh in 1839, had fallen

completely under the dominion of

the Sikh army or " Khalsa."
In a single campaign, short and

decisive but desperately bloody,
1

the first Sikh war was brought to

a conclusion. But as yet the idea

of annexation was repudiated.

The desire of Government was to

maintain the Sikhs as a strong
and friendly Power beyond the

Sutlej, even as they had been in

the days of Ranjit Singh. It was
with great reluctance that the Go-

vernor-General, Lord Hardinge,
felt obliged to yield to the solici-

tations of the Sikh chiefs, who
knew themselves to be incapable
of holding their own army in con-

trol, and agreed to establish a Brit-

ish regency until the boy Mahara-

jah, Dhulip Singh, should come of

age. From April 1846 till the end
of 1847, Henry Lawrence ruled

the Panjab, and the wild tribes in

Hazara and beyond the Indus be-

gan to make the acquaintance of

such rulers as George Lawrence,
James Abbott, and Herbert Ed-

wardes.

With all this Coke had virtually

nothing to do
;
but in subsequent

developments he played an exceed-

ingly active part, and one which

cannot be understood without first

appreciating the position of the

British in the Panjab. The only
one of these events with which

he was at all intimately connected

was the annexation of Scinde,
whither the 10th were sent,

too late to share in Napier's vic-

tories. Their services, however,
were trying; for on their return

after eighteen months, two only
of the officers and not one-third

of the men remained.

Coke left India on furlough in

1845, shortly before the outbreak

of the first Sikh war
;
he returned

in 1848, to find the Sikhs again in

revolt. He was able to join Lord

Gough's army as a volunteer with

Tait's Irregulars; taking part in

the sanguinary struggle of Ohillian-

wallah, where his horse was shot

as he was accompanying Dawes's

battery to the front ;
in the crown-

ing triumph of Gujerat, where the

Khalsa was finally shattered ;
and
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in Sir Walter Gilbert's brilliantly
conducted pursuit of the broken

army and the expulsion across the

border of its Afghan supporters.
The definite annexation of the

Panjab and its conversion into a

British province followed imme-

diately. The form of government
established by Lord Dalhousie

was peculiar, a Board of Control

being appointed, consisting of three

members Sir Henry Lawrence,
his brother John, and Monson,
who was presently succeeded by
Montgomery. The Board was at

the head of the administration,
and the province was divided into

districts under Commissioners and

Deputy Commissioners. By the

annexation of the Panjab a new
north-western frontier was estab-

lished for the Indian empire,
hitherto bounded by the Sutlej,
and the British Power was for the

first time brought into continuous

contact with those wild hill-tribes,

to whom fighting is merely a

natural pastime, though sometimes
a most inconvenient one for the

comparatively orderly disposition
of their neighbours.

Peshawur, situated almost at

the mouth of the Khaibar Pass,
was the great frontier post, wrested
from the Afghans after years of

contest by Banjit Singh. North
of the Khaibar lie the Mohmand
tribes, and to the east of Peshawur
the Yusufzyes. Some forty miles

south is Kohat, and, to the south

again, Bunnu, where Herbert Ed-
wardes had already made his

mark, and John Nicholson was

very shortly to make his in turn.

When Banjit made himself

master of Peshawur he appointed
to the governorship of the district

General Avitabile, one of the

European officers to whom he had,
with signal success, intrusted the

organisation of his army. Avit-
abile's military ideas were West-

ern
;

his views on government
were more than oriental. His
methods afford a striking illus-

tration of the ante-British polity,
if such a term can be applied to

the system. We have seen the

deed by which he conferred cer-

tain villages on one Kumrudin
Khan, of Chumkunni. It com-

prised a condition that the heads
of fifty Afridis should be brought
in annually, and a fine of fifty

rupees should be paid for every
head short of that number ! The
kind of head -hunting which re-

sulted may be readily imagined
since, provided the fifty heads

were forthcoming, it was con-

sidered unnecessary to inquire too

curiously whose they had been

before decapitation.
When the British were admin-

istering the Panjab, between the

two Sikh wars, George Lawrence
had been in charge at Pesha-

wur, where, by methods somewhat
different from Avitabile's, he kept
his troops loyal for some time

after the second revolt was well

on foot. Kohat had been held by
Sultan Mohammed, a brother of

Dost Mohammed of Kabul, as a

lieutenant not of the Afghan but

of the Sikh Government. This

man owed much to the Lawrences,
and was warm in his professions
of devotion to them. Now, when
Peshawur was becoming untenable,
and the troops might be expected

any day to declare for the revolt,

Sultan Mohammed offered an

asylum to the British. Lawrence
and his party escaped from Pesha-

wur to Kohat; but, after a brief

period of uncertainty, the Barukzai

perhaps the most treacherous

member of a family of whom Coke
afterwards said that Dost Mo-
hammed was the only one who
was not a traitor declared for '

the Khalsa, and handed them
over as prisoners to the Sikh
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camp. Whether from good feel-

ing or from policy, the prisoners
were well treated, and a curious

characteristic story is told of their

first entry into the camp. George

^Lawrence found a guard of honour
drawn up to receive them, com-

manded by Kanh Singh Rosa, a

leading sirdar who had been under
his orders at Peshawur. The sirdar

saluted and said, "Sahib, when we
were at Peshawur you treated us

well, and saw that we got our

pay. It was my duty to salute

you then. Now you are my pris-

oner, and I salute you because it

is my pleasure."

Now, however, Peshawur and
Kohab were once more in the hands
of the British ; the wiles of Sultan
Mohammed and the disloyalty of

the troops were no longer a cause

of anxiety. The old Sikh army
was disbanded, and the policy was
now actively put in force of raising
new regiments, composed largely of

the Pathans, or hillmen first-rate

fighters, owing no allegiance to the

"Brotherhood" of the Sikhs, to

whom they had yielded only such

obedience and revenue as the latter

had been able to extract by peri-
odical armed visits.

The annexation was proclaimed
at tho end of March 1849

;
and

Coke, whose efficiency as adjutant
of his old corps had attracted atten-

tion, ^as at once selected to raise

one of the new regiments, the 1st

Panjab Infantry, who were soon

to achieve distinction under the

title of "Coke's Rifles." It was
to consist of Yusufzyes, Hindo-

stanis, and Sikhs, in equal propor-
tions. The hill tribes had no idea

of suddenly changing their habits

and turning their swords into

plougl shares merely because the

Panjab and the frontier had
"
passed under British instead of

Sikh control, and before the year
was out trouble began. A road

was being made from Kohat up to

the Khotal i.e., the crest of the

hill dividing Kohat from the

Kohat Pass, which opened into

the Peshawur valley. The neigh-

bouring tribes wished to have a

voice in the matter, and a party
of them expressed their sentiments

by making a night attack on the

road-makers. A punitory expedi-
tion became necessary ;

and Coke's

new regiment was one of those

mustered for inspection. The
Commander- in -Chief (Sir Charles

Napier) expressed the warmest

approval of the drill and discipline
shown ; and in the brief excursion,
commander and men won the high
commendation of the same distin-

guished chief, who wrote to Colonel

Lawrence :

"As to Coke's [regiment], I have

seen nothing superior to it in drill it

is admirable
;
and both you and I saw

how this brave corps fought under
its excellent leader in our five days'

campaign."

In the official orders Sir Charles

wrote with emphasis :

" As Captain Coke and the 1st Pun-

jab Infantry do not belong to the regu-
lar force, but sustained the brunt of

the skirmishing, the Conimander-m-
Chief thinks it due to this admirable

young corps and its excellent leader

to say that their conduct called forth

the applause of the whole column."

This took place early in Febru-

ary 1850, in the Kohat Pass.

Later in the year Coke was

given the Indian medal for his

services on this occasion. When
this result seemed to be fairly

secure, Napier again wrote to him

very warmly; and Henry Lawrence

supplemented the official letter

with a characteristic note, full of

that hearty sympathy which so

intensely endeared him to so large

a number of the best men in

India :
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" MY DEAR COKE, We have written
to you officially, but I cannot refrain
from sending you a line myself, thank-

ing you for the honour you have

brought on the Punjaub Irregular
Force. Every one speaks of the

gallantry of yourself and men. I

only regret their loss was so severe.

I feel proud to be connected with
such fine fellows. Yours sincerely,

"HENRY LAWRENCE."

Kohat and the country round
was to be the scene of Coke's

achievements for some years to

come. Considering that these are

the very tribes, or the next-door

neighbours of the tribes, who have

recently been offering our troops
such grim entertainment, it will

hardly be amiss to repeat one or

two of the thoroughly authenti-

cated stories which illustrate their

light-hearted view of warfare as a
sort of genial recreation in which

you take your chance of a bullet

or a bayonet-thrust without any
ill-feeling, and carry on the game
until one party or the other gets a
little too much knocked about for

enjoyment. General Sir Charles

Brownlow, for instance, when on
the Ambela campaign in '63,
Ambela is to the north-east of

Peshawur, derived considerable

entertainment from the interlude

following. He was, with a picket
of the 20th Panjab Infantry some
100 strong, beleaguered in a small

breastwork by a horde of the
tribesmen. It was a starlight

night, and the foe made rush
after rush, being beaten back

every time with heavy loss. At
length, after a particularly hot

assault, there came a lull; then
the silence was broken by a voice
close at hand. The voice suggested
that it would be as well to have a

rest, and pass the time with a song.
The picket were mostly Pathans

themselves, and the idea appealed
to them as entirely appropriate
and comme ilfaut. They entreated

their commander to agree and give
the order to cease firing, which
was done. The gentleman outside,
as a preliminary, told them his

name and his clan, and mentioned
that when the fighting was all

over he proposed to enlist in the

corps whose behaviour had ob-

tained his approbation ; after

which he proceeded to make weird
and wild music. The close of his

song was greeted with shouts of

applause, and a couple of young
Pathans from inside the breast-

work forthwith leaped on the

parapet, settled down conveniently
silhouetted against the sky-line, so

as to offer a perfect target for the

enemy's marksmen, and sang a

vigorous duet in reply, without

interruption. Then they dropped
back, amid renewed applause, and
the voice from outside remarked
that it was now time to get to

business again.
The fort where this took place

was known as the Crag Piquet,
and though Coke had himself

retired from the service before

these events, Crag Piquet became

closely associated with " Coke's

Rifles." The fort was an import-
ant one, and was twice captured
and recaptured, once by Coke's

old adjutant, then Major, Keyes,
who was severely wounded ; while,

on a different occasion, Lieutenant

Davidson, another of his officers,

was killed in defending it, after

a fight so gallant as to win the

energetic applause of the enemy.
The regiment acquired under Coke
a character which it has never

lost, for courage and loyalty, to

this day. The 1st Panjab In-

fantry, very largely composed of

Afridis, has been on constant

service throughout the recent cam-

paign; but, despite the obvious

temptations, two desertions only ?

have been recorded.

Let us, however, return to Ko-
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hat in 1850. As yet, the Kohat

valley was treated as a part of the

Peshawur district; but towards

the nd of the year it was decided

to make it separate, and appoint a

Deputy Commissioner. The post
was offered to Coke, and it was
characteristic of the man that he
declined it at first, "if by accept-

ing it he was in any way prejudic-

ing the acting 'Assistant Com-
missioner

' " a subaltern just half

his age. However, Henry Law-
rence replied that there was no

question of prejudicing the Assist-

ant Commissioner, who had done
his work with ability and success,
and would be promoted elsewhere

;

but this post must go to some
senior officer if not Coke, then
another who could combine the
civil and military charge. Coke

thereupon accepted the Deputy
Commissionership, at the same time

retaining his military command.
When Kohat was first occupied

by Coke's regiment, the military
treasure-chest was placed, as a

temporary measure, in a disused

mosque, with a single sentry to

guard it. A visitor from Pesha-
wur suggested that thiswas scarcely
a safe arrangement, especially as

there were no doors to the mosque,
and the regiment was largely com-

posed of freshly recruited Pathans
from beyond the border. There
seemod to be something in the

sugg( stion, and two sentries were

put on duty instead of one.

Whereby it befell that a couple of

Pathans, who were relations, were
on duty together one moonlight
night ; two able-bodied men could

accomplish what one by himself
could not

; and long before morn-

ing, sentries and treasure-chest to-

gether were "o'er the border and

awa',
'

out of reach in independent
territory. It may be doubted
whether any adequate moral can
be drawn for Sunday-school pur-

poses from the fact that one of the
thieves was caught some years
later and hanged ; for in the inter-

val he had developed into a highly
successful robber, with a flourish-

ing record of murders to set off

against the hanging.
Coke had not been long in office

as Deputy- Commissioner before

one of the eternal Frontier-ques-
tions arose westwards. Beyond
the district recognised as Kohat

lay the " Miranzai." It appeared
that when the Panjab State of

Ranjit Singh entered on posses-
sion of Peshawur and Kohat, Mir-
anzaiwas part of theKohat district.

But, since the region was trouble-

some to control and the revenue
to be extracted from it not worth
the trouble, payments had been
allowed to lapse, so that after

the British annexation Miranzai
was not at first definitely included

in the new district, its relation to

which was still under considera-

tion. Dost Mohammed's son,
Mohammed Azim, who was in com-
mand beyond the border, thought
the opportunity convenient for

asserting the sovereignty of the

Amir. The Miranzai "
Bangash-

es
" had no particular craving for

British government, but they did

not want to become a prey to the

Waziris from beyond the Karam
river, and they offered to pay
7500 rupees per annum for the

protection of the British. From
the revenue point of view the

district was of practically -no

account ;
for administration it was

merely an additional burden ;
but

clearly, if it was part of the Pan-

jab, a view confirmed on inquiry,
it could not be allowed to lapse.

The Deputy-Commissioner of Ko-
hat evinced a disposition, shared,
it may be remarked, by not a few
of the great frontier-men, to take

the measures which struck him as

advisable without waiting for
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instructions, and received an in-

teresting letter from Sir Henry
Lawrence, then President of the

Board of Control. Sir Henry
points out that the arrangements
made should not go beyond en-

abling the Miranzai villages to

protect themselves
;

that the re-

venue taken should be merely
nominal. "People who have paid
no one for ten years will be very

unwilling to pay us after they
have been relieved of all fear of

the Barukzyes
"

(i.e.,
the reigning

dynasty at Kabul). "Don't be
in a hurry to act, but feel your
way." In the same letter he
refers to Coke's predilection for

Pathan troops.

" You may rely on it that dealing
with any troops, especially mercen-

aries, foreign to our faith, &c., we
cannot be too careful, while giving
them no fair reason to distrust us, to

avoid placing ourselves entirely in
their power. You should calculate

not for to-day or for yourself and
Lumsden [Harry Lumsden, of the

Guides], but for ten and twenty
years hence, when your corps and
the Guides may be commanded by
different men under very different

circumstances. . . . Any men under

good leaders will fight our battles

during sunshine
; we require to look

ahead, and to be always quietly pre-
pared for whatever may arise."

Sir Henry laid an unerring
finger on the crucial difficulty of en-

suring the loyalty of native troops
in a crisis, however complete the
reliance which may be placed in

them when they have officers to

whom they are devoted, and confi-

dence in the power of the British

Raj.
Miranzai was duly taken under

British protection, though the vil-

lagers did not display complete
unanimity in their desire for it.

The expedition which took the
matter in hand was freely sub-

jected to night attacks (though

nothing came of them), in which
there was no doubt that some of

the Biland Khel men took part
Biland Khel being one of the

farthest villages, very much under
the control of Waziris and more
trouble arose in 1855 and 1856.

In 1852 Coke was called on to

take part in an expedition north

of the Khaibar, under command of

Sir Colin Campbell the chiefs of

the Swat valley having developed

aggressive tendencies which re-

quired suppression, and having
made an attack on a party of the

Guides. Coke was at Kohat when
Colonel Mackeson, Commissioner
at Peshawur, sent two letters

summoning the corps to march at

once for Peshawur. The messen-

ger in charge of the first letter

withheld it; the second arrived

by post on May 7. At two o'clock

next morning the corps was on
the march, and covered the dis-

tance to Peshawur forty miles

the same day, crossing a range of

hills and passing the Kohat defile.

The next day there was a block,
the bridge of boats over the Kabul
river having been swept away, so

that the passage was not effected

till the evening of the 10th; yet
the regiment covered another forty

miles, and came up with Campbell's
column on the llth, just as it was

going into action. In the fighting
which followed, Coke's Rifles took

an active part, and their com-

mander was somewhat mortified

by what he regarded as the inade-

quate reference made to their

gallantry by Sir Colin Campbell.
Another undated letter of Henry

Lawrence's seems to belong to the

period when the Miranzai question
was brought forward, and points
to a display of energy on Coke's

part not altogether acceptable to

the authorities. There is, of course,

no suggestion that the policy fol-

lowed was a wrong one, but a hint
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that it would be just as well, when
extreme measures became neces-

sary, to see that the Commissioner

should be made responsible by his

assent being first obtained.

" MY DEAR COKE, Thanks for your
chits and enclosures. I think you
have managed the Bahadur Khel
business very well. . . . You must,

however, restrain your energies, and
not destroy villages without author-

ity. A.t any time it is an invidious

measi re, and one that is abused by
the Press and by those who know
nothing of the frontier

;
so for your

own protection you ought to throw
the responsibility on us and the

Comnissioner. Your tendency is to

act too much on your own responsi-

bility. ... I therefore give this

word of caution. In haste, yours,
HENRT LAWRENCE."

On one occasion, when Coke was

giving his attention to one of the

scrim nages between Afridis and

Bangushes, the word must be

pardoned, for the whole spirit of

the tiling is absurdly like a foot-

ball match on a big scale, he had
a narrow escape. He had taken

up h s position behind a rock,
when a bullet struck it, driving a

splinter against his head, and mak-

ing him insensible. However, he

was carried off into safety by a

rescue party of his own corps.

"Some time after" (let the tale be
told a^ it appears in the letter before

us, the version given being apparently
quoted from some other source),
"when Coke was all right again and

sitting in kutcherry with a pistol on
his tat le, a fine stalwart middle-aged
Affreedi presented himself with
matchlock in hand and eye fixed on
the Deputy Commissioner. 'Who
are you 1

'

said Coke,
' and what do

you w;mt ?
' *

If I did not know you,'
said ht^, 'to be John Khok [Pushtoo
for a pig], I would say you were the
Devil !

' '

Well,' said Coke,
'

you're a
^

peculia r individual
'

(putting his hand
on his pistol), 'but what do you
want? 'Well, Sahib,' stroking his

beard,
' I am not a young man now,

and I am hungry. But you see this

matchlock of mine : I know it as well
as my own child, and in the course of

years it has never deceived me. I
can smash a gurrah at 100 yards, but
the other day on that khotal I saw

your head over that stone, and the

only time it ever played me false was
then. The ball went a finger's-width
too low, and just missed your head.

But, Sahib, the men in the regiment
like you, and I want a place in it.

If you will take me, I'll stick to you
through life.' Coke took the man at

his word and enlisted him on the spot.
He was shot close to his commanding
officer at the siege of Delhi."

A condition of things in which
a man does his best to shoot you
one day, and considers it quite
natural and friendly to enlist

under you in consequence, is a

little difficult to realise ! But the

contradictions of the Pathan char-

acter are endless. Sir Louis Cav-

agnari, for instance, who, many
years later, was Deputy Commis-
sioner of Kohat, told the follow-

ing story. An Afridi was going
down through the Kohat Pass to

Peshawur, with laden camels. At
the village of Sherukki he met a

creditor who demanded the pay-
ment of a debt. The Afridi ex-

pressed his readiness to pay up
when he got back with a full

purse from Peshawur. The cred-

itor implied that he had heard

that sort of thing before, and that

the Afridi's ancestors had been no

better than they should be. After

some further recriminations
"
Well," said the Afridi,

"
if you

must have a settlement, there you
are," and therewithal cut him down
with his sword. Having done

which he dashed back to the first

house in the village, claimed sanc-

tuary and got it, and remained

there in safety till an opportunity
for escape occurred. The variety
of moral standards involved is con-

fusing to a Western imagination.
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A letter written in '51 by (Sir)

Harry Lumsden sums up some of

the characteristics of these wild

folks :

" Wherever there is a row, Pathans
will be found on both sides fighting
with a will. During the late cam-

paign I found thatwhen my Sikhs were
distrusted among Sikhs, my Pathan

sepoys were taken unhesitatingly
into the enemy's service, and did their

duty to me faithfully. I was never
sold by one of them. They have al-

ways acted with a will under me
against their own countrymen, and
in one or two instances against their

own villages. These men have
earned for themselves the golden
opinions of every officer who has seen
them under fire or at work."

Lumsden and Coke were great

allies, and expressed their opinions
in their private correspondence
about the authorities, when they
were dissatisfied, with a freedom
which would make quotation mis-

leading. Both of them chafed at

the bonds of red-tape, as men will

do who are living in the midst of

extremely lawless surroundings,
and who feel that they must in

the nature of things understand

circumstances, and how to deal

with them as they arise, better

than any one at a distance. Both

men, however, were ardent sports-
men love of the chase is akin to

those instincts which are com-

monly to be found in the born

soldier, and in one of his letters

to Coke, Lumsden relates an ex-

perience of his own in which the
two pursuits are characteristically
combined.

"Three days ago I was as near

getting a finishing pill as ever I was
in my life. I went out with old
Meer Afzul after Obarrah [florican],
and after a very long flight lost both
hawk and game close under the hills

;

and while hunting about for the
hawk I saw a chap on the top of a
little mound about half a mile off,

screaming in the most frantic way for

some one to come. I in my wisdom
thought the fellow must have seen
the hawk strike his game, and wanted
me to come. I set off like mad, and
had got within twenty yards of the

chap, when bang went two match-
locks from behind stones within ten

yards of me, the balls going out
between Zall's legs and under his

belly, which made me open my eyes
and look about me. The result of
a short synopsis was, that every bush
had a matchlock in it, so I sent Zall
down a ravine sharp and got out of

bad company in a little less than no
time. When quite safe, I turned round
and thought who the devil my friends
could be so far into our territory?
I then got a little ashamed of having
shown such indecent haste in retiring,
and at last determined to serve some

chap out at any price, so retraced my
steps up a ravine in a new direction,
and got close to the gentlemen with-
out their seeing me, I then made
my way close up to a chap in a bush
and boned him before he could say
knife, and pulled him into the ravine,
where I was delighted to find from

my friend that the whole thing was a

mistake, and that I had been mis-
taken for one of Mokurrab Khan of

Pun
j
tar's sowars, and that Meer

Afzul Khan and my orderlies were

thought to be a chupawing party on
its way down to plunder one of our

villages. A wave of a loongie soon

brought 200 armed scamps round me.
So my orderlies and the party smoked
the pipe of peace, and I thanked
Providence that all niggers are not

good shots. You will say that I am
always getting into a mess ; but just
tell me how any man on earth could
have steered clear of this go."

The Miranzai folk had a marked
desire to run with the hare and
hunt with the hounds that is to

say, to play fast and loose with
their obligations to the British

Government. They wanted to

protected from their Waziri neigh-

bours, and at the same time to

allowed to indulge their own inborn

lawlessness unchecked. It

this tendency that made 0(
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anxious to bring them under more

severe and regular control than

was approved by the higher

authorities, who desired a mini-

mum of interference. In '55,

however, matters reached a pass
which made a serious expedition
thither necessary. Later in the

same year an expedition across

the border into the Orakzai coun-

try became inevitable. The Orak-

zais, so the records tell us, made
no fever than fifteen raids on the

Kohat people, and on one of these

occasions carried off over 600 head

of cattle. On this occasion also,

Major Coke distinguished himself

by the manner in which he con-

ducted a surprise attack on the

village of Sangar.
Lord Dalhousie's comment on

these operations may be quoted :

"Brigadier Chamberlain [in com-
mand o! the expedition] has remarked
that any man might be proud to com-
mand such troops. He has ample
ground for the remark, and the

Government may be both proud and

happy in the knowledge that it

possesses troops able and willing to

perfon i so gallant a service, and an
officer capable of planning, leading,
and executing such attacks as are

described in the papers under notice."

His time as Deputy - Commis-
sioner of Kohat was now, how-

ever, drawing to a close. With
his ve *y definite views as to the

treatment of the tribes, he found
it increasingly difficult to com-

promise with the wishes of the

Comm ssioner at Peshawur, and of

John Lawrence, now Chief Com-
missioi er of the Panjab, from
which Henry Lawrence had de-

parted to Rajputana. To spirits
so independent as those of Coke
and John Nicholson, this regime
had it* drawbacks, and Coke at

last resigned his civil functions,

though not of course his military
comma ad. In view of the subse-

quent opportunities for military
distinction, from which the reten-

tion of his civil post would have

precluded him, the step is perhaps
hardly to be regretted. During
'54, '55, and '56 there was a con-

siderable correspondence between
him and Nicholson, from which it

is evident that both men were, in

John Lawrence's phrase,
"
running

rusty
" Nicholson exhorting his

friend to patience in a tone which

implies that he found it no very

pleasing task to exercise that

virtue himself.

At the beginning of 1857, Coke
with his regiment was stationed at

Bunnu, the district south of Kohat,
and in February took part in the

highly successful expedition into

the Bozdar hills, where, he was

again wounded, receiving the

Frontier medal.

With this his career on the

Frontier practically terminated

for the Mutiny broke out, and the

mutineers took possession of Delhi.

Thither Coke and his regiment
were ordered, reaching the British

camp in advance of the Panjab
movable column on July 2. On
the previous day, some of the

native officers of Panjab cavalry
endeavoured to persuade Coke's

men to mutiny ;
but the subadar

Meer Jaffier reported these pro-

ceedings to Coke, and the attempt
failed ignominiously. The men
were far too devoted to their

leader.

In that memorable siege Coke

played his part with the rest, but

he did not take part in the storm-

ing, having been severely wounded
on August 12, in the performance
of a conspicuously daring and use-

ful act, the account of which may
be cited from Colonel Malleson :

" Coke received instructions to turn

out the European picket at the Met-
calfe stables, and, taking the men

composing it with him, to proceed
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through the Metcalfe gardens and
attack the guns which had been firing
on the picket the preceding day. . . .

On reaching the boundary wall of the

gardens, he found that an entrance
had been made in the wall of the

garden. At the same moment he saw
the enemy's guns two 9 - pounder
brass guns in the road, with horses

attached, but no one with them. . . .

The horses' heads were turned to-

wards the city. An alarm a stray

bullet, a gun discharged close to them

might start them off at any moment.

Quick as lightning the idea flashed

into Coke's brain that if he could but
turn the horses' heads towards the

camp, it would little signify how soon

the horses might be alarmed, they
would of themselves capture the guns
for the British. On the instant he

alighted from his horse, got down
through the embrasure into the road,
ran to the horses of the leading gun,
and turned them up the road towards
cantonments. Whilst doing this he
was shot in the thigh by the enemy
in Ludlow Castle

;
but the guns were

captured. He had done his self-

allotted task, and reaped his only
reward in the admiration of all who
witnessed his splendid audacity."

Meer Jaffier, the subadar men-
tioned above, was a great favourite

with his commander, and had dis-

tinguished himself repeatedly in

the Frontier fighting. He, too,

was severely wounded about a

month before the Metcalfe gardens
affair, his leg being badly mauled.
The surgeons told him he must
have it amputated, or he would
die. "

Then," said he,
" I will die,

for I won't lose my leg." To Coke's

great satisfaction, and the confu-

tation of the doctors, Meer Jaffier

was both riding and walking again
five months later, though the

damaged leg was shorter than the

other.

Delhi was taken in September ;

Lucknow was relieved in Novem-
ber. The end of the struggle was
now a foregone conclusion; but
there was still plenty to be done.

In February, Coke, who had now
recovered, was despatched to

Roorkee to take command of a

brigade for operations in Rohil-

kund, north-west of Oude, where
the rebels were in force, the

business of clearing that district

thoroughly being deferred until

the mutineers at Lucknow city
were crushed.

Coke found himself in diffi-

culties from the want of carriage,
but he ingeniously bethought him-

self of the services rendered in

past times by the "Brinjaris"
dealers who carried their grain
on pack -cattle. It struck him
that this was just the season when
these men would be pasturing
their cattle in the Terai, and

accordingly he sent for their

headmen, and made satisfactory

arrangements with them to supply
the needed transport.
When the combined operations

in Rohilkund were arranged,
General John Jones was placed
in command of the Roorkee

column, Coke being brigadier.

Starting on April 17 from Roor-

kee, to co-operate with Sir Colin

Campbell, who was advancing
from Futtehgurh, Jones and Coke,
aided by the brilliant cavalry

leadership of Cureton, punished
the enemy severely in two engage-

ments, reaching Moradabad on the

ninth day. Here Coke learnt that

there were several of the insurgent
leaders who might be captured by
a judicious combination of dar-

ing and caution. He posted the

cavalry at the outlets of the city,

marched into it with his infantry,
and cleared the houses where his

information led him to expect to

find his prey. Twenty-one were

captured, and several others slain

in attempting resistance. Ten

days later Sir Oolin's force was*

joined at Bareilly, the march

thither having been marked by a
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series of skirmishes invariably
successful.

Tradition, if not history, relates

and a certain noted military
irtist gave a humorous presenta-
tion of the story that the meeting
Between Coke and the Commander-

n-Chief, with whom he had seen

jervice before, was remarkable.

JonsideriDg the nature of Sir

Jolin's appointment, Coke thought
it behoved him to meet his chief

in all the panoply of officialdom;
and he presented himself at Sir

Colin's quarters in most unexcep-
tionable attire. He was some-

what surprised when the chief,

who was doing what he could to

mitigate for his own comfort the

rigours of the climate, on hearing
who his visitor was, rushed forth

to greet him clad in his bath-

towel !

Coke was then despatched with
a brigade in pursuit of the rebel

Jeader Khan Bahadur Khan, but
had to be summoned back to take

part in the more important opera-
tion of breaking up the main force

of the enemy at Shahjehanpore.
With the successful accomplish-
ment of this task, the fighting in

Rohilkund was brought to a con-

clusion
;
and therewith terminated

Coke's experiences and services in

the field.

He was now close upon fifty-

two years of age ;
for the past

ten years he had been constantly

engaged in fighting the battles of

the 3Snglish in India. In the

second Sikh war some of the

hardest fighting recorded on In-

dian soil had taken place ;
and

he had taken his share in it.

Through nine years on the fron-

tier he had carried his life in his

hand, and taught the tribesmen
to revere him. Those who were

& within his reach obeyed him with
devotion ; those who were beyond
his reach preferred to remain
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there, except for the sake of occa-

sional excitement. He had been
with the foremost among the
heroes of Delhi; he had helped to

quell the great Revolt, which was
now ended; he had received

several wounds. The doctors told

him that if he continued in the
Indian service, it would be at the
risk of his life, and accordingly in

1859 he retired.

Many men have lived through
the best part of their lives before

the opportunity came for great
deeds as it was with him. But
it is not given to many such to

spend in peaceful retirement, after

the days of stir and stress, a period
almost as long as that which pre-
ceded them. From 1859 to 1897
he lived at home. The former

Deputy Commissioner of Kohat
became a J.P. and D.L., and at

the age of seventy -two High
Sheriff, for the county of Hereford.

In 1881 he received the well-

deserved honour of K.C.B. A
letter before us (written by his

niece, Miss Lucy Coke, who tended

him in his latter years with a

devotion which no daughter could

have exceeded) tells how at the

very last in December 1897 he

was gratified by receiving from

an old friend the lately published
Life of that other old friend of

his, John Nicholson a book " to

the reading of which he looks for-

ward with great interest."

"He is still," says Miss Coke, "able

for reading aloud, and loves it. It is

quite astonishing how he reads for

hours without appearing in the least

tired, and quite annoyed at having to

shut up his book at ten o'clock and go
to bed. ... On his ninety-first birth-

day he had quite a levte of congratu-

lating friends in the afternoon, and
several to dinner in the evening, and
chatted and did the honours, to the

delight and astonishment of every
one. . . . He always reads out the

accounts of the Frontier campaign."
3 H
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How these accounts must have
recalled the exploits of his own
manhood his youth, he might
almost have called it, looking back
down the vistas of forty years.
But he was not as a matter of fact

a young man in those great days,
and though many of his companions
of Kohat and the Mutiny went
before him, others are with us still.

Among the former, Sir Charles

Keyes (Coke's adjutant when he
raised the Rifles), Sir Henry Daly
(who raised the 1st Panjab Cav-

alry), and Dr Tyrell Ross
; among

the latter, Sir Charles Reid, Sir

Sam Browne, and Sir Richard Pol-

lock, may be named as occasional

visitors to the old man during his

last years in his Herefordshire

home, comrades to meet with

whom was one of his keenest plea-
sures.

A month after the birthday
above spoken of, Sir John passed

away. His later years had been

spent at Eardisley, in Hereford-

shire, and there he was buried.

The people of the place turned out
to do honour to the old soldier.

Blinds were drawn and shutters

were up throughout the village.
When the funeral procession drew
near it there was a halt; the coffin

was raised on the shoulders of eight

bearers; the inhabitants of the

neighbourhood formed in a long
train, walking two and two be-

hind. In the church, Mendels-
sohn's FuneralMarch sounded from
the organ, which bears an inscrip-
tion that needs no comment " In

grateful remembrance of the pro-
tection of Almighty God in many
dangers, especially at Delhi, 1858.

John Coke." There, beside his

father and many another of his

ancestors and kinsfolk, the body
of John Coke was laid in its last

resting-place.
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A NEW SCHOOL.

THS revolutions of literature

follow each other with a mathe-
matical precision, and were we
withdrawn far enough from the

earth, we might be able to express
the inevitable movements of the

Schools in an algebraical formula
or in ;i series of curves. No inven-

tion is a surprise, no argument is

unforeseen. An age of artifice is

followed by an advertised return

to na:ure, just as surely as the

gospel of simplicity finds a

quick echo in the lofty pane-

gyric of long-sought phrase and
curious harmony. When Rousseau
almost persuaded the world to

crawl upon all-fours, he was forced

into bis uncompromising attitude

not ir ore by his own originality
than by a disgust for the formality
of the age into which he was born.

Again, it was Pope's perfection
that discredited the heroic couplet,
and drove a surfeited generation
to seek relief in the timid odes of

Gray, whose " Bard "
appeared for

the moment to inaugurate a new era

of poetry. But our modern judg-
ment has not indorsed the verdict

of his contemporaries, and upon
Gray's shoulders the fetters of

classical tradition are still visible.

Byron's protest, on the other hand,
still n -sounds in every corner of

Europe, and when Wordsworth
resolved to look "through Nature

up to Nature's God," the triumph
of simplicity seemed complete. Yet
artifice presently reasserted her

sway in the phantasy of the Pre-

Raphaolites, while Mr Swinburne's
matchless virtuosity still awaits its

logical and inevitable reaction.

Thw it is a force stronger than

$uman volition that turns the

course of literature. A form has
no sooner been perfected than

emulous youth, finding it worn and

inexpressive, clamours for a return
to Nature and the ancient prosody.
The demand is generally unreason-

able, since Nature, in one shape or

another, is the material of all litera-

ture. "The Rape of the Lock,"
for instance, has been infamously
driven out of fashion by the

apostles of pristine simplicity. Its

verse has been denounced as mea-
sured prose, and the detractor has

always been eager to point out that
it has not the remotest touch with

reality. Yet Nature was Pope's
material too, though he did cast it

into a mould of rigid artificiality :

" Close by those meads, for ever crowned
with flowers,

Where Thames with pride surveys his

rising towers,
There stands a structure of majestic

frame,
Which from the neighbouring Hampton

takes its name."

That is the elegant stuff which
the Wordsworthian despises for

the imagined sin of insincerity.
But Pope was every whit as sincere

as his successors, and he bent his

eye upon the visible world no less

loyally than the author of "We
are Seven." Only it was an eye of

different focus, and it transmitted

a different message to the brain.

So reaction links itself upon the

chain of tradition, and the heresy
of to-day becomes the binding

dogma of to-morrow. "The vio-

lation of a rule," says Victor Hugo,
" will presently make part of the

literary law;" and it is only a

defect of vision which persuades
us to mistake growth for outrage.
But Time, which is a philosopher
as well as an artist, sets all things
in their proper place. Eliminating
the unimportant, ard suppressing
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false differences, it preserves for

the future only the essentially
true. So that if we wait upon
Time, we shall regard history with
a clear eye and no prejudice. This,

indeed, is our practice in England :

we patiently expect revelation, and
do not arrogate to ourselves the

gift of prophecy ;
and so summary

is our observation, that we only
discover our "movements" years
after they have ceased to be. The
same Schools are born and die in

England as in France; but with
us they creep furtively into life,

and they are buried without the

knowledge of the Press. But the

French, still vividly conscious of

the present, still keenly alert to

the progress of literature, live even
in their coteries. More profoundly
interested in the revolutions of

poetry than in those political crises

which absorb our hard, practical

brains, they examine new ideas

with a respectful intolerance, un-

known on our side of the Channel,
and while they may visit a foolish

experiment with a knowing scorn,

they never freeze it out of life

by neglect. Truly, it is only in

France that you may put literature

under the microscope, and examine
its tremulous birth and defiant

childhood. For the young poets
of Paris enjoy a brilliant present,
even though their future prove in-

glorious. During a few years, at

least, they are accepted at their

own valuation; the wild joys of

notoriety are theirs before ever a
beard is budding on their chin

;

and when they sink into the medi-

ocrity of middle age, they may be
solaced with the memory of an ad-

venturous youth.
At this very moment, for ex-

ample, a new school has been agi-

tating the reviews of Paris, and has
even troubled the busy soul of M.
Zola. Its ambition, like its arro-

gance, is colossal, for without re-

flection it is attempting the task

achieved long since by Words-
worth. In truth, its disciples

contemplate nothing less than a

sentimental return to Nature :

they, too, would put away the

sensuous impression, the coloured

phrase, and not permit the cata-

ract, as of old, "to haunt them
like a passion." The enterprise
is worthy, and perhaps justified

by the manifold affectations of

French literature ; but of course

the revolution is marred by the

pretentiousness of generous youth,
and by an ignorance which per-
suades the new poets to believe

that their slightest experience is a

proof of originality. Now, this

pretentiousness is the less excus-

able, because a little thought

might have convinced the young
apostles that, if they exist at

all, they are but obeying an ob-

vious law. In no country have
the reactions of literature been

so sudden or so frequent as in

France. When "Hernani" came
to destroy the frigidity of the

Classics, the advance-guard hailed

their Messiah
; yet sixty years

after it is difficult to detect the

opposition once patent between
the masterpiece of Victor Hugo
and the drama which it destroyed.
For the romantiques were still

far from the truth, whose gospel

they preached. They differed

from their predecessors mainly

by that love of ancient trappings
and false effects, which found in

"realism" its immediate result;

nevertheless the habit of 1830 is so

strong upon the world of to-day
that M. Zola, in his own despite
and for all his precautions, has not

a more intimate touch with actu-

ality than Hugo himself. But one

quality was common to romance
and realism, a torrent of wort***

and invention, which swept away
reason and care and polish. The
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facility of Hugo and Lamartine,
of Balzac and Zola, seemed a

literary crime to the generation
which grew up after the War. A
large book became an offence,

while an imagination exercised

outside the domain of words was
fit for nothing better than the

popular serial. So the Decadents
and Symbolists came into being.
With an admirable devotion they

repaired the worn-out vocabulary ;

they lopped off the too luxuriant

fancy of the time ;
and they de-

clared with an amazing courage
that the business of the poet was
to write exquisite verse. Where-
fore they suppressed the century
which had passed immediately
beforo them : heedless of the

futuro, they looked resolutely
back : and they were content if

ten years of arduous toil were
rewarded by a slim volume of

verse. But in spite of delicate

fancy and eager research, they
were born with the lust of the

battle strong within them, and

they belaboured the masters,whose
works had been a false guide to

their tottering steps, with an

energy and luxuriance of phrase
which they had surely caught from
their (snemies. The Father Hugo
was

(.30
to say) an old beggar-

man, to whom you might throw a

penny in the street
;
the eminent

M. Zola was a nutshell (and
empty at that) dancing upon the

crest of Niagara. And all were
metteura en scene,without a literary

impulse between them. Indeed, to

read the independent reviews of ten

years tince is to learn a very pretty
lesson in invective

; yet the fighters
of that remote age have hung up
their arms upon the wall, and
receive the blows oftheir successors

with excellent spirit and good
'temper. But youth must ever be

original, and even the Symbolists,
whose eyes were in the back of

their head, scrupled not to make
one brilliant invention, the vers

libre. Hugo had drowned the
universe in Alexandrines, and the
love of reaction could not be with-

stood. The Symbolists, therefore,
devised a verse as loose as the
choruses of "

Samson," as various
in length as the Epinikian Odes.
And they expressed themselves in

a form which the Academy took
some fifteen years to recognise,
and which is falling out of fashion

at the very moment of Academic

recognition. The business of the

New School, then, was easy and
evident. At the outset it was
called to the destruction of Sym-
bolism and Decadence, a duty
which involved vast ideas, an art-

ful absence of art, and a loyal
return to the Alexandrine. We
shall see how far the Naturists

for it is by this discordant name
that the new apostles are known

have travelled on the path of

reform.

Their task was made for them,
and it was not for them to shirk

or criticise it. Their name was

superfluous, and they must bear

the whole blame of its invention.

Naturism ! It is a barbarous hy-

brid, and suggests nothing more
than the common necessity of

revolt. Moreover, who shall ex-

cuse those who wantonly pin a

title on their own backs? The

great movements have seldom

been ticketed. The men of genius
who inaugurated them left it to

others to discover purposes and to

affix titles. Wordsworth did not

sit down to invent the " Lake

School," nor was Keats ever a
"
Cockney Poet " in his own

estimation. For nicknames are

commonly invented by the spite

of opponents, and a poet shrinks

from calling himself this or that,

with the same diffidence which

assumes but does not claim the
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title of gentleman. Nor is the

Naturists' early choice of a name
a mere outrage upon taste : it

argues also a lack of courage. He
must be faint-hearted, indeed, who
cannot fight his own battle with-

out unfurling a banner, and calling
his partisans about him. More-

over, in the foundation of a

School there is a danger which no

courage can escape. For a School

means a jargon, and a jargon in-

stantly robs words of the sharp, se-

cure sense which should be theirs.

Now, the Naturists, if they have
discovered no new thing, have
still a theory of art which has not

prevailed for at least a decade of

years. Others have shown them
the path without parading names
or titles, and they would have
been wise to have done their

work in modest indifference, and
to have accepted whatever name

(if any) the indiscretion of the

future held in store. But thus they
would have lost the advantage of

a facile advertisement
;
their work

would have been overshadowed

by the undescribed, unlabelled

achievements of others
;
and they

would have been deprived of a

dozen opportunities of autobio-

graphy. In fact, as a school they
would not have been launched at

all, and it is as a school that

they are peculiarly interesting to

France, and to us.

Their first characteristic is

youth : this they share with all

the new apostles of France. No
candidate need apply for admis-

sion to their circle who was not
born after the War; and the

founder, allegiance to whom is an
article of faith, has not yet touched
his majority. There was some-

thing (you are told) in the blood

of renascent France peculiarly
favourable to the birth of Natur-

ism, and it is no mere superstition
which persuades the followers of

Saint - Georges de Bouhe'lier, the

movement's autocrat, to believe in

the virtue of youth. Their second

characteristic is a blind faith in

their leader and his manifesto, for

they have done all that becomes a

school, and their manifesto in the
1

Figaro
' was long since famous.

Thence follows a loyal apprecia-
tion of each other's work an ap-

preciation which compels them not

only to the praise of their fellows

but to the praise of themselves.

Their "
organ,"

' La Revue Natur-

iste,' is a masterpiece after its

fashion, being nothing less than

log-rolling made concrete. Once
a-month these young heroes blow
the trumpet of self-adulation, and

every month the blasts grow
louder and louder. Herein lies

their most heinous sin. There is

a certain nobility in the fight,

there is a generous excitement in

the youthful exchange of blows.

But the Naturists are not content

to fight : they must also barter

compliments, and such compli-
ments as time - hardened vanity

might shrink from accepting.

Boldly, then, they come forth

and declare that they are the

greatest poets, the acutest critics,

the most patriotic politicians that

ever were born into a tired world.

For those in whose work they
detect not the signs of Naturism

they have no word of praise ;
and

being as well skilled in invective

as were the Symbolists, whom they
now demolish, they have found

many an apt and caustic phrase.
But while they give themselves

the full licence of abuse, they
resent adverse criticism with the

thin-skinned fury of the neophyte.
An attack upon Naturism reveals

the influence of the Chamber upon

literary criticism, a pronouncement
which implies the very last word*?

of contempt. Thus, finding it far

pleasanter to praise their friends
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than to bear the reproaches of their

enemies, they are as constant in

esteem as they are fierce in insult.

The eminent Saint-Georges de Bou-

helior, for example, is described

by f. pupil as " one of the vastest

sensibilities of the age." Further,

you are told that this philosopher
of twenty has already discovered

his irrevocable mission. "His

system is complete;" that is bad
for a youth, and will procure an

old age of disappointment : but

the worst is not yet told, for a

few lines conduct you to the asser-

tion that " the circle of his theories

is firm"; after which exultation

you hear without surprise that

"the simple grandeur of his

hymns can only be matched in

the Song of Songs." Amazing,
isn't it ? But they are all equally
endowed. M. Abadie, for in

stance, has not his rival in the

field of poetry; while as for M.

Montfort, his language is "ador-

able and melodious," his "
phrase

is balanced," and as he sings he still

" vibrates with passion." It is he,

indeed M. Montfort who is best

skilled in panegyric ;
wherefore it

is only just and proper that he

should review his own masterpiece
in his own magazine. This he does

with an assured eloquence which
his friends may justly call " heroic."

The masterpiece is called c

Sylvie,'
and it is cheering to know upon
the word of an author that none
can contemplate his heroine with-

out tears of emotion. "She has

such innocence, and a clear little

soul, which adorns her with

beauty ! Her simplicity is un-

paraleled; she is beautiful and

pure like the world." If other

poets printed the truth with

equal candour, misunderstanding
were impossible and praise super-
fluous.

But what, after the exchange of

compliments and the glorification

783

of M. Saint-Georges de Bouhelier,
are the objects of Naturism 1

Formulated month by month, they
make doubt impossible. The first

object, then, is to turn French
literature back to the ancient

channel in which it flowed

securely before it trickled away
into the back-waters of foreign
imitation. And here you detect

the first result of the reaction

against Symbolism. The poets of

yesterday, often foreign by birth,
were nearly always foreign by
sympathy. Their curiosity sent

them off hot-foot to seek inspira-
tion in Russia or Scandinavia.

Despising Yirgil, they were learned

in Lucan, and no Chauvinism
blinded them to the excellence

of Ford and Webster. But the

Naturists are nothing if not patri-
otic. Their cry is, France for the

French ! None shall cross their

borders who is not sprung from
the soil. They shudder at Ibsen

;

they are deaf to Wagner; they

despise Nietsche; and even Tol-

stoi, who, if Naturism has any
meaning, deserves to be the

monarch of the School, is dis-

qualified from supremacy by his

alien birth. In brief, they re-

spect the honourable tradition of

their own literature. Rabelais and

Rousseau, La Bruyere and Diderot,

Hugo and Zola are more to them
than the exotic poets of the Latin

decadence or the vain experiment-
alists of Norway or Belgium.
And their choice is amply justi-

fied. Though the gospel has been

preached a hundred times, it is

worth preaching a hundred times

more. Disloyalty to his country's
tradition is for the writer what

treachery is for the soldier. France

is as bad a model for English litera-

ture as is England for French.

Poets become great by a stedfast

adherence to the poetry of their

own country, and the Naturists
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are at least equipped for the

combat with the trusty arm of

patriotism.
After the national tradition

they worship the Absolute, in

whose indefatigable quest they
resemble the youth of all climes

and all ages. The Absolute ! How
noble it sounds, and how little it

means ! When it is caught, no-

body can recognise it, and the

hunter may safely claim success

at any moment of the chase. And
with the Absolute they love the

Vast and Heroic. With an ad-

mirable modesty, they would re-

turn to the large simplicity of

Homer's genius, and they forget,
in their anxiety to acclaim them-

selves, that a similar ambition ani-

mates the whole world of letters.

Only those more bashfully inspired
believe that if they cannot com-

pose a deathless epic they are wise

to attempt a timid sonnet. But
M. Saint-Georges de Bouhe*lier and
his friends are ardent Pantheists

;

fired by the lyric fury of M. Zola,

they would express everything,
even the Universe itself, and Man
(with a capital) in his universal

environment. Moreover, they are

so fiercely convinced of their im-

portance, that they profess to in-

fluence the politics as well as the

literature of their country.
" The

thought of our leader," says one,
"will change the destinies of

France." Among other results,
it will restore to the remoter

provinces something of their an-

cient character and life: it will

check the dangerous centralisation

which threatens to wreck France
for the sake of Paris

;
and all this

(and much more) is to be achieved
because M. de Bouhelier and his

friends are prowling after the
Absolute. These ends, if assured,
are remote

; but a more practical
result has (we are told) already
been achieved in the death-blow

given to the imitative mysticism
and false intellectuality which de-

faced the literature of the last

twenty years. M. Huysmans is

as dead as M. de Goncourt
;
hence-

forth the amateur who would
create a false interest in Japanese
prints and pottery must hide his

head in shame, since colour-prints
have no touch with the Absolute,
and pottery was never a branch
of the Higher Pantheism. What,
indeed, should these fripperies
mean to the Naturist, who is

endowed with peculiar emotional

faculties, with a tender and na-

tive sensibility ? For, despising the

adornments of life, he has formu-
lated a gospel, which resembles

nothing so much as the Lake
School's adoration of simplicity.
The "Prelude," could they under-

stand it, would break the heart of

these young heroes, and " We are

Seven," written in French, might
be the battle -hymn of the New
School. Nevertheless, this vague
speech of vastness and the ele-

ments means little else than a

discontent with yesterday's ele-

gance, and an ingenuous ambition

to excel in the rarer qualities of

inspiration all the poets born since

Shakespeare, who, being an Eng-
lishman, was guilty of flagrant

disloyalty to Saint - Georges de

Bouhelier. But, alas ! the over-

sensitive soul finishes always in

the worship of sentimentality, and
the Naturists, if they pursue their

chosen path, will achieve not Pan-

theism but Rusticity. They will

babble zealously of green fields,

until their babblement resembles

nothing but the cries of children.

So they will approach more nearly
to Mrs Hemans than to Words-

worth, and their ideal will decline

upon the white stockings and blue

apron-strings of the Early Vic-

torian era.

Another amiable ambition of the
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new poets is virtue. They have
sown no wild oats, not even in

literature. Disgusted at the en-

terprise of their predecessors, they
have been hoary-headed moralists

from the first. Their feet have
ever been planted upon the earth,
and with their intrepid heads they
have struck the stars. Wherefore
vice is as far from their literature

as from their lives, and they shud-

der a.: the slightest eccentricity of

style or conduct. So they have

rejected all the strange forms of

verse which have lately exercised

the ingenuity of France
;
and con-

scious of their grandiose message,

they have preferred to utter it in

ecstatic prose or stately Alexan-
drinen. Perhaps they are too

fond of the note of exclamation;

perhaps their sensibility expresses
itself in hysterical periods ;

but
their style is commonly as conser-

vative as their opinion. Attached
to the past, they are bravely fight-

ing the battle of tradition and

respect; they are upholding the

honourable emotions of the easily
touch 3d heart; they are attempt-

ing to rescue France from the in-

fluence of the seductive foreigner;

declaring themselves Pagan, they
insist that the secret of Paganism
is prudence ; and for these mature

qualities we may forgive much
folly md arrogance manifold.

At present the school musters
few adherents; but, though the
foundor towers above them all,

the leist was born to be a leader

of men. M. Saint - Georges de

Bouhelier, who has already been

mentioned, is Naturism itself.

Not only did he invent the School,
but ho presented it with a set of

rules, and his disciples are all

busy with his biography. His

grandi ur is infinite; his lack of

humour sublime. If only he were

gifted with the power of laughter,
he might refrain from personal

confession, and leave time to find

the proper place for his work.
But with all his sensibility he has
no sense of the ridiculous, and in

his anxiety to explain the move-
ment which he leads, he has can-

didly sketched his own develop-
ment. "For the sensitive man,"
says he,

" who shudders at society,
there exist two methods which he

may employ with profit : either he

may dominate the world and mor-

ally impose laws upon it, or he

may appear to obey it and accept
it in its totality. The first method
has attracted some chimerical

poets. Rousseau, Robespierre, and

Napoleon have followed the second.

I, after them, have tried to em-

ploy it." The thought is not pro-

found, but the collocation is admir-

able. To class oneself at twenty
with Rousseau and Napoleon (to

say nothing of Robespierre) is a

masterpiece of heroism, and proves
that the arch - Naturist lacks

neither courage nor optimism.
But his career has already been
beset with hardships. "At the

beginning of my youth" again
the quotation is literal " when I

was hardly sixteen years of age, I

was attacked by an infinite in-

quietude, and therefore made a

salutary sojourn in the mountains.

... I was the prey of the cruel-

lest malady. The harmony of the

world escaped me. I sought after

God, because there abode in me
the bitter, eager taste for beauty,
of which God remains the expres-
sion. Lamartine, I believe, suf-

fered from the same evil." Again
the experience does not transcend

the common experience of boy-
hood. It is not unusual for the

harmony of the world to escape
the youth of sixteen, and the

troubles of intellectual uncertainty
are none the lighter because they

pass. But again the collocation is

sublime. "Lamartine and I"
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where in the experiments of

youthful autobiography will you
match that ? And M. de Bouhelier

is on the threshold of revelation.

"I was born," he continues, "with
a passion for beauty. Every-
where I demand heroes; I insist

upon an appearance of grace in

every man : with a lively desire of

love I remained long unsatisfied,

my soul in trouble, for none in-

spired me with it." Alas ! how

long must he have suffered, since

even to-day he cannot count one-

and - twenty summers ! But at

last he has discovered the true

path and is content. When he

returned from the mountains,
order had taken possession of his

soul. "I was forced," .he con-

fesses, "to develop the parts of

my being which are common to all

humanity. I hide my domestic

sentiments as much as possible.
I have attempted to re-establish in

art the relations which exist in

life between a plant, a bird, and
the emotion of a man." The de-

sire of concealment is hardly sin-

cere; but we have heard all this

before, though never expressed in

the like terms of satisfied auda-

city. Not only was it said aloud

by the poets of the Lake School.

It was suggested in an undertone

by Maurice de Guerin, a poet
of Nature before Naturism. Yet
not one of them not even
Wordsworth himself had ever

so vast an idea of the mission he
was born to preach. In brief,

M. de Bouhelier boldly asserts

that he is a superior person, and
as such he feels himself better

qualified than any other to " seize

the currents which cleave the

spirit of his contemporaries, . . .

awaking in each the same aspira-

tions, the same colours, the same
ardours." "There in fact," he

avows, "is all my merit/' And
he proceeds to ask "

by what mys-

terious ways have I been led to

the place in which I could see the

secret movements of the earth and
the future form of humanity?"
That for the present is his own
secret; butwe maybe of good heart,
for without doubt he will some day
make a clean breast of it. He
has promised it himself, and no

youth of twenty was ever so lavish

of confession since the world began.
As M. de Bouhelier has chosen

to give his own opinion of himself

and his performances, it is scarcely
worth while to consult his con-

temporaries. But they, too, have

spoken with an eloquence, fervid

as his own, which the lightest
breath of humour might have

quenched. Experts in praise, they
wellnigh surpass their master, and
if curiosity did not tempt us to turn
from the man to his work, we
might take it on his own word
and the word of all the Naturists

that never did such a prodigy con-

descend to enlighten the dulled

intelligence of man. But the works,
alas ! show nothing else than pro-
mise. The prose is as fantastic

as the titles chosen by the master.
" The Heroic Life of Adventurers,
Poets, Kings, and Artisans "

thus

he calls a brief "theory of the

pathetic," which means far less

than its title, and is as remote from

nature in its expression as its

author is remote from humour.
His verse, expressed for the most

part in well-turned Alexandrine, is

the fruit not of experience nor of

observation; rather, it is born of

diligent study and an intimate ac-

quaintance with literature. By
the strangest irony of all, its fancy
is wholly unreal; untouched of

nature, it suggests the eighteenth

century more intimately than the

influence of M. Zola; and most ,

assuredly M. de Bouhelier has not *

yet let out his secret. For the

rest you may study him in the
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page s of his own review ;
but since

that organ is devoted exclusively
to tl e adulation of himself and his

friei ds, even the student of modern
adulation is easily surfeited.

M. Montfort is the author of

the famous '

Sylvie,' which he has

reviewed himself with a proper
sense of his own achievement, and
which is the typical romance of the

school. It is artificial, innocent,
and old-fashioned. A mere Sym-
bolist might have written it

;
even

a Deliquescent might claim it for

his own. Here is no Pantheism ;

here is not even a breath of Nature
or Naturism. A simple, guileless,
affected piece of sentiment that

is all. Now, this is not enough
whereon to found a School, and

though M. Montfort is a distin-

guished controversialist, though
the bitterest articles in the 'Revue'
are from his dauntless pen, the

School will remain an old theory
rests ted rather than a modern

practice zealously pursued, un-

less the Naturists suppress their

opin: ons for a while, and exemplify
their teaching in a masterpiece.
But their own appreciation does

not ilag. M. Abadie, for instance,
"ha* dared to seize the ancient

Lyre, and above the lakes, the for-

ests, and the mountains, he bran-

dish (s it with pride." So writes

M. Le Blond, a loyal colleague,
and there are half-a-dozen other

ardent spirits ready to sing the

praises of each other, and to pro-
claim that at twenty the youth of

France is ready to wrest from
Nature her shyest secrets.

At present, in fact, the Naturists
have achieved no more than a nega-
tive result. They have attacked
with spirit and energy the dying
school of Decadence. But their

spirit and energy were superfluous,
because the enemy was either vic-

torious or past fighting. Apart
from attack, they have laid claim

to pretensions so vast that you
can have little hope of their

future. When youth is a prophet
what is reserved for old age?
Withered hopes and bitter dis-

appointment. Yet whatever hap-

pens, the Naturists have had
more than their share of adula-

tion and notoriety. They have
" manifested "

in the public press,
and possibly by this time they can

read their own criticisms without

blushing. But interested praise

palls after a while, and in an-

other year France will be ready
for reaction. There is even now
a rumour that one Animalist is

hidden in a distant province, and

though we know not his name, he
has given a " reference " that is

above reproach. So that Natur-
ism may be already doomed, and
when the decline comes it need
not expect to meet the sympathy
which it has denied to all the

world.
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AN EXPERIMENT IN COLONISATION.

I HAD long wanted to see some-

thing of the "pearl of German
colonies." At last the wish was
to be fulfilled. I had been well

prepared. If you don't know all

the merits of German East Africa
at least a week before you arrive

there on a German steamer, you
never will. Grave, spectacled
Germans had assured me over
and over again during the voyage
that here at last the overcrowded
Vaterland had found an outlet for

its energies and population. One

gentleman went so far as to point
out that we in England did wrong
to fear German competition in in-

dustry and manufactures. "The
time will come," he prophesied

cheerfully,
" when you will regard

us rather as colonial rivals than
as industrial competitors." A
sanguine colonist this; but then
the steamer was now heading
steadily shorewards, and he was

returning from a year's Urlaub at

home, where, I gathered, he had
found matters less rosy than he
could have wished. The excite-

ment so long suppressed became
intense as we neared the shore.

The ship's band assembled on

deck, each steward hugging his

instrument, and prepared to ex-

pend his last breath in honour of

the mother-country and her young-
est daughter. "There is Dar-es-

Salaam !

"
exclaimed my enthusi-

astic friend. A long stretch of

high, sandy bank fringed with

green, whether of grass or trees

could not be distinguished, was in

sight. At one point a light cloud
of smoke rose above the green,
but of the town I could see

nothing. So wonderfully hidden
is the harbour, that a ship might
easily pass without knowing of

its existence. At last a narrow
channel appeared, unpretentious
in the extreme, and not unlike

the mouth of some small river.

Into this we swung. Still no

town, and scarcely a sign of

human habitation. The 'channel

itself from without looked far too

insignificant to be taken seriously ;

moreover, it seemed to lead no-

where. The captain, however, was
not to be deterred. It needed some
nice navigation ; but the channel,

though absurdly narrow, appeared
to have deep water. Another

bend, and still no town. Could
it be a practical joke

1

? And yet

every one else on board was in

deadly earnest. Once again we

swung round in our course a

glimpse of open water ahead and
we were in Dar-es-Salaam, "the
harbour of peace."

It is a beautiful expanse of

water of course absolutely land-

locked, and deep withal. All

around on the high banks, which
fall steeply to the water's edge,

lay the town. From the harbour
the effect is magnificent. The
houses form a crescent about it :

handsome buildings for the most

part some of white stone, others

of wood and iron, with broad

verandahs, and roofs painted a

dull red that contrasted pleasingly
with the vivid green of the palm-
trees among which they stand.

The bright green of the vegeta-
tion and the white of the houses

are the prevailing tones in the

picture, and the eye is grateful
for the effect. Dar-es-Salaam lies

but seven degrees from the equa-

tor, and the sky overhead, as

reflected in the water, was glow-

ing in full tropical splendour.
The effect was magnificent beyond
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my wildest dreams. Perhaps after

a succession of Portuguese coast

towns I was prepared to find

pleasure easily ;
but I know no

spot on the East Coast of Africa

that in the first flush of arrival

impressed me more favourably
than this little town. Here my
reflections were interrupted by the

excitement on board. We had

dropped anchor ;
cannon roared in

salute and reply ;
the band played

in loyal unison. The German is

not always the stolid unimpres-
sionable person that we think.

Appeal but for a moment to his

patriotism or any kindred senti-

ment, and he casts his traditional

sobriety to the winds. My friends

on board, in their enthusiasm and

excitement, became once more
children of nature. Young mili-

tary men hugged budding civilians

with effusion. Congratulations and

champagne were lavished profuse-

ly. Every one on board made

ready to land. But our prepara-
tions were premature. Officialism

must first be satisfied that we are

all in order. Small boats flying the

German flag, the Company's flag,

and any other flag for which a

pretext can be found, come along-

side, and the air is thick with

guttural welcomes and greetings.
We hand over our papers, that are

scrutinised politely but carefully.

Nothing is taken for granted in

a German colony. But at last all

is settled. We have drunk the

healths of those who have come
on board to welcome us, and they
have returned the compliment.
German beer has flowed as it

flows in the Hofbrau at Munich
on a hot summer's day. Honour
and duty are satisfied ;

we may
land. Two native boatmen take

us to the landing-stage, chanting
1

the while a weird Swahili refrain

as they pull the heavy oars through
the water,

" Come let me embrace

thee ! come let me embrace thee !

"

and so on at every stroke until

we reach land.

At East London and Durban a

heavy bar has to be crossed before

landing. At Beira you are carried

ashore, balanced precariously on
the shoulders of a diminutive

native. Here at Dar-es-Salaam
nature and a paternal Government
have conspired together to wel-

come the intending colonist or

curious visitor with all comfort
and convenience. Flights of con-

crete steps beautifully regular and

perfectly preserved receive you,

recalling memories of the Alster

at Hamburg. You mount with a

new sense of dignity, for there is

nothing like them from Suez to

Natal. Above and before you
stands the magnificent Custom-

house, which gives you pause.
A hand-camera creates a momen-

tary difficulty; a careful inspec-

tion, a question or two in broken

German from a sable-faced official,

and you walk forth into the main
street a free man. Here is indeed

a colony, you say, of which Ger-

mans may well be proud. A huge
hotel, with a polysyllabic German
name and the inevitable national

flag, invites you to stay indefin-

itely; but time presses, and you
resist. Close by stand a group of

German soldiers, in uniform of

course, gathered around a Krupp
gun commanding the harbour, and,

if need be, the town itself. Smart,

well-set-up men all of them, con-

trasting strangely with the slouch-

ing hang-dog Portuguese who have

hitherto represented European
militarism north of the Zambesi.

The spirit of Potsdam pervades
even here. Nor has an en-

lightened Colonial Office ignored
the services of native military
talent. A few paces farther a

stalwart native, the representative
of Law and Order, in grey uniform,
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strides towards me and sniffs sus-

piciously at my camera. I fear-

lessly reply with a snap-shot, and

pause to admire. He is just the

kind of man to make use of for

police work
;
and in case any rem-

nant of race-feeling, any bias of

colour or religion, should tempt
him from his allegiance, in case,

too, any breath of Socialism or

Social Democracy should have

penetrated thus far to demoralise

or shake him, high above all on
his buretta - shaped cap proudly
gleams a huge imperial eagle in

bright, burnished brass, to remind
him ever of his loyalty and his

Emperor.
Wharves and white warehouses

succeed one another in endless

variety along the shore. Each is

marked, numbered, or lettered, for

your German colonist is nothing
if not methodical. He who runs

may read here how every require-
ment of commerce, every desire of

enterprising trader or ambitious

colonist, has been anticipated and

provided for. Here lie the trade

facilities for which Beira is sigh-

ing, and for want of which Delagoa
Bay is hampered. A whole fleet

could ride at anchor within a few
cables' length of these spacious
storehouses and ample quays.
Here there has been no short-

sighted parsimony ; all is com-

plete, well arranged, up-to-date.
The plan of the town is sim-

plicity itself. A fine broad avenue,
as wide as our Embankment, runs
the length of one side of the har-

bour. Along this, facing the water,
are ranged the various buildings,

towards the south the Custom-
house and warehouses of which I
have spoken, while the residences
of the numerous officials and thefew

private persons extend northwards
in a magnificent sweep. The
architecture and structure of these

buildings put many an English

colony to shame. The houses are

cool, and on the whole well suited

to the climate
;

but they make
also some pretence to distinction

of appearance. True, corrugated
iron enters largely into their con-

struction, but it is veiled in a

decent obscurity of well -chosen

paint, and not left to obtrude its

naked hideousness, as in British

South Africa is almost invariably
the case. Considering that not
much more than five years ago
not one of these was standing,
the result is most creditable. Not
but what even these stucco walls

and painted iron roofs might be

improved on. The old Arab houses

in Zanzibar afford the most perfect
models for dwellings in these lati-

tudes. White stone walls some
five or six feet thick ; lofty, door-

less rooms leading one into the

other, built round a deep court,
not unlike a Spanish patio ; a flat

roof and broad verandah, giving to

the sea to catch every lightest

breeze, there are no better houses

for tropical climates in the world.

The living-rooms are all on the

upper floor, after the style of the

old Italian palazzo, and as high
as the second storey in our low

English homes. Those old Arabs
knew how to live. If time and

expense were no object, we might
do worse than follow their example.
But this is a digression. Govern-
ment buildings there are innumer-

able, both small and great. Some

represent offices pure and simple,
others suggest the Kursaal at a

German watering-place. Above
each one waves the German flag.

Nor is this flag-flying mania an

epidemic. It exists in chronic

form. Nearly every one can fly

something, and when in doubt you
fly the national flag. So much
for the buildings. What of their

inhabitants ?

The staff of fair-haired German
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officials required to control the

destiaies of German East Africa

is positively stupendous. I had
been warned that any one not wear-

ing a sword and epaulettes is
" sus-

pect
"
at Dar-es-Salaam ; but here

you have officials beyond the

drearis of avarice. According to

the last return, I believe, out of a

total German population of 431

no fewer than 158 were officials.

Wha
;,
in heaven's name, you are

temp:ed to ask, can they all find

to do 1 I propounded the question
to or e of them, a Minister, and
was solemnly assured that Dar-es-

Salaam was so under-staffed and
its officials so overworked that an
increase in the number was under
serioi s consideration ! In all this

the German love of thoroughness
comet in. Here there is no Lord

High Everything. The Govern-
ment is divided and subdivided as

at home. Every Department that

a large and growing population
could require, or the most complex
and advanced state of civilisation

demand, is to be foundhere. Every
such Department has its offices, a
Minis oer and his satellites. I came

upon the head of a Meteorological

Department, and even shook hands
with a Cultur-Minister. And all

this for a total white population
of son e 600 souls. It is the reign
of officialism rampant, militant.

All the niceties of ceremony and

etiquette are observed, just as if

this were but a suburb of Berlin.

Salutes are as common as in the
Unter den Linden. The laws of

precedence are as rigorously ad-

hered GO. The house of the Gov-
ernor lies a little apart from the
others, in the dignified seclusion

required by so august a person-

age. .It is said to be a marvel
of elegance and convenience, and
even toasts a swimming-bath of

its o\\n. And indeed, on the

whole, the official's life must

be a happy one. He is comfort-

ably housed. A heavily subsidised
line of steamers from Hamburg
supplies his material wants, and

keeps him in touch with home.
He dwells under the shadow of

the tall cocoa-palms that surround
his house, their graceful foliage

contrasting beautifully with the
dark rounded shapes of the neigh-
bouring mango-trees. A botanical

garden has been laid out wherein
curious experiments are being
made to prove what plants are

most suited to the climate. Here
he takes his pleasaunce in the cool

of the day, and, if his official

labours leave time, here he can
relax himself with lawn-tennis be-

fore evening. Twenty years hence
even the streets will be cool and

shady, for countless trees have
been planted, while both road and
trees are admirably cared for. But

though fine broad roads are all

very well in their way, in this

tropical climate, where there is no
traffic to provide for, the ungrate-
ful and weary pedestrian often

finds himself longing for the cool,

narrow, unsavoury streets of some
Arab town, where the sun's rays

only penetrate for an hour at noon,
and where dust is a quantite*

ndgligeable*

Socially the life seems to resem-

ble that of a small German water-

ing-place in the "off" season.

Ladies' society is almost unknown.
The officials dine together, by
messes for the most part, in one or

other of the public buildings, a

kind of glorified barrack-life, it

seemed to me, that affords entire

satisfaction. The white - robed,
black -faced attendants seem to

pick up enough German to carry
them through their daily work,
while nearly every colonist can

muster sufficient Swahili to eke

out any deficiency. It is a liquid
and by no means unmusical Ian-
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guage far more beautiful, indeed,
to hear spoken than the long-
drawled Sachsisch or abbreviated
" Berliner" of the officers. Here
and there I could recognise an
occasional Zulu or Matabele word

;

but the language of a coast town
is never famous for its purity.

Behind the houses of the Euro-

peans lies the native quarter. It

is smaller than most native coast

towns like Mozambique or Zanzi-

bar, and the native population
remains disappointingly stationary.
But it differs from all others of my
acquaintance by being clean and

savoury. Whether divided into

sanitary areas or not I do not

know, but the impression it made
was such that the appearance of a

water-cart bearing the legend of

the Dar-es-Salaam vestry would
have seemed a matter of course.

In an open space, surrounded by
the inevitable thatch - and - wattle

huts in which these well-governed

aborigines live and move and have
their being, was the well, which
seemed to be the centre of their

civic life. Here were gathered a

motley crowd of men, women, and

children, filling the huge porous
earthenware vessels that alone keep
the water cool and refreshing.
The wheel of the well was in con-

stant motion the women toiling
to draw the water, the men occa-

sionally condescending to drink it.

Good - humour reigned supreme.
The noble savage is a happy crea-

ture, or his looks belie him. He
is prodigal of ornaments, which

occupy every available space on
his body open for their display. If

the native legislation of the future

should ever include a sumptuary
law, a revolution is inevitable.

Vanity is his ruling passion; he
will even work if Birmingham
beads are in prospect. As to

fashions, these suggest Manchester
rather than Paris. The men, for

the most part, content themselves
with long white cotton night-shirts.
The women aspire to colour, and

drape themselves not ungracefully
in coloured prints : blue or grey
were evidently de rigueur for

1896. For most a single wrap is

sufficient, wound tightly round the

body and emphasising the lines of

the figure ;
the more elegant fasten

a second, often of another pattern,
over shoulders and head. The
children seem to find sufficient

covering in the rich brown skins

with which nature has provided
them. On the whole, they seem
to be well treated, at least in the

towns. Up country, in the plan-

tations, it is sometimes otherwise,
and at the time of my visit Dar-es-

Salaam was convulsed with thegreat
Schroder case, in the course of

which the most extraordinary tales

of native ill-treatment came to

light. It is only right to say that

the punishment inflicted was severe

enough to satisfy even the most
ardent Negrophile.
The charms of Dar-es-Salaam

are such that no one at the first

blush can withhold his admiration.

Everything is seen couleur de rose
t

and one's enthusiasm is irresistibly
called forth. There is, however,
another side to the picture, or

rather the picture may be regarded
no longer from the point of view
of the wandering visitor who, after

long days on shipboard, may be

pleased with a toy or tickled with

a straw. Journeying northwards
from Cape Colony up the East

Coast is an object-lesson in com-

parative politics. On this coast

England, Portugal, and Germany
are all making their experiments
in colonisation. Such a succession

inevitably provokes comparison.

Germany indeed suffers from being
the last in the field : her East $1
African settlement is less than ten

years old a mere infant, in fact,
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still in the nurse's arms, on whom
it is too early to pass final judg-
ment. But even of a child we can

foret3ll to some extent the future.

At least we can see whether it

possesses a healthy constitution,
and whether its education and sur-

roundings are such as are likely to

advance its condition. Germany
was the last in the field, and con-

sequently she has had the last

choice
;
and herein she has started

badly. God made the harbour of

Dar-os-Salaam. Man made the

town and made it well, but the

Devi I has put it where it is. There
is really no raison d'etre for it,

commercially least of all. The
trade with the interior is of the

most trifling description, and does

not seem to increase. Dar-es-
Salaam has never even been the

terminus of the caravan routes,

along which passes what little

trade there is. Bagamoyo has no

European population worth men-

tioning, though a certain amount
of the inland trade in ivory and
indiarubber finds an outlet there.

Tanga, indeed, second in import-
ance to the capital, lies not many
hours distant to the north, but it

is litole better than a trading sta-

tion with the inevitable custom-
house. From Tanga a railway,
subsidised by Government, has been

opent d a few miles inland, towards
the Usagara Mountains, the in-

tention being, I believe, to prolong
this through the Hinterland, and

eventually to tap the region of the

great lakes at Karagwe. So far,

so good ! But Tanganyika, the

western frontier of the colony, and
Victoria Nyanza lie far distant,
and the rate of progress is so slow
that only the eye of faith backed

by patriotism can foresee its final

achievement. In the meanwhile,
most important of all, our own
railway from Mombasa is being
pushed rapidly forward, and bids
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fair to render the German scheme
a costly and unnecessary luxury.
The colonists have to console them-
selves with the reflection that at
least they can enjoy a pleasant trip
into the mountains, when fever or

ennui compels them to seek change
of air and scene.

The coast trade, such as it is,

centres in Zanzibar, only four

hours distant, not in Dar-es-
Salaam. Indeed it was with the

object of capturing some small

portion of this that so much pity
was lavished upon Khalid, Pre-

tender and Sultan of a day of that

island. The bombardment of the

palace and the destruction of the

harem made it quite clear to this

able and energetic prince that

Zanzibar was no longer any place
for him. The German Colonial

authorities were wise enough to

see that he and his Arab following

might be of use in Dar-es-Salaam.

The native population was insig-

nificant. Khalid and his friends

might mean trade and trade con-

nections. At least they would

help to swell the numbers. A
good house and modest pension
were put at his disposal. Khalid

was in disgrace, and jumped at

the offer. Such at least was the

explanation of the incident given
me there. It is yet too early to

say who has had the best of the

bargain. Suggestions have even

been made for the introduction

of Indian labour. Even the im-

migrant coolie, who, on account

of his increasing numbers, is fast

becoming a "problem" in Natal,

would be welcomed. Nor from

the mother country does private

capital or labour come pouring in.

The astounding statement con-

tained in a German publication
that "missionaries, officials, mer-

chants, shopkeepers, schoolmasters,

artisans, and workmen have fol-

lowed the soldiers to begin the

3i
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pacific work of colonisation," may
be true as to the missionaries

(there are ten of them), and is

undoubtedly true of the officials
;

but the other and even more im-

portant classes are still sadly to

seek. The German emigrant has

found already that he can make

money quicker elsewhere. In

America, India, South Africa, he
finds a life to his liking, and
facilities for amassing wealth.

He settles in Zanzibar, just across

the water, and now controls the

best part of its trade. And under

foreign rule he prospers exceed-

ingly. German indeed he remains

in language and sympathies, but

his patriotism is qualified by a

distinct and ill-concealed prefer-
ence for an alien administration.

Though his plain duty lies a few
hours' voyage across the bay, he is

not to be enticed, and his own

colony tempts him in vain. Per-

haps he has good grounds for his

recreancy. The cocoa-nut palms
of German East Africa need no
little shaking. Moreover, the

climate has proved unsuitable for

the cultivation of tobacco, of which
so much was hoped. Even cotton

scarcely pays the expenses of pro-

duction, and coffee and india-

rubber alone seem to promise well.

The coast trade will never grow
while the absurd protective re-

strictions exist. A German

trading
- station is founded by

hoisting the national flag over
a custom-house. No one can
affect surprise at the result. Even
in the capital, except for the needs
of the colonists, there is but little

European trade. The huge Custom-
house stood nearly empty. Those
elaborate warehouses and quays
scarcely held a bale of goods. In
that magnificent harbour ours was
the only ship.
The German system of colonisa-

tion, judged at least from the

colony of which most is expected,
would seem to be a wrong one.

The whole matter lies in a nut-

shell. The German colonist, like

his stay-at-home brother, is over-

governed. Officialism is the best

of servants, but a questionable
master. The weight of this official-

ism and the traditions of the
Fatherland crush all enterprise out
of existence. The Government is

government for its own sake, to a

great extent useless, and costly
out of all proportion. The annual

expenses of administration exceed

300,000. Moreover, it is gro-

tesquely elaborate. The machinery
to rule an empire is at hand, only
there is no empire to rule. The

very excellence of the engine of

government is a stumbling-block
in the way of its modification.

The German can see that it is good,
and this makes it harder to con-

vince him that it is out of place.
Were the amount of financial

assistance from home the criterion

of the health of a colony, the pros-

pects of Dar-es-Salaam would be

bright indeed. Few daughters
receive so handsome a dower from
the mother country as German
East Africa. Considering its ex-

treme youth and comparative in-

significance, an allowance of nearly
220,000 is profuse. But you

can no more make a colony success-

ful by a money-grant than you
can make men good by Act of

Parliament. A course of coddling

may keep it alive ;
it can never

bring it to maturity. The history
of Dar-es-Salaam is the history
of an attempt to reverse all the

experiences of colonisation. The

government is at least a quarter
of a century ahead of the needs of

the colony. This, it may be said,

is a fault on the right side, due to

want of experience in such matters

Possibly ;
but a certain scepticism

as to its ultimate success may
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be pardoned. The German has

many virtues. He is, above all

things, thorough griindlich and
at home we count this to him for

righteousness. Only in some re-

sptcts he is too much so. If he

builds a railway into the wilds of

Africa, he builds it with substan-

tial embankments, with bridges of

stone and iron, in perfect con-

formity with the rules and regula-

tions, the laws and bye -laws, in

for 3e at home. No wonder, then,

that his progress is of the slowest.

Your Englishman is less thorough,
but he is wiser in his generation.
He scratches the ground, fells a

treo or two, and lays the rails at

the rate of several miles a-week.

When the rains bring floods and
swollen rivers, his line will have

a wash-out or two and need repair.

But, it is as quickly relaid as laid,

and in the meanwhile the new

country is opened up, the most

enterprising Europeans, especially

Germans, are attracted to it, and
an administrative machinery grows
with the growing needs of the

people.
la the colonies of other coun-

tries, it has been said, the German
settler finds himself in congenial

surroundings. Unfettered by the

unfortunate traditions of med-

dling and restriction, he becomes
a useful and wealthy member of

society. Industrious he is out

of fell question, sober and saving

beyond doubt. Unfortunately,
one thing is lacking there are

no colonising traditions in his race.

In Germany the colonies are too
often regarded as the refuge of the

destitute. We also send our ne'er-

do-weels over seas, but not them
alone. Young men of good family
and education often go out from us,

taking with them not only the

paternal blessing, but a handsome

portion from the paternal money-
bags. In German colonies such
a man, with youth, energy, and

capital, is as rare as the penurious
middle - class official is common.
The home Government is making
strenuous efforts to counteract
this. What State grants can do is

done. But in a new country money
is a poor substitute for men. And
it is this that the German Colonial

Office is now beginning to realise.

Tlje Colonial party in Germany
has to face obstacles that are un-

known to us in England. The ig-

norance of even its best-informed

members is still great. The stay-
at-home German, of course, knows
even less. Knowledge will come
in time, and some amount of

success will eventually be obtained

but at a price. And the price
must be paid in principles as well

as in gold. Otherwise, Dares-

Salaam, with all its charms, will

remain as it is, a pleasant and not

unhealthy African coast town, but
it will never become the metropolis
of theNew Germany in East Africa,
destined to play a great part in the

history of that continent.

ROBERT C. WITT.
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THE CASE OF MR DOUGHTY.

IN his recent Life of Sir Francis

Drake, Mr Corbett has said with

some exaggeration, but with much
truth, that until the English ves-

sels reached the Straits of Magel-
lan on the voyage round the world,
"the living interest" of the story
{ c is Drake's relations with Doughty.
For it is on these that the political

significance of the expedition, as

well as his own personal character,
must be judged. The tragedy of

St Julian's Bay has always been a

blot on his reputation, and on this

charge, as far as is possible with
the scanty and contradictory evi-

dence that remains, it is time he
were finally condemned or ac-

quitted." The meaning of the

reference to the political signifi-

cance of the voyage is not obvious.

MrOorbett cannot surely thinkthat

we would be left without evidence

on which to estimate the "
political

significance" of an event which was
the subject of so much contem-

porary comment and diplomatic

correspondence, if we did know

something of the relations between
Drake and the obscure man whom
he put to death at St Julian's Bay.
If he implies, as from other pas-

sages it appears that he does, that

but for this story we could not

knowthat Burghley was unfriendly
to the policy of provoking Spain
by piratical expeditions, and that

the anti-Spanish party encouraged
them in spite of him, Mr Oorbett

is assuredly saying too much. Yet
it is not going too far to maintain
that our estimate of Drake's char-

acter must depend largely on the

opinion we form of this action of

his. Whatever the verdict may
be, he will still remain a bold yet
cautious navigator and adventurer;
but we shall judge differently of

his honesty and humanity accord-

ing to the answer we give to the

questions, Was the act justified?
and if so, on what grounds? There
is much in the story which must
remain obscure for want of com-

plete evidence. Mr Corbett is

plainly very conscious of this, and
of the disadvantage at which it

puts the historian, for he does not
either condemn or acquit Drake

explicitly. By assumption indeed
and by implication, rather than

by plain direct statement, which
would leave us in no doubt as to

his view, he does on the whole
seem to come to the conclusion

that Drake having, from various

indications of a most uncertain

kind, begun to form an unfavour-
able estimate of Doughty, was

finally brought to put him to death

by learning, from the man's own
mouth, that he had told Lord

Burghley of the course of the voy-

age while it was in preparation.
If so, the execution of Doughty
was a mere murder, done out of

revenge, and made hideous by the

vamping up of unfounded charges
of mutiny, and a rude hypocritical
affectation of justice. Such an

act, base in itself, trumpery in its

motive, and ignoble in its method,
would prove beyond peradventure
that Drake was perfectly capable
of the crime of which he was
accused by some of his contempor-
aries, namely, of having killed

Doughty to satisfy the spite of

Leicester. Let us see whether the

ascertained facts do not permit of

some less shameful explanation.
That in judging the actions of

any man in the past, as in our own
time, we are not to assume what
it is our business to prove, ought
to be a platitude, Moreover, it
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ought to be taken for granted that

we are to rank our witnesses ac-

cording to the means they had of

knowing the truth, and the pro-

bability there is that they told it,

as it appeared to them. Nobody
will dispute the orthodoxy of these

rules in the abstract, and yet they
are habitually disregarded, and by
none more audaciously than by
those who have written in recent

times of this business of Mr
Doughty. It has come to be

taken for granted that because the

sixteenth century was a time of

great qualities and much heroism,
we may believe that honest men
then would not have done what
their like in our time would ab-

stain from doing. Yet no assump-
tion is more destitute of foundation.

It would in fact be as safe to

assert that because a planter of

Virginia or South Carolina in the

days
" before the war " had as

much respect for white women
as any English gentleman, he

would be incapable of ordering his

black, or quadroon, female ser-

vants to be whipped. We know
out of their own mouths that

picas, good, and humane men

among them did this very thing.
Tho men of the sixteenth century,
of ull nations and all parties, were
in full agreement with Machia-

velli. They knew that to be free

from every wickedness is
" laud-

abilissima cosa
" and most praise-

worthy ;
but they also saw that

virtue may sometimes lead to ruin,

while a wicked act might be useful.

It Avas a good rule, they allowed, to

abstain even from profitable vice
;

but as this was impossible to do

wholly, by the very conditions of

human life "per le condizioni

um.ine che non lo consentano"
therefore they prudently, and with

a due regard to the circumstances,
did what they allowed was in itself

wrong, for a needful purpose.

Sussex, Elizabeth's governor in

Ireland, would have allowed that
murder was wrong, yet he hired
one Gray to assassinate Shane

O'Neill, and what is more, he re-

ported his scheme to the Queen as

a matter of course, and without

incurring rebuke. When Elizabeth

herself was making frantic efforts

to escape from the necessity of

signing Queen Mary's death-war-

rant, she set on Mr Secretary
Davison to tempt Paulet and

Drury, the Queen of Scots' jailors,

to murder their prisoner. The
Prince of Orange, William the

Silent, who died by the hand of

an assassin himself, had approved
of schemes for taking off Philip II.

and the Duke of Alva. If Ooligny
did not know the purpose for

which Poltrot was going into the

camp of the Duke of Guise, and
did not help him in order that it

might be effected, his actions were

those of a very foolish man, which

nobody can well believe that he was.

But examples might be multiplied
ad nauseam to show that Drake's

contemporaries had little scruple
in incurring the infamy of " those

vices without which it would be

difficult to save the State," and
even found something in them
which looked like virtue since it

brought security. Allowing for

individual exceptions which always
exist and were very rare, the men
of the sixteenth century may be

divided in this way the higher

among them had recourse to vio-

lence and fraud, with that pru-
dence which Machiavelli recom-

mended, from a sense of duty, and
from loyalty to the State, or to

their cause, religious, political, or

patriotic, while the lower used

these means freely, and for the

lucre of gain. Therefore there

was nothing in the morality of

his time which makes it anteced-

ently improbable that Drake may
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have treated Doughty with what
our milder and more orderly age
would consider cruel injustice.

Moreover, we are not to condemn
him as a bad man, even if we come
to the conclusion that he did, un-
less it can be shown that his

motive was of the base personal
order.

Another assumption which it is

no less necessary to guard against
is, that there is nothing in the rest

of Drake's life to make it incred-

ible that he was unscrupulous
and tyrannical in his treatment of

Doughty. Of his previous life

we know very little from trust-

worthy evidence ;
but his kinsman

Hawkins accused him of desertion

after the fight at San Juan de

Lua, or Ulloa. Putting aside

what we hear from witnesses to

the voyage round the world, in

order to avoid repetition, we know
that in the expedition to the coast

of Spain in 1587 he showed no
small violence in his treatment of

his vice-admiral, William Borough,
imprisoning him arbitrarily, trying
him by court-martial in his absence,

condemninghim to death, and filling
the council-room with clamours for

his execution on the return to

England. The Council treated

Drake's complaints and accusations
with little ceremony. Borough
continued to be employed, and he
for his part had no scruple in de-

claring thatDrake meant to murder

him, as he murdered Mr Doughty.
During the Armada year Drake
was accused of self-seeking and of

cowardice by Frobisber, and he

certainly fell into disfavour with
Lord Howard of Effingham. After
the voyage to Portugal in 1589
other charges of unfair dealing
were brought against him by col-

leagues, and he fell into disgrace
with the Queen. When he was
allowed to embark on the last

voyage there went with him one

Maynarde, whose narrative re-

mains. This witness was far from

unfriendly to Drake, yet he gives
the admiral's overbearing charac-

ter as the reason why Hawkins
was associated with him in com-

mand, and it may be added that

he roundly accuses both chiefs of

fraud in the victualling of the fleet.

All these accusations may be ex-

aggerated, some may be unfounded,
and there may be explanations

everywhere which are creditable

to Drake. None the less there is

the fact, that all through his life

we know that he was accused, and
not always by hostile witnesses,
of being unscrupulous in exercis-

ing his authority, and in seeking
his own advantage. That being
so, we are not entitled to assume
that he was incapable of cruelty
to Doughty. On the contrary, we
have to prove that he had cause

for putting the man to death, and
are bound to form our opinion
from the evidence, and not to in-

terpret the evidence by our pre-
conceived opinion.
The first thing to be done is to

marshal the witnesses, taking care

to include only those who had
direct means of knowing at least

part of the truth. From this list

we must exclude The World En-

compassed by Sir Francis Drake,'
which Mr Corbett calls the

"authorised narrative." It was

published in 1628 by the nephew
of the Elizabethan seaman, and is

avowedly not an original authority,

since, as the title-page tells us, it

was "
carefully collected out of the

notes of Master Francis Fletcher,

Preacher in this employment, and
divers others, his

[i.e., Drake's]
followers in the same." There will

be something to say of the process
to which the notes of Mr Francis

Fletcher were subjected. For the

moment it is enough to mark that
' The World Encompassed

'

is on
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its own showing a compilation,
not an original authority. Those
witnesses who speak on their own

knowledge are beginning with

him who tells us least, and ending
with him who tells us most the

Portuguese pilot, Nufio da Silva,

the narrative in Hakluyt attrib-

uted to Pretty, Cliffe's account

of the voyage of John Winter,
Winter's own deposition to the

Admiralty, the surviving notes of

Francis Fletcher, certain fragments
of depositions relating to Doughty's

trial which are in the Harleian

Miscellany, and the narrative of

John Cooke. All are to be found

as illustrations to the reprint of
1 Tho World Encompassed/ edited

for the Bakluyt Society by Mr W.
S. W. Vaux in 1854.

Nufio da Silvawas taken prisoner

by Drake at Sant lago, in the

Capo de Verde Islands, and landed

by him at Guatulco, on the west
side of New Spain. He gave an
account of his adventure to one

Lopez Yaz, who wrote * A Dis-

course of the West Indies and
South Sea,' which fell into the

hands of two of the Earl of Cum-
berland's captains, Witherington
and Lister, in 1586. Silva told

Loptz Vaz that at Port Saint

Juliun Drake "put to death a

gent eman of his company because

he would have returned home."

That is evidence as to the execu-

tion, and as to the opinion which
Silva had formed of its cause.

The story in Hakluyt is more

explicit, and deserves quotation :

"In this port [i.e. Saint Julian] our
General began to inquire diligently
of th<; actions of Mr Thomas Doughty,
and found them not to be such as he
looked for, but tending rather to con-

tention or mutiny, or some other dis-

order, whereby (without redress) the

success of the voyage might greatly
have been hazarded

; whereupon the

company was called together and
made acquainted with the particulars

of the cause, which were found partly
by Mr Doughty's own confession, and

partly by the evidence of the fact, to

be true ; which when our General saw,

although his private affection to Mr
Doughty (as he then in the presence
of all of us sacredly protested) was

great ; yet the care he had of the
state of the voyage, of the expecta-
tion of her Majesty, and of the honour
of his country, did more touch him
(as indeed it ought) than the private

respect of one man ; so that the cause

being thoroughly heard, and all

things done in good order, as near as

might be to the course of our laws in

England, it was concluded that Mr
Doughty should receive punishment
according to the quality of the offence,
and he, seeing no remedy but patience
for himself, desired before his death
to receive the communion, which he
did at the hands of Mr Fletcher, our

minister, and our General himself

accompanied him in that holy action ;

which being done, and the place of

execution made ready, he having em-
braced our General, and taken his

leave of all the company, with prayer
for the Queen's Majesty and our

realm, in quiet sort laid his head to

the block, where he ended his life.

This being done, our General made
divers speeches to the whole com-

pany, persuading them to unity,

obedience, love, and regard of our

voyage, and for the better confir-

mation thereof willed every man the

next Sunday following to prepare
himself to receive the communion, as

Christian brethren and friends ought
to do. Which was done in very
reverent sort, and so with good con-

tentment every man went about his

business."

What strikes us most in this

often -quoted passage is the very

suspicious vagueness of the charge

brought against Doughty. We
are told of causes "thoroughly
heard " and of " evidence of fact ";

but not a word is said as to what
was heard, or what fact was estab-

lished by the evidence. It cannot

have been fear of Doughty's rela-

tions or friends which imposed
silence on the writer. In that
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case he would not have mentioned
the name at all. Besides, the

only relation or effective friend of

Doughty's of whom we hear is his

brother John, who was left to rot

in prison on a charge for which he
was never brought to trial, though
he petitioned that he might be.

Mr Laughton, in the 'National

Dictionary/ speaks of some secret

which there appears to have been in

this matter. Mr Corbett, I gather,
thinks that there was a reluc-

tance to bring in Burghley's name.
With all due deference to them, I

take it that they are assuming
what it is their business to prove.
If Lord Burghley had been con-

cerned, Hakluyt, who compiled
his book when the censorship of

the press was severe, would not

have been allowed to as much as

name Doughty. He was com-

pelled to suppress his account of

the famous expedition to Cadiz in

his second edition, simply because

he spoke favourably of Essex, who
in the interval between the two
editions had been convicted of

treason. If we go by fair deduc-

tion from the evidence, and not by
supposes, we are, I think, forced

to come to the conclusion that

there was no secret in the case,
but that writers who wished to be
favourable to Drake were com-

pelled to be vague, because the

real reason for the execution of

Doughty was one which could not
be decently avowed.
Edward Oliffe, who wrote the

account of Winter's voyage for

Hakluyt, is even more brief than
the Portuguese pilot. He simply
says,

" The last of June Mr
Thomas Doughty was brought to

his answer, was accused, and con-

victed of certain articles/ and by
Mr Drake condemned." There is

nothing here but the bare state-

ment of the fact. John Winter
was vice-admiral and captain of

the Elizabeth, which turned back
from the Pacific " sore against the

mariner's minds," if Cliffe is to be
believed. He was one of the
" adventurers " who were soldiers

and gentlemen rather than seamen,
and were put in command of ships
with a master to navigate for

them. Winter could have given
Cliffe details, for he had been fore-

man of the jury which tried

Doughty. There was, however,
no love lost between adventurers

and seamen, and Cliffe, who be-

longed to the second class, would
be favourable to the seaman

Drake, which makes his silence as

to the nature of the " certain

articles" the more suspicious.
We are not left entirely without

means of knowing what Winter

thought. There exists a deposition
of his made to the Admiralty
Court after his return in 1580.

In this, speaking of the acts of

piracy committed in the Cape de

Yerde Islands, he says :

" The taking of which ship I pro-
test was contrary to my good will,
which I could not let or gainsay, for

that I had no authority there, but
such as pleased the said Drake to

give and to take away from me at his

will and pleasure ;
and being in great

fear of my life, if I should have con-

traried him, or gone about to practise
to withstand him in any part of his

doing, he would have punished me
with death ; for that his words and

threatenings many times tended there-

unto by open speeches, and by ex-

ample of a gentleman whom he ex-

ecuted afterwards, and for that I was
there with the said Drake where no

justice could be heard, was forced to

content myself with silence."

The drift of these words is un-

mistakable. Winter wanted the

court to believe that he was
driven into piracy by fear of

Drake's violence, and he quotes \

the execution of Doughty as an

example of the length his com-
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mar der would go. He may have
been lying ;

but if so, he leaves the

thorough defenders of Drake in a

dilenma. If he was honest, he
went in fear of his life, and his con-

sent to the execution of Doughty
proves nothing as to the man's

guilb. If he was dishonest, then
he was clearly a person who was

prepared at all times to act on the

Machiavellian rule of practising
those vices which make for se-

curity, and again his acquiescence
in the verdict and the execution

proves nothing against Doughty.
We now come to a more explicit

witness. This is Mr Francis Flet-

cher, "Minister of Christ, and
Preacher of the Gospel, adventurer,
and traveller" in this voyage round
the world. It was upon his notes

that 'The World Encompassed'
was avowedly founded in part.
Sir Francis Drake the younger
cannot have foreseen that a copy
of Fletcher's notes would survive
" Ex libris Joh. Conyers Pharma-

copolist" of London. If he had,
he would also have foreseen that

the world would one day discover

how he had falsified his evidence.

From Fletcher we learn that

Doughty had been appointed to

command the Portuguese prize,
and was accused by "John Brewer,
Edward Bright, and some other of

their friends," of pilfering. Drake

inquired into the charge, found it

was grossly exaggerated, and sent

Doughty to command in his flag-

ship the Pelican. Meanwhile he
himsolf remained with the prize,
which still contained the Portu-

guese prisoners, and put his brother
Thomas Drake into her as captain.

Doughty was thought to be too

peremptory by some in the Pelican,
and to exceed his authority. So
soon as the Portuguese prisoners
had leen sent off, and there was
no fear they would retake the

prize, Drake returned to his own

ship, and having heard the com-

plaints against Doughty, removed
him to the flyboat, a smaller vessel

of the squadron, in "utter dis-

grace." When Fletcher comes to
the tragedy in St Julian's Bay, he
states explicitly that the charges
brought against Doughty arose out
of the trouble in the prize, and
were made by the same persons.

They were, however, reinforced by
"more dangerous matters and of

greater weight, . . . namely, for

words spoken by him to them,

being in -England in the general's

garden in Plymouth long before

our departure thence; which
[it]

had been their parts and duties to

have discovered them at that time,
and not to have concealed them
for a time and place not so fitting."
Fletcher speaks of Doughty in

high terms, and declares that when

taking the sacrament he asserted

his entire innocence of the charges

brought against him. The chap-
lain closes the episode with the

rather touching words: "Those

things, with drops of blood from
the hearts of some, thus ended, we
went about our other businesses,
and necessary affairs."

Here we get at last to a circum-

stantial story, and it is one of

murder under a clumsy imitation

of the forms of law a case of

lynching in which the accusers are

the personal enemies of the accused,
and had themselves formerly been

shown to be liars. It is no doubt
Mr Fletcher's story. From a frag-
ment concerning the latter part of

the voyage we learn that Drake,

sitting with a pair of pantoffles

i.e., slippers in his hand, excom-
municated his chaplain, and caused

a bracelet to be tied to his arm
with the motto,

" Francis Fletcher,
the falsest knave that liveth."

From this some have drawn the

rather rash conclusion that because

Drake amused himself with horse-
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play in the Indian Ocean, Fletcher
must have told lies when writing
in London. The deduction seems
to be wild, Mr Oorbett says that

Doughty found it his interest to

make a favourable impression on
Fletcher. The implication is that
the chaplain was befooled; but

this, I venture to think, is what
Mr Corbett has to prove, and is

not to assume. Whatever the

good sense of Mr Fletcher may
have been, the fact remains that
' The World Encompassed

'

is said

on the title-page to have been
based on his notes. He puts the

thorough defenders of Drake in

much the same dilemma as Winter.
If he was a fool and knave (the
two are quite compatible, whatever
some knaves may think), it was

strange that the family should use
his evidence. If he was neither,
then his evidence is good against
Drake.

It is difficult to say what pur-

pose the collection of jottings called

by Mr Vaux "Documents referring
to Mr Doughty" were originally
meant to serve. They have much
the air of depositions meant to be
used at the trial of Doughty.
They mostly profess to deal with
some matter of fact to Doughty's
words or actions and are signed

by various persons. What they
amount to is a question very easy
to answer. They are, one and all,

the kind of skimble-scamble stuff,

vague topics of prejudice or hear-

say reports of things said, which

ignorant, confused-headed men are

liable to mistake for evidence.

Irrelevant talk of this kind is still

admitted in French, and sometimes
in American, courts of law; but the

British Themis has long regarded it

with a just horror. Many of these

broken fragments of "what the

soldier said" and "what is not

evidence "
are signed by Fletcher

and Winter. From this the deduc-

tion has been made that they are

found confessing to the truth of

the charges, whatever they were,

against Doughty. But these

broken fragments of bald chat

prove no such thing. They may
be accurate reports of things said,
and therefore may have been

signed quite properly by Doughty's
friends; and yet they do not supply

among them a scintilla of evidence

that he meant to return, or to

create a mutiny, or to do any harm
to Drake, or that he would have
found the least support in the

squadron if he had tried to do any
of these things. They do go to

show that the man was a loose and
boastful talker which Drake was

himself, if his contemporaries do
not lie that he bragged of his

influence with Lord Burghley, and
that he denied that his commander
had a commission to inflict capi-
tal punishment. In short, he

appears in the memoranda as much
the man one would expect to find

in a crew of adventurers and pirates,

who staked their necks against the

chance of making a fortune. Fin-

ally, there is nothing in them which

does not appear, better put, and in

its context, in the narrative of the

next witness, John Oooke.

This very curious document
exists only in the form of a copy
in the handwriting of Stow, and
was first brought to light by Mr
Vaux, and printed with The
World Encompassed

' in 1854. It

differs widely from the other

records of the voyage, both in form
and spirit. Cooke's purpose was
to tell the story of Doughty. He
is as full and explicit as others are

brief and obscure. Like Fletcher,

he begins with the trouble in the

Portuguese prize, but gives a very
different account of what happened.

Accordingto Cooke, Drake gave the -

command to Doughty
" as his good

*

and especial friend, praying him
in any case to see good order kept,
and whoso should be the breaker
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thereof to give him to understand

of any such, without exception of

any."' Thomas Drake, the Ad-
miral's brother, "not the wisest

man in Christendom," was in the

prize, and he,
" as one more greedy

of prey than covetous of honesty
or credit," did " not only break

open a chest, but did dive suddenly
into tl le same. "

Doughty reported
this breach of orders to Drake,
who thereupon

"
presently falling

into some rages, not without some

great 3aths, seemed to wonder that

Thomas Doughty should mean to

touch his brother, and did as it

were assure himself that he had
some further meaning in this, and
that lie meant to shoot at his

credit, and he would not, nor could
not (by God's life, as he sware)
suffer it." From this, says Oooke,
came fill the "

grudges," beginning
with Doughty's removal into the

Pelicaa. Yet by great submissions

on tho part of Doughty, and the

exertions of Mr Leonard Vicary,
a gentleman and his friend, peace
was made for a time. Doughty
remained in the Pelican, and was
"
thought by the company to have

the authority of captain from
Drake." But the reconciliation

was in show only, and Drake
"
daily sought matter against Mr

Doughty, seeking at every man's
hands what they could inveigh

agains: him." At last an occasion

was found through a little incident

which has the further merit of

giving us a momentary glance at

an Elizabethan ship's company in

its playful leisure:

" Bu , in this mean season [i.e., in
the meantime] you shall understand
what befell. Master Drake never

leaving to seek and force upon Master

Doughty, found in the end this op-

portunity to disgrace him. Whether
# purj >ose or his own voluntary, it

chanced John Brewer, the trumpeter,
to go on board the Pelican, where,
for thai he had been long absent, the

company offered him a cobbey [i.e.,

cobbing, cf. a well-known scene in

Marryat's
*

King's Own '], among the
which Master Doughty putting in his

hand, said, fellow John, you shall

have in my hand, although it be but

light, among the rest, and so laying
his hand on his buttock, which per-
ceived of John trumpet, he began to

swear blood and wounds to the com-

pany to let him loose, for they are

not all (quoth he) the General's
friends that be here, and with that

turned him to Master Doughty, and
said unto him (as himself presently
after told me in the prize), God's

wounds, Doughty, what dost thou
mean to use this familiarity with me,
considering thou are not the General's

friend ? Who answered him, What,
fellow John, what moves you to this,

and to use these words to me, that

am as good and sure a friend to my
good General as any in this fleet, and
I defy him that shall say the contrary ?

But is the matter thus, why yet,
fellow John, I pray thee let me live

until I come into England
1

? Thus
John Brewer, coming again presently
aboard the prize, had not talked any
long time with the General, but the

boats went aboard and rested not, and

presently brought Mr Doughty to the

prize's side. Master Drake being in

the midst of service, who hearing the

boat at the ship's side, stood up, and
Master Doughty offering to take hold

of the ship to have entered, quoth
the General, Stay there, Thomas

Doughty, for I must send you to

another place ; and with that com-
manded the mariners to row him
aboard the flyboat, saying unto him
it was a place more fit for him than

that from whence he came. But
Master Doughty, although he craved

to speak with the General, could not

be permitted, neither would he hear

him."

The story now grows rapidly in

melodramatic interest. It would

be impossible without an abuse of

quotations to give a full idea of

the force with which Cooke de-

scribes the rising wrath and vio-

lence of Drake, and the increasing

persecution of Doughty. On
board the flyboat the unlucky man
was the object of the aggressive
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hostility of the sailors. The sail-

ing-master refused to mess with
him and the captain, Chester.

They were, according to Cooke,
even denied food. This is a detail

worthy of note, for it gives us an

example of that dislike and dis-

trust of the gentlemen adventurers
on the part of the sailors, which

appears in many passages in Eliza-

bethan naval history. At the same

time, it enables us to judge what
amount of truth there can have
been in the accusation thatDoughty
meant to bring about a rising

against Drake. Without the help
of the sailors he could do nothing.
Drake in the meantime had begun
to accuse Doughty of witchcraft,

saying that the bad weather which

delayed the voyage, and caused
constant separations in the squad-
ron, came out of " Tom Doughty's
capcase." That Drake in common
with nearly all his generation be-

lieved in witchcraft may be taken
for granted, and whether he was
sincere in thinking Doughty guilty
of the offence or not, no accusation
was better calculated to excite the
hatred of the sailors. Drake, too,
accused John Doughty of being
the poisoner of the Earl of Essex,
which is a curious detail. Cam-
den says that there were people
who explained Doughty's death

by saying that he was the man
who accused Leicester of poisoning
Essex, and that he was murdered
to satisfy the favourite's revenge.
At last, after a tale of wild words,
blows, and abuse, we come to the
last scene at Port St Julian.

The whole company is brought
ashore, and Drake sitting with
John Thomas, "who opened a
bundle of papers," addresses his

prisoner :
" Thomas Doughty, you

have here sought by divers means,
in as much as you may, to discredit

me, to the great hinderance and
overthrow of this voyage, besides

other great matters wherewith I

have to charge you withal, all

which if you can clear yourself

of, you and I shall be very good
friends, whereto the contrary you
have deserved death." Doughty
denied the charge, and when asked
how he will be tried, asked to be

carried to England. To this he
was told that he must be tried on
the spot. He asked for a sight
of Drake's commission, whereupon,
"Well, quoth he

[i.e., Drake], you
shall not see it; but well, my
masters, this fellow is full of prat-

ing, bind me his arms, for I will

be safe of my life. My masters,

you that be my good friends

Thomas Hood, Gregory you my
masters bind him." A storm of

abuse, in which the charge of

poisoning Essex comes up, follows,
and

"Then, in fine, was there a jury
called, whereof Master John Winter
was foreman. Then by John Thomas
were the articles read unto them,
even once over for a last farewell, for

fear thatmenshould have carried them
away by memory, all which appeared
to be words of unkindness, and to pro-
ceed of some choler, all which Doughty
did not greatly deny, until at length
came in one Edward Bright, whose

honesty of life I have not to deal with

[Doughty had said that Bright's wife

led 'an ill life at Cambridge'], who

said, Nay, Doughty, we have other

matter for you yet that will a little

near touch you, it will i' faith bite

you at the quick. I pray thee, Ned

Bright, quoth he, charge me with

nothing but truth and spare me not.

Then John Thomas read further for

his last article to conclude the whole

withal that Thomas Doughty should

say to Edward Bright in Master
Drake's garden, that the Queen's

Majesty and Counsel would be cor-

rupted. So Bright holding up his

finger, said,
' How like you this gear,

sirrah,' quoth he. Why, Ned Bright,
said Master Doughty, what should
move thee thus to belie me? Tho5
knowest that such familiarity was
never between thee and me ; but it

may be I said if we brought home

gold we should be the better welcome,
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but yet that is more than I do re-

member. Then it fell out upon fur-

ther talk that Master Doughty said

that n.y Lord Treasurer had a plot

[i.e.,
a plan] of the voyage. No, that

hath I e not, quoth Master Drake.

He had it from me, quoth Master

Doughty. Lo, my masters, quoth
he [Diake], what this fellow hath

done, God will have his treacheries

all known, for her Majesty gave me
special commandment that of all men
my Lord Treasurer should not know
it, but :o see he [how?] his own mouth
hath betrayed him ! So this was a

special article against him to cut his

throat, and greatly he [Drake] seemed
to rejoice at this advantage."

The rest of the story must be

dismissed in few words. A pro-
test from Mr Leonard Yicary
was borne down by a torrent of

abuse of "
crafty lawyers," and a

declaration that the jury must find

as to the facts, and that Drake
would do the rest. The jury did

find, after some demur as to the

dubious honesty of Ned Bright,
and Drake passed sentence of

death. Cooke confirms the story
of the communion and the last

dinner together, and tells us that

Doughty died as the men of his

century usually did when the game
was up, with no display of "

vulgar

spite" and with a jest. Oooke
tells UK also that Drake did offer

to spare Doughty's life if some one
would be responsible for his safe

keeping. When, however, Winter
offered to take him in the Eliza-

beth, Drake changed his mind, and
told tha crew that if Doughty was

spared they must fasten down the

hatche j and return to England.
As the sailors looked to booty for

their reward, they naturally raised

an outcry at this, and the execu-

tion followed.

Here; we have Fletcher's story

i^writ large," and with acrimony.
Cooke avows his belief that Drake
was a tyrant and a murderer, and
confesses that he had himself

suffered from his oppression. His

passion has deprived his story of

all value in the opinion of some

judges. Mr Laughton, in his

article on Drake in the ' National

Dictionary of Biography,' speaks
of his venom and contradictions.

The contradictions are not visible

to me. Oooke is very consistent

with himself. He only differs

from Fletcher as to the details of

what passed in the Portuguese

prize. The other narratives are

so vague, so condensed, so barren

of specific statement of fact, that

there is little indeed in them, be-

yond the statement that Doughty
was executed, to contradict. As
for the venom, if Oooke believed

that he had seen his friend sub-

jected to a long malignant perse-

cution, and finally murdered on

vamped -up charges, there is no-

thing in his language beyond a

very natural indignation. What
could he think of Drake except
that he was a tyrant and a

murderer? Mr Corbett accepts
Cooke's evidence, but speaks of

the blunder-headed honesty of the

man, which made him incapable of

understanding what he saw. The
blunder headedness is not obvious

to me. On the contrary, I take

Oooke to have been a very clear-

headed man, who thoroughly knew
what he meant, and had a very
distinct idea how to make others

agree with him. There is an air

of truth about the whole story, a

minuteness of touch, a verisimili-

tude in the words and even gestures
of the actors, which are very con-

vincing. Ned Bright, for instance,

holding up his finger and chuck-

ling in triumph over his little

piece of irrelevant cackle, is just

such a figure as may be seen any

day when plaintiff is put up to

face defendant in one of her

Majesty's county courts. And it

is but one of scores of touches. If

Oooke invented all this, then the
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Elizabethan tale of picaroon ad-

venture escaped being written by
a man who had fifty times Nash's

faculty for the work. If, however,
what we have here is an account,

passionate, but essentially honest,
of a thing seen, written by an

ignorant man, with a good memory
and some sardonic humour, there

is nothing wonderful in the narra-

tive. What tells for Cooke's

honesty is that he does not on the

whole give us a favourable impres-
sion of Doughty. The unlucky
man appears from his friend's

account to have been a loquacious

person of decidedly flashy char-

acter, with a combination of self-

assertion and irresolution, which
must have been both a provocation
and a temptation to such a man as

Drake.
'The World Encompassed' is

not in itself evidence as to the

facts. But it is evidence as to

what the Drake family wished the

world to believe as to the facts.

Looked at from that point of view,
it has some value. In order to

produce the desired effect, the

author concocted a tissue of lies

positive and lies of evasion,
written in a very maudlin, re-

dundant, garrulous style. He
suppresses the name of Doughty,
and speaks only of some mischief

which, if it had not been dis-

covered,
" had extended itself, not

only to the shedding of innocent
blood by murdering our general
and such others as were most firm

and faithful to him, but also to the

final overthrow of the whole action

intended, and to divers other most

dangerous effects." This is obvi-

ously mere tautology. The other

stories, that Doughty confessed to

the truth of all charges brought
against him, fell into a gush of

repentant emotion, and actually
asked that his head might be cut

off, has the marks of fabrication

on every syllable of it. If ever a

tale bore on the face of it evi

dence that the writer did not ven
ture to tell the truth, and yet had
not the courage to risk a circum-

stantial lie, it is this silly passage
in ' The World Encompassed.'
What it proves is that the Drake

family knew that there was some-

thing in the story which they dare
not tell, and so endeavoured to

escape under a cloud of words.
To end the tale. When the

Pelican, rechristened the Golden

Hind, returned home, John

Doughty made himself trouble-

some to Drake. There was some
sort of inquiry by the Council
which came to nothing, and then
John Doughty is accused of having
turned to "the wild justice of'*

revenge," and of having engaged
in a plot to murder Drake. He
was accused but not convicted, for

when he had been arrested, and
had lain in prison for sixteen

months, he petitioned to be let

out, or put on his trial. The
answer was that he was to stay
where he was, and then he vanishes

from sight.
When we look over this story

as a whole, there are certain

features which strike us at once.

Whenever a witness, or a com-

mentator at or near the time, is

favourable tb Drake, he either

abstains alike from detail and

expressions of opinion, or, as in

the case of the compiler of ' The
World Encompassed,' he can be

shown to have lied. Whenever
there was the least risk, as in the

case of the complaints, and the

alleged criminal intentions of John

Doughty, that the truth would be-

come known, authority steps in

and imposes silence. Why was
this the case

1

? It is an idle and

rather cowardly subterfuge to

talk of some supposed secret, andj
of the risk that Burghley's name
would be dragged in. The ex-

istence of the secret is not to be
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merely assumed
;
and as for Lord

Burghley, it was to his interest

that all the world should know
how keenly he watched what was

going on about him, even in the

Queen's cabinet, and should lay
the lesson to heart. The explana-
tion is, I think, plain enough to

all who will look at the facts, and
will abstain from bemusing them-

selve* with what Bayes in the

"Rehearsal "calls "your supposes."
When Drake left England on

his great voyage round the world

he was " un agent desavouable et

de'savoue'" of Queen Elizabeth.

She was for ever carrying on
underhand attacks on the King
of Spain partly to satisfy the

desire of her subjects to share in

the good things of the New World,

partly to warn King Philip off

attempts to help her own dis-

contented subjects in England and

Ireland; partly because, being
after all a woman, she had a

constant desire to try how far

she ctuld go safely. The men who
went on these ventures staked

their necks. It was certain that

the Spaniards would hang them
if they were caught, and it was
not certain that the Queen would
not hang them when they came

back, if it happened to be her

interest to do so at the time.

Prudent men would not go on

such enterprises. The adventurers

would be of three classes. There

would be bold ambitious men of

the stamp of Drake, with their

way 1o make in the world, and
with them sailors who had pro-

bably had a share in the piracy
then rampant on the coasts of

Engla id and Ireland. These latter

were, as Southey shrewdly says,
in greater safety when adventur-

ing an ong the Spanish settlements,

<*Mdely scattered over vast terri-

tories in America, all of them

small, and generally unarmed, than

they v ould have been when break-

ing the laws at home. Then there
were the "

gentlemen adventurers "

gamblers who held with Sir

Walter Raleigh that the greatest
of misfortunes is to be poor, and

who, like him, were not over-

scrupulous us to how they became
rich. They would contribute to

the expense of the voyage, and

they went on it with a vaguely
defined claim to authority, based

partly on their contribution to the

capital of the venture, partly on
their social position as gentlemen.
To keep order in a company

formed in this fashion was neces-

sarily difficult when " the General "

could not carry a regular com-
mission. The feat had to be

achieved by personal influence,
and that again had to be based on
love and fear. Though Drake
had perhaps never heard of, and
we may be sure had never read,
1 The Prince '

in his life, he lived

in the atmosphere of his time, and
it was enough to instil into him
the substance of the terrible and

profound seventeenth chapter,
" Of

cruelty and clemency, and of

whether it is better to be loved or

feared." Machiavelli's grim say-

ing that human nature is too base

to be ruled by love alone, would be

conspicuously true (more or less

true it always is) in a company
of pirates, semi-pirates, and gam-
blers. Fear was needed, and
Drake's mother-wit would teach

him, without the help of Machia-

velli, how prudent it was to so

make himself feared that he did

not arouse general hate. " To be

feared but not hated," as Macbia-

velli put it in his inimitable way,
"since indeed much good comes

of being at once feared and not

hated."

This being the position, what is

the course which would naturally

suggest itself to a clear-headed

man, who from the very nature of

the work he was engaged in was
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not too scrupulous? Manifestly
it would be to pick out some one
at whom it was profitable to

strike, and who could be struck

without arousing inconvenient
hate. Doughty presented himself

for the purpose. He was a gentle-
man adventurer, and therefore

member of a class of which the

seamen, who believed that it ex-

ploited them selfishly, were always
envious. His self-assertive charac-

ter had made him peculiarly dis-

tasteful, and showed that he might
possibly become dangerous. Drake,
who had met him in Ireland when

they were both serving in those

ferocious wars in which we rivalled

(to excel was impossible) the worst
crimes of the Spanish Oonquista-
dores of America, knew that he
was a man of no important con-

nections. Everything pointed to

the advisability of making him an

example. That Drake could speak
of a previous friendship with

Doughty only added to the reasons

for striking at him. " If I do this

to the man who was my friend,
what will I do to you," he said

to the gentlemen adventurers. To
the sailors he said,

" If I do this to

my friend, how great must be my
interest in the voyage which is to

make you all rich." The ideal

"insieme esser temuto e non
odiato" could hardly have been
better achieved. When once we
accept this interpretation of the

case of Mr Doughty, all its mystery
disappears. The facts become per-

fectly intelligible, and we quite
understand why Drake's friends

and family maintained a careful

reserve. Machiavelli does not

advise his Prince to talk candidly
about those vicious acts which
were necessary for his security.
Two objections may be made to

my interpretation. It may be
said that if I am right the Council,

and the law, would have called

Drake to account. To that I

answer that when he returned he

brought a mass of treasure on
which her Majesty wished to lay
hands. She was therefore con-

cerned to defend him against the
accusation of piracy. To have

brought him to trial on a charge
of murder at such a time would
have caused her great diplomatic
inconvenience. If anybody thinks
that the reason of State would not
have been held to be a sufficient

excuse for a denial of justice, when
the victim was so obscure a man
as Doughty, I can only, with
sincere wishes for his profit there-

by, remit him to his studies of the

period. It may also be said that

on my showing Drake was a wicked
man. To that I answer that then

Burghley, who once arranged a

little plot to get one of Queen
Mary's agents tortured in Spain,

Walsingham and Queen Elizabeth,
who endeavoured to trap Paulet
and Drury into murder, were very
wicked people also. At least on

my theory Drake did not kill a

man merely for having given
" a

plot of the voyage" to the Lord

Treasurer, which did no harm.
That would have been the act of a

rancorous and muddle - headed

tarpaulin. He killed Doughty to

terrify the uneasygentleman-adven-
turer element, and to establish his

own irregular, but indispensable,

authority. It was not an amiable

action
; but, at least, it is not want-

ing in a certain sombre grandeur.
Moreover, like Csesar Borgia's
massacre of his captains, which
was beneficent to the Romagna, it

worked for some good, since it

established the rule that there was
to be no divided command, and
that the gentleman should haul

with the seaman. f

DAVID HANNAY.
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ADVENTURES OF THE COMTE DE LA MUETTE DURING
THE REIGN OF TERROR. 1

THE QUARRIES OF MONT-ROUGE.

SEE turned, the dear figure. I

heard her breath catch as she

leaned forward and gazed at me.
Her hair was all tumbled abroad

;

her sweet scared eyes looked out

of a thicket of it like little fright-
ened birds from a copse. She took

a hurried step or two in my direc-

tion, then cried,
" C'est un coup du

del !
" and threw up her hands and

pressad them to her face.

I dropped my yearning arms.

A needle of ice pierced my heart.
" A judgment of heaven ?

"
I

cried, sorrowfully.
Th0 sound of my voice seemed

like the very stroke of a thyrsus
on hor shoulders. She broke into

an agitated walk pacing to and
fro in front of me wringing her

handn and clasping them thus to

her temples. Her shadow fled

before or after her like a coaxing
child.

Suddenly, to my amazement,
she darted upon me, and seized

and shook me in a little fury of

passion.
" Prends cela, prends cela, prends

cela /
'

she cried
;
and then as sud-

denly she released me, and ran
back to her ledge, and flung her-

self face-downwards thereon, sob-

bing as if her heart would break.

Shocked and astounded beyond
measure, I followed and stood over

her.
" M ademoiselle de Lage," I said,

miserably "of what am I guilty?"
"Of everything of nothing!

Perhaps it is I that am to blame !

"

she cried in a muffled voice.

"What have I done?"

She sat up, weeping, and pressed
the pain from her forehead.

"
Oh, monsieur ! it is not a little

thing to pass twelve hours in the
most terrible loneliness in the
most terrible anxiety !

"

" I do not understand."
" You do not, indeed the feel-

ings of others the wisdom of

discretion."
" Mademoiselle !

"
I exclaimed,

in all patience.
She sat, with her palms resting

upon the ledge. She looked up at

me defiantly, though she yet fought
with her sobs.

" It was doubtless a fine thing
in your eyes this morning," she

said, "to throw scorn to that

wretch who could have destroyed

you with a word."
I felt my breath come quickly.
" That wretch !

"
I whispered

" this morning?"
" It was what I said, monsieur,
the loup-garou of the Salle de la

Liberte. But where one attaches

any responsibility to life, one
should learn to distinguish be-

tween bravado and courage."
I think I must have turned very

pale, for a sudden concern came
into her face.

"Mademoiselle," I said, "will

persist in giving me the best reason

for holding life cheaply that I can-

not, it seems, find favour with her."
" Was it, then, monsieur, that

you yourself were your only con-

sideration ?
"

" Oh ! give me at least the in-

dulgence," I cried,
" to retort upon

an insolent that insults me."

1
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" Grand Dieu !
"
she said, mock-

ingly ;
"but what a perverted

heroism ! And must a man's

duty be always first towards his

dignity, and afterwards, a long

way
She broke off, panting, and tap-

ing her foot on the ground. 1

looked at her, all mazed and dum-
foundered.

" And afterwards 1
"
I repeated.

She would not continue. A little

silence succeeded.
"
Mademoiselle," I said at length

sadly
<c let me speak out what

is in my heart, and have done
with it. That little cry of

pity and of protest that I heard

uttered this morning when sen-

tence was demanded upon me in

the Palais de Justice, and that I

must needs now associate with this

new dear knowledge of your free-

dom if I have put upon it an
unwarrantable construction, some-

thing beyond the mere expression
of a woman's sympathy with the

unfortunate you will, I am sure,
extend that sympathy to my blind-

ness, the realisation of which must
in itself prove my heavy punish-
ment. If, also, I have dared to

translate the anxiety you have

by your own showing suffered,
here in this savage burrow, into

a sentiment more profound than
that of simple concern for an old-

time comrade, you will spare my
presumption, will you not, the

bitterness of a rebuke? It shall

not be needed, believe me. My
very love

"

She interrupted me, rising to

her feet white and peremptory.
" Not for me, monsieur not

for me ! And, for my associations

they shall never be of that word
with deceit !

"

" Deceit !

"

" But is it not so 1 Have you
not approached my confidence in

a false guise, under a false name ?

Oh !

"
(she stamped her foot again)

11 cannot you see how my conde-

scension to the Citizen Thibaut is

stultified by this new knowledge
of his rank ? how to favour now
what I had hitherto held at arm's-

length would" be to place myself
in the worst regard of snobbish-

ness !

"

"
No, mademoiselle I confess

that I cannot
;

but then I jour-

neyed hither in the National

hearse."
" I do not understand."
"
Why, only that there one finds

a ragpicker's head clapt upon a

monseigneur's neck in the frater-

nity that is decreed to level all

distinctions. What is the advan-

tage of a name, then, when one is

denied a tombstone ?
"

" Ah !

" she cried,
"
you seek to

disarm me with levity. I recog-
nise your habit of tolerant con-

tempt for the mental equipment
of my sex. It does not become

you, monsieur
;

but what does it

matter ! I know already your

opinion of me, and how compound
it is of disdain and disgust. I am
soulless and cruel and capricious

perhaps ill-favoured also; but

there, I think, you pronounce me
inoffensive or something less. But
I would have you say, monsieur
what was Lepelletier to me 1 I

should have sickened, rather, to

break bread with my uncle

whom heaven induce to the

shame of repentance ! And I was
ill that night, so that even you
might have softened in your judg-
ment of me."

I stood amazed at the vehemence
of her speech, at the rapidity of in-

consequence with which she pelted
me with any chance missile that

came to her hand. It was evident

the poor child was overwrought to

a degree ;
and I was fixed helpless

between my passionate desire t

reassure and comfort her and my
sense of her repudiation of my
right to do so. Now, it happened
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that, where words would have
availed little, a mute appeal the

manner of which it was beyond
my power to control was to serve

the best purposes of reconciliation.

For suddenly, as* I dwelt be-

wildered upon the wet flashing of

Carinne's eyes, emotion and fa-

tigue, coupled with the sick pain
of my wound, so wrought upon me
that the vault went reeling and I

with it. I heard her cry out ;

felt her clutch me, and then
there was sense for little but ex-

haustion in my drugged brain.

'-'I am on the floor, Carinne ?"
<l On the floor, mon ami"
' I am not so little a weight,

you see. You tried to support me
to the bench and failed for I

know."
" But you were a dead-weight."
" Not dead yet, chattemite. Only

I think I am dying."
"No, no, little Thibaut ! 1

Dieu ne plaise f You will not be
so wicked. And what makes you
think so ?

"

" I am so near heaven."
" Do you mean me 1 But I

burn."
" Kiss me, then, and give me of

your fire."
"
But, if you were to recover ?

"

11 1 would return it."
" It is infamous. You presume

upon my tenderness, that is all for

your cruel wound. Yet I do not
thick you are much hurt."

" Not now, with your hand

upon my heart. Tell me, Carinne
it was Jacques Crepin that

brought you here?"
11 That had me conveyed hither

by his deputy, Gusman. It was
this morning, after your trial. He
had had me released from prison

le pfoheur penitent. God had
Amoved him to remorse, it seemed,
and some unknown perhaps one
that had overheard us in La Force

to knowledge of our friendship,

yours and mine. He procured
me my passport ; accompanied me
beyond the barrier d'Enfer

; com-
mitted me to the keeping of this
deadman of the quarries. He
swore he would play his life

against yours would win you to
me here or perish in the attempt.
Judge then, you, of my waiting
torture my anguish of expecta-
tion in this solitude !

"

" Would win me to you ! And
you desired this thing? Oh, ma
mie, ma mie ! how, then, could you
welcome me as you did ?

"

" I do not know."
"And deny and abuse me and

give me such pain ?
"

" I do not know."
" For you love me very dearly
. . Carinne, I am dying !

"

" I do not believe you. That
trick shall not serve a second
time."

" And what are we to do now,
Oarinne ?

"

"Thou must be asking thyself
that question," said a voice Cre-

pin's that clanged suddenly in

the vaulted labyrinth. The man
himself stood looking down upon
us. Beside him the gaunt figure
of my guide held aloft a flambeau

that talked with a resinous sputter.
Its flare reddened the auburn
curls of the Sectional President,
and informed his dissolute face

with a radiance that was like an
inner consciousness of nobility.

"My task ends here," he said,

quietly.
" And shall we cry quits,

M. leComte?"
I lay on the floor, my head in

Carinne's lap.

"Citizen Cretin," I said, "thou
hast acquitted thyself like a gentle-
man and a man of courage. I

would not wish, for thy sake, that

the risk had been less; I would

not, for ours, know that it hath

involved thee in the toils."

" We are all in the toils now-
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adays," said he; "and happy the
lion that can find a mouse for his

friend. To the extent of my
power I have done

; yet, I warn
thee, thou art not out of the wood.
If the weasel wakes to the manner
of his outwitting, not a river of

blood shall divert him from the

scent till he has run thee down
thee, and me also. Oh! I desire

thee, do not misapprehend the im-

portance of my service."

Carinne looked up. She made
an involuntary gesture with her

hands. This dear child, in her
sweet surrender, became the ar-

chetype of womanhood.

"Monsieur," she said, softly,
"
you have stood aside so honour-

ably, you have made us so greatly

your debtors, that you will not
now stultify your own self-sacri-

fice by imposing upon us a heritage
of remorse? If you are in such

danger, why not remain here with
us?"
He did not answer for some

moments
;
but he shook his head

very slightly as he gazed down
on us.

" As to life," he said presently,
" my compact is with the senses.

There is a higher ideal to reach to,

no doubt
;
but Mordi I I confess,

for myself I cannot feel the epi-
cure and play the ascetic. To
continue in love with virtue, one
must take it only, like opium, in

occasional doses. An habitual

indulgence in it degrades the

picturesqueness of its own early

evoking. Perhaps it should be

ethically grateful to me to remain
here to contemplate the fruit of

my generosity ripening for an-

other's picking. Perhaps the

guillotine is awaiting me in Paris.

Well, mademoiselle, of the two
evils I prefer the latter. Here, to

feed on my own self-righteousness
would be to starve at the end of

a day ; there, the glory of doing,

of directing, of enjoying, will soon
woo me from memory of a senti-

ment that was no more part of my
real self than the mistletoe is part
of the harsh trunk it beautifies.

For death, I do not fear it, if it

will come to me passionately, like

a mistress."
" Monsieur !

"

"
Ah, mademoiselle ! believe me

that I can offer no higher testi-

mony to your worth than the

assurance that I have for six

months lost myself in you !

"

I looked at this ex-waiter in

marvel. His dishes could never
have shown a finer polish than his

manners. Moreover, in what in-

tervals of supplying food to

others had he sat himself down
to his own feast of reason ? One
was accustomed in those days to

hear coal-heavers discussing Did-

erot, but not in the language of

Diderot. I gazed on his face and

thought I saw in it a neutral

ground, whereon a beast and an

angel hobnobbed in the intervals

of combat.

Beside him the torch-bearer

silent, melancholy, astringent
held his brand aloft motionless, as

if his arm were a sconce of iron.
" You are hurt, monsieur ?

"

said Crepin, suddenly referring to

me.
"It is nothing a bite, a scratch;

an excuse for a pillow."
" Ah !

"
(he fetched a flask from

his pocket and uncorked it)
" this

is ethereal cream of mint a liqueur
I affect, in that it reminds me of

lambs, and innocence and shep-
herdesses. Let us pledge one

another, like good friends, at

parting ! And it will confirm thy
cure, monsieur, so happily begun."

" MademoiselleV he said plead-

ingly, and offered it to Carinne.

She touched it with her lips I
ft

more effectively, with mine. Cr&

pin cried "
Trinquons !

"
and,
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taking a lusty pull, handed the

flask to Gusman, who drained it.

" Now," said he,
" we are united

by a bond the sweetest in the

wor d the sympathy of the palate.
We have made of ourselves a

little rosary of wine beads."

Be put his hand lightly on
Gus man's shoulder.

" This austerity," he said " this

Bailly of the Municipality of the

dead I have purchased ye his

favour with the one bribe to which
he is susceptible. Kings might
offer him their crowns

; easy maids
their honour. They should no
moro draw him from his reserve

than Alexander drew Diogenes
from his tub. But there is a

seductrice to his integrity, and the

name of it is right Hollands. My
faith ! I would not swear my
fidelity to such a frowzy mistress

;

but taste is a matter of tempera-
ment. Is it not so, Jacques ?

"

"While the keg lasts, I will

hold the safety of thy friends in

pawn to thee."

So replied the spectral figure a

voice, a phantom the very enigma
of this charnel city of echoes.

Tfce liqueur had revived and
comforted me amazingly. I raised

myself on my elbow.
11 Ah !

"
I cried,

"
if good inten-

tions could find favour with thee,
I wo ild make thy keg a kilderkin,
Citizen Gusman!"
The figure stood mute, like a

man of bronze. Crepin laughed

recklessly.
" He is the fast warden of these

old catacombs," he said "the

undying worm and sole master of

their intricacies. Himself hath

tunnelled them under the ground,
I believe, like .the tan-yard grub
that bores into poplar-trees. Si-

lence and secrecy are his familiars ;

but, [ tell thee, monsieur, he will

absorb Hollands till he drips with
it as r,he roofs of his own quarries

drip with water. The keg once

drained, and if thou renew'st it

not he will sell thee for a single
measure of schnapps. Is it not so,

Jacques 1
"

" It is so," said the figure, in a

deep, indifferent voice.

Cre'pin laughed again, then sud-

denly turned grave, and leaned
down towards me.

"Harkee, M. le Comte!" he

said,
"

is thy pocket well lined 1
"

" With good intentions, M. le

President."

He nodded and, fetching a little

bag of skin out of his breast,
forced it into my hand.

" It is all I can spare," he said
;

" and with that I must acquit my
conscience of the matter."

"If ever I live to repay thee,

good fellow
"

"
Ah, bah, monsieur ! I owe

thee for the Medoc. And now

escape if thou seest the way open.
This strange creature will be thy
bond -slave while the keg runs.

Afterwards eh bien ! C'est ct toi

la balle. For food, thou must do

as others here take toll of the

country carts as they journey to

the barriers. They will not pro-
vide thee with sweetbreads in

wine; but well, monsieur, there

are fifty ways, after all, of cooking
a cabbage."

I rose, with difficulty, to my
feet. Carinne, still seated on the

floor, held her hand in mine.

Something like a gentle quinsy in

my throat embarrassed my speech.
" Good citizen

" I muttered.

Crepin made a gesture with his

hand and backed in a hurry.
" I desire no expression of grati-

tude," he said loudly.
" Good citizen," I repeated,

"thou wouldst not rebuke our

selfishness by denying us,' thy
most faithful debtors, the privi-

lege claimed by even a minor actor

in this escapade ?
"
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" Of whom dost thou speak ?
"

" Of a turnkey at St Pe"lagie's."
" Mordi ! I drenched him once

for the colic that is all. The fool

fancied he had swallowed an eft

that was devouring his entrails."

He cried " Portez vous bien /
"

and a quick emotion, as of phy-
sical pain, flickered over his face

like a breath of air over hot coals.

Carinne was on her feet in a

moment, had gone swiftly to him,
and had taken his hand.

"
Monsieur," she said, in a wet

voice,
"
it is true that honour, like

sweet vines, may shoot from beds

of corruption. God forbid that I

pass judgment on that which in-

fluences the ways of men; but

only but only, monsieur, I hope

you may live very long, and may
take comfort from the thought
of the insignificance of the subject
of your so great sacrifice."

She drooped her dear head. The
other looked at her with an intense

gaze.

"But, nevertheless," he said

quietly,
" it was the letter of M.

le Oomte, of my honoured father

Epicurus, that moved me to the

sacrifice. That is great, as you
say. I never realised how great
till this moment. Yet ah, made-
moiselle ! I would not sanctify it

out of the category of human

passions by pretending that I

was induced to it by any senti-

ment of self-renunciation. Thy-
self should not have persuaded me
to spare thee nor anything less,

maybe, than an appeal from my
preceptor in the metaphysics of

the senses. I take no shame to

say so. I am not a traitor to my
creed ;

and it would offend me to

be called a puritan."
He put the girl's hand gently

away from him.

"Still," he said, "I may not

deem myself worthy to touch this

flower with my lips."

And at that he turned and went
from us, summoning Gusman to

accompany him, and crying as he

vanished,
" Good luck and forget-

fulness to all !

"

So disappeared from our lives

this singular man, who persisted
to the very last in lashing me
with the thong of my own twist-

ing. We never saw him again;
once only we heard of him.

As the flash of the retreating
torch glimmered into attenuation,
Oarinne returned to me and sat

down at my side.

"Little Thibaut," she said softly,
" he designed me so great a wrong
that I know not where to place
him in my memory."

" With the abortive children of

thy fancy, Carinne; amongst the

thoughts that are ignorant of the

good in themselves."

She sighed.
"And so it was thou wast his

informer as to our friendship ?

And why didst thou write, Jean-

Louis?"
" To urge him, by our one time

intimacy, to cease his persecution
of a beautiful and most innocent

lady."
" I did not know, I did not

know !

" she cried ;
and suddenly

her arms were round my neck,
and I lay in a nest of love.

" Oh ! I am glad to be pretty,
for the sake of the little Thibaut,
that saved me from barbarous

men, and from myself, and, alas !

from my uncle ! Little Thibaut,
did I hurt when I beat thee ?

Beat me, then, till I cry with the

pain."
She sobbed and laughed and

held my face against her bosom.

In the midst, the candle on the

wall dropped like a meteor, and

instantly we were immured in
ajj

very crypt of darkness.

She cried in a terrified voice :

"Oh, mon DieuJ hold me, or I
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sink !

" and committed herself

shuddering to my embrace.

The blackness was blind, hor-

rible, beyond reason. We could

only shut our eyes and whisper to

one -mother, expecting and hoping
for Gusman's return. But he

camo no more that night, and

by - and - by Carinne slept in my
arms.

t i

The glare of torch-light on my
face brought me to my senses.

That sombre deadman, as Carinne

called him, stood above us vision-

less, without movement, it seemed
a lurid genii presented in a

swirling drift of smoke. He might
never have moved from the spot
since we had last seen him there.

"Why dost thou wake us, good
friend 1" said I. "Hast thou a

midnight service for the dead

here?"
" It is high morning," said he,

in a voice like a funeral bell.
"
Morning !

"

I r.at up in amazement. Truly
I had not thought of it. We had

slept the clock round
;
but there

was no day in this hideous and

melancholy underworld.

I looked down at my companion.
She had slipped from my hold of

her, and lay across my knees.

Her hair curled low on her fore-

head
;

her eyelids were misted

with a faint blue shadow, like the

sheaths of hyacinth buds before

they open ;
her lips were a little

parted, as Love had left them.

Mon Dieu! there is no sight so

tend* r and so pathetic as that of

a fair child asleep ;
and what was

Carinne but a child !

In an access of emotion I bent
and softly touched the lips with

mine. This infant so brave and
so forlorn, whose head should

11
have been pillowed on flowers,

whoso attendants should have been
the lady fairies !

" She is very pretty," said the
deadman.

"Ha, ha!" I cried. "Hast
thou found it out

1

? There shall

spring a blossom for thee yet, old

Gusman, in this lifeless city of

thine !

"

He twirled his torch for the first

time, so that it spouted fire like a

hand-grenade.
" Blossoms !

" he barked. " But
thou shalt know I have my garden
walks down here bowers of mil-

dew, parterres of fine rank fun-

guses, royal worms even, that have
battened for centuries on the seed

of men."
He crooked his knees, so that

he might stare into my face.

"Not altogether a city of the

dead," said he.

"Is it peopled with ghosts,
then?"

"Very thickly, without doubt.

Thou shalt see them swarm like

maggots in its streets."

I shrugged my shoulders. The
creature stood erect once more,
and made a comprehensive gesture.

"This?" he said, "you must
not judge by this. It is the Holy
of Holies, to which none has access

but the High Priest of the Cata-

combs and such as he favours."

"And what, in a rude age, keeps
it sacred 1

"

He swept his torch right and
left.

"
Look, then !

"
said he.

We lay in a vaulted chamber
hewn out of the rock. On all

sides I fancied I caught dim vision

of the mouths of innumerable low

tunnels that exhaled a mist of pro-
found night.

"
Knowledge !

" exclaimed the

fearful man ;

" the age-long lore of

one that hath learnt his every

footstep in this maze of oubliettes.

There are beaten tracks here and
there. Here and there a fool has

been known to leave them. It
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may be days or weeks before I hap-

pen across his body the eyes slip-

ping forward of their lids, hismouth

puckered out of shape from suck-

ing and gnawing at the knuckles

of his hands."
" It is terrible ! And none comes

hither but thou 1
"

"
I, and the beasts of blood that

must not be denied. When they
hunt, I lead

;
therefore it is well

to win my favour."

Carinne hurriedly raised herself.

She threw her arms about me.
"
Oh, my husband !

"
she cried,

"take me where I may see the

sweet daylight, if only for a

moment !

"

I had thought the poor child

slept.
" Hush !

" I murmured. " Citi-

zen Gusman is going to show us

his township !

"

By interminable corridors, so

intricate that one would have

thought their excavators must
have lain down to die, each at the

limit of his boring, from sheer

despair of ever finding their way
to the open again, we followed

the flare of the torch, our eyes

smarting in its smoke, our arms
most fervently linked, Oarinne's

to mine, in inseparable devotion.

Now and again I would hear my
poor little friend whisper,

"
Light,

light !

"
as if her very heart were

starving ; and then I would draw
her face to mine and cry con-

fidently, "It is coming, ma mie/"
Still on we went over the uneven

ground, thridding an endless laby-
rinth of death, oppressed, weighed
upon, hustled by inhuman walls,

breathing and exhaling the thin

black fluid that is the atmosphere
of the disembodied.

Sometimes, as if it crouched be-

neath a stroke, the flame of the

torch would dip and shrink under
a current of gas, then leap jocund

again when the peril was swept
by ;

sometimes the tinkle of falling
water would gladden our ears as

with a memory of ancient happi-
ness

; and, passing on, in a moment
we should be bedewed with spray,
and catch a glimpse, in the glare,
of a very dropping-well of fire.

At length, at the turning of a cor-

ridor, Gusman called us to a halt.

He hollowed his left hand to his

mouth.
" Hold Idee eh hh! " he

yelled, like a very lutin.
" La la la la Idee eh

Idee eh Idee eh/" was hooted
and jangled back in a tumbling
torrent of sound, that seemed to

issue from the throat of a passage
facing us and to shake the very
roofs with merriment. Involun-

tarily we shrunk against the wall,
as if to allow space to the impetu-
ous rush we foresaw. Mon Dieu,
the strange illusion ! Only the

swarming imps of echoes, sum-
moned to the Master call, came

hurrying forth, leaping and falling
over one another, fighting and

struggling, clanging with reverber-

ant laughter, distributing them-

selves, disappearing down this or

that corridor, shouting over their

shoulders as they fled faint, faint-

er till silence settled down once
more like water in the wake of

a vessel.

Gusman slewed his head about
cockt as it had been to the out-

cry to view of us.

"They are lively to-day," he

said, with an unearthly distortion

of his features.

"The echoes?"
" C'est cela, citoyen. So men

entitle them. No doubt it is

human to think to put terror out

of countenance by miscalling it."

"How, then?"
He beckoned us

^to follow;

plunged into the very funnel

mouth that had vomited the eerie
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babble ;
led us swiftly by a wind-

ing passage, and stopped.
" Behold !

"
said he, flashing his

torch to and fro over the surface

of a roughly piled and cemented
wall that seemed to close the en-

trance to a vast recess.
" Behold !

"
said he, sweeping

the flame to the ground at the

wall foot.

We saw a skull or two
;
a few

scattered bones. An indescribable

brassy odour assailed our nostrils.

The stones shone with an oily
exudation.

"What company lies here,
citizen ?

"

" A brave one, by my faith a

whole cemetery en bloc. Comment
diablel shall they have fitted

themselves each with his own by
the day of Judgment ! They pre-
tend to sleep, piecemeal as they
were bundled in; but utter so

little as a whisper down there,
and they will begin to stir and to

talk. Then if thou shout'st, as I

did my God, what a clamour in

reply ! But one would have

thought they had protested enough
already."

" In what manner ?
"

" Ask the killers of September,
thou. They are held honest men,
I believe."

" It is enough," said I.
" Lead

on, citizen Gusman, and find us a

glint of light, in the name of

God :

"

I glanced, with a shudder, at

Oarinne. Thank heaven ! she had

not, it appeared, understood. So

here, in one dreadful lime-cemented

heap, were massed the victims of

those unspeakable days ! I re-

mem oered the Abbaye and the

blood-mark on the lip of Mademoi-
selle de Lage ;

and I held the girl

to my side, as we walked, with a

press ure that was convulsive.

Afjain the torch danced before

us, end again we followed; and

yet again the deadman called us
to a stop, and whirled his half-

devoured brand.
"Observe well," said he; "for

it is in this quarter ye must so-

journ, and here seek refuge when
warning comes."

This time a very hill of skulls

and ribs and shanks a lifeless

crater a Monte Testaccio of

broken vessels that had once con-

tained the wine of life. The heap
filled a wide recess and rose twenty
feet to the roof.

"The contribution of 'Les In-

nocens,'
"

said Gusman, as if he
were some spectral minister of

affairs announcing in the Conven-
tion of the dead a Sectional sub-

scription.
He pointed to a little closet

of stone, like a friar's cell, that

pierced the wall to one side of the

heap.
" Behold your hermitage !

"
said

he.

Carrine, clinging to me, cried,
"
No, no !

" in a weeping voice.

"Eh bien/" said the creature,

indifferently; "you can take or

leave, as you will."

"We will take, citizen."
"
Look, then !

"
(he gripped my

arm and haled me to the mound)
" and note what I do."

There was a point roughly un-

distinguishable from the rest

where a welded mass of calcareous

bone and rubbish lay upon the

litter. This was, in effect, a door in

one piece, with an infant's skull for

handle and concealed hinges of gut
to one side to prevent its slipping
out of place. Removed, it revealed

a black mouth opening into an

inner vacancy.
"Underneath lies a great box

or kennel of wood," said Gusman,
" with a manhole cut in its side

;

and round and over the box the

stuff is piled. At the very word
of warning, creep in and close the
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entrance. It is like enough ye
will need it."

" And here we are to stay 1
"

" That is according to your in-

clination."
" But Mor' Dieu, my friend ! if

thou wert to forget or overlook us

entombed in this oubliette ?
"

"
Soyez content. I might forget

thou wert lacking food, but never

that the citizen President gave
thee a purse."
"But "

11

Tst, tst ! Wouldst thou explore
farther my city of shadows ? Here
the wild quarries merge into the

catacombs. Hence, a little space,
thou wilt find company and to

spare ; light, also, if Mademoiselle

wills."

The poor child uttered a heart-

moving sigh.
"
Come, then," said Gusman,

with a shrug of his shoulders.

He preceded us the length of a

single corridor, low and narrow
a mere human mole -run. All

throughout it the rock seemed to

grip us, the air to draw like wire

into our lungs. And then, sud-

denly, we were come to a par-

apet of stone that cut our path
like a whitewashed hoarding. For

through a fissure in the plain
above it a wedge of light entered

a very wise virgin with her

lamp shining like snow
;

and un-

der the beam we stopped, and

gazed upwards, and could not gaze

enough.

But, for Carinne she was trans-

lated ! She laughed ;
she mur-

mured
;
she made as if she caught

the sweet wash like water in

her hands and bathed her face

with it.

"And now I am ready," said

she.

Then we scaled the wall, jump-
ing to a lower terrace of rock :

and thereafter ran the corridor

again, descending, but now of

ample enough width and showing
a design of masonry at intervals,
and sometimes great stone supports
to the roof where houses lay above.
And in a moment our path swept
into a monstrous field of bones

confused, myriad, piled up like

slag about a pit-mouth; and we
thridded our way therethrough
along a dusty gully, and emerged
at once into a high vaulted cavern
and the view of living things.

Living things! Grand Dieu/
the bats of the living Terror. They
peered from holes and alcoves;

they mowed and chattered
; they

shook their sooty locks at us and
hailed Gusman in the jargon of

the underworld. Thieves and

rogues and cowards here they
swarmed in the warrens of despair,
the very sacristans of devil-wor-

ship, the unclean acolytes of the

desecrated rock -
chapels, whose

books of the Gospel were long since

torn for fuel.

Out of one pestilent cavern,
wherein I caught glimpse of an
altar faced with an arabesque of

cemented bones, something like a

dusky ape, that clung with both
hands to a staff for support, came

mouthing and gesticulating at us.

"Bread, bread!" it mumbled,
working its black jaws; and it

made an aimless pick at Carinne's

skirt.

"There is for thee, then!"
thundered Gusman ; and he flapped
his torch into the thing's face.

The animal vented a hideous cry
and shuffled back into its hole,

shedding sparks on its way as if it

smouldered like an old rag.

"Oh, mon ami/" whispered

Oarinne, in a febrile voice "bet-

ter the den by the skulls than

this!"

The deadman gave an acrid .

grin.
"A la bonne heure" said he.

" Doubtless hunger pinches. Gome
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back, then; and I will open my
wallet and thou shalt thy purse."

Early in the afternoon so far as

in that rayless desolation one could

judge it to be there broke upon
our eyes the flutter of an advanc-

ing light, upon our ears the quick
secret patter of hurrying steps.

These ran up to the very opening
of our lair and stopped.

" Hide I
"

said the deadman's

voice,
" I hear them call me to the

search ! Hide !

"
and, without an-

other word, he retreated as he had

como.

Carinne uttered a little shudder-

ing
" Oh !

" She took my head

between her hands and kissed my
lips, the admirable child. Then
we emerged from our den (the

ghostliest glimmer reached us from

somo distant corner, where, no

doubt, Gusman had left a light

burning), and stole swiftly to the

mound-foot. I felt about for the

infant's skull (the position of which
I had intensely remarked), and in

a moment found it and laid bare

the aperture.
"
Dive, little rabbit," said I.

" I am within, Jean-Louis."

I followed, feet first, and with

my toes just touching bottom,
reacied out and pulled the trap

upoi us. Then, with a feeling as

if I were wrenching off a blouse

over my shoulders, I let myself
back into the hole upon a carpet
of muffling dust and ma bonne

amit caught at me, and we stood

to hear our own hearts beating.
Like the thick throb of a clock in

an under-room thus, I swear, our

pulses sounded to us in that black

and horrible stillness. The box

had, it appeared, been very com-

pactly built in at the first and

ji

before the superincumbent litter

of rubbish had been discharged
over and around it with the

strongest bones, for that these

were calculated to endure, with-
out shifting, the onset of one hur-

riedly concealing himself
; yet this

necessary precaution went near to

stultifying itself by so helping to

exclude the air as to make breath-

ing a labour to one confined

within. Fortunately, however, no

long strain upon our endurance
was demanded of us.

Now the hunters came upon us
so silently, that there, in our

ghastly prison, a spray of light,,

scattered through the chinks of

the trap, was our first intimation of

their presence. Then, as we mad-
dened to see the glint withdrawn,
a low voice came to our ears.

"
Stop, then ! What is this 1

"

"The dust of the Innocents,
citizen." (Gusman's voice.)

"It is with the dust of the

depraved in breeding fat maggots,
is it not?"

"Ay, so long as they can find

flesh food."

"But what if such food were

concealed herein ? That little

babouin of St P^lagie peste ! a

big thigh-bone would afford him

cover."

1 felt my hand carried to Car-

inne's lips in the darkness.

Gusman kicked at the mound
with his sabot.

"Close litter," said he. "A
man would suffocate that bur-

rowed into it."

"Is that so? Rake me over

that big lump yonder voild/

with the little skull sticking from

it."

I felt my heart turn like a

mountebank felt Oarinne stoop

suddenly and rise with something
huddled in her hands. The as-

tonishing child had, unknown to

me, preconceived a plan and was

prepared with it on the very flash

of emergency. She leant past me,
swift and perfectly silent, and im-

mediately the little spars of light
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about the trap went out, it seemed.
If in moving she made the smallest

sound, it was opportunely covered

by the ragged cough that issued

at the moment from Gusman's
throat.

"DJpeches toi/" said the author-

itative voice. "That projecting

patch, citizen turn it for me !

"

" There is nothing here."
"
But, there, I say ! No, no !

Mille tonnerres, I will come my-
self, then!"

I heard Gusman's breath vibrant

outside the trap ; heard him hast-

ily raise the covering an inch or

two, with an affectation of labour-

ing perplexity. I set my teeth;
I " saw red," like flecks of blood

;

I waited for the grunt of triumph
that should announce the discovery
of the hole.

" It is as I told thee," said the

deadman; "there is nothing."
I caught a note of strangeness

in his voice, a suppressed marvel
that communicated itself to me.

The sweat broke out on my fore-

head.

"H'mph!" muttered the in-

quisitor ;
and I heard him step

back.

Suddenly he cried,
" En avant,

plus avant / To thy remotest

boundaries, citizen warden ! We
will run the little rascal to earth

yet !

"

The light faded from our ken
;

the footsteps retreated. I passed
a shaking hand over my eyes I

could not believe in the reality of

our escape.
At length, unable any longer to

endure the silence, I caught at

Carinne in the blackness.

"Little angel," I said; "in God's

name, what didst thou do ?
"

She bowed her sweet face to my
neck.

"
Only this, Jean-Louis. I had

noticed that my poor ragged skirt

was much of the colour of this

heap ;
and so I slipped it off and

stuffed it into the hole."

We dwelt an hour in our hor-

rible retreat, from time to time

cautiously lifting the trap a finger's-
breadth for air. At the end, Gus-
man reappeared with his torch and
summoned us to our release. He
looked at Oarinne, as St Hilde-

phonsus might have gazed on the

Blessed Virgin.
"It was magnificent," he said.

" I saw at once. Thou hast saved
me no less than thyself. That I

will remember, citoyennet
when the

opportunity serves."

On the third day our deadman
came to us with a copy of the
' Moniteur '

in his hand. He
pointed silently to a name in the

list of the latest executed. Oarinne
turned to me with pitiful eyes.

"
Ah, le pauvre Crepin /

" I

cried, in great emotion. "What
can one hope but that death

came to him passionately, as he

desired!"

" Citizen Gusman, we are re-

solved. We must go forth, if it

is only to perish. We can endure
this damning gloom no longer."
He looked down on us as we

sat, this genii of the torch. His
face was always framed to our

vision in a lurid wreath, was the

sport of any draught that swayed
the leaping fire. Submitted to

daylight, his features might have
resolved themselves into expres-
sionlessness and immobility. To us

they were ever shifting, fantastic,

possessed with the very devils of

the underworld.

"Well," he said at length "I
owe the citizeness a debt of grati-
tude ;

but sang Dieu ! after all I

might repudiate it when the keg
threatened to suck dry. I am myself

only when I am not myself. That
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would be a paradox in the world
abovo there, eh? At least the

moment is opportune. They hunt
counter for thee, Thibaut. For
the wench she is not in their

minds, nor associated in any man-
ner with thee. That lends itself

to an artifice. The idea tickles

me. Sang Dieu 1 Yes, I will

supply thee with a passport to

Calais. Wait!"
Ho went from us. We knew

better than to interrupt or question
him

\
but we held together during

his absence and whispered our

hopes. In less than half an hour
he returned to us, some papers

grasped in his hand.
"
Observe," said he. " It is not

often, after a harvest of death,
that the glaneurs of the Munici-

pality overlook a stalk
; yet now

and again one will come to me.
Citizen Tithon Riouffe, it appears,
meditated a descent upon la maud-
ite Angieterre. He had his papers,

signed and countersigned, for him-

self, and for his wife Sabine, more-
over. It is lucky for you that

he proved a rascal, for they shaved
him nevertheless. What Barrere

had granted, St Just rendered

nugatory. But, if they took his

head, they left him his passports,
and those I found in his secret

pocket."
He broke off, with a quick ex-

clamation, and peered down at me,
holding the torch to my face.

" Mother of God !

"
he cried

" I will swear there is something a
likeness here ! I have a mind to

fetch the head and set it to thine,
cheek byjowl ! H bien, comment,
la petite babiole that disturbs

her! Well, well take and use
the papers, then, and, with discre-

tion, ye shall win free !

"

Carinne caught at the rough
hand of our preserver and kissed

it.

"
Monsieur, thou art a deadman

angel !

"
she cried

;
and broke into

a little fit of weeping.
His lids fell. I saw his throat

working. He examined his hand
as if he thought something had

stung it.

"Yes, she is very pretty," he

muttered. "I think I would give

my life for her."

Then he added, vaguely :
" Chou

pour chou I will take it out in

Hollands."

THE SALAD COURSE.

Ci boyen Tithon Riouffe et femme
had yet to experience the most

extraordinary instance of that

favouritism, by an after -
display

of which, towards those whom she

has smitten without subduing,
Forbane proclaims herself the

least supernatural of goddesses.

Truly, they had never thrown into

the lottery of events with a faint

heart
;
and now a first prize was

to bo the reward of their untiring

persistency.

t
, Possibly, indeed, the papers of

recommendation might have suf-

ficed of themselves ; yet that they

would have carried us (having

regard to our moulting condition,

poor cage-worn sparrows ! and the

necessary slowness of our advance)
in safety to the coast, I most

strenuously doubt.

Dear God ! the soughing of the

May wind, the whisper of the

grasses, the liquid flutter of the

stars, that were like lights re-

flected in a lake ! The hour of

ten saw us lifted to the plain
in body to the heavens in spirit.

For freedom, we were flying from

the land of liberty ;
for life, from

the advocates of the Rights of
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Man. We sobbed and we em-
braced.

"Some day,"we cried to Gusman,
" we will come back and roll thee

under a hogshead of schnapps !

"

and then we set our faces to the

north, and our teeth to a long task

of endurance one no less, indeed,
than a sixty-league tramp up the

half of the Isle de France and the

whole of Picardie. Well, at least,

as in the old days, we should walk

together, with only the little

rogue that laughs at locksmiths

riding sedan between us.

It was our design to skirt, at a

reasonable distance, the east walls

of the city, and to strike at Pan-

tin, going by way of Gentilly
and Bercy the road to Meaux.
Thence we would make, by a north-

westerly course, the Amiens high-

way ;
and so, with full hearts and

purses tight-belted for their hunger,
for the pathetically distant sea.

And all this we did, though not
as we had foreseen. We toiled

onwards in the dark throughout
that first sweet night of liberty.
For seven hours we tramped with-

out resting; and then, ten miles

north of the walls, we lay down
under the lee of a skilling, and,
rolled in one another's arms, slept
for four hours like moles.

I woke to the prick of rain

upon my face. Before my half-

conscious eyes a hectic spot faded

and went wan in a grey miasma
like death. It was the sun the

cheek of the virgin day, grown
chill in a premature decline.

I sat up. From the south-west,
like the breath of the fatal city

pursuing us, a melancholy draft of

cloud flowed and spread itself,

making for the northern horizon.

It wreathed in driving swirls and

ripples, as if it were the very sur-

face of a stream that ran above

us; and, indeed almost before we

were moved to a full wakefulness,
we were as sopt as though we lay
under water.

A swampy day it was to be.

The drops soon fell so thickly that

heaven seemed shut from us by a

skylight of blurred glass. The
interval from cloud to earth was
like a glaze upon the superficies
of a fire-baked sphere. The starved

clammy fields shone livid
; the

highway ran, literally ;
the pop-

lars that skirted it were mere

leafy piles in a lagoon. Then the

wind rose, shouldering us forward
and bombarding us from the rear

in recurrent volleys, till I, at least,

felt like a fugitive saurian escap-

ing from the Deluge with my wet
tail between my legs.

I looked at my comrade, the

delicate gallant lady. Her hair

was whipped about her face, her

skirt about her ankles. The red

cap on her head, with which Gus-
man had provided her, hung over

like the comb of a vanquished
cockerel. She was not vanquished,
however. Her white teeth clicked

a little with the cold
;
but when

she became conscious of my gaze,
she returned it with an ardour of

the sweetest drollery.

"En/in, mon p'tit Thibaut" she

said; "I prefer Liberty in her

chilly moods, though she make a

noyade of us."

"It is almost come to that.

With a brave effort, it seems, we

might rise to the clouds by our

own buoyancy. Take a long

breath, Carinne. Canst thou

swim?"
She laughed and stopped a mo-

ment, and took me by the hands.
11 1 should be able to," she said

;

"I feel so like a fish, or a lizard,

whose skin is a little loose on his

body. Am I not a dreadful sight,

Jean-Louis t
"

^
"Thou art never anything but

beautiful in my eyes."
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"
Fie, then, fie then ! cannot I

see iryself in them ! Very small

and very ugly, Jean-Louis an

imp of black waters."

"And I see babies in thine,
Carinne. That is what the peas-
ants call them. And I never loved

my own image so well as now. It

has a little blue sky to itself to

spite the reality. It is a fairy

peeping from a flower. Ma mie,
and art thou so very cold and

hungry?"
"
Truly, my teeth go on munch-

ing the air for lack of anything
better."

" It is pitiful. We must brave
the next town or village to procure
food. There are no berries here,
Carinne

;
no little conies to catch

in a springe of withe and spit for

roasting on an old sabre; and if

there were, we must not stop to

catch them."
"

Ifc is true we must eat, then.

The plunge has to be made for

liberty or death. Formez vos ba-

taillonsf Advance, M. le Comte,
with thy heart jumping to the hilt

of thy sword !

"

Sho cried out merrily. She
was my own, my property, the
soul of my confidence

; yet I could

have cheered her in the face of a

multitude as (God forgive the

comparison !) the mob cheered the

guenipe TheVoigne when she en-

tered the Bastille.

So, once more we drove and
were driven forward; and pre-

sently, six miles north of St Denis,
down we came, with stout courage,
I hop 3, upon the village of ^couen,
and into immediate touch with
that fortune that counselled us so

amiably in the crisis of our affairs.

Yet at the outset this capricieuse

essayed to terrify us out of all

assurance of self-confidence, and
was the coquette to give us a bad

quarter of an hour before she

smiled on our suit. For at the

very barrier occurred a contre-

temps that, but for its happy
adaptation by us to circumstance,
threatened to put a short end to
our fugitive romance.
We assumed a breezy deport-

ment, under the raking scrutiny
of five or six patriot savages mere

arrogant pJagers, down whose dirty
faces the rain trickled sluggishly
like oil. Foul straw was stuft

into their clogs ; over their shoul-

ders, nipped with a skewer at the

neck, were flung frowzy squares
of sacking, in the hanging corners

of which they held the flint-locks

of their pieces for dryness' sake.

By the door of the village taxing-
house, that stood hard by the bar-

rier, a ferret-faced postilion the

only man of them all in boots

lounged, replaiting the lash of his

whip and drawing the string

through his mouth.
" Graceless weather, citizens !

"

said I.

Asquinting bonnet-rouge damned
me for un due ennuyant.

"
Keep thy breath," said he,

" for

what is less obvious ;

" and he

surlily demanded the production
of our papers.
"A good patriot," growled an-

other, "walks with his face to

Paris."

"So many of them have their

heads turned, it is true," whispered
Oarinne.

The squinting man wedged his

eyes upon her.
" What is that ?

" he said sharply
"some mot de ralliement? Be

careful, my friends ! I have the

gift to look straight into the hearts

of traitors !

"

It was patent, however, that he

deceived himself. He snatched

the papers rudely from me, and
conned them all at cross-purposes.

" Sucre corps!" he snapped
" what is thy accursed name ?

"

" It is plain to read, citizen."
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" For a mincing aristocrat, yes.

But, for us we read only between
the lines."

" Read on them, then, the names
of Citizen Tithon Riouffe and
wife."

The indolent postilion spat the

string from his lips, looked up
suddenly, and came swiftly to the
barrier.

" How?" said he, "what name ?
"

I repeated the words, with a
little quaver in my voice. The
man cockt his head evilly, his

eyes gone into slits.
"
Oh, le Ion Dieu !

"
he cried, in

acrid tones,
" but the assurance of

this ragged juggler !

"

Oarinne caught nervously at my
hand.

"I do not understand the citi-

zen," said I, in my truculent voice.

"But I think, yes."
" That that is not the name on

the passport ?
"

"I know nothing of the pass-

port. I know that thou art not

Riouffe, and it is enough."
Squint-eyes croaked joyously.
" Come !

" he said
;

" here is a

sop to the weather."

As for me, I could have whipped
Gasman for his talk of a fortuitous

resemblance.

"I am Riouffe," said I, stub-

bornly,
" whatever thou mayst

think."

"Well, it is said," cried the

postilion. He chirped shrilly like

a ferret.
"
And, if thou art Riouffe,

thou art a damned aristocrat ;
and

how art thou the better for that ?
"

" Bah !

"
I exclaimed. " What

dost thou know of me, pig of a

stable-boy?"
" Of thee, nothing. Of Riouffe,

enough to say that thou art not
he."

"
Explain, citizen !

"
growled a

curt -spoken patriot, spitting on
the ground for full-stop.
"Mes amis" cried the deplor-

able rogue. "Myself, I conveyed
the Citizen Tithon Riouffe to Paris
in company with the Englishman.
The Englishman, within the fifteen

days, returns alone. He breaks
his journey here, as you know, to

breakfast at the 'Anchor.' But,
for Riouffe I heard he was ar-

rested."

Grace of God ! here was a con-

catenation of mishaps as luckless

a rencontre as Fate ever conceived
of cruelty. My heart turned grey.
The beastly triumphant faces of

the guard swam in my vision like

spectres of delirium. Neverthe-

less, I think, I preserved my reason

sufficiently to assume a sang froid
that was rather of the nature of a
fever.

" The question is," said I, coolly,
" not as to whether this lout is a

fool or a liar, but as to whether or

no my papers are in order. You
will please to observe by whom
they are franked." (I remembered,
in a flash, the deadman's state-

ment.)
" The name of the Citizen

Deputy, who assured me a safe

conduct to Paris, being on this

return passport, should be a suffi-

cient guarantee that his good offices

did not end with my arrival, I

may have been arrested and I may
have been released. It is not

well, my friends, to pit the word
of a horse-boy against that of a

member of the Committee of

Public Safety."

My high manner of assurance

had its effect. The faces lowered

into some expression of chagrin
and perplexity. And then what
must I do but spoil the effect of

all by a childishly exuberant anti-

climax.

"I will grant," said I, "that a

change in the habit of one's dress

may confuse a keener head -piece
than a jockey's. What then ! . Jt

arrive from England ; I return

from Paris there is the explana-
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tion. Moreover, in these days of

equality one must economise for

the common good, and, rather

than miss my return seat in the

Eng ishman's carriage and have

to charter another, I follow in his

track, when I find he is already

started, in the hope to overtake

him. And now you would delay
us t ere while he stretches longer

leagues between us !

"

Carinne gave a little soft

whimper. The postilion capered
where he stood.

" Mes amis!" he cried, "he

speaks well ! It needs only to

confront him with the English-
man to prove him an impostor."

Miserable! What folly had I

expressed ! It had not been suffi-

ciently flogged into my dull brain

that the islander was here, now,
in the village ! I had obtusely
fancied myself safe in claiming

knowledge of him, while my se-

cure policy was to have blustered

out the situation as another and

independent Riouffe. That course

I hid now made impossible. I

could have driven my teeth

through my tongue with vexa-

tion. Carinne touched my hand

pitifully. It almost made my
heart overflow. "Thus," I said

by-and-by to her, "the condemned

forgives his executioner," and

"Ah, little Thibaut," she whis-

pered, "but you do not know how

big vou looked.''

For the moment they could not

find the Englishman. He had
finished his breakfast and wan-
dered afield. That was a brief

respite ;
but nothing it seemed to

avail in the end.

In the meantime they marched
us into the taxing-house, where at

a treble sat a commissary of a

^trange figure. I had blundered

desperately ; yet here, I flatter

myself, I turned my faculty for
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construing character to the account
of retrieving my own.

In Citizen Tristan I read and

quite rightly, as events showed a
decent burgher aggrandised, not

against his will, but against the
entire lack of one. His face was
shaped, and something coloured,
like a great autumn pear. It was
narrow at the forehead, with

restless, ineffective eyes, and it

dropped to a monstrous chin a

self-protective evolution in the era

Sainte Guillotine. Obviously he
had studied to save his neck by
surrounding it with a rampart of

fat. For the rest he was very
squat and ungainly ;

and he kept
shifting the papers on his desk
rather than look at us.

"Here is a man," thought I,
" who has been promoted because
in all his life he has never learned

to call anything his own."
Our guard presented us arro-

gantly ;
the wizened post-boy laid

his charge volubly.
" Call your witness," said I

in a pet. "The case lies in a

nutshell."

My words made an impression,
no doubt, though they were uttered

in mere hopeless bravado.
"
But, it seems he cannot be

found," protested the commissary
plaintively.

"Then," I urged, "it is bad law

to detain us."
" You are detained on sus-

picion."
" Of not being ourselves ? Oh,

monsieur !

"

He took me up peevishly.
"
Eh, eh ! voilct ce que c'est !

Monsieur to me ? Art thou not an

aristocrat, then?"
I answered pregnantly, "The

question in itself is a reflection

upon him that signed this pass-

port."
He looked about him like a

trapped creature, dumbly entreat-

SL
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ing the Fates for succour. It was

my plain policy to harp upon the

strings of his nerves.

"Well," said I, "a citizen com-

missary, I perceive, must have the

courage of his opinions; and I

can only hope thine will acquit
thee when the reckoning is

called."

He shifted in his chair; he

spluttered little deprecatory inter-

jections under his breath
;
he shot

small furtive glances at his

truculent following. Finally he
bade all but us two out of the

room, and the guard to their post
at the barrier. The moment they
were withdrawn grumbling, he

opened upon me with a poor as-

sumption of bluster
" Thou art very big with words ;

but here I am clearly within my
rights."
"Are not my papers in order,

then?"
"It would at least appear so."

His lids rose and fell. Patently
his self-possession was an insecure

tenure.
"
Citizen," I said, shaking my

finger at him. " Since when
hast thou learned to set thy
will in opposition to that of

Barrere?"
"
Oh, nom de Dieu !

" he whim-

pered, in great distress
;
and rose

and trundled up and down the

room. " I oppose nobody. I am
a most unhappy being, condemned

by vile circumstance to give the

perpetual lie to my conscience."

"It is an ignoble rdle" said I,
" and quite futile of itself."

He paused suddenly opposite
me. His fat lips were shaking;
his eyes blinked a nerveless

anxiety.
" I contradict nobody," he cried

;

and added afflictedly,
" I suppose,

if you are Riouffe, you are Riouffe,
I suppose."

" It all lies in that," said I.

"
Then," he cried feebly" what

the devil do you want of me 1
"

I could have laughed in his poor
gross face.

"
What, indeed," said I.

" My
account with you will come later.

You will be prepared then, no

doubt, to justify this detention.

For me, there remains Barrere."
"
No, no !

" he cried
;

" I desire

only to steer wide of quicksands.
You may guess, monsieur, how I

am governed. This fripon takes

my fellows by the ears. He gives

you the lie, and you return it in

his teeth. What am I to say or

think or do?"
" Is it for me to advise a com-

missary ?
"

He rumpled his limp hair des-

perately as he walked.

"You will not help me! You
drive me to distraction !

"

He stopped again.
" Are you Riouffe ?

" he cried.

"You have my passport, mon-
sieur."

"
Yes, yes, I know !

" he ex-

claimed in a frenzy; "but Mother
of God, monsieur ! do you not com-

prehend the post-boy to swear you
are not the Englishman's Riouffe ?

"

" Confront me, then, with the

Englishman."
" He cannot be found."

I shrugged my shoulders.

"I can only recall monsieur's

attention," said I, "to the fact

that certain citizens, travelling
under safe -conduct of a member
of the Committee of Safety, and
with their papers in indisputable

order, are suffering a detention

sufficiently unwarrantable to pro-
duce the gravest results."

The commissary snatched up his

hat and ran to the door.

"Go thy ways!" he cried.

"Myself, I will conduct you
through the village. For the

when the Englishman is found,
and if he denies thee

"
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He did not finish the sentence.

In & moment we were all in the

rainy street. My accuser was
vanished from the neighbourhood
of the barrier. A single patriot

only was in evidence. This man
mads a feint of bringing his musket
to the charge.

" Qui va ICL ?
" he grunted.

" Est-

ce qi'/il se sauve, ce cochon !
"

Fear lent the commissary anger.
"To thy post!" he shouted.

" Ara I to be made answerable to

every dog that barks !

"

Rod-bonnet fell back muttering.
We hurried forward, splashing over

the streaming cobbles. The street,

by lack of weather, was entirely
deserted. Only a horseless limon-

iere, standing at the porch of the

village inn, gave earnest of some

prospective interest.

Suddenly I felt Carinne's little

clutch on my arm.

"The Englishman!" she whis-

pered, in a gasp.

My teeth clicked rigid. I

saw, ahead of us, a tall careless

figure lounge into the open and

stop over against the door of the

carriage. At the same moment

inspiration came to the commis-

sary. His gaze was introspective.
He had not yet noticed the direc-

tion of ours. He slapped his hand
to his thigh as he hurried forward.

"Mon Dieuf" cried he, "it is

simple. Why did I not think of

it sooner ? Prove, then, thy know-

ledge of this Englishman by giving
me his name !

"

With the very words I set off

running. A startled cry, to which
I paii no heed, pursued me.

"I hold a hostage! I hold a

hostage !

" screamed the commis-

sary; and immediately, as I un-

derstood, nipped Oarinne by the

elbow.

; But by then I was come up
with the stranger. He turned

and received me straddle -
legged,

his eyes full of a passionless alert-

ness. I lost not an instant.
"
Monsieur," I panted,

" we are

fugitive aristocrats. In the name
of God, help us !

"

I could have adored him for his

reception of this astounding ap-

peal. He never moved a muscle.
"Tout droit/" said he; "but

give us the tip!"
"Riouffe is dead" (his eyelids

twitched at that) "I have his

passports. I am Riouffe and this

is madame, my wife."

Simultaneously, in the instant

of my speaking, the frantic conv

missary brought up Oarinne, and,
to a metallic clang of hoofs, our
fateful post-boy issued from the

inn -yard in charge of his cattle.

For a moment the situation was

absolutely complete and dramatic,
the agonised suitor proposing;

the humorous and heroic non-

chalant disposing ;
the petrified

jockey, right ;
the hostage cheva-

liere in the grasp of the heavy
villain, left. Then all converged
to the central interest, and de-

stroyed the admirable effectiveness

of the tableau.

"Goddam milor' the English-
man !

" shrieked the commissary ;

" he does not know thy name !

"

* The stranger put out a hand as

he stood, and clapped me on the

shoulder so that I winced.
" Riouffe !

" he cried, in a very

bantering voice " not know his

friend Jack Comely !

"
(" ne savoir

pas son ami Jack Comely pooh/")
"That he will swear to, my

Jack," said I.

The commissary released Car-

inne, and fell b<xck gasping.
" Pardon / les bras m'en torn-

bent/" he muttered, in dismayed
tones, and went as white and
mottled as a leg of raw mutton.

But the stranger advanced to

Oarinne, with a blush and a gal-

lant bow.
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"Madame," said he, "I cannot

sufficiently curse my impatience
for having cut you out of a stage.
It was an error. Entrez, s'il vous

plait."
He spoke execrable French, the

angel ! It was enough that we all

understood him. We climbed into

the limoniere ; the stranger fol-

lowed, and the door was slammed
to. The landlord, with a hussy
or so, gaped at the inn-door. The

post-boy, making himself infinitesi-

mally small to the commissary,
limbered up his cattle three

horses abreast. One of these he

mounted, as if it were a night-
mare. In a moment he was

towelling his beasts to a gallop,
to escape, one would think, the

very embarrassment he carried

with him. From time to time
he turned in his saddle, and pre-
sented a scared face to our view.

" Well ?" said the stranger, look-

ing at us with a smile.

He was a fair -faced young
man, bold-mouthed, and ripe with

self-assurance. His dress was of

the English fashion straight-
crowned beaver hat, with the

band buckled in front, green tab-

met kerchief, claret-coloured coat

tight-buttoned, altogether a fig-

ure very spruce and clean, like a

piqueur d'ecurie.

I regarded him in solemn amaze-

ment. The whole rapid incident

had been of a nature to make me
doubt whether I was awake or

dreaming.
" Ma mie" said Oarinne, re-

proachfully ;

" Milord awaits your
explanation."

I rose a little and bowed.

"Monsieur," said I, stupidly,
"we are Jorinde and Joringel."

Sir Comely, a fine scapegrace,
had journeyed to Paris out of

curiosity to witness a guillotining.
With him, in the packet, crossed

Monsieur Tithon Riouffe, an Jmigre*

returning, under safe -conduct of

the ineffective Barrere, to snatch
his wife from the whirlpool. The
two gentlemen met, hobnobbed,
and shared a four-wheeled carriage
as far as the tragic city, whence

(as agreed between them) on a

certain day of the fifteen, during
which the vehicle remained at the
Remise at their disposition, they
accompanied, it was to be hoped,

by madame were to return in it

to Calais. The day arrived
; M.

Riouffe failed to keep his appoint-
ment. The other awaited him, so

long as a certain urgency of affairs

permitted. At length his own
safety being a little menaced he
was driven to start on the return

journey alone.

All this we learned of him, and
he of us the broad outline of our

story. A full confidence was the

only policy possible to our dilem-

ma. He honoured it en prince.
He was quite admirably con-

cerned to hear of the fate of his

fellow-traveller le malheureux
chevreuil / he called him. The

extraordinary concatenation of

chances that had substituted us

for that other two did not, how-

ever, appear to strike him partic-

ularly. But he "
strapped his

vitalities !

"
(that is, as we under-

stood it, "lashed himself into

merriment"), in the insular man-

ner, very often and very loudly,
over this chance presented to him
of hoodwinking the authorities.

" It's rich, it's royal, it's rare !

"

he cried, "thus to double under
the nose of the old cull of a big-

wig, and to be sport in the next

county while he's hunting for a

gate through the quickset. I

pledge you my honour, monsieur,
to see the two of you through with

this; but, egad! you must drav>

upon my portymanteau at the next

post if you are to win clear !

"
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Graces au del for the merry
brave ! It was like endeavouring
to read inscriptions in the Cata-
concbs to interpret his speech;
but one phrase he had trippingly,
and that in itself was a complete
index to his character

" Je ne me mouche pas du pied"
I know better than to blow my

noso with my feet.

And now, if for nothing else, I

love d him for his boyish, shy, but
most considerate attitude towards
Carinne.

And thus was our escape accom-

plis'aed. Winged with our pass-

ports, and cheered to the finish

by jhe assurance of this gay and

breezy islander, we came to the
coast on a memorable afternoon,
and bade adieu for ever to the

family despotism of Fraternity.

" Tell me, ma belle tpousee for

five days (the guests, the property,
the protege's what thou wilt of

this Sir Comely, this excellent

Philippe le Bel) we have shut our

eyes, here in this immeasurable

London, to our necessitous con-

dition and the prospect that faces

us. Carinne, mon enfant, it is

right now to discuss the means by
whioh we are to live."

" I have thought of it, little

Thil.aut. I will paint portraits."
I started.

"Oh!" I cried, "I am very
hungry ! Let us signalise this last

consumption of the poor Crepin's
purse by a feast of elegance. Be
assured his ghost will call the

graca."
We entered an inn, opportunely

near the spot whither we had
wandered. It was in an impor-
tant part of the town, close by
the lion-surmounted palace of some
'mon seigneur; and coaches and ber-

imes discharged themselves in fre-

quent succession in its yard. We

walked into the salle a manger, sat

down, and endeavoured to make
our wishes known to the waiter.
The room was fairly empty, but a

party of half - a - dozen young
"bloods" hommes de bonne com-

pagnie sitting at a neighbouring
table, seemed moved with a certain

curiosity about us, and by-and-by
one of these rose, crossed over,

and, addressing me in very good
French, asked if he could be of

service in interpreting my desires
"
For," says he, with a smile,

" I perceive that monsieur is from
over the Channel."

"
Alas, monsieur !

"
I answered.

" We are, indeed, of that foundered

vessel, La Ville "de Paris, the worth-
less wreckage of which every tide

washes up on your coasts."

Some compliments passed, and
he withdrew to join his companions.
A little whispering was exchanged
amongst them, and then suddenly
our dandy arose and approached
us once more, with infinite com-

plaisance.
"
Monsieur," he said,

" I cannot,
I find, convince my friends of the

extent to which your nation excels

in the art of making salads. Would
you do us the favour to mix one
for us?"

I hesitated.

"It is one of thy accomplish-

ments," said Madame la Comtesse,
at a hazard.

It was, indeed, though she could

not have known it; or that Brillat-

Savarin himself had once acknow-

ledged me to be his master in the

art.
" I shall be charmed," I said.

I called for oil, wine, vinegar,
sweet fruits, the sauces of soy and

ketchup, caviare, truffles, ancho-

vies, meat-gravy, and the yolks
of eggs. I had a proportion and
a place for each; and while I

broke the lettuces, my company
sat watching, and engaged me in
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some pretty intimate conversation,

asking many questions about Paris,

my former and present conditions,
and even my place of abode.

I answered good-humouredly on
account of my dear Philippe, who
was of the very complexion and
moral of these frank rascals

;
and

presently they pronounced my
salad such a dish as Vitellius had
never conceived

; and, from their

table, they drank to its author
and to the beautiful eyes of Ma-
dame la Oomtesse.

It was all comical enough ; but,

by -and -by when, having finished

our meal, we found ourselves in

the street again, Carinne thrust a

folded slip of paper into my hand.
" What is this, mignonne 1

"

"Look, then," said she. "It
was conveyed by the 6Ugant under

thy plate."
I opened and examined it. It

was a note for five pounds.
cc Au diable!" I murmured,

flushing scarlet.

Oarinne placed her hand on my
arm. She looked up in my face

very earnest and pitiful.

"Jourdain," she said, "makes
his living by turning his know-

ledge of weaving to account
;
De

Courcy begs his by
'

parfilage.
1

Which is the better method, mon
ami? Is it not well to face the

inevitable courageously by taking

thy accomplishments to market ?
"

" I will become a salad-dresser,"
said I.

On the following day arrived a

very courteous note from my
petit -maitre of the dining-room,

entreating me, as a special favour,
to come that evening to a certain

noble house and make the salad

for a large dinner-party that was

to be given therein. I went, was

happy in confirming the great

opinion formed of my powers, and
was delicately made the recipient
of a handsome present in acknow-

ledgment of my services. From
that moment my good little for-

tunes rolled up like a snow-ball.

Within a period of eighteen
months I had accumulated, by the

mere " art of selection," a sum of

near a hundred thousand francs

truly a notable little nest-egg.

1

One morning, not so very long

ago, Madame de Crance came to

me with her eyes shining.
"Little Thibaut," said she,

" thou hast a great heart. Yet

though doubtless thou wert right
to insist that the husband should

be the bread-winner it has grieved
me to stand by and watch my own

particular gift rusting from dis-

use. Well, sir, for thy rebuke I

have at last a surprise for thee.

Behold !

" and with that she

fetched a canvas from behind her

back, where she had been secret-

ing it, and presented it to my
view. "Is it not like?" she said,

her throat swelling with joy and

pride.
I made my eyes two O's, I

"
hedged," as the sportsmen say.
" It is, indeed, ma mie. It is

like nothing in the world except,
of course

"

I stopped, sweating with appre-
hension. She relieved me at once.

"Ah!" she cried, "is it not

baby himself the dear, sweet

rogue ! I threw all my soul into

it for thy sake."

"Oarinne!" I exclaimed, pas-

sionately grateful ;
"I knew I

could not be mistaken."

BERNARD CAPES.
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THE LEE-METFORD RIFLE.

THE Prussians, ever alert in

military matters, were the first to

appreciate the immense advantages
of a breech-loader, and they as

early as 1848 adopted the needle-

gun, which played so important a

part in 1864 during the Danish

war, and in 1866 in the seven

weeks' war with Austria. Atten-
tion in this country was aroused ;

committees were convened to ex-

amine and report on the best mode
of converting our Enfields into

breech-loaders, with the result

that in 1866 the Snider system
was recommended. Though excel-

lent for application to a muzzle-

loading rifle, it was not the best

action for new arms
;
and in 1869

the Martini-Henry was issued for

trial, approved, and became in

1871 the service weapon. It was
a great improvement on the con-

verted Enfield, but complaint was
made of the recoil. During some

years there was no further pro-

gress till about 1879, when maga-
zine rifles attracted attention.

Aftrr many trials and disappoint-

ments, the Small Arms Committee
recommended in June 1887 the

adoption of a small bore, rifled on
the Metford principle, with the

Lee bolt and magazine underneath
the action. The bullet, like those

of all similar rifles, is composite :

there is an outer case of hard

metal, which is filled with lead

eithor pure or slightly hardened.

The object of the outer shell is to

pressrve the form of the bullet

whilst it is subjected to the pres-
sure endured in the barrel from

being forced through the rifling,

which has a very severe spiral :

it also has, in proportion to its

thickness at the point, the effect

of increasing penetration. This

weapon, known as the Lee-Metford

Magazine Rifle, Mark I., was

approved in 1888. Since then
certain improvements have been

made, the result being known as

Mark II. pattern, with a magazine
which holds ten cartridges.

Here, then, we have, as the

infantry arm of the day, a marvel-
lous development from the old

hand-gun of 1 446. Instead of thirty
or forty yards, beyond which an

enemy was safe, we have a range
of some three thousand yards,
whilst rapidity of fire is enhanced
in greater ratio, and in accuracy
there is no comparison. Yet the

weapon has defects, and the am-
munition is far from perfect ;

the

explosive has an injurious effect

on the barrel, and the form of the

bullet is not quite satisfactory.
These matters are, we trust,

receiving attention in the proper

quarters, for certain changes, not-

ably in the system of rifling, are

being introduced. Nevertheless,
it is useful to note recent ex-

perience, partly in order to correct

defects, and also, it may be, to

emphasise the need of caution in

the matter of change where the

existing weapon has proved itself

trustworthy.

During the expedition for the

relief of Chitral, commanded by
Sir Robert Low, the chief fight-

ing took place at the Malakand
Pass and Panjkora, where Lieut.-

Colonel F. D. Battye was killed.

Concerning the wounds inflicted

by our fire, something may be

learnt from the accounts pub-
lished by the brothers Young-
husband and by Mr Thomson.
The former relate that one of our

enemies, "with no less than six

bullets through him, walked all
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the way to Chakdara, nine miles

off, and was afterwards treated by
our surgeons, and, strange to say,
made a rapid recovery." Again,
in illustration of the courage our
foes displayed, Captain Young-
husband tells how an enemy's
drummer, not satisfied with ordin-

ary risk, must needs mount on the

roof of a hut and show himself

clear against the sky-line, from
which exposed position he cheered

his comrades to charge the Scottish

Borderers. "
Every now and then

a bullet would find him out, and
he would drop to dress his wounds,
and, then again mounting, recom-
menced beating his drum. At
last a bullet got him through the

heart, and he fell headlong, . . .

with his drum round his neck, and
his arms ready to strike it."

In his description of the same

actions, Mr Thomson devotes

more space to the subject of

wounds, and remarks, justly, on
the great surgical interest of those

inflicted by the new Lee-Metford
rifle.

"
They seem to show the extremely

small stopping power of the bullet,
unless it happens to hit a bone or vital

part. One man had no less than three

perforating wounds, all in a perfectly
clean condition, and although they
had passed through the arm, thigh,
and leg, the loss of blood had been

very slight, and he was able to walk
with the aid of a stick three miles to

be attended. . . .

" Another man came into camp at

Khar with two bullet-wounds in his

arm one above the wrist, the other

close to the shoulder. He had to wait
in the camp for some time before he
could be attended to, and one of the
officers seeing him sitting there with-
out much apparent pain, asked him if

he could move his arm. He said he
could quite easily, so he was given a

stick, and flourished it over his head
without any difficulty. The wounds
were clean, and had not caused much
inflammation. Another man had

three wounds in the same leg, one
above the other, probably from the
Lee-Metford Maxim. He ran away
for some distance after he had re-

ceived the wounds, and was found
and brought from four or five miles

off into camp, had his wounds dressed,
and then walked off again.

" The net result of the observations

made seems to be this : At a very
short range of two or three hundred

yards the bullet has a sort of explosive
action, and inflicts a large and jagged
wound, not merely splintering a bone
when it comes into contact with it,

but absolutely pulverising it. At a
medium range it makes a small clean

wound, in one case boring a small

hole clean through the bone without

splintering it at all ; and at a long

range it again makes a bad wound,
the wound at the place of exit being
much larger and more jagged than at

the place of entrance.

"On the whole, the Lee-Metford
bullet does not seem to give very
satisfactory results. It cannot be de-

pended upon to stop a man in his

charge, for the wound it inflicts is

often insignificant. On the other

hand, it sometimes produces a very
terrible wound, almost like that of an

explosive bullet."

Of curious wounds, Mr Thom-
son tells how an ambulance-bearer,

squatting in native fashion, had

both legs and both arms perforated

by a bullet. After his wounds
were dressed, he sat up and wanted
to sing a song. From these in-

stances it is evident that the

bullet used had not sufficient stop-

ping power: an enemy might re-

ceive several wounds and yet be

able to inflict injury. So clear

was this, that the Pathans pre-
ferred to face European troops
armed with the Lee-Metford, rather

than native infantry armed with

the Martini - Henry. The result

scarcely requires interpretation
its meaning is plain : the more

expensive class of soldiers were

exposed to greater wear and tear,

which is financially unsound ;
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whilst; of far graver import is

the fact that such lessons must
teach the soldier distrust of his

arms, and tend to diminish his

prestige.
In this matter, however, it was

the bullet, not the rifle, which

failed, and the Indian Government
set about finding a remedy. After

experiment within the provisions
of the St Petersburg declaration

of 1868, which prohibited the use

of explosive bullets, or bullets

charged with fulminating or in-

flamriable substances, a modifica-

tion in the outer case of the pro-

jectile was adopted. The result,

known as the Dum Dum bullet,

has been tried in the 1897 cam-

paigrs against the Mohmands,
Swat is, &c., to the north, and
the Afridis to the south, of the

Kabul river. The results, as far

as \ve know them, are satisfac-

tory, and we have experience
both ways : we have seen the

effect on our enemies, and have
tendt d some of their wounded ;

we have also been subjected to

Lee-Metford fire with Dum Dum
bulleus, our adversaries having in

more ways than one possessed
themselves of the weapon.

Mi- Lionel James, referring to

the casualties on one occasion,
rema-ks :

l

" These were sufficient to show that

the L ae-Metford, now that it has the

Dum Dum cartridge, is a weapon in

whicl; the soldier may have every
confidence. What it hits it stops
so much so, that the question of its

capabilities of stopping a rush of

Ghaz is need never more be dis-

cussed."

This testimony is corroborated

by Lieutenant Spencer- Churchill

in describing a rearguard action

during retirement to camp :

"The Buffs, however, used their
formidable weapon with great effect.

I witnessed one striking demonstra-
tion of its power. Lieutenant F. S.

Beeves remained behind with a dozen
men to cover the withdrawal of his

company, and in hopes of bringing
effective fire to bear on the enemy,
who at this time were pressing for-

ward boldly. Three hundred yards
away was a nullah, and along this

they began running, in hopes of cut-

ting off the small party. At one

point, however, the line of their ad-

vance was commanded by our fire.

Presently a man ran into the open.
The section fired immediately. The

great advantage of the rifle was that

there was no difficulty about guessing
the exact range, as the fixed sight could

be used. The man dropped a spot of

white. Four others rushed forward.

Again there was a volley. All four

fell and remained motionless. After
this we made good our retreat almost
unmolested." 2

Hence we have apparently a

good rifle and an efficient bullet,

but they are combined in India

only : in England to the present

day the unsatisfactory bullet is

still made, and with it, one may
presume, in case of sudden war, our

troops would have to face the

enemy. It was, we believe, sup-

plied to the soldiers with Kit-

chener, but that resourceful officer

was equal to the occasion.

After all, the bullet requires but

slight modification : there is at

present too great thickness of the

hard metal case over the point,

which increases penetration at the

expense of stopping power. Yet

neglect of this fault might have the

most lamentable results if we were

suddenly compelled to put an army

7 ! Tiie Indian Frontier War, 1897.
2 Tie Story of the Malakand Field Force. By Lieutenant W. L. bpencer-

Churc rill, 4th Queen's Own Hussars.
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in the field. We do not desire, nor
is there any necessity, to contra-

vene even the spirit of the St

Petersburg declaration
;
but we do

require from those responsible that

the ammunition issued to our sol-

diers shall be serviceable, and such

as to command their confidence.

In the present state of our rela-

tions with neighbouring nations it

is surely not too much to expect
that this essential matter may re-

ceive prompt and earnest attention.

It is true that by filing or grinding
the thick hard points of the bullets

their stopping power is increased ;

but it is undesirable to allow sol-

diers to tamper with their ammu-
nition, which should manifestly be

supplied to them in serviceable

condition.

The rifles used by the chief

European nations are similar in

general principle though they differ

in detail, the Mannlicher being a

favourite pattern ; and the bullets,
as may be expected, are much alike.

They vary slightly in size, but the

shape is wonderfully uniform, save
in that used by the French, which
has a flat nose, whereby the shock
on impact is probably increased.

The Americans have adopted a

very small-bore magazine rifle for

their navy, and possibly before

long they may have practical ex-

perience of its efficiency ; but with
the powerful guns now used in

men-of-war it is difficult to con-

ceive of small-arms playing an im-

portant part in a sea-fight.
There is something very fasci-

nating in seeing a piece of red-hot

Bessemer steel at the Enfield fac-

tory, after two or three blows from
a Nasmyth's hammer, assume the

shape and almost finished appear-
ance of the breech action with its

bolt or handle, and another piece
moulded by similar agency into a

trigger-guard. So also it is strange
to see the barrel, at first a short

length of red-hot steel, slipped
between rollers which gradually

converge : it travels between them,

issuing at the farther end still hot

but of increased length and reduced

diameter, very nearly in its final

form. After further dressing, the

barrels are bored simultaneously
from muzzle and breech, and then
rifled the remarkable thing being
that though the most exact

machinery is used for every pro-

cess, ultimate correction is often

human, made more or less by rule

of thumb. Thus, after the barrel

has been bored and rifled, the work-
man looks through it and detects

some small departure from com-

plete straightness : this he corrects

by tap of hammer till he is satis-

fied. Then the sights are brazed

on, the magazine is punched out of

a flat piece of metal, and all the

various parts are fitted into the

stock, which is made in another

part of the works.

In considering recent develop-
ments of the rifle as a sporting

weapon, it is convenient to glance

separately at results in various

parts of the world. African sport
varies from Indian, which again
differs as much from American or

Continental as these do from what
we have at home. Yet we find

experience points to supersession
in great measure everywhere of

the large bore rifle with heavy
powder charge. Let us begin with

Africa. Sixty years ago Cornwallis

Harris revealed to the world its

capabilities for sport with big

game, and he was followed by
Gordon Gumming and Oswell,
described by Sir Samuel Baker
in 1894 as the last man who
had seen the vast multitudes of

animals with which South Africa

once teemed, and as the perfectio .

j
of a Nimrod. Oswell himself re

gretted the old days when Africa

belonged to Africans and the
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beasts , before Boers and Uitlanders

had changed the face of the coun-

try.
1 These were the days of

muzzle - loaders : Oswell's battery
was a 10-bore Purdey, a 12-bore

Westlsy Richards, a light rifle,

and a heavy one with 2-oz. bullets.

A little later Baker and Baldwin

may bo taken as representative hun-

ters, the former an exception-

ally powerful man, and the latter,

though small, as good a bit of stuff

(as was said of Tom Sayers) as

was GO be found. They used

heavy rifles with large powder
charges, and most of the shooting
was done from horseback. After

1860, or perhaps it would be
more correct to put the date

ten years later, when horses were
less used, very large heavy rifles

became the fashion: a 4 -bore

weighing 21 lb., charged with at

least 12 drams of powder, and a

projectile (for bullet seems too

poor a word to describe such a

missile) which brought the weight
of the loaded piece to somewhere
near 22 lb., is often recommended
as part of a desirable battery, and
it merely heads a list of minor but

still considerable artillery. No
doubt the 4-bore or 8-bore bullet

generally had sufficient stopping

power, no matter where the game
was kit

; but it was by no means
a certainty, for animals have

charged most dangerously after

receiving two, and even three,
bullets of these sizes. Along with
these large bores, Express rifles

were used : they varied from '360

to '577, the former being looked on
as a toy fit only for small deer,

whilst the latter with 6 drams of

powder was a favourite, with

whicli a large class of dangerous
game might be safely met. That

m

sort of battery was generally pre-
ferred about 1894, but since then
considerable changes have been
made which can best be appreci-
ated by comparing the opinions
of various sportsmen. Mr F. C.

Selous, prior to 1894, for excellent

reasons preferred a -450 Metford

rifle, by Gibbs of Bristol, with a

360 grain expanding bullet, to

those of larger bore, for lion-shoot-

ing; and that was a decided ad-

vance in the right direction.

About the same time Captain
Swayne, whose * Seventeen Trips

through Somaliland
'

is invaluable

to travellers in that country, chose

as his battery "a double four-bore

elephant rifle, carrying fourteen

drams of powder and a spherical

ball, and weighing twenty -one

pounds ;
a double eight-bore Para-

dox, a double -577 Express, all by
Holland & Holland; and a long
Lee-Metford magazine rifle, a

Martini - Henry, and a double

twelve-bore pistol." Commenting
on this, the ' Athenaeum ' remarked
that the elephant rifle was as likely
to damage the sportsman as the

game : it weighed 22 lb. when

loaded, and when successfully
fired it knocked the elephant in

one direction and Oapt. Swayne
in the other, remaining master of

the intervening space. Captain
Melliss used a -500 Express with

6 drams of powder and a solid

bullet very successfully among
lions : he treated them with con-

siderable contempt, and generally
killed at short range.

Writing in 1896, Mr Kirby
2

says that the question of large or

small bore rifles is still an open
one. That the advantages claimed

for the -303 Lee-Metford are four

lightness, handiness, and absence

1 Badminton Library, Big Game Shooting, i. 35.

2 In Haunts of Wild Game. William Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and

London.
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of recoil; no smoke; increased

accuracy with flat trajectory ;
and

great penetration.
He dismisses the first on the

ground that men who hunt in big-

game countries can easily carry a

heavier weapon; he admits that

the absence of smoke is an ad-

vantage, the only one of impor-
tance as yet advanced by admirers
of the weapon ;

he does not value

the increased accuracy and de-

creased trajectory, because they are

so slightly better than those of

good Express or other rifles
;
and

finally, as regards penetration, the

claim is admitted, but in the case

of soft -skinned dangerous game
it is urged that too much penetra-
tion is as bad as too little.

Captain A. St H. Gibbons,
in 'Exploration and Hunting in

Central Africa' (1895-96), men-
tions on one occasion changing his

1 6 - bore for a Mannlicher, with
which he shot a wildebeest facing
him at 30 yards. The bullet struck

some reeds 200 yards beyond, and
he thought he had missed ; but the

bull fell dead within 100 yards.
" The bullet had entered the chest,

passed through the heart, and, tra-

velling the whole length of the

body, had left it just to the right
of the root of the tail. It was my
custom to file the nickel nose of

the Mannlicher bullets until the

lead core appeared. . . . This

incident gives some idea of the

penetrative power the new small-

bore service rifles possess."
Yet further evidence may be

gathered from Mr Neumann's
1

Elephant Hunting in East Equa-
torial Africa.' On a day when
he had five elephants down and

only one gone away wounded, he
writes :

" As already stated, my rifles were
now a Lee-Metford and a 10 -bore
Holland. Both had done their work
well enough to-day ; but I had not

yet acquired thorough confidence in
the former, and the discharge of the
other was something of a shock, which,
though its rubber heelplate prevented
from hurting the shoulder, made one's

j
head ache, and knocked one's fingers
about cruelly. The volumes of

smoke emitted, too, were appalling,
and a source of danger ; but its worst
defect was that the breech invariably
jammed, and the empty cases stuck,
so that they had to be knocked out
with a stick."

With these two rifles he killed

fourteen elephants in one day ;
but

later on, when the attractions of

the Lee-Metford became seductive,
he detected a fault in it which

nearly cost him his life. More
than once, he says, the next car-

tridge "refused to go into the

breech of the magazine rifle after a

shot, . . . and I said and felt that

I was not safe with the weapon
in my hands, in spite of its mar-
vellous shooting powers. . . ."

Nevertheless he risked a charge
from a vicious elephant without ap-

parently having opened the breech

after the previous shot to see if

all was right. The result was a

misfire, or rather a mere click of

the trigger, for there was no car-

tridge in the barrel : he tried again,
but the cartridge would not enter,
and the infuriated animal was on
him in a second. Strange to say,
he escaped alive, though badly

wounded, and, still more strange,
after his experience and during

recovery he wrote as follows :

"I dared use no other rifle now
than the '303, for fear of the recoil

of black powder even my trusty old

450 was now permanently laid aside

and I came to value the wonderful

powers and pleasant shooting of this

minute bore so much, that I never
wished to use any of my others again.
The absence of recoil and smoke is J

such a comfort, and the deadly effec/Jf

of the long, thin bullet, propellecr
with such tremendous velocity, so all-

sufficient for any animal, that I never
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wished to go back to the noise and
other unpleasant habits of the old-

fashioned weapons. Its one draw-
back is the tricky mechanism of the

magazi tie."

With rhinoceros the '303 proved
very e fective, several having been
killed with one bullet each.

Fifty or sixty years ago big-game
shooting in India was mainly con-

fined to the continent south of the

Himalaya, and the weapons were
not urlike those used in Africa at

the saoae time, but probably rather

lighter. For tiger-shooting from

elephants many of the best sports-
men preferred a smooth-bore and
round ball : the range was short,
and the bullet less liable to deflec-

tion from striking a branch or bush
in the jungle than a long one of

smaller bore. For shooting in the

open or on the hills in India, rifles

of many patterns were used a 16-

bore Sam. Smith two-grooved rifle

with f.mall charge of powder being
a general favourite. With these

or similar rifles men became ex-

traordinarily expert, the secret of

their success being probably cor-

rect judgment of distance, for the

traj ec tory was considerable. These
were followed about 1860-64 by
Enfield, Jacob, and Whitworth

rifles, the latter magnificent speci-
mens of workmanship but expen-
sive, and all had high trajectories
at sporting range. This serious

drawback made many persons ex-

perincent in order to find a rifle

which might be used point-blank

up t<> 100 or 120 yards. The

question was best solved by Cap-
tain ITorsyth, whose principle was
to give no more rotation to the

bullet than was necessary to carry
it to extreme sporting range, and
to insrease the muzzle velocity as

inucb as possible. For deer he
' %&ecommended a double rifle of this

class which would throw an ounce

sphei ical bullet with small trajec-

tory over 100 yards, the charge of

powder being heavy, say 4 drams
or more; whilst for dangerous
game he designed a heavy rifle

to carry a conical bullet or shell

loaded with explosives which burst
soon after impact.

Rifles of this class may be said

to have maintained their position
as favourites till the advent of the

Express small-bores, which, being
breech-loading, more handy gener-
ally, and more accurate between
100 and 200 yards, gradually
superseded the other patterns.
Their worst fault was that the
bullet was often made too light,
and would burst on impact, mak-

ing merely a surface wound at

close range, besides being liable

to deflection. They were, how-

ever, a great improvement on

previous patterns, specially for

shooting in the Himalaya, Kash-

mir, and the countries beyond, in

spite of the drawback of a por-
tentous report, a cloud of smoke,
and a recoil which, though not felt

when after game, yet interfered

with the finest practice. When
properly sighted for a bullet not

hollowed too much, they are effec-

tive weapons, and for certain pur-

poses, such as against thin-skinned

dangerous game, they will probably
hold their own for some time,

though their supremacy for the

finest class of shooting has al-

ready been challenged by magazine
small-bores.

The most interesting sport, both

because of the difficulties of stalk-

ing and by reason of the beauty of

scenery and the coolness of tem-

perature, is to be found in what
used to be called the hills north

of Dera a delightfully vague ex-

pression which in old days figured
in applications for leave of absence

from India. With that granted,
and with a special permission for

Kashmir, the whole country to the
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Pamirs might be said to be attain-

able. In more recent times the

Pamirs and Chinese Turkestan
have been added, and game
ranging from Marco Polo's sheep
to the little gural of the near

Himalaya can be got, provided
the sportsman has time and pa-
tience enough at his disposal.
The most successful hunter of

0. poll of the present day is prob-

ably Mr St George Littledale, who
has made more than one expedition
to the Pamirs, and an adventurous

journey towards Lhassa, described

in a paper read to the Royal Geo-

graphical Society. He mentions
the extraordinary vitality of 0. poli,
and seems to have used a -500 Ex-

press with 6 drams of powder. Of
other sportsmen who have been
after this sheep, the names of Lord
Dunmore and Major Cumberland
come to mind : the latter considered

a -500 Henry Express as quite the

best weapon for mountain shooting.
But at the time of these expeditions

(1888-94) the magazine small-bore

was practically untried, and indeed
we do not know whether it has

been used in pursuit of this game.
There is, however, remarkable

testimony in favour of it in Mr
Darrah's '

Sport in the Highlands
of Kashmir.'

After spending some time at

Haramosh he set out, for Chang-
chenmo in the direction of Chinese

Tibet and afterwards Hanle, in

search of 0. ammon, yak, Tibetan

antelope and gazelle, burhel (0.

nahura), &c. His experiences are

instructive, and are told with evi-

dent candour. At first he missed
a fair chance with the Lee-Met-

ford, and the shikari attributed

the misfortune to the small bore

of the weapon, for which his con-

tempt was unconcealed. Conse-

quently Mr Darrah relied chiefly
at first on the Express, and
had a fair measure of success.

Gradually, however, that rifle is

less and less mentioned, till it dis-

appears altogether and is sup-

planted by its smaller and cheaper
rival.

" The weapon which I think is best
suited to shooting in Kashmir is a

sporting '303 Lee-Metford carbine,

sighted to 500 yards, and provided
with the usual magazine for ten car-

tridges. I consider this weapon, for

Kashmir shooting, superior to any
express. . . . The carbine, with a

sporting bullet, will hit as hard as

any express, has a flatter trajectory,
and is accurate at far longer ranges.
In eight months' shooting I only lost

two animals which had been hit by
the Lee-Metford. . . . More than
one animal fell to a single shot, and
the rifle was found enough for a full-

grown bull yak. . . . The shooting
of most express rifles is erratic. But
the Lee-Metford is almost as true

at 500 yards as at 200. No animal

standing inside of 500 yards from
the rifle is really safe, and as yet
few animals, if any, are aware of

the fact. . . .

" As minor advantages I may men-
tion the slight noise made by the

report, the absence of smoke, the ab-

sence of recoil, and the lightness of

the cartridges. Until I showed my-
self, most of the game I fired at did

not know where the shot came from.

. . . Perhaps also the difference in

original cost might be mentioned. A
first-class express by a good maker
will cost 60 guineas. The best Lee-

Metford carbine in the market can

be bought ^for about a fifth of this

sum."

Mr Darrah distinctly prefers the

carbine with magazine to a double

303. The immediate second shot

is quicker with the latter, but

during his eight months' trip he

recollects one occasion only when
he could have profited by this;
whereas the magazine made his

third and subsequent shots faster

than was possible with the double^

Moreover, "it must be very diffi-'

cult to align two barrels so that
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they shall both throw accurately
to 500 yards." That is un-

doubtedly true: the only double

rifle the present writer has ever

handled which threw true over

250 yards was the double Whit-
worth muzzle-loader, and it was,
or was believed to be, bored from
one solid bar, not two barrels

brazed together and adjusted. It

shot at 600 yards with each
barrel as well as any single, and
was altogether a marvellous speci-
men of workmanship of the highest
class.

Mr Darrah sensibly points out

that the form of bullet is closely
connec ted with successful shooting.
With the Jeffries bullets (in which
the copper-nickel case is split longi-

tudinally in places) he was pleased
at short range, but found them
shoot high : he suggests the Dum
Dum or Tweedie bullets, and is

probably not far wrong. He refers

more than once to the fact that his

carbine magazine held ten car-

tridges : we have never seen one
so fitted. The Mark II. rifle of our
service has a ten-cartridge maga-
zine, and the carbine with 21-inch

barrel has a magazine holding six

cartridges. The magazines of the

sportiJig rifles we have seen hold

five, and ordinarily that number
should be ample.
The question of the efficiency of

the Lee-Metford cannot be con-

sidered complete without some
information from our Scottish

forest*. Save the deer tribe, we
have now no big game; but there

is perhaps less difference than may
be imagined in the number of shots

fired yearly in Scotland and those

in countries of ten times its size.

Besidt s, nowhere else have more

perfect weapons in their day been
used -sportsmen having, as a rule,

I^jen persons to whom price was
a secondary consideration. Thus,

early in the century we find

Scrope in the forests of Mar and
Atholl using rifles, but of what
pattern and whether materially
better than a good smooth-bore it

is difficult to say. Probably they
gave better results between 60
and 100 yards. Since then almost

every variety of rifle has been

used, with the result that until

recently the Express -450 or '360
was preferred the former perhaps
more generally, because of its great-
er power ; the latter more wisely,
because in proper hands it sufficed

to kill and it disturbed the ground
far less. Within the last two or

three years, however, the small-

bores have been tried, and, as else-

where, they seem likely to stay.
A friend who is a good shot, and

probably kills on an average about
100 stags a season, replying to ques-
tions put, states that he is unwill-

ing to say much in favour of the

303 (the Mannlicher -256 may be

included) for Scotland, because he
fears that its great range is tempt-

ing men to shoot at long distances

and shirk their stalking, and that

this means many wounded stags
all over the country.

"
Every

year I go to the hill I come to

think more, or rather to place
more reliance on, making a good
stalk, and less on the rifle, for all

kinds of rifles are now most reli-

able up to 150 yards, which seems

to me the very outside distance

for the land of mists, whatever it

may be for the clear air of the

Himalayas and similar places."
But when asked if he would revert

to the '360 Express, the reply was

No, mainly because there was less

smoke and noise. He believed he

lost fewer wounded animals, and

will continue to use the -303 till

he can get something better.

Again, in the ' Field
'

of April

2, 1898, we read of fourteen stags
killed with a '256 Mannlicher,

only three of them requiring a
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second shot. Another correspond-
ent states his belief that the '256,
with its drop of only 27 inches in

300 yards, has come to stay for

hill and open shooting. We think

so too
;

but for Scotland it is

probable that double '303 or

Mannlichers, with bullets certain

to break up on impact, are prefer-
able to magazine carbines sighted
to 500 yards, but which throw the

bullet much farther, because it is

undesirable to fire at red deer

over moderate range.
As a sporting weapon, the testi-

mony in favour of the Lee-Metford
seems very strong : the Dum Dum
or Tweedie bullet, with possibly a

small hole bored J inch into the

point, is likely to be the best form of

projectile, and the powder should be

smokeless. Of two carbines exam-

ined, the '303 Lee-Metford seemed

preferable to the '256 Mannlicher,
but the magazine of the latter ap-

peared the better. In countries

like the plains of India, where

population is dense, there is great

safety in using a bullet which
breaks up or loses its shape after

impact it does not travel much
farther

;
whereas a hard solid bullet

with a range of something like a

mile may kill men or cattle almost

out of sight, and one could never

feel quite happy when a shot was
fired. Even if it hit a deer, the

bullet might easily pass through
and lodge in a village half a mile

off.

Considering all these things, for

use in Africa or India it is doubtful

if the following battery could be

greatly improved on : two Lee-
Metford carbines, so as to have a

spare one in case of accident; a*

450 Express, such as the Metford

by Gibbs of Bristol, chiefly for use
in case of charges by soft-skinned

dangerous animals; and a 12-bore

Paradox, or gun of that class.

Indeed, in this selection the Ex-

press is scarcely necessary, for the
Paradox would do such work. If

the Express is omitted the cost

will be materially reduced, and
the battery, though effective, is far

from expensive.
With the evidence brought for-

ward it is fair to say that, as a

nation, we have a trustworthy arm
in the -303 Lee-Metford. Its

ammunition, however, requires im-

provement : the cordite is ruinous

to ihe interior of the barrel un-

less the rifle is carefully cleaned

after use, and that is generally

impossible in war; the bullet

as at present turned out in Eng-
land [is untrustworthy, shock hav-

ing been somewhat sacrificed to

penetration, though by filing the

point this may in a degree be
remedied ;

but thereby another

danger is incurred, for when the

point is flattened the bullets often

jam, and do not truly enter the

barrel from the magazine. That

might be serious in battle. Hence,
with the improvement of the ex-

plosive and with a simple modifica-

tion of the case of the bullet, we
believe that the rifle and ammuni-
tion may be accepted as eminently
serviceable.

W. BROADFOOT.
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SIK WILLIAM FRASER, K.C.B.

IT were not meet that no men-
tion should be made in the pages
of 'Maga' of the passing of one

who, born but a few months before

herself, in 1816, has gone to his

rest during the present year, after

creating what must be regarded
as a new department in Scottish

literature. The country, indeed,
that reared Nisbet, Cosmo Innes,
John Stuart, and George Burnett,
has never been wanting in geneal-

ogists and antiquaries, but it was
reserved for Sir William Fraser to

enlist; the sympathy of such an

array of what, in the eighteenth

century, would have been termed

wealthy patrons, as literary man
never had before.

William Eraser's career was

unique in the history of letters.

A native of Kincardineshire, he

began life as a clerk in an Edin-

burgh lawyer's office, and seems
to have found leisure enough to

indulge an innate proclivity to

old-world things and family papers.

Perhaps if all were known that he

could have told us, his singular
and successful devotion to family

history might be traced to the

time when he became acquainted
with Mr Stirling of Keir, after-

wards Sir William Stirling-Max-
well. Whether or not it was to

him that Fraser owed his appoint-
ment in 1852 as Deputy Keeper
of Sa dnes we do not know, but at

all events the first of the sumptu-
ous scries of family histories asso-

ciated with his name was that of

the Sdrlings of Keir, published in

1858, and he remained an intimate

friend of Sir William till the death

that highly cultivated gentle-

Un in 1878. During forty years,
from 1858 to 1898, Fraser was

busy ransacking the charter-chests
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and muniments of most of the dis-

tinguished families in Scotland,

and, in the process of framing
their chronicles, exhumed an im-

mense amount of information on
the social and political life of by-

gone days, and threw clear light
on many obscure points in the

national history.

Perhaps the personal reminisc-

ences of this shrewd, observant
man of letters would prove, did

we possess his autobiography, more
attractive to general readers than
the results of his professional
labours. The living representa-
tives of the most historic Scottish

houses, withwhom he took frequent
counsel, Montgomery, Scott,

Douglas, Maxwell, Stewart, Oar-

negie, Colquhoun, and many more,
must have betrayed character-

istic traits and foibles, and afforded

plentiful source of personal anec-

dote. But no such record is known
to exist, and, during his life, none
could have proved more discreetly
reticent about the private affairs

of those households in which he

was such a frequent guest. He
must have been the repository of

as many family confidences as Mr
Tulkinghorn in 'Bleak House';
found, like him, "quite at home,
at corners of dinner-tables in great

country houses, . . . where every-

body knows him, and half the

peerage stops to say
l How do you

do, Mr Tulkinghorn ?
' He receives

these salutations with gravity, and

buries them along with the rest of

his knowledge."
Not quite the same in this last

respect. Nobody ever paid a more

frank, naive, unaffected homage
than Eraser's to those who bore

historic titles. There was not

a suspicion of toadyism in this ;

3M
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it was simply that his special line

of research had imbued him with
a semi -feudal conviction of the

reality of rank, and of the defer-

ence rightly due thereto. In the

course of his work he spent, of

necessity, much of his time in the

houses and society of great people,
and his conversation must have
turned much on them, unless he
were to have taken refuge in

silence. Sometimes a visitor was

tempted to smile as Fraser repeat-
ed some harmless remark made by
the Duchess of This or Lord That,
11

sitting in the very chair you
are"; and one conversing with
him for the first time might sus-

spect the man whose conversation

was chiefly of public characters

and the houses of the mighty : but
one had only to know him a little

longer to realise that there was

nothing of the snob in William
Fraser. Of his own origin he
was never heard to hint that it

was anything more than respect-

able; his delight and duty were
found in the lineage of others : if

he loved to discuss such matters,
that reflected as little on his tone

of mind as that a country gentle-
man should talk of horse and

hound, or a Royal Academician

betray an interest in pictures.
Of Fraser's contribution to lit-

erature it may be said that it

stands alone. His judgment was
not unerring, but it requires a

close student to find him at fault.

Stored up within some forty thick

quartos, beginning with the Keir
book in 1858, and ending with
the Elphinstone book (on the

proofs of which he made the last

corrections a few days before his

death), there are the fruits of his

indefatigable patience and labori-

ous scrutiny of ancient muniments.

Manuscript may fade away, docu-

ments shrivel into illegibility or

get lost, seals may crumble or

melt
;
but all that ink or skin,

paper or wax, are capable of trans-

mitting in history, legend, herald-

ryj architecture, and correspond-
ence, has been carefully gleaned
and rendered practically imperish-
able. For no other country in the

world has this office been rendered
in anything approaching the com-

pleteness to which Fraser brought
the history of Scottish houses.

These volumes, having been

privately printed, are not in the

hands of the general public, though
they are eagerly bought up as

often as any of them are offered

for sale, and most of them have
found their way here and there

into public libraries. But they by
no means represent the only ser-

vice rendered by Fraser to the

history of his country. In the

year 1880 he was promoted from
the Sasines Office to be Deputy
Keeper of the Records in Edin-

burgh. No more fitting appoint-
ment could have been made :

William Fraser was the man for

that post ;
and it suggests singular

reflections on the working of one
of our Civil Service rules that in

1882, having still abundant power
and disposition for work, he was
retired compulsorily on superan-
nuation. We are not suggesting

any complaint : no doubt at three-

score-and-five the capacity for work
of nine men out of ten shows

deterioration, and a vast public
service must be conducted on
Procrustean principles. Fraser

happened to be one of the excep-
tional tenth men, and had to go
all the same.

But not into indolence : far

from that. Probably he worked
as incessantly during the last six-

teen years of his life as at any
period since he entered AuM
Reekie at a time when Waltfe

Scott was showing men what pen-
work might be. In addition to
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the great family histories which
continued to roll from the press

(notably the Douglas Book in

1885, perhaps the most valuable of

the whole series), Eraser did some

heavy, if congenial, work for the

Historical Manuscripts Commis-
sion. The appendix, part viii., of

their Fifteenth Report, lately pub-
lished, is from his hand, and is at

onco a sample of the merits and
defects of his system. We have
said that Fraser was not infallible :

he was at times somewhat rash in

assertion respecting matters in

whioh there exists much conflict of

evidence. Perhaps upon no single
incident in Scottish history has so

much controversy been founded as

on the assassination of the Red

Comyn by Robert Bruce. The
authorities most nearly contem-

porary are as much at variance as

any later writers, and the closest

comparison of the different narra-

tives renders it difficult to per-
ceivo the grounds for this, the

latest version of it, brief and envi-

ably confident, by Sir William

Fraser in the Report on the Buc-

cleuch Manuscripts (1897) :

"In the memorable encounter be-
tween Robert Bruce and Red John
Cumyn, regent of Scotland,which took

place on 4th February 1305 in the

Grey friars Church at Dumfries, Sir

Thonas [sic] Kirkpatrick played such
a prominent part that it has ever since

been a matter of family and national

history. Bruce and Cumyn were
rivals for the throne of Scotland.

Bruco, believing that Cumyn was act-

ing treacherously, accused him of this.

The 1 wo entered into hot controversy.
Bruco used his dagger against his

opponent, and then,rushing out of the
church to join his friends who were

waiting outside, he exclaimed to them
that lie doubted he had killed Cumyn.

JLirkpatrick,
who was one of the

mis waiting outside, ran into the

churca to remove all doubt, and with
his oAvn hand dispatched the wounded
regent;. He boasted that with his

dagger he had made the death of

Cumyn sure or sickar." (Report,
p. 50.)

Now it seems unfortunate that

currency should have been given
in a Government publication to a
new and apparently unauthorised
version of this affair. In the
first place, it was certainly Roger
de Kirkpatrick, and not his son

Thomas, who bore a hand in the
deed. Next, John Comyn was
not regent of Scotland at that

time, although he had been one of

Bruce's colleagues in the guardian-

ship in the name of King John de
Balliol. By the constitution set

up in September 1305, at West-

minster, Sir John de Bretaine,

King Edward's nephew, had been

appointed Lieutenant and Warden
of Scotland, with four pairs of

justiciaries to preside respectively
over Lothian, Galloway, the dis-

trict between Forth and the moun-

tains, and the Highlands. Thirdly,
the crime was committed, not,
as Sir William Fraser says, on
4th February 1305, but on 10th

February 1306, two days after

King Edward had directed that the

scutage, due by Robert Bruce on

succeeding to his father's estates,

should be remitted. Fourth, it

cannot be stated unreservedly that

Bruce and Comyn were rivals for

the throne of Scotland. The grand-
father of the first and the father

of the second had been competitors
when the succession was held open,

and, no doubt, on John Balliol's

abdication the nearest heir of line

to the throne was the father of

Red John Comyn. But Comyn
and Bruce had both acknowledged
Edward as their sovereign, and
there is nothing except Bower's

insinuation to show that Comyn,
at least, cherished designs on his

own account. Lastly, Sir William

Fraser has inverted the sequence
of events in the church itself, as
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hitherto agreed on in all the nar-

ratives. Kirkpatrick, waiting out-

side with Lindsay while Bruce
and Comyn conferred within, was
struck by Bruce's agitation when
he came out, and, asking how it

was with him, received the reply
"111, for I doubt I have slain

the Comyn."
"You doubt!" exclaimed Kirk-

patrick, drawing his dagger; "then
I'll make siccar !

" and rushing into

the church, finished off the wound-
ed knight, by whose side perished
also his uncle Sir Robert Oomyn.
On the following page, Sir

William Fraser gives currency
to another error. He states that
" the mansion of Closeburn (Kirk-

patrick's), which was built by
the first baronet out of materials

of the original tower, was burnt
to the ground in 1748." Now
a tower, believed by Grose, who
detected Norman work in it, to

date from the twelfth century,
still stands. The first baronet

did not pull it down, though he
used the rest of the mansion as

a quarry. M'Gibbon and Boss

assign this tower to the fourteenth

or early fifteenth century, at which

period it may have undergone re-

construction.

We have no desire to dwell on
such inaccuracies and debatable

statements as crept in here and
there to Sir William Eraser's work.

They scarcely impair the value of

it, and are only referred to lest,

in assigning him a high place

among our Scottish historians, we
should be suspected of being influ-

enced by partiality for the man.
We have no cause to conceal

that partiality. It is good to have
known one about whom hovered
so much of the old literary tra-

dition of Edinburgh ; good to re-

member visits to the antiquary's
den in Castle Street, where, unlike

that of Monkbarns, everything was

scrupulously arrayed and no par-
ticle of dust was allowed to settle

on the garnerings of many cen-

turies; good to recall the kindly

glance of the "king-maker," and
the teacup's tinkling accompani-
ment to his broad, deliberate Doric.

He has left much for those who
remain and come after him, but
he has taken much away that none
other can restore. Other hands

may labour hereafter in his chosen

field, but it is scarcely likely that

the portion still unturned contains

as much as it was Sir William
Fraser's office to reveal.
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ANDK CH^NIER.

MOST English people who, with-

out being scholars or specialists,

caro a little about literature, and
wisi to know something of what
is worth knowing in it, have
an uneasy feeling regarding the

great name and fame of French

literature, and the very little they
knew of it. The French, they are

aware, are the only nation whose
literature can dispute the claims

of our own to the primacy among
the literatures that have grown up
since the fall of the Roman world.

We may reasonably believe that

our great poets are really greater
than the great poets of France,
because the peoples who are

neither French nor English ap-

pear to think so; and they are

in such a case the only competent
judges. And it is true that, on
one occasion, one of the greatest
of French men of letters, Voltaire,
said that, "of all the civilised

nations, the French have the least

turn for poetry"; but this was
little more than a momentary freak

of opinion, opposed not merely
to the whole weight of French

authority, but also, one would
have thought, to the literary

principles on which Yoltaire him-

self acted throughout life. There
is room, even in a crowded world,
for others besides the very great-
est : and if French poetry has

not a Shakespeare, or a Milton,
or oven perhaps a Spenser or a

Chaucer, it is hardly reasonable on
that account to neglect it alto-

gether. We live in a whirl of elec-

tiors, and everything goes by vot-

ing : it is not perhaps a system to

be recommended in cases in which
: taste or intelligence is concerned;
but the verdict of Europe delivered

by universal suffrage would un-

questionably have something im-

posing about it : and if Europe
were asked her opinion as to which
was the most intelligent child in

her family, there is no doubt how
she would reply. Nor would the

verdict of a restricted suffrage be
different. Patriotism and vanity
are strong even among the edu-

cated
;
and they might make each

nation put itself in the first place,
as each of the Greek generals in

the Persian war was inclined to

think that he himself had deserved

best of his fellow-countrymen : but

France, like Themistocles, would

get nearly all the second votes.

There is no doubt that this

people, whose conspicuous intelli-

gence is thus generally admitted,
are by no means disposed to take

a low view of their poetry; but

rather believe most definitely and

decidedly in its value, and regard
it as one of the greatest achieve-

ments of their nation. And that

is a very serious consideration.

One of the points in which Aris-

totle is in most striking contrast to

many modern philosophers, espe-

cially those who helped to make
the French Revolution, is that for

him, in dealing with any difficult

question, the opinions which

thoughtful men have held about

it are part of the problem to be

solved. And, if we follow Aris-

totle's method, we shall not set

aside French poetry as unworthy
of attention, simply because it does

not fall in easily with our ideas of

what poetry should be : or at least

we shall not do so until we have

disposed of the difficulty which

seems to arise from the fact that

it is at any rate the poetry, and,

in their own eyes, the highest

utterance, of the people whom
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the intelligence of the European
family salutes as its most intel-

ligent member.
How few French poets, gen-

erally speaking, we know in

this country, and how little we
know of those few ! Half-a-dozen

names, more or less, and those for

the most part absurdly misunder-

stood. We know Moliere, but

only as a writer of farces; La
Fontaine, the supreme artist in

French verse, we think of as a

writer of stories about animals

arranged for the nursery ;
Racine's

name is familiar to us, but only as

a foil to enhance the fame of

Shakespeare; Yoltaire is in our

eyes merely an atheist, which he
never was at all

;
and Hugo

merely a man of colossal vanity,

which, of all that he was, is the

thing now of least importance.
All this is very unsatisfactory ;

and it would be well for us to

turn away for a little from the

French and English novel of the

season, and try to make some

slight acquaintance with the great

poetic masters of a great nation?

And a word of warning may not

be amiss to any one who is set-

ting about the task for the first

time. We all pretend to like

French cookery ;
but it is best not

to be in a hurry to adopt it all at

once : and certainly it is only the

most robust literary constitutions

who can pass without disturbance

from their ordinary English fare

to a diet of Corneille and Racine.

Let us take the least unfamiliar

dishes first : they will be by no
means the worst, and they will

prepare our palates for the later

dainties, for which some French

training is an absolute necessity.

Moliere, for instance, French as he
is to the finger-tips, is so supreme
a master of the human comedy,
and pulls its strings with such un-

erring skill, that all the nations

Andrl Chenier. [June

feel at home in his theatre, and
need no interpreter's help to guide
their laughter, their delight, or

their admiration. He knows all

our vanities and follies; and we
observe his knowledge with half-

conscious respect : he knows also

all those of our neighbours; and
we watch their exposure with un-

measured delight. And La Fon-

taine, if we will but forget his

discreditable connection with the

French governess and her first

reading-book, is not hard to make
a friend of : his humour, his love

of the country, his knowledge of

animals, are all things for which
we in England consider ourselves

to have a special turn, and they at

least, if not his wonderful gift as

an artist in words, ought to prove
sure ways for the unlocking of

English appreciation.
These are of course great men,

among the giants of French liter-

ature
;
but there is one of the

lower men who died young, leav-

ing not more finished work than
is sufficient to fill one small

volume, who yet somehow has

the gift of attracting English
taste. I have found people who
read very little French of any
kind, and scarcely any French

poetry, and who yet have some

acquaintance with Andr6 Chenier.

Perhaps it is the tragic story of

his life which wins him sympathy
and, from that, an attention which
he would not otherwise receive.

The world has always been touched

by genius dying young, and al-

ways will be
; but that can hard-

ly be the whole secret of the

fascination Chenier exercises, and
his is certainly one of the first

books to which an Englishman
should turn who would make ac-

quaintance with the real merits

of French poetry.
The story of his life is well

known, and soon told. He was
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bori in 1762, at Constantinople,
of a French father and a Greek
mother. The place of his birth

and the nationality of his mother
were of immense importance in

influencing the direction which
his poetic talent took. The lan-

guage which the northern scholar

acquires by years of labour was
Chcinier's birthright, learnt from
his mother, and in its native

home. And so not merely the

history and the legends of Greece
of which he was full but

Gnek simplicity, Greek reality,
Greek directness of presentation,
became part of his nature from
the first, and indicated to him his

special poetic task from the mo-
ment that he began to write.

He was brought back to France
in ;arly boyhood, and entered the

College de Navarre at Paris in

1773. There he remained for

some years, showing very early
that he had inherited his mother's

sensitive intelligence and her en-

thusiastic appreciation of all things
beautiful, The development in

him of a certain stiffness of charac-

ter, which came from his father, was
to follow later, helped in its growth,
no doubt, by the fashionable ad-

miration of the great Roman
heroes and of the Stoic ideal.

When he left school he devoted

some years, like Milton and Spen-
ser, to quiet study and travel.

He was in the army for a few

mo:iths; but he had no military

tastes, and the only thing he
seems to have enjoyed in the time

he spent at Strasburg was the

acquaintance it gave him the op-

portunity of making with the

great scholar Brunck, whose Greek

Anthology furnished him with

many of the sources of his poetry.
He next tried diplomacy, and was

*

secretary at the French Embassy
in London

;
but he was not much

happier in England than at Stras-

burg. He made some acquaint-
ance with our literature, and espe-

cially admired Milton; and we
find him later imitating Ophelia's

song in "Hamlet" in one of his

poems, and speaking in another
of Spenser's

" sweet pictures and

touching strains"; but the prev-
alent fashions in English litera-

ture at that time were not much
to his taste : he found English
society exclusive and reserved, he
felt himself an exile, and he had
not enough work to do at the

Embassy to keep him from melan-

choly. Indeed he had so little to

do that in his pride he wanted to

refuse his salary, and only ac

cepted it in the end under great

pressure from the Ambassador.
He returned to France in the

spring of 1790, and was soon

plunged in the political excite-

ments of trie time. Like most

thoughtful and intelligent men, he

enthusiastically welcomed the Rev-

olution; but he rapidly became

disgusted with the excesses of the

revolutionary party. Even in his

great ode, "Le Jeu de Paume,"
written in 1790, he is fully con-

scious of the dangers that were

already threatening the cause of

true liberty and the life of the

young constitution ;
and the later

stanzas, with their solemn note of

warning
"
Peuple! ne croyons pas que tout soit

permis.

Craignez vos courtisans avides,

peuple souverain ! A votre oreille

admis,
Cent orateurs bourreaux se nomment

vos amis.

Us soufflent des feux homicides"

are in curious contrast to the ear-

lier ones, with their jubilant strain

of unhesitating welcome of the

new order of things. Not that he

had ceased to believe in the neces-

sity and justice of the great change
he believed in it to the end

;
but
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he had come to find out, as others

like him were finding out too, that

it was by no means such a simple

thing as they had supposed to sub-

stitute in a moment a new world
for an old. The cup of liberty is

a wholesome draught in the end,
but its first effects are too often of

a disturbing character. Of this

Che'nier became more and more
aware

;
and his position gradually

became one of open opposition to

the Jacobin leaders. He attacked

them by name in his articles in

the 'Moniteur,' and he used his

poetic gifts with effect against
them on more than one occasion.

The first of these is interesting, as

proving eventually the immediate
cause of his death. A certain

regiment had mutinied and robbed
the regimental chest, and had been
sentenced to the galleys in conse-

quence, when, to the amazement of

all honest people, not only was an

amnesty granted them, but it was

actually proposed to honour them
with a triumphal entry into Paris.

Against this astounding proposal
Chenier wrote his severely satirical

"Hymne sur I'entre'e triumphale
des Suisses revoltes," which it

appears was never forgiven, and
secured his death when it was
made an article of accusation

against him. The other occasion

in which his political sentiments

could only be satisfied with poetic
utterance was on the assassination

of Marat, when he wrote the famous
" Ode to Charlotte Corday." But

by that time his political activity
was practically over

;
for with the

execution of Louis XVI., in whose
defence he assisted, the moderate

party was completely defeated,
and he was obliged to retire from

Paris. He spent most of 1793 at

Rouen and at Versailles, writing
verses, and deep in all sorts of

studies. At Versailles he made

the acquaintance of Madame Le-

coulteux, the "Fanny" of his

poems, who lived close by. He
worked all day and took his

verses to her in the evening ; and
his friendship with her and her

family seems to have been the great

happiness of this part of his life.

Gradually he came to think he
was forgotten, and in no further

danger; but he had not long re-

turned to Paris before he was ar-

rested, almost it seems by acci-

dent, while paying a visit to some
friends at Passy. This was on the

7th of March 1794. He was taken
to St Lazare, which he found
crowded with members of that

brilliant society which he had
known only a year or two before

in such different circumstances in

his mother's salon. Once there,
the only hope was that he might
be forgotten ;

and this was the

object of his brother Marie Joseph,
who had influence with the revolu-

tionary leaders. Marie Joseph
arranged with Barrere to keep
Andrews name off the fatal list of

those for trial; and there is no
doubt that he would have escaped

among the crowd of prisoners if his

father, indignant at his unjust im-

prisonment, had not insisted on call-

ing attention to his case and de-

manding his release. The only re-

sult was that he was immediately
tried

;
and trials during the Terror

had but one conclusion. He was
condemned on the 7th of Thermidor

(24th July) 1794, and executed

the next day. On the 26th Robes-

pierre fell, and the Terror was at

an end. It is easy to imagine the

agony of poor Marie Joseph, who
was in the secret of the plot against

Robespierre, when he read in a

newspaper that his brother, whom
he was reasonably hoping might
be free in a few days, had been

executed in the last hours of the
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tyranny; and it is difficult to blame

him for his momentary outburst of

bitter reproaches when he learnt

from his father that it had been
he who, in spite of all warnings,
had by his unfortunate interference

brought about poor Andre's fate.
" Ah ! the scoundrels !

"
cried the

father when he heard the news;
"this is not what they promised
me ! they said justice should be

done to my appeal ! the scoun-

drels !

" Marie Joseph did not

realise for a moir.ent what his

father meant; then, struck with

terror, he asked, "What do you
mean? promise

1

? who has promised?

you presented an appeal? to whom?
when ? explain !

" The father could

but confess
;
and the son could not

refrain from a torrent of cruel re-

proaches, till his father cried,
" My

dear son, do not overwhelm me;
I am indeed unhappy ;

" and Marie

Joseph threw himself into his

father's arms and asked his for-

giveness. The unfortunate father

never got over the terrible know-

ledge that he had brought about

his son's death, and only survived

him ubout ten months.

There is a story that, as the

young poet was led to the scaffold,

he said to his companion, "I leave

nothing for posterity; and yet,"
he added, touching his forehead,
"I had something there." One
can understand his agony. He was

only thirty-one, and his poetic gift

was ripening fast. He had spent
a good deal of his time at St

Lazare in writing verses, which he

contrived to send out to his father

rolled up in his linen week by
week ;

and nothing he had written

in h.-ippier days equals the force

of " La Jeune Captive" and the

lamles. The latter are, in fact,

among the very grandest pieces of

political poetry in any language;
and to find a parallel to their

severe and lofty patriotism, their

passionate energy, their concentra-
tion of thought and purpose, their

vigour and splendour of imagina-
tion, we must go to Dante and
hear him pour out his just anger
and sorrow over the city he had
loved so well; or to Milton, and
hear him pray, as only he could

pray, for divine vengeance on the

murderers of Piedmont's "slaugh-
tered saints." Such work, done
in the midst of all the miseries of

prison life, and so seldom descend-

ing, in spite of the enormous temp-
tation, to mere personal abuse of

his enemies, or indeed to anything

unworthy of the high mission he
had set himself, as the vindicator

of outraged France, is the proof
of a rare intensity of poetic faculty,
and the measure of what the litera-

ture of his country lost by his

death.

That loss, for the moment, passed
unnoticed. Not only was France

too distracted by politics to be

able to think of poetry just then,
but no one, outside the circle of

his own friends, had had any
opportunity of recognising Chen-

ier's genius. He had published

hardly anything a couple of odes,

however fine, are not enough to

found a poetic reputation, except
indeed among the discerning few ;

and it was natural that he should

be regarded more as a politician

than as a poet. He remained ac-

cordingly very little known, though
his family issued several of his

more striking poems, till the first

edition of his works appeared in

1819. It was an auspicious mo-

ment, and Che"nier's position as one

of the great poets of his country
was at once recognised. It has

never since been assailed, and he

is now one of the admitted French

classics, and has received the clas-

sical honour of a critical edition,
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produced by M. Becq de Fouqieres
in 1862. And that edition, one
cannot but notice, has had in its

turn the classical fate of critical

editions, in that it has provoked
another, disputing its conclusions

and assailing its editor. But the

critic's critic, M. Gabriel Chenier,
is of too controversial a disposition
to inspire great confidence in those

who cannot decide these questions
at first hand. Probably the best

and most convenient edition for

the English reader is that in the

well - known Petite Charpentier
series, which was prepared by the

same M. Becq de Fouqieres.
Let us assume that the English

reader takes up this stout but

pleasant and well -
printed little

volume, with a view to making
some acquaintance with Andr
Chenier. What will he find in

it? In some four hundred and

seventy pages, nearly everything
that Chenier left behind him,
much of it in an unfinished and
even fragmentary condition. But,
when all mediocre work has been
set aside, enough remains to attest

Che'nier's real greatness.
Poetic greatness is not an easy

thing to analyse ;
but certain

elements in it are easily recog-

nised, and among these are worthi-

ness of subject and perfection of

treatment. The latter is no
doubt the more important: one

can hardly, for instance, imagine

any subject which, treated by
Horace or La Fontaine, could

not be delightful; while the

grandest theme in the world will

not help the man who has only
conceived it but cannot treat it.

Still, both are of real value, and
Chenier can lay some claim to the

possession of both. He is indeed

in a peculiar position, both as to

what he has to say and how he

says it. Saturated as his mind

and memory were with Greek

poetry and Greek story, he could

not but reflect the classics both in

his choice of subject and in his

method of treatment, and accord-

ingly the principal poem published
in his lifetime,

" Le Jeu de Paume,"
is called by Mr Henley "one of

the most Pindaric of modern

odes," and the bulk of his col-

lected works consists of two great

divisions, which he styles Buco-

liques and Elegies. But it is just
at this point that his poetic genius
exhibits itself. He saw, not con-

sciously perhaps, but none the less

really, that the poetic art of his

country was being strangled by
antiquated rules and traditions.

The life was gone out of it, and
it was nothing more than a machine

continuing to revolve after the

hand that set it going had been

removed. The Scribes and Phari-

sees of the established tradition

were for ever declaring that the

great Greek and Latin classics

were their models. The proclam-

ation, then, which Chenier in effect

made in his poetry was, "You
appeal to Greece; to Greece you
shall go." It was not in any
revolutionary way that he would
solve the difficulty of giving new
life to the poetry of his country ;

rather it was by an application
of the very principles of the dom-
inant school an application, how-

ever, not dry, unreal, and tradi-

tional, but living and spiritual.
The classics were to provide the

solution ;
and we find him build-

ing both his style and matter

largely on their foundation. But
the superstructure is his own.

He saw clearly enough that no
modern poet worthy of the name
can submit to be bound by the

limitations of the ancients, and
that his business is to tell the tal^f]

of to-day in the spirit, and, if it
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may be, with the power of Greece

and Home. As he puts it in his

poem
" L'Invention "

:

" Allumons nos flambeaux a leurs feux

j>oe"tiques

Sur c.es pensers nouveaux faisons des

vers antiques."

His danger, he felt, and was cer-

tainly right in feeling, was that

he should keep too close to his

masters, and he tells himself to

"Faire en s'eloignant d'eux avec un
soin jaloux

Ce qu'eux monies ils feraient, s'ils viv-

aient parmi nous."

He could J not have set himself

a higher task. To write an epic,

not as Homer wrote the *

Iliad,'

but as he would have written the

epic of to-day, to make a trium-

phal ode which shall be not an
imitation but a re - creation of

Pindar, these are ambitions to

which the highest poetic talent

may well apply itself. The first

thing, then, to remember about

Chenier is that he is half a Greek,
and that his importance in the

history of French literature lies,

to a large extent, in the success

with which he applied the Greek

directness, the Greek sense of form
in a word, the Greek spirit to

the restoration of French poetry.

And, conscious of his genius, he

is not: afraid of proposing to him-

self ambitious schemes. One may
almost say that he aims at being
at once the Pindar, the Lucretius,

the Theocritus, and in a sense

even the Aristophanes, of his coun-

try. It is not given, even to

genius, to attain complete suc-

cess in such various fields; but

he si tows real power in all, and
that is no small thing to say.

His work, as we have it, is

divided into several classes : Buco-

J !cs, if I may so translate his word

"Buooliques"; Elegies, Epistles,

Dramatic fragments, Odes, lambes

(a word of which I know no trans-

lation), and Miscellaneous Poems.
The considerable bulk of poetic
work indicated by such a list as
this is itself evidence of great

power in a man who died at

thirty -one. But the variety of

his work is even stronger evidence
of his gifts than the amount. It

is a wide field that stretches from
the pure art, instinct only with
the desire of doing a beautiful

thing, which makes the best of

the Bucolics like a collection of

Greek reliefs, to the burning po-
litical heat of the lambes, and it

is a great achievement to have
covered it so early in life. Great
as his variety of style is ranging
from the facility of the elegy to

the severity of the ode he is

always clear, vigorous, and point-
ed. He deals boldly with very
different subjects, and makes his

appeal to readers of very varying
tastes : to the artistic temperament
in the Bucolics, to the patriotic or

political in the Odes and lambes,
to the sentimental or feminine in

the Elegies, to the critical in

"L'Invention." But through all

changes of style and subject he

never fails to make us aware of

a mind and nature of real distinc-

tion, large and rich and sensitive

to noble influences from all sides,

whether they arose from beauty
in art or poetry or the external

world, or from the enthusiasms

that were seething in the society
around him, from

"Exultations, agonies,
And love and man's unconquerable

mind."

The first things in the volume

are the two odes which he pub-
lished himself. One is the bitterly

sarcastic " Hymne
"
for the trium-

phal entry of the mutinous soldiers
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whom Collet d'Herbois wished to

honour. It is chiefly remarkable
for the courage it displays, and
for the fact that, as I have men-

tioned, the recollection of it seems
to have helped to give a motive
for Ohenier's execution. The other

is the splendid "Jeu de Paume,"
one of the finest political odes in

all literature, and certainly the

grandest expression of all that

was highest in the national awak-

ening which led to the French
Revolution. It takes its name
from the tennis-court at Ver-
sailles in which the States -Gen-
eral met in 1789. Addressed to

David, the painter, it opens with
an appeal to poetry, "jeune et

divine poesie," to unite with the

other arts in celebrating the new
birth of Liberty. And, as it were

incidentally, it asserts, what in-

deed every stanza of it proves,
that a new era of freedom is to

begin in art as well as in politics.

" Toi m6me, belle vierge a la touchante

voix,

Nymphe ail^e, aimable sirene,

Ta langue s'amollit dans les palais des

rois

Ta hauteur se rabaisse, et d'enfantines

lois

Oppriment ta marche incertaine;
Ton feu n'est que lueur, ta beaute" n'est

que fard.

La libert^ du ge*nie et de 1'art

T'ouvre tous les tre"sors."

Never had pen or pencil a

nobler subject, he goes on to

say, than now. Then follows,

described in three or four vig-
orous and telling stanzas, the

story of the meeting, the at-

tempted suppression, the refusal

to separate, and finally the de-

struction of the Bastille and the

rise of Liberty out of its ruins.

" Et de ces grands tombeaux, la belle

liberty
Altiere, e'tincelante, arm6e

Sort."

The effect of this word sort,

placed as it is not merely at the

beginning of a fresh line but at

the head of a fresh stanza, can

only be appreciated by reading
the passage. And can it be mere-

ly an accident that the division

between these two stanzas is also

the division between two equal
halves of the ode 1 It is difficult

to think so, though I know of

no French critic who remarks

upon it. To me at least it seems
as if the poet in placing this word
in what, considering French met-
rical traditions, is such an aston-

ishing and daring position, in-

tended to mark it as the turning-

point of his ode, of the great story
he is telling, and of the other rev-

olution he knew he was accom-

plishing in the literature of his

country. The child liberty is born,
the victory won, he seems to pro-
claim as with the sound of a trum-

pet, and it is a victory the effect

of which shall be felt in all fields

alike. And indeed the rest of the

poem is in a different key. The
outburst of exaltation once over,
the note soon becomes one of

grave and earnest warning. It

is easy to win the battle, easier

still to sing the song of triumph ;

the hard and high thing is to

learn to use the victory aright.

"
II vous reste a borner et les autres et

vous,
II vous reste k savoir descendre."

Moderation, wisdom, justice, are

the supreme needs of the State,
lest it should fall a prey to the

two factions, revolutionary on this

side, reactionary on that, who are

ready to tear it in pieces.

" L'un du nom de sujet, 1'autre de

citoyen,

Masque son ame inique et de vice
fle'tri^l

L'un sur 1'autre acharn<s, ils compteifc*
tous pour rien

Liberte", ve"rite"} patrie."
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And in that strain he concludes

his appeal to the infant Revolu-
tion not to be its own destruction.

It is easy to point out faults in

the ode, its boyish affectation of

classical allusion, for instance, and
its exaggerated indulgence in the

new-^von freedom of breaking up
the lines and placing the pauses
where he will; but no one who
has ;in ear for such things can
avoid being struck by its unfailing
tone of lofty patriotism, and by
its command of language, in which
that patriotism finds fit and even

splendid utterance.

Of the Bucolics or Idylls there

are about a hundred, the large

majority of which are fragmentary.
In them of course it is no longer
the patriot, but the artist pure and

simple, that we see. In the best

of them is to be found the most

perfect work Chenier lived to do.

They are, for the most part, nar-

rative poems, set in Greek sur-

roundings, and in style have more

affinity with the epic than with
the eclogue. Naturally enough,
and perhaps deliberately, he begins
with Homer, "L'Aveugle," the

first of them, being a finely imag-
ined picture of the blind poet,
cast in his wanderings on the

island of Scyros. This is followed

by "Le Mendiant,"
"
L'Esclave,"

and "Le Malade," all wonderful

things, which with the famous
" Jenne Tarentine "

are the finest

of the "
Bucoliques." In them

Che"nier manages with complete
succoss to throw into Greek scenery,
and among Greek personages, a

sentiment and passion which are

modern which even anticipate
the nineteenth century and into

French verse a reality and spon-

taneity it had long lost. They
the special characteristic of

u poetry, in creating an atmos-

phere for themselves, in carrying
us with them into their world.

They do not lend themselves to

quotation, but neither do many of

the most perfect things in litera-

ture. To take an instance not
unlike these "

Bucoliques
"
in cer-

tain points, there is nothing to

quote in Wordsworth's "
Michael,"

and yet every one recognises that
there are few more completely
successful poems in the language.
The fact is, that we are apt to

immensely overrate the importance
of the details that can be quoted :

the really supreme thing in a

poem, as in every other work of

art, is completeness and unity of

effect. It is not in felicity of

detail but in perfection as a whole
that the greatness of the Par-

thenon lies; and the success of

"Michael," and of "L'Aveugle"
and " Le Malade," is of the same
kind.

After these, the most remarkable

pieces among the "
Bucoliques

"

are in a style the possibilities of

which we have only lately learnt

from M. de Heredia, who was
elected a few years ago to the

French Academy on the strength of

a single volume of sonnets. They
are, that is to say, what I may
call reliefs of Greek gods and

heroes scenes imagined with the

utmost simplicity, and executed

with quiet perfection. The defect

of all modern art as compared with

ancient is its anxiety to assert

itself. It has an air as of a man

trying to address a crowd which

does not care to hear him : it must
lift up its voice perforce ;

it must,
as it were, strive and cry in the

market-place. The great works of

ancient art breathe a spirit which

is the very opposite of this : they
seem to have no thought of readers

or spectators ; they exist for them-

selves and their own end. M. de

Heredia has shown in his wonder-

ful sonnets what triumphs can

be achieved in this style even
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in modern times; and Chenier,

though he never attains to the

absolute detachment of spirit
which is M. de He'redia's special

note, has left a number of pieces
which are in their measure antici-

pations of his work. We have

here, for instance, at the beginning
of those headed "Fragments of

Idylls," twenty or twenty - five

pictures taken from Greek story,

prayers to Diana and Proserpine,
marked by all the admirable sim-

plicity of Greek prayers ; or,

again, scenes from the myths of

Hercules and Bacchus. We have
the picture and nothing more :

they are not charged with an

atmosphere like "
L'Aveugle

" and
the earlier pieces. It is a few
lines cut in white marble, and that
is all. These, again, do not invite

quotation, but I will give the last

lines from one on the " Death of

Hercules "
:

"
II y porte la flamme ; il monte, sous

Etend du vieux lion la de"pouille

heVoique
Et 1'oeil au ciel, la main sur la massue

antique,
Attend sa recompense et 1'heure d'etre

un dieu.

Le vent souffle et mugit. Le bucher
tout en feu

Brille autour du he"ros, et la flamme

rapide
Porte au palais divin Tame du grand

Alcide !
"

Surely the reserve and severity
of style which these lines exhibit
is as admirable as it is rare in a

poet so young; and all the more
admirable for the subtle impres-
sion it somehow creates of abund-
ance and facility lying ready
behind.

The Elegies are less interesting
than the Bucolics. They exhibit

generally the same vigour and

spontaneity of style, but they
want the distinction of " Le

Mendiant," and the little Greek
reliefs of which I have spoken.

They may be described in a line

from one of them, in which he
wishes

"Que mes Merits

Soient un code d'amour, de plaisir, de
tendresse "

;

and their sentiment is apt to

become rather monotonous. The
most interesting are those which
have most of that personal note

about them which Coleridge said

was the essence of elegy, con-

fessions of his poetic hopes and

plans, and assertions, far more
sincere in his case than usual, of

his indifference to wealth and

fame, and preference for a life of

retirement spent in the enjoyment
of the pleasures of nature and art.

He cannot write on high subjects,
he tells his friends : Yenus has

named him her poet, and he de-

lights in her service :

"Les forets d'Idalie ont des routes si

belles."

In the rest, the life he chooses is

one of quiet and study :

" J'ai su, pauvre et content, savourer &

longs traits

Les muses, les plaisirs, et I'e'tude et la

paix !

II est si doux, si beau de s'dtre fait soi-

meTne,
De devoir tout & soi, tout aux beaux

arts qu'on aime ;

Vraie abeille en ses dons, en ses soins,

en ses moeurs,
D'avoir su se batir, des de"pouilles des

fleurs,

Sa cellule de cire, industrieux asile

Ott 1'on coule une vie innocente et

facile."

There are several elegies in this

strain, and they are more
attrac^L.

tive, I think, than the love elegies,

which, whether they are confes-

sions or literary affectations, do
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not appear to me of any great
interest.

Passing over the Epistles, which
are not particularly remarkable,
we come to the Miscellaneous

Poems, the first of which is the

critical essay called " L'Invention."

Cons :ious, perhaps, of his tendency
to feol the influence of the classical

poets all too much, he has made
his study of his art take the form

of an assertion of freedom. The

poet is to be free to choose his

own subject and to treat it in his

own way :

" Ce n'est qu'aux inventeurs que la vie

est promise
"

;

and he gives in passing an admir-

able definition of what invention

is : it is, as he says, when the poet

"Montre et fait adopter & la nature

mere
Ce qu'elle n'a point fait mais ce qu'elle

a pu faire."

He wishes, with more question-
able judgment, that the modern

poet should seize on the results of

modern science as matter for his

art

" En langage de dieux fasse parler
Newton "

;

and on this subject he enlarges at

considerable length. The poem is

certainly readable enough and

vigorous enough throughout, but

it ce,n hardly be pronounced a

great success. He has no grand
ideal of his art to announce, and
he hus not the wit and verve and

epigrammatic power with which
Boileau atoned for the same want.

Th is is followed by the fragments
of hi* great poem, "Hermes," by
which he aspired to be the Lu-

cretius of his age. This was to

have been composed of three can-
'

)s on the origin of the world,
of hi; man society, and of political

organisations. Eighteen fragments

of it remain to show that Che'nier

did not possess the philosophic

grasp necessary for the production
of another 'De Rerum Natural
The poem shows him a child of

his century, not merely in its

generous optimism and ardour for

justice and reform, but also in its

delightful but dangerous amateur-
ishness. Voltaire, the typical man
of the century, was at all times

perfectly ready to write a book on

any subject at ten minutes' notice ;

and he has so much to say on

things in general, and says it so

brilliantly, that we really hardly
notice that on the particular sub-

ject promised he says nothing at

all. The only difference between
him and his contemporaries who
are forgotten is, that he is an
amateur of genius, and they are

amateurs without genius. If they
have not his infinite cleverness,

they have his spirit to the full;

and we see them advancing from

all sides, a numerous but very

light-armed host, perfectly con-

fident in their ability to recon-

stitute society with the assistance

of a few general ideas. There are

advantages, no doubt, in this sys-

tem as compared with that of the

German, who is inclined to begin
his argument for the particular
use of a particle with a considera-

tion of language as it was, or may
have been, in the Garden of Eden ;

but still the light-hearted amateur

is a dangerous, if an amusing,

person, especially in politics. And
few things show this spirit of

amateurishness more than the

"Hermes" of Ohenier, which dis-

cusses the origin of things and

their destination with vigour,

rhetorical power, enthusiasm all

that you will except information.

And he has not the art any more

than the science necessary for the

high flight he had proposed to

himself. His imagination is not
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of the Miltonic order, ranging at

ease through the vasb spaces of

primeval chaos and the problems
of human destiny : he is one of

those lesser spirits whose work
lies not with the mystery of the

things we do not know, but with

the beauty of the things we know.
And so even here in this ambi-

tious poem, where the aim was so

high, it is not in the high things
that he has attained his mark, but
in such an incidental episode as

the picture of Orpheus and the

Argonauts, which occurs in the

17th Fragment. And in the same

way the "Susanne," which was
intended to follow Milton, and
deal with a later Hebrew story
as he had dealt with the opening

chapters of Genesis, fails alto-

gether to attain to Milton's grand
style, and contains nothing re-

markable except the panegyric

upon the great English poet, in

which he asks the Spirit of Har-

mony to grant him

" Un peu de ces discours grands, pro-
fonds comme toi,

Paroles de device ou paroles d'effroi

Aux levres de Milton incessament

^closes,
Grand aveugle dont 1'ame a su voir

tant de choses !

"

There is nothing else worthy of

special note in the volume, ex-

cept the Odes and lambes, which
close it. One of the earlier odes

is Chenier's most perfect utterance

of love, as it seems to me. For
once he is not writing an exercise

;

he is speaking from his heart.

But his passion is not too strong
for artistic expression. Here it

is :

" J'ai vu sur d'autres yeux, qu'Amour
faisait sourire,

Ses doux regards s'attendrir et

pleurer,
Et du miel le plus doux que sa bouche

respire
Une autre bouche s'enivrer.

Et quand sur mon visage, inquiet,

tourmente,
Une sueur involontaire

Exprimait le de"pit de mon cceur agite",

Un coup - d'reil caressant, furtivement

jet*,

Temperait dans mon sein cette souf-

france amere.

Ah ! dans le fond de ses fore~ts,

Le ramier, de"chir^ de traits,

Ge"mit au moins sans se contraindre ;

Et le fugitif Action
Perc6 par les traits d'Orion,
Peut 1'accuser, et peut se plaindre."

Half the secret of charm in art

lies in the self-restraint which

suggests but does not say. Low
relief is nearly always more beau-

tiful than high, for just that

reason
;
and here in the same way

another verse would have spoilt
all.

Besides this perfect little piece
there is the well-known ode to

Versailles, conceived with all the

gentle melancholy of Gray or

Collins, but hardly showing either

the felicity of phrase of the one

or the richness of atmosphere of

the other. The rest, both Odes
and lambes, are political tremen-

dous indictments of the men who
were deluging France with blood,

while they for ever had liberty
and justice on their lips. There
is the famous ode to Charlotte

Corday; there is a denunciation

of the fete of the 14th of July;
and another in which he draws
an indignant contrast between the

security of life at Constantinople
and at Paris. This last was

written in prison at St Lazare,

as were the attack on his brother,

whom he wrongly thought was

neglecting him, the famous " Jeune

Captive," and most of the lambes.

Well known as it is better

known, I suppose, than anything
of Chenier's I cannot resist quoff

ing a few stanzas of " La Jeune

Captive." The subject of the ode
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was ttie young Duchesse de Fleury,
who vas Chenier's fellow-prisoner
at St Lazare :

"L'e"pi naissant murit de la faux re-

specte* ;

Sans c rainte du pressoir, le pampre tout

Boi ; les doux presents de 1'aurore ;

Et mo:, comme lui belle, et jeune comme
lui,

Quoi cue 1'heure pre"senteait de trouble
et d'ennui,

Je i.e veux point mourir encore.

Mon beau voyage encore est si loin de
Eft fin 1

Je pars, et des ormeaux qui bordent le

chemin
J'ai pass< les premiers a peine.

Au banquet de la vie a peine com-
mence",

Un instant settlement mes levres ont

La c oupe en mes mains encore pleine.

Je ne f^uis qu'au printemps, je veux voir
la moisson ;

Et comme le soleil, de saison en saison,
Je veux achever mon anne"e.

Brillante sur ma tige et 1'honneur du
jardin,

Je n'ai vu luire encore que les feux du
matin,

Je veux achever ma journe"e.
'

moi t ! tu peux attendre ; eloigne,

eloigne-toi ,

Va consoler les coeurs que la honte,

1'effroi,

Le pale de"sespoir devore.
Pour moi Pal6s encore a dea asiles

verts,
Les amours des baisers, les Muses des

concerts
;

Je no veux point mourir encore !

"

Thu is one of the cases in which
criticism has only to register a

popular verdict of universal ad-

miration. The instinctive revolt
of youth against death has never,
1 suppose, found more beautiful

expression. After all, Ghenier

y&a only thirty-one himself; and
JL any one asks how it is that he
has given the young duchess's

compliant with such rare power
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and pathos, the answer is by no
means far to seek : he had only to
look within to learn his lesson.

I have already said something
of the lambes with which the
volume ends. In them certainly,
if ever anywhere,

" facit indig-
natio versum "

: there it is, seeth-

ing and struggling in every line

the patriot's outraged sense of

justice, the poet's anger, so fierce

just because it is so impotent, at

the monstrous tyranny which was

every day dooming genius and

innocence, as he knew in his own
case, high birth and beauty and

personal charm, as he saw in those

around him, to a death as ignomin-
ious as it was undeserved. These
at least should be read, if nothing
else of Ohenier's be read ; for even
if they were not splendid poems,

they would still be historical docu-

ments of the first importance. Not
that he tells us much in them that

we do not otherwise know. The
historical value of the lambes con-

sists not in adding yet a few more
to the multitude of dry bones

which already cover the field of

the Revolution, but in making the

dry bones live. In Chenier's

lambes the victims of the Terror

find their most eloquent voice

an imperishable voice, not to be

silenced: the light which they
flash with such scorching inten-

sity on the dark places of the Rev-

olution lasts, it is true, only for a

moment
;

but when it is with-

drawn, the scene it revealed is left

burnt in the memory for ever.

Nine of them, some of which

are unfinished, are published in

the ordinary editions. They are

all alike in tone, but in artistic

finish and force of imagination
the first and the last three are, I

think, finer than the intermediate

ones. Perhaps the culminating-

point of tragic pity and fear is

attained in the eighth, with the

3N
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terrible simile, worked out ruth-

lessly in all its horror, of the sheep
carried off to the slaughter. I

will quote it in full :

" Quand au mouton belant la sombre
boucherie

Ouvre ses cavernes de mort,
Patres, chiens et moutons, toute la

bergerie
Ne s'informe plus de son sort.

Les enfants qui suivaient ses e~bats dans
la plaine,

Les vierges aux belles couleurs

Qui le baisaient en foule et sur sa

blanche laine

Entrela9aient rubans et fleurs,

Sans plus penser a lui, le mangent s'il

est tendre.

Dans cet abime enseveli

J'ai le mgme destin. Je m'y devais

attendre.

Accoutumons-nous & 1'oubli.

Oublie"s comme moi dans cet affreux

repaire,
Mille autres moutons, comme moi,

Pendus aux crocs sanglants du charnier

populaire,
Seront servis au peuple-roi.

Que pouvaient mes amis ? Oui, de leur

main che*rie

Ut mot a travers ces barreaux
Eut verse quelque baume en mon ame

fletrie ;

De 1'or peut-^tre a mes bourreax. . . .

Mais tout est precipice. Us ont eu
droit de vivre,

Vivez, amis ; vivez contents.

En de"pit de (Fouquier) soyez lents a
me suivre,

Peut-e~tre en de plus heureux temps !

J'ai moi-m^me, a 1'aspect des pleurs de

1'infortune,
D4tourn6 mes regards distraits ;

A mon tour aujourd'hui, mon malheur

importune.
Vivez, amis, vivez en paix."

With this incomparable poem
I take leave of the little volume.

The closing lambe is indeed so

fine as to tempt quotation even at

the eleventh hour, but it is long
and not easy to break up. The

specimen which has been given
must be taken by those who do not
know the lambes as standing by

Andrt Chenier. [June

no means alone. The whole series

should be read
; for indeed it is

only after reading them all that
Ohdnier's full power is felt.

Everything that he wrote shows
him to have been a maker of

facile and vigorous verse : in the
best of the "Bucoliques" he ap-
pears as a consummate artist ; but
it is not till we reach the lambes
that we become conscious of his

splendid dramatic gift. What he
could have made of the play of

various characters we have no
means of knowing; but few men
have possessed more than he of

one of the gifts which are the

special need of the playwright
the capacity for making the situ-

ation felt. No one puts down the
lambes without feeling that he
has himself been at St Lazare.
He knows those long corridors

where high-born men and beautiful

women are quarrelling and trifling
to their last hour, and where a

young poet walks alone sharpen-

ing the arrows of his verse against
the tyrants : he has been in them
and seen them

;
and he knows

them as we know the heath on
which Lear passed the most awful

night known to literature, and
the palace front where Cassandra
shrieked her last prophecies and

passed shuddering to her fate.

Chenier is not one of the world's

great poets, perhaps if he had
lived he might have been; but,
as things are, he has left enough
work in the lambes, in the best of

the Odes, in his beautiful tran-

scriptions of Greek myth and

story, to prove his poetic gift to

have been real, and to justify his

claim to be remembered and to be
read. In the roll of French poets
it is only the very greatest names
that can be placed above his

; a^t
for us Englishmen it is easier to feel
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his attraction than that of some

greater men. He has something
too much of the rhetorician in

him, of course; but if rhetoric be
made a deadly sin, who among his

countrymen will be able to stand 1

And he has something else in him
which enables us to forget his

rhetoric, something which to the

Northern mind has always been of

the very essence of poetry; that

quality which made Sainte-Beuve

say of him. that he was the first

great
"
poeie personnel et reveur "

in France since La Fontaine. It

is real in him, and there are indi-

cations of it everywhere : perhaps,

indeed, we may be excused for

thinking that it is only his faith-

fulness to the Alexandrine which
makes its perfect expression so

rare in him. The classical French

metre strikes us, at least, as a
hard and angular couch to dream
on. But, be that as it may, he
has the temper, and it helps us to

appreciate him. With that, and
an almost modern love of nature,
and an eloquence which in his best

pieces has too much soul in it to

be confused with rhetoric ; with a

political fervour which makes us

think of Shelley, and an artistic

insight into the beauty of Greek

mythology which is a foretaste of

Keats, he is a poet for whom a

high place ought always to be un-

hesitatingly assured
;

and that,

too, as a matter of right, the just

payment for work accomplished,
and not as a mere tribute of sym-
pathyoffered to his brilliant promise
and untimely fate.

J. 0. BAILEY.
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THE LOOKEE-ON.

MR GLADSTONE LOOKING WEST MR CHAMBERLAIN'S PROCLAMATION THE IM-

PERATIVE POLICY OF ARMAMENT THE SACRIFICE TO THE TOBACCO TRADE
DESCRIBED THE BISHOPS AND THEIR TOO PRIESTLY PRIESTS THE STAGE
AND ITS CRITICS MR SHAWS UNPLEASANT PLAYS.

AT the hour when these lines

are written, all interest in the
disturbances of the world, vast

and menacing as they are, is sus-

pended by the news that Mr
Gladstone is dying is dead. It

is no sentimental exaggeration to

say that the whole country loses

breath for a moment, when, linger-

ing long after life in its reality
had departed, his own breath

ceases. It is the truth; and
there could be no more perfect

sign of homage homage no less

sincere where it is homage in re-

conciliation.

For a long time it had been

strange to think of the trouble

and turmoil in which Britain is

plunged, and Gladstone out of it,

presently past heed or care for it.

The most eager spirit in England,
or perhaps in the whole world

though we well knew why he was
withdrawn to his books in devo-

tional seclusion, yet that he should

live and be silent gave us to share

much that his own mind must have
dwelt upon. Not that we suppose
him given up to retrospect. His
crowded past must have been

always with him as long as his

memory kept open door for the

go and come of reflection; but
he was not the man to "live in

his past," as other veterans do.

It was even too much of a past,

perhaps, for that
; and it would

be quite unlike him if in these last

days he did not turn wholly to the

future. Happy in his life, the

future from the threshold of death

could be viewed in the confidence

of perfect belief; and as it has
been said of other invincibly re-

ligious men, so we expect to hear
it said of him, that his last days
of conscious life were spent in the

precincts of another world. Happy
for him if it was so, which is all

our concern. Yet sometimes he
must have looked back upon the

work of his life to measure it and
estimate its outcome ;

and since so

much of it has wrought out to its

good and its evil, and since he
lived long enough away from it to

see its various consequences fairly,

a golden penny would not pay
for his thoughts on the subject.
In the light of late events, and
these that press upon us now,
one can but suppose his survey
checkered with misgiving ;

and yet
he might have said, or if he did

not it is but fair for us to say
for him, that he was not alone

in some most grave deviations

from good policy that if he erred,

his error was adopted and con-

tinued to ever - worsening conse-

quences. The first hour of his

death, however, is no time for

debate of that sort, though what
has just been said is in place
because it gives him some right
to the forgiveness of his enemies.

Reams and reams will be written

about this great departed figure be-

fore our pages see the light. Time
now for only a passing word the

word of homage in reconciliation,

and not merely the reconciliation,
which the presence of death *&
poses. Even before his last hour

was announced, the Government
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had resolved to give their old an-

tagonist the honours of a State

funeral, and he is to be interred in

Westminster Abbey. This is of

course; and the greatest honour
that awaits his memory will be
seen in such a thronging of the

streets and churches on the day
of fcis funeral as never has been
witr essed since the great Duke of

Wellington was buried.

The war waged against Spain
by the United States goes on

;
but

its interest for all but the com-
batants is nearly lost in the light
of the great discovery that springs
out of it. We still hear of the

war as a war of humanity, and so

it will be called on all convenient

occasions. But its true character

is by this time pretty clearly re-

vealod
;
and I suppose that few

good judgments doubt now that

the hurried attack on Spain was
the outflood of a long-rising ambi-
tion to figure in the world as a

concjuering Power and take the

imperial stamp of all great nations.

Even the most significant events

are soon forgotten, or we might
remember that we have seen the

swelling of this flood before. How
long is it since the Venezuelan
trouble looked so ugly, and why did

it take so unexpected an appear-
ance ? The Venezuelan trouble

culminated only two or three years

ago ;
and the ugliness of it, as will

be f( und recorded in all the news-

papers of the time, was the in-

stantaneous flaming out, all over

the United States, of a passion for

war with England. It was the

most remarkable thing about the

whole affair. Within a few days
^fr> the publication of Mr Cleve-

land s message, which started these

fires, the New York correspondent
of the 'Times' warned us over

and over again that we were on
the brink of a terrific danger, so
intense was the enthusiasm of the
American people for war. The
same spirit, this, which is now
loosed and in full operation, after
a more discreet and much easier

start than conflict with England
would have been.

That the great underlying
motive of the rupture with Spain
was this slow-growing and most
natural ambition we made out with
a long telescope months ago, duly
recording the observation in this

place. It now conies into every
calculation of the future course of

events, as a disturbing factor of

vast importance and as yet in-

determinable. No one can pre-
tend to say with any approach to

confidence what aspect the world
will take ten years, five years,
two years hence, as a result of

America's appearance in the arena
as a fighting Power. With us, at

the moment, there seems to be but
one expectation : the result will be
anAnglo-American alliance against
the world. It is a fascinating and
for many reasons a most natural

conjecture, and with us, at any
rate, a true desire; but nothing
can be more thoughtless than to

count on it as an inevitable event.

Of course we all know why the wish

for an American alliance is so strong
in ourselves, but few of us seem to

remember that it is not a reason of

much concern to the United States.

If on the other side of the Atlantic

a real desire for England's friend-

ship springs up, it grows from a

need, or a supposed need, which

presses upon the Americans very

closely without touching us. The
fear of Continental interference

between themselves and Spain
is what inclines America to

listen to suggestions of alliance

with Great Britain. The fear re-

moved, all thought of such an
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alliance would die out in the

United States; though co-opera-
tion for common purposes would
no doubt be more instant and
more warm than a similar agree-
ment between any other two

peoples in the world. No sen-

sible Englishman will carry his

hopes and expectations beyond
that point. So far, they are on
safe ground, and on ground that

allows many opportunities for

their cultivation; wherewith we
should make ourselves busy, and
must make ourselves content.

Meanwhile, however and here

there should be no foolish sentimen-

tal mistakes we have to take into

account the appearance of another

great naval Power, with which
there are possibilities of quarrel
and heaven knows what complica-
tion in the universal strife for

empire which seems to have begun.

Judging by all the signs, before

many years are past the United
States will have a very strong

navy and a much larger regular

army also. Therefore, so much
the more valuable will America
be as an ally. But since alliance

is no certainty, here is another

reason for filling up our own

fighting preparations to the utmost
that can be attempted and en-

dured. Everything in the out-

look, new or old, as well as some
other things that must happen
before long, make that a matter

of most pressing obligation.

Of the later achievements of

British statesmanship there is less

to say. They have passed out of

controversy, for the Prime Minis-

ter in one place (according to

report), and Mr Chamberlain in

another, have acknowledged the

upshot in plain terms. The policy
of No-alliances, a fixed principle in

Latter-day Radicalism, was ac-

cepted by Conservative politicians

as too troublesome to contravene.

Its probable consequences, always
clearly visible, began to take shape

yet more visibly three or four

years ago. Whatever interruption
or diversion our statesmanship

may have attempted (nothing of

the kind, however, has been heard

of so far), failed
;
and now it is

announced in the most unreserved

language ever employed on such

an occasion that the isolation-

policy was altogether a mistake,
and has landed the country in a

very grave position. Whether
this confession came out in the

speech which Lord Salisbury made
to the bankers is not publicly
known when this page is written

;

but it was the starting-point and
substance of the speech with which
Mr Chamberlain amazed the world.

Every conceivable motive for its

delivery in such terms is attributed

to him, and no doubt a pretty

hurly-burly of challenge, explana-

tion, expostulation, protest, will

still go on long after we have

dropped the pen. But unless the

Continental Governments or some
of them take serious account of

this speech, or even whether they
do or not, the main point is that

Mr Chamberlain is doubtless right
in his facts. The isolation of the

country is no longer to be de-

scribed as splendid, but as perilous;
and lest any one should still linger
in delusion, Mr Chamberlain takes

trumpet in hand and blows a full

blast of warning over all the land.

Ah, what a pity that this was not

done till we had found out the

truth for ourselves. A smaller

voice, a lower note, letting forth

upon the country from official

thought some doubt about the

policy of No-alliances, how timely
it would have been only a fo&>

years ago ! Now now the an?
nouncement of its failure comes

pretty much like the "
unexpected
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embarrassment "
confession of the

chairman of a public company
when its shareholders must needs

prepare for a "call."

The shareholders will respond
to iny extent which the misman-

agement, misapprehension, or mis-

fortune of recentboards of directors

may render needful; and not the
less readily will they do so, per-

haps, if problematical amalgama-
tion schemes are approached with
caution. It would be most unto-

ward if such overtures as Mr
Chamberlain published the other

day should be toyed with and

dropped. And there is less likeli-

hood of their being dropped, more
likdihood of their being courted,
if the Government takes up with
both hands its simplest, easiest,
and most effective duty. Of course

the business of diplomatising must
still be carried on; but it should
be carried on upon the ground of a
fixed resolution that no apparent
diplomatic success, no revival of

friendly assurances anywhere, no

friendly overtures or any that wear
that appearance, shall delay such

preparation of the Queen's forces

as would be made were war

absolutely certain next year. Mr
Chamberlain's magic-lantern slide

flas ding certain combinations, Lord
Sal sbury's picture of the ruin and
contention within sight by collapse
of "the dying nations," should of

course be remembered as they were
merjit to be. But even without
the^e warning forecasts, the policy
of preparing for war as if it might
begin and end before 1900 is really

pas o debate. There is no other

sur 3 policy. It is not only the

bes
;, but, at the moment, the only

available diplomacy. Every event,
anc! every Blue, White, or Yellow

/ook published since the summer
*bf '34, proves that if England is to

haA e her rightful say in the world's

affairs, it will not be by way of

despatches. The "moral influ-

ence "
upon which we rested them

gave way at Constantinople in
Prince LobanofFs time, and entirely"
petered out " between the Chin-

ese and the Russians at Pekin the
other day. It is gone, and let it

go ; but since it is gone let us try
the moral influence of instant and
formidable war-preparation.

This has been called a simple
and easy policy, duty, rather,
and so it is. No Lobanoffs or

Mouravieffs can cross it no Han-
notaux refuse his consent. It is

all at our own direction. There
is nothing to prevent, or even to

hamper, an operation which has

already been carried so far that

no prodigious effort is necessary to

complete it. Here are means in

abundance and good-will in plenty.
The Treasury might have been

sinking : it overflows. The coun-

try might have been in a mood

responsive to the cry of " bloated

armaments"; but after the im-

partations of Lord Salisbury and
Mr Chamberlain there is none so

foolish or so daring as to raise the

cry. Never were Ministers with
a great commanding duty to per-
form more fortunate.

" And they are performing it ?
"

Certainly, up to a very advanced

point. As to the naval arm, this

is seen in the number of fine ships

lately launched or now on the

stocks. As to the military arm,
the country may believe that it

has never been better prepared in

peace-time for hostile possibilities,

nor with a more careful under-

standing of the course which
those possibilities may take. And
this very year is there not to be

a considerable addition to the

number of our soldiers, as well as

some sort of attempt to bring
sturdier recruits to the standard ?

Yet there is too much reason to

ask whether these measures would
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not be considered sketchy by ex-

perts convinced of the likelihood of

war. How much in both bellig-

erent departments remains unfor-

mulated and unprovided, as if on
the chance that there may be no
war after all ? The seamen and
soldiers who know best about

these things and are chosen to

inform the Government, have they
made out their demands upon the

calculation of a mighty conflict

not far off, or on the principle of

taking greater precautions against
a rising though still uncertain

risk? There is a wide difference

between the two processes, and
their results are naturally as dif-

ferent as completion and incom-

pletion. And although it is now

perfectly clear that we have noth-

ing to trust to but the brute

force we can provide at home, and

though it is equally plain that the

unrest of the world is already at

a stage that demands instant

readiness of defence, it is the least

heroic process that has been

chosen. In making out the year's

estimates, a preference was shown
for the more tentative course of

procedure. To be sure, the esti-

mates were decided before the

late dispersal of illusions at Pekin,
and before a world-wide enthusiasm

for conquest and domination had
set fire to the United States.

These two events make an enor-

mous difference in the outlook,
and a difference which none but
the most inveterate dreamer could

mistake. Had the Government
still to determine its army and

navy arrangements for the financial

year 1898-9 9, no doubt the influence

of those events would have ap-

peared in the detail of Admiralty
and War Office "

requirements."
And, as a blessed consequence, the

trained advisers of the Government,
soldiers and seamen alike, would
now be mourning far less over

good counsel put off and necessary

preparation still deferred.

For there are such postpone-
ments still, even under this Govern-

ment, though none in recollection

has shown so much alacrity in

equipping the nation for defence.

Shall we illustrate? Well, then,
take this as an example. It must
be allowed that the Spanish-
American war has brought the

importance of our distant sea-

board stations, their value to us,

and their greater value to an enemy
who should manage to seize one
or two, into a stronger light than

they were ever before seen under.

Yet their importance was quite

sufficiently known to everybody
when this year's Budget was made
up that is to say, when the clouds

from which such violent disturb-

ances burst were blackening the

sky both to East and to West.
Now many of these precious out-

lying stations of ours are unsafe.

They want guns for their defence,
as Manila did; and, altogether,

many are wanted. Encouraged,
perhaps, by the wealth at Sir

Michael's command, the War Office

authorities earnestly petitioned for

money enough to re-arm these

neglected stations properly all

round. So it is said by men who
cannot be mistaken, and there is

certainly reason to believe them
when they go on to say that the

petition was refused. About a

million and a half was wanted to

do the work well throughout : it

was thought better to reduce the

tax on tobacco.

Take another illustration.

Whenever the recruiting problem
is made light of officially, it is

made light of unveraciously.
The true truth seems to be that

the difficulty of obtaining a i\{&:

supply of good hard-wearing meif
is on present terms a nearly

hopeless one ; and the real official
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opinion is that on present terms

there will soon be no recruiting at

all, or none worth mentioning and
less worth having. The effective

cure for this state of things is

bettar pay. Even that might not

do all that is desired, because

what Mr Beesly said on the sub-

ject two or three months ago is so

profDundly true. It should be
remombered that the Professor (I

quoted him in the March number
of this Magazine) has great know-

ledge of the English working
class es

; and, basing his argument
on the civilising influence of board-

school education, he thinks the

time at hand when only a very few

young men of any sort will be per-
suaded to enlist. For "the youth
of the present day sees that as

a soldier he will have to submit
to restrictions on his liberty which
he would have spurned as a school-

boy. He must not answer back.

He cannot throw up his employ-
ment. Passive, unquestioning,
and instantaneous obedience is

expected of the soldier; and this

is just what the young man who
has had his education in a board
school is not inclined to give."
How manifestly true is this

;
but

if true in any considerable meas-

ure, so much the less likely is it

that the right sort of recruit can
be got in adequate numbers with-

out more attractive pay.
On considerations of this kind,

and considering especially that

pence and halfpence are not what

they used to be, the Govern-
ment was strongly recommended
to n ake no further beatings about
the bush, but boldly offer a pay-
rate which really is likely to bring
to cur small army a fair supply
of iaen of fit physique. What

y;lie proposed pay was I do not

&no^ : not likely to be very start-

ling, however, since the estimate

camo from old and well-experienced

soldiers. But, whatever it may
have been, it was not the extra

penny farthing a -day which the
Government strained its consent
to. That addition is very welcome
to the men already enlisted, no

doubt; and it may add three or

four per cent, for a time, to the

gleanings of the recruiting
- ser-

geant. But for the purpose in

view it will not answer.

In itself this does not look a

very serious matter, I daresay;
but it indicates, as certainly does

the determination to leave most of

our out-stations badly defended,
no firm grasp of vision upon what
is going on in the world. Pre-

vision it is useless to speak of.

It was once the first thing need-

ful, but that was in romantic

times : it is now the last. As a

grace proper to statesmanship it is

still admired; but to go by it

that nobody dares. It was all

very well for venturesome men like

Pitt to trust their foresight and
act on it, but now no, thank

you ! Our more excellent way is

"never to anticipate events." Let

them come
;
on arrival they are

"accomplished facts": and about

accomplished facts there can be no

mistake, at any rate. When I

said, however, that it is useless to

speak of prevision, I meant not

only that it is out of use in

England for the framing of practi-

cal purposes, but that there is

extremely little need of it just

now. Events of the most rousing
character are winging their way
into our very eyes. Facts which

portend the making of a new

earth, and perhaps of a little hell

upon it, are accomplishing them-

selves within the scope of every

gentleman's eye-glass. For three

or four years there has been a

clear prospect of such conflict,

such after-change of dominion and

power, as from time to time re-
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shapes the history of the world.
It is no longer a prospect. The
conflict has begun, and we have

only to learn whether it will pro-
ceed slowly or swiftly. The

change begins; and how far it

may go without pause is known as

little to those who would direct

its course as to everybody else.

These, too, are accomplished facts :

they are also speaking facts; and
what they say most plainly to

England is, that these are not
times to put off the right arming
of coaling-stations in order to re-

duce the tobacco-tax, nor even to

postpone the best means of raising
a first-rate army to indulgences of

a similar kind.

Of course we know what solici-

tations there were to reduce taxa-

tion, and at a moment's notice

can hear the argument, as tossed

between Tadpole and Taper.
"
Astonishing surplus ! Three

millions, I am told." "Bather

more, I hear." " What will Beach
do with it 1 Must remit this time,
I suppose." "Must remit, my
dear Taper, and a great mistake
if you didn't." " I quite agree, of

course. But here's Charlie Beres-

ford and his manning the navy
racket, and any number of guns
wanted, and the War Office in a

mutiny for more men must have
'em "Wolseley raving mad on the

subject, I hear; and " "Of
course, of course he would be;
and that's all right, I daresay.

But, no matter what you want,
take repeated surpluses from the

country without handing back

something popular in the way of

remission, and I'll tell you where
the party will be at the next

general election. The thing's
absurd!" "Quite, quite. But
what will Beach go for 1 Income-

tax, of course, you will say."

"Considering the importance of

keeping well with the lower-

middle classes, I should say in-

come-tax; but that would be for-

getting Joe and Joe's prefer-
ences." "Well, tea. Hang it!

there's so little lower-class taxa-

tion to touch. Beer 1 out of the

question."
"
Tea, Taper ; tea,

tea !

" "
But, between ourselves,

would you call it beneficent legis-

lation to cheapen any further that

noxious, nerve-destroying wash 1

?"

"Hardly. But what are you to

do? And there's a great deal

of wholesome domestic sentiment

about tea, don't forget that."
" And a great deal about tobacco,

Tadpole. Reduction there would

go smack to the heart of every

working man in the country."
" Smack ! and melt it like wax.

Anyway, all I contend for is

this : the service departments
may growl as they please; but
when you have a handsome sur-

plus from trade on the rise, it is

not politics, it is not politics,

Taper, to withhold a fiscal boon
which touches the hearts and
ensures the loyalty of the people."
"Not politics and not to be

thought of. Tea, then, eh? Or
is there er is there, do you
think, more gratitude in tobacco 1

"

"
Well, if you ask me "

Upon such argument as this it

was that, quite unsolicited, quite

unexpected, a precious sum of

ready cash was thrown where it

missed its aim and is wasted

altogether. Tobacco, good and
sweet tobacco we know its

solaces for hard-worked men. If

the artisan were likely to benefit

by as much as one pipe a-day, or

were he likely to get a more

pleasant weed for his money, the

only complaint against the re-

duction of the tobacco-tax would
be its untimeliness. But

thtp
artisan has no such prospect
At the end of the fiscal year he

will find his award of luxury an
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illusion: and even though the
world is still at peace, he will

wish that what was meant for his

pleasure, and missed, had rather

been spent on good guns for the

prot action of his daily bread.

When Mr Kensit was first heard

of, ifc was as an intemperate un-

seemly person, whose interruptions
of divine service in his parish
church were apparently prompted
by an intolerant Puritan bigotry;
and nothing is more likely than
that this slighting opinion of him
wou Id still be general (inasmuch as

he was thought of at
all), but for

an opigram which occurred in a
letter to him from his bishop,
Dr Greighton. To Dr Creighton
Mr Kensit had complained of

certain papistical practices in

the ritual of his parish church,
St Ethelburga's, in the diocese of

London. The bishop replied in a

tone of wonder that any sensible

man should vex his soul with such
triflos at our advanced time of

day, at the same time advising
Mr Kensit (this was the epigram)
to go and worship in some other

parish if he did not like the service

in his own.
Tiiis astounding answer being

printed in the newspapers, it drew
to Mr Kensit's brawlings the at-

tention of thousands of churchmen
who had heeded them little or not

at all. Now they looked into the

matter with a keenness, perhaps
witb an impartiality, much height-
enec by that strange episcopal

sayiig; and turning from bishop
to brawler, from brawler to bishop,
wern compelled to wonder which
of the two had the better sense of

*his obligations to the Church, to

Royalty, and to order. Naturally
a great commotion arose. Within
a few weeks so large an army of

questioners appeared behind Mr
Kensit, that though he might be
treated with the disdain due to

brawlers, they certainly could not
;

and at length (May 10) Dr Creigh-
ton agreed to present the brawler's

petition to the Upper House of

Convocation, upon an understand-

ing that there should be no more

brawling : suspension at least.

When presented, it was found
that the petition rested on the

following statement: "That in a

large number of the dioceses of

the province, and especially in the

metropolitan area, services other
than those in the Book of Common
Prayer are in constant use, in most
cases without lawful authority;
that these services are largely
those in use in the Church of

Rome, and taken from the Roman
Missal and other books belonging
to that Church. I have been

blamed," adds the petitioner,
" for

making public protest against these

practices" where and when they
were going on, which is brawling ;

but, said he, "I desire to state

that these protests are most pain-
ful to myself, and will most gladly
be discontinued if those having

authority will exercise the same,
and cause these illegal services to be

discontinued." And there is com-

plaint, petition, and apology all

complete.
Mark how this charge was re-

ceived. Under the presidency of

the Archbishop of Canterbury,

twenty-two bishops were present
and heard the accusation. It

was the accusation but also the

excuse of a brawler ; and therefore

the obligation of rebuking its

errors or extravagances, if any,
was very great indeed. Yet, ac-

cording to the 'Times' report,
neither the Archbishop nor any
one of the twenty -two bishops

opposed a word of denial or dis-

pute to the offender's charge. No
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voice in the Upper House of Con-
vocation said that his statement of

facts was wrong, nor even that it

was exaggerated at any particular

point. On the other hand, the

Bishop of London admitted that in

some of his churches there were ser-

vices not to be found in the Book of

Common Prayer; moreover, they
were services which seemed to him
"
opposed to the principle of the

Church of England." The Bishop
of "Winchester went further. He
said that " there were undoubtedly
services going on in a few churches

in our great towns which were not

merely not contained in the Book
of Common Prayer, but were ab-

solutely alien to the spirit of the

Church of England. They were
the kind of services that brought
about the Reformation three hun-

dred years ago." The Bishop of

Rochester is reported to have said

that the difficulty was caused

by ecclesiastical marauders. The

Bishop of Southwell believed that

"the ritualistic practices which

they all deplored did not constitute

their chief difficulty : they had to

deal with secret societies which
were undermining the teaching of

the Church of England."
There is no excuse for brawling,

but here are the admissions which,
on Wednesday, May 11, in the

Upper House of Convocation, were
laid at the feet of the brawler.

The grounds of his petition were
surrendered to him, and more also

;

but what, then, of the prayer
itself? It was, we remember,
" that those having authority will

exercise the same, and cause these

illegal services tobe discontinued." 1

Now those having authority are

the bishops, these by whom the
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illegal services are so strongly
condemned. Then how do the

bishops take their authority and

propose to use it ? More seriously,
it may be hoped, than appears
from the speeches in Convocation
on the Kensit petition. Surely it

is strange to hear a bishop say of

things that seem to him opposed
to the principle of the Church of

England that "
they need, if pos-

sible, some restriction." Stranger
still is it to hear the Primate speak
as if acknowledgment of the

bishop's authority were optional
with the priesthood, and a readier

accordance of it something to be

grateful for. But take these pas-

sages from the Archbishop of Can-

terbury's speech :

"He had noticed during the last

three or four years a much greater

willingness on the part of the clergy
to admit the authority of the bishop
in his own diocese." ft He had noticed

that there was a real desire to work
with the bishops ;

and he thought that

was a good deal due to the fact that

some years ago they virtually decided

that no good was to be done by prose-
cutions." " The position of the bishop
was difficult indeed. He had at all

times the right to visit any separate

parish in his diocese, and to make any
inquiry into the practices adopted ;

but it was a very difficult question
when the time arrived for doing any-

thing of the kind. Hitherto, he con-

fessed, he had never interfered since

the time when there had been a

general agreement not to prosecute :

he never interfered unless the matter
had been regularly brought before

him." "Yet he thought the time
had come when they ought to be

prepared to deal with that matter,
and to deal with it not in the way
of prosecution he thought that was
a long way off but in the way of

personal command. Every clergy-

1 See the helpful resolution unanimously carried in the House of Laymen o*j

this same llth of May :
" This House recognises the full authority of the bishop

to prohibit any service in church not contained in the Book of Common Prayer,

or any omissions from or additions to the services contained in that book."
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man had made a distinct promise to

use the forms prescribed in the

Prayer-Book : they should remind
men of that very solemn promise,
and call upon them to observe it. In
many cases, he thought, they would
find no resistance to their authority."

I L this language were addressed

only to such of the clergy as bring
" warmth and colour "

into the
services of the Church, devotion-

ally and not theatrically, it would
be well enough, though feeble even
then. And whenever episcopal
difficulties are discussed, this com-

monplace reflection should ever be

kept in mind : that though the

simplest forms of worship are

most grateful to the saintliest,

yet if it be all reverent and
tru y devotional, no pomp and no
stai;eliness can be too great for

the adoration of Almighty God.

Temperament may choose where
it will between the extremes, and
the bishop must consent even
when simplicity descends to cold-

ness or a treacherously dangerous
symbolism is imported to put a

soul of mystery into the pomp.
In either case we are still within

the Church within its doctrine

as i Church and its obligations as

a community. But this speech of

the Primate's was addressed to

quite another-guess sort of priests
and practices, as the occasion of

its delivery declares. He had in

view the kind of clergymen who,
if the Bishop of London be right,

oppose themselves to the principles
th sy should maintain ; who, if the

Bi .hop of Winchester be right, act

as aliens and foreigners in the

Church, performing the kind of

services which brought about the

Reformation; who, according to

the Bishop of Southwell, seem to

belong, some of them, to secret

societies for undermining the

teaching of the Church; and men
who, according to the Archbishop
himself, are at least false to the

engagements bywhich they planted
themselves in her benefices. Their

offences are so far from being

merely formal, though illegal, like

wearing the biretta or the chasuble,
that they include the suggestion
of the most pronounced Roman
Catholic doctrine and the prac-
tice of its most distinctive ritual.

Transubstantiation is brought in

for acceptance; pictures of the

Virgin Mary are hung where the

congregation may dip the knee ;

masses are said in tones that the

people may not hear
;
Latin is in

use at the altar
;
there are Adora-

tions of the Cross, the Roman
office of the Asperges, and the

like. 1 Here is nothing in the

least doubtful or perplexed. It

is plain that priests who lead

Anglican congregations into these

paths are not of the Church whose

bread they eat and whose doctrine

they thoughtfully subvert. They
are out of it, opposed to it; and

when upon the next occasion

(which we may suppose to be

near) they are "reminded of the

very solemn promise
" which they

make a duty of violating, and are

again reminded in vain, what is to

follow? The Primate has said,
"
Nothing in the way of prosecu-

tion he thought that was a long

3 " Father Vowler, with two servers, came out, and proceeding down the nave,

sprinkled the congregation with holy water. ... Mr Hone said,
' How dare you ?

I protest against water being thrown over me. I protest against this tomfoolery.

^JFa ;her Hume then went into the pulpit and asked the congregation to say two
ft Oar Fathers,

3 one as an act of reparation, and the other for those who [like Mr

Hone] had so strongly abused their hospitality." Report of a Sunday service at

St Michael's, Shoreditch.
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way off." Then what ? The only

apparent alternative is continued

submission to defiance which cer-

tainly seems impossible after the

description of the offenders in Con-
vocation as aliens, promise-and-
vow breakers, marauders, secret

society operators, and yet, withal,

only a few in any diocese. Few
as they may be, it must be acknow-

ledged that the difficulty of deal-

ing with them by law is very great
indeed. The costliness to the

bishops themselves, the contro-

versial bitterness it engenders,
are as sadly known to us as

pleasantly to these none - too -

honest priests. Yet one conse-

quence of continued admission to

defiance should be well marked.
There is no legal redress save

through the bishop : he has a
lawful veto on prosecution. There-

fore agreement not to prosecute
is denial of redress, though there

stands the law with free access to

it. Then what better justification
can the Kensits have for the rude

protest called brawling ?

Nothing that is here said must
be taken as sympathetic with
Mr Kensit's methods. If they are

not, as he says they are, painful
to himself, he deserves that they
should be made painful. On that

point we agree with Sir John

Kennaway, who said in the House
of Laymen that "he could not

approve of the protests that had
been made; but he thought that

sufficient allowance had not been
made for the long-continued pro-
vocation which had led to those

protests." With Lord Cranbrook,
too, we agree, who said at the

same time and place that while he
was shocked at the means lately
taken to put down excesses, he
was also shocked at the excesses

themselves. And suppose that

the turbulent action of Mr Kensit
and his friends, the awakening

epigram of Dr Creighton, the

strange significant debate in the

Upper House of Convocation, the
clearer and more general percep-
tion of what lawlessness it is that
humiliates and disturbs the Church

suppose that all this gives the
Protestant spirit in this country a

little more courage in speaking
out for itself 1 Why, then a very
good thing will happen, and not
too soon. For just as if it feared

itself "
philistine," as the aesthetes

and other vapourish conceited per-
sons of the time do say, but more
from a wretched uneasiness (well

played upon) when called "reac-

tionary
" and things of that sort,

the once robust Protestant spirit
is sadly in need of self-assertion.

It is time now to remember that

apology for aggression in times

of mutual conflict need not keep
an honest faith bowing and duck-

ing for the rest of its natural life.

Regret for the intolerance of

past days is most worthy ; and the

sincerity of this regret in us, the

Protestant people of Great Britain,
has been shown by the establish-

ment of the soundest and most

ungrudged system of religious

equality in Europe. And of

course there is nothing to brag of

in doing so; but it is done, and
it is enough. On our part repent-
ance has been avowed, amends have

been made
;
and now we who are

of the Reformed Religion have as

much right to stand up for it, and
resist attack upon it, as the faith-

ful of any other communion for

their belief. But that really
seems to be neither pretended nor

allowed. The liberalism which is

part of our creed is treated as if it

were a proprietary fund of conces-

sion somehow acquired by others ;

which others, however, for
their^

part, retain a natural right to pui/
Protestantism out of existence

wherever that can be done. They
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theciselves would say, in firm con-

scientiousness to which there is no

argumentative reply, Not only a
natural right but a religious duty.
This they know and we know

; and

yet whenever it becomes necessary
to rosist an overdraft upon Protes-

tant liberalism, it is done as if re-

fusal were possibly something to

be ashamed of. Why? The
answer has been given. The shy-
ness of resistance is in fact moral
cowardice a feeling of respectable

origin, but now sunk into mere
conventional Mrs Grundy dread
of being thought capable of raising
the ory of " No Popery." That, of

course, is the accusation upon any
resistance that and the terrific

charge of wishing to "
relight the

fire* of Smithfield." Yet why not
" No Popery

" where Popery isn't

wanted, as long as it is free to come
and go where it is wanted 1 Can

anybody give a reasonable answer *?

Or ^7hen we discuss the intrusion of

rejeoted rites, false doctrine, social

danger (as we believe) into the

household of our faith, why must
we go about it in a timid whisper-

ing way, like so many Frenchmen
of Alsace mourning the German

conquest ? Have we the Alsatian
Frenchman's reason 1 Do we desire

it ? If not, a little less of this con-

ventional cowardice, a little more
self assertion, and now and then
the use of plain terms when
the domestic treacheries of St

Outlibert's, St Ethelburga's, St

Michael's, and the like, are forced

into notice by their own audacity.

"The theatre is growing in

importance as a social organ.
Modern civilisation is rapidly

^multiplying the class to which

^e theatre is both school and

church," and when the dramatic
art is practised rightly (that is to

say, when its all-pervading, all-

pestilent romance is swept out of

it), "the national importance of
the theatre will be as unques-
tioned as that of the army, the

fleet, the Church, the law, and the
schools."

So writes a popular critic, an

unpopular dramatist, who, though
delightfully young, cannot hope to

live long enough to see the satis-

faction of his wishes. He knows
how contemptibly given up to

romance everybody is almost, he
knows how many foolish genera-
tions of their fathers have cher-

ished the same fault, and must

suspect that dram-drinking from
the tap of the Ideal will not be

very readily resigned in a world
too "realistic" by half. And
when dreaming ceases and rom-
ance expires (sweet day !),

it seems
most likely that the State will

have a use for the theatres which
Mr Shaw thinks not of. They
will be wanted as receptacles for

men gone melancholy mad.
Meanwhile it is certainly true

that the theatre is growing in

importance as a social organ, if by
that is meant that enormously

greater numbers of people visit a far

larger number of playhouses than

in days within remembrance. But
as to the multiplication of a class

to which the theatre is both school

and church, there may be doubts.

Playgoers have multiplied, and

when they go to the play they
are often in the way of being
schooled in both good and evil;

but that there is a particular in-

crease in a class which resorts to

the theatre for its teaching, and

as others go to school or perhaps
to church, is wanting in evidence.

There is a similar multiplication
of music-halls and music-hall goers,

which seems rather to speak of a

greater craving for mere amuse-

ment, mere sensuous distraction.
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And there is some information to

the point in Mr Archer's book,
'The Theatrical World of 1897.'

Here we have figures to show
what forms of drama had the

greatest vogue in the five years

ending with December last. Such

plays as Mr Barrie's, Mr Pinero's,
Mr Carbon's, Mr Grundy's, Mr
Henry Arthur Jones's, are classed

as "
dramas, comedies, and serious

prose plays in general." Of these

88 were brought out in the five

years, and, in all, they kept the

stage for 740 weeks. Poetical

plays, such as Tennyson's "Becket"
and Mr Carr's "

King Arthur," are

separately classed
;
and it appears

that 7 of them were good for 61

weeks. But when we turn to

musical farces " The Geisha,"
"The Circus Girl," "The Gay
Parisienne," and their likes we
find that 29 of them made up
a total of 858 weeks. Mark, too,
that "as musical farce is usually

played at large theatres, and by
large and expensive companies, a

long run may be safely taken as

indicating very great popularity."

Putting that consideration aside,

however, Mr Archer's figures

supply this comparison : 29 musi-

cal farces occupied 118 more
weeks than 88 serious prose

plays, and 57 more weeks than
the serious prose plays and the

poetical plays put together. And
" were we to reckon along with
musical farce the cognate forms
of entertainment, pantomime
and comic opera, the preponder-
ance would be altogether over-

whelming."
Overwhelming, too, is the evi-

dence for what might have been
inferred from our knowledge of

ourselves, of each other, and the

conditions of the time we live in.

People go to the play for love or

for need of amusement; and the

more violent the love, or the

fiercer the need, the more likely
are they to choose such champagne
entertainments as (reckless of

petroleum brands) the music-halls

and musical farce provide. The

multiplication of theatres means
the multiplication of this desire,
which is at the same time stimu-

lated by every conceivable allure-

ment, and supplied by easier means
of gratification. But though these

mindless entertainments are by far

the most favoured, there is a vast

attendance at the theatrjs where
the higher drama is attempted;
and therefore it may be true, of

course, that the throng of play-

goers includes an increasing class

for whom the theatre is both school

and church. The thing is possible,
I suppose ; but if it be meant that

a greater number of people resort

to the playhouse for edification,
there is nothing to show for it

either before or behind the foot-

lights. Plays profoundly touch-

ing, revealing, appealing, there are

in plenty; they cannot be per-
formed without doing the offices

of school and church : as they
never were performed without
these good consequences, so now

they never are, and that is all

that can be said, except that,

while such plays do wholesome
work in mind and conscience, the

stir of the emotions they excite is

part of the attraction to them.

Yet the purpose of going to these

plays has no morality in it what-

ever, nor any thirst for know-

ledge. It is still the same as that

which found its most complete
satisfaction in "

Charley's Aunt,"
and less lovely pleasures in the

"Second Mrs Tanqueray." Amuse-
ment is the aim, and very little

else.

With that the world is well and

wisely content. So are the actors f*

for though these gentlefolk are

rarely satisfied with their award
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of padding and praise, the thought
that their audiences come to be
amused troubles them not at all.

Nor should it
;
since the play-goer

is even more intent on the player
than the play, in which his plea-
sure is naught without the good
acting which never passes unrecog-
nisei. But besides the audience,
the actors, and the play, there

is another constituent of the

modern drama. A sort of men
calling themselves "The Critics"

have; ti&en possession of the

theatre ;
and building there a high

plac3, sit together in tremendous

wigs and ever -
rustling gowns to

determine each for himself the

good and bad of everything about

them. In this they are extremely
earnest. Although the theatre is

a little world of unreality in which

nothing and nobody quite real

seem to flourish, the absorption of

all concerned in its affairs has no

equal for intensity ;
and the critics

are as eager and devoted as the

rest. This is unfortunate for the

rest
;
for though the rest have no

choioe but to grin and bear it

(such is the situation as reported
from within), the critics have be-

come perfect terrors. In the gen-

eral, managers loathe them actor

managers most of all. However

complacent they may appear in

the critics' presence, authors view
them with disgust and awe.

Actors smile upon them, but too

often as Mr Watson would smile

upon Abdul Hamid if compelled

by circumstances to become his

Majnsty's chamberlain. Yet they
maintain their position, and are

the more likely to do so because,
whether aware of its value or not,

they generally follow a famous

piec<! of advice that was once be-

stowed by an old judge upon a

hi$v one. In the main, the criti-

cism of The Critics is of the kind

which seldom gives reasons for its
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judgments. They are impression-
ists. They present their minds to
the play, and the impressions they
receive from it, the reflections their
minds throw up, represent the
exact truth about the play and
its varying worth or worthless-

ness. Why is a needless ques-
tion : ask the deep, still mountain
lake for an argument that its re-

flection of the stars is true. All
thatis required of the critic is to

write out his impressions in terms
of like or dislike, and the criticism

you are to go by is complete.

Rarely may author or actor turn
on his tormentors, but it has been
done. It is done in an introduc-

tion to that very book, 'The
Theatrical World of 1897,' from
which we have taken some statis-

tics of play-going. Mr Archer is a

distinguished dramatic critic. This

is his book of criticisms, and yet
he generously admits Mr Sydney
Grundy, a dramatic author, to stand

in the porch thereto and say his

say to all who enter in. Equally

polite, Mr Grundy speaks with

cool restraint, and yet allows it to

be seen that in his opinion 'twere

well if the dramatic critics of the

period were drowned in the Red
Sea. What fires subdued glow in

these sentences :

" Since I have never been able to

accept my own calling seriously, I

cannot be surprised if the majority
of the critics find themselves in a

similar case. If I discuss their func-

tion as though it were the mere appor-
tionment of praise and blame, it is not

that I ignore its higher aspects, its

duties toward the public, and the

right of criticism to be considered

a science affording scope for the

subtlest qualities of the human in-

tellect, but because the everyday
theatrical 'notice' has not always
reached the preliminary stage of

cultivating the judicial spirit ;
be-

cause the equal dispensation of justice

to all men and to all women is so

vastly more important than the most
3 o
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brilliant analysis ;
and because I think

the concrete theatre suffers from being
discussed in the abstract on too high
a platform."

Professional criticism, Mr Grun-

dy goes on to say, must always
exist, and we must put up with it

as best we can
;
but he would very

much like to know what a really
serious critic thinks of the criticism

in vogue, and its practical effect on
dramatic art.

" On the whole, is it

gain or loss ? No doubt, in a com-

mercial sense, the theatre gains by
the publicity accorded to its doings;
but what is the net effect on artists

and on art? I should very much
like to hear Mr Archer's opinion.
Can he resist the testimony of

almost every author and artist in

the past who has left his views on
record? Is it not a chorus, an
anthem of anathema ? I can recall

only one instance, though no doubt
there have been others, in which a

writer, or actor, or actress has left

any memorial of indebtedness to

professional criticism." We all

know what Mrs Kendal thinks.

Miss Winifred Emery, apparently
as great a favourite with the critics

as with the public, lately told an
interviewer that the press had long

ago crushed her ambition
; and,

says Mr Grundy,
" I know a score

of such cases, but I must not name
them." In their secret places, all

the children of Thespis lift their

hands and cry,
" How long,

Lord! how long?"
When Mr Grundy complains

that the theatre as a going concern
"suffers from being discussed in

the abstract on too high a plat-

form," he hints at the resounding
disputation of the critics upon the

theatre as it ought to be. There
are some of lowly mind who say
that it does very well as it

is and was before the pro-

pagandist play, the problem play,
the eruptive physiological play,

the social sores drama, took pos-
session of the stage and made it

quite unpleasant to look at and
listen to. For a while this faction

which, it must be confessed, is

not as clever as its antagonists
had a bad time of it. But now do

they triumph ;
for your "Mrs Ebb-

smiths" andyour "Second Mrs Tan-

querays
"

(to name no worse) have
been swept forth as with a besom ;

and look where you may, all that

isn't musical farce is romantic
drama. The revolt is almost trans-

pontine, infantine. At a bound

(and oh, how the play-going public

rejoices !)
at a bound we go back

to "
Black-eyed Susan," to plays of

plumed hats and gallant cavaliers,
to prodigious successes with gay,

laughing, innocent, incredible, im-

possible "Little Ministers." Pretty

plays are the thing ;
the idyllic,

the beautifully unlike life, is what
we crave

;
and after the romantic

and the pretty, no doubt we shall

have back the well-made play of

intrigue by other Sardous, per-
formed by disgustingly respectable
married couples like the Kendals.

This is as gall and wormwood to

the cleverer critics, who are all for

revolution and reform. For the

moment they are part sickened,

part stunned. Their confident

belief was that the Ibsen influence

had already disposed of the old

fraudulent idealism of the stage

that, at least, a drama of frank

realities had established a good
footing against the drama of make-
believe. Silently the Ibsen in-

fluence would spread and still pre-

vail, till at length dramatic writers

would acknowledge their true

mission, which is to deal sincerely
with humanity, and force boxes,

stalls, and gallery to face un-

pleasant facts. The monstrous
conceit which it is the business ?tf

romance to flatter would be turned

inside out. In every new piece
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the human animal would be

stripped of its roseate integument,
as Mr Sheridan Knowles might
have called our skins. The base

origin of the creature's senti-

mentalisms would be unveiled : it

should sit about the stage in its

bones.

These hopes have been dis-

appointed. The up to date is out
of date, or perhaps put back.

Mr Urundy is probably right again
when he says, "While Mr Archer is

pioneeringwith laborious axe a hun-
dred miles ahead of Eugene Scribe,
the c ear old simple-minded English
play-going public is gathering but-

terctps and daisies a hundred
miler; behind him." It certainly

might do worse.

In the very hour of revolt, Mr
Bernard Shaw publishes seven plays
to show what a reformed British

draira should be. In various de-

grees, from innocently little to a

gross extreme, they are all propa-

gandist plays: propaganda directed

to social and domestic revolution,
and to a right understanding of

ourselves as barely fit to live.

Excepting a singularly poor and
artificial Napoleon sketch, they all

show great dramatic ability; and
the propaganda ruins them. The
first design of such compositions
must be, of course, to win and
entertain : these plays repel by
choic3 of subject and intention,
and do not entertain. This is no
news to Mr Shaw. He knows
how tremendously clever he is,

and how impossible he finds it to

make an agreeable use of his

cleverness. In a generously minute
account of himself he admits that

he has the dramatist's gift to

perfection: "As far as that is

concerned, I have encountered no

H^it but my own laziness to my
povve- of conjuring up imaginary
people in imaginary places, and

finding pretexts for theatrical

scenes between them." But then
" I had no taste for what is called

popular art, no respect for popular
morality, no belief in popular re-

ligion, no admiration for popular
heroics." How, then, should a
man write popular plays who must
needs put into them all these

negations, in red?

"The main difficulty, of course, is

the incapacity for serious drama of
thousands of play-goers of all classes,
whose shillings and half-guineas will

buy as much in the market as if

they delighted in the highest art.
But with them I must frankly take the

superior position. I know that many
managers are wholly dependent on
them, and that no manager is wholly
independent of them. But I can no
more write what they want than
Joachim can put aside his fiddle and
oblige a company of bean-feasters with
a marching tune on the German con-
certina."

The comparison with Joachim
is bold, yet Mr Shaw is quite en-

titled to consider his endowment
as a dramatist remarkably liberal.

His mistake is the supposition
that in writing his plays he puts
his talent to better use than would
Joachim whirling a concertina at

a bean-feast. There is the error

an error as plainly discernible

in the play as it would be in the

music. Mr Shaw's dexterous fin-

gers, when plying the pen upon
such conventional stuff as he has

put into " Widower's Houses," are

really at work upon the concer-

tina
;
but in a way that would

not win a single bean-feaster from
slumber after his beans. "The
Philanderer "

may be true to the

life, though entirely and odiously
artificial and unnatural. The
characters are all members of

what is sometimes indelicately
called a cock-and-hen club a cock-

and-hen club devoted to the Ibsen

cult; and so determined is Mr
Shaw to bring human nature into
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contempt, that even these disciples
of his master are represented as a

set of cads and cadesses too abso-

lutely worthless to engage atten-

tion. " Candida "
is another play

written in the interests of social

reform. Here a preposterous young
poet of 18 claims a parson's wife,

aged 33, on the ground that the par-
son "has not one thought,one sense,

in common with her." Upon some
evidence that this really might be

so, the preposterous parson agrees
that the lady shall choose between
them which she does in a great
scene of sighing and groaning.
How long will it be before a

British audience witnesses this

play with responsive tears which
is Mr Shaw's object and not as

something that must be meant to

be laughed at? And again how
Joachim wastes his masterly touch !

The same technical skill is yet more

strikingly shown in the last of the

three plays which their author

acknowledges to be unpleasant.
It is called "Mrs Warren's Profes-

sion" a profession difficult to

describe off the boards of the

reformed theatre. This piece has

been much extolled by pioneer
critics for a scene in which a

hard-headed, clear-minded Girton

young woman is persuaded by her
mother that handsome poor girls
have a good economic excuse for

putting themselves on the streets.

The thing is reasoned out at great

length in a play of which the

"profession" is the only theme.

This, too, is a propagandist drama,
written with the worthiest inten-

tion when it is understood, but in-

sufferable beyond the thought of en-

durance as a theatrical entertain-

ment. And the point is that insuf-

ferable it would be quite apart
from all question of morality or

public decency. Leave that aside

altogether, and such a play on the

stage would give no more pleasure
than a bad egg at breakfast.

If these, then, are samples of

the reformed British drama, good
luck to the Philistine revolt and
Mr Grundy. Far better "Black-

eyed Susan," and the "Oorsican

Brothers," and the Robertson

plays, and the Kendal repertoire,
and that sort of high-class enter-

tainment.
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THE YELLOW PERIL.

WHEN we last wrote on the sub-

ject of affairs in the Far East, the

lonj;
- promised statement by the

leader of the House of Commons
had been made on the eve of the

Easter recess. It was by no means
an inspiriting deliverance. The
Blue-book "China No. 1" (1898)

appeared subsequently, and it is

no exaggeration to say that the

perasal of it sent a qualm of some-

thing akin to shame through the

cou ntry. Next followed the official

defence of the official correspon-
dence on the 29th of April, when,
with consummate dialectical skill,

Mr Balfour claimed a triumph
whore the world saw utter discom-

fiture. And, lastly, we have had
the Prime Minister himself

, happily
restored to health, giving to the

Primrose League his version of the

whole business.

With profound regret we must
confess to finding that speech the

mofct disheartening, indeed the

mofct alarming, of all. And chiefly

for the reason that her Majesty's
Government either cannot or will

not see the predicament into which

their own and their predecessors'

neglect has brought the country ;

and that from neither of our two

leaders do we receive any assurance

thai: their future conduct of the

nation's affairs in the Extreme
East at all events will be more

satisfactory than the past has been.

Nor is it a good omen that the

strongest Government of the cen-

tury should have to use its strength
to ( nforce complacency on its sup-

poruers. A triumph over friends

is j^ poor consolation for submis-

sive ness to foes. We would prefer

ftj see the lion's frown faced about

the other way. It was not to sub-

stitute one parliamentary tyranny

for another that the country re-

sponded to the call of patriotism
three years ago and placed itself

unreservedly in the hands of Lord

Salisbury ;
and it is no true Con-

servatism to sit on the safety-valve
of free speech. Followers of the

Government may usefully remind
themselves that there are things in

heaven and earth more precious
than a seat in Parliament; that

there is a higher allegiance than

that of party, a paramount duty
to the people whose welfare is so

largely in the keeping of their

representatives. Theymay further,

not without advantage, recall to

mind that it is not the first time

within living memory that a great

political party has sacrificed its

convictions to its devotion to a

leader, muttering in private the

discontent it dared not avow in

public. Where is that party now ?

Political memories are short ;

but three years is not so long a

period that its lessons should be

forgotten, and this is peculiarly a

case in which it is wise to learn

even from an enemy.
And independence on the Gov-

ernment side is the more called for,

as in the present crisis the country
is deprived of the advantage of a

respectable Opposition. On that

side also the leaders are tongue-
tied

;
and their alarums and excur-

sions in and out of Parliament are

the hollowest stage -play. They
cannot enter into the merits of the

Far Eastern question without pro-

nouncing their own condemnation,

for they are the original sinners in

this matter, and it is for their

faults the country is now doing

penance. When, if ever, the dip-

lomatic correspondence of 1894-

95 is published, it will be clearly
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seen what it is that paralyses the
sword-arm of our Harcourts and

Greys, and muzzles our Kimberleys
and Roseberys.

1

But it is lamentable that a

question of such immense im-

portance to the empire as our

position in Far Asia should
be belittled by a parliament-

ary sham -fight, in which the
true issues are avoided by tacit

consent of both sides. And
when, even under these easy con-

ditions, the responsible leaders

resort for the defence of their

policy to the common forensic

tactics of smart speeches, daring
evasions, subtle paradoxes, and

suchlike, they assume the posi-
tion of an advocate with " no
case." Their claim to be judged,
not by this or that detail but by
the general result, is both reason-

able as regards the vindication of

the Government and important as

regards the interest of the country.
We purpose, therefore, to consider

this general result.

The subject-matter being British

interests in China, we find three

stages within as many years at

which the positions may be com-

pared. Before and up to 1895
we enjoyed four-fifths of the ex-

ternal trade of China all China
with the political weight of that

empire, such as it was, on our side.

The Chinese Government was more

disposed to follow our lead than
that of any other Power, and did

follow it to its own hurt and ours.

The next stage extended from
1895 to 1898, China wavering,
but disposed to lean towards us

if we had been steady.

Finally, in the present year we
still retain our four -fifths of the

trade, but have voluntarily re-

stricted our influence and interest

to one-third of the territory, with
the political weight of China itself

thrown into the opposite scale.

What it means to British in-

terests in Asia to have exchanged
China as a passive ally for China
as a dormant enemy directed by
Russia and France, our grand-
children will be better able to

estimate than we are. The seed

only has been sown, the fruit will

appear hereafter. But even as

far as we can now see, is it a

result to be claimed to the credit

of British diplomacy? We are

constantly told of the compensa-
tions we have obtained as a set-off

against the loss of position, con-

cessions from China, which, with-

out Russia having stirred her to

her depths, we could never have
demanded. Oddly enough, the

principal concession claimed is

that very restriction of British

influence to the Yangtze valley.
This restriction was significantly

applied by Count Mouravieff on
March 8 to Sir K O'Conor, who,
to his personal credit, though in

contradiction to the acts of the

British Government, claimed that

"our treaty rights must extend

equally over the whole empire of

China."

But certain new ports have been

opened to trade. True, but they
are of no value as trading ports,

being close to long
- established

marts controlling the same com-

mercial region, so that the new
can only drain trade away from
the older ports, while their opening
will entail the expense of addi-

tional consular establishments.

Moreover, in the case of two out

1 The weariful pedantic harangue of which Lord Kimberley got himself
djft

livered in the House of Lords on 17th May perfectly illustrates our proposition;

moreover, it affords fresh ground for congratulating the country on at least not

having him for its Foreign Secretary.
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of the three, Funing and Chung-
Wf/ng, the opening of them did not

even take the form of a concession

to Great Britain, but was a
me isure adopted spontaneously by
the Chinese Government itself,

with the idea of preventing their

seizure by other Powers. The sole

coEimercial concession that is of

any value, and that dependent on
how the privilege is worked and
how limited, is the opening of the

incer waters. And this brings us

finally to the lease of Wei-hai-wei,
which was confessedly forced on

us, refused when offered by China
in February, then asked for a

month later. So many military
and naval questions are involved

in it, and so much depends on the

use this and future Governments

may make of it, that it is quite

impossible to say whether the pos-
session of Wei-hai-wei detracts

from or improves our status in

China. And the " enormous ad-

vantage
"

of being defensible by
sea has already been nullified as

much as was possible by the pledge

given, unasked and unrequited, to

Germany, not to make the natural

use of it by land.

Summed up, therefore, our com-

pensations in China are virtually
reduced to the one article of the

promised opening of the water-

ways, a privilege which we by no
means desire to undervalue. Nor
do we deny that another Power
than Great Britain might turn

eve n the Yangtze valley to account.

The assurance of its inviolability,
the ugh the same in form as the

Frmch have obtained for the

Southern provinces, is not the

sane in effect, for, as every one

knows, the French mean a wholly
different thing, and intend the

tcession to be turned to a totally
flerent purpose from that which

we have always in view.

If, now, we turn from our beg-

t

garly array of empty boxes to the
well -filled shelves of our neigh-
bours, we shall be better able to

judge on which side lies the suc-

cess. Mr Balfour declared in the
House of Commons that Russia's

position had been worsened by
her seizure of Port Arthur, and
that the position of the commerce-

seeking Powers had been propor-

tionally strengthened. Lord Salis-

bury repeated the same thing at

the Primrose League. We scarcely
think the resort to such a daring
paradox has strengthened the case
for her Majesty's Government be-

fore the country. They do not

deny that Port Arthur is capable
of being, and will forthwith be

made, a fortress of the first class :

they know that its hinterland ex-

tends unbroken to St Petersburg ;

and that its immediate hinterland

will be the exceedingly fertile

province of Manchuria, intersected

by a Russian railroad. Obviously,

then, as soon as the fortress is

connected by rail, it will be inde-

pendent of and invulnerable from
the sea. Russia will then possess
the absolute military control of

Peking, without risking a check

from any quarter. Yet our lead-

ing statesmen would make them-

selves and us believe that Russia

has made a blunder in coming to

Port Arthur !

Russia had already established

herself, by the capacity of her

agents and the use of means, in

a position of paramount influence

at Peking. She had gone far

towards reducing China to vassal-

age. She was in de facto occupa-
tion of the citadel, and the cession

of Port Arthur was but the formal

delivery of the keys. The methods

of Russia must command our ad-

miration, as being in accordance

with the great biologicsfl law that

life precedes organisation : the

fact first, then its regularisation ;
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possession, then the right of pos-
session.

Leaving out of account, there-

fore, Germany with her huge slice

out of the Chinese cake, and France
with her visions of empire half

realised, and Japan with her preg-
nant reservations all of them

meaning business, and substantive

aggression, not only on China, but
on such of their neighbours as may
be found soft does not the recent

advance of Russia alone supply a

stern refutation of Mr Balfour's

optimistic contention that the pros-

pective interests of the commer-
cial Powers in China will con-

stitute a barrier to Russian ambi-
tion ? The only area in which trade

and enterprise are to be free is the

Yangtze valley ;
but is Mr Balfour

not aware that Russia and France
are all the time busy with negotia-
tions which are to bring them to

the very heart of that reserved

area? It is only a question of

pressure and corruption judiciously

applied, when by means of a rail-

way loan Russia for France is

but the cat's-paw, and the Belgians
the stalking

- horse will have
interests at Hankow, in the very
commercial centre of China, far be-

yond what we can show there, and
not only that, but the control of

the communication between that

point and Peking. And yet no
Chinese territory will be alienated,
no treaty broken

j there will only
be a booted Cossack on guard over

Russian property. In such negotia-
tions the looser the contract the

better for the strong, for the sooner

may foreclosure take place. Thus,
in the spot above all others where
Mr Balfour looks forward to see-

ing the interests of the commercial
nations acting as a barrier against
Russian designs, it will be Russia
herself who will be first installed

there. "We will conquer China

by railroads
"

is the common

Russian saying nowadays. And
if China may be conquered by
railways, she may also be saved

by that agency. We therefore

hail with satisfaction the an-

nouncement of the settlement of

a contract by a British firm for

a commencement of railway con-

struction in the delta of the lower

Yangtze.
Such being, in bald outline, the

result reached, let us glance for a

moment at the policy of Great

Britain, which has to say the

least not prevented that result.

The schemes of Russia, which
have now been so sharply consum-

mated, were given to the world in

considerable detail two and a half

years ago in the form of the as yet

unsigned
" Cassini Convention."

The Foreign Office at home and
the British Legation in Peking
refused credence, and scoffed at

the myth up till quite recently, in

spite of the information which kept

pouring in from the best sources

of the rapid fulfilment of the

articles of the Convention. In
fairness to the Government it must
be admitted that the English Press

did nothing to unveil their eyes,
and the 'North China Herald'
takes a justifiable pride in recall-

ing the fact that it actually pub-
lished "to an incredulous world "

in 1896 the secret treaties which
are now being fulfilled to the letter.

Such wilful blindness, it must now
be confessed, was a poor equipment
with which to enter on a diplo-
matic campaign with Russia : an

ignominious ending was, indeed, a

foregone conclusion. Still, though
taken by surprise by recent de-

velopments in North China, the

Foreign Office had the choice of

opposing or of acquiescing in the

Russian programme. As a matter
of fact, it did both. It first a*

quiesced, then opposed to the burn-

ing point of irritation, and again
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acquiesced when it came to action,
thus making the worst that could
have been made out of the situation.

It is now rendered clear by the
oflicial correspondence that when
ths British Government began to

agitate about Port Arthur, urged
thereto by a movement in the
Press and within the precincts of

Parliament, it had already given
it* case away by parleying with
Russia about the Liaotung coast.

"When we had proposed to open
Ts,-lien-wan to trade, and got the

reply of China that Russia would
not permit it, there could be
no longer any doubt in the
minds of our Government that
Russia was claiming, without

protest from China, rights over
that coast. If objection were to be

taken, then was the time; but so far

from doing that, we simply turned
round and negotiated with Russia
for the open port. By this we
gave away China's case as well as

our own, and made it almost im-

possible to lend her effective sup-

port in her subsequent endeavour
to retain Port Arthur, for the two

ports cannot be treated apart. We
should not, perhaps, be far wrong
therefore in surmising that the

objection taken to the Russian
seizure of Port Arthur was an
afoer- thought on the part of our
Government

;
nor is it difficult to

di finewhence the inspiration came.
But we naturally expect of any
British Government more conse-

quent action than has been
followed either with respect to Ta-

lien-wan or Port Arthur. We could

have kept Russia out of both had
W( ! so resolved, or we could have
made our own conditions for their

occupation. But we should know
Russia well enough by this time

to be aware that she is not a safe

Power to play fast and loose with
;

and, whatever the cause, the atti-

tude of her Majesty's Government
changed entirely between the
middle of February and the middle
ofMarch. 1 Lord Salisbury obscured
rather than explained the issue by
arguing that the alternative to

Russia's holding Port Arthur was
our taking it, thereby lending
a certain colour to Russia's pre-
tence that she had to protect
Manchuria from Great Britain!

Surely no such thought entered

any practical mind. Why should

anybody have taken Port Arthur ?

It had been redeemed from Japan
by China paying a large special

indemnity for it. Why then should

it not have been left in possession
of its rightful owner? Had not

Mr Curzon, on the part of the

Government, declared it to be an

integral part of the Chinese empire,
which the British House of Com-
mons had pledged itself to hold

inviolate 1

Having shown the result of

all these recent transactions to

be adverse to British interests,

and that it has been reached

either in consequence of or in

spite of a course of procedure on

our part which, on its merits and

irrespective of results, was bad

in form and in substance, we may
consider for a moment the kind

of reasoning by which the policy,

if not the tactics, for a distinc-

tion is made between them, of

the Government has been de-

fended.

One line adopted by apologists

is, that Russia's strength along
the northern frontier of China is

not materially augmented by the

possession of Port Arthur. Why,
then, did Count Mouravieff declare

that the position was essential

1 See a well-informed and well-reasoned letter signed "Diplomaticus," in the

Times '

of 19th May, giving an account of the whole transaction.
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to Russia? We are even con-

gratulated on the fact that the

"elephant" of the Bismarckian
simile has been kind enough to

place a vulnerable snout within
the native element of the " whale."
Such special pleading ignores the

facts of the case. Though Russia
is at present within the range of

our sea - power and therefore

would not have risked a rupture
of peaceful relations the posses-
sion of Port Arthur is intended

to, and will in a few years, place
her entirely outside of that range ;

for whereas she has now to send
her troops and materials through
the Suez Canal and Indian Ocean,
where they are at our mercy, she

will, when the railway is open,
be independent of that route,
while her stronghold will be at

the same time invulnerable to

naval attack. Wei-hai-wei can do

nothing to check Port Arthur;
and when we are told it is "a

sentry-box whence we can chal-

lenge all sea-farers to the Gulf
of Pechili," it is true, but not

relevant. Sea-farers will not want
to go to that gulf at all if they
have easy access to the Chinese

capital by rail. And as to the

recognition of common interests

with Germany, the ringleader of

the spoilers, which some of our

politicians seem to set great store

by, we should have attached more
value to it had the recognition
not been all on one side. In

short, the value of Wei-hai-wei lies

in keeping it out of the posses-
sion of any other Power who, in

combination with Russia at Port

Arthur, might essay to bar our
access to the Gulf of Pechili;
and chiefly in the intimation the

leasing of it conveys to the world
that Great Britain is not so mori-

[June

bund as China. 1 " The opening of

the sea-board" is mere verbiage,
as we have shown, and access to

the inner waters remains the one

point we have scored in the scrim-

mage.
On the whole, therefore, we

do not see that the volunteer

champions have improved at all

on the case our Government has

stated for itself. Let us then turn
to the fountainhead, the latest

deliverance of Lord Salisbury.
The Chinese question, his lordship

jocularly observed, had been " a

sort of diplomatic fire-cracker, of

which the smoke has already
floated away into the distance."

This we venture to think is taking
a too parliamentary day-to-day
view of the subject. So far from

being closed, the Far Eastern ques-
tion is just opening, and the echoes

from the present time will ring in

the ears of our children's children

for generations to come, probably
more loudly than we are now con-

scious of. His somewhat laboured

plea for the decencies of diplomatic
intercourse seemed vitiated by the

fallacy of the underlying assump-
tion that the complaint made

against the Government in the

House of Commons on the 29th of

April was that Lord Salisbury had
not " answered back "

to the diplo-
mats who were deceiving him.

That was not the complaint; it

was rather that so experienced a

man of business as well as states-

man should have attached any
value whatever to any assurances

whatever, much less to accept
them as " the basis of our pol-

icy
"
(Despatch to Sir N. O'Conor,

March 31).
Since he was after all persuaded

to take the place, we need not

quarrel with Lord Salisbury's e^-

1 Put into polished language, this is precisely Lord Salisbury's account of the

matter, given in his speech replying to Lord Kimberley on 17th May.
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over Wei-hai-wei nor his

disparagement of Port Arthur;
but as to Ta-lien-wan, we could

iave wished that his lordship had
not played so cynically on the

simplicity of Moses Primrose. We
ask sd that Ta-lien-wan should be
made a trading port, and it is to
be one. What more would you
have ? To conceal the small detail

thafc between the time when we
were negotiating with China for

the opening of the port and the
time when we were accepting the
invitation of Russia to trade
there by -and -by, the whole ter-

ritcry which hems in and im-

prisons the Government of China
had been transferred, as by a con-

juror's trick, to Russia, was too

daring a travesty, though it was

anticipated by Sir G. Baden-
Powell in the unspoken speech
which he communicated to the
' Observer.' We cannot blame
Loid Salisbury as a parliament-
arian from magnifying over again
the important concessions we have
obtained from China, though some-
how we like to regard his lordship
as breathing a higher atmosphere
than that of Tadpole and Taper:
anc the generalities with which
he around Up his speech are of a

kind of which we have learned to

know the value. We mean no

disrespect; but the wisdom and
it :s wisdom of Lord Salisbury
sometimes reminds us of that of

the great Chinese sages.
]>ut enough of the smoke of the

fire cracker. It is time to see what
substance is behind the chaos of

wor'ds.

What is the real question at

issie? We have had the advan-

tag 3 of having this, up to a certain

poi it, summarised for us by a com-

^et3nt authority, the China Asso-

oia ion, a representative body of

me -chants and others interested in

Ch na. In a memorial addressed

to Lord Salisbury, dated 14th April
pity it had not been earlier !

they remind his lordship that they
had been warning him for over two
years of the Russian designs on

Liaotung, and especially Port

Arthur, and counselling some " an-

ticipatory understanding
"
to " ob-

viate the position of antagonism
"

which has lately arisen, and "to
ward off the permanent menace
to British interests implied in

the Russian occupation of Port
Arthur." The Association had
received with hearty satisfaction

the assurances of the Government
in January last as to the open
door, and equality of opportunity,
and the maintenance of existing

treaty rights. But they declare

that these advantages had already

disappeared, so far as Manchuria
was concerned, since "lock, bolt,

and bar" had been seized by a

Power which is certain to close

the door, has in fact done so

already, by warning off British

enterprise from Northern China.

The Association proceeds to point
out that Russia acquires in Man-
churia " a portentous increase

"
of

military strength in the hardy and
warlike population, and that the

Yangtze valley lies helplessly open
to invasion from the north. While

admitting that they had something
to do with the fixing of British at-

tention on the Yangtze region, they
are now very solicitous as to how
our acknowledged interests there

are to be defended. Nothing short

of the reorganisation, financial,

military, and political, of China

will, in their opinion, enable us to

maintain, not special advantages,
but even a fair share equality of

opportunity with others in the

development of the resources of

the central zone. They compare
the British position in the middle

with the French in the South of

China, which look so much alike
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on paper, and they appeal to

experience to show that the de-

liberate and energetic policy of

France places her in an entirely
different position from ourselves

a diametrically opposite position,
in fact, inasmuch as while we aim
at sustaining China for the use of

all, France aims at disintegrating
her for her own exclusive use.

The practical conclusion of the

Association is that British enter-

prise should be encouraged, and
that no farther encroachment on
the Chinese empire should be
allowed. But as substantial

British aid is postulated as neces-

sary to support even one portion
of the empire against "the ava-

lanche which will always in

future be impending over her in

the North," the views of the

Association are hardly likely to

receive much practical encourage-
ment from her Majesty's Govern-

ment, without some very strong

pressure from the country.
The striking feature of this

memorial, however, is not so much
its precise terms, though they are

carefully and moderately set forth
;

but the fact that such a represen-
tation should have to be made at

all by any private association what-
soever. Is it not the special
function of Government to foresee

and provide against eventualities

such as have occurred in the Far
East? and is it not somewhat

portentous, to use the expression
of the China Association, that a

body of trained statesmen should
have to learn from a society of

traders the bearing of political
events on the destinies of the em-

pire ? What success in a campaign
would be hoped for if the privates
in the regiment saw farther than
the general staff, and if the com-
mander closed eyes and ears?

The China Association limited

its observations to our commercial

interests, and to political consid-

erations only in so far as they
touched onthe province ofour trade.
But the Far Eastern question,
which has now been opened
against us, is a vaster one than
can be expressed in terms of

commerce: it is so large, indeed,
that men who think about it at

all are apt to speak of it with
bated breath. It is one of those

questions which concern the inner

counsels of the empire, which the
Press and the public instinctively

leave, like the ark of the covenant,
without undue inquisitiveness, in

the hands of those who rightly
claim to be the national trustees.

The latent forces of Asia have
been the theme of many solemn

warnings to successive British

Governments. All that has re-

cently happened has been fore-

seen. The means of averting

danger have been explained by
competent men under a deep
sense of responsibility in many
confidential communications. It

is not in the middle ranks of our
national service that there has

been any laxity of patriotic duty.
We have had our Stoffels in plenty.
Were we not convinced that none
of these warnings have received

attention, none of the suggested

precautions been considered by
any Government during the last

thirty years, we should not harass

our readers with visions of the

dangers into which our country
is drifting with the calm velocity
of a skiff above Niagara. In our

last number we quoted the far-

seeing reflections of one of the

most distinguished of our Eastern

Consuls, which, written in 1855,

might have been published as

fresh matter in the journals of

last week. Sir R. Alcock was,
not the only faithful watchma??

on our Far Eastern house-top, nor

the only one with a capacious
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mir.d well grounded in the philos-

ophy of human history. A con-

ten porary of his who died some

thirty years ago as consul of what
waf$ then the comparatively insigni-
ficant port of Newchwang, though
the sole outlet for the trade of

Manchuria, was putting his views
on record simultaneously with, but

wholly independently of, his senior

colleague, and they also form sug-

gestive reading to the present

generation. As early as 1850
Mi Taylor Meadows wrote:

'China will not be conquered by
any Western Power until she becomes
the Persia of some future Alexander
the Great of Eussia, the Macedon of

Free Europe. England, America, and
Fr;ince will, if they are wise, wage
severally or collectively a war of ex-

haustion with Kussia rather than
allow her to conquer China, for when
she has done that she will be Mistress

of the World."

There were those at that time

also who ridiculed our "
guarding

against imaginary Russian dangers
in China," to whom this was
Meadows's reply :

'

Many may suppose the danger to

be too remote to be a practical subject
for the present generation. The sub-

ject is most practical at the present
time, for as the English, Americans,
and French deal with China and with
her relations with Eussia, so the event
will be. For those to whom 'it will

la,1 1 our time '

is a word of practical

wisdom, this volume is not written."

And in 1856 he wrote, or rather

published then :

" The greatest, though not nearest,
da nger of a weak China lies precisely
in those territorial aggressions of

Russia which she began to attempt
two centuries ago, . . . which, if

allowed to go on, will speedily give

her a large and populous territory,
faced with Sveaborgs and Sebastopols,
on the seaboard of Eastern Asia. . . .

Let England, America, and France
beware how they create a sick giant
in the Far East, for ... China is a
world necessity."

l

Meadows went on to sketch the

prospective Russian movements
almost exactly as they have since

developed, while foreshadowing
what is yet to come when Russia,
as Mistress of Peking, with all

Manchuria solid behind her, shall

occupy at her leisure the Yellow
River basin. Then, indeed, no
combination of Powers would be
able to oppose her, and with 120
millions of Chinese to work or

fight for her, nothing could stand
between Russia and the conquest
of the empire. Not China alone

but Europe itself would then be

dominated, and "
it would cost the

Russian Emperor of China but
little trouble to overwhelm the

Pacific States."

Prophecies are, of course, never

fulfilled in detail, and many things
have happened during the forty-
three years since these words were

penned. Germany was not yet

imagined ;
the United States were

still in adolescence, and Alaska
had not been transferred to them ;

Francehasundergone some changes,
nor was it foreseen that instead

of joining others to oppose Russia,
she would be opposing others to

help Russia, as a preliminary to

being herself subjugated. Never-

theless, Meadows's forecast having
been substantially realised before

our eyes, who shall deny that the

sequel may also be fulfilled, since

the conditions are in full opera-
tion ? Many greater and lesser

men than Meadows have arrived

1 The Chinese and their Rebellions. By Thomas Taylor Meadows. Smith,

Elder, & Co., 1856. (Two years before the cession of the Amur province to

Russia.)
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at conclusions not dissimilar to

his. Among others, the greatest

political genius of this century,
Bismarck not excepted, may be

quoted :

"Le colonel Stoffel cite 1'avis de

1'Empereur Napoleon l er- Ce grand
Empereur pretend que si un tzar
montait sur le tr6ne de Kussie avec
les talents d'un entraineur d'hommes,
toute 1'Europe lui appartiendrait."

x

Nor has the common danger of

India and China escaped the notice

of reflective statesmen, especially,
it would appear, of those out of

India, whose vision was not fixedly
focussed on the Khaibar Pass. Sir

Charles Dilke, than whom we have
few more accomplished students of

the politics of the world, has uttered

clear views on this subject; and
we may quote, for the mere con-

venience of its brevity, a single
sentence of another writer some
seven years ago :

" The same cloud

lowers over the Chinese continent
as over the Indian peninsula ;

ac-

cident will determine at which end
of the line the storm will break.

But whichever may first receive

the shock, the other is sure to

follow."

It is not alone, therefore, our
trade with China, vast as are its

possibilities, which is in peril; it

is our position in India, our exist-

ence as an empire. "We are a

great living organism, of which
the separate members cannot be
isolated. The defence of one is

the defence of all
;
the loss of one

is to the injury of all, as if a limb
were severed from the body. The
Far Eastern question is thus part
and parcel of the Imperial ques-

tion, and that, to put it in the

plainest language, is the life-and-

death question for our people.
The lurid light which now shines

out of the East illumines our whole

[June*

world - problem and our Imperial
policy. It reveals to us at oncel
the complex nature of the forces!

which are pressing on us like the,

atmosphere, and our manner of

resisting the pressure. By the

light of what has been, as it were

accidentally, disclosed, we are com-

pelled to judge of what remains
covered up, both as concerns the
attack and the means of defence.

That our vital interests are every-
where challenged is slowly coming
home to our people. Thoughtful
men are no longer content to glorify
our trade returns, and to say, "To-
morrow shall be even as this day,
and yet more abundant." They
are more inclined to examine the

grounds of that confidence, more
alive to the activity of the forces

which make for the destruction of

the whole fabric of our prosperity ;

they are growing sceptical about
the merits of our splendid isola-

tion ; they recognise that we have
reached an era of struggle an
era which could not be better

described than in the following

eloquent and solemn words,
which have already been cited in

'Maga':

"There are institutions, there are

sentiments, which are fit for a period
of repose such as this country has

generally enjoyed; there are senti-

ments and laws which are necessary
for a period of struggle. We have
entered upon a period of struggle.
Our national fault is that too much
softness has crept into eur counsels ;

and we imagine that great national

dangers can be conquered by a plenti-
ful administration of platitudes and
rose-water. It is a far greater crisis

in which we are engaged ;
the age is

not an age for such sentiments as

that. Great conflicts are dawning
upon us

; great antagonisms are aris-

ing ; vast controversies, which shake

society to its centre, are gathering
more and more in importance ; and,

1

Joseph Popowski,
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depend upon it, no self -
deceiving

optimism will extricate you from

dangers of this kind. A stern duty
will be imposed upon the men, who-
ever they are, who have to rule in

the limes that are before us, and from
that duty they will not escape except
undor pain of betraying the most
sacrod trust that can be reposed in

them." 1

Of reflection, in a word, there

begins to be a good deal, but re-

flection crystallises slowly into

actiDn, especially action involving
sacrifice

;
and the danger is always

with us of decision coming too late,

as t as just been forcibly exempli-
fied in the Far East,

A corollary to these wise pre-

cepts, written a year later, which

appeared in this Magazine, was
resuscitated the other day by the
' Pall Mall Gazette

'

in the follow-

ing
" occasional note "

:

" The gentle art of prophecy is not
one that is successfully practised now-

adays, especially in regard to foreign
affairs. But we have just dug up
out of an old ' Blackwood '

(February
188) an anonymous article on the
naval aspect of the balance of power
in ] Europe which shows the author
was a man of uncommon foresight.
This writer urged that Great Britain

shoi Id adopt one of three courses:

(1) Take her place among the nations

of Europe, and by adding thirty or

forty per cent to her navy and by
keejing two army corps mobilised,
make her alliance worth having to

the central Powers ; (2) to declare

boldly that she wished for no allies,

and by doubling her navy and in-

creasing the army take her chance
of fi Anting whenever Eussia (possibly
assisted by France) was ready to

attack her ;
or (3) merely drift, and

stride to wield the destinies of the

Empire on a penny-wise-and-pound-
fool sh principle a course which the

wril er considered must lead to disas-

ter. The sum of the article was a

y*es for a big navy. We have done

something towards satisfying this de-
mand : whether we have realised the

prophetic note of the writer's second

proposition to the full yet remains to
be seen ; but the prophecy itself has
come remarkably near to verification."

The ten years that have since

elapsed have only been accumulat-

ing proofs of the soundness of all

of these views.

Every day's report from the
Far East throws some new light
on the continuous widening of the

problem. It looks as if we might
be getting into a hornet's nest in

our Yangtze valley if great pre-
cautions be not taken. We are

entering into a terra incognita.
We do not know .even pre-
scient Russia does not know,
nor the imperious Kaiser, who,
like the Abyssinian, cuts sirloins

from the live ox and thinks

it makes no difference to the

beast what is impending in

the huge agglomeration of man-
kind which we call China. The
axe has been laid to the root of

a venerable but worm-eaten old

tree, and we know neither the

hour nor the direction of its

fall, nor whether it will be sud-

den or gradual. Whatever hap-

pens, however, it is up till now
British interests which are at

once the largest, the most

threatened, and the least de-

fensible ;
and if we are to do our

duty, if we are not to "betray our

sacred trust," it is our business to

prepare for not one, but many
contingencies. Our interest is to

prop up the existing Government
as long as it will stand, seeing the

consequences of its fall, be it sud-

den or slow, would be calamitous

beyond all calculation. We are

confronted with our old dilemma,

only in an aggravated form, of

supporting while coercing the

Lord Salisbury in 1887.
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Chinese Government; and our

policy needs a great deal of

thinking and masterly handling.
It is not by spasmodic perfunctory
orders from Downing Street, nor

by well-timed scraps of news to

meet passing parliamentary exig-

encies, nor by profuse flattery
of agents to salve their chagrin at

the sorry part they are forced to

play, nor, in short, by any of the

usual shifts and dodges by which

politicians balance themselves on
the tight-rope, that our position
in the Far East will be saved.

China is a man's work, as is

Egypt only much more so.

In the meantime a new meteor
has suddenly appeared in the Far
Eastern sky, the United States as

an Asiatic Power. The islands

which Russia in her long-sighted

way had in mind as a reserve for

the Japanese when the time should

come for her to push them out of

Yesso, have fallen unexpectedly
into the possession of the very last

Power whom any one thought of

as heir to the Philippines. This

factor upsets calculations, and
further dislocates or partly re-

establishes the balance of power
in the Western Pacific. We
have not to consider how the

United States will adapt their

constitution to their new acquisi-

tion, nor what organic changes it

may entail in the federal adminis-

tration. What we have to deal

with is a revival of American in-

fluence in the Far East after an
interval of forty years. Commo-
dore Perry's famous squadron,

powerful in its day, which was
sent to tap at the door of Japanese
seclusion in 1853, has had no suc-

cessor, and with the exception of

a foolish raid on Korea in 1870,
and certain Chinese immigration
treaties, Americans have been too

busy with their home affairs to

take more than a platonic interest

in Eastern Asiatic politics. That
can no longer be the case. Foil'

them the future of China is mord)

important than the present, as
itj:

is also to our Australian colonies^
and it may reasonably be hoped
that not territorial conquest but
commercial expansion will be their

policy there, as it is ours. A re-

cognised community of interest

between two kindred and indus-

trial nations would not be an un-

happy outcome of the present

imbroglio. An alliance growing
out of such peaceful pursuits might
consolidate into something stronger
than any military alliance could

ever become. As to the Philip-

pines themselves, we may at least

hope that the new lords of the

country will not be less hospit-
able to foreign trade than the old

have been.|

Mr Chamberlain's plain speech
at Birmingham on May 13, which
has appeared since the fore-

going was in the press, in no way
modifies the views we have ven-

tured to express, it corroborates

them. While, as in duty bound,

setting the procedure of the Gov-
ernment in the most favourable

light, the Secretary for the Colonies

makes no attempt to conceal the

gravity of the events which have
overtaken us in the Far East, or

fche magnitude of our interests,

present and prospective, in that

quarter of the world. " No more
vital question has ever been pre-
sented for the decision of a Gov-

ernment and the decision of a

nation, . . . events of the most
momentous importance to every
man and woman in this country ;

. . . our position is far from sat-

isfactory." It is the absence of

straightforward language of
this^

kind that has caused such serionr'
.,

misgivings throughout the country

during the last few months. And
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whan we are further told that "
all

the powerful States of Europe have
made alliances," while we are out

;

in :he cold, and that "the country
'is 'iable to be confronted at any
moment with a combination of

great Powers "
;

that there has

been, in fact, "for some time past
a combined assault by the nations

of the world upon the commercial

supremacy of this country," which,
if successful, "would menace our

existence in a way in which it

never has been threatened since

the time when the great Napoleon
attempted to lay an interdict upon
British trade," we can only wel-

come this first ministerial attempt
to enlighten the nation as to its

true position. "This is no flat-

tery. These are counsellors that

feelingly persuade me what I am."
But we shall be surprised if the

people, once they realise the truth,
do not show themselves at least

as ready as the Government to

face the consequences. There is

just one question we should wish

to ask in this connection. Is the

Government taking reasonable pre-
cautions to meet the danger which
it anticipates, or are Ministers still

waiting for the country to rise and
force them 1

On the immediate question of

the Far East Mr Chamberlain's

defence of his colleagues is no
doubt sincere as far as it goes.
Bub it stops short of that assur-

ance which the country so much
netds that the errors and negli-

gences of the past will not be re-

peated ad infiniium. From the

imputation of want of foresight of

the designs of Russia he defended

the Government on the broad

ground that they knew as well as

anybody else that her secular

UpjiUcy was to extend her Eastern

dJbainions southward to open
water. This evades the point.
To recognise the general trend of
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policy is no more than to expect
stormy weather in the winter
season. The practical man notes
the warnings of the storm which
is predicted for to-morrow, and
takes his precautions to meet
that, which is precisely the point
where the Government failed in

respect to the advance of Russia.
While Ministers were officiously

during the past two years inviting
Russia to outlets on the Pacific,
Russia was cherishing other de-

signs. These included an outlet,
not on the Pacific, nor even in the
Yellow Sea, but in a Chinese lake

which is the lock-gate of the capi-
tal. This was throttling China,
with whose independent existence

our whole commercial interests

are bound up. It was not the

general secular designs of Russia,

therefore, but these particular
immediate designs, which took

our Government by surprise, and
induced hasty and undignified
action. And why

1

? The fullest

information as to these designs
was available to the Government
as to the public. Yet the Gov-

ernment did actually remain

"more ignorant than the man
in the street," for he at least as-

similated something, were it but

through his skin, while the Gov-

ernment vehemently rejected all

that kind of knowledge as if it

had been a draught of sea-water.

Their pigeon-holes contained the

information, no doubt; but Min-

isters, by word and act in

London as in Peking to the very
last repudiated it, taking their cue,

it would almost appear, from Count

Mouravieff. An assumed ignor-

ance is sometimes a convenient

fiction which may mask effective

action; but that in this instance

it was only too genuine was proved

by the one incident of Ta-lien-wan.

Only determined unbelief in what

was matter of common knowledge
3?
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could have allowed the British

representative at Peking to sug-

gest, or her Majesty's Govern-
ment to adopt, the idea of demand-

ing Ta-lien-wan as an open port,

except with the intention of going

through with it. It was certainly
not diplomacy, either of the old or

any other school, to discover such

a stone wall only by knocking

your head against it. To borrow
the expression applied by Mr
Chamberlain to the Government
of China, it was "crass ignor-
ance."

And as to the weakness of China,
Mr Chamberlain says it may have

been suspected but was not known
until the Japanese,invasion proved
it. But at any rate it was known
then that is to say, in 1894 since

when the Government has had no
excuse for delusions about China

being able to resist the pressure of

Russia. Consequently, knowing
the general programme of that

Power, the Government the pre-
sent and preceding had three good
years to make up their minds what

they would do ;
but they contented

themselves with refusing to believe

that Russia intended to do the

things she has done, which, when
actually done or threatened, have
thrown our Government into

serious perturbation. On the two
main points, therefore, the inten-

tions of Russia and the weakness
"jj

of China, the Government was,

through its own fault, misinformed
and misled. What the country
has a right to know, before letting

bygones be bygones, is whether the

Government has taken any steps
to prevent similar misguidance in

the future. Do they recognise in

what way, through what agencies
and channels, and through what
defects in the same, they have been
deceived ? Have they placed buoys
on the sunken rocks on which their

Far Eastern policy has split ? li

not, what security have we that a

worse thing may not happen to us

in subsequent "skirmishes" with

Russia or some other Power. Il

is all very well to say Governmenl
has had a lesson. So has China
and many of them. But she nevei

profited by them, and we confess tc

finding a greater resemblance be

tween the two Governments thai

is altogether pleasant to contem*
1

plate.
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to return to Palestine, 598 et seq.

types of, in different countries, 601

numbers of, 602 social condition of,

ib. et seq. Basle Conference regarding
the, 607.

JOHN NICHOLSON OF DELHI, 207.

JOHN SPLENDID : THE TALE OF A POOR
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GENTLEMAN, AND THE LITTLE WARS
OF LORN, Chapters ix.-xi., 17 xn.-
xiv.

,
180 xv. -xviii.

,
322 xix. -xxii.

,

469 xxiii., xxiv.. 610 xxv.-xxvm.,
743.

Journalism, literary standard of the

present-day, 739.

Knox, John, historical inaccuracies of,

regarding Cardinal Beaton, 348 the
first printed work of, 352.

'Korea and her Neighbours' by Mrs
Bishop, review of, 285 et seq.

KOREA, MRS BISHOP IN, 285.

Korea, Mrs Bishop's visit to, 286 the

people of, 287, 291 river and moun-
tain scenery of, 289 natural resources

of, 290 Buddhism in, 292 mission-

ary efforts in, ib. et seq. value of, to

Russia, 296 war between China and

Japan for possession of, 299 policy
of Britain regarding, 303.

' La Revue Naturiste,' the organ of the

new French literary school, 782.

LADY'S LIFE ON A RANCH, A, 1.

LANGUAGE, EYE, 76.

Law, John, of Lauriston, the Mississippi
Scheme of, 203.

Lasso, use of the, 668 et seq.
'

Leechdom, Wortcunning, and Starcraft

of Early England,' description of, 660
et seq.

LEE-METFORD RIFLE, THE, 831.

Lee-Metford rifle, the, construction of,

831 defects in the bullet for, ib.,

840 use of, as a sporting rifle, 835
et seq.

'Libri de Re Rustica,' discovery of a

copy of the, 654.

LIFE AND DEATH IN THE NIGER DELTA,
451.

LlONS, AMONG THE YOUNG, 729.
'

Literary London : Its Lights and

Comedies,' by W. P. Ryan, noticed,
732.

Lockhart, J. G., meeting of Disraeli

with, at Chiefswood, 590.

London, the Local Government Bill for,

445.

LONG CREDIT, 123.

LOOKER-ON, THE :

January : Personalities, 130 Por-

traiture, 131 The Reigning Hohen-

zollern, 133 That our Hearts may be
hardened ! 137 Rudyard the Divin-

ing, 140 Art, Beauty, and the Recruit-

ing-Sergeant, 142 The Coming Faee,
ib. AWoman'sWarning to Bachelors,
144.

March : The Listener to the Worlds :

His Message to Moses, 422 The
Judenhetz reasonably accounted for,

424 The Portentous Nineties, 427

Proposed Festival of Revenge for '98,

428 Recruiting: Progress forbids,

430 Three Words with Mr Mill, 432
War's Romance, 434 At Osobri,

435 The Much -neglected Tale of

Shibli Bagarag, 438.

April: The World's Unrest : Why
not the Money-Market's? 559 How
we should cut up ; German Estimate :

How they would cut up, 561 The
Incendiary Mahan : In View, grand
American Transformation, 563 Pres-

tige, 565 The Competitive Critic, 568
Mr Stephen Phillips, 569.

May : Spain and the United States :

Launch of a New World-Power, 702
Mr Winterley's Communication :

His Arrival in Town : His Observa-
tions there, 704 Some new Children
of Civilisation, 709 Gypsy and Jew,
711 Parasitical Literature, 715

Book-Gossip, 716.

June : Mr Gladstone, 860 Looking
West, 861 Mr Chamberlain's Proc-

lamation, 862 The Imperative Policy
of Armament, 863 The Sacrifice to

the Tobacco Trade described, 866
The Bishops and their too priestly

Priests, 867 The Stage and its

Critics, 871 Mr Shaw's unpleasant
Plays, 875.

"LOOKIN' BACK," 420.

"LOST," 701.

Lumsden, Sir Harry, an anecdote of,

774.

Maclise, portrait of Benjamin Disraeli,
Lord Beaconsfield, by, 583.

Malaxa, the battle of, 174 et seq.

Malaya, fishing in, by poisoning, 414 et

seq.
Master of the Buckhounds, Mr Glad-

stone's choice of a, 53.

MEMOIRS OF A HIGHLAND LADY, 530.

Milk-supply in India, needed improve-
ments in the, 263 et seq.

Mohammed Ali, the character of, 695.

Morley, Mr, speech of, at Leicester,
581.

Morrison, Arthur, the novels of, noticed,
734.

MRS OLIPHANT AS A BIOGRAPHER, 501.

MURRAY, SIR CHARLES, 688.

'Murray, the Hon. Sir Charles, Memoir
of,' by Sir Herbert Maxwell, reviewed,
688.

National Liberal Club, proposed reforms

by the Political Committee of the,

123 et seq.

Naturists, the, a new school in French

poetical literature, 781 et seq. aims

of, 783 the founder of, 785 achieve-

ments of, 787.

Nautical fiction - writers, present-day,
737.

Navy, home defence by the, 147.

NEW HUMANITARIANISM, THE, 98.
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NEW SCHOOL, A, 779.

NIOHOLSON, JOHN, OF DELHI, 207.

Nicholson, John, portrait of, in Mr
Forrest's '

Eight Days,' 207 Life of,

by Captain Trotter, noticed, 208 et

{eg. early life of, ib. obtains a cadet-

Hhip in the Indian Army, 210 called

;o active service, 211 et seq. home on

furlough, 214 returns to India, 216
services of, in the Mutiny, 218

leath of, 223.

N) ER DELTA, LIFE AND DEATH IN THE,
451.

Niger delta, the, physical conditions of,

451 imports of, 452 trade-canoes of,

455 river scenery of, 457.

NOOSE, THE, 665.

Noose, the, invention of, 665 various
forms of, ib. et seq.

North-West Frontier of India, the, na-

ture of, 765 early British conflicts

in, 771.

North -West, the, housekeeping in, 2,
12 et seq. pastoral life of, 4 et seq.
winter in, 6 spring-time in, 8 the
wild -flowers of, 9 et seq.

OBJECT-LESSON FOR THE INDIAN GOV-
ERNMENT, AN : THE TRANSPORT SER-
VICE AND THE HEALTH OF OUR ARMY
IN INDIA, 262.

Ocular expression, the importance of,

76 the natural history of, 77 et seq.

part played by the brow in, 78 de-

termination of character from, 79
emotion shown by, 80 in the lower

animals, 81.

ODD VOLUMES : I., 652.

OGLETHORPE, QUEEN, 196.

Oglethorpe, Sir Theophilus, the family
of, 197 Jacobite intrigues of the

daughters of, ib. et seq.

Oliphant, Laurence, Life of, by Mrs Oli-

phant, criticised, 505.

ONE TOUCH OF NATURE : A TALE OF
SAN MINIATO, 83.

OXONIAN, CAMBRIDGE : BY AN, 33.

Pain, Barry, the novels of, noticed, 734.

Painlessness, the new gospel of, 98

illogical ideas of the apostles of, 99 et

seq. dangerous tendency of the senti-

ment of, 103.

Palestine, emigration of the Jews to, 598
et seq. causes for this return to, 604

colonies of Jews in, ib. et seq.

Panjab, the, government of, by Ranjit

Singh, 767 early days of British rule

in, ib. final annexation of, 768.

PARIS, THE CRIES OF, 313.

PERIL, THE GERMAN, 107.

PERIL, THE YELLOW, 877.
PHILOSOPHY OF IMPRESSIONISM, THE,

630.

Picquart, Colonel, charges of the Paris-

ian populace against, 318.

PLAGUE: "Ai KALI!" A STORY OF
THE, 356.

Poets, number of, connected with Cam-
bridge, 49.

Political parties, the balance of, 446 et

seq.
Port Arthur, Russian occupation of,

554, 723, 879 et seq.
'Prairie Bird, the,' by Sir Charles Mur-

ray, description of, 694.

Pre-Raphaelite movement in art, origin
of the, 635.

PROBLEM, THE ARMY : A PROPOSED
SOLUTION, 147.

Problem-novel, examples of modern fic-

tion akin to the, 740.
PROGRESS IN IRELAND, 461.

Protective tariffs, the system of, in Ger-

many, 113.

Punishments, modern public sentiment

regarding, 98.

QUEEN OGLETHORPE, 196.

QUEEN, TO THE : A CHRISTMAS GREET-
ING, 146.

'Queen's Hounds, the, and Stag-hunt-
ing Recollections,' by Lord Ribbles-

dale, notice of, 53 et seq.

Queen's Speech, Debate on the, 439 et

seq.

Radicals, hostile attitude of the, towards

Government, 574 et seq.

RANCHE, A LADY'S LIFE ON A, 1.

Ranjit Singh, rule of the Sikhs by,
767.

REIGN OF TERROR, ADVENTURES OF THE
COMTE DE LA MUETTE DURING THE :

La Grand' $te, 66 The Herd of

Swine, 224 The Chevalier du Guet,
231 Quatremains -

Quatrepattes, 398
The Affair of the Candles, 406

Pyramus and Thisbe, 514 The
Mouse -trap, 521 The Red Cart,

677 The Quarries of Mont -Rouge,
809 The Salad Course, 821.

Reina Regenta, Spanish war-vessel, loss

of the, 241.

RENEGADES, THE TOWN OF THE :

AGURAI, 488.

'Representative,' Disraeli becomes editor

of the, 589 et seq.

Ribblesdale, Lord, 'The Queen's Hounds
and Stag-hunting Recollections' by,
notice of, 53 et seq.

RIFLE, THE LEE-METFORD, 831.

Rothiemurchus, the home of the Grants

at, 531 et seq.

Russell, Lord John, an early volume of

essays by, 656.

Russia, interest of, in the struggle be-

tween China and Japan, 299, 306

submission of Japan to, 301 reliance

of China on, 302, 307 designs of,

upon China, 553, 558, 575, 719, 726,

879, 889.
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Sagasta, Senor, rule of, in Spain, 239
et seq. passim.

Salisbury, Lord, characteristics of, as a

statesman, 579 illness of, 580.

Salmon, feeding of, in fresh water, 63.

SAN MINIATO, ONE TOUCH OF NATURE :

A TALE OF, 83.

SCHOOL, A NEW, 779.

Scott, Sir Walter, meeting of Disraeli

with, at Chiefswood, 590.

Seton Gordons, history of the, 258.

"Sexual problem," absence of the, in

contemporary magazine fiction, 736.
SIR CHARLES MURRAY, 688.

SIR WILLIAM FRASER, K.C.B., 841.

Slip-knot, the, invention of, 665 vari-

ous forms of, ib. et seq.

Smith, Mrs, of Baltiboys, Autobiography
of, notice of, 530.

Social agitator, disturbing influence of

the, 574 et seq.
SOLDIER OF THE FRONTIER, A: COKE
OF COKE'S RIFLES, 765.

Spain, revolt against rule of, in Cuba,
238 et seq. the governing classes in,

242 government of Cuba by, 245
measure of autonomy granted to Cuba
by, 251.

Spaniards, the, as irregular fighters, 540.

SPANISH CRISIS, THE, 238.

SPLENDID, JOHN : THE TALE OF A POOR
GENTLEMAN, AND THE LITTLE WARS
OF LORN, Chapters ix.-xi., 17 xn.-

xiv., 180 xv. -xviii., 322 XIX.-XXIL,
469 xxiii., xxiv., 610 xxv.-xxvin.,
743.

SPORT, Two GOOD BOOKS ON, 52.

Sporting rifle, the, in Africa, 834 in

India, 837 in Scotland, 839.

STROKE OF THE HOUR, AT THE, 498.

Superstitution, prevalence of, in early
times, 378 et seq.

Swift, Benjamin, "style" of the novels

of, 738.
Technical education in Germany, reports

of British delegates on, 117, 122.

TEMAGAMI, 397.

Tennyson, connection of, with Cam-
bridge, 50.

Trade-unionism, attacks of, on Govern-

ment, 577.
'Travels in North America' by Sir

Charles Murray, description of, 692.

Tripos, origin of the word, 37.

Trotter, Captain Lionel J. ,

' Life of John
Nicholson, Soldier and Administrator,'
by, noticed, 208 et seq.

TRUTH ABOUT THE CARDINAL'S MURDER,
THE, 344.

TUBA-FISHING, 414.

Tulloch, John, D.D., Life of, by Mrs
Oliphant, criticised, 509.

Two GOOD BOOKS ON SPORT, 25.

United States, the, as an Asiatic Power,
888,

Viceroys, government of India by, 94

VOLUMES, ODD : I., 652.

VOLUNTEERS AS A FIGHTING FORCE,
THE, 641.

Volunteers, the, criticisms of, 641

training of, 642 et seq., 648 rifle

practice of, 644 discipline of, 646
deficient skill in the officers of, ib.

proposed remedial measures for,
649.

'War in Cuba, The,' by G. Reparaz,
notice of, 238, 240.

WARS, THE DEMOCRACY AND : APPEAL
TO THE RADICALS, 573.

Wells, H. G., the novels of, noticed,
733.

Westbrook Place, romantic history of

the old house of, 196 et seq.
Western Africa, a hospital in, 454 a

funeral in, 456 a court of justice in,

458 the natives of, 459.

WHAT'S IN A NAME? NOMENCLATURE
OF OUR BATTLESHIPS, 671.

Whewell, Dr, anecdote of, 51.
' Wild Norway, with chapters on Spits-

bergen, Denmark, &c.,' by Abel Chap-
man, notice of, 59 et seq.

'William Blackwood and His Sons,' by
Mrs Oliphant, notice of, 511.

WITCHCRAFT AND CHRISTIANITY, 378.

Witchcraft, enactments against, in early
times, 378 attitude of the primitive
Church towards, 381 growth of the
medieval form of, 384 persecutions

against, 387 et seq. cessation of exe-

cutions for, 393 lingering beliefs in,

394 et seq.

Wrangler, the, of Cambridge, meaning
of, 37.

Writing, the invention of, 632 et seq.
YELLOW PERIL, THE, 877.

YOUNGER, DISRAELI THE, 583.

Zionism, definition of, 598 leaders in

the cause of, 599 societies in support
of, ib. et seq. progress of, 606 ulti-

mate benefits of, 609.

ZIONISTS, THE, 598.

Zola, M., the trial of, 317 et seq.
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